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Big things are in store,

Dinosaur!

Big things are happening at today's Annerican Museum of

Natural History.

Most dramatic is the multi-million dollar project just under

way to rebuild the museum's world-famous dinosaur halls. This

includes state-of-the-art exhibition technology, interactive sta-

tions, and spectacular dinosaur mounts.

But there's so much more: coming attractions include a

fascinating new Hall of Human Biology and Evolution, and the

world's first major exhibition on global warming.

Recapturing a tradition of action and adventure, and ad-

vancing the museum's reputation for scientific discovery, ex-

peditions are now scheduled to Mongolia and Cuba. These
ventures are guaranteed to break new ground in science, as

well as in international relations.

There's more still: the museum's natural history library

the biggest and best in North America, is being expandec

to better serve the general public as well as scholars anc

scientists.

To help make this kind of progress possible, the museun"

is announcing its most ambitious fund drive ever, a four-yeai

$60 million campaign.

Yes, big things are in store.

A spirit of vitality and progress is

on display today at the American

Museum of Natural History.

American
Museum o1

Natural

History
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Where Nablus Is Not
I found your series of articles on "The

Ecology of War & Peace" (November

1990) both worthwhile and timely. How-
ever, Bernard Nietschmann's passing ref-

erence in the first paragraph of "Battle-

fields of Ashes and Mud" to the "city of

Shechem, near Nablus, Jordan [emphasis

mine]" leads me to question his knowl-

edge of recent history and of the impact of

historical events on geographical designa-

tions.

In 1948, the U.N. divided the British

Mandate of Palestine into two states.

Nablus was awarded to the Arab state. It

was immediately seized by Jordan and

occupied for the following nineteen

years—an occupation, incidentally, never

recognized internationally. After Jordan

attacked Israel during the Six Day War of

1967, Israel seized this territory, which it

calls Samaria, and has occupied it ever

since—an occupation also never recog-

nized internationally. The RL.O. claims

Nablus as part of its proposed state of

Palestine. In 1988, Jordan renounced all

claims to the territory it formerly occu-

pied.

Thus, depending on one's political pro-

clivities, Nablus can be described as being

in Samaria (the Israeli designation), Pal-

estine (the RL.O. designation), or the Is-

raeli-occupied West Bank (a more neutral

designation). The one country Nablus is

not in, however, is Jordan.

Richard J. Alexander
Flushing, New York

Sandintsta Conservation
The article by Bernard Nietschmann on

environmental conservation in Nicaragua

("Conservation by Conflict in Nicara-

gua," November 1990) is informative, but

in describing the faltering outcomes,

Nietschmann reports that plans for "con-

servation and sustainable development

were overwhelmed by Sandinista eco-

nomic failures." It seems not very fair to

ascribe to the Sandinistas the economic

devastation that was caused in large mea-

sure by the United States economic block

ade, by United States obstruction and im

placable opposition to loans and grant

from international agencies, and by th'

crushing human and material costs of th^

Contra war
The healthy and healthful growth of

global conservation enterprise is inescap

ably politics dependent. Nowhere has thi

been more obvious than in Nicaragua.

Evelyn A. Maus
Neponsit, New Yor

Small Windward
Raymond Sokolov ("Columbus the Ui

witting," October 1990) writes: "Dom
nica is . . . the largest of the Windwar
Islands, a rugged green ghost, visible on

clear day from the north of Martinique."

think he is mistaken. My maps show th;

Dominica is much smaller than Mart

nique, the largest of the Windwards.

Joseph T. Armstron
Birmingham, Alabam

Natural History regrets the error.—Ed

Literal Translation

Douglas Day writes with deep unde

standing of the sociological and psych(

logical mores of my people, the Mexicar

("A Day with the Dead," October 1990

It is in his translation of the language th:

I find myself in disagreement with hin

When he is talking about the skulls an

what is sometimes written on them, h

mentions one inscription: "Soy Pedro M(
reno; Un Ave Maria Y Un Padre Nuesti

Por Dios, Hermano," and he proceeds

translate it as "I am Pedro Moreno; on

Hail Mary and one Our Father for Go<

brother" I find fault in his translatic

because it is literal. The proper translatio

is: "I am Pedro Moreno; one Hail Mai
and one Lord's Prayer for my soul b

God's mercy, brother." The expressio

"por Dios" implies that the petition is bi

ing made in the name of God's mercy.

Rev. Fabricio P Guzma
South Bend, Indian
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art from northeastern zaire

The American Museum of

Natural History sponsored

Congo Expedition of

1909 -1915 brought back

insight, information, and

an extraordinary collec-

tion of objects fashioned

in wood, ivory, metal and

terracotta that reflected

the changing artistic

Mother and child, wood. Azande Currents Sweeping the

Z^^-'"'"' region in the early 1900s.

This beautifully illustrated book, written by the foremost scholars

1
of the arts, history and culture of northeastern Zaire, is a companion to

(he exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History. AJrican Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire

Kvidly illustrates one of Africa's great artistic heritages with over one hundred exquisite full color photographs

ind striking archival images.

\frican Reflections: Artfrom Northeastern Zaire is available to members for $39.95 per copy including

shipping and handling. This beautiful hardcover book may be obtained by sending your check, money

order, or VISA/Mastercard information including account * and expiration date to:

iTogram
American Museum of Natural History Central Park West at 79th Street N.Y., NY 10024-5192 -

The price quoted is for orders within the United States and Canada. Foreign inquiries please write or call (212) 769-5530



The Maya Rediscovered

Maya ruins at Chichen Itza, painted by

English artist Adela Catherine Breton

(1849-1923)
City ot Bristol Museum and Ad Gallery
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Turning Points
1 Maya archeology comes ofage
i

by Jeremy A. Sabloff

Already shaken in the ninth century

x.D.by the collapse ofmany ofits

heartland cities, ancient Maya
civilization was dismembered by the

European conquerors whofollowed in the

wake ofColumbus. Today, its ruins are

endangered by looters and acid rain,

while its living descendants inhabit an

often hostile world. For generations,

archeologists and other scholars have

labored to understand the rise andfall of

this great New World civilization. In a

special series ofarticles. Natural History

explores some ofthe recent discoveries

and interpretations that are bringing this

work tofruition.

One hundred and fifty years ago, the

American writer John L. Stephens first

saw the great Maya city of Palenque in the

jungle lowlands of Mexico. "Through

openings in the trees," he wrote, "we saw

the front of a large building richly orna-

mented with stuccoed figures on the pilas-

ters, curious and elegant; trees growing

close against it, and their branches enter-

ing the doors; in style and effect unique,

extraordinary, and mournfully beautiful."

Stephens recounted this visit to Palenque

and many other archeological sites in two

best-selling books: Incidents of Travel in

Central America, Chiapas and Yucatan

(1841) and Incidents of Travels in Yuca-

tan (1843). His descriptions of the sites

were placed within romantic tales of the

trials and tribulations of traveling in an

infrequently visited region. Enhanced by

artist Frederick Catherwood's drawings of

Maya buildings, Stephens's writings intro-

duced ancient Maya civilization to the

general reading public in both North

America and Europe.

During his two trips, in 1839-40 and

1841-42, Stephens noted the similarities

among sites spread over a large zone and

argued that one people, the ancestors of

the present-day Maya inhabitants, had oc-

cupied the whole area. Contrary to the

views held by many nineteenth-century

writers, that Native American civiliza-

tions owed their origins to peoples from

the Old World (Egypt, India, or one of the

ten lost tribes of Israel), Stephens recog-

nized that Maya civilization was an indig-

enous development, a position held by

nearly all archeologists today. He did not,

however, attribute great age to the ancient

Maya, dating the ruins to a period not

much earlier than the Spanish conquest.

Archeologists now know that the an-

cient Maya lived in a variety of highland

and lowland environments in the greater

Yucatan Peninsula. The highlands, cen-

tered on the volcanic ranges of modem-

day Guatemala and adjacent Mexico and

El Salvador at the south of the peninsula,

is a zone rich in useful raw materials,

including a volcanic glass, obsidian, that

was made into cutting tools. Archeologists

usually distinguish two lowland areas. The

southern lowlands, consisting of the tropi-

cal rain forest of central and northern

Guatemala and adjacent areas of Mexico,

Belize, and Honduras, is where most ar-

cheological research has been undertaken.

With such huge sites as Tikal, Copan, and

Palenque, it has traditionally been viewed

as the heartland of the ancient Maya
world. The northern lowlands, situated in

the relatively drier forests and plains of

the modem Mexican states of Yucatan,

Campeche, and Quintana Roo, includes

the later Maya sites of Uxmal, Chichen

Itza, and Mayapan.

The first villages in the Maya lowlands

were occupied about 3,200 years ago. The

population rapidly expanded during the

following millennium, as new areas were

colonized and individual villages grew in

size and complexity. By 2,000 yeare ago,

Maya civilization had emerged, with large

public works (notably stone temples on
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pyramidal bases), a sophisticated art style,

and urban settlements. The Classic civi-

lization, with all its accomplishments in

architecture, craft specialization, writing,

mathematics, astronomy, and art, was es-

tablished by A.D. 300.

The Classic Maya flourished in the

southern lowlands until about a.d. 800,

when a combination of overpopulation,

environmental stress, and intercity con-

flict led to the demise of many southern

lowland cities and a concurrent population

shift to the northern lowlands. On the ba-

sis of recent research, many archeologists

now believe that the Classic period contin-

ued until at least a.d. 1000, when the hilly

Puuc region cities, including Uxmal,

Sayil, Kabah, Labna, and Oxkintok, col-

lapsed, and certainly concluded in 1 200,

with Chichen Itza's downfall. The rise of

the city of Mayapan and its political con-

federacy, between 1250 and 1450,

marked the final, or Postclassic, period of

Maya florescence in the lowlands prior to

the sixteenth-century Spanish conquest.

8 Natural History 1/91

Although various lowland Maya cities

had been described by the Spanish con-

quistadors, clerics, and subsequent explor-

ers, the public remained generally un-

aware of this important pre-Columbian

civilization until the Stephens and

Catherwood books, along with a host of

publications by other explorers, appeared

in the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury. And not until the last decade of the

nineteenth century was the first large-

scale excavation of a Maya ruin initiated,

by Harvard's Peabody Museum at the site

of Copan in Honduras.

The Copan excavations (1891 to 1895)

moved Maya archeology beyond its initial

explorer stage and are viewed by some

scholars as the start of the modem period

of Maya studies. The effort consisted in

large part of clearing the earth that had

accumulated over the centuries on the sur-

face of the central stone buildings and

exposing the buildings that had collapsed

and fallen. The standing structures and

the open spaces between them were thus

revealed with greater clarity than ha(

been possible from earlier surface exami

nations, allowing archeologists to survej

the temples, palaces, and carved monu
ments of the site in detail and produce ai

improved site map. With the careful de

scriptive work and detailed photograph:

of such explorers as Alfred Maudslay anc

Teobert Maler, and the pioneering at

tempts at decipherment of Maya hiero

glyphic inscriptions by scholars in botl

the Americas and Europe (particularh

the identification of specific glyphs relat

ing to numbers, the calendar, and deities)

archeologists began to form a picture o:

ancient Maya civilization.

The next thirty years (1895 to 1925

saw continued exploration, some excava

tion, and further breakthroughs in thi

study of Maya hieroglyphic writing am
iconography. For example. Harvard ar

cheologist R. E. Merwin excavated

large temple at the site of Holmul in north

em Guatemala. He was able to reveal ;

limited sequence of changing architec

tural styles and pottery types. Epigrapher

related dates of the Maya calendar h

Christian calendars so that researcher

could understand the precise dates of th

many monuments that were inscribe

with Maya dates. In addition, analysts c

Maya art helped reveal the nature of th

Maya religious cosmos and its gods an'

attempted to order Maya art chronolog

cally in terms of changing styles.

To my mind, however, the tuming poir

in Maya research and the start of ou

modem understanding of ancient May
civilization is marked by the fieldwork a

the southern lowland site of Uaxactur

Guatemala, undertaken by the Camegi
Institution of Washington from 1926 t

1937. Sylvanus G. Morley, a staff" men:

ber of the institution and director of it

project at Chichen Itza, chose Uaxactu]

for study because it had the earliest May;

inscription then known and a long se

quence of hieroglyphic dates. Under thi

direction, first, of Oliver G. Ricketson am
then of A. Ledyard Smith, the work a

Uaxactun fleshed out what had previousl;

been only a skeletal picture of Classii

Maya civilization and its development.

The archeologists at Uaxactun mappec

and excavated the site intensively, evei

opening deep trenches in the large temple

and palaces. This research revealed man;

layers of building and rebuilding, oftei

associated with dated monuments am
large quantities of broken pottery. Carefu

analyses by Edith Ricketson and Rober

E. Smith led to the specification of a ce

ramie sequence with a number of date<

periods. As a result, buildings withou

carved monuments but with associated ce
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ramies could be placed in chronological

position not only at Uaxactiin but also

elsewhere in the southern lowlands.

For the first time, the full development

of the Classic period could be ordered and

dated. Local and imported pottery could

be distinguished to get some idea of what

outside contacts existed in the different

periods. In addition, the archeologists at

Uaxactiin found stratigraphic evidence

that the Classic period did not develop

suddenly but had been preceded by a

lengthy Preclassic period.

The Uaxactiin research helped solidify

what became a standard image of Maya
civilization, one that emphasized the ac-

tivities and achievements of the upper

class. The image was of a series of elabo-

rate ceremonial centers, supported by an

extensive, slash-and-bum agricultural sys-

tem. The principal inhabitants of the cen-

ters were the rulers and the priests and

their acolytes. The farmers, archeologists

believed, lived scattered around the nearly

vacant centers, perhaps gathering only for

special ritual occasions.

The privileged few concentrated on

intellectual and religious concerns, carved

monuments with esoteric content, and

lived relatively peaceful existences. The
farmers supported the residents of the

centers with food and were mobilized by

the rulers for occasional large construc-

tion projects. In return, the priests inter-

ceded with the gods to provide an orderly

world for the Maya, with predictable rain

and bountiful crops.

Archeologists emphasized not only the

elite aspects of Maya civilization but also

the Classic period, which was seen as the

heyday of the ancient Maya, and the

southern lowlands, where the great Clas-

sic centers were concentrated. This view

was codified after the Uaxactiin research

in two popular books that were written by

the leading Maya archeologists of the era,

Sylvanus G. Morley and J. Eric S.

Thompson, both of whom worked for the

Carnegie Institution of Washington. Mor-

ley's book, The Ancient Maya, was pub-

lished in 1946; Thompson's, The Rise and
Fall ofMaya Civilization, in 1954.

Recent research has caused wholesale

revisions in the scholarly understanding of

Maya civilization. New studies of hiero-

glyphic inscriptions and breakthroughs in

decipherment have shown that instead of

being concerned solely with astronomical

and mathematical matters, Maya writing

detailed the history of Maya rulers and

their interactions. These writings have be-

gun to give us a political picture of the

Maya lowlands and indicate that the

Maya world was not peaceful but was

filled with armed conflict. A growing

collaboration between archeologists and

epigraphers, exemplified by research on

the turbulent relations between Copan
and its neighbors, promises new msights

into the history of the Classic Maya

Research on the Preclassic and Posi

classic periods has confirmed the presenc

of complex cultural developments durin

these times and has revealed the impoi

tant role played by the northern lowland;

as well as the Maya highlands and piec

mont. The discovery that cities with hug
temples (some of the tallest structures i

the Maya lowlands), intensive agriculture

By adding a watercolor overlay to a photograph ofa temple wall at

Chichenltza. right. Adela Catherine Bretonprovided a glimpse of
Maya splendor Traces ofpigmentfound on the stone guided her choice

ofcolors. Above: A colorful stuccofrieze that Breton recorded at

Acanc'eh included a squirrel. The original has since deteriorated.
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and sophisticated religious symbolism ap-

peared centuries before the traditional

iating of the Classic period has revived a

ong-standing debate over why Maya civi-

lization arose, including the roles of war-

fare, trade, and population growth.

Finally, a broader perspective on the

Dart of archeologists to encompass the ac-

Livities and contributions of the non-elite

members of ancient Maya society—in-

cluding the humble remains of agricul-

turists' wood and thatch houses—has led

to findings that the Maya had extensive

residential areas around the temple cen-

ters and that these well-populated cities

were supported in part by intensive agri-

culture. A major challenge will be to link

this emerging appreciation of community

and economic organization with the deci-

pherment of additional carved monu-

ments, which gives renewed emphasis to

the activities of the Maya upper class.

Armed with new theories, field methods,

and analytic techniques, archeologists are

optimistic that an understanding of the

nature and magnitude of Maya civiliza-

tion finally is within grasp. D

^^C^^k'T^^W^'
'
y^'h-^P'^^k
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Cenluries-old map of Northern Europt

shows Sweden and other Scandinaviai

countries.
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A Double-billed Dilemma
A West Africanfinch with an evolutionarypuzzle in its beak

by Thomas Bates Smith

Night sounds fade and light begins to

descend through the dense canopy as we
paddle our dugout through the narrow

channel. Piercing the dense mist, enor-

mous tree trunks rise abruptly at our sides.

Overhead, the dawn silence is broken by

the defensive "coughs" of talapoin mon-

keys as they jet across the canopy. It is

morning on the Nyong River.

After a forty-minute trip, we reach the

place where we have tied our first line of

mist nets, thirty-six-foot lengths of fine

mesh used for capturing birds. When
open, they form a curtain twenty feet

high, nearly invisible in the dawn light.

After unfurling the nets, we move to the

next hne. We will return in half an hour to

collect, measure, band, and release the

birds we catch in them.

In 1985 my wife, Paige, and I left the

comforts of Berkeley, California, and es-

tablished a primitive camp in the remote

rain forests of Cameroon, West Africa.

Here we lived for two years with little

contact with the outside world other than

a radio. Our closest neighbors lived half a

mile away in the small mud-hut village of

Ndibi. Here all long-distance calls are

free; they are pounded out on a drum.

We came to study a small finch called

the black-bellied seedcracker, one of more

than 850 species of birds found in Camer-

oon. We chose this particular species after

reading the account of one of the earliest

zoological expeditions to Africa, led by

two zoologists from the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, Herbert Lang
and James P Chapin. They arrived in

Photographs by Thomas Bates Smith
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Two male black-bellied seedcrackers exhibit the two bill sizes that characterize the

species. The stouter bill ofthe bird on the right gives it greater crushingpower
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Leopoldville, Belgian Congo (now Kin

shasa, Zaire), in 1909 on the the first ma
jor expedition to the legendary "heart o:

darkness" region since Stanley had founc

Dr. Livingstone in 1871. Lang anc

Chapin's mission was simple: spend tw(

years collecting specimens and studyinj

the natural history of tropical West Af
rica. However, six years after setting sai

for the so-called Dark Continent, the;

were still there, collecting and studyinj

animals and plants unknown to science. A
the end of the expedition, they cataloge(

an immense amount of material—25,00(

skins and skeletons and 100,000 insects—

and documented the region's natural his

tory and culture with more than 10,00(

photographs. Chapin, only twenty-fivi

years old when he returned to New Yori

in 1915, spent much of the remainder o

his career writing what is still considere(

one of the most authoritative works ii

African ornithology, the four-volumt

Birds of the Belgian Congo.

On September 3, 1924, nearly nim

years to the day after he sailed into Nev
York Harbor, Chapin published a shor

paper entitled "Bill Size Variation ii

Pyrenestes, a Genus of Weaver Finch," ii

which he described an unusual phenome

non. He had found that within each of tht

three species that made up the genus then

existed large-billed (about 1.6 cm) anc

small-billed (1.25 cm) variants but no indi

viduals with intermediate-sized bills

What was unusual was that the size differ

ence had nothing to do with gender or wit!

region: both males and females had bills o)

either size, and far more perplexing tc

Chapin, both bill forms were found to-

gether across Africa. A comparable phe

nomenon in humans would be if a conti-

nent were inhabited by adults four to five

feet tall and six to seven feet tall, with nc
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A male seedcracker with a large billfeeds on a hard-seeded

species ofsedge.

one between five and six feet. Given such

evidence, taxonomists of the day would

have assumed that the bill variants were

simply separate species (they could not be

"races," or subspecies, since they oc-

curred together geographically). How-
ever, Chapin clearly wasn't satisfied.

Thirty years after the publication of his

1924 paper, he wrote, "that birds of differ-

ing bill size may interbreed may not be

doubted Yet there must be some re-

luctance toward mating with a bird of

markedly different size, otherwise each

population would quickly approach a

mean."

If not separate species, then what did

these bill variants represent? Chapin

wasn't sure. The most interesting possibil-

ity, however—and one that Chapin did

not consider—was what drew us to Africa.

This was the idea that the two bill sizes

represented distinct variants within a sin-

gle population of interbreeding birds—

a

phenomenon known as polymorphism.

Polymorphisms in color, called phases or

morphs, are quite common in natural

populations. Black bears are not always

black but also show a cinnamon and blue

phase. Similarly, snow geese come in a

blue phase and a white phase. Although

common in nature, the evolutionary mech-

anisms that give rise to color polymor-

phisms are poorly understood. (One re-

cent review paper listed a dozen different

evolutionary forces that may be working

alone or in concert to maintain color poly-

morphism in European land snails.)

Unlike color polymorphisms, the causes

of which can be very hard to pin down, a

polymorphism in a trait such as bill size

offers biologists an excellent opportunity

to study how natural selection might be
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functioning, because the size of a bird's

bill is more directly associated with its

ability to survive. These types of polymor-

phisms—often called trophic polymor-

phisms because they are involved in pro-

cessing food—are scarce and occur in only

a few species of vertebrates: several spe-

cies of tropical fishes, two species of larval

amphibians, and the hook-billed kite, a

bizarre species of tropical hawk that preys

exclusively on tree snails.

Despite their scarcity, trophic polymor-

phisms are thought to play important eco-

logical and evolutionary roles. Some theo-

rists believe they allow a broader use of

resources, with each form specializing in a

different type of food, thereby minimizing

competition within the species. For exam-

ple, in many birds of prey, females are

larger than males, and the sexes have dis-

tinct diets—larger bodies being better at

subduing larger prey, smaller bodies more

agile at catching smaller, swifter prey.

Evolutionarily, trophic polymorphisms

may be steppingstones in speciation, in

which populations first diverge ecologi-

cally through a polymorphism and later

reproductively, resulting in discrete spe-

cies. This idea has been advanced to ex-

plain the huge explosion of cichlid fish

species in the Rift Valley lakes of East

Africa, where single lakes sometimes con-

tain several hundred species of fish.

There, distinct morphs may have first de-

veloped ecologically, by feeding on differ-

ent foods, and later reproductively, by

breeding in the region where they forage.

Our hope was to determine if the differ-

ent bill variants were distinct morphs and

to uncover the possible ecological mecha-

nisms that may have produced them. Our
study area in Cameroon, just two degrees

north of the equator, experiences drast:

seasonal change over the year. During th

major wet season, from Septemb<

through November, the Nyong River ris<

twenty-five feet, flooding adjacent swam
forests, marshes, and, not infrequentl

our camp. Getting around comfortably r

quires a canoe and plenty of insect repe

lent. From January to June, however, tt

waters recede and fires bum along tl

river, occasionally entering the dry swam
forest and reducing it to ashes.

This annual cycle of fires and flooc

produces an unusual flora. The uplar

rain forest, which never bums, contains

great diversity of plants and animals, ii

eluding primates such as chimpanzef

and lowland gorillas. The swamp fore:

contains various species of medium-size

trees and shmbs, many of which drc

their fmit during the rainy season. Her
water currents and fish, in addition i

birds, wind, and other common agent

help disperse the seeds. But the plants thi

dominate the understory of the swam
forest and are the principal food (

seedcrackers are grasslike plants calk

sedges.

By mist netting and measuring many (

the seedcrackers, we confirmed Chapin

earlier findings that two distinct bill sizi

are found in both sexes and that none i

the birds have intermediate-sized bill

Oddly, the bill is the only characterist

that varies. Large- and small-bilk

seedcrackers differ little in other boc

characteristics, such as overall size. This

unusual in birds, in which bill and boc

size tend to vary to a similar degree. We:

the bill forms different species or not? Tl

answer could only come from identifyir

breeding pairs and measuring their bill;

Finding seedcracker nests is like loo'

ing for a contact lens on a sandy bead

Male seedcrackers, unlike many ma
birds, do not defend territories around tl'

nest, so we were unable to find nests t

locating singing males. We had to searc

painstakingly for them, not an easy task i

dense forest. Seedcrackers breed durin

the wet season when sedge seeds are mo:

abundant. Nests are usually built in sma

trees, often in the swamp forest a few fet

above water. Typical of the estrildid sui

family of finches, nests are dome shape(

about the size of a football, and have a sid

entrance. Over the course of two breedin

seasons we found sixty nests. When w

were able to measure both parents, w
found they did not choose their mates o

the basis of bill size. This was the first soli

evidence that bill types were morphs of

single species. Since then, we have corrol

orated these findings using biochemici

techniques performed on tissues at th
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University of California's Museum of

Vertebrate Zoology in Berkeley.

Did the bill variants differ genetically?

What were the ecological correlates of bill

size? How did the difference arise? Cap-

turing and remeasuring marked individ-

uals over time indicated that the variation

was not due to differential wear of the bill.

This had to be ruled out, since wear and

tear on bills can alter their shape. The bills

of European oystercatchers vary, depend-

ing on the way in which the individual

birds feed on intertidal mollusks. The al-

ternative was that age determined the bill

types. This was easily rejected, however,

since the bill size of birds we repeatedly

caught did not change.

Despite this evidence, we wanted to be

sure that the polymorphism truly had a

genetic basis and was not induced by envi-

ronmental factors. Perhaps the type of

food parents fed nestlings caused them to

have bills of different size. If that was the

case, attempts to understand how the

polymorphism evolved would be superflu-

ous, since for a trait to evolve, it must have

a genetic basis. The solution was to exam-

ine the bills of offspring from parents of

known bill size under controlled condi-

tions. Easier said than done in the wild.

Like many tropical species, seedcracker

nestlings suffer a high rate of mortality

from predation. Only 15 percent of the

nests succeed in fledging offspring. Nest

predators abound; the most prominent are

arboreal snakes, coucals (large cuckoos),

and driver ants, which frequently move
through the understory in large swarms,

devouring everything in sight, including

baby birds. For these and other reasons,

controlled breeding experiments were

necessary. In a collaborative effort with

the Riverbanks Zoo in Columbia, South

Carolina, we have successfully exported

eighty-five finches from Cameroon since

1985. The breeding experiments at River-

banks Zoo (the first institution to breed

seedcrackers in captivity) are still under

way, but preliminary results suggest that

bill forms do have a genetic basis. So far,

mated pairs have produced offspring that

have large or small bills but none with

intermediate-sized bills.

So what good is it to have two bill sizes?

And why aren't there finches with inter-

mediate-sized beaks? Sometimes asking

the question "why" in biology is mislead-

ing. Not all traits have functions. Some
may be present because they occurred in

an ancestor and have been carried along as

excess baggage. In birds, however, a close

relationship exists between bill size, food

habits, and survival. Seedcrackers are no

exception. These finches specialize in

feeding on two species of sedge seeds that

differ enormously in hardness, compa
rable to the difference in hardness be

tween a walnut and a peanut. The hard

seeded sedge requires as much as sixtj

pounds of force to crack, while the soft

seeded sedge takes less than one. Botl

kinds of seeds are most abundant during

the wet season, when finches breed. To set

if finches differ in the times required t<

crack the two seeds, we conducted feedinj

trials using captive birds. Not surpris

ingly, large- and small-billed morphs dif

fered in their cracking times. Large-billec

morphs cracked the hard-seeded sedge;

more efficiently than small-billed morphs

with the reverse true on the soft-seedec

sedge. Yet, both bill types fed more effi

ciently on the soft than on the hard sedge

However, during the dry season, wher

there are no soft sedge seeds available

diets differ greatly. Large morphs becomi

specialists on hard-seeded sedges, whicl

they obtain by foraging on loose seeds ii

the leaf litter, while small morphs becom<

food generalists, feeding on a wide variet;

of soft-seeded grasses. Small-billec

morphs apparently switch to soft gras;

seeds because of their inability to fee(

easily on the hard-seeded sedge evei

though these seeds are still available

Large morphs fail to switch to soft foods

apparently because of their inability ti

compete with the soft-seed specialists.

In this way, the feeding ecology o

large- and small-billed birds functions a

though they were two distinct species

Studies of species that feed on simila

foods have shown that diets overlap mos

when food is abundant and least whei

food is scarce. Competition for food dur

ing times of scarcity is widely thought t(

cause similar species to diverge in diet

This is exactly the pattern found ii

seedcrackers and may well be due to com
petition between morphs.

Closely allied species of seedcracker;

have bills more similar in size and shape t<

the small-billed morph, suggesting tha

the ancestor of seedcrackers also had

small bill. If for some reason the small

billed ancestor began feeding on the sof

sedge, it would have had very little compe

tition from other species, because fev

birds eat sedges. Under these conditions

ecological theory predicts that compe

tition within species would lead to greatei

variation in bill size. As a result, any indi

vidual that became large enough to takt

advantage of the hard sedge seeds so fai

not used for food would have had an ad

vantage. Large morphs may therefore

have arisen as a result of specializing or

the hard sedge seeds.

The existence of two bill types withir

one species raises many intriguing evolu
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ionary questions. Might, for instance, one

)f the types become isolated enough in its

labits to stop interbreeding with the

jther, resulting in a large- and a small-

Dilled species? Sympatric speciation

—

ipeciation that takes place in one geo-

graphical region—is a very controversial

opic in evolutionary biology. Most biolo-

gists believe speciation rarely, if ever,

akes place this way, but requires that a

x)pulation first be separated geographi-

;ally Nonetheless, sympatric speciation

vould seem possible if the fruiting of dif-

erent sedges occurred at different times

)f the season. Under these circumstances,

norphs might prefer to pair with mates of

imilar bill size in order to match the avail-

ibility of seeds on which they are most

fficient, thereby maximizing the number

if offspring that could be successfully fed.

This brings us to Djohong, in the re-

note northeastern comer of Cameroon.

)johong is a small village bordering the

Central African Republic and lies in a

ransition zone between the forest to the

outh and the savanna to the north. In the

arly 1960s, a Belgian ornithologist visited

)johong and collected a single seed-

racker, which I happened upon while vis-

ting museums in Europe. This remark-

,ble individual had a bill far greater in size

han the largest-billed birds in my study

jea, but similar in size to birds Chapin

lad collected in northeastern Zaire. What
)roduced this enormous bill? Although I

lad my suspicions, I had to wait a year for

he answer. It was a three-day trip by four-

vheel drive to Djohong, across some of the

oughest roads imaginable. Several times

luring the journey we found troops of

)aboons camped out on the road, often

efusing to move. The Catholic nun who

;reeted us at the mission still remembered

he Belgian ornithologist and directed us

the exact spot where he had collected

he finch twenty-five years earlier. There,

growing along a small stream, was the

eason for the bird's large bill: another

pecies of sedge, with seeds twice as hard

IS those of the hard-seeded sedge growing

n our study area. Did the larger-billed

ariant represent a new species of

eedcracker or yet another bill morph?

"uture work will tell. But now I under-

tand how Lang and Chapin's two-year

xpedition ended up lasting six.

Thomas Bates Smith is a researchfellow

n the Department of Integrative Biology

md the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology

Jt the University of California, Berkeley.

^is project on seedcrackers was launched

vhen Melvin Traylor of the Field Mu-
eum of Natural History in Chicago in-

roduced him to James P. Chapin's work.
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HIS View OF Life

Eight (or Fewer) Little Piggies
Why do we and most other tetrapods havefive digits on each limb?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Richard Owen, England's greatest ver-

tebrate anatomist during Darwin's gen-

eration, developed the concept of an ar-

chetype to explicate the evident simi-

larities that join us with frogs, flamingoes,

and fishes. (An archetype is an abstract

model constructed to generate the entire

range of vertebrate design by simple trans-

formation of the all-inclusive prototype.)

Owen was so pleased with his conception

that he even drew a picture of his arche-

type, engraved it upon a seal for his per-

sonal emblem, and in 1852, wrote a letter

to his sister Maria, trying to explain this

arcane concept in layperson's terms:

It represents the archetype, or primal pat-

tern—what Plato would have called the

"divine idea" on which the osseous frame of

all vertebrate animals—i.e., all animals

that have bones—has been constructed.

The motto is "the one in the manifold,"

expressive of the unity of plan which may
be traced through all the modifications of

the pattern, by which it is adapted to the

very habits and modes of life of fishes, rep-

tiles, birds, beasts, and human kind.

Darwin took a much more worldly view

of the concept, substituting a flesh and

blood ancestor for a Platonic abstraction

from the realm of ideas. Vertebrates had a

unified architecture, Darwin argued, be-

cause they all evolved from a common
ancestor. The similar shapes and positions

of bones record the historical happen-

stance of ancestral form, retained by in-

heritance in all later species of the lineage,

not the abstract perfection of an ideal

shape in God's realm of ideas. Darwin

burst Owen's bubble with a marginal note

in his personal copy of Owen's major

work. On the Nature of Limbs. Darwin

wrote: "I look at Owen's archetype as

more than idea, as a real representation as

far as the most consummate skill and lofti-

est generalization can represent the parent

form of the Vertebrata."

However we construe the concept of an

organizing principle of design for major

branches of the evolutionary tree—and

Darwin's version gets the modem nod over

Owen's—the idea remains central to biol-

ogy. Consider the subset of terrestrial ver-

tebrates, a group technically called Tetra-

poda, or four legged (and including

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals
in conventional classifications). Some fly,

some swim, and others slither. In external

appearance and functional role, a whale

and a hummingbird seem sufficiently dis-

parate to warrant ultimate separation. Yet

we unite them by skeletal characters com-

mon to all tetrapods, features that set our

modem concept of an archetype. Abow
all, the archetypal tetrapod has four limbi

each with five digits—the so-called penta

dactyl (or five-fingered) limb.

The archetypal concept does not re

quire that each actual vertebrate displa

all canonical features, but only tha

uniqueness be recognized as extrem

transformation of the primal form. Thus,

whale may retain but the tiniest vestige c

a femur, only a few millimeters in lengt

and entirely invisible on its streamline

exterior, to remind us of the ancestral hin

limbs. And although a hummingbir

grows only three toes on its feet, a study (

embryological development marks thei

as digits two, three, and four of the fui

ancestral complement. The canonical eh

ments are starting points and generatin

pattems, not universal presences.

In the tetrapod archetype, no featui

has been more generally accepted tha

the pentadactyl limb, putative source of s

many deep and transient human activitie;

from piano playing to touch typing, due

shooting, celebratory "high fives," an

decimal counting (twice through the S(

quence of "this little piggy . . . "). Yet th:

essay will challenge the usual view of sue

a canonical number, while not denying il

sway in our lives.

A reconstruction o/Ichthyostega shows the early tetrapod withfive digits on each limb.
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The great Swedish paleontologist Erik

Jarvik closed his two-volume magnum
opus on vertebrate structure and evolution

with a telling point about pentadactyl

limbs and human possibilities. He noted

how many "advanced" mammals modify

the original pattern by loss and specializa-

tion of digits: horses retain but one as a

hoof; whales lose practically the whole

hind limb. Jarvik noted that an essential

coupling of a multidigited hand, fit for

using tools, with an enlarging brain, well

suited to devising new and better uses for

such technology, established the basis and

possibility of human evolution. If the an-

cestor of our lineage had lost the original

flexibility of the "primitive" pentadactyl

limb and evolved some modem and spe-

cialized reduction, human intelligence

would never have developed. In this im-

portant sense, we are here because our

ancestors retained the full archetypal

complement of five and had not substi-

tuted some newfangled, but ultimately

more limiting, configuration. Jarvik

wrote:

The most prominent feature of man is no

doubt his large and elaborate brain. How-
ever, this big brain would certainly never

have arisen—and what purpose would it

have served—if our arm and hand had be-

come specialized as strongly as has, for in-

stance, the foreleg of a horse or the wing of

a bird. It is the remarkable fact that it is the

primitive condition, inherited from our

osteolepiform ancestors [fishes immedi-

ately ancestral to tetrapods] and retained

with relatively small changes in our arm
and hand, that has paved the way for the

emergence of man. We can say, with some
justification, that it was when the basic pat-

tern of our five-fingered hand for some un-

accountable reason was laid down in the

ancestors of the osteolepiforms that the pre-

requisite for the origin of man and the hu-

man culture arose.

I don't dispute Jarvik's general point:

the retention of primitive flexibility is of-

ten a key to evolutionary novelty and radi-

ation. But is the five-fingered limb a con-

stant and universal tetrapod archetype,

interpreted in Darwin's evolutionary way
as an ancestral pattern retained in all de-

scendant lineages?

Erik Jarvik is maximally qualified to

address this question (his rationale, of

course, for raising it in the first place), for

he has done by far the most extensive and

important research on the earliest fossil

tetrapods—the bearers and perpetrators

of the five-fingered archetype in any evo-

lutionary interpretation. (Fish fins are

constructed on diff"erent principles, al-

though the lobe-finned ancestors of tetra-

pods built a bony architecture easily trans-

formable to the forelimbs and hind limbs

of terrestrial vertebrates. In any case, fish

do not display the pentadactyl pattern

and this central feature of canonical de-

sign arises only with the evolution of the

Tetrapoda.)

The oldest tetrapods were discovered in

eastern Greenland by a Danish expeditioii

in 1929. They date from the very last

phase of the Devonian period, a geological

interval (some 390 to 340 million years

ago) often dubbed the "age of fishes" in

books and museum exhibits that follow

the silly chauvinism of naming time for

whatever vertebrate happened to be most

prominent. The Swedish paleontologist

Gunnar Save-Soderbergh collected more

extensive material in 1931 and directed

research until his untimely death in 1948,

Erik Jarvik then took over the project and;

during the 1950s, published his extensive

anatomical studies of two genera thai

share the spotlight of greatest age for tet-

rapods

—

Ichthyostega and Acanthostega

Although no specimens preserved enougl

of the fingers or toes for an unambiguous

count, Jarvik reconstructed the earliesi

tetrapods with the canonical number oi

five digits per limb.

Our confidence in this evidence-free asi

sumption of an initial five began to cruml

ble in 1984, when the Soviet paleontolo;

gist O. A. Lebedev reported that thi

newly discovered early tetrapod Tuler

peton, also of latest Devonian age, bore sL

digits on its limbs. This find led anatomis

and embryologist J. R. Hinchliff'e to sug

gest in 1989, prophetically as we have jus

learned, that five digits represent a secor

dary stabilization, not an original state

Hinchliffe entitled his article "Re

constructing the Archetype: Evolution o

the Pentadactyl Limb" and ended witl

these words: "Restriction to the pentadac

tyl form may have followed an evolution

ary experimental phase."

Hinchliffe's suspicion has now beei

confirmed—in spades. Just last Septem

ber, M. 1. Coates and J. A. Clack reporte(

on new material of Ichthyostega anc

Acanthostega, collected by a joint Cam
bridge-Copenhagen expedition to Eas

Greenland in 1987 ("Polydactyly in th(

Earliest Known Tetrapod Limbs," Na
ture. September 6, 1990, pp. 66-69)

Some remarkable new specimens—

;

complete hind limb of Ichthyostega and <

forelimb of Acanthostega—permit direc

counting of digits for the first time.

In an admirable convention of scientifi<

writing that maximizes praise for pas

work done well and minimizes the disturb

ing impact of novelty, Coates and Clad
write: "The proximal region [closest to th(

body] of the hindlimb ofIchthyostega cor

responds closely with the published de
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FromWafu/'e, vol-347.p, 67.

"

orelimb o/Acanthostega (left) has eight digits. Hind limb of

:hthyostega (right) has seven digits.

;ription, but the tarsus [foot] and digits

iifer." In fact, the back legs of Ichthyo-

!ega bear, count 'em, seven toes!—with

iree smallish and closely bound digits

orresponding to the hallux (big toe, in

uman terms) of ordinary five-toed tetra-

ods. Acanthostega departs even more

trongly from a model supposedly com-

lon to all; its forelimb bears eight digits in

broad arch of increasing and then de-

reasing size.

The conclusion seems inescapable, and

in old "certainty" must be starkly re-

ersed. Only three Devonian tetrapods are

nown. None has five toes. They bear,

^pectively, six, seven, and eight digits on

iieir preserved limbs. Five is not a canoni-

al, or archetypal, number of digits for

itrapods—at least not in the primary

;nse of "present from the beginning." At
est (for fans of pentadactyly), five is a

iter stabilization, not an initial condition.

Moreover, in the light of this new in-

Drmation, an old fact may cast further

oubt on the primacy of five. The naive

ladder of life" view depicts vertebrate

ivolution as a linearly ascending series

if amphibian-reptile-mammal-human

with birds as the only acknowledged

ranch). But ladders are culturally com-

forting fictions, and copious branching is

the true stuff of evolution. Tetrapods had

a common ancestor to be sure, but modem
amphibians (frogs and salamanders) rep-

resent the termini of a large branch, not

the inception of a series. Moreover, no

fossil amphibian seems clearly ancestral

to the lineage of fully terrestrial verte-

brates (reptiles, birds, and mammals),

called Amniota, to honor the "amniote"

egg (with hard covering and "internal

pond"), the evolutionary invention that al-

lowed, in our usual metaphors, "complete

conquest of the land" or "true liberation

from water." (The point is tangential to

this essay, but do pause for a moment and

consider the biases inherent in such com-

mon "descriptions." Why is the ability to

lay eggs on land a "liberation"; why is

water tantamount to slavery? Why is ex-

clusive dwelling a "conquest"? Who is

fighting for what? Such language only

makes sense if life is struggling upward

toward a human pinnacle—the silliest and

most self-centered view of evolution that I

can imagine.)

The first reptile fossils are just about as

old as the first amphibians in the group

that eventually yielded our modem frogs

and salamanders. Thus, rather than a lad-
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der from amphibian to reptile, both the

fossil record and the study of modem ver-

tebrate anatomy suggest an early branch-

ing of the tetrapod trunk into two primary

limbs—the Amphibia and the Amniota

(reptile, bird, and mammal).

And now, the point about pentadactyly

and its limits: The Amniota do, indeed,

show the canonical pattern of five toes

upon each limb (or some modification

from this initial state). But Amphibia,

both living and fossil, have five toes on the

hind legs and onlyfour on the front limbs.

Anatomists have known this for years but

have always assumed that this reduction

to four proceeded from an initial and ca-

nonical five. This conclusion must now be

challenged. If all the earliest tetrapods

had more than five digits, and if amniotes

separated from amphibians so early in the

evolution of terrestrial life, why assume

that the four toes of the amphibian fore-

limb descended from a primary five? All

modem stabilizations probably proceeded

from more than five. Perhaps the amphib-

ian forelimb went from this higher num-

ber directly to four, without any pentadac-

tyl stage between. If so, then pentadactyly

crumbles on two grounds: (1) It does not

represent the original state of tetrapods

(as six-, seven-, and eight-toed earliest

forms show); and (2) it may not mark the

canonical state in one of the two great

living lineages of tetrapods.

A key to understanding these new views

may be found in a brilliant paper on the

embryological development of limbs,

based on work done just down the hall

from my office and published in 1986 by

Neil H. Shubin (now at the University of

Pennsylvania) and Pere Alberch (now di-

rector of the Natural History Museum in

Madrid)
—"A Morphogenetic Approach

to the Origin and Basic Organization of

the Tetrapod Limb," in Evolutionary Bi-

ology, edited by M. K. Hecht, B. Wallace,

and G.T Prance, vol. 20, pp. 319-87

(New York: Plenum Press, 1986).

Shubin and Alberch try to depict the

complexity of the tetrapod limb as the

outcome of interactions among three basic

processes of branching (making two series

from one), segmentation (making more

elements in a single series), and condensa-

tion (union between elements). The limb

builds from the body out—shoulder to

fingers, thigh to toes. The process begins

with a single element extending from the

trunk—humems for the arm, femur for

the leg. A branching event produces the

next elements in sequence—radius and

ulna for the arm, tibia and fibula for the

leg. The branching (to wrist bones) sets

the distinctive pattem that eventually

makes fingers. This key bifurcation is
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markedly asymmetrical, as one bone

ceases to branch (and yields but a single

row of segments as the limb continues to

develop), while the other serves as a focus

for all subsequent multiplication of ele-

ments, including the production of digits.

Oddly enough, the bone that does not

branch is the larger of the two elements

—

the radius of the arm and the tibia of the

leg. The hand and foot are made by

branching from the smaller element—the

ulna of the arm and the fibula of the leg.

These basic facts have long been appre-

ciated. Shubin and Alberch make their

outstanding contribution in providing a

new account of subsequent branching.

The classical view holds that a central axis

continues from the ulna (or fibula) and

that subsequent branches project from it

(much like the persistent midvein and di-

verging lateral veins of a leaQ- In this

view, the roots of the digits represent dif-

ferent branches. Under this model, largely

unchallenged for more than 100 years,

debate focused on the identity of the main

axis and its position relative to the digits.

T. H. Huxley, for example, argued that

the main axis passed through digit three;

the British vertebrate paleontologist

D. M. S. Watson favored digit four; while

the AmericanW K. Gregory advocated a

position between digits one and two.

Shubin and Alberch do not deny the

idea of a central axis, but they radically

reorient its position. Instead of passing

through a particular digit (with remaining

digits branching to one side or the other),

Shubin and Alberch's axis passes through

the basal bones of all the digits in se-

quence, from back to front.

The elegant novelty of this switch may
not be evident in the simple change of

position for the axis. Consider, instead, the

question of timing. Under the old view,

one might talk about a dominant digit

(focus of the central axis) and subordinate

elements (products of increasingly distant

branching), but no implications of timing

could be drawn. Under Shubin and

Alberch's revision, the array of digits be-

comes a sequence of timing: spatial posi-

tion is a mark of temporal order. Back

equals old; front is young. The piggy that

cried wee, wee, wee all the way home
comes first; the one that went to the mar-

ket is last. The thumb and big toe may be

functionally most important in humans,

but they are the last to form.

(As always in natural history, nothing is

quite so simple, or free from exceptions, as

its cleanest and most elegant expression.

Actually, the penultimate digit always

forms first—ironically, the piggy that had

none—and the sequence then proceeds

from back to front with one exception in a

reverse branch to digit five. Moreover

this generality meets a fascinating excep

tion in the urodeles [the amphibian grou{

of newts and salamanders, although tht

other major amphibian lineage of Anura

the frogs, forms digits in the usual back-to

front sequence]. Uniquely among tetra

pods, urodeles work from front to bad
[although they also follow the rule of pen

ultimate first, beginning with digit tw(

and then proceeding on toward five]

Some zoologists have used this basic dif

ference to argue that urodeles form ai

entirely separate evolutionary line of tet

rapods, perhaps even arising from a differ

ent group of fish ancestors. But most [in

eluding me] would respond that embry

onic pattems are as subject to evolu

tionary change as adult form, and that ai

ancestor to the urodele lineage—for somi

utterly unknown and undoubtedly fasci

nating reason—shucked an otherwise uni

versal system in tetrapods and developei

this "backward" route to the formation o

digits.)

But why bring up this innovative mode

for embryological formation of digits i:

the context of new data on the multiplicit

of fingers and toes in the earliest tetrt

pods? I do so (as did Coates and Clack i

their original article) because the Shubi

and Alberch model suggests a simple an

obvious mechanism for a later stabiliz;

tion of five from an initial lability the

yielded varying numbers of supemi

I {uincrus

Radius

The embryological development ofa

tetrapod handproceeds alongShubin ani.

Alberch 's axis {red arrow).



nerary digits. If digits form from back to

ront in temporal order, then reduction

;an be readily achieved by an earlier shut-

iown. The principle is obvious and perva-

live: stop sooner. We can reduce popula-

ion growlh if families halt at two

;hildren. You can cut down on smoking or

Irinking by setting a limit and stopping

sach day at the reduced number (easier

laid than done, but the principle is simple

inough to articulate). Evolution can re-

luce the number of fingers by stopping

he back-to-front generating machine at

ive. What we now call digit one (and view

IS the necessary limit of an invariant ar-

;hetype) may only be the stabilized stop-

)ing point of a potentially extendable se-

luence.

This perspective makes immediate

ense of some old and otherwise unex-

)lained data of natural history. Many
ineages in all tetrapod groups reduce the

)riginal complement of five to some small-

;r number—sometimes right down to one,

is in horses. As a general principle of

eduction, known since Richard Owen's

ime, digit one is the first to go. Owen
vrotein 1849:

fo sum up, then, the modifications of the

ligits: they never exceed five in number on

;ach foot in any existing vertebrate animal

above the rank of Fishes. . . . The first or

innermost digit, as a general rule, is the first

to disappear.

Under Shubin and Alberch's model, the

reason behind this rule is obvious: last

formed, first gone (the natural analog of

the economic maxim: last hired, first

fired).

The opposite phenomenon of polydac-

tylous mutations (producing more than

five digits) also supports the Shubin and

Alberch model. In humans, most polydac-

tylous mutations produce a sixth finger as

a simple duplication (subsequent to initial

branching) of one member in the usual

sequence of five—a phenomenon outside

the scope of Shubin and Alberch's con-

cerns. But in several other species, the

supernumerary elements of multifingered

mutants arise by extension as digits con-

tinue to form after the branching of digit

number one, the usual terminus of the

series. J. R. Hinchliffe writes in 1989:

"Many polydactylous mutants . . . have

an array of five normal digits, with the

supernumerary digits added preaxially

[that is, after formation of digit one]."

Moreover, Hinchliffe cites some experi-

mental data on inhibition of DNA synthe-

sis during embryology of the lizard

Lacerta viridis. With less material avail-

able for building body parts, digits may be

lost. The last-formed digit, number one, is

always the first to go. Data from both

sides therefore support the idea that digits

form in temporal series, back to front, and

that spatial position is a mark of order in

embryological timing: extra digits are

added to, and old digits are lost from, the

temporal end-point of the canonical se-

quence: digit number one.

The pleasure of discovery in science de-

rives not only from the satisfaction of new

explanations but also, if not more so, from

fresh (and often more difficult) puzzles

that the novel solutions generate. We may
illustrate this theme with Shubin and

Alberch's model and with our new discov-

eries on multiplicity of digits in the earliest

tetrapods. We used to think of five digits

as invariant and canonical, and our chief

question was always, why five? But if five

is a secondary stabilization, a stopping

point in a temporal sequence with other

potential (but unrealized) terminations,

we must ask a very different, and in many
ways more interesting, question: why stop

at this point; what, if anything, is special

about five?

Since five seems to possess a certain

arbitrariness under the new views, the te-

nacity of its stabilization in tetrapods
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seems all the more enigmatic. The em-

bryological apparatus remains capable of

producing more than five (at least in many
species), as mutational and experimental

data show. But these polydactylous muta-

tions remain as anomalies of individuals or

of small and evanescent family lines. They

never stabilize within a larger group, and

no vertebrate species has more than five

digits generated from the back-to-front

axis of the Shubin and Alberch model.

The best proof of this assertion lies in

apparent (but not actual) exceptions of

several tetrapod species with six func-

tional digits. Yes, Virginia, several species

do grow six fingers as a rule, not as an

exceptional state of mutant individuals.

Yet this sixth finger is always generated in

a different manner, and not by the obvious

(and apparently easy) mechanics of sim-

ple extension past digit one on the Shubin-

Alberch series. Frogs, for example, often

have six digits on their hind feet (or five on

their normally four-fingered front feet).

But this extra digit forms in a unique man-

ner by extension of the unbranched se-

quence of bones leading out from the ra-

dius or tibia—the limb bones that never

serve as foci for branches and therefore do

not (in any other tetrapod species) partici-

pate in the production of digits. Anato-

mists have long recognized the anomalous

character of these unique digits by nam-

ing them prepollex (for the forelimb) or

prehallux (for the hind limb). (PoUex and

hallux are technical names for digit num-
ber one—our thumb and big toe. Pre-

pollex and prehallux therefore designate

an anomalous digit, located in front of the

usual front and formed differently.)

A few mammals also possess a func-

tional sixth digit—the panda, whose false

"thumb" has been a staple of these essays,

and several species of moles. But these

false thumbs are formed from extended

wrist bones and are not true digits at all.

These facts seem to heighten the oddity

(and rigidity) of stabilization at five in a

sequence that was once extendable, re-

mains so now for mutations and experi-

mental manipulations, but seems recalci-

trant in setting a maximum of five as a

normal state in all tetrapod species. When
six functional digits form, the extra item

must be built in another way.

So why five? Of two major approaches

to this question, the conventional Darwin-

ian, or adaptationist, strategy tries to dis-

cern a marked advantage, or even an inev-

itability, for five in terms of utility for an

organism's mode of life (a benefit that

might promote this configuration by natu-

ral selection). A plausible case can be

made in terms of advantages for terres-

trial life. Creatures that evolve from water

to land face many novel challenges, none

more severe than the new force of gravity

and the consequent need for support in the

absence of buoyancy previously supplied

by water. The transition from fins to limbs

provides the basis for this support, and an

old argument holds that five might be an

optimal configuration for weight-bear-

ing—a central axis centered on digit

three, with adequate and symmetrical

buttressing on each side (one or three toes

might not provide enough lateral support

against wobbling, while seven toes might

be superfluous and interfere with locomo-

tion). On this argument, tetrapods have

five toes because support and locomotion

demand (or at least strongly encourage)

this configuration as optimal.

The argument is not implausible and

surely gains credence from the probability

that five digits evolved twice—separately,

that is, in the two great divisions of tetra-

pods. The most obvious counterargument

may also be support in disguise: why, if

five is best on land, do the earliest tetra-

pods bear six, seven, and eight toes, re-

spectively?A paradoxical retort holds that

these first tetrapods evolved their limbs

for locomotion in water and remained pre-

dominantly, if not entirely, aquatic. Ich-

thyostega, as long recognized, maintained

a small tail fin and lateral-line canals on

the skull. (Lateral-line organs "hear"

sound by sensing vibrations propagated

through water, a method that does not

work in thin air.) Coates and Clack's res-

toration of Ichthyostega and Acantho-

stega limbs adds support to this interpre-

tation in a streamlined shape and a limit to

rotation that might keep the limb horizon-

tal, in fin position, rather than rotated

downward to support a body on land (at

least for Acanthostega, although the

Ichthyostega forelimb seems fully load

bearing).

But strong elements of doubt also

plague this adaptationist view. First, as

stated above, members of one tetrapod

lineage, the amphibians, grow but four

toes on their front legs, and we have no

evidence for an initial five—so penta-

dactyly may not be a universal stage in

terrestrial vertebrates. Second, if five

(with symmetry about a strong central

toe) is the source of advantage, then why
does our favorite species, the traditional

measure of all things—namely Homo sa-

piens itself—retain five, require great

strength in using but two limbs against

gravity, but construct the end-member

first toe as the main weight bearer? And
why do the most successful of all large

mammals, the "cloven-hoofed" artiodac-

tyls, or even-toed ungulates—including

cows, deer, giraffes, camels, sheep, pigs.

and their numerous allies^—bear an ever

number of toes, with the central axis run

ning through a space between the digits

(the misnamed "cleft")?

The second major approach—historical

contingency in my favored terminology

—

argues that five was not meant to be, bul

just happens to be. Other configurations

would have worked and might have

evolved, but they didn't—and five works

well enough. The obvious supports for this

alternative view lie scattered throughout

this essay. If five is so good, why do sc

)

many species devise such curious and de

vious means to produce six (prepollex oi

converted wrist bone)? If five is so predict

able, why does one of two lineages grow

but four? (I should say right up front thai

neither of these two positions—adaptation

or contingency—really addresses the

greatest puzzle of all: the recalcitrant sta

bility of five once it evolves. I suspect tha

this is a question for embryologists anc

geneticists; phylogenetic history may of

fer little in the way of clues. Why shouk

five, once attained by whatever route anc

for whatever reason, be so stubbornly in

tractable as an upper limit thereafter—s(

that any lineage again evolving six or mort

must do so by a different path? The in J

quiry could not be more important, fo
j

this issue of digits is a microcosm for thi
|

grandest question of all about -the histor

of animal life: why, following a burst o

anatomical exploration in the Cambriai

explosion some 550 million years age

have anatomies so stabilized that not ;

single new phylum [major new body plan

has evolved since?)

But the greatest boost to contingenc;

lies in the discovery that prompted thi;

essay in the first place—seven digits ii

Ichthyostega and eight in Acanthostega

If tetrapods had five at the beginning, anc

always retained five thereafter, then som(

predictability or inevitability could legiti

mately be maintained. (At the very least

no fuel would exist for an alternative pro

posal.) But if the first members of thi

lineage had six, seven, or eight toes, ther

alternative possibilities are legion, and ai

eventual five may be a happenstance, no:

a necessity.

Embryologist Jonathan Cooke, in i

commentary accompanying Coates anc

Clack's paper, agrees with me that pos

sible contingency of pentadactyly is the

most interesting implication of the new

discovery. But he makes a very curious

statement in his advocacy. Cooke writes:

But for most of us, philistine enough tc

accept the historically contingent nature ol

evolution, there is nothing specially deep

about the number five. Pianists should pen

der the challenge that our motor cortexes
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vould have been set had Bach or Scarlatti

ported eight deeply and ineffably named
ingers per hand.

I love the idea, but I decry the apology

ind abnegation implied by the designation

)f "philistine" for contingency. This un-

lecessary humility follows an unfortunate

radition of self-hate among scientists who

leal with the complex, unrepeatable, and

inpredictable events of history. We are

rained to think that the "hard science"

nodels of quantification, experimenta-

ion, and replication are inherently supe-

ior and exclusively canonical, so that any

ither set of techniques can only pale by

;omparison. But historical science pro-

eeds by reconstructing a set of contingent

vents, explaining in retrospect what

ould not have been predicted before-

land. If the evidence be sufficient, the

xplanation can be as rigorous and confi-

lent as anything done in the realm of

xperimental science. In any case, this is

he way the world works; no apologies

eeded.

Contingency is rich and fascinating; it

mbodies an exquisite tension between the

ower of individuals to modify history and

de intelligible Umits set by laws of nature.

Tie details of individual and species' lives

re not mere frills, without power to shape

the large-scale course of events, but par-

ticulars that can alter entire futures, pro-

foundly and forever.

Consider the primary example from

American history. Northern victory was

not inevitable in the Civil War, for the

South was not fighting a war of conquest

(unwinnable given their inferiority in

manpower and economic wealth), but a

struggle to induce war weariness and to

compel the North to recognize their

boundaries. The Confederacy had almost

succeeded in 1863. Its armies were deep

into Pennsylvania; draft riots were about

to break out in New York City. Massachu-

setts was arming the first regiment of free

black volunteers—not from an abstract

sense of racial justice, but from an urgent

need for more bodies. In this context, the

crucial Battle of Gettysburg occurred in

early July. Robert E. Lee made a fateful

error in thinking that his guns had

knocked out the Union battery, and he

sent his men into the nightmare of Pick-

ett's Charge. Suppose we could rerun his-

tory and give Lee another chance. This

time, armed with better intelligence per-

haps, he does not blunder and prevails. In

this replay, the South might win the war,

and all subsequent American history be-

comes radically different. The actual out-

come at Gettysburg is no minor frill in an

inevitable unrolling of events but a poten-

tial setting point of all later patterns.

Never apologize for an explanation that

is "only" contingent and not ordained by

invariant laws of nature—for contingent

events have made our world and our lives.

If you ever feel the slightest pull in that

dubious direction, think of poor Heath-

cliff, who would have been spared so

much agony if only he had stayed a few

more minutes to eavesdrop upon the con-

versation of Catherine and Nelly (yes, the

book wouldn't have been as good, but con-

sider the poor man's soul). Think of Bill

Buckner who would never again let

Mookie Wilson's easy grounder go

through his legs—if only he could have

another chance. Think of the alternative

descendants of Ichthyostega, with only

four fingers on each hand. Think of

arithmetic with base eight, the difficulty

of playing triple fugues on the piano, and

the conversion of this essay into an illeg-

ible Roman tombstone, for how could I

separate words withoutathumbtopressthe

spacebaronthistypewriter.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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With harpoons ready, Inuit hunters scan

the seafor signs ofmigrating walruses.

Floats attached to the harpoons are made

ofplastic or sealskin.



Sea Hunters of Sireniki
On the BeringSea coast, Inuitpursue theirprey

in skin boats with modern outboards

Text and photographs by Alexander Milovsky

When I returned to my Moscow apart-

ment after a month in a small Inuit village

on the easternmost coast of the Soviet

Union, the hair on the nape of my faithful

and gentle spaniel rose on end. The fright-

ened dog growled, for my boots and

clothes gave off the odor of unknown and

awesome animals.

The village, in a poorly sheltered cove of

the Bering Sea, has, to my Russian ear, a

charmingly musical name, Sireniki. The

reality of the place is harsher, even revolt-

ing: rubbish sprawls across vast, bare tun-

dra; buildings are rusted and rotting; rank

odors arise from walrus skins stretched on

wooden frames to dry; pieces of whale and

walrus meat lie about the blood-soaked

beach; and rotting discarded remains of

animals attract noisy flocks of seagulls.

But sights and odors that evoke revul-

sion in a Russian city dweller are part of

everyday life for these Inuit, a maritime

group that is one of the most ancient of the

hundred-odd nationalities and ethnic com-

munities of the USSR. Their livelihood,

their identity, and their distinct culture

are associated primarily with whale, wal-

rus, and seal hunting.

A favorite food of these coastal Inuit is

the whale's top layer of blubber, called

mantak, served with a strip of skin. On the

day I arrived in Sireniki, a whaling ship

delivered two freshly killed gray whales,

and the settlement's entire mobile popula-

tion had come to the beach with sharp

knives and containers—buckets, satchels,

plastic bags—to collect a share of

mantak. Using four-foot-long choppers,

hunters atop the twenty-ton carcass deftly

lacerated the skin around the whale's

huge head, and a steel cable attached the

end of the skin to a bulldozer, which duly

began to pull. A wide strip of skin with a

palm's-width layer of blubber detached

itself with a loud popping of tearing ten-

dons, exposing the sea giant's red meat.

The state fishery farm, an organization

that controls every economic activity and

worker in the village, had paid the whaler

several thousand rubles for the whales and

permitted the Inuit to take the mantak

gratis. They scrambled to cut off pieces

and slide them into their containers.

The remainder of the blubber would be

»



rendered in an antiquated, smoky plant,

and the resultant low-quality oil would be

sold cheaply. The organization consigned

the whale meat to its nearby fur farm to

feed its 700 arctic foxes.

I was not sure how this slaughter, as

well as the use of walrus meat for the same

purpose, agreed with the international

conventions that protect rare sea mam-
mals and only permit killing them for the

needs of native populations. But I was sure

that an Inuit beach and these people's

lives would not be the same without a cut-

up whale. As they chewed the pieces of

mantak that their mothers gave them af-

ter licking off the dust and sand, the Inuit

children were also imbibing their nation's

ancient cultural and hunting traditions.

I followed everybody's example and cut

off a small piece of mantak for myself.

While the blubber was easy to chew, the
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skin was reminiscent of an automobile

tire. The taste? Hard to describe. A bit

like unsalted lard. A few days later, while

hunting walruses, I was treated to the

same dish, only this time the mantak. cut

in little pieces and spiced, was tastier.

Dozens of Inuit villages similar to

Sireniki were once scattered all along the

shores of the Chukotskiy Peninsula, usu-

ally at the heads of bays or other places

that are free of ice during the spring when
walruses and whales migrate north. But in

the late 1 960s, the Soviet government re-

settled the populations of most of the

small coastal villages into larger commu-
nities, usually at the heads of bays that

become icebound in the winter and spring.

The move also took the Inuit away from

their nearby Alaskan relatives.

The government explained that the re-

settlement would enable it to provide

more culture and care for the Inuit. But i

many cases, the plan did not work out. C ,

people died in crowded barracks, a

young men lost the hunting skills of th(

elders. A few hunters have returned ea

spring to temporary camps by the op

waters of the Bering Sea, but to do so, th

have had to spend months away from thi

families.

Sireniki, for some unknown reason, w
not moved in the mass resettlement,

remains above a beach that does not I

come icebound in the spring. Winds ai

waves continuously batter the shore, fro

which only a brave few would take t

thin-skinned native boat, called a baidm

out to sea.

Whenever I asked, "Are you going Q

to sea tomorrow?" the reply usually w<

"If the shore is workable," meaning th

boat launching depended on the wavi



1 the surf being at least a bit navigable.

Large wooden whaleboats were useless

the surging waves: even two crews,

uch less one, could not prevent a whale-

3at from crashing against the rocks. The
?ht baidara, however, is ideal for launch-

g into these treacherous seas. The crew

in move the boat to the water's edge

cm its safe stowage high on the beach,

jhey push it into the surf and, when knee-

!:ep in the ice-cold sea, leap aboard over

lie low side. Meanwhile, one of the crew

'embers carries out the 150-pound out-

bard motor, drops it into place on the

bat, and jumps aboard. Crew members
iish with oars to keep the bow headed

to the waves and to move the boat into

'^per water, where the motorman starts

ie engine and heads for the smoother

j)en sea. Because Sireniki has no harbor
I protected moorings, the traditional

A bulldozer, left, pulls the skin offa

whale on the beach at Sireniki. Below: A
villager eats a piece ofm&nisk, the outer

layer ofwhale blubber, which thelnuit

consider a delicacy.

baidara still survives as a working boat

there, and only there, on the Chukotskiy

Peninsula.

The Sireniki fleet consists of only seven

baidaras, but more importantly, the spe-

cial skills needed to construct the boats

also survive. To build a baidara, a wooden

keel is cut from a single log, and a frame is

tied to it with belts of whaleskin. A walrus

skin is then stretched over the frame and

stitched with whale's gut. The builders use

the skin of a large female walrus for the

outside covering because the male's skin is

too rough. The skin is split into layers with

a sharp knife. Only five men in Sireniki

still possess the art of "splitting." I

watched losif Inmugye at this job. He first

severed the easily removable layer of hair,

and then, making a cut at the edge of the

skin with a rounded chipper, he inch by

inch split with careful little cuts the moist,

rosy white skin, which looked like thin,

rolled-out dough. Each layer was three to

four millimeters thick, and the slightest

error would have perforated and ruined it.

This is the highest paid of all the jobs

required to make a baidara. Those who
can perform it are respected, and young

skipper Oleg Isakov told me he planned to

learn the art next year.

In the course of a day, Inmugye split

two skins. One of them was stretched over

the bow of a baidara frame by means of a

rope threaded into holes cut along the

edges of the skin; the other was stretched

on a drying frame. A baidara is stitched

out of two split skins: a moist one for the

bow, and for the stem, a dried one, which

is then moistened to make it elastic. This

summer the weather had been rainy, even

by local standards, and the skins wouldn't

dry. Not until September did the sun show

up, and within a few days the skins were

stretched as tight as drums that rang out

when hit. That, in fact, is the way a skin is

tested: with the blow of an oar. If it rings,

it is seaworthy.

The light and stable baidara, which

four men launch or pull ashore, can carry

some twenty men or two tons of freight in

smooth seas. The usual crew consists of a

captain, who is also the helmsman; a me-

chanic; a harpooner; and a marksman or

two. To save fuel, the hunters usually do

not launch their boats until a lookout—

a

former hunter now too old to go to sea

—

signals them from a distant point.

From early July to the end of Septem-

ber, walruses migrate from their rookeries

to northern waters, often passing close to

the shore at Sireniki, and these animals

were the object of this September's hunt.

When the lookout signaled that he had

spotted four walruses approaching, the

four crews waiting on the beach rushed to

launch their baidaras. But first the cap>-
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A motor-driven traditional boat, called a baidara, bears down

on a wounded and exhausted walrus. When he is within range,

the Inuit hunter casts a harpoon into the doomed animal. After

penetrating the walrus's thick hide, the harpoon's toggle head

opens. The harpoon is attached by rope to the largefloats inside

the boat. The walrus often pulls thefloats underwater, but it

cannot escape. Eventually it tires, returns to the surface, and is

killed by rifle shots.

tains had to have their passenger manifes-

toes, one of which fortunately included

me, checked and signed by an officer of

the Soviet equivalent of the Coast Guard.

Groups of boats are more effective in

hunting walruses, so the four crews

worked together, rolling their boats to the

edge of the surf on inflated sealskins,

which protected the boat bottoms from

sharp rocks. Throwing their gear into the

baidaras, the hunters pushed out to sea.

A powerful Yamaha engine pushed the

bow of the light baidara I was in far out of

the water; and at the back of the boat, ice-

cold spray struck me from both sides. Wa-
ter also lapped at my feet because of a

slow leak that somehow hadn't been re-

paired. Skipper Andrei Ankalin, at the

helm behind me, told me to avoid stepping

on the bottom of the craft and to put my
feet on the ribs. His son-in-law Vladimir

Alexeyev was handling the motor Sitting

on the next thwart was the skipper's

nephew Sergei Skhaugye, the rifleman

and the youngest in the family crew. The

skipper also had a carbine, which he kept

close at hand. Metal harpoons with

wooden handles lay next to Sergei and

another crewman, Nikolai. Strong, coiled

ropes joined the harpoons to large floats,

some made of brightly colored plastic and

others of inflated sealskin. The toggle-

headed harpoon, an ancient Inuit inven-
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tion, opens like an umbrella when pulled.

The baidaras fanned out as we moved

away from shore. All of us were tense, on

the lookout for walruses. One of the boats

made an abrupt turn and gathered speed

seaward. Seconds later, a shot resounded,

and then another, followed by more.

Under an unwritten law of walrus hunt-

ing, the animal should first be overtaken

and harpooned. Only with a harpoon im-

bedded in it should it be shot to death,

because a dead animal sinks to the bottom

like a bag of stones. In reality, everything

happened the other way around. First, ev-

erybody who could fired at the walrus the

moment it surfaced, trying to wound it.

The boats converged upon it, the men fir-

ing, reloading, and firing again. Because

hunters have difficulty shooting or throw-

ing a harpoon straight from a rocking

boat, every third walrus is lost.

This time the walrus was taken after it

had dived five or six times. The Typikh-

kakov family guessed its underwater

route, and its baidara was nearby when

the head of the walrus appeared. The

hunters clapped rubber plates upon the

water's surface, imitating the sounds of

the dreaded killer whale. As the walrus

raised its whiskered head higher, the

harpoonists tabbed the wounded animal.

The line uncoiled swiftly, pulling down

two floats as the walrus dived. It was a big.

strong specimen, for the red 100-qua

floats disappeared underwater for a Ion

time, pulled down by the wounded anima

But now it could not escape. When it roii

to the surface again, a well-aimed shot

the head put an end to its struggles.

The hunters were immediately on tl

lookout for more game, examining the di

tant surf and the gravel beaches where tl

animals might have sought refuge. Tl

hunters, to a man, displayed splendid i

teamwork. No orders were issued, just i;

definite exclamations and excited grunt i 1

meaning that a walrus was spotten \

Whereupon everything went like clocli

work—the helmsman set the boat

course, the mechanic pushed the thrott i

to full speed ahead (the jerk sending n;

tumbling backward against the skipperi

and the rifleman fired his carbine at tl

distant brown mound in the water

With the first catch on a floating ail

chor, all the boats set out in hot pursuit (

the second walrus. Everything was n

peated, including the bad luck of on

crew. For the killed walrus went to tbi

baidara that had harpooned it. The hell

of the others was just part of the hunteri

solidarity. All four walruses were taken i

half an hour, and the three lucky baidara

went off to gather the catch, bring

ashore, and dress it. Only our boat staye

out at sea. Andrei Ankalin set the heli



rallel to the shore, and we moved slowly

to the current, the probable path of mi-

ating walruses.

; Rounding a promontory, we came to a

irseshoe-shaped bay, and the hunters de-

ied to shut off the engine and drift while

I

Itching for game. After a long, fruitless

Itch, the mechanic suggested that we go

hore and keep a lookout from the rocks.

) we approached the shore, we saw a

i:ad walrus with its tusks cut out. Proba-

iy killed and lost by a hunter, the animal

:.d drifted ashore (the body surfaces

lout twenty-four hours after being shot),

jid some passing traveler had appropri-

ied the valuable walrus ivory, which is

ied for carvings.

I

The five of us had just pulled the

Itidara ashore when the skipper yelled

lit, "A walrus! A big one!"

A large, whiskered head was emitting a

untain of seawater in the surf about a

indred yards away. We threw in the

.:ar, pushed the boat back into the sea,

id set out in pursuit. That moment, a

lidara making a second sortie from

i reniki rounded the point. That was un-

ir: the walrus we considered our own was

;most certainly fleeing underwater in the

section of the second baidara. As we
d guessed, it surfaced far out in the

' en sea, and shots rang out immediately

3m both boats. The walrus dived again.

but Andrei kept firing into the sea to

frighten the animal and make it surface

more quickly. We lost sight of it for a few

minutes, then it suddenly appeared close

to shore. Our rivals were closer. They

changed tack at once and began firing

away with their two guns. But they were a

second or two late in throwing the harpoon

at the quickly diving animal. The harpoon

slithered along the hard skin and failed to

take hold. The fatally wounded walrus

sank, adding to the number of animals

killed uselessly.

For another twenty minutes we kept

looking around and then headed farther

out to sea. No walruses appeared, and the

crew started up their primus stove, made

tea, and we had a snack of mantak and

bread. As the excitement of the chase

gradually subsided, the mechanic and

harpooner pulled out fishing lines, at-

tached some bait and pieces of lead piping

as sinkers, and cast them overboard.

When the sinkers touched bottom about

eighty feet down, the anglers began tug-

ging rhythmically on the lines. Soon one of

them pulled in a huge Pacific Ocean ruff

with an ugly head and sharp, poisonous

spikes. A half hour later, five of these

monstrosities were floating in the water on

the boat bottom, enough for a good soup.

Just as the mechanic, Alexei, cast his

line another time, the skipper and I turned

our heads for some reason and saw a wal-

rus surface some forty feet away. As

Alexei hauled the line in furiously, we

started the motor. Andrei fired a few

times, and I saw the bullets hit the water.

The walrus dived.

The shots roused the men in the second

baidara, and it headed in our direction.

The marksmen, in their typical Alaskan

peaked caps and with carbines at the

ready, stood in bold outline against the

evening sky, jeopardizing our last chance

of taking an animal that day. After firing

twice more at the surfacing walrus, we lost

sight of it. It was now getting dark, and

Andrei steered the baidara homeward.

"Never mind, it was a little fellow," he

said. "No use killing little ones," I said,

taking advantage of what I took for the

first note of compassion toward the object

of the hunt.

"No use, sure, especially the pregnant

females, of which there are many now,"

the skipper replied and added: "But wal-

ruses are scarce of late, and we barely

make our quota. The big ships kill them

right at the rookeries, taking fewer than

they sink. Besides, the animal is scared of

coming close to shore—it goes out to sea

where we can't reach it."

There was little I could say. The walrus

herd, whose numbers in the Bering Sea

had for a long time created no fears, was
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A walrus skin, below, is carefully sliced

into two thin layers. The translucent skin,

right, is stretched and dried before it is

attached to theframe ofa baidara.

again in serious danger. The slaughter by

oceangoing hunting ships in the 1950s had

reduced the walrus population drastically.

In 1964, the Sireniki hunters took a mere

score of animals for the year A full ban on

hunting restored the size of the herd, and

in the early half of the 1980s, the fishery

farm was taking more than 400 animals a

year But in the past few years the situa-

tion has deteriorated again. The take, and

with it the earnings of the sea hunters, has

dropped by more than 50 percent.

The main reason for the decline, hunt-

ers and biologists believe, is the so-called

experimental walrus hunting in the Bering

Sea by ships of the Magadana and Sakha-

lin fisheries. The USSR Fishing Ministry,

by allowing these two fisheries to resume

slaughtering walruses, perverted the

meaning of a governmental decision is-

sued in the early 1980s, which, intending

to further the economic and social devel-

opment of areas inhabited by peoples of

the North, permitted sea hunting by ab-

origines. It resumed the slaughter of wal-

ruses and thus has put the very livelihoods

of the aborigines in question.

Figures show what this "experiment" is

costing. Ships of the Fishing Ministry took

671 walruses in 1982, as many as 1,843 in

1 986, and nearly 2,500 in 1987. This latter

figure amounted to more than 60 percent

of the total take of walruses in the region.
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And the hunts involved barbaric assaults

on the rookeries, where the disturbances

must have had harmful effects and caused

useless losses of young animals. In addi-

tion, confusion at the rookeries created by

low-flying aircraft and the early passage

of icebreaker convoys probably took a fur-

ther toll on the helpless pups. Nikolai

Mymrin, chief of the Chukotskiy Ob-

servation Service, estimates that the wal-

rus herd of the Gulf of Anadyr rookeries

has shrunk from some 50,000 to just

11,000 animals.

If the hunting continues unchecked,

walruses may become practically extinct

along the Chukotskiy Peninsula. The spe-

cies will not go extinct because, fortu-

nately, the walrus is well protected in

other parts of the northern Pacific.

But the maritime culture of the Inuit on

the peninsula—already greatly endan-

gered by the resettlement policy of the

1960s—may pass into extinction. Walrus

hunting from small native boats is a living

art that the fishery farm may not support

after a few bad years. The baidaras, the

skin bags, and the harpoons will end up in

static displays behind the glass of museum
cases. The unemployed Inuit will drift

away from the sea or fade into oblivion

behind a glass of vodka. A part of the

great human heritage of cultural diversity

will die and thereby diminish us all. D
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immy, ayoung adult male buffy-

eadedmarmoset

Diet for a Small Primate
uffy-headedmarmosets gouge out a gummy living in the Atlanticforests ofeastern Brazil

y Stephen F. Ferrari

At first glance, the bare-branched tree

ems lifeless. A moment later, what had

oked like a large knot on the side of the

unk suddenly scampers upward, and

on I make out a dozen or so diminutive

onkeys clinging to the tree, their dark

xlies almost indistinguishable from the

irk in the half-light of the misty dawn,

lis group of buffy-headed marmosets

'allithrixflaviceps) is working its way

—

amper, stop, scamper, stop—up the

ank, along boughs, out onto branches.

The object of all this activity is break-

st, which, for these little primates of the

azilian Atlantic Coast Forest, means
im, the clear, amber gum deposits on

lich they are feeding with obvious rel-

1. There is no mistaking the portly pro-

e of Black Maggie, the group's darkly

lored, dominant female, as she moves
ilely up the trunk to where Bob and
nell, two adult males, are amicably shar-

g a particularly large piece. Less toler-

tly, the juvenile twins Pablo and Paxo
d up squabbUng over a small globule,

en though there is more than enough
im to go around. The older members of

e group ignore the childish tantrums

id continue feeding for another twenty

inutes. Then, breakfast over, group

embers begin to leap down into the

nse crown of a neighboring tree.

Plant gums are the edible equivalent of

sins and, Uke them, are viscous liquids

oduced by some woody plants as a

eans of sealing wounds in their bark,

eld studies now show that gums are in-

ided in the diets of a large number of

inhuman primates—ranging from the

ly mouse lemurs and pygmy marmosets
the much larger vervet monkeys and
boons—but until recently, relatively lit-

i was known about the nutritional impor-

ice of gums for any of these species.

van also plays a minor role in human
trition. Gum arable, the generic name

of African acacia gums, for example,

crops up in a variety of foods, candies, and

medicines. These gooey, jellylike gums
should not be confused with chewing gum,
which is made from the latex of the South

American sapodilla tree.)

Gums are known to contain a variety of

nutrients, including such basics as carbo-

hydrates, proteins, and mineral salts, espe-

cially calcium. The use of gum as a food,

however, is limited in practice by two

main factors. Firstly, under natural condi-

tions, gum is produced in relatively small

quantities, primarily in response to dam-
age caused by wood-boring insects. Sec-

ondly, breaking down and digesting the

complex polysaccharides (the basis of the

gum's carbohydrate content) demands a

specialized gut and probably a specific

bacterial flora for fermentation.

The least specialized of the gum feeders

are the largest, the baboons and vervets,

while the real "gummivores" are the

small-bodied bush babies, fork-crowned

lemurs, and—in my opinion the most spe-

cialized of all—the marmosets. In addi-

tion to being small, many of these pri-

mates possess clawlike nails, which allow

them to move efficiently, squirrellike,

over the broad trunks and branches on

which gum deposits are usually found. All

true gummivores also exhibit a degree of

specialization of the cecum, an offshoot of

the intestine, in which gum is fermented,

and some have long, rough tongues, en-

abling them to reach deposits hidden

away in insect holes.

What sets the marmosets apart from

other gummivores is their specialized

teeth, which they use to stimulate gum
production by gouging holes in bark. The
incisors in the marmoset jaw are narrow

and elongated and slant somewhat out-

ward, forming a chisellike gouge, whose

sharpness is accentuated by a loss of

enamel on the tongueward side. Clinging

by the points of its sharp nails to the trunk

of a gum-producing tree, the marmoset

anchors its upper incisors into the bark

and gouges rapidly upward with its lower

front teeth.

The Atlantic forest once covered much
of eastern Brazil but has now almost dis-

appeared. The 2,000 acres of mountain

forest (Fazenda Montes Claros in the

southeastern state of Minas Gerais) where

I conducted a twenty-month study is one

of only a handful of protected areas where

the buffy-headed, rarest of all marmoset

species, survives. Like most marmosets,

the buffy-headed prefers the dense vege-

tation of edge, secondary, and disturbed

forest habitats (whether naturally occur-

ring or man-made). For much of the year,

fruit—the staple food of most New World
monkeys—is scarce in such habitats.

Luckily for the gummivorous marmo-
sets, many of the weedy plants that colo-

nize these forests, including a large num-
ber of legumes, such as acacias, do

produce edible gum. Typically found in

dense stands, they provide an abundant,

year-round source of food for these bark-

gouging primates. The scarcity of fruit in

such habitats may actually benefit the

marmosets by reducing competition from
omnivorous primates, such as tufted capu-

chins, which also eat the insects and small

vertebrates that supplement gum in the

marmoset diet.

Much of the marginal and secondary

forest at Montes Claros is dominated by
dense patches of a climbing acacia. Aca-
cia paniculata, whose multibranched

stems may reach five inches or more in

diameter The species is known locally as

arranha gato, best translated as "cat's

claws," because of the small, sharp thorns

that line its soft, reddish bark (although in

my experience, "skin shredder" would be

more appropriate). This acacia sprouts up
almost everywhere within the home range
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ofmy main study group and is the marmo-

sets' main source of gum.

Despite the acacia's abundance, the

marmosets are far from haphazard in

their exploitation of its gum. The gouging

of holes is in itself an art. Gum is produced

only at the edge of a hole, where the bark

is broken, so the marmosets increase their

total gum "harvest" by gouging a large

number of small holes on each plant

rather than a few large ones. They never,

however, gouge all the way around the

trunk, which would rapidly prove fatal for

the plant. Different plants are gouged in

different ways, with the dimensions,

shape, and position of the holes varying in

accordance with the physical characteris-

tics of the bark. For example, where the

bark is hard, the monkeys might excavate

small holes, each no more than half an

inch in diameter, on horizontal branches.

The Montes Claros marmosets concen-

trate on a relatively small selection of the

available acacias and prefer to return reg-

ularly to the same holes rather than goug-

ing new ones. Heavily perforated acacia

shoots frequently stand alongside com-

pletely ungouged stems, which I suspect

are actually part of the same plant in

many cases. Some established holes have

been visited more or less continually over

the past six years.

The regular use of established sites has

a number of advantages. As they age, gum
deposits harden and may begin to decom-

pose. Older deposits are thus both less

nutritious and less easily ingested than

soft, fresh ones. And since the prompt

removal of fresh deposits, which act very

much like scabs on a wound, is often in

itself sufficient to insure the continued

flow of gum, repeat visits allow the mar-

mosets to spend less time and energy

gouging. When they do need to gouge,

they concentrate on the edges of estab-

lished holes, where they can get good le-

verage and do their damage fairly easily.

In general, marmosets follow a "time-

minimizing" foraging strategy, whose ba-

sic tenet is simply to gather an adequate

supply of nutrients in as short a time as

possible each day. Such a strategy is ap-

propriate for many small-bodied animals,

given their vulnerability to a wide range of
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An angico tree, left, is dotted with

deposits ofgum produced to seal wounds

made by wood-boring insects. Feeding on

thisfree source offood, a buffy-headed

marmoset hangs on with clawlike nails.

Below: Much less active than other small

monkeys, buffy-headed marmosets take

frequent siestas. Facing the camera in

this restinggroup is the breedingfemale

known as Maggie.

predators, on the one hand, and the con-

spicuous nature of most foraging activi-

ties, on the other. The opposite strategy

—

"energy maximizing"—is adhered to by

the Amazonian squirrel monkeys, for ex-

ample, which are twice the size of the

largest marmosets. From dawn to dusk

(and sometimes even later), these noisy,

gregarious monkeys engage in a relentless

quest for insect prey. Being much smaller

in size (adult buffy-headed marmosets

rarely reach a pound in weight), marmo-

sets can satisfy their protein needs with a

few plump grasshoppers, and once daily

requirements have been met, rest, the

least demanding and most cryptic of activ-

ities, is the obvious alternative.

When searching for insects—the other

half of their diet—the buffy-headed mar-

mosets travel widely and apparently er-

ratically. Here again, gum plays a role.

The regularly visited acacia patches form

focal points of the group's daily move-

ments, and the marmosets usually travel

rapidly and directly from an insect-forag-

ing session to feed on gum at the nearest

patch. When I analyzed my data, I found

that while the monkeys, unsurprisingly,

almost always returned to at least one of

the acacia patches they had visited on the

previous day, they tended to avoid areas

where they had fed on insects. This avoid-

ance makes sense, assuming that the for-

aging activities of the marmoset group

reduce the number of insects in a given

area, at least temporarily.

While acacia patches form the focus of

the marmosets' foraging activities, the

monkeys rarely miss an opportunity to ex-

ploit alternative gum sources, which are

normally the result of the activities of

wood-boring insects. I have observed the

marmosets feeding on the gum of at least a

dozen plant species, including a colorful

bougainvillea. The most important of

these minor gum sources is a fast-growing

legume, known by local residents as

angico prego. These trees have inch-thick

bark nearly as hard as the proverbial nails

(it certainly took me a few sweaty minutes

of hammering to get my marker tags se-

curely attached). Marmosets understand-

ably ignore most angicos, but there are

times when heavy insect damage leads to

a far more copious (if short-lived) flow of

gum from these trees than gouging ever

does from acacias.

Insect-damaged angicos may be en-

countered at any time of year but are most

commonly found during the dry season

(April to September), when the harmful

larvae of wood-boring beetles are most

active. Thus, I found the monkeys actu-

ally ate more angico gum than acacia gum
during two of the dry season months cov-

ered by my study. The chance to feed on

angicos is especially welcome at this time

of year because of the scarcity of other

foods, particularly insects.

Another rare, but important, alterna-

tive to acacia gum is fruit. Given a choice,

marmosets actually prefer fruit to gum,

and for two months of the year, they get

their chance. The secondary forest of

Montes Claros supports two species of

small trees that produce abundant crops

of small, edible fruits during the wet

months of January and February. During

these two months, my study group of mar-

mosets changed their behavior dramati-

cally, orienting themselves around

patches of fruiting trees. Acacia gum was

relegated to a minor role in the group's

diet, but not necessarily an unimportant

one. The relatively high calcium content



Thepygmy marmoset ofthe Upper
Amazon is the world's smallest monkey,

with adults seldom exceedingfive ounces

in weight. Like the buffy-headed, it

subsists chiefly onplant gums and
relishes insects as well.
Wolfgang Bayer

of gums may be especially important for

mineral balance in an insect-dominated

diet, since insects are rich in phosphorus

but poor in calcium.

Opportunities to feed on angico gum
and fruit help insure continuing supplies

of the marmosets' all-important acacia

gum. While healthy acacias produce gum
for years, continuous gouging is harmful,

and there are limits to the exploitation of

these plants. If nothing else, each plant

has only so much bark to gouge, and

overgouging may eventually kill it. What I

like to think of as the marmosets' "acacia

management" also includes a form of

"crop rotation." Blessed with an abun-

dance of acacias, the monkeys have estab-

lished many more feeding patches than

they actually need, and during any par-

ticular period, they normally visit only a

small proportion of those sites on a regular

basis. Patches v^fould be visited on an al-

most daily basis in some months but virtu-

ally ignored in others. The recuperation of

the acacias in "fallow" patches and the

healing of gouge holes, however tempo-

rary, makes a further important contribu-

tion to their long-term productivity.

With their gum-feeding life style down
pat, the marmosets at Montes Claros are

able to follow a fairly relaxed schedule in

an otherwise somewhat harsh environ-

ment. Early to bed—sometimes more

than three hours before sunset—and rela-

tively late to rise, they are active, on aver-

age, for fewer than ten hours each day;

they spend about a quarter of this time

resting and another tenth socializing.

During their long hours of nightly slum-

ber, buffy-headed marmosets may further

reduce metabolic expenditure by entering

into a condition of torpor similar to that of

hibernating mammals. Tests on captive

common marmosets (a closely related spe-

cies from the northeast of Brazil) have

recorded decreases in body temperature

of as much as 7° F during the night. In the

wild, buffy-headed marmosets spend the

night huddled tightly together in a ball to

conserve heat. During June and July at

Montes Claros, when the air temperature

may fall to as low as 41° F overnight and

insects are scarce, the marmosets fre-

quently stop foraging well before 3:00 p.m.

and spend the next fifteen or sixteen hours

packed together in a densely overgrown

sleep-tree before braving the chill dawn
mists that swirl through the forest at this

time of year.

My buffy-headed marmoset study

group was relatively large, between eleven

and fifteen individuals, but nonetheless

cohesive. Marmoset society is matriar-

chal, with breeding restricted to the single

dominant female in each group. All mem-
bers, however, including nonbreeding

adult females, help raise the young. Off-

spring are normally bom in pairs and must

be carried at all times for at least the first

month. Marmosets often breed contin-

ually, and since gestation is just a little

more than five months, the breeding fe-

male may potentially give birth as many
as three times within twelve months. The
helpful behavior of nonbreeders may have

evolved in these monkeys at least partly to

provide relief for the mother, who might

otherwise have difficulty meeting the en-

ergy-demanding tasks of raising her many
young.

Living in large, stable groups has ad-

vantages for all members. With brothers,

sisters, aunts, uncles, and even grandpar-

ents all pitching in to help rear the young,

the work is spread out enough so that no

single helper is overburdened. The group

as a whole also benefits from the experi-

ence of older animals that have spent a

lifetime foraging in the same area of for-

est. Larger groups also mean greater secu-

rity from predators of all types. The more

eyes on the lookout for hawks, the marmo-
sets' worst enemy, the better. At the first

sign of an object passing overhead, be it a

bird, an airplane, or even a large leaf, a

short, sharp whistle sends the whole group

plummeting down into the safety of the

undergrowth. Terrestrial predators are

mobbed with piercing "tsak" calls. On one

occasion, Maggie, Bob, and all the other

adults joined forces to confront a tayra (a

tree-climbing member of the ferret fam-

ily) with a barrage of vocal abuse. Out-

numbered almost ten to one, the tayra

quickly summed up the odds and came
down to the ground to beat a hasty retreat.

The stability of the marmoset group

appears to be reinforced by the related-

ness of its members. The evolutionary fit-

ness of an individual can be seen in terms

of its genetic contribution to future gen-

erations. An organism may increase this

fitness by bearing young itself or b)

contributing to the reproductive success

of its close relatives, with which it shares

many genes. Since the number of re

productive females in a population is lim-

ited to one per group, an individual's best

option may be to remain in its natal group

and help with the rearing of infants until <

chance to breed arises.

I had been observing my study group

for more than a year before the first emi

gration took place. This one involved indi

vidual monkeys leaving to establish a nev

breeding unit. After well over a year a
adult helpers, Spock, Cuba, and Dida

three females I am almost certain are ful

sisters, left the main group to join tw(

males from a neighboring family. Thi

group established by these five individual

thus started life with a full complement o

helpers, rather than the bare minimum o

a breeding pair. While two of the thr&

females were to remain unreproductive ii

the new group, leaving home to help rear i

sister's offspring would increase their eve

lutionary fitness as long as an adequati

number of helpers remained in their nata

group.

When I returned to Montes Claros ii

1988, after an absence of almost tw(

years, I discovered that Maggie, the stud;

group's original breeding female, hac

been replaced by her daughter Jocky, wht

had joined forces with Gringo, a mal<

from a neighboring group. Grandmothei

Maggie had become a helper in her owi

group. Other young adults, Jocky's twii

brother, Jimmy, among them, had dis

persed to neighboring groups, while th«

two elderly males. Bob and Gordao, hac

disappeared, possibly falling victim tc

predators or just plain old age. Some ol

the more prominent angicos had als(

fallen by the wayside, succumbing to con

centrated insect attack. The only things ir

the forest that remained virtually un

changed were the acacia patches—stil

providing the marmosets with the basis foi

a tranquil family life after years of almos

constant use.
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A summer blizzard on Antarctica 's Ross

Island blankets gray,fluffy Adelie chicks

tended by sleeker, more mobile adults.
Colin Uonteath: Hedgehog House. New Zealand

Penguin

Weighting
\

Game
Adeliepenguins ' success

asparents is often a
matter offat

by Lloyd Spencer Davis

December 6, 10:22 a.m. Stiff, chill,

southerly gusts swat the penguin as he

crouches low over his eggs, face into the

wind. Overhead, the sky is puffed and

bruised by dark clouds that threaten snow.

For this bird, the day is about to get

even bleaker.

Without ceremony, the penguin stands

to one side of his nest. His weak legs strug-

gle to keep balance in the swirling wind. In

a pathetic last bid to fulfill his fatherly

duties, the bird steals a stone from a

nearby nest and uses it to secure the walls

of his own nest. Then he staggers down the

slope toward the sea, leaving his embryos

to die in the freezing cold.

Death comes quickly. A honey-

breasted skua hovers above the out-

stretched beaks of other incubating pen-

guins in the colony, before plucking one of

the eggs from the abandoned nest with

practiced deftness. A similar fate awaits

the other egg.

Two days later, breast glinting in the

late evening sun, feathers still wet from

the sea, a female penguin walks up to the

colony. She moves directly to the aban-

doned nest, uttering a loud call and mov-

ing her head rhythmically from side to

side. She stands first in the nest, then

beside it. Then, in it again. In a little while

she will head back to the sea. For her, as

for her mate, the nesting season had ended

abruptly two days earlier.
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Jean-Paul Ferrero; AUSCAPE

Adelie adults divefrom an ice platform

on Ross Island, right. Appearing

momentarily suspended between two

worlds, an Adelie, below, propels

itself clear of the water before

making landfall.
Lloyd Spencer Davi

Leopard seals can break penguins' bod-

ies, south polar skuas can devour their

young, but as I have observed, the major

cause of breeding failure in Adelie pen-

guins is the failure of pairs to coordinate

nest relief. Adelie penguins appear to be

their own worst enemies.

In late October to early November each

year, some 60,000 Adelie penguins swim

to Antarctica's Ross Island and leap

ashore to breed at the Northern Rookery

on Cape Bird. Penguins are aquatic birds,

spending most of their lives at sea. Al-

though adapted to their watery domain

—

with streamlined torsos, wings modified

into flippers, and feathers that lock to-

gether to provide insulation from the heat-

stealing waters—they caimot sever their

reliance on land, as have whales, because

they are constrained by their evolutionary

past to lay eggs; and eggs cannot be laid at

sea. Theirs, then, is a dual life style—one

that must seek a balance between the need

to breed on land and the need to eat at sea,

their sole source of sustenance. Breeding

for an Adelie penguin must of necessity

consist of alternating periods of fasting

and foraging.

During a courtship period of about

twelve days, male and female fast to-

gether. Males return to the nests

—

scraped depressions in the frozen earth
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that they line with stones—that they occu-

pied in previous seasons. Returning fe-

males choose partners from those males

occupying nests. While females prefer

their former partners, more than a quarter

of the males will have died during the dark

days of winter, and perhaps as many again

will arrive at the rookery after the females,

so most often females choose new part-

ners. Time for breeding in the short ant-

arctic summer is extremely liiftited, and

females cannot afford to wait for former

mates. Few chicks fledge from late eggs.

Courting pairs copulate frequently, and

at the end of the courtship period, the

female lays a clutch of two eggs (young

breeders may lay only a single egg). Her
energy reserves sapped by producing eggs,

as well as by fasting, the female leaves the

male to incubate the eggs while she goes to

sea. This first foraging trip lasts for up-

ward of two weeks. Including the period of

courtship, the male is without food for

approximately a month. When relieved by

the female, and relief is the word, the male

does not tarry long before departing on the

second foraging trip. He, too, is away
about two weeks. If time allows before the

chicks hatch, the female may get to take a

third foraging trip, which can last from

one to seven days. The chicks hatch after

an incubation period of thirty-four days.

Thereafter, parents must fetch frequent

dinners for their demanding youngsters

and switch to taking short foraging trips

that rarely last for much more than a day

at a time.

Coordinating nest relief after hatching

is not a problem. During the guard stage,

when parents must take turns remaining

with the chicks to protect them from the

cold and skuas, the attending parent and

chicks will have enough energy reserves to

cope with the absence of the foraging par-

ent for a day or so. During this period,

foraging birds return to the nest to fatten

their chicks as quickly as possible. Chicks

of Adelie penguins must fledge in half the

time that can be taken by penguins at

lower latitudes, for example, yellow-eyed

penguins breeding on New Zealand's

Otago Peninsula. When Adelie chicks are

about three weeks old, they no longer need

to be buffered from the cold, and they can
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Graham Robertson; AUSCAPE

A pair ofAdeliesperform a mutual courtship display

at their stone-lined nest, right. Eager tofeed in krill-rich

antarctic waters, Adelies can reach a top speed of

ten milesper hour by "porpoising, "below, top. A male

replenishedfrom hisforaging tripfeeds regurgitated

krill to his hatchlings, bottom.
Uoyd Spencer Davis

find protection from skuas by congregat-

ing with other young birds in groups

known as creches. At this point, both par-

ents absent themselves from the nest, re-

turning only long enough to regurgitate

food to their chicks. The chicks are un-

likely to starve; even should one parent die

at this stage, the other can usually keep

the chicks alive. What matters is the

growth rate of the young. Those that

fledge earliest and are the most robust

have a greater likelihood of surviving to

breed in subsequent years.

In contrast, during the earlier incuba-

tion period, punctual relief of the parent at

the nest by the parent at sea is vital. But

my research has shown that parents in up

to a third of all pairs breeding at Cape
Bird may fail to relieve their mates on

time. A female's failure to return on time

from her post-egg-laying feeding trip re-

sults in desertion of the nest by the male; a

late return by the male from the second

trip means the chicks may starve.

Before I began my work, desertions had

been noted in Adelies and in other species

of penguins, particularly those in whicli

one partner must fast for long periods ir

the absence of the foraging bird, as is tht

case with emperor, magellanic, anc

chinstrap penguins. Such desertions hac

usually been attributed to the foraging

partner's death at sea. Indeed, leoparc

seals are renowned killers of Adelie pen

guins. Add to this the Antarctic's reputa

tion for being more hostile than hospi

table, and a logical conclusion was tha

when birds failed to relieve their partners

they had likely succumbed to the bitinj

cold or biting seal.

With the help of four field assistants,

kept a colony of eighty-four Adelie per

guins under round-the-clock surveillanc

for more than 1,500 hours. In only on

instance did a late mate not return at al

As was the case with the mate of th

forlorn father I observed on December (

the female mates of the vast majority c

deserting males came back to the colon

anywhere from a few hours to a few day

after the males left. It is not so much th

flex of a leopard seal's jaw as the timing c

the female's return that is so fatal: a Uttl

sooner and desertion would have beei

averted.

At the beginning of courtship, male

are a bloated and puff"y eleven pounds o

more. A quarter of that body mass is fat

most of it concentrated in a layer jus

under the skin. Fat is the penguins' fuel

the fire that keeps the birds warm througl

those cold days spent fasting on Antarc

tica's shores. They bum the fat to provid

the energy to make their muscles move

We know from studies on emperor pen

guins that fasting penguins get more thai

96 percent of their daily energy from fa

reserves and that they use this energ;

source first. The alternative to burning fa

is burning protein, in other words, musck

A bird that has started to seriously cor

sume its own muscles to stay alive ha

little time before it will be immobilizec

little time before it will die. Such a biri
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must replenish its energy stores immedi-

ately. Hence, the size of the fat reserves of

a penguin place a definite limitation on

the time it can spend fasting.

Males have just over 51,500 kilojoules

of energy tied up as fat when courtship

begins. Work I have done with my col-

league Brian Green on the energetics of

fasting males has shown that they use up

about 1,270 kilojoules of energy per day.

If 96 percent of their daily energy require-

ments are derived from fat (most of the

rest comes from protein), then males have

enough fuel to fast for an absolute maxi-

mum of forty-two days. In fact, as the fat

reserves near depletion, the penguins

reach a threshold and begin to mobilize

increasing quantities of protein. In em-

peror penguins this occurs when about 20

percent of the initial fat reserves are left.

If the same is true for Adelies, then the

males would have only enough fat reserves

to fast for thirty-four days before they

started to rapidly break down their pro-
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teins. This occurs mainly by breaking

down the tissue that forms the large

pectoralis muscles, those responsible for

flipper movement and, ultimately, the

ability to forage. I found that desertions

peaked when the males had been incubat-

ing unrelieved for twenty-two days. Add
to that the twelve days spent fasting dur-

ing courtship, and the total is thirty-four

days. Adelie males were deserting when

they started burning their muscles.

Brian and I found that a fasting female

uses energy at a higher rate than does a

male. But because the female has onlyjust

replenished her fat deposits when she be-

gins her incubation spell, she can hold out

for twenty days or so. Since very few

males would typically take longer than

this on the second foraging trip, incubat-

ing females are much less likely than their

male counterparts to desert the nest. The
big risk for a foraging male is not that his

female will desert, but that if he is too long

at sea, the eggs will hatch, and the female.

with nothing to regurgitate, will be unab

to prevent the chicks from starving. Ad
lie penguin chicks hatch with an insuranc

policy against tardy fathers: the remnan

of their yolk sac can sustain them for six i

eight days. The greatest risk of starvatic

for chicks occurs when they reach th

age. Half of all chicks that die of starv:

tion do so because they never receive

meal after entering the world outside the

shells. They starve because the foragir;

parent—very often their father—has n(

returned to the nest in time to give thei

their first feed.

I decided to track the penguins to dete

mine where they were going and why the

didn't always return in time to avert disa

ter. Following penguins around the io

encrusted seas of Antarctica was not a

easy undertaking. Ice can prevent the pa

sage of ships, and U. S. Navy helicopter

which provide logistic support for our an

arctic operations, are not permitted to f

over open water. Since the penguins coul.



i Lanfing; MInden Pictures

Flightless, Adelies maneuver unhurriedly on land, left,

but are swift, agile swimmers. Still, many are

attackedand devoured by leopard seals, below,formidable

predators ofthe Southern Ocean.
Colin Monteath; Hedgehog House, New Zealand

ivel where I could not, I reasoned that

e only feasible means of tracking them
IS by satellite. With another colleague,

iry Miller, I glued small transmitters to

e backs of four females before they de-

rted on their first foraging trips. The
insmitters sent coded signals to three

ijar-orbiting satellites that passed over-

ad every ninety minutes. From the sig-

Is, the satellites could compute the loca-

in of the penguins to within a few

indred yards.

One female, at her farthest point, was

;out 170 miles from the rookery, the

'uivalent of going from New York to

iltimore for dinner. But because of the

I ratio path she took, the distance she

itually covered was much greater. De-
iite the large distances penguins may
livel on their foraging trips, the satellites

I /ealed that they foraged mostly within a

;ne about 30 to 1 50 miles from the rook-

</. For a bird capable of swimming at

Htained speeds of three miles an hour or

more, the penguins are potentially never

more than one or two days from the rook-

ery. Why, then, don't they come back to

the rookery a little earlier and avoid any

risk of desertion or starvation?

One clue came from the tracked birds

themselves. They took longer on their for-

aging trips than did birds without trans-

mitters. Even though the transmitters

were kept as small as possible, any alter-

ation to a penguin's streamlined torso re-

duces the bird's swimming speed, and

probably its foraging efficiency as well.

Adelie penguins feed almost exclusively

on krill, small shrimplike crustaceans

found in dense swarms scattered through-

out the southern seas. The penguins must

swim to find them and dive to depths of up

to 300 feet to catch them. Slow a pen-

guin's swimming speed or reduce its catch

rate, and you will lower the rate at which it

can assimilate energy and the pace at

which it can lay down fat.

Females on the first foraging trip appar-

ently eat until they reach a threshold in

terms of replenishment of their energy

reserves. They return to the rookery and

their incubating mates only when they

have put on about two pounds of body

weight, most of which is fat. Birds with

transmitters had slower rates of fat deposi-

tion and had to spend more time at sea to

put on those two pounds. Females induced

to lay a third egg used more of their en-

ergy reserves than normal before depart-

ing on the first foraging trip and compen-

sated by putting on more than two pounds

before returning to the rookery. The
breeding success of a female will depend

on how long she takes to reach this critical

level of fat deposition and how long her

mate can fast in her absence.

Fat males make better mates because

they can fast longer. My research shows

that females choose fat males either by

mating with those that have already

proved their fasting abilities (males that

endured their female's absence the year

before will be rejoined, but deserters are

unlikely to be given a second chance) or

possibly by assessing males on the basis of

their calls. Favored males have the deep-

est voices. Falsettos are not for females,

probably because the pitch of the voice is

influenced by the size of the bird.

On the second foraging trip, males may
also forage until they reach a certain

threshold of fat deposition, but not if the

chicks are about to hatch. If the time

available until hatching is less than the

time males need to replenish their fat re-

serves—which happens when females

take a long time on the first foraging

trip—males cut their trip short. Those
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Adelies nest along much ofthe

antarctic coast and surrounding islands.

An Adelie quintet, right, treks across a

weathered iceberg typical ofthe

Antarctic Peninsula.

males that have gone without food for the

longest time, therefore, feed for the

shortest time.

The cue to return is not given by the

eggs. Birds experimentally provided with

eggs that would hatch either five days

before or after their own eggs made no

adjustments in foraging time in response

to the substitute eggs. Therefore, males

must have an internal sense of the length

of the incubation period. Such a timer is

likely to have a hormonal basis, as virtu-

ally all biological clocks are manifested by

patterns of hormone release. Much like an

oven timer, the penguin's internal timer

must somehow be "set," and a warning

must be given that the eggs are on the

verge of hatching.

The sudden stop in sexual activity at the

time of egg laying, which results in a dra-

matic fall in testosterone levels, may set

the timer relative to the start of the incu-

bation period. But a hormonal message is

also needed for a male to anticipate the

hatching of the eggs and signal him to

return to the nest. Working with endo-

crinologist John Cockrem, we have found

that progesterone levels in males rise just

before eggs are due to hatch. A male can

presumably respond to this hormonal bell

by returning to the nest.

This internal clock may not be accurate

enough to prevent some males from being

late, or perhaps if their energy reserves are

too low, they ignore the message and put

protein before progeny, their own survival

before that of their young. If so, this is

another example of an Adelie's constant

compromise: to balance its need for food

against the abilities of others to fast; to

race to replenish its fat reserves before

those of its mate or chicks run out.

I often sit on the push ice that forms a

margin between the watery world of the

penguins' food supply and the land on

which they must breed, pondering the dif-

ficulties of balancing a life between two

separate environments. But as I watch a

group of penguins leap ashore from a calm

blue sea, a sea scattered with ice floes and

the sun's reflections, while beyond there is

every mountain I should ever hope to see, I

begin to think that they might just have

the best of both worlds. D
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Recent wind erosion reveals afossil tree, left, part ofaforest

that thrived on Axel Heiberg Island 45 million years ago. Still

attached to a branch, a larch cone, right, shows the remarkable

preservation ofthe island'sforests.

Arctic Eden
The remains oflushforests near the North Pole give a
glimpse ofthe Arctic's subtropicalpast

by Jane E. Francis

Pausing on the way to the top of the

ridge, I looked out across the barren tun-

dra of Axel Heiberg Island, one of the

northernmost islands in Canada's Arctic

Archipelago. Beyond the broad valley

where we were camped, I could see the

island's immense icecap covering the

highest mountains. Even though it was

July, I shivered as cold winds bit through

my layers ofwarm clothing. As the ground

leveled off near the top of the ridge, traces

of a far different world appeared around

me. First I spotted enormous tree stumps

rising from the barren ground, then fallen

trunks. I realized I was trampling on a

forest floor. Bending down, I plucked a

delicate conifer leaf from the matted de-

bris. The scattered remains resembled

those of a forest recently destroyed by fire,

but I knew these trees had grown in the

Eocene epoch, some 45 million years ago.

In 1883, U.S. Army Sgt. David

Brainard found the first evidence that for-

ests once grew in the Canadian High Arc-

tic. As a member of a twenty-five-man

expedition led by Lt. Adolphus Greely,

Brainard reached the northern tip of

Greenland—a record high latitude not

achieved again for thirteen years. He also

explored much of EUesmere Island, where

he collected natural history specimens, in-

cluding pieces of petrified wood from a

jfossil forest. The expedition ended in trag-

edy, however, after two supply ships failed

to reach the explorers. With little to eat,

jOnly Brainard, Greely, and four others sur-

|vived the arctic winter.

I Since Brainard's time, other fossil for-

pts have been found at high latitudes on

EUesmere Island, elsewhere in northern

Canada, and in Spitsbergen. All present a

imystery: how could tall trees have grown a

thousand miles north of the present arctic

tree line, where only tundra and desert

exist today? (The closest thing to a tree on

Axel Heiberg nowadays is the arctic wil-

low. This woody plant spreads horizon-

tally on the ground, and its catkins reach

only a few inches tall. The arctic willow

grows exceedingly slowly because of the

drying winds, poor soils, and permanently

frozen ground, which lies a few inches

beneath the surface even in summer.)

In 1985, Paul Tudge, a helicopter pilot

for the Geological Survey of Canada, was

flying over eastern Axel Heiberg when he

spotted stumps on a ridge. These fossil

trees turned out to ofi'er a unique means of

understanding what arctic forests were

like and how they survived at such high

latitudes. Most fossil wood is petrified;

after the wood has been buried for years,

its cell structure is infiltrated by mineral

solutions and gradually replaced, usually

by minute crystals of quartz or calcite. On
EUesmere Island, for instance, one fossil

forest consists of almost a hundred large

stumps scattered on an exposed coal bed.

Each has turned into calcite that has

weathered to orange and yellow, in strik-

ing contrast to the surrounding black

earth. At the eastern Axel Heiberg site,

however, the forests are mummified; the

wood is dry and somewhat compressed

but otherwise unchanged.

Hearing about the excellent preserva-

tion of the fossil forest Tudge had located,

Jack McMillan, a geologist with the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, and James

Basinger, a paleobotanist at the Univer-

sity of Saskatchewan, immediately began

planning a trip to the site the following

summer. When I received an invitation to

join them, I jumped at the chance to study

a mummified forest that had once grown

so close to the North Pole. My previous

field studies had taken me to fossil forests

in northern Europe and Antarctica, but in

terms of preservation, none of'them were

to compare with the ones on Axel Hei-

berg. Because of the short field season,

which lasts from the end of June through

early August, our team returned to the

island the following two summers.

On the island's eastern shore, glaciers

that once extended from the central

icecap eroded an ancient plateau, sculpt-

ing steep ridges of yellowish sands and

silts. Through this barren landscape run a

series of horizontal black bands averaging

a few feet in thickness—the remnants of

almost thirty forests. In places, the fierce

arctic winds have winnowed away the cov-

ering sand, leaving the more resistant lay-

ers of matted organic material jutting

from the slopes like steps.

On the flat tops of the hills, we found

large areas of the original forest floor ex-

posed. The stumps of ancient trees are still

rooted in the soil and leaf litter where they

once grew. By plotting the positions of the

tree stumps in the fossil forests, I was able

to get a good idea of the distribution of

species and how densely the trees grew.

The forests that I reconstructed on paper

were thick, with many trees reaching

more than a hundred feet in height. De-

spite the passage of 45 million years, the

wood retains its original color and is still

flexible and bums easily. I quickly discov-

ered that my geologic hammer was useless

for collecting samples of the fossil wood;

the next season I came better prepared

with wood saws.

The leaves from these forests are

among the most beautiful plant fossils I

have seen. Most fossil leaves have been

reduced to a black film of carbon sand-

wiched between layers of rock; those in

Axel Heiberg's forests are simply pressed

into a mat. Although they are fragile and

meshed together, I could pick out individ-
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On eastern Axel Heiberg Island, right, a river carrying

meltwaterfrom the central icecap parallels the ridge where the

fossilforests arefound. Each dark band running across the

hills is a buriedforest; morefully exposed layers can be seen on

theflat ridgetops. The map below shows the location ofthe

fossilforests, just 680 milesfrom the North Pole.

ual leaves. Normally one finds fossil

leaves by spending hours splitting slabs of

rock, hoping for a few good specimens.

The feathery leaves of the dawn red-

wood, Metasequoia glyptostroboides, are

the most common of the leaf fossils. The
leaves of this conifer resemble those of the

bald cypress, which grows in the Florida

Everglades. Dawn redwoods were first

recognized in 1941, in fossils from Japan.

Identical fossil leaves, since found

throughout the northern continents, show

that dawn redwoods dominated northern

forests for millions of years before the last

ice age. The species was considered ex-

tinct until 1946, when it was found grow-

ing in central China near the Jinsha Jiang

(Yangtze River). This is the last natural

refuge of dawn redwoods, although they

are often found in botanical gardens.

We found leaves and needles from

swamp cypress, cedar, pine, fir, larch, and

spruce. Although they were blackened

and squashed, cones from the conifers

were immediately identifiable in the leaf

litter We also picked out leaves of decidu-

ous angiosperms, such as birch, alder, and

katsura (another tree common during the

Eocene but now found only in China and

Japan). Among the fallen leaves, we un-

covered small, shiny black seeds of hick-

ory, tendrils of mosses, and the delicate

leaves of ferns.

Pollen and spores sifted from the foresi

debris allowed us to determine the age ol

the forests. Since they are small, abun

dant, and easily preserved, the tiny graim

are frequently found in sediments, ever

when all other plant material has beer

destroyed. Thus, the distinctive shapes ol

pollen and spores are well known and usee

to mark various geologic time periods

The pollen and spores from this part ol

Axel Heiberg matched those typical o:

the middle Eocene epoch. I
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The island's forests owe their remark-

ible preservation to the broad flood plain

m which they grew. In Eocene times, a

eries of rivers meandered through the

wampy forests, carrying the sediments

Toded from a mountain range to the west,

ivery so often, flood waters rose above the

iver banks and deposited thick layers of

and and silt. Instead of being washed
way, the leaf litter was sealed with a

over of fine sediments that prevented de-

ay Tree trunks exposed to the flood wa-
ers rotted and fell. In time, a new forest

stablished itself on the river sediments,

ntil it too was devastated. This sequence

occurred repeatedly, leaving layer upon

layer of buried forest.

The sediments that covered these for-

ests were very fine, so that mineral solu-

tions were prevented from reaching the

wood and petrifying it. Furthermore, the

trees escaped the eff"ects of deep burial.

Over millions of years, the high tempera-

tures and pressures that occur a few thou-

sand feet below the surface can change

wood and other plant material into coal.

The Axel Heiberg forests were never cov-

ered by more than several hundred feet of

sediments. During more recent times, ice

age temperatures have probably kept the

plant material near the siuface frozen.

Thus, apart from slight compaction

caused by the weight of sediment above

and the loss of some of the woody compo-

nents, the plant material has remained

remarkably fresh.

During our first field season, in 1986,

we also searched for evidence of the ani-

mals that lived in the arctic forests, but

without success. The very conditions that

preserved the plant material were not fa-

vorable for preserving the bones of forest

dwellers. Perhaps the swampy environ-

ment was acidic and rapidly dissolved

bones soon after animals died. The foUow-
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ing year, Mary Dawson, a vertebrate pa-

leontologist at the Carnegie Museum of

Natural History in Pittsburgh, came to

scour the ridges of the fossil forests for

bones. In previous years, she and others

had discovered bones in sediments of simi-

lar age in other parts of the Arctic. With

eyes trained to spot tiny pieces of fossil

bone well camouflaged on the brownish

tundra, she and the other paleontologists

had better luck.

In the summer of 1 987, when the search

was extended to an area farther south,

where the sedimentary rocks had formed

in less swampy conditions, Dawson discov-

ered the first vertebrate fossil from Axel

Heiberg. The prize was a tiny piece of

bone less than an inch long: a section of

jaw from a lemur. In the next few days

more bones were discovered, adding to the

animals found in the early Eocene sedi-

ments on EUesmere Island. The High Arc-

tic was once populated by alligators, croc-

odiles, turtles, snakes, and salamanders

—

all animals that would have lived in the

streams of the swampy forests. Corypho-

dons, hippolike tusked mammals, had

browsed on streamside plants. Other fos-

sils included giant land tortoises, tapirs,

and cranes.

The fossil flora and fauna of the Eocene

Arctic reveal a warm, swampy, subtropi-

cal environment, similar to that of the

Florida Everglades. But the comparison is

not perfect because we have no modem
examples of forests in the extreme north.

where the growing period is very shcl

Axel Heiberg's ancient forests were tn|

polar. Although the continents have bel'

in constant motion throughout geoloj:

time and some have undergone ratlr

large shifts in latitude. Axel Heiberg Is

moved, at most, only a few degrees i

latitude since the Eocene.

Because the earth's axis is tilted ab( t

23° as the planet orbits the sun, at latitis

80° north the sun is continuously abce

the horizon for five months, from ml-:

April until the end of August. AfteiBi

short period of twilight, the winter da> l

ness sets in for five months. The unemi

distribution of sunlight makes fieldwik

during the arctic summers a strange .-

perience. The daily radio calls at 7:00 Ati
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id 7:00 P.M. from the station at Resolute

I Comwallis Island were all we had to

«p us on a twenty-four-hour schedule,

"he base manager of the Polar Continen-

1 Shelf Project calls every field camp at

i>et time to see if everything is well.) But

ien with this routine, the lack of darkness

iade it difficult to remember which day it

i\is. Sometimes I slept during the day and

brked at night to make the most of the

[St weather. At night the chill winds

f ase, the clouds disappear, and the land

[
quires a tranquillity that is almost over-

s' lelming. After setting off to our tents

jJth intentions of getting a good night's

,

kp, we were often tempted to stay out-

vie by the soft, golden sunlight that

,i,thes the Arctic at night.

Feathery dawn redwood leaves, left, were abundant in the leaf

litter ofthe ancientforests. A line ofstumps, below, marks an

exposedforest near the ridgetop.

:r::-'M^ii£.«^'

Apparently, the forests on Axel Hei-

berg coped well with the strange polar

light regime. The annual growth rings in

the wood that I collected were more than a

quarter inch wide, showing fairly rapid

growth. Furthermore, the rings showed

only very narrow bands of latewood, the

darker portion that is added at the end of

the growing season, when growth is

slower. The trees grew rapidly in the

twenty-four-hour sunshine during the

summer and then stopped abruptly as

darkness enveloped the Arctic. The distri-

bution of sunlight received by the forests

was extremely uneven, but the yearly total

of radiation received was not significantly

less than at lower latitudes. Computer
models show that the earth's tilt exposes

the high latitudes to more light than they

would otherwise receive. Without the tilt,

the polar regions would have twelve hours

of sun every day, but it would be the weak,

low-angle light that we experience just

before sunset. Such low-intensity light

would not be sufficient for plant growth.

Axel Heiberg's trees were well suited to

the long periods of darkness. By shedding

their foliage, the deciduous dawn red-

woods, swamp cypresses, and larches that

dominated the forests could shut down
their metabolisms during the dark winters

and avoid the loss of vital food reserves.

Dawn redwoods seem especially well

adapted to the high latitudes because

their feathery foliage allows light to filter

through to underlying leaves, and their

conical shape minimizes the shadow cast

on their neighbors when the sun shines at

low angles.

The high arctic forests that predate

those found at Axel Heiberg were almost

exclusively deciduous, but as the climate

started to cool in the middle Eocene, ever-

green pine, spruce, and fir trees began to

appear. At lower temperatures evergreens

are better suited to the seasonal extremes

of the northern latitudes. Because meta-

bolic processes are minimal at the frigid

temperatures of today's Arctic, the coni-

fers that survive below the timberline

would not benefit by dropping their leaves

during winter darkness. In the spring, the

evergreens begin photosynthesizing im-

mediately, while deciduous trees must

produce new leaves at considerable cost.

So why have the forests disappeared

from the extreme north? Temperature

seems to be the deciding factor. Today

trees are restricted to places where the

average July temperature is at least 50° F
and where temperatures rise above freez-

ing for more than a third of the year.

Generally, trees cannot grow where per-

mafrost exists. Because temperature does
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The arctic willow, below, is the only woodyplant growingon

Axel Heiberg today. Its catkins reach only afew inches above

the ground. During the Eocene, the dawn redwood at right was

more than a hundredfeet tall. The roots wereflattened by the

weight ofburial, but the wood can still be cut and burned.
Both photographs by

not always correspond to latitude, the arc-

tic tree line follows a rather uneven path

across the Northern Hemisphere, reach-

ing farthest north (72°30') in Siberia.

For much of geologic history, the earth

has been warmer than at present. The
early Eocene, about 55 million years ago,

was one of the warmest phases in the past

100 million years. At that time, very little

ice covered the earth—perhaps only small

glaciers in Antarctica. The type of forests

found on Axel Heiberg extended south-

ward across North America as far as Mon-

tana. At lower latitudes of the United

States, the warm, wet climate supported

tropical vegetation.

By the end of the Eocene, the earth's

climate cooled considerably. Ocean tem-

peratures dropped, probably because the

buildup of continental glaciers on Antarc-

tica released large amounts of ice into the

surrounding oceans, forming the cold cur-

rents that sink and spread across the bot-

toms of the world's oceans. On land and in

the oceans, plants and animals gradually

retreated to lower latitudes as the polar

regions became colder. About 15 million

years ago, boreal forests appeared where

Axel Heiberg's subtropical forests once

grew. During the last two million years,

the earth's climate has slipped into at least

four periods of glaciation: polar tempera-
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tures dropped to lows rarely equaled in the

planet's history, and continental ice sheets

spread southward across North America.

Axel Heiberg and the rest of the polar

regions are currently somewhere in be-

tween the climatic extremes of the ice

ages and the more distant warmth of the

Eocene. In July, the snows are gone, ex-

cept those that accumulate to form the

nearby glaciers. But the temperature

rarely gets much higher than 50° E After

a long day of fieldwork, I would often set

out on long evening strolls to photograph

flowers, watch muskoxen and hares graze,

or follow white arctic wolves while they

hunted. On occasion, I climbed one of the

higher ridges to sit and contemplate the

immensity of the arctic landscape.

Nowhere is the history of the extreme

shifts in the earth's climate more tangible

than on Axel Heiberg. Surrounded by an

ice age landscape barely warmed by the

July sun, I could walk amid the ruins of

lush forests where the temperatures had

never fallen much below freezing during

the long winter darkness. The warming

resulting from the greenhouse effect is not

expected to rival the balmy polar tempera-

tures of the Eocene, but Axel Heiberg's

ancient forests hint at the dramatic

changes that are possible. No climate

—

hot or cold—lasts forever. D

., .i- • * ft
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Dispatches from the Tibetan Plateau
by Orville Schell

The Dalai Lama has for hundreds of

years been considered the temporal leader

and spiritual protector of the Tibetan peo-

ple. But the fourteenth Dalai Lama, who
was forced into exile in 1959 when Chi-

nese troops occupied his homeland, has

recently started to assume another,

equally compelling role. He has begun to

speak out about the urgent need to protect

the fragile, high-altitude environment of

Tibet, which, in spite of relentless Chinese

assaults against it, has somehow managed
to sustain a complex traditional society.

While such environmental activism

may seem surprising for a man who has

grovm up in the monastic and contempla-

tive tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, in

many ways the transition from compas-

sion for all living things to a more explicit

conservationist's reverence for the natural

worid at large has great logic. And no-

where has the logic of merging Buddhist

philosophy and environmentaUsm re-

ceived a clearer and more compelUng ex-

pression than in My Tibet, a new volume

of writings by His Holiness the Dalai

Lama, with photographs and introduction

by Galen Rowell. This is a handsome
book, one of the rare coifeetable volumes

that one actually wants to read as well as

look at. It is a model of the kind of chemis-

try that can develop when both a wonder-

ful photographer and a thoughtful writer

care deeply about their subject.

What makes the Dalai Lama so inter-

esting as a thinker is his eclecticism.

Deeply grounded in the philosophical tra-

dition of Tibetan Buddhism, he has re-

cently allowed his religious beUefs to spill

out of their strictly spiritual confines into

the real world. It was his deep concern

that the Chinese occupation of Tibet was

destroying not only Tibetan culture but

also the very natural environment upon
which that culture depends for survival

that led to his collaboration on this book.

And the Dalai Lama and Rowell have

more than ample ground for concern. In-

dustrialization, mineral exploitation, over-

grazing, reckless hunting, and overpopula-

tion caused by the migration of Han
Chinese into ethnic Tibetan regions have

all conspired against the delicate ecology

of the Tibetan plateau. It is in reaction to
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these pressures that the Dalai Lama has

begun to articulate a new and imaginative

vision for Tibet. In hopes that his govem-

ment-in-exile, presently based in Dhar-

amsala, India, may soon be able to return

home, he has proposed that Tibet be trans-

formed into what he calls a Zone of

Ahimsa, or "nonviolence."

"It is my dream that the entire Tibetan

plateau should become a free refuge

where humanity and nature can hve i

peace and in harmonious balance," h

writes in My Tibet. Imagining this ne

zone as "the world's largest natural par

or biosphere," he describes it as a refug

where "strict laws would be enforced I

protect wildlife and plant life; the explc

tation of natural resources would be car

fully regulated so as not to damage rel

vant ecosystems; and a pohcy of su
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Eveningsettles over theAnye Machin
range in theAmdo region of Tibet

lining development would be adopted in

npulated areas."

But there is yet another dimension to

|e Dalai Lama's interesting vision for a

w Tibet. He wants to expand the tradi-

iinal notion of a wildlife refuge to include

iiobtrusive forms of human activity as
' Jl. In his view, Tibet should become not

< ly a place where wildlife could find sur-

<ase from predation but also a place

where human beings "from all over the

world could come to seek the true mean-

ing of peace within themselves, away from

the tension and pressures of much of the

rest of the world." In this sense, he imag-

ines transforming Tibet, now part of

China, into an entirely new kind of "liber-

ated zone": a preserve where traditional

Tibetan culture, wildlife, and human ac-

tivity could coexist in "a creative center

for the promotion and development of

peace."

This notion that Tibet might harness its

remoteness, religion, solitude, wildlife,

and natural beauty as its main industry is,

indeed, a bold and heady one. But as the

Dalai Lama himself quickly reminds us,

"Tibet's height and size as well as its

unique history and profound spiritual heri-

tage make it ideally suited to fulfill the

role of sanctuary of peace in the strategic

heart of Asia."

Just how Tibet might become reincar-

nated, from its present ignominious status

My Tibet, by His Holiness the Fourteenth

Dalai Lama of Tibet. Photographs by Ga-

len Rowell. University of California

Press. $35.00; 162 pp., illus.

Nomads of Western Tibet: The Sur-

vival OF A Way of Life, by Melvyn C.

Goldstein and Cynthia M. Beall. Univer-

sity of California Press, $45.00; 191 pp.,

illus.

as a Chinese-occupied colony into a bu-

colic independent preserve, is still far from

clear. Needless to say, Lhasa's overlords

in Beijing still show little inclination either

to let Tibet go or to cooperate with such a

"revolutionary" plan. But as far as the rest

of the world is concerned, what could be

better than a neutral buffer zone of peace

between India, Nepal, Pakistan, and

China? And who among us, living in the

overindustrialized, hyperkinetic outside

world that is rapidly running out of pre-

cisely those qualities that a Tibetan pre-

serve could offer, would not look with fa-

vor, even relief, on the creation of such a

beguiling new sanctuary?

But what remains of traditional Tibetan

culture after forty years of Chinese hege-

mony and Maoist agricultural collectiv-

ization that is worth building a sanctuary

around? This is a crucial question that

Nomads of Western Tibet: The Survival

of a Way of Life helps answer. Written

and photographed by Melvyn Goldstein

and Cynthia Beall, two anthropologists

from Case Western Reserve University

who spent sixteen months in Tibet, this

study is the first comprehensive assess-

es



ment we have of the current status of the

drokba, or nomadic pastoralists, who

make up the vast majority of Tibet's rural

population. Goldstein (who has just com-

pleted another landmark work, A History

of Modern Tibet. 1913-1951) and Beall

have photographed and written an intrigu-

ing ethnographic record of how, even after

the precipitous intrusion of China and its

regimen of communization, these cheerful

and hardy nomads have survived and still

manage to coax a living out of their herds

of yaks, sheep, and horses on the

Changtang plateau in western Tibet, "one

of the coldest and most inhospitable re-

gions of the world." The authors were

gratified to find that the traditions of fa-

milial pastoral life had not been com-

pletely destroyed. In fact, since the de-

collectivization of agriculture that came
as part of Deng Xiaoping's reforms in the

late 1970s, when sheep and yaks were

once again turned over to private families,

these traditions appear to have come back

to life in a way that leaves the authors

cautiously optimistic. And just as during

past centuries, private herds once again

provide these nomads with transport to

seasonal pasture, hair with which to weave

tents, leather to fashion tack and gar-

ments, meat, butter, and yogurt that are

the staples in a Tibetan's diet, dung for

fuel, and even makeup for female adorn-

ment. "The bulk of the traditional cultural

system was essentially operational again

in 1988, and the nomads were pleased by

Melvyn C Goldstein and Cynthi;

3^.

A nomad usesfactory-made goggles to

cut the glare ofthe sun andprevent snow
blindness. He has sewn traditional

leggings onto his sneakers.
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Sand dunes along the Tsangpo River near Tsethang

this thoroughly unexpected turn of

events," Goldstein and Beall tell us.

While it is encouraging to know that the

fabric of traditional life in nomadic Tibet

has not been completely rent apart by

collectivization and communist cultural

defoliation, and while it will doubtless

please the Dalai Lama to know that there

is still some modicum of living culture left

to protect among his people, it would be a

mistake to allow ourselves to be lulled into

being overly sanguine by the findings of a

single anthropological expedition such as

this. While on the surface of things, no-

madic life may have been "revitalized" in

the Changtang, many of the under-

pinnings of traditional life have, in fact,

been dealt a series of devastating blows by

the Chinese over the past forty years.

Some areas seem to have escaped with less

impact than others. And the Changtang,

lying farthest to the west and farthest

away from Beijing, may have been much
less affected than other regions, particu-

larly Kham in the east and Amdo in the

north.

The thousands of miles of military

roads that have been built throughout Ti-

bet have had a profound impact on the

cultural purity of traditional nomadic life

everywhere. Hunting, which has been

spurred by a lucrative new market for

Chinese medicinal ingredients, has rav-

aged wildlife in regions that are not as

inaccessible as the Changtang. In many
areas, heavy overgrazing has left fragile

grasslands in a state of grave despoliation.

Mass migration by Chinese has had a pro-

found effect on both the local economy

and the ethnic Tibetan culture of the re-

gion. And finally, the destruction by the

Chinese of the myriad large and small

monasteries that once were the spiritua

cultural, and social centers of life has le

an incalculable void.

If the Dalai Lama's idea of making

natural and spiritual preserve out of "tl

roof of the world" is ever to be accor

plished, it will, of course, only succeed

there is something left to preserve. If A^

mads of Western Tibet gives us son

grounds for believing that, atleast in a ;

tain regions, traditional Tibetan custor

have not yet been obliterated beyond sa

ing, this cannot be said about the one

thriving organized religious life in mon<

teries. But aficionados of the Da
Lama's visionary plan reassure us tb

even here one should not despair abo |

Tibet's rebirth. While it is true that rr

nastic reUgious culture has been serious

battered almost everywhere within Tibi

it has fortunately been kept alive

Dharamsala, where the Dalai Lama's gc

emment-in-exile has painstakingly cul

vated libraries, schools, traditional ;

forms, and Buddhist learning among i

thriving community of expatriates. Lik(
'

species of animal that has become extir

in the wild but can once again be inti

duced from one of the parks maintain

for just such endangered species, the E

lai Lama and his followers may somed

be able to return to their home in Tit

and infuse it with a new, more modem a

relevant strain of Tibetan Buddhism.

Although this may be a distant vision

is one that both of these fine books suggi

may be more than a pipe dream.

Orville Schell is a longtime China- a

Tibet-watcher and the author of Disc

and Democracies: China in the Throes

Reform (Anchor Books).
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ernment from $1 without credit check. You repair. Also
S&L bailout properties. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
for repo list your area.

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES
65 counlnes' Sampler 3/$2 98 Free Brochure.

Mullinewspapers, Box DE 201, Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off, 150 Mapr compa
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound prepaid 5
pound minimum shipment. Floura Wild Rice, Box 44C,
Blackduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

IS IT TRUE JEEPS FOR $44 through the US. Gov't?
Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext S-6371

NARCOTICS SEIZURES—Autos. Boats' Computers,
Stereos— plus millions surplus bargains! "Nationwide
Government Auction Guide"—$3 00 (Guaranteed).

Disposal, Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers. motorhomes.
by FBI, IRS. DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. C-2605

Merchandise/Gifts

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-
teed. Color catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, PO Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM! Send us a postcard with your
name and address and we'll send you free samples of

"Our Solar System " 3-D Opti Relief and full-color Luci-

Chrome Prints They are fascinating home and office

decor, extraordinary gifts, and superb teaching aids

Cygnus Graphic. Box 32461 N5. Phoenix. AZ 85064-
2461

SIMPLIFY YOUR SHOPPING! Use our catalog and or-

der gift certificates for sporting goods, restaurants, hot

air balloon rides, toys, manicunsts, services (and
more!) redeemable in the Denver, Houston, Albuquer-
que Areas Send $4.00 to Gift Certifcates Unlimited
(NH), PO. Box 620787, Littleton, Colorado 80162

"SOLITUDES"® NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes,
CD's. Videos Free Catalog Write: Please Read This!,

Box NH, 300 Quaker Road, Chappaqua, NY 10514

Miscellaneous

MAPS OF BRITAIN. Ordnance Survey maps and travel

books for touring, history or genealogy. Send for free

catalog. David Morgan, 11812 Northcreek Parkway
North, Suite 103. Bothell. WA 98011 Telephone (206)
485-2132

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-
lars since 1923- Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,
deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tnpods. camera adapters, more. Catalogue on
request. Birding, PO. Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011
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Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-

reational. Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-

sessed Homes. Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide

Directory"—$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RM. Washing-

ton. DC 20036

Rentals

VILLAS OF DISTINCTION—Private villa rentals in Tfie

Caribbean, Spam and Portugal. Call for broctiure (800)

289-0900

Resorts

ESCAPE TO AN ARCTIC OASIS AT BATHURST INLET,

north of the Arctic Circle in Canada's Northwest Terri-

tones. Comfortable lodge in a liny Inuit community,

magnificient tundra scenery, wildflowers, wildlife. Ex-

cellent photographic opportunities. Musk oxen, cari-

bou, arctic birds, raptors Something for everyone, all

ages, physiques, interests. New outpost camp pro-

gram, fishing (arctic char, lake trout, grayling), canoe

outfitting on three arctic rivers, sphngtime program.

Free brochure Bathurst Inlet Lodge, PO. Box 820 NH,

Yellowknife, N.W t X1 A 2N6 (403) 873-2595, Fax; (403)

920-4263

ALASKA
DENALI NATIONAL PARK

Alaska's leading nature center and

wilderness vacation lodge. In the

heart of the Park beneath the shadow of

Mt. McKinley. Hike, photograph and

learn subarctic alpine tundra ecology

with experienced naturalists. 40th year.

Camp £>bnai.i
PO Box 67, Denali National Park, AK 99755

Winter: 603-675-2248

Summer 907-683-2290.

RUM POINT INN— small beachfront resort on the Ca-

nbbean. Spacious private cabanas Library. Dining

room featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan ruins. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds.

Photographic Safans. Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation

Bequia. St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures for those who want

to explore in depth. Draw from over 20 years' experi-

ence Group departures and private safaris. Write for a

free catalog Voyagers, Dept NH-1, Box 915, Ithaca,

NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

ALASKA
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coasul wilderness, glaciers, nesting eagles, rookeries, fishing. The

world's best known photographers come to our deluxe lodge, .Master chef,

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and '89 Hideaway of the Year 20

years of operation. I'rofessional guides/naturalists. M950/persoiV5 days.

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH. Homer, AK 9%03 (907) 235-8910

JlieMarK^t
AFRICA KENYA SAFARIS Individuals and Groups.

Personalized Service. Safari Masters, RO Box 8233-N,

Incline Village, NV 89450 (702) 831-6552

AFRICA Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire. Burundi, Botswana,

Zimbabwe- Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

GEO
EXPEDITIONS

THERE'S A LOT TO BE SEEN IN

EAST AFRICA!

Spectacular safaris to Kenya,
Tanzania, Botswana, and Rwanda.

800 351-5041

63 S Washington, Ste A
PO Box 3656-C8
Sonera, CA 95370

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-

chure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P Cliffside

Drive, Akron, OH 44313-5609

iiiiii—

,

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featunng nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track; Australia's Outback,

Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

Natural History
Safaris

7, 10. & 12 days

Denali Park
Kenai Refuge

Seacoasl Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 PO. B™ 259, Trout Uke. WA 98650

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 7-19 day, fly-i

canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's la;

great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Canada
Northwest Territones Photograph caribou herd;

white wolves, muskoxen, moose, gnzzlies, rich birdliff

Fish virgin waters Groups of 8 persons assemblec

outfitted, and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist an

veteran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate
limited number with no previous canoeing expenenci

Our 17th year of operating North America's most ri

mote wilderness expeditions. For brochure write: O
noe Arctic, Inc , Box 130C, Fort Smith, N.WT, Canao

XOE OPO

MN:1:lili'iMiJ:l*ii?illk
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allend

AFRICA, ALASKA. AMAZON, AUSTRALIA, Galapagos
natural history expeditions Small groups, expert lead-

ership, 18lh year Free brochure Nature Expeditions

International, Dept NHC, PO Box 11496, Eugene, OR
97440 (800) 8690639

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Ram Forests

Exotic Birds and Wildlife, White Water Rafting, Mayan
Ruins Friendly People. Brochure. Global Adventures,

RO. Box 1897N, Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 322-691

1

AMERICA'S WLI LANDS:
Ihc SOUTHEAST EXPERIENCE
Apnl 29 -Mw 8, 1991 I|>1J93

'The Land of Trembling Earth" -
Okefenokee, splendor of Sapelo, coastal

marshes, birds, historic Savannah, Gullah cul-

ture, rice plantations, magnolias, wildflowers,

alligators; canoe, beachcomb. Superb leaders :

ecoTogist, naturalist, ornithologist. Limit: 20.

Islandmansion to comfortable platform camp-
ing. Environmental Concern Inc., PO Box P,

St. Michaels, MD 21663 (301) 745-9620.

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLANDS!—Orangutans,
Komodo Dragons, Balinese Culture, Iban Longhouse
overnights in the heart of Borneo. An incredible adven-

ture with outstanding leaders. Departures in March,

June and August. Wnte or call—Voyagers, Dept NB-1

,

Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

BROOKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL Wildlife Ref-

uge. Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the

unique natural history of the high arctic. Photography,

Adventure, Peace of mind Custom and scheduled

backpack and river tnps. Write: Wilderness Alaska,

POB 83044 NH, Fairbanks, AK 99708

Train to canyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea ol

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests. Taratiumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanish Silve

Route. Colonial Historic tours

Tula Tollec archaeology
Monarcli butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. centn

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd. San Anionio. TX 782:

COSTA RICA: Jungle tours, birdwatching, butterfly c-

lecting. Write: Jungle Tours, Apartado 7, Golfito, Cos

Rica

COSTA RICA 1991 . March 29—April 7 (Easter), AugL

4—14, Chnstmas, December 22—January 1, "Sps

tacularly beautiful—the birds mind-boggling!" All

natural history with emphasis on birding—over 2

bird species seen on each previous trip Informati

lectures, superb leaders. Limit: 16 participants. E

plore verdant rainforests, ethereal mountain cloud f

ests, beaches with monkey troops and sloths whf

forest meets ocean. Relaxed pace option Nati

World Explorations, 1 1442 High Hay NH, Columbia, f

21044 Telephone: (301) 730-0877 Fax (301) 964-09;

YUCATAN SAFARI

An in-depth educational Journey through

the heart land of Mayan archeological sites

plus a relaxing fun-fiUed sojourn along the

exotic Mexican Caribbean. Free Brochure

1-800-622-6905

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safe

Snorkeling, birding, beachcombing. Chic Charr

107900 Overseas Highway, Key Largo, FL 33037 (3

451-9596

EXPERIENCE THE COLORFUL COLORADO Plate

Wildlife Expeditions, Indian Rock Art Seminars i

Trailsides in the canyon country of south-eastern Ut

Hondoo Rivers and Trails, P.O. Box 98, Torrey, U
84775. Phone (801) 425-3519

EXPLORE CZECHOSLOVAKIA, Environmental wf

in all types of the countryside. All ages, moderate »

trails Expert guide, small groups. National food. E

chure from ENEX, Kopeckeho 8, 169 00 Pragui

Czechoslovakia, Tel. (422)-352-202

ADUEMTURECALUM
GALAPAGOS &leam as you' explore Dar

win's Enchanted Isles. CHOICE YACKTS, economy t

1st class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guarantee

departures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

Tanzania, Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia

One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges &
uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800-. 525-677;
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS

,
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001 I

EXPLORE NORTHERN ENGLAND. Birding, hiking

culture of Herriott's Yorkshire and English Lai

Write: Hernott Country Tours, Box 170, Erieville,

'

13061 (315)662-7977
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UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Hiaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• VUil Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;

Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

TURTLE TOURS
TVail, Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 488-3688

lALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

uides. In-depth trips Include mainland Ecuador, op-

anal extensions to ttie Amazon Basin, Some with

rofessional photographers. Write or call—Voyagers
ternatlonal, Dept. NG-1, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
i07) 257-3091

ALAPAGOS expeditions, year round, reasonable
ites, best value. 20 years of experience. Galapagos
olidays, 745 Gerrard St. E.. Toronto, Ont. M4M 1Y5
16)469-8211

ALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
i ildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
low to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
avel, 2674 N. 1st St., #112, San Jose, CA 95134 (800)
!3-3767

FHE WORLD NEXT DOOR"—In 1991. lake

e most unlorgettable vacation ol your lite'

otic tundra river trtpsi Safe and suitable for all!

ee colour brochure U S ADDRESS BOX 137,

rATiON'B", BUFFALO, NY 14207 Tel (416)

12-3882 -FAX (416)382-3020 M

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHT! Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos
Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-
tination The 105 It, 20 passenger "Cuan Law" in the
Bntish Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger "Lammer
Law" in the Galapagos These are the largest Inma-
rans in the world. Fast, stable, graceful, unique Book
individuals or groups. Very spacious twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms Island hopping
cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale
cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixtures! Since
1970, ttiousands have enjoyed our special hospitality

Wfnte Thmanne, Dept. NH, PC. Box 4065, St. Thomas,
VI 00803. Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (800) 494-

2490

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen. Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April. Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers apd our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more
Islands than any other Galapagos expedition.

50 Trip dates. Machu Picchu Option.
FREE BROCHURE

l^Cfl CFLOflTS 41 5-420-1 550
1 31 1 N 63rd ST. EMERYVILLE. CA 94608

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air. Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours, Joseph
Colley LAST, Inc

,
43 IVlillstone, Randallstown, MD

21133(301)922-3116

HAWAII SOLAR ECLIPSE—The best excuse to explore
the Hawaiian Islands for the next 140 years. June 29

—

July 13. For details, write or call—Voyagers Interna-

tional, Dept. NE-1 , Box 91 5, Ithaca, NY 1 4851 (607) 257-

3091

INDIA, NEPAL, THAILAND, BURMA: Tours, treks, wild-

life safaris, overland adventures. Huge selection of

value-phced tnps. Free 40 page color catalog. Himala-
yan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800)
225-2380

KENYA, TANZANIA, RWANDA, EGYPT, Economical
camping safans, classic lodge safaris. Kilimaniaro

climbs, gorilla tracking, London/Nairobi overland,

more Free 24 page color brochure Egypt, Israel, Tur-

key. Jordan Camping, sailing, cruising, remote ar-

cheological sites Wide trip selection. Free 56 page
color trip catalog Himalayan Travel, Box 481 NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

MADAGASCAR-TANZANIA-NEPAL-INDIA
JAPAN-PATAGONIA-COSTARICA-HAWAII

righl pdlli I'l uniqijr- and unu'-.u;jl

and cullure exploration. Wrilr; or rail:

JOURNEYS. Dcpl. MH.
401 I Jaclison. Ann Arbor. Ml 48103

800-255-8735
,',/"/!'''''•.'/"'''''"''

S/'nc'c J97S'

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS
Tours, treks, expeditions, wildlife adventures. Free bro-

chure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

REMOTE TRIBE IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA needs funds
for development Will allow only 6 adult visitors during
1991 -92 for 2 weeks. All costs $25,000 each Screening
required Contact Dr Jenkins. Box 60, Goroka, PNG;
Fax: 675-721998

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

TOURING BRAZIL'S ENDANGERED RAINFORESTS
Designed for the Mature Traveler to reveal an exotic

wildlife wonderland. Featuring 4-day Amazon over

cruise, Indian museums for Precolumbian funerary arti-

facts, rare birds in botanical surroundings, wild orchids

in an Atlantic Cloud rainforest— the powen'ul majesty
of Iguacu's 275 waterfalls Brazilian Views, 201 East
66th Street, New York City 10021-6451 (212) 472-9539

UK BIRDING TOURS to England, Wales and Scotland,

May/June 1991 33 Carmarthen Avenue. Portsmouth
P06 2AG England (01 144) 705 370559

Video

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE. Fantastic

Footage! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Information.

Harada Productions. 22 Malanai St., Dept. NH, Hilo,

Hawaii 96720

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration. Breathtaking music Cntically acclaimed. De-
tails Free. Beerger Productions, 3217-V7 Arville, Las
Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send pnnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz. RO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(201)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

ansex'oort Market, New York City, about 1890
Courtesy ol the New York H il Society, New York City

The following new rates are effective with the March
1991 issue: M 40 per word; 16 word minimum. Display
classified is $375 per inch All advertisements must be
prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th
St

,
New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication
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Shadows in the Sky
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Two solar and four lunar eclipses occur

this year: two in January, three in a

twenty-nine-day period in June and July,

and one in December. Four of the eclipses

can be seen in North America. Each year

contains two or three eclipse "seasons,"

when the sun, moon, and earth are closely

aligned; during the rest of the year, the 5°

tilt of the moon's orbit relative to that of

the earth prevents eclipses during most

new and full moons. In each season, at

least one eclipse must occur, but two or

three are possible. When the first season

occurs early enough (as in 1991), the cal-

endar year will include three eclipse sea-

sons, at least in part.

A solar eclipse can be seen from the

South Pacific January 15-16, but viewers

in the Americas will miss it entirely. An
annular eclipse (the moon covers the sun

centrally but leaves a thin ring of sun

visible around it), it lasts almost eight min-

utes at maximum.
January 30 brings a penumbral lunar

eclipse that can be seen throughout North

America, but it will lack the drama of an

umbral eclipse, when the earth's dark

shadow (the umbra) falls on the moon.

Nonetheless, the moon passes deep into

the penumbra (a partial shadow cast by

the earth), just barely missing the umbra;

this should make the darkening of the full

moon evident.

The best solar eclipse for the rest of this

century will occur on July 11. Totality

(when the moon completely covers the

sun) will last six minutes fifty-eight sec-

onds maximum, thirty-three seconds short

of the greatest possible duration. It will be

the longest total eclipse since the Indian

and Pacific oceans eclipse of June 20,

1955 (seven minutes and eight seconds),

and won't be equaled for another 141

years.

The July solar eclipse is mostly a "land"

event. Totality can be observed from Ha-

waii to southern Brazil, and a partial

eclipse can be seen throughout most of

North, Central, and South America.

Three areas are of particular interest for

total eclipse viewers because of the prob-

ability of good weather: the island of Ha-

waii, southern Baja California and the

nearby Mexican coast, and central Brazil.

Summaries of viewing opportunities at

these locations were published in Sky &
Telescope magazine in February 1989

and November 1990.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

January 1 : Mars, still bright but fading,

is high in the east during early twilight and

ends its retrograde motion today. Jupiter

is up by 7:30 p.m.

January 2: West of Taurus' Aldebaran

and the Pleiades, Mars now moves east,

passing below the Pleiades on January 20,

above Aldebaran in February. Jupiter is

below the waning moon as they rise and

follows the moon across the sky. Earth's

perihelion (closest approach to the sun,

91.4 million miles away) occurs before

midnight, EST.

January 3-5: The moon rises later each

night, moving under Leo and farther from

Jupiter. Leo's Regulus is the bright star

above the moon on the 3d. Sunrise on the

5th is the latest of the winter.

January 7-8: Last-quarter moon is at

1:35 P.M., EST, on the 7th. Virgo's bright

star Spica is to the left of the moon on the

7th and to its right on the 8th in the

postmidnight hours.

January 11-12: Now a morning cres-

cent among the summer evening stars, the

moon rises ahead of Scorpius' Antares on

the 1 1th and after it on the 12th, all visible

by 5:00 a.m. Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is at 6:00 a.m., EST.

January 13-15: The thin morning cres-

cent moon can help you locate Mercury

after 6:00 a.m. on the 1 3th; the planet will

be just left of the moon in the southeast.

New moon is at 6:50 p.m., EST, on the

15th, and an annular solar eclipse ac-

companies it in the South Pacific, south-

em Australia, and New Zealand.

January 17: The thin evening crescent

moon is low in the west during early twi-

light. If you see the moon, look for brilli;

Venus below it.

January 1 8: Saturn, in line with the s'

enters the morning sky.

January 19-22: The thickening cr-

cent moon moves higher in the sky eai

night as it passes eastward below i|
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Celestial EvLNTs
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'luare of Pegasus and through Pisces'

c n stars. The Square stands on its south-

vstem tip (the star Maricab); the North-
«i Cross above the northwestern horizon

iiO the right. Use Pegasus as a guide to

f|d the Andromeda galaxy (M3 1 ). Look
Id from Markab past Alpheratz, the top

star of the Square, to Mirach, the next

bright star. Then look for a dimmer star to

the right, and the galaxy will appear

nearby as an oval glow in binoculars.

January 23: First-quarter moon is at

9:21 A.M., EST, near Aries' two bright

stars, Hamal and Sheratan.

January 24-25: The evening moon
drifts through Taurus, ahead of the Pleia-

des and Mars on the 24th and behind

them on the 25th.

January 28: The moon is at perigee

(nearest the earth) in Gemini, near Castor

and Pollux. Jupiter is at opposition to-

night, becoming an evening "star."

January 29: The nearly full moon
(which occurs after midnight) rises close

to brilliant Jupiter's right this evening, a

prominent grouping. Just past perigee, the

moon will also appear larger than average.

January 30: Full moon occurs at 1:10

A.M., EST. North America is treated to a

penumbral lunar eclipse, beginning at

11:57 P.M. on the 29th, ending at 2:59 a.m.

on the 30th, EST, causing the upper por-

tion of the full moon to darken slightly.

During the night of the 29th-30th, watch

how the moon moves from Jupiter's right

to its left.

January 31: The moon returns to the

vicinity of Regulus.

The winter Sky Map shows the sky for

January, February, and March from 40°

north latitude at the hours given below. To
use the map, hold it vertically in front of

you with south (S) at the bottom and
match the lower half with the stars you see

when you face south. As you face in other

directions, turn the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom. The stars move continuously west-

ward during the night. By morning (before

dawn), those on the western half of the

map will have set, those on the eastern half

will have moved into the west, and new
stars (those of the spring evenings) will

have risen in the east. The map represents

the sky at about 11:30 p.m. on January 1;

10:30 P.M. on January 15; 9:30 p.m. on

February 1; 8:30 p.m. on February 15; 7:30

P.M. on March 1; and 6:30 p.m. on March
15. The map can be used for an hour or

more before and after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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QUESTERS
The World Through Nature Tours.

Eighteen years ago, Questers

was the first to offer first-class, all-

inclusive tours of the natural world.

Today we are doing it even better.

We scout every tour before you

set foot in a new area of the world.

We give you the most intriguing

and complete itineraries and send

you out in a small group with the

finest naturalist guides.

Our 30 destinations include;

Hawaii, Alaska, Costa Rica, the

Amazon, the Galapagos,
Patagonia, Thailand, East Africa,

Madagascar, Australia, New
Zealand, Himalayas, Scotland,

Iceland, Venezuela.

Call or write for details.

QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Dept. NH, 257 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10010 (800)468-8668

At the American Museum

SUMMER
Master of Science in

Environmental Studies

June 23 - August 23, 1991

Three intensive summer sessions

leading to the

MSES
degree

Environmental issues cut across

the barriers dividing one field

of expertise from another.

So should the training of

environmental professionals.

BARD
COLLEGE

Graduate School of

Environmental Studies

BoxNH
Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504

(914) 758-7483

Blue Planet
Blue Planet, a new giant-screen film

presented in cooperation with NASA,
features images of tlie eartii in footage

captured by astronauts on five space-siiut-

tle missions. Natural forces—including

volcanoes, hurricanes, and thunder-

storms—are observed from the unique

vantage point of space. Deserts, glaciers,

meteor craters, and even continental

plates are among the geographical fea-

tures seen as the planet becomes a "living

atlas." The impact of humans on the bio-

sphere can be detected in silt runofT and

polluted rivers. Cameras on land and at

the bottom of the ocean offer contrasting

perspectives to the macroscopic views

from space.

All these images are projected onto

New York City's largest movie screen. In

the Naturemax format, 70mm film is

turned on its side to create a frame ten

times the size of a normal 35mm frame,

resulting in a moving picture four stories

high. For showtimes, ticket prices, or res-

ervations, call (212) 769-5200.

Black History Films

Events that led to the civil rights move-

ment are explored in two films presented

to honor the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther

King, Jr. "Miles of Smiles/Years of

Struggle" documents the history of the

first black trade union, the Brotherhood

of Sleeping Car Porters (widely known as

Pullman porters). Joseph Wilson, author

of Tearing Down the Color Bar, will dis-

cuss the film, which will be shown or

Tuesday, January 8. "The Road tc

Brown" traces the history of the era ol

Smithsonian Institution; Locl<heed Corporatior

The viewfrom thepayload bay ofa NASA space shuttle,

from the movie Blue Planet
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;gregation after the Civil War and the

lie of "the man who killed Jim Crow,"

ack lawyer Charles Houston. The film

ill be shown on Wednesday, January 16,

id discussed by Dennis Parker of the

AACP Legal Defense and Education

iind. Both screenings take place at 7:00

M. in the Kaufmann Theater. For in-

rmation, call (212) 769-5315.

T THE Planetarium
The moon, sun, and stars provide the

tting for a double-feature Sky Show
lening January 5, 1991, at the Hayden
anetarium. "The Wind from the Sun,"

ised on a story by Arthur C. Clarke,

kes viewers to the year 2022 to observe a

ce from the earth to the moon using only

lar power. Local sportscasters make a

ecial appearance. "City of Stars" ex-

ores the more than 200 billion stars in

e universe. For information, call (212)

.9-5920.

Language for Nature
Native American perspectives on lit-

ature and the natural world are the fo-

s of "A Language for Nature: Writers

the Environment." Chickasaw poet

d novelist Linda Hogan will read from

r works, which examine the relationship

indigenous communities to their land,

riter Peter Matthiessen will address

ative American issues and read from his

)rks. The program, presented by the

mdemy of American Poets, the Natural

;sources Defense Council, and the Mu-
um"s Education Department, takes

ace in the Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. on
lesday, January 8.

HiNA Month
January is China Month at the

;onhardt People Center. Free weekend
ograms will feature music, dance, and
;ture-demonstrations on Chinese cul-

jre and society. For information, call

'112)769-5305.

lese events take place at the American
useum of Natural History, located on
';ntral Park West at 79th Street in New
irk City. The Kaufmann Theater and

i3 Leonhardt People Center are located

i the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.
' le Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

ission policy. For more information

jout the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

GIANT
HEAVY DUTY

INFLATABLE BOATS
2 MAN $38
3 MAN $50
4 MAN $65

Before Midnight January 31

As pari of an advertising test Dunlap Boat Mfg. will

send any of tfie above size boats to any reader of ttiis

publication wfio reads and responds to this test be-
fore midnight, January 31. Tfiis test has been com-
missioned by the Internallonal Boat Exchange. Each
Boat Lot No. (Z-26 PVC), is constructed of tough high
density vinyl fabric (resistant to abrasions, sub-
freezing temperatures, sunlight, salt & oil), and has
electronically welded embossed seams, nylon safety
line grommeted all around, heavy duty oar locks,

equipped with attachments for an optional motor
mount to handle up to a 2V2 h.p. motor, 4 separate
air chambers for extra safety in 4-man, self-locl(ing

safety valves (includes a combined hand/foot infla-

tor/deflator bellows style pump), has hull identification

numbers per the United States Coast Guard Boating
Standard, and is recommended for marine, ocean and
fresh water recreation, camping, fishing or a family

fun boat. Each boat will be accompanied with a
LIFETIME guarantee that it must perform 100% or it

will be replaced free. Add $7 handling & crating tor

each boat ordered, Dunlap Boat Mfg. pays all ship-

ping (Continential IJSA). There is no other monetary
requirement. If your order is received within the next

ten days you will receive FREE a rugged water sport
(waterproof) digital wristwatch specifically designed
for water, diving, etc. (features second, minute, hour,

date and month). Lights up at night, and is accurate
to the 10th of a second each year. Should you wish
to return your boat you may do so for a refund or ex-

change. Any letter poslmarl(ed after January 31 will

be returned. LIMIT: one (1) boat per address, no
exceptions. Send appropriate sum together with your
name and address to: Test Dept. #A337 Dunlap Boat
Mfg.. 517 W. Garfield Ave., Glendale, CA 91204. Or
for fastest service from any part of the country call

FREE before midnight seven days a week.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-3823
Ask operator for BOAT TEST #A337

Before midnight 7 days a week.
Have credit card ready

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
WEATHERSTATION
NOW AFFORDABLE

ENOUGH FOR HOME USE!
The new WeatherPro weather station uses state-fjf-

Ihe-arl technoloj^y lo uive you full monitoring capa-
bility at an increciibly low price. The WealherPro
includes a weather computer, remote precision wind
direction vane, wind speed sensor, external temper-
ature probe, mounting hardware and 40' of cable-all

for only $189!
•WIND SPEED ^n^mgrn •windgust
•TEMPERATURE IfW^k •WIND CHILL

•WIND DIRECTION BTHW •time

•TEMPERATURE HI/LO Uiiili •AUTO SCAN
•RAINFALL (OPTIONALI' •! YEAR WARRANTY

•14-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DIGITAR WEATHERPRO
WEATHER STATION: ONLY $189!

ORDER TODAY:! -800-678-3669, ext.NH
M-F 7AM-5:30 PM Pacific Time

DIGITAR
3465 DIABLO AVE, HAYWARD, CA 94545

SEE THE SEALS
FACE TO FACE

Seal Watch — Every year 250,000 Harp Seals bear their

young on floating ice fields in Eastern Canada's Gulf
of St. Lawrence. During three weeks in March, an-
imal lovers, photographers and adventurers of all

ages can fly from the nearby Magdalen Islands by
Helicopter to visit these cuddly animals.

5 to 8 day excursions including air fare from
Halifax, Nova Scotia to the Magdalen Islands,

hotels, some meals, helicopters to the ice,

and much more, start at $1,295. For a

free full color brochure call today or
return coupon to:

NATURAL HABITAT WILDUFE ADVENTURES
One Sussex Station, Sussex, NJ 07461

Toll Free 1-800-543-8917

From N| & Canada (201) 702-1525

I This wildlife adventure is made
possible by The International

Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW)

whose efforts have replaced seal

hunting with seal watching. NH

International Fund for Animal We/fare

founder, Brian Davies.

NATURAL HABITAT
WILDLIFE ADVENTURES

o
IFAW

nd me the free full color Seal Watch Brochure
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Sidney Spit, British Columbia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The little passenger ferry Centurion III

pulled away from Vancouver Island and

began its twenty-minutejourney to Sidney

Island, three miles away. My co-passen-

gers were birders, picnickers, and beach-

combers ready to spend a one-day holiday

in Sidney Spit, a provincial park on the

northern end of the island, managed by

the British Columbia Ministry of Parks.

All of us had our eyes glued to the water

surface in hope of seeing a black-and-

white orca (killer whale) or Ball's por-

poise. As luck would have it, neither spe-

cies surfaced on this particular day, but

the bird life proved rewarding enough.

First we saw a small flock of rhinoceros

auklets swimming and bobbing in the wa-

ter, some of them with fish dangling from

their beaks. So named because of a small

yellow projection on its beak, the fourteen-

to fifteen-inch-long rhinoceros auklet is

more closely related to puffins than to

other auklets. The species flies out to sea

for its supply of fish but usually returns to

the shore by sundown. During the breed-

ing season, the female lays a single egg in a

burrow.

Soon a few pigeon guillemots flew by,

pigeon-sized seabirds identified by their

red feet and white wing patches. As I was

noting this species on my life list, one of

my fellow passengers excitedly reported a

pair of marbled murrelets taking turns

diving for fish several yards away. Natu-

ralists have discovered that this short-

necked seabird, whose reproductive hab-

its were long a mystery, nests in old-

growth forests, in branches as much as

150 feet above the forest floor.

Before the ferry arrived at the dock on

Sidney Island, common murres, double-

crested cormorants, and pelagic cormo-

rants had all shown themselves. The com-

mon murre is a black-and-white seabird

that, when it stands erect on shore, resem-

bles a penguin. The female lays her single

egg on the ledge of a clifl"; the egg is pear

shaped so that if it rolls, it rolls in a circle

instead of off" the edge of the cliff". We
observed the double-crested cormorant on

the shore, spreading its wings to dry (the

feathers are not water repellent). The 2- to

2'/2-foot-long pelagic cormorant has a red

face and black body. According to or-
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This Land

Its depth revealed at low tide, a saltwater lagoon lies

south ofSidney Spit (background).



Joe LeMonnier

nithologist Miklos Udvardy, it builds its

nest of feathers, sticks, and seaweeds on

sea cliff ledges so narrow that the bird

lands and takes off while facing the cliff.

The 2'/2-mile-long northern end of the

island, including the sandy spur at its tip

(Sidney Spit proper), is designated a ma-

rine park. The much larger southern end

of the island is privately owned. The pub-

lic dock is on the west side of the island

(visitors have to provide their own trans-

portation from late September to mid-

May, when the little ferry does not oper-

ate). It is built on a sandy beach, which is

one of the popular features of the park,

since most of the islands that surround

Vancouver Island have rocky coastlines.

While sandy beaches are found in Puget

Sound south of Seattle, biologists Bayard

and Evelyn McConnaughey have noted

that northward, where the islands and

coastline are more exposed, few beaches

have survived erosion by the tides and

storms. Sidney Island's relatively shel-

tered location makes it an exception.

A 100-foot forested ridge runs south of

the dock. The forest is far from pristine

but still resembles the majestic old-growth

forests found on Vancouver Island and the

Queen Charlotte Islands. Several old, gi-

ant Douglas firs and western red cedars

intermingle with bigleaf maples and red

alders to provide a dense canopy, while

stinging nettle prevails in the sparse un-

derstory. Heavy grazing by a large herd of

fallow deer accounts for a nearly complete

absence of once-abundant sword ferns,

salmonberry, Oregon grapes, vanilla leaf,

and salal. The deer, native to the Mediter-

ranean region, were introduced to nearby

James Island at the beginning of the cen-

tury and swam to Sidney Island in the

1960s. Lacking natural local predators to
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reduce their numbers, the deer have

wiped out the understory and are stripping

bark and foliage from the trees. A fenced

enclosure near the park's group camp-

ground shows what the understory would

be like if the deer were not there.

Safe from the deer is the saltwater la-

goon found between two sandy arms of the

island, just south of the boat dock. Grow-

ing abundantly in this tidal pool is eel-

grass, a salt-tolerant aquatic plant that is a

true flowering plant, although not a mem-
ber of the grass family. Eelgrass (genus

Zostera, not Vallisneria, a freshwater eel-

grass) has ribbon-shaped, grasslike leaves,

rounded at the tip. The plants are rooted in

the sandy lagoon bottom. At high tide, the

eelgrass is submerged, but at low tide, the

ribbons of leaves are often at the surface

of the water.

In summer each plant may bear ten to

twenty tiny flowers within an inch-long

protective sheath. The terminal flower has

Sidney Spit

For visitor information write:

Ministry of Parks

Malahat District

2930 Trans Canada Highway, R.R. #6
Victoria, British Columbia V8X 3X2
Canada

(604) 387-4363

the pollen-producing stamen, while z

flowers below are female, consisting of <

ovary and a two-lobed stigma that is d

signed to receive the pollen. The pollen

threadlike, rather than spherical or ang

lar as most pollen grains are. When tl

pollen threads are mature, they are r

leased in a cloud into the water, whe
they float until (if all goes well) they bun

into a receptive stigma that is at the w

ter's surface.

The eelgrass bed is an active habit

containing many plants and animals. Bo

microscopic algae, such as diatoms, a;

macroscopic algae, such as kelps and s

lettuce, abound, often attaching thei

selves to the roots or leaves of the eelgra

Kelps have brovm, leathery, strapli

blades, while sea lettuce is bright gre

and has a blade that resembles a leaf w
a ruffled edge. Both are gathered in so

countries for food, since they are rich

vitamins and minerals.

The fan-shaped red rock crab, which

an adult is brick red on its back and up

six inches wide, and the brownish h
crab are two of the more conspicuous a

mals in the lagoon. They feed on kelps

in their absence, on a variety of inver

brates. The skeleton shrimp is comir

where algae abound and may be st

walking over the leaves of the eejgra

About two inches long, this slender shrii

with a jointed, arched body feeds on i

The red rock crabfeeds on kelps and invertebrates



roscopic plants and animals. Also com-

lon are chink snails, whose top-shaped,

rownish shells are less than one inch long.

hey are often found near the roots and

aves of eelgrass, on which they feed and

equently lay their eggs.

Because of the protection provided by

le eelgrass in the lagoon, several fish find

lis habitat ideal for rearing their young.

anadian Wildlife Service biologist Rob
utler estimates that 16 million young

ih inhabit the Sidney Spit lagoon in late

'lay One species is the cabezon, a com-
'

ercially important fish that may grow up
'

I three feet long on a diet of crab, shrimp,

*id young fish. Red, olive green, or brown

'ith various patterns of mottling, this

* unt-mouthed fish spawns in winter. Its

een or purple eggs, which are guarded

' / the male until they hatch, are poison-

' IS to predatory animals.

Another fish in the eelgrass beds is the

mpoint gunnel, a green or pale brown

I

h that is eellike in appearance and flat-

ned vertically. MoUusks and small crus-

ceans form the bulk of its diet. Pipefish,

dose narrow, elongated, greenish bodies

ay reach thirteen inches, lie inconspicu-

isly parallel near the leaves of the eel-

j

ass. Pipefish belong to the same family

! seahorses but lack the bent body shape.

! leir small mouths are capable of sucking

I

hundreds of small crustaceans each

y. During the summer mating season,

I e female places the eggs in a pouch on
' e underside of the male's tail.

j

The Sidney Spit lagoon also contains

)pods, small invertebrates usually less

' an one inch long. They are some of the

'st scavengers in nature, consuming
' ad organisms in great numbers. In turn,

' ey are a source of food for fish.

' The most colorful inhabitants of the

!
goon are nudibranchs, marine gastropod

'oUusks that lack a shell. Nudibranchs

ed primarily on other invertebrates and

even known to eat their own kind.

ost secrete a substance that helps pro-

ct them from predators. One found at

dney Spit is the Phidiana nudibranch, a

isically bluish white creature with fin-

rlike projections, which are orange at

e base and tipped with white. Another is

e six-inch-long sea clown nudibranch,

lich is white to gray with orange-tipped

ejections. The most common (or at least

e most easily found) is the sea lemon,

nich is bright yellow or orange.

his Land" highlights the biological

lenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfor-

ts. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiting

stinguished Professor ofPlant Biology

Southern Illinois University at Car-

mdale.
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IS YOUR NAME HERE?
BELOW are the names of some of the most distinguished

American families. Our research staff has, over a period of

years, completed a manuscript history ofeach of these families.

If your surname is listed you should have your manuscript. We
believe you will find it not only of keen interest, but a source of
pride and satisfaction for yourself and your kinsmen.

THESE FAMILY HISTORIES $30.00 EACH

^ Each manuscript is a GENEALOGICAL and HIS-
TORICAL study of the family from earliest times. It

CHEW

CHiCK
CHILOERS
CHILDRESS

CREEL
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CRIPPEN

DONAHUE

DONALDSON
DONELSON
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FAIRFAX

FAjljRLEY
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HAMER
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Each history is a separate and distinct work pa nstakingly compiled from CHURCHILL
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the most authentic sources. Reproduced on fine paper and bound in a hand- OOWD
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some black cover stamped in silver ink it is suitably designed for filing among CLAPP
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your family records or other documents.

Ifyou order promptly we will also include, at no extra cost, our specially

designed Ancestry Chart. It measures 1 7 by 22 inches and contains spaces in
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Subterranean Treasures
Although humble in origin, truffles are the aristocrats offood

by Raymond Sokolov

Everyone knows most of the important

things about truffles. They are subterra-

nean fungi that live at the base of oak

trees. There are two kinds that matter: the

expensive and extremely odoriferous

white truffles most widely produced and

appreciated in the Piedmont district of

Northern Italy; and the very expensive

but more delicately aromatic black truf-

fles found primarily in the south of

France, particularly in the Perigord region

of the southwest.

It is hard to reach one's majority with-

out knowing these things. Many people

can also tell you that the scientific name of

the black truffle {truffe in French) is 7m-

ber melanosporum and that the Linnaean

binomial of the white truffle (tartufo

d'Alba in Italian) is Tuber magnatum.

Anyone who knows that will have heard

that the French use pigs to root out mature

black truffles and the Italians use dogs for

their smelly white treasures.

This is a lot of information to have

about wild plants. Truffles may be the

most famous of all edible wild plants, cer-

tainly the most famous of all edible wild

mushrooms that almost nobody eats. Even

gourmets who spend a fortune on other

recherche ingredients have rarely tasted

black truffles as they should be tasted,

fresh from the ground. (White truffles are

more widely disseminated in the season,

and you can see waiters slicing them with

a special truffle shaver over pasta in the

early fall in a fair number of places as far

from Alba as Teaneck, New Jersey.)

So there is at least some basis in popular

experience for the high recognition factor

of white truffles among the general pub-

lic. But black truffles are a marketing

mystery; better yet, they are a marketing

triumph, for even when most people man-

age to taste them, they are tasting them

canned, which means they are hardly tast-

ing them at all. Canned truffles, even the

In the Dordogne region ofFrance, afarmer uncovers

truffles with the help ofhis pig.
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elite premier cuisson, or half-cooked tyj

have had the heart and soul heated out

them. They retain what you might call

interesting nutty flavor. They are si

black and will provide various dishes cl;

sically requiring slivers or slices or k

enges of blackness in them (restaura

supply houses sell special truffle-cutti

equipment for creating these funj

geometries, and low-budget chefs v

them to cut black olives).

Before going further, I want to make
perfectly clear that I have never on

spumed a dish specked or spotted or ev

sequined with fragments or slices

canned truffle. I can definitely endure t

sort of compromise without a shiver

remorse or embarrassment.

Draw closer. 1 want to whisper sor

thing in your ear: I quite like the delic

improvement in taste that canned bk
truffle brings to a sauce perigourdine oi

the skin of a chicken en demi-deuil

half-mourning), in which thin rounds

truffle are slid under the skin of the b

before it cooks. But the honest truth is tl

1 vastly prefer the fresh.

One experience was enough to make i

a lifelong convert. This pivotal momi
occurred in 1970 in a small restaurant

the banks of the Quercy in southw

France. It was lunchtime. I had been e

ing gross quantities of preserved goose

three days, and I was looking for son

thing light; so I chose oeufs brouilles a

truffes, scrambled eggs with truffles,

few years later, recalling the dish, I wro

"The preserved truffle is a dying whisj !

of its pristine self, a mummy disintegr

ing as the millennial linen is unwrapped
|

Proustian echo, the gentle thud of a d

tant cannon."

Gastronomic literature is full of tr

utes to the truffle. Petrarch, the Itali'

father of the sonnet, who spent many of

most active years in the court of the exil

Pope at Avignon near Carpentras (t

great truffle market town of our day a

perhaps his), in his nineteenth sonnet coi



[atter of Taste

ed his beloved's eyes to the rays of the

and wrote:

Nor that glow which lights up

Hills and dales with little flowers,

But cannot penetrate the earth,

Which, pregnant by itself alone,

Produces this fruit so rare.

"he early twentieth century novelist

ette, celebrated for her vaguely risque

iuality, was a trufile maniac. Her
nd Maurice Goudeket memorialized

most presentable vice of the author of

udine at School:

:e a year at home we had truffle-day.

that could only take place if the bank
Dunt allowed, for Colette used to say: "If

n't have too many truffles, I'll do with-

truffles," and she declared they should

saten like potatoes. We waited until,

1 the coming of frost, Perigord should

1 the finest of its mushrooms. It appears

cleaning them is an art and Colette

Id not entrust the responsibility for this

nyone else. You put half a bottle of dry

mpagne in a black stew-pan, with some
of bacon fat lightly browned, salt and
per, Wlien this mixture boils you throw

le truffles. A divine and slightly suspect

r, like everything that smells really

J, floats through the house. Under no
ext must the truffles leave the stew-

, the scented sauce is served separately,

in port glasses, and anyone who does not

are himself ready to leave Paradise or

I for such a treat is not worthy to be born

'olette herself described the same pro-

cure in the louche, extravagant lan-

II ge that made her fortune, and in her

'<iion, the recipe makes sense.

f Du love her [the word truffle is feminine
n rench], pay her ransom regally, or leave

It alone. But having bought her, eat heron
itiQwn, fragrant, course-grained, eat her

Hi the vegetable she is, warm, served in

uptuous portions. She will not give you
n;h trouble; her supreme flavor scorns

:ciplexity and complicity. Soaked in a
;(f very dry white wine, not oversalted,

xoered discreetly, she will cook in the

:c;red black pot. For twenty-five minutes
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she will dance in the constant bubbling,

trailing behind her in the eddies and

foam—like Tritons playing around a black

Amphitrite—some twenty pieces of larding

bacon, half-fat, half-lean, which fill out the

stock. No other spices! Your truffles will

come to the table in their court bouillon;

take a generous helping, the truffle stimu-

lates appetite, aids digestion. As you crunch

this jewel of impoverished lands, imagine,

those of you who have never been there, the

desolation of its realm. For it kills the wild

rose, saps the strength of the oak, and ripens

beneath barren rocks. Imagine harsh

Perigordian winters, the grass whitened by

the hard frost, the pink pig trained to its

delicate prospecting.

Paula Wolfert quotes that passage in

her book The Cooking of Southwest

France and then goes on to describe her

own first truffle, at the Chateau de Castel

Novel in the Correze:

the very place where Colette spent some of

her latter days. It was baked in a salt crust

and served on a doily. The waiter cracked it

open with a small mallet, releasing the pow-

erful, penetrating bouquet. I sliced the truf-

fle myself and ate it on toast, with a light

sprinkling of walnut oil and a pinch of salt.

. . . That truffle seemed to me like earth

and sky and sea. I felt at one with nature,

that my mouth was filled with the taste of

the earth. There was a ripeness, a naughti-

ness, something beyond description. A gas-

tronomic black diamond, it was utter lux-

ury and utter earthiness combined.

Earlier gastronomic writers enjoyed

easier access to the truffle, although it was

never cheap. Alexandre Balthazar Lau-

rent Grimod de la Reyniere, the first food

journalist (1758-1 837), wrote his Manuel

des Amphitryons in 1808 as a guide to

gastronomy for the new bourgeois society

created by the Revolution. It seems that

truffle cookery had just arrived in Paris

from the Perigord a few years before, in

the form of a regional dish whose luxury

we can barely conceive today—turkey

stuffed with truffles. This was an expen-

sive dish in Grimod de la Reyniere's day,

but he advised his readers to cut the price

in half by buying a turkey from closer to

home. They were more succulent than

perigourdine turkeys and a much better

bargain. Some thrift.

Well, it was the dawn of truffle mad-

ness. Grimod de la Reyniere, in a footnote,

states that the verb truffer, to truffle, was:

one of those fortunate words that has en-

riched the French language in the past fif-

teen years and which has passed from the

Dictionary of the Kitchen into the vocabu-

lary of the salons of the new France; al-

though the Academy, or those who repre-

sent it for better or worse, have not yet

admitted the word. It means, literally, to

communicate to something the flavor of the

truffle.

This is exactly what the cook who mad
my scrambled eggs accomplished. I nc

know that she must have put a truffle in

basket of eggs for several hours or, bettt

yet, immersed a truffle in some cracke

eggs well before scrambling them. Toda

to truffle means to insert pieces of trufi

into meat or a pate. But we live nearly tw

centuries after the debut of the truffle i

polite society in Paris. Its use in kitcher

has been codified into a mechanical pro<

ess, mostly a decorative nod to the ove

whelming reality of the fresh truffle, one

so much more common that in his Phys

ology of Taste, Jean Anthelme Brilla

Savarin, the greatest of gastronomic wri

ers, felt the need for a full discussion t

whether truffles were digestible. It nevt

entered his mind that truffles might I

poisonous. His concern was quantity.

Brillat-Savarin's other major discussic

of truffles revolved around their putati'

aphrodisiac powers. His conclusion w;

inconclusive: "The truffle is not a positi'

aphrodisiac; but it can, in certain situ

tions, make women tenderer and mi^

more agreeable."

It is, in any event, the high cost of tri

fles on which their modem reputation h

been built. The Romans ate Tubera '•

banquets (if indeed they were truffles, ai

if they were T. melanosporum—bo|

doubtful propositions), and in the recip

given by Apicius, they were simmered

liquids seasoned with the heavy spices I

vored in the ancient world—coriand

rosemary, thyme, and savory.

But in our time, since Napoleon at a

rate, truffles have either been part of t

fanciest of fancy food or else eaten I

themselves, as Colette did and

Escoffier himself prescribed in Le Gut

Culinaire: i

Truffles are especially employed |

garnishes, but they are also served as vs,

etables or hors d'oeuvres. In that case, th

should be prepared in a very simple fashic I

since they have no need of refinement to
'

perfect.

The master gives several recipes, t

first and most enduringly successful

which is truffles under the ashes {Truf

sous la Cendre). Pretty fresh truffles a

cleaned, lightly salted, sprinkled wi

champagne, wrapped in a thin strip

fatback and then in a double layer of ba

ing parchment, buttered inside and moi

ened without. Then they are cooked insi'

a bed of red-hot coals, forty to forty-fi

minutes for medium truffles weighi

about 1.5 ounces, fifty to fifty-five m
utes for those weighing 2.5 ounces.

Should any of you stumble upon fre

truffles in the ground, perhaps while d:
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ng out burdock or other weeds from the

ots at the base of oak trees, the first

ing you will want to do is clean them. As

e great practical authority on French

loking Madame Saint-Ange points out,

lOUt a fifth of the gross weight of dug

uffles has to be thrown away. So if you

ould happen to be buying a pound in the

irpentras market, figure that three

inces or so will soon go down the drain.

Saint-Ange says the first step in clean-

g truffles is to soak them in lukewarm

iter,

half hour at least if the dirt is clay, be-

use it doesn't come off easily. As soon as

e dirt around the truffles is quite soft, rub

em first with your hand and change the

Iter at least twice.

Then, using a small brush with bristles

at aren't too hard, and are very clean

fore all else and without the slightest

I
or of any kind, rub the truffles until not

I

en the most minuscule parcel of earth

Tiains. With the aid of a little pointed

ck, dislodge any dirt in the crevices,

lange the water in the bowl again during

j

; brushing.

I
Throw the truffles, one by one as you

;an them, in a bowl of clean water. Check
;m again, one by one, before draining

2m and drying them completely with a

vel.

Now you are ready to make the scram-

:d eggs of your life.

lymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ll interests are the history andprepara-

'« offood.

\ Scrambled Eggs with Truffles

Slightly adapted from The Mushroom
Feai/, by Jane Grigson, Knopf, 1975)

6 eggs

1 whole black truffle or 1 small can of

black truffles

Salt and pepper

4 circles of toast or bread fried in but-

ter

Butter

'i cup heavy cream

Beat the eggs. Chop the truffle and stir

to the eggs (along with the liquid from
le can, if not using a fresh truffle). Sea-

m with salt and pepper, cover, and leave

r several hours under refrigeration.

Prepare the bread as desired and keep

hot while cooking the eggs.

Melt a generous knob of butter in a

nail, thick pan and tip in the egg and
uffle mixture. Turn it with a wooden
Kxin over a low heat until it begins to

licken—do not allow the eggs to become
•y. Lightly beat in the cream and divide

nong the four pieces of toast or fried

ead. Serve immediately.

Yield: Serves four as a first course
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Power

Lunch
Warmed by their mother's bulk and

rocked by her breathing, six-month-old

grizzly sisters suckle in an attitude

bordering on rapture. This threesome is

one ofmany grizzly families—consisting

of mothers and young up to two and a half

years old—that inhabit Alaska's Denali

National Park and Preserve. Grizzlies

give birth in January in their winter den to

from one to three cubs. Sustained by milk

ten times fattier than that of humans, the

one-pound newborns gain quickly and

may weigh as much as ten pounds when
they enter the outside world in late April.

Within a few weeks, they have begun to

supplement their dairy diet with the

varied fare of an omnivore, feeding on

everything from grass to ground squirrels

and gorging on tens of thousands of

berries per day. By the time they're nine

months old, the young bears will have

blossomed into fifty-pound behemoths,

but they are still always eager for the

comforts of a warm drink of mother's

milk.

This mother's posture is a typical one

for a nursing bear. Often a mother will sit

on her backside and slowly recline,

opening the field for the hungry cubs, but

she is quick to stand up and simply walk

away when her languorous mood passes. If

it does not and the mother falls asleep, the

cubs enjoy a bonus of blissful nursing

time.—/. R.

Photograph

by Rick Mclntyre
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Jeremy A. Sabloff (page 6) became in

volved in Maya archeology twenty-five

years ago, when he participated in ex-

cavations at Seibal, Guatemala, di-

rected by Harvard University's Gordon

R. Willey. He has also undertaken field-

work in Mexico on Cozumel Island and

at the site of Sayil. Sabloff is currently

the president of the Society for Ameri-

can Archaeology, as well as University

Professor of Anthropology and the His-

tory and Philosophy of Science at the

University of Pittsburgh. Among his

publications are The New Archaeology

and the Ancient Ma\a (New \o

W. H. Freeman, 1990), an account

the intellectual history of Maya arche

ogy. For a detailed introduction to t

Maya he recommends The Ancii

Maya, 4th ed., by Sylvanus G. Morli

George Brainerd, and Robert J. Shai

(Stanford: Stanford University Pre

1983). In Search of the Maya, by Re

ert L. Brunhouse (New York: Ballanti

Books, 1 976), is a popular account of t

adventures of some of the eighteeni

and nineteenth-century explorers of t

Maya Lowlands.

For the past five years, Soviet journal-

ist Alexander Milovsky (page 30) has

been studying the impact of industri-

alization and government policies on tra-

ditional cultures throughout the USSR.
Last year, supported by a grant from the

George Soros Foundation, he undertook

a similar project in the United States,

visiting Indian reservations in New
York, Arizona, New Mexico, and the

state of Washington. Milovsky's writin

often appear in Sovetskaya Kultura,

national newspaper on culture that

published in Moscow, and he has pu

lished eight books on subjects related

ethnography and folklore. He is also i

trigued by old Russian culture; 1

guidebook to the art and architecture

the old cities around Moscow was i

cently published in English.
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When Stephen F. Ferrari (page 38)

plied to the graduate program at Uni-

rsity College, London, he was ac-

pted on the condition that he study

stem Brazil's buffy-headed marmo-

:s. That obligation soon turned into an

session. Currently a postdoctoral re-

ircher at the Goeldi Museum in Be-

rt and an adjunct professor at the Fed-

il University of Para, Ferrari

ntinues his work on the buffy-headed

irmoset, focusing these days mainly

conservation issues. He is also investi-

ting the ecology and zoogeography of

; marmosets and tamarins of Amazo-

i, with a particular interest in areas

ere the distributions of these closely

ated New World monkeys overlap. A
1 of the Brazilian way of life, from

Idwork to festas, Ferrari also derives

;at pleasure from rearing a titi mon-

1 that was orphaned during the con-

uction of a hydroelectric power sta-

n in western Amazonia. Very little has

3n written on marmosets. The classic

rk on small Neotropical primates

hich discusses tamarins but not mar-

kets) is John Terborgh's Five New
)rld Primates: A Study in Compara-

I

e Ecology (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

sity Press, 1984). The Biology and

nservation of the Callitrichidae,

ted by Devra G. Kleiman (Washing-

1 1: Smithsonian Institute Press, 1978),

|)vides a good variety of papers, al-

[)ugh again, the emphasis is on tama-

I s rather than marmosets.
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Authors, Continued

Perched atop a petniied tree stump on

EUesmere Island, Jane E. Francis (page

56) enjoys the arctic sun. Her interest in

ancient forests began when she came

across fossil trees in southern England

while working on her doctoral disserta-

tion. For the last five years, Francis has

traveled to one pole or the other to study

fossil forests; she finds them the most in-

teresting because of what they reveal

about the earth's past climates. In addi-

tion to her fieldwork on Axel Heiberg Is-

land, which was sponsored by the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, Francis has

examined fossil forests in Australia,

Spitsbergen, and Antarctica. Currently

a research associate at the University of

Adelaide, South Australia, she is now in

the Transantarctic Mountains with a

group from the University of Welling-

ton, New Zealand, examining 250-mil-

lion-year-old forests. For further read-

ing, Francis recommends "The Fossil

Forests of Tertiary Age in the Canadian

Arctic Archipelago," edited by R. L.

Christie and N. J. McMillan (Geologi-

cal Survey of Canada Bulletin #403,

which is in press).

Each summer, when he returns to

Alaska's Denali National Park and Pre-

serve from his winter job with the park

service at Joshua Tree National Monu-

ment in California, Rick Mclntyre (page

84) gets to check on the changes in the

grizzly bear families he has followed

year after year. The twin sisters in this

month's "Natural Moment," photo-

graphed in July 1989, were still with

their mother this past summer and now

weigh about 100 pounds each. Mother

grizzlies are protective of their young, so

Mclntyre takes his family shots from, or

standing next to, the safety of his van.

He used a Minolta camera with a

Minolta Maxim 600mm lens to capture

the nursing cubs. Mclntyre's book. Griz-

zly Cub, published in 1990 by Alaska

Northwest Books, is the life story of a

young male grizzly. Some of the book's

profits will go to the Denali Foundation

Grizzly Fund, which will finance

projects beneficial to the bears.

A native of New Zealand, Lloy

Spencer Davis (page 46) began his eigh

year study of Adelie penguins as a ma
ters student at the University of Cante

bury in Christchurch. He interrupted h

research trips to the Antarctic for

three-year stint at the University of A
berta in Canada, where he earned h

doctorate in zoology in 1982. Currently

senior lecturer in the Department of Z
ology at the University of Otago in Ne
Zealand, Davis is now studying the fe©

ing and reproductive strategies of tl^

fiordland crested penguin. He continui

to make regular trips to the Antarcti

where he is also investigating the fora

ing and mating patterns of Adelie pe

guins and tracking them by satellite. J

is coeditor, with John T. Darby, of Pe

guin Biology (San Diego: Acaden:

Press, 1990). For further reading, Da'.

recommends Breeding Biology of t

Adelie Penguin, by David G. Ainli

Richard E. LeResche, and William J.

Sladen (Berkeley: University of Calif

nia Press, 1983), as well as Dietla»

MuUer-Schwarze's The Behavior

Penguins (Albany: State University

New York Press, 1985).
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Pub Caroling
The tradition of carol singing in pubs

may have begun before the nineteenth

century, as Ian Russell suggests in his arti-

cle, "Queuing to Carol" (December

1990). If one examines the references to

"ale" and "church-ale" in the Oxford

English Dictionary, another explanation

may be found.

In the Middle Ages, English parishes

used to raise funds for various purposes by

running "ales," drinking parties at or in

church. The references from the time of

the Reformation mention various abuses

connected with them: "leappynge, daun-

synge, and kyssyng," which were associ-

ated with the consumption of alcohol at

other places than churches. It should be

added that the OED also lists "dancing"

as one of the meanings of the word carol.

One of the references points out that one

of these ales occurred at Christmastime.

The laws against these occasions seem

to have caused them to be moved to public

houses by the eighteenth century, but the

funds were still used for church purposes.

The hostility of High Church musicians to

the old tunes would then be explainable on

the grounds of their secular associations.

Rev. Donald Hendricks

Yonkers, New York

All Clear for Tree Ears

In "The Universal Mushroom" (De-

cember 1990), Raymond Sokolov refers

fleetingly to "tree ears" as a possible agent

to control the "blood clots that cause

strokes." This rang a bell in the deep re-

cesses of my memory, for many years ago

some colleagues and I had tried to confirm

a report of an antiplatelet effect of mo-er

(Chinese for tree ears).

It had been reported from the Univer-

sity of Minnesota that eating the fungus

caused a bleeding disorder, and that this

resulted from the ability of an agent in it to

depress platelet function, I therefore col-

lected my staff, and we had a Chinese

dinner in which we requested that the

fungus be crammed into the dish we or-

dered. Flavorless as mo-er is alone, it

absorbs flavors eff'ectively to give a deli-

cious treat in taste and consistency. We all

had a fine dinner, but there were no signs

of bleeding. We obtained some of the fi-

gus and made an extract as described)

Minnesota, No laboratory effects

platelets in vitro. We then communicat

with our Minnesota colleagues to «

change reagents and fungi. Even wi

their original mo-er we were unable i

reproduce their findings. Since then is

whole story appears to have been dropp.

So eat your tree ears and enjoy.

Theodore H. Spaet, M
Hematology Divisi

Albert Einstein College ofMedic;

New York, New K

:

Continental Drift

In regard to the article "Southern

posure," which appeared in the Novi

ber 1990 issue: I believe in contineijl

drift, but when I visited the island f

South Georgia in early 1960, it was ab

1 ,000 miles east of the tip of South An
ica. Robert Cushman Murphy and I v

together on that trip as biojogists, ar

don't think he (if he were still alive) w( L

like to have it relocated,
|

Robin Le

Edmonton, Alb:

Touche—Eds,

James Chapin Remembered
I was pleased to see, in a recent issu J

Natural History, treatment of Ja's

Chapin's work in the Congo and a phi

graph of him as a young man ("Picti|r

from an Expedition," November 19 ).

Enclosed is a photograph of Chapiii

1957 with the pet basenji given to hin J

Pygmies in the Ituri forest,
I

I had the great pleasure of living i

'

the Chapins during a 1957-58 base

operations stopover at I.R.S,A,C, (tr

lates Scientific Research Institute
]

Central Africa), above Lake Kivu in

then Belgian Congo,

The Chapins, as honored guests of

Institute, resided in a "Flemish farm

tage," which became a fine base

Chapin to continue his interest in Afri

birds. Nearby, a larger building serve

a supply dump for our year-long e:j:-

dition. Beginning at the mouth ofk

Congo River, we had traveled eastward

2 Natural History 2/91



' own vehicle to Lake Kivu and thence

liated out to many places, including

St Africa, before motoring to the Cape

jood Hope and up the Atlantic coast to

i our 33,000-mile, 326-night camp-out

Luanda, Angola.

The Chapin cottage was in a truly wild

ce. In such a paradise, Chapin col-

ted many montane bird study skins for

American Museum. Actual collecting

i done by a number of Pygmylike, loin-

thed natives who would quietly appear,

cimen-laden, at his door. For a time we

e worried about a mysterious decline

Zhapin's health. Finally, hair samples

e tested and determined to have a high

concentration of arsenic. Powdered arse-

nic used to prepare bird skins had dusted

his worktable's top and was absorbed by

the tender skin of his forearms. Skin

preparation procedures were immediately

corrected!

During our stay at LR.S.A.C. we en-

joyed many visits with the Chapins, and

later they visited our home near San Fran-

cisco. I was deeply impressed by his broad

knowledge of Africa and his retentive

mind.

Edward S. Ross

Curator Emeritus

California Academy ofSciences

San Francisco, California
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A Naturalist at Larc

Nutcracker Sweets
A naturalist discovers a method in the red squirrel's

mad dashfrom maple to maple

by Bemd Heinrich

The north window of my camp in the

Maine woods looks out on an old, aban-

doned apple orchard that is being over-

taken by a profusion of rapidly growing

hardwoods. Predominant among them are

red and sugar maples. The forest reclaims

the land quickly here, and I wage a contin-

ual battle to maintain a clearing for space

and sunlight near the cabin. In thinning

out the young trees, I have been selec-

tively favoring the sugar maples, which I

hope to tap someday. Little did I know,

until one winter day, that my saplings

were already being tapped.

I had been out watching ravens, but as

is often the case, what is most interesting

is the unexpected. On this gorgeous late

January afternoon, after a night of about

5° F, my eye caught a red squirrel making

the rounds between the maple saplings,

scampering up and down the young trees

in succession. The blinding rays of the sun

reflected off the deep snow onto the

smooth, tan tree bark. The weather was

ideal, I thought, for sugaring, envisioning

my future fun, but the season seemed

about a month too early. Here in Maine,

most sugarers don't tap until the end of

February or early March. Most, that is,

except perhaps the red squirrel I was

watching. I saw it stop. Was it actually

nibbling a branch? Now the squirrel had

all my attention. I saw that it was not only

dashing up and down the trees but also

making regular stops. It would pause at

dark, wet streaks visible against the dry,

light bark, then slowly work its way up the

streak, licking all the way with its little

pink tongue. By now I was more than

attentive; I was hooked.

At least one red squirrel near the cabin

had long been habituated to me. Indeed,

the previous summer a litter of young had

been reared in a birdhouse (for bluebirds,

I had hoped) on the side of the cabin itself.

Red squirrels are generally a nuisance

around the cabin because they pull the

chinking from between the logs to use for

lining their nests, which warms their do-

miciles but chills mine. My repeated at-

tempts to shoo them away have had no

visible eff'ect, so far as I can tell, except to

embolden them. Perhaps I've merely

taught them that I'm harmless despite my
blustering. I accepted the squirrel's tame-

ness—which allowed me to observe its ea-

gerness and concentration as it went from

one maple tree to another—as a reward

for my tolerance, at least what I consider

tolerance compared with the alternatives I

had at times contemplated.

Watching from as close as six feet

away, I saw the squirrel's bright pink

tongue lick furiously. The animal worked

up one streak, then scurried up to the next

or scrambled headfirst down the sapling to

bound in a beeline to its errands on other

trees. I was reminded of a kid gone wild in

a candy store, an apt analogy, as it turned

out. Were the squirrels—I soon saw

three—really tapping maple trees or were

they just drinking sap because it happened

to be dripping from wounds where

branches had broken during storms?

My ignorance of squirrel behavior

turned out to be an asset in allowing me
even to ask such a naive question. Had I

been aware of any of the scientific litera-

ture on red squirrels, I would have dis-

missed what I had seen as nothing but the

lapping of sap and would have forgotten

about it after the second glance. But as it

was, I was prepared to investigate further.

I later learned that the red squirrel has

long been known to "tap" the sap of trees.

In 1929, Robert T. Hatt, in his detailed

account of this animal, stated that red

squirrels take sap as it flows from injured

limbs, from sapsucker holes, and even

from incisions made by the squirrels them-

selves. Hatt also quoted naturalist M. A.

Walton (1903) on his favorite red squirrel:

Every spring Bismarck taps the trees

around my cabin. He begins on the maples

and ends later on the birches. If the tree is

small he taps the trunk, if large, he works

the limbs. He gnaws through the bark and

into the wood, then clings to the limb or

trunk below the wound while he laps

sweet sap. If there is a hollow in the b

into which the sap flows, Bismarck is sun

find it.

Numerous other, although much 1

lengthy and detailed, accounts contaii

anecdotal references to red squirrels "t

ping" trees or "lapping sap." In a treaci

on the red squirrel's biology written

:

1954, James N. Layne states that "e

utilization of sap may be important dui g I

periods when water is not available in e

habitat."

The idea that the squirrels were lapj g

,

sap for the water was not high on my lis if

possible explanations of the behavior I s i

seeing. To be sure, the water conten if i

maple sap is usually at least 98 perc L
|

However, when the sap runs in New I ; i

land, water is not a scarce commodit}

winter-active animals because snow

meltwater are everywhere. If the squi»i

wanted water to quench their thirst, ijt

would they bother to go to all the tro le

of climbing tree after tree and run ig
j

long distances over the crusted sno'toj

reach them? They had all the water %\

needed directly under their feet.
]

I assumed instead that the squi b
|

were harvesting sugar as an energy sote.
|

Having long been interested in an a!
(

energetics, I could not envision then: o |

ing to all this trouble to get energ; )y i

ingesting a solution that was 98 per nl
|

water. Squirrels are known to like \ b \

energy foods. (The sugar content of s ai
I

maple sap is generally less than 2 pernt
j

by volume, and sugar farmers often i
jd

I

to be content with half that concentra a i

although very rare trees with 7 per""

sugar are known. Sap from even the

trees, generally those growing in the >

and having a large crown, is not usef

food energy until extensive boiling d

off most of the water. Federal regula

stipulate that a product labeled n:

syrup be at least 66 percent sugar, irn'

:

case, sucrose. Vermont additionally s ni'

!

lates that Vermont maple syrup be at ®
|
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A red squirrel harvests sugar, near its nose is a new tap,

indicated by teeth marks on the bark.

BerndHeinrich

66.9 percent sugar.) According to the

studies of Christopher Smith at the Uni-

versity of Kansas, a red squirrel requires a

minimum daily energy budget of about

117,000 calories. I calculated that if a

squirrel were to meet this requirement by

drinking sap, it would have to drink at

least forty gallons per day. Clearly, this

exceeds the drinking capacity of any

squirrel. The more I tried to fathom the

squirrels' behavior, the more engrossed I

became.

Assuming, as I did, that the animals

were collecting sugar rather than water,

how did they identify sugar maples and

how did they solve the problem of deriving

sugar from the sap? Near my cabin, there

are some twenty species of common trees,

yet only two, the red and sugar maples,

have sap runs in the winter (the others

have sap only in the summer). Red maple

sap is about twice as dilute as that of the

sugar maple, and a good sugar harvester

should be able to distinguish sugar maples

from red maples and from all other trees,

even when they have lost their leaves.

The next problem, perhaps less daunt-

ing given a set of sharp incisors, is to gain

access to the sap. In most trees, some fluid

can be obtained by nicking the cambium
layer of the bark. In the maples, however,

the sugar-bearing tissue is not within the

inner bark but in the woody xylem be-

neath it. That is why sugar farmers bore

their trees to a depth of three inches. Sim-

ply removing a bit of bark from a maple in

winter does not yield sap, as I found out to

my surprise after trying to replicate the

squirrels' seemingly shallow taps.

Another problem faced by a potential

sugar harvester is the timing of the sap

run. Through long experience and, more

recently, through detailed scientific inves-

tigations, humans now know that the ma-

ple sap run is triggered, and in part sus-

tained, by large fluctuations in tem-

perature. The sap runs in the trees in

winter, early spring, and to a lesser extent,

in the fall, when there are nocturnal frosts,

but only on those days when daytime tem-

peratures exceed those of freezing, frosty

nights. However, the sap runs cease before

or when buds start to open, even if fro:

persist. I

Given the various peculiarities of t

availability and the timing of the sap fie

harvesting maple sugar would seem to (

mand a specialized suite of evolv,

behaviors, rather than mere opportunis.

Lapping up raw sap randomly oozing c;

of a tree to satisfy thirst is one thing, bu

:

is quite another to harvest the sugar foul

in maple sap so that it can be an ener-

gain and not a drain. These thoughts, •

though mostly unformalized in my mii,

now induced me to make systematic (

servations of the squirrels' behavior.

The sap streaks that the squirrels we

feeding from were very wet looking, g-

tening and dark against the dull ba-

ground of the bark of the young su]t i

maples. Superficially, they looked jt

like streaks of water. Closer examinati

however, revealed otherwise. One (

when the sap was running vigorous!;!

measured the sugar concentration at si /

taps with a pocket refractometer normi {

\

used by beer and wine makers, as we! s

by pollination ecologists studying nee '.

At the few taps made on horizoi 1 i

branches, sap collected in droplets on s

bottom of the branch before drippinj a i

the ground. Sap from these taps contai i I

4 to 5 percent sugar. This is an unusu y |

high content for raw sap, but it is sti a
|

rather weak drink. At most taps, howe r,
i

the sap ran down in thin streaks, averaj g i

some sixteen inches long, along a slan g i

branch or upright trunk. Here, the sap %
I

"captured" by the surface tension of c

bark, and like a continually drying w c,

the bark spread the sap over a large r-

face area suitable for rapid evaporai i

!

The sugar concentration on these stn 3

1

was almost uniformly above 6 percenn

I

some cases reaching well over 55 perc t,
|

the upper limit for readings on my im i-
j

ment. The squirrels I observed fed alrst
j

exclusively on the streaks, seemi !y I

avoiding the runny, dilute sap drips. « I

those streaks where the syrup had ne ly
|

dried to produce a sticky glaze, they i id
|

their teeth as well as their tongues, bi i? i

off" the sugar along with a thin coatir

the bark adhering to it.

My observations two days later n

firmed that the squirrels were going i

marily after the solids and not the sais

such. On this day, it was overcast id
i

temperatures remained below free;g I

Thus, there was no sap run at all. F*'
j

ever, sugar concentrations at all ofT

sixty taps that I examined were well al«
j

55 percent. The lack of freshly runi|
|

sap to drink did not discourage the s(i^
I

rels; for the first time I observed five idl-

ing simultaneously. They were all har*
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ing almost pure sugar without having to

contend with the large amounts of water

that may normally act as a deterrent. In

retrospect, what I found was not so sur-

prising. In the winter, the air is dry be-

cause water condenses out at low tempera-

tures. When it warms up (as during a

warm, sunny day when sap runs), the air

can suddenly hold more moisture, and

evaporation is very rapid. Thus, the ideal

conditions for a sap run coincide with the

ideal conditions for evaporation. And the

effect of evaporation on the oozing sap

was pronounced.

The red squirrels were doing more than

opportunistically visiting tree wounds

where there happened to be sugar. They

were methodically making the wounds

themselves, which then served as sugar

taps. I saw no "natural" breakage wounds.

Every one of the hundreds of taps that I

saw and that the squirrels visited were also

made by them, and they were distinct and

easy to identify.

The squirrels made their taps in a sys-

tematic, although seemingly casual, man-

ner by pausing only for about a second or

less (while visiting nearby taps) to make a

single bite into the stem or a branch of a

tree. No truly casual bite, however, would

have sufficed to draw sap. As already

mentioned, that requires piercing the xy-

lem, as well as penetrating the bark. Each

tap consisted ofjust a single puncture bite,

showing the 2mm-wide groove created by

opposing pairs of teeth chiseling down in

one clean sweep. The bite wounds usually

left a narrow curl of bark where the teeth

had penetrated. However, the squirrels

made no attempt to remove anything with

a bite; tap making is not incidental to

feeding on bark. Furthermore, the squir-

rels always moved on almost instantly af-

ter making a bite, not waiting for any

immediate reward. Taps were revisited

only hours or days after they were made. I

found identical bite marks in sugar maple

saplings at nineteen out of thirty-two other

sites that I surveyed in Maine and Ver-

mont.

The squirrels were highly selective in

the trees they chose to tap. On January 28,

a sample of fifteen young sugar maple

trees in the clearing around my cabin re-

vealed a total of 158 bite marks, while

seventy-three other trees (twenty-five red

maple, twenty white birch, twenty poplar,

eight apple) showed no taps at all. When I

resurveyed the trees one month later, the

number of taps per sugar maple tree had

tripled, but the nonmaple trees remained

unbitten. No new taps were made during

the summer. But tapping was resumed

immediately on two warm days following

cold nights in late November.
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I was surprised that the squirrels were

able to distinguish between even the red

and sugar maple trees (a task that is

daunting to most college seniors enrolled

in a winter ecology course). But I suspect

the squirrels may have been doing their

tree taxonomy not so much on the basis of

bud or bark morphology, but in part on a

chemical basis. Squirrels are renowned

for their ability to detect food by scent.

Can they smell the sap in the tree or do

they tap on the basis of appropriate

weather, as we do?

The squirrels always made their taps

immediately after feeding. Hence, if a

previous wound yielded sugar, then that

tree would soon have a second wound,

creating a positive feedback loop that in-

creased the number of taps on trees with

high sugar concentration. I never found

more than 6 taps on a single red maple,

whereas one small sugar maple tree even-

tually had 102 taps.

Individual maple trees vary consider-

ably in the amount and concentration of

the sap they produce. For example, trees

with narrow crowns in the deep woods are

known to produce much less sap than vig-

orously growing trees in relatively open

areas, such as the trees near my cabin.

This may explain why the sc^uirrels were

apparently coming out of the nearby co-

niferous forests to work the sugarbush

near the cabin. I saw few taps on trees in

thick woods, but I have no numbers be-

cause the height of the mature trees made
it difficult to observe how prevalent the

tapping habit might be there. Neverthe-

less, the animals largely restrict their ac-

tivity to the trees with the richest sugar

yields at the time the yield is likely to be

highest.

As Lucia Jacobs has shown {see "Cache

Economy of the Gray Squirrel," Natural

History, October 1989), gray squirrels

have a good memory and cache food to

tide themselves over until spring. Red
squirrels also cache and undoubtedly have

good site memory. Indeed, my impression

was that some squirrels (especially my
tame one near the cabin) visited a fairly

regular "trapline" of trees. This impres-

sion gains some indirect support from the

patterns of tracks on the snow. After one

light overnight dusting of about a half

inch on already deep, crusted snow, I fol-

lowed the tracks leading to and from indi-

vidual trees in my sugaring grove in order

to find out which trees were most often

visited. I conducted my surveys from

10:00 to 1 1:00 a.m., shortly after the ani-

mals had returned to the forest after their

early morning sugar snack (many re-

turned again in late afternoon). Written

on the snow was the record of their

choices. Of 93 sugar maple trees w
taps, 74 had been visited, while none oft

1 5 untapped sugar maples had attract

squinels. Of the 1 1 3 other untapped tre

only 7 had been climbed. The squirr

were specifically visiting those sugar

pie trees with previously made, sug

yielding taps.

The amount of sugar per tap vai

enormously over a matter of hours. H<

ever, on average, I measured 81 mi

grams of sugar per tap. At 3.7 calories

milligram of sugar, a squirrel could pot

tially consume 300 calories per tap.

though the squirrel can collect this suj

in a minute or less, this amount is still

likely to be a major portion of the da

energy budget of about 117,000 caloi

for an adult male. Clearly the anini

cannot rely on sugar treats as a stei

diet; there are often many weeks in

winter when no sap flows at all, and su r

maples are not always available in hi-

tats where the squirrels rely on the seed f

conifers for winter survival.

Although tapping probably satis i,

only a small (but perhaps important) ]

portion of the squirrels' total energy b •

get, it may be the major food supplj f

some other members of the biologJ

community. Wherever the sugar milt

tree grows in North America, an ass

blage of a dozen to about fifty specie

winter-active moths, the Cuculiinae,

also found. These moths are.endothen

or warmblooded, when active. Becaus j

their high metabolism, the moths req e

large amounts of food energy. While r it

moths and butterflies feed on nectar, e

source of the cuculiinid moths' ent y

supplies was previously unknown, K

though maple sap was suspected, as e

moths are strongly attracted to S)P

smeared onto trees. If the moths fee( n

the maple syrup that is provided by sc f

rels, then their ability to function in wi':c

is partly explained.

I have learned that red squirrels are i

mere opportunistic exploiters of sap 'f

drink but accomplished harvesters of

pie sugar for food. And that fact m;

me wonder: How did humans learn tb

«

nearly tasteless, watery liquid foumil

maple trees can be made into a delic*

food? Having watched the squirrels, i
willing to entertain the thought that i

might have shown us. If so, then the sc

rels' original discovery is the ultimate

sis of the multimillion-dollar maple-su

ing industry.

Bernd Heinrich, a professor ofzoolog 3'

the University of Vermont in BurlingUi

is the author o/Ravens in Winter (SiiXi

and Schuster. 1989).
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The Maya Rediscoverei

Roots
Resourceful Mayafarmers enabled a mountingpopulation
to survive in afragile tropical habitat

by Don S. Rice

Some 3,500 years ago, linguists esti-

mate, the Maya began to emerge as an

ethnically distinct people, parting ways

with speakers of Mixe-Zoque, a language

family whose dialects are historically

found in Mexico to the west of Maya terri-

tory. Combined with archeological clues,

the linguistic evidence suggests the Maya
first migrated from the Pacific coastal re-

This is the second in a series ofarticles

that explore recent discoveries and

interpretations concerning the rise and

fall ofancient Maya civilization.

gion of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec east-

ward into the rugged highlands of Guate-

mala. From there, beginning at least 2,900

years ago, they expanded northward along

river valleys into the forested lowlands of

the Yucatan Peninsula. Here they hunted

and gathered inland and coastal resources

and cultivated crop plants such as com
(zea maize, originally domesticated in the

highlands of central Mexico perhaps

7,000 years ago).

Prior to the Maya expansion, the low-

lands of the Yucatan Peninsula were

sparsely populated, probably by unrelated

peoples. Small groups hunted and gath-

ered food near the Caribbean coast as

early as 1 1 ,000 years ago and may have

gradually settled inland and shifted to an

agricultural economy. Some non-Maya,

Zoque-speaking people also entered the

lowlands at the same time as the early

Maya. Eventually the Maya either ab-

sorbed or displaced these other groups.

To succeed in their new homeland, the

Maya had to recognize and adapt to varia-

tions in the lowland environment. The Yu-

catan Peninsula is a limestone platform

that becomes progressively older, higher,

and more uneven from north to south;

rainfall also varies, ranging from as little

as 20 inches per year in the north to 160

inches in the south. As a result, the vegeta-

tion generally becomes taller and more

lush from north to south, progressing from

thorn forest through tropical deciduous

and evergreen forests to moist forest. Be-

cause of differences in local topography

and soil conditions, even these zones are

far from uniform.

Lowland forests are rich in wild re-

sources: archeologist Barbara Voorhies

has documented more than 1 50 species of

plants and 25 animals that can yield du-

rable and transportable products. These

commodities include food, fuel, dyes, fi-

bers, incense, medicine, oils, pelts, and

plumage. Unfortunately, most are found

in the upper forest canopy and are there-

fore difficult to exploit. Nor are tropical

forest resources amenable to mass har-

vesting. Most are scattered, rather than

concentrated in a particular species,

place, or season. To circumvent these limi-

tations, the Maya had to become alert to

local conditions and diversify their hunt-

ing and gathering activities. They also H
to identify land suitable for agricultui

production.

By 2,400 years ago, the Maya lowlaii

were populated by communities of fai-

ers who left certain typical forms of j<,

bowls, and other pottery objects that w

:

finished, before firing, with a colored ;

)

(coating of thinned clay) or sometin,

after firing, with multicolored painti.

These people appear to have lived in a •

munities of several hundred people, v i

each family housed in one or more timl •

,

framed dwellings with thatch roof ; i

These structures were built directly on : \

ground, with tamped earth floors, or n

;

low platforms of rubble surfaced vi

limestone plaster. The exterior wii,

sometimes built on low stone foundati i,

were wattle and daub.

Within communities, each fam s,

dwellings were placed from 150 to 1, lit
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or more feet away from those of others. At

the center of each community (conceptu-

ally, if not physically) was a plaza or pla-

zas, around which were buildings for

group activities. These were constructed

in much the same way as the residences,

but being situated on platforms five to ten

feet high, they would have been commu-
nity projects.

Pollen and other remains of vegetation,

as well as the dispersed arrangement of

the settlements, suggest that these early

Maya grew com, beans, squash, and per-

haps other, supplementary crops in the

surrounding countryside, using the tech-

nique of slash-and-bum agriculture. In

this practice, widespread in the tropics,

farmers cut and bum a patch of forest just

before the rainy season (which in the

Maya region mns from late May until

October or November). This provides a

clean planting surface, reduces pests, and

enriches the soil with nutrients locked up

in the forest vegetation.

After a plot of land has been cropped

for a year or two, the leaching of nutrients,

the compaction or erosion of soils, and

weed competition reduce the harvest, and

farmers move on to a new location. Left

fallow, former fields are recolonized by

tropical forest vegetation, and the soil is

gradually rejuvenated. Farmers may then

repeat the slash-and-bum process.

For fertility to be sustained indefinitely,

however, a large proportion of the land

must remain at rest. Tropical soil is frag-

ile. Because of the heat and heavy rainfall,

forest litter decomposes rapidly and is

quickly recycled by the vegetation. The
soil is relatively thin and does not store

nutrients as effectively as does soil be-

neath temperate forests. Repeated or ex-

tended exposure of the soil to sun and rain,

through clearing for agriculture, building

sites, or lumber, undermines the capacity

of the ecosystem to renew itself.

Because slash-and-bum agriculture is

commonplace among modem Maya farm-

ers, scholars long assumed that the an-

cient Maya relied exclusively on similar

practices. They reasoned that the Maya
must have stretched the system to its lim-

its to support a growing population. The
result could only have been detrimental to

the fragile environment, diminishing pro-

ductivity. This, scholars suspected, may
have precipitated the puzzling phenome-

non known as the Maya collapse, the ap-

parently abmpt disappearance of cultural

institutions and fall in population in much
of the southem lowlands during the eighth

and ninth centuries.

Since the late 1960s, however, evidem

has accumulated that the ancient Ma;

population far outgrew the capacity

slash-and-bum agriculture. In the Ma;

lowlands, the carrying capacity of such

full-fallow system, based on com as a si

pie crop, would have been on the order

1 50 to 250 persons per square mile, c

pending on local conditions. The popui

tion reached this level in the la

Preclassic period, or roughly a.d. 300, a;

result of steady increase following the i(t

tial peopling of the region (at a rate of \^

than two-tenths of one percent per years

northem Guatemala). By the end of tjr

late Classic period (the ninth centurj

when many great urban centers h;

formed, the population had reached derj

ties as high as 2,600 persons per squj

mile in the centers and between 500

1,300 persons per square mile in m<

mral areas.

In addition, as Maya civilization de\ i

oped, more of the papulation consisted i

nonfarming members of society—rule
•

royal families and servants, warriors, (i

trepreneurs, and artisans—all of wh'^

had to be supported by food surplus
\

Fertile lands were also devoted to grow
^

nonsubsistence crops for consumption i I

trade, such as cacao and cotton. Soi-
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)w, Maya farmers had found significant

iw ways to increase production.

In part this was accomphshed by inten-

ying the slash-and-burn agricultural

stem, shortening the fallow period so as

crop the available land more often. To

hance the productivity of the fields, the

aya may also have planted them with

iveral different cultivars at once or in

succession during the growing season, per-

haps also rotating crops from year to year

The variability introduced by growing

crops with different stem, leaf, and root

structures, different overall plant heights,

different growth requirements, and differ-

ent times of maturation and harvest would

have made the most of available nutrients

and water, reduced the impact of unpre-

I

lya canals beside the Rio Hondo in Quintana Roo, Mexico

dictable climate stresses and predation by

insect pests, and deterred the degrading

impact of sun, rain, and wind on soil struc-

ture by providing more protection of the

surface over a longer period.

One well-documented practice that

made more continuous cropping possible

was the terracing of sloping fields, insti-

tuted by the Classic period (a.d.

300-800), if not earlier Terraces con-

tained normal downhill erosion, building

up thicker soils and retaining moisture

during dry spells in the growing season.

The most common type of terraces were

laid across slopes to create a flatter sur-

face. Some that have been investigated

were bordered with a single course of

stone slabs or boulders; other had a retain-

ing wall of undressed stone several courses

high and thick, behind which was added

rubble fill. Soil then accumulated or was

placed behind the embankment. A second

and less common type of terrace (called a

check dam, silt trap, or weir terrace) con-

sisted of low and relatively simple lines of

rock built on gentle slope contours, which

served to spread naturally flowing waters

over a wider area than they might natu-

rally irrigate.

More significantly, however, the Maya
mastered more sophisticated techniques

religious, (.onlempla-

civi: and inspirational

writing.
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Raisedfields in present-day Mexico reclaim swampland, a

strategy used by ancient Mayafarmers.

that overcame some of the liabihties of

slash-and-bum agriculture and that ex-

panded the arable area of the landscape.

They extended terracing to bring steep

slopes under cultivation; created field sys-

tems in swamps by digging drainage chan-

nels and adding soil to raise the planting

surface; cultivated herbs, spices, medici-

nal plants, dyes, and other food and non-

food plants in kitchen gardens; and main-

tained orchards of nuts and fruits near

their dwellings. These practices enabled

the Maya to use a number of different

local habitats, whose yields, combined and

distributed regionwide, formed the eco-

nomic basis for Maya civilization.

The construction of fields in swampy
zones ranged from digging canals to im-

prove drainage around planting areas,

slightly elevating those surfaces with the

excavated soils, to raising fields by several

feet or more in inundated or waterlogged

zones. In either case, the canals between

the fields provided avenues for canoe

travel and harbored fish and other aquatic

resources. Vestiges of such raised fields

and drainage channels were first detected

in the Maya lowlands in the late 1960s by

geographer Alfred Siemens in aerial pho-

tographs of the Rio Candelaria basin of

Campeche, Mexico. These were subse-

quently confirmed on the ground by Sie-

mens and archeologist Dennis fhileston.

To date, various researchers have

documented zones of raised fields totaling

more than 165 square miles, and others

have been tentatively identified from ae-

rial surveys and photographs. These fields

allowed the Maya to crop inundated

zones, such as inland depressions {bajos)

and the borders of lakes or rivers—sites

that were readily available, not having

been previously chosen for settlement.

Scholars are divided over whether the

construction of raised or channeled fields

and terraces involved centralized planning

and control or was developed incremen-

tally on a small scale. Ethnographic evi-

dence from elsewhere suggests that exten-

sive systems of fields and terraces can be

built little by little and maintained by

families or lineages, but whether that was

true of the Maya is not known.

Both raised plots and terraced fields

required maintenance, tillage, weeding,

and fertilizing. Examination of raised

fields in Belize has revealed plant matter

from upland and wetland species, presum-

ably used as mulch, and night soil, incor-

porated as fertilizer. There is no evidence

that the Maya practiced significant irriga-

tion, however. The check dam terraces

were an isolated and small-scale phenome-

non. The Maya lowlands provided few

flowing water sources suitable for irriga-

tion, although small gardens could have

been watered by hand. Instead, the princi-

pal problems facing Maya farmers were

timing the planting and harvesting within

the rainy season and removing water from

swampy areas.

Plant remains recovered from ancient

structures and fields indicate that the

Maya diet embraced numerous resources

besides corn, beans, and squash. These

included both domesticated crops and

wild plant species: amaranths, avocado,

breadnut, cassava, chili, guava, mombin,

nance, papaya, pineapple, sapodilla, sour-

sop, sweet potato, and yucca. Bark, fibers.

and resin were also obtained from plant

These resources were cultivated or mai

tained on a number, of different scak

which included fields, kitchen garder

and orchards. The mix of plant speci

implies that fields and gardens were org

nized in a way that helped minimize tl

diseases, pests, and soil problems that b

fall fields of single crop species with litl

genetic variability.

The Maya were familiar with the

gional heterogeneity of their environme

and apparently sensitive to the impact

their agricultural practices. They t(

raced, mulched, used green manure, ai

reclaimed soils to reduce nutrient loss, c

terioration of soil structure, destabili/

tion of water flows, soil erosion, and t

loss of productive components of thi

environment. Some genetic stores of w
plant species would have been maintain

in kitchen gardens, orchards, and perha

forest preserves, and the biological div

sity of the subsistence system and nui

tional value of the diet were enhanced

selective use of these local resourc

Theirs was an ecologically efficient

gime that met increased demands for p

duction through increased labor intens

and an increased land base.

Through time, the Maya, like ot

large developing societies, made incre

ing demands upon their environment

feed, shelter, and otherwise support tl

growing population. The tropical lowla

were not inexhaustible, and by the en(

the late Classic period, many lowland

eas had been stripped of their forests. >

ural habitats, with their animal and bol

ical resources for construction, era

,

food, and fuel, would have diminishe(

Where the landscape was covered v

architecture, water was no longer

sorbed and surface flows were both

creased and altered. As field areas m

continuously cropped, soils would h

progressively lost their organic compor

and structure and thus their water-hole

capacity. Surface water would have ac

erated erosion and washed nutrients

soil into lakes, ponds, and reserve

changing the quality of natural waters -

aquatic habitats and requiring increai

maintenance of artificial water suppli

Nevertheless, the Maya agriculti

system sustained dramatic demograf

and cultural growth over several mil

nia, and the environmental strains cau

by soil depletion and alteration of the i

ural ecosystem developed slowly, in i

dem with low rates of population grov

The degree to which the system

reached its limits in the southern lowla

by the ninth century a.d. remains tc

determined.
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This View OF LiFi

More Light on Leaves
Can a great artist also be a great scientist?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Sometime, in a better world to come,

the wolf shall dwell with the lamb on Isa-

iah's holy mountain. Once, in the better

world that was, Leonardo painted exqui-

site women, Michelangelo rendered the

hand of God, and Raphael captured the

even greater age of Plato and Aristotle in

the School of Athens. (I know that these

gentlemen have recently mutated into

Teenage Ninja Turtles—and so perhaps

may we measure the direction of changing

excellence in history.)

The myth of a past golden age seems

irresistible, but the contrary reality is un-

deniable. Leonardo built some frightening

instruments of war; Michelangelo strug-

gled against the virulent homophobia of

his generation; and Raphael died on his

thirty-seventh birthday.

A persistent and cardinal legend of this

mythology holds that the age of Michelan-

gelo encouraged people of talent to range

across all realms of mind and art, to follow

that wondrously optimistic motto of Fran-

cis Bacon: "I have taken all knowledge for

my province." In our present age of nar-

row specialization, we continue to credit

this reverie by referring to a broad-rang-

ing scholar as a Renaissance man.

But suspicion, deprecation, and narrow-

ness have a pedigree as old as enlighten-

ment. Professionals have always tried to

seal the borders of their trade and to snipe

at any outsider with a pretense to amateur

enthusiasm (although amateurs who truly

love their subject, as the etymology of

their status proclaims, often acquire far

more expertise than the average time-

clock-punching breadwinner). The classic
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maxim of narrowness, "a cobbler should

stick to his last," dates from the fourth

century B.C., the great age of Athens.

Nothing, not even acknowledged great-

ness, can secure a clear passport for dis-

tant intellectual migration. Johann Wolf-

gang von Goethe (1749-1832), who
enjoyed the ultimate pleasure of general

regard in his own time as the world's great-

est poet, complained bitterly of his recep-

tion by scientists for considerable labor in

their domain (Goethe did serious work,

often with great success, in anatomy, bot-

any, geology, and optics). Near the end of

his life, in 1831, Goethe wrote:

The public was taken aback, for . . . it is

expected that a person who has distin-

guished himself in one field, whose manner
and style are generally recognized and es-

teemed, will not leave his field, much less

venture into one entirely unrelated. Should
an individual attempt this, no gratitude is

shown him; indeed, even when he does his

task well, he is given no special praise.

Goethe's spirited defense against this

parochialism not only displays his own jus-

tifiably expansive ego but also asserts an

intellectual's most precious birthright

—

freedom to explore in a realm no smaller

than Columbus's just because no tangible

geometry can be defined.

But a man of lively intellect feels that he

exists not for the public's sake, but for his

own. He does not care to tire himself out

and wear himself down by doing the same
thing over and over again. Moreover, every

energetic man of talent has something uni-

versal in him, causing him to cast about

here and there and to select his field of

activity according to his own desire.

In 1838, six years after Goethe's deat

the French biologist Isidore Geoffr

Saint-Hilaire devoted an entire article

justifying Goethe's scientific excursioi

"Sur les travaux zoologiques et anai

miques de Goethe" (On the zoological a:

anatomical work of Goethe), published!

the Comptes rendus des seances

rAcademic des sciences (vol. 6, page 32i

(In his very last article, Goethe had (

fended Isidore's more famous fath

Etienne Geoffroy, in his celebrated a
frontation with Georges Cuvier on thi

ries of anatomy, so Isidore's article mij

be viewed as the repayment of a debt, c

generation removed.) Isidore gave incis;

expression to the parochial tendencies

scientists:

Many well-informed people still do
know whether Goethe was limited to pro]

gating ideas already developed in scier

by reclothing them in the colors of his ;

mirable style, or whether he can claim

greater glory of an originator. Naturali

themselves hesitate to recognize as one

their own a man whom they have been

customed, for so long, to admire as a d

matic poet, a novelist, and even as a wri

of songs. . . . The more that this distai

[between art and science] can be viewed

immense, perhaps even unbridgeable, I

more we have difficulty in imagining tl

the same hand that wrote Werther a

Faust . . . could hold the anatomical seal

with skill—and the more we may view t

accomplished prodigy as admirable

cause he was able to combine intellecti

qualities that ordinarily exclude each otli

Not that Goethe (or his reputati<

needs my defense, but I do devote t
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essay to fighting the professional narrow-

ness that Isidore Geoffroy identified and

deplored—a tendency that has intensified

with a vengeance in the 150 years since

Isidore's article, for we modem scholars

often treat our professions as fortresses

and our spokespeople as archers on the

parapets, searching the landscape for any

incursion from an alien field.

We might mount two kinds of defense

for generosity toward scholars in other

fields (beyond the general principle of vir-

tue in ecumenism and variety). The

weaker claim—I shall call it universal-

ism—holds that all good thinkers operate

in pretty much the same way, and that

benefits offered by outsiders are largely

quantitative. Intellectual progress is

tough, and we need all the help we can

get—so why bar access to brilliant people

in other disciplines. Although I will offer a

different defense for Goethe, universalism

is often a good argument. For example, I

would not struggle against sexism (as

many scientists have) by claiming that

women tend to reason in a different but

equally valuable way. I regard such a

claim as false and demeaning. We need to

open all fields to women because it is sim-

ply absurd, given the rarity of genius, to

recruit from only half the potential pool.

The second and stronger claim—I shall

call it special insight—holds that we
should value outsiders not simply as more

bodies but as potentially applying to their

extracurricular concerns a fresh and dif-

ferent mode of thinking imported from

their central profession. (I call this claim

"stronger" because narrow professionals

might accept the argument of "more bod-

ies" but usually rebel against "special in-

sight" with the rallying cry of all parochi-

alisms—how dare they come into my
garden and tell me how to cultivate my
tomatoes!)

I would never defend special insight by

urging any innate quality of mind that

leads people to their chosen callings. But

we may all start with the same set of tools,

very broadly speaking, and then learn a set

of concepts and approaches in one profes-

sion that would greatly enlighten another

(if only they would listen). I have often

argued in these columns, for example, that

paleontologists will never comprehend the

story of life if they work only with hard

science models of experimentation and

never grasp the historian's concept of con-

tingency. (In this case, nothing but the

arbitrary customs of disciplinary bound-

aries prevent the transfer of insight. In

another plausible world, organized on the

proper principle of union between humans
and the rest of nature, paleontologists

might be in history departments and I
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might be urging more attention to predic-

tive and quantitative models of physical

science.)

In the case of Goethe and science, I

advance this second claim of special in-

sight for two reasons. First, I do feel that

characteristic ways of thinking in the

arts—the role of the imagination and inte-

gration, holistic versus reductionistic ap-

proaches, for example—might enlighten

science (not because scientists never think

in this "artful" manner, but because the

unpopularity of these styles among profes-

sionals greatly limits their fruitful use

—

and an infusion from outside might there-

fore help). Second, Goethe himself viewed

his own approach to biological problems

as different from that of most scientists,

and he attributed his distinctions to his

training and practice in the arts.

In particular, Goethe argued for a pri-

macy of imaginative and integrative hy-

pothesis over building toward generality

by factual accumulation in the "neutral"

mode. (This is a dangerous method, easily

leading to dogmatism, unreality, improper

respect for the empirical record, and all

the speculative excesses less politely

known as bullshit. Nonetheless, although

failures fall far, this chancy approach can

bring great reward when the inadequate-

ly documented, imaginative hypothesis

turns out either to be true or at least pow-

erfully suggestive of fruitful paths for fur-

ther explanation.) Goethe also claimed

that his artist's perspective led him to view

nature as a unity, to search for integration

among disparate parts, to find some law of

inherent concord. He wrote:

What is all intercourse with nature if by the

analytic method we merely occupy our-

selves with individual material parts, and

do not feel the breath of the spirit, which

prescribes every part its direction, and or-

ders, or sanctions, every deviation, by

means of an inherent law!

Again, let me emphasize the limits of

my argument. I do not say that scientists

intrinsically think one way and artists an-

other. I do not claim that scientists never

work in highly imaginative ways before

obtaining data, and I do not maintain that

scientists never search for overarching

unification. I talk only of tendencies and

averages. I do claim that these two ap-

proaches have generally enjoyed greater

approbation in the arts (at least since the

emergence of romanticism in the eight-

eenth century). We may, in any case,

safely assert that Goethe attributed these

two cardinal features of his own scientific

thinking to his artistic training, and we do

know that many scientists held Goethe in

deep suspicion for these unconventional

approaches.

I may then pose the cardinal question c

this essay: Did Goethe get any mileage fc

his unconventional "artist's" approach i

science? Did it work? The answer, I thinl

is undoubtedly yes. We might hold the

Goethe's general brilliance allowed him 1

succeed whatever cockamamie method I

happened to use; that his artist's vision (

integration and imagination didn't real!

help after all. But we might also take hii

at his word, admit the efficacy of his ai

proach, and try to appreciate the messa§

of pluralism and the artificiality of inte

lectual boundaries among disciplines.

Goethe had a taste of success early ;

his career, in 1784, when he discovered

new bone in the human upper jaw. F
called this bone the intermaxillary; othe

dubbed it Goethe's bone. He insisted th:

such a bone must exist (prior to any e\

dence and in the face of general denia

because other terrestrial vertebrates pc

sessed it—and such a bone must therefo

belong to the archetype, or abstract gene

ating plan, of all reptiles, birds, ai

mammals. (This bone is called the pi

maxillary in other vertebrates; it general

holds the upper incisor teeth

mammals.) The small intermaxilla

fuses with other bones of the upper j£

and cannot be recognized in human ske

tons after birth; Goethe ascertained

existence by noting the sutures that foi

before fusion in embryos. In an essay wi

ten in 1 832, the year of his death, Goet

recalled this discovery as "the first bat

and the first triumph of my youth." 1

attributed his success to his artist's visi i

of necessary unity: the bone must exist

humans if all terrestrial vertebrates sh;

a common plan of development.

Goethe published his most imports,

biological work in 1790

—

Versuch c
Metamorphose der Pflanzen zu erkl'di i

(An attempt to explain the metamorpl

sis of plants). This work, a pamphlet (

void of illustrations or charts and consi

ing of 123 numbered, largely aphoris:

passages, can scarcely be called a da •

ment of conventional science. It embod i

the principles that Goethe attributed i

his artistic predilections—bold hypotl-

ses based on assumptions of inhere

unity. And yet, although Goethe's cent I

notion cannot be sustained, this curie;

little work is full of insight and has exert I

a strong influence over the history of m
phology (a word coined by Goethe). ^:

may accept the assessment of Goethi

scientific champion Etienne Geoff
r'

Saint-Hilaire, written in 1831:

The professional knowledge of the natui

ists—what one might call the mechanic 1

part—appears nowhere; no descriptions f

flowers are given; no experiments are nototw
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It is the book of a scientist for its fund of

ideas but, in its format, it is the book of a

philosopher who expresses himself as a

poet. Nonetheless, we must accept it as an

excellent treatise in natural history.

Most subtle arguments can be indiculed

by oversimplification and stereotypy.

Goethe's theory of plant form is particu-

larly subject to such unfair treatment be-

cause his drive to find unifying themes did

lead him to a bold hypothesis, all too easily

caricatured. Goethe worked within a

developing morphological tradition gener-

ally called unity of type. He longed to find

an archetype to which all the parts of

plants might be related as diversified

products.

Many of Goethe's colleagues sought the

archetype of animal skeletons in the verte-

bra. (Etienne Geoffroy tried to homolo-

gize the external carapace of arthropods

with the internal skeleton of vertebrates

and to identify the abstract vertebra as

archetype of both. He actually claimed

that insects therefore lived within their

own vertebrae, and that insect legs repre-

sented the same structure as vertebrate

ribs.) Goethe, following the same ap-

proach in another kingdom, held that the

archetypal form for all plant parts—from

cotyledons to stem leaves to sepals, petals.

pistils, stamens, and fruit—could be

found in the leaf

The caricature of Goethe's theory

therefore proclaims "all plant parts are

leaves" (with the implied corollary, "ha,

ha, ha, what nonsense"). But Goethe said

no such thing. First of all, the archetype is

not an actual maple leaf or pine needle but

an abstract generating form, from which

stem leaves depart least in actual expres-

sion. Goethe defended his use of the com-

mon word "leaf in describing his arche-

typal idea:

We ought to have a general term with

which to designate this diversely metamor-
phosed organ and with which to compare all

manifestations of its form. . . . We might

equally well say that a stamen is a con-

tracted petal, as that a petal is a stamen in a

state of expansion; or that a sepal is a con-

tracted stem leaf approaching a certain

state of refinement, as that a stem leaf is an
expanded sepal.

Secondly, Goethe's theory applies only

to the lateral and terminal organs of ordi-

nary plants, not to the supporting roots

and stems. Goethe's defensive reaction to

criticism on this point does not rank

among his best arguments, but I cannot

fault him for omitting stems and roots;

after all, a theory for all appended parts is

no mean thing, even if the underlyingiu-

perstructure goes unaddressed. Goihe

says that he copped out because rootsie

such lowly objects.

My critics have taken me to task fonc

considering the root in my treatmen c

plant metamorphosis. ... I was not ir

cerned with it at all, for what had I tid

with an organ which takes the fornc

strings, ropes, bulbs and knots . . . , ar

gan where endless varieties make their

pearance and where none advance. And
advance solely that could attract me,
me, and sweep me along on my course

Within the 1790 essay, Goethe a

pressed the central principle of his sysur

in measured tone: "The organs of hu

vegetating and flowering plant, thcgt

seemingly dissimilar, all originate froi z

single organ, namely the leaf." In a pri tte

document, written in 1831, he becne

more effusive: "[I have traced] the nrm

fold specific phenomena in the magifi

cent garden of the universe back to ne

simple general principle." To friends, i tc

the great philosopher J. G. Herde in

1787, he became positively effusive (ire

I say florid):

The archetypal plant as I see it will bt hi

most wonderful creation in the whole w Id.

and nature herself will envy me for it. ^ :tli
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his model and the key to it, one will be able

invent plants without limit to conform,

hat is to say, plants which even if they do

ot actually exist nevertheless might exist

nd which are not merely picturesque or

oetic visions and illusions, but have inner

ruth and logic. The same law will permit

a.self to be applied to everything that is

ving.

Goethe dissects and compares, trying to

:i
nd the leaflike basis of apparently diver-

liified and disparate structures. The fused

^jpals, for example, forming the calyx at

le base of a flower, are leaves that fail to

,

3parate when a cutofl" of nutriment stops

ixpansion of the stem: "If the flowering

iere

retarded by the infiltration of super-

uous nutriment, the leaves would be sep-

rated and would assume their original

tape. Thus, in the calyx, nature forms no

2j
ew organ but merely combines and modi-

^es organs already known to us."

When parts are too distinct to show

jnnection and reduction to the leaf ar-

jj
letype in one type of plant, Goethe uses

!|ie comparative approach to find suffi-

ently similar shapes in other species,

yen the most disparate cotyledons (first

•owths from the seed) eventually attain a

ilerably leaflike form in some species:

hey are often misshapen, crammed, as it

ere, with crude matter, and as much ex-

mded in thickness as in breadth; their

tssels are unrecognizable and scarcely

stinguishable from the mass as a whole.

hey bear almost no resemblance to a leaf,

id we might be misled into regarding

em as special organs. Yet in many plants

e cotyledons approach leaf form: they

itten out; exposed to light and air, they

sume a deeper shade of green; their ves-

Is become distinct and begin to resemble

;ins.

" If Goethe's system were, as often por-

u ayed, no more than a theory about leaf-

eJ -archetype, it would have no claim to

teresting completeness, for it would not

;plain systematic variation in form up
le stem—and would therefore not stand

a complete attempt to explain both

hilarities and characteristic differences

1

the parts of plants. But in his most

scinating intellectual move, Goethe pro-

ices a full account by grafting two addi-

5nal principles onto the underlying no-

)n of leaf-as-archetype: the progressive

finement of sap, and cycles of expansion

id contraction. We may regard these

inciples as ad hoc or incorrect today, but

iC power of their conjunction with the

ichetypal idea can still be grasped and
^predated with much profit.

i

These two additional principles embody
j)th necessary sides of the grandest West-

|ti metaphor for intelligibility in any
owing, or historically advancing, sys-
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tern—arrows of direction and cycles of

repeatability (I call them time's arrow and

time's cycle). We must, in any scientific

process unfolding through time, identify

both vectors of change (lest time have no

history, defined as distinctness of mo-

ments) and underlying constant, or cycli-

cal, principles (lest the temporal sequence

be nothing but uniqueness after unique-

ness, with nothing general to identify at

all). Goethe, faced with observations of

both directionality and repeatability up

the stem, recognized the need for both

ends of this primal dichotomy.

1 . Refinement of sap as a directional

principle. Up and down; heaven and hell;

brain and psyche versus bowels and excre-

ment; tuberculosis as a noble disease of

airy lungs versus cancer as the unspeak-

able malady of nether parts. This major

metaphorical apparatus of Western cul-

ture almost irresistibly applies itself to

plants as well—with gnarly roots and tu-

bers as things of the ground and fragrant,

noble flowers as topmost parts, straining

toward heaven. Goethe, by no means im-

mune to such thinking in a romantic age,

viewed a plant as progressing toward re-

finement from cotyledon to flower. He
explained this directionality by postulat-

ing that each successive leaf progressively

filters an initially crude sap. Flowering is

prevented by these impurities and cannot

occur until they have been removed. The

cotyledons begin both with minimal or-

ganization and refinement and with maxi-

mum crudity of sap:

We have found that the cotyledons, which

are produced in the enclosed seed coat and

are filled to the brim, as it were, with a very

crude sap, are scarcely organized and de-

veloped at all, or at best roughly so.

The plant moves toward its floral goal,

but too much nutriment delays the process

of filtering sap—as material rushes in and

more stem leaves must be produced for

drainage. A decline in nutriment allows

filtering to attain the upper hand, produc-

ing sufficient purification of sap for flow-

ering:

As long as cruder saps remain in the plant,

all possible plant organs are compelled to

become instruments for draining them off.

If excessive nutriment forces its way in, the

draining operation must be repeated again

and again, rendering inflorescence almost

impossible. If the plant is deprived of nour-

ishment, this operation of nature is facili-

tated.

Finally, the plant achieves its topmost

goal:

While the cruder fluids are in this manner
continually drained off" and replaced by

pure ones, the plant, step by step, achieves

the status prescribed by nature. We see t

leaves finally reach their fullest expansi

and elaboration, and soon thereafter we I

come aware of a new aspect, apprising
,

that the epoch we have been studying 1.

drawn to a close and that a second is ;

proaching—the epoch of the flower.

2. Cycles ofexpansion and contractii'.

If the directional force worked alone, tlii

a plant's morphology would be a smoci

continuum of progressive refinement i

the stem. Since, manifestly, plants disp

no such pattern, some other force must

working as well. Goethe specifies this s

ond force as cyclical, in opposition to v

directional principle of refining sap.

envisages three full cycles of contract

and expansion during growth. The cc

ledons begin in a retracted state. The m
leaves, and their substantial spacing

the stem, represent the first expansi

The bunching of leaves to form the sep

;

at the base of the flower marks the sect

;

contraction; and the subsequent elab(

tion of petals, the second expansion.

'

reduction of archetypal leaf size to fc

pistils and stamens represents the tl

contraction; and the formation of fruit,

last and most exuberant expansion,

contracted seed within the fruit then st:

the cycle again in the next generation,

these three formative principles '

gether—the archetypal leaf, progres i

refinement up the stem, and tl

expansion-contraction cycles of veg

tion, blossoming, and bearing fruit—

the vast botanical diversity of our pL

yields to Goethe's vision of unity:

Whether the plant vegetates, blossom «

bears fruit, it nevertheless is always

same organs with varying functions

with frequent changes in form, that fi

the dictates of nature. The same o

which expanded on the stem as a leaf

assumed a highly diverse form, will

tract in the calyx, expand again in the p

contract in the reproductive organs, .

expand for the last time as a fruit.

How shall we judge Goethe's botar

theory today? In one immediate sensi

course, it is false: sap is not refined up

stem, and nothing expands and contr

in regular waves during growth. But

sity is no criterion of importance or cai

ity for suggesting insight. Many i

ideas have been immensely useful if

because the process of disproof so o

leads to greater knowledge and inte

tion. Consider two famous statemt

both used before in these columns,

worth repeating as one of the most ini'i-

tant (if slightly paradoxical) truth; »f

intellectual life. First, the econoS

Vilfredo Pareto (I certainly appreciattt

botanical metaphor in this context):
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live me a fruitful error any time, full of

!l;(is, bursting with its own corrections.

'lu can keep your sterile truth for yourself.

iHcond, Charles Darwin:

Use facts are highly injurious to the

f
igress of science, for they often endure

I g; but false views, if supported by some
{ dence, do little harm, for every one takes

£ alutary pleasure in proving their false-

( for that matter, consider Goethe's own

\ rds (from an essay published posthu-

r usly in 1833):

/ alse hypothesis is better than none at all.

1 ; fact that it is false does not matter so

r ch. However, if it takes root [another

t anical metaphor], if it is generally as-

s led, if it becomes a kind of credo admit-

t ; no doubt or scrutiny—that is the real

e , one which has endured through the

c turies.

f ever an idea qualified as a "fruitful

e 5r,"' as a "salutary" "false view . . . sup-

f ted by some evidence," then place

( ;the's theory of plant form at the head

he list—as the loveliest and most re-

fi' d fruit of the last expansion. First of

a' Goethe's particular claims do capture

n ny elements of empirical truth. Leaves

n i not provide a basis for all form, but

many plant parts are modifications of leaf

primordia—take a close look at a flower

petal. Sap is not filtered and refined up the

stem, and no simple force expands and

contracts the archetypal pattern in regular

cycles, but directional and repetitive

trends do shape a plant during growth,

even if Goethe misconstrued the actual

causes.

But Goethe's vision provides a second

and more important reason for treating his

theory with respect and for appreciating

the "artistic" aspects of its presentation.

Great ideas, whether true or false, do

drive our research forward by focusing

our thoughts and suggesting new path-

ways of exploration. Goethe's theory has

the great virtue of reducing an enor-

mously complex issue, otherwise chaotic

and confusing, to three important and ex-

pansive principles. The theory, in this

sense, is both inspiring and beautiful

—

two words rarely granted much status in

scientific discourse but worthy of our at-

tention, at least as prods to action, if not as

criteria of truth. The three principles are

basic and true, important components of

any comprehensive account of nature,

whatever the limits of Goethe's particular

application to plants. We must search for

underlying rules and principles to gener-

ate the otherwise uncoordinated variety of

related objects. And wc cannot make his-

torical sequences (including the growth of

plants) intelligible unless we identify both

directional and repetitive themes—for we

need both uniquenesses and underlying

lawlike structure to make any sense of

processes that develop in time. The history

of life, for example, is a tale of both genea-

logical unfolding from one special object

to the next (time's arrow) and of recurring

processes (mass extinction, rules of eco-

logical order, breakup and joining of conti-

nents, transgression and regression of

seas) that graft some broad predictability

upon the string of unique events (time's

cycle).

Great theories are expansive; failures

mire us in dogmatism and tunnel vision. I

do not know the actual context of Goethe's

famous dying words. Perhaps he was only

asking for another candle, all the better to

view the faces of his beloved for one last

time. But perhaps he was begging the Al-

mighty for the greatest gift that fruitful

theories can provide

—

Mehr Licht! (more

fight!).

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Nature's Infinite Booi

Pack Rat Historians
Fossilized animal middens help us understand the collapses ofancient civilizations

by Jared Diamond

Many of us enjoy recurrent fantasies of

amazing inventions that would let us solve

seemingly impossible problems. Ever

since I was a teen-ager, I have imagined

operating a time machine that would voy-

age into the past to clear up historical

mysteries. My machine would have dials

permitting me to tune in on any selected

place at any past moment. It would be

connected to a television screen and

speakers, letting me see and hear what

was happening at that particular time and

place. By dialing Guayaquil, Ecuador, on

July 26, 1822, I could eavesdrop on the

secret confrontation between Simon Boli-

var and Jose de San Martin, the liberators

A rock-cut monument at Petra in Jordan
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of South America, and thus finally so!

the puzzle of what Bolivar said that

duced San Martin to depart into exile

the peak of his power. By dialing Athe

on September 26, 1687, I could see t

Parthenon in its glory, just before it w

gutted by an ammunition explosion. A
by dialing Rome on August 24, 410,

Alaric's Visigoths prepared to sack t

city, I might understand better wl

caused the fall of the Roman Empire.

As for how to make my machine worl

used to dream that some substance woi

be found that somehow preserved in

atoms a snapshot or sound bite of the lo

scene. Perhaps a powerful computer co i

be programmed to reconstruct past see
|

from present atomic configurations. A
my teen-age hopes remain unfulfilled. 1

a just-published book by Julio Betancoi

Thomas Van Devender, and Paul Mai

summarizes the most promising line

progress I've seen so far. While it wc

help with understanding San Martin's

ile or with visualizing the ancient Part

non, it offers real hope of telling us w

Rome fell. The book is entitled Pack

Middens.

For those of you who (like me ui

recently) haven't heard of pack rat n:

dens or don't see their relevance to Ron:

fall, here is a crash course in middens.

1849, hungry gold rush miners cross

Nevada found some glistening balls o

candylike substance on a cliff, ate

sweet-tasting balls, but then develof

nausea. Eventually, scientists reali;

that the balls were hardened depoi

made by small rodents, called pack n

that protect themselves by building di

of sticks, food debris, plant fragmei

bones, and mammal dung. The den I

with their feces and becomes satura

with their concentrated urine, which or-

1

tallizes and cements the so-called midc,

to a bricklike consistency. In 1961

I
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biologists studying the Nevada A-b(

test site for the Atomic Energy Com
sion found an old pack rat midden fu

fragments of juniper, a plant no loi

living in the midden's vicinity but like

have been growing there thousand

years ago. 'When radiocarbon da

showed the midden's material to be al

9,320 years old, the idea of a time

chine was bom.

Pack rat middens don't provide a

hundredth-second snapshot, and they

a sound track, but I'm still grateful

them. The rats collect material wi

about fifty yards of their den, and

material in one midden sample is gathi

over a period of a few months to a

years. The crystallized urine prevents

material from decaying. Hence the i

den constitutes a locally and quicklj

sembled time capsule. By identifying

remains of the dozens of urine-encru

plant species in a midden, botanists

reconstruct a snapshot of the vegeti

growing near the midden at the time

it was being accumulated, while zoolo

can reconstruct something of the f;

from the insect and vertebrate remi^

The year of the snapshot is fixed by n «|

carbon dating. Sequences of midti

from the same site have yielded seque i|

of vegetational snapshots over as mu( e|

the past 40,000 years. While pack rat fl

restricted to North and Central Ame >

other small mammals on other contii

accumulate similar middens, whicl it

just beginning to be exploited for a

time-capsule value.

Middens have been a windfa

biogeographers like myself, for when

answers to many problems rest on k

ing what species used to live where

when. Most of the chapters of Pac

Middens are devoted to solving bioio

problems, such as why most of >

America's big mammals became ex

about 11,000 years ago (it wasn't di

their food plants going extinct, which

didn't) or where our southwestern de

were at that time (not in our Souths

However, middens can also help :

mysteries of human history, bee

knowledge of past vegetation is cruci

assessing a theory of historical caus:

known as environmental determinism

cording to this theory, the broad patte

human history—the trajectories of d

ent peoples over long times—do

hinge on acts of individual geniuses

rather on the biological, geological,

geographical resources that each pe

inherits. For instance, the fact that E

peans conquered Australia and the A
icas within the past 500 years, inste:

native Australians and Amerindians
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zj}li(ijiering Europe, is attributed in part to

irope's much greater variety of wild ce-

: I als and large mammals suitable for do-

! ;stication; hence to Europe's earlier

l:
I

ildup of agriculture, dense human
. pulations, centralized states, military

d maritime technology, and infectious

; ;eases.

Another broad pattern that environ-

:ntal determinism may help explain is

: ; gradual geographical shift in the

wer center of ancient Western civiliza-

iH. The first center of power and innova-

; m was the Mideast, where so many cru-

il developments arose—agriculture,

.imal domestication, writing, imperial

-: ites, battle chariots, and others. Ascen-

: ncy shifted between Assyria, Babylon,

rsia, and occasionally Egypt or Turkey,

t remained in or near the Mideast. With

: overthrow of the Persian empire by

exander the Great, hegemony moved
:stward, at first to Greece, then to

)me, and later to western and northern

irope. Why did the Mideast, Greece,

d Rome in turn lose their primacy? (The
' rrent importance of the Mideast, rest-

5 as it does on the single resource of oil,

^rely emphasizes by contrast the re-

1
)n's modern weakness in other respects.)

hy do modem superpowers include the

lited States and the Soviet Union, Ger-

. uny and England, Japan and China, but
' n longer Greece and Iran? Why did Iraq

1(« the greatness to which Saddam Hus-

-iin now again aspires?

(This geographical shift in power is too

\ and lasting a pattern to have taken

[ice by accident. A plausible hypothesis

i ributes it to each ancient center of civi-

lization in turn ruining its resource base

through deforestation, overgrazing, soil

erosion, and species exterminations, lead-

ing to the collapse of the increasingly com-

plex systems required for terracing, irriga-

tion, and dams. The Mideast and Medi-

terranean were not always the degraded

landscape that they are today. It's diffi-

cult to understand why the cedars of Leb-

anon—of which only a few remain to-

day—should once have been renowned,

until one realizes that those forests were

extensive until they were felled to build

the ships of antiquity.

The support for this view of ancient

environmental destruction comes from

such sources as contemporary accounts

and archeological evidence. Yet a few se-

quences of photographs would constitute

more decisive tests than all that indirect

evidence combined. If we had snapshots

of the same Greek hillside taken at thou-

sand-year intervals, we could identify the

plants, measure the ground cover, and cal-

culate the shift from forest to goat-proof

shrubs. We could thereby put numbers on

the extent of environmental degradation.

Enter middens to the rescue. While the

Mideast doesn't have pack rats, it does

have rabbit-sized, woodchucklike ani-

mals, called hyraxes, that build pack-rat-

like middens. (Surprisingly, the closest liv-

ing relatives of hyraxes may be elephants.)

One chapter of Packrat Middens is de-

voted to a study of hyrax middens by three

scientists, Patricia Fall and Steven Fal-

coner, of Arizona State University, and

Cynthia Lindquist, of the University of

Arizona. Their study took place at Jor-

dan's famous lost city of Petra, which typi-
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fies the paradox of ancient Western civi-

lization.

Petra is now especially familiar to

movie-going aficionados of Steven Spiel-

berg and George Lucas, whose film Indi-

ana Jones and the Last Crusade shows

Sean Connery and Harrison Ford search-

ing for the Holy Grail in Fetra's magnifi-

cent rock tombs and temples amid the

desert sand. Anyone who sees those scenes

of Petra must wonder how such a wealthy

city could have arisen and supported itself

in such a bleak landscape. In fact, there

was already a Neolithic village near the

site of Petra before 7000 B.C., and farming

and herding appeared there soon there-

after. Under the Nabataean kingdom, of

which it was the capital, Petra thrived as a

commercial center controlling trade be-

tween Europe, Arabia, and the Orient.

The city grew ever larger and richer, first

under Roman and then Byzantine control.

But it was subsequently abandoned and so

completely forgotten that its ruins were

not rediscovered until 1812. What caused

Petra's collapse?

Fall, Lindquist, and Falconer have so

far analyzed the plant contents of one

fresh modem midden from Petra, plus

three fossilized ones dated by the radio-

carbon method to about a.d. 300, 500, and

900. If those dates were literally exact, the

older two middens would belong to Ro-

man and Byzantine times, respectively.

However, they are best combined as two

samples of "imperial times" because of

the statistical uncertainty in their radio-

carbon dates. The a.d. 900 midden be-

longs to the era of Petra's postimperial

collapse. Each midden yielded remains of

up to 100 plant species, and the habitat

prevailing when each midden's owner was

alive could be calibrated by comparing

pollen proportions in the midden with

those in modem habitats. From the four

middens, the following trajectory was re-

constmcted for the degradation of Petra's

environment:

Petra lies in an area of dry Mediterra-

nean climate not unlike that of the wooded

mountains behind my home in Los Ange-

les. The original vegetation would have

been a woodland dominated by oak and

pistachio trees. By imperial times, most of

the trees had been felled, and the sur-

roundings had been degraded to an open

steppe, as expressed in the fact that only

1 8 percent of the midden pollen at a.d.

300 and 500 came from trees; the rest

came from low plants. (For comparison,

trees contribute 40 to 85 percent of the

pollen in modem Mediterranean forests,

18 percent in forest-steppe.) By a.d. 900,

two-thirds of the remaining trees had dis-

appeared, and even shmbs, herbs, and

grasses had declined, converting the env

ronment into the desert that we see no\

Surviving trees today have their lowt

branches pmned off by goats and are sea

tered on goat-proof cliffs or in groves pn

tected from goats.

Juxtaposing these data from the h;

raxes' time machine with archeologic;

and literary data yields the following inte

pretation. Deforestation from Neolithic t

imperial times was driven by land clearin

for agriculture, browsing by sheep an

goats, gathering of firewood, and woe

needs for house construction. Even N©
lithic houses not only were supported t

massive timbers but also required up i_

thirteen tons of firewood per house

make the plaster for the walls and floe

The imperial population explosion quici

ened the pace of forest destmction ar

overgrazing. Elaborate systems of chai

nels, pipes, and cistems were needed

collect and store water for the orchan

and city.

After Byzantine authority collapsed, c

chards were abandoned and the popul

tion crashed, but land degradation conti

ued as the remaining inhabitants becan

dependent on intensive grazing. The gog

began to eat their way through the shruli

herbs, and grasses. The Ottoman govea

ment decimated surviving woodlands li

fore the First World War to obtain ti

wood needed for the Hejaz Railway. I a^

many other moviegoers thrilled at tt

sight of Arab guerrillas led by Lawren

of Arabia (a.k.a. Peter O'Toole) blowi

up that railway in wide-screen technicol

without realizing that we were watchi •

the last act in the destmction of Petr

forests.

Petra's ravaged landscape today is

metaphor for what happened to the rest i

the cradle of Westem civilization. T i

modem surrounds of Petra could no mc

feed a city that commanded the worli

main trade routes than the modem si

rounds of Persepolis could feed the capi

of a superpower such as the Persian e

pire. The mins of those cities, and of Ai

ens and Rome, are monuments to stal

that destroyed their own resource ba»

Nor are Westem civilizations the or

ones that committed ecological suicic

Pack rat middens have yielded the sar

conclusion for the twelfth-century o

lapse of the Anasazi Indian city at Cha

Canyon in New Mexico, as have lake p
len profiles for the Polynesian society tt

erected the gigantic stone statues

Easter Island. The collapse of Class

Maya civilization in Central America a

of Harappan civilization in India's Ind

Valley are other obvious candidates

ecodisasters. j
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Environmental determinism is not uni-

trsaiiy accepted among historians and

ithropologists, whose interests often lead

em to focus on human inventiveness. At

inimum, idiosyncrasies of cultures and

dividuals blur the lines of history's broad

ueprint laid down by the environment.

)r instance—to take a flagrant example

uch closer to our time than the cases I've

;en discussing—we can't rerun the film

modem history to make Hitler die in

e assassination attempt of July 20, 1 944,

it it seems likely that the map of modem
irope would now be quite different if

aus von Stauffenberg had placed his

iefcase containing the time bomb
ghtly closer to Hitler.

However, nature still sets outer bound-

ies on human productivity, and the most

werful peoples will tend to be those in

mmand of the best real estate. From

at point of view it's tragic to see modem
:ieties repeating the ecological misman-

ement of the past, with much more pow-

'ul tools of destruction in the hands of

more people. It's as if we hadn't al-

idy run that particular film many times

fore in human history, and as if we
in't know the inevitable outcome. Shel-

''s sonnet "Ozymandias" evokes Per-

x)lis, Tikal, and Easter Island equally

11; perhaps it will someday evoke to oth-

; the ruins of our own civilization:

I met a traveler from an antique land

Who said: "Two vast and trunkless

I

legs of stone

I Stand in the desert. Near them,

I on the sand.

Half sunk, a shattered visage lies,

whose frown.

And wrinkled lip, and sneer

I of cold command,
'Tell that its sculptor well those

' passions read

' Which yet survive, stamped on

I these lifeless things.

The hand that mocked them and

the heart that fed;

j
And on the pedestal these

I words appear:

I'My name is Ozymandias, king

j
of kings:

JLook on my works, ye Mighty,

I and despair!'

iNothing beside remains. Round
I the decay

Of that colossal wreck, boundless

and bare.

The long and level sands stretch

far away."

^\red Diamond studies biogeography

i\d teaches physiology at UCLA Medical
i hool.
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Thepalm-lined coast ofEleuthera, below, is only a short

distancefrom the salt water ofSweetings Pond. Right: At

the bottom ofBay Stacka in the Irish Sea, a solitary

starfish rests amid countless writhing brittle star arms.

Such densepopulations ofbrittle stars were common
hundreds ofmillions ofyears ago but arefound now in

only afew otherplaces, such as Sweetings Pond.
Gerry Ellis: Ellis Wildlife Collection
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An Octopus's Garden
In the Bahamas, an isolated saltwaterpond brimming with octopuses and

brittle stars offers a glimpse oflife in ancient seas

The flight from Miami to Eleuthera

Island in the Bahamas takes about an

hour, but it is lilce a trip back to another

time. In 1982-83, when I was doing field

research for my Ph.D., I lived in Gregory

Town, a settlement of five hundred farm-

ers and fishermen on the north end of the

island. My neighbors baked bread in out-

door ovens, grew sweet pineapples in the

rich, red soil, and fished for conch and

lobster for the tourist industry in Nassau.

Wrecked cars and old refrigerators sat

rusting everywhere—hauling them away

was too expensive. Only one telephone

line, passing through a wooden switch-

board dating to the early 1 900s, connected

us with the rest of the world.

If Gregory Town was something of an

anachronism, the biological conununity

living in a nearby saltwater lake was even

more so. Each day, my research assistant,

Craig Harms, and I loaded scuba tanks

into our monstrous '68 Chevy and lurched

four miles down the pothole-infested

Queens Highway. A short hike—in full

diving gear—through a watermelon patch

brought us stumbling to the edge of

Sweetings Pond. In its murky waters was

the most astonishing marine community I

have ever seen. Each two-hour dive in this

strange pond was like traveling back sev-

by Richard B. Aronson

eral hundred million years to the shallow

seas of the Paleozoic era.

Careful not to step on any of the spiny

sea urchins that dotted the shore, we

waded into the pond and swam out a few

hundred feet. Descending fifteen feet be-

low the surface, we saw tens of thousands

of brittle stars, animals with small, disk-

shaped bodies and five snakelike arms.

The brittle stars, with their dark green,

spiny arms, formed a tangled mat on the

sandy bottom. More of the animals

perched on sponges and coral he^ds rising

from the sand.

Almost all the brittle stars belonged to

the common Caribbean species Ophio-

thrix oerstedi, and the populations were at

least a hundred times as dense as those I

had seen on the open coast. Their numbers

reminded me of an animal community I

had previously seen only in fossiUzed

form: countless brittle stars preserved in

layers of rock. Conmiunities of these ani-

mals and other sedentary suspension feed-

ers, such as brachiopods (lamp shells),

bryozoans (moss animals), and crinoids

(the beautiful sea lilies and feather stars),

as well as a host of now-extinct forms, once

covered vast areas of the continents when

shallow seas extended far inland. Today,

many of the same invertebrates are either



inconspicuous residents of reefs and shal-

low waters or they live in deep waters.

Like the brittle stars, octopuses are

about a hundred times more common in

Sweetings Pond than on the coast of Eleu-

thera. Although I knew that the pond was

a good place to study octopuses, I never

expected to find them in such abundance.

They live in dens under clumps of brittle-

star-covered sponges and corals that are

scattered about the bottom, and almost

every hiding place we checked was occu-

pied by an octopus.

The Caribbean reef octopus, Octopus

briareus, has a pale bluish green irides-

cence beneath a variable pattern of red

markings. It fills the role of top predator in

the pond, just as extinct members of the

class Cephalopoda once reigned over life

in Paleozoic seas. The extinct inverte-

brates resembled today's octopuses and

squids, except that many of them had

coiled or cone-shaped shells. O. briareus

often hunts by crawUng along the bottom

until it finds a likely coral head at which to

feed. Then it darts onto the clump of coral,

the webbing between its arms stretched

out like a net. Poking its arms into the

crevices of the coral head, the octopus

captures crabs, shrimps, and worms.

Why the animal community in

Sweetings Pond is so different from that of

the surrounding coast cannot be easily ex-

plained. The water in the pond is chemi-

cally indistinguishable from that of the

open sea. Nearly a mile and a half long

and fifty feet deep in the center,

Sweetings Pond is cut off from the west

coast of the island by a thin strip of land,

and from the air it appears landlocked.

Yet the craggy limestone that makes up

the Bahamas is riddled with holes and

caverns of all sizes created by the dissolv-

ing action of rain and groundwater on the

soft rock. Through a myriad of under-

ground passageways. Sweetings Pond is

connected with the sea off Eleuthera's

west coast. The passageways are narrow,

however, allowing the pond to rise and fall

only a few inches with the ocean tides, in a

cycle slightly out of phase with the sea.

On my first dive in Sweetings Pond, I

noticed that one element of the nearby

coastal shallows and reefs was conspicu-
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ously absent. The pond lacks the large

populations of reef fish that are found

throughout the Caribbean. In more than a

year of diving in the pond, I saw only a

single grouper and a few other large, pred-

atory fish. The only common fish is a

small silver mojarra, which does not eat

brittle stars. Why the reef fish are missing

from Sweetings Pond remains a mystery.

Although the pond must have had preda-

tory fish when it was part of the sea

125,000 years ago (sea levels were higher

then), they have since disappeared from

its waters. I was not able to locate the

subterranean passages that now connect

the pond with the sea, but their size may
prevent all but a few fish from entering

the pond.

I thought that the peculiar community

in Sweetings Pond might be the result of

the absence of fish predators. In the open

sea, wrasses, grunts, porgies, and ball

fish all eat the brittle stars that live ui

rubble in shallows behind coral n
Snappers, barracudas, sharks, and a \

ety of other large fish hunt octopuse:

the reef. Groupers open their mouths

'

explosive force and can suck in unv

octopuses.

To see if the lack of predation a
account for the extraordinary abunda

of brittle stars in the pond, I tied a nun

of them to fishing weights, placed then

the bottom of the pond, and watched v

happened. For comparison, I condu<

the same experiment at a shallow site

the Eleuthera coast and, during my su

quent travels, at reefs in BeUze, Barba

and the Virgin Islands. In coastal wa(

wrasses and other small, predatory

voraciously consumed the brittle stars

contrast, the only predators in



In a reconstruction, left, sea lilies and other suspension-

feeding animals typical ofthe Paleozoic era sprout on the

muddy bottom ofa shallow Mississippian sea, some 325

millionyears ago. Perchedamong sponges, bryozoans, and

soft corals on the bottom ofthe Irish Sea, brittle stars,

below, extend their arms up into the swift current tofeed.
Roy Waller; NHPA

i>J

^ifiv ^.-

: eetings Pond experiments were two

>A'-moving invertebrates. One was a

: datory species of brittle star with

i! ooth arms; the other a polychaete worm
t' t would occasionally emerge from un-

: Tieath a coral head or a sponge and snip

aiarm off one of the brittle stars with its

ii's. (Brittle stars derive their common
nine from their ability to cast off their

3 ns when grabbed by a predator. Sacri-

%;A arms usually grow back after several

nnths. See "Stariight on the Reef," Oc-
t««r 1989.) Under natural conditions,

Use sluggish predators never get more
ti n an arm from a retreating brittle star.

le octopuses, starfish, and sea urchins in

t) pond do not eat brittle stars.

iHie number of brittle stars in

Meetings Pond is limited only by the

aiilability of rugged terrain. As the bot-

tiji flattens out, in the deeper portions of

the pond and in some shallow areas, the

brittle star population thins out. They may
prefer the rough bottom, where they can

perch on high spots to reach up into the

currents to feed

The lack of efficient predators also ex-

plains why the brittle stars in the pond

behave so differently from those on the

coast. In the pond they remain out in the

open, day and night, with their arms ex-

tended to catch small food particles from

the water. In contrast, the suspension-

feeding brittle stars in the coastal reef

communities are harder to find because

they hide under rocks during the day and

extend only a few arms at night to feed. I

found that after only a day, brittle stars

transplanted to the coast from the safety

of the pond learned to hide by day and

feed with caution at night. Likewise, when

the threat of predation was removed,

coastal brittle stars soon started to feed

day and night in the pond.

Normally the activities of octopuses are

hard to observe, but because they are so

abundant in Sweetings Pond, it proved to

be an exceptional place to watch them

during breeding season. Craig and I were

the first to witness this species mating in

the wild. The females lay their eggs in

dens and guard them until the young

hatch. As the eggs develop, hundreds of

tiny octopuses take shape in each clutch.

They hatch with a little squirt of ink

(which as adults they use as a defense

against their enemies) and swim straight

for the nearest shelter.

With no predators to reduce the num-

ber of octopuses in the pond, I wondered

what kept their population in check. Food

seemed plentiful, so I suspected that they

were limited mainly by the availability of

dens. I tested this idea by adding artificial

dens to some parts of the pond to see if I

could increase their numbers. Octopuses

will make their homes in cinder blocks, old

tires, coffee mugs, and all sorts of trash.

Fishermen in many parts of the world trap

octopuses by laying long lines of clay pots

on the sea floor.

I fashioned some octopus condomini-

ums out of short sections of plastic plumb-

ing tubing, and to make each one nice and

cozy, I sealed off one end with the cap

from a spaghetti sauce jar. Because the

caps happened to fit the tubes perfectly,

Craig and I were forced to eat enormous

amounts of spaghetti to get enough caps

for our experiment. Our gluttonous sacri-

fice for science did the trick; the number

of octopuses increased substantially in the

areas where I placed the tubes, as they
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immigrated from elsewhere in the pond.

In contrast to the pond, dens are plenti-

ful off the Eleuthera coast, but few octo-

puses are found in them. Adding tubes

there did not change local octopus num-
bers. Instead, small reef fish moved into

the tubes.

Dense brittle star communities also oc-

cur around the British Isles, off the coast

of Norway, and in a few other locations

around the world. I went scuba diving in

Bay Stacka, in the Irish Sea off the Isle of

Man. At a depth of ninety feet, I encoun-

tered a brittle star bed that covered more
than 125 acres. The sea floor was alive

with writhing brittle stars three or four

deep, completely obscuring the pebble

bottom. The brittle stars were so densely

packed that they crawled over one another

to get on top to feed. What must have been

trillions of arms waved back and forth in

the surge, capturing food particles.
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Bay Stacka is a particularly difficult

dive, because the seas often run five or six

feet and the wind howls along the dark

gray cliffs that plunge into the Irish Sea.

In addition, diving on these Northern Eu-

ropean brittle star beds is always a bit

risky because they only occur in areas

where the currents are strong. Enormous

volumes of water laden with food particles

must pass across the beds each hour to

feed several hundred billion hungry

mouths.

The fishermen from the Isle of Man
have traditionally avoided Bay Stacka.

Not only is the area dangerous but their

trawls come up packed with unmarket-

able brittle stars and not much else. Fish-

ing nets have even torn under the weight

of brittle stars, or "limbs," as they are

known locally.

I repeated the experiment of setting the

brittle stars out as bait. Not much hap-

pened to them in the brittle star beds; as

Sweetings Pond, the only predators in f

brittle star beds off the Isle of Man ;

slow-moving invertebrates.

Nearby rocky reefs, on the other hai

harbor all sorts of predators, includil

wrasses, flatfish, cod, and swimmii

crabs. (Such predators are absent fro

the adjacent brittle star beds because th

are themselves targets of larger fish a

do not venture more than ten or fifte

feet away from the protection of the roc

reef.) These predators rapidly polished

the experimental brittle stars that I H

set out. Predictably, brittle stars are r

easy to find in the places patrolled by fi

and crabs and are quite rare in the roc

reef communities.

If predation, or its absence, can haw

major influence on the structure of livi

marine communities, how might it ha

affected life in the geologic past? In t



Richard B. Aronson

' »zoic and the early part of the Meso-
( (about 500 to 1 50 milHon years ago),

hsand and mud bottoms of the shallow

: were populated with a host of seden-

i\ invertebrates that survived on food

ijicles filtered from the water. Such
iirse animals as brachiopods, bryo-

c IS, sea lilies, and brittle stars played an

lortant role in these ancient ecosys-

51 s. Sea lilies, attached by stalks to the

< cm, grew in dense patches in shallow

s before the late Mesozoic, and brittle

t beds were much more widespread
h 1 today Shelled cephalopods—the ex-

i) t relatives of the octopus—were the

( linant predators in many of these com-
iiities.

lear the end of the Mesozoic era, in the
'; taceous period ( 1 30 to 65 million years

i), something happened to drive most
<iom-dwelling, suspension-feeding ani-

ls out of business in shallow marine

Emergingfrom its egg, a tiny Caribbean reefoctopus, left,

eyes its surroundings before swimming offin search of
shelter among the coral heads. The top predator

in Sweetings Pond, the octopus is related to extinct

cephalopods that once hunted on the sea bottom. Below: Ina
ret ons true tion oflife in the Pennsylvanian, some 300 million

years ago, a cephalopod with a coiled shell stalks its prey.

environments. What caused this major

change?

The history of life is marked by occa-

sional mass extinctions, many of which

provide useful boundaries for dividing up

geologic time. The most devastating one

occurred at the end of the Permian, some

250 million years ago. Up to 96 percent of

marine species alive at the time became

extinct. The changes in the fossil record

were so dramatic that early paleontolo-

gists chose this point in geologic time as

the end of the Paleozoic era. The second

largest mass extinction closed the Meso-

zoic era at the end of the Cretaceous about

65 million years ago. (Although less

deadly than the mass extinction at the end

of the Permian, the Cretaceous extinction

is far more famous because many believe

it finished off the dinosaurs and may have

been triggered by the impact of a large

meteor or comet.) No evidence exists,

however, to link the death of brittle star

beds or other bottom-dwelling, suspen-

sion-feeding communities in the late Me-
sozoic with mass extinctions. The fossil

record shows that although brittle star

species evolved and became extinct over

time, brittle star beds as a type of marine

community survived the major mass ex-

tinction at the end of the Paleozoic and

two minor ones in the early part of the

Mesozoic. Then, nearly a hundred million

years later, most of the brittle star beds

and all the gardens of sea lilies gradually

disappeared from shallow waters, tens of

millions of years before the famous mass

extinction that ended the Cretaceous pe-

riod and the Mesozoic era.

The demise of these shallow marine

communities appears to have been caused

by markedly increased predation, rather

than by mass extinctions. At about the

time when brittle star beds became rare in

the fossil record, modem bony fish—tele-

osts—were expanding to fill the role of top

predators in the shallow marine waters.

The teleosts made their first appearance

soon after the beginning of the Mesozoic

era as small, herringUke fish. They under-

went a burst of evolution that made them
far more efficient predatore than earlier

fish, mainly because of their speed and
their highly evolved jaws, which could

crush the tough skeletons of many inverte-

brates. Shell-crushing crabs, lobsters, and
mantis shrimps also began a period of

rapid evolution in the middle of the Meso-
zoic. Fish and crustaceans continued to

diversify after the Cretaceous extinction,

in the Cenozoic. Knowing what fish and
crabs can do in modem marine communi-
ties, I suspect that these predators had a

similar effect on a worldwide scale over
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A Caribbean reefoctopus swoops down
on a coral head to hunt. The webbing

spread between its arms traps crabs and
shrimp that might otherwise escape.

tens of millions of years in the Mesozoic.

The new Mesozoic predators had three

additional effects. First, snails and other

invertebrates evolved spines and thick-

ened shells for defense against these skele-

ton crushers. Second, in the face of preda-

tion and competition from fish, cepha-

lopods assumed a minor role in coastal

communities. Octopuses are not nearly as

important as fish on temperate rocky reefs

or tropical coral reefs. Third, when sea

lilies were driven out of shallow-water

environments in the Cretaceous, they

were replaced by their relatives the

feather stars. Feather stars, which are not

attached to the bottom by stalks, can

crawl and, if necessary, even swim away
from their predators. Because these and a

number of other changes occurred at ap-

proximately the same time, Geerat

Vermeij, a paleontologist at the Univer-

sity of California at Davis, termed this

ecological upheaval the "Mesozoic ma-
rine revolution."

Today's rare brittle star beds are mod-
em analogues of a type of community that

was widespread in shallow marine waters

before the Mesozoic marine revolution.

As in Sweetings Pond, cephalopods—the

shelled varieties—were among the top

predators. The starfish, worms, and preda-

tory brittle stars that eat suspension-feed-

ing brittle stars in Sweetings Pond and
Bay Stacka are not much different from
their ancestors in the early Paleozoic. Sim-

ilar slow, inefficient predators probably

inhabited ancient brittle star beds, caus-

ing minimal disturbance.

Ecological anachronisms Uke Sweet-

ings Pond and Bay Stacka illuminate the

role predators have played in shaping ma-
rine communities over geologic time.

While mass extinctions precipitated enor-

mous and rapid changes in ancient marine

communities, the evolution of fish and
crustaceans has had equally dramatic ef-

fects. The highly efficient feeding innova-

tions that arose during the Mesozoic ma-
rine revolution were not lost at the end of

the Cretaceous. Many of the new preda-

tors survived the mass extinction. Today,

their descendants dominate life in shallow

waters, relegating the masters of the

Paleozoic seas to relative obscurity. D
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The small airstrip at Lukla, right,

was built in 1 964 to bring in supplies

to theKhumbu region ofNepal.

It opened the wayfor aflood oftourists

drawn to the remote mountains, below,

that tower over the villages.



Has Success Spoiled the Sherpas?
A mountain people walk afine line between business and Buddhism

by James F. Fisher

When I first made the two-week trek to

the Khumbu region of northeast Nepal in

1964 I hoped, like many Westerners, to

find Sherpas, the mountain-dwelling peo-

ple so skilled in climbing, living in Shan-

gri-La at the end of the trail. One night en

route, I dreamed that I arrived in Namche
Bazaar, the area's main village, to find a

gas station that serviced the cars there. It

was a nightmare: Shangri-La defiled.

When I finally did reach Namche, I found

neither gas station nor Shangri-La, just

Sherpas trying to muddle their way
through life like anybody else. Like the

anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss look-

ing for bare-bones humanity in Brazil, I

found only people.

Twenty-one years later I was sitting in a

tourist hotel in Namche one evening, im-

mersed in a book, when precisely at 6:00

P.M., the lights suddenly came on. It was a

couple of minutes before the extraordi-

nary revelation sank in that over my head

there was a light bulb burning, powered

by a recently installed hydroelectric tur-

bine in a village that previously had been

two weeks away from the nearest source of

electricity. Even that did not prepare me
for the discovery a little later the same
evening that the faint hum I heard during

dinner was the portable generator (the tur-

bine had its limits) providing electricity

for the video movies (some in English,

some in Hindi) being shown at the hotel

next door. What were tourist hotels doing

in Shangri-La? And what were they doing

to the Sherpas? That was what I had come
back to Khumbu to find out.

During my first trip, I was a member of

an expedition, led by Sir Edmund Hillary,

devoted to building schools in Sherpa vil-

lages. The Sherpas already had an indige-

nous institution something like a school

—

the Buddhist monastery—but the village

schools we were installing were very dif-

ferent. For one thing, their curriculum in-

cluded classes in science, mathematics,

and English, instead of purely reUgious

subjects. For another, their medium of

instruction was Nepali, the Sanskrit-de-

rived national language, while that of the

monastery was the totally unrelated Ti-

betan. Would the two institutions, I won-
dered abstractly in 1964, compete as the
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udents on their way to the Khumjung

hool, left, thefirst ofthe schools

lit by SirEdmund Hillary. A Sherpa

y, below, holds a bottle ofCoke.

>ft drinks are now available and, along

th candy supplied by tourists, have

teased dentalproblems.

us of literacy? Would some kind of so-

1 Gresham's law lead to "modernity" at

expense of an eclipsed Sherpa culture

i an effaced Buddhism?

A'hen I tried to answer this question

ire than two decades later, the effects of

; schools seemed swamped by a torrent

tourists, for Sir Edmund's expedition

i also built a short, dirt airstrip at a

iervedly obscure little hamlet called

kla. At the time neither he nor I imag-

d that it would soon funnel thousands

( trekkers into Khumbu, to see Mount
erest and the other snow and ice fangs

tit tower over the villages there. We
s )uld have expected such a result, since

t: airstrip reduced Kathmandu-
1 imche travel time from fourteen days to

fty minutes, but we didn't. Modem
I iss tourism is a phenomenon dating only

i m the mid-1960s, when industrial afflu-

< :e, an expanding middle class, and rela-

t ely cheap commercial jet travel com-
l led to make it possible. Following the

I : of ecological concerns, its adventure

tirism variant developed as an anti-

dote to industrial civilization's discontent.

But all these tourists only raised again,

in slightly altered form, the same nagging

question I had asked about the schools:

would they "Westernize" the Sherpas?

The answer to both questions has to do

with how education and tourism together

have affected life in Khumbu.
Only a handful of Western tourists had

visited Khumbu before 1964, but there is

nothing new about tourism in India or

Nepal. The ancient tradition of pilgrim-

age (the Nepali term is tirtha) is orga-

nized and commercialized enough to

evoke reverberations of tourism in the

modem sense. While the devout derive

spiritual satisfaction from pilgrimage to a

shrine (the farther the distance, the

greater the sanctity), adventure tourists

similarly feel relaxed and satisfied the far-

ther they get into the hinterland. In India,

most pilgrims are organized by guides

who have divided among themselves the

whole of India, each one holding a monop-

oly on pilgrims from his area. Western

tourists to Khumbu are also often orga-

nized by different trekking companies.

What this means for school-going Sher-

pas is that at some point they will be torn

between staying in school and the tempta-

tion of signing on to work for a trekking

company. On the one hand, the prospect

of becoming a sardar (head Sherpa for a

mountaineering expedition or tourist

group) is much improved if one is literate

in English and Nepali; on the other, the

lure of handsome wages immediately is

hard to resist. The attitude of Sherpa par-

ents toward education is founded on other

concerns, but it is equally ambivalent.

When my friend Ang Rita wanted to con-

tinue beyond elementary school in the

mid-1960s, before there were any tourists,

his parents wanted him to stay home and

help out with the chores—gathering fire-

wood, herding yaks, and so on. Even when

he scored the highest grades in the coun-

try on the School Leaving Certificate

exam (the national high-school graduation

exam), his parents tried, unsuccessfully,

to discourage him from going to college.

Their sentiment was, education is a good

thing, but enough is enough.

Although nowadays many students in

Ang Rita's village of Khumjung drop out

before graduating from high school to

work for tourists, the impact of tourism

there is not as obvious as it is in Namche,

which, videos aside, has been more af-

fected by tourism than any other Sherpa

village. Eighty-four percent of all

Namche households have at least one per-

son working in tourism, many of them

among the roughly 200 villagers literate in

Nepah (up from virtually none in 1964).

Some work as trekking guides, some join

mountaineering expeditions as Kigh-alti-

tude porters, some entrepreneurs open

shops and hotels (there are roughly

twenty-five in Namche alone). Whether

shop owners or mountain guides, Sherpas

have never in their lives had so much
money to spend.

In the mid-1960s, it was easier for Ang
Rita to decide to stay in school, because

expedition jobs were very scarce and tour-

ist jobs nonexistent. If he could have

found a job at all in those days, Ang Rita

would have earned fifteen rapees per day,

compared to sixty-five mpees now. The
similarity in dollar equivalents ($2.00 ver-

sus $2.60) masks a critical difference:

since any Sherpa who wants a job in to-

day's tight labor market can have one,

cash is commonplace rather than, as for-

merly, rare. Furthermore, Sherpas can

now sell potatoes (their main crop) to tour-

ists for twenty-five rapees per kerosene tin

as against two rapees before. A significant

disadvantage is that the price of rice (a

prestigious imported crop that is eaten

much more now than it used to be) has

climbed from twenty-six to ninety rapees

per gallon. Today, with his B.A., Ang
Rita's options transcend the normal tour-

ism possibilities.

When asked what they have done with

all their substantial eamings, Sherpas re-

ply that they have "eaten" their money

—

and this usually means that they now eat a

more varied and expensive diet than previ-

ously. This can mean more fraits and veg-

etables imported for the weekly bazaar in

Namche or even the distribution of candy

to children by tourists, which increases

dental problems. "Eating" money can also

mean, in Kathmandu, spending it not only

on more expensive food but also on alco-
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Yaks carry the supplies offoreign trekkers, below. Although a number of
crossbreeds, like zopkio, are also used, onlyyaks can carry loads

to the highest elevations. Right: Sherpas have loaded a zopkio before

headingout with tourists on a trail.

hoi, parties, taxis, movies, and so on. Sher-

pas believe in the Tibetan proverb they

quote, "You don't become poor from eat-

ing, but from being lazy."

For their part, many tourists to

Khumbu are pessimistic about the effects

of tourism. For them, the prize trophy

caught in the tourist trap is the Sherpas

who are its bait. They believe tourism

(their own presence exempted) ultimately

will dehumanize and destroy the integrity

and richness of Sherpa culture because it

will transform their way of life into an

industry. They also worry about degrada-

tion of the environment through deforesta-

tion and the polluting effects of their own

garbage.

Sherpas also worry about pollution

(tip), but their concept of it has nothing to

do with the tin cans, plastic, and toilet

paper that Westerners leave behind. Tip is

something internal, a moral state of mind,

and is not generated ultimately from em-

pirical observation of the natural world.

Pollution can have religious causes, such

as an imbalanced relationship with deities.

Or it can be induced socially by contact

with low-caste blacksmiths, of whom
there are a few families in Namche. West-

erners would surely, if they were aware of

these social discriminations, moderate

their views of Sherpa society as being

egalitarian. They would be even more

likely to modify their views if they realized

that they themselves were a source of tip

and that, until recently, many Sherpas

returning from expeditions had to be puri-

fied before they were allowed back inside

their own houses.

Unlike their Western clients, Sherpas

do not regard the giant snow peaks that

rise out of their villages as lemu, the most

general Sherpa term for beautiful. Lemu
can describe inanimate objects as well as

people. But while a field or forest might be

lemu, the mountains are not. Their lack of

color (their whiteness) is regarded as bor-

ing—not a surprising judgment in view of

the Sherpa preference for vivid colors evi-

dent in such disparate contexts as reli-

gious paintings and women's aprons. As it

often does, familiarity has bred indiffer-

ence rather than awe.

Truth to tell, Sherpas are mystified that

Westerners spend so much time and

money to see what to them are sometimes

sacred but not very interesting mountains.

Even the most experienced sardars admit

they cannot fathom why Europeans

climb, although they have hunches about

motives, principal among them fame,

money, and science. This does not mean
they do not enjoy the camaraderie and the

scenic views or the satisfaction of a job

well done. It simply means that those rea-

sons alone would never motivate them to

go trekking or climbing, because for Si

pas these are not escapes from the wor

day world—they are the workaday woi

Despite these mutual misperception

long tradition of mutual admiration 1

grown up between tourists and Sherp

,

based on stereotypes of each other Wi •

emers see Sherpas as peaceful, honi,

hardy, cheerful, brave, and so on. Th

;

images are accurate as far as they go, 1

they capture only one side of Shei

personality. Only when the trek is o

and the tourists have left do the drink,

binges and general hell raising, which m'

last for days, take place. The rare Shen

who drinks only imported beer (Heineli

is a favorite) instead of the traditiol

homemade chang may be using a stratf

'

to avoid mandatory c/ia«^-drinking

sponsibilities (Sherpa hospitality is un-

lenting) and the alcoholism and ulci

that go with them.

The pre-Lukla airstrip image that Sh •

pas held of Westerners was one of tech
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i ically sophisticated, wealthy, generous,

i 11-intentioned—if not always very phys-
' lly strong—people. But this image has

i

en way in recent years to a less clearly

:i used one that has emerged out of the

'f erpas' experiences with thousands upon
; lusands of tourists—from a psychotic

I ;nchwoman, who had to be straitjack-

:i d and evacuated, to the American who
t»k the vows of a lama. Increasingly self-

Jifident, Sherpas now frequently drop

II; old "sahib" suffix and address their

*;stem clients on a first-name basis,

inething no house- or hotel-servant or

: r guide in Kathmandu would dream of

; ng. Foreigners are now as likely to be
' lught crude as clever, cheap as gener-

: i, demanding and arrogant as friendly

i\ unassuming.

The economic shift to tourism has pro-

J:ed an incipient class of "tourist Sher-

Fi," who nevertheless largely remain as

- turally rooted in Khumbu as the plain-

i\i potato farmer. The new breed of Sher-

pas no longer wear sheepskin pants, but

they know who they are. True, they wear

down jackets, drink sugar (instead of salt)

tea, and partition their houses into smaller

rooms easier to heat, but these are superfi-

cial matters in themselves. What is more
important is that Sherpas are proud of

being Sherpas. No matter how wealthy or

famous they have become, through moun-

taineering accomplishments or university

educations, they continue to think of

themselves uncompromisingly as Sherpas

and as Buddhists. (When Tengboche mon-

astery burned to the ground in 1 989, Sher-

pas quickly organized an executive com-

mittee, chaired by Ang Rita, to oversee

the construction of a larger, solar-heated

building.) Those with cash—mostly youn-

ger Sherpas—have risen in stature and

authority at the expense of the tradition-

ally esteemed village elders (but not of the

very old, who were traditionally, and still

are, concerned with otherworldly mat-

ters). Sherpas are so massively reinforced

at every point for being Sherpa that there

is every reason not only to "stay" Sherpa

but even to flaunt one's Sherpahood. One
might say that part of the pay they receive

from tourists is pay for being Sherpa or at

least for performing the role that the pop-

ular image of Sherpa demands.

Tourist Sherpas and educated Sherpas,

such as Ang Rita, are thus not marginal to

their society at all but fully within its fold.

Ang Rita has built his own house in a

Kathmandu suburb, but he has also, as the

youngest son (following the rule of ultimo-

geniture), kept the house in Khumjung
that he inherited from his parents. One
Sherpa who has lived in Kathmandu for

more than twenty years now holds a high

and trusted position in the civil-religious

hierarchy in his village, where he returns

during the annual Dumje festival (a com-
munity religious festival with the social

atmosphere of a carnival). That he is

rarely in his village does not diminish his

status there—on the contrary, his success
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Sherpa children, below, attending village schools

built by Hillary, can now study mathematics, science,

and English instead ofthe strictly religious subjects of
the monastery schools. Right. A woman removes

potatoes that have been stored in the ground. Potatoes are

the Sherpas ' main crop and are typically eaten boiled.

in the travel business in Kathmandu has

endorsed and enhanced it.

The transformation of the economy

from mixed farming, animal husbandry,

and trading to heavy dependence on tour-

ism has already passed from the novel to

the traditional. But it is what Sherpas

have learned and are learning in the

schools that enables them to exploit the

change, to control and confront it on their

own terms, rather than be exploited and

victimized by it. Among other things, edu-

cation extends their options beyond risk-

ing their lives as high-altitude porters

(from 1950 through 1988, eighty-three

Sherpas died on mountaineering expe-

ditions in Nepal). Educated Sherpas can

excel in the guiding business, and highly

educated Sherpas like Ang Rita, who is

now executive director of Sir Edmund
Hillary's Himalayan Trust, can move be-

yond it. They can hold front-office jobs, as

well as carry loads and set up tents. In

1978 Sherpas had a majority financial in-

terest in only four out of twenty registered

trekking companies; in 1988 they owned

twenty-six out of fifty-six.

Like the traditional long-distance trade

to Tibet in which they used to engage,

tourism is a centrifugal force that pulls

Sherpas out of their small communities

and into a wider world. Thus, tourism for-

tuitously arose to take up the economic

slack created when trade was shut down
by the Chinese in Tibet. The Sherpas had

a long tradition of dealing with, and profit-

ing from, foreigners; tourists and moun-

taineers are just the latest variety of for-

eigner to do business with. For those who
are successful in the tourist trade (the

more educated are the more successful), it

provides substantial wealth without ex-

ploiting fellow Sherpas and therefore is

evidence of good karma. Sherpas do not

admire greed, but they acknowledge it as

a universal human trait. Tourism is a novel

means to attain a traditional material end.

Employment in tourism means less

manpower to farm and herd animals, so

the number of yaks has decreased while

the number of crossbreeds has increased.

These animals are distributed among
more, but smaller, herds, which graze, or

rather overgraze, closer to the villages.
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Thus, the highly specialized transhu-

mance of preairstrip days has evolved into

a more settled pastoral nomadism.

Because of different grazing and cli-

matic requirements, herders tend to spe-

cialize either in crossbreeds or yaks, but

some of the rich and successful sardars

now own herds of both, which they use for

carrying tourist loads but deploy in differ-

ent ecological zones. They use zopkio (the

male crossbreed) to carry loads from

Lukla as far as Namche (almost 50 per-

cent of Namche's 102 households own

zopkio, which can carry the loads of two

humans), and then switch to yaks for the

higher, final leg of the trip to the Everest

base camp area, thus capitalizing on the

divergent capacities of the animals in dif-

ferent climates and at contrasting alti-

tudes. The investment in a zopkio can be

recouped in ten round trips between Lukla

and Namche, and the only maintenance

they require is the hay that the animal

itself can carry on top of its load.

Change occurs in the circumventing or

shortcutting of tradition, not its elimina-

tion. For example, because of the time and

trouble and expense involved, some of the

stages in the traditional sequence (spread

out over several years) of marriage rituals

are now frequently omitted. Instead, cou-

ples may go directly from sodhne (engage-

ment) to zendi (final vows) at younger

ages, and even more frequently than be I

fore on a "love" rather than "arranged'

basis. In 1982 the hosts for the annua

Dumje feast in Khumjung propose^

distributing uncooked (rather tha

cooked) rice to each village house on th

grounds that cooking such massive quant

ties of rice, only to reheat it again late

before eating, is a wasteful and inefficier

use of energy. The notion was so contrc

versial it was not accepted, but the ide

was broached and might be adopted in th

future; if it is, the menu will change, bu

Dumje will continue.

My original hypothesis was that the el

fects of the schools on Sherpa life wer

minimal compared with the massiv

restructuring of the economy by tourisn

But Sherpas like Ang Rita made me rea

ize that the schools are the crucial lin

between tradition and modernity: th

schools have enabled Sherpas to exploi

the forces of change. Having successfuU

met the modem world on its own grounc

these educated Sherpas have the culture

self-confidence to intensify the ethni

identity of all Sherpas. While tourisr

knocked the Sherpa economy off cente

the schools stabilized Sherpa society b

giving it the tools to maintain its cultun

equilibrium. Coming before tourism, th

schools bought the Sherpas time to adjui

to the new order.

.
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After heavy rains, afreshlyfilledpond

becomes a breeding groundfor hundreds

ofmeadow treefrogs.
Martha L. Crump

You Eat

What You Are
In Costa Rica it's afrog-eat-frogworld

by Martha L. Crump

In the lush highlands of the Cordillera

de Tilaran, a mountain range in north-

western Costa Rica, liverworts, mosses,

ferns, and bromeliads cover every inch of

tree trunk and branch. Resplendent quet-

zals feed in the fruiting trees, and howler

monkeys roar in the forest, proclaiming

their territorial rights. And in the muddy
puddles of a rain-soaked pasture little can-

nibals eliminate the competition. Hun-

dreds of meadow tree frog tadpoles vora-

ciously devour eggs that adult frogs

(whose raucous "wraank wraanks" ring

across the pasture) have just deposited.

In fifteen years of studying amphibians

in the New World tropics, only rarely had

I seen tadpoles eat eggs of their own spe-

cies, and never to this extent. Searching

the pasture for more cases of oophagy

(egg eating), I found that some pools con-

tained only eggs, while other pools had

only tadpoles. In every pool with both, the

tadpoles were eating the eggs.

What's more, the tadpoles were not eat-

ing the unfertilized, or "dead," eggs, but

rather the fertilized ones. When I took

half a clutch from a puddle, the tadpoles

consumed the remaining half in an hour,

while the eggs I removed developed nor-

mally and hatched. Even very young tad-

poles, just a few days old, gobbled up

freshly deposited eggs. Tadpoles also con-

sumed hatchlings. And many times I saw

tadpoles feeding on tadpoles their own size

and age in the pasture depressions.

Injured tadpoles seem especially likely

to end up in others' guts. For example,

after a cow walked through a puddle, I

saw masses of tadpoles eating those that

had been wounded by the cow's hoofs.

Even in less disturbed habitats, such as

forests, wherever large mammals walk

through puddles or tree branches fall into

the water, maimed tadpoles become the

main course of another tadpole's dinner.

Cannibalism, which scientists define as

the eating of a live individual of one's own
kind, is not rare. It has been documented

in more than 1 ,300 species, from insects to

mammals, and is especially common
when populations are dense and food is

limited. Under such conditions, the canni-

bal eats well and at the same time elimi-

nates a possible competitor or predator.

But I began to wonder whether there

might be another advantage to cannibal-

ism. Perhaps it provides the optimal bal-

ance of nutrients needed for growth and

body maintenance. The ideal diet for an

animal may be matched by nutrients in

the bodies of individuals of the same spe-

cies. If "you are what you eat," why not

eat what you are?

Do cannibals grow larger, develop

faster, or have a reproductive advantage

over noncannibals? My first test of this

hypothesis, in collaboration with Gary

Meffe of the Savannah River Ecology

Laboratory, involved mosquitofish, min-

now-size fish that live in ponds and slow-

moving streams. They often eat mosquito

larvae and pupae, which is how they got

their name. Mosquitofish give birth to live

young and are cannibahstic. We per-

formed two experiments in which we di-

vided the fish into four groups and fed

each group a different diet. After fifty

days, we measured growth and reproduc-

tive variables in the fish. In the first ex-

periment, large, mature females that had

been fed other mosquitofish carried em-

bryos that were more developed than fe-

males that had been fed commercial fish

food, brine shrimp, or catfish. The advan-

i^^i-;-:
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tage of a cannibalistic diet for large fe-

males, therefore, is faster embryonic

development, which enables them to have

more broods in less time and thereby leave

more offspring.

In the second experiment, young fe-

male mosquitofish carrying their first off-

spring grew best on the cannibalistic diet.

These fish allocated much of their food

intake to growth rather than to developing

their offspring faster. Unlike mature ones,

young females stand to gain much by

growing large, because the larger their

bodies, the larger the number of their off-

spring. The faster a fish can grow large,

the sooner it can begin producing large

broods; this growth gain eventually trans-

lates into greater lifetime reproductive

output. Thus, depending on the fish's age,

a cannibalistic diet yielded either growth

for future reproductive success or imme-

diate reproductive advantages, both im-

portant to fish in nature.

I was eager to test these ideas with

tadpoles. Perhaps cannibalism allows tad-

poles to grow large or to develop quickly

from hatching to metamorphosis. I re-

turned to Costa Rica to learn more about

meadow tree frogs and conduct experi-

ments with the tadpoles. These frogs have

an "explosive" breeding system. After

heavy rains, the males seem to appear

from nowhere, hundreds of tiny, lemon

yellow bodies dotting shallow puddles and

pools. The gathering gets extremely noisy

as the males try to attract females by

outcalling one another. About a day later,

the females arrive, and the orgy begins.

Males at a breeding site may outnumber

females two to one, resulting in intense

competition. At times, more than a dozen

males may cluster around a single female,

each trying to mate with her.

Shortly after pairing ends, each female

begins to deposit her hundreds of eggs,

moving around, leaving a few eggs here, a

few there, and attaching each small mass

to submerged vegetation. This behavior, a

classic example of not putting all one's

eggs in a single basket, reduces the chance

that all the eggs will get eaten by any one

predator. (If a puddle has been around for

a while, it may contain dragonfly or diving

beetle eggs, for example. The larvae of

these insects are major frog predators.)

However, with so many females and so

few puddles, even small puddles accumu-

late thousands of eggs during a single eve-

ning's orgy. Within two days the eggs

hatch, and if all goes well, the tadpoles will

grow and develop within their little micro-

cosm during the next five to six weeks

before metamorphosing into froglets.

Rainy season is unpredictable, though.

At times, the rains stop and the puddles

dry up, bringing death to tens of thou-

sands of tadpoles. Life is tough even when

the rains fall. Large numbers of tadpoles

breeding in small bodies of water mean

intense competition for the limited

amount of plant matter and detritus on

which tadpoles feed. Frequently, other

species of frogs deposit eggs in the same

puddles used by the meadow tree frogs.

The question I hoped to answer was: What

advantage, if any, do tadpoles gain by

eating their own kind instead of frogs of

other species?

My experimental design paralleled the

one I used for mosquitofish, except that I

also controlled the number of calories

each individual received. I raised tadpoles

from a single clutch of eggs (to minimize

variation in genetic influence on growth

and development) in individual contaii

ers. I fed some of them commercial tac

pole food mixed with tadpoles of either c

two closely related species of tree frog:

The others received tadpoles of their ow

species.

The results clearly showed th^

meadow tree frog tadpoles feeding on otl

ers of their species were significant!

larger at metamorphosis. This is an impo

tant advantage. Large individuals ca'

withstand loss of water from their ski

better than small individuals because the

have a lower skin surface area to voluin

ratio. Also, large froglets can take a wid

range of prey because they have bigg£

mouths, and of course, they are less su:

ceptible to predation by small predator

And finally, froglets that are large i

metamorphosis may reach reproductiv

maturity sooner than small froglets. I

general, large adult size benefits bot

sexes: large males obtain mates more su<

cessfuUy, and large females produce mor

eggs than small females.

The experiments also demonstrate

that diet exerts little influence on the nun

ber of days required to develop froi

hatching to metamorphosis. This suggest

that the tadpoles adapted long ago t
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During mating season, a male meadow treefrog, usually

brown, turns yellow, left. Afterpairing with a male in a tree or

shrub, below, thefemale will scatter her eggs in the ephemeral

ponds andpuddles ofthe tropicalforest.
Both photographs by Martha L. Crump

iveloping in ephemeral bodies of water:

ice they already develop as quickly as

issible, even a first-rate diet can't im-

ove their growth rate.

But if cannibalism so enhances grovrth

meadow tree frog tadpoles, why isn't

e behavior more widespread in other

ecies of frogs and toads? I think the

iswer relates to the balance between

nefits and costs. One cost of cannibal-

n is the risk of eating a relative that

ares genes with the cannibal. (Fitness in

e Darwinian sense is measured solely by
e number of descendants an individual

ives. However, most scientists today

are an expanded view of evolution that

:ludes the individual's kin. In the theory

inclusive fitness, success depends on the

lative number of an individual's genes

at are passed on, either directly by the

dividual or by close relatives.) A prereq-

site to the evolution of cannibalism,

en, should be that an individual is un-

;ely to encounter a close relative. If adult

Jgs return to their natal ponds to breed,

eir tadpoles will likely encounter cous-

5. However, if the frogs disperse ran-

imly, and to sites distant from their natal

mds, their offspring will be less likely to

me in contact with cousins. Likewise,
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the more egg-laying sites, the less often

tadpoles will encounter cousins.

The timing of egg laying should also

affect the evolution of cannibalism. If the

frogs concentrate egg laying and breeding

within a short period of time, with hun-

dreds of pairs mating synchronously in

one pool and each female depositing hun-

dreds or thousands of eggs, most of the

other tadpoles encountered by an individ-

ual tadpole will not be close relatives.

However, in species with a more pro-

longed breeding period (egg laying spread

out over many weeks or months), fewer

females lay eggs simultaneously at a given

site, and the risk of a tadpole's eating a

sibling increases. Unless the tadpoles can

recognize siblings and avoid eating them,

the net benefit of cannibalism is reduced.

Other researchers have shown that tad-

poles of some species are able to recognize

siblings and prefer to associate with them
rather than with unrelated individuals of

the same age and size. Perhaps this dis-

criminatory ability has evolved in canni-

balistic tadpoles as a means of reducing

the cost of cannibalism.

Other traits generally thought to be ad-

aptations that protect against predation

may protect against cannibalism as well.

For example, vulnerability to predation is

particularly great in the short period be-

tween the emergence of the forelimbs and

the resorption of the tail. Like adolescent

humans, frogs and toads at this stage of

development are passing through an awk-

ward phase; they can neither swim as well

as younger tadpoles nor hop as well as

fully metamorphosed froglets. During this

vulnerable period they develop exceed-

ingly fast, which helps reduce the risk of

predation from birds and snakes. By
developing so quickly, they may also avoid

being eaten by their own kind.

While raising Cuban tree frog tadpoles

a few years ago, I observed numerous in-

stances of cannibalism. In every case, the

cannibal was a young tadpole lacking ex-

posed forelimbs and the victim was a more
advanced individual going through meta-

morphosis. The victim had crawled out of

the water and perched on emergent vege-

tation, leaving its tail, and sometimes its

hind legs, submerged. The cannibal bit

into the tail or hind legs of the victim and
pulled it into the water. Within seconds

other tadpoles joined in (presumably at-

tracted either by the motion of the strug-

gling tadpole or by chemical cues), and
soon a feeding frenzy erupted, with as
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many as ten tadpoles feeding on the hap-

less victim. The same behavior has been

seen in spadefoot toads.

The hormone thyroxine regulates the

timing of metamorphosis in frogs and

toads. Presumably, metamorphosing tad-

poles have a higher concentration of thy-

roxine in their bodies than do less devel-

oped individuals. Could a tadpole possibly

get an extra dose of thyroxine and thereby

accelerate its development by eating an-

other, more developed tadpole? (Among

arthropods, it is common for smaller,

younger individuals to prey on elders dur-

ing their vulnerable periods of molting

and pupation.) If so, this particular type of

cannibalism may be especially advanta-

geous for species breeding in ephemeral

bodies of water.

Representatives of at least nine families

of frogs and toads lay eggs on land and

undergo direct development, thus elimi-

nating the vulnerable, free-swimming tad-

pole stage. Still other species carry their

eggs and young with them until metamor-

phosis. In at least five species, the females

retain eggs in their oviducts, giving birth

to miniature froglets. These adaptations

probably evolved not only to avoid the

combination of the predator-rich aquatic

environment and the unpredictable,

ephemeral nature of aquatic sites but also

to avoid cannibalism.

Many frogs seek newly filled puddles in

which to deposit their eggs, and it has been

assumed that they do so to avoid predation

by insects. I wondered if frogs also seek

new puddles to avoid cannibalism. My
preliminary data suggest that this is the

case; female meadow tree frogs choose

sites on the basis of whether or not tad-

poles are already there, preferring to lay

their eggs in "clean" areas.

Meanwhile, back in the forest clearing,

meadow tree frog tadpoles are eating like

there's no tomorrow—in hopes of escap-

ing their evaporating puddles. Rain hasn't

fallen for a week. I watch a cohort of

tadpoles stranded in a water-filled cow

hoofprint and intervene by pouring a

bucket of water over them. I imagine I

hear gasps of relief, and I wonder, who will

be the cannibals and who will be the vic-

tims today?
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Hungry tadpoles devour an older member oftheir own species.

Frogs undergoing metamorphosis, such as this victim, are more

vulnerable topredation than tadpoles. After their limbs

have emerged—in this case only the hind ones—but before

the tail has been resorbed, they can neitherswim as well as

tadpoles nor hop as well as adultfrogs.



Ghafula, ayoung male serval, listens intentlyfor the rustling

ofsmallprey in the grass. Servals search out prey by

sniffingandrummaging in vegetation andpoking into holes,

particularly after an unsuccessfulpounce.



The Servals ofGorigor
Elusive and shy ofhumans, these small cats thrive in the grasslands and

marshes ofTanzania's Ngorongoro Crater

Text and photographs by Aadje Geertsema

Only two black-and-white eartips were

visible above the carpet of tall grass; had I

not been following the female cat since

early morning, I would have missed her

altogether. After moving about for a mo-
ment, she disappeared. Once more only

golden grass waved in the east wind that

rolled across the crater rim. Such fleeting

images were typical of my sightings of

servals during the many hours I spent

watching and following the small cats in

northern Tanzania's Ngorongoro Crater.

On and off during a four-aftd-a-half-

year period beginning in the late seventies,

I lived and worked in the Ngorongoro—

a

vast caldera with walls up to 2,000 feet

high and a floor ten miles across. Watered
by springs and streams, its grasslands sus-

tain a great variety of wildlife, including

the often-overlooked, secretive serval.

Because of its shyness, solitary exis-

tence, and mostly nocturnal habits, we
know very little about the African serval

(or, for that matter, two other small Afri-

can cats, the caracal and the wildcat). Yet

servals live throughout the African conti-

nent, except in areas where they have been

wiped out by hunting and human popula-

tion pressures. They are common in well-

watered habitats of the grass savannas;

along river reedbeds, swamps, and the

edge of forests; in brush and open wood-

lands; in bamboo thickets; and even on

high-altitude moorlands.

I was able to follow and observe these

cats because tourism has accustomed

most animals in the crater to motor vehi-

cles. To my amazement, within two or

three months, some of the servals I was
studying became habituated to my Land-

Rover. Neither the noise and fumes nor

my occasional use of a spothght and head-

lights during night observations seemed to

bother them. From time to time, a female

I called Giza would even go so far as to

obstruct my observation efforts at midday
by seeking shade in front of or under my
car. On a number of occasions, I found the

young, inquisitive male I had named
Uchao looking at me with greenish eyes

through the windshield from the Land-

Rover's hood, or jumping onto the roof

and making my task of keeping up-to-the-

minute records virtually impossible.
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Despite these occasional close encoun-

ters, weeks would sometimes pass without

my seeing any telltale eartips in the tall

grass. At other times, I would find servals

several days running. Still, over the four

and a half years, I was able to build up a

picture of the servals' distribution, den-

sity, ranging patterns, social interactions,

and feeding habits.

I sighted Giza during my first visit to

the crater in November 1977. Giza was a

very approachable female, and as it

turned out, she became my best-known

and most inspiring research companion,

sharing her whereabouts off and on

through my last sighting of her when I

revisted the crater on a trip in 1985. Like

all servals, Giza was a slender, long-legged

cat, about two feet tall at the shoulder and

two to three feet long. The species' unusu-

ally long legs and neck suggest that it is
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icially adapted to living in areas witii

h grass and shrubs, and its huge, oval-

iped ears aid in hunting where visibility

K)or. When away from the protection of

fetation, in open areas with short grass,

erval runs or adopts a slinking posture

:il it again finds adequate cover in taller

iss and scrub.

learned to identify individual servals

their unique spot and stripe patterns,

notches, and coat and nose colors.

ntually, I could recognize thirty-six

vals on the crater floor, but I concen-

ted on the thirteen living in a swampy,

en-square-mile area called Gorigor.

th its seasonal water holes, reeds, and

tercourses ending in grasslands, Gori-

was an ideal home for servals.

nervals typically range by themselves,

lOugh they are occasionally found in

rs or in a family group consisting of a

A young serval, left, looks up, momentarily interrupted in the middle of
a grooming session. Bottom left: All servals have black ears with a distinct, broad

white bar. Cuts or notches in ears help in identifying individual cats. Below: Eartips,

pricked up topinpoint the exact location ofprey, are sometimes all that

can be observed ofa serval in the high grass.

m^ tW'^ti^^

female and her kittens. Soon after I found

Giza, I located a fairly tame male I called

Gayana. During the time that I observed

them, Gayana and Giza appeared to have

stable, overlapping ranges in Gorigor

—

Gayana's was seven and a half square

miles and Giza's six and a half. Generally,

females' ranges do not overlap, but male

servals try to overlap their territories with

those of as many females as they can.

Since so little was known about the ser-

val's movements in the wild, I tried as

much as possible to follow animals for

continuous twelve- or twenty-four-hour

periods, both by day and by night, in spite

of weather and terrain.

I discovered that these cats are ex-

tremely active during the early morning

and late afternoon—a so-called crepuscu-

lar activity pattern. In overcast and cooler

weather, servals also hunt and travel in the

middle of the day, but normally they rest

during the hottest time of the day and for

shorter intervals during the night—in all,

about 40 percent of each twenty-four-hour

period.

On bright moonlit nights, I could follow

the cats after sundown and found that

they were particularly active between

10:00 and 1 1 :00 p.m. and from 4:00 to 5:00

J
A.M., and that these bouts were invariably

followed by a period of sleep. These nights

were often the most challenging times

spent down in the crater. Sometimes cloud

cover floated over the east rim, making it

next to impossible to see anything. And at

times, not even hot chocolate, coff"ee, or

the view of the beautiful, moonlit crater

could keep me from dozing off"—even

while a serval was resting next to my car

—

and I would wake up with a start to find

my cat gone.

Servals generally range one and a half

miles each day and about half that at

night. Gayana, however, patrolled far and

wide within his range, and once I foUowed

him for more than four miles. Males and

females mark territory by squirting or

spraying urine on grass clumps, rubbing

their faces on the ground, scraping the

ground with their claws and feet, and defe-

cating. (Some servals regularly scent

marked the Land-Rover and sometimes

even clawed the tires.) Encounters be-

tween servals increased marking activi-

ties, and Gayana set a record by scent

marking 556 times in the course of a day

when he met and traveled with Giza.

Social interactions between male and

female servals are usually limited to short
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A huge amount of energy is packed into a

serval's pounce. Here a young serval leaps upon

its prey, hidden in the tall grass.
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Tremendously agile, a serval can bound more than tenfeet, right, springmore

thanfivefeet in the air, and swerve in the air midpounce. Failing to catch itsprey on

afirst try, a serval may switch to bouncy, zigzagpounces. Below: Young servals

frequently "play" with prey before eating it. After throwing a rat into the

air and catching it, thisyoungserval will again ambush its victim ifit tries to

scuttle off. Below right:A serval immobilizes prey by a blow with one or both

front paws; once itsprey lies stunned, a serval will oftenpounce again.

^

:..^'

travel and rest times together. Early one

morning, for example, when I was follow-

ing Gayana, he suddenly started moving

in a fast zigzag pattern with his nose to the

ground, alternately uttering short, barking

meows and purring loudly. When he

caught up with Giza more than 1 50 feet

away, the two traveled together for a

while, then stopped to rest. After a short

time, Gayana rose and Giza rolled on her

back. As Gayana stood over her, Giza

slashed at him with her front paws. A
scuflBe ensued, with the two snarling and

hissing at each other until they broke off

and separated. After this encounter,

which lasted fifty-five minutes, they went

off in different directions.

As the female begins to come into es-

trus, adult servals spend more time to-

gether. At such times, Giza and Gayana
even hunted together. I remember follow-

ing Giza and Gayana along the road one

day, watching them freeze, poised shoul-

der to shoulder as they detected prey

simultaneously. They pounced at the

same time, but Gayana got the mouse,

which he ate while Giza watched.

Another time, Gayana joined Giza

twice during the day. At the first meeting,

after they had sniffed each other's faces,
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Giza snarled and struck out at Gayana
when he came too near. During the second

encounter, after the pair had been sepa-

rated during two hours of rest, Giza

walked up to Gayana, rubbed her side

against his shoulder and underneath his

chin, then rolled onto her side and over.

Gayana remained standing, and when
Giza moved off, he smelled the ground.

Giza then lifted her tail to Gayana, but

still he did not react, although they contin-

ued traveling together. This part of court-

ship—as the female becomes attracted to

the male in advance of actual mating

—

was all I observed between these shy crea-

tures. Judging from the behavior of their

close relatives, the domestic cats, and of

servals in zoos, the female changes her

evasive behavior and may approach the

male and invite courtship over the course

of several days.

Gestation for servals is between sixty-

five and seventy-five days (for domestic

cats, sixty-five days), and the female

raises her litter—usually two to three kit-

tens—alone. Giza had her kittens in the

marsh, but I was nonetheless able to see

them. Early one morning, I found her car-

ding a mouse in her mouth and followed

her for about a mile. About 130 feet from

the edge of the marsh, she stopped a

called. Through my binoculars I saw th

pairs of ears behind a clump of ree

Suddenly one of the kittens—probably

ready three or four months old—msl 1

out and galloped boldly toward Giza-

and my Land-Rover. Who knows what ip

kitten thought of the great gray mons D

standing beside its mother? The oth i-

followed, meowing a greeting to Giza.

ter receiving a few tentative glances,

car was soon forgotten as one kit

started to eat the mouse while the otl

two suckled and Giza groomed her.'i.

along the swamp edge about thirty f i

from the car.
j

Giza's activity pattern changed d

matically when she had the litter, for n

she had to hunt constantly for herself a i

for her kittens, only resting very late in

afternoons. As the kittens grew older, ttk



tried to follow her, and it sometimes took

up to half an hour and much growling and

spitting before she could leave them be-

hind and start hunting anew.

As young servals become independent,

they are usually driven out of the home
range. Giza chased her son Ghafula away
when he was about one and a half years

old. Two months later, Gayana also

chased and attacked Ghafula. I had been

with Gayana all morning when he sud-

denly came upon Ghafula some thirty feet

ahead. I could barely keep up with the

servals as they raced ahead through the

grass toward the swamp's edge. They
ended up in a wet part of the marsh, but I

could see Gayana attacking Ghafula in

the water. When I found Ghafula the next

day, I saw that he had a nasty flesh wound
on his back.

Three months after this incident,
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Detectingprey as the last rays ofsun touch the tall grass,

the adult male known as Gayanafreezes, ears cocked. Before

attacking, he may stalk his victimfor afewfeet, thenfreeze

again, oneforefoot raised and tail twitching.

Ghafula was still regularly seen on the

border of Giza's range. After that, I lost

track of him completely. Five years later,

looking through photographs taken by a

colleague in 1984, I was able to identify

Ghafula. He had established a territory

some six miles from his natal range. That

he had moved so far is typical of young

servals approaching adulthood—males es-

pecially. Expelled from the parental

range, they become transient, probably

for one or two years, roaming widely in

erratic patterns as they move through the

ranges of resident animals to find a terri-

tory to settle down in permanently.

Servals prey on rodents, birds, snakes,

lizards, frogs, and insects; very rarely,

they eat carrion. While hunting through

the grassland, a serval scans the immedi-

ate surroundings and periodically stops to

listen, at times for as much as fifteen min-

utes. Once a prey animal is detected in the

surrounding vegetation, the serval's ears

prick up and pinpoint the exact location,

while its body remains tense and still.

Only the tail twitches at times. Moving

forward very cautiously, often with one

foot poised in the air, the serval suddenly

pounces upon the victim.

I saw servals catch frogs along the wet-

ter parts of the swamp and stalk spoon-

bills, ducks, and other waterfowl. A serval

will even leap three to six feet into the air

to catch a bird or an insect in flight. I

watched Gayana barely miss a spur-

winged goose: as the swipe of his front paw
raked the bird, feathers fluttered onto the

grass. Servals also flush prey by extensive

sniffing or rummaging about in the vege-

tation: dabbing with front paws, digging

and smelling, poking into holes. Snakes

and lizards are captured by a pounce, fol-

lowed by repeated slap-type strokes with

one of the front paws.

In the crater, servals make good use of

the tracks and road. Giza often walked up

and down one particular stretch of road,

turning around at more or less fixed

points. By walking on the graveled sur-

face, she could move silently and easily,

listen, and scan the areas on either side of

the road. She pounced repeatedly into the

high grass, and if successful, she carried

the prey to the road and ate it there.

Young servals in particular like to play

with their prey. Rats, mice, and birds are

thrown up into the air, caught and

pounced upon, or ambushed again as they

try to scuttle off". Snakes are watched in-

tently as they try to slither offand are then

stalked again. Normally, a serval catches

and eats five to seven rodents or other prey

per day.

As I was not always able to identify the

particular prey that the servals caught (es-

pecially rodents), I collected and analyzed

their feces. Even though a wide variety of

prey was available in the crater, rodents,

such as the vlei rat, and frogs were the

preferred diet.

The servals in the crater rarely came
into conflict with other small predators

—

caracals, wildcats, bat-eared foxes, and

mongooses—or the larger cheetahs and

lions. Although the servals often encoun-

tered hippos, rhinos, buffaloes, and ele-

phants, especially in the dark, they did not

seem to be upset by them. Leopards are

opportunistic hunters and, together with

hyenas, are the servals' most probable

"natural" enemies. Upon meeting a hy-

ena, a serval crouched down or ducked

and waited. If the hyena approached too

closely, the serval bounded away in a se-

ries of confusing, darting leaps.

The Ngorongoro Crater is an ideal habi-

tat in which to collect data on servals.

Other findings on these cats originate

mostly from the large farms and semi-

agricultural areas in Zimbabwe and

southern Africa. In spite of the presence

of humans, servals are attracted to such

places because of their abundance of ro-

dents. To maintain a niche, however, these

cats turn to an exclusively nocturnal mode
of life. In equatorial Africa, servals are

shot for their skins, which are worn during

special ceremonies. Despite the continu-

ous destruction of natural habitats in Af-

rica, the status of the serval at present still

seems relatively secure.

While my research only partly lifted the

veil on the lives of these elusive and ele-

gant creatures, perhaps others will un-

cover new aspects of serval ecology and

behavior that will add to our understand-

ing of this highly specialized member of

the cat family. D
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BODMEES
AMEEICA

A PROSPECTUS
A rare opportunity for 125 people to acquire a complete set of

Karl Bodnier's illustrations to Prince Maximilian of Wied Neuwied's Travels in the Interior of

North America 1832-1834, hand-printed from the original plates.

In 1833 Prince Maximilian, a German nobleman,

and Karl Bodmer, a Swiss artist, embarked on a

voyage of discovery along the Upper Missouri.

In the context of American cultural history it prd-

vided a remarkable opportunity as it happened just

before the unspoiled West was to change irrevocably.

Maximilian and Bodmer arrived just in time.

Bodmer's depiction of the settlements visited,

the extraordinary landscapes observed and his por-

traits of Blackfeet, Crow, Cree, Mandan, Hidatsa and

Sioux Indians have never been surpassed.

His work is acknowledged as one of the finest

records of Indian life ever published. Yet only 3 years

later, many of the fierce warriors who sat patiently

before Bodmer had disappeared. Although they

believed his drawings would protect them in battle,

they weren't powerful enough to protect them from

white man's diseases like smallpox, which virtually

exterminated once mighty tribes like tlie Mandan.

Bodmer and Maximilian took their images home
to Europe where Bodmer spent several years super-

vising the engraving and printing of them.

They were published in Paris between 1839 and

1843 and for many years Europeans had a truer pic-

ture of frontier America than Americans had them-

selves. But in 1948 Bodmer's original plates were

rediscovered by an anthropologist at Castle Wied and

finally found their way to the States and into the

safekeeping of the Joslyn Art Museum.

Now for the first time since their rediscovery a

numbered edition of 125 prints wiU be pulled from

each of the 81 original plates.

They will be hand-printed in London by Alecto

Historical Editions, a company renowned for its

valued limited editions from the original plates of

J. J. Audubon and Joseph Banks, the botanist who
accompanied Capt. Cook on his voyage to Australia.

Each engraving will be printed in color 'a la

poupee' with extensive hand coloring heightened by

gum arable in the nineteenth century manner.

The edition will take four years to complete and

will be issued in sixteen parts. The first part is being

offered at $5,500. Alternatively the complete edition

is available at a pre-publication price of $80,000.

Of course many sets have already been claimed

by museums throughout the nation but the remainder

are now being made available to individuals. Once the

project is completed the plates will be returned to the

Joslyn where they will remain unavailable for printing

until the middle of the next century.

Should you be interested in viewing the first proofs

from this unique edition please telephone Carol Barnes

on (402) 341 1162 or write to the Museum, Room 7, at

the address below.

CENTER FOR WESTERN STUDIES, JOSLYN ART MUSEUM, OMAHA, NEBRASKA.



Tableau U: The Mandan Chief, Mato-Tope, 'adorned with the inaignia of his n-arlike deeds'. JaBuapj' 17th 1 S34. Fort Clark, North Dakota (near B.smarck).



Reviews

Getting at the

Heart ofthe Wild Things
by Matt Cartmill

Because science tries to come up with

big, general theories that hold true for

everything in the worid, it encourages us

to see all things as lumps of one funda-

mental stuff. It thus tends to make us view

ourselves as just more lumps of the same

material. Through science and the tech-

nology that goes with it, we gain dominion

over things—but only at the cost of be-

coming things ourselves, subject to being

manipulated and used by the same tech-

nologies we use on all the other lumps.

The terms of this Faustian bargain have

The frontispiece of Theodore Roosevelt's

1910 book. Hunting the Grizzly and

Other Sketches, pictures the author in

western garb.
Harvard College Library
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been giving thoughtful people the creeps

ever since the onset of the scientific revo-

lution in the 1600s. Philosophers from

Descartes on down have striven to find

loopholes in it and come up with some

intellectual foundation for human free-

dom and dignity Recently, some of

them—the animal-rights theorists—have

given up the job and started trying to

stretch the mantle of human dignity

around some of the other lumps of stuff.

Scientists generally avoid thinking about

these issues, and so they are always taken

by surprise when the mobs march on their

castles to lynch the hunchbacks, bum the

books, and liberate the white mice.

In The Nature Fakers, naturalist

Ralph Lutts tells the story of a famous

tum-of-the-century fight over some of

these issues, in which America's president

and scientific establishment became furi-

ously embroiled with a few writers of pop-

ular nature books for children. The imbro-

glio ended in the rout of the nature writers,

and most historians have marked it down

as a big victory for science. Lutts sees it

that way too (as his subtitle shows), but he

also understands and lays bare the under-

lying, still-unresolved questions that the

"scientific" side in the debate never really

came to grips with.

In America in the early 1900s, what

was called nature study was widely popu-

lar. It had a distinctive period flavor to it,

different from the jolly, beetle-collecting

natural history of Victorian England or

the doom-tinged environmentalism of our

own day. We can catch a lingering whiff

of its wistful sweetness by digging through

the "Nature" sections of used book stores

to find the old green and brown books in

their debased art nouveau covers, with

titles like Wood Folks at Home and Na-

ture's Trails. The prose and poetry an

pictures in these books depict a natur

world suffused with a warm spiritual glo)

invigorating to the body and uplifting

the soul. "A brook, a hedgerow, or a ga

den," gushed Harvard's president in 190

"is an inexhaustible teacher of wondi

reverence, and love."

During the 1890s, American schc

boards lined up millions of American ch

dren for lessons from those inexhaustil

teachers, as nature study became a star

ard part of the American public sch<

curriculum. The educators hoped tl

boning up on birds, bugs, and woodcr

would not only teach the kiddies soi

natural science but also instill in them

appreciation of Nature's beauties, a

spect for her creatures, and a reverer

for her Author. Since raw nature ofl

failed to yield these moral lessons with(

The Nature Fakers: Wildlife, S

ENCE AND Sentiment, by Ralph H. Lui

Fulcrum Publishing. $22.95; 255 p.

illus.

some prompting, field guides and te-

books were needed to tell the budd :

naturalists what they were supposed to

in nature and how they were supposed

feel about it. There was big money in th>

books; successful ones might sell hundn

of thousands of copies.

No author of nature-study books \

more successful or more highly esteen i

than grave, white-bearded John B-

roughs. Burroughs, whom Henry Jar'

once described as "a sort of reduced T

reau," was a longtime feature of

American literary landscape, a disciple I

Emerson and an old pal of Walt Whitm

Burroughs had been writing charmi.
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popular books about natural history for

thirty years, but by 1900, he was getting

some strong competition from a younger

generation of nature writers, whose books

sported jazzier prose and snazzier illustra-

tions, and whose animal characters did

more clever and interesting things. School

boards and nature lovers across the

United States and Canada were particu-

larly enthusiastic about the works of Er-

nest Thompson Seton and William J.

Long and the cute, endearing antics of the

birds and beasts they described.

Burroughs studied the works of his up-

start competitors, brooded over them, and

then launched a thunderbolt at their

heads. In February of 1903, he denounced

them in the Atlantic as mercenary fabu-

lists, willing to make up any sort of story to

obtain "public favor [and] pecuniary

profit." Seton's best seller Wild Animals I

Have Known, snarled Burroughs, should

be retitled Wild Animals I Alone Have
Known. And Long was even worse. His

little nature readers for schoolchildren

were nothing but collections of tall tales

—

about a porcupine that curled into a ball

and rolled downhill for fun; about ospreys

that trained their young to fish by maim-

ing minnows for them to practice on;

about a trapped fox that deliberately

played possum to escape from the trapper;

about another fox that caught roosting

chickens for supper by running in circles

until the giddy fowls swooned from their

perches; and so on and on, from one pre-

posterous whopper to another. Burroughs

hinted that Long had acquired all this

woodsy lore at home in an armchair, by

reading the fish stories in rod-and-gun

magazines.

What chiefly irked Burroughs was not

so much the inaccuracy of these would-be

naturalists as their anthropomorphism.

He found Long's book School of the

Woods particularly annoying. "There is a

school of the woods," he fumed, "just as

much as there is a church of the woods, or

"Miss Diana in the Adirondacks, "anl883 cover story in Harper's Weekly, detailed a

society lady's exploits in the wild.

a parliament of the woods, or a society

united charities of the woods, and

more; there is nothing in the dealings

animals with their young that in the

motest way suggests human instructii

. . . The young of all the wild creatures

instinctively what their parents do a

did. They do not have to be taught; tf

are taught by nature from the start." A
mals. Burroughs insisted, are machii

made of meat, "almost as much under t

dominion of absolute nature, or what

call instinct, innate tendency, as are 1

plants and trees."

Long struck back fast and hard ir

rejoinder published that May. Burroug

wrote Long, perceived living things o:

as stereotyped representatives of their s|

cies. But animals are unique individuij

and they have their own peculiar qui)

and idiosyncrasies. In "the world of fai

and law, with which alone Science c,

cems itself," Long argued, "... the ir

vidual, whether animal or man, m
struggle against fact and law to deve|

and keep his individuality." Anecdc<

and stories, not laws and statistics, i

what it takes to document that individil

ity. The porcupine that Long had seen |

downhill for fun may have been the c\

porcupine in the whole world that If

ever done so; nevertheless, it had doneli

and saying that porcupines don't do H
sort of thing was beside the point. Beca t

Burroughs was concerned only with 1 II

and classifications and stereotypes, he I

a bad naturalist who would never re
|j

understand the creatures he pretende I

study. '

A storm of controversy promptly bi H

out around the two men, as AmeriS

leading natural historians, bird watch 8

and editorialists came down on one sid

«

the other—and American cartooia

gleefully caricatured the delicious sp

tacle of so many rich society people fit

ing about whether porcupines roll dcv

hill. The nation's foremost ama ii

naturalist and Great White Hunter, Pi !•

dent Theodore Roosevelt, paced back d

forth impatiently on the sidelines, wri t{

letter after indignant letter critici.ij

Long to various magazine editors. Ir

roughs, who was a buddy of Rooseves,

kept urging him to come out in the cM

with these attacks; but T. R. was reluc it

to compromise his presidential dignit;'iy

getting down in the mud and grappig

with a writer of children's books.

Finally, in eariy 1907, Roosevelt vil

public. In an interview for a Chicago a-

per, he denounced Long and other na "«

writers as charlatans and humbugs 'I

don't believe for a minute," he protesi

"that some of these men who are wri'ig
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'ard College Library

\eodore Roosevelt invited naturalist John Burroughs to accompany him on a western

mpaign tour in 1 903. Thepair spent two weeks in Yellowstone, above.

ture stories and putting the word 'truth'

jminently in their prefaces know the

art of the wild things." The president

)k particular exception to a story Long

d written about a wolf killing a bull

ibou by piercing its heart with a sudden

ip of the teeth. Calling this feat "a

ithematical impossibility," Roosevelt

Tipared it to trying to open a grapefruit

ried in a barrel of flour by biting

ough the barrel. In picking on this par-

ular mistake of Long's, Roosevelt had

TOsed a vulnerable spot in his own pub-

image, and Long promptly wheeled

1 took a bite out of him. "I find after

efully reading two of his big books that

;ry time Mr. Roosevelt gets near the

irt of a wild thing he invariably puts a

llet through it," Long wrote. "From his

n record I have reckoned a full thou-

id hearts which he has known thus inti-

tely In one chapter alone I find that he

lently gained a knowledge of eleven

lie elk hearts in a few days."

The debate rumbled on through the

;vspapers and magazines until Septem-
•, when Roosevelt brought it to a swift

|i in the time-honored American way:

! inventing what we now call a sound
'!'. Long and his ilk, wrote Roosevelt,

"ire nothing but a bunch of "Nature Fak-

;
." The catchy tag stuck. By the end of

year, Long and Seton and their friends

';"£ generally referred to as the nature

ers, and they have been remembered
i.he nature fakers ever since. They soon

"lired from the public debate and turned

jir attentions elsewhere. Most Ameri-

can histories that mention them at all will

tell you that they were humiliated by Roo-

sevelt and Burroughs, that their works and

ideas were discredited, and that the whole

affair was a grand triumph of science over

sentimentality.

In this pleasant, unobtrusively scholarly

book about the nature-fakers controversy,

Lutts reaches the usual verdict on its out-

come. What is new and valuable about

The Nature Fakers is not that rather fac-

ile verdict, but Lutts's skillful exposition

of the deeper differences between the two

camps in the dispute—which involved

questions much more important and less

easily settled than the truth of Long's

claims about tumbling porcupines.

Long wanted to see nature as benevo-

lent and the life of wild animals as essen-

tially happy, whereas Roosevelt viewed

nature as a harsh disciplinarian with no

mercy for the soft, weak, and wimpy.

Since nature is really neither benevolent

nor harsh, these views are probably at

bottom projections of different political

attitudes. Long's Mother Nature was a

liberal Democrat; Roosevelt's, a conserva-

tive Republican. We tend to think of

Long's vision as sentimental and the Roo-

sevelt version of nature as "realistic,"

which does indeed support Lutts's conclu-

sion that Long and his friends had lost the

war by 1909. But I still wonder which

camp had the greatest influence in the

long run. The lore and attitudes purveyed

by Long and Seton had an enormous im-

pact on American popular culture and on

a whole generation of schoolchildren. In

1 909, one of those children was an animal-

loving eight-year-old named Walt Disney.

Historians who are convinced that Roose-

velt trounced Long in 1909 should go

watch a videotape of Bambi and rethink

the matter.

Long and friends thought that animals,

or at any rate mammals and birds, were

little persons with at least the rudiments of

reasoning ability and self-awareness. Con-

versely, Burroughs and his friends saw the

birds and beasts as automatons driven by

instinct; law-governed lumps of stuff, not

quirky, unpredictable individuals. This

dispute, which was a largely academic

question in their day, is taking on a grow-

ing political significance in our own time.

Today's animal-rights philosophers argue

that any beast sufficiently sentient and

aware to lead and experience its own indi-

vidual life has the same moral status as a

human individual; and they denounce as

"environmental fascists" hunter-conserva-

tionist types (like Roosevelt) who believe

that the interests of a species always take

precedence over the interests of an indi-

vidual animal.

Lutts clearly sides with the Roosevelt

camp on this issue, and he descends to

some fairly contemptuous Bambi bashing

in his concluding chapter, but on the

whole the book is thoughtful in its analysis

and balanced in its presentation of both

sides of the issues. The book's back cover

carries laudatory blurbs from officials of

both the Animal Rights Information Ser-

vice and the (pro-hunting) National Wild-

life Federation, which is an astonishing

accomplishment. No matter how you feel

about these matters, you are sure to relish

The Nature Fakers for its translucent ex-

position of a fascinating squabble, its ele-

gant layout and illustrations (mostly

drawn from Long's and Seton's own
books), and the dry understatement with

which Lutts relates the juicy little histori-

cal ironies that ornament his story. My
personal favorite is probably the spectacle

of Long denouncing Roosevelt's sport

hunting—and then rushing out into the

woods to kill deer himself for dissection, so

that he could prove it possible for a wolf to

pierce a caribou's noble heart with one

savage snap. A close second is Lutts's por-

trait of John Burroughs in his declining

years, tootling out on camping trips in his

new Model T to study and appreciate the

beauties of the unspoiled countryside with

three fellow nature lovers: Harvey Fire-

stone, Thomas Edison, and Henry Ford.

Matt Cartmill is an anthropologist at

Duke University. He has written exten-

sively on the history of Western ideas

about nature and our place in it.
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At the American Museum

Black History Month Celebration
Throughout February the Museum cel-

ebrates Black History Month. Each

weekend between 1 :00 and 4:30 p.m., per-

formances, demonstrations, and sHde-il-

lustrated talks in the Leonhardt People

Center will explore traditions of Africa

and the African-American diaspora. On
February 2 and 3, the Djeli Ensemble re-

counts black history through stories and

poetry, and there will be talks on African

cosmetics and the art of the Yoruba and

Akan peoples of West Africa. On Febru-

ary 9 and 10, master drummer Frisner

Augustin and Company perform Haitian

drumming and dance, Bobby Sanabria

gives an audio-visual demonstration of

Afro-Puerto Rican music, and Jessica

Harris discusses African contributions to

New World cuisine. On February 16 and

17, the Mama Lu Parks dancers demon-

strate jazz dances of the 1930s and 1940s,

such as the Savoy and the Lindy, Nikki

Williams offers reflections on the literary

figures of the Harlem Renaissance, and

Kwame Nkrumah discusses African-

American contributions to industry, mu-
sic, art, and literature. On February 23

and 24, master griots and kora players

Beya and Karunka Kuyate perform

Mandinka praise songs and stories of

Gambia; LMN Associates presents po-

etry, history, songs, and dances honoring

three centuries of African-American cul-

ture; and Valerie Jean Bailey speaks on

the African-American quilting tradition.

The Brad Brewer Puppetry Troupe per-

forms "Little Davis," the story of a young

man's search for his musical roots, at 2:00

and 4:00 p.m. on Sunday, February 3, in

the Kaufmann Theater. Nana Dinizulu

and his African dancers, drummers, and

singers perform traditional dances of

West and South Africa in the Auditorium

at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, February 6.

The Spirit Ensemble plays their unique

blend of percussive music, derived from

Latin, American, and Zimbabwean
sources, in the Kaufmann Theater at 2:00

and 4:00 p.m. on Sunday, February 24. On
Wednesday, February 27, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Auditorium, the Montego and Friends

Ensemble presents "Wood, Skin, and

Iron," a program exploring the language

of the drum in the African diaspora.

All programs are free; seating is on a

first-come, first-served basis. For more in-

formation call (212) 769-5305.

At the Planetarium
For twenty years, Roger Ressmeyer has

visited sites around the world that have

been dedicated to astronomical observa-

tion. His photographs are a compendium
of "space places," including Stonehenge,

Kublai Khan's thirteenth-century obser-

vatory in Beijing, and the giant telescope

on the Mauna Kea volcano in Hawaii.

Ressmeyer will speak as part of the "Fron-

tiers in Astronomy and Astrophysics Lec-

ture Series" in the Hayden Planetarium

Sky Theater at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,

Dinizulu and his African dancers, drummers, and singers.

February 21. Tickets are $3 for members
and $4 for nonmembers. For information

call (212) 769-5900.

The moon, sun, and stars provide the

setting for a double-feature Sky Show
now playing at the Sky Theater. "The
Wind from the Sun," based on a story by

Arthur C. Clarke, takes viewers to the

year 2022 for a manned race from the

earth to the moon using only solar power.

Local sportscasters make a special ap-

pearance. "City of Stars" explores the

more than 200 billion stars in the universe.

For information, including show times

and ticket prices, call (212) 769-5920.

Giant Steps

Fossil records have shown that homi-

nids were walking upright some one mil-

lion years before the development of tools.

In "From Quadruped to Biped: A Giant

Step Forward," anthropologist Owen
Lovejoy of Kent State University will

speak on the role of bipedalism in human
evolution. The program, which will be

signed for the hearing impaired, takes

place in the Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. or

Wednesday, February 20. Tickets are $f

for members and $8 for nonmembers.

Creativity

The multitalented Gordon Parks ha;

won recognition for outstanding achieve

ment in the diverse fields of photography

literature, music, and film. His career be

gan in 1942 with a Farm Security Admin
istration assignment to document througt

photographs the poverty, racism, and ev

eryday life in America's slums and work

places. In 1968 Parks became Holly

wood's first black director with the filn

adaptation of his novel The Learning

Tree. In 1989 he composed Martin, a bal

let honoring Martin Luther King, Jr

Parks will discuss the concept of creativ

ity and its expression at 7:30 p.m. or

Thursday, February 14, in the Audito

rium. Tickets are $10 for members anc

$15 for nonmembers.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located or

Central Park West at 79th Street in New

York City. The Kaufmann Theater anc

the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more informatior

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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Sun Dogs
by Thomas D. Nicholson

A reader from Denmark recently wrote

me about a strange "rainbow" that he had

seen. It had two "suns" along its sides, and

one side seemed to have two "legs." The

description suggested that he had not seen

a rainbow, but rather the optical effects of

the sun shining through a thin cloud of ice

crystals in the atmosphere.

At high altitudes, water vapor con-

denses into ice crystals, forming wispy cir-

rus clouds. The crystals are always hexag-

onal, some growing flat, like wafers, and

others growing into slender, pencil-shaped

rods. Sunlight entering the side of an ice

crystal is refracted and sometimes also

reflected internally before emerging, con-

centrated at certain angles. At the same

time, the light is separated into the colors

of the spectrum. Rainbows are formed

similarly, except raindrops always pro-

duce a bow opposite the sun, while ice

crystals create far more varied displays

that appear in the sky at a variety of dis-

tances from the sun. The crystals have

shapes similar to the glass prisms dangling

from chandeliers, which also create color-

ful displays.

The most common eff'ect is a halo of

light, often rainbow colored, with the sun

at its center. A variety of additional halos

or partial arcs may appear outside the

main halo or tangential to it. A low tangen-

tial arc would explain the two legs the

Danish reader saw.

Thin, flat crystals floating horizontally

concentrate light just outside the halo at

the same height as the sun. These are

called parhelia, also known as mock suns

or sun dogs. Such bright patches resemble

the sun partly hidden by clouds and can be

rainbow colored or hazy white, difi"use or

sharp.

Solar halos and sun dogs are not that

rare and are far more common than rain-

bows. I have seen several in a month. They

occur most frequently when a low sun

shines dimly through a loosely filamented

cirrus in a blue sky. The halo will appear

about twenty degrees away from the sun,

often with sun dogs on either side. Of

course, never look directly at the su

block it out with your hand or anoth

object. On shipboard in the Indian Ocei

one night last January, I saw a rath

unusual variation on a refraction displa

a bright lunar halo (not uncommon) wi

moon dogs on either side.

Events in the calendar below are giw

in local time unless otherwise indicated

February 1 : The moon is two days pa

full as it rises in Leo shortly after 8:00 p.

Regulus (the Lion's brightest star) ai

brilliant Jupiter are up in the east in frc

of the moon and move westward ahead

it during the night. Ruddy Mars is mu
farther to the right, high in the south

moonrise, about 2:30 a.m. Aldebaran

below Mars and a bit dimmer.

February 2-4: The waning moon m
rises more than an hour later each nij'

and moves left through Virgo. It slips p;

bright Spica from the 3d to the 4th.

February 6: Up just after midnig

last-quarter moon is at 8:52 a.m., EST

Painting ofa refraction display seen offBritish Columbia in 1986. An inner halo appears

with two sun dogs and two tangential arcs. The outer halo touches a circle.
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^LESTiAL Events

February 8: Scorpius' ruddy Antares is

ar the crescent moon in the dawn sky.

itares is a red giant star (hence its

lor), big enough to encompass the inner

ar system up to Mars and about 1 0,000

les brighter than the sun. The moon is

apogee (farthest from the earth) before

dnight today.

February 9-1 1 : The thinning morning

iscent moon shifts lower in the dawn sky

ily, to the right of Sagittarius' "teapot"

stars on the 9th and 10th. The moon
ly be too slim and rise too late to be seen

erthe 11th.

February 14: New moon is at 12:32

I., EST
February 15-16: The very thin new
scent moon may be visible at dusk on

; 15th and certainly should be on the

;h, with Venus shining brilliantly near

lower horn.

"ebruary 19: Aries' two bright stars,

mal (the brighter) and Sheratan, are

)ve the moon.

February 21-22: The moon spends two

nings in Taurus with Mars. First-quar-

moon is on the 21st at 5:58 p.m., EST.

irs is to the moon's left, the Pleiades

ster is to its right, and reddish Aldeba-

with the Hyades cluster is below. By
evening of the 22d, the moon is to the

of Mars and to the right of Taurus'

ond brightest star, Elnath.

"ebruary 23-25: Leaving Mars behind,

brightening gibbous moon approaches

)iter, to its left in Cancer. The moon is

3emini on the 23d and 24th. On the

h, the moon is in Cancer, almost

ned with Gemini's Pollux and Castor

ts right and brilliant Jupiter to its left,

"ebruary 26: After dark the moon is

ween Jupiter (to its right) and Leo's

iulus (to its left)-

"ebruary 27: The stars of Leo's head,

h Regulus at the bottom, form the

pe of a sickle above the moon,

"ebruary 28: Full moon is at 1:25 p.m.,

r, in Leo.

tor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

issue shows the evening stars and con-

lations for this month and gives the

es and times for use.

' )mas D. Nicholson is director emeri-
i of the American Museum.
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rKITES
I FREE COLOR CATALOG
I
Choose from over 100 exciting t

_ • Many unusual & innovative designs.

I Call or write for your catalog today!

I
Into The Wind • (303) 449-53S6

|I408-PJ Pearl St., Boulder, CO 80302

<JI'U.lfl>l:UIJ:I^ -^

In WiW'i :i :i\^im:

OnAWA...SAGUENAY
PRIVATE STATEROOMS
ABOARD BEAUTIFUL
REPLICA STEAMSHIPS

VlBlt your T
ST. LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES INC.

253 Ontario St., Kingston,

Ontario. Canada K7L 2Z4

I 1-800-267-7868 TOLL FREE

HOLBROOK'S TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cniiscs & I^nd 'lours

Australia & New Zealand
Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa I^ca Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easier Island • Galapagos & Ecuador
Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

^a HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
ES9 We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Street • Gainesville. FL 32609

Marine Biology,

Botany & Ornithology

on pristine Maine Island,

For High School students

Maine Island Ecology

Academy of Natural Sciences

19th and The Parkway
Philadelphia, PA 19103

(215)299-1100

MENSWIDE SHOES
EE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
Extra width for men who need it

in excellent variety styling
.

and quality Available ^f^^WK'"^^.

only through

our FREE

CATALOG.

Send for it!

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIOEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept.72C Hingham, MA 02043
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This Land

Sharp-leavedyuccas and tallsaguaro cactuses

flourish in the aridSonoran Desert.
Photographs by Jay S Si
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Desert Vista, Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

From a convenient parking area forty

miles nortiieast of Phoenix, Arizona, the

Desert Vista Trail meanders over an undu-

lating sandy terrain in the Sonoran Desert.

Maintained by the Tonto National Forest,

the quarter-mile-long trail provides a

close-up snapshot of one of North Ameri-

ca's largest deserts. Extending from south-

western Arizona and southeastern Califor-

nia into Baja California, the Sonoran

Desert encompasses 119,000 square

miles, including 2,360 miles of seacoast

along the Gulf of California. Thj-ee other

great deserts lie nearby: the Chihuahuan
Desert to the east and the Mojave and
Great Basin deserts to the north. Of the

four, the Sonoran Desert has been dry for

the longest time and has acquired the

most complex assortment of plants, a sub-

tropical type of vegetation midway be-

tween temperate and tropical floras.

In their chapter on the Sonoran Desert

in The Reference Handbook on the Des-

erts of North America, biologists Frank

and Carol Crosswhite have traced the dry-

ing out of the Sonoran Desert to 40 million

years ago, when, they believe, a semi-

permanent area of atmospheric high pres-

sure arose off the Pacific coast (such a

system exists today, blocking the moist air

masses that form over the ocean). Then,

12 million years ago, tectonic movements
separated Baja California almost entirely

from the rest of the continent. Stretching,

thinning, and faulting of the earth's crust

resulted in the formation of a huge basin,

which became hotter as the elevation fell.

While the basin subsequently partly filled

with seawater, creating the present Gulf
of California, the Sonoran Desert has re-

mained extremely dry for a number of

reasons. The Crosswhites point to the

high-pressure system that repeatedly

forms off the Pacific coast; the cold

north-south ocean currents off the coast

of California, which encourage any moist

air heading toward the continent to shed

its moisture into the ocean; and the rain

shadow, or blocking of moisture, caused

by the mountains that rise above the

desert.

The Sonoran Desert receives some rain

in both summer and winter, ranging from

an average of thirteen inches annually in
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the east to little or no rain in the west. The

late desert authority Forrest Shreve recog-

nized seven regional divisions of the Sono-

ran Desert based on the type of vegeta-

tion, which is influenced by latitude,

elevation, and topography. The Desert

Vista area falls into the Arizona Upland

Division, where hot and dry conditions for

most of the year are interrupted by sea-

sonal precipitation, especially violent sum-

mer thunderstorms with heavy runoff. Be-

cause of the intermittent rain pattern, the

vegetation is sometimes dense, sometimes

sparse, and usually consists of several lay-

ers of plants, from dwarf cactuses that hug

the ground to giant saguaro cactuses that

may stand more than forty feet tall.

In the flatter regions of the desert,

where the soil is deepest, creosote bush,

which may make up as much as one-fifth

of the vegetation, is mixed with white-

thorn acacia, catclaw acacia, and several

kinds of cholla cactuses. On hillier terrain,

the plants increase in diversity, if not in

numbers, because of the variation in con-

ditions. Trees and large cactuses domi-

nate: foothill palo verde, mesquite, desert

hackberry, ocotillo, large barrel cactuses,

and the incomparable saguaro. Small

perennials that frequently grow here are

the Christmas cholla cactus, desert zinnia,

and brittlebush. Washes—ephemeral riv-

ers whose beds are dry for much of the

year—are lined with desert willow and

blue palo verde.

All plants that live in the desert must be

able to endure high temperatures and

fierce solar radiation, coupled with a lim-

ited and irregular supply of water. A great

number of desert species are annual

wildflowers that spend most of their life

cycle in a dormant stage. Known as

ephemerals, they only spring to active life

following a rainy period, blooming and

forming their seeds in a short time. The

ocotillo, a perennial that typifies another
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category of desert-dwelUng plant, forms

leaves after a rainy period, only to drop

them once droughty conditions return.

Drought-enduring evergreens, instead,

are shrubs or small trees that keep their

leaves throughout the year. These plants

all have some device to prevent excessive

loss of water from the leaves. Desert hack-

berry has a thick wax coating, while the

abundant creosote bush has resinous

leaves (the resin also deters browsing ani-

mals). Desert marigold has leaves covered

by dense mats of hairs, which not only

slow down water loss but also reflect sun-

Ught. The catclaw acacia has minute

leaves that reduce the amount of leaf sur-

face exposed to drying forces. In jatropha,

the stomata—the openings in leaves that

permit the necessary exchange of carbon

dioxide and oxygen—are recessed.

In cactuses, the water loss is minimal

because the leaves have evolved into

spines, while photosynthesis is carried out

in the thick, green stems. Saguaros have

Desert Vista

For visitor information write:

Supervisor

Tonto National Forest

2324 E. McDowell Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

(602) 225-5200

active chlorophyll-bearing cells buried a

much as three inches deep in their stems

To collect moisture, some desert plant;

especially those that live along the washes

have long root systems. Creosote bush ha

not only a deep root system but also man
roots just beneath the surface of the soi

which absorb water eff'ectively during an

after a rainfall. Many desert species, ii

eluding the myriad cactuses, are succi

lents, fleshy plants equipped with specii

cells for storing water. Most succulen

have shallow roots that take up wat<

quickly when it rains.

Recently, scientists have discovere

that desert succulents usually have a sp

cial mechanism for photosynthesis. Mo
plants open their stomata during the da

when photosynthesis takes place, to p€

mit the exchange of carbon dioxide ai

oxygen. But to prevent water loss when tl

sun is most intense, these succulents clo

their stomata. Instead they take in carb

dioxide at night and sequester it in t:

form of organic acids. Then, during t

day, the organic acids release the carb

dioxide needed for photosynthesis.

"This Land" highlights the biologic

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfi

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visiti

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biolo

at Southern Illinois University at Q
bondale.

The dry bed ofan ephemeral river, above, awaits the next downpour.

The common nameforYucca baccata, right, is Spanish bayonet.





Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS, Free booklet
available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1 202 Lexing-
ton Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request
ptiotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks.
Graphics. Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas
Sandpaintings. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(818) 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789-1510

AUDUBON PRINTS—Original bird and animal pnnts,

$75 and up. Catalog $3 Call (202) 484-3334 or write Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spnng Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

CUNEIFORM TABLET, Cull Masks, Bronze weapons
Museum quality reproductions Catalog $1 The Arm-
chair Archaeologist, 1275 4th St , #112E. Santa Rosa,
CA 95404

MAINE BLUEBERRY STONEWARE, handpainted, du-
rable dinnerware: accessories. Apple blossom; Iris pat-

terns also Color Catalog $2.50. Union Stoneware, Box
533, Union, ME 04862 (800) 423-31 15

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings,
kachinas- Wholesale catalog $2 00. Indian Treasures,
Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

NOTECARDS W/MOUNTED PHOTOGRAPHS. Nature
subjects: Flowers, Landscapes, Seascapes. $10/doz.
SASE for Title List. Cronin, 30 N. First St., Shamokin, PA
17872

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Ltd , PO, Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103.
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements with a trained anthropologist. Pho-
tographs of objects available upon request. Visa and
Mastercard accepted. With a purchase of $100.00 or

more, receive a free Cultural Survival, Inc. color poster.

SPARKLING, UNIQUE, HANDCRAFTED costume jew-
elry from Guatemala For free color brochure please
send self-addressed, stamped envelope to Argosies,
RO. Box 460227, San Antonio, TX 78246-0227,

Books/Publications

CELTIC SCIENCE FICTION Intelligent comic books.
SF adventure wntten by anthropologist: Dangerous
Times. $2.00, $11.50 6-issue subschption. Evolution
Comics, Box 1028-N, NYC 10028

r Free Catalog ^
Caribbean Books
Our colorful, hard-to-find books and videos reveal travel

secrets most tourists never learn, cover Island hideaways
from trie B^tiamas to Trinidad plus Costa Rica, Belize

Books on nature, marine life, living in Paradise—and a

database of over 600 island properties for sale.

^ Island Resources, Box 655R, Guillord CT 06437 ^

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nature Lovers Identification guides, reference works,
studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.
Most $3.95 to $10 00, Write Dover Publications, Dept.
A285, 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

Bargain Books
HuDlishers overstocks, remainders, imports—over'
4,000 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE I
CATALOG! Biography, History, Art, Nature, Garden- -
ing, Cooking, Fiction—something for everyone.
including about 800 new titles monthly Write: i

jHamiltOn box 15-712, Fans VIHageCTOeoSl
J

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-
tion " 1-800-695-9599

HieMarl^t
AUTHORS WANTED BY
NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W-82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St,. New York. N.Y. lOOOI

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years expen-
ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
Publishing, Inc

, Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 1,0022

BOOKS ON TAPE®
Best Sellers on Cassette

Full-length Readings I

II for Free Brochure

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS Summer wil-

derness adventure in Maine & Quebec. You'll never
forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, friends and th

umphs of a successful expedition Young men &
women 11-17. 2/4/6/8 wks. Affordable. Scholarships
ACA Accredited. John Houghton, RFD 3, Box 231-BN,
Freeport, ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities—plus all government pro-

grams. $4.95. Unifunds, Box 19749-RN. Indianapolis, IN

46219

BE A PARALEGAL!
Attorney-instructed home study prepares

you for an exciting future in America's hottest

career FREE BOOKLET: SOO-223.4542.

The School of Paralegal Studies* 2245 Perin ^^
I

eler Park 'Dept. LBl 24 'Atlanta. Georgia 30341 a } .^B |

FREE PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 350 private boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in US and
abroad, serving children 8-18. Most visited by pub-
lisher f^or 288-pg- guide and free referrals give child's

age. grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date Est 1940. Vincent/Curtis, Rm 216, 224
Clarendon St , Boston, MA 02116

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, FELLOWSHIPS Available.

Everyone OualifiesI For list/information. Send $1 00.

AFAR, Box 544-M, East Elmhurst. NY 11369

Make a career out of
your love of animals!
Home study prepares you for great jobs

in animal care' veterinary assistance . .

.

helps you give your own pet top care, too.

School of Animal Science • Dept.CB 1 24
2245 Perimeter Park Atlanta. GA 30341

FREE BOOKLET: 800-223-4542i
SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/
textbook Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

STUDY/WORK/LIVE/OVERSEASi Plan your next over-

seas adventure with Transitions Abroad, Box 344-

53055, Amherst, MA 01004 $18 Subscnption includes
five issues plus Educational Travel Directory and
Guide to Living Overseas

Employment Opportunities

At JOBS. To $1 ,000 daily! Overseas Stateside. I

List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Pay' Transporta-
New Employment Handbook, $3 00 International i

19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

BECOME A FEDERAL SEASONAL RANGER next si

mer. Publication $5 Updated. "Ranger. " Box 33H
Fort Worth, TX 76163-1114

EASY WORKi EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble product
home Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 63

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly b«
tin lists environmental job openings throughout

»

U,S, Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957. Areata
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS $100 per 1:

Write Caico Publishing (Dept. C-80), 500 South Bi

Meriden. CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS f

alpine to aquatic—environmental employmeni'
details MWE0-4R, 2257S Zenobia, Denver _
8021 9 1 -303-936-0270 x506 |

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Wforldwide cl
tory and complete information—$3.00. InternatS
Opportunities, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 2%

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLET"'
Current openings— All occupations—Western
Free details lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch

rado Spnngs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college ope
U.S.A. $9.00: Overseas $9 00: England, Australia

Zealand, Japan $9 00 each EISF, 662. Newton M
chusetts 02162-0002

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations!
repay! 401 sources/application instructions, .' <j

Fundsearch, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 2C i

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small »

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded
sage: (707) 449-8600 (LAI)

Vegetable vendor, Corfu, Greece
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^POSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov-
nment from $1 without credit check. You repair. Also

iL bailout properties. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
r repo list your area

.ASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
tis Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
jd .

Black Mountain. NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Rentals

ourmet Interests

NNESOTA WILD RICE $6 00 per pound prepaid. 5
und minimum shipment Floura Wild Rice, Box 44C,
iCkduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

ivernment Surplus

.RCOTICS SEIZURES— Autos, Boats, Computers,
jreos— plus millions surplus bargains' "Nationwide
vernment Auction Guide"—$3.00 (Guaranteed)
;posal. Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

IZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now Call (805)
! 7555 Ext. C-2605.

irchandlse/Gifts

i
TEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

/ specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity guaran-

I
d. Color catalog $2 Bethany Sciences, P.O Box
:6-N, New Haven. CT 06525

iJLITUDES"® NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes,
s. Videos. Free Catalog. Write: Please Read ThisI,

i
;
NH, 300 Quaker Road. Chappaqua, NY 10514

;
ED OF FLOWER AND CHEESE GIFTS? Use our
alog and order gift certificates for sporting goods,
aurants, hot air balloon hdes, toys, manicurists,

/ices (and more!) redeemable in the Denver, Hous-
or Albuquerque areas Send $4 00 to Gift Certifi-

3S Unlimited (NH), PO Box 620787, Littleton, Colo-
3 80162

i'RONOMICAL
HOTLINE—Call for updated in-

lation on the next meteor shower, eclipse, comet.
Call 1-900-872-2600 Ext 118, $2/minute.

'IRONMENTAL CONSERVATION RESOURCES!
I out what you can do to help save our planet. Send

ior complete listing of conservation support agen-
d nationwide E & T Enterprises, DepI D, PO. Box
120. Columbus, Ohio 43212

^ ^S OF BRITAIN. Ordnance Survey maps and travel

Iks
for tounng, history or genealogy Send for free

ilog. David Morgan, 11812 Northcreek Parkway
h. Suite 103, Bothell, WA 98011 Telephone (206)
2132

iFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA Make lasting friend-

s Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box
35NH. Phoenix, AZ 85071

|)to/Optlcal

lies HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
I). Offenng selection advice, 24 hour shipping.
Id discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,
l)es. tripods, camera adapters, more Catalogue on
liest Birding, PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon. NY
l>5 (518) 664-2011

m Estate

G 'ERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10 00 Surplus Rec-
'£ onal. Agncultural. Commercial Properties. Repos-
51 ed Homes Tax/Narcolics Seizures "Nationwide
D:tory —$3 00 Lands, Box 19107-RN, Washinq-
tc DC 20036

HAWAII: OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahus beautiful

Windward Coast. Weekly $425 00 and monthly
$1500.00. Pultz, Box 47, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-

6594

MAINE— Lakefront log cabin. Secluded, quiet. $250
weekly Hodgkin, 13 Crystal, Cumberland, ME 04021
(207) 829-5728

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small beachfront resort on
the Canbbean Spacious private cabafias Library Dm
ing room featuring tropical taste treats Snorkel or Dive
Plus Mayan ruins. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds

Photographic Safaris. Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 011-
501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

ALASKA
DENALI NATIONAL PARK

Alaska's leading nature center ai^d

wilderness vacation lodge. In the

heart of the Park beneath the shadow of

Mt. McKinley. Hike, photograph and
learn subarctic alpine tundra ecology

with experienced naturalists. 40th year.

Camp-Denal,!
\
PO Box 67, Denali National Park, AK 99755

Winter: 603-675-2248

Summer: 907-683-2290,2^*^
SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia. St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,
pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Box 19251 A,

Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Botswana,
Zambia. Madagascar. Namibia Wanderlust Adven-
tures, 65 Clarkson. Suite 207. Denver, CO 80218 (303)
777-5846

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Hiaregs; or

overland lo TIMBUKTU, NAIMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AIVIAZON; Dogons of MALI;
Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9445 Quail TVail, Box* II47/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(6021 488-3688

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures for those who want
to explore in depth Draw from over 20 years' experi-

ence Group departures and private safaris Wnte for a
free catalog. Voyagers. Dept. NH-2, Box 915, Ithaca,

NY 14851 (607)257-3091

AFRICA, ALASKA, AMAZON, AUSTRALIA, Galapagos
Natural History Expeditions Small groups, expert lead-

ership, 18th year Free brochure Nature Expeditions
International, Dept. NHC, PO Box 11496 Eugene OR
97440

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, fvit Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALASKA Alpine Wildflower Workshops in Denali Na-
tional Park. Experience the tundra during spring flow-

ering with an Alaskan botanist Write to Kantishna
Roadhouse. Box 130. Denali, AK 99755 1 -800 942-7420

AUSTRALIA * COSTA RICA
GALAPAGOS * BOTSWANA

Siii.ill I M ,irhd ( .rinips * l-ri-c IJirccUiry Avniliible

PHÔ MIX fO. BOX 1755

-r^^^^^^=' NEWI'OKTBEAC|-|,CA 92663!

PHN: (714) 723-1390

ALASKA: Small group, tent camping or lodge and hotel

tours Alaska and Western Canada Hike, raft, kayak as
you travel Fifteen itineraries from one to four weeks
CampAlaska Tours, PO Box 872247, Wasilla, Alaska
99687 (907) 376-9438

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife Guided adventures for novice to ex-

pert. Box 713H, Greenville. ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

DIG FOR DINOSAURS
Join top paleontologists for 5 days of

\ dinosaur research in western Colorado!
Dinosaur Discovery Expeditions y^^
27362 Calle Arroyo f/%*'"''
San Juan Capistrano CA 92675 -J'^<\ K"
FREE brochure 1-80Q 547-0503 (714) 493-7440

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND The Hikers Paradise"
Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. Bro-

chure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P Cliffside

Drive. Akron, OH 44313-5609

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS General and special interest,

led by authors Paul Beaver and Milly Sangama 1824
N W 102nd Way, Gainesville, FL 32606

GALAPAGOS
9 other adventurers and our lici

aiist will sail by yacht to explore more i

any other Galapagos expedition. 6

. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550
1 3 1 1 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

pedifion. 60 trip

; brochure.

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES Two ses-
sions of a four week Archeological Field School in the
excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Utah/
Arizona border Section #1 June 11 to July 7, 1991 and
Section #2 from July 9 to August 3, 1991 Intended for

undergraduate college students No experience re-

quired Six quarter credits Limited enrollment For
cost information wnte Dr Richard A. Thompson, Ar-

cheological Field School, Southern Utah University,

Cedar City, UT 84720

ASIA: MALAYSIA, NEPAL, CHINA, PAKISTAN, JAPAN
Environmental, cultural, bicycle and custom adven-

tures! Asian Pacific Adventures, 826-NH2 South Sierra

Bonita, Los Angeles, CA 90036 (213) 935-3156

ALASKA
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coastal ftildemess. glaciers, nesling eagles, rookeries, fishing. The

world's best knoft-n photographers come to our deluxe lodge. Master chef,

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and '89 Hideaway of the Year 20

years of operation. Professional guides/naturalists. ftl950,/person'5 days.

Kachemak Bav Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH. Homer. AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

ASTROLABE REEF. FIJI: SCUBA with Scnpps Aquar-
ium May 13-27 or May 25 - June 8. 1991 Collect and
study tropical marine life for our exhibits Scnpps
Aquanum 0207, UCSD LaJolla. CA 92093-0207 (619)
534-8665
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^ A A n A /^<^C Swim, snorkel, hike, discover

UALAKMUUd & learn as you explore Dar-

win's Enchanted Isles. CHOICE YACHTS, economy to

1st class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guaranteed

departures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

it CD! r* A LOW COST CAMPING AND
Mf"KI^M DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya,

Tanzania, Rwanda. Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.

One low rate includes air, top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist guides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge slays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic

National Parks and Milford Track, Australia's Outback

Tropical North and Great Barner Reef, Pacific

Exploration Co,, Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

BIRDING CRUISE
Caribbean - Virgin Islands
7\ TV^ Six diy« - six Islands on • Tall Ship".

'' ^ /Jv\ $650.00, World Nature Tours -

Dirlgo Cruises,39 Watenide Lane

OinlonCr. 06413

1-800-845-5520

EXPERIENCE THE COLORFUL COLORADO Plateau,

Wildlife Expeditions, Indian Rock Art Seminars and

Trailsides in Ihe canyon country of south-eastern Utah

Hondoo Rivers and Trails, PO Box 98, Torrey, Utah

84775 Phone (801) 425-3519

GALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides In depth trips include mainland Ecuador, op-

tional extensions to the Amazon Basin Some with

professional photographers Write or call—Voyagers

International. Dept, NG-2, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851

(607) 257-3091

GALAPAGOS expeditions, year round, reasonable

rates, best value 20 years of experience Galapagos

Holidays, 745 Gerrard St, E , Toronto, Ont IVI4M 1Y5

(416)469-8211

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

BELIZE—COSTA RICA Lush Tropical Ram Forests

Exotic Birds and Wildlife. White Water Rafting, Mayan
Ruins Friendly People Brochure Global Adventures,

PO Box 1897N. Boulder, CO 80306 (800) 322-6911,

(303) 322-691

1

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLANDSi—Orangutans.
Komodo Dragons, Balinese Culture, Iban Longhouse
overnights in the heart of Borneo Write or call—Voyag-

ers Dept NB-2, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851 (607) 257

3091

^ CANOE TRIPS intone ^

Boundary Waters Wilderness
Guided Lodge to Lodge trips

Family & Fishing packages

Call for brochure-BOO-328-3325 ii

Train to canyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea o1

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahutnara Intiians.

Train over Old Spanisfi Silver

Route, Colonial Historic tours,

Tula Toltec arcliaeiilogy.

Monarcli butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Caliaghan Rd. • San Antonio. TX 78228

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote 7-19 day. fly-in

canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's last

great wilderness— the tundra and taiga of Canada's

Northvi/est Territories Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskoxen, moose, gnzzlies, rich birdlife

Fish virgin waters Groups of 8 persons assembled,

outfitted, and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and

veteran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a

limited number with no previous canoeing experience

Our 17th year of operating North Americas most re-

mote wilderness expeditions For brochure write: Ca-

noe Arctic. Inc., Box 130C, Fort Smith, N.W.T, Canada
XOE OPO

COSTA RICA 1991 , March 29—April 7 (Easter), August

4—14. December 22—January 1 "Spectacularly

beautiful— the birds mind-bogglingi " All of natural his-

tory with emphasis on birding—over 200 bird species

seen on each previous trip Informative lectures, su-

perb leaders Limit 16 participants Explore verdant

rainforests, ethereal mountain cloud forests, beaches

with monkey troops and sloths where forest meets

ocean Relaxed pace option Nature World Explora-

tions 1 1442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD 21044 Tele-

phone: (301) 730-0877 Fax (301) 964-0951

ENGLAND S coastal homes and gardens, visit Guern-

sey. Sark. Devon. Cornwall, and Scilly Islands 7 • 22

June Distinguished country hotels, professional

guides, our eighth season of specialty touring. For this

and other tour brochures Limewalk Tours, 102 Lake

Street. Burlington, VT 05401 (802) 864-5720

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($1650 postpaid) Galapagos

Travel,2674N IstSI ,#112,SanJose,CA95134(800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours, Joseph

Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

CjKAY WMA-LE/S
San Ignacio Lagoon

BLUE WHALES
Sea of Cortez

FEB.. APRIL: SMALL GROlJPS LED BY
WHALE & WILDLIFE JOURffEV SPECIALISTS

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr.. McKinlevville, CA 95521

— i.54g-7555

HAWAII SOLAR ECLIPSE—The best excuse to explore

the Hawaiian Islands for the next 140 years June 29—
July 13, Led by a world authority on the islands' natural

history. For details, wnte or call—Voyagers Interna-

tional, Dept. NE-2, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-

3091

SCIENTIFIC

EXPEDITIONS
FUNDED BY PARTICIPATING VOLUNTEERS

Projects in Arcfiaeology, Botany. Folklore, Ornitfiology.

Marine Biology, Marine Archaeology, Paleontology,

Historic Architecture, and Wildlife Biology.

At locations in Mexico, West Africa, Europe, Western

U.S.A., Caribbearj and Micronesia.

FOUNDATION FOR FIELD RESEARCH
P.O. Box 2010, AlpliK, CA 91903 • (619) «45-92M

'ATERWAYS
"THE WORLD NEXT DOOR"—In 1991, take

Ihe most unlofgetlable vacation of your life'

Afctic tundra nvef Itips* Sale and suitable l0( all!

Free colour brochure US ADDRESS: BOX 137,

STATION B, BUFFALO, N Y 14207 Tel (416)

382-3882 - FAX: (416) 382-3020
M

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHP Sail the beau

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagi

Islands on Ihe most comfortable yacht in either de

tination The 105 ft, 20 passenger "Cuan Law " in li

British Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger "Lamm
Law" in the Galapagos These are the largest trim

rans in the world Fast, stable, graceful, unique Boi

individuals or groups Very spacious twin or dout

staterooms with private bathrooms Island hoppii

cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, wh;

cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixturesi Sin

1970 thousands have en|oyed our special hospitali

Write Trimarine. Dept NH. PO Box 4065. St Thorn:

VI 00803 Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (BOO) 4!

2490

UK BIRDING TOURS to England. Wales and Scotlar

May/June 1991 33 Carmarthen Avenue, Portsmoi

P06 2AG England (01144) 705 370559

WHOLE AMAZON IN ONE BROCHURE Every lod(

cruise and expedition rated according to comfort a

degree of difficulty Programs available for all inten

and levels of experience. Plan your Amazon adventi

today Galapagos trips also available Call (800) 2-

5554 for free brochures CanoAndes Expeditions, c

Madison Avenue. NYC 10017

Video

ART OF THE BULLWHIP: History, physics, constr

tion Twenty of the worlds greatest performers ill! I

Irate styles & techniques 45 minutes VHS, cc
$29 95 to Mark Allen Prod 23 Townsend Sq ,

Oy
Bay. NY 1 1 771 (51 6) 624-9000 Visa, Mastercard F

western arena arts catalog

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE Fanta

Footage! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Informal

Harada Productions, 22 Malanai St ,
Dept. NH. I-

Hawaii 96720

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicoptei

ploration Breathtaking music Critically acclaimed

tails Free Beerger Productions. 3217-V7 Arville.

Vegas. NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates
,

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone numbe

Stan Katz, RO, Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, L

(201)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroidei

Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and

nese rugs Paisley & Kashmir Shawls Please s

color photos with size, condition and price to Per

Halpern Gallenes, Inc
,
325 East 79th Street, New >

NY 10021 Phone (212) 988-9316 ,

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the M:

1991 issue: $3 40 per word, 16 word minimum Disf

classitied is $375 per inch All advertisements mjs

prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or c

discounts All advertisements are accepted at N-

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money oi

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, K-

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at .

St , New York, NY 10024 Please include your persi

address and telephone number, issue preferred, '

suggested category Deadline— 1st of the month, .'

months pnor to cover date (Ihe January issue cloi (

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ad

tearsheet or copy of Ihe page with your ad will be !
I

upon publication
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

Discovery ToursDiscovery Cruises

CAPE HORN TO GIBRALTAR:
EXPLORING SOUTH AMERICA AND

WEST AFRICA

March 15 - April 19, 1991
listoric ports and remote islands along legendary sea

Dutes of the Atlantic, including Buenos Aires, Tierra del

:'uego, the Falkland Islands, coastal towns of Argentina,

Uruguay and Brazil, Rio de Janeiro, ports in Senegal and
lauritania, the Canary Islands, Marrakesh, Casablanca,

Gibraltar and Malaga—on the fully-stabiHzed, 70-cabin

Uriel.

^E GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND QUITO

May 3- 16, 1991
ortoises, turtles, marine and land iguanas, sea lions, a

agnificent array of birdlife, and dramatic volcanic land-

I

apes on these remote islands—aboard the 20-cabin Isabela

!
—as well as the ancient city of Quito in Ecuador.

nSTORIC CITIES OF THE BALTIC SEA

June 25 - July 9, 1991
rt and architecture, medieval to modem, of the great cities

Germany and the Baltic Sea region, including Berlin,

itsdam, Gdansk, Riga, Tallinn, Leningrad, Helsinki and
'ockholm - aboard the fully-stabilized, 70-cabin Illiria.

ARCHEOLOGY OF GUATEMALA

February 16 - March 3, 1991

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE YUCATAN

March 15 - 28, 1991

[
BcosTA KicAMaBamm

March 21 - 30, 1991

FRENCH AND SPANISH CAVE ART

April 20 - May 4,

HAWAII AND THE SOLAR ECLIPSE

July 3 - 14, 1991

EAST AFRICAN FAMILY SAFARI
(Kenya with a Tanzania option)

July 21-August 3, 1991

EXPLORING ALASKA'S
COASTAL WILDERNESS

June 27-July 7 or July 6-16, 1991
ectacular scenery of the Inside Passage from Prince

ipert to Sitka, including fjords, channels, rivers, glaciers,

I

rales, porpoises, sea lions, bears, a wealth of birdhfe and
3 artwork of the Northwest Coast—aboard the com-
table 37-cabin M.V. Sea Lion.

UNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA

October 6-21, 1991
'le spectacular Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, flowing
tough dense tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys,
Cj man, butterflies, exotic birds, rare trees and flowers and
i|iny other types of wildlife live in one of the world's richest

t)systems — aboard the 41-cabin Polaris.

ZAMBIA, ZIMBABWE AND BOTSWANA

September 12-28, 1991

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHINA AND THE
YANGTZE RIVER

October 4-26, 1991

imerican Museum of Natural History / Discovery Cruises
cntral Park West at 79 th St. / NY, NY 10024-5192

(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
Monday through Friday 9-5



A Matter of Tasti

An Embarrassment ofRiches
The once-rare truffle may soon be almost commonplace

by Raymond Sokolov

Learning how to clean the earth off

fresh black truffles is not one of those

practical skills that every young American

has traditionally worked hard to acquire.

Hardly any get here in that state. And if

what one reads in the press is true, French

black truffles are getting scarcer all the

time. By one estimate, the crop has de-

clined from about 1,000 tons per year at

the beginning of this century to 20 tons in

a current (good!) season.

How can this be? How can it happen

that a product for which the world clam-

ors and will pay a fortune is in a produc-

tion nose dive? The semiofficial explana-

tion is that war, fire, and real estate

development have decimated the oak tree

stands that the truffles require. Truffles

"are becoming scarcer because of the con-

stant deterioration of the environment," a

third-generation French truffle farmer,

Paul Bonnet, told the San Diego Union

and Tribune recently. Bonnet is also the

first president of a new truffle university

being created at Carpentras, site of the

great truffle market in the south of

France.

Evidently, the black truffle is in crisis.

Like so many other fine things that nature

The scarce French black truffle
Bruno Barbey; Magnum
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has brought us, this delicious fungus is a

victim of humanity's heedless expansion.

That, at any rate, is the French party line.

But it cannot be true.

Bonnet's ecojeremiad makes sense if,

and only if, black truffles arise unpredict-

ably and cannot be cultivated or even

"seeded" in specially planted oak groves.

Given the great economic incentive to in-

crease the truffle crop, common sense tells

us that enterprising trufficulteurs would

have countered decHning production after

World War II by simply planting more

oaks in appropriate soil and waiting for

nature to oblige them a decade later with a

statistically profitable, if random, harvest.

But this aleatory approach was not even

necessary, because the cultivation of

black truffles has been practiced in

France quite commonly since early in this

century!

In his Dictionnaire encyclop'edique de

I'epicerie of 1904, A. Seigneurie (quoted

in English by Elizabeth David in her

French Provincial Cooking, 1960) stated:

"Recently it has been found possible to

promote the artificial production of truf-

fles either by planting or sowing so-called

truffle-oaks which carry with them the

spores of the truffles, or by putting on the

ground, amid oak or hazelnut plantations,

a mycelium obtained from a mash of truf-

fles in water which has been spread upon

the green leaves of these trees."

Why then would Jacques Pebeyre, a

leading truffle marketer in Cahors, tell the

Wall Street Journal: "Lots of people have

claimed victory before producing the truf-

fles. The results of cultivation have been

sporadic at best. Would truffles be so ex-

pensive if we really knew how to grow

them?"

Well, yes, they would, if you decided it

was a much better business to reduce the

size of your harvest by 98 percent and let

prices zoom to meet the scarcity. This

may sound paranoid, but there really is i

other explanation for the decline

French truffle production. No reliable f

ures exist for how much of France's ci

rent truffle crop is the result of cultivatic

but even Bonnet, speaking from the t

som of the industry, talks of the need

"increase the truffle production on t

farms" in order to supplement vanishi

"wild mountain crops." In other won
farm cultivation exists now, just as it did

1904. But there are 980 fewer tons

truffles. Either the French have be('

asleep all these years or their truffle p i.

have snout trouble or somebody figui i

out that cultivation was an out-and^

menace to the identity of truffles a i

luxury product.

Brillat-Savarin understood this in :

beginning of trufflemania in 1825. Eve i

his day, people had tried to cultivate ti
•

fles and failed. "Never yet," wrote

great gastronome, "has such a plant

;

been followed by a harvest, and this
\

haps not too unfortunate; for, since

price of truffles depends largely on pul

whim, perhaps they would be less hig

valued if they were abundant and inexp

sive.

" 'Good news, my dear friend!' I s

one time to Madame de V . .
.

; 'we h

just been presented in the Society for

Encouragement of Industry with a

method by which the most exquisite 1

can be produced, and at practically

cost!'

" 'Heavens!' that beautiful lady

swered with a bored look. 'If lace w

cheap, do you suppose that I would bot

to wear such ragged-looking stuff?'

"

As it happens, this is the year that

test that point of view. Bonnet indeed

his work cut out for him. The Fre

throttlehold on truffle production is b(

challenged on several fronts around

world. In Italy, in 1984, Adriano Far

s



American Mu seum of Natural History

HISTORIC CITIES Z BALTIC SEA

GERMANY POLAND ESTONIA RUSSIA FINLAND SWEDEN DENMARK

JUNE 35-JULY 9, 1991

Experience the exciting and historic changes occurring
throughout Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union on a

md/cruise program aboard the 5-star, 70-cabin Illiria. Join
small group of participants and explore fascinating cities
nd towns, their museums, palaces and more, with an out-
:anding team of expert lecturers in cultural and natural
istory. Highlights include:

Two days exploring the baroque palaces, world-class
museums and historic monuments of Leningrad.
Newly reunified Berlin, one of Europe's most exciting capitals.

Potsdam, Frederick the Great's brilliant baroque city

Gdansk, an important port of the ancient Hanseatic League
that now retains many of its medieval edifices.

Latvia's capital, Riga, a sophisticated city that beautifully
combines romanesque, gothic, renaissance, baroque, classic
and modern architecture.

The charming Estonian city of Tallinn, whose medieval city
wall and many ancient, narrow streets enhance its historic
character

Helsinki, home of master Scandinavian designers, architects
and craftsmen.

The beautiful city of Stockholm, built on 14 islands
connected by 42 bridges.

For complete details write or call:

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687
or in New York State (212) 769-5700

American
Museum of
Natural

!'«!' II History

Discovery Tours



Predict SAT* scores

for 7, 8 or 9th graders.

Don't wait until grade 12.

College is too important.

Call today.

1-800-442-7728

Secondary School Admission

Test Board
Tc'sling privole independcni school

children for over 30 years

- Cll.ur B,iur,l N„ emivrscmml imiyheJ

ANGKOR WAT. Explore, experience the "Crown Jewel'

of an exclusive 4-country adventure.

Picture yoursell as a participant in living history as you

join us to marvel at trie sites and sights of Cambodia,

Laos, Burma and Vietnam You spend minimum two

nights (guaranteed) at Angkor to experience the

incredible vistas of Angkor Wat, Angkor Thorn,

considered the greatest archeological masterpiece In all

Asia You visit Vientiane, a city of a bygone era, stay at

Graham Greene's Continental Hotel in Saigon. Explore

the pleasures of Rangoon, Pagan andlvlandalay Join us,

WINGS OF THE WORLD INC.

653 fvlt Pleasant Rd
,

Toronto, Ont M4S 2N2
(416) 482-1223

PREHISTORIC
CAVE ART
IN SPAIN

AND FRANCE
(including Altamira)

April 20-May 4, 1991

Discover spectacular Ice Age
art in the caves of northern

Spain and southern France (in-

cluding a specially-arranged

tour of \\orld-famous Alta-

niii-a) ^\itll a Museum paleon-

tologist and an art historian.

iiiiiiWiiillfeiiiiiiiii;^
iMIiiiMiiHipiiililMiii'""'"

Ipl^liHiiliBl
iBHiiiiiBiilliiilBA

ill

Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 796-5700 in NYS
or toll-free (800) 462-8687

had inoculated the roots of several thou-

sand oak, hazelnut, willow, and poplar

saplings with a culture from white truf-

fles. He expected the first truffles seven

years later, which could be this year And

he announced he was already seeing some

small truffles in the roots of trees he had

planted in 1979. At the same time, Paolo

Urbani, the truffle king of Italy, was

claiming he had solved the problem of

mass cultivation of black truffles and that

he had sold 350,000 grafted saplings. He
also claimed that eight-year-old saplings

were producing "kilos of truffles."

By 1988, a pilot program of 2,500

black-truffle-infected seedlings was under

way, with government support, in New
Zealand. The Financial Times (London)

predicted commercial production by

1991, but the horticulturist in charge of

the project was able to serve an early crop

in 1988 to thirty guests in Dunedin. In

1986, according to the BBC, Yugoslav

specialists had infected oak trees with

white truffle mycelia. Plantations set up in

Istria are expected to produce their first

harvest as early as 1991.

Perhaps the biggest and most advanced

black truffle plantation is on a farm in

Soria Province, northeast of Madrid. The

food company Arotz, with an infusion of

Kuwaiti capital, planted 330,000 specially

treated oak saplings on 1,700 acres in the

sixties and seventies. As of 1989, accoi-

ing to a report in the Financial Times, U
trees were expected to start produci;

truffles within two years, or by 1991. hi

estimates indicated that this one fan

could double world production of Tuh

melanosporum.

The Arotz trees are more than twei/

years old now but stand a mere six fi|

tall, because when they were seedlin,

they had their taproots cut to promote t:

spread of shallow roots, thereby increasi^

the area for truffle formation. If tl

don't break the truffle bank, perhaps;

will happen in Texas. About 100 acres ;e

under cultivation around DrippS

Springs in the Hill Country, 30 of th

under the watchful eye of Fran9ois Pic;

Ron Bechtol, the San Antonio food wri

visited Picart in January 1990 and

spected the stand of filbert (hazeln

trees he had put in because of their de

root systems. Local enthusiasts were
[

dieting Texas truffles in a year (Janu

1991). Meanwhile, they were selling ti

fle-infected filbert saplings to hopt

truffle farmers for $10 to $15 per tree,

course, all these schemes may turn ou t

be just truffes-en-ciel. But there ahead >.

controlled black truffle production i

laboratory in the Central Valley of C

fomia. Two former University of Cali

nia biologists, Moshe Shifrine and Ra \

Poularde de Bresse Truifee Cuite a la Vapeur

Steamed Truffled Chicken

(From Ma Cuisine desSaisons. by Georges Blanc, Laffont, 1984)

1 4-pound chicken

3 or 4 black truffles

7 tablespoons butter

Salt and pepper

61/2 cups chicken stock

1 Vi cups dry white wine

Armagnac
1 bouquet garni ( 1 bay leaf and a sprig

each of parsley and thyme tied

together)

2 ribs celery

2 carrots, scraped and roughly

chopped

1 onion, peeled

1 knob of beurre mani'e ( 1 tablespoon

butter kneaded together with

1 tablespoon flour)

Vi pint heavy cream

1 egg yolk

Lemon juice

Rinse the chicken and pat dry. Slice the

truffles as thinly as possible. Slide the

resulting coin-shaped pieces under the

chicken's skin.

Chop the chicken's liver and saute in

the butter Add salt and pepper to taste,

sprinkle with Armagnac, let cook another

minute or so, and then spoon into t

chicken's cavity. Wrap the chicken in

clean dish towel and refrigerate for s(

eral hours before cooking, so that the tn

fle perfumes the chicken.

Put the chicken on a rack in a Dut

oven or other large, heavy pot. Add t,

stock, white wine, the bouquet garni, c

ery, carrots, the whole onion, and a sp

of Armagnac. The liquid should not tott

the chicken.

Bring the liquid to a boil, cover, redu

heat to low, and cook for an hour a

fifteen minutes to an hour and a half.

When the chicken is cooked, remo

from the pot and keep warm. Strain t

cooking liquid through a very fine strair

(a chinois) and reduce if necessary. Th

thicken it over low heat by whisking in t,

beurre mani'e. Whisk together the hea

cream and the egg yolk and then, off he

whisk into the cooking liquid. Correct 1

seasoning and finish with lemon juii

Keep the sauce hot, but do not boil, wh

you carve the chicken. Serve the sau

separately.

Yield: Four servings
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iorian, have started marketing various

oducts derived from lab truffles grown

om French spores.

,
Under the trade name La Truffe, the

lultured Truffle, the California Truffle

ompany is selling Shifrine and Dorian's

iffles as stabilized truffle granules, a

ste concentrate, and a truffle-flavored

: ve oil. Pebeyre, the French truffle mag-

te, has turned up his nose at these prod-

ts. And they certainly don't correspond

) closely to one's traditional idea of a

:sh truffle.

Indeed, the whole operation, as de-

ibed in the many credulous press re-

rts of recent months, makes it sound too

:;ich like synthetic food. There is much
k of technological tricks for using the

ffles as a flavorant in olive oil, and

1 ifrine's obsession with shelf life also

; kes one suspicious. So do his gastro-

1 nic ideas—truffles with pressed turkey

( banana. There is also the problem of

i recy. Is this science or flimflam? Who
I actually seen the truffles before they

\ e ground up and otherwise processed?

' ly haven't recognized authorities on

l\ i been invited in to taste the products?

•io matter what we may make of the

( ifornia lab truffles, they clearly are no

sistitute for the tree-grown, full-size

fi h product. Myself, I have high hopes

f all the renegade truffle farms all over

t planet. All claims point to this winter

a, ;he earliest plausible date for truffle

li )ff. So I am planning a feast for

T ;lfth Night of next year, when I fanta-

s being able to drop down to the local

c venience store and pick up two dozen

ti Bes. With these in hand, I will proceed

tmake Pheasant Alcantara, a recipe

f( id in a Benedictine monastery in Ex-

ti ladura, Spain, when Napoleon's Gen-
ei Junot sacked the place in 1807.

E Dffier observes that the recipe, origi-

K y meant for partridge, is "probably the

01^ good thing the French brought back
ii^-i that unhappy campaign."

Dllowing his recipe, I will stuff" a

plisant mthfoie gras of duck, mixed
Wi quartered truffles cooked in port.

T n I will marinate this bird in port for

the days, making sure that the bird is

aliys completely submerged in wine.

Tl[i I will braise the pheasant. Having
m nwhile reduced the port marinade to a
fa lously intense sauce, I will pour it into

i I ep, ovenproof dish, add a dozen whole
'nles, and then place the finished bird

onjp of them. After heating for another

tenninutes, dinner will be ready.

Rimond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cicinterests are the history andprepara-
licoffood.
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spinning

Gold
In the twilight darkness on a reef off

Little Cayman Island in the Caribbean, a

female tube sponge in the genus Agelas

releases thousands of golden eggs into the

current. At least half a dozen of the

sponges, which reach two to three feet in

height, were seen pouring out eggs on a

small section of the reef. Mass ovulation

occurs each year in July, in synchrony

with sperm production by spawning

males, often called smoking sponges

because of the whitish clouds of sperm

that they blow upward into the water.

In most species, egg cells are fertilized

internally by sperm drawn in by the

sponge. The embryos then develop into

free-swimming larvae before they are

released. In this species of Agelas,

however, unfertilized eggs are expelled in

less than an hour and held together by

sticky strands of mucus that cling to the

maternal sponge. The strands, which may

reach six feet in length, keep the eggs from

dispersing immediately, giving them a

chance to be fertilized externally by

sperm floating in the water. After a day or

so, the strands break up and become

snagged on the reefs corals, preventing

developing embryos from drifting freely

with the currents and insuring that the

sponge's progeny are distributed in a

favorable reef habitat.

—

R. A.

Photograph by

Franklin Jay Viola
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Authors

Don Rice (page 10) began investigat-

ing the ecology of ancient Maya civiliza-

tion in 1973, in collaboration with ar-

cheologist Prudence Rice and paleo-

ecologist Edward Deevey. A professor of

anthropology at the University of Vir-

ginia, Rice has done fieldwork in Belize,

Guatemala, and Mexico. He is currently

conducting archeological and environ-

mental research on the economic and po-

litical organization of southern Peru in

the period a.d. 1000-1460. For addi-

tional reading he recommends The Ori-

gins of Maya Civilization, edited by

Richard E. W. Adams (Albuquerque:

University of New Mexico Press, 1977);

Pre-Hispanic Maya Agriculture, edited

by Peter D. Harrison and B. L. Turner II

(Albuquerque: University of New Mex-

ico Press, 1978); and Maya Subsistence,

edited by Kent V. Flannery (New York:

Academic Press, 1982).

In 1964, James F. Fisher (right, shown

here with his son) was a member of Sir

Edmund Hillary's expedition to build

schools in Sherpa villages in Nepal (page

38). Interested in learning about the so-

cial and cultural impact of the schools he

had built, Fisher revisited Nepal more

than two decades later. A professor of

anthropology at Carleton College in

Northfield, Minnesota, Fisher received

his training at Princeton University and

the University of Chicago. From 1 984 to

1986, he was Visiting Fulbright Profes-

sor at Tribhuvan University in Kath-

mandu, Nepal. Sometime in the future,

Fisher hopes to do a study of ethnicity

and industrialization in Nepal and a

cross-cultural analysis of humor, espe-

cially in India and Nepal. Much of Fish-

er's work with the Sherpas is detailed in

his book, Sherpas: Reflections on

Change in Himalayan Nepal (Berkeley:

University of California Press; 1990).

Another source of further reading is

High Religion: A Cultural and Political

History ofSherpa Buddhism, by Sherry

Ortner (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1989).

As a child, Ricliard B. Arohson (pa

30) dreamed of traveling to Africa

study its large mammals, but because

severe hay fever attacks, he settled

marine invertebrates instead. Sweetin

Pond caused him to shift the focus of 1

studies once more; the primitive chan

ter of its animal community sparked 1

interest in paleontology. After eami

his Ph.D. from Harvard University

the behavior and ecology of the pon*

octopuses, Aronson traveled to the Bi

ish Isles and other European localities

investigate brittle star beds that mij

shed more light on how predation shap

ancient marine communities. Current

he is a marine biologist in the Depa

ment of Invertebrate Zoology at t

Smithsonian Institution's National M
seum of Natural History. Aronson 1:

recently initiated a long-term project i

ing high-resolution video cameras

record the recovery of Saint Croi

coral reefs, which were badly damag

by Hurricane Hugo in September 191

For a popular account of octopus natu

history, Aronson recommends Kingdi

of the Octopus, by F W. Lane (N

York: Sheridan House, 1974).
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Authors, Continued

A graduate of the University of Kan-

sas and an associate professor of zoology

at the University of Florida, Martha L.

Crump (page 46) has leapfrogged her

way across South and Central America

conducting her anuran studies. In Costa

Rica she came upon a puddle full of can-

nibal tadpoles and began wondering just

what kind of advantages these frogs

gained from eating one another, rather

than frogs of other species. She plans to

continue her studies in Argentina, where

some frogs also appear to be fond of de-

vouring others of their species. For fur-

ther reading on the subject she recom-

mends Gnomes of the Night, by Arthur

N. Bragg (Philadelphia: University of

Pennsylvania Press, 1965).

Aadje Geertsema (page 52) came to

East Africa in 1970; since then she has

only visited her native Holland from

time to time. In 1973, she worked with

wildlife photographer Hugo van Lawick

on films about baboons in the Gombe
Stream Reserve and hyenas in the

Ngorongoro Crater. After settling at

Ndutu Safari Lodge in the Serengeti,

Geertsema by chance encountered a

fairly habituated serval, which she fol-

lowed, photographed, and studied. This

project eventually resulted in a grant

and the publication of her research on

serval ecology in the Netherlands Jour-

nal ofZoology ( 1 985). A member of the

lUCN Cat Specialist Group, Geertsema

keeps an eye on the smaller cats in the

Serengeti area. In free moments, she ex-

plores wilderness areas, photographs

wildlife, and gardens (a "useless" avoca-

tion in the African bush, she writes). For

further reading Geertsema recommends

J. Kingdon's East African Mammals,
vol. 3 (London: Academic Press, 1977),

R. F Ewer's The Carnivores (London:

Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973), and

Reay H. N. Smithers's The Mammals
ofthe Southern African Subregion (Pre-

toria: University of Pretoria, 1983).

After hours of searching a rt l

catch a tube sponge in the act

producing, Franklin Jay Viola (paj

got lucky during a twilight dive. A i

of Houston, Texas, Viola received

gree in marine science and anotl

marine transportation at the Texas

itime Academy at Texas A&M U
sity at Galveston. He served as an <

in the U. S. merchant marine fi

years, saving enough money to p

his passion for underwater photogi

During his spare time in the mer

marine, Viola visited many of the w

prime diving spots. He now retu

many of those locations, organizinj

inars on marine biology and under

photography. To photograph the s

and its eggs for this month's "N
Moment," Viola used a Nikon F3

Nikkor 55mm macro lens and

lights.
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The Advantages of Male Pregnancy

Amanda Vincent, in her fine article, "A
Seahorse Father Makes a Good Mother"

(December 1990), was looking for evi-

dence of a reversal of sexual roles among

male and female seahorses that presum-

ably would be the result of the male's

"pregnancy." It seems to me that al-

though a male broods the eggs within his

pouch for several days, there may be little

cost associated with this beyond a slight

increase in the risk from predators. If so,

the female may still have the greater re-

productive investment, in the form of her

larger gametes (up to 15 percent of her

body weight, according to Vincent). In

this situation, the males would be ex-

pected to compete for the females.

Eric D. Stolen

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Surrogates and Scientific Integrity

In "The Golden Rule—a Proper Scale

for Our Environmental Crisis" (Septem-

ber 1990), Stephen Jay Gould suggested

that because the public could not be edu-

cated in biological priorities, warm furry

creatures should be used as "surrogates"

to achieve land-use decisions under the

Endangered Species Act. In practice, this

would mean ignoring scientific data and

the law, thereby essentially giving abso-

lute power to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife

Service.

Gould's example of the Mount Graham

Observatory and the endangered red

squirrel illustrates the problem very well.

In an effort to stop an observatory, a tiny

perturbation compared to previous and

ongoing intrusions (a paved, two-lane

highway already brings more than

250,000 visitors per year), agency officials

fabricated a case around the squirrel. Evi-

dence of history was ignored, searches

were gerrymandered, data were manipu-

lated to create an apparent conflict be-

tween squirrels and observatory when

none existed. The Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice admitted to the General Accounting

Office that it incorporated into its biologi-

cal opinion "poison pills" designed to kill

the project rather than save the species.

Such misuse of the Endangered Species

Act as a zoning ordinance and faking the

biology of surrogates are harmful to the

greater cause. There is no adequate substi-

tute for truth in solving environmenl

problems.

Gould's appeal for use of the "golci

rule"—to treat the earth as we would w i

to be treated ourselves—is far more -

tractive. In return for the small obser-

tory area, the University of Arizona i

reforesting a substantially greater port i

of the mountain. It has also transplan 1

hundreds of small trees, helped funci

Forest Service experimental feeding p-

gram in case of future need, and propo; i

that a separate squirrel population re;

voir be established.

As construction proceeds, the red sqi -

rel population on Mount Graham is gp -

ing. The search by observatory oppones

for another endangered species is, h-

ever, already in progress.

N. WooLF, P A. Strittmat I

J.R.RAngel,J.B.Wah
Steward Observat y

Tucson, Ariz a

Peary, Not Brainard |
As an arctic buff with strong geoli 9

interests, I found Jane E. Francis's art i,

"Arctic Eden" (January 1991), to b if

special interest. I was pleased to note e

credit she gave to Gen. David L. Brain i,

then Sergeant Brainard, for his first i-

dence that forests once grew in the I h

Arctic.

With some reluctance I mention a s-

torical inaccuracy The article indie s

that as a member of the Greely E >

dition, Brainard reached the northen p

of Greenland. Brainard and Lieutei ii

Lockwood, who did not survive the e >

dition, and one Greenlandic associate A

travel to Lockwood Island and in so di ig

established, on May 13, 1882, a new r-

thest north record. This achievemei-

and it was a very great one—by Lockv id

and Brainard did not, however, repre nl

the attainment of the northern tipf

Greenland.

It was not until eighteen years lat«W

the day. May 13, 1900, that Robert

Peary, accompanied by Matt Henson id

an Inuit companion, operating, inteiit-

ingly enough, from the old Greely bafai

Fort Conger, reached the northern x-

tremity of Greenland.

ERICPARKMANS^^^

Concord, Massachui ti
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This View of LifH

The Great Seal Principle
Lady Luck smiles on the beginnings

ofinstitutions and organisms

by Stephen Jay Gould

Tennyson's In Memoriam, published in

1850, was surely the most popular of Vic-

torian poems. The good queen herself re-

marked to her poet laureate, following the

death of her beloved husband, Prince Al-

bert: "Next to the Bible, In Memoriam is

my comfort." As a paradoxical and ulti-

mate testimony of success, many lines be-

came so popular, so much a part of every-

day speech, that their relatively recent

source was forgotten, and a false Shake-

spearean or biblical origin often assumed.

Be honest now; didn't you think that

Shakespeare wrote; " 'Tis better to have

loved and lost / Than never to have loved

at all." {In Memoriam also gave us, nearly

a decade before Darwin's book, the classic

metaphor for natural selection: "Nature,

red in tooth and claw.")

After loving and losing, the most fam-

ous misattributed line from In Memoriam
must be: "He seems so near, and yet so

far." Such an excellent epitome for that

constant and unwelcome companion of

intellectual life: frustration. I may be fas-

cinated by big questions—the origin of

the universe, for example—but I am not

frustrated because I expect no near or

immediate solution. Frustration lies just

beyond the finger tip—the solution that is

almost palpable, but for one little, stub-

bom obstacle.

Scientific frustration takes two primary

forms. In the usual, empirical variety,

deeply desired data lie just beyond our

reach. Remember that we looked at the

moon for millennia but never knew the

form of her back face (and couldn't really

develop a decent theory of origin and sub-

sequent history without this information).

So near (if we could only grab hold of the

damned thing and turn it around)—and

yet so far (a good quarter of a million

miles). One space probe and a camera

resolved this frustration of the ages.

But another species of frustration arises

from logical problems, and these some-

times seem more intractable because solu-

tions must come from inside our heads.

Consider the classics, Zeno's paradoxes,

or the puzzles of our primers:

Brothers and sisters have I none

But that man's father is my father's son.

Again, the answers seem so close (after all,

the arrow does move and Achilles does

pass the tortoise), yet the structure of reso-

lution eludes us.

Empirical frustrations are resolved by

evidence; I don't know that they present

much of a general message beyond the

obvious value of data over casuistry. Logi-

cal frustrations have more to teach us be-

cause solutions require a reorientation of

mental habits (if only the minor realiza-

tion that problems need not be viewed as

external to their posers, and therefore "ob-

jective"; the man in the old couplet is

pointing to his own son).

The Great Seal on a U. S. dollar bill

The study of evolution is beset wit

frustrations, most of the empirical variel

(inadequacy of the fossil record, our i

ability to track and document enouj

members of a population). But the profe

sion also features some persistent logic

puzzles, most treated (and some resolvei

by Darwin himself. Several take a simil;

form, roughly: "I can figure out why

particular feature is useful to an organis

once it develops, but how could it arise

the first place." I have treated one stan

ard form of this puzzle in several essays

the "10 percent of a wing" problem,

how can wings evolve if tiny initial stag

could confer no aerodynamic benef

Darwin's solution, now experimenta

confirmed (see my essay of Octet

1985), argues that initial stages fur

tioned in a different manner (perhaps I

thermoregulation in the case of incipie

wings) and were later co-opted, wh

large enough, for current utility.

A related and equally thorny proble

asks why a useful evolutionary trend c

begin in the first place, and why one pal

way is taken in a large potential field. T

knee-jerk adaptationist answer, "becaii

the evolved feature works so well (ai

must therefore, in some sense, have bei

prefavored as a solution)," simply will n

do, for current utility and historical orig

are entirely separate issues. (What, in r

ture, works better than a wing? and yet \

all agree that benefit in flight did not ini

ate the trend.)

Darwin also thought about this issi

and proposed a solution. (His argume

includes a trio of important properties: it

interesting, probably correct, and large

unappreciated. Moreover, this past yea

evolutionary literature includes two fasi

nating examples—hence my choice of
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last essay written in 1 990.) Darwin consid-

ered the classic case of mimicry in butter-

flies: the convergence of a tasty species on

the pattern of a noxious form, all the bet-

ter to fool predators (viceroy on monarch,

for example). A potential mimic may
share an environment with one hundred

other butterfly species. Why converge

upon one, rather than any of the ninety-

nine others? And why initiate such a trend

at all among so many other evolutionary

possibilities? Darwin argues that the in-

ception must reside in accident, whatever

the predictable character of the trend

once it starts and whatever the resultant

benefit. The mimic's ancestor must begin

with a slight and fortuitous resemblance

to the species eventually copied. Such pre-

dispositions can only be chancy, for a spe-

cies cannot know its complex future. A
beginning "leg up" can nudge the trend

into a particular path. The path itself will

be carved by the deterministic force of

natural selection, but the push into the

path requires a bit of luck. Without this

initiation in nonadaptive good fortune, the

final and stunning adaptation could never

evolve.

I am tempted to call this logical solution

the Great Seal Principle, to honor the

motto of our national emblem (engraved

on the flip side of a dollar bill), Annuit

Coeptis. The agent is usually construed as

God, and the line, following our gender-

biased tradition, is therefore translated as

"he smiles on our beginnings." But the

Latin third person singular is androgy-

nous, and I prefer to think of the agent as

Lady Luck—therefore, "she smiles on the

initiations."

Darwin's argument is theoretically

sound, for it is, after all, an abstract resolu-

tion of a conceptual puzzle—one of the

logical frustrations of my introduction.

But have we any evidence that nature ac-

tually bows to the reason of our argu-

ments? The issue is particularly important

in evolutionary biology because we so of-

ten make the mistake of assuming that we

understand the origin of a feature just

because it now works so well. Consider, for

example, the large set of "showy" male

features—from peacocks' tails to deer

antlers to elaborate behavioral displays in

birds of paradise—that presumably

evolved in the process identified by Dar-

win as sexual selection. In one category of

sexual selection, called female choice by

Darwin, these elaborate structures (en-

cumbrances in any other context) develop

and enlarge because females prefer the

bigger or more decorated males. Female

choice may explain the extensive and

gaudy patterning, but why tail feathers in

the first place? Why not one of a hundred

alternatives—head plumes, elaborata

calls, or the more common mammalian

analogue of old-fashioned male bullyingl

Several evolutionists, in the past fe\f

years, have thought more deeply aboul

the difference between origins and latel

pathways and have taken Darwin's prom

lem and solution more seriously. The;

have realized that the pathways set b;

female choice must often involve an im

portant initiating component of preexist

ing bias in sensory and cognitive systems

Females, after all, perceive and proces

information in a limited number of way

based on broad features of brain and sens

organs that clearly did not evolve in orde

to prefer showy tail feathers in some ur

specified future. Relative to tail feather

or antlers or complex behavioral displays

these biases are components of good foi

tune that permit the initiation of a partici

lar trend. Two recent studies have pn

vided excellent evidence for the great se;

principle by combining experimental dat

on female choice with a documentation (

preexisting sensory biases in a genealog

cal context that validates an evolutional

argument.

Fish tails. When we think of the co;

junction of weaponry and fishes, we us

ally picture a large and graceful marir

species with a sword for a snout and

lovely name of classical redundancy-

Xiphias gladius, the swordfish {xiphias

a Greek sword; gladius, a Latin counte

part, as in the gladiator who wields it

combat). But a much smaller, Centi

American freshwater relative of t

guppy also bears a sword—this time at t

rear end, formed after sexual maturi

and only in males, by an elongation of ra

at the base of the caudal (tail) fin.

Alexandra Basolo, of the University

California at Santa Barbara, perfonrn

behavioral experiments on the swordta

Xiphophorus helleri, and proved that
',

males do prefer males with long

swords—thus establishing the efficacy

female choice in maintaining and enlai

ing the male sword. But such informati'

tells us very little about the origin

swords. These projections do males

world of Darwinian good, but why swor

rather than big eyeballs, funny fins,

elaborate swimming displays? Fort

nately, we have enough information abo

the genealogy of swordtails to reconstru

a historical sequence and to recognize ;

important component of preexisting I

male sensory bias in the evolution

swords.

The close relatives of X. helleri are ;

swordless, and we may conclude that on

nary swordless tails represent the origir

state of this lineage. In particular,
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maculatus, the closest living relative of

the swordtail, lacks a rear projection (de-

spite its taxonomic residence in the same

genus, with its etymology of "sword

bearer"). Basolo therefore performed a se-

ries of ingenious and elegant experiments

on the swordless X. maculatus.

In her basic procedure, she placed a

female in the center section of an aquar-

ium constructed with two side compart-

ments of equal volume. She then put a

single male into each of the side compart-

ments and noted female preference by

time spent in the vicinity of males and by

the performance of courtship behaviors.

In these experiments, she surgically im-

planted into the tail of swordless X. macu-

latus males swords of the same relative

length and form as in X. helleri. In some

males, the swords had the same distinctive

yellow color and bold black border as in X.

helleri; in others, the swords were trans-

parent (and shown in behavioral experi-

ments to be invisible to females).

Basolo placed a male with a colored

sword into one side compartment and a

male with an invisible sword into the other

chamber. (She followed this elaborate

procedure of implanting invisible swords,

rather than simply using ordinary sword-

less males, because she needed to control

for the results of surgery and the effect of

a sword upon swimming and other male

behaviors. If females just reacted diifer-

ently to an ordinary, unoperated male

than to a male with an experimentally

implanted sword, we would not know

whether this disparity recorded the

sword's presence or the results of surgical

intervention.)

Basolo produced six male pairs, eac

with a visible and a transparent swor

She tested each pair with nine to sixtet

female fish. Invariably, females prefem

males with visible swords—even thouj

males of this species have no swords at

;

in nature. As in all good experimeni

Basolo then performed a variety of adci

tional tests to eliminate other interpret

tions. She changed sides for males wi

visible and invisible swords—just in cat

females were choosing left or right sides

the aquarium, rather than visible or inv

ible swords. The females preferred the v

ible sword, regardless of position in tl

aquarium. She even performed a secoi

operation and switched swords—placii

the transparent sword into the fish th

previously carried the colored version ai

implanting the colored sword into the fi
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at had borne the invisible addition. The

h that had previously been shunned

resumably for its invisible sword) was

iw favored when bearing the sword with

e prominent black border. Basolo con-

ides: "These data suggest that the fe-

iles were basing their choice on sword

sference and not other traits."

The title of Basolo's article says it all:

emale Preference Predates the Evolu-

,
n of the Sword in Swordtail Fish" {Sci-

,ce. November 9, 1990, pp. 808-10).

; mething in the sensory system of ances-

1 1 fishes evidently predisposed females

I the X. helleri line to prefer males with

• ords. Since no previous member of this

1 ge and successful group of fishes pos-

! sed swords (so far as we know), this

s isory and cognitive bias exists for other

ijSons and must be regarded as fortu-

itous with respect to the evolution of

swords. Male A", helleri must, in this sense,

thank Lady Luck for their graceful exten-

sions.

Frog calls. So much of what we view as

most aesthetic and charming in nature

—

the singing and plumage of birds, as a

prime example—actually functions as

part of the great Darwinian struggle for

reproductive success. Chorusing of male

frogs or birds is no paean of praise to the

night, no hosanna to the joys of life, but a

complex tapestry of challenge (to other

males) or advertisement (to females).

In many frogs, the female-choice model

of sexual selection seems to apply, and

males call to win the sexual attention of

females—all in the service of the great

Darwinian attempt to avoid croaking

(vernacular sense) of family lines. Mi-

chael J. Ryan and colleagues at the Uni-

versity of Texas in Austin have applied the

preexi.sting-bias model ("sexual selection

for sensory exploitation" in their terms) to

the complex call of the Tungara frog,

Physalaemus pustulosus (see articles in

Evolution, vol. 44, 1990, pp. 305-14; and

Nature, January 4, 1990, pp. 66-67).

This Panamanian frog has an unusually

complex call, consisting of two sequential

components with expressive names: a

whine and a chuck. The call begins with

the longer whine, about 350 milHseconds

in duration and gradually decreasing in

fundamental frequency from 900 to 400

hertz. Although the whine contains up to

three harmonics, most energy resides in

the fundamental. (Harmonics are over-

tones generated from the fundamental

and having higher frequencies at integral
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multiples of the fundamental. If that

sounds like a mouthful, the first harmonic

of a 220 Hz fundamental frequency is 440

Hz, the second 660 Hz, the third 880 Hz,

and so on.) The whine is followed by a

series of one to six chucks. These chucks

are much shorter in duration (about 40

milliseconds) and have a lower funda-

mental frequency of about 220 Hz. But,

unlike the whine, chucks have much
higher energy in the fifteen harmonics

above the fundamental. In fact, some 90

percent of the energy resides in harmonics

above 1 500 Hz, with the peak frequency

above 2000 Hz.

This complexity becomes important in

Ryan's argument for an interesting reason

based on the physiology of amphibian

hearing. Uniquely among terrestrial verte-

brates, amphibians possess two inner-ear

organs that pick up airborne vibrations

—

the amphibian papilla and the basilar pa-

pilla. The amphibian papilla is most sensi-

tive to frequencies below 1 200 Hz, while

the basilar papilla responds best to higher

frequencies above 1 500 Hz.

Direct study of the inner ear in P.

pustulosus shows that the most sensitive

fibers of the amphibian papilla are tuned

to about 500 Hz, while all fibers in the

basilar papilla are most sensitive to about

2100 Hz. These facts suggest an obvious

hypothesis for evolution of the complex

call in P. pustulosus, particularly for the

addition of chucks to the presumed ances-

tral call of whine alone, namely, that the

whine only stimulates the amphibian pa-

pilla, while addition of the chuck takes

advantage of a latent capacity already

present but unutilized in ancestral calls:

the acoustic properties of a basilar papii

tuned to higher frequencies concentrati

in the chuck. The basilar papilla provid

the preexisting sensory bias (sensitivity

higher frequencies), and the chuck final

contacts this ever-present, but initially u

exploited, capacity.

Since the calls elicit female attentii

(with approach and eventual matin;

Ryan and his colleagues performed an i

teresting and successful experiment. Th'

synthesized a variety of calls and broa

cast two different versions from oppos

ends of an indoor arena measuring ;

square yards. They put a female in t

center of the arena and covered her w;

an opaque cone. They gave her five m
utes to acclimate as they played the cal

A remote device then lifted the cone, a

the female was free to approach a speak
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she consistently preferred one to an-

her, then the relative evolutionary value

, whines and chucks might be assessed.

Females consistently favored the com-

lex call of whine plus chuck over the

aine alone. This preference is not a sim-

; result of adding more total energy by

:luding the chucks, but seems to be set

distinctive characters of the chuck. If

nales are given a choice between whine

js chuck and an enhanced whine alone

. ith 50 percent more total energy than

nine plus chuck), they still prefer the

•mplex call of whine plus chuck, despite

; lower energy. Finally, Ryan and col-

•gues determined that females respond

uually well to both the low and the high

:, rmonics of the chuck. In other words,

<;y are equally positive toward com-

snents of the chuck that stimulate ei-

ther the amphibian or the basilar papilla.

So far so good. The added chuck does

elicit female preference, and the compo-

nent of the chuck that stimulates the pre-

viously unexploited basilar papilla also ap-

peals to females. But to argue for the

preexisting sensory bias model, we need to

know that ancestral species (or relatives

maintaining the ancestral state) are also

inclined to react favorably to the chuck,

even though their distinctive call contains

no such component—just as Basolo

showed that females in unarmored species

prefer males with surgically implanted

swords. Ryan was able to supply this final

piece of evidence by measuring the tuning

of basilar papillas in seven individuals of

the closely related species P. colorad-

orum. Ryan writes: "This species does not

produce chucks, and the ability to pro-

duce chucks was derived in P. pustulosus

after these species diverged." Ryan found

no statistically significant difference be-

tween the most sensitive frequencies for P.

pustulosus (2130 Hz) and the chuckless

P. coloradorum (2230 Hz). The basilar

papilla of P. coloradorum is therefore

tuned to high frequencies not found in

their actual call. A preexisting sensory

bias for potentially advantageous evolu-

tionary change can therefore be speci-

fied—a pathway actually followed by P.

pustulosus.

These conclusions about preexisting

sensory bias, while satisfying, also present

another paradox. How can something so

specific as the preference for an extension

to a tail or a funny sound be encoded by

accident into ancestral behaviors? Can we
seriously believe that an animal might be
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adapted to favor swords never seen or

chucks never heard?

The probable resolution of this paradox

(another logical frustration in the terms of

my introduction) may be illustrated by a

famous experiment done ten years ago by

British ethologist Patrick Bateson ("Pref-

erences for Cousins in Japanese Quail,"

Nature. January 21, 1982, pp. 236-37).

Avoidance of incest is common in verte-

brates with complex behaviors and high

cognitive capacity. The evolutionary ratio-

nale for this behavior is easy to express:

mating with closest kin produces a high

frequency of genetically compromised

offspring with disadvantageous traits in

double recessive doses (a phenomenon

called inbreeding depression). But quails

don't know Mendelian genetics (neither

did we before this century). So what can

be leading animals to this evolutionarily

advantageous behavior?

Bateson built an ingenious device that

exposed individual quails to five birds of

the opposite sex, but of different degrees

of relationship: a sibling nestmate, a sib-

ling never seen before, a first cousin, a

third cousin, and an unrelated bird. Both

males and females generally preferred

first cousins over all alternatives.

One popular hypothesis (applicable to

humans in some interpretations) holds

that we avoid closest kin by a simple learn-

ing rule that derails later sexual feehngs

toward individuals reared with us from

our earliest days (as one wag said, if we
share potties early, we don't party later

—

and remember, where I Uve, in Boston, the

two words are pronounced nearly alike).

On this argument, since rearingmates are

usually siblings, the simple learning rule

turns the proper evolutionary trick. But

this explanation will not suffice for

Bateson's data, for quails prefer first cous-

ins over true siblings never seen before.

Bateson therefore concludes, from this

and other arguments, that quails may be

following a highly abstract aesthetic

rule—prefer intermediary degrees of fa-

miliarity: not so close as to be cloying, not

so distant as to be overly strange. If he is

right, an elegant solution to the problem of

incest avoidance suggests itself. Quails are

not Mendelian calculators. They are,

rather, following a much deeper, and

much more abstract, rule of aesthetic

preference that may be common to a wide

range of animals and neurologies. Maxi-

mal attraction to intermediate familiarity

will automatically exclude disadvanta-

geous closest kin as potential mates. Natu-

ral selection need not work for the specific

goal of incest avoidance. By good fortune,

a deeper cognitive principle engenders

this result as a consequence. (Of course.

one might turn the argument around an

claim that the aesthetic principle aro;

because incest avoidance is so importan

and animals could only achieve this resu

by such an indirect route. But I prefer

view the specific as a manifestation of tl

general, rather than the rule as a surroga

for the example.)

This same style of argument makes tl

preexisting-bias hypothesis more sensibl

We need not postulate a preexisting bii

for seeing and favoring swords on tailj

We only require a general behavioral ru

(like intermediate familiarity) that mig!

render the specific result (incest avoi

ance) as a reasonable manifestation, i

fact, Basolo suggests that swords may l|

preferred by females in swordless speci

because the implanted weapon makes tl

male look larger in general—and bigg

size is a potent spur to female choice

many regimes of sexual selection. Thi

the general cognitive rule would proclaii|

prefer larger males. The specific soluti

in this case would be: extended swor

give an impression of larger size with lit

addition of actual bulk. A thousand otl:

pathways might have satisfied the sai

broad rule, butX helleri evolved a swo:

Similarly, the preexisting bias in frogs i

basilar papilla tuned to high frequenci

not an irresistible urge to hear a chui

Again, this bias might have been exploit

in many other ways, but P. pustuloi]

evolved a chuck.
|

The solution is elegant (and in this c: i

probably even true). Evolution is alway

wondrous mixture of the quirky and

predictable (usually expressed as hist(

cal legacies brought to different modi i

contexts) with the sensible adaptive i''

provements wrought by natural selecti

The quirky component of historical legi

constrains the predictable force of imr

diate selection—so we usually think

history as restrictive and selection as fi

ible. But the stories of this essay reve

the usual perspective. Here, historical 1

acy is a broad cognitive rule bursting w
potential along a thousand possible pa

ways—prefer larger males or prefer ir

viduals of intermediate familiarity ^

adaptation then clamps the limit by chc

ing one manifestation—a sword, a chui

or a first cousin. If Lady Luck smi

the beginning of such an evolutioni

trend from one side of our great seal, I

tempted to quote the more familiar mo

from the other side to describe the fi

choice of a singular solution

—

E Plurii

Unum, "One from Many."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,
i

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvt

University.
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Worlds in Contac

The Admiral and the Chief
Despite millennia ofseparation between Old World andNew World societies, Columbus
and the Indian ruler Guacanagarifound themselves on common ground

by Samuel M. Wilson

The news of the strange foreigners pre-

ceded them, but no one knew what to

make of it. Were they gods, perhaps, or

demons? Were they superhuman or only

ordinary men of a type never encoun-

tered? They had first appeared in the Ba-

hamas in autumn and had gone from there

to Cuba and then to the northwest tip of

Hispaniola. As their two vessels gradually

made their way eastward along the coast,

they approached the region ruled by

Guacanagari, and the reports reaching

this relatively minor cacique, or chief, of

the Taino Indians became more numer-

ous. The foreigners' great boats seemed to

be playing a strange game, going out to

the httle island of Tortuga and then com-

ing back again. Even after they passed

Tortuga, they continued to push far out to

sea, and then come close to the land, as

they progressed into the wind without any-

one paddling.

Both Tortuga and the coast of Hispani-

ola were densely populated. Columbus, on

this, his first voyage to the New World,

described the lands he saw in his journal.

His experiences are retold in narrative

form in Bartolome de las Casas's copy of

the original, now lost:

That big island [Hispaniola] appeared to be
very high land not closed in by mountains,

but level like handsome and extensive farm-

land; and all, or a large part of it, appeared
to be cultivated, and the planted fields

looked like wheat in the month of May in

the farmlands of Cordova. They saw many
fires that night and, by day, much smoke
like signals that seemed to be warnings of

some people with whom they were at war.

The Santa Maria, Columbus's lumber-

ing flagship, was a difficult vessel to sail

into the northeasterly trade winds. She
was not nearly so nimble as the Nina, the

smaller caravel. (The expedition's third

ship, the Pinta, had abandoned the others
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before they reached Hispaniola and had

not been heard from for more than a

month.) The winds were a tricky mix of

the trades and on- and off"-shore breezes.

Sometimes, late at night the winds would

die and the Santa Maria would drift on

her own. The waters were unknown, and

the dangers of hidden reefs and sandy

shallows were always on the minds of the

sailors. As winter pushed down from the

north, it strengthened the wind patterns,

and what are now known as the Christmas

winds sometimes howled out of the east.

The slow progress of the strangers from

west to east was gradually forcing Guaca-

nagari into action. How was he to deal

with them? How could he avoid the prob-

lems they might bring, and how might

they be used to his advantage? Whenever

the ships anchored or even came near

land, dozens of canoes would go to meet

and trade with them. They would crowd

together, canoe against canoe, until the

Spanish ships looked like high points on

small islands.

[Columbus] says he believes more than a

thousand persons to have come to the ship

at that hour, and all of them brought some-

thing of what they possessed; and before

they reached a half crossbow shot from the

ship, they rose to their feet in their canoes

and took it in their hands what they

brought, saying take it, take it. He believes

also that more than five hundred came to

the ship swimming because they had no
canoes, and he was anchored nearly a

league from land. ... He ordered that

something be given to every one, because,

he says, it was all well spent; and, he says,

may Our Lord in His mercy guide me so

that I will find this gold, I mean the mine,

since I have here so many who say they

know it. These are his words.

The Taino Indians of Hispaniola

brought the foreigners food and water,

parrots, weapons, cotton, ornaments, and

gold. The Spanish sailors would tra

what were, to them, less precious objec

old nails, bits of glass, coins of infinite

mal denominations, bits of brigh

painted majoUca pottery, small copi

bells, and glass beads. The Spaniards'

terest was clearly in gold; all their qu

tions, as nearly as they could be und

stood by signs and a few words, concen

the source of the gold. Gold was also :

portant for the Taino. One of their wo

for gold had the same root as caciq

their word for ruler. In a strange pa

lei—one of many odd similarities betw

European and Caribbean cultures—g<

kings, and the sun were tied "togethei

the same words and cultural categori(

For more than two months, Colum

had been searching for leads to the gi

cities of Cipangu (Japan) and the don

ions of the Great Khan. He had at

doned his westward search along the nc

coast of Cuba because he and his crew

the relentless trades forcing them fart i

_

and farther from Spain. In any case, (

trary to the expectations Columbus

built from an ambitious reading of Ma
Polo's travels, signs of what the Europe

considered to be civilized life seemed t<

decreasing as they sailed westward,

erything pointed to the island of Hisp

ola as the Taino's cultural center and

source of their gold. And as the si

tacked eastward along the northern si

of Hispaniola, the evidence and storie

gold seemed to point to the interior of

island—to what the natives called

Cibao, a name close enough to Cipang

warrant a closer look.

When the strangers came within

territory he controlled, Guacanagari

gan to send envoys to invite them to

village. He sent the most precious <J

enticing gifts he had, including bits of j
d

and elaborately woven cotton belts (tlie

ll
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gifts, subsequently presented by the Span-

ish Crown to other European royalty, now

lie scattered in European museums).

Ranking higher than other individuals

whom Columbus had so far encountered,

and perhaps standing on a point of proto-

col, Guacanagari would not go to meet the

ships but resolutely insisted that Colum-

bus come to his village. Eventually, on

December 23, Columbus and a large

party of Spaniards did pay him a visit.

All of the Indians returned with the Chris-

tians to the village, which [Columbus] af-

firms to be the largest and best arranged

with streets than any other of those passed

through and found up to that time. ... Fi-

nally the cacique came to them and the

whole town, more than two thousand per-

sons, gathered in the plaza, which was very

well swept. This king was very courteous to

the people from the ships, and each of the

common people brought them something to

eat and drink. Afterward the king gave to

each one some of the pieces of cotton cloth

that the women wear, and parrots for the

Admiral, and certain pieces of gold. The

common people also gave the sailors some

of the same pieces of cloth, and other things

from their houses, for small things that the

Spaniards gave them, which, from the way

they received them, seemed to be esteemed

as sacred relics.

When Columbus and his people left the

village, they gave the impression that they

would soon move on. They pointed to the

east, asking constantly about Cipangu or

Cibao or the island's source of gold, and

seemed convinced that it lay in that direc-

tion. They would move out of Guacana-

gari's small domain and into the territory

ruled by far more powerful caciques. The

bizarre strangers, it appeared, would prob-

ably do him neither harm nor good. But

Guacanagari's fortunes, along with those

of Columbus, took an unexpected turn.

It was Christmas Eve, a night upon

which, in spite of the date, the Christmas

winds had died. Possibly a bit more wine

than usual was opened, given the impor-

tance of the date to the Europeans. That

and the long days of tacking into the wind

and trading with the Indians may have

made the pilot and those on watch some-

what less vigilant than usual. Columbus

gave the helm to the ship's master, Juan

de la Cosa, and went to his small cabin,

about the only private spot on the Santa

Maria. De la Cosa gave the tiller to a

young boy and tried to catch a nap on a

nearby coil of rope. The Santa Maria

drifted ever so slowly on the current, with

almost no wind. Columbus remarked that

the sea was "as smooth as water in a

bowl." The boy felt the rudder stiffen as

the Santa Maria eased gently onto the

sandbank. With an ebbing tide, her fate

was already sealed.

A wooden craft the size of the Santa

Maria can seem fairly light when afloat

with a good wind, but on sand with the tide

going out, it becomes impossibly heavy.

Columbus ordered that the ship's boat be

used to row the anchor some distance

astern, so that they then could try to winch

the ship free. Instead, the valiant sailors

took off for the Nina with all the speed

they could manage. Not permitted to

board, they returned along with the Nina's

boat, but it was too late. In the middle of

the night the Santa Maria creaked back

and forth across the low swells; finally her

timbers began to splinter as she broke up.

Diego de Arana of Cordova and Pero

Gutierrez, two of the Crown's represen-

tatives among the crew, were sent to

Guacanagari's village. They were to enlist

his help in salvaging the wreck and got a

more positive response than they ex-

pected. Guacanagari sent all the villagers

and many large canoes to help ferry

ashore the contents of the disintegrating

Santa Maria. The crew were alarmed that

all their goods, food, weapons, and wine

might quickly and inetrievably disappear

into the interior, but everything made it to

land and to Guacanagari's village "with-

out a needle missing." Displaying sympa-

thy in the Taino's customary manner,

Guacanagari wept when he heard the

news and "from time to time sent one of

his relatives to the Admiral, weeping, to

console him, saying that he should not be

sorrowful or annoyed because he would

give him all that he had."

The Nina, despite a recaulking on

Cuba, was still leaking. The combine

crews of the two vessels could not mak

the return voyage in her. Some wouj

have to stay on Hispaniola. Voluntees

were not lacking, however, because mar,

felt that a year on the island would alio

them to stash away fortunes in gold.

Guacanagari seemed to be delighted t

this turn of events and showered hospite

ity on the Europeans. He gave them two

«

the large communal houses in his villaj.

and constantly pressed them to stay wi

him. The competition between Taino c

ciques was a competition for prestige, ai

controlling access to these possibly divii

creatures could only enhance Guacar

gari's power and social status. They ;

seemed to be warriors, possessing incre

ible weapons; with luck, they would t

come powerful allies.

Both Guacanagari and Columbus we

operating in worlds where elevated soc

status and political power were intensi

desired. In both their cultures, high bii

and personal achievement were critii

components of success. And the birthriji:

or inherited status of both was too low*

match their aspirations. So both manijr

lated the historical situation in which tl«

lived as much as possible, through tal

:

and through luck.

The people of the Old Worid and ;

New World resembled each other in

great many ways. Parallels could be foi i

in their kin groups, exploitation of don -

ticated plants and animals, villages i

cities, "governments" or political syste

social hierarchies, markets, symbolic

^
^^Wl l HWjIW',
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Columbus's 1 492 map ofHispaniola. top, and a modern one: Archeologists believe

En Bas Saline is where the settlement ofLa Navidad was located. i

Duke of Alba Collection, Palacio de Lira
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ns, writing systems, legal systems,

I rths, hopes, and fears. The words were

(Ferent, but to an uncanny extent, the

]Dple of the Old World and the New
^ )rld were speaking the same language,

( ipite the ten to twenty thousand years in

\ ich they had lived in virtual isolation

f m each other

\lthough Columbus was reluctant to

c )ark from the Nina, his only means of

r liming to Spain, he made several visits

t juacanagari's village. In the days they

\ 1 together, despite a tremendous com-

r nication gap, the two developed a gen-

i e rapport. Their futures were inter-

n shed now. Columbus's dream of

r ping the benefits of a new trade route

ti he Orient depended on getting safely

b k to Spain with most of his crew and

c struing the wrecking of the Santa Ma-
r as the successful establishment of a

S nish outpost in the Indies. (Calling his

n ceshift settlement La Navidad, Co-

il bus had a small fort built from the

tiibers of the Santa Maria.) Guacana-

's rising fortunes depended on a close

continuing relationship with Colum-

His small chiefdom could become

^ xally important in the Taino world.

hey needed each other so much that

« n Columbus returned a year later to

fii his small colony burned and all the

S niards who stayed behind killed, he
di not retaliate against Guacanagari.

r chief claimed that more powerful ca-

a< es than he had come to destroy La
>! idad. But his account (which ulti-

ir'ely had several versions) was full of

ir nsistencies. The details of what really

hr jened remain a mystery. Some of the

T; lO had removed the Spanish presence

orce. Perhaps the colonists' behavior

ed intolerable; perhaps they intro-

:d epidemics that the Taino inter-

sd as punishment for upsetting the

d order. Perhaps more powerful rulers

ted to return Guacanagari to his

sd irdinate status by doing away with the

p( 5rful strangers living with him.

be partnership between Columbus
arl Guacanagari continued for several

n s after the destruction of La Navidad.
A irst, the chief and his people partici-

pad in the subjugation of the island,

ac mpanying the Spaniards as interpret-

er nd allies. But as Taino society crum-
bli under the impact of Old World dis-

ea 5 and the demands of the Spaniards,
an as Columbus was increasingly entan-
gli in factional disputes among the con-

quiors, the alliance became obsolete.

SC uel M. Wilson is an assistant profes-

^O'^f anthropology at the University of
Teis, Austin.
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Celestial Events

The Seven Sisters
by Thomas D. Nicholson

On the 20th, a crescent moon highUghts

the Pleiades, one of the brightest open star

clusters in the sky. Even without the moon

as a guide, the Pleiades is an obvious fea-

ture in the constellation Taurus on clear

winter nights. Although many of its stars

are visible without optical aid, only the

seven brightest form a small, dipperlike

pattern that is easily seen. For this reason,

the Pleiades is sometimes called the Seven

Sisters. Observers in eastern North Amer-

ica can see the moon move directly in

front of the cluster in the eariy evening,

occulting the stars.

The Pleiades is a compact cluster of

several hundred stars about 400 light-

years from us. Its bright blue stars formed

fairiy recently (some 20 million years ago)

from the Milky Way's gas and dust. (With

a telescope, gas clouds can still be seen

glowing a faint blue from the light re-

flected by the new stars.) Such star clus-

ters are numerous in the Milky Way, and

the Pleiades is among the nearest.

On the evening of the 20th, the five-

day-old crescent moon is in the west after

sunset and already among the Pleiades.

The lunar disc, usually black except for

the lighted crescent, is a dark, "ghostly"

gray because of reflected light from the

earth. This is especially noticeable with

binoculars, which are an excellent aid to

observing such occultations. The moon

moves to the left through the cluster, cov-

ering stars with its rim and revealing oth-

ers coming into view from behind the

bright arc. The show goes on until early

evening to midevening, with the exact

times dependent upon one's location.

The moon passes in front of the Pleiades

every month this year, but the March

event is the only one visible in North
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America. For the rest of the year, the

phenomenon is visible farther south. After

this, a change in the orbit of the moon

takes it away from the Pleiades for about

another fifteen years.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

March 1 : Mercury passes the far side of

the sun (superior conjunction), entering

the evening sky. A day after being full, the

moon rises late in twilight, with Leo and

bright Regulus above it after dark. Jupi-

ter, now the brightest planet in the sky, is

higher still. Mars is in the south in Taurus.

March 3: Spica, next to the waning gib-

bous moon, rises about 9:30 p.m.

March 8: The last-quarter moon (which

occurs at 5:32 a.m., EST) rises about 1 :30

A.M. near Scorpius' reddish star Antares.

Apogee moon (farthest from the earth) is

at 8:00 p.m., EST.

March 9-10: The morning waning cres-

cent moon is above the teapot-shaped

group of stars in Sagittarius.

March 12: Saturn is near the crescent

moon at dawn.

March 15: Although the equinox isn't

for another week, sunrise and sunset are

twelve hours apart, making day and night

equal in length.

March 16: New moon occurs at 3:10

a.m., EST. In the west after sundown, bril-

liant Venus gleams to the left of the very

thin, early crescent moon (which may be

barely visible).

March 1 8: Aries' Hamal and Sheratan

are near the waxing crescent moon before

it sets after 9:00 p.m.

March 20: Spring in the Northern

Hemisphere begins when the sun arrives

at the vernal equinox at 10:02 p.m., EST.

Spring arrives on the 21st in Europe a

Asia but not in the Americas. The mo
moves past and occults Taurus' Pleiac

cluster this evening.

March 21-22: Perigee moon (near

the earth) is at midnight on the 21st. 1

crescent moon is to the right of rue

Mars on the 21st and to its left on the 2,

March 23-24: First-quarter moon is

1:03 a.m., est, on the 23d. The m«

moves away from Mars toward brigK

Jupiter on the 23d and aligns with Jup|

and Gemini's twin stars, Pollux and C

tor, on the 24th.

March 26: At dusk, the waxing gibb

moon is near Regulus, moving to the

below the star while both move westw d

during the night.

March 27: Mercury is at greatest e
-

erly elongation and is visible low in

west for more than one and a half hi

after sunset. It is best positioned for

ning viewing from mid-March thro_

the first week in April. Clear skies am

unobstructed western horizon also heij

March 30: Full moon is at 2:17 >

EST. It rises close to Spica in the ever

moving below the star during the niit

Jupiter, nearly in Une with Pollux and < s-

tor, is at the end of its retrograde m e

ment. TraveUng easterly again, it me
slowly closer to Regulus during thee

mainder of its current evening visibly

until early summer.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the J

ary issue shows the evening stars and

stellations for this month and gives

dates and times for use.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director en

tus of the American Museum.
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apped in a joyous embrace with nature. They

re developing improved strains of maize,
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I
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,al, and period maps show you

i3al locations, migrations, land

sions and key battles. A com-

:hensive appendix provides an

a-glance chronology of Indian

tory.

blisher's Price: $30.00
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icyclopedia of Native

lerican Tribes
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"/ Waldman

the height of their stewardship over North

' erica, more than 150 Indian nations thrived
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Spectacular earthen mounds marked

Indian burial sites and housed
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A Big Pain
Whatever was the matter with Jumbo?

by Richard G. Van Gelder

Jumbo, the male African elephant once

advertised by F T. Bamum as the "big-

gest and most famous animal in the

world," made a small fortune for the

American circus showman. Why the Lon-

don Zoo agreed, in 1882, to sell Bamum
its star attraction is one of the minor mys-

teries of zoology. For years. Jumbo had

drawn a devoted following and, for a tip

pocketed by his keeper, had given rides to

countless schoolchildren. The decision by

the zoo's trustees to sell the elephant be-

came a national scandal discussed even in

Parliament. Letters to the Queen sought

her intervention. But Bamum, delighted

with the free publicity, was not about to

rehnquish his prize. He suggested that

now that the British had enjoyed seeing

Jumbo, it was the Americans' tum.

Financial need being a perennial prob-

lem for the zoo, the $10,000 price tag

might have seemed motive enough. But if

that were the case, why sell the piece de

resistance that brought so many custom-

ers to the park? In their own defense, the

trustees revealed that the elephant had

begun to exhibit bouts of ill humor—bash-

ing the inside of his stable—and could no

longer be fully tmsted. Bamum definitely

had trouble getting Jumbo from the zoo to

the ship. Only after Bamum hired the

keeper, Matthew Scott, who had not been

included in the original deal (and wl

stood to lose much income) did the anim

cooperate. Amid enormous fanfa:

Jumbo arrived in New York aboard t

Assyrian Monarch in April 1882. In M
the Philadelphia Evening Star

nounced to its fashion-conscious read(

that the new shade of gray that spring y,

called jumbo.

Jumbo had been captured as a ba)

most likely in Ethiopia, and was origina

sold to the Paris Zoo. In 1865 he

traded to the London Zoo for a rhinocei f

a move that probably saved him from ;

fate of Castor and Pollux, two young i

phants that, along with other zoo anim,

,

THE VERY, VERY LAST OF

A contemporary cartoonparodiedJumbo's voyage to America in 1882.

11 Natural History 3/91
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were eaten by Parisians during the Prus-

sian siege of 1871 (see "The Siege of

Paris," by Gerald Carson, Natural His-

tory, October 1977). On a diet of onions,

potatoes, and other vegetables, along with

oats, hay, much bread—and hearty swigs

of whiskey—Jumbo grew to become not

only one of the few African elephants in

captivity, but by far the largest.

Jumbo was a tractable, gentle, and

intelligent animal, best demonstrated by

the faith shown in him by the zoo's su-

perintendent, Abraham Dee Bartlett.

When Jumbo broke off his tusks in one of

his attacks on his stable, and subsequently

developed abscesses as the broken ends

grew into the flesh, Bartlett lanced the

infections with a large, hooklike scalpel.

That Jumbo did not react violently when

the first side was done might be attributed

to his surprise. But when the procedure

was repeated a day later on the other side.

Jumbo still accepted the operation doc-

ilely. Although he surely knew what was

going to happen, he seemed to recognize

that it was for his own good.

Jumbo's American adventures were far

different from his British experiences,

accompanied by his keeper, he gave

new owners no major difficulties. He cc'

tinued to give rides to children and acce,

tidbits from admirers and was exhibited

Bamum's circus like a retired champi

prizefighter, being walked out into t

ring for all to gaze upon, then watchi

the performances from the sidelin

While on tour he traveled in his ovra n-

way van, known as Jumbo's Palace C.

Sadly, three and a half years after arrivi;

in America, Jumbo was accidentav

struck and killed by a locomotive wb
being led through the train yard in Sat

Thomas, Ontario, Canada. Word of is

death made the front page of newspapis

throughout the world, enhanced by Br-

num's elaborate tale of how Jumbo he

ically sacrificed himself to hurl 1

Thumb, a diminutive proboscidean C(

panion, to safety.

Jumbo's skin, said to weigh more ti i

1,500 pounds, was stuff"ed by technici,fl

from Ward's Natural Science Establ^

ment in Rochester, New York. Among e

taxidermists was nineteen-year-old (ri

Jumbo in England: To accustom the elephant to his shipping cratefor the

voyage to America, the ends ofthe crate were removedand the trolley on which

it rested was concealed below ground.
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'teley, who later developed the modem
ddermic technique of using hollow

inikins and whose work is enshrined in

1; Akeley Hall of African Mammals at

1: American Museum of Natural His-

ly After touring with the circus for a

;lv years, the mounted elephant joined

(|ier Bamum memorabilia at Tufts Uni-

'li^ity in Massachusetts, where it was de-

coyed in a 1975 fire.

Jumbo's heart, which would have

'lighed more than fifty pounds, was re-

)
tedly sold to Cornell University for

: 3. Sections of the original tusks, which

\\ re too damaged to use on the mount,

V re given away as souvenirs by Bamum,
s!ae finding a home in the Smithsonian

li titution. Jumbo's skeleton, which was

! 3 mounted, eventually was given to the

I lerican Museum, where it was dis-

jyed until 1969 in the old Biology of

1 immals Hall on the third floor.

I rhis hall was one of my favorites long

H ore I came to work at the Museum. It

cisisted of a balcony surrounding a

ri del of a blue whale constmcted by Roy
(iipman Andrews and James Clark

early in the twentieth century. In the glass

cases along the balcony were all sorts of

intriguing mammals that zoos rarely, if

ever, exhibited, from aardvarks and fasci-

nating bats to pangolins and pottos. Jum-

bo's skeleton, not in a case, was easily

examined from all sides, and its massive

leg bones were darkened and smoothed by

the affectionate hands of countless curi-

ous schoolchildren. I usually routed my
travels through the Museum to take me
through this hall, generally on the side

where Jumbo was. In passing, I noticed

something odd about Jumbo's molar

teeth.

Elephants have a unique dental appa-

ratus. Their distinctive tusks, found only

in the upper jaws, are not canine teeth

(which they lack) but incisors. These grow

continuously: the maximum recorded tusk

length is 1 1 .5 feet and the greatest weight

for one is 259 pounds. (African elephants

are also bom with milk tusks, up to six

inches long, which are lost within a year.)

During its lifetime, an elephant also chews

its way through a series of six progres-

sively larger molars in each side of its

upper and lower jaws.

The molars do not empt from straight

above and below, as ours do, but come in

from behind, pushing forward like a row

of freight cars in a train. The small first

and second molars erupt shortly after

birth, and the third begins to come in soon
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after. As the elephant matures and t;

grinding surfaces of the molars we

down, these teeth move forward, makii-

room for the larger fourth molar. Mea
while, the root of the foremost tooth

gradually absorbed, and the remnants

its grinding surface break off at the frc

until it is all gone.

Up to an age of about thirty-five yea

when the last molars take over, an e

phant usually has parts of two molars

each side of both upper and lower ja\

The last molars are the largest ones, abc:

eight and a half inches long by thil

inches wide, and weigh eight and a qu-

ter pounds. Depending upon the coar-

ness of the elephant's food, they shoi

last about twenty years—which is why
say that the Ufe span of an African t

phant in the wild is about fifty-five.

What I had noticed about Jumbo's r

lars was that there seemed to be a pecul

outward bulge to those in the upper ja

With the skeleton on public display ;

my research interests elsewhere, howc

.

I did nothing about the matter u I

Jumbo was removed from the hall t;

storage area, where he was more ac(

sible to a mammalogist on a stepladi

The bulges proved to be deformed mol

the right one was curved and swivt.

sideways, and the left one was ne;y

mashed into a U shape. These two up r

teeth were the fifth molars, and eh

shared the jaw with the incoming s h

molar behind it. They looked as if t y

had been trapped in a vise. Jumbo d

impacted molars! The technicians it

Ward's Natural Science Establishnit

apparently had also noticed this bac t

1886, for they provided a plaster csai

the upper jaw to the British Mus(ji

(Natural History).

At the time the London Zoo's trus s

decided to sell Jumbo, they knew sc s-

thing was wrong with the animal, fo,«

occasionally seemed enraged, bashing B

head against the walls of his stall. ^

could, however, usually be calmed b) k

keeper and would even walk obedie ^

with him on strolls. The trustees prob If

assumed that Jumbo's changed beha K

was the result of musth, a periodic cc I

tion believed to affect sexually ma

male elephants. Under the influenc

musth, Asian elephants were said t(

intractable and dangerous even to t|

mahouts and had to be restrained

chains.

In her 1971 book, The Natural His^^i'

of the African Elephant, Silvia K. SI*

observed that the period in which Ju »
proved so difficult to handle at the LoiDn

Zoo must have been just about the 'Of

when his fifth molars were erupting "f
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eculated that this may have been why
•: acted up. But his problems were evi-

,;ntiy more severe. I suggest that the soft

od he was getting was so unlike his

arse natural diet of bark, roots, leaves,

id grasses, to say nothing of grit, that the

iiirth molars had not worn away fast

ough and were still occupying more of

,2 upperjaw than they should have been.

,ished from behind and without room to

pve forward, the incoming fifth molars

,
ckled.

(Anyone who has suffered from an im-

jCted wisdom tooth can sympathize with

.,mbo. To his keeper and the zoo's trust-

ii!, however, it would appear only that

.itnbo's behavior (and perhaps his

li
ilth) had changed, and that he had gone

li
m an asset to a liability. Why not get a

I
xi price for him while the getting was

ij 1 good? And so, despite the public out-

(|
; Jumbo came to America.

I
During his short circus career, Jumbo's

(i
bursts subsided. In 1 883, however, his

li ilth began to decline. The people in the

(1 :us observed that Jumbo was suffering

1 m digestive problems and was off his

li d. Some attributed this to stage fright,

1|
considering Jumbo's background, that

ijms an unlikely explanation. Bamum
tetly contracted for taxidermy on

The BrUish Museum (Natural History)

A cast ofJumbo's upperjaw reveals the

distortedfifth molars and. behind them,

the incoming sixth molars.

Jumbo in case the animal died suddenly.

In South Africa I once came upon a

strange mass of blackish, slimy, but whole

leaves that my tracker identified as the

dung of an elephant, but a sick one. (Nor-

mal dung often appears to consist of

coarsely shredded wood fibers.) The spoor

was fresh, so we tracked the depositor and

soon came upon a male elephant. Because

of their wrinkled and baggy gray skin and

bony spine, all elephants look old. but

from his sunken cheeks, smooth soles, and

other signs, I knew that this elephant was

old old. We watched his slow walk for a

while and then moved on, and I left that

camp the next day.

A few weeks later I received a letter

from my tracker in which he casually

mentioned that he had found that ele-

phant dead a few days after I left. Most
likely the animal's last molars were worn

away, and he had been unable to chew his

food, which had passed through the sixty

feet of intestines unabsorbed. Jumbo's di-

gestive problems may have resulted from

a similar problem: his impacted molars

made it too painful to chew.

A bit of trivia, perhaps. But Jumbo de-

serves to be remembered. No other ani-

mal's name has been so widely adopted in

our language. Historians know of Buceph-

alus and Checkers, and literati of

Rocinante and Moby Dick. Fala and Asta

are familiar to crossword puzzle aficio-

nados. But the word jumbo, for oversize,

has only a minuscule zoonymic rival:

Mickey Mouse for trivial!

Richard G. Van Gelder is curator emeri-

tus in the Department ofMammalogy at

the American Museum.
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The exotic destinations of ttie world

provide ttie traveler wifti endless

sigtits and magnificent scenery, but

ttie most lasting impressions are

often ttiose derived from immersing

oneself in ttie local culture. Ttie

following cultural events occuring in

Pacific and Asian countries from

Morcti ttirougti December offer

unique opportunities for visitors to

get to know ttie people and cultures

of ttie places ttiey visit.

MARCH 1-1 1, MOOMBA FESTIVAL:

Melbourne. During these ten days of

festivities, there ore street processions,

concerts, plays, outdoor art shows

and fireworks.

MARCH 27-EARLY APRIL, ROYAL EASTER

SHOW: Sydney. This is one of the

premier shows in Australia, with a horse

show, dressage events and agricultural

events.

APRIL 13-14, INTERNATIONAL DRAGON
BOAT FESTIVAL: Sydney. Large, ornate

rowing boats compete In Darling Harbor,

with teams from different countries

participating.

Camel fair. Pushkar, India

SEPTEMBER 12, INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

OF THE ARTS: Melbourne.

SEPTEMBER 13-30, WARANA FESTIVAL:

Brisbane. The annual festival of this city,

which begins with a parade offering

pomp and pageantry. This year, there will

be more cultural events featured.

Including ballet and national folk

dancing.

SEPTEMBER 21-28, CARNIVAL OF FLOWERS:

Toowoomba. This Is a famous Australian

spring event, including a parade with

floats and flowers.

n>^cs7Xl1

MARCH (fba), ART MAUI '91: Kaluanul,

Makawao, Maui. One of the most

prestigious juried art shows in Hawaii;

includes paintings, drawings, prints,

photographs, collage, sculpture and

ceramics.

MARCH 10, SONG FESTIVAL AND
SONG COMPOSING CONTEST: Waiklkl,

Honolulu, Oahu.

MAY 25, ANNUAL KE OLA HOU HAWAIIAN

SPRING FESTIVAL: Hanepepe, Kauai.

Hawaiian arts and crafts, games and

competitions.

MAY 31 -JUNE 14, ANNUAL FESTIVAL OF

THE PACIFIC: WaikikI and Honolulu,

Oahu. An entire week of athletic

tournaments, music, songs and dances

of the multi-ethnic people of the Pacific.

JUNE 7-11, KING KAMEHAMEHA
CELEBRATIONS: All islands. This is a state

holiday honoring Komehameha the

Great, Hawaii's first monarch. Hawaii Is

the only U.S. state with a royal

background and Komehameha is

honored for uniting the Hawaiian islands

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, ALOHA WEEK

FESTIVALS: All islands. Aloha Week, a

traditional celebration by Hawaii's

people, began in 1946 as a way to

preserve and keep alive all things

Hawaiian-history, customs, crafts, music

dance and pageantry. It Is always

held in the fall, traditionally rooted In the

ancient heritage of the makahlkl, the

harvest time celebration.

OCTOBER, ANNUAL WEST HAWAII

MAKAHIKI FESTIVAL: Keauhou-Kona.

Hawaii. Festival of Hawaiian games,

goods, a parade and musical

entertainment, based on the ancient

makahiki harvest time.

OCTOBER (mid), WAILEA HO'OLAULE A '•

Maul. Annual two-day event celebratln

the Hawaiian heritage with a pa'u

parade, ancient and modern hula

dancing, gomes and food.

nONQ RONQ
MARCH 23-24, CATHAY PACIFIC/HONGI

KONG BANK INTERNATIONAL SEVEN-A-

SIDE RUGBY COMPETITION. This is the

highlight of the spring sporting calendo

a fast-moving variation of the game th

attracts some of the best players from

Asia, the Pacific and Europe.

APRIL 5, CHING MING FESTIVAL. This

Confucian festival Is the first of two

occasions during the year that take

place to honor the dead. Ancestral

graves are visited, swept, washed,

repaired and painted, and offerings o'j

food, flowers and money are made. I

This festival also celebrates the comlnj

of spring.

MAY 7, TIN HAU FESTIVAL. This festival o

the "Queen of Heaven" and "Godde:
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VISIT INDIA
TOURBMYEARTWI

Throughout India in 1991, the traditional

"lamp of welcome" will be lighting India's

gateway to the '90s and welcoming a new
decade of tourism. The 12-month celebra-

tion will be taking place all across India—

in festivals ablaze with color, pageantry ritual and custom.

With one-of-a-kind cultural fairs and events, music, dance

and sumptuous native cuisines. See India in all its splen-

dor and feel the special spirit ofwelcome that burns

brightly in every home and every heart within India.

See India this year
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3UR VISIT
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Bellport, NY 11713-0519
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ADVERTISEMENT

of the Sea" reminds one of Hong Kong's

close links to the sec. Whole communities
of Hong Kong's fishermen converge to

pay homage to their protectress, their

majestic junks festooned with brightly-

colored clan banners.

MAY (tba), BUN FESTIVAL: Cheung Chau

Moomba Festival, Melbourne, Australia

Island. A ferry ride away from downtown
Hong Kong is a most colorful and unusual

festival, with 70-foot towers made entirely

of small pink and white buns erected In

the courtyard of the Pak Tai Temple, The
consecrated buns are then distributed

to visitors and townspeople In order to

bring good luck.

JUNE 16, TUEN NG (DRAGON BOAT)
FESTIVAL. "Tuen Ng" is a mojor cultural

event, as dragon boats dash through the

water urged on by drums and the roar of
i

the crowd. The races commemorate the

death of statesman-poet Ch'u Yuen, whc
drowned himself in the Mi Lo river in

protest against a corrupt government.

JUNE 22-23, INTERNATIONAL DRAGON
BOAT FESTIVAL RACES.

AUGUST 23, FESTIVAL OF HUNGRY
GHOSTS. An evening walk through Hong'
Kong's streets and alleys may reveal the

fascinating ritual "Yue Lan," a type of

Chinese hailoween, when offerings of

food and carefully crafted paper
replicas of money and other small

personal necessities of life are burned b'l

the roadside to appease restless spirits.

SEPTEMBER 22, MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL.

One of the most magical of all Hong i
:

Kong's annual ceiebrotions, marking the'

occasion when the moon Is at its fullest

and brightest and also celebrating the

year's harvest. ,_,:,

lNt:)lx

MARCH 1, HOLI: Nationwide. This major >

Hindu festival is a "color festival;" peopli



irong the streets, covering each other

ith brightly hued powder, and feast,

ig and dance.

»RIL 24, POORAM FESTIVAL: Trichur,

;rala. This festival honors the god Shiva,

agnificently decorated elephants carry

;remonial umbrellas and are fanned
th peacock feather whisl<s as they
irade around the temple to the sound
traditionai musical instruments. In the

ening, there are fireworks displays.

IGUST 14, NAGA PANCHAMI: Southern
iia. Snakes are considered immortal by
hodox Hindus and on this day, milk

. d flowers are offered to live cobras
c d at snake shrines. Hundreds of snakes
1 3 released and worshippers pour milk

( er themselves to ensure lifelong

i nunity to snakebites.

• 'TEMBER 11, GANESH CHATURTHI:

1 Tibay and elsewhere. Another major
I du festival celebrating Ganesh, the

s phant-headed god of wisdom.
[ erent areas vie to produce the
t gest and most impressive idols;

t usonds of processions converge on
( Dwpatty Beach, bringing their idols

V 1 them for immersion.

^ MEMBER 5, DIWALI (DEEPAWALI):
hi lonwide. This "light festival" is a major
n day, symbolizing the lifting of spiritual

ADVERTISEMENT

darkness; houses are brightly lit with

lamps and firecrackers are set off. It is

also the first business day of the new year
when old books are closed, new
accounts are opened and there is a
"fresh beginning."

NOVEMBER 21, PUSHKAR MELA: Lake
Pushkar, Rajasthan, This fair, a major
tourist attraction, is held annually on the
banks of the lake and includes camel
and cattle fairs, and camel races,

INTDONeSlX
MARCH 27, NYEPI: Bali. A celebration of

the Balinese New Year during which
participants feast and give offerings to

the gods.

APRIL 17, KARTINI DAY: Throughout
Indonesia. Commemorates the birthday
of Roden Ajeng Kartini, born in 1879.

She was the daughter of the Regent of

Jepara in Java and started o school
for the daughters of regents aimed at
giving them a western-style education.
Ceremonies are held by women's groups
and many of the women appear in

national dress.

JULY 11, MOSLEM NEW YEAR: Throughout
Indonesia. A festive occasion when

Moslems gather together for feasts ot

traditional foods.

AUGUST 17, INDEPENDENCE DAY:
Throughout Indonesia. On this

national public holiday, the center of

the celebrations is in Jakarta, where
there are parades, a flag-raising

ceremony and a reading of the
original text of the declaration of

independence. Local celebrations

include sporting events, puppet and
shadow plays and traditional cultural

performances.

JXPXN
APRIL-MAY, MIYAKO ODORI AND
KAMOGAWA ODORI: Kyoto. "Cherry
dances" in cherry blossom season; the
classic Japanese dance-play is

performed in beautiful settings by
coiorfully-clad kimonoed dancers to the
accompaniment of traditional music.

MAY 10-12, SANJA MATSURI:
Asakusa Shrine, Tokyo. One hundred
portable shrines are carried

about during a gala pageant with

1 ,000 participants In traditional attire

performing traditional music.

MAY 11 -OCTOBER 15, CORMORANT

nNewZealand
New Zealand cities don't offer

what most big cities offer- rudeness,

franticpace, traffic snarls.

Instead of smog you can see,

vou 'IIfind airyou can breathe. Instead

of horns honking, you'll quitepossibly

hear birds chirping in the heart of

downtown. You'll quite certainly hear
"townies" saying things like "please"

and "thank you'.'

fust about the only thing that's

uptight about New Zealand's cities

is the boats nestled in Auckland
Harbour

A far cry from the rest of the

world's troubles, but closer than you

ever dreamed-New Zealand's just

a coupon clip away!

New Zealand Tourism Office

501 Santa Monica Blvd.. Suite 300
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(Or ring us at: 1-800-456-2249)

I'm ready for a change- to the things that shouldn't
change! Send me a free New Zealand Book.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip NH3/91

Nda^Zealand.

The things that shouldn't change,
haven't.
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FISHING: Nagara River, Gifu Pref. The

ancient method of catching "oyu," a

trout-like fish, with trained birds; it takes

piace at night under the light of blazing

torches fastened to the prows of fishing

boats.

JULY 17, GION MATSURI: Yasaka Shrine,

Kyoto. The biggest festivol in Kyoto,

actually celebrated from July 1-31
, is one

of the most noted festivals in Kyoto,

dating back to the 9th century, when
people tried to seek the protection of

the gods against a pestilence that was
then ravaging the city. On the 17th,

celebrants parade through the main

streets with beautifully decorated

"yama" and "hoko" floats.

JULY (last Saturday), FIREWORKS: Sumida

River, Asakusa, Tokyo. The grandest show

of its kind in Tokyo.

AUGUST 6-8, TANABATA OR STAR FESTIVAL:

Sendai, Miyagi Pref. This festival, largest

of its kind in Japan, sees the streets

decorated with colored paper streamers

as on offering to Vega and Altair, stars

which meet across the Milky Way.

OCTOBER 22, JIDAI MATSURI OR FESTIVAL

OF ERAS: Heian Shrine, Kyoto. This

festival is held to commemorate the

founding of the old capital city of Kyoto

in 794. Festivities include a procession

Maori Canoe Regatta. Ngaruawohia, New Zeolo

of more than 2,000 people in costumes

representing the different epochs of the

city's history.

DECEMBER 2-3, CHICHIBU YO-MATSURI:

Chichibu City. Saitama Pref. This event is

one of the grandest float festivals in oil

of Japan.

HopAround
Australia

Like the

Natives

Design your own Airpass from as low as $450*.

You can save over 50'7( on travel within Australia and see up to 15

of Australia's leading vacation destinations - all for one price. For more

information call your travel agent or our travel partner listed below,

•KfslriLlion-. .ipply Subjocl to cIi.iiirl' \iiHi<.ul iHilice-.

EASTWEST
AUSTRALIA'S VACATION AIRLINE

AeroTours ^yn/ruuiHonft/

1-800-223-4555 i^ustralia

NewzexLXNt
MARCH (tba), MAORI CANOE REGAHA:
Ngaruawohia. North of Homiiton is

Ngaruawohia and the Turongawaewoi
Maroe (meeting place), home of the

Maori Queen, which is only open to the

public for this one day each year The

traditional war canoes (waka) are

paddled down the Waikato River and
different Maori tribes compete in cane
racing and in performing traditional

songs and dances.

MARCH 1 -3, LAMPEN DRAGON BOAT
RACE FESTIVAL: Auckland. Festivities kic

off with a parade, and marine concer

and fireworks spectacular over Auckic

Harbor. Fun continues on with a doy-ic

)

carnival on Auckland's waterfront anc

other waterborne entertainments. The

festival highlight is the Dragon Boat roi

JULY 13-21, WINTER FESTIVAL:

Queenstown. Sheep dog races and •

polar plunges in alpine lakes are amoi

the events visitors are invited to watch

The highlight is a ski competition on th

slopes of Coronet Peak. The evenings

include concerts, dances and a Miss

Snow Queen contest.

SEPTEMBER 28-OCTOBER4, ALEXANDR-

BLOSSOM FESTIVAL: Alexandra. This

picturesque South island town honors

spring with a week-long Mardi Gros. Tl

highlight is a street parade of flower

bedecked floats and the crowning of if

Festival Queen.

NOVEMBER 16-24, OTAGO GOLDFIELD:

CELEBRATION. The communities of

Dunedin, Lawrence, Roxburgh, Fruitlo i

Alexandra, Clyde, Arrowtown, Saint

Bathons, Macraes and Polmerston

take part in this ten-day cycle of

"
II

lOll^

J
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lelebrations. Festivities include rides on

The Gold Coach," picnics, 'biily tea'

irved by women in period costume and
foldpanning.

SINQXpORe
lAY 28, VESAK DAY. Thils public hioliday

lommemorotes ttie anniversary of

jddtia's birth. The day is spent in prayer

nd meditation; captive birds are given

leir freedom and candlelight

-Qcessions are held in the evening.

JNE 16, DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL: Marina

3y. This colorful regatta is a spectacle

flashing paddles, churning vi/ater

id the beat of drums, with competitors

5m Australia, New Zealand, Europe,

roughout Asia and the U.S.

INE 1-30, SINGAPORE FESTIVAL OF ARTS.

month-long cultural extravaganza

aturing international music, dances,

oma, mime, operas and experimental

t forms.

JGUST 9, NATIONAL DAY. This is a major

iblic holiday, marking the anniversary

independence, observed with a
irade, cultural performances,

Dcessions of decorated floats and
3works. Throughout the month of

August there are various carnival

celebrations.

SEPTEMBER 22, MOONCAKE FESTIVAL. A
charming festival held when the moon is

at its fullest. Lantern-making contests are

held and processions of children bearing

lighted paper lanterns form part of the

picturesque celebrations.

NOVEMBER 5, DEEPAVALI. An exciting

festival of lights during which Hindus

celebrate the triumph of light over

darkness and good over evil by
festooning their temples with lights

and garlands.

OCTOBER 27 OR 28, THIMITHI FESTIVAL:

Sri Mariamman Temple. This spectacular

fire-walking festival honors the purity of

the goddess Duropadai.

NOVEMBER 17-JANUARY 2, CHRISTMAS
SHARITY LIGHT-UP. A very festive

occasion in Singapore when the city is

ablaze with colorful lights and endless

activities lure visitors from far and wide.

APRIL 6, CHAKRI DAY: Nationwide. This

national holiday commemorates the

founding of the Chakri dynasty, of which

the current monarch is a member, -

APRIL 12-24, SONGKRAN FESTIVAL:

Nationwide. Traditional Thai New Year

celebrations which can last up to one
month and include religious merry-

making, pilgrimages, parades, dancing
and good-natured water throwing.

AUGUST 12, THE QUEENS BIRTHDAY.

Celebrated throughout the country, this

important public event is a national

holiday, and government buildings are

decorated with colored lights.

SEPTEMBER 14-15, INTERNATIONAL SWAN
BOAT RACES: Bangkok

NOVEMBER 1-3, LOI KRATHONG.
Thailand's lovliest festival is a Buddhist

holy day, believed to have originated

some 700 years ago in Sukhothai, Under

the full moon, Thais float small lotus-

shaped banana leaf boats containing a
lighted candle, glowing incense, a flower

and a small coin to honor the water

spirits and to wash away the previous

year's sins.

NOVEMBER 17-18, ELEPHANT ROUND-UP:
Surin. Exciting displays of elephant

hunts, demonstrations of intelligence,

strength, gentility and obedience
and the spectacular re-enactment of

a war elephant parade.

:iirOUTYOUR DREAMING
Make this the year you see the Pacific. We've got 35 fabulous, exotic places to choose from. Just check the countries you've been

ireaming about most, send us $2.00, and we'll send you all the information you need. And if you're interested in learning about the whole
'acific, then just ask tor our complete guide to ail 35 places: "Live the Legendary Pacific!'

So quick. Cut out the coupon. And cut out for the Pacific.

D AMERICAN SAIvlOA D AUSTRALIA D BAtMGLADESH D CANADA D CHINA, REPUBLIC OF (TAIWAN)

D COOK ISLANDS D FIJI D GUAtvl D HAWAII Q HONG KONG Q INDIA Q INDONESIA D JAPAN D KIRIBATI

D KOREA, REPUBLIC OF D IVlACAU Q MALAYSIA D MARIANAS D MEXICO D NEPAL D NEW CALEDONIA
D NEW ZEALAND D PAKISTAN D PAPUA NEW GUINEA D PHILIPPINES D SINGAPORE D SOLOMON ISLANDS

D SRI LANKA D TAHITI D THAILAND D TONGA D USA D USSR D VANUATU D WESTERN SAMOA

1
I

Name.

City

•«*-«^— 't:2l'„ .. ^l;:̂ '^^' t;

Send me a copy of Live the Legendary Pacific I enclose US$2 00.

Pacific AsiaTravelAssociation.c/oDIVllvIS, 144Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

r THEManc
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Beneath the Sea

On their quiet sailing ships,

whalers of past centuries often

heard the eerie sounds of animals

underwater. They spoke ofthem as

sirens, singing mermaids, and

sea canaries. Researchers today,

picking up many more signals

with sophisticated hydrophones,

still use musical terms

to describe the sounds they

hear. In this special section.

Natural History presents

^igU the latest in our growing

understanding of the players

I

and the themes of this awesome

symphony ofthe sea.

This special section o{Natural History

was prepared by senior editor Rebecca B. Finnell



Moving

with theHeard
by Christopher W. Clark

Bellowing out of the black depths, as

if to challenge the frozen sentinels

of ice and awaken them from the

numbing cold, a bowhead whale, Balaena

mysticetus, announced its presence. This

call, a deep, undulating glissando that

rises to a crescendo for a second or two,

reverberates off underwater caverns and

propagates for tens of miles through the

arctic sea.

Unseen by the searching eyes of human
observers perched on an ice ridge but

clearly heard over our hydrophones sus-

pended beneath the ice, this whale had

given away its location and identity. Half a

minute later an answer was received from

a different voice, this one more distant and

farther to the north. Now we knew there

were at least two whales within range of

our ears, if not our eyes.

In this subtle game of hide-and-seek, we
were spies, taking advantage of the bow-

heads' propensity to produce a rich variety

of sounds. Our mission was to listen, fol-

low, and count them during their spring

migration. Bowhead whales are the most

vocal of the large whales, and their reper-

toire is one of the most complex of any

mysticete, or baleen whale. Like hump-

backs, bowheads sing, often producmg

two different sounds simultaneously with

a voice that covers a range of seven oc-

taves. They also imitate sounds in their

environment, from the whining groans of

slipping ice to the shrill screams of belu-

gas. And throughout their spring migra-

tion, they make loud, low calls.

Their annual migration brings them

1,800 miles from the Bering Sea in late

winter, up along the eastern edge of the

Chukchi Sea, through the mosaic of ice

off Point Barrow, Alaska, and into the

Beaufort Sea, where they spend the sum-

mer feeding. The ice off Point Barrow,

where we pitched our census camp, is a

complex amalgamation of young ice that

has formed throughout the last year and

old, multiyear pack ice that has built up

over many seasons. Young ice first forms

on the Arctic Ocean in thin sheets and

then grows up to two inches per day for

several months until it is about eight feet

thick. These pans of young ice grind, col-

lide, and override one another to form 25-
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to 33-foot-ice ridges. The constant growth

and action of the ice results in a rugged

terrain of ridges, rubble, and slabs.

Visibihty in these arctic waters is poor,

tens of feet at most. And even if the visibil-

ity were good, there are no dependable

underwater landmarks by which the

whales could orient and navigate by sight.

The ice is constantly changing, and for a

good part of the year the sun never rises

above the frozen horizon, rendering the

seas essentially black.

Bowhead whales live in this world of

water and ice for most of their hves. The
water, at 30° F, feels cold and inhospitable

to the thin-skinned human visitor, but it is

actually the warmest available habitat in

the Arctic. When threatened by hunters,

the whales swim into and under the pack

ice to escape. If caught in the vise of

dynamic ice floes, they can become
trapped and die there, but this happens

rarely, for if necessary, the forty- to fifty-

ton bowheads can push up through ice

three feet thick, using the massive arch of

the head or the front of the chin to bend

and fracture the frozen surface of the

Most of the time, however, bowheads

have no need to crash through the

obstacles in their environment;

their great skill lies in getting around

them. As a result of differences in density,

sound travels five times faster and much
farther in water than in air. The sounds of

many marine animals, especially the large

baleen whales that produce loud, low

sounds, can be detected as far away as

tens and sometimes hundreds of miles.

And as I was to discover, the sounds they

produce are the key to the bowheads' suc-

cess in the Arctic.

My first experience with bowheads was

in 1979, when I was invited to join a

project, under the direction of the Na-

tional Marine Fisheries Service, aimed at

determining the size of the bowhead popu-

lation. Acoustic results from these early

years demonstrated how remarkably vocal

the whales were during their migration, so

there was reason to hope that by listening

to them we could provide visual observers

with clues as to when whales were in

area, generally where they were, and
j

sibly how many there were. A good vis

count was still the only basis for derivii

population estimate.

Unfortunately, there was to be a thj

year hiatus, from 1981 to 1983, in

acoustic research effort, largely due to

serious reduction of federal support

arctic research made by the Reagan

ministration. I bided my time, howe

and in 1984, under the direction

Thomas Albert, of the North Slope

ough's Department of Wildlife Man.

ment in Barrow, I got another cha'

This time I joined with William T. Ell

and Kim Beeman to implement a "pas

acoustic" technique to detect, locate,

track vocalizing whales. We set up at

ray of three to four hydrophones arrar

in an approximate line along the shore

edge ofthe ice. Shorefast ice is typical

thick that it is partly grounded on the

bottom, making it a safe place on whic

establish a base camp. An additional

vantage is that whales can't swim be d

us. But in 1984, as it turned out, whe »

whales swam behind us or not was •

least of our worries.

The census effort began the sei '

week of April, when the research tea j

twenty-five to thirty brave souls, lei

John Craighead George and Geoff '

roll, assembled in Barrow. At this tin

year it was still cold, often bitterly ;

;

-20° to -40° F, but we expected eas i

winds to push the pack ice offshore by u

April, thus creating a matrix of open a

ter channels, or leads. During their m »

tion out of the northern Bering Sea.

bowheads travel up this complex syij

of leads along the west coast of Alasl|

Barrow and into the Beaufort Sea.

But in 1984, the easterly winds nl

came, and the unusual, yet persist

northwesterly winds kept the temi|

tures below -20° F and constantly pu!
|

the offshore pack ice into the shorefas'

creating massive pressure ridges and

less fields of ice rubble. There was n

an open lead in which observers could i

Bowheadwlk^
John Ford; National Marine Mammal Ut I"- '
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for whales, and only several hundred

whales were seen during the entire ten-

week season. We did manage, however, to

install and maintain arrays of hydro-

phones beneath the ice and record for

more than 600 hours.

Woridng under those conditions was

difficult at best. The hydrophones had to

be spaced 2,000 to 3,000 feet apart. Trails

had to be cut through ridges and miles of

ice rubble, an exhausting task that often

took days to complete. A hole for each

hydrophone had to be drilled or chopped

through four- to eight-foot-thick sections

of pan ice so that the instrument could be

suspended twenty-five to thirty-five feet

below the frozen surface. Occasionally, we
were lucky and found a small polynya (the

Russian word for "open water") in which

to install a hydrophone. Finally, once they

were in the water and connected to their

individual FM radio transmitters, we had

to survey the positions of the hydrophones

to determine the exact geometry of the

array, important for locating a whale that

might be calling ten miles offshore. After

all this, we could only hope that the ice

wouldn't cut the cables or bury the radios

or that a polar bear wouldn't meander by

and destroy one of these alien electronic

systems.

Despite the hardships, installing hydro-

phones had its own, unexpected rewards.

Once, as I rappelled down to a small po-

lynya from a fifteen-foot-high ice ridge

gilded in the glory ofa midnight sun, I was

startled by an adult bowhead, measuring

more than forty-five feet in length, as it

surfaced with a thunderous exhalation

just three feet below me. It was soon

joined by a second bowhead and a group

of four beluga whales, arctic whales with

white, Pillsbury doughboy bodies and in-

credible voices that have earned them the

common name sea canary. The precari-

ousness of my position was forgotten as I

stared down at the broad, black backs of

the two bowheads. The six whales re-

mained in the polynya to breathe for sev-

eral minutes before diving beneath the ice.

During the many periods when the

icescape appeared impenetrable and there

seemed no place for a whale to breathe, we
consistently heard the whales calling.

Later analysis showed that the whales

were migrating and that the majority were

over the horizon from our camps and ar-

rays of hydrophones, out of eyeshot even if

there had been open water. And when, for

a brief three-day period in late May 1984,

the ice did break open to provide a clear

lead of open water, many of the whales we
heard, and knew to be close enough to be

seen, were never spotted.

Counting the whales by sight was just

not going to give us the whole picture.

Over the years, we have had to discard the

notion that the acoustic work would pri-

marily serve to confirm what we could see.

Looking and listening are complementary,

simply having different fields of "view."

The visual range is roughly a half circle

with a radius of about two miles, while the

acoustic range is a 120° truncated cone

with a ten-mile radius. Given these pro-

nounced differences, the total number of

whales counted by the two methods are

bound to disagree. What was surprising

was that the two methods do not necessar-

ily find the same number of whales even in

the area where the fields overlap. The
reason, we have learned, is that there are

periods when whales are seen but never

call, and other times when they call but

are not seen. In general, about half of the

whales within the shared field of view are

both seen and heard. One result of adding

acoustics to the traditional visual census

has been an increase in the estimated size

of the bowhead population, thought to be

about 1 ,500 whales in 1976 but now put at

7,800.

For me, the most exciting benefit of our

eavesdropping is that we are now begin-

ning to learn about whale communication

and perception. Acoustics enable us to

"see" over the horizon, to perceive more

the way a whale does and less like a

man. And once that transition is made, r

world expands by an order ofmagniti .

You can get some idea of this expansic f

you imagine having a conversation v i

someone who is ten miles away, wit! i

the aid of a telephone or any other e -

tronic device, simply talking and lister 'g

as you normally would. We all have s( fc

experience with perceiving our world t

to distances of ten miles, say, from a i i

on a clear day to the top of New Yo s

World Trade Center, but we do this v Ir

our eyes, not our ears. Similarly, a i-

.

man's sense of space is based on visw

features. To gain some idea abou's

whale's sense of space and its position i

we must understand that its spatial n-

are primarily derived and memorio

through sound, not sight.

But every bowhead call that we Ji

detect and locate is more thaia

point on some acoustic map. H(b

spent poring over the physical detail of

different calls, the timing between tho,

and the spatial distribution of the wh»
making them have persuaded us that l''/^

heads call to communicate with one n-

other and to coordinate both indivi(Bl

and group movements through the 'e-
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bi nd Arctic. First of all, whales are po-

lii Rarely do two whales vocalize at the

sijie time or interrupt each other. In

1|5, for example, when more than

3 )00 calls were noted during a six-week

piod, two calls occurred at the same
ti: : on only nineteen occasions. During

til peak of the migration, when twenty to

tlity whales were within range of our

h rophones, we sometimes heard more
til 400 calls per hour, and none over-

l£ )ed. The strong suggestion is that the

Vi les listen carefully to one another.

I alls do, however, come close together,

OH seconds apart, with the same calls

p: iuced in clusters. For example, we
nr

' hear a low upsweep "whoop," fol-

ic ;d ten seconds later by a "purr," then a

"|i)an"—three sounds from three differ-

ei whales in three different locations

m ly miles apart. Twenty minutes later

tl e same three sounds occur again, with

tt whoop, purr, and groan coming from
ti same general directions as they did in

th first episode but shifted to the north-

M in the direction of the migration. Ini-

tiiy, these episodes of countercalling

se,ied rare, but now that we are aware of

thill, we find that they are quite common,
he timing and composition of these

ccitercalling episodes were intriguing.

* began plotting the details and found

Bowheadbreathingholes
S. Leatherwood

clear cases when each of the whales in-

volved was adopting its own distinctive

call signature—one whooping, for in-

stance, the second purring, and the third

groaning. As we looked further, however,

we sometimes observed that one animal in

a group of countercallers would switch its

call type to that of another member of the

group. In the extreme case, all the callers

in the group produced the same call, re-

minding me of the wonderfully unnerving

occasions when children ape every utter-

ance out of each other's mouths. So these

calls are temporary acoustic badges, not

unique signatures or voice prints. Since

bowheads are both good mimics and good

listeners, I assume that one bowhead can

imitate any other it hears. I also assume

that at close range they recognize one an-

other by the subtle characteristics of their

individual voices, but work on that topic

remains to be done.

At this point we do not know the age,

sex, or relationship of the whales in acous-

tic groups. Neither do we know how stable

acoustic groups are, since we can only

follow them for up to five hours. But we do

know that there can be at least ten to

fifteen whales in a group, with individuals

distributed over a four- to eight-square-

mile area and with very few of the whales

within sight of one another. We do not

know what rules, if any, determine which

call to adopt, when to switch, and whom to

imitate, but we are certain that all the

vocal banter we hear over the hydro-

phones is not just idle chatter. It is an open

roll call whereby members of the herd

remain in contact. Like migrating Canada

geese honking on their way south in the

fall or wild steers moaning as they move
over the prairie, the bowheads call to

maintain cohesion in the widely dispersed

herd.

I believe, however, there is more to it

than that, and the "more" is directly re-

lated to the acoustic environment of the

Arctic. Over an expanse of 100 square

miles, the herd must find its way in ice

conditions that are often life threatening.

Fortunately for the whales, simply by lis-

tening to the ice, or to how ambient noise

varies subtly from one type of ice environ-

ment to another, they can learn to dis-

criminate between grounded ice, moving

ice, flat ice, or deep, heavily keeled ice. A
wall of grounded ice, for example, imparts

a rich reverberation to all sounds, giving a

human listener the impression of standing

in the nave of a cathedral. Pan ice cloaks

the ocean like a quilt, dampening back-

ground noise and thus enabling other

sounds to stand out clearly, crisply. When
a pan collides with another pan or a ridge

of grounded ice, the result is a rhythmic

series of groans, squeals, and screams that

can resemble a cat fight, a steam-driven

engine, a lone wolf howl, or the thunder-

ous roar of an avalanche.

Since we cannot manipulate their envi-

ronment, we have no easy way of proving

that whales use these acoustic clues, but I

do know that 1 and others who have spent

many years listening under the ice have

learned to associate certain ice noises with

particular ice conditions. Whales should

be able to do the same. Furthermore, a

whale can listen to echoes of its own calls,

and the calls of other whales, bouncing off

the ice. They can then translate any deg-

radation or distortion of those sounds into

meaningful images of the underwater

environment. Bill Ellison used a computer

model to test this concept. He first pro-

jected a typical bowhead call through con-

ditions characteristic of young pan ice and

then of thick (ten to twenty-five feet),

multiyear ice. The results were dramati-

cally different. Thin ice appears acousti-

cally similar to open water: when a bow-

head makes a call in young ice, there is

essentially no echo reflecting back to the

caller from the underwater surfaces of the

ice. Any whale listening to the call would

hear a relatively undistorted version. In

contrast, when a bowhead makes a call in

multiyear ice, a complex of echoes reflects

off vertical underwater ice keels. The dif-

ferences between sound reflections in

these different ice conditions is similar to

what you would hear if someone called

you, first, across an open field and then,

through a forest.

In
1985, we observed a group of 100 to

120 whales detouring around a large,

four-square-mile multiyear ice floe.

The whales were distributed over a six-by-

fifteen-mile area with individuals at least

600 feet apart. As the first whales in the

herd approached to within a haff mile of

the floe, they called more and more fre-

quently, much as echolocating bats and

dolphins click faster as they approach a

target. Between 600 and 1,500 feet from

the edge of the floe, when still too far away
to see it, they changed direction to avoid

the ice. The whales behind these leaders

began their detour when they were even

farther away—up to 5,000 feet from the

floe—and did so without stepping up their

own calling. The followers must have been

listening, either to the changing location

of the leaders' voices or to the echoes of

the leaders' calls off the ice, and altered

their own course accordingly.
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Bowheads are not the only large baleen

whales to use sound for communication

and navigation, but living in the ice-clut-

tered world of the Arctic has honed their

skills beyond those of whales in the world's

more open, temperate oceans. Toothed ce-

taceans are in a similar situation. Belugas,

which, like bowheads, are found primarily

in arctic waters, have the most extensive,

richest acoustic repertoire of any toothed

whale and are much better than bottle-

nosed dolphins of temperate climates at

detecting objects in their environment.

But wherever they are—in cold polar

waters or equable tropical seas—^whales

depend on sound. For humans, the impor-

tance of recognizing this dependence is

not restricted to basic biological research.

Whether exploring oceans for fossil fuels

or dabbling in them for sport, we must all

be aware of and make serious efforts to

reduce the noises from all our activities

—

seismic exploration, drilling operations,

dredges, heUcopters, cruise ships, motor-

boats, and jet skis—noises that are de-

grading the whales' world. For the whales,

a clean ocean is one free of the noise debris

of human activities, a kind of pollution we
can't see but the whales can't escape.

Talking

Heads
by Christopher W. Clark

Just
how the large baleen whales, or

mysticetes, produce their sounds is

not known. Like other mammals,
whales have lungs that drive air

through the trachea and larynx, which is

coupled to the nasal passage and the

mouth cavity. There are no vocal chords in

the mysticete larynx, but there is a con-

striction between the back of the larynx

and the trachea that could serve as the

origin of the low-frequency moans so typi-

cal of the large whales.

All the mysticetes, with the exception

of the gray whale, are known to have a

laryngeal sac that extends off the lower

ventral side of the laryngeal cavity and

beneath the trachea. In the blue, Bryde's,

finback, minke, and sei whales, the laryn-

geal sac is larger than in the bowhead,

Breachinghumpbackwhale
John Hyde
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Hmnpbacks feedingatsurface

humpback, and right whales. Science's

best guess is that this extension is a mecha-
nism for pressure regulation during div-

ing, but it is probably also involved in

sound production. Based on this simple

description, one would predict that the

basic characteristics of sounds produced

(such as pitch and loudness) would be

directly related to the characteristics of a

whale's respiratory anatomy (for example,

the sizes of the vibrating tissues and air

spaces). No systematic comparative anal-

ysis has yet been conducted, however, pri-

marily because of the difficulty of obtain-

ing fresh whale specimens.

Field observations of vocalizing whales

and analyses of their sounds provide some
interesting insights into sound production.

When baleen whales vocalize, they do not

typically expel air from their mouths or

nostrils (blow holes), as terrestrial mam-
mals do. This indicates that the air used

for making sounds is contained within a

closed system.

Any description of how whales produce

sounds must account for the remarkable

complexity of sounds made by the bow-
head, humpback, and right whales. All

three of these species produce two differ-

ent sounds simultaneously, and the hump-
back and bowhead whales sing complex

songs. In humpback songs, single notes

can last many seconds. The bowhead often

sings two different notes antiphonally but

with some overiap, producing an unbro-

ken melody lasting fifty to sixty seconds.

Perhaps the bowhead's elastic laryngeal

sac, with its muscular lips, acts as a reser-

voir for the air after it has been forced

through the tracheal-laryngeal constric-

tion. Air may be shunted between the sac,

laryngeal cavity, and trachea to produce a

long, continuous sound, with the sac pri-

marily responsible for the higher-fre-

quency whistles and screams.

No one is really sure just where the

sounds produced by baleen whales "come
out." If we could stand back and "see" the

sound emitted from a whale, the entire

head (about a third of the body) would

appear to be radiating. Only if we could

get very close, actually inside the head,

would the details emerge. The laryngeal-

tracheal junction would throb and eject

plumes of sound energy into the nasal pas-

sages and mouth, which would act as reso-

nators. The laryngeal sac would oscillate

out of phase with the laryngeal-tracheal

junction, producing a second plume of en-

ergy All this is admittedly hypothetical,

and many questions remain. For example,

in the whales that sing, are there differ-

ences in the vocal apparatus of males and
females, and are these differences sea-

sonal as in many species of songbirds?

AChangeof'^uie
^J^'^cN " '^y Katy B. Payne

.<*/ H
umpback whales are only distantly

related to bowheads, but these two

. species of baleen whales are the

only ones that sing complex songs. Be-

cause humpback males sing primarily on

their breeding grounds, songs may func-

tion in competition between males. We
assume that the songs also play a role in

courtship; humpbacks, however, have

never been observed mating.

There is at least one population of

humpback whales in each of the world's

major oceans. Within each population, all

humpbacks share the same song, a long

sequence of varied sounds organized in

patterns that, by analogy with human mu-
sic, can be described as having phrases

(groups of notes that are roughly the same
each time they are repeated) and themes
(groups of similar phrases). Since a single

song lasts ten to thirty minutes, perform-

ing it is a feat of memory particularly

remarkable because each population's

song is constantly evolving. A detailed

analysis of songs from two populations

(one that breeds near Hawaii; the other

near Bermuda) has documented the

changes that have taken place in each

population's song over the course of five

and nineteen years, respectively, and has

shown that individual whales always keep

up with the current version of their popu-

lation's song.

Since whales are relatively silent during

the six months of each year when they are

on their feeding grounds in colder waters

(the Hawaiian humpbacks go to waters off

Alaska; Bermuda whales head for New-
foundland), one might imagine that the

reason songs change is that whales forget

how the last year's song went. But not so.

When humpbacks return to their breeding
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grounds, the song they sing is little

changed from that of six months earlier.

Singing, not silence, is what brings on

change, and the song changes most and

fastest when the most whales are singing.

After five or ten years the material in

any humpback population's song, and

even some of the ways in which the mate-

rial is organized, are radically altered. The
process is not unlike linguistic drift in hu-

man speech, but the pace is so rapid that

songs recorded ten years apart in one

population are as different from one an-

other as from the song of a different popu-

lation. Every theme changes—in pitch,

rhythm, or numbers or durations of

notes—or drops out or is replaced.

How do humpback whales remember

the changes in their songs? One possibility

is that whales, like human bards, some-

times use rhymes to help recall their lines

in a long oral performance. Analysis of the

songs shows that when they contain many
themes, they also include rhymelike mate-

rial, phrases with similar sounding endings

that link dissimilar but adjacent themes.

When songs contain few themes and are

presumably not so hard to remember, we
do not hear this sort of material.

What do the song changes, and the pref-

erence for novelty that they seem to re-

flect, mean in the life of humpback
whales? What drives tomorrow's song to

be just a little different from yesterday's,

and all singers to keep up with the latest

version? Can we speculate about this, and

about whales' use of rhymes, without

thinking of human beings and wondering

about the ancient roots in nature of even

our aesthetic behavior?

The Sounds

ofSeal Society
by Jeanette A. Thomas

Throughout the history of antarctic

exploration, investigators have com-

mented on the intriguing underwa-

ter sounds made by seals. In 1820, James

Weddell, a British sealer who made the

first detailed maps of the sea region of

Antarctica later named for him, discov-

ered a "mermaid . . . making a musical

noise." This seal species now bears Wed-
dell's name as part of its own, Leptony-

chotes weddelli. In 1905, surgeon, artist,

and zoologist Edward Wilson, who ac-

companied Robert Falcon Scott on his

first attempt to reach the South Pole,

heard Weddell seals "produce a variety of

musical noises, both laryngeal and

oesophageal." The sounds were striking to

the explorers because they broke the over-

whelming silence that surrounds the fro-

zen sea. Often the only other sounds heard

by explorers were the creaking noises of

the moving ice. This eerie accompaniment

to the seal sounds may have contributed to

the image of an antarctic mermaid.

There are four species of antarctic seals:

Weddell, crabeater, leopard, and Ross.

When researchers drop a hydrophone into

the water to eavesdrop, they often are hit

with a cacophony that has been described

as everything from jungle noises to sirens.

The sounds may represent many seals of
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one species calUng at the same time, as

well as more than one species. These seals

use overlapping areas of antarctic waters:

some inhabiting solid shorefast ice; and

some, floating chunks of pack ice. The
number of vocalizations in the seals' reper-

toires, the types and quality of the sounds

they produce, and the context of their

calls vary among the four species. Each

also has a different social system, position

on the food chain, breeding habit, and

preferred ice habitat. One ofmy long-term

research objectives has been to under-

stand the ecology of these seals and to

evaluate the adaptive significance of their

various vocalizations.

From 1976 to 1981, 1 had the opportu-

nity to spend most austral springs (Octo-

ber through December) studying the vo-

cal behavior of antarctic seals. I worked in

conjunction with Donald Siniff and his

associates from the University of Minne-

sota, who were conducting long-term

population studies, and with researchers

from Hubbs Marine Research Institute at

Sea World in San Diego. I collected re-

cordings near two U. S. research stations

Weddell sealunder
inshorepackice
Doug Allans Oxtord Scientific Films
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Leopard seal
Ron Naveen; Oceaniteo

in the Antarctic: McMurdo, which lies

south of New Zealand, and Palmer, which
is located south of Tierra del Fuego.

Studies near Palmer Peninsula were
conducted from a sailing ship working its

way through pack ice. Lying in my bunk
at night, I could often hear the underwater
vocalizations of leopard seals through the

wooden hull. With his years of antarctic

experience, our captain, Peiter Lenie,

could maneuver the ship through floating

ice and deposit scientists and equipment
on floes without even waking nearby sleep-

ing seals. While my shipmates tagged,

weighed, and put radio transmitters on
seals, I dropped a hydrophone over the

edge of the ice floe and made tape record-

ings of underwater sounds. But there was
one major problem: ship noise masked my
recordings. For one brief moment, I con-

sidered asking the captain if he could turn

off the ship's engines, refrigerators, and
generators so I could make quiet record-

ings. The only realistic alternative was for

the ship to deposit me on an ice floe and
then move far enough away so that my
hydrophone could no longer detect the

ship's noise.

This technique did provide quiet re-

cordings of crabeater seals, leopard

seals, and killer whales, but the ex-

perience was often harrowing. The best

recordings were made when the ship was
out of sight and when leopard seals and
killer whales were swimming nearby On
more than one occasion, I was stalked by
leopard seals. These twelve-foot-long

predators think nothing of jumping onto

ice floes to seize penguins; then, with a
shake of the head, they skin their prey, toss

the feathered pelt into the water, and de-

vour the carcass. They also eat newly
weaned crabeater seal pups, as well as fish,

seabirds, and krill. Knowing the leopard

seal's hunting methods, I was very discon-

certed to see one circling the floe I was on,

periodically lifting its massive head out of

the water to see if I was worth the effort of

hauling out to catch. Pods of killer whales
also patrolled the pack ice. After that first

season, I decided that if I wanted to write

my thesis, I had to find a better way to

record.

There was a better way, a much better

way, called sonobuoys. These electronic

devices typically are dropped from mih-
tary aircraft onto the ocean surface to

listen for ships or submarines and then
telemeter underwater sounds back to a
plane or ship. Safely aboard ship, I
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Crabeaterseal
Colin Monteath: Hedgehog House

dropped sonobuoys in the water, and as

the ship moved away from the site, I could

Usten to seals as I sipped coffee on the

ship's bridge and record during all times

of the day and night. It was wonderful.

On the other side of Antarctica, at Mc-
Murdo Sound, I conducted a series of

concentrated studies on the most vocal of

antarctic pinnipeds, Weddell seals. Field

logistics at McMurdo were very different

from those around Palmer Peninsula be-

cause these seals lived near shorefast ice.

We lived in a ten-by-twenty-foot wooden

hut about 100 feet from one colony and

traveled back and forth among seven oth-

ers. Each austral spring, Weddell seals

return to traditional fast-ice sites in the

sound to give birth to pups and to mate.

They congregate in groups of up to 100

seals in sites next to long cracks in the ice.

Females haul out on the ice to give birth,

nurse their pups intensely, and fast for

about two months. During this time, male

Weddell seals establish underwater terri-

tories along cracks, caused by tidal rise

and fall, running through the colony.

When pups are weaned, mothers go into

the water and mate in the underwater

territories below the pupping colony. As
the fast ice breaks up, Weddell seals leave

to feed at sea, mostly on fish and inverte-

brates.

The various social interactions going on

in the colony during this time (mother/

pup, male/male, female/male) require an

elaborate vocal repertoire. Mothers and

their pups "bawl" and "cry," usually on

the ice, to locate one another and mini-

mize aggressive interactions with other

mothers and pups. During dives, Weddell

seals' lungs are collapsed and their mouths

are closed, yet somehow the animals still

vocalize. Thirty-four types of underwater

calls are associated with territorial de-

fense, aggression, submission, and some as

yet unknown functions.

Some underwater vocalizations of

Weddell seals are as loud as jet en-

gines. And since sound travels far-

ther in the ocean than in air and propa-

gates especially well under polar fast ice

(the thick ice cover dampens water move-

ment, which could attenuate sound

travel), seals can be heard underwater

when none are visible for miles around.

Making loud sounds that travel for miles

may enable seals in different breeding col-

onies to communicate. In addition, a loud

voice is undoubtedly useful when the seals

are hauled out on the ice, for Antarctica is

a windy place, with wind speeds some-

times in excess of sixty knots, eflFectively

drowning out all but the loudest of sounds.

Words alone cannot adequately de-

scribe the underwater sounds of the Wed-
dell seal, but I will try. Males have eleven

types of frequency-modulated, descend-

ing "trills," which can last up to seventy-

three seconds. These trills are used by

dominant males in advertising and de-

fending their territories. Both sexes pro-

duce aggressive sounds in a series that

sometimes slows down,

"Chug Chug Chug Chug Chug,"

or speeds up in repetition rate,

"Chug Chug Chug Chug Chug!"

"Chirps" also occur in accelerating and

retarding series, but their context seems to

be submissive. Underwater fights are ac-

companied by aggressive chugs and re-

sponding chirps. The function of til

"knock," a common call that sounds 11','

someone rapping on the door five times

a row, is unknown. Other calls of unknov

role are a seventy-five second "mew" a.]'

a cheeplike sound that descends in fi

quency in a steplike manner:

"Seitz, Seitz, Seitz

Seitz, Seitz, Seitz,

Seitz, Seitz, Seit2

One of the most interesting character

tics of the Weddell seal's repertoire is tj

use of short sounds as punctuation. F'

example, an especially loud, long trill m;

be preceded by a short, ascending whist

seemingly to warn the hstener to pay ;

tention to an upcoming threat. A series

accelerated, aggressive chugs most oft

winds up with a "grr-gulp" sound thi

emphasizes the message. A threatenirl
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|,:tural "glug" is preceded by a warning

I istle and ends with two exclamations:
' jp" and "crack."

For three breeding seasons, I systemati-

i ly sampled underwater vocalizations

I setting up an automated cassette re-

(der progranmied to turn on for two

I nutes every hour, night and day. As I

I I expected, with the approach of mat-

i; time and heightened territorial de-

iise, the Weddell seals vocalized more
i 1 more often, up to seventy-five times

] minute. Conversely, after the pups

\re weaned and mating was accom-

fshed, the number of sounds decreased.

[ didn't expect, however, what hap-

[led on December 10, 1976. On that

(/, my automated equipment suddenly

spped detecting any Weddell seal

sinds. Fearing that my first year of thesis

cia would be incomplete, I thoroughly

checked all the electronic equipment but

could find no problems. The silence lasted

for a couple of anxious days. Then the

recorder system started picking up sounds

again, but diflTerent ones this time. I recog-

nized these new vocalizations as coming

from leopard seals. Also about this time,

we saw and made recordings of killer

whales near the edge of the fast ice. Some-

times they came close enough that I could

feel the spray of their blows on my face.

The new arrivals had come, I believe, in

hopes of getting something to eat, for just

about this time—as pups are being

weaned and their mothers are returning to

the water—the fast ice often breaks up,

giving the predators easier access to the

seals. I saw the same pattern in 1977 and

1979, when almost to the day, Weddell

seals again dramatically reduced their un-

derwater vocaUzations and leopard seals

and killer whales were sighted in the area.

My observations convinced me that the

sudden silence of these highly vocal seals

was aimed at avoiding detection.

Since my 1976 to 1979 recordings of

Weddell seals in McMurdo Sound, Ian

Stirling and I have examined recordings

made in other locations around Antarc-

tica: Palmer Peninsula, Davis Station, and

Cape Hallett. There were some basic simi-

larities, in that all had trills, chugs, and

chirps, but each site had calls heard only

at that location. We wondered how this

geographical variation comes about.

At weaning, pups stop their "bawling"

puppy cries and begin to practice adult

vocalizations. We don't know how much of

the adult repertoire is innate rather than

learned, but some learning certainly ap-

pears to go on. One day, I watched as a

near-weaning male pup comically tried to

make the trill of an adult male. The pup

could not control the frequency or dura-

tion of the sound. Instead of a smooth,

descending sweep, the best he could do

was a warbling, intermittent sound that

occasionally "cracked" like the voice of an

adolescent boy. I believe that as pups lie

on the ice in a colony and listen to the

sounds produced by territorial males in

the water below, they learn the appropri-

ate adult repertoire. This learning pre-

sents a mechanism for geographical isola-

tion and change in the repertoire. Suppose

an adult male developed a new sound that

was somehow more attractive to females

or that helped him defend a territory. The
pups would then be exposed to this new

sound (since only successful territorial

males hang around the colony) and could

incorporate it into their developing reper-

toire. Each year, I would hear a few iso-

lated sounds that did not fit into the colo-

ny's existing call categories, which sug-

gests that Weddell seals do "experiment"

vocally.

Much less is known about the three spe-

cies of antarctic seals that I studied

around Palmer Peninsula, but what we

have learned so far is suggestive of a link

between complexity of vocalizations and

mating systems. The most abundant ant-

arctic seal is the crabeater, which eats

mostly krill. A sole crabeater male hauls

out on a floe with a single female in the

spring alx)ut the time her pup, conceived

some nine months before, is bom.

Crabeater trios are seen floating on their

own "family" floes; in tight ice pack,

many such families may be found. The

female tolerates the male, even though he

probably did not father her pup, because

of the additional protection he provides

her pup from leopard seals. The advan-

tage for the male is that he will be present

when the pup is weaned and the female

becomes receptive to mating again. In this

social system, there is no need for sounds

to attract a mate or defend a territory, and

being vocal might just attract predators,

so natural selection has favored a very

simple repertoire: both sexes emit a single

groaning sound underwater. I like to call

their rather boring, repeated vocalization,

the role of which is unknown, the monot-

ony of monogamy.

The leopard seal is probably promis-

cuous; males and females are rarely

seen together and most likely meet

only to mate. The males do not maintain a

territory, so they have no need for aggres-

sive vocalizations and should generally re-

main quiet to avoid being detected by

their prey. The main function of vocaliza-

tions would most likely be to attract a

mate. This species has four, rather lyrical

vocalizations, somewhat Uke someone

strumming a finger down the teeth of a

comb, and to my human ears at least, their

"comb calls" do seem to have an enticing

quality. Their vocal repertoire, then, ap-

pears to be a compromise between oppos-

ing selection pressures, resulting in a few

more types of sounds than the monoga-

mous crabeater has.

Very little is known about the ecology of

the seal that bears the name of James

Ross, British captain of the Terror and

Erebus (ships that in 1841 explored the

area of Antarctica now called,the Ross

Sea). The Ross seal eats a mixed diet of

cephalopods, fish, and krill. It is often

called the singing seal because it charac-

teristically lies on the ice with its head up

and mouth open. When I have tried to

record a Ross seal in this "singing" pos-

ture, however, I have never detected a
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OH, WHAT A THORNY BUSINESS

this thing called money can be.

So desirable. And

yet, in one's

effort to

touch it, to

acquire it for one's

own, a dilemma

unfolds.

There is first the

consuming problem of

where to put the money.

Is it in the right

place? How much risk

is involved? Is it working

as hard as it can for you?

Compounding this is the ever-

present problem of taxes.

You already pay them on your

income. Should you have to pay

them on your investments as well?

Such anxieties dull the joy of

having money. Before long, life's

little pleasures begin to suffer.

But perhaps we can relieve

at least som

of these bu

dens for you.

To begin with, \i

"" specialize in investmen

that are tax-free.*

So you actually get

keep more of the money th

you earn (a sensible stratq

that has, so far, eluded

too many investors).

*Income may be subject to state and local ta:

et> the alternative minimum tax. Capital gfl

if any, will be subject to capital gains ta
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And with nearly 100 years ex-

perience, we have an insight into

;he municipal bond business that,

n our opinion, few other compan-

es can match.

In fact, every single year we

and the joy of having it, simply

contact your investment adviser,

or personal banker. Or call us, toll-

free, at 1-800-524-6500.

We'd like to send you a free

booklet, and share with you some

Unfortunate Burden

)f Making Money.
eview billions of dollars worth

if bonds.

And only after a painstaking

Tocess of research do we finally

Qvest in a select few (including

ome of those municipal bonds

hat other investment companies

lave overlooked).

d
.
In short, you'll find we're quite

apable of providing a variety of

Qteresting investments (for both

urrent and future income).

If you'd like to discuss money,

things we learned when first we

entered this rose garden, a long,

long time ago.

For more complete information on

Nuveen tax-free open end mutual

funds and unit trusts, including

charges and expenses, call for a pro-

spectus. Read it carefully before you

invest or send money.

muvEEm
Specialists In Tax-free Investments

Since 1898.
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Hawaiianmonk seal
Francois Qohler

single sound. I think that the posture is a

way for the seal to display its distinctively

striped throat and that the open mouth is a

threat, perhaps to other Ross seals or to

predatory leopard seals. A handful of un-

derwater vocali2ations have been re-

corded, but just how many different

sounds this species makes is not yet

known. There have simply been too few
observations of this seal in the wild, al-

though during one ofour cruises our group

did document—for the first time—the

birth of a pup. We know that males and
females do not form bonds in the spring, as

crabealers do; nor do they congregate in

large colonies, as Weddell seals do. They
are probably promiscuous, like the leop-

ard seals. I expect the Ross seal will turn

out to have an intermediate number of

vocalizations used for intraspecific com-
munication, but not so many that they will

attract predators. I hope to return to the

Antarctic someday and, with luck, per-

haps help unravel the secrets of this rarest

seal of the south polar seas.

Testing . . . Testing
by Jeanette A. Thomas

*>;t.V4ri

Researchers take great pride in run-

ning controlled investigations, but it

was debatable who was in charge of

this hearing study, the researchers or

Maka. Maka was a four-year-old Hawai-
ian monk seal that had been brought to the

National Marine Fisheries Service

(NMFS) on Oahu from French Frigate

Shoals as an underweight, weaned pup in

1984. In the wild, pups are susceptible to

shark predation, so he probably would not

have survived on his own. Hawaiian monk
seals are highly endangered, with only

about 1,500 seals inhabiting the northwest

chain of the Hawaiian Islands. The
NMFS wanted to track movements of

wild monk seals and needed to find out

whether the seals could hear sonic radio

transmitters. Bill Gilmartin of NMFS
proposed that Reid Withrow, curator and
head trainer of the Waikiki Aquarium,

and Patrick Moore and I, from the Naval
Ocean Systems Center (NOSC), conduct

a study of Maka's hearing.

Although hearing had been studied in

some seals and sea lions, nothing was
known about hearing in monachids, a

group that includes three tropical monk
seal and four antarctic seal species, so we
accepted the challenge. Maka was thriv-

ing in captivity, gaining weight and full of

antics, like any youngster. The hearing

study soon became a race to see whether

we could finish before he single-handedly

(flipperedly?) disassembled our test

equipment and facility.

A hearing test for humans takes only a

few minutes. The subject sits in a sound-

proof booth and raises a hand after hear-

ing a test tone. The hearing study on Maka
took a whole year: before we could begin

testing, we needed to set up a quiet test

facility, assemble the appropriate elec-

tronics equipment, and train Maka to

"tell" us whether he heard a tone. All this

took far longer than the tests themselves.

The test facility at Sea Life Park was

also to be Maka's temporary home, so it

had to include a pool and a dry haul-out

area. The pool had to be quiet and non-

reverberant. To prevent Maka from haul-

ing out at inopportune times. Rick Ka-
hikina and a crew from NOSC sur-

rounded the pool rim with netting and
placed a valve in the water-filtration sys-

tem so that it could be turned off during

tests. A semicircular redwood platform

was installed on one side of the twenty-

foot-diameter pool. Maka could haul out

onto this platform, which also provided a

stage for the trainer and an attachment

point for the underwater speaker.

Pleased with the design, we filled the

pool. The next morning, we were surprised

to find the platform floating free; we had
forgotten that redwood is very buoyant.

Undaunted, Rick custom made several

fifty-pound concrete weights to hold the

platform down. The facility now seemed
ready, and we moved Maka in.

The animal caretakers who named this

seal Maka Onaona, Hawaiian for "gentle

eyes," did so because of his endearing

brown eyes and the curious intelligence

that seemed to sparkle in them. We were

about to find out just how curious. The
morning after Maka moved in, we again

found the platform floating about the pool,

this time with Maka, wearing a Cheshire

grin, lying on top. Overnight, Maka had
lifted the concrete forms off the platform.

Not to be outdone, we had heavier, 100-
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pound forms made, and this time the plat-

form stayed put.

One morning we watched Maka grab a

three-foot-tall standpipe (the pool's center

drain) between his foreflippers and with

his whole body rock the pipe back and

forth until it came out. We were forced to

divert the standpipe to the side of the pool

and secure it to the redwood platform with

yet more concrete forms.

During the hearing tests, Maka would

have to be underwater, about six feet in

front of a speaker, with his chin on a sta-

tionary stand. We needed, however, to

take this underwater "station" out of the

pool between tests so Maka would not play

with it. We created a removable station by

welding a chin stand to a set of glass han-

dles (three suction cups with levers, used

to move large sheets of glass). This stand

could be stuck to the pool bottom,

clamped in place, and removed after tests.

Maka tried to "help" us place the equip-

ment in the pool bottom, ramming us as

we bent over to secure the device, pushing

it along the bottom with his nose, and

playing tug of war with us. Because the

stand had to be placed in exactly the same

position for all tests, we soon realized that

Maka could not be in the pool while we set

up the equipment. So it was "to the show-

ers" for Maka. We enclosed a landing at

the top of the stairway leading to the pool

as a temporary holding area, complete

with a shower to keep Maka cool. With

this last modification, Maka's complex

was finished. Now we had to train him to

use the facility.

Maka mastered several behavioral

cues. Three were hand signals: one

to go into the shower stall while we

set up the equipment, another to leave the

stall and enter the pool, and a third to go to

his underwater station. Other cues crucial

to the hearing tests were auditory: when

Maka heard a test tone he was to back

away from the chin stand and touch a

white spot on the pool wall; when he did

not hear a tone, he was to wait until the

trainer blew a whistle, then surface for a

fish reward.

Patrick Moore, who has conducted

many pinniped hearing studies, and Reid

Withrow helped me train Maka. I was the

rookie and probably learned more than

Maka. Each training session began with

Maka's retrieving all his toys (plastic

rings, plastic bucket, beach ball), which

he did with relish and then quickly gulped

down his reward. Tidying up the pool got

him warmed up for the session.

Maka next had to begin learning to

"station," that is, to press his nose against

a target (my fist, a float on a pole, or a spot

on the pool wall) and keep it there until I

blew a whistle and gave him a fish reward.

I gradually extended the time he had to

keep still until he became patient and con-

fident that he would receive his reward.

When my fist was the target, I used a

sweeping motion of my hand to signal

Maka to haul out of the water onto the

platform. He swam around the pool to

pick up speed and then lunged out onto

the platform, stopping only when his nose

touched my clenched fist. My adrenalin

started pumping the first few times he

leaped out of the water toward me, but he

Was amazingly accurate and gentle.

Maka learned quickly, perhaps faster

than I did. As the trainer, I had to orches-

trate several elements: whistle in my
mouth, fish pouch on my belt, piece of fish

in left hand, sweeping hand signal with my
right hand, and then a quick repositioning

of my right hand into a fist at knee level.

One morning, amid warning shouts from

my colleagues, Maka made a lasting im-

pression on me: two canine scars about

three inches apart on the back of my right

hand. I had mistakenly taken the fish in

my right hand, which I extended for Maka
to station against. Maka, smelling my mis-

take, gave me a quick, but deliberate, bite

as a reprimand and scurried to the pool.

He could have done considerable damage,

but I like to think he realized he was

dealing with a rookie trainer.

Next, we needed to design a snugly fit-

ting chin rest to help Maka keep his head

still during the tests. We taught him to

station his head in a plastic tray and hold

the position for a few minutes until he

heard either a test tone or a whistle. Then

we placed a layer of dental alginate (used

for making human dental impressions) on

the tray and made an impression of

Maka's chin. The chin rest was then

molded out of plastic and attached to the

chin stand.

Maka was now ready for the hearing

tests; after moving a shed near the pool (to

house the electronics and a portable com-

puter) and calibrating the equipment, we

were ready too. During each session, Reid

Withrow stood on the platform signaling

Maka to go to the chin rest and rewarding

him with fish between trials. Meanwhile,

from inside the shed, I worked the com-

puter. Test signals (tones of different fre-

quencies) were generated by a special

electronics board in the computer and pro-

jected into the pool via the underwater

speaker. In each trial, a single tone was

generated. Maka responded as he had

been trained: touching the white spot on

the wall when he heard a tone; staying still

with his chin on the rest when he did not

(silent controls were included to make

sure Maka wasn't "cheating"). I scored

Maka's responses on the computer

Our goal was to determine the upper

and lower limits of Maka's hearing, that

is, to determine what range of frequencies

(measured in kilohertz) he could pick up

and at what amplitudes (measured in deci-

bels and perceived as loudness). At each

test frequency, we decreased the ampli-

tude by two decibels until Maka could nc

longer hear the tone. Then we increased

the amplitude in one-decibel steps until he

responded. The point at which Maka went

from not hearing to picking up a tone gave

us an estimate of his hearing threshold foi

that frequency. (For instance, I normallj

cannot hear 16 kHz, but if it is louc

enough, I can.) We collected ten hearing

estimates per session; sessions containec

from thirty-six to eighty-seven trials

Maka participated enthusiastically anc

probably would have done more, but wi

limited his food so he would not get fat.i

Our results revealed that Maka wa

most sensitive to sounds between

!

and 30 kHz, the narrowest range o

any pinniped tested so far. Compared witl

other pinnipeds, Maka was especially iij

sensitive to very low frequency sound

those below 8 kHz. Most other true sea

(such as harbor seals, ringed seals, ai

harp seals) can pick up frequencies as lo

as 0.5 and as high as 48 kHz. Eared sea

(such as sea lions and fur seals) have

somewhat narrower range, with sensitivi'

declining at frequencies above 32 kH
(All seals hear better underwater than

the air, where, like humans, they canm

pick up much above 16 kHz.)

While Maka was at Sea Life Park,

'

heard only a single type of sound fw

him. Edward H. Miller, of the British C
lumbia Provincial Museum, has recordf

a few sounds made by Hawaiian moi

seals in shallow water or hauled out c

pupping beaches. Our efforts to recoi

these seals at sea have not identified man

underwater sounds as belonging to tb

species. The monk seal's silent nature

dramatically different from the highly \

cal behavior of the Weddell seal, one of ii

monachid cousins. Also, unlike their colj

water cousins, which are—for the tin)

being anyway—prospering in the Antar

tic, all monk seal species are either extini

or endangered. Impressed as I was by tl

monk seal's curiosity and enthusiasm, n

own, very personal bet is that a populatic

of Makas, given ample habitat and refuf

from sharks, would prosper, too. In tl

meantime, my Maka continues to thrii

at the Waikiki Aquarium.
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Some Vertebrate Ears: In Air and . .

.

Vertebrate ears range from the relatively simple to the

complex. Among the simpler is the frog ear Incoming sound

waves directly vibrate a large eardrum, the tympanic

membrane, on the side of the head. The vibrations are

transmitted along a length of bone, the columella, and

converted into mechanical energy. When this energy reaches

the membranous oval window of the inner ear, it causes the

fluid within to move and activate two small groups of sensory

receptor cells, which in turn cause the discharge of signals to

the brain along auditory nerve fibers. The cat's ear illustrates

typical mammalian adaptations for hearing. An external ear,

or pinna, collects and amplifies sound waves, directing them

down a canal, at the end of which sits the eardrum.

Vibrations of the eardrum are transmitted via the ossicles

(three small bones—the hammer, anvil, and stirrup). The

stirrup, the smallest bone in the body, vibrates against the

oval window of the long, coiled cochlea, further amplifying

the sound. A uniquely mammaUan feature, the cochlea

contains thousands of sensitive hair cells, which give

mammals, in general, an edge over other animals in

determining such characteristics of sound as pitch. The

number of hair cells in the cochlea and the extent of its

innervation by the auditory nerve contribute to the hearing

sensitivity of particular species. When the ancestors of

today's marine mammals moved back to the sea, further

modifications were required to deal with problems posed by

the transmission of sound in water, as well as with rapid

changes in pressure experienced by a diving animal.

Illustrations by D. L. Cramer Scientific consultant, Randy Brill
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...In Water

The cetacean auditory canal is extremely narrow, and

compared with those of land mammals, the eardrum is

thicker and the ossicles are bigger and heavier. Sound,

passing through the thick eardrums and forced to move the

big, heavy ossicles, is attenuated, which protects the animal

Dolphin

Gas-filled tissue

A
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from the potentially harmful effects of high amplitudes and
frequencies in water. Eardrum, ossicles, and cochlea are

enclosed in the ear bone, or auditory bulla, the hardest

material in the cetacean body The ear bone is detached from
the skull and surrounded by gas-filled tissue; this counters the

effects of pressure changes during dives and enhances an

animal's ability to tell where a sound comes from. Specific to

baleen whales is an extension of the eardrum that pushes into

the canal. This "glove finger" ends in a hornlike plug

(composed ofdead cells from the canal lining) that may be a

yard long. Because pinnipeds spend time listening in air as

well as in water, their ears are most like those of terrestrial

mammals. But there are differences. All, except sea lions and
fur seals, have lost external pinnae. Also, to compensate for

changes in pressure, for instance, specialized tissues swell

with blood and fill the middle ear cavity during dives; the

relatively small eardrum also offers protection from the

effects of pressure.



I Hear You Knocking
by Becky Sjare and Ian Stirling

With a slack tide and little wind, the

polynya was calmer than it had

been for several days. Motionless

ice floes seemed to appear and disappear

as heavy plumes of fog slowly drifted

across the surface of the water. We knew a

male walrus was nearby because his un-

derwater vocalizations were booming in

on our recording system. Finally, we spot-

ted his pale, oblong form rising to the

surface near the edge of an ice floe.

Within moments his massive head and

gUstening white tusks burst through the

water surface as he exhaled and took a

breath of air. From the pattern of scars on

his shoulders and back we recognized him

as 89-3, a walrus we had first seen and

recorded several days before.

In most regions of the Arctic, the breed-

ing season of wahiises extends from Janu-

ary to April, with a peak in February and

March. During this time, males vocalize

extensively underwater. Courtship and

mating take place in remote areas of mov-

ing pack ice or near polynyas (bodies of

water kept open during the winter by

ocean currents and wind). For the last

several years we have recorded the under-

water vocalizations of Atlantic walruses

breeding at the Dundas Island polynya in

the Canadian High Arctic. Our observa-

tion hut is perched on the edge of a 300-

foot cliff overlooking the polynya, so we
have an excellent view.

Walruses are highly gregarious, and

during the breeding season they concen-

trate in herds composed of females,

calves, juveniles, and young adults of both

sexes aged six to ten years. In our study

area, herds range in size from about half a

dozen individuals to twenty or more. They
move about as a group while feeding and

sometimes haul out on the ice together to

rest in a closely packed mass.

The breeding strategy of a male is to

monopolize access to females by remain-

ing in the water beside them for up to

several days at a time. The attending male

coordinates his movements and behavior

with those of the herd. When the group

rests in the water, he dives among them. If

herd members haul out on the ice, he

positions himself in the water near the ice

edge, between them and other, less-estab-

lished breeding males, or "satellites,"

which may station themselves 250 to 500

feet from the herd. When the herd is trav-

eling or feeding, the attending male may
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stay closer to specific females (probably

those that are getting ready to mate). He
vocalizes continuously while accompany-

ing the herd and has virtually no time to

feed or rest. As far as we know, all behav-

ior related to courtship and mating, and

most aggressive interactions between

breeding males, occur in the water.

The vocal display, or song, of the male

Atlantic walrus is one of the most complex

of any marine mammal, comparable even

to that of the humpback whale. The basic

repertoire consists of knocking, tapping,

and ringing bell-like sounds. Knocks

sound like knuckles being rapped slowly

and firmly against a wooden surface. Taps

are not as loud and are given at a much
faster rate. As far as we know, females do

not emit knocks or taps, but they do grunt

and make barking sounds.

A singing walrus dives underwater and

emits several long, intricate sequences of

knocks and taps, which may either start or

end with the ringing bell sound. After

about seven minutes, the male comes up

for air. While at the surface, he floats in

the water with his back exposed and his

head and hind flippers hanging down be-

neath the surface. In this position he emits

several short knocking sequences in be-

tween breaths. After about a minute, he

then dives again to repeat the longer, un-

derwater portion of his song. Usually there

is about a seven-second pause from the

time he dives until he reaches his chosen

depth and starts vocahzing.

These singing bouts can be lengthy; we
recorded one mature male vocalizing con-

tinuously for fifty-five hours. Walrus

songs are also remarkably consistent: com-

plex sequences of knocks and taps are

often performed over and over, with few

changes, for hours at a time. The pattern-

ing and order of the sequences are so pre-

dictable that we can tell exactly where a

male is in his song and anticipate when he

will surface or dive again. Virtually all

mature males in the Dundas polynya area

perform the same song, and so far, we have

not found major changes in its basic com-

position from one season to the next.

Some age-specific and individual varia-

tions do occur, however. Young males

make what seem to be random changes;

they alter, repeat, or omit sequences,

which suggests that they are still learning.

Mature males also vary their songs, but

they do so in a consistent and regular fash-

ion by modifying specific sequence}!

specific points in the display. Malt

males personalize their songs by van "

the pattern and loudness of certain knc

emitted at the beginning or end of spe(

sequences. Our analyses show that wi

a single breeding season, mature m
can be individually recognized by the t

tern of these knocks.

Not all males have what it takes to jtn

exclusive access to a herd containing fr

males. Relationships among males apji

to be hierarchical, and vocalizations ll

maintain social rank and strongly iil

ence how males interact. The atten(|

male is usually the only singer,

though there are often sexually mai

young males in the herd that are fl

capable of speaking their minds. If onl

the young males does vocalize or iniip

any sexual activities with an adult fen

i



5 attending male reacts by turning to-

" 1 the upstart, a gesture that is usually

ti igh to persuade him to fall silent and

\ I move away from the herd temporar-

] sometimes the vocalizing male actu-

li chases the younger male, and on a few

Ciisions, we have observed fighting.
" Dughout, the attending male continues

3 ng without interruption. Evidently, a

oig male must remain silent and leave

h emales in the herd alone if he wishes

3 ;cape the wrath of an attending male,

utellite males, particularly the youn-

Banes, tend to keep quiet or emit only

npets of their song in sporadic out-

fits. (In the absence of an attending

Hi: and herd, though, their songs go
«: to normal.) We have also noticed

h some young adult males vocalize as

allites one day and then become silent

ifti members the next.

We know that an attending male some-

times loses control of his herd, either tem-

porarily or permanently, but we have ob-

served only one actual takeover On this

occasion, a silent satellite male moved into

the herd and attempted to mount one of

the females. A battle between the males

ensued. When the dust settled, so to speak,

the challenger was with the herd, and the

former attending male was gone. Prior to

and during the fight the attending male

sang continuously, but after the fight he

fell silent and his successor began singing.

Little is known about how walruses pro-

duce their unique sounds. At one time,

they were thought to make their underwa-

ter knocks and taps by clacking their teeth

together If this idea were true, their teeth

should show a wear pattern consistent

with such continuous impact. No such

pattern has been observed, however An-

Atlanticwalnubreathing
between singingbouts

other possibiUty is that the walruses

(which are able to suck clams right out of

their shells when feeding) somehow make
sounds using suction. Perhaps they pro-

duce the knocks and taps by quickly mov-

ing their tongues down from the roof of

the mouth to break a powerful vacuum, in

much the same way that humans make
"clucking" sounds with their tongues.

Males have two pharyngeal air pouches

located in the upper neck region, each of

which can be inflated to about the size of a

basketball. These pouches are thought to

function as resonating chambers and to be

partly responsible for the ringing quality

and loudness of the bell sounds. In the

Dundas Island area, we know that walrus
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sounds travel for at least five to ten miles

and that they can be clearly heard through

the sea ice. However, no one has actually

measured the loudness of these vocaliza-

tions, in decibels, at their source. How well

walruses hear is also unresolved, since an

underwater audiogram has not been com-

pleted. Very likely, however, their hearing

abilities will turn out to be similar to those

of California sea lions or northern fur

seals, with the most sensitive range being

from about 4 to 24 kHz and a high-fre-

quency cutoff point at about 38 kHz. (For

comparison, humans best hear sounds be-

tween 1 and 4 kHz and have an upper

hearing range of about 20 kHz.)

These glimpses into the breeding and

vocal behavior of the walruses lead to

more questions. Virtually nothing is

known, for example, about how the fe-

males perceive all the underwater racket

or how their behavior influences which

male ultimately monopolizes a herd. We
have a long way to go before we can fit all

the pieces of the puzzle together. Standing

outside the hut on a quiet night listening to

the sudden puff of a walrus exhaling in the

darkness below, we can only wonder what

the species will teach us next.

Two-Ton

Canaiy
by Becky Sjare

The beluga whale is most famous for

its toots, trills, and impressive array

of complex birdlike whistles. As I

listen to a beluga, however, my mind's eye

sometimes conjures up the image of a

barnyard, for this whale can also grunt

and squeal like a pig, baa Uke a lamb, and
whinny like a horse. Numerous harsh

croaks, squawks, growls, and a host of

considerably more obnoxious sounds are

also part of the beluga's repertoire.

Nineteenth-century arctic whalers and

explorers were so impressed with the vocal

skills of the beluga that they christened it

the sea canary. Confirmation for this mu-
sical nickname came in 1949 when, using

a hand-cranked dictaphone. Bill Schevill

and Barbara Lawrence, of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, made

Belugawhales
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the first underwater recordings of belugas.

They described the variety of vocaliza-

tions as being reminiscent of an orchestra

tuning up.

In recent years researchers have strug-

gled to describe the beluga's repertoire in

more "scientific" terms. Most vocaliza-

tions can be classified into one of three

basic categories: tonal calls, or whistles;

pulsed calls; and echolocation click series.

A whistle, composed of a pure tone and its

harmonics, sounds musical to our ears. In

contrast, pulsed calls, made up of a mix-

ture of frequencies, lack any musical qual-

ity and are best described as grunts,

groans, squawks, and strident screams.

Unfortunately, relatively little is known

about what all these sounds mean.

In some species of dolphins, certain

whistles may function as signature calls,

enabUng herd members, and possibly

other dolphins in the area, to recognize

one another. Whistles may also serve as

contact calls, helping to coordinate herd

activities such as feeding. These two ideas

are probably not mutually exclusive. We
still do not know whether beluga whistles

have similar functions, because these

whales are so gregarious in the wild that

studying the vocal behavior of a single

animal, or even a small group of whales.

has proved easier planned than done. Ob-

servations of belugas summering in the

Canadian Arctic, however, do suggest

that in some circumstances, whistles are

important for coordinating herd move-

ments. When belugas are startled by the

sound of an outboard motor, for example,

or the presence of a polar bear, the whales

sometimes bunch together and rush from

the area. Prior to and during the mass

exodus, the belugas emit outbursts of

whistles. Similar outbursts can also be

heard when a herd is dispersed and travel-

ing through heavy ice.

Many species of mammals that live

in social groups have a rich and

varied repertoire of pulsed sounds,

and belugas are no exception. The whales

seem to emit certain pulsed sounds

—

squawks and nasal blares, for example

—

most often when they are playing together

or when they are resting and milling about

at the surface. Perhaps these types of calls

convey information about an individual's

emotional state during certain types of

social interactions.

Considerably more is known about

echolocation in belugas. Because these

whales adapt well to captivity and can be

trained, scientists are able to test how w
they can locate targets of different shaj

and sizes at varying distances. Belu{

have excelled at all tasks, and in soi

respects, their echolocation skills surp

those of any other odontocete, or tootl

whale, studied so far, even the bett

known bottlenosed dolphin. The belug

well-honed skills are a necessity consid

ing the variability of the underwater wo
they must navigate. For example, belu|

that overwinter along the west coast

Greenland migrate through the i

choked waters of northern Baffin Bay

the spring and then spend the summei
shallow, murky river estuaries in the L
caster Sound area of the Canadian Arc

Other populations of belugas in Ameri(

and Russian waters undertake equally <

pressive seasonal migrations.

The future looks bright for scient

studying belugas: recent technical

provements in equipment make it feasi

to track and record the vocalizations

individuals and small groups in the w
And although overharvesting of belu

occurs in some arctic areas (efforts

solve this problem are under way), n

populations are healthy. So, at least

now, the future also looks reasom

bright for the sea canary of the north

Moby's Click
by Linda S. Weilgart and Hal Whitehead

Thomas Beale, a surgeon on a nine-

teenth-century whaleship and gen-

erally considered the first scientific

expert on the sperm whale, called this

largest of the toothed whales "one of the

most noiseless of marine animals." A dif-

ferent opinion was held by some whalers

who, hearing "knocking" or "hammering"

sounds through the hulls of their ships,

dubbed the sperm whale the carpenter

fish. Time has proved the whalers closer to

the truth than the expert: sperm whales

produce loud, steady clicks almost con-

tinuously while underwater. Most other

toothed whales also emit clicks, among
other sounds, but those of sperm whales

are much louder, more continuous, and

are repeated more slowly—usually one

click every half second.

The huge forehead of the sperm whale

is thought to hold the mystery of how the

animal produces its sounds. It is almost

entirely filled with a large sac of high-

grade, waxy oil—the spermaceti. (Whal-
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ers mistakenly believed this to be the

whale's sperm, hence the name. Sperma-

ceti oil was much sought after for use in

lamps and as an industrial lubricant.) In

1 972, Kenneth Norris, of the University of

California at Santa Cruz, and George

Harvey, then of the Oceanic Institute, pro-

posed that a cartilaginous clapper system

(colorfully termed the monkey's muzzle

by whalers) found at the front of this sac

produces the click. They suggested that

the click then reverberates back through

the spermaceti and is reflected off" an al-

most perfectly parabolic skull and various

air sacs, located outside the sac of sperma-

ceti, that function as sound mirrors. This

highly evolved reverberation chamber,

surrounded by a complicated system of

nasal passages that conduct and recycle

air for sound production and breathing,

may explain why the sperm whale can

produce its characteristically loud clicks.

This is only a theory, however.

Much of the whales' clicking pertains to

feeding, as the animals echolocate

search of food, usually squid. Sp|n

whales dive dovm a thousand feet or n

and spread out to feed, but since t^i

clicks travel for several miles, our un

water microphones frequently pick up

sounds of as many as fifty whales. T

nearly constant clicking sounds like

hoofbeats of galloping horses. Occas

ally, a series of powerful "clangs,"

peated about once every six seco

stands out above this background pa

These dramatic slow clicks seem tc

produced by the mature males, which

be three times the size of the females,

preferred catch of whaling ships in

past, big males are now rare, so the reg^

half-second clicks are the usual sound:

hear when near sperm whales.

After half an hour or more of hea

almost uninterrupted, evenly sp£

Sperm wli>(
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spermwhale
Photo Researchers. Inc.

clicks, a listener might conclude that

sperm whale sounds are rather dull, a poor

contrast to the variety of squeals, whistles,

squawks, chirps, moans, and grunts heard

from other whales and dolphins. But when

not feeding, sperm whales sometimes

gather at the surface to rest in large, tight

aggregations. Then, intriguing new vo-

calizations can be heard, still clicks, but

arranged in novel patterns bearing some

resemblance to Morse code.

William Watkins and William

Schevill, of the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution, de-

scribed these repetitive click patterns and

named them codas. A coda is usually

three to ten clicks and is often part of an

exchange between whales. One individ-

ual, for instance, may emit a coda of eight

regularly spaced clicks and then pause,

after which a second whale may respond

with a seven-click coda. Most of the codas

we recorded off the Galapagos could be

categorized into twenty-three distinct

types, based on the number and spacing of

clicks. Certain coda types were much
more likely to follow others, and the

whales seemed to be responding differ-

ently to different coda types. We are far

from knowing what the whales may be

"saying" to one another, but these codas

do seem to be a form of social communica-

tion. Many exchanges, for example, begin

with a coda of five evenly spaced clicks.

Perhaps this is a sperm whale equivalent

of our "Hi!" or "Gimme five!"

These periodic gatherings may be a

chance for group members to reaffirm so-

cial bonds or "touch base" with one an-

other after hours of feeding separately.

Female sperm whales and their offspring

form stable groups, within which there

seems to be cooperative care of the young.

(Mature males tend to be loners.) In such

a socially complex species, a fairly ad-

vanced system of conununication would

be expected. Other toothed whales, in-

cluding most oceanic dolphin species, pi-

lot whales, and belugas, probably also

have a highly developed social system, but

these species are thought to communicate

mainly through whistles. Sperm whales

are the striking exception—they alone

seem to have adopted a form of communi-

cation based solely on clicks. While codas

may not be as tuneful or pleasing to hu-

man ears as the high-spirited whistles of

dolphins, these mysterious conversations,

echoing over the deepest expanses of

ocean, are no less fascinating.
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FamilyFugues
byJohnK. B.Ford

The phone rang, rousing me from a

deep sleep. As I groped for the bed-

side telephone, I saw that it was just

past midnight. On the line was Jim

Borrowman, a friend who lives in the small

boardwalk village of Telegraph Cove,

about 250 miles northwest of my home in

Vancouver, British Columbia. "You've

gotta listen to this, John ... I don't know

who it is!" Jim exclaimed. With that, he

held the phone up to a speaker located in

his living room but connected by a half

mile of cable to a hydrophone placed on

the bottom of Johnstone Strait in 200 feet

of water.

Wide awake now, I listened carefully as

the familiar screams and squeals of a

group of killer whales echoed down the

line. I immediately recognized the distinc-

tive calls N33 and N34, which meant that

the whales had to belong to either Rl or

Wl pod, part of a community of sixteen

pods that can be found in the area. These

two groups share a repertoire of eight vo-

calizations that differ from those of any

other pod. Next came several repetitions

of call N32, subtype II, a version of a

shared call that is used by only one of the

two pods. "That's Rl pod, Jim!" I shouted

into the phone. "They haven't been seen in

the strait for over a year. It's great to have

them back!"

In 1978, a decade earlier, I had begun

what was intended to be a two-year gradu-

ate study of the underwater communica-

tion of killer whales in British Columbia.

Instead, this study continues as an open-

ended quest to describe and understand a

remarkable system of vocal traditions in

this largest member of the dolphin family.

Prior to my investigation, little was known

about the subject. The vocalizations of the

species had been taped before, but mostly

in aquariums or during brief encounters

with groups at sea. The inner coast of

Vancouver Island had long been known to

be one of the best places in the world to

find "blackfish," as local fishermen call

these whales. I reasoned that if I spent

enough time following the pods around in

a small boat, their typical behavioral an

vocal patterns would be revealed to m<

leading, I hoped, to greater understandin

of social communication in this species.

Fortunately, studies of the killer wha
population in British Columbia were we

under way when I started my research. 1

1972, Graeme Ellis, Ian MacAskie, an

the late Michael Bigg, working out of tl

Pacific Biological Station in Nanaimi

British Columbia, began an intensive ii

vestigation of the numbers, distributio:

and social organization of the species

local waters. Early in their study, th«

developed a technique for identifying inc

viduals (based on distinctive natui

markings), and after hundreds of encou

ters with pods, the whales' basic natur

history was becoming clear.

A killer whale pod. Bigg and his a
leagues found, was a group of apparent

related animals that consistently stay

Killerwhal
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Killer whale breaching

together. Certain pods were encountered

frequently, and these they called resi-

dents. Resident pods, typically ten to

twenty whales, were seen most frequently

in summer and early fall when salmon, the

whales' main prey, were migrating along

the coast toward river mouths. Resident

pods were highly social, frequently travel-

ing and foraging with other pods in a

larger resident community. Two such

communities lived along the British Co-

lumbia coast. The northern community,

with sixteen pods, ranged from central

Vancouver Island to southeast Alaska.

The southern, with three pods, moved
throughout the waters off southern Van-

couver Island and Puget Sound in Wash-

ington State.

Bigg and his colleagues also occasion-

ally encountered groups of one to five

killer whales they called transients. These

whales behaved differently from the resi-

dents and even looked different, the tips of

their dorsal fins being somewhat sharper

than those of residents. Unlike the fish-

eating residents, transients seemed to pre-

fer marine mammals, mostly harbor seals,

sea lions, and porpoises. Strangely, tran-

sient pods were seen to travel only with

other transients, and residents only with

other residents.

Working closely with Mike Bigg and

Graeme Ellis, I traveled to Telegraph

Cove on northeastern Vancouver Island to

look for resident pods in Johnstone Strait

and nearby Blackfish Sound. This is the

heart of the northern community's range,

where whales can reliably be found from

June to September. Making my base

camp on a small island, I followed the

pods in a seventeen-foot runabout and col-

lected dozens of tapes of their underwater

vocal exchanges as they went about their

normal, daily routines. At this stage, unfa-

miliar with both the whales and their vo-

calizations, I simply photographed as

many individuals as possible, recorded as

many sounds as I could, and took notes on

the activities of the pods.

At the end of the summer, I moved to

the waters off southern Vancouver

Island, where I encountered the

three southern resident pods. Upon lower-

ing my hydrophone into the midst of these

eighty whales, I was astonished at how
different they sounded. Their calls had

tonal qualities and pitch patterns unlike

any I had heard from any northern pod.

That winter, as I went over my tapes care-

fully by ear and with a sound-spectn

analyzer, I found differences not only

tween the northern and southern reside

.

but also within each community. Cert i

sounds were recorded in the presence

'

some pods but not others.

The prospect of discovering that ki

"

whale pods have dialects, that is, disti •

tive call repertoires, was exciting. Mi

mal vocalizations are typically consist 1

within a species (regional differences i

isolated populations notwithstanding), g
cal dialects, such as those heard in Y

songs, however, were rare, and variati

among interacting social groups w
known only in humans.

To investigate the possibility of gro

specific dialects among killer whale;

first needed to record each pod separat

This task was to take me five more ye;

but eventually I obtained enough rea

ings to confirm that most resident pod

British Columbia have their own diale

Recording the transient pods has pro|

more challenging, and that aspect of i

research continues. Mike Bigg's studyri

the social organization of the residrt

population also continues, with invalufiS

contributions from researchers Ken Ifc

comb, David Bain, and many others. 19

intensive field effort has yielded mi
new information about the social live.'|»
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resident whales, which has thrown light d

the origin and development of dialect;

Likewise, studying the similarities and dl

ferences in the dialects of resident po'

has provided insight into the evolution

populations.

Like all members of the dolphin fami

killer whales rely heavily on underwat

sound for both navigation and commui

cation. (The whales' eyesight is good, b

underwater visibility in coastal waters

usually less than 100 feet, and at night it

negligible. Underwater sound, on t

other hand, travels better—faster and f;

ther—than sound in air) By forcing ;

through elaborate structures in the na;

passage beneath the blowhole, a kill

whale can generate ultrasonic clicks Id

than a millisecond in duration, canaryli

whistles more than ten seconds long,

loud, complex calls that may be heard

five miles underwater A special body

fat within the melon, the fleshy bulge at'

the animal's head, has acoustic proper!

that focus the higher-frequency sour

into a cone-shaped beam directed ahe

of the whale. The whale's ear canal

closed; the animal receives sound mai

with its lower jaw. Sounds penetrate '

thin bone of the mandible, then are c

ducted directly to the middle ear W
these structures, killer whales can h'

with exceptional sensitivity.

From experiments in captivity, we kr i

that the rapid series of clicks produced '

killer whales and other dolphins are u 1

for echolocation. Echoes from these cli i

allow the animals to form an image f

their surroundings. Resident killer wh; s

are often heard clicking at various n 3'

and frequencies, probably to locate p /

and to find their way through the cor -

luted channels and passes along the co .

Whistles and calls, on the other ha

.

seem to be used mainly for social signal g

within and between pods. Calls are n^e

common than whistles, dominating vc J

exchanges in most contexts. Typically

than two seconds long, calls are made l

of bursts of pulses generated at rates ol p

to several thousand per second. Suh

pulse bursts produce high-pitched squ( s

and screams not unlike the sounds m e

by rusty hinges on a quickly closing di r.

By varying the timing of these bursts, e

whales can generate a variety of comf >

signals.

After recording the whales on m)

occasions over several years, I learned t il

most resident pods repetitively emit abit

a dozen different types of what I ttn

discrete calls—each distinct enough tec

identified by ear Some pods use as fevis

seven or as many as seventeen disci-e

calls. These calls seem to function as ci-
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;t signals, coordinating group behavior

d keeping pod members in touch when

;y are out of eyeshot. While searching

salmon, for example, pod members fan

;, sometimes covering several square

les. When separated, they regularly ex-

inge sounds, 90 to 95 percent of which

from their repertoire of discrete calls.

)st calls contain sudden shifts or rapid

;eps in pitch, which give them distinc-

; qualities easily recognizable over dis-

ce and background noise. Calling rates

I y according to the number of whales in

group and their location. Large pods

, iom fall silent, but smaller pods may
' ige quietly for an hour or more be-

en bouts of calling. When a pod nears a

I ction of channels, the whales usually

! hange calls for several minutes before

; osing a path.

\y field recordings, as well as those

I le of captive whales taken from local

1 s, demonstrated that each animal

i; ts most or all of the entire call reper-

I! i of its group. All calls in a pod's reper-

( ; can be heard regardless of whether

1 group is foraging, traveling, socializ-

[| or rubbing on pebble beaches. (Rub-

)| ; is a popular, presumably pleasurable

)< avior of whales in the northern resi-

1: t community.) Some calls tend to be

heard more often in some situations than

in others, but no call seems to be produced

exclusively in any specific context. When
pod members are grouped together and

resting, for instance, the whales usually

restrict themselves to one or two call

types, but the animals also use these calls

when they are fully alert and active. Nor
do the calls seem to be given in any consis-

tent sequence or syntax; rather, the whales

often seem to be inspired by one another.

If one emits a particular call, for example,

others may respond with the same call

type before moving on to another.

Whenever a pod is routinely foraging

or traveling, calls tend to be stereo-

typed, varying only slightly in du-

ration or pitch. Some situations create

great excitement among the whales, how-

ever, such as when two pods meet after an

extended period of separation. Then vocal

activity is often intense, and the calls pro-

duced tend to be higher in pitch, shorter in

duration, and repeated more rapidly than

the same calls given by relaxed or resting

whales. And when whales are interacting

physically—chasing, pushing, and nip-

ping each other—or when juveniles play

together, they incorporate many aberra-

tions into their normal calls and emit an

array of squeaks, squawks, and whistles

that are seldom, if ever, repeated in the

same form.

The richness and variety of calls emit-

ted by these whales appear to be a result of

how dialects develop. Killer whales are

part of a select group of mammals capable

of learning to reproduce sounds that they

hear. Such learning, once thought to be

exclusive to birds and humans, is now

known in a few primate species, some

seals, and the dolphin family. Killer whale

call repertoires are most likely learned

rather than determined genetically, and as

has been observed in a recent study of

vocal development in a captive-bom indi-

vidual, young whales probably learn by

mimicking their mothers. For their first

year, while they are nursing, calves rarely

stray far from their mothers' sides, and

this period seems to be when the reper-

toire is acquired.

Since each pod consists of several re-

lated matrilineal groups made up of fe-,

males and their offspring, maternal influ-

ence has far-reaching consequences.

Females can live to seventy or eighty years

of age, so pods may contain up to four

generations of animals. What is especially

striking about pod organization is that in-
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Killer whale, Johnstone Strait
Frank S. Balthis

dividuals, and thus their repertoire of

calls, seem to stay in the group for their

entire lives. In more than seventeen years

of study, no whale has yet been seen to

transfer permanently from one group to

another. The pod's large bulls—once

thought to be the breeding "harem mas-

ters" of the group—are simply the mature

male offspring of the females in the pod.

New pods seem to form gradually through

the splitting of old, larger pods along

matrilines, a process that we are now wit-

nessing in the northern resident commu-
nity. It may take a decade or longer before

new, descendant groups spend enough

time apart to be considered separate pods.

Each of the two resident communities

in British Columbia contains groups of

pods that have a number of calls in com-

mon. Most shared calls are not identical,

however, differing in accent from pod to

pod. I call these groupings of related yet

distinct pods a clan because I believe they

may have all descended from a common
ancestral pod. On the British Columbia

coast, there are four clans, three in the

northern resident community and one in

the southern community. Clans can be

distinguished even by an untrained ear.

Each has a distinct vocal tradition,

branching out among the pods within the

clan into a system of related dialects.

Based on our current understanding,

the following hypothetical model for the

evolution of dialect patterns within a clan

seems reasonable. Many years ago, a pod

arrived on the coast, probably from a dis-

tant location, and brought with it a unique

repertoire of discrete calls. This pod be-

came established in the area, grew slowly

in size, and then began to divide. As the

new pods spent more and more time apart

and developed their own social identities,

their repertoires of calls began gradually

changing through a process of cultural

drift. Such drift could result from the

accumulation of imperfections in vocal

copying across generations, as well as

from innovation and the loss of calls in

certain pods and not others. Other clans,

with entirely distinct sets of calls, may be

independent maternal lineages founded in

this way at other times.

If the model is correct, pods in each

clan with very similar dialects probably

split from a common group in the recent

past. Other pods, with fewer acoustic simi-

larities, may be related through older link-

ages in the lineage. An accurate time scale

of clan evolution cannot yet be deter-

mined, but I suspect that some relation-

ships are ancient. Killer whales are long-

lived animals, and pods grow very slowly.

Females give birth for the first time

about fifteen years of age, and, for i

known reasons, less than 60 percent

calves survive their first year of life. 1

fore ceasing reproduction at forty yea

cows may produce only four or five sun

ing offspring. Since the overall populat i

growth rate is less than 3 percent per yt

large resident clans containing many p( •

may be centuries old.

Dialects, too, are slow to change. 1

southern community pod Jl,

example, is making the same c:'

today as in 1958, when the Canadian n; /

made recordings of an unidentified ki r

whale group they encountered during
(

trials off southern Vancouver Island. 1|

well-known killer whale Namu, captu i

on the British Columbia coast in 1965 <)

taken to the Seattle Marine Aquarii)

produced the entire call repertoire t(

can still be heard from his natal pod, ii

of the northern resident community.

What, if any, function is served by vci

dialects in killer whales is not certain!

calls are used to maintain contact amij

pod members and to coordinate their 8

havior, having a set of unique calls mus'<

of some advantage to the group. Residrf

pods frequently travel in the compan^if

other pods, especially during the sumiir
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when salmon are concentrated in coastal

waterways. We have occasionally ob-

served superpods with more than 100

whales from ten or more pods mixed to-

gether. At such times, dialects may be

important to help individuals diiferentiate

the calls of their fellow pod members from

those of other whales. Having a repertoire

of several pod-specific calls instead of only

one may improve the accuracy and reli-

ability of this acoustic "family badge."

Dialects may also play a role in breeding

by enabling whales to distinguish between

relatives and nonrelatives. Some have sug-

gested that dialects in certain species of

songbirds have this type of function, serv-

ing as a behavioral mechanism to avoid

inbreeding. Killer whales have seldom

been observed mating in the wild, but

males probably breed with females out-

side the pod. Some pods contain no ma-

ture bulls, yet cows in these groups regu-

larly give birth.

Because pods from different clans in

the northern community frequently mix

and interact, and each continues to use its

own set of calls while doing so, one won-

ders what kind of communication takes

place between these groups. I'm sure indi-

viduals are able to identify whales from

other pods by their dialects, but I suspect

that more information than simple pod

affiliation is exchanged. As mentioned

earlier, while the calls themselves are re-

markably unchanging, the manner in

which they are made depends on what the

whales are doing: traveling, playing, or

meeting up again after a separation, for

example. Whales might thus be able to

recognize the behavioral state of animals

from other pods or clans, much the same

way that we can recognize heightened

emotions in foreign-language speakers

without understanding the words being

used. I also expect that each whale pro-

duces calls with minor but consistent

structural variations that allow recogni-

tion of individual identity, as has been

discovered in some primate calls.

Whatever the function of dialects

may be, they have provided us

with an excellent tool for revealing

details about the life of killer whales. For

example, we have been able to construct a

"family tree," based on acoustic similar-

ities and differences, for all resident pods

in British Columbia. Pod relationships in-

dicated by dialects are different from

what would be predicted by studying asso-

ciation patterns of pods. Some pods sel-

dom travel with others having a similar

dialect but associate with distantly related

pods in their own clan, or even with pa
from different clans. Social factors, sue

as the number of breeding cows or matui

bulls in each pod, may be more importai

than ancestry in determining travelir

associations.

Dialects have also provided us with

way to track pod movements. Over tl

last five years, I have established sever

underwater listening stations at manne

lighthouses and other strategic sites scs

tered along the coast, such as the syste:

installed in Jim Borrowman's home
Telegraph Cove. Whenever whales

heard, those tending the equipment mal

a taped sample of the vocalizations. Fro

the sample, I can determine which pod

set of pods was present. In time, a clear

picture of year-round pod movements

remote regions will result.

Colleagues are now studying kill

whales in many parts of the world, usii

the same photo-identification and acoi

tic techniques, and early results from i

search in Norway, Iceland, Alaska, ai

the sub-Antarctic indicate that local vo<

traditions with pod-specific dialects nj

be typical of killer whales wherever tb

are found. With luck and perseverant

we may eventually be able to construe

global lexicon for this most exceptioi

species.

The Heard Shot Round the World

Whales are not the only mammals that take advantage of

water's capability to transmit sound over great distances.

Several years ago, Walter Munk, an oceanographer at the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La JoUa, California,

proposed using sound to measure small increases in ocean

temperature—a key piece of information that would help

climatologists verify the onset of global warming. The speed

of sound is affected by water temperature, so that as the

oceans warm, an acoustic signal will speed up. Given a loud

enough sound in the right place, researchers should be able to

measure the travel times for sound waves crossing the

Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific oceans.

At the end ofJanuary, as Natural History goes to press,

Munk—with the aid of the U. S. Navy and other agencies

—

is scheduled to conduct a ten-day test of his theory. The spot

chosen for the experiment is in the southern Indian Ocean off

Heard Island. If the upper ocean is warming by a hundredth

of a degree Fahrenheit per year, as some climatologists

suspect, sound should take a few tenths of a second less to

travel the thousands of miles from Heard Island to more than

a dozen receiving stations scattered around the world. If the

test is successful, the oceanographers plan to repeat the

experiment, perhaps every few months for years, to track the

warming of the oceans.

Will the sound emitted during these lengthy tests disturb

whales and other marine mammals in the Indian Ocean? The

II

'.

effects ofman-made noise on ocean life are difficult to assess,

but in the early 1 980s the U. S. government, along with

American oil companies, sponsored tests to evaluate the

disruption that might be caused by seismic surveys

conducted in the search for offshore oil. Various sounds were

broadcast beneath the waves in areas frequented by whales

(gray whales off Big Sur, California, and bowhead whales in

the Beaufort Sea north of Alaska), and the researchers

discovered that in both cases the whales altered their usual

routes along the coasts to avoid the underwater noise. They

were most disturbed by continuous, low-frequency emissions,

similar to those produced by the Heard Island experiment.

Over a period of time, noise might alter the animals' behavioi

and feeding patterns or even cause stress that could adversely

affect their health.

Because the noise produced by the five underwater

speakers ofthe Heard Island experiment is much louder (219

decibels) than the sources used in California and Alaska,

some marine biologists predict that animals hundreds of

miles away will be affected. During the course of the test, a

number of observers, including an expert in marine

bioacoustics, will attempt to monitor animal reactions to the

noise. Ifthe test shows that changes in ocean temperatures

can be fathomed with sound, and researchers decide to

proceed, the degree to which noise affects marine mammals

may determine the future of the project.

—

R. A.
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Rock Creek Gorge, Kentucky
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Originating high on a ridge crest of the

Cumberiand Plateau, about twenty-two

miles southwest of London, Kentucky,

Rock Creek drops into a deep, narrow

canyon that it began cutting thousands of

years ago. Perpendicular cliffs up to 360

feet high line both sides of the creek for

two miles before the waters empty into

Rockcastle River. A virgin stand of east-

em hemlock mixed with some deciduous

trees is but one of seven habitats that bota-

nist Ralph Thompson has identified

within the area. This stand survived over

the years because the tall cliffs and

Rockcastle River made it difficult to get

logging equipment into the gorge. The

area is now managed as a national natural

landmark by the Daniel Boone National

Forest.

Access to the floor of the gorge is pro-

vided by a series of iron rungs that the

forest service has embedded in the face of

a sandstone cliff. The tall, straight trees

that fill the gorge form a cathedrallike

canopy, which maintains much of its color

throughout the year because of the east-

em hemlock's short, flat, evergreen nee-

dles. Other common large trees are Amer-

ican beech, sugar maple, tulip poplar, and

cucumber magnolia. The tree cover is so

dense that species that fare poorly in

shade never get the opportunity to invade

this closed forest community.

The shrub layer is composed of paw-

paw, spicebush, maple-leaved viburnum,

and wild hydrangea. In places, great lau-

rel forms nearly impenetrable thickets.

And a wide variety of shade-tolerant

wildflowers often carpets the canyon floor.

The well-named harbinger-of-spring,

only four inches tall, ushers in the flower-

ing season in early March with its small,

white petals and purple, pollen-forming

anthers. Following closely in the proces-

sion are bloodroot and hepatica (the latter

identifiable even in winter by its ever-

green, three-lobed leaves). By late April,

wild geranium, doU's-eyes, and dwarf

crested iris are in bloom. Wild ginger and

little brown jug, both members of the

birthwort family, are noteworthy for their

dark blossoms, which form amid the leaf

litter on the forest floor. The showy lily

family is well represented by Solomon's
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This Land
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Bluffs rise over the Rockcastle

River, about twelve miles north

ofRock Creek Gorge.
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seal, false Solomon's seal, yellow trout lily,

cucumber root, golden bellwort, and two

kinds of trilliums.

The sheer cliffs of Rock Creek Gorge

are composed mostly of coarse sandstone

overlying layers of limestone. Where the

softer limestone has worn away, large

sandstone overhangs, known as rock-

houses, have sometimes developed. Be-

cause of the additional shade these pro-

vide, only the most shade-tolerant plants

survive in them. Most have very thin

leaves that enable the chlorophyll-bearing

cells to make do with the minimal amount

of available light.

Among these plants are various ferns

with membrane-thin leaves: mountain

spleenwort, maidenhair spleenwort, hay-

scented fern, bulblet fern, fragile fern, and

filmy fern. Some live in the soil beneath

the overhangs, others find a niche in tiny

cracks in the face of the wet rock cliff.

Filmy fern has the thinnest leaves of all

and grows at the very back of the

rockhouses. Wildflowers that survive and

blossom in the rockhouses include moun-

tain galax, white wood sorrel, and the scar-

let round-leaved catchfly. One plant

found only in the rockhouses of Kentucky

is Lucy Braun's eupatorium, a white-flow-

ered species named for its discoverer, an

authority on the flora of Kentucky and the

forests of northeastern North America.

Where Rock Creek enters Rockcastle

River at the western end of the gorge, a

riparian forest of river birch, sycamore,

silver maple, black willow, and sweet gum
grows above a shrub layer of buttonbush,

silky dogwood, and alder. Understory

wildflowers, most of which bloom from

late July to October, include cardinal

flower, jewelweeds, and beggar's-ticks.

Care should be taken when walking in the

forest because of occasional colonies of

wood nettle, whose acid-bearing hairs on

the leaves and stems sting the skin.

Around the rim of Rock Creek Gorge

and extending to the crests of higher

ridges, more open, dry conditions have

favored other kinds of forests. On the dri-

est sites, usually on the north side of the

Rock Creek Gorge

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Daniel Boone National Forest

100 Vaught Road

Winchester, Kentucky 40391

(606)745-3100

gorge, an oak-pine forest prevails in whicl

the dominant trees are yellow pine, Vir

ginia pine, pitch pine, chestnut oak, scar

let oak, white oak, black oak, and re(

maple. Where a little more moisture i|

available, the pines are present in smalle|

numbers, while pignut hickory ami

mockemut hickory join the oaks. Blaci

gum and sourwood, two trees whose leaved

turn brilliant colors in the autumn, are als i

common in this forest. Unlike the gorgil

several areas around the rim of the canycj

have been clear-cut in recent years. li

"This Land" highlights the biologioi

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationalfo\

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is VisitUi

Distinguished Professor ofPlant Biolo\i

at Southern Illinois University at Cai

bondale.

A cardinalflower blooms near the western end ofRock Creek Gorge.
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Reviews

Deciphering the Lives

ofthe Late, Great Kings
by John R. Alden

After generations of excavation and re-

construction, years of archeological re-

search and analysis, and uncounted tours,

exhibits, books, lectures, articles, and tele-

vision specials, can there really be an "Un-

told Story of the Ancient Maya"? Yes,

there can. During the past three decades,

Mayanists have made remarkable ad-

vances in translating the hieroglyphic

writings of that wondrous civilization.

They have, in essence, rediscovered Maya
history. Unfortunately, the results of this

effort have been inaccessible to all but a

handful of experts. A Forest ofKings aims

to fill that gap, adding the names, dates,

and events of written history to a record

previously known only from ruined build-

ings, scattered bones, and shattered pots.

As defined by Drs. Scheie and Freidel,

the history of the ancient Maya begins in

A.D. 199, on October 9, and ends on Janu-

ary 20, 909—the dates of the earliest and

latest royal inscriptions presently known.

Thriving Maya cities existed well before

this time, and Maya peoples continued to

build, farm, trade, and worship in their

traditional ways until the time of the

Spanish conquest. They also continued to

write. But in July of 1562, the fanatical

Franciscan friar Diego de Landa zeal-

ously burned every Maya hieroglyphic

book and scroll he could find, and an an-

cient history went up in smoke.

A few scribes and nobles still under-

stood the ancient writing system. In 1 566

Landa himself recorded a list of Maya
calendrical signs and the Maya hiero-

glyphic symbols for the syllables of the

Spanish alphabet. More than a hundred

years later, near the end of the seven-

teenth century, a Franciscan named
Andres de Avendaiio actually learned to

read Maya writing. But Landa's manu-

script was forgotten, and if Avendaiio ever

wrote a treatise on the writing system he

had learned, that book was lost. By the

late eighteenth century, the memory of

Maya history had disappeared as com-
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pletely as their cities and civilization.

It is all coming back to light. The cities

appeared first, cleared of vegetation and

humus to reveal an astonishing tradition

of art and architecture. As these remains

were mapped and studied, archeologists

learned more about the people who had

created them—about their way of life,

their economic organization, and the se-

quence of their civilization's florescence

and decline. People learned to read the

dates on sculptures and to understand the

symbols of Maya art. Gradually, grudg-

ingly, scholars began decoding the inscrip-

tions, sorting out personal names, "em-

blem glyphs" (symbols used to identify

ancient cities), and the grammatical struc-

ture of Maya writing. Today, we can once

again recognize—and often even name

—

the individual trees in this ancient civiliza-

tion's forest of kings.

It is important to emphasize that the

nature of the texts available for study is

limited. For the most part these messages

were commissioned by kings to com-

memorate the events of their reign, and

they are inextricably Unked to the sculp-

tured scenes that accompany them. To-

day, such monuments would seem the

most blatant propaganda. Literally writ-

ten in stone, these carvings tied living rul-

ers to the exploits of their predecessors,

memoriahzed a king's contributions to the

glory of his city, and assured the city's

people of their ruler's piety and the favor

of the gods. There is a range of explicit

and subliminal meaning behind each in-

scription. To interpret these messages, his-

torians must determine their social and

political context, identify the symbols en-

coded in the associated sculpture, and

puzzle out the motives of the individuals

who scripted each text. The authors of this

book have done an admirable job in grap-

pling with these difficult issues.

Because the epigraphic record is too

limited to allow a comprehensive re-

construction of Maya history, Scheie and

Freidel have arranged their story by site

(Palenque, Copan, Yaxchilan) and re

gions (the central Peten, northern Yuce

tan) within the Maya sphere. This make

good sense. The inscriptions from eac

site are in essence separate archives, refei

ring to a common set of subjects, sharin

linguistic and stylistic conventions, an

covering particular spans of time. In som

cases, records of wars, marriages, royi

visits, or alliances describe political inte

actions within a broader geographic;

range, and in these instances, region;

A Forest of Kings: The Untold Stok

OF THE Ancient Maya, by Linda Sche

and David Freidel. William Morrow at

Co., $29.95: 542 pp., illus.

developments can be discussed. At son

point a more complete history will be p(

sible, but for now this piece-by-piece a

proach is the best anyone can do.

One of the most site-specific archiv

comes from Palenque, a magnificent ci

on the northwestern edge of the south©

Maya lowlands. Most of this record w

written by Pacal and his son Cha

Bahlum, who ruled Palenque between A,

615 and 702. During this era, their ci

became a major power in the Maya wor

and the two rulers were responsible I

creating some of the finest buildings a

works of art produced by their civilizatic

Yet surprisingly, the texts they left a

more concerned with genealogy than wii

any of their accomplishments.

The reason for this emphasis is cle;

Pacal inherited the throne from 1

mother. By Maya principles, this was

good deal less than kosher. Descent «•

normally reckoned through the fath.

and kingship was typically limited '

males from the royal lineage. Yet son

how Lady Zac-Kuk, Pacal's mother,

;

quired Palenque's throne, and s'

founded a new dynasty when she succe-

fully passed her position on to her s<.
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Pacal (who, in the patrilineal Maya sys-

tem, was not a member of his mother's

royal lineage) did not share the blood of

kings. No wonder he and his son felt a

need to justify their position to the people

of their city and to posterity

Pacal and Chan-Bahlum used two de-

vices to legitimize their rights to rule.

First, they "recorded the descent line as if

it were historically unbroken," using con-

trived dates and emphasizing the rites of

accession they had each completed. Their

second tactic was more audacious—they

carefully, eloquently invoked the symbols

of Maya myth to declare that "their own

inheritance of the throne from Pacal's

mother replicated the actions of the gods

at the beginning of creation." The authors'

explication of these devices is complex,

depending as much on the iconography of

the carvings as on translations of the texts,

but it makes good sense. And in revealing

their motives, in exposing the pride and

insecurity of these ancient kings, this anal-

ysis does more to humanize Pacal and

Chan-Bahlum than any recitation of royal

accomplishments ever could.

The inscriptions from Yaxchilan, a site

in southern Chiapas on the Mexican side

of the Usumacinta River, are also con-

cerned with defending the position of the

city's kings. Here there is no question of

legitimacy—a single dynasty, founded by

a man named Yat-Balam (Jaguar's Penis),

ruled Yaxchilan for the entire 500 years of

its recorded history—but a number of the

most important texts seem designed to

honor the nobles who supported the king

and to placate his more important rivals.

A king named Bird-Jaguar seems to

have had the most difficulty His problem

was that his mother. Lady Eveningstar,

was both a foreigner and his father's sec-

ond wife, while the first wife. Lady Xoc,

was from an important local lineage.

(Lady Xoc was also unusually pious.

Beautifully carved panels from the site

show her engaging in particularly grue-

some self-mutilation during ritual blood-

letting, an act the Maya used to call forth

visions of their ancestors and gods.) In any

event, Bird-Jaguar was not crowned king

until ten years after his father's death.

There can be little doubt that this long

interregnum was due to an extended

struggle over the throne. We cannot name

Bird-Jaguar's rivals, "for they did not se-

cure the privilege of erecting monuments

to tell their own stories." But we know that

a noble named Tilot was one of his sup-

porters, because in an extraordinary de-

parture from royal tradition, Bird-Jaguar

depicted this noble on one of his own pub

lie monuments. The costumes and ritual:

may be strange, but the family rivalr>

intrigue, and competition for status tha

Bird-Jaguar's monuments imply are not si

different from what we see today.

Each archive the authors examine em

phasizes different things. The inscription

at Tikal and its rivals in the centra

Peten—sites like Uaxactun, El Miradoi

Calakmul, Naranjo, and Caracol—tell o

war and alliance, victory and defeat. Ste

lae desecrated during the conquest of Ti

kal are carefully reburied by a later king

and a taunting hieroglyphic stairs built b

the conqueror of Naranjo is later dismar

tied and rebuilt in a scrambled order. A

preliterate Cerros we can see the iconogr;

phy and architecture of kingship, but w

have nothing in writing. To the south, i;

what is now Honduras, the texts an

sculpture at Copan record the glories <

the site's dynastic history and its Ion;

gradual collapse. And although the "la

;

divine lords of Chichen Itza chose not i

use hieroglyphic texts on their stelae ar

buildings," their monuments still reve

increasing foreign influence, the appea

ance of new political institutions, and tl

advent of the first Maya empire.

The authors work hard to keep tbi
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mplicated story moving along. In par-

ular, each chapter includes several

ou are there" vignettes in which impor-

1 It events from the texts are described as

i
;een in real life. These scenes of battles

id burials, building dedications and

1 )od sacrifices are full of sound and light

id human emotion. The way these vi-

jjttes repeat specific details from the

t ts sometimes feels forced, but in gen-

( 1 they do a good job of making the

i truse descriptions of artworks and in-

s iptions come alive.

Phis is still an extremely difficult book.
1 2 threads of its highly technical discus-

s IS are often hard to follow, and it is all

t easy to get lost in the book's jungle of

s inge names, obscure places, and alien

ji lography. There are times when specu-

li on is presented as fact and assertion

s stitutes for cautiously qualified argu-

E at. In a few cases, academic controver-

s have either disappeared entirely or

b n relegated to the obscurity of foot-

D 3S. Individually, these are just quib-

b| :, but taken as a whole they make the

b k's interpretation of Maya history

n more certain than it really is.

he most significant flaw in this book,

'ever, is that it shows too little appre-

ion for the limits of the monumental
h Dry the authors have chosen to focus

rhey are so eager to name the trees in

tl forest of Maya kings, to describe the

f( ige of symbols displayed and the dy-

n; ic and mythological roots invoked,

.1 they tend to ignore the civilization

-.li e kings represent. We hear the rulers

bij not the ruled; see the ceremonies and
Cfl monial structures but not the systems

tc sustained them. The people who built

In buildings and carved the stones, the

fa' lers and traders, potters and weavers,

V ers and fishers and families, remain
ill dble.

I s elegant as they are, the royal art and
in -iptions, with their recitation of names
r dates, descriptions of acts and events,

' T illuminate part of the Maya story.

•' historical record is important, and in

;le and Freidel's capable hands it

Is fascinating insights on the rules and
Is that structured the ceremonial

of the Maya elite. But it reveals little

t Maya daily life or the underlying

tutions—economic, political, and so-

-that nurtured and maintained this

nificent civilization. For that we must
to archeology, and interested readers

; look somewhere else.

anthropologist and book reviewer,

! R. Alden is particularly interested

le origins and functioning of early

a 7lex societies.

WANTED:
EXPLORERS
AGES 8-14

"They say you'll find it at the end of the

rainbow, but in this issue, you'll discover

many other places where gold is found

from the mountains of South America to

the heart of Africa to the desert of ancient

Egypt. We'll also conjure up some magic

when we talk about the science of alchemy

and the many decorative uses of gold. And
you'll be asked to perform a little magic of

your own by preparing golden illuminated

pages and a delicious gold cake."

-from FACES
"The Glory

of Gold"

'
,

. . one of
the most
innovative ^ j

children's '^
magazines &f
in recent ^
years." Li:^

-PARENTS' CHOICE AWARD

FACES
^^MTlie Magazine AIk>uI People

Published with the cooperation of the

American Museum of Natural History,

FACES explores the lives and cultures of

people around the world with exciting

articles, tales, legends, puzzles, and

activities.

RECENT ISSUES INCLUDE: The Glory

of Gold; Witches and Wizards; Farm Chil-

dren; Around the Arctic; People of the

Forest; The Importance of Iron.

Please send check or money order payable

to FACES, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79th Street,

New York, NY 10024.

AMNH Members pay just $18.95 for a full

year subscription of 9 issues.

Experience Spring at our
Private Island Retreat.

24 (guests,

comfortable

accommodarions

home-cooked

meals.
LITTLE
ST SIMONS
ISLAND

P.O. B.« 1078

St. Simons Island, GA 31522

912-638-7472
^^

Horseback Riding • Canccing • Boating

Beach Walking • Nature Hiking • Enjoying

Fishing • Reading • Birdwarching • Relaxing

THE POKE BOAT'
ITS EVEKfTHING r\A CANOE iSNT.

It weighs only 28

pounds. For less

than $800 you can
buy more than

a canoe.

GET PAID FOR
READING BOOKS
$50-$100 PER BOOK. CHOOSE SUBJECT

MATTER. NO RESUME REQUIRED.
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE:

CALCO PUBLISHING (Dept. D-46)
500 South Broad St., Meriden. CT 06450

HIGHLIGHTS
OF CHINA AND
THE YANGTZE

RIVER
October 4-26,1991

Di.soover the Forbidden Cit>%

the Great Wall, the ar-

choolosJieal niai"\els of Xiaii.

the inspiring landscapes of

( Jiiiliii itild magnificent i>oi"<>es

V along the:, awe-inspiring

|i5iH|||il|||^|||Biyi: Experience
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DiscoveryTours
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CRUISE
51 DAYS

OCTOBER 23, 1991

ATLANTIC OCEAN
TAMPA

ST. THOMAS
CARIBBEAN '^rI1SH%-,c

ACAPULCO SEA
bAKBALAJb

CALDERA DEVILS

soum '^'-^^^

AMERICA BELEIM

PACIFIC OCEAN
RIODE
JANEIRO

MONTEVIDEO
BUENOS AIRES

PUNTA ARENAS

At the American Museum

Our Grand Adventure Cruise

around South America is a voyage

that truly captures the spirit of

this great continent.

Departing from Los Angeles,

this 51 -day cruise is highlighted

by 18 ports including three days in

Rio, two in Buenos Aires, plus the

Strait of Magellan and Tierra del

Fuego. Cruise Regency style on a

ship built for long journeys with

spacious staterooms and extra-

large closets, A gracious European

staff, superb Continental cuisine

and outstanding entertainment.

Save $1,000. Book by |une 30 and

this remarkable voyage starts at

only $7,045 per person, including

air Segments of 12 to 35 days

also available, loin us on this

cruise around South America and

discover a grand adventure all

your own,., on Regency!

Contact your travel agent.

ships registry Bahamas

Please send me your 1991 South America

brochure.

Name

City_

.Zip-

Send to: Regency Cruises

260 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016

I ,^^ SANH3;91
I

{reoency^icruises]

A Disappearing Treasure

The world's tropical rain forests are

rapidly disappearing: fifty-four acres are

lost every minute, with plant and animal

species going extinct daily. At the present

rate of deforestation, the world's remain-

ing tropical rain forests could be gone in

less than a century. Tropical Rainforests:

A Disappearing Treasure, an exhibition

opening in Gallery 3 on Tuesday, March

12, examines the ecology of this precious

resource and its potential destruction. In-

cluded are interactive displays, photo-

graphic murals, dioramas, ethnographic

artifacts, life-size models, and a multi-

screen, audio-visual presentation. Among
the topics explored are biological diver-

sity, interactions between animals and

plants, and the effects on the forests of ag-

riculture, ranching, logging, develop-

ment, the world debt crisis, and popula-

tion growth.

Tropical Rainforests, organized by the

Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhi-

bition Service, in cooperation with the

World Wildlife Fund, will remain at the

American Museum of Natural History

through June 2, 1991. During the next

two years, the exhibition will travel to

Denver, New Orleans, Houston, Atlanta,

Chicago, Saint Paul, and Cleveland.

Spring Lecture Series

The Education Department's Spring

1991 Lecture Series offers evening talks

on a wide variety of subjects. In conjunc-

tion with the special exhibition Tropical

Rainforests: A Disappearing Treasure, a

three-part series beginning March 5 will

explore tropical deforestation and recent

initiatives to halt the destruction and em-

bark on renewal. "Vanishing Forests of

North America," a four-part series, will

examine deforestation closer to home.

"The Lure of the Antarctic" recounts the

history of exploration in, and the future

of, the southernmost continent. In "Fossil

Storytellers," American Museum scien-

tists will discuss current research on the

fossil record, including recent historic ex-

plorations in the Gobi Desert of Mongo-

lia. Best-selling author Jean M. Auel dis-

cusses her fictional re-creation of the

Pleistocene epoch in "The Life and Times

of the Ice Age," while Lois Sherr Dubin

presents an illustrated history of beads

and their uses. "Monsters: Myth or Real-

ity" examines the history of these mysteri-

ous creatures and includes a visit to the

Museum Library's Rare Book Room to'

view "authentic" portraits of monsters.

Other series are "Hidden from History:

The Gay and Lesbian Past"; "Japan To-

day"; "Space and the Shaking Earth";

"Long Ago and Not Far Away: America's

Prehistory"; "Animal Drawing"; and

"The Insect World."

The first series of lectures begins Feb

ruary 19, and lectures continue through

out the month of March. Lectures begir

at 7:00 p.m. Fees range from $20 to %V.

for most series. Advance registration i:

recommended, but registration will be ac

cepted on the opening night of any un

filled series. Tickets are not available fo

individual lectures. For schedule am

ticket information, call (212) 769-5310.

Native American Month
March is Native American Month a

the American Museum. Free weekeni

programs in the Leonhardt People Cente

will present storytelling, dances, music

mixed-media presentations, and lecture

demonstrations. Traditions of the Blacli

foot, Caddo, Cherokee, Choctaw, Fo>

Lakota, Mohegan, Narragansett, Ne

vaho, Oneida, Powhatan, Potawatom

Sac, Seneca, and Zufii will be repr«

sented. Lecture topics include contempc

rary Navaho reservation life. Plains beac

work, ehn bark basketry, flutes an

drums, traditional Woodlands family lift

and precontact stone tools. For a fu

schedule of events, call (212) 769-530!

The People Center will be closed Eastc

weekend, March 30 and 3 1

.

These events take place at the America

Museum of Natural History, located
"

Central Park West at 79th Street in
"'

York City. The Leonhardt People Ce

is located in the Charles A. Dana Edi

tion Wing. The Museum has a pay-w!

you-wish admission policy. For mor

formation, call (212) 769-5100.
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Access

1. ACCESS ^4APS & GEAR. In our cata-

log for map lovers you'll discover the

kvorjd's most fascinating, beautiful, and

useful maps, globes, and atlases. Ex-

plore map gear like compasses, flatfiles,

lackets, and puzzles— all selected to

nurture the map lover's craving for

things cartographical. Great geography

gifts for kids, too. Call Santa Fe 505 982-

3330. $2.00.

BOOKS
ONTAPE

World's Largest Selection of Audio Books i

More than 2500 best-sellers on cas-

ette, all full length. Rentals by mail. Pre-

'aid delivery and return. Satisfaction

uaranteed. Call (800) 626-3333 for

olor brochure, or check listing. FREE.

Shop
the
World
by Mail

Unquestionably, the world's finest

tllection of foreign catalogs. Why? Be-

use only Shop The World By Mail of-

rs all English language foreign catalogs

us merchandise from quality sources

25 countries. Purchase everything

laginable at outstanding savings direct

f!)m over 1 00 factories, retail shops and
aftsmen around the world. Beautiful

lor catalog $4. (Foreign $8)

THE
CAIALOG

COLLECTION

3. Vaulted ceilings, dramatic entries,

expansive decks and award-winning ar-

chitecture. Explore it all in the spectacu-

lar new 240-page Lindal Planbook. Page
after full-color page of exquisite new
homes. One hundred and one floor

plans, 596 photographs, unique plan-

ning grids, and more. $1 5.00. Video also

available for $19.95.

c^V
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

FREE
CATALOG

Featuring publications and merchandise

especially selected for Museum members.

4. MEMBERS'BOOKPROGRAM
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET

NEW YORK, NY 10024

THE
CAJALOG

COLLECTION

Check ttie catalogs you want to ttie left of eacti listing. Enclose a ctieck or money order (made
payable to Ttie Catalog Collection), including $1.00 tiandling ctiarge. Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

(Your order will be filled by tfie advertisers.)

Offer expires June 14, 1991.

D 1 . Access Maps and Gear. $2.00

D 2. Books on Tape, free

D 3. Lindal Cedar Homes. $15.00

D 4. Members Book Program, free

D 5. Shop The World, $4.00

TOTAL COST OF CATALOGS OFIDERED
Add $1 .00 handling charge

TOTAL ENCLOSED

CITY_

Send to: The Catalog Collection

Natural History

P.O. Box 1810

Riverton, NJ 08077



American Museum of Natural History

Voyage of the Vikings:
Exploring Norway, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland

July 17 - 31, 1991

pi^1 -^^
_. -...^_ _

&4^

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or toll-free (800) 462-8687

Discover spectacular fjords, glaciers, geysers and dramatic coast-

lines that offer refuge to exciting wildlife. Retrace the route of great

Viking explorers with calls at traditional Nordic villages and ancient

Viking sites. The entire group is limited to just 83 participants plus

a team of expert lecturers. Our base is a luxurious, fully stabilized

cruise vessel with just 50 passenger suites. Highlights include:

> Oslo, capital of Norway since 1300 and home to the famous

Viking Ships Museum, and the city of Trondheim, with Northern

Europe's largest medieval building.

> Mykines, in the volcanic Faroe Islands, with 1,000 year-old

Viking villages and spectacular seaside cliffs with millions of

seabirds.

> Hofn, an untamed region on Iceland's spectacular east coast

characterized by glaciers and magnificent, deep fjords.

> Heimaey Island, where a volcano adjacent to Iceland's largest

fishing port erupted in 1973, and Surtsey Island, newly formed

from a 1963 volcanic eruption.

>- Prince Christian Sound, Godthaab and Sondre Strom, magnifi-

cent and rarely visited fjords along the dramatic coastline of

Greenland.

> Greenland's ancient Viking sites and picturesque Arctic and

subarctic villages such as Narssaq and Holsteinsborg.

> Diverse and abundant wildlife, including numerous species of

marine mammals, millions of seabirds and flowers.

> A luxurious cruise vessel with just 50 passenger cabins, all

deluxe suites.

>• Fascinating, slide-illustrated lectures by experts in Viking

history, wildlife, geology and ecology.
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JheMarKpt
>: /Crafts

/ :URATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

a lable Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202Lexing-
|: Ave

.
Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

;! ICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

p los. McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

lUSEUMQUALITYART
IsYourHome or Office Picture-Poor?

i Find out how to aquire tuneless prints.

I

You are invited to call

I l-800-745-1140anytinie

;
for a free brochure.

00 n6TH AvEr Jl BoTHfcii. WA 98011

A RICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks.
G hies, Pueblo pottery. Navajo rugs. Hop! Kachinas.
Si Ipaintings- Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413
(8' 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789-1510

N, vJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings,
kE nas. Wholesale catalog $2.00. Indian Treasures,

3(, )771-NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

Bi' ks/Publications

FF ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nt e Lovers. Identification guides, reference works,
sti! 5S and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

nni plus posters and postcards on nature subjects
Ml $3.95 to $10.00. Write Dover Publications, Dept
\l 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

argain Books
Iblishers' overstocks, remainders, Imports—over'^

100 titles at up to 80% savings in our FREE |
ITALOG! Biography, History, Art, Nature, Garden- j

, Cooking, Fiction—something for everyone, I

I
luding about 800 new titles monthly. Write: l

j amJItOn box 15-712, Fans VillagBCTOeoai
J

M; iSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

ye; radition. Free examination, "Guide to Publica-
lioi 1-800-695-9599

PU SH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
All Djects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful
bCK Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
rep Carlton Press, Dept NHO, 1 1 West 32 Street
Nei ork 10001

JTHORS WANTED BY
':W YORK PUBLISHER
|ing subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts

types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, sctiolarly

I
juvenile works, etc. New autliors welcomed.
for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W-82

Itge Press, 516 W. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 10001

I PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years expen-
Ivill help you to success. Send Manuscript or
I for free information and evaluation. Rivercross
liing. Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
llY 10022

IrDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
1; Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
13253 (714) 492-2976

Is

l)W WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS Summer wil-

ls adventure in Maine & Quebec You'll never
he Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, friends and tn-

1 of a successful expedition. Young men &
1 11-17 2/4/6/8 wks. Affordable Scholarships.
Bicredited John Houghton, RED 3, Box 231-BN
It, ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

BECOME A PARALEGAL Work with attorneys Lawyer
instructed home study America's finest paralegal pro-
gram. Free catalogue (800) 362-7070 Dept LC124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care
specialist. Home study. Free career literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. CC124

"CASH FOR COLLEGE", Deschbes 400 loan, grant,
scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-
grams, $4,95. Unifunds, Box 19749-RO, Indianapolis
IN 46219

FREE PARENTS' GUIDE, Over 350 pnvate boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in US and
abroad, serving children 8-18 Most visited by pub-
lisher For 288-pg. guide and free referrals give child's
age, grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrancedate. Est. 1940. Vincent/Curtis, Rm 216 224
Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, FELLOWSHIPS Available.
Everyone Qualifies! For list/information. Send $1.00
AFAR, Box 544-M, East Elmhurst, NY 11369

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/
textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free
List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!
New Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

BECOME A FEDERAL SEASONAL RANGER next sum-
mer. Publication $5. Updated. "Ranger," Box 331 114,
Fort Worth, TX 76163-1114

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, detailed
guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,
send $6.95, SAV Travel, Box 571-NH, Hicksville, NY
11802

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Call for information. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $100 per book.
Write Caico Publishing (Dept. C-80), 500 South Broad,
Meriden, CT 06450

LIBERAL ARTS GRADUATES WANTED. Twice
monthly bulletin lists openings nationwide. Details:

CJFG-N, Box 3505, McLean, VA 22103 (703) 356-1683

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. From
alpine to aquatic—environmental employment! Free
details . . MWEO-4R, 2257S Zenobia, Denver, CO
80219 1-303-936-0270 x506

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western U.S.!
Free details . , . lntermountain-4Y. 3565 Pitch, Colo-
rado Springs, CO 80908. 1-719-488-0320 x425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
USA. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9.00 each. EISF, 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

WE'RE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE to Write Stories for

Children. Opportunity of a lifetime. We even help you
write them. For more information send name, address
to CaIco Publishing (Dept. A), 1 4 Marine Avenue, West-
port, CT 06880

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundalionsi Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions $3 00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-
ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449 8600 (LAI)

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from gov-
ernment from $1 without credit check. You repair Also
S&L bailout properties Call (805) 682-7555 Ext H-3129
for repo list your area

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
65 countries! Sampler: 3/$298 Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers, Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd

. Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

EDGE OF THE ROCKIES Native Seeds and Plants
Catalog $1.00, 133 Hunna Rd

, Bayfield, CO 81122-
9758

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6 00 per pound prepaid 5
pound minimum shipment Floura Wild Rice Box 440
Blackduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

NARCOTICS SEIZURES—Autos. Boats, Computers,
Stereos—plus millions surplus bargains! "Nationwide
Government Auction Guide"—$3.00 (Guaranteed)
Disposal, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now Call (805
682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

Merchandise/Gifts

FREE T-SHIRT with membership! Send $18.95 to get
goldleaf Membership Certificate, Bulletin Subscrip-
tion, news about collectibles, flamingo stencils. Free
strawberry-scented T-shirt! (Size M,L,XL). Flamingo
Collector's Society, 56-N North Stanwood Rd., Colum-
bus, OH 43209

LISTEN TO WHALES AND DOLPHINS with your own
portable hydrophone Field-tested design complete
with speaker amplifier. Offshore Acoustics, 5454 In-

dian River Drive, North Vancouver, B.C. V7G 1L3

W KabuiousWoodeiT^^
fir' Jigsaw Puzzles

Breathtakingly beautiful, delightfully devious,
filled with special shapes and surprises! Cut by
hand, on commission, and personalized just for

you. Exceptional gifts! $120 and up.

Send for free literature

Lucretia's Pieces (802) 436-3006
RFD #1 , Box 501-NH2, Windsor, VT 05089

SAY "NO SMOKING" IN 36 LANGUAGES! Artistic

Poster ready for framing. $7 95 p/h $1.30. Color and
Design, PO. Box 305, Oceanside, New York 11572

"SOLITUDES "@ NATURE RECORDINGS Cassettes,
CD's, Videos. Free Catalog. Wnte Please Read This'
Box NH, 300 Quaker Road, Chappaqua, NY 10514
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Miscellaneous

Th^Marl^t
ARE YOU A FRIEND (QUAKER) without knowing it?

Ttie life one lives expresses one's religion. With Gen-

eral Conference Friends, religion is experiential, in har-

mony with science and nature It inspires us toward

peace, justice, reconciliation, rehabilitation. Curious''

Write for booklets to: Friends General Conference,

Dept AV, 1216 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107

ASTRONOMICAL HOTLINE—Call for updated in-

formation on the next meteor shower, eclipse, comet,

etc. Call 1-900-872-2600 Ext. 118, $2/minute,

INVENTORS—Apply now! 14th Annual Worldwide In-

ventors Expo '91—May 30-June 3, 1991—Javits Con-

vention Center, Choice Locations Available. Call (212)

877-4047. Wnte PO. Box #791, Planetahum Station,

NY 10024

MAPS OF BRITAIN. Ordnance Survey maps and travel

books for touring, history or genealogy. Send for free

catalog David Morgan, 11812 Northcreek Parkway

North. Suite 103, Bothell, WA 98011 Telephone (206)

485-2132

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box

82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCUUVRS: Experience the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd., PO.
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE

1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogue on

request Birding, PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon, NY
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS—FROM $10.00. Surplus Rec-

reational, Agricultural, Commercial Properties, Repos-

sessed Homes. Tax/Narcotics Seizures. "Nationwide

Directory"-$3.00. Lands, Box 19107-RO, Washing-

ton, DC 20036

Rentals

HAWAII: OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahu's beautiful

Windward Coast. Weekly $425.00 and monthly

$1500.00. Pultz. Box 47, Kailua, HI 96734 (808) 261-

6594

MAINE—Lakefront log cabin. Secluded, quiet. $250

weekly. Hodgkin, 13 Crystal, Cumberland, ME 04021

(207) 829-5728

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &
wildfiower tours. Write: John Gardner. Orangedale.

Nova Scotia, Canada

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resort on

the Caribbean. Spacious private cabafias. Library. Din-

ing room featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan ruins. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve. Birds.

Photographic Safaris. Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

Tours/Trips

ACTIVE VACATIONS. Experience the Rockies and

Southwest on our unique 12-22 day camping tours.

Budget Travels West, PO Box 476, Salida, CO 81201

(719)539-7102

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania, Kenya. Rwanda. Botswana,

Zambia, Madagascar, Namibia. Wanderlust Adven-

tures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver. CO 80218 (303)

777-5846

f.'tfl>J^,^iJIJ;U^jlffl,U
^,_l AnA/^f^e Swim, snorkel, hike, discover

UALAr'AOUS & team as you explore Dar-

win's Enchanted Isles. CHOICE YACHTS, economy to

1st class. Small groups, naturalist guides, guaranteed

departures. Amazon jungle & Machu Picchu options.

i.(-n|^JV LOW COST CAMPING ANDMrKI^M DELUXE SAFARIS in Kenya.

Tanzania. Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe & Zambia.

One low rate Includes air. top camps & lodges & nat-

uralist quides. Over 200 guaranteed departures.

FREE BROCHURES 1-800- 525-6772
SPECIAL INTEREST TOURS
134 W. 26 St. (C) NY, NY 10001

AFRICA. ALASKA. AMAZON. AUSTRALIA. Galapagos

Natural History Expeditions. Small groups, expert lead-

ership, 18th year. Free brochure. Nature Expeditions

International, Dept. NHC, PO. Box 1 1496. Eugene, OR
97440

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya. Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire. Burundi, Botswana,

Zimbabwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216. Mt. Tremper,

NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradis''

Moderate optional length Day hiking, two weeks. E

chure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P Clitfsi

Dnve, Akron. OH 44313-5609

ALASKA
Birds • Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coaslal wilderness, glacicre, nesting eagles, rookeries, fishing. The

world's best known photographers come to our deluxe lodge. .Master chel.

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and '89 Hideaway of the Year. 20

years of operation. Professional guides/naturalists. H1950/pci5on/5 days

Kachemak Bav Wilderness Lodge

Box 956 NH, Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

ALASKA Alpine Wildfiower Workshops in Denali Na-

tional Park. Experience the tundra during spring flow-

ering with an Alaskan botanist. Write to Kantishna

Roadhouse. Box 130, Denali, AK 99755 1 -800-942-7420

ALASKA!—In-depth adventures into the heart of wild

Alaska and along its spectacular coast. Activities in-

clude game viewing, sport fishing, or intimate yacht

excursions. Voyagers, Dept. NA-3, Box 91 5, Ithaca, NY
14851 (607) 257-3091

ALASKA: Small group, tent camping or lodge and hotel

tours. Alaska and Western Canada. Hike. raft, kayak as

you travel. Fifteen itineraries from one to four weeks.

CampAlaska Tours, PO. Box 872247. Wasilla. Alaska

99687 (907) 376-9438

ALASKA
DENALI NATIONAL PARK

Alaska's leading nature center and

wilderness vacation lodge. In the

heart of the Park beneath the shadow of

Mt. McKinley. Hike, photograph and

learn subarctic alpine tundra ecology

with experienced naturalists. 40th year.

Camp Denali
PO Box 67, Denali National Park, AK 99755

Winter. 603-675-2248

Summer. 907-683-2290^

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for novice to ex-

pert. Box 713H, Greenville. ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

ALL CRUISES. Exceptional Discounts for the sophisti-

cated traveler. Call with ship and date. Cruise Mart

(800) 488-9074

THERE'S A LOT OF GROUND TO

COVER IN GALAPAGOS!

Extraordinary adventures
Galapagos, Amazon, Ecuador,

Peru, Costa Rica and Argentini

800 351 -5041

63 S Washington. Ste

PO, Box 3656-C8
Sonora. CA 95370

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—SW Rock Art. Mesa Ver

Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon. Yucatan. Zuni. B

delier. Santa Fe. New Mexico, Arizona & Mexico.

Class. Guided by leading archaeologists. Archaeoli

cal Conservancy, 41 5 Orchard Dr. , Santa Fe , NM 87:

(505) 982-3278

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES- Two !

sions of a four week Archeological Field School in

excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Ui

Arizona border. Section #1 June 11 to July 7, 1991

Section #2 from July 9 to August 3. 1991
.
Intendec

undergraduate college students. No experience

quired. Six quarter credits. Limited enrollment

cost information wnte: Dr. Richard A. Thompson,

cheological Field School. Southern Utah Univer

Cedar City, UT 84720

[

SCIENTIFIC J

EXPEDITION
FUNDED BY PARTICIPATING VOLUNTEERS

j
Projects in Arcfiaeology. Botany. Folklore. Ornittioloi

Marine Biology, Marine Archaeology, Paleontology. |
Historic Architecture, and Wildlife Biology.

At locations in Mexico. West Africa. Europe. West^
U.S.A.. Caribbean and Micronesia.

FOUNDATION FOR FIELD RESEAR
P.O. Box 2010, Alpine, CA 91903 • (6I9)445-92M

ASIA: MALAYSIA, NEPAL, CHINA, PAKISTAN, JA

. . . Environmental, cultural, bicycle and custom 30

turesi Asian Pacific Adventures. 826-NH3 South S

Bonita, Los Angeles. CA 90036 (213) 935-3156

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOl)
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hi

and the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping sal

lodge slays and island resorts in New Zealand's S(l

National Parks and Milford Track. Australia's OuttI

Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pi

Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 9

(805) 687-7282

5CAT A«-_5^

BELIZE / COSTA RICA / GALAPAGOS / PERU /

per Canyon. Trekking, rafting, cultural and natu

adventures. Small groups. Personalized ser

Global Adventures, PO, Box 1897N, Boulder

80306 (800) 322-691 1 (303) 440-691

1
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=1NE0, BALI, KOMODO ISLANDS!—Orangutans,
nodo Dragons, Balinese Culture, Iban Longtiouse

rniglits in ttie lieart of Borneo. Wnte or call—Voyag-

Dept NB-3, Box 915, Ittiaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-

)OKS RANGE—ARCTIC NATIONAL Wildlife Ref-

Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding ttie

ue natural tiistory of tfie high arctic Photography,

snture. Peace of mind. Custom and scheduled
(pack and river trips. Write; Wilderness Alaska,

; 83044 NH, Fairbanks, AK 99708

GALAPAGOS
9 other adventurers and our licensed

"st will sail fcy yacht to explore more islands

„, „iU=r r;„U„„„„. =»™^;tion. 60 trip

icnu nccnu opnon. rree orochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

131 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

DE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 7-19 day, fly-in

e expeditions in the heart of North America's last

«(ilderness—the tundra and taiga of Canada's
iwest Territories. Photograph caribou herds.

wolves, muskoxen, moose, ghzzlies, rich birdlife.

virgin waters. Groups of 8 persons assembled.
led. and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and
an arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a

d number with no previous canoeing experience.

7th year of operating North America's most re-
' wilderness expeditions. For brochure write: Ca-
rctic. Inc., Box 130C, Fort Smith, N.W.T, Canada
IPC

BAJA CALIFORNIA
OKA I WHAljt.a

San Ignacio Lagoon

BLUE WHALES
Seao/Corlez

FEB. -APRIL: SMALL GROUPS LED BY
WHALE 4 WILDLIFE JOURNEY SPECIALISTS

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., IVlcKinlevville, CA 9S521

80(1-548-7555

1 1IENCE THE COLORFUL COLORADO Plateau.

Expeditions, Indian Rock Art Seminars and

I
Jes in the canyon country of south-eastern Utah.

1 10 Rivers and Trails, P.O. Box 98. Torrey. Utah
Phone (801) 425-3519

^AGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed
;. In-depth trips include mainland Ecuador, op-

lor' extensions to the Amazon Basin. Write or call

—

/0),srs, Dept. NG-3, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851
1-81 533-0299

jA 'AGOS expeditions, year round, reasonable
att Best value. 20 years of experience. Galapagos
tol /s, 745 Gerrard St. E.. Toronto, Ont. lv14M 1Y5
411.69-8211

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MAEI;
Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushliar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail TVaii, Box* 1147/NH, Carcfrii', A/. S5377

(6021 488-.16S8

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc.. 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

HT^ lilJilJliilVMiJil-l
Experience some ol the most spectacular wild scenery on the

continent. Ask for our colour brochures and see. Select wildei-

ness journeys in British Columbia, Yukon, and Alaska combining

our best rivers with glaciers, mountains and Ijords Plenty of

layover time lor hikes, photography, wildlile, and wildflowers

CANADIAN RIVER EXPEDITIONS (604) 738-4449

*23B-3524 West 16th Ave. Vancouver, BC Canada V6R 3C1

GUATEIVIALA. PERU. BALI—INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-three

years experience. Small groups. Contact: Gordon
Frost. PO. Box 2. Benicia. California 94510 (707) 747-

1316

HAWAII SOLAR ECLIPSE—June 29—July 13. Led by a
world authority on Hawaii's natural history. Voyagers,

Dept, NE-3. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

INDIA, NEPAL, THAILAND, BURIvIA: Tours, treks, wild-

life safaris, overland adventures. Huge selection of

value-priced trips. Free 40 page color catalog. Himala-

yan Travel. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich, CT 06836 (800)

225-2380

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Traintocanyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests. Taratiumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec arcliaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 5017 Callaghan Rd • San Anionio, TX 78228

Pule market, Seattle

ISLAND CRUISES BY LUXURY YACHT! Sail the beauti-

ful British Virgin Islands or the spectacular Galapagos
Islands on the most comfortable yacht in either des-

tination. The 105 ft, 20 passenger "Cuan Law" in the

Bhtish Virgins or the 95 ft, 18 passenger "Lammer
Law" in the Galapagos. These are the largest trima-

rans in the world. Fast, stable, graceful, unique. Book
individuals or groups. Very spacious twin or double
staterooms with private bathrooms. Island hopping
cruises, scuba cruises, naturalist cruises, whale
cruises, mountain bike cruises, or mixtures! Since

1970, ttiousands have enjoyed our special hospitality.

Write Trimarine, Dept. NH. PO. Box 4085. St. Thomas,
VI 00803. Fax (809) 494-5774 or call toll free (809) 494-

2490

KENYA. TANZANIA, RWANDA. EGYPT: Economical
camping safaris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro

climbs, gorilla tracking, London/Nairobi overland,

more. Free 24 page color brochure. Egypt, Israel, Tur-

key. Jordan: Camping, sailing, cruising, remote ar-

cheological sites. Wide trip selection. Free 56 page
color thp catalog. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH,
Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

MEET ENVIRONtVIENTALISTS IN THE USSR! Visit Sibe-

ria (including Lake Baikal) and Thilisi. Georgia. April 1
8-

(vlay 4. 1991. $2500. Call (404) 778-6500

TRADITIONAL JAPAN
tohoku ,.-rji.,r, ol .l.,,,.m by lr,j,n using on

lyck.m and mln^huku lodgintj. Olher-

JOURhEYS to rAadagascar. Kenya, hcpi.

India, Hawaii, Costa Rica. Write or call:

JOURNEYS. Dr-pl NH,
irjll ,J,jrk'.>.n, AnnArboi.MI 4filf))

800-255-8735

PERU—IVIACHUPICCHU—AlvlAZON—GALAPAGOS
Tours, treks, expeditions, wildlife adventures Free bro-

chure. Himalayan Travel, Box 481 NH, Greenwich, CT
06836 (800) 225-2380

TRAVEL WRITING AT ITS BEST— fvlargaret Atwood,
Wallace Stegner, Jeane Kirkpatrick, f^argaret Drabble

Barry Lopez, and leading editors. Bimonthly 48-page
newsletter, $20/year Sample—$2 00, Travel Review
Box 414-H, Glen Echo, MD 20812 Tel (301) 229-7567

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES
The only way lo see Papua New Guinea

UK BIRDING TOURS to England, Wales and Scotland,

May/June 1991. 33 Carmarthen Avenue, Portsmouth
P06 2AG England (01 144) 70S 370559

WHOLE AMAZON IN ONE BROCHURE Every lodge,

cruise and expedition rated according to comfort and
degree of difficulty. Programs available for all interest

and levels of experience Plan your Amazon adventure

today. Galapagos tnps also available. Call (800) 242-

5554 for free brochures CanoAndes Expeditions, 310
Madison Avenue, NYC 10017

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 EO box 259, IVoul Ulie, WA 98650

Video

AWARD-WINNING VOLCANO VIDEOTAPE Fantastic

Footage! Satisfaction Guaranteed. Free Information.

Harada Productions, 22 Malanai St., Dept. NH, Hilo.

Hawaii 96720

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates Will

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz. PO Box 524-H. Cranford. NJ 07016, USA
(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings. embroidenes,

Aubusson, Needlepoint, Onental, European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls, Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate
Halpern Galleries, Inc., 325 East 79th Street, New York,

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the March
1991 issue: $3 40 per word: 16 word minimum. Disp/ay
classitiecl is $375 per inch All advertisements must be
prepaid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months phor to cover date (the January issue doses
Nov-1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.
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A Matter of Tasti

Brave New World ofZapping
Some cuisines are tailor-madefor thephysics ofmicrowave cooking

by Raymond Sokolov

The French never cease raiUng against

the contamination of their language by

the virus of Enghsh vocabulary. This

logoparanoia is really quite comical, since

the invading words so often get bent out of

shape and gallicized into something new
and strange. A "pickup" becomes a pho-

nograph; a "footing" is what joggers do in

the Bois de Boulogne. Now comes "le zap-

ping," which refers to switching television

channels with a remote control device.

Evidently, zappeurs have invaded the

French Uving room with a vengeance. Ber-

nard Pivot, the popular French TV book-

man, believes that zapping destroys con-

centration and leads to an inability to read

books. This sounds Uke a fairly reasonable

worry, but when I came upon the section

about zapping in Pivot's new book, I was

at first quite puzzled. I couldn't figure out

why he thought microwave ovens affected

attention spans. In my dialect of Ameri-

can English, to zap means to cook food in a

microwave oven.

Fear of this kind of zapping still para-

lyzes some cooks. But the original resis-

tance to the microwave as a source of

harmful radiation seems to have subsided

in most quarters. It was replaced by a

second form of antimicrowave feeling:

food writers dismissed these space-age ap-

pliances as essentially useless. Microwave

ovens took up scarce counter space and

did almost nothing better or even faster

than conventional ovens and stovetops.

Most recently, the wind has shifted a third

time: in favor of microwaves. In 1987,

Barbara Kafka published the first, and

still the most influential, of the new-wave

microwave primers: Microwave Gourmet.
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Since then, many others have followed,

purporting to tame the zapper and make it

do sensible, efficient cooking for the dis-

cerning sort of gastronome who had previ-

ously turned up her or his nose at such

newfangled gadgetry. The most recent,

Carl Jerome's The Good Health Micro-

wave Cookbook (Bantam), is dedicated to

Kafka, "who holds the lamp that lights

our way." BeUeving that Kafka "broke

more new ground in Microwave Gourmet

than any other food writer in this cen-

tury," Jerome attempts to dig further, ex-

ploiting the microwave's capacity to pre-

serve the freshness and flavor of

vegetables, fruits, grains, and legumes,

while also requiring much less fat than

traditional cooking methods.

The cynic might observe that this

healthy approach neatly bypasses one of

the microwave's major weaknesses, the

poor job it does with big (and relatively

unhealthy) cuts of meat. But I'm getting

ahead of my story. What Jerome and

Kafka and others have done is to apply

their expertise in conventional cooking to

the microwave. They have, in effect,

saved this machine from its manufactur-

ers, whose handout recipe booklets have

been written by the undisceming for the

uninformed. It has taken years for people

with taste and background in food to get

around to finding out just what the appli-

ance was good at and what it wasn't.

The negatives were discovered first.

The microwave is not good at browning.

Deep-frying is a stunt at best and can be

dangerous. Quantity cookery belongs out-

side its narrow confines. And because of

the physics of microwave cooking, very

large pieces of food don't make sen

Therein lies the whole tale. Microwa'

are electromagnetic radiation, like visi-

1

light, like ultraviolet, like infrared, like •

rays, like radio and television waves. ^ i

probably remember seeing schema;

renderings of the so-called electrom-

netic spectrum with the ROYGBIV (

I

orange yellow green blue indigo viol

bands of the visible spectrum in the n i

die and the greater and lesser wavelen i

waves spreading out on either side o:

.

Microwaves fit between conventional -

dio waves and infrared radiation, v i

wavelengths measuring between 3 i

300 millimeters. In the microwave c i,

they are produced by a magnetron, wl n

is like an old-fashioned vacuum tube c h

bined with a magnet. Heat applied to i

part of the magnetron, the cathode, t

cites electrons and sends them swam
gj

toward the opposite pole, or anode.
"'^

magnetic field, shifting polarity billior

times a second, deflects the electrt

makes them follow an arc, and also cai

them to bunch up and generate mi

waves, which exit the magnetron intf

external waveguide (a shielded m
tube) through a thin ceramic wim

transparent to microwave radiation.

Unlike normal heat in a conventi *

oven, which is produced by far more e *

getic infrared radiation, microwave;

not transfer their vibration to all the n t

cules they meet up with. They only al

electrically unbalanced, so-called p ^i

molecules, notably water. Since almos ^
foods have water, microwaves

"touch" them. Indeed, they can penel||il)

two or three inches below the surface;

B]



The newest issue in Robin HilVs exciting

new ^American Garden Birds'' collection.

Life-size and lifelike in every detail.

Hand-cast. . . hand-finished. .

.

and hand-painted.

Chick-a-dee-dee-dee! You hear their song on a winter's
morning. Cheerfully they chirp to one another... then

alight on boughs of holly, hanging heavy with snow.
A pair of perky Black-capped Chickadees. Portrayed to

perfection by Robin Hill-the master bird artist who has
been exhibited by the Smithsonian Institution, London's
prestigious Tryon Gallery and the Dublin Museum ofArt

Like those museum originals, each Chickadee is por-
trayed widi complete authenticity. Sculptured in fine detail
using more than 25 separate castings which are hand-
assembled and hand-finished. Each imported sculpture is then
hand-painted using eight different ceramic colors.

The result is a work truly worthy of the Gorham
hallmark. A fine porcelain sculpture created in the 160 year
jold tradition of excellence for which Gorham is renowned.
j(Some Gorham porcelains have been known to appreciate
300% or more!)

To acquire Winter Serenade by Robin Hill, a prompt
eply is requested. Please mail your order today.

jfpter

Qcfcmml1 by Robin Hill

GORHAM
Radio Circle, P.O. Box 507
Mt. Kisco, >r^ 10549

I would like to acquire Winter Serenade by Robin
Hill, crafted in fine bisque porcelain, hand-cast,

hand-finished and entirely hand-painted.
I need send no money now. I will be billed in

five equal monthly installments of $ 19.* each, with
the first payment due just prior to shipment. My
satisfaction is completely guaranteed.

*Pliu! S3. 75 per sctilplurr/or sliippijig& harullmg. Sales (ax unll be

billed if applicable. Plea.se allow 6-S weeksfor delivery.

Signature .

Name

Address

City

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

_ State - -Zip .



Oitch the spirit!
Discover the excitement and fun

of canoesport. From everyday recre-

ation to wilderness tripping, there's a

Mad River Canoe for you.

Lightweight, ruggedly built, and

easy to paddle, there are 23 models

renowned for performance design,

choice of materials, and quality crafts-

manship. Find your canoe and a full

selection of canoesport equipment in

our free, 28 page, color catalog.

Mad River Canoe
P.O. Box 610N /-»r\ "Sf

"""

Waitsfield, VT 05673 (CI free
802-496-3127 V»-#calalogtodai

HOLBROOK'S TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Tours

Australia & New Zealand

Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos & Ecuador

Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

HOLBRCXDK TRAVEL, INC.
We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Street • Gainesville. FL 32609

Predict SAT* scores

for 7, 8 or 9th graders.

Don't wait until grade 12.

College is too important.

Call today.

1-800-442-7728

Secondary School Admission

Test Board
Testing private independent school

children for over 30 years

^ '' Ci'IU'f;f hoard No ctuloncim'nl iniphcd

Evolution of the Vertebrates
A History of the Backboned Animals Tiirough Tinfie, Fourth Edition

WILEY-LISS ANNOUNCES A
BRAND-NEW EDITION OF THE

DEFINITIVE TEXT ON
EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY

Edwin H. Colbert and Michael Morales

Both at The Museum of Northern Arizona

Flagstaff. Arizona

Incorporating new information derived from

fossil evidence discovered within the past

decade, this latest edition of Evolution of

the Vertebrates investigates backboned

animals during approximately 600 million

years of evolution. This Fourth Edition

features a plethora of original drawings and

illustrations offering lifelike depictions of

extinct species and detailed renderings of

significant physiological characteristics.

Selected Contents • Jawless Vertebrates

• Amphibians • The Advent of Reptiles •

Triumph of the Dinosaurs • Birds •

Beginning of the Mammals • Evolution of

the Primates • South American Ungulates

• Elephants and Their Kin • The Age of

Mammals

WILEY-LISS A Division ofJohn Wiley & Sons, Inc.

From the reviews of
the Third Edition:

"...This volume is very

much a classic qfpoleon-

tologic literature. ...There

is no doubt that this book

willfind a wide readership

among students and the

interested public.

"

—American Scientist,

May- June, 1981

ISBN 0-471-85074-8 •

LC 90-40025 • January
1991 • 488 pages, $49.95

Address all orders to:

Wlley-Llss

41 East nth Street

New York. N.Y. 10003
Attn.Davld Stler,

Promotion Manager

frared rays basically heat only the surfa

of food; the rest of the cooking occurs 1

the slower process of internal conductii

heating). The heated water molecul

bounce around and pass on their kinel

energy to the adjoining protein and fi

This is a very efficient way to cook. It

fast, and no energy is wasted heating air

cooking vessels because neither air nor t

plastic, ceramic, or glass vessels used

microwaves are composed of polar mo

cules. On the other hand, because the i

surrounding the food in a microwave is i

heated, the food doesn't brown.

Basically, then, microwaves energ

water in the tissue of foods to a depth o

couple of inches or so below the surfa

This produces steam, and the steam p

duces internal pressure, which produi

explosions in hard-walled things like eg

if they're not protectively punctured

fore cooking. A microwave explosion

this type actually led to the developm^

of the microwave oven. In 1945, Pe

Spencer, a scientist at Raytheon, an el

tronics company in Waltham, Massac

setts, popped com with microwaves i

patented the process. The same proces

also the scientific basis for the wor

most famous microwave joke.

There was this lady who decided

wash her toy poodle. Instead of drying jfi

obstreperous beast laboriously will a

towel, she hit on the scheme of zappir

dry in her new microwave. Everything]

so quick and easy in the microwave, s

went the puppy and then— If you d

get it, you haven't been paying atteni
^

The story has another point. Not e\ ft

thing works better in the microwave 1-

though it does do a good job of rehea i

and defrosting food, and many thinf J

small quantities or with reason l«

amounts of liquid are dispatched i»

trice. The other undoubted advantag

the microwave in normal life is that it

down greatly on cleanup. Micro

cookery itself is intrinsically clean. C

ing odors are milder. No noticeable he |ii

sent into the kitchen on summer c

And, best of all, you only need one
i

container for cooking, serving, sto

and reheating the same dish. And e

microwaver's dirty little secret is how

the thing reheats coffee.

Beyond crude convenience, howev

the world of "gourmet" recipes opene

by Kafka and her epigones. Sudden)

sotto is an easy dish. Polenta doesn't

to be stirred obsessively for long per

Jerome's striped bass on a bed of t(

toes, onions, and herbs cooks in eight

utes without tending; poached bass i

three minutes and fifteen seconds. Tl

all wonderful, especially when the opt

1 ,»

it I
cT
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en can now be found for less than $ 1 75.

le experts favor midsize ovens (about

(6 cubic foot capacity) with a rotating

i emai platform or carousel, to maximize

I iform penetration of microwaves, and a

\ ttage of more than 650. Many new
I idels seem to put out 800 watts, which

pans they will cook marginally faster

tin the machines that the cookbooks

\ re tested on, but this requires only triv-

i adaptation to the published recipes.

tVell, maybe the adjustment is not com-

f
tely trivial. Microwave cookbooks tend

t ;ive cooking times for many foods down
t he second; so the knee-jerk recipe fol-

|( er will need a revised edition of older

b iks (good news for the authors). Beyond
; t, after you have gotten used to the idea

) vorking with a microwave on a recipe-

: -ecipe basis, you will probably be look-

I for a more general approach to zap-
)i

», something like the easy, improvisa-

Jial knack you have developed for

111 etop cooking and even regular ovens.

erhaps this is an unattainable goal,

! n the greater speed of zapping. There
) n isn't time to readjust the original

> cing plan in midzap if the difference

y veen a perfect artichoke and an over-

li ; one is a minute and a half. Precision

Id
;
count in the brave new world of zap-

•f . What we can learn, though, is a
!( iral approach to cooking that should

H e us in deciding when it makes sense
ol ie the microwave. This is what Kafka
i| her followers aim at in their own cre-

t! 1 of recipes, and they give some impor-

li hints as to how we can branch out on
i' )wn.

' you read the introductory sections of
li'; books, one extremely important
r ;iple is always alluded to but not put
t' le center of the discussion, where it

e igs—the microwave performs best on
> that comes in little pieces or thin

!i'i. Ground and chopped meat, rice,

e s, fish fillets, sliced and diced vege-
A s, cut-up chicken—these are perfect

H :ts for zapping. They all have abun-
a" surface areas for the waves to reach,

n':hey either start out moist or can be
ai'ed in a liquid medium, which also

JSmds to microwaves ideally well.

''lis is not to suggest that only food in

ni rm bits and pieces should be zapped,
h 3 are multiple exceptions to this. But
le is also no question that as a starting

M, this quantum theory of microwave
'c'lry is a good way to organize your
li'ing. And once you are casting about
I ;Lir mind for dishes that deal in such
ig dients, it will quickly dawn on you
a'he world offers whole cuisines tailor-

13' for the microwave. Most of them
Cisian, cuisines where diners do not
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find knives at their places at the table.

Instead, people operate with chopsticks or

by gathering food from the plate with a

piece of bread (India) or by trapping it in a

ball of rice (Philippines).

In these no-knife cuisines, the cutting

has to be done in advance in the kitchen.

And for the most part, that cutting occurs

before cooking. Most of the cuisines I'm

talking about are rice based, and the solid,

nonrice foods that accompany the rice are

precut. Within this basic cooking vocabu-

lary, the ideal dishes for microwaving are

those that depend on steaming or braising.

They look, by hindsight, as if they were

invented for the microwave.

Enter Julie Sahni. She is the author of

two authoritative books on her native In-

dian cuisine. Not long ago, she began

experimenting with a microwave and con-

cluded that

it can produce many traditional Indian

foods better than conventional cooking

methods can. The Parsi dish called

dhanshak, for example, was one of my first

great revelations. This is a stew in which

chicken, lentils, squash, onions, herbs and
eggplant are combined in a covered pot and
cooked. Using traditional methods, there is

much agitation within the pot, caused by

the boiling liquid and the stirring needed to

keep the lentils from sticking to the bottom

and burning. This causes much of t

chicken to fall ofl" the bone (and, despi

stirring, the lentils usually burn anywaj

The solution in restaurants was to broil t

chicken and cook the lentils and vegetab)

separately; but that is not authen
dhanshak. Using the microwave, the dish

cooked for just thirty-five minutes—abo

a third of the traditional time—and t

result is perfectly cooked, succulent wh(

chicken pieces. These are lifted out of t

stew, and the remaining vegetables can

easily pureed to make a glistening saucf

The microwave is also adept at cooki

the "roux" of spices that begins so ma
Indian recipes. Less oil is required to p
vent sticking and burning. Similarly,

thick "tum-and-fry" dish like masi

vangi, with its disparate ingredients, d(

not end up as a mess of gloopy eggpla

The slices still look hke eggplant, and

effort is required to keep the thick cocoi

and spice mixture from burning. The

companying rice pilaf is also a snap to zi

Isn't it ironic? The most advanc

space-age kitchen appUance of them

has ushered in a new era of ease and i

gance for traditional dishes from Th

World Asia.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose s\

cial interests are the history andprepo

tion offood.

Masala Vangi

Eggplant slices smothered with coconut-spice paste

(Slightly adapted from Moghul Microwave, by Julie Sahni, Morrow, 1 990)

2 tablespoons American yellow split

peas

2 tablespoons coriander seeds

2 teaspoons cumin seeds

14 teaspoon fenugreek seeds

Vi cup unsweetened flaked coconut

Vi teaspoon cayenne pepper (optional)

3 tablespoons light sesame oil or pea-

nut oil

1 teasp)oon mustard seeds

4 medium cloves garlic, peeled and
thinly sliced

'/2 cup chopped onion

2 teaspoons tamarind concentrate

(Tamcon) dissolved in 3 tablespoons

water

1 medium (about 1 pound) eggplant,

stemmed, halved, and cut into Vi-

inch-thick slices

2 teaspoons kosher salt or to taste

For the garnish: Grated coconut and

fresh coriander (optional)

Combine split peas, coriander, cumin,

and fenugreek in a spice mill or coffee

grinder and grind to a fine powder. Trans-

fer spice mixture to a small bowl and re-

serve.

Place coconut, cayenne, and % cup wa-

ter in the container of a food processor or

blender, process until finely pureed, p|

into another bowl, and reserve.

Heat the oil in a 10-inch, microwa'l

safe covered skillet at 100 percent pofll

in a 650- to 700-watt carousel oven foi|

minutes. Uncover, add mustard see

and replace the lid. Cook at 100 pero

power for 3 minutes (or until seeds poJ

Uncover the skillet, stir in spice mixtuJ

garlic, and onion, and replace the covl

Cook at 100 percent power for 4 minuf
(or until onions are soft). Remove fn

oven.

Add coconut mixture and tamaril

and mix thoroughly. Cook uncovered 1

100 percent power for 3 minutes (or uij

coconut and tamarind lose their raw fI

grance and spice paste begins to thicke|

Remove from oven.

Add eggplant and salt, mix until vl

etables are evenly coated with the spl

paste, and cover with the lid. Cook at 11

percent power for 6 minutes (or until el

plant is cooked soft but not mushy). Il

move from oven and let the dish stal

covered, for 5 minutes. Uncover si

serve, if desired, garnished with cocoi|

and coriander.

Yield: 4 to 6 servings
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Authors

As a student in biomedical engineer-

ing, Christopher W. Gark (pages 38 and

42) never intended to pursue a career

studying acoustic communication in

birds and whales. However, through a

combination of good fortune and ad-

vanced training in engineering, he found

himself on a plane to Argentina's Penin-

sula Valdes rather than to medical

school. After completing his Ph.D. stud-

ies on the southern right whales of Penin-

sula Valdes, Clark worked on vocal com-

munication in songbirds and then began

his bowhead studies in the Arctic. As di-

rector of the Bioacoustics Research Pro-

gram at the Cornell Laboratory of Or-

nithology, Clark is developing an inter-

disciplinary program that promotes and

supports the use of advanced acoustic

techniques for research and conserva-

tion. In the future, he intends to apply

acoustic techniques to monitoring and

censusing of Neotropical birds. For a de-

scription of human exploitation of bow-

heads and the part of the world they in-

habit, Clark recommends John Bock-

stoce's Whales, Ice, and Men: The

History of Whaling in the Western Arc-

tic (Seattle: University of Washington

Press, 1986).

Nearly twenty-five years ago, Katy

Payne (page 45) was introduced to t

sounds of singing whales. As she sa;

the first five minutes of listening expk

the rest: "I simply wanted to hear mo
and that led to many years of researcl

From 1969 to 1981, Payne studi

whales near Bermuda, Hawaii, Arg(

tina, and the Revillagigedos Islands

the Pacific. In 1984 she shifted much
her research attention from sounds

the sea to those of the earth's largest t

restrial mammal: the African elephj

makes low-frequency sounds that trai

long distances and apparently help

ordinate aspects of elephant social 11

Payne describes herself as a natura'

who believes that whatever we lej

through science should be put to the s

vice of conservation. Toward that e

she works as a research associate in C

nell's Bioacoustics Research Progn

and is a conservation fellow with ;

New York Zoological Society; Payn' >

also a Guggenheim Fellow. Two book f

interest are Communication andBeh -

ior of Whales, edited by Roger Pa :

(Boulder: Westview Press, 1983), i

The Unanswered Question, by Leon i

Bernstein (Cambridge: Harvard Uni' -

sity Press, 1976), which is about mi

:

but is also applicable to thoughts ab t

the sounds of nonhuman animals.
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An associate professor of biology at

Western Illinois University, Jeanette A.

Thomas (pages 46 and 55) is interested

in all aspects of bioacoustics: sound re-

ception, production, communication,

and echolocation. In her research, she

uses sounds both to monitor populations

and to gain understanding of the behav-

ior of individual animals. So far, her em-

phasis has been on whales, dolphins, and

seals, but she plans to extend her studies

to terrestrial mammals, such as raccoons

and deer. Illinois is far from the more

watery environments where she has done

much of her fieldwork (Antarctica, the

eastern tropical Pacific, waters off

Alaska and Hawaii, and Lake Baikal),

but the association of the university's Of-

fice of Aquatic Studies with the Shedd

Aquarium enables her to continue cer-

tain aspects of her work with the marine

mammals housed there. For additional

reading, Thomas suggests The Pinni-

peds: Seals, Sea Lions, and Walruses,

by Marianne Riedman (Los Angeles:

University of California Press, 1990),

and Gerald Kooyman's book Weddell

Seal, Consummate Diver (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1981).

Becky Sjare (pages 60 and 63) began

her studies at McGill University in 1982

with an eye toward studying the interac-

tions of arctic foxes and their prey, lem-

mings. When funding for that project

fell through, her supervisor asked if she

would like to work on the vocal behavior

of beluga whales at Cunningham Inlet in

the Canadian Arctic. She said yes; and

she has been hooked on the underwater

vocalizations of marine mammals ever

since. Sjare is currently working on a

Ph.D. in zoology at the University of Al-

berta in Edmonton, Canada. In the fu-

ture, she would like to continue studying

walruses and also add narwhals to the

list. Coauthor Ian Stirling (page 60) has

worked in the Arctic and Antarctic for

the last twenty-five years. A research sci-

entist with the Canadian Wildlife S

vice in Edmonton, he began his studj'

the vocalizations and breeding beha\

of walruses in 1980. Other research

terests include the population ecoli

and behavior of seals and polar be

(see his article, "Sleeping Giants," in

January 1989 issue of Natural Hista

E H. Fay's Ecology and Biology of

Pacific Walrus, Odobenus rosma

divergens Illiger, North Amerii

Fauna, no. 74 (Washington, D.C,

Dept. of the Interior, 1982), is rea

mended to those who want a greater

derstanding of walrus biology. Natu'4

History has published several stoii

about walruses, including "The Greg

ous but Contentious Walrus" (Nov<

ber 1977).

:U,

ear
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Growing up in the Midwest, Linda S.

Weilgart (page 64) learned about whales

through films and books. Intrigued by

the relative gentleness of animals that

have such great potential to inflict in-

jury, she has since moved far from her

landlocked roots to study them. Whale
research has required Weilgart to learn

how to sail, which she enjoys, although

she says that swimming with the whales

is even better and that she feels more at

home in the water than on it. Having just

completed her Ph.D. in biology at Dal-

housie University, Weilgart continues to

be interested in how sperm whales use

groups of patterned clicks, or codas, to

communicate and hopes to compare

codas from different geographical areas.

Together with her husband, coauthor

Hal Whitehead, she has eavesdropped

on whales in the Indian Ocean, the Ca-

ribbean, the Pacific Ocean near the Ga-

lapagos and Ecuador, and in Atlantic

waters off Nova Scotia. Whitehead, an

assistant professor and university re-

search fellow at Dalhousie, is the author

of Voyage to the Whales (Post Mills:

Chelsea Green, 1990). He has also writ-

ten on sperm whales for Natural History

("Call Me Gentle," June 1986). For an

excellent summary of current knowl-

edge about whales and dolphins, readers

might turn to The Natural History of
Whales and Dolphins, by Peter G. H.

Evans (New York: Facts on File Publi-

cations, 1987).

Gregory K. Scott (page 98) studied

entomology at Iowa State University,

but as a free-lance photographer, he has

taken many of his best shots close to his

home in Wisconsin. While chopping

wood in his backyard, Scott had noticed

the larvae of homtail wasps and photo-

graphed their development in the wood
and their emergence as adults. Later on,

he saw parasitic ichneumon wasps, in-

cluding the Megarhyssa in this month's

"Natural Moment," frequenting the

woodpile in search of homtail larvae in

which to lay their own eggs. One day,

three female Megarhyssa seemed to

zero in on the same homtail and vie for

the spot on the wood. For his photo of an

ovipositing female at a critical moment,

Scott used a Canon Fin camera, a 50-

mm lens and extension tubes, and illumi-

nated the scene with a small portable

flash and a white cardboard reflector.

"I first became interested in kill

whales as a young boy," says John K.

Ford (page 68), "when, with a mixture

fear and curiosity, I would watch the

swimming near our family boat wh
fishing off Vancouver Island." Later,

an assistant trainer at the Vancom
Public Aquarium, he was impressed

the whales' complex social interactic

and sounds. Following Ph.D. studies

the University of British Columbia, F(

worked for two years with Michael Bi;

,

originator of killer whale field studies I

British Columbia, who encouragj

many others to take part in this reseaij

effort and whose own career was

short by his death last fall. Now a cu I

tor of marine mammals at the Vanol

ver Aquarium, Ford has traveled to J
Arctic, Argentina, Hawaii, Japan, n
Norway to study killer whales, hurl'

backs, bowheads, and narwhals,

hopes to determine just how fast kill

whale dialects develop, as well as to c

tinue studies, begun last year, on kilJ,-

whales in Patagonian waters. Ford rHR

ommends Killer Whales: A Study flf~

Their Identification, Genealogy, ci

Natural History in British Columi

and Washington State, by M. A. Bigj t

al. (Nanaimo: Phantom Press, 1987^1

short book that includes tips on when

)

see killer whales around Vancouver

'

land. Orca: The Whale Called Killer. I

E. Hoyt (Camden East, Ontario: d
den House, 1990), is a nontechnical

'

count of these whales and our changjij

thoughts about them. H|
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Letters

Jumbo Squirrels

In the February 1991 issue on pages 6

and 8, Bemd Heinrich ("Nutcracker

Sweets") cites a figure of 1 17,000 calories

as the minimum daily energy requirement

of a red squirrel. People on reducing diets

are commonly told to keep their caloric

intake below 2,000 calories per day, and I

have read about an experiment in which

soldiers in the far north were allowed to

eat all they wanted, and they averaged

about 5,000 calories per day in subzero

weather.

Simple arithmetic with those figures

would lead us to believe that one tiny little

squirrel eats as much each day as 23.4

very hungry men! And that much is with-

out a grain of salt; with a grain of salt we
might ask if we're talking about the same

kind of calories. Do squirrels eat milli-

calories, pehaps?

John S. Merchant
Eagle, Colorado

Dieticians and scientists can measure

calories, or heat energy, on vastly different

scales. Technically, a "calorie" (c or cal) is

defined as the amount of heat required to

raise the temperature of 1 gram of water

1° C. But the large calorie, also known as

the kilogram calorie or kilocalorie (Cal or

kcal), one thousand times greater than the

scientific calorie, is the one used to mea-

sure food energy. Christopher Smith, of

Kansas State University, cited in our arti-

cle, says that adult male red squirrels need

to consume 1 1 7 kcal per day, which equals

just 117 total dietary calories, as most

readers on reducing diets will be gratified

to know.

Natural History regrets the failure to

convert the number to common-sense us-

age. In fact, 1 17,000 calories would fill the

daily food requirement of fully 1 ,000 red

squirrels scampering through the maples

or of a single, 500-pound red squirrel strik-

ing terror into the hearts of North Woods
campers.

—

Ed.

What's in a Name?
In his article on Maya agriculture

("Roots," February 1991), Don Rice enu-

merated several traditional food crops, i

eluding "yucca." This name has some co

fusion connected with it, which I wou

like to point out. The desert plants fam

iar to North Americans, genus Yucc

were not, so far as I know, cultivated 1

the ancient Maya (as the superficial

simihrAgave was). The crop known tod

in the Yucatan and Central America

"yucca" or "yuca" is the cassava, al

mentioned in the list of crops. Cassa

(genus Manihot) is a starchy root crop

one species is the source of tapioca. T
plant is quite different from Yucca.

The origin of the name "yucca" is i

known, but "yuca" is indigenous (Tain

Neither is related to the root of "Yui

tan," which apparently is a Spanish n

dering of a Maya phrase meaning "Wl

did he say?"

David S.Kys

Ridgecrest, Califon

A Sticky Business

After a long search, our printe

Ringier America, of Jonesboro, Arka

sas, has finally found an adhesive th;

performs two conflicting tasks. It holi

the mailing label securely while tl

magazine passes through the perils

the U. S. Post Office, yet the label pee

off cleanly when the subscriber wants

remove it.

We hope this wonder of adhesic

technology will make everyone happlj

our designer and the many readers wH|

have complained about the defacing i ,•

our beautiful covers; and environme i

talists everywhere who object to plast

:

wrappers and realize that the magazii

can be recycled more easily without tl

address label and its adhesive. It shou

also help protect the privacy of the mar.

civic-minded subscribers who recyc

their Natural Historys to libraries arj

schools.

The new adhesive was used for ma:

ing labels attached to this issue, so yc

may want to test it. If you have ar

problems, please tell us, as we kno

from experience you will.

—

Ed.
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A Well-traveled Warbler's

Repertoire
As it migratesfrom English hedgerows to Zambian acacia groves, the bird collects songs

by Martin G. Kelsey

I am sitting in a steep, fallow field in the

English midlands. At one o'clock on this

morning in early June, only the distant

rumble of traffic and the occasional bark

of a fox ruffle the silence of the night. And
then, just as I am sinking my hands even

deeper into my coat pockets against the

growing chill, a clear, urgent song comes

from the tall vegetation of the valley bot-

tom, spreading across the field like a bea-

con of sound. It is confusingly complex,

incorporating faithful copies of the songs

and calls of a host of birds. Here and there

I recognize sounds that I have heard the

day before: the chatter of sparrows, alarm

calls of thrushes, snatches of skylark song,

a swallow's twitter. But mixed in with

these are sounds I recognize only later:

songs that emanate not only from the fa-

miliar birds of the English hedgerows and

meadows but also from those of the Afri-

can savannas and bushlands—drongos,

bee eaters, weaverbirds, and sunbirds.

The mimic responsible for this noctur-

nal medley is a small, brown bird, the

marsh warbler. For just three or four days

of the season, the marsh warbler sings

nearly nonstop, day and night, from

patches of lush vegetation beside rivers

and ditches. This intensive singing spans

the period between the return of a male to

his breeding territory and the arrival of a

female. After that, nighttime singing

ceases, and song is then given only in short

bursts during territorial combat.

The marsh warbler is a migrant, spend-

ing just two months or so on its central

Eurasian breeding grounds—from the

British Isles eastward to the Ural Moun-
tains—before leaving in August on a five-

month odyssey to tropical Africa, where it

spends the remainder of the year before

returning north in April. I wanted to find

out how marsh warblers, along with an

estimated five billion individuals of other

northern migrant species, competed for

their diet of insects with the many perma-

nent insectivorous residents of Africa. So

for three years I, too, became a migrant,

matching my annual cycle with that of the

warbler.

In 1984, I met the Belgian scientist

Frangoise Dowsett-Lemaire, who had

studied marsh warblers ten years earlier.

Particularly interested in song, she was

the first person to describe the extent of

the marsh warbler's ability to imitate

other species. Using a sonograph, which

provides a sort of sonic fingerprint for

each burst of song, she painstakingly com-

pared marsh warblers' songs with those of

other birds to match up the imitation with

the real thing and to double-check each

apparent case of mimicry. She found that

marsh warblers imitated more than 210

species, on average mimicking 76 difi'er-

ent species during a thirty-minute bout of

song. Dowsett-Lemaire suggested that if I

was interested in studying marsh warblers

in Africa, I should go to Zambia, in south-

central Africa. There in the heart of the

warbler's wintering range was an ideal

study area: Lochinvar National Park.

I arrived in Africa in January 1985, to

be welcomed by Geoffrey Howard of the

University of Zambia. Within two days I

was established at Lochinvar. The rainy

season was just beginning, and the scat-

tered thickets were bursting out in leaf.

The coarse-stemmed grass was growing

rapidly, and within a few weeks it would

stand more than three feet high. Much of

the habitat consisted of abandoned maize

fields. Superficially, it resembled my
study areas in England where marsh war-

blers breed in nettle and willow herb beds,

singing and hunting for insects in nearby

clumps of willow trees and hawthorn

bushes.

Within minutes of setting out on my

first walk at Lochinvar, I found a mar
warbler. Renewing the acquaintance of

species that I had known so intimately

Europe in such diflTerent circumstanc

was an extraordinary experience. As,

watched, the bird moved from one gn

stem to another, reaching out at f

stretch to pick an insect from the und

side of a leaf. Something then caught

attention, and it flew up into an acai

bush and flattened its body feathe

adopting an elongated stance. It peeri

into the center of the bush, then flew inj

reappear later chasing out another mai

warbler.

Shortly afterward, I heard the chatt

ing of small birds that is often associat

with mobbing behavior, their ganging

;

to harry a lone predator, as when No
American blue jays scold and chase

hawk. Looking for the source of the alai

I found a mamba snake resting on

branch. Frenzied birds surrounded

Snakes are important predators of bir

,

particularly of eggs and helpless younfj.
scanned the bush and among several A'B,

can species of birds found two species'™

;

European migrants: an icterine warb"

and two more marsh warblers.

These casual observations, while intjS

esting, could amount to no more than

;

ecdotes in any rigorous scientific study

I set about marking as many individuals

possible so that I could map out hoi

ranges and follow the day-to-day mo-

ments and behavior of known individu;

.

I achieved this by mist netting, marki;

,

and releasing all migrants. I fitted ea

bird with a unique combination of coloil

plastic bands, which could be read eas/

in the field with binoculars. Three time i

day I surveyed a set route, taking th::

hours on each survey to crisscross \/

twenty-acre study area. I plotted evi/

sighting of a marsh warbler on a lar
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scale map and recorded its habitat and

behavior.

I discovered as many northern migrant

individuals as African residents among
the small insectivorous birds, and the most

common migrant of all was the marsh

warbler. When the rainy season in south-

em Africa provides a bumper crop of

food, the incoming migrants arrive to ex-

ploit it. Throughout the tropics, migrants

from high latitudes tend to occupy habi-

tats that vary climatically, and thus in

food availability, from season to season.

Perhaps they choose these areas because

they contain fewer permanent local avian

residents, which would find living in them

difficult in the leaner, drier periods of the

year. Very few migrants move into the

lowland equatorial rain forests, which

change little from one season to another

and may sustain a larger population of

resident African birds.

In Lochinvar National Park the marsh

warblers arrive in late December, just as

the grass layer is becoming lush. Their

surprising abundance in my study area

might be linked with their use of patches

of long grass, as well as bushes, for forag-

ing. Most of the other small insectivorous

birds concentrated their activities in trees

and bushes.

On their breeding grounds in the North-

em Hemisphere, male marsh warblers are

territorial only for the period prior to the

arrival of the female and during her fertile

period, which usually lasts less than ten

days. The defended area itself is small,

often no more than 120 square yards, al-

though feeding areas are larger and usu-

ally overlap considerably. I found that

when some marsh warblers reached Af-

rica, they spent their entire sojoum within

small patches, similar in area to breeding

territories, although these overlapped

with neighbors' areas. The chase between

two marsh warblers that I had witnessed

on my first day in Zambia was evidence of

competition. I saw such chases quite often

during the birds' arrival period when they

were attempting to establish bases, but

rarely saw them once the wintering popu-

lation had stabilized. Other strands of evi-

dence suggested that individuals main-

tained a level of territoriality even if

competition for resources seemed slight at

the time.

The relative abundance of northem mi-

grants was not the only surprise in my
study site. Song, too, was abundant. Dur-

ing survey walks in the Zambian bush, I

would stop, shut my eyes, and imagine

myself to be standing at the edge of a

central European wood. Most of the song I

heard came not from the African resi-

dents (many of which were now quietly in

the midst of their breeding season) bl]

from the migrants that I had come
study. Marsh warblers sang from tl]

lower branches of bushes. Tiny willo;

warblers produced thin, delicate cadenc

from the tops of acacias, alongside icterii

warblers with their nasal, ambling soi

Garden warblers sang softly from thi<

ets, and red-backed shrikes whisper

raspingly from the same thom bushes (

which they had impaled their prey

small frogs. This winter singing fascinat<

me. Possibly it was simply a reflection

intemal, hormonal changes that the bir(

were experiencing. Changes in testostc|

one levels can influence behavior em

mously, and if gradual gonadal chang

were taking place to prepare the birds i

the breeding season (still several mont

and a long migratory joumey away), th

the onset of singing, I thought, might

an external expression of this.

I found that marsh warblers spent,

average, a seventh of the day singing bi

produced no song whatsoever at nig!

And although song output peaked just

ter dawn, it was usually delivered as sh(

bursts during each hour of daylight. Inj

viduals seemed to be uttering, at frequi

intervals, a few song phrases during

course of their other, everyday activiti]

as if they were giving regular reminders'

neighbors of their presence. Plotting t

song positions on a map revealed son

thing that was not obvious to me in t

field. Individual feeding areas overlapp

the areas in which individual marsh w
biers sang did not. The singers seemed

be declaring ownership of distinct o
areas within their territory.

What was the purpose of maintain)

such a stake? If food was as abundant a

appeared to be, why could not individu

roam freely? Why give up part of the c

to singing in a territory? Possibly the bii

were laying claim to resources for inS'

ance purposes—not to satisfy immedir

requirements, but to safeguard a supjr i

for leaner times in the future. Studies!" si

birds elsewhere have shown that some s

cies will defend a resource even when fc i

is plentiful and widespread. Barbara a,

I

David Snow described such behavior w:i

mistle thmshes in England, which gujl

berry-laden bushes in the fall to insij

fmit supplies in the depths of winter. Tl|

study provokes the fascinating thouf

that we have mistle thmshes to thank*

England for the availability of yuleti;

holly berries.

In Zambia, marsh warblers start to si;

when their annual molt begins. They m t

rapidly, and for a time they cannot

well. This means that they need to depej

upon resources of a small patch to mi

I
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On its European breedinggrounds, a marsh

warbler runs through its repertoire.

the extra nutritional and energetic de-

mands of molt. They, presumably, are re-

luctant to venture far for food, being par-

ticularly vulnerable to predation at the

time. The rains end when most marsh war-

blers are still molting and before they have

prepared for migration. A known, depend-

able source of food might be of crucial

importance, and its maintenance might

indeed justify the risk of a bird's advertis-

ing its presence to potential predators dur-

ing the rigors of heavy molt.

In a stay of perhaps four months at its

wintering site, a bird will learn many
things crucial for survival—for example,

the best and safest places to feed and to

roost and the numbers and kinds of preda-

tors and competitors it is likely to encoun-

ter—that will stand it in good stead in the

future. Time spent one year learning

about local conditions can be used the

next to secure and maintain ownership of

the choice patches. Learning the ropes in a

new site takes time and involves predation

risks, and it may be why migrant birds of

many kinds are remarkably faithful to cer-

tain breeding areas.

In my study population of marsh war-

blers, just under half returned the follow-

ing winter to the same patch of thickets.

The annual mortality rate of such birds is

thought to be approximately 50 percent.

If this is so, I was witnessing the return of

almost the entire surviving population. In

a feat of navigation, the warblers success-

Gertrudand Helmut Oe j

fully rediscover, not just Zambia or

Lochinvar National Park, but the very

same clump of bushes they occupied a

year earlier, after a journey of perhaps

4,800 miles.

This odyssey takes the marsh warbler

from Europe, through the Middle East

and the Arabian Peninsula, across the Red
Sea to Sudan and into northeast Africa,

the semiarid thorn-bush savannas of east-

em Kenya, and then southward. Much of

what we know of the migration route

comes from conventional techniques of

migration study: banding and observation.

In Kenya, for example, some 30,000

marsh warblers have been trapped,

banded, and released during their noctur-

nal, long-distance migration when at-

tracted to the powerful game-viewing

lamps at the Ngulia Safari Lodge in Tsavo

West National Park. Indeed, we probably

know more about the migration patterns

of this species than those of many of the

200 or so species that migrate from Eur-

asia into Africa. However, parts of the

journey remain mysteries. For example,

what happens to marsh warblers for the

six to eight weeks between their arrival in

Sudan in August and their subsequent

reappearance in Kenya in late October?

We do not know if the birds stop migrating

altogether and occupy resting areas or

continue migrating but at a very slow

pace. The latter possibility has been sug-

gested by experiments at the Max Planck

Institute in Germany to record inter I

annual migratory rhythms in marsh w

biers. Searches in Ethiopia have failec

turn up more than a few individuals.

There is, however, one additiol

source of information. During the fl

months of its life, the marsh warlr

learns the songs and calls of birds not j i

from its birthplace and wintering area t

also from its migration route. This le:
'-

ing equips the marsh warbler with a rea j-

made, elaborate song with which to !-

tract a mate and defend a territory. It i

p

gives us an audio-travelogue. When Fr i-

9oise Dowsett-Lemaire investigated p

repertoires of twenty marsh warblers, b

found that almost all imitated some s-

cies of very localized distribution i

northeast Africa. The material exists f(.i

dedicated omitho-detective, armed w(i

knowledge of the songs and calls of s l-

able indicator species from Europe ip

Africa, to decipher the marsh warblis

song and to unravel further the migrativ

story of this species. In the valleys of ci

tral Europe, for a few nights every spriji

the marsh warbler sings its secret.

Martin G. Kelsey studied marsh warbm

while at the Edward Grey Instituted

Field Ornithology at Oxford Univera

He is currently Programme Officer
\

the Americas at the International Couu

for Bird Preservation, based in Cd

bridge, England.
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This View OF LiF

What the Immaculate Pigeon

Teaches the BurdenedMnd
To support his theory, Darwin studied the rock dove and its descendants

by Stephen Jay Gould

Two successive symbols of Saint Louis

typify the passages of our century. Saari-

nen's magnificent arch, gleaming and

immaculate, seems to soar from the Mis-

sissippi River into heaven (an optical illu-

sion, in large part, cleverly produced by a

gradual decrease in edge length from

fifty-four feet at the base of the structure

to seventeen feet at the summit. Our
minds work on the expectation of a con-

stant size, and the marked decrease there-

fore makes the summit seem ever so much
higher than its actual 630 feet—the size of

an ordinary skyscraper in a modern city).

By contrast, Saint Louis's older symbol,

an equestrian statue of the eponymous

Louis IX, the only canonized king of

France, still stands in front of the Art

Museum in Forest Park. It is anything but

immaculate, thanks to that primary spot-

ting agent of all cities—pigeons.

As a team, pigeons and the statue of

Saint Louis go way back. The current

statue is a 1906 recasting in bronze of the

impermanent original made for the main

entrance to one of the world's greatest

expositions—the 1904 World's Fair, held

to celebrate (if just a bit late) the cente-

nary of the Louisiana Purchase. The Fair

must have been spectacular; my wife's

family, raised in Saint Louis, still men-

tions it with awe in stories passed down
through three generations. The Fair gave

us iced tea, ice cream cones, and a great

song, "Meet Me in Saint Louis, Louis"

(many folks don't even know the next line,

"Meet me at the Fair").

A Ferris wheel stood twenty-five stories

high; Scott Joplin played his rags. The
Pike, main street of the amusement area,

featured daily reenactments of the Boer

War and the Galveston Flood. The world's

greatest athletes came to participate in

the third Olympic Games. The fair-

grounds, bathed at night in the newfan-

gled invention of electric lighting, inspired

Henry Adams to write:

The world has never witnessed so marvel-

ous a phantasm; by night Arabia's crimson

sands had never returned a glow half so

astonishing [a statement that will need revi-

sion after the night bombing of our Desert

Storm], as one wandered among long lines

of white palaces, exquisitely lighted by
thousands and thousands of electric can-

dles, soft, rich, shadowy, palpable in their

sensuous depths [from The Education of
Henry Adams].

This statement also makes sense of the

next two lines of the famous song: "Don't

tell me the lights are shining / Any place

but there."

Intellectuals must be constantly clever

and industrious. We know that we are

peripheral to society's main thrust, and we
must be constantly vigilant in seeking

opportunities to piggyback on larger en-

terprises—to find something so big and so

expensive that prevailing powers will

grant us a bit of space and attention at the

edges. The hoopla and funding of major

exhibitions often give us a little room for a

smaller celebration in our own style. I was

invited to give a speech at something

called the Academic Olympiad in Seoul

during the last great athletic show. (I

wasn't able to go and never heard boo

about the outcome—although television

deluged us with all the details about jave-

lins and the hop, step, and jump.) Simi-

larly, as the 1 904 World's Fair led to the

establishment of Washington University,

academicians rallied to hold a Congress of

Arts and Science at the Universal Expo-

!J

sition (as the Fair was officially called),

this convocation, the great American

ologist Charles Otis Whitman gave a le;

ing address with the general title:
"'

Problem of the Origin of Species."

spoke primarily about pigeons.

Whitman's work, while treating

humble a subject, had a certain panac

and boldness. He wrote at a time wl

biologists, although fully confident abi

the fact of evolution, had become v

confused and polemical about the ca«

of evolutionary change. Darwin-'s own I

ory of natural selection had never a
manded majority support (and would

emerge as a consensus until the 1 930s).

visitors ate their first ice cream cones

the Pike, at least three other theories

evolutionary change enjoyed strong s

port among biologists: (1) the inherita

of acquired characters, or "Lamarckisi

(2) the origin of species in sudden jump;

genetic change, or "mutationism"; (3)

unfolding of evolution along limited ps

ways set by the genetic and developmet

programs of organisms, or "orthogeneffi

(literally, "straight line generatioi

Whitman, who had been raising :

breeding pigeons for decades, defem

the last alternative, orthogenesis, :

thereby relegated Darwinian natural

lection to a small and subsidiary rokn

evolution.

Whitman's boldness did not lie in

choice of the orthogenetic theory, for i|

argument was a strong contender in

day, although probably the least popil

of the three major alternatives to Darv'

ism. We judge a man intrepid when t

uses his adversary's tools or data to s>-

port a rival system. A famous story ab

n

Ty Cobb tells of his disgust with B«

I
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Ruth's new style of power hitting (Ruth

swatted more home runs per year ail by

himself than most teams had managed in

a season during earlier times). Cobb, the

greatest and most artful practitioner of

the earlier style of slap, hit, and scramble

for a run at a time, held his hands apart on

the bat, slipped them together high on the

bat as the pitch came in (thus achieving

maximal control while sacrificing power),

and then slapped the ball to his chosen

spot. Ruth, by contrast (and following the

strategy of all sluggers), held the bat at the

end and swung away, missing far more

often than he connected. Cobb regarded

this style as easy and vulgar, however ef-

fective. One day near the end of his career,

and to show his contempt in the most

public way, Cobb ostentatiously held the

bat in Ruth's manner, hit three home runs

in a single game, and then went right back

to his older, favored style forever after.

Whitman's assault on Darwin's theory

from within was far bolder and more sus-

tained, if not quite so showy. For Whitman

had chosen, for study over decades, the

very organisms—pigeons—that Darwin

had selected as the primary empirical sup-

port for his own theory.

Darwin stated in chapter one of the

Origin ofSpecies:

Believing that it is always best to study

some special group, I have, after delibera-

tion, taken up domestic pigeons. I have kept

every breed which I could purchase, or ob-

tain, and have been most kindly favored

with skins from several quarters of the

world. ... I have associated with several

eminent fanciers, and have been permitted

to join two of the London Pigeon Clubs.

Darwin stated an excellent reason for

his choice in the next sentence:

The diversity of the breeds is something

astonishing. Compare the English carrier

and the short-faced tumbler, and see the

wonderful difference in their beaks. . .

.

The common tumbler has the singular and
strictly inherited habit of flying at a great

height in a compact flock, and tumbling in

the air head over heels. . . . The Jacobin has

the feathers so much reversed along the

back of the neck that they form a hood. . .

.

The fantail has thirty or even forty tail-

feathers, instead of twelve or fourteen, the

normal number in all members of the great

pigeon family; and these feathers are kept

expanded, and are carried so erect that in

good birds the head and tail touch.

These breeds are so different that any

specialist, if "he were told that they were

wild birds," would assume major taxo-

nomic distinctions based upon substantial

differences. "I do not believe," Darwin

wrote, "that any ornithologist would place

the English carrier, the short-faced tum-

bler, the runt, the barb, pouter, and fantail

in the same genus."

And yet, demonstrably by their inter-

breeding and their known history, all these

pigeons belong to the same species and

therefore have a common evolutionary

source—the rock pigeon, Columba livia.

Darwin wrote; "Great as the differences

are between the breeds of pigeons, I am
fully convinced that the common opinion

of naturalists is correct, namely, that all

have descended from the rock-pigeon {Co-

lumba livia)." (Darwin might have cho-

sen the even more familiar example of

dogs to make the same point, but he was

not convinced that all dog breeds came

from a common wolf source, whereas the

evidence for a single progenitor of all pi-

geons seemed incontrovertible.) Only one

step—the key analogical argument that

powers the entire Origin of Species—re-

mained to secure the most important argu-

ment in the history of biology and to ma
pigeons the heroes of reform; if hum
breeding of pigeons could produce, in

few thousand years at most, differem

apparently as great as those separati

genera, then why deny to a vastly mc

potent nature, working over millions

years, the power to construct the ent

history of life by evolution? Why acknoi

edge the plain fact of evolution amo
pigeons and then insist that all natui

species, many no more different one fn

the other than pigeon breeds, were creat

by God in their permanent form?

Whitman, of course, did not disagi

with Darwin's focal contention that

geons had evolved, but he strongly qu

tioned Darwin's opinion on how they a

other species had arisen. Charles

Whitman ( 1 842-1 9 1 0), although scara

a household name today, was the leadi

American biologist of his generation. 1

was, perhaps, the last great thinker to sp

the transition from the pre-Darwini

world to the rise of twentieth-century

perimental traditions—for he had studi

with Louis Agassiz, the last true creatii

ist of real stature, and he lived to foi

and direct the symbol of modernism:

American biology, the Marine Biology

Laboratory at Woods Hole. In his

search. Whitman was best known

meticulous work on "cell lineage" stuc

in embryology—tracing the eventual f

of the first few embryonic cells in form

;

various parts of the body. In promot

;

this form of research as canonical i

Woods Hole, and in establishing at s

new laboratory the finest young Amen i

biologists. Whitman succeeded in br -

ing to this country the experimental
;
i

mechanistic traditions championed as ;

soul of "modernism" in Europe.

Darwin included this

illustration ofthe "showiest"

pigeon breed, the English

fantail. in his book The
Variation of Animals and

Plants under Domestication.
AMNH
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[n this light, I have always had trouble

nembering that Whitman's main love

research lay in the opposite camp of

d-fashioned" and largely descriptive

ural history—decades of work on the

sing, breeding, and observation of pi-

)ns. This passion even led to his death.

Chicago (where he served as professor

biology at the university), on the first

11 day of December 1910, Whitman

rked all afternoon in his backyard, hast-

preparing winter quarters for his pi-

ins to save them from the cold. As a

ult, he developed pneumonia and died

! days later. F. R. Lillie, once his assis-

t and then his successor at Woods

le, eulogized his old boss: "In his zeal

his pigeons, he forgot himself."

Jnfortunately, Whitman died before

ipleting and integrating his lifelong

-k on pigeons. He had published a few

liminary addresses (most notably, his

;ring in Saint Louis), but never the

mised major statement. I can't help

iking that the history of evolutionary

ught might have been different had

litman lived to promulgate and prosely-

; his non-Darwinian evolutionary ideas.

. colleagues did gather his notes and

a into a three-volume posthumous

•k on pigeons, which finally appeared

1919. But this work (the basis of my

essay) was too disjointed, too incomplete,

and above all, too late to win its potential

influence.

Darwin's pigeon agenda had been wider

than the simple demonstration of evolu-

tion. He also wished to promote his own

theory about how evolution had oc-

curred—natural selection. Again, he re-

lied on argument by analogy: pigeon

breeds had been made by artificial selec-

tion based on human preferences for

gaudiness (pouters, fantails) or utility

(carriers, racers).

When a bird presenting some conspicuous

variation has been preserved, and its off-

spring have been selected, carefully

matched, and again propagated, and so on-

wards during successive generations, the

principle is so obvious that nothing more
need be said about it. [This quotation

comes from Darwin's most extensive dis-

cussion of pigeons, two long chapters in his

1868 book, The Variation of Animals and
Plants under Domestication. Other state-

ments are cited from the Origin ofSpecies,

1859.] May not those naturalists who
. . . admit that many of our domestic races

have descended from the same parents

—

may they not learn a lesson of caution, when
they deride the idea of species in a state of

nature being lineal descendants of other

species?

Orthogeneticists like Whitman did not

deny natural selection but viewed Dar-

win's force as too weak to accomplish any-

thing but a bit of superficial tinkering.

Natural selection, they argued, can make

nothing, and can only accept or reject the

variation that arises naturally among dif-

fering organisms in an interbreeding

population. If the genetic and embryologi-

cal systems of organisms prescribe a defi-

nite direction to this variability, then natu-

ral selection is rendered powerless to set

the course of evolutionary change. Sup-

pose, for example, that size in offspring

only varied in a single direction from pa-

rental dimensions; that is, all kids ended

up either the same size or taller than their

folks. What could natural selection do?

Darwin's force could hasten an inherent

trend by favoring the taller offspring. At

most, selection could prevent a trend, and

keep the population stable, by eliminating

the taller offspring and preserving only

those of parental dimensions. But selec-

tion could not work counter to the inherent

direction of variation because no raw ma-

terial would be available for trends in any

direction other than increasing size. Thus,

selection would be a force subsidiary to

the internal tendency for directional varia-

tion, or orthogenesis.

Darwin, of course, was aware of the

logic of this destructive argument. He
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The two-barred wingpattern, as shown

in Whitman's work, Orthogenetic

Evolution in Pigeons

countered by claiming that variation has

no inherent direction and occurs "at ran-

dom" relative to the favored path of natu-

ral selection. (This is the context for Dar-

win's confusing claim that variation is

random—a statement that has led many

people into the worst vernacular miscon-

ception about Darwinism: the false belief

that Darwin viewed evolutionary change

itself as random, and that the manifest

order of life therefore disproves his theory.

In Darwin's scheme, variation is random,

but natural selection is a deterministic

force, adapting organisms to changes in

their local environments. In fact, Darwin

made his claim about the randomness of

variation in order to empower natural se-

lection as a directional agent.) If variation

is only random raw material, occurring in

no favored direction relative to environ-

mental advantages, then some other force

must shape this formless potential into

adaptive change. Random raw material

needs another force to carve out and pre-

serve the advantageous portion—and nat-

ural selection plays this role in Darwin's

system. But orthogenetically directed

variation requires no other shaping force

and can set an evolutionary trend all by

itself.

Whitman therefore set out to prove that

an inherent trend in variation pervades the

pigeon lineage—a trend too powerful for

natural selection to alter in direction or

even to slow substantially. Whitman

based his argument on the bird's patterns

of coloration.

The feral pigeons that speckle our pub-

lic statuary show two basic color patterns

in their extensive repertoire of variation.

Some have two black bars on the front

edges of their wings and a uniform gray

color elsewhere; others develop black

splotches, called checkers, on some or all

wing feathers, but also retain the two bars

(although usually in more indistinct

form). The bars, in any case, are com-

posed of checkers (on several adjacent

feathers) that line up to produce the im-

pression of a broad, continuous stripe.

Darwin had assumed that ancestral pi-

geons were two-barred and that checkers

represented an evolved modification by

intensification of coloration. Whitman re-

versed Darwin's perspective:

The latter [two-barred] was regarded by

Darwin as the typical wing pattern for Co-

lumba livia; the former [checkered] was

supposed to be a variation arising there-

from, a frequent occurrence but of no im-

portance. Just the contrary is true; the

checkered pigeon represents the more an-

cient type, from which the two-barred type

has been derived.

This reversal is of no great significance

in itself, unless you happen to be a pigeon

fancier devoted to the peculiarities of

these generally unloved creatures. But

Whitman made much of his inversion be-

cause his favored sequence of checkers-to-

bars formed the major part of his pro-

posed (and inexorable) orthogenetic

sequence of internally prescribed varia-

tion—an evolutionary pattern inherent in

the biological organization of pigeons and

quite beyond the power of natural selec-

The checkeredpattern ofpigeon

wing, alsofrom Whitman's

posthumous monograph

tion to deflect. The orthogenetic tren.

Whitman argued, moved from origin:

diffusion to later concentration of cole

Checkers plus indistinct bars must con-

before clear bars and no checkers. In ti

lines following the quotation just citei

Whitman wrote:

The direction of evolution in pattern in tt

rock pigeons has been from a condition i

relative uniformity to one of regional di

ferentiation.

But Whitman had an even bolder \

sion, based on the same orthogenetic pa

tern. Checkers-to-bars was no circur

scribed peculiarity of domestic pigeoi

but only part of a much more extensi'

orthogenetic trend that pervaded the e

tire pigeon family (including all other sp

cies from mourning dove to passenger
i

geon, which became extinct in the deca

between Whitman's death and the postb

mous publication of his monograph), ai

perhaps even all coloration in birds-^

inherent and ineluctable progression fi

'

an original homogeneous checkering

all feathers, to the concentration of col

in certain areas (checkers plus bars, a

then to bars alone), to the reduction a

weakening of these concentrations, to t

final elimination of all color. Whitm

located the ancestral state in the unifoi

checkering of some species—the "tur

dove pattern" in his terminology—and t

final goal in some idealized, albinized v

sion of the Holy Ghost, depicted as a pi

white dove in so many medieval paintin

In short, and in his words, from unifo

spotting to "immaculate monochrome,

most unpigeonlike state (in both appe

ance and deed), at least in our metaph

(also the quotation that piqued my inl

est, inspired this essay, and cast my inii

thoughts toward Saint Louis). In a

markable vision of inexorable movem'

through the entire great family of pigec

Whitman wrote:

When we look around among allied spec i

and see the same bars reduced to about \ f

dimensions in the rock pigeon of Mane -

ria, reduced to mere remnants of two to i

spots in the stock dove, carried to compl

:

obsoletion [sic] or to a few shadowy re
-

niscences in . . . Columba rufina of Bra

.

gone past return in some of our dome;

:

breeds and in many of the wild [doves i i

pigeons]—when we see all these sta s

multiplied and varied through some 40(3

500 wild species and 100 to 200 dome;:

breeds, and in general tending to the sas

goal, we begin to realize that they e

. . . slowly passing phases in the progresii

an orthogenetic process of evolution, whi

seems to have no fixed goal this side ofn

immaculate monochrome—possibly n(e

short of complete albinism.

Moreover, while the progress of e
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The turtle dove pattern (all

checkers),from Whitman's

monograph

trend may be "lengthened or shortened,

strengthened or weakened" by such sub-

sidiary forces as natural selection, the or-

thogenetic sequence is invariable:

The steps are seriated in a causal, genetic

order—an order that admits no transposi-

tions, no reversals, no mutational skips, no

unpredictable chance intrusions.

When we discern the proper sequence of

orthogenetic stages, evolution may be-

come a predictive science: "Not only is the

direction of the change hitherto discover-

able, but its future course is predictable."

I have not resurrected Whitman's

largely forgotten work in order to defend

orthogenesis as a replacement for natural

selection, for this is truly a dead issue

decided long ago in Darwin's favor.

Rather, from my deep admiration of

Whitman's keen intelligence and my abid-

ing respect for his decades of careful work

with pigeons, I do wish to point out that his

conclusions were not foolish and that sev-

eral aspects of his work would repay our

close study, even today. Consider three

points that might prompt sympathy and

interest.

1 . The false charge of teleology. The
standard one-liners of evolution texts dis-

miss orthogenesis as a theistically in-

spired, last-gasp effort to salvage some
form of inherent goal and purpose in Dar-

win's new world. In this canard, support-

ers of orthogenesis abandoned rationality

itself to embrace for their explanation of

life a woolly mysticism of "vital forces"

and "inherent directions"—the very con-

cepts that science had struggled to discard

in field after field, from cosmology to

physics to chemistry. Whitman has been

viewed as a particularly sad example of

this slippage and surrender, for he had

been such a committed mechanist in his

earlier embryological work.

This hurtful charge is not only wrong

but entirely backward. Whitman and

nearly all other prominent supporters of

orthogenesis maintained as firm a com-

mitment to mechanical causation (some

today might argue too firm), and as strong

an aversion to mystical or spiritual direc-

tion, as any contemporary in this late nine-

teenth century age of industrial order. In

the opening paragraph of his 1919 mono-

graph on pigeons, Whitman wrote:

His [Darwin's] triumph has won for us a

common height from which we see the

whole world of living beings as well as all

inorganic nature; phenomena of every order

we now regard as expressions of natural

causes. The supernatural has no longer a

standing in science; it has vanished like a

dream, and the halls consecrated to its

thralldom of the intellect are becoming ra-

diant with a more cheerful faith.

In fact, Whitman's orthogenesis ar

from his mechanical perspective, not,

opposition to his former life's work. Ij

orthogenetic trend was not a mystical i

pulse from outside but a mechanistic dr|

from within, based upon admittedly

known laws of genetics and embryolo

His work on cell lineages had mapped
|

fate of earliest cells in the embryo and 1

indicated that the source of eventual I

gans could be specified even in the t|

and formless clump of initial cells. If <

bryos grew so predictably, why shol

evolutionary change be devoid of simii

order? "I venture to assert," Whitn^

wrote,

that variation is sometimes orderly and,

other times rather disorderly, and that ; .

one is just as free from teleology as j ^

other. ... If a designer sets limits to va • li

tion in order to reach a definite end,

direction of events is teleological; bui

organization and the laws of developm

exclude some lines of variation and fa

others, there is certainly nothing supernj

ral in this.

2. Whitman's evidence. Modem detr

tors who misconstrue orthogenesis as (

fashioned teleology often assume that

;

supporters could only have been work

:

on hope and the flimsiest of supposed i

dence. But Whitman spent decades g£

ering reams of fascinating data (not 1

properly interpreted in our view, but ; 1 *

full of interest). He marshaled three m^ r S

sources of evidence to support his orthc

netic theory: breeding, comparative ai -

omy, and ontogeny (the growth of indi' -

ual birds).

In breeding, he found that he co 1

develop a two-barred race from checke 1

parents by selecting birds with the we -

est checkers in each generation. But

;

could never produce checkered birds fr i

two-barred progenitors. In comparat;

anatomy, he argued that species judj.l

more ancestral on other criteria gw

plumages of early stages in the ortho -

netic series. In ontogeny, he found 1

1

juvenile plumage exhibited earlier sta. s

than adult feathers (a juvenile bird mi] t

molt its checkered feathers and then gi

'

a two-barred adult plumage). Most ni -

teenth-century biologists believed tit

"ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny"-i

mouthful meaning that individuals, i

their embryology and growth, tend to p >

through stages representing adult forms f

their ancestry. Juvenile plumage woii

therefore represent an ancestral conditii

.

The law of recapitulation is wrong (see 1 1

book Ontogeny and Phylogeny), but >i

can't blame Whitman for accepting I!

consensus of his time.

3. Channels versus one-way stree-
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Whitman viewed his series of orthogeneti

stages as a forced pathway—a one-wa

street with pigeons as the cars. He w;

clearly wrong in this, and two major erroi

invalidate his form of orthogenesis. Firs

the cars can go in either direction: Whi
man's series may carve a road into a con

plex landscape, but the traffic flows boi

ways. Pigeons can either gain or lose cole

Second, I doubt that either the checken

or two-barred condition represents a prii

itive state for domestic pigeons. The a

cestor of domestic races was a populatio

not an individual, and populations ai

variable. I suspect that the parental pop

lation included both checkered and tw

barred birds within a spectrum of vari

tion and that the spectrum represents tl

ancestral condition.

But think about Whitman's vision in

slightly modified form and we have i

idea that is not only valid but also full

potential insight in correcting a majorm
conception and teaching a fundament

truth about evolution. Think of this or

way street as a channel instead-

vored pathway of evolutionary variatii

set by the inherited genetic and develo

mental programs of organisms.

Evolution does not move in predictal

and preformed directions; organisms

not balls on the top of inclined planes. T
inherited constitution of organisms sun

sets limits of all kinds upon possibilities <

variation and just as surely channl

change along certain pathways.'

If natural selection controlled evolul

entirely, then no such limits and pathwi

would exist, and organisms would be I'

billiard balls, fully capable of moving

any direction and subject to any changf

position induced by the pool cue of natu

selection. But, to borrow an old metapl

from Darwin's brilliant cousin Frar

Galton, suppose that organisms are pc

hedrons rather than billiard balls, and t;

they can only move by flipping from (

side (on which they now rest) to an ac,

cent facet. They may need a push fr'i i

natural selection to move at all, but -

direction of change is largely set by im

nal limitations and possibilities. If 'm\

ited genetic and developmental progra

build the facets of Galton's polyhedr

then strong internal constraints upon e

lutionary change must exist, and W
man's insight is correct, so long as

convert his one-way streets into chl

nels—that is, strong biases in the direci

of variation available for evolution

change. Moreover, Whitman proba

identified the most important inter

channel of all—the pathway of ontoge,

or the growth of individuals. Evolutionj

change works most easily with a direct
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I ady established in growth—lengthen-

u a bit here, cutting out a stage or two

he, changing the relative timing of

lt;lopment among organs and parts,

he greatest vernacular misconception

I rolution views the process as an inex-

ir le machine, working to produce opti-

n adaptations as best solutions to prob-

cj posed by local environments and

II )nstrained by the whims and past his-

s of organisms. For example, I have

n itored the "Ask the Boston Globe"

c ice query column for years and have

le T known it to answer an evolutionary

|i tion in any but an adaptationist way.

) correspondent asked, "Why do we

is; two breasts?" and the paper an-

w ed by citing a theory that the "right"

liber of breasts (for optimal adapta-

io ' is one more than the usual number of

fjiring, thus providing a margin of

aly, but not so large a margin as to

ifi me a burden. Since human females

Ji )st always have but a single child, two

5 ( : right number of breasts by this argu-

nlt rooted in natural selection. I

kS in't help but laugh when I read this

'£ lusion. I do grasp the logic, but surely

h primary channel of our anatomical

l«|!n—bilateral symmetry—has some-

hl ! to do with the solution. Most exter-

la' ies come in twos on our bodies—eyes.

nostrils, ears, arms, legs, and so on—and

the reason cannot be singleton births. Isn't

this prior channel of architecture more

likely to be the primary reason for two

breasts?

If the adaptationist vision were true, we

might gain the comfort of seeing our-

selves, and all other creatures, as

quintessentially "right," at least for our

local environments of natural selection.

But evolution is the science of history and

its influence. We come to our local envi-

ronments with the baggage of eons; we are

not machines newly constructed for our

current realities. These historical bag-

gages are expressed as the genetic and

developmental channels that led Whit-

man too far, but that, properly interpreted

as strong biases in variation rather than

one-way streets of change, would give us a

much richer view of evolution as a subtle

balance between constraints of history

and reshapings by natural selection.

The power of the channels is a key to

understanding our bodies and our minds;

we will never grasp the evolutionary con-

tribution to our nature if we persist in the

naive view that natural selection builds

best solutions. We can accept the idea

more readily for our bodies; hernias and

lower back pain are the price we pay for

walking upright with bodies evolved for

quadrupedal life and not optimally rede-

signed. But how much of the quirkiness

and limitations of our modes of thinking

might also record a structure evolved dur-

ing eons for other uses and only recently

developing the varied phenomena of

higher consciousness, and its primary tool

of expression in language? Why are we so

bad at so many mental operations? Why
do we seem so singularly unable to grasp

probability? Why do we classify by the

painfully inadequate technique of dichot-

omy? Why can we not even conceive of

infinity and eternity? Is the limit of cur-

rent cosmological thinking a defect of

data or a property of mind that gives us no

access to more fruitful kinds of answers?

I do not mean this list as a statement of

despair about our mental midgetry. To

recognize a potential limit is to think

about tools of possible transcendence.

Freedom, as Spinoza said, is the recogni-

tion of necessity. Let us return once again

to the proper metaphor of channels and

remember the finest statement in litera-

ture about emerging from ruts: "There is a

tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at

the flood, leads on to fortune."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Worlds in Contac
I

Death and Taxes
Every empire has itsprice

by Samuel M. Wilson

"Taxation is made more shameful and

burdensome," wrote Salvian the Presby-

ter in the fifth century, "because all do not

bear the burden of all. They extort tribute

from the poor man for the taxes of the

rich, and the weaker carry the load for the

stronger" {The Writings of Salvian the

Presbyter, Catholic University Press,

1947). Salvian was complaining of the tax

burden imposed on conquered territory by

the Roman Empire, but the same senti-

ments might have been expressed by New
World peoples as they were incorporated

into the expanding Spanish empire. In a

large part of the New World, most notably

in regions ruled by the Aztec and Inca

empires, people probably grumbled about

taxes long before the arrival of the Euro-

peans. From the smallest agrarian chief-

dom to empires spanning continents, gov-

ernments throughout history have lived

off the surplus produced by the populace,

and they have engineered economies to

insure that such a surplus was produced.

When they conquered the most com-

plex societies of the New World, the Span-

iards substituted their own systems of tax-

ation for those already in place. How, we
may wonder, did the conquistadors come
to the conclusion that New World people

owed them anything? Montezuma might

have pondered this as he sat under house

arrest in the Spaniards' quarters in

Tenochtitlan. For most early Spanish con-

querors, however, it was a given. Colum-

bus took it for granted and had a tribute

system in place on Hispaniola by 1494:

All the natives between the ages of fourteen

and seventy years bound themselves to pay
him tribute in the products of the country at

so much per head, promising to fulfill their

engagement. Some of the conditions of this

agreement were as follows: the mountain-

eers of Cibao were to bring to the town

every three months a specified measure
filled with gold. They reckon by the moon
and call the months moons. The islanders

who cultivated the lands which spent*);

ously produced spices and cotton, wf
pledged to pay a fixed sum per head ft

Orbe Novo, by Peter Martyr D'Angh|i

Burt Franklin, 1912].

Perhaps for sixteenth-century Eun
ans (as in twentieth-century conventi(

wisdom) taxes were one of the two i

capable things. Or perhaps Spain, in

manding tribute from conquered peof

took Rome as its model. Gaul and Bri

and Spain itself—or the peoples and k

that then constituted Spain—had
]

tribute to Rome a thousand years be

Columbus sailed.

Within the Roman system, as in air

all tax systems, the state's objective wi

extract the greatest amount of mc \

goods, and services for the least cost. I r

ing the period of the Roman Republic n

imposition of tribute on conquered ter

:

ries was an important motivation foi k

conquests in the first place. Neverthe «.

Spaniards under Balboa (center)

quarrel over the gold objects

bestowed on them by Panciaco, the

chiefwho showed them the way to the

Pacific Ocean. In the background

ofthis late sixteenth century

illustration by Flemish engraver

Theodore de Bry, the Europeans

reward Panciaco with baptism.
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to subjugate the provinces completely and

hold them to the letter of tribute demands

was probably impossible and certainly not

expedient. Conquered territories at-

tempted to minimize their tribute burden

without attracting the attention of the im-

perial army. The Romans, too, were eager

to preserve the peace.

For example, Julius Caesar's strategy

for extracting tribute from the province of

Gaul depended on convincing local lead-

ers that producing tax revenues was in

their interest. In Caesar's words (written

in the third person):

During the winter which he spent in Belgic

Gaul Caesar made it his single aim to keep

the tribes loyal, and to see that none had

any pretext for revolt or any hope of profit-

ing by it. The last thing he wanted was to

have to fight a campaign immediately be-

fore his departure; for it would mean leav-

ing Gaul in a state of rebellion when the

time came to withdraw his army, and all the

tribes would be only too willing to take up

arms when they could do so without imme-
diate risk. So he made their condition of

subjection more tolerable by addressing

the tribal governments in complimentary

terms, refraining from the imposition of any

fresh [tax] burdens, and bestowing rich

presents upon the principal citizens. By
these means it was easy to induce a people

exhausted by so many defeats to live at

peace [The Conquest of Gaul, Penguin

Books, Ltd., 1951].

Spanish tacticians also knew that much
was to be gained by co-opting the local

rulers. They coerced and courted them

into becoming agents of the empire who

would collect tribute and keep the peace.

Spain's treatment of its New World terri-

tories was similar in other respects to

Rome's relationship to its provinces. To

generate income, Spain placed the great-

est effort in areas of greatest return (like

the gold- and silver-mining regions), just

as Rome exploited Britain's mineral

wealth. Spain pensioned off its soldiers

with grants of New World lands and the

labor of conquered people, just as Rome
granted parcels of conquered land to retir-

ing soldiers to repay them cheaply and to

further subdue the provinces. And like

Rome, Spain kept the cost of having an

army within bounds by using the threat of

force more often than force itself.

As did Rome and Spain, the Inca em-

pire in the Andes undertook its conquests

with the smallest standing army possible.

But their might was still adequate to sub-

jugate unwilling populations whose tradi-

tional leadership had nothing to gain and

everything to lose by imperial conquest.

And like the Romans, the Inca relied on

the cooperation of local elites to fill the

imperial coffers.

The Inca policy of gentle persuasion

involved taking provincial hostages to i[

Inca capital, Cuzco, to live in great styl

These guests were steeped in the cit\

language and culture. Undoubtedly,

would have been impressed on them th;

the treatment they received depended e

tirely upon their participation in extrac

ing tribute from their homelands. Garc

laso de la Vega, whose mother was

member of the Inca elite and whose fath

was a Spanish nobleman, described tl

strategy of the Inca emperor:

They also carried off the leading chief ai

all his children to Cuzco, where they we

treated with kindness and favor so that 1

frequenting the court they would learn n

only its laws, customs, and correct speec

but also the rites, ceremonies, and supers

tions of the Incas. This done, the [chie

was restored to his former dignity and a

thority, and the Inca, as king, ordered t

vassals to serve and obey him as their nal

ral lord.

The Inca bestowed . . . gifts on nev

conquered Indians, so that however bruti

and barbarous they had been they wt

subdued by affection and attached to

service by a bond so strong that no provir

ever dreamed of rebelling. And in order

remove all occasion for complaint and

prevent dissatisfaction from leading to i

bellion, he confirmed and promulgai

anew all the former laws, liberties, andst

utes so that they might be more esteen

and respected, and he never changec

word of them unless they were contrarj

the idolatry and laws of his empire [/?o

Commentaries of the Incas, translated

Harold Livermore, University- of Te

Press, 1966].

:

The Aztec empire, centered in the ca

tal city Tenochtitlan, also resembled!

publican Rome in its treatment of peril

eral territories. In his recent book Tr0

Tribute, and Transportation (Univers

of Oklahoma Press), historical anthrof

ogist Ross Hassig emphasized three (i

.

respondences in his analysis of the A2 ,:

empire before and during the Spar-)

conquest:

While the similarities between the Rom
and the Aztecs can be overstated, they

share certain characteristics: (1) expans

of political dominance without direct te

torial control, (2) a focus on the intei

security of the empire by exercising in

ence on a limited range of activities wil
^j,

the client states, and (3) the achievemen n,

such influence by generally retaining rat ^'|

than replacing local officials.

When the Inca and Aztec empires

to Spain, the conquerors seemed in a gi

position to replace the top strata of ^^

World bureaucratic structures, leavgl

lower strata intact to funnel tribute >

ward. But substituting tribute to Spain

tribute to Cuzco or Tenochtitlan wa«

disaster for several reasons. Foremost, e
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uest brought massive loss of life

igh the introduction of Old World

ses. The indigenous economies were

I )letely disrupted by epidemics that in

a / areas killed 70 to 90 percent of the

I) lation in less than a century, provid-

b' grimly literal example of a shrinking

Kiase. In the New World, death and

kI were more closely linked than in the

c ;rbial sense.

!cond, the expanding European em-

r lid not merely replace the top tier of

e ndigenous tribute system; it short-

n ited the entire structure. Under the

I ; system, for example, tribute flowed

r' gh a pyramidal series of institutions,

)l local governments to regional cen-

r. provincial capitals to Tenochtitlan.

the imposition of Spanish control,

intermediate stops were bypassed;

:e went from local regions directly to

CO City and from there to Spain,

j'mal centers and administrative sys-

n withered and disappeared, undercut-

i| he native political order.

1 lally, European governments and en-

: ;neurs were interested in forms of

j; h that were tangible and transport-

ij Taxes in the form of labor—such as

e tica mita system, which supplied a

): force for state projects—were less

ij iling. Thus, local groups that had

e )usly met their obligations by work-

g ir the state from time to time were

r' i to pay tribute in goods.

i\ bad as this was, the situation was

il vorse for those New World people

li vere unaccustomed to life within the

h' e of tribute-demanding empires. For

e being forced to pay taxes in the

n of money or goods or labor was an

1] ;sible order: little or no surplus was

T ated by their subsistence economies,

ic no tribute-collecting mechanisms

;i in place. As a result, most of these

x es were pushed from their lands or

ir)led in the course of European ex-

iron.

Ijiay, of course, we enjoy the advan-

gof governing ourselves, instead of

i>!g tribute to some foreign imperial

)v!r. And yet, as Thomas Paine ob-

r]i in Common Sense,

o'-nment even in the best state is but a

icsary evil; in its worst state an intoler-

)i( ne; for when we suffer, or are exposed

; same miseries by a government,
hi I we might expect in a country without
)v nment. our calamity is heightened by
fiiting that we furnish the means by
!ii

1 we suffer.

(II tel M. Wilson is an assistant profes-

>r f anthropology at the University of
cA!. Austin.
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The Maya Rediscovered

First Dates
The Maya calendar and writingsystem were not the only ones in Mesoamerica—or even the earliest

by Joyce Marcus

At the time of the Spanish conquest, a

number of peoples—the Aztec, Zapotec,

Mixtec, Zoque, Maya, and others—occu-

pied the region extending from central

Mexico to as far east as Honduras and El

Salvador. Although they spoke diverse

languages and had distinct customs, they

all shared what anthropologists consider a

similar, Mesoamerican culture. While the

Maya constructed monumental cities in

the tropical lowlands of the Yucatan Pen-

insula, some of their best-known accom-

plishments had their origins among earlier

societies located to the west of their home-

land. Among these are the related phe-

nomena of hieroglyphic writing and calen-

drical systems.

In Mesoamerica, writing first emerged

among chiefdoms, societies that had he-

reditary differences in rank—based on the

degree of kinship to the chief—but that

lacked the division into exclusive upper

and lower classes typical of ancient states,

or civilizations. Between 3,000 and 2,500

years ago, a network of chiefdoms ran

from the Valley of Mexico south through

the present states of Morelos, Veracruz,

Oaxaca, and Chiapas to the Pacific coast

of Guatemala and El Salvador. The Maya
who occupied the southern lowlands of the

Yucatan Peninsula may have been rela-

tively late participants in this network.

A wide range of materials and arti-

facts—including magnetite, jade, marine

shells, obsidian, and pottery—circulated

among the chiefdoms, probably as a result

of trading and the ritual exchange of gifts

on the part of high-ranking families. This

interaction fostered a social milieu in

which ideas traveled rapidly. For exam-

ple, among the widely distributed items

were pottery vessels with stylized motifs.

Archcological Sites
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such as lightning, that appear to have beeij

linked to descent groups. The exchange ol

objects also reinforced political connee

tions between chiefs, who formed allif

ances through intermarriage and cooper
J

ated in raiding rival chiefdoms.

A chiefs authority was sanctioned b]

his supposed links to supernatural forces

This is the third in a series of articles

that explore recent discoveries and
interpretations concerning the rise and

fall of ancient Maya civilization.
k\

rather than backed by real political pov/e

based on laws and arms. Nevertheless,

.

great deal of labor was coordinated fc

communal efforts, notably in constructin

the massive pyramidal bases for templei

In Mesoamerica, the first carved ston

monuments with hieroglyphs appeared i

this context. They were erected, not in th

Maya region, but in Oaxaca (inhabited b

Zapotec-speaking people) and in souther

Veracruz and western Chiapas (inhabite

by Zoque-speaking people). Incidentall;

the ancient Olmec of Veracruz and T
basco, famed for their jade carvings an'

colossal basalt human heads—and one

regarded as the "mother culture" c

Mesoamerica—were already in their d(

cline by the time writing came to the for<

Some of the early hieroglyphic mom
ments made use of a 260Klay calenda

which was common to all Mesoamerica

groups and probably originated long bt,

fore it was first recorded in stone. Th|

calendar was produced by combinin^

twenty day names with the numbers

through 13. A counting system based o,

twenty (perhaps originally derived fror'

the twenty digits of the hands and fee:

was used by all Mesoamerican Indian;

while the day names, based on anima

and natural phenomena, varied somewhc

from group to group. Thirteen, far fret

i
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ng unlucky, was an auspicious and sa-

< :d number. The combination of a given

I tnber and day name formed a unit that

(lid not recur until 260 days (20 X 13)

II elapsed. The calendar as a whole

s ved ritual purposes, such as scheduling

( ;nts for favorable days or divining the

(' ;tiny of a child bom on a certain day.

so important was this 260-day calendar

1 it among peoples such as the Zapotec,

1 xtec, and Aztec, children were often

I Tied for the day of their birth, resulting

i such names as 2 Wind, 3 Crocodile, 5

] wer, 6 Monkey, and 8 Deer. To give

t!: day name, a hieroglyphic sign was

\:d; to give the number, most groups

( eluding the Zapotec and Maya) used a

( : for the number 1 and a bar for the

I Tiber 5. Thus, "8 Deer" would be writ-

t with one bar, three dots, and a picture

( a deer's head. Among the Maya, the

I mber was placed to the left or above the

(
yf name.

Because calendrical glyphs were so

( nmon in Mesoamerican inscriptions

—

i i were the first signs deciphered

—

s lolars such as Sylvanus G. Morley and

-Eric S. Thompson once assumed that

itny pre-Columbian monuments re-

( ded only calendrical information and

t it the Maya "worshiped time." But the

i potec, Maya, Aztec, and others used

t ; calendar to place both real and mythi-

( events in time. Very early on, Meso-

< lerican chiefdoms depicted members of

t; elite and captives taken in combat,

i erting the calendrical names of the per-

s is portrayed.

Subsequent Mesoamerican writing sys-

tns continued to record the taking of

I al lords and other captives and to honor

\ tors in battle. In later states, which

\re larger and more socially stratified

tin chiefdoms, the themes of territorial

CTtrol and personal aggrandizement

\ re added. With the emergence of a dis-
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Monument 3from San Jose Mogote

tinct noble class, writing became a tool of

the state. Its content then expanded to

include royal genealogies, ancestor wor-

ship, and important events in the rulers'

lives, such as birth, marriage, and acces-

sion to the throne.

The earliest-known stone carving to dis-

play elements of the 260-day calendar is

Monument 3 from San Jose Mogote, lo-

cated in the Valley of Oaxaca only nine

miles north of the ruins of the ancient

Zapotec city of Monte Alban. This carved

stone is between 2,600 and 2,500 years old

(its age can be estimated because it lies

beneath a dated floor and is associated

with a certain type of pottery). It shows

what appears to be a naked sacrificial vic-

tim sprawled in an awkward position, eyes

closed, mouth open, with a stream of

blood flowing from his open chest follow-

ing removal of his heart. (These pictorial

conventions appeared at a later date in

Maya monuments.) Between the feet of

the figure is inscribed the Zapotec day

sign for "earthquake," placed above an

ornate dot. This inscription, 1 Earth-

quake, was probably the victim's calendri-

cal name.

As a result of competition for land, trib-

ute, and water, rival settlements engaged

in raiding, and prisoners so taken were

commonly sacrificed to insure supernatu-

ral favors. This may have been the fate of

1 Earthquake. His name was proclaimed

for all to appreciate, perhaps simply be-

cause he was a chief or other important

person, perhaps also to identify the town

that had been raided. This custom pre-

vailed in later times among the Maya and

other groups, but whether the victims

were members of the same ethnic group as

the captors or belonged to a different one

is rarely easy to determine.

Monument 3 was laid flat on a bed of

slabs at the entrance to a forty-foot-long

corridor between two large public build-

ings, where anyone passing through would

tread on the carved representation of the

sacrificed captive. The image of a con-

queror stepping on the body of a captive

was another convention later borrowed by

the Maya, who carved stone prisoner gal-

leries and impressive monumental dis-

plays of political propaganda. The Maya
depicted prisoners as the pedestals on

which rulers stood; they also carved the

risers and treads of stone staircases with

images of bound prisoners lying full-

length, which the ruler would ascend on

the way to a palace or temple.

Perhaps a century after Monument 3

was carved, one of the earliest public

buildings in the Zapotec city of Monte
Alban was completed. It featured a gal-

lery of more than 300 carved representa-

tions of naked captives. At this time, the

first pure texts appeared, containing both

calendrical and noncalendrical glyphs

without any pictorial scenes. Signifi-

cantly, some inscriptions, such as that on

Stela 15 at Monte Alban, include calen-

drical signs (recognizable by their style

and format) with numbers between 14

and 18. The great Mexican scholar Al-

fonso Caso interpreted these signs as the

first evidence of a Mesoamerican 365-day

calendar. Such a calendar, well-known

from later sites, was divided into eighteen

"months" of twenty days and a final inter-

val of five days. Caso argued that the

calendar signs with numbers greater than

13 must have been month signs (many

later examples follow this method of nam-

ing the months).

These early Zapotec monuments sug-

gest that the 260-day calendar may have

been the first used in Mesoamerica, and

that the 260-day and 365-day calendars

were used side by side at least 2,400 years

ago. Subsequently, the two sequences

were used in interlocking combination to

produce a cycle of dates that did not re-

peat for fifty-two years. This system set

the stage for a still more comprehensive

method of reckoning time, the so-called

Long Count calendar. This calendar, for

which the later Maya are famous, first

appeared in a series of monuments in a

region some linguists have assigned to

Zoque-speaking Indians.

Somewhere in southern Mexico prior to

36 B.C., people had begun to use multiples

of a 360-day "year" to produce a very

accurate calendar for measuring long in-

tervals of time. The Maya version of that

calendar used as its starting point a date

corresponding to August 13, 3114 B.C., of

the Western (Gregorian) calendar. Some

scholars have speculated that this base 11

date was of mythological significance, cal- :il

culated to coincide with the creation of the il

present world. From that starting point, St

the Indians tabulated the elapsed time in »

order to place events in an unambiguous il

temporal context. ji

Long Count dates were recorded with a k

string of numbers whose value depended i

on their position in the string (as in the
p

Western system of ones, tens, hundreds, gii

and so on). This efficient notation in- a

eluded a "completion" symbol to be used,

when needed, as a place holder (accord-

ingly, the Indians of southern Mexico

credited with independently inventing thi

concept of zero). Using this position-vali

notation (top to bottom or left to right

the case of Maya monuments), five diff"er-

ent orders of time were recorded, in d&

scending size. They began with the largest lo

unit, a cycle of four hundred 360-day! iis

years (144,000 days). The next unit cm. k

sisted of twenty 360-day years (7,200 id

days). The third unit was the eighteen^ it

month year (360 days). Then came i n

month of 20 days, followed by the smallesi
;

unit, the individual day.

Stone monuments erected at four difAgf

ferent sites—Chiapa de Corzo, Trej d

Zapotes, El Baul, and Abaj Takalik—dis!
f|[

play dates that fall into the period tha:

archeologists call Cycle 7. These are date

that lead off with seven of the 400-yea

units. Together, the four dates span 5.

years, from 36 b.c. to a.d. 16. For exarr

pie. Stela C from Tres Zapotes, Veracru;

records the Long Count of 7. 16.6.1 6.U
using dots as 1 and bars as 5. In othe

words, the date is expressed as 7 cycles c

144,000 days, 16 units of 7,200 days,

years of 360 days, 16 months of 20 day

Stela Cfrom Tres Zapotes
Museo Nacional de Antropologla, Mexico
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1 18 additional days. If we assume that

starting date was August 1 3, 3 1 1 4 b.c.

it was for the Maya), this corresponds

September 3, 32 b.c, in the Western

;ndar We do not know what important

nt was commemorated by the carving,

:e the rest of the text is heavily eroded.

4one of these early sites lies within the

1 generally assigned to the Classic

ya. One falls in western Chiapas, one

outhem Veracruz, and two on the Pa-

; coast piedmont of Guatemala. The

securely dated monument known

n the Maya lowlands—the area where

ya civilization reached its peak—falls

Cycle 8. This monument is Stela 29

n Tikal, in the tropical rain forest of

hern Guatemala. Its Long Count date

. 1 2. 1 4.8. 1 5 conesponds to July 6, 292,

tie Western calendar

jiother important date from about this

; is found on a jade artifact called the

den Plaque, believed to have been

'cd at Tikal even though it was found

e than 120 miles away. Its front de-

s a noble, probably an early Tikal

r, with a captive sprawled at his feet.

:he back of the plaque is a Long Count

; of 8.14.3.1.12, which corresponds to

tember 15, 320. What makes the Ley-

Plaque so important is that it includes

The Leyden Plaque, presumed to be

front Tikal

a verb that means "was seated" (in office),

followed by the name of a ruler, his titles,

and an "emblem glyph," representing the

city or possibly the royal dynasty of Tikal.

The plaque thus commemorated the day

on which this ruler took office.

Although the Maya knew of and used

the 260-day ritual calendar, they appar-

ently did not draw their names from it, as

did their neighbors to the west and north.

Most Maya rulers had names composed of

other signs, including pictograms (such as

animal heads, skulls, limbs, tails, weapons,

or shields), ideograms (arbitrary conven-

tions for such things as sky, earth, sun, or

darkness), and phonograms, which tran-

scribed their names phonetically. In the

case of the Leyden Plaque, the Maya rul-

er's name features a bird's head with signs

appended to the left and above that serve

as modifiers.

Although the Maya were not the first

Mesoamericans to use writing and calen-

dars, through their contributions, hiero-

glyphic writing assumed its maximum
versatility, complexity, and correspon-

dence to a spoken language. We have yet

to determine whether Mesoamerican writ-

ing had multiple origins or a single origin

followed by rapid regional diversification.

There are many more early texts out there

still to be discovered. The long-neglected

Zoque region of southern Veracruz and

western Chiapas, which lies between the

better-known Olmec, Zapotec, and Maya
homelands, might provide the missing

transitional stages between the earliest in-

scriptions and those of the Maya. D
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When
Joe Hudson buflds

a Shetland Sweater,

he does it from
the lamb up.

No breathless buying out of some
manufacturer's line for Joe. The way to

a Lands' End Shetland covers many
miles, even a couple continents. And
demands a thorough immersion in the

tradition of the garment.

The wool must be soft and fine, that

of a lamb no older than 11 '72 months, if

the sweater is to have "the

loft, the bounce, the look,

the handle," as Joe puts it,

warming to the subject. And
color, color is everything. To

get it right, Joe travels to the Shetland

Islands themselves. And roams. "The
colors of the islands rub off on you. The
stones, the brooks, the hillsides, the

deep colors of the bays."

He works with a dyehouse in

Scotland, "top dyeing" the wool fibers

before spinning, to recreate these

natural sunstruck colors of the islands.

Then there's the knitting. It must be
done in the "small world" environment

of Britain, where dyer, spinner, krutter

work together almost as family. (And
often, hoist a pint or two together after

work.) Commurucation is instinctive, as

everyone works toward Joe's desired

result.

"Some knit a very lean Shetland,"

says Joe. "Not us! Ours has such a full-

stitch construction, the knitters some-

times complain."

With all this, the Shetland Sweater

Joe brings home to Dodgeville costs a

mere $32 ($35 for tails). Often, less than

the price of someone else's impulsively

created, breathlessly-bargained-for

Shetland.

If you yearn to slip into a Shetland

with that true loft and bounce, or a

lambswool, a cashmere, a cotton just as

respectfully conceived, call or write for

a free Lands' End catalog today. We'll

send it to you forthwith: we're just as

conscientious about service as we are

about quality.

And if you travel to the Shetland

Islands, look for our Joe. He will be the

man staring purposefully at some
wdndswept rock, or twirling a sprig of

heather between his fingers.

) 1991, Lands' End, Inc.

Please send free catalog.

Lands' End Dept. P-13

Dodgeville, WI 53595

Name

Address.

City

State. .Zip.

Write or call toll-free:

1-800-356-4444
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an ancient southern Australian rift valley, a carnivorous

losaur strides along a stream bed as a labyrinthodont

nphibian dips beneath the water's surface and

•psilophodonts retreat to vegetation along the bank.

Paintings by Peter Schouten

rhe Dinosaurs ofWinter
either cold nor dark ofnight stopped the hypsilophodonts

1 Patricia Vickers-Rich and Thomas H. Rich

rhe next to the last day of a long (and at

les tiresome) 1987 field season got un-

• way late when our team of excavators

1 rock bashers finally gathered at the

at about 9:00 a.m. No one was in much
a hurry, for after nearly two months of

same grueling work, you can't push

arself too hard too early, or you won't

t past noon. Digging dinosaurs can be

ite easy and also a great deal of fun if

bones happen to be abundant, well

iserved, and exposed in soft sediments,

Ih as clays or sands. Here at Dinosaur

tve, and at all the other localities pro-

sing dinosaurs along the southern coast

Victoria, Australia, fossils are not so

lily won. Although the bones are exqui-

Wy preserved, they are embedded in

fd sandstones, siltstones, and claystones

t can only be excavated using proper

a ling tools—jackhammers, big drills,

il explosives. And for all our blasting

1 1 drilling, this field season had been a

ippointment. Not many fossil speci-

[is had turned up, and we were about to

it quits at this locality,

"his season, the crew—many of them
i icated amateurs and volunteers—had

; two parallel tunnels into a cliff follow-

an ancient stream channel in which

les had accumulated more than 100

lion years ago. Subsequently, we de-

"A to link the two tunnels together by a

5S tunnel, a most fortuitous decision,

only in this third tunnel was much of

a sequence ultimately found. After

liting and drilling away the overlying

'(Ic, the crew gently took up the fossil-

31 ring layer from the floor of the "dino-

iJT mine," handling even the sharpest

II heaviest rocks like newborns.

)n this penultimate day, a crew mem-
DT examining a recently split rock for a

ieond time spotted a most unusual speci-

iti in the gray light of the tunnel. Not
jtfDrisingly, it had been overlooked at

Rl:; the tunnels were not only dark but

also muddy and cramped, and the speci-

men itself was dark brown against the

encasing dark gray rock. The find proved

to be the top of a fossilized skull of a

dinosaur that could have been no larger

than a chicken. A fresh break suggested

that there was more to the specimen than

we had found. A frantic effort soon led to

the recovery of the missing counterpart, a

fragment of the skull roof that during ex-

cavation had been peeled off like an or-

ange rind. The imprint of the top of the

brain—a large brain for a dinosaur—was

clearly visible. What was more, the optic

lobes, those parts of the brain dedicated to

sight, were huge. Later we learned that in

no other dinosaur of its kind—and in few

dinosaurs of any kind—were the optic

lobes prominent enough to have made a

distinct impression on the skull roof.

That day we were in luck three times:

We found the specimen in the third tunnel

after the first two had yielded almost noth-

ing. We recovered all of what had been

preserved of the skull. And as we dug out

the tunnel, a drill hole with a diameter

about the same size as the skull had

missed the fossil by a mere four inches.

The next day, we were lucky a fourth

time, for less than three feet from the skull

fragments, we found the remnant of a leg

and a significant part of a backbone and

pelvis. Our first impression was that these

bones were just the right size for our dino-

saur, and subsequent lab work and fossil

comparisons have largely borne this out.

This brainy, large-eyed dinosaur, which

lived about 106 million years ago, turned

out to be a new species of hypsilopho-

dont, a small, swift, bipedal plant- and

insect-eater. We eventually dubbed it Le-

aellynasaura amicagraphica.

One would imagine that finding such a

specimen after two months of nearly fruit-

less effort would release a joyous pande-

monium among the crew. However, it was

quite unlike that. After searching so long

and so hard, we were emotionally numb,

and only gradually did we realize that we
had uncovered an important clue to life in

this area about 106 million years ago.

Australia's fossil record of dinosaurs,

and terrestrial vertebrate life in general,

from about 220 to 65 million years ago, is

almost nonexistent. The first dinosaur

bone from the Victorian coast was discov-

ered by a geologist about 1900. Eighty

years passed before another dinosaur bone

surfaced. The emergent mammalian
fauna of Australia of this time is repre-

sented by just two jaw fragments. Numer-
ous trackways and the rarer fossil bones

support the notion that dinosaurs were

abundant and dominant in Australia, but

the evidence available until now has been

exceedingly sparse, affording us merely a

glimpse of life at that time. Ever since the

1960s, when we were university students

working at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History in New York, we had wanted

to find some pieces that would fill in this

JoeLeMonnier

— 60°

AUSTRALIA

^^^-70°--.,..^^^

Study Area • .-80°-...^^

' 1ANTARCTICA \ -^
One hundredand six million years ago,

Dinosaur Cove lay close to the South

Pole. The land masses ofwhat are now
Australia and Antarctica were

not yet separated by the Southern

Ocean, and shallow inland seas

coveredportions ofAustralia.
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part of the Australian puzzle, to broaden

the glimpse to a gaze.

Dinosaur Cove is situated in one of the

prime places in southern Australia for re-

covering fossil bones. Along the coast,

rocky outcrops in the Strzelecki and Ot-

way ranges, southeast and southwest of

Melbourne, have escaped deep weather-

ing and the fossils they bear have not been

subjected to the chemical erosion typical

on much of the continent. The entire area

of these coastal, dinosaur-bearing rocks in

Victoria is a single square mile. The
pounding action of the waves tears away
at these rocks, exposing, but not dissolv-

ing, dinosaur bones. Only about 300 feet

inland, the same kinds of rocks are so

deeply weathered as to make hunting for

fossil bones a futile exercise.

Today, from Dinosaur Cove the view to

the north is of the low Otway range and to

the south, the open expanse of the South-

em Ocean. More than 1,800 miles away
lies Antarctica. When the dinosaurs were

living here, however, the scene would have

been quite different. The Southern Ocean
did not exist. Rather, the area was the

floor of a rift valley. Australia and Antarc-

tica, long fused as part of the great south-

em continent of Gondwana, were just be-

ginning to separate from each other. At
that time, one could have walked to Ant-

arctica from the spot that is now Dinosaur

Cove. The floor of the rift valley was al-

most flat, with perhaps a distant view of

the Australian valley wall on the far north-

em horizon.

One hundred and six million years ago,

in the early Cretaceous, southeastem Aus-

traha lay well within the Antarctic Circle

of the day, perhaps as far as 80° south

latitude. From the fossils of plants and
invertebrates collected at Dinosaur Cove

and other contemporaneous Victorian

sites, we know that the climate then, while

not as frigid as the polar regions today,

was far from equable. Fossilized trees con-

tain prominent rings, reflecting marked
seasonal shifts. Oxygen isotope ratios de-

termined for the rocks at Dinosaur Cove
suggest that the mean armual temperature

in southeastem Australia in the early Cre-

taceous was not higher than 41° F, and
perhaps as low as 21° F. Summer tem-

34 Natural History 4/91



"he well-preservedfossil skull ofa chicken-sized, herbivorous

Hnosaur, Leaellynasaura amicagraphica, left, retains the

mpression ofa large brain (at bottom) with huge optic lobes.

•Mdence ofancient bird life in southern A ustralia comesfrom

bssilfeathers. Below: One ofthefeathersfound infossil beds

t Koonwarra is less than an inch long
olog aphs by Steven Mo

jeratures might have been quite warm,

Jut during the long winter nights the air

nust have been well below freezing. Stud-

es of ancient river valley sediments in the

irea point to periodic flooding, perhaps

he result of runoff" of seasonal meltwater

Vom snowfields at higher elevations. (A
iecade ago, polar dinosaurs were unrec-

:)gnized in either hemisphere, except for

<ome footprints from Spitsbergen. Since

hen, a massive concentration of fossil

Dones, primarily those of duck-billed dino-

iaurs, has come to light on the Colville

River on the North Slope of Alaska. Addi-

tional discoveries of isolated specimens in

both hemispheres—including Alaska,

Canada, Siberia, New Zealand, and the

Antarctic Peninsula—hold promise of

providing a much broader picture of high-

latitude dinosaurs in years to come.)

Nevertheless, Dinosaur Cove and its en-

virons supported abundant life in the Me-

sozoic. The new hypsilophodont fossils

were among the most intriguing of a vari-

ety of plant and animal remains of similar

age uncovered in Victoria in the late 1 970s

and the 1980s. We now had a belter

opportunity to reconstruct the ancient po-

lar environment and to try to determine

how the creatures of Dinosaur Cove, par-

ticularly the dinosaurs, could have coped

with long, warm summer days and equally

long, cold winter nights. To begin with, we

placed the hypsilophodonts in context,

piecing together a picture of their polar

world.

The work thus far on the Victorian dino-

saurs and their associated flora and fauna

has revealed more than 1 50 different spe-

cies, from spiders to pterosaurs, ferns to

conifers. The landscape was relatively

green and lush, given its geographical lo-

cation. Large, nonflowering plants, in-

cluding monkey puzzle trees, ginkgoes,

and podocarps, dominated the flora. Ferns

abounded, with some types sharing the

undergrowth with bryophytes and other

low-growing vegetation, and with other

kinds proliferating on the forest fringes.

Lycopodium, a primitive vascular plant,

and sphagnum mosses grew in more open

moorlands, while quillworts, hepatics, and

algae dominated the aquatic environ-

ments. A few rare species represented the

new tribe of flowering plants. By the time

the dinosaurs became extinct about 65

million years ago, flowering plants had

come to rule the terrestrial flora, but in

southern Victoria more than 100 million

years ago, they would have hardly been

noticed in an otherwise uniformly green

plant community.

Modem relatives of many of these

plants are found in the mountains of

southeastern Australia and in Tasmania's

high country, where they are often cov-

ered with snow during the winter. While

they also inhabit some warmer climes,

their habitat range suggests that their Me-

sozoic ancestors could have coped with

winter conditions at what is now Dinosaur

Cove.

More than eighty species of inverte-

brates are also associated with the dino-

saur faunas. Most come from one remark-

able locality, Koonwarra, in the Strzelecki

range to the southeast of Melbourne. Spi-

ders, freshwater bryozoans, shellfish, and

what are possibly earthworms, along with

a diversity of crustaceans, have been
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A variety ofhypsilophodonts, including agile, large-eyed

Leaellynasaura (foreground) and the larger Atlascopcosaurus

(top),foraged in the relatively lush, cool-temperate rain

forests ofearly Cretaceous age in Australia.

found in the ancient lake sediments pre-

served at Koonwarra. Of the twelve orders

of insects present, the bugs, beetles, and

flies are the most varied, and many imma-

ture individuals are preserved.

Antarctic Australia was also home to a

variety of fish, including lungfish, which

today have a very restricted range in the

swamps and marshes of tropical Africa

and South America, as well as the rivers of

northeastern Australia. Several other

bony fish groups, some rather primitive

when compared with most living fish, in-

habited these ancient rivers and streams.

Birds have left only feathers to signal

their presence, but bones of amphibians,

turtles, pterosaurs, and lizardlike reptiles,

as well as teeth of the long-necked, Loch

Ness "monster"-like plesiosaurs, have

been found. Although most plesiosaurs

were ocean dwellers, the Australian ones

inhabited fresh water. Just as some seals

and dolphins, for example the Ganges

River dolphin, today sometimes invade

rivers and lakes, so, too, must have some

Cretaceous plesiosaurs. They were a long

way from the nearest ocean.

An intriguing aspect of the fossil verte-

brate fauna is that it contained several

forms that had long since become extinct

elsewhere in the world. These included the

bipedal carnivore Allosaurus and the

youngest surviving labyrinthodont am-

phibian, a large, semiterrestrial, carnivo-

rous form. These vertebrates survived tens

of millions of years beyond their time else-

where. They were "living fossils" even in

the early Cretaceous. Perhaps because of

its polar location, Australia served as a

refuge for many diff"erent kinds of animals

and plants.

More than half of the approximately

200 dinosaur fossils recovered are those of

juveniles. Dinosaurs were not just visiting

the area occasionally; they were most

likely using it as a nursery, taking advan-

tage of the high productivity that such a

polar area sustained during the summer
months, when the sun shone twenty-four

hours a day.

Large rivers, which eventually became

choked with sediments, flowed across the

early Cretaceous Victorian valley floor.

Smaller, more gently flowing streams that

36 Natural History 4/91

fed into those rivers were ultimately filled

with a mixture of clays and finer sands. It

is in the latter that the rare fossils of verte-

brates, most from diminutive creatures,

are most frequently found. Nevertheless,

larger dinosaurs were present, a fact es-

tablished by the finds of a few isolated

bones. In every case, these were the small-

est bones on which it is possible to base the

identification of the larger animals, and

frequently, these specimens appear to

have been from juveniles. Even the carniv-

orous allosaurs were small in stature com-

pared with specimens in North America,

for example. This trend holds for the

hypsilophodont dinosaurs, too; the tallest

reached only the size of a human of me-

dium height.

The herbivorous dinosaurs were all

hypsilophodonts, like Leaellynasaura

amicagraphica. Elsewhere in the world,

hypsilophodonts are generally a rare ele-

ment in museum fossil collections, and

typically only one or at best a few different

kinds are known in one area and of one

age. In southeastern Australia, the quan-

tity of material, although small, indicates

that up to five difl'erent species of this

single family may have been living here,

all at about the same time. Members of

this family seem to have thrived at this

polar latitude. Did they survive the win-

ters by migrating or perhaps by hibernat-

ing? Or did they remain active even dur-

ing the most stressful times of the year?

A look at a paleogeographic map of

Australia for this period indicates that mi-

gration to lower latitudes would not be a

simple matter of going directly north. Be-

cause of the shallow sea that covered

much of northeastern Australia, to reach

the Antarctic Circle (and thus some day-

light every day of the year) on dry land

would have required migrating to the

northwest about 600 miles. Although

modem caribou do migrate a comparable

distance in the Northern Hemisphere, no

smaller terrestrial mammals the size of

Leaellynasaura do. And in any case, at

the Antarctic Circle on the shortest days

of the year, the sun will shine only briefly

on the southern horizon at noon.

Although reptiles do live north of the

Arctic Circle today, they accomplish this

by burrowing into the mud and hibemat

ing. Even in temperate climates, moden
reptiles cease to be active when the daih

average temperature approaches freezing

The clue to the hypsilophodonts' winte:

habits, and the answer to the hibematioi

question, may lie in these dinosaurs' larg(

brains.

Why would L. amicagraphica have de

veloped particularly prominent optic lobe;

on its brain, while members of its famib

from other continents did not? Of all othe

dinosaurs, only the "brainiest" ones, thi

small carnivores such as the North Ameri

can Troodon, could match it. Sharpe

sight seems to be the most plausible an

swer. The only prominent difference be

tween this dinosaur and the other mem
bers of its family is where it lived: close t

the South Pole of the day. Presumably

the enhanced eyesight would not hav

been needed during the fwlar summei
when plenty of light was available. If thi

unusual ability was required because o

the low light levels encountered during th

winter, it would imply that Ledellync

saura was active even during winter, whe

the temperatures were probably beloi

freezing for prolonged periods. This ides

in turn, lends support to, but by no mean
proves, the hypothesis that some dine

saurs were warmblooded.

Intensive prospecting and excavatio

since the late 1970s have produced re

markable assemblages of flora and faum

that are altering our views of world cli

mates 100 to 120 million years ago. Eve.

though temperatures were, in general

globally higher, polar areas most certainl;

experienced low temperatures and sea

sonal fluctuations that would have beei

quite stressful to living things. Some dine

saurs, however, were able to cope witl

these conditions. Understanding just hov

they coped and under what condition

they lived will undoubtedly contribute t(

understanding why dinosaurs, as a group

disappeared at the end of the Cretaceous

Dinosaurs and other creatures that sur

vived in south polar climes 106 millioi:

years ago may also give us a better esti

mate of when, and how rapidly, th(

changes leading to our modem glacial cli

mate took place. C
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Most of its lophophores extended and waving, a colony

o/Membranipora membranacea

—

also known as

common sea mat or lacy crust bryozoan—feeds by

filtering planktonfrom the water
Colin Milkins: Oxford Scientific



Turbulent World ofMoss Animals
Common but little known, bryozoans can befound

from the sea's edge to the abyssal depths

by Christopher G. Reed

Imagine that you are standing in an

orchard in winter, the leafless branches of

its trees forming a canopy overhead. The

branches are in constant motion, buffeted

by an unseen, turbulent wind that is drawn

downward through the limbs and swirls

over the ground around you. Now imagine

that the wind is generated by the branches

themselves, and that birds and insects are

being sucked into a vortex above each tree

and into a central gullet, where they are

devoured. If you change the medium from

air to water, you are visualizing a bryo-

zoan colony. Except that the "orchard" is

measured in inches, rather than acres, the

"trees" are only one-fiftieth of a inch tall,

and the living things being eaten are mi-

croscopic algae, bacteria, and flagellates.

Bryozoans are among the most common
invertebrates in the marine environment.

But most people are unaware that the ani-

mals exist. The problem is that while bryo-

zoan colonies are easy to see on rocks and

algae, the individual memben of the col-

ony are microscopic.

Bryozoan colonies range from mossy

feltworks to bushy arborescences to calci-

fied incrustations to elevated, curled, leaf-

like growths that have the appearance and

consistency of a handful of potato chips.

They were first correctly identified as ani-

mals by an eighteenth-century French

medical student, Jules Peysonnel, who
was studying marine biology off the Ivory

Coast. Peysonnel wanted to present his

discovery to the French Academy of Sci-

ences, but he wasn't allowed to address the

academy because he wasn't a member.

Instead, he asked a friend who was a mem-
ber, Rene-Antoine Ferchault de Reau-

mur, to present the novel findings at the

next meeting. Upon reading Peysonnel's

paper, however, Reaumur decided its

view deviated too radically from that ex-

pressed by Linnaeus and suppressed it to

protect the reputation of his young friend.

As a result, Peysonnel's account was never

published, and he never received the

proper recognition for his discovery,

which was outlined in detail two decades

later by an Englishman named John Ellis.

The stationary colonies of bryozoans
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Kathleen e. Sarg; AMNH

are composed of thousands of minute indi-

viduals called zooids, which, in incrusting

forms, look like so many tiny marble cof-

fins lined up next to one another. Each

zooid consists of a calcified box, or zo-

oecium, containing a digestive tract and a

feeding organ. The feeding organ, a circle

of ciliated tentacles, can be extruded from

the zooecium into the seawater above the

colony. This circle of tentacles is called

the lophophore—the tree in the orchard

analogy—and the tentacles, covered with

thousands of cilia, are the branches. Co-

ordinated beating of the cilia produces the

currents that draw food into the center of

the tentacular ring. Because of the geo-

metric growth pattern of the zooids, the

lophophores are regularly spaced through-

out the colony; this spacing is what makes

the colony more of an orchard than a for-

est. At the base of the cone formed by the

tentacles is the mouth, equipped with a

muscular pharynx that dilates reflexively,

sucking in planktonic plants and animals

that have collected in the vortex created

by the feeding current.

Some species swallow and crush the

food organisms in a gizzard before passing

them on to the stomach to be digested.

The digestive tract is recurved, ending in

an anus that opens just outside the lopho-

phore. The digestive tract and the lopho-

phore are known as the polypide of the

zooid; it can be retracted in microseconds

into the protection of the zooecium by a

pair of retractor muscles. Now imagine

that the orchard around you can disappear

in less than a second, each tree drawn into

a chamber in the ground, leaving only a

field of stubble and an abrupt quiescence,

as in the eye of a hurricane.

I learned about the retractor muscles of

bryozoans as a graduate student at the

University of Washington. I was search-

ing for a dissertation topic and was consid-

ering examining the ultrastructure of the

lophophore of a local bryozoan. One night

at the Friday Harbor Laboratories, I set

about to snip off the extended lophophores

to prepare for electron microscopy. I had a

fine pair of iridectomy scissors, but not a

very steady hand. Every time I tried to

sneak up on an extended lophophore, the

polypide would retract just as I snipped.

and I would end up with just the ends of

the tentacles. Finally, I quit in frustration

and retired to the library to console my-

self. There, in the most recent issue of

Science, was an article describing the

lophophore as having the fastest-known

contracting muscles. Reinforced by this

evidence, I took the journal to my advis-

er's laboratory to show him that there was

a reason for my failure. As I entered, my
adviser, Richard Cloney, was bent over his

dissecting microscope, enveloped in a

haze of cigar smoke. "I have something to

show you," I announced.

"Just a minute—look at this."

I bent over the microscope. In a little

dish he had cut off ten to fifteen lopho-

phores from the same species I was work-

ing on. "Now," he leaned back in his chair

and puffed majestically, "what did you

want?"

"Oh, nothing," I said, cramming the

journal into my back pocket. In retro-

spect, I think I can explain his success

without impugning my competence. The
only rational explanation must be that the

nicotine from the pall of smoke in his lab

narcotized the animals.

Comparing an orchard with a colony of

bryozoans is not as far-fetched as it may
seem. Bryozoans share many characteris-

tics of plants, probably because both

plants and sessile animals are unable to

move their base of attachment and there-

fore have evolved similar defense mecha-

nisms. Some trees—poplars and sugar

maples, for instance—produce more tan-

nin in their leaves in response to increased

attacks by herbivores. This regulated

chemical defense makes the plants less

digestible to such insect grazers as the

gypsy moth caterpillar.

Like clusters of sugar maples or or-

chards, bryozoan colonies are vulnerable

to predators. In this case, the predation is

partial, since the entire colony is seldom

killed. The main enemies of bryozoans are

sea slugs, or nudibranchs; these big, lum-

bering, tanklike organisms crawl over the

bryozoans, sliming their surfaces and

seeking their weak point. The Achilles'

heel of most bryozoans is their frontal

membrane, which the sea slug gnaws

through by rasping at it with a sliding belt

of sharp teeth called the radula. On«
through the frontal membrane, the s«

slug sucks out the polypide. What possibi

defenses might a bryozoan employ whe

confronted with such a terror? Some n

cent observations reveal that they don

just sit still.

One bryozoan, Membranipora, a spi

cies that incrusts brown algae and that

;

found all along the eastern edge of tl

Pacific Ocean, has been divided into sp

cies based on the patterns of spines on tl

zooids. In 1982, Paul Yoshioka, a biologi

at the Scripps Institution of Oceanogri

phy, noticed that spiny colonies of Men
branipora only occurred when nuc

branchs were found in association wil

them. He therefore made the intriguir

proposal that the various spine patten

reflected, not diff'erent species, but an i

dividual colony's response to grazing 1:

sea slugs. According to Yoshioka, tl

spines are physical defenses against tl

depredations of nudibranchs; like the ta

nins in sugar maple leaves, the Mei,

branipora spines make the colony less i

tractive to foragers. Next, Drew Harvd
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"canning electron microscopy reveals spines on two Pacific

pedes ofbryozoan: Callopora craticula, top left, and

.lembranipora angulata, bottom left. Spines maygrow in

esponse topredators or other environmentalfactors. Below:

'"he larva ofthe bryozoan Dendrobeania lichenoides.

ow on the faculty of Cornell University,

allowed Yoshioka's lead and demon-

trated that colonies of M. membranacea

/ere capable of forming spines within

arty-eight hours of exposure to the nudi-

Tanchs.

Because of these discoveries of "induc-

ble" defenses, the rich bryozoan fossil

ecord, which only preserves the calcified

keletal parts of colonies, should be inter-

ireted with caution. Rather than indicat-

ng separate species, the spine patterns

nay only reveal how much predation a

)articular colony had experienced back in

he Mesozoic era. The ecological features

if long-extinct communities, features that

ve have believed to be unknowable, may
)e recorded in the skeletal shapes of bryo-

'.oans.

Perhaps the greatest struggle for a bryo-

'.oan is finding enough space in which to

ive and grow. Plankton provides a virtu-

illy boundless source of nutrition, but

)are space—whether on a rock or on the

urface of an annual alga—is only fleet-

ngly available in the marine world. Bryo-

'.oans vary in how well they compete for

space. Within a single community on the

underside of a rock or coral head, there

may be a hierarchy in which one species

overgrows another species, which is over-

growing yet a third variety. A colony of a

single species may occupy space only

ephemerally, growing out at the margins

by the asexual replication of zooids in a

radiating fashion, like a fairy ring of

mushrooms or a ring of ferns, until it is

overtaken by a superior competitor.

If you could speed up time, you would

find the boundaries of your orchard con-

stantly changing. You would see it grow-

ing around and even over orchards with

diff"erent species of trees, or perhaps being

overgrown in turn. When you look at the

mosaic of different colonies of bryozoans

on the underside of a rock in the intertidal

zone, what you are really seeing is a silent,

life-or-death struggle for space. And as in

all warfare, the combatants may use any

advantageous technique to remain alive.

Some bryozoans grow spines not only to

retard predators but also in response to

superior competitors; the spines appar-

ently enhance their ability to resist over-

growth. Others are readily overgrown

from behind but are able to resist over-

growth if they meet the competitor at

their growing margin. Some species even

seem to be able to change their direction

of growth when encroached upon by a

superior competitor Such observations

raise questions; for example, how does the

colony sense the presence of a "superior"

species before contact has occurred?

Colonies of the same species are equal

competitors but inhibit one another's

growth by contact. In M. membranacea,

each colony may send out a quick-grow-

ing, specialized zooid that forms a sto-

lon—a stemlike, cylindrical structure

—

along the margin of the encroaching col-

ony. The stolon inhibits the further growth

of the competing colony, and the space on

the near side of the stolon is essentially

reserved for expansion of the colony that

sent it out.

Other species may even form alliances

with different kinds of animals. The in-

crusting bryozoans Celleporaria brunnea

and Schizoporella errata, for example,

have a symbiotic relationship with a small

colonial hydroid, Zanclea gemmosa, that

grows over the surface of the bryozoan

colony and along its growing margins. The

hydroid apparently receives increased

protection from grazers because its own,

rootlike stolons are covered by the calcifi-

cation of the bryozoan, while the bryozoan

benefits from the presence of the hy-

droid's stinging cells on polyps around the

margin of the colony.

Schizoporella also protects itself with

regularly spaced jawed zooids, called

avicularia, that snap shut at the slightest

vibration. These specialized members of

the colony undoubtedly reduce the likeli-

hood of the surface's becoming colonized

by algae and larval invertebrates, al-

though the symbiotic hydroid seems not to

be deterred.

Once a colony of bryozoans is bounded

by other colonies and can no longer spread

by cloning itself, it shifts its energy into

sexual reproduction. Clumps of writhing

spermatozoa are released through the tips

of the tentacles to be carried by water

currents over other colonies of the same

species, where they are drawn down into
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A large bryozoan colony, left, blankets a rock in theSea of

Cortes, Baja California. Below: Two Caribbean bryozoans

compete on a piece ofJamaican coral: Reptadeonella, growing

from right to left, is overtaking a colony o/Mollia. Both species

grow on the undersides ofcorals and in the caves ofcoral reefs.

the feeding current of the zooids. But in-

stead of being eaten, the spermatozoa at-

tach themselves to the tentacles of the

polypide. When an egg appears in a short,

ciliated funnel at the base of the tentacles,

the spermatozoa disengage themselves

and swim down to the funnel, where fertil-

ization is presumed to occur

The situation just described occurs only

in free-spawning species, of which Mem-
branipora is an example. Most bryozoans,

however, retain their eggs in elaborate hel-

met-shaped brood chambers, called ovi-

cells, on the colony surface. In an "or-

chard" of Schizoporella, the brood

chambers are specialized zooids, resem-

bling geodetic domes, that erupt between

the "trees." In each translucent, partly

calcified ovicell is a heavily yoked, reddish

embryo.

The larva that emerges from the ovicell

following the embryonic period is a cilia-

covered sphere ranging from . 1 to .5 milli-

meter in diameter. It may be best visual-

ized as an orange dipped in honey and

then rolled on a barbershop floor; the rows

of hairs (the cilia) all beat in synchrony,

propelling the orange through the water.

This highly organized, discriminating or-

ganism with its complex nervous system

responds to light and gravity and exhibits

specific preferences. The larva is choosy

about where it will settle and what it will

settle on to become the progenitor of the

adult colony. Evolutionarily, this is a pru-

dent adaptation, since the neighborhood a

bryozoan finds itself in may determine the

size and fecundity of the colony. Once the

larva settles, it cannot pack up and move if

the neighborhood goes bad. Some larvae

can defer settling down in the presence of

a superior spatial competitor, thereby re-

ducing the likeUhood of overgrowth early

in the development of the colony. And
some larvae settle only on a specific sub-

strate, such as the blades of brown algae.

These apparently maximize their poten-

tial growth as adults by settling preferen-
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Besides beingovergrown by competitors, bryozoansface

being destroyed by the depredations ofshell-less snails known

as nudibranchs. Here, a Pacific coast nudibranch,

purple aeolis, grazes on a colony oflacy crust

bryozoans incrusted on kelp.
Susan Speck

tially on the youngest areas of the blades.

In our Membranipora orchard, the fer-

tihzed eggs, or zygotes, are initially

shaped like biconcave disks. Spewed out

into the seawater like so many Frisbees,

the zygotes sail away to develop into pecu-

liar triangular bivalved planktotrophic lar-

vae. Known as cyphonautes, or little sail-

ors, these beautiful, transparent larvae

were initially thought to be rotifers, plank-

tonic animals with a wheel of cilia, prob-

ably because they bear no resemblance to

the benthic adult colony that they eventu-

ally become.

Metamorphosis transforms the free-

swimming larva into the sessile progenitor

of the colony, called the ancestrula (the

first zooid of the colony). The sense of

wonder and mystery that this process

holds for those who are fortunate enough

to observe it is reflected in the words of

Thomas Hincks, a prominent nineteenth-

century bryozoologist:

The larvae are restless in their habits,

and during their short term of free exis-

tence are in almost constant movement,
now whirling rapidly hither and thither,

now tumbling over and over in the water,

now creeping along, making use of their

cilia as feet. Besides their ciliary appen-

dages, they are often furnished with long

setiform processes, which wave to and fro,

and lash the water with much vehemence.

After a while their energies fail, and they

settle down and become attached; the cilia

begin to flag in their movements, and soon

disappear; and the volatile and curiously

organized being resolves itself into a fixed

and (apparently) homogeneous mass, in

which the first zooecium and polypide origi-

nate.

Hincks's description illustrates the

sharp contrast between the motile, vi-

brant, free-swimming larva and the ses-

sile, apparently quiescent juvenile. The
rapid transformation and massive degen-

eration of larval tissues led most early in-

vestigators to view bryozoan metamorpho-

sis as a completely destructive process.

The adult organs were thought to develop

de novo from this amorphous mass.

But this is not the case. Bryozoan larvae

have organs specifically adapted for swim-

ming through seawater, selecting an ap-

propriate substrate, and attaching. They

are equipped with larval locomotory and

sensory organs consisting of ciliated re-

gions of the larval epitheUum. The adult

epidemiis, or skin, is tucked away in in-

vaginations, dormant, awaiting the mo-

ment when it will be needed. This moment
is metamorphosis. At the onset of meta-

morphosis, the larva absorbs its larval skin

and covers itself with the adult skin by a

series of rapid movements that essentially

turn it inside out within minutes. At the

same time, the adult skin begins secreting

the protective calcified exoskeleton (the

zooecium). The digestive tract of the first

polypide also begins to differentiate,

drawing nutrition from the degeneration

of the yolk-laden larval tissues. Far from

being a period of quiescence, this is a time

when adult structures are developing and

differentiating while unneeded larval tis-

sues degenerate. Suddenly a mobilization

of phagocytes—scavenging cells—en-

gulfs and digests the larval tissues. These

simultaneous processes of cell death and

cell rejuvenation, side by side in the same

organism, remain a fundamental mystery

to developmental biologists. How do the

phagocytes distinguish between cells des-

tined to die and those destined to live?

What controls the clock that synchronizes

these processes into the recurrent patterns

of metamorphosis that we observe in so

many different species? A plethora of

mysteries remains to be explored in this

little-known phylum.

The turbulent world of bryozoans is a

shady, shadowy twilight world—under-

sides of rocks or floats where competition

with marine plant life is minimal. Sud-

denly, as the twilight is shattered by bril-

liant sunlight, the lophophores struggle in

vain to extend themselves to extract food

from the life-giving seawater. But the me-

dium has changed, and the lophophores

are now exposed to the air. The tempera-

ture slowly rises, baking the exposed

zooids and leaving the dry and lifeless

skeleton of the colony bleaching in the

midday sun. Strolling farther dovm the

beach, the person responsible for these

new conditions leaves other rocks over-

turned, unaware or perhaps unmindful of

the catastrophic consequences to the

microcosmos beneath. D

.M
/.<»£
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The One Time Of Year

When Those Who Know

The Joy Of Making Money

Are Consumed By

The Misery Of Losing It.

IN THE WORDS of the

famous poet, T. S. Eliot,

"April is the crudest month."

Indeed it is. The thought of

writing big checks for income tax

does little to quiet one's soul.

After all; it is your money we're

talking about. You earned it. You

paid taxes on it all year long.

And now (as if that weren't

enough), you also get to pay taxes

on your investments.

The human mind is quite in-

genious in the ways it finds to cope

with such financial dilemmas. Bu'

none are as practical as the way we're

about to suggest: a tax-free* invesi

ment from John Nuveen &l Compam

It will help you keep the mone)'

you earn. It is also our specialty.

With nearly a hundred years

experience, you'll find we have an

insight into the municipal bond

business that, in our opinion, few

other companies can match.

*Income may be subject to state and local taxes. Capital gain:

if any, will be subject to capital gains taxes.



This being the case, it should

:oine as no surprise that we review

Dillions of dollars worth of bonds

^ach year. And only after a pains-

suggest you ask your financial ad-

viser or your personal banker about

Nuveen tax-free investments

(for current and future income).

Francme became frazzled OrviUe became ornery. Myron became morose.

akingly thorough process of re-

iearch do we invest in a select few

including some that other invest-

ment companies have overlooked).

All of which are scrupulously

nanaged for the long term with

one goal in mind: to provide a high

level of tax-free income over time,

Arhile still protecting your initial

investment.

So if you would like to learn

more about how it's possible to keep

more money (and who wouldn't), we

Or you can call us toll-free at

1-800-524-6500. We'll send you a free

booklet that just might help next

April be a joyous one.

For more complete information

on Nuveen tax-free open end mutual

funds, including charges and expen-

ses, call for a prospectus. Read it care-

fully before you invest or send money.

MUVEEM
Specialists In Tax-free Investments

Since 1898.





[fountain ofmolten rock hundreds offeet high sends rivers of

Tvaflowingdown the slopes ofKilauea in Hawaii.

\ncient Floods of Fire
oday 's volcanic eruptionspale in comparison with those in the

iologicpast that sent seas oflava across the earth

y Robert S.White

For almost a week, severe earthquakes

id rocked southern Iceland. Then, on the

loming of June 8, 1783, the ground

luthwest of Mount Laki split open along

1 eight-mile stretch. Incandescent foun-

ins of lava erupted from dozens of vents

ong the fissure, spewing molten rock at a

ite surpassing the flow of water over Ni-

;ara Falls. The landscape of green

•asses disappeared beneath a blanket of

jry, reddish orange rock, which rapidly

:quired a crust of black basalt as it

wled. The lava moved down the valley of

le Skafta River, advancing as much as

ne miles in a single day. When the glow-

g rock emerged from the confines of the

irrow valley four days later, it spread

TOSS the flat terrain near the coast. On
ily 29, the fissure extended another

•.ven miles on the other side of Mount
aki, nearly tearing the dormant volcano

half. Lava spilled from the new break

id fiUed another river valley before ac-

vity ceased the following February.

For the Icelanders, the Lakagigar erup-

on—the largest single outpouring of lava

I historic times—was catastrophic. More
lan 200 square miles were buried be-

eath three cubic miles of fresh rock, but

le lava caused no loss of life as it slowly

verran two churches and forty-four

irms. The gases released during the erup-

on, however, had disastrous conse-

uences. That summer and autumn, a

lick, bluish haze of sulfur dioxide and

ther volcanic gases settled over the coun-

7, blocking sunlight and stunting grass

rowth. With insufficient food and fluo-

ne poisoning from the volcanic gases,

jughly three-quarters of the country's

vestock died, precipitating the Haze
amine, in which 10,000 Icelanders—

a

uarter of the population—perished. The

haze reached eastward to Europe, causing

the winter of 1783-84 to be particularly

severe. Benjamin Franklin, who was in

France at the time, noted the haze and

suggested that the fine ash and gases from

the Lakagigar eruption had prevented

sunlight from warming the continent to its

normal temperatures.

Despite its enormity, the Lakagigar

eruption was minor compared with the

massive outpourings of lava that have

flowed from the earth in the geologic past.

Half a dozen times during the last 200

million years, molten rock has erupted in

such quantities that it left behind flood

basalts, extraordinary formations of thick

lava flows stacked thousands of feet high.

Volcanism on this scale has no modem
counterpart; the last episode, which ended

about 1 5 million years ago, left large areas

of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho buried

beneath the Columbia River flood basalts.

One of the largest of these volcanic epi-

sodes occurred 66 million years ago, when

molten rock that poured from a rift on the

western coast of India covered a third of

the peninsula with 500,000 cubic miles of

lava. This geologic province is called the

Deccan Traps because the hundred or

so individual flows exposed by erosion re-

semble giant steps (deccan is from the

Sanskrit for "southern," and trap is Dutch

for "staircase"). Single layers containing a

thousand times the volume of rock that

erupted from the Lakagigar fissure can be

traced across the region. Within half a

million years—a blink of the eye in geo-

logic time—molten rock had spread in

thick sheets across the landscape until

parts of it were buried beneath a mile and

a half of new rock.

The tremendous volume of fine dust,

carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and other

gases that escaped from the earth's inte-

rior during these eruptions must have had

dramatic eff"ects on the planet's climate.

Widespread acid rain and prolonged dark-

ness could have killed vegetation over

much of the planet, disrupting food

chains. The acidity of the oceans might

also have been raised, endangering micro-

scopic organisms. Because the age of the

Deccan Traps coincides with the extinc-

tion of the dinosaurs and countless other

species at the end of the Cretaceous, some

scientists believe that the large outpour-

ings of lava contributed to the catastro-

phe. But the Unk between the two events

has been hard to prove. Others argue that

if these extraordinary eruptions of lava

had such dire consequences for life on

earth, geologists and paleontologists

should be able to match other mass extinc-

tions with eruptions of flood basalts. So

far, the timing of many of these events is

sufliciently uncertain to prevent us from

drawing firm conclusions about their si-

multaneity.

In the early 1970s, J. Tuzo Wilson, a

geologist at the University of Toronto and

one of the pioneers of plate tectonics, no-

ticed that ancient flood basalts are often

associated with the tracks of hot spots,

localized regions of current volcanic activ-

ity. The challenge for me and my col-

leagues at the University of Cambridge

was to explain how the two features are

related and why flood basalts are such

rare events. The answers came only after

we refined our picture of how processes

deep within the mantle shape the earth's

surface.

Before we could account for flood ba-

salts, we needed to understand the less

spectacular, but continual, bleeding of ba-

salt taking place beneath the sea along the



A break in the wall ofa Hawaiian lava

tube offers a glimpse ofthe torrent of

rockflowing within. Such conduitsform

when basalt cools and hardens on the

surface ofa lavaflow.

30,000 miles ofoceanic rifts that circle the

globe. In total volume, this volcanism is

more important than the flood basalts,

producing almost five cubic miles of new

igneous rock each year—enough to build

all the oceanic crust, which has been com-

pletely renewed during the last 200 mil-

lion years. On the other hand, compared

with flood basalts these submarine erup-

tions have little effect on the atmosphere

because almost all of them occur deep

underwater and the individual eruptions

are much smaller.

The lava erupting at oceanic rifts origi-

nates in the asthenosphere, the ductile

mantle that lies sixty miles below the

earth's surface. At this depth, tremendous

pressures inhibit mantle melting, despite

temperatures of more than 2000° F (just

as a pressure cooker prevents water from

boiling at its normal temperature). Under

certain circumstances, however, the man-

tle rock can move upward toward the sur-

face. Above the ductile mantle, the dozen

or so plates of the lithosphere, the earth's

rigid outer skin, are in constant motion. At

oceanic rifts, where the plates pull apart at

rates of a few inches per year, the ductile

mantle wells slowly upward to fill the gap.

For every ten feet that the mantle rises,

the pressure falls by approximately one

atmosphere (or about 14.7 pounds per

square inch, the pressure that the atmo-

sphere exerts on us at sea level). Halfway

up, at a depth of about thirty miles, the

pressure falls sufficiently to allow melting

to start. Here, a tiny fraction of the mantle

rock liquefies. More and more of the man-

tle melts as it approaches the surface and

continues to decompress. By the time the

mantle has reached the base of the oce-

anic crust, about 25 percent of it has

melted. The molten rock is very buoyant

and percolates rapidly upward until it

solidifies near the surface and becomes

new crust. Less than a quarter of the mag-

ma erupts onto the sea floor as lava.

This simple model of decompression

melting of the mantle explains the genera-

tion of the entire oceanic crust, which cov-

ers more than two-thirds of the globe. In

laboratories around the world, researchers

have tried to replicate the extremes of

temperature and pressure at which mantle
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pricklypear cactus emerges between columns ofbasalt in

\stern Oregon's Hell's Canyon, left. The hexagonal pattern of

e columnsformed when a thick lavaflow in the Columbia

iverflood basalts slowly cooled and cracked. The world 's

ajorflood basalts are shown on the map below. In many cases

ey can be linked with hot spots that were once beneath them.

ck melts. Their experiments appeared to

eld disparate results until Dan Mc-
enzie and Michael J. Bickle, of the Uni-

:rsity of Cambridge, sifted through the

ita and plotted melting curves that

ought the findings into agreement. They

sre the first to figure out exactly how
uch melt would be produced as the duc-

e mantle welled up under rifts.

Their model not only explains the thick-

»s and composition of oceanic crust but

so shows that the amount of melting is

itremely sensitive to the temperature of

le parent mantle. Measurements of the

;eanic crust around the world have

lown that its thickness varies remarkably

itle: it is about four miles thick every-

here. To produce this volume of basalt,

le average mantle temperature immedi-

;ely beneath the lithosphere must be

440° F, varying by less than 40° F over

lost of the world.

At the same time that McKenzie and

ickle were formulating their mantle-

lelting model, Emily M. Klein and

harles H. Langmuir, of the Lamont-

'oherty Geological Observatory of Co-

imbia University, were reaching similar

inclusions, but from another direction.

After analyzing basalts dredged from

midocean rifts around the world, they

noted that the compositions of these rocks

were directly related to the thickness of

the crust. Temperature determines not

only how much of the mantle will melt as

pressure is reduced but also what the mag-

ma's chemical composition will be.

By 1987, we understood the main fac-

tors controlling the generation of basalt at

midocean rifts, and our attention turned to

rifts on the continental plates. Although

continental crust is almost five times

thicker than oceanic crust, the rigid litho-

spheric mantle beneath them reaches

down to approximately the same depth.

Thus, when a continental plate stretches,

thins, and finally ruptures, the mantle

welling up from below should decompress

and partly melt exactly as it does beneath

oceanic rifts. If the two halves of a rifted

continental plate continue to separate, a

new ocean basin forms, leaving continen-

tal margins on each side. In many cases,

the thin edge of crust drops below sea

level, forming a continental shelf. In 1979,

a joint French-English expedition used

seismic equipment towed behind a ship to

obtain a profile of the continental margin

west of France beneath the Bay of Biscay.

(Seismic waves sent from the surface pen-

etrate deep into the earth and are re-

flected back by the geologic layers. The

resultant seismic images are fuzzy, but

essential details of the underlying geology

can be discerned.) The survey revealed

the expected pattern: the twenty-two-

mile-thick European continental crust

stretches and thins over a distance of 140

miles until, where it is only four miles

thick, it breaks and is succeeded by oce-

anic crust.

In late 1986, however, another survey

farther north in the Atlantic Ocean

yielded some very odd results that did not

fit this simple picture. Using two British

research ships, the Charles Darwin and

the Discovery, we surveyed the continen-

tal margin west of the Scottish coast,

where the Hatton Bank rises above the

surrounding sea floor near the island of

Rockall. Graham K. Westbrook, of Bir-

mingham University, England, was the

chief scientist on one ship, and I was in

charge of the other with a team of scien-

tists from Cambridge. The seismic data

analyzed at Cambridge by Susan R.

Fowler and George D. Spence showed
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Along the Bruneau River in southwestern Idaho, right,

individual lavaflowsform the horizontal layers typical offlood

basalts. The diagram below shows a cross section ofthe earth

where a mantleplume rises beneath a rift. The heat ofthe

plume and the decompression that occurs as rock rises beneath

the rift result in both the hugeflood basalts on the surface and

the underplatingofbasalt below the crust.

Flood Basalt

Basalt Underplatiii

Rifting

that instead of thinning, this section of the

continental crust actually thickens as it

nears the edge. The thickening is caused

by a ten-mile-thick wedge of basalt plated

onto the bottom of the continental margin.

Because it was clearly different from the

overlying crust, we concluded that the

wedge was added as a result of the rifting.

The only possible source of the new rock

was melt added from below. But what

could account for its enormous volume?

As we discussed the problem in the tea

room of the Bullard Laboratories at Cam-
bridge, Dan McKenzie brought out his

first computer plots from the mantle-melt-

ing model. When we saw how sensitive the

amount of melting was to temperature, we
knew we might have the answer to how the

wedge beneath Rockall had been formed.

An increase of only 180° F (about 7 per-

cent) in the temperature of the mantle

would more than double the melt gener-

ated by decompression under a rift. A
360° F increase would quadruple the

amount of magma rising into the rift. A
temperature increase of only 250° F in the

mantle would have produced the under-

plating we had observed. But we knew
that mantle temperatures do not normally

vary by even small amounts. What was

the source of the additional heat?

The question was resolved by a separate

line of research that was still fresh in our

minds. In 1983 I had led a research team

from Cambridge on a cruise to the area

around the Cape Verde Islands in the At-

lantic Ocean. These islands and others.

such as Hawaii, Reunion, and the Azores,

dot the world's oceans wherever intense

volcanism has built mountains up to four

miles high, reaching from the ocean floor

to above sea level. In the early 1960s,

geologists dubbed them hot spots to distin-

guish them from the chains of volcanic

peaks marking certain plate boundaries.

Because of their apparently random distri-

bution, geologists assumed that hot spots

were caused by abnormally hot rock

welling up from deep within the mantle

and had little to do with the vagaries of

plate motions.

Using special deep-sea probes driven

into the bottom sediments with 2,000-

pound weights, we measured the heat be-

ing conducted upward through the sea

floor. The interior of the earth remains

extremely hot from its initial formation

and the continuous decay of radioactive

elements, even though it has been cooling

for billions of years. The heat escapes

through the earth's outer skin at a surpris-

ingly high rate: on average, an area equiv-

alent to four football fields continuously

pumps out heat at a rate of one kilowatt

(about the amount of energy used by a

toaster), day after day, year after year,

millennium after millennium. In the vicin-

ity of the Cape Verde Islands, however,

we found that the heat loss was 25 percent

higher than normal and that the elevated

heat loss extended over an area stretching

400 miles from the islands.

Two other observations pointed to an

exceptionally hot mantle over a broad

area. First, the sea floor was pushed up i

a gentle, 900-mile-diameter submarin

swell more than a mile high at the cente

as if the underlying mantle had expandec'

Second, satellites measured a gravity

tional anomaly above the swell, indicatin

a region of low density in the mantle. Bot

of these observations are what we woul

expect to see if the mantle below wer

hotter than normal.

Robert C. Courtney, then a gradual

student at Cambridge, used a computer t

model the rising plume of hot rock tha

would account for our observation

around the Cape Verde Islands. In shape

the hot spot resembles a gigantic mush

room, the "cap" being a broad region im

mediately beneath the sea floor swell an(

the "stem" a relatively narrow columi

about 1 50 miles wide. About 450° F hot

ter than the surrounding mantle at its cen

ter, the column rises until it is deflected
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deways by the rigid lithosphere to form a

ige head of bouyant mantle about a

Lousand miles in diameter. Instead of

Tecting only a limited area directly

wve the rising plume, hot spots elevate

mperatures over a much broader region

the upper mantle.

Now we knew where the abnormally

Dt mantle that produced the wedge of

asalt beneath Rockall came from—a hot

x)t. Iceland, which sits directly on top of

le mid-Atlantic ridge almost a thousand

liles to the northwest of Rockall, owes its

^istence to a plume that continuously

elivers abnormally hot mantle directly

nder the rift. When the North Atlantic

pened up some 57 million years ago, how-

ler, the continental margin west of Rock-

II would have been above the mushroom
ead of the Icelandic plume. The addi-

onal heat beneath the rifting continents

ould have caused the decompression

melting of the mantle at a rate far exceed-

ing that of mantle at normal temperatures

and produced a tremendous volume of

magma along the rift—enough to em-

place basalt beneath the stretching conti-

nental crust and erupt flood basalts onto

the surface.

We had found the basalt beneath Rock-

all, and others had discovered a similar

underplating of the crust off the coast of

Norway, but where were the massive out-

pourings of lava? In India, the Deccan

flood basalts are clearly visible, forming a

high plateau, but in the North Atlantic,

the continental margins have sunk be-

neath sea level, hiding their geology. With

seismic surveys, however, we could see

what was there. Near Rockall, we found

lava flows up to several miles thick, ex-

tending as far as 100 miles toward Scot-

land from the edge of the continental

crust. Additional seismic profiles revealed

massive lava flows along more than a

thousand miles of the rifted margins on

both sides of the northern Atlantic. From

the eastern margin of Greenland to the

northwestern margin of Europe, the flood

basalts turned up wherever the North At-

lantic rift opened above the mushroom

head of hot mantle surrounding the Ice-

landic plume. Until a few years ago, no

one suspected massive lava flows there at

all, but their total volume is an astonishing

half million cubic miles—^just as much as

in the Deccan flood basalts.

Once we realized that a hot spot be-

neath rifting continents could explain the

massive outpourings of lava along the

margin of the northeastern Atlantic, we
looked to other flood basalts around the

world to see if they supported our model of

mantle decompression. Fortunately, a

great deal of work had previously been

done on flood basalts against which we

could test our ideas. In each case we found

evidence that flood basalts were associ-

ated with continental breakup above a hot

spot. For example, the Deccan Traps were

formed as the Seychelles fragment (a

piece of continental crust now largely sub-

merged beneath the Indian Ocean) split

away from mainland India. Since the

breakup, the Indian plate has drifted

northward, so that the hot spot that was

once under the rift is now 3,000 miles

south of India, below Reunion. As the

plate crept along, the melt generated by

the central plume of the hot spot produced

a trail of extraordinarily thick oceanic

crust, forming the Laccadive-Chagos vol-

canic ridge and the Mascarene Plateau,

features that lead directly from the Dec-

can Traps in western India to the culprit's

present location.

When the African and South American

continents spht apart about 130 million

years ago to form the South Atlantic, two

huge flood basalt provinces developed on

either side of the rift. Massive melting of

the mantle poured up to half a milhon

cubic miles of basalt onto the South

American mainland, creating what is now

known as the Parana flood basalt, named

after the river that flows across it. Across

the ocean, flood basalts of the same age

are found in Namibia. As the South At-
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An eruption on Reunion launches

thousands oflava bombs into the night

sky. The hot spot below Reunion

produced the Deccanflood basalts 66

millionyears ago.
Kraflt/Explorer; Photo Researchers. Inc.

^
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lantic opened between the continents, the

hot spot continued to send magma to the

surface, leaving thick volcanic features,

known as the Rio Grande Rise and the

Walvis Ridge, on the sea floor. These two

trails lead from the flood basalts to the hot

spot lying under the volcanic island of

Tristan da Cunha, whose entire popula-

tion was evacuated in 1962 because of

renewed eruptions.

As McKenzie and I refined our model,

another puzzling feature of flood basalts

began to make sense. Before breaking up,

the lithosphere stretches, normally caus-

ing the terrain to subside (as it has in the

oil-rich sedimentary basin of the North

Sea east of Britain). But flood basalts

form above sea level; and instead of being

confined to narrow valleys, the lava

spreads out in sheets extending hundreds

of miles away from the main fissure. As at

the Cape Verde Islands, a hot spot is ca-

pable of uplifting a broad region by as

much as a mile. This doming effect, as

well as the plating of igneous rock on the

base of the stretching crust, counteracts

the subsidence normally accompanying

rifting. The terrain surrounding a conti-

nental rift above a hot spot is actually

elevated, so that the basalt simply pours

downhill on either side as fast as it erupts.

Keith G. Cox, a geologist at Oxford Uni-

versity, noticed that the uplifted continen-

tal crust over these hot spots is reflected

by odd river-drainage patterns around the

world. For instance, in a broad region to

the west of Sao Paulo, Brazil, where the

Parana flood basalts are found, the rivers

all flow away from the Atlantic coast.

Similarly, the rivers in western India, in-

stead of making their way directly to the

nearby sea, flow to the east in a radial

pattern away from the coast and Bombay,

where the hot spot that produced the Dec-

can Traps was centered.

Hot spots may also play a large role in

breaking up the continents. From the size

of the flood basalt provinces around the

world, we concluded that most of them

were formed as rifts opened above new hot

spots. Although hot spots remain more or

less fixed in the mantle for millions of

years as the plates drift about, they are not

permanent. A new plume forms when
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Fingers ofhighlyfluid lava, called

pahoehoe, spread outwardfrom aflow on

Hawaii. A thin, elastic skinforms rapidly

around the molten rock as it cools.

rock deep within the mantle grows hot-

ter—and less dense—than the surround-

ing material and eventually becomes un-

stable and begins to rise. When a hot spot

is bom deep within the mantle, an initial,

large blob of mantle pushes toward the

lithosphere at a relatively rapid rate; then,

over millions of years, it continues to be

fed by a narrow plume like the one be-

neath the Cape Verde Islands that we

modeled. We estimated that the initial

mantle blob that produced the volume of

magma found in the flood basalts of the

North Atlantic, India, and Brazil must

have been at least 100° F hotter than the

subsequent, steady flow. The rapid uplift

caused by a new plume pressing against an

overlying plate may contribute to the

stresses causing continental breakup. For

example, stretching and rifting of the con-

tinental crust occurred between Green-

land and northern Europe for tens of mil-

lions of years prior to their breakup; but

only after the arrival of the Icelandic

plume 60 million years ago did rifting

proceed far enough for the North Atlantic

to begin opening up.

McKenzie and Bickle's simple model of

how the mantle melts explains with re-

markable success a number of the earth's

seemingly unrelated features. The same

physical laws that govern the continuous

production of oceanic crust covering two-

thirds of the globe also dictate where and

when eruptions of flood basalts will occur.

Although the underlying processes re-

main constant, their results are often far

from uniform. Every now and then, amid

the chaos of plate tectonics and the seeth-

ing mantle below, a rising plume and a

continent prone to rifting will coincide,

and lava will flood another part of the

world. Fortunately, this is infrequent, and

during humanity's brief existence we have

been spared. The future, however, un-

doubtedly holds more catastrophic erup-

tions of flood basalts with long-term conse-

quences far worse than those of Iceland's

1783 eruption. More than two hundred

years ago, James Hutton, a Scottish geolo-

gist, recognized that human history holds

no special place in the vastness of geologic

time. He wrote that "we find no vestige of

a beginning,—no prospect of an end." D
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Snow blows offthe 22,834-foot summit

ofCerro Aconcagua, a mountain

the prehistoric Inca climbed to cjffer

a human sacrifice.

Sacrifices

ofthe

High

Andes
Argentine mountain climbers

discover a 500-year-old

Inca mummy

by Juan Schobinger

On January 8, 1985, five Argentine

climbers were forging a new route to the

22,834-foot summit of Cerro Aconcagua,

the highest mountain in the Western

Hemisphere, when they stumbled upon a

semicircular pile of stones containing a

bundled human body, with the top of the

skull partly exposed. The discoverers had

the good judgment to leave the site intact,

taking only photographs and some loose

samples of cloth. These later served to

identify the site as a pre-Columbian high-

mountain sanctuary, a legacy of the far-

flung Inca empire, which at its height ex-

tended from northern Ecuador to central

Chile and Argentina.

On their return, the climbers, members

of the Andean Club of Mendoza, reported

their find to my colleagues at the Institute

of Archeology and Ethnology of the Na-

tional University of Cuyo. With the club

offering to support a return expedition to

the site, I was summoned home from vaca-

tion to lead an archeological team (some

years before I had excavated and studied

a similar Inca burial at Cerro El Toro,

about 230 miles farther north, on the

Chile-Argentina border). Two weeks

later I set out with two other members of
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The Aconcagua mummy, the body ofa

boy about seven years old, below, was

colored with a red dye madefrom the

annatto plant. Accompanying it were

figurines ofmen and llamas, right.

Photographs by Juan SchoBIhger

the institute and three of the original

climbers, who acted as technical guides.

Start:ing from Puente del Inca (eleva-

tion 8,800 feet, on the international high-

way that crosses into Chile), we hiked

through two high valleys, camping at

12,500, 14,700, and 15,400 feet. Our high-

est camp, at 17,000 feet, was established

after crossing a glaciated slope. The final

obstacle to our goal was a wall of rock,

which we had to scale with ropes. When
we reached the site, the elevation accord-

ing to our altimeter was about 1 7,400 feet.

The site is on a southwestern ridge of

Aconcagua, 2,300 feet below a secondary

peak known as the Piramide. Another

high wall of rock probably prevented the

prehistoric Indians from climbing closer

to the top of the Piramide. For two days

we explored and mapped the site, which

consisted of two broad, semicircular piles

of stones, quite collapsed, and a stone cir-

cle about three feet in diameter. The semi-

circle that held the burial bundle was

mostly filled with hard permafrost earth,

but some had washed away, revealing its

contents. Carefully freeing the bundle

from the frozen soil, we found it to be the

remains of a child, bent in a fetal position

with its forehead resting on its knees, like

other Andean burials.

The body was wrapped in many pieces

of cloth, the outermost of which was lay-

ered with yellow feathers, probably of an

Amazonian parrot. Long exposure to cold,

dry conditions had mummified the flesh.

Only the unprotected upper part of the

cranium was bare to the bone and partly

broken; the dried and shriveled brain

could be seen within. From the outside of

the bundle we removed a pair of braided

fiber sandals and two bags made of the

same material. One bag was empty, while

the other contained some cooked beans,

probably a symbolic meal for the dead

child's journey to the Other World.

As the mummy was being packed for

the trip down the mountain, we excavated

the stone semicircle for other remains. We
found six Inca-style statuettes. Three were

male human figures: one of gold (formed

by hammering and soldering sheet metal),

one of solid silver-copper alloy, and one of

Spondylus shell (a material valued by the

Inca that would have been obtained from

the seacoast far north, in Ecuador). Av-

eraging about two inches high, all the hu-

man figures were clothed, had plume

crests, and carried little bags containing

fragments of coca leaves. Their faces dis-

played the characteristic bulge produced

by a coca wad placed between the jaw and

cheek. Altogether they gave the impres-

sion of mountain travelers. The other

three statuettes, one of gold and two of

Spondylus shell, were stylized llamas, col-

ored red on one side and white on the

other. These probably were intended as

companions to the men, in the traditional

Andean way.

After descending the mountain during

a heavy storm, we stored the mummy bun-

dle in a freezer for more than a year while

an interdisciplinary team was assembled,

including some Chilean scientists experi-

enced with mummies and textiles. T<

gether we then carefully opened the bui

die. The body, which was in good coi

dition, proved to be that of a boy aboi

seven years old. The skin was coated wit

red pigment, generally a symbol of lift

The boy was wrapped in several blanket

made of wool and cotton, two of whic

were embroidered with geometric an

bird designs, and wore an Andean tuni

and sandals. A necklace of multicolore

stone beads hung around his neck.

The details of the burial identified it i

an Inca sacrifice, a practice mentioned i

early Spanish chronicles. Inca sacrifia

often involved the child of a chief. TI

sacrificed child was thought of as a deit

insuring a tie between the chief and tl

Inca emperor, who was considered a d?

scendant of the Sun god. The sacrifice ah

bestowed an elevated status on the chiei

family and descendants.

The Aconcagua mummy represents

major find in a string of high-mountai

sanctuaries that are distributed along tl

Andes from southern Peru to centr

Chile. It closely resembles another mui
my discovered in 1954 on nearby Cerro

'

Plomo in Chile {see page 66). Both sites 1

in what was the extreme south of the Im

empire and at similar elevations (the

Plomo site, at 17,700 feet, is the souther

most high sanctuary discovered). Bo

mummies are boys of nearly the same ag

dressed in rich garments. And the a

companying statuettes are of the san

style and size (the llamas are practical

identical). The two sacrifices may ha

been performed at the same time, perhai

when the Inca extended their domini«

over what is now western Argentina ai

central Chile, some 500 years ago.

The Inca empire arose in the mid-f

teenth century, when the small Inca kin

dom, centered in Cuzco, gained heg

mony over its neighbors and began

expand rapidly through military conques

It was the last and largest of a long sen

of native cultures and states that arose

the Andes {see "Long Before the Inca," I

Richard L. Burger, February 198S

Known as Tawantinsuyu, Land of tl

Four Quarters, the empire was defined 1

a network of paths and highways that pr
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letwork ofpaths and highways connected the Inca capital,

<zco, to the empire'sfour suyus, or "quarters. " In the two

ithern suyiu, archeologists have identified more than one

ndred Inca ceremonial sites located on high mountains,

ose mentioned in the text areshown here, along with

meralda, a low-mountain burial.

THE INCA
EMPIRE
Inca Roads

Mountains with

Sanctuaries

0CEJ49i

vided an official link between the capital

and the imperial provinces.

The rise of the Quechua-speaking Inca

rested not only on their military might and

the ability of their rulers but also on their

imposition of a highly organized economic

and political system on a diversity of eth-

nic groups, who were permitted to retain

many of their customs and often their own

leaders. Fierce opposition from groups in

northern Ecuador and central Chile, how-

ever, slowed the Inca expansion before the

arrival of the Spaniards, whose conquest

in the 1 530s marked the end—or jtransfor-

mation—of the empire.

Including Aconcagua, El Plomo, El

Toro, and several other confirmed burials,

at least 115 archeological sites located

high in the mountains (15,000 feet or

more) appear to be Inca ceremonial or

symbolic sites. They range from simple

stone rectangles and isolated artifacts to

complex sanctuaries for offerings and

burials, such as on Aconcagua. The high-

est, on LluUaillaco on the Chile-Argen-

tina border and Mercedario in Argentina,

are located at about 22,000 feet, remark-

able considering that pre-Columbian peo-

ple lacked sophisticated climbing equip-

ment. The Inca not only reached these

heights but in many cases also carried up

firewood and other objects and erected

structures using stones brought from

lower parts of the mountains.

In general, high sanctuaries are situ-

ated on a mountain's summit or on a pla-

teau near it. But cases like the Aconcagua

burial, almost 2,300 feet below the moun-

tain's secondary peak, show that other fa-

vorable locations could be chosen. In addi-

tion, sanctuaries have been found atop

lower mountains, the most remarkable be-

ing one on Cerro Esmeralda, near the city

of Iquique in northern Chile. Some years

ago, just 3,000 feet above sea level, a con-

struction crew found a site very similar to

those of the high Andes, containing the

bodies of a girl and a young woman and

numerous Inca-style grave goods.

The high-mountain sites are spread

over more than 1,200 miles, from Coro-

puna in Peru to El Plomo in Chile. They

are located exclusively in the region of the

two southenmiost suyus, or "quarters," of
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the Inca empire, and especially in Qolla

Suyu (named for a prominent indigenous

group). Some suggest that this distribu-

tion reflects better chances of preserva-

tion on the southern peaks or is a result of

their more thorough exploration, but I

don't think this is the explanation. Instead,

I believe that in establishing these sanc-

tuaries in the south, the Inca, whose own

religion emphasized sun worship, were re-

sponding to the veneration of high moun-

tains by local peoples.

For thousands of years before the Inca

empire, groups lived in and crossed high

Andean regions, including the high,

grassy plain (puna) that runs from south-

em Peru to central Bolivia and the high

desert plateau that continues into north-

em Chile and westem Argentina. People

in many societies venerate mountains as

sacred places, centers of spiritual power,

or seats of deities. Accordingly, moun-

tains, especially volcanoes (which are

fairly conmion in the southern Andes, al-

though usually extinct), were probably

venerated before the Inca expansion, prin-

cipally in the high-plateau region, the

heart of what the Inca called Qolla Suyu.

Anthropologist Johan Reinhard has doc-

umented the survival in the Andes of be-

liefs and ceremonies in which mountains,

as sources of water, are invoked as givers

of life and fertility.

I believe that in their southem expan-

sion, the Inca encountered people who
venerated mountains and occasionally

climbed them for ritual purposes, and that

the Inca then elaborated these customs

and integrated them into their imperial

sun worship. What had been essentially a

folk practice was transformed into a politi-

cally significant ceremony. In contrast, in

the northem parts of the empire, even

though a volcanic region exists in present-

day Ecuador, there seem to be no high-

mountain sanctuaries. Perhaps this is be-

cause that region lacked a cultural

precursor, and the Inca wisely did not

attempt to import a practice that did not

fit local manners and cults.

But the extension of high-mountain

sanctuaries (such as the Aconcagua site)

to the southemmost extreme of the Inca

empire requires some further explanation.

Another Mummy
by Thomas Besom

Three decades before the mummy of a

young boy was unearthed on Aconcagua, a

similar discovery was made near the 17,815-

foot summit of Chile's Cerro El Plomo. Ac-

quired by Chile's National Museum of Natu-

ral History in Santiago, the El Plomo

mummy was scrutinized by numerous spe-

cialists, including medical doctors. Luis

Prunes, professor of dermatology at the Uni-

versity of Chile, observed that most of the

fingers on the left hand were white, a sign of

frostbite, indicating that the child was alive

when taken up to the frigid mountain heights.

The feet and ankles were swollen, suggesting

that shortly before death he traveled over

rough terrain. Rodolfo Merello of the Luis

Mackenna Hospital, who X-rayed the body,

estimated the boy's age as eight or nine. Pro-

fessor of forensic medicine Jaime Vidal and

his assistants examined a small sample of the

flesh and determined that the outer layei

skin were dehydrated by the cold, dry

while the deeper layers were partially

served through saponification, a chen

change of fats into a soapy substance.

Grete Mostny, head of the anthropo

section of the National Museum of Nat

History, and others investigated the m
my's clothing, adornments, and accomp

ing artifacts. The boy's face was painted

with four yellow lines on each side radia

from his nose and upper lip to his cheeks

pigments were iron oxide and arsenic su

mixed with animal fat). His long, black

was oiled and plaited into more than 200

braids. On his head he wore a band mac

human hair and a headdress of black 11

hair decorated with condor feathers.

The boy wore a silver pendant in the si

of a sideways H beneath his chin (here sh

on his forehead) and a wide, silver braceli

his right forearm. His body was clothed

sleeveless tunic of llama wool cloth, an al|

wool cloak, and llama hide moccasins

terred with him were two bags, one of w

'i'jfTKWiZMsas;*/:'.; ; wwiy
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full of coca leaves. Also accompanying

were five little pouches containing mat-

human hair, baby teeth, fingernail clip-

;s, and bits of red thread. The human

itus apparently belonged to the boy and,

as the custom, was saved by his family for

jventual burial, so that his spirit would not

e to search for it.

hree figurines were found with the

nmy, including two llamas, one of a ham-

ed and soldered alloy of gold, silver, and

per, and a smaller one of Spondylus shell,

third figure, a hollow silver female idol,

dressed in miniature clothes, including a

with parrot feathers attached,

ragments of decorated pottery found on

'lomo near an Inca structure a little way

n from the burial site were studied by

lean archeologist Gonzalo Figueroa, who

id them to be of late Inca style. Several

nish chronicles state that before the Inca

ificed a victim, he was given com beer as

itoxicant. This beer was often transpwrted

vessel that had a pointed base, two han-

, and a long neck; a fragment of such a

el was found on El Plomo. The most re-

study of the mummy was conducted in

1982 by Patrick Home, a paleopathol-

t, who examined a sample drawn from the

s liver for a residue that would indicate

presence of alcohol. The results were in-

;lusive; he did, however, find traces of

it on the tunic, which might mean the

i threw up after taking a couple of drafts

eer at high altitude. Supporting the hy-

lesis that the boy was intoxicated before

vas sealed in his grave is his completely

xSu\ countenance; apparently he passed

ctly from his deep stupor to death result-

from exposure.

.s evident from the clothing and accompa-

ig objects, the boy was a subject of the

I empire. The pendant, bracelet, mocca-

, and long hair suggest he was from QoUa

u, the empire's southeastem quarter. Ac-

ling to Mostny, his braided hair suggests

he may have been a member of a group

ig near Lake Titicaca, such as the

laca. Probably he was the son of a lower-

s noble, perhaps offered to the Sun god to

Detuate the sun's power and to insure the

d health of the emperor, who was consid-

i a direct descendant of the god. Or he

/ have been an offering to El Plomo,

ch as a source of water was probably re-

ded as an important local deity.

)mas Besom is pursuing a doctorate in

heology and anthropology at the State

versity ofNew York at Binghamton. He
I became interested in the Inca empire
' high-altitude sanctuaries while living in

le, where he climbed El Plomo.

Llamas graze on the high plain, or puna,

in southern Peru, near Lake Titicaca.
Claus C, Meyer; CAmara Tr6s Fotografia

This region was inhabited by valley set-

tlers who rarely made ascents of high

peaks. Furthermore, the Araucanians,

who resisted Inca expansion still farther

southward (and continued afterward to

resist European domination) lacked high-

mountain sanctuaries, although they did

venerate volcanoes. Thus, the climbing of

mountains for ritual purposes may not

have been indigenous to this region.

Of all the high-altitude sanctuaries,

those in the extreme south—especially the

ones with burials—are richer and more

purely Incan in their artifacts. They are

also situated at more inaccessible and in-

hospitable sites than those of the puna and

high plateau. From a religious standpoint,

these mountains were new territory. I sug-

gest that the Inca were acting more inde-

pendently in establishing sanctuaries so

far south. Perhaps they wanted to contrib-

ute in this way to the political and cultural

unification of QoUa Suyu.

The southern expansion of the empire

brought with it a new social, economic,

and religious order that scholars some-

times call Pax Incaica. The Inca royalty

probably took possession of the new region

as if it were a gift bestowed by the Sun
god. The high sanctuaries, particularly

those crowned with human sacrifices, may
have been erected as visible signs both of

the new order and of the presence of the

imperial god. Apparently, the Inca rea-

soned that to fulfill his protecting, order-

ing, and fertihzing functions, the Sun god

required valuable offerings in the highest

places humans could reach.

We do not know if human sacrifice was

part of non-Inca culture in this region, but

based on the Spanish chronicles, as well as

archeological evidence, most scholars

agree it was part of Inca culture. The
practice marked certain occasions, includ-

ing epidemics, earthquakes, solar eclipses,

and annual festivals. Human sacrifices

were also performed on the death of an

emperor, in order to provide an escort for

him on his journey to the Other World and

to bring good luck to his successor.

Along with El Plomo and the burial of a

young woman on Pichu Pichu (a mountain

west of Lake Titicaca), Aconcagua now

brings to three the number of cases in

which statuettes have been found in asso-

ciation with high-altitude human sacri-

fices. At least a dozen more sites are

known where figures of humans and lla-

mas appear without sacrifices (sometimes

in lower sites in different parts of the Inca

realm). A number of years ago I specu-

lated that in some cases, and generally for

the later Inca period, such figures were

offered in place of real sacrifices, a sub-

stitution known in other cultures. But now

that we know of three cases where both

occur, this interpretation needs to be

changed or at least supplemented.

Statuettes may have been used for sev-

eral different symbolic purposes. In the
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Heading south through Argentina, a

main Inca roadpasses along the eastern

side ofthe Andes mountain range.

case of Aconcagua and the other two buri-

als, we may interpret them as travelers

intended to escort the sacrificed person on

his or her journey to the Other World. In

two of these examples, the human statu-

ettes were female (symbolizing perhaps

the Earth Mother, Pacha Mama)—in one

case accompanying a female (Pichu

Pichu) and in the other case a male (El

Plomo). At Aconcagua, instead, the statu-

ettes were male, accompanying a male.

The significance of these differences is not

known.

In the case of high-mountain burials,

the occasion for human sacrifice was the

expansion of the Inca empire, perhaps co-

inciding with the inauguration of a section

of the Inca road network, with its associ-

ated way stations. This network com-

prised important north-south routes along

the eastern and western sides of the Andes

and various transverse (roughly east-

west) routes. The high sanctuaries, par-

ticularly those with burials, are generally

associated with transverse routes, where a

path connected eastern and western slopes

or ran from one mountain range to a paral-

lel one. Near such routes, the Inca chose a

high peak as a sacred mountain. It was

then climbed, a sanctuary was built, and

offerings were buried, including, in some
cases, the most valuable: an innocent hu-

man life. The Aconcagua sanctuary, for

example, was close to a major transverse

route, essentially the same one followed

today by the international highway be-

tween Argentina and central Chile.

The Inca may have attached special

significance to the transverse roads be-

cause in their general orientation they re-

sembled the path followed by the sun. The
high passes through which the traveler

crossed from one slope to another may
have been likened to the door that sepa-

rates this world from the one beyond, the

divine world (even today, people crossing

some of these passes leave offerings

—

stones and other objects—which over

time have accumulated into huge piles).

As part of the array of rugged, high-moun-

tain sites, Aconcagua provides archeolo-

gists with valuable clues concerning the

sentiments, as well as the practices, of

prehistoric Andean peoples. D
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS, Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave., Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350. request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks
Graphics. Pueblo pottery Navajo rugs Hopi Kachinas.

Sandpaintings. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

(818) 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789-1510

MUSEUM-QUALITYART
IsYourHome or Office Picture-Poor?

Find out how to aquire timeless prints.

You are invited to call

I -800-745-1 140 anytime

for a free brochure.

>^^S
15600 116TH Av

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings,
kachinas Wholesale catalog $2.00. Indian Treasures.

Box 9771-NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

OIL PAINTINGS on linen canvas from your favorite pho-

tographs. Free brochure on request. Art Studio One,

PO Box 27134, Denver, Colorado 80227

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
Wesf, Ltd , PO Box 103. Pittsford, VT 05763-0103

Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

pnces. Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss

your requirements with a trained anthropologist. Pho-

tographs of objects available upon request. Visa and
Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

A TRIBUTE TO SABAKA: THE LEGEND. A collection of

unusual short stones. $14.95 value/$9.95 plus $1.25

s&h Paradise Publications, PO. Box 173, Sayville. NY
11782

CELTIC SCIENCE FICTION, Intelligent comic books
SF adventure written by anthropologist: Dangerous
Times $2 00, $11.50 6-issue subscription. Evolution

Comics, Box 1028-N, NYC 10028

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.B2
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York. N.Y. 10001

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nature Lovers Identification guides, reference works,

studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.

Most $3 95 to $10 00 Write Dover Publications. Dept
A285. 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion " 1-800-695-9599

STEPHEN JAY GOULD CALLS Milner's Encyclopedia
of Evolution "the best one-volume compendium that

has ever been assembled ' 650 articles covering every

aspect of evolutionary thought— art, movies, legal, po-

litical, scientific questions, biographies of scientists.

Darwiniana. Scholarly and entertaining, with Foreword
by Gould Special offer For copy autographed by au-

thor send $45 00 plus lax and $3 00 handling to: Tre-

mendous Productions. 133 W 72 Street. #601. New
York. NY 10023

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Our 45 years expen-
ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing. Inc
.
Dept NH. 127 East 59th Street. New

York, NY 10022

HieMarl^t
YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Camps

DARROW WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS, Summer wil-

derness adventure in Maine & Ouebec You'll never

forget the Whitewater, wildlife, fishing, fnends and tri-

umphs of a successful expedition. Young men &
women 11-17 2/4/6/8 wks Affordable Scholarships.

ACA Accredited. John Houghton, RED 3, Box 231 -BN,

Freeport, ME 04032 (207) 725-4748

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study. America's finest paralegal pro-

gram. Free catalogue. (800) 362-7070 Dept LE124

f
r Since a

Calvert^^ School
HOME STUDY ^^ COURSES

Since 1906

teach your child at home
complete curriculum kindergarten-8

no experience necessary

traditional, classical education

accredited, non-profit program

advisory teachers available

^ all materials included

French and music courses offered

> send for free information

Calvert School
(3011243-6030 faxl301)3e6-0674

Dept. NN41 Tuscany Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21210

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care

specialist. Home study. Free career literature. (800)

362-7070 Dept CE124

FREE PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 350 private boarding

schools, camps and summer programs in U.S. and
abroad, serving children 8-18. Most visited by pub-

lisher For 288-pg guide and free referrals give child's

age. grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date Est. 1940. Vincent/Curtis. Rm 216. 224

Clarendon St . Boston. MA 02116

SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS. FELLOWSHIPS Available.

Everyone Qualifies! For list/information. Send $1.00

AFAR. Box 544-M. East Elmhurst. NY 1 1369

^"iSpcakSpaSsh ^
I

like a diplomat!'
I Learn on your own with audioKsassette courses used
I by U.S. State Dept. Programmed for easy learning,

I
56 languages in all. Comprehensive. Call or write for

I
free catalog. 1-800-225-5400 Our 19th year.

SPEAK SPANISH. FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

textbook Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio

Language Institute. 1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
19107 RP, Washington, DC 20036

A1 JOBS. To $1 ,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free

List! Zincvo. Box 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120

Covered market, Istanbul, Turkey
Joan laconettl

BECOME A FEDERAL SEASONAL RANGER next sutT

mer Publication $5. Updated, "Ranger, " Box 33111

Fort Worth, TX 76163-1114

BECOME A REAL ESTATE APPRAISER, $100,000 plu

potential. Home Study Earn professional certificatior

Free literature (800) 362-7070 Dept. RE124

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, detail©

guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefit!

send $6.95, SAV Travel, Box 571 -NH. Hicksville, N'

11802

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products £

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext 6371

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $100 per boot

Write Caico Publishing (Dept. C-80), 500 South Broac

Meriden, CT 06450

HONEST EDUCATION SERVICE seeks full or part tim

help. Education experience preferred. 1-913-468-368

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Dire<

tory and complete information—$3.00. Internatiom

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 2003
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iOCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTbR!
;urrent openings— All occupations—Western US!
ree details lntermountain-4Y, 3565 Pitch. Colo-

ado Springs, CO 80908 1-719-488-0320 x425

EACH HERE—ABROAD: Sctiool, college openings

) S,A $9,00: Overseas $9.00, England, Australia, New
ealand, Japan $9.00 each EISF. 662. Newton. Massa-

husetts 02162-0002

'inancial

;ASH grants available from foundations! Never

=pay! 401 sources/application instructions. $3.00

undsearch. Box 19107-RP. Washington. DC 20036

ET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ess. Grants/loans to $500,000, Free recorded mes-

age: (707) 449-3600. (LAI)

'Oreign Periodicals

VORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
5 countries! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure,

lultinewspapers. Box DE-204, Dana Point, CA 92629

Merchandise/Gifts

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson

Blvd.. Black Mountain. NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

HANGING CHAIRS. HAMMOCKS & Fine outdoor furni-

ture expertly handcrafted. Free Catalog. Twin Oaks
Hammocks. Rt, 4. Box 169-NH. Louisa. VA 23093

Gourmet Interests

DELICIOUS RAINFOREST CRUNCH contains ca-

shews, brazil nuts harvested by Amazon peoples,

cooked up into a treat for all ages by Vermont bakers.

Your purchase helps sustain the rainforests. Fascinat-

ing story with one pound tin $14 50, Unique catalog

$1 .00, Blue Planet, Box 21 3-N, Boston, MA 021 23

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,

by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)

682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

DINOSAUR MUGS. Skeletal views of Tyrannosaurus,

Stegosaurus. Triceratops. Sabre-tooth Cat. While on
black ceramic 1 1 oz, dishwasher safe mugs. Four mug
set $30. Salisfaclion Guaranteed, Free brochure. Arm-

chair Archaeologist, 1275 4th, #112J, Santa Rosa, CA
95404

"I » OWLS" Bumper Sticker $1 00 1991 Owl Calendar

$13 Owl merchandise catalog $1 00 Owls Nest, Box
5491NH, Fresno, CA 93755

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity guaran-

teed. Color catalog $2 Bethany Sciences. P.O. Box
3726-N. New Haven, CT 06525

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT, rainforests, earth

while saving money! Catalog of thoughtful products,

meaningful gifts $1,00. Blue Planet. Box 213-NH. Bos-

ton. MA 02123

SAY "NO SMOKING" IN 36 LANGUAGES' Artistic

Poster ready for framing. $7.95 p/h $1 30 Color and
Design. PO. Box 305~A. Oceanside. New York 11572

Miscellaneous

OREGON EXPLORER'S MAP, 700-1- Natural/Historic/

Geologic features. Send $7 45. Exclusive Maps. Suite

369N. Eugene. OR 97401

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age. interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box
82295NH. Phoenix, AZ 85071

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
Andes, Africa, India, World Music Jazz. Wnle for free

catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music of the

World. Dept. N, PO. Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

3667

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experience the

Ultimate in Bhiliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd., PO
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc
.
331 Mansion St . West Coxsackie. NY

12192(518)731-2610

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free

brochures. Paradise Management. 50 South Beretania

C207. Honolulu. HI 96813

HAWAII: OCEAN FRONT HOUSE on Oahu's beautiful

Windward Coast. Weekly $425,00 and monthly

$1500-00. Pultz. Box 47. Kailua. HI 95734 (808) 261-

6594

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility. &
wildflower tours. Write: John Gardner. Orangedale.

Nova Scotia, Canada

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small beachfront resort on
the Canbbean Spacious pnvate cabafias Library. Din-

ing room featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan rums. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve. Birds.

Photographic Safans Bevier. Placencia. Belize. 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

CHARLESTON'S RESORT ISLANDS: Miles of beach,

championship golf courses, superb tennis facilities.

bike trails, fine dining, exciting shopping, plus historic

Charleston. Free brochures Kiawah 1-800-845-3911.

Seabrook 1-800-845-2233. Wild Dunes 1 -800-346-0606.

Ext 211



Jlie MarKpt
UNEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of 20 sailboats,

sailing instructions, heated pool, tennis Write for

folder Boottibay Harbor, tvlaine 04538

Tours/Trips

ACTIVE VACATIONS, Experience ttie Rockies and
Soutfiwest on our unique 12-22 day camping tours

Budget Travels West, PC, Box 476, Salida. CO 81201

(719)539-7102

ADVENTURE CALLINQi Outstanding nature and wild-

life safaris in East Afnca, Galapagos and Costa Rica

Fascinating in-deptfi explorations Small groups, ex-

pert guides, over 300 guaranteed departures Free

Brochuresi (800) 525 6772 Special Interest Tours. 134

W 26lfi SI (C) NY. NY 10001

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
KELLER WHALES!

Johnstone Straits - JUNE & SEPTEMBER

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
Baja California JULY 7-14

Small Croups Led by Whale and Wildlife Specialists

1696N Oceaa Dt, fMcKinleyvilk, CA 9SS21

80O-S48-7555

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES wildlife/go

nlla safans to Tanzania, Kenya, Rwanda, Botswana,
Zambia, IVIadagascar, NamilDia Wanderlust Adven-

tures, 65 Clarkson, Suite 207, Denver, CO 80218 (303)

777-5846

AFRICA, ALASKA, AlvlAZON, AUSTRALIA, Galapagos
Natural History Expeditions Small groups, expert lead-

erstiip, 18tti year Free brocfiure Nature Expeditions

International, Dept NHC, PO Box 11496, Eugene. OR
97440

iwiLDLAND „_„p„,
Kenai Refuge

Seacoast Glaciers

"Why sightsee Alaska when you can experience it!"

1-800-334-8730 PO box 259. 1>ou. Uke. WA 98B50

ALASKA Alpine Wildflower Workstiops in Denali Na-

tional Park Experience ttie tundra during spring flow-

enng witfi an Alaskan botanist Write to Kantistina

Roadhouse, Box 130, Denali, AK 99755 1 -800-942-7420

ALASKA: Small group, tent camping or lodge and hotel

tours Alaska and Western Canada Hike, raft, kayak as

you travel Fifteen itineraries from one to four weeks
CampAlaska Tours, PO Box 872247, Wasilla, Alaska

99687 (907) 376-9438

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS Maine and Canada. Wil

derness. wildlife Guided adventures for novice to ex-

pert Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS. General and special interest,

led by authors Paul Beaver and Milly Sangama. 1824
N.W 102nd Way, Gainesville, FL 32606

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—SW Rock Art, Mesa Verde,

Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon, Yucatan, Zuni, Ban-

delier. Santa Fe New Mexico, Arizona & Mexico 1st

Class Guided by leading archaeologists Archaeologi-

cal Conservancy, 415 Orchard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501

(505) 982-3278

ARCHEOLOGY FOR UNDERGRADUATES. Two ses-

sions of a four week Archeological Field School in the

excavation of a late Pueblo II Anasazi site on the Utah/

Anzona border Section #1 June 11 to July 7, 1991 and
Section #2 from July 9 to August 3, 1991 Intended for

undergraduate college students No experience re-

quired Six quarter credits Limited enrollment. For

cost information write: Dr Richard A. Thompson. Ar-

cheological Field School, Southern Utah University,

Cedar City, UT 84720

ASIA MALAYSIA, NEPAL, CHINA. PAKISTAN, Japan
Environmental, cultural, bicycle and custom adven-

tures! Asian Pacific Adventures, 826-NH4 South Sierra

Bonita, Los Angeles, CA 90036 (213) 935-3156, (800)

825-1680

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safans,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand s scenic

National l^arks and Milford Track: Australia's Outback,
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara, CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

BELIZE / COSTA RICA / GALAPAGOS / PERU / Cop-
per Canyon Trekking, rafting, cultural and naturalist

adventures Small groups Personalized service

Global Adventures, PO Box 1897N, Boulder, CO
80306 (800) 322-691 1 (303) 440-691

1

BOTSWANA, ALASKA, WASHINGTON STATE, Gala-

pagos—for dates and intineraries contact: New Jersey

Audubon Travel, c/o Rancocas Nature Center, RD 1

Rancocas Road, Mount Holly, NJ 08060 Phone (609)

261-2495, Tuesday through Sunday

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon largerthan Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Taraliumara Inillans.

Train over Old Spanish Silver

Route. Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec arcliaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Cailaghan Rd • San Antonio. TX 7B22B

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE Superb birding

and natural history tour Explore spectacular tropical

rainforests, mountain cloud forests and more Expert

leaders, August 4-14, December 22-January 1 Nature

World Explorations, 11442 High Hay Dnve, Columbia,

MD 21044 (301) 730-0877

DIG FOR DINOSAURS! Join leading paleontologists

May-September in Western Colorado. Dinosaur Dis-

covery Expeditions 1-800-547 0503, (714) 489-8950

EXPERIENCE THE COLORFUL COLORADO Plateau

Wildlife Expeditions, Indian Rock Art Seminars and
Trailrides in the canyon country of south eastern Utah

Hondoo Rivers and Trails, PO Box 98. Torrey. Utah

84775. Phone (801) 425-3519

GALAPAGOSi Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides In-depth trips include mainland Ecuador, op-

tional extensions to the Amazon Basin Write or call

—

Voyagers, Dept NG-4, Box 91 5, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607)

257-3091

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($16 50 postpaid) Galapagos
Travel. 2674N 1st St .

#1 12. San Jose, CA 95134 (800)

223-3767

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and ou

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore r

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Machu PIcchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 31 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1666 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley LAST. Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec 22. $2,581 14 night

cruise Nov 10, $3,600 Summer tours $2,300 Rates
include airfare from Miami Small groups on first class

yachts. Catalog. Galapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard

East, Toronto, Canada, M4M 1Y5. Tel (416) 469 8211

GUATEMALA. PERU. BALI—INDONESIA CRAF
Tours— Explore key cultural arts centers with folk ar

collector/photographer Gordon Frost Twenty thrf

years experience Small groups Contact Gordoi
Frost. PO Box 2. Benicia. California 94510 (707) 747

1316

HAWAII/ALASKA—Hawaiian islands natural hislor

tnps led by expert naturalists Including July sola

eclipse Alaska off the beaten path wilderness adver
lures Voyagers, Dept NE 4, Box 915. Ithaca, NY 1485

(607) 257-3091

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES
The only way lo see Papua New Guinea

NEW C^.NEA BIRD WATCHING TOURS—June an

October 1991 Our 1990 tour produced 300 specie

including 17 Birds-of-Paradise Contact Dr Darre

Price, Bird of Paradise Tours, 1 50 Queen Street
.
Soult'

port 4215. Australia

TRAVEL WRITING AT ITS BEST—Margaret Atwooc
Wallace Stegner. Jeane Kirkpatrick. Margaret Drabblf

Barry Lopez, and leading editors Bimonthly 48-pag
newsletter. $20/year Sample—$2 00 Travel Review

Box 414-H. Glen Echo. MD 20812 Tel (301) 229-756'.

UK BIRDING TOURS to England. Wales and Scotlanc

May/June 1991 33 Carmarthen Avenue. Portsmout
P06 2AG England (01 144) 705 370559

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
From the SAHARA to BOTSWANA , from ECUADOR
to PATAGONIA, from INDIA to CHINA. ..nomads,

tribal peoples, wildlife. . .over 3(1 itineraries!

TURTLE TOURS, INC.
944b Quail Trail, Bux# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 224-5804

WILD DOLPHIN ENCOUNTERS— for 1991—aboar
the MV/Dream Too 10 years expenence with wild A

lantic spotted dolphin Color brochure available Cc
1-800-741-5335 or write: PO Box 033271. Indialanlii

FL 32903-0271

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates. W
pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number t

Stan Katz. PO Box 524-H. Cranford. NJ 07016, US
(908)561 4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroidene;
Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and Ch
nese rugs Paisley & Kashmir Shawls Please sen'

color photos with size, condition and price to Renal

Halpern Galleries, Inc , 325 East 79th Street. New Yorl

NY 10021 Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 40 per word: 16 word minimum D/sp/ayc/assiftedi

$375 per inch All advertisements must be prepare

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discount:

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTC
RY's discretion Send check/money order payable ti

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL HIS

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St
.

Nev

York, NY 10024 Please include your personal addres:

and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug

gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, twi

months prior lo cover date (the January issue close:

Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for display ads

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sen

upon publication
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American Museum of Natural History

Voyage of the Vikings:
Exploring the Shetland Islands, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland

July 26 - August 8, 1991

Discover spectacular fjords, glaciers, geysers and dramatic coast-

lines that offer refuge to exciting wildlife. Retrace the route of great

Viking explorers with calls at traditional Nordic villages and an-

cient Viking sites. The entire group is limited to just 83 participants

plus a team of expert lecturers. Our base is a luxurious, fully stabi-

lized cruise vessel with just 50 passenger suites. Highlights include:

>• The rugged, remote Shetland Islands, famed for ancient archeo-

logical sites such as Clickhimin Broch and Jarlshof.

> Mykines, in the volcanic Faroe Islands, with 1,000-year-old

Viking villages and spectacular seaside cliffs with millions of

seabirds.

> Hofn, an untamed region on Iceland's spectacular east coast

characterized by glaciers and magnificent, deep fjords.

>" Heimaey Island, where a volcano adjacent to Iceland's largest

fishing port erupted in 1973, and Surtsey Island, newly formed

from a 1963 volcanic eruption.

> Prince Christian Sound, Godthaab and Sondre Strom, magnifi-

cent and rarely visited fjords along the dramatic coastline of

Greenland.

> Greenland's ancient Viking sites and picturesque villages such as

Igaliko, Hvalsey, Julianehaab and Frederikshaab.

> Diverse and abundant wildlife, including numerous species of

marine mammals, millions of seabirds and flowers.

> A luxurious cruise vessel with just 50 passenger cabins, all

deluxe suites.

> Fascinating, slide-illustrated lectures by experts in Viking histo-

ry, wildlife, geology and ecology.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or, toll-free, (800) 462-8687



This Lane
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I!ape Breton HigMands, Nova Scotia

I
J?;^^ Travelers to the northern reaches of

Sip Nova Scotia's Cape Breton Island have

long admired its densely forested canyons,

the rock cliffs that drop precipitously to

the Gulf of Saint Lawrence, and the rug-

ged shorelines that face the pounding At-

lantic Ocean. Canada has set aside 367

square miles of this landscape as Cape
Breton Highlands National Park. The
park encompasses a large plateau, ranging

from 1,000 feet high at its margins to

1,700 feet at its center, through which

clear rivers and streams have carved deep

valleys. Picturesque waterfalls plunge into

some of the canyons following heavy rain-

fall. The park also boasts many plants and

animals that are near the limit of their

geographical ranges.

Because glaciers completely covered

the region during the Ice Age, all the vege-

tation present today became established

sometime after the ice retreated, 12,000

years ago. Sixty-four species are rare in

this part of the country, mostly arctic-

alpine plants that were driven south dur-

ing glaciation and subsequently found fa-

vorable niches on Cape Breton, usually in

out-of-the-way places where competition

from other species remained minimal.

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Botanists recognize three major life

zones within the park, which generally

correspond to three North American for-

est types: taiga, boreal, and acadian. The

taiga, which covers about 22 percent of

the park's land surface, occupies the high-

est elevations at the center of the plateau.

Surtounding the taiga is the boreal forest,

which accounts for 55 percent of the land.

The rest is acadian forest, which grows on

the gentle slopes near the Atlantic Ocean

and extends into the canyons.

Transitional between boreal forest and

the treeless arctic plain known as tundra,

the taiga forest consists of stunted ever-

green trees. These trees, mostly black

spruce and balsam fir, may be only three

feet tall after 1 50 years of growth. They
owe their dwarfed condition to a harsh

environment—extreme cold, exposure to

ice, a short growing season, and poor soils.

Numerous gray lichens, such as reindeer

lichen, cover much of the ground, crunch-

ing beneath every footstep. Elsewhere,

soils made acidic by the accumulation of

peat moss provide ideal conditions for wild

blueberry, Labrador tea, and trailing ar-

butus. Poorly drained depressions harbor

species rare for the area, mostly members

The coast ofCape Breton Island, left, is

washed by the Atlantic Ocean near Black

Brook. Above: Mary Anne Falls

James Hanken; Bruce Coleflian. Inc.
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Joe LeMonnier

of a more arctic flora. They include cloud-

berry, the arctic bur reed, and four minia-

ture species of birch.

Boreal forest—here a southern arm of

vegetation widespread to the north—gen-

erally cloaks the western slopes of the

highlands and the upper slopes of the can-

yons. Spruce and balsam fir dominate,

with paper birch a characteristic decidu-

ous tree. The understory is lush and var-

ied. Among the unusual plants are oblong-

leaved rattlesnake plantain orchid and a

ground pine.

Most majestic is the acadian forest,

which here consists of huge sugar maples

(among the northernmost of this species in

the wild) and other deciduous trees, with

smaller numbers of eastern white pine,

eastern hemlock, and balsam fir. These

trees line the lower slopes and valley bot-

toms, with their streams and rivers.

There are several places to observe the

Mist hangs over the shallow Lake ofIslands, above. Steep

rock cliffs, oppositepage,face the GulfofSaint Lawrence

at Red River, just north ofthe nationalpark.

Jeffrey Blautarb

Cape Breton Highlands

For visitor information write:

Superintendent

Cape Breton Highlands National Park

Ingonish Beach, Nova Scotia BOC 1 LO
Canada

(902) 285-2691

acadian forest, including the areas adja

cent to the North Aspy River, the Mac
kenzie River, and Comey Brook. One o

my favorites is a short trail along Mc
Intosh Brook, whose waters rush througl

a second-growth forest of white spruce

yellow birch, sugar maple, and red maple

Because the trees grow close together am
form a dense canopy, the forest floor i

covered by low-growing mosses and sucl

shade-loving wildflowers as the round

leaved orchid, bluebead lily, two-eye(

berry, and zigzag goldenrod. Often foum

at the edge of the brook are colonies o

horsetail, a plant with jointed stems whosi

leaves are nothing more than tiny, triangu

lar, blackish scales.

A more extensive trail system pene

trates the beautiful Grande Anse Rive

gorge, just east of Mcintosh Brook an(

accessible from the Lone Shelling parkinj

lot. Large, mature sugar maples (one o

them 120 feet tall) and yellow birches an

very common on the steep side slopes

while American beech prevails in broade

portions of the valley floor. One hug

American elm is about 250 years old.

Because it contains many plants rare fo

the region, the Grande Anse River gorg'

has been named an International Biologi

cal Preserve. Beneath the old-growtl

sugar maples and yellow birches, botanist

have recorded twenty-one species of ferns

from the very large ostrich fern, inter

rupted fern, and cinnamon fern to thi

smaller and more delicate oak fern, beecl

fern, and fragile fern. Among them i:

green spleenwort, which is normally founc

in more southern regions. Farther up thi

Grande Anse, where the valley narrows

other plants grow on the wet, rocky clif

faces, including roseroot sedum anc

smooth woodsia fern. The rock vole anc

Gaspe shrew, mammals that are very rart

for Nova Scotia, also reside here.

This month, columnist Robert H. Mohl-

enbrock takes a break from his usuQi

beat—the 156 U. S. national forests-

introduce a neighboring territory. Mohl
enbrock is Visiting Distinguished Profes-

sor of Plant Biology at Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale.
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Celestial Events

I

Observatory Hill
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Visitors to Washington, D.C., this

spring and summer should take a tour of

the U. S. Naval Observatory on Massa-

chusetts Avenue, one of the most acces-

sible observatories in the country. Estab-

lished in the mid- 1 800s, it is also the oldest

large observatory in the country. Al-

though its original purpose was to serve

the needs of sailors by establishing time

standards and providing precise charts for

celestial navigation, the facility has made
significant contributions to astronomy.

The observatory's main telescope dates

back to 1873. Its mechanical parts have

been modernized, but its high-quality

twenty-six-inch lens is the original.

Through this lens (the largest of any re-

fracting telescope of its time) Asaph Hall

discovered the two moons of Mars in Au-

gust 1877. After Worid War II, with in-

creasing deterioration of Washington's

skies because of light and air pollution, the

Naval Observatory established a station

under the clear skies of Flagstaff, Ari-

zona. Today, a sixty-one-inch reflecting

telescope at the newer facility, together

with the one in Washington, is devoted to

the precise measurement of stellar posi-

tions and distances.

Before visiting the observatory, obtain a

copy of The House on Observatory Hill,

by Gail S. Cleere (available from the

U. S. Government Printing Office, Wash-

ington, D.C. 20407). The paperback is a

guide to the history and facilities of the

observatory, as well as to many of Wash-

ington's classical mansions. The guide also

describes the vice president's official resi-

dence—the House on Observatory Hill.

Gerald Ford was the first vice president

scheduled to live there, but before he
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could move in, he became president. Prior

to Ford, we had no official residence for

our vice presidents.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

April 1: Four of the five bright planets

are evening "stars": Brilliant Venus, domi-

nating the show, is in the west in the early

evening; from dusk until after midnight.

Mars is in the west, below Gemini's bright

stars Pollux and Castor; brilliant Jupiter is

in the south and west until it sets well after

midnight; and until the 14th, Mercury is

low in the southwest in early twilight.

April 2: The waning gibbous moon,

three days past full, rises after 10:00 p.m.

and fills the southeast with moonglow; to

its left is Scorpius' bright star Antares.

April 3: The moon occults bright red

Antares over Europe, but the event ends

before the moon rises in America, shortly

after 11:00 p.m.

April 4: Mercury starts the westerly

loop in its apparent orbital path, which

hastens its departure from the evening sky

by midmonth.

April 5-6: Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is in the Archer's "teapot" dur-

ing morning hours; on the 6th the moon is

just left of the teapot's uppermost star.

April 7: Moonrise is at about 1:30 a.m.,

and last-quarter phase is at 1:35 a.m.,

EST. Set clocks ahead one hour; daylight

saving time begins at 2:00 a.m. on the 8th.

April 8: Saturn and the waning crescent

moon to its right can be seen in Cap-

ricomus from about 4:00 a.m., EDT, until

sunrise. The dim stars of the Sea Goat

form the shape of a bikini around the

moon and Saturn.

April 9-12: Each morning, the predaw

crescent moon rises slimmer and late

while moving slowly away from nearb

Saturn. The thirtieth anniversary c

manned space flight (Yuri Gagarin) is o

the 12th.

April 14: New moon is at 3:38 p.m

EDT. Mercury is at inferior conjunctioi

passing between the earth and the sun am]

entering the morning sky.

April 15-16: The very thin new ere:

cent moon may be visible in twihght on th

15th, but certainly by the 16th. The thre

planets aligned above the moon in i\.

evening—Venus, Mars, and Jupiter—1:

approximately along the path the moc
will follow on the nights ahead.

April 17: Perigee moon (nearest th

earth) is at about 1:00 p.m., EDT Th r

moon is just above Venus after passing J

before sunset. Aldebaran is the reddis

star to the left in Taurus. Dimmer Mai

and bright Jupiter are above the moon an

Venus.

April 19: The thick crescent moon an

Mars appear very close together tonigh

The moon drifts slowly left past Mars c

the night progresses.

April 21: First-quarter moon is at 8:3

A.M., EDT. The moon, to the left of bri

liant Jupiter, moves away from the plane

Gemini's twin stars, Pollux and Caste

are virtually in line with Jupiter and th

moon. Venus moves through the stars c

Taurus, passing above Aldebaran.

April 22-23: With the maximum of th

Lyrid meteor shower at about 1:00 p.m

EDT, on the 22d, meteors radiating fror

the constellation Lyra may be visible bot

mornings. The hourly count is only aboii

fifteen, but the sky is moonless.



OF SOUTH AMERICA
(including the Orinoco, Devil's Island and 1000 miles

up the Amazon)

Aboard the 80-Passenger M.S. Polaris

with American Museum lecturers and friends

October 7-21, 1991

> American
Museum of
Natural
History

iscovery Cruises

xperience with a team of experts from the American Museum of

Natural History an in-depth exploration of South America's mightiest

rivers-the Orinoco and the Amazon.

Our adventure cruise is led by Museum scientists who share their

knowledge and enthusiasm for the world's richest ecosystem through slide-

illustrated lectures, films and informal talks over cocktails at the end of

each day ashore.

We join these naturalists daily in zodiac landing craft to explore hidden

tributaries in search of sloths, monkeys, caiman, butterflies, exotic birds,

trees and flowers. We also explore traditional villages and markets,

museums and historic landmarks.

This jungle adventure provides great comfort and good fun. Our vessel

accommodates only 80 passengers including the lecturer team, which

assures you of a small group experience aboard ship and ashore. Enjoy fine

cuisine, excellent service, comfortable cabins, and the company of

distinguished experts and interesting participants.

For further information write AMNH/Discovery Cruises. Central Park

West at 79th St, NY, NY 10024, or call (212) 769-5700, or toll-free

outside New York State. (800) 462-8687,



April 25: Mars forms a narrow inverted

isosceles triangle with Pollux and Castor

in the darkening western sky.

April 27: Virgo's bright star Spica is

just above the moon, which is not quite

full, as they rise in the southeast after

sunset. Mercury ends its retrograde (west-

erly) motion.

April 28: Full moon is at 4:58 p.m.,

EDT, shortly before it moves into Libra.

April 30: The moon is again close to

Scorpius' Antares, the reddish star to its

left. The fainter stars of the Scorpion's

hooked tail curve downward to the left,

ending at Shaula, about where its stinger

would be.

The spring Sky Map shows the sky for

April, May, and June from 40° north lati-

tude at the hours given below. To use the

map, hold it vertically in front of you with

south (S) at the bottom and match the

lower half with the stars you see when you

face south. As you face in other directions,

turn the map to bring the corresponding

compass direction to the bottom. The stars

move continuously westward during the

night. By morning (before dawn), those on

I

the western half of the map will have se'

those on the eastern half will have move
into the west, and new stars (those of th

summer evenings) will have risen in th

east. The map shows the sky at about 2:3

A.M. on April 1; 1:30 a.m. on April 1

12:30 A.M. on May 1; 1 1:30 p.m. on Ma
1 5; 1 0:30 p.m. on June 1 ; 9:30 p.m. on Jun

15; and 8:30 p.m. on July 1. The map ca

be used for an hour or more before an

after the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri

tus of the American Museum.
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llo 1OKYMembers' Market

^TURAL HISTORY Magazine offers Members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional information,

obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card corresponding to the

mbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although each advertiser has assured us

It it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so. Furthermore, the listing of an advertiser does not

istitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American Museum of Natural History orNATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

Andersen Windows, Inc. WINDOW AND
TIO DOOR FACTBOOK. Full-color bro-

ire provides information on custom combina-

is, planning a project, choosing a contractor,

i much more. FREE.

BritRail. Send for your 1991 brochure of

BritRail" and find out, how to see a lot of

eat Britain for not a lot of money.

British Tourist Authority. Britain: Send for

e full-color "Britain" vacation guide, packed

h money-saving tips, calendar of events, and

;gested itineraries for England, Scotland and
lies.

The Buccaneer. The Buccaneer sits atop a

1 overlooking 3 powder white sand beaches

i surrounded by an 18 hole championship

f course. Many people stay at the Buccaneer
t for its impressive view and elegant sur-

indings.

Charleston, S.C. This historic seaport city is

ideal vacation destination. Carriage tours,

iseums, antique shops, historic homes, and
ntations. From miles of clean, public beaches

the finest dining found anywhere.

Eastern Europe/General Tours. Inclusive de-

e tour packages to Eastern Europe and the

I

viet Union. Choice of 14 programs, 9 to 24
ys, including new cruises on the Volga, Elbe,

i Danube rivers. Independent travel services

offered. 1-800-221-2216. Free brochure.

Eurailpass. Eurailpass provides first-class

in travel throughout Europe. You can follow

itinerary or follow your dream. Many options

lilable, beginning as low as $12 a day. Free

x;hure.

Fantasy Cruises. Cruise around South Amer-
i. 50 days from $5,850. September 4 - October

, 1991. Call 1-800-926-3800 and ask for free

Dchure 52SA.

Folbot, Inc. Travel and boating come to-

ther with our lightweight and compact folding

yak. Quick and easy assembly. Rotomolded
ats also available. Call for catalog 800-533-

99.

I. Georgia Tourism. From our cool mountains
our historic heartland to our coastal islands

»rgia has the perfect vacation for you. Call 1-

lO-VISIT-GA now for your free Georgia on
V Mind Travel Planner.

. GermanRail. The new Flexipass gives visi-

rs a terrific opportunity to take advantage of

ermany's marvelous rail systems and save a

eat deal of money in the bargain. Send for

lur free brochure.

12. Government of India. Nothing compares.

From the Taj Mahal to the Bengal Tiger Pre-

serves to the Himalayas. Send for our free guide

to this exotic subcontinent today!

13. Joim Nuveen & Co., Inc. To learn more
about tax-free investments, send for a free infor-

mative brochure, which will be sent promptly

with a prospectus.

14. KD Rhine Cruise. KD River Cruises of Eu-

rope. From KD's new Elbe Cruises that let's you
experience the culture of Eastern Germany, to

cruises on the Rhine and Moselle there's a KD
cruise to fit your itinerary. Call 914-948-3600 or

send for free brochure today.

15. Monroe County, Florida. Let go in a world

full of natural goodness. Explore tropical forests

and incredible coral reefs. For more informa-

tion, call your travel agent or 1-800-USA-ES-
CAPE.

16. Leica. Leica Binoculars—Full size and
compacts. Brilliant, sharp, rugged. Retractable

eyecups, close focused. Lifetime warranty—

3

year no fault passport protection. Free color

brochure.

17. New Brunswick, Canada. One of North
America's last great escapes and best-kept se-

crets. Featuring warm salt water beaches, un-

crowded and accessible coastline, sea-condi-

tioned breezes and New England charm with

Maritime hospitality. Free vacation informa-

tion.

18. Newfoundland & Labrador. Explore a

World of Difference in Newfoundland and Lab-

rador, and discover a unique natural history and
culture dating back 500 years before Columbus.
Warm-hearted people and chilling scenery

await your visit. Send for your free 150-page

colour travel guide.

19. North Carolina. Send for your Free Travel

Package with facts for planning where to go,

where to stay, and what to do on a North Caro-

lina vacation.

20. Northwest Territories. Within reach, yet

beyond belief. Receive your copy of the explor-

er's guide to Canada & Northwest Territories.

21. Nova Scotia. A sea-swept peninsula of ma-
jestic highland vistas, lush river valleys and
friendly maritime people with a heritage

steeped in Scottish and Acadian tradition. Send
for your free copy of the 1991 Nova Scotia

Travel Guide—Canada's most complete provin-

cial travel guide.

22. NYNEX Mobile Communications. Even
the most advanced cellular phone is only as good
at the cellular system behind it. Put yours on the

NYNEX Cellular System today. For informa-

tion, call I-800-292-BELL.

23. Phillips Petroleum/United States Swim-
ming. Information on United States Swimming
and how you can help these athletes.

24. Portuguese National Tourist Office. Portu-

gal. Next time you go to Europe, don't miss the

other side of the Atlantic. Free colorful informa-

tion package available.

25. Radio Shack. Radio Shack Computer Cen-
ters offer the complete line of Tandy computers
as well as the most comprehensive range of

support services in the industry.

26. Regency Cruises. This fall, experience Re-

gency's 51 -day "Grand Adventure" cruise

around South America. Depart from Los Ange-
les and visit 1 8 exciting ports of call. 1 2 to 3 5 day
segments also available. Free brochure.

27. Saskatchewan Tourism. Discover Sas-

katchewan, Canada. Home of the Mounties!

Home of Canada's largest outdoor county music
jamboree! Enjoy 19 hours of summer sunshine a
day. Send for our free Great Saskatchewan Va-

cation Book.

28. Introducing Temptress Adventure Cndses.

Choose beginning, intermediate or advanced ex-

cursions in tropical Costa Rica or relax on
board. Education, adventure, pleasure. Free

brochure—call Natalie, 1-800-3 ENTICE.

29. United States Virgin Islands. St. Crouc, St.

John, St. Thomas, the American Paradise. The
year round destination with less than 5°F differ-

ence in temperature from winter to summer

30. Van Kampen Merritt. Van Kampen Merritt

is America's largest sponsor of tax-free insured

unit trusts. The firm now offers investment

products to meet the needs of investors world-

wide. For information call 1-800 DIAL VKM
ext. 215.

31. Joseph Van Os Nature Tours. Join us for the

fall migration of polar bears in Churchill, Mani-
toba. A truly incredible photo/nature experi-

ence. 1-800-368-0077.

32. Carl Zeiss Optical, Inc. Focused on perfor-

mance in the field! Zeiss quality products avail-

able at fine eyewear dispensers and sporting

goods locations or call 1-800-446-1 807. See page
21.
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Review;

A Continent on Fire
by Jon E. Keeley

When Yellowstone National Park ig-

nited several summers ago, some land

managers considered this to be the "Chal-

lenger accident" of fire ecology. The bu-

reaucratic backlash did temporarily halt

the use of fire on U. S. federal lands, but in

the end this event did much to publicize

the role of fire in natural ecosystems. In

the same manner, Stephen J. Pyne's book

Burning Bush: A Fire History ofAustra-

lia will do much to educate the global

community about the role fire has played

in the lives of Australians, as well as citi-

zens of other continents.

Stephen Pyne is a great storyteller, and

here he weaves as fine a tale as one could

imagine about a phenomenon as seem-

ingly ordinary as fire. The history of fire is

related through a collection of four

"books": The Eucalypt, The Aborigine,

The European, and The New Australian.

The story begins hundreds of millions of

years ago, at a time when the present

continent of Australia was but a piece of a

larger landmass known as Gondwana.

Through eons of time, Australia split off

Burning Bush: A Fire History of Aus-

tralia, by Stephen J. Pyne. Henry Holt

and Company, $27.95; 497 pp., illus.

from its Gondwana siblings, Africa, India,

and Antarctica. This breakup isolated

Australia, allowing its biota to follow a

separate course of evolution. The purpose

of Pyne's story is to convince the reader

that fire, more than any other force, has

been an overriding feature of the Austra-

lian landscape. Rich in words and images,

the author's message is that "fire en-

hances, multiplies, stimulates, recycles,

and animates, a plural not a singular proc-

ess, massaging a varied, subtle biota."

In Australia, the eucalypt carries the

message of fire from its earliest origins to

the present. It is so flammable that "once

torched, the burning bush resembled a

spiral nebula, its fuels and fires like paired

arms locked into an accelerating vortex."

In the process of adapting to a life with

fire, the eucalypt grew so accustomed to

this feature of nature that life without it is

impossible for some Eucalyptus species.

In eff"ect, the eucalypt has become the

element of combustion on which Austra-

lian fire depends.

Stephen Pyne is the Zen master ecolo-

gist who teaches us that separating the

organic and inorganic is not always po

sible. Like the Zen idea that an organism

skin does not separate it from, but rath(

joins it to, the environment, Pyne tells i

that fire and plant are one, and "the lini

age between life and fire is the bioma

they share—for one, part of a cycle

nutrients and habitats; for the other, fuel

Burning Bush gives the reader

glimpse into the world of plant adapt

tions to fire, introduced as "unimaginab

freaks of fire." Here are described pla;

structures such as the lignotuber, a wood

underground, swollen stem that stores n

Farmersfighting a bushfire that threatens their bark house

From CassBiVs Picturesque Australia (1980). edited by E.E. Miller
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American Museum of Natural History

SCANDINAVIAN SAGA

NORWAY DENMARK

JUNE 28-JULY 12, 1991

Discover the historic cities and magnificent landscapes of

Scandinavia as well as newly reunified Berlin on a land/

oruise program aboard the 5-star, 70-cabin Illiria. Join a small

group of participants and explore fascinating Norse cities and
towns and a coastline renowned throughout the world for its

awe-inspiring fjords. Experts in art, history, folklore and geology

accompany the entire trip. Highlights include:

• Bergen, Norway, former home of Vikings, medieval kings

and powerful Hanseatic League merchants.

• Norway's spectacular coastline, including the massive
Geirangerfjord and Sognefjord.

• Lillesand, Norway, a charming Norse village tucked away
behind a labyrinth of channels and skerries.

• Oslo, the rustic capital of Norway founded in 1050 by King
Harald Hardraada.

• The lively city of Copenhagen and its magnificent
Amalienborg and Rosenborg palaces.

• The beautiful city of Stockholm, built on 14 islands

connected by 42 bridges.

• Visby, on Sweden's island of Gotland, one of the wealthiest

and most powerful of the medieval trade centers.

• Newly reunified Berlin, one of Europe's most exciting capitals.

• Potsdam, Frederick the Great's brilliant baroque city.

For complete details write or call:

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192
Toll-free (800) 462-8687
or in New York State (212) 769-5700

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
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"A WILDERNESS, in contrast with those areas where man and his own

work dominates the landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the

earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man, where man

himself is a visitor who does not remain. ..."

—THE WILDERNESS ACT, SEPTEMBER 5I, I964

Wilderness
Written and produced by the editorial and

conservation staffs of The Wilderness

Society and illustrated by more than sev-

enty full-color photographs from some of

the best landscape photographers at work

in the United States today. Wilderness

America is a richly informed and magnifi-

cently produced document of the Natural

Wilderness Preservation System 25 years

later. A full color wall map is included for

reference.

Softcover. (8 'A X 11, 64 pages) $15.15

To order sendcheck or money order for $ 1 5 . 15 to Members' Book Program,

American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, 'IjBooR
New York, NY 10024. Or call toll-free 1-800-437-0033 for credit card orders. ITOgram

Pfembers'

MEMBERABILIA
AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF
NATURAL
HISIORY

TUCKED HIGH in the Canadian Rockies is a small quarry less than a city

block long. The Burgess Shale is 530 million years old, the remains of an

ancient sea. It contains more varieties of life—perfectly preserved in fearful

and fantastic detail—than are held in all of our modern oceans.

The story of how Burgess Shale came to

be, of its creatures, attempts to classify

them, and where they fit into the scheme

of evolution is one of the greatest stories—

and one of the hottest controversies—in

science. The story is told here in a

strength, depth, and grace unique to

Stephen Jay Gould.

"An intellectual delight, one of Gould's

best books."—LIBRARY JOURNAL

"Exciting and illuminating material on the

beginnings of life."—PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

(6x9, 326 pages) $21.45

To order send check or money order for $ 2 1 .45 to Members' Book Program, Members'
American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, ^Book

New York, NY 10024. Or call toll-free 1-800-437-0033 for credit card orders.
Irogram

trients and water. The lignotuber all

houses numerous dormant buds ready
'

spring to life once the aboveground sten

are destroyed. Other plant species ho!

their seeds inside woody cones for mar

years, and dispersal to germination sit

occurs only after fire. Thus, the critic

seedling stage of the plant's life history

given the advantage of fire's benefici

effect; plant competitors are removed ai

the combustion of organic matter release

valuable nutrients. Other pyrogen

"freaks" include the grass tree Xantho

rhoea, a plant that seldom if ever flowei

except following fire.

The ecology of Australian plant adapt

tions to fire is a fascinating study that h

already generated many research papei

One disappointment in the Burning But

was that little more than what I have ou

lined above found its way into this boo

Considering the depth and detail Pyne h:

given to the sociological aspects of fit

this plant ecologist felt cheated. And cu:

ously, as a scientist I did not find, as St

phen Pyne worried in the preface, that \

"poetic license" set my "teeth on edge."

fact, quite the opposite, the paucity of rii

metaphor and poetic license in the secoi

half of the book was noticed and misse

In the very few instances my teeth were i

edge I felt this feeling would be shan

with nonscientists; for example, "T
mulga melange hosts a biotic corrobon

a massing of multiple species that dan

around a central fire which illuminal

but does not inform." Such phrases dan

around the point, illuminate the prose, b

fail to inform.

The power behind Stephen Pyne's mi

sage, however, is that it goes beyond c

scribing the history of fire in Austral

Here we have a glimpse into the life of t

Aborigines and how fire was integrat

into all facets of their existence. This bo

will open a new world for many read<

who previously never considered how fi

could be incorporated into the psyche o)

race of people. Where the eucalypt is c

scribed as a pyrophyte, the Aborigine!

profiled as a pyrophile. "In the Aborigir

Australian fire had discovered an extra<

dinary ally."

What developed was a symbiosis 1:

tween humans and nature. Until appro:

mately 40,000 years ago, lightning was t

primary source of ignition for wildfires >

the Australian continent. Upon the arriv

of Homo sapiens, fire expanded its gc

graphical and seasonal range. Howevi

not only did the Aborigines carry the ton

farther into the bush and beyond the se

sonal limits of lightning but they also usi

fire to extract many of their resourc

from the world around them.
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From the age of three the Aborigine

as educated in the ways of utihzing fire,

ire was more than a cooking tool. It was

(1 agricultural tool, used to manage the

atural ecosystems, encouraging some

wd plants and discouraging other, use-

ss plants. Fire was a hunting tool, used to

rive kangaroos from hiding. Fire also was

means of protection, capable of driving

T enemies, as well as reducing combus-

ble plant materials, which if allowed to

:cumulate were capable of sustaining

itastrophic fires.

In the chapter "Fires of the Dreaming,"

yne describes how "fire was as integral to

le mental as to the material existence of

le Aborigine." It formed the basis of

leir spiritual world. The reader is led to

ilieve that without fire much of what

lakes all of us human would not have

ten possible. Campfires allowed us to

ctend the length of our waking hours into

le night. Such time is less useful for hunt-

g and basic survival than for intellectual

tercourse; for storytelling. It is around

le campfire that the Aborigines created

leir spiritual universe. "Spiritual inven-

on depended on a material context of

;at and light; the social life that sus-

lined cognition pivoted around a fire."

luch Aboriginal myth and ritual in-

volved fire, and Pyne recounts numerous

Aboriginal tales involving its use.

Europeans entered the scene and set

about a course of altering the ecology of

fire on the Australian continent. However,

such changes came about not because the

new inhabitants were unfamiliar with fire;

"probably no fire practice in Australia

—

or throughout all of Gondwana—lacked

an antecedent in British history." As with

the Aborigines, fire was an integral part of

the British cognition, and Britons had

"fire rites, fire ceremonies, and fire

myths." What complicated the role of fire

in the life of the European in Australia

was the multiplicity of roles played by the

new settlers. For example, in order to burn

the cover from certain rock formations,

miners "brought fire where fire had been

at best an infrequent presence." Pastoral-

ism brought new fauna with "a fever that

ravaged every niche in Australia," and

"by ruthless overgrazing, the alien herds

devoured the fine fuels that could carry

fire." What followed was a disruption in

the local ecological infrastructure; unpal-

atable shrub species, previously held at

bay by fire, were now allowed to prolifer-

ate and shade out the forage grasses. As a

consequence, more combustible plants ac-

cumulated, setting the stage for cata-

strophic fires, and Australians have lived

through many.

Beginning in the midnineteenth cen-

tury, major catastrophic conflagrations,

named after days of the week. Black Tues-

day, Black Sunday, and so on, devastated

various inhabited parts of Australia. Each

seemed to bring with it a different mes-

sage and to provoke a different respon.se

from the populace. Using these events,

Pyne leads the reader in detail (perhaps

too much detail) through the historical

development of the modern-day Austra-

lian fire strategy.

The "New Australian" is the product of

centuries of cultural evolution on the Aus-

tralian continent. As the populace strove

for its own identity in the world, fire was

part of the baggage. People in the field of

forestry in various countries of the world

have developed policies of dealing with

fire; from this body of knowledge, and

much personal experience, Australians

have fashioned their own strategy for liv-

ing with fire in the natural environment.

Jon E. Keeley is aprofessor in the Depart-

ment of Biology at Occidental College,

Los Angeles. A plant ecologist, Keeley

specializes in thefire ecology ofMediter-

ranean climate ecosystems.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

JUNE 27- JULY 7 OR JULY 6-16, 1991

D iscover the spectacular natural beauty of southeast

Alaska with a team of gifted Museum and guest lecturers

aboard the nimble and maneuverable M.V. Sea Lion.

With a group of just 74 people, we will cruise the pic-

turesque Alaskan coastline in search of the abundant

and varied wildlife of this stunning region.

From the ship and on shore excursions, observe

whales, sea lions, seals, bears, eagles and a host of other

animals in their natural habitats. With a team of

distinguished scientists, view the incomparable scenery

of Alaska as we pass fjords, rivers, glaciers, channels and
mountains. We will stop occasionally to enjoy the

hospitality and local cuisine of historic Scandinaxian and

Russian villages as well as the beautiful artwork of the

Northwest Coast Indians.

For complete details write or call the Museum toll-free out-

side New York State (800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700.

American
Museum of
Natural

^^s'il History Central Park West at 79th Street

Discovery Cruises New York, ny 10024



At the American Museum

Tropical Rain Forests

In conjunction with the exhibition

"Tropical Rainforests: A Disappearing

Treasure," now in Gallery 3, a variety of

special programs will highlight the com-

plex dynamics and the destruction of

these tropical resources. Writer Alexan-

der Shoumatoff and Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning poet W. S. Merwin will be the fea-

tured speakers on Wednesday, April 17,

at 7:00 p.m. in the Main Auditorium.

Shoumatoff has written about the politics

of the Amazon rain forest and the region's

rubber tappers, who have come to symbol-

ize the struggle to save the fragile ecosys-

tem. Merwin will speak about Wao Kele

O Puna, the largest intact lowland rain

forest remaining in Hawaii.

In a two-day workshop on Friday and

Saturday, April 19 and 20, in the Kauf-

mann and Linder theaters, seven speakers

will address such issues as the use of me-
dia and education in rain forest conserva-

tion, the pharmaceutical value of tropical

plants, the importance of healthy river

systems for the survival of tropical forests

and the people living in those regions, and
developments in the field of tropical

agroforestry. Admission is $15 for one

day; $25 for two days. In celebration of

Earth Day, Sunday, April 21, five films

that look at tropical deforestation and its

Artist Mark Gostnellfinishing the mural in

the Museum's "Tropical Rainforests"

exhibition.

impact on plant and animal species will be

shown. For details about these and other

programs, call (212) 769-5305.

WiLDSCREEN "90

Nine new works by the world's best

wildlife filmmakers will be presented in a

special screening on Sunday, April 28, in

the Kaufmann Theater. The subjects in-

clude the Al Murrah Bedouins of south-

ern Arabia; fierce crocodiles of the

Grummetti River in the Serengeti; the

Great Wood of Caldedon, a vast area of

old forest in the Scottish Highlands; Cali-

fornia's undersea forests of giant kelp; a

close-up view of the microscopic creatures

that share one's home; a family of gibbons

whose life style revolves around song; Af-

rica's most successful large carnivore, the

spotted hyena; a pride of lions in the Ser-

engeti as a social group; and flamingos in

the desolate Makgadikgadi salt pans of

Botswana. Call (2! 2) 769-5305 for more
information.

Indonesia Month
Indonesia is a country of about 17,500

islands with traditions as rich and diverse

as its many parts. Throughout April, a

sampling of Indonesia's arts and cultures

will be presented each weekend at the

Leonhardt People Center, as well as Tues-

day evenings in the Kaufmann Theater.

Programs include the Javanese shadow

puppet theater; the gamelan orchestra of

metal gongs, flutes, xylophones, double-

ended drums, and two-stringed fiddles;

ancient ceremonial court music and danc-

ing; ikat cloth making and the philosophy

of batik garb; the cultures of the Asmat
and Dayak peoples; and contemporary In-

donesian arts in historical and cultural

perspective. Anthropologist Clifford

Geertz, writer Umar Kayam, and ecologi-

cal anthropologist Christine Padoch will

be among the speakers. All programs are

free, and seating is on a first-come, first-

served basis. For more information, call

(212)769-5315.

At the Planetarium
Join Mike Hauser, of the Goddard

Space Flight Center, at the Hayden Plan-

etarium on Tuesday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m.,

for a look at the origins of the universe and

the creation of galaxies. Saturday, April

20, is National Astronomy Day, and the

president and founder of the World Space

Foundation, Robert L. Staehl, will talk

about the science of solar sailing. For

more information on daily Planetarium

happenings, call (212) 769-5900.

Back to the Gobi
Last summer, three paleontologists

from the American Museum retraced the

Gobi Deset expeditions led by Roy Chap-

man Andrews in the 1920s. This first

foray into an area closed to the Western

world since 1930 (three more trips are

scheduled) has already yielded exciting

fossil finds from ecosystems of Central

Asia that existed 100 million to 40 million

years ago, including the bones of a seven-

foot-long lizard related to the Komodo
dragon of today. An exhibition of photo-

graphs and specimens from both the old

and new expeditions will be displayed at

the Museum this month.

Members' Programs
Yale archeologist Richard Burger will

discuss the monumental architecture and

complex societies of the ancient Peruvian

civilizations at Cardal and Mina Perdida

on Tuesday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the

Main Auditorium (admission is $5 for

members; $8 for nonmembers). On Satur-

day, April 1 3, in the Kaufmann Theater,

children will be able to explore the world

of insects with Loveable Leroy, a bug pup-

pet eight feet long ($5 for members; $8 for

nonmembers). On Tuesday, April 16, at

7:30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium, an-

thropologist Helen Fisher traces Western

concepts of gender from their earliest be-

ginnings and makes predictions abouti

male-female relationships in the futures

($6 for members; $12 for nonmembers).

Robert and Esther Tyrrell will talk about

their two-year study of Caribbean hum-
mingbirds at 1:30 P.M. on Sunday, April

21, in the Kaufmann Theater ($5 for

members; $8 for nonmembers). For in-

formation and ticket availability, call

(212) 769-5606.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater and

the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more information

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

Discovery Cruises

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND QUITO

May 3 - 16, 1991 or January 10 - 23, 1992
Tortoises, marine and land iguanas, sea lions, a magniti-

Liit array of birdlife, and dramatic volcanic landscapes on
lu'sc remote islands—aboard the 20-cabin Isabela II—as

\ I'll as the ancient city of Quito in Ecuador.

SCANDINAVIAN SAGA

June 28 -July 12, 1991
"jords, Nordic landscapes and the art and architecture of

he great cities of Scandinavia and Germany, including

Bergen, Lillesand, Oslo and the Geiranger and Sogne fjords

n Norway, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Visby, Berlin and
^otsdam - aboard the luxurious, 70-cabin Illiria.

EXPLORING ALASKA'S
COASTAL WILDERNESS

June 27-July 7 or July 6-16, 1991
spectacular scenery of the Inside Passage from Prince

lupert to Sitka, including fjords, channels, rivers, glaciers,

vhales, porpoises, sea lions, bears, a wealth of birdlife and
he artwork of the Northwest Coast—aboard the com-
ortable 37-cabin M.V. Sea Lion.

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS
Norway to Greenland

July 26 - August 8, 1991
Arctic and subarctic ports, remote islands, fjords and ar-

:heological sites along legendary Viking routes, including

he Shetland and Faroe Islands, Iceland's Heimaey Island,

surtsey Island and Hofn, and Greenland's Prince Chris-

:ian Sound, Godthaab, Frederikshaab, Igaliko, Julianehaab
md Sondre Stromfjord—aboard the luxurious, 50-cabin

Renaissance.

ISLANDS OF POLYNESIA
Fiji to Tahiti

September 16 - 30, 1991
Spectacular coral reefs, beaches, jungle valleys, coconut
proves and picturesque villages of remote and rarely-visited

Polynesian islands, including Fiji, Tonga, Nine, the Cook
Islands, Bora Bora and Tahiti—aboard the very comfor-
table, 75-cabin World Discoverer.

ANCIENT ISLANDS OF THE
WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

September 17 - 28, 1991
Beautiful and historic islands of the Mediterranean begin-

ning from Barcelona and ending in Sicily, including Minor-
ca, Sardinia, Corsica, Ponza, the Aeolian Islands, Gozo and
Malta-aboard the luxurious, 70 cabin Illiria.

ORIENTAL ODYSSEY
Japan to Singapore

October 28 - November 21, 1991
Exotic sites and ports of call along this ancient trade route,

including Miyazima and Hagi in Japan, China's Shanghai,

Wuxi, Lan Yu and Hainan Islands, the Spratly Islands,

Hong Kong, Taiwan's Taipei and Taroko Gorge, Kota
Kinabalu, Sibu and Kuching in Malaysian Borneo and
Singapore-aboard the ultra-luxurious, 50 cabin Renaissance.

JUNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA

October 6 - 21, 1991
The spectacular Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, flowing

through dense tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys,
caiman, butterflies, exotic birds, rare trees and flowers and
many other types of wildlife hve in one of the world's

richest ecosystems — aboard the 41-cabin Polaris.

Discovery Tours

HAWAII AND THE SOLAR ECLIPSE

July 3 - 14, 1991

KENYA FAMILY SAFARI

July 21-August 3, 1991

ZAMBIA, ZIMBABWE AND BOTSWANA

September 12 - 28, 1991

CHINA AND THE YANGTZE RIVER

October 4 - 26, 1991

American Museum of Natural History / Discovery Cruises and Tours
Central Park West at 79 th St. / NY, NY 10024-5192

(800)462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
Monday through Friday 9-5



A Matter of Tasti

The Milky Way
East Indians have evolved a varied milk-based minicuisine

by Raymond Sokolov

Speaking as a mammal, I'm not

ashamed to say I think I belong to a fine

bunch of vertebrates. Our 15,000-odd spe-

cies contribute quite a lot to the happiness

of the planetary biosphere. Even the hid-

eous snouted spiny echidna of Australia,

with its peculiar, not to say perverse, mat-

ing practices (which I'm not going to ex-

plain in a food column) is a welcome

player on my team. We need all the help

we can get. Mammals have been under

siege lately—as predators and polluters

—

but the unkindest cut of all is the cam-

paign aimed against our defining charac-

teristic—milk.

As you will have guessed, I'm not about

to turn traitor to my (taxonomic) class and

join the antimilk Mafia. I concede that

milk is a source of fat, of cholesterol, of

allergenic proteins, not to mention a lot of

substances the dietary gastrophobes talk

about late into the night. Milk is also a

source of such alleged poisons as cheese (a

concentrated fat source with a potential

for spreading various microbial plagues,

including the uncommon but lurid listeri-

osis). Milk is, moreover, the source of ar-

tery-clogging cream and butter.

Millions of people simply can't digest

milk after childhood. They lack an en-

zyme necessary for the successful metab-

olization of milk. Naturally, the cuisines

of such groups do not include milk shakes.

The question is: did these milkless cuisines

produce the enzymeless adults or vice

versa? And, more profoundly, should we
in the precoronary set in the United States

take these mostly African and Asian cui-

sines as models for our own consumption?

Or does the temperate route make more

sense for enzyme-endowed Americans,

who also have easy access to skim milk, ice

milk, and low-fat yogurt?

I confess that in my efforts to sail to the

near side of obesity, I have tried all these

dodges. But I do love dairy products, and I
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don't look forward to a long life made even

longer by good dietary practice if that life

abjures whole milk foods altogether.

Lately, in fact, I've been looking into a

previously unnamed category of recipes

whose common ingredient is what might

be called reduced milk.

Reduction is a standard procedure in

cooking. The term comes up primarily in

the context of French sauces; indeed, it is

a translation of its French cognate, reduc-

tion. Escoffier will say "reduce by half

and serve." He, and any other professional

writer, means simply that we should boil a

liquid until it is "reduced" in volume by

half, through evaporation. Chefs reduce

sauces to intensify their tastes and to

thicken them. In the most extreme case,

French haute cuisine reduces classic

brown sauce so far that it is no longer a

liquid but rather a solid meat glaze.

Milk also gets reduced in French cook-

ing, most often in the form of cream. But

all European cuisines share one recipe in

which whole milk is reduced almost to

nothing: rice pudding. A typical classic

rice pudding recipe will combine a quart

of milk with a quarter cup of rice. Slow

cooking in an uncovered pan in the oven

produces a solid and unctuous dessert.

The disparity in the volumes of the milk

and rice (the ratio of their volumes is 1 6: 1

)

is so great that people reading a rice pud-

ding recipe for the first time invariably

conclude that the text has a misprint.

Then a more experienced person explains

to them that the rice has a miraculous

ability to swell and absorb liquid.

This is also wrong or at least misleading.

Yes, indeed, the rice absorbs a lot of liq-

uid. Conventional recipes for plain boiled

rice combine water and rice in quantities

calculated to provide complete absorption

of liquid just at the moment when slow

cooking has softened the rice to the de-

sired point of doneness. But the ratio of

water to rice, by volume, is usually 2:1

never 16:1. And the cooking occurs in

covered pot, which almost completel

eliminates evaporation or reduction of th

liquid.

In other words, the absorbent capacit

of rice is not a sufficient explanation c

what happens with rice pudding. Obv
ously, that is a mixed case of absorptio

and of evaporation in an open containe

Rice pudding raises questions becaus

evaporation occurs after the rice has bee

added, making it hard to see what's ha]

pening. But we mustn't blame the fir

cooks who hit on this method, becaus

they weren't interested in scientific den

onstration. They wanted to find the easie

way to prepare rice pudding. And th{

knew that reducing milk all by itself, esp

cially over direct heat, is a tedious ar

possibly messy business.

As anyone who has ever boiled milk h;

learned, milk traps steam as it is heat©

and if the heating continues past a certa:

point, a small explosion occurs in the pa;

The milk suddenly "foams up," as tl

cookbooks say, and overflows the pan.

order to overcome this problem when r

ducing milk over high heat, one shoul

start off with a sufficiently large pan !

that even foaming won't overflow tl

sides. After a while, when the milk he

reduced and thickened, it becomes nece

sary to lower the heat very far and to kee

stirring, both to prevent scorching and 1

stir back any skin forming on the surfac

of the milk.

Middle Eastern cooks carry this proce;

to its ultimate. They reduce rich wate

buffalo milk to a white solid called eisht

in Arabic and kaymak in Turkish. Whe
full reduction is done in the presence (

sugar, the result is a coffee-colore(

spreadable solid that plays a tradition!

role in Hispanic American desserts, esp

cially in Argentina, under the name duk
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de leche. In North America, we have

evolved an informal, folk/industrial ver-

sion of this dish: a can of sweetened con-

densed milk is completely submerged un-

der boiling water until the sugar in it

caramelizes and the milk solidifies.

In the Philippines, to the north of Ma-
nila, it is traditional to reduce the milk of

the carabao, the local water buffalo, to a

quarter of its natural volume and then to

cook it with sugar until the mixture, still

white, reaches the soft ball stage. Then
these pastillas de leche are rolled in sugar

and wrapped in white paper.

Reduced milk sweets reach their zenith

as a genre in India. But then it is India,

before all nations, that has experimented

most completely with reduced milk. It is

not an exaggeration to say that Indian

cuisine contains within it a minicuisii

evolved around the various stages of thic

ness that milk attains as its water evap

rates, its proteins coagulate, and its nat

ral sugars turn a gentle brown.

Milk is the major source of animal pr

tein for the millions of vegetarian Indiai

and a basic component of the daily diet

most of the rest of India. Buffalo-mi

yogurt, cheese, and the clarified butt

called ghee are universal in Indian foo

and in their Indian versions, they ha
special qualities setting them off fro

their non-Western analogues. The i

duced milk dishes make up an even mo
special world.

Traditional slow boiling in an Indii

wok, or kadhai, is a lengthy process ma(

much easier and quicker in the microwa

Braciole di Maiale al Latte

Pork chops cooked in milk

(Slightly adapted from Modern Italian Cooking,

by Biba Caggiano, Simon and Schuster, 1987)

2 tablespoons unsalted butter

2 tablespoons oil

4 1 -inch-thick pork chops, cutfrom
the loin or the ribs

2 garlic cloves, lightly crushed

4 to 5 fresh sage leaves (do not use dried

sage iffresh is not available)

Salt and freshly ground white

pepper

% cup milk

1

.

In a large skillet, heat the butter and

oil until the butter foams. Add the

chops, garlic, and fresh sage. Saute the

chops over medium heat until brown

on both sides, about 5 to 6 minutes.

2. Season with salt and pepper. Add the

milk. Stir to pick up the bits and pieces

attached to the bottom of the skillet

Lower the heat and cover the skillet

Simmer for 12 to 14 minutes, turning

the chops once during the cooking. I

the milk evaporates completely durinj

cooking, add a bit more.

3. Transfer the chops to a plate. Raise thi

heat and cook the sauce down unti

only a few tablespoons of thickenet

curds are left in the skillet.

4. Off the heat, remove as much fat a

possible. Return the chops to the skii

let and return to the heat. Cook briefl

until the chops are well coated with th

thick, browned milky sauce. Serve a

once.

Yield: 4 servings

AabGosht
Lamb with milk

(Adapted from Cookingofthe Maharajahs: The Royal Recipes ofIndia,

by Shivaji Rao and Shalini Devi Holkar, Viking, 1975)

/ pound lamb, cut into 3-inch pieces

12 cardamom pods, slightly crushed

2 whole garlic cloves, peeled and
slightly crushed

7 inches cinnamon stick

2 teaspoons salt

8 peppercorns

I quart milk

'A teaspoon ground ginger

'A cup whole blanched almonds, un-

salted

'A cup heavy cream

1

.

Put meat in a heavy saucepan with wa-

ter to cover. Bring to a boil and skim.

2. Add 4 cardamom pods, garlic, 3 inches

of cinnamon stick, 1 teaspoon salt, and

I

the peppercorns. Boil uncovered unti

the meat is tender. The water should b(

reduced to 1 cup. If not, remove th'

meat and reduce to 1 cup.

3. Meanwhile, in a separate saucepai

boil and stir the milk over high hea

with remaining cardamom, cinnamon

and salt until it is reduced to 2 cups.

4. Stir the lamb broth very slowly into thi

milk. Add the meat and the ginger an(

simmer, stirring for 10 minutes.

5. Puree the almonds with the cream in ;

blender. Just before serving, add thi

puree to the lamb. Heat the disl

through and serve with white rice

Yield: 4 servings
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lis I observed last month in my discussion

,f Julie Sahni's Moghul Microwave), but

he result is the same. Milk reduced to a

uarter of its original volume is a light

eige, aromatic liquid called rabadi.

labadi reduced further, by half (to an

lighth of the volume of the original whole

liilk), is a fudgelike solid called khoya.

(here are also many dishes where whole

iiilk and a solid ingredient are cooked

,)gether until the milk is absorbed and

!
[most vanishes, leaving behind a richness

•f texture and taste. One of the most un-

sual of these, showing the cosmopolitan

1 de of Indian cuisine, is a spicy dish whose

asic element is com kernels cooked in

iiilk until the milk "disappears."

( Rabadi, the thick but still pourable re-

juction, makes a rich sauce for desserts

nd fruit. A cheese precipitated from

ibadi is the basis for the dessert cheese

umplings, Bengali ras malai, and for the

ch Indian ice cream kulfi. Rabadi

'.diluted with some regular milk is served

5 a beverage sweetened with sugar.

From solid khoya, Indians make a

road variety of fudges ibarfi) flavored

jith pistachio, cardamom, ground ca-

i'lews, coconut, potato, ginger, mung
eans, semolina, and pumpkin. Khoya is

joked with grated carrots to make a

loist pudding called halwa. The list could

e extended because the Indian genius has

I

pplied the nutty richness of highly re-

uced milk to virtually every vegetable

uree and flavoring. A particularly com-

lex khoya dish is the pastry called khoya

oli, in which a thin, fried whole-wheat

ufF(like the spherical bread calledpoon)

stuifed with a paste of khoya, grated

Dconut, sugar, sultanas, ground carda-

lom, chopped almonds, and rose water.

Perhaps the furthest that khoya cook-

ry gets from a plain glass of milk is in the

Kashmiri mock meat dish matar shufta.

his is a vegetarian parody, as it were, of

le ground meat and chickpea concoction

ailed keema matar. For matar shufta,

lilk fudge grains are fried until they re-

\ iemble ground meat.

:

j

Something like the same eff"ect occurs

[1 one of Italy's most celebrated dishes,

rrosto di maiale al latte, pork roast with

lilk, in which a boned pork loin is braised

1 milk. Eventually, the milk reduces to

he equivalent of khoya, and then it cooks

urther, in the pork fat, until it browns in

utty, meatlike, and very delicious little

leeks. No one will believe it began as

nilk—except perhaps an Indian guest

/illing to indulge in pork.

laymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ial interests are the history andprepara-

ion offood.
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Lady

ofthe Flies
On a pleasant afternoon in East

Africa's Serengeti Plain, a lioness takes

her royal ease after a hearty lunch of

antelope steak. No creature would dare to

disturb—bzzzzt—or provoke the queen

of beasts as she—bzzzzt—takes her rest.

Well, almost none.

The squadron of winged invaders

consists ofubiquitous East African pests

known locally as Masai flies: insects that

plague people and animals alike,

particularly when they smell blood. As the

lioness had apparently neglected to Uck

her snout clean after dining, dozens of flies

were drawn to feed and lay their eggs on

her carrion-smeared face.

This portrait of the fehne monarch

under siege was taken in Kenya's Masai-

Mara Game Reserve by veteran wildUfe

photographer Boyd Norton. In 1 989, he

was cruising the plain in his Land-Rover

near a spot where a leopard had draped an
antelope carcass in a low tree on the

previous night. His African guide beUeved

the lioness had scavenged her meal from

the leopard's day-old kill, which made her

face particularly aromatic.

After expressing her annoyance, the

lioness, in a belated bout of feUne

fastidiousness, dispatched her tormentors

with a few swipes of her tongue.

—

R. M.

Photograph

by Boyd Norton
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Authors

^""HH

*"~~ .^^^^ Transplanted Americans, Patricia

Vickers-Rich and Thomas H. Rich (page

32) have been excavating fossils and

teaching in Australia since the mid-

1970s. Both studied paleontology at the

University of California at Berkeley and

earned doctorates in geology at Colum-

bia University in New York. Interested

in natural history "since at least four

years of age," Patricia is now a reader in

the earth sciences and biology depart-

ments at Monash University in Clayton,

Victoria, while Tom is a curator of verte-

brate paleontology at the Museum of

Victoria in Melbourne. Sponsored by a

variety of organizations, including the

Australian government and the National

Geographic Society, the Riches' field-

work in southern Australia has been car-

ried out with the help of hundreds of stu-

dents and volunteers, many from Earth-

Fascinated by the "abrupt, often cata-

clysmic metamorphoses of marine ses-

sile invertebrates," marine biologist

Christopher G. Reed (page 40) special-

ized in the morphology and development

of bryozoans, brachiopods, and poly-

chaetes. Reed grew up on Vashon Is-

land, in Puget Sound near Seattle, and

developed an early, ardent interest in

natural history. He was educated in his

native state, earning both bachelor's and

doctoral degrees in zoology from the

University of Washington and doing

fieldwork at the university's Friday Har-

bor Laboratories in the San Juan archi-

pelago. In 1980 he came east for a post-

doctoral fellowship at Harvard, and in

1982 he joined the Department of Biol-

ogy at Dartmouth College in HanoveP

New Hampshire. Known as a witty anc

enthusiastic lecturer who inspired stui

dents, at Dartmouth Reed twice rei

ceived special recognition for distini

guished teaching. Although bryozoans

were his first love. Reed also enjoyec

studying vertebrates and made many obi

servations of skunks, raccoons, snakesi

owls, and bats in the wild. After an ex-

tended illness, Christopher Reed died ir

January 1990 at the age of 38. He left i

wife and an infant daughter. The Chris

topher Reed Memorial Fund, which as

sists student research at the Friday Har

bor Laboratories, has been establishec

at the University of Washington Offict

of Gift Policy, Seattle WA 98195.
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tch, who have, over the years, dug,

sted, and hauled tons of rock at Dino-

ir Cove. The Riches have also brought

awareness of Australia's fossil history

the general public through television

:umentaries and educational pro-

ims. Authors and editors of many

Dks, Pat and Tom Rich collaborated

;h Mildred Adams Fenton on a revi-

n of The Fossil Book (New York:

lubleday and Company, 1989), an il-

trated guide to prehistoric life. Aus-

lia's fossil record is the subject of

'dimakara: Extinct Vertebrates of

istralia, edited by P. V. Rich and G.

van Tets, illustrated by F. Knight

rinceton: Princeton University Press,

90), and Vertebrate Zoogeography

d Evolution in Australia, edited by

. Archer and G. Clayton (Carlisle,

istralia: Hesperian Press, 1 984).

"Here is a difficult book I know I

n't need anymore. Here, you take it,"

is what an archeology professor told

yce Marcus (page 26) back in 1969,

len she was a senior in college. The

ok in question was An Introduction to

e Study of the Maya Hieroglyphs,

itten in 1915 by Sylvanus G. Morley.

nee then, Marcus has avidly pursued

e antecedents of Maya writing. Her

her research concerns early villages

id chiefdoms in Oaxaca, Mexico, and

pects of Maya political organization,

arcus is a professor of anthropology at

e University of Michigan and curator

Latin American archeology at the uni-

;rsity's Museum of Anthropology. For

rther reading she recommends The

ncient Maya (4th ed.), by Sylvanus G.

(orley, George W. Brainerd, and Rob-

t J. Sharer (Stanford: Stanford Uni-

irsity Press, 1983); "Early Steps in the

volution of Maya Writing," by Mi-

lael D. Coe, in Origins of Religious

rt and Iconography in Preclassic Mes-

imerica, edited by Henry B. Nicholson

.OS Angeles: UCLA Latin American

enter, 1976); and "Zapotec Writing,"

y Joyce Marcus {Scientific American,

ebruary 1980).

erican Museum of

Natural History
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Niue, a picturesque island with breathtaking sheer lime-

stone cliffs along its coast.
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raised coral atoll.

Bora Bora, where sparkling blue

lagoons and jagged peaks ablaze

with hibiscus make it one of the

most spectacular islands on earth.

Tahiti, a famous tropical paradise

and site of the glorious and sacred

Marac of Arahurahu.
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Authors, Continued

Standing in the desert in Oman, Rob-

ert S. White (page 50) points to the base

of a slab of oceanic crust, which was

shoved onto land when an ancient sea

was caught between the earth's shifting

plates. The site is one of the few places

where geologists can observe oceanic

crust from top to bottom. White has de-

voted most of his career to studying such

crust, which forms two-thirds of the

earth's surface. He went to the Univer-

sity of Cambridge as an undergraduate

to study physics, but his love of the out-

doors and the attraction of studying the

geology hidden beneath the oceans

(which was still largely unexplored) won
him over to the subject of geophysics.

Currently a geophysicist at Cambridge,

White continues to study the earth's

crustal structure and the interplay be-

tween tectonics and magmatism. For

further reading, he recommends Robert

and Barbara Decker's book, Volcanoes

(San Francisco: W H. Freeman and

Company, 1989).

In 1964, shortly after he began his ar-

cheological exploration of the high

mountains of northwest Argentina, Juan

Schobinger (page 62) excavated the

mummy of a twenty-year-old man on

Ceno El Toro. Now he reports on a more

recent discovery, the mummy of a young

boy sacrificed by the Inca on Cerro

Aconcagua, the highest mountain in the

Western Hemisphere. A professor of

prehistoric archeology at the National

University of Cuyo, in Mendoza,

Schobinger has also spent many years

studying South American prehistoric

art, especially the rock art of western Ar-

gentina. For additional reading, he rec-

ommends: The Conquest of the Incas,

by John Hemming (Orlando: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich, 1973); The History

of the Incas, by Alfred Metraux (New
York: Schocken Books, 1970); The In-

credible Incas and Their Timeless

Land, by Loren Mclntyre (Washington,

D.C.: National Geographic Society,

1975); and The Inka Road System, by

John Hyslop (Orlando: Academic Press,

1984).

On the morning of November
1962, Boyd Norton (page 92) deh

ately blew up a nuclear reactor—pai

his job as a research physicist and t

nical director of reactor safety studi(

the National Reactor Testing Static

Idaho. Nowadays, the only thing No
blows up are his photographs; aft(

dramatic career shift in 1970, he has

come a successful free-lance photo

pher and writer specializing in glc

environmental issues. He has ph

graphed orangutans in Borneo, gri:

bears in the American wilderness, ar

wide assortment of African animal

their native habitats. Norton is the

thor-photographer of nine books,

most recent being The Mountain

rilla and Boyd Norton's PhotoJour

a travel and field notebook for photo

phers. When he's not in the wilds of 1

neo or Siberia or Africa, he lives in E
green, Colorado, with his wife, Barb;

two pet snakes, and, he claims, a pi;

playing cat. To photograph the lioi

for this month's "Natural Mome:

Norton used a Leica R5 with a 400)

Leica Telyt lens. He prefers the so

light of slightly overcast days to capt

subtle details of color and texture in
i

traits of wildlife.
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In Search Of The New World

After a dismally long period of stagnation

and ignorance, the Dark Ages released its

grip on the civilized world to give rise to the

Age of Discovery.

Literature, science, and the arts flourished.

Knowledge challenged

faith. Out of the

darkness, there

was light.

It was the legen-

dary explorers,

however, who

changed history

with the broadest

strokes. Year to

year, they redefined

the boundaries of

the earth and,

with it, the definition of civilization itself.

Inspired by this glorious era, Seiko has cap-

tured its very essence in the Age of

Discovery Collection, timepieces with

exquisite craftsmanship and elegant,

Old World style.

The monumental accomplishments of this

period are more timely than a textbook.

Challenge your memory, be

inspired, and add to your

knowledge of this triumphant

age by answering the questions

on these two pages.

(Answers appear along the

border of the map.l
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American Museum of Natural History

Voyage of the Vikings:
Exploring the Shetland Islands, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland

July 29 - August 11, 1991

Discover spectacular fjords, glaciers, geysers and dramatic coast-

lines that offer refuge to exciting wildlife. Retrace the route of great

Viking explorers with calls at traditional Nordic villages and an-

cient Viking sites. The entire group is limited to just 83 participants

plus a team of expert lecturers. Our base is a luxurious, fully stabi-

lized cruise vessel with just 50 passenger suites. Highlights include:

> The rugged, remote Shetland Islands, famed for ancient archeo-

logical sites such as Clickhimin Broch and Jarlshof.

> Mykines, in the volcanic Faroe Islands, with 1,000-year-old

Viking villages and spectacular seaside cliffs with millions of

seabirds.

> Hofn, an untamed region on Iceland's spectacular east coast

characterized by glaciers and magnificent, deep fjords.

> Heimaey Island, where a volcano adjacent to Iceland's largest

fishing port erupted in 1973, and Surtsey Island, newly formed

from a 1963 volcanic eruption.

>• Prince Christian Sound, Godthaab and Sondre Strom, magnifi-

cent and rarely visited fjords along the dramatic coastline of

Greenland.

> Greenland's ancient Viking sites and picturesque villages such as

Igaliko, Hvalsey, Julianehaab and Frederikshaab.

> Diverse and abundant wildlife, including numerous species of

marine mammals, millions of seabirds and flowers.

> A luxurious cruise vessel with just 50 passenger cabins, all

deluxe suites.

> Fascinating, slide-illustrated lectures by experts in Viking histo-

ry, wildlife, geology and ecology.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

-etfua History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or, toll-free, (800) 462-8687



GREECE
Chosen by the Gods

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE
NEW rORK OLYMPIC TOWER, 645 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, I

CONTACT THE GREEK NATIONAL TOURIST ORGANIZATIO
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LIKE NARCISSUS,

YOU'LL REFLECT

ON THE

CRYSTALLINE

puRin
OF GREEK WATERS

N,(arcissus was an ordinary man of extra-

ordinary beauty. some say, the beauty of a

god. he discovered his beauty reflected in

crystal clear water, somewhere in greece. to-

tally captivated, he never looked up again.

Like narcissus you'll reflect on the crys-

talline PURITY OF GREEK WATERS. WATERS WHICH

REFLECT THE BEAUTY OF MORE THAN 2,000 MYTHICAL

ISLANDS. WATERS WHICH GENTLY LAP ONTO 15,000 KI-

LOMETRES OF COASTLINE. THE CLEANEST, PUREST

WATERS IN EUROPE. YOU CAN ENJOY THESE WATERS

FROM ANY ONE OF 30,000 BEACHES, BATHED IN HEA-

VENLY SUNSHINE, 330 DAYS OF EVERY YEAR.

DUT DON'T LOSE YOURSELF. THERE IS

SO MUCH MORE TO REFLECT ON,

i HE GODS COULD HAVE (O'

CHOSEN WATER FROM

ANYWHERE. THEY CHOSE

THE WATERS OF GREECE.

(312)782-1084 LOS ANGELES 611 WEST SIXTH STREET, SUITE 2198, LOS ANGELES, CA 90017. TELEPHONE (213) 626-6696
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The Maya Rediscovered

The Road to Nakbe
A Maya urban center emerged in northern Guatemala 2,600years ago

by Richard D. Hansen

I was apprehensive as I groped for yet

another tree root entangled in the jumble

of limestone blocks on the steep slope.

Two days earlier, from the lofty pyramids

of the archeological site of El Mirador,

Guatemala, camp manager Bob Greenlee

and I had taken compass bearings on our

objective—the massive Structure 1 of

Nakbe. Our expedition had then cut eight

and a half miles across a formidable jun-

gle bajo, or seasonal swamp, to the base of

a large pyramidal mound. If, when we
reached the summit, our compass did not

read 314' degrees back to our starting

point, then this would not be Nakbe, but

some other, unknown site in the tropical

forest, forcing us to continue our search

through the never-ending canopy of green.

As we emerged at the top, we felt a sudden

sense of isolation; the momentary escape

from the hot, humid, insect-infested forest

was a refreshing pause. Our compass

readings confirmed that we had reached

our goal.

Nakbe was first reported in 1930 by an

aerial expedition from the University of

This is the fourth in a series of articles

that explore recent findings and
interpretations concerning the rise and

fall of ancient Maya civilization.

Pennsylvania but was not visited by any

scholars until archeologist Ian Graham
located and mapped a portion of the site in

1962. Graham called it Nakbe, which

means "by the road" in Yucatec Maya, a

fitting name since a major ancient cause-

way can be observed extending across the

bajo from El Mirador toward the site. ^

exploratory visit, in 1987, was to expa:

on my research at El Mirador, then t

earliest-known Maya urban settlemei

Two years later, in February 1989, a joi

expedition sponsored by the Guatemali

Institute of Anthropology and History a:

the University of California at Los Anj

les began systematic excavation and m£

ping of the site center, using 125 mules

transport supplies and equipment.

The major architecture at Nakbe is i

vided into two principal clusters of pll

forms and mounds, one to the west a

one to the east. The western group

eludes Structure 1, which at 150 feet

Nakbe's tallest pyramid, while the eastfi

group includes the 100-foot-high Stn^

ture 59, a massive platform surmount;

by three mounds. To date, Nakbe 1

Set atop a thirty-foot-high platform, stucco masksframe the upper

stairway ofEl Mirador's Structure 34. The costumes shown in this artist 's

reconstruction are based on PreclassicMaya representations.

8 Natural History 5/91



when we are veiy young, we are possessors ofa

splendid gift: a mind thatknows no limits.

Faced with a new experience, it aRows us to make

discoveries, gain insists - and, with time, leam something

more of the world

around us.

And, ifwe re

truly fortunate, we'll

never completely

I

let go of the early

innocence that

keeps us forever

I

open to new ideas.

That's why since

1976, we've ftinded

and provided free-loan educational films to schools, to

awaken a young person's imaginative spirit.

Already millions ofstudents have seen 'American

Enterprise," an excitingprofile ofUS. economic history; "The

Search forSolutions" on science and problem solving; and

"The Challenge ofthe Unknown," coveringmathematics, all

in an entertainingand involvingway

Because it's our desire to help young people

realize that the only real limits to learning are the ones we

make for ourselves.

PHILLIPS PETROLEUMCOMPANY®

To kam howyourhcal school can obtain thesefilms, write to: Educational Films, Phillips Petroleum Company, 16C-4PB, BartlesvUle,

Oklahoma 74004.



been probed by more than 1 50 major ex-

cavations, providing a fairly comprehen-

sive sample of this core area.

The excavations include test pits to es-

tablish the stratigraphy down to bedrock,

tunnels to determine sequences of build-

ing and rebuilding, horizontal excavations

to reveal the fa9ades of large public ar-

chitecture and to expose small domestic

structures, and narrow and wide trenches

to fix the precise location and sequence of

artifacts. We have also combed the hap-

hazard trenches left by past looters, who
visited the site in search of marketable

artifacts. As a result of these excavations,

we have located archeological remains

dating from 3,000 to 1,000 years ago. The

strongest evidence concerns the first 700

years, covering the middle Preclassic pe-

riod and the beginning of the late

Preclassic period.

For many years, the standard view of

the Maya Preclassic was one of relatively

primitive groups settling the tropical low-

lands and gradually evolving into civilized

chiefdoms. The era of Classic civilization,

represented by the construction of large

urban centers with massive architecture,

writing, stone monuments, detailed art,

and elaborate social and political hierar-

chies, was thought to have begun 1,700

years ago. In the past decade, however,

work at sites such as El Mirador has re-

vealed that the complexities of civilization

actually extended back into the late

Preclassic, the period from 2,300 to 1,700

years ago. Nakbe is now revising our views

of the middle Preclassic, from 3,000 to

2,300 years ago, which at other lowland

sites appears to be represented only by

simple village remains.

Based on numerous radiocarbon dates

and ceramics from rich deposits through-

out the site, we believe that the first inhab-

itants occupied Nakbe from 3,000 to

2,600 years ago. Why settlers chose this

region in the first place has not yet been

determined, but they appear to have

quickly established a strong agricultural

base. Preliminary studies at Texas A&M
University by John G. Jones have identi-

fied abundant pollen from com (zea

maize) and squash in the early deposits.

The site center has yielded large quanti-

ties of middle Preclassic ceramics, cur-

rently being analyzed by Donald W. For-

syth of Brigham Young University. The
pottery includes the red-on-cream, two-

color bowls commonly associated with

such deposits, as well as incised bowls,

narrow-necked jars with coarsely painted

bands, and a wide variety of one-color

vessels—red, cream, or black—including

tecomates (jars with narrow openings but

without necks). We have also found nu-

Archeological

^ Sites

^ Limit of Maya
Culture Area

;^V̂S
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YUCATAN
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merous fragments of figurines depicting a

wide variety of human and animal forms.

Also common are shells through which

holes were ground. Many were Strombus

shells, a type of artifact unique to the first

part of the middle Preclassic at Nakbe,

Uaxactdn, Tikal, and other sites where

similarly dated deposits are located.

The shells reflect one of the earhest

major imports into the interior of northern

Guatemala, and I believe they and similar

exotic imports, such as obsidian (a volca-

nic glass from which sharp tools could be

fashioned), played an important role in the

formation of an increasingly complex soci-

ety. The demand for these materials,

whether for cultural or economic reasons,

and the mechanisms of procurement,

transportation, and distribution that met

that demand, required the development of

administrative and govenmiental orga-

nizations at an earlier stage in this reg

than in areas where those commodiil

were more readily available.

Fairly direct evidence of developing i

'

ferences in social and economic status

eludes human incisors with inlaid disks (

i

jadelike stone, found in deposits datini ) i

about 2,800 years ago. Such dental de i

rations are known to have been associa i

with elite status in later Maya periods. '

:

have also found a middle Preclassic •

ramie shard with a portion of an incisi

profile that displays the sloping forehei

characteristic of later Maya elite socit'.

This was a frontal cranial deformati

that resulted from binding the head)

infancy.

The earliest architecture known I

Nakbe consists of low walls of carvl

limestone blocks, two to four courses hi]

.

These walls are associated with rich m-

10 Natural History 5/91
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An Unusual and Intriguing

Exploration of the Celtic World

By boarding the Orpheus you can

venture into the seas of summer to

see islands fabled in story, but not

often seen.

Tour ancient French abbeys and

mystical English castles. Breath-

taking scenery and magnificent

gardens enhance our SWAN^^t
journey. HELLENIC

Guest lecturers and an ornitholo-

gist will enliven your visit as we call

on some of the most remarkable

archaeological sites in Europe.

Join us June 24 - July 11 for a very

special journey. Contact your travel

agent or call for more information

about this and other Swan

Hellenic tours and cruises.

ESPLANADE TOURS, 581 Boylston Street, #N, Boston, MA 02116
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• Aqua Floss 2000 comes in its
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enough to fit in your pocket or in

your purse. The unit comes with

two nozzles—lo-pressure and hi-

pressure. It works on two "AA"
cells, which are not included.
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.

Aqua Floss 2000
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Sometimes it isn't quite that easy to brush and even less convenient to

floss. That is where Aqua floss 2000 comes to the rescue. Fill the pressure
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.
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surance: $4.95 for one, $6.95 for three. Add sales

tax forCA delivery. You have 30 day return and one
year warranty. We do not refund snipping charges.

For quantity orders (100+ ), call Ernest Gerard,
our Wholesale/Premium Manager at (415)

543-6570 or write him at the address below.

131 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

dens and with a large limestone slab

parently used as an altar for communi
rituals.

Sometime between 2,600 and 2,4(

years ago, a massive construction effc

was carried out at Nakbe. Tons of ro

were quarried and used as fill for pi;

forms and pyramidal structures rangii

from three to sixty-five feet high. The

constructions established the precincts

much of the eastern and western archit«

tural groups, burying the earlier stru

tures and middens. The construction i

sembles that of less ancient structures

the Maya lowlands, with one importa

difference: we have detected no art on t

fa9ades. Such art seems to have appean

later, representing an innovation in arc)

tectural design and ritual emphasis.

For example, at least six large stuc

panels and grotesque masks covered t

upper fagades in the final versions

Nakbe's Structure 1 and eighty-foot-hi]

Structure 27, which were eiJarged ai

remodeled about 2,300 years ago, at t

begiiming of the late Preclassic peric

The panels depict large earspools (circul

jade ornaments placed in the earlobe

droplet shapes most often found on t

chin or forehead of masks, and trefo

(tridentlike appendages). The masks c

pict monsters with an exaggerated upp

lip or snoutlike projection. In the case

Structure 27, large scrolls extended doi

and away from the open mouth of o

mask we uncovered. These panels a.

masks may be the earliest yet found in t

lowlands, a conclusion based on associati

ceramics and the fact that the underlyi

Umestone was laboriously carved prior-

the appUcation of stucco. At other sit

only the stucco was modeled to form t

images, an apparent shortcut.

As in other examples in this region, t

panels and masks at Nakbe flank the i

per stairway of a characteristic desii

known as a triadic structure. This is>

pyramidal platform with three

buildings on top arranged around a cent

stairway. Two of the buildings are plac

on opposite sides, facing each other, anc

thir(l, larger one, in between and set bac

At Nakbe, the masks and panels flank

stairway that had thirteen steps, whii

probably represented the thirteen levels

the Maya heavens. The architectural

suggests the early crystaUization of re

gious beliefs that pervaded nearly a m
lennium of later Maya culture.

In the region of northern Guatema

where El Mirador, Nakbe, and simil

sites are located, labor was mobiUzed f

construction (usually of triadic structure

on a size and scale unparalleled at ai

other time in the entire Maya area. Co

1 2 Natural History 5/9
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ts brace theprojecting upper lip ofa mask on Nakbe's Structure 27

ing of more than 380,000 cubic yards

nud and stone, the Tigre pyramid at EI

rador, for example, is larger than the

ibined mass of Classic Tikal's Temple

Temple 2, Great Plaza, and entire

rth Acropolis. Perhaps the major

ans by which the ruling elite achieved

; great social control was by manipulat-

a sophisticated religious ideology. The

sks and panels that ornament the tri-

adic structures are related to mythological

deities, whose identities can be deter-

mined from later hieroglyphic texts. They

do not refer to rulers or other historical

figures, such as those commonly depicted

on Classic carved stelae.

Major public architecture at Nakbe
may have also served a practical purpose

as a water-collecting facility. Northern

Guatemala typically has about four

months of dry season, from January

through April, when water must be con-

served and rationed. At present we liave

no water source at the site and are forced

to supply our camp by transporting water

on muleback from three and a half miles

away. We have discovered what may be

drainage systems that channeled water

from several structures to serve the mid-

dle Preclassic inhabitants. Overcoming

the lack of a local water source, as well as

other specific environmental obstacles, to

meet the needs of an expanding popula-

tion may have been an additional element

demanding the formation of effective gov-

ernment in the region.

One of the most unusual discoveries at

Nakbe emerged from excavations around

a small mound in the site's eastern group

of architecture. We found forty-five frag-

ments of an eleven-foot-high limestone

monument, Nakbe Stela 1, which had

been smashed in antiquity. When pieced

together, the jigsaw puzzle revealed a

carved scene, apparently duplicated on

both sides of the monument, depicting two

individuals who stand face to face and are

dressed in regal costumes of a very early

style. One of the two is pointing upward

with an index finger to a disembodied pro-

file head, which in turn is faintly joined to

the headdress of the other.
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Richard and Jody Hansen

A drawing reconstructs the details ofNakbe Stela 1, a limestone

monument that wasfound infragments. The 2,400-year-old stela may
depict supernatural twins described in laterMaya texts.

I am convinced that the scene is a repre-

sentation of a myth that we icnow of from

the Popol Vuh, a Quiche Maya text tran-

scribed by a Dominican friar in about

1702. Possibly what is commemorated
here is a ritual enactment of that myth by

actual, historical personages. In any case,

the two figures appear to portray the su-

pernatural twins Hunahpu and Xba-
lanque, who were conceived when their

mother was spit upon by the severed head

of their father, Hun Hunahpu. Their fa-

ther and his brother had been sacrificed

after losing a ball game to the evil lords of

the Underworld, and the twins ultimately

avenged their father's death.

On Nakbe Stela 1, the figure that I

identify as Xbalanque is pointing toward
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his father's severed head, apparently indi-

cating the source of his divine lineage. The
connection between the head and the

headdress of the other twin, Hunahpu, is

proper since he assumed his father's

name. While using the accounts of a colo-

nial text such as the Popol Vuh to recon-

struct past mythological beliefs is highly

speculative, the detailed iconographic

clues found in the headdresses and regal

costumes support this interpretation.

The form and style of this stela are

definitely Preclassic, but the dating is dif-

ficult since the monument was installed on

a small late Classic platform about 1,300

years ago (and sometime afterward, it was

deliberately smashed). But an altar stone

located immediately to the east of Stela 1

was sealed below a floor that dates to th(

latter part of the middle Preclassic. I

Stela 1 was associated with that altar (ii

typical Maya fashion), then the sculptun

probably dates to about 2,400 yeare ago

Further excavations around the altar an

expected to clarify this issue.

The extreme antiquity of Nakbe ani

other sites, such as Guiro, El Mirador, an(

Tintal in northern Guatemala, allows i

glimpse of a poorly known period in thi

early formation of complex Maya society

At El Mirador and Guiro, for example, w(

have recently discovered some of the earli

est hieroglyphic texts in the Maya low

lands. These texts, possibly 1,950 to 2,05(

years old, have yet to be deciphered. Ii

addition, we have discovered a pattern ii

the placement of the Preclassic roya

tombs that were looted at Guiro anc

Tintal. With this knowledge, we hope t(

uncover unlooted tombs in Nakbe and E
Mirador.

While we have found at least some re

mains from nearly every period of Mays

society at Nakbe, the site was never i

major center after the beginning of thi

late Preclassic period. I had initiall;

hoped to find remains of occupation fron

about 2,300 to 1,850 years ago, to furthe

understand the nearby late Preclassic cen

ter of El Mirador. The last constructioi

phases of the largest pyramids at Nakb
date to the beginning of this period, an(

the two sites were even joined by a cause

way. But late Preclassic artifacts hav

proved sparse throughout the site c

Nakbe, perhaps because the settlemen

was rapidly eclipsed by the rise of El Mira

dor. Nakbe remained virtually abandonei

for a thousand years, until some late Clas

sic Maya reoccupied the site. These pec

pie established small communities in am

around the ruins and left some fine exam,

pies of Classic ceramics, but they built n
monuments of their ovm.

I believe the spectacular rise of El Mil.

ador was related to that site's better sup

ply of water and especially to its mor
defensible position. The important publii

architecture at El Mirador was con

structed on the brink of a steep escarp

ment, which provided protection to thi

settlement's northern and western flanks

while the eastern and southern sides wen

protected by a major wall. As the city'

wealth and power increased, a suitabli

defense was apparently required to dis

courage competing polities from aggres

sion. With the addition of this increaset

militarization, the society of the lati

Preclassic period in the lowlands of north

em Guatemala had assumed nearly all th(

recognized features of Classic Maya civi

lization. C
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This View OF LiF

Abolish the Recent
According to the geological clock,

we are still in the throes ofthe Ice Age

by Stephen Jay Gould

Although Mark Twain quipped that fa-

mlHarity breeds children, our cliches still

identify "contempt" as the more common
product of continuous presence. I confess

that I cringe whenever Vivaldi's Four

Seasons, not to mention Pachelbel's

canon, wafts on the Muzak of a restau-

rant, an elevator, or in that most damnable

context of all, the holding pattern of a

phone call to almost any commercial

establishment.

Too bad, for these are fine pieces of

music, not intrinsically ripe for such mis-

treatment. Above all, we must remind our-

selves that cliches usually attain their un-

welcome status because they are true

—

and often profound—and debasement by

simplified repetition is a consequence of

value. This essay is rooted in a concept of

importance, often compromised by a cli-

che. My theme is the invisibility of larger

contexts caused by too much focus upon

single items, otherwise known as missing

the forest for the trees.

This phenomenon has two major

sources. The forest may remain unper-

ceived for the paradoxical reason that or-

dinary and perpetual presence easily be-

comes invisible. (The standard literary

example, itself a cliche on the Four Sea-

sons model, quotes Moliere's Bourgeois

Gentilhomme: "Good heavens! For more

than forty years I have been speaking

prose without knowing it.") But in a sec-

ond reason, the subject of this essay and a

vital theme in my profession of geology,

contexts are invisible because they oper-

ate on a time scale too divorced from our

immediate perception, although the con-

text may control our lives. The Book of
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Common Prayer tells us, and who can

deny it: "In the midst of life we are in

death." But who can bear this in mind

—

and why should we—during the simple

pleasure of a meal (minus Vivaldi on the

Muzak)?

The Ice Age—the easily forgotten con-

text discussed in this essay—has recently

become all the more invisible now that

legitimate fears of global warming have

shifted immediate attention to melting

icecaps and drowning cities. While we
worry about advancing heat, the abstract

knowledge of recent cold seems less and

less relevant.

But the glacial epoch is not a completed

episode of our geological past. We are in

an ice age now, and our entire history (at

least as the genus Homo) has unfolded

under its influence. The first continental

ice sheets began to form some 3.5 million

years ago, and they have waxed and

waned ever since. (Contrary to older

views, the ice sheets did not come and go

in four discrete pulses, but have cycled

many more times, beginning impercepti-

bly with small and limited glacial growth

and culminating in larger advances that,

in North America, covered most of Can-

ada and reached as far south as New York

City. As a student at Jamaica High

School in Queens, I used to cuss out the

glacier every day, as I trudged up the hill

formed by its terminal moraine, from a

bus stop on the appropriately named Hill-

side Avenue to my school on the summit.)

The last ice sheet didn't begin its major

phase of melting until a mere 1 1 ,000 years

ago. We are now in a so-called interglacial

period—presumably an interlude until

the next readvance of the ice. In othe

words, the Ice Age didn't end with the las

retreat of glaciers. It continues still—as i

has for the past few million years—as peri

ods of glacial growth alternating will

mehing. We happen to five in a transitor

time of glacial retreat, but just as w
progress toward death in the midst of Ufe

we are still in a glacial age during tb

interregnum between continental io

sheets. An ice age is the entire regime q^
advance and retreat, not just the moment
of maximal glacial growth.

Nothing about the natural history c

climate gives us the slightest reason t

think that this earthly style of the past fe\
,

million years has ended and that the io r

will not advance again. (This claim maj

of course, be canceled if the unnatura

history of human machination brings tht

cyclicity to a halt via a greenhouse effeo

or some other genre of anthropogeni'

warming. But then, other scenarios, in

eluding nuclear winter, might send ou

primary influence in the other direction.

Popular culture is notoriously poor a

understanding the geological view of time

In fact, we have trouble grasping anythinj

that needs to be measured on a scab

greatly diff'erent from the length of ou

lives. We can just about manage 1776

1066 begins to get very dim, and mon
than a few thousand years eludes our com

prehension. When we must think of ;

process cycHng at frequencies measurec

in tens to hundreds of thousands of yean

(as with glacial episodes of our current ia

age), we fail to grasp the ampUtude anc

fall back upon our usual parochialism ol

viewing the present moment as an ulti
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mate reality. Thus, since continental gla-

ciers are not now extensive (unless you are

a penguin in Antarctica or a Dane or Es-

kimo in Thule), and since grandma didn't

witness them either when she was a girl,

the Ice Age must be over.

I can forgive pop culture its foibles on

the difficult issue of time scales, but pro-

fessional geologists should not succumb to

the bias of granting special status to the

present moment. And yet our official al-

phabet, the geological time scale, en-

shrines this prejudice as a recognized cate-

gory! The Cenozoic era ("age of mam-
mals," according to another bias), the 65

million years since the mass extinction of

dinosaurs and half the families of marine

organisms, is divided into two periods

called Tertiary and Quaternary. (These

names, meaning "third" and "fourth," are

remnants of an older version of the time

scale. Before we learned enough to make
finer resolutions, the billions of pre-Ceno-

zoic years were roughly divided into "pri-

mary" [for oldest rocks without evidence

of past life] and "secondary" [for fossil-

bearing sediments].)

The Quaternary period, appropriately

beginning with the onset of glaciation, is

itself subdivided into two epochs, called

Pleistocene and Recent. The Pleistocene

is the time of ice ages, but what then is the

Recent? (Please note the cachet of a capi-

tal R. The word is vernacular English, but

the upper case designates an official term

of approved jargon.) In a shameful bow to

presentist prejudice, we define the Recent

as the period following the last retreat of

the glaciers—the vernacular misconcep-

tion of "time since the end of the ice age."

But no previous interglacial phase re-

ceives its own name, and our present ver-

sion is unremarkable among these times of

retreat. (The current interglacial does not

mark the largest melting of ice and the

greatest consequent rise of sea level. Our
earth still maintains substantial accu-

mulations of continental ice on Antarctica

and Greenland. The last major intergla-

cial, peaking some 120,000 years ago,

yielded seas well above present levels.)

The Recent, in other words, is a concep-

tual fiction constructed to assuage our de-

sire for a distinctive present—a time of

emergence from the gloom of past cold

into the more hopeful light (and warmth)

of a modernity defined by our domination.

No such thing; we are simply living

through an unremarkable interglacial

phase in a continuing climatic regime of

alternating glaciation and retreat. If the

term Pleistocene has any geological mean-

ing, we are still in it.

On a muggy July day in Washington,

D.C., we may be forgiven for doubting
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that our planetary home remains in its

Pleistocene regime. But an appropriate

geological view should erase our skepti-

cism for two reasons of appropriate ampli-

tude. First, as argued above, the Pleisto-

cene ice age features continental glaciers

that wax and wane. The ice age is the

entire process, not just the discontinuous

times of maximal glacial advance. We are

in a waning phase, and the ice will come
again. Second, the entire earth, even at its

current interglacial maximum, is an in-

clement place compared with more com-

mon climates during our 550-million-year

history of multicellular life.

This is not an essay on the causes of ice

ages—entire books and courses are de-

voted to this complex subject. Let me just

say in passing that two separate issues

must be addressed: (1) a cause of cyclic-

ity; and (2) a general trend toward suffi-

cient global cold so that the bottom of the

cycle provokes growth of continental gla-

ciers. Most geologists now favor periodic

changes in the earth's orbit as the basic

cause of cyclicity. These changes are a

complex amalgam of variation in the

earth's axial tilt, the eccentricity of its

orbit about the sun, and precession of the

axis (or change in its direction of point-

ing). For example, the Northern Hemi-

sphere will have a particularly severe win-

ter when axial tilt is high, the orbit is

maximally eccentric, and precession pro-

duces our winter (maximal pointing of the

North Pole away from the sun) when the

earth is farthest from the sun. But these

orbital cycles occur all the time, so why
are ice ages not perpetual? We now must

call upon the second factor, the general

state of the earth's refrigeration. During

most of the past 600 million years, the

earth has been sufficiently warm so that

even the bottom of an orbital cycle pro-

duced no icecaps. But the past 65 million

years have witnessed a slow and general

decrease in global temperatures—for

complex reasons, involving dispersal of

continents, growth of mountain ranges,

and movement of the poles out of open

oceans (which do not freeze) onto conti-

nents (Antarctica) and largely isolated

shallow seas (the so-called Arctic Ocean)

that can easily become ice covered. In

short, the earth is now generally cold

enough to "kick in" a glacial phase at the

bottom of an orbital cycle.

Thus, whatever our stage in the orbital

cycle, we are living on an unusual earth in

an extraordinary geological time. Our
planet is now colder, more sharply divided

into climatic belts by latitude, and far

more restricted in its tropical regions than

in most past times. Dinosaurs once ranged

as far north as Spitsbergen, and extensive

continental seas—warm, shallow, and fui

of life—have often graced a far mor
equable earth with no icecaps at all, mini

mal climatic zonation, and habitable envi

ronments virtually to the poles. We live o:

a particularly harsh earth, ripe for glacia

tion, and our view of the past is comprc

mised by our failure to recognize the ur

characteristic state of our present.

Forgive some geological skepticisr.

about certain arguments often raised ii

our quite appropriate current concen

about global warming. When ecoactivist

argue that we must reduce CO2 emission

lest the planet virtually boil away into

,

lifeless caldron, geologists can only laugh

The maximal greenhouse effect of an

current projection would yield an earth fa

colder than many happy and prosperou

times of our geological past. The appropr

ate reason for our current concern mus

reside in immediate effects that might b

disastrous for us and our children (massiv

shifts in agricultural belts, drowning c

cities by rising sea levels as icecaps melt

not in consequences on geological scales

I have so far presented only an abstrac

defense for my key claim that our currer

earth remains in an ice age. Let me en

then by describing an empirical argi

ment, of a subtle and fascinating sort, d(

veloped by my colleague Steven M. Stai

ley, a fellow paleontologist at Case Wes

em Reserve University in Clevelam

Stanley addresses the important subjec

of "lag times" with data on extinctior

engendered by the harshest climates c

glacial maximums.
We should not be surprised that timi

of continental ice sheets have provoke

enhanced extinction in temperate an

tropical species. But how can such data t

relevant to a claim that we are still in a

ice age during subsequent interglacii'

stages? Doesn't the return of more favo

able climates engender a recovery in dec

mated faunas? And don't such replei-

ished faunas wipe out the influence t

glacial hard times? This argument woul

be incontrovertible if complex biologia

systems worked like Newtonian mechai

ics on a pool table—with immediate r(

sponses by impacted objects (balls on th

table, species on the globe) to provokin

causes (pool cues on the table, changin

climates on the earth). But we live in

world of extended consequences and pei

sisting signatures. Faunas don't replenis

themselves with a snap of Mother Ne

ture's fingers as soon as the good time

start to roll again. Speciation is a leisurelj

process relative to the frequency of glacia

cycles. The factory of replenishment doe

start to operate during interglacial peri

ods, but the earth provides far too littl
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time for restocking before the next glaci

epoch hits and freezes the motors. Thi
faunas can remain in their depleted gl

cial state throughout a subsequent inte

glacial time. In this important sense, v

are still in an ice age because our ear

maintains the signature of glacial bioloj

even when ameliorated climates erase tl

physical evidence from our immedia
perception.

The best-known example points to tl

impoverishment of our large mamm
fauna in North America compared wii

regions of similar climate elsewhere. V
shouldn't sneeze at moose and grizz

bears, but we don't have much to show fi

the extent of our territory. This limitati(

is not an intrinsic state, but the result of

recent extinction, proceeding in a shai

pulse that peaked only 1 1 ,000 years ag

A total of thirty-nine genera disappear©

including mammoths and large groui

sloths. But I will not focus on this event,

part because the story is familiar, but pi

marily because the reasons are so sharp

in dispute. This issue has provoked one

the greatest academic brouhahas of oi

age: was this extinction induced by c

matic change (at this crucial time of pe;

glacial melting) or by the hunting actii

ties of the earliest humans in America (tl

overkill hypothesis, with its swirling met

phors and applications to our current ec

logical predicaments)?

Stanley, one of the world's experts

clams, looked instead at the less controvf

sial, far more abundant, and ever so mui

more tractable creatures of his expertii

Here, in the calmness of public invisibili

and with a plethora of data, a convincL

case can be made for extinction induo

by climatic deterioration in glacial timf

followed by only partial replenishment

interglacial periods of insufficient lengi

for extensive speciation.

Stanley .studied the bivalve (clar

fauna of coastal plain deposits in eastef
"*

North America (Virginia to southern Flc

ida). In this region, several factors of loc

geography conspired to make climat

stresses particularly severe during glaci

times. Ice sheets reached their maxim
extent over eastern North America ar

the North Atlantic. The Labrador Cu

rent greatly increased in strength and

fluence, pouring cold water upon a regie

previously bathed in warmth. Southei

escape routes were largely unavailable,

the persistently hot summers of tropic

regions exceeded the tolerance of mo
coastal plain species. Caught in this c.

matic vise, the bivalve fauna of the sout

eastern United States was decimated. C

361 early Pliocene species, only 22 pe

cent survive today. (By contrast, in bet'

K



V stern and eastern Pacific regions, where

c Tiate did not change so drastically, and

vere southern escape routes remained

c ;n to temperate and subtropical species,

e inction did not exceed ordinary rates of

a rition for the length of time involved. In

t : fossil faunas of Japan and the western

\ ited States, 60 to 65 percent of early

1 ocene clam species are still living.)

VIoreover, the eastern American ex-

t ction shows a clear pattern of differen-

tl survival, further implicating glacial

( nates as the cause of death. Species

\ h broad temperature tolerance (called

( -ythermal in our jargon) were hardly

i ected, while more finicky species, with

1 le capacity to adapt beyond a narrow

I [ge of preferred temperatures, bore al-

1 ist the entire brunt of extinction. (These

1 Towly channeled species are called

<| nothermal—an easier term to remem-

I •, since most of us know that narrowing

(|
arteries in heart disease is called steno-

•; ) The magnitude of this differential is

! iking. The early Pliocene Pinecrest

1 ina of Florida includes eighty-five spe-

(, s that are either known to be tropical in

I ;ir temperature preferences or are re-

ij icted to this local region (limited geo-

]
iphic extent is usually a mark of steno-

1 irmal status). Of these, sixty-nine are

I inct. By contrast, fifty-seven species

from the Pinecrest survive today—and all

show their greater range of temperature

tolerance by living in both tropical and

nontropical waters. Stanley rightly con-

cludes that "a thermal factor was operat-

ing in the mass extinction."

Another well-documented pattern

teaches us that eurythermal species tend

to live a long time and speciate rarely,

while more narrowly adapted stenother-

mal forms are both more prone to extinc-

tion and subject to more vigorous branch-

ing. Thus, a differential wipeout of steno-

thermal forms will be especially effective

in closing down the motor of replenish-

ment after mass extinction.

This difference in evolutionary poten-

tial provides the clinching detail for Stan-

ley's interpretation. As the glaciers began

to form, and increase in strength as the ice

age deepened, succeeding pulses of ice

played havoc with intolerant stenothermal

species. Eventually, most of the stenother-

mal forms disappeared, leaving a fauna

composed almost entirely of more slowly

speciating eurythermal species. With sur-

vivorship virtually limited to these slug-

gishly changing forms, interglacial epi-

sodes of ameliorated climate simply

haven't provided enough time for replen-

ishment. The motor sputters and eventu-

ally chugs into operation, but another

glaciation comes along before much pro-

duction can occur. In fact, the stenother-

mal wipeouts have been so effective that

the bivalve fauna was swept clean well

before the last glacial advance. Collecting

clams from fossil deposits of the intergla-

cial phase just before this last advance (as

I have done extensively) is an eerie experi-

ence. Almost nothing has altered. Virtu-

ally all species are still alive and un-

changed today. The fossil faunas seem

like a frozen memory of our present.

In the midst of life we are in death. In

the midst of warmth, we live surrounded

by signatures of cold imposed by our cur-

rent and still vigorous ice age. I have al-

ways been amused by the best of geologi-

cal bumper stickers, often seen on my
colleagues' cars—Reunite Gondwana-

land. A lovely comment upon both histori-

cal inevitability and the power of geologi-

cal time scales. I don't want to sound like

Miniver Cheevy or some other irascible

old fogey engaged in a perpetual search

for a nonexistent five-cent cigar, but may I

suggest another bumper sticker of similar

intent—Abolish the Recent! And don't

forget the capital R.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Nature's Infinite Boo

Reinventions ofHuman Language
Childrenforced to reevolve grammar thereby reveal our brain's blueprintfor language

by Jared Diamond

Try to understand this advertisement

for a department store, in a language re-

lated to English:

Kam insait long stua bilong mipela—stua

bilong salim olgeta samting—mipela i-ken

helpim yu long kisim wanem samting yu

laikim bikpela na liklik long gutpeia prais.

If some of the words look strangely fa-

miliar but don't quite make sense, read the

ad aloud to yourself, concentrate on the

sounds, and ignore the strange spelling. As
the next step, here is the same ad rewritten

with English spelling:

Comeinside long store belong me-fellow

—

store belong sellim altogether something

—

me-fellow can helpim you long catchim

what-name something you likim, big-fellow

na liklik, long good-fellow price.

A few explanations should help you

make sense of the remaining strange-

nesses. All the words in this text are de-

rived from English, except for the word

liklik for "little." The strange language

has only two pure prepositions: bilong,

meaning "of or "in order to," and long,

meaning almost any other English prepo-

sition. The English consonant / becomes

p, as in pela for "fellow." The suffix -pela

is added to monosyllabic adjectives

(hence bikpela for "big") and also makes

the singular pronoun "me" into the plural

"we" (hence mipela). Na means "and."

Thus, the ad means:

Come into our store—a store for selling

everything—we can help you get whatever

you want, big and small, at a good price.

The language of the ad is Neo-Melane-

sian, alias New Guinea pidgin English,

which serves in Papua New Guinea

(PNG) as the language not only of much
conversation but also of many schools and

newspapers, and much parliamentary dis-

cussion. It developed as a lingua franca for

communication between New Guineans
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and English-speaking colonists, and

among New Guineans themselves, since

PNG boasts about 700 native languages

within an area similar to California's.

When I arrived in PNG and first heard

Neo-Melanesian, I was scornful of it. It

sounded like long-winded, grammarless

baby talk. On talking English according to

my own notion of baby talk, I was jolted to

discover that New Guineans weren't un-

derstanding me. My assumption that Neo-

Melanesian words meant the same as their

English cognates led to spectacular disas-

ters, notably when I tried to apologize to a

woman in her husband's presence for acci-

dentally jostling her, only to find that Neo-

Melanesian pushim doesn't mean "push"

but instead means "have sexual inter-

course with."

Neo-Melanesian proved to be as strict

as English in its grammatical rules and as

capable of expressing complex ideas. Its

supple vocabulary is based on a modest

number of core words whose meaning var-

ies with context and becomes extended

metaphorically. As an illustration, con-

sider the derivation oi bonis bilongsusu as

the Neo-Melanesian words for "bra."

Bonis, meaning "fence," comes from that

English word as spoken by New Guineans

who have difficulty pronouncing our con-

sonant/and our double consonants like nc.

Susu, taken over from Malay as the word

for "milk," is extended to mean "breast"

as well. That sense, in turn, provides the

expressions for "nipple" {ai [eye] bilong

susu), "prepubertal girl" (i no gat susu

bilong em), "adolescent girl" {susu i

sanop [stand up]), and "aging woman"
{susu i pundaun pints [fall down finish]).

Combining these two roots, bonis bilong

susu denotes a bra as the fence to keep the

breasts in, just as bonispik denotes pigpen

as the fence to keep pigs in.

At first, I ignorantly assumed that Neo-

Melanesian was a delightful aberration

among the world's languages. It had ob

ously arisen in the 170 years since Engl

ships started visiting New Guinea, bu

supposed that it had somehow develop

from baby talk that colonists spoke to i

fives they believed incapable of leami

English. Only when I began working

Indonesia and learned the language di(

sense that Neo-Melanesian origins exe

plified a much broader phenomenon, i

the surface, Indonesian is incompreh

sible to an English speaker and tota

unrelated to Neo-Melanesian because

vocabulary is largely Malay. Still, In

nesian reminded me of Neo-Melanesiai

its word use and in the grammatical ite

that it possessed or lacked.

As it turns out, dozens of oriier It

guages resemble Neo-Melanesian and

donesian in structure. Known as pidg

and Creoles (I'll explain the differei

later), they have arisen independen

around the globe, with vocabularies vj

ously derived largely from Engli

French, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, \',

lay, or Arabic. Their interest stems fn

the insights they may offer us into hum
language origins, the most challengi

mystery in understanding how our spec

rose from animal status to becoi

uniquely human. Linguist Derek Bicfc

ton's articles and his stimulating rece

book. Language and Species (Univers:

of Chicago Press, 1 990), have much to s

on this subject and are the basis for r

discussion here.

Language is what lets us communics

with one another far more precisely th

can any animals. It lets us lay joint plai

teach one another, and learn from wh

others experienced elsewhere or in t

past. With it, we can mentally store pi

cise representations of the world ai

hence encode and process information f

more efficiently than can any anima

Without language we could never ha
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conceived and built Chartres Cathedral

—

or the gas chambers of Auschwitz. These

are the reasons for speculating that our

species' Great Leap Forward within the

last hundred thousand years—that stage

in human history when innovation and art

at last emerged, and when modem Homo
sapiens replaced Neanderthals in Eu-

rope—was made possible by the emer-

gence of spoken language.

Between human language and the vo-

calizations of any animal lies a seemingly

unbridgeable gulf. As has been clear since

the time of Darwin, the mystery of human
language origins is an evolutionary prob-

lem: how was this unbridgeable gulf nev-

ertheless bridged? If we accept that we
evolved from animals lacking human
speech, then our language—along with

the human pelvis, tools, and art—must

have evolved and become perfected with

time. There must once have been interme-

diate languagelike stages linking mon-

keys' grunts to Shakespeare's sonnets.

However, the origins of language prove

harder to trace than the origins of the

human pelvis, tools, and art. All those lat-

ter things may persist as fossils that we can

recover and date, but the spoken word

vanishes in an instant.

Fortunately, two exploding bodies of

knowledge are starting to build bridges

across the seemingly unbridgeable gulf,

starting from each of its opposite shores.

Sophisticated new studies of wild animal

vocalizations, especially those of our pri-

mate relatives, such as vervet monkeys,

constitute the bridgehead on the gulfs

animal shore {see "In the Minds of Mon-
keys," by Dorothy Cheney and Robert

Seyfarth, Natural History, September

1990). The bridgehead on the human
shore has been harder to place, since all

existing human languages seem infinitely

advanced over animal sounds. That's what

lends such interest to Bickerton's argu-

ment that pidgins and Creoles exempUfy

two primitive stages on the human side of

the causeway.

One difference between human lan-

guage and vervet vocalizations is that we

possess grammar—the variations in word

order, prefixes, suffixes, and changes in

word roots (like they/them/their) that

modulate the sense of the roots. A second

difference is that vervet vocalizations, if

they constitute words at all, stand only for

things with referents that one can point to

or act out, such as "eagle" or "watch out

for eagle." While our language also has

words with referents (nouns, verbs, and

adjectives), up to half of the words in

typical human speech are purely gram-

matical items, with no referents. These

words include prepositions, conjunctions.

35
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articles, and auxiliary verbs (such as c W
may, do, and should). It's much harde ^
understand how grammatical terms co

evolve than it is for items with referei

Given someone who understands no E
lish, you can point to your nose to expl

the noun "nose." How, though, do ;
1"

explain the meaning of by, because, t

and did to someone who knows no E
lish? How could apes have stumbled "f

such grammatical terms?

Still another difference between hun

and vervet vocalizations is that ours j *

sess a hierarchical structure, such tha

modest number of items at each level (

ate a larger number of items at the n

level up. Our languages use many difi

ent syllables, all based on the same sel

only a few dozen sounds. We assem

those syllables into thousands of woi

Those words aren't merely strung toget

haphazardly but are organized i

phrases, such as prepositional phra;

Those phrases in turn interlock to fon

potentially infinite number of sentem

In contrast, vervet calls cannot be resol

into modular elements and lack evei

single stage of hierarchical organizati(

As children, we master all this comp
structure of human language without e

learning the exphcit rules that produo

The earliest written languages of 5,(

years ago were as complex as those

today, so that human language must h;

achieved its modem complexity long

fore that. Surviving hunter-gatherers i

other technologically primitive" peoj

speak languages as complex as the res

us do. Little wonder that most lingu

never discuss how human language mi

have evolved from animal precursors

One approach to bridging this gulf i

ask whether some people, deprived of

opportunity to hear any of our fi

evolved modem languages, ever sponta

ously invented a primitive language. C

tainly, solitary children reared in sot

isolation, like the famous wolf-boy

Aveyron, remain virtually speechless {

don't invent or discover a language. H<

ever, a variant of the wolf-boy tragedy '.•

occurred dozens of times in the modi

world. In this variant, whole popuiatii

of children heard adults around th'

speaking a grossly simplified and varia

form of language, somewhat similar

what children themselves usually spe

around the age of two. The children p

ceeded unconsciously to evolve their o

new language, far advanced over ver

communication but simpler than nom

human languages.

These new languages were the oi

commonly known as Creoles. They i

peared especially in plantation, fort, a

i



|ing post situations, where populations

|.king different languages came into

(act and needed to communicate, but

Ire social circumstances impeded the

ill solution of each group learning the

jr's language. Many cases throughout

I
tropical Americas and Australia, and

iropical islands of the Caribbean and

.Pacific and Indian oceans, involved

I

importing by European colonists of

cers who came from afar and spoke

(

y different tongues. Other European

inists set up forts or trading posts in

iidy densely populated areas of China,

jmesia, or Africa.

I

;rong social barriers between the dom-

( t colonists and the imported workers

I
ical populations made the former un-

jng, the latter unable, to learn the oth-

( language. Even if those social barriers

\
not existed, the workers would have

(
few opportunities to learn the colo-

j ' tongue, because workers so greatly

,;
umbered colonists. Conversely, the

\ (lists would also have found it difficult

i| am "the" workers' tongue, because so

ij y different languages were often rep-

li nted.

]
ut of the temporary linguistic chaos

followed the founding of plantations

forts, simplified but stabilized new

uages emerged. Consider the evolu-

of Neo-Melanesian as an example.

'J English ships began to visit Melane-

i islands just east of New Guinea about

l| ), the English took islanders to work

I he sugar plantations of Queensland

i{ Samoa, where workers of many lan-

\
|e groups were thrown together. From

^ babel somehow sprang the Neo-Mela-

( an language, whose vocabulary is 80

<:ent English, 15 percent Tolai (the

/ anesian group that furnished many of

I; TOrkers), and the rest Malay and other

\ ;uages.

. inguists distinguish two stages in the

'\ irgence of the new languages: initially,

I crude languages termed pidgins, then

ai r, the more complex ones referred to as

* lies. Pidgins arise as a second language

Ci colonists and workers who speak dif-

i (ig native (first) languages and need to

aiimunicate with each other. Each

p ip (colonists or workers) retains its na-

i language for use within its own group;

ah group uses the pidgin to communi-

st; with the other group. In addition,

wkers on a polyglot plantation may use

IMjin to communicate with other groups

)( workers. Compared with vervet vo-

szations, even the crudest pidgins are

51 rmously advanced in their hierarchical

Diinization of phonemes into syllables,

5>ables into words, and words into word

Mings. Compared with normal Ian-
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guages, however, pidgins are greatly im-

poverished in their sounds, vocabulary,

and syntax. A pidgin's sounds are gener-

ally only those common to the two or more

native languages thrown together. Words

of early-stage pidgins consist largely of

nouns, verbs, and adjectives, with few or

no articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions,

prepositions, or pronouns. As for gram-

mar, early-stage pidgins typically consist

of short strings of words with little phrase

construction, no regularity in word order,

no subordinate clauses, and no inflectional

word endings. Along with that impover-

ishment, variability of speech within and

between individuals is a hallmark of early-

stage pidgins, which approximate an anar-

chic linguistic free-for-all.

Pidgins that are used only casually by

adults who otherwise retain their own sep-

arate native languages persist at this rudi-

mentary level. For example, a pidgin

known as Russonorsk grew up to facilitate

barter between Russian and Norwegian

fishermen who encountered each other in

the Arctic. That lingua franca persisted

throughout the nineteenth century but

never developed further, as it was used

only to transact simple business during

brief visits. When speaking with their

compatriots, each group of fishermen

spoke either Russian or Norwegian. In

New Guinea, on the other hand, the pid-

gin gradually became more regular and

complex over many generations because it

was used intensively on a daily basis; nev-

ertheless, most children of New Guinea

workers continued to learn their parents'

native languages as their first language

until after Worid War II.

Pidgins evolve rapidly into Creoles

whenever a generation of the groups

contributing to a pidgin begins to adopt

the pidgin itself as its native language.

That generation then finds itself using pid-

gin for all social purposes, not just for

discussing plantation tasks or bartering.

Compared with pidgins, Creoles have a

larger vocabulary, a much more complex

grammar, and consistency within and be-

tween individuals. Creoles can express vir-

tually any thought expressible in a normal

language, whereas trying to say anything

even slightly complex is a desperate strug-

gle in pidgin. Somehow, without any

equivalent of the Academic Fran9aise to

lay down explicit rules, a pidgin expands

and stabilizes to become a uniform and

fuller language.

Creolization is a natural experiment in

language evolution that has unfolded in-

dependently many times over much of the

world. The laborers have ranged from Af-

ricans through Portuguese and Chinese to

New Guineans; the dominant colonists.

from the English to Spaniards to oti

Africans and Portuguese; and the centu i*

from at least the seventeenth to the twer

eth. The linguistic outcomes of all th( l^"

independent natural experiments shs

many striking similarities, both in wl

they lack and in what they possess. On t

negative side, Creoles are simpler than n §

mal languages in mostly lacking su M

seemingly standard grammatical items

conjugations of verbs for tense and pers( lJi

declensions of nouns for case and numb
most prepositions, and the passive voice H
verbs. On the positive side, Creoles i

advanced over pidgins in many respec b

including consistent word order, conjui it

tions, relative clauses, and auxiliary vei

to express verb moods and aspects a

anterior tense. Most Creoles agree in pi:

ing a sentence's subject, verb, and objf

in that particular order, and also agree

the order of auxiliaries preceding the in<

verb and in the meanings of those auxil

ries alone and in combination.

The factors responsible for this rema
able convergence are still controvers

among linguists. It's as if you drew a do2

cards fifty times from well-shuffled d&
and almost always ended up with

hearts or diamonds, but with one queer

jack, and two aces. Derek Bickerton

rived his interpretation from his studies

creolization in Hawaii, where sugar pla

ers imported workers from China, i

Phihppines, Japan, Korea, Portugal, a

Puerto Rico in the late nineteenth c

tury. Out of that linguistic chaos,- and

:

lowing Hawaii's annexation by the Uni

States in 1 898, a pidgin based on Engl

developed into a full-fledged creole. 1

immigrant workers themselves retail

their original native language. They a

learned pidgin that they heard, but tl

did not improve on it, despite its gn.

deficiencies as a medium of communis

tion. That, however, posed a big problf

for the immigrants' Hawaii-bom childr, fc

Even if the kids were lucky enough to h«

a normal language at home because b«

mother and father were from the sai

ethnic group, that normal language v

useless for communicating with kids a

adults from other ethnic groups. Ma
children were less fortunate and heeh
nothing but pidgin at home, when motl

and father came from different ethi

groups. Nor did the children have ai

quate opportunities to learn English

cause of the social barriers isolating thf

and their worker parents from the Ei

lish-speaking plantation owners. P
sented with an inconsistent and impov

ished model of human language in t

form of pidgin, Hawaiian laborers' cl

dren spontaneously "expanded" pidj
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a consistent and complex creole

thin a generation.

In the mid-1970s, Bickerton was still

le to trace the history of this creolization

interviewing working-class people bom
Hawaii between 1900 and 1920. Like

of us, those children soaked up lan-

,iage skills in their early years but then

Icame fixed in their ways, so that in their

111 age their speech continued to reflect

ij language spoken around them in their

luth. (My children, too, will soon be won-

iiring why their father persists in saying

:i;ebox" rather than "refrigerator," de-

ides after the iceboxes of my parents'

n childhood disappeared.) Hence, the

1 adults of various ages, whom Bicker-

1 interviewed in the 1970s, gave him

tually frozen snapshots of various

iges in Hawaii's pidgin-to-creole transi-

; n, depending on the subjects' birth year.

I
that way, Bickerton was able to con-

ude that creolization had begun by

00, was complete by 1920, and was ac-

: mplished by children in the process of

:ir acquiring the ability to speak.

, In effect, the Hawaiian children lived

lit a modified version of the wolf-boy

|)ry. Unlike the wolf-boy, the Hawaiian

jildren did hear adults speaking and

;re able to learn words. Unlike most

j
ildren, however, the Hawaiian children

lard little grammatical speech, and

J ich of what they did hear was inconsis-

lit and rudimentary. Instead, they cre-

j;d their own grammar. That they did

i leed create it, rather than somehow bor-

• wing grammar from the language of

linese laborers or English plantation

I mers, is clear from the many features of

I

iwaiian creole that differ from EngUsh

I from the workers' languages. The same
I true for Neo-Melanesian: its vocabulary

I largely English, but its grammar has

I any features that English lacks.

; I don't want to exaggerate the gram-
' atical similarities among Creoles by im-

i ying that they're all essentially the same.

reoles do vary depending on the social

story surrounding creolization. But

any similarities remain, particularly

nong those Creoles quickly arising from

rly-stage pidgins. How did each Creole's

lildren come so quickly to agree on a

ammar, and why did the children of

' fferent Creoles tend to reinvent the same
iammatical features again and again?

I It wasn't because they did it in the easi-

'X or sole way possible to devise a lan-

lage. For instance, Creoles use preposi-

3ns (short words preceding nouns), as do

nglish and some other languages, but

iiere are other languages that dispense

ith prepositions in favor of postpositions

'illowing nouns, or else noun case endings.
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Again, Creoles happen to resemble Eng-

lish in placing subject, verb, and object in

that order, but borrowing from English

can't be the explanation, because Creoles

derived from languages with a different

word order still use the subject-verb-ob-

ject order.

These similarities among Creoles seem
instead likely to stem from a genetic blue-

print that the human brain possesses for

learning language during childhood. Such

a blueprint has been widely assumed ever

since the linguist Noam Chomsky argued

that in the absence of any hard-wired in-

structions, the structure of human lan-

guage is far too complex for a child to

learn within just a few years. For example,

at age two my twin sons were just begin-

ning to use single words. As I write this

paragraph a bare twenty months later, still

several months short of their fourth birth-

day, they have already mastered most

rules of basic English grammar that peo-

ple who immigrate to English-speaking

countries as adults often fail to master

after decades. Even before the age of two,

my children could make sense of the ini-

tially incomprehensible babble of adult

sound coming at them, recognize group-

ings of syllables into words, and realize

which groupings constituted underlying

words despite variations of pronunciation

within and between adult speakers.

Such difficulties convinced Chomsky
that children learning their first language

would face an impossible task unless

much of language's structure were al-

ready preprogrammed into them. Hence,

Chomsky reasoned that we are bom with a

"universal grammar" already wired into

our brains to give us a spectrum of

grammatical models encompassing the

range of grammars in actual languages.

This prewired universal grammar would

be like a set of switches, each with various

alternative positions. The switch positions

would then become fixed to match the

grammar of the local language that the

growing child hears.

However, Bickerton goes further than

Chomsky and concludes that we are

preprogrammed not just to a universal

grammar with adjustable switches but to

a particular set of switch settings: the

settings that surface again and again in

Creole grammars. The preprogrammed
settings can be overridden if they conflict

with what a child hears in its local lan-

guage. But when a child hears no local

switch settings because it grows up amid
the structureless anarchy of a pidgin lan-

guage, the Creole settings can persist.

If Bickerton is correct and we really are

preprogrammed at birth with Creole

settings that can be overridden by later
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experience, then one would expect chil-

dren to learn creolelike features of their

local language earlier and more easily

than features conflicting with Creole

grammar. This reasoning might explain

English-speaking children's notorious dif-

ficulty in learning how to express nega-

tives: they insist on creolelike double nega-

tives, such as "Nobody don't have this."

The same reasoning could explain the dif-

ficulties that English-speaking children

have with word order in questions.

To pursue the latter example, English

happens to be among the languages that

use the Creole word order of subject, verb,

and object for statements: for instance, "I

want juice." Many languages, including

Creoles, preserve this word order in ques-

tions, which are merely distinguished by

altered tone of voice ("You want juice?").

However, the English language does not

treat questions in this way. Instead, our

questions deviate from Creole word order

by inverting the subject and verb ("Where
are you?" not "Where you are?") or by

placing the subject between an auxiliary

verb (such as "do") and the main verb

("Do you want juice?"). My wife and I

have been barraging my sons from early

infancy onward with grammatically cor-

rect English questions, as well as state-

ments. My sons quickly picked up the

correct order for statements, but both of

them still use the incorrect creolelike or-

der for questions, despite the hundreds of

correct counterexamples that my wife and

I model for them every day. Today's sam-

ples from Max and Joshua include,

"Where it is?" "What that letter is?"

"What the handle can do?" and "What
you did with it?" It's as if they're not ready

to accept the evidence of their ears, be-

cause they're still convinced that their pre-

prograiiuned creolelike rules are correct.

Now let's use these studies to assemble

a coherent, if speculative, picture of how
our ancestors progressed from grunts to

Shakespeare's sonnets. A well-studied

early stage is represented by vervet mon-
keys, with at least ten different calls that

are used for communication and have ex-

ternal referents. The single words of

young toddlers, like "juice" as uttered by

my son Max, constitute a next stage be-

yond animal grunts. But Max made a de-

cisive advance on vervets by assembling

his "juice" word from the smaller units of

vowels and consonants, thereby scaling

the lowest level of modular linguistic or-

ganization. A few dozen such phonetic

units can be reshuffled to produce a very

large number of words, such as the

142,000 words in my English desk diction-

ary. That principle of modular organiza-

tion lets us recognize far more distinctions

than vervets can. For example, they na
i

only six types of animals, whereas

name neariy two million.

A further step toward Shakespeans

exemplified by two-year-old children, v

in all human societies proceed sponta

ously from a one-word to a two-word st;

'

and then to a multiword one. But th

multiword utterances are still mere wi.

strings with little grammar, and thrt

words are still nouns, verbs, and adjecti
i

with concrete referents. As Bicker

points out, those word strings are like

pidgins that human adults spontaneou

reinvent when necessary. They also rese

ble the strings of symbols produced

captive apes whom we have instructed

the use of those symbols.

From pidgins to Creoles, or from

word strings of two-year-olds to the cc

plete sentences of four-year-olds, is

other giant step. In that step were adc

words lacking external referents and se

ing purely grammatical functions; (

ments of grammar such as word ore

prefixes and suffixes, and word root va

tion; and more levels of hierarchical

ganization to produce phrases and s-j

fences. Perhaps that step is what triggel

the Great Leap Forward in human inno

tion and art within the last hundred th

sand years. Nevertheless, creole 1

guages reinvented in modem times

give us clues to how these advances are

through the Creoles' circumlocutions*

express prepositions and other grammi
cal elements.

If you compare a Shakespearean son)

with the Neo-Melanesian ad that in»

duced this piece, you might conclude t

a huge gap still remains. But I'd aq

that with an ad like "Kam insait long S'

bilong mipela," we have come 99.9
f

cent of the way from vervet calls to Sha
speare. Creoles already constitute expr

sive complex languages. For examj

Indonesian, which arose as a Creole to

come the language of conversation

govemment for the world's fifth most p
ulous country, is also a vehicle for serif

literature.

Thus, animal communication and

man language once seemed to be sei

rated by an unbridgeable gulf. Now,

have identified not only parts of bridj

starting from both shores but also islai

and bridge segments spaced across

gulf. We are beginning to understand

broad outline how the unique and imp

tant attribute that distinguishes us fn

animals arose from animal precursors.

Jared Diamond studies New Guit

birds and teaches physiology at UCi

Medical School.
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Its webbedfeet attest to its aquatic

habits, but a platypus, like all

mammals, must still come upfor air.

D. Rarer and E Parer-Cook: AUSCAPE

Tuned-in,Tumed-on

Platypus
As it turns over rocks on Australian stream bottoms,

the animal gets all charged up aboutfood

by Ed Gregory

In the gathering dusk, a platypus pre-

pares to leave its cool, dry burrow in the

riverbank and spend the hours of darkness

in the river. It has been raining, and the

river is high and flowing fast. On a dark

night like this, visibility in the now muddy
water must be almost nil, but this appar-

ently does not concern the platypus, for it

always keeps its eyes—as well as its ears

and nostrils—shut underwater, even when

the water is crystal clear. The animal slips

into the water.

The platypus is after food. Its quarry

includes worms, insect larvae, small crus-

taceans, and immature moUusks, with the

occasional addition of an unwary fish or

frog. Freshwater shrimps are considered a

particular delicacy. To find food, which it

seeks exclusively underwater, the platy-

pus nuzzles around with its ducklike bill

on the river bottom, shoveling aside stones

to search for anything edible that might

be hiding underneath. The bill, although

tough enough to serve as a digging tool, is

soft and fleshy to the touch, and its leath-

ery skin is crammed with thousands of

sensory nerve endings.

For a long time, these nerve endings

were presumed to be mostly tactile in

function, and the platypus was thought to

find all its food entirely by touch. More
than sixty years ago, however, one noted

authority on the platypus, Harry Burrell,

doubted that it could satisfy its food re-

quirements (up to half its weight each

day) with an essentially hit-or-miss

method, even given the help of such an

exquisitely sensitive tactile organ as its

bill. Burrell felt sure that something else,

some extra sense, was needed. "My opin-

ion," he wrote in 1927, "is that this animal

must have developed some extraordinary

means of finding its prey, apart from the

sense of touch, and that the sensory appa-

ratus through which this acts is connected

in some way with the fleshy nature of the

bill." We are just beginning to understand

how right Burrell was.

When it was first described at the end

of the eighteenth century, the platypus

amazed and puzzled the scientific world

with its combination of a ducklike bill, soft

furry body, warmbloodedness, and egg-

laying method of reproduction {see 'To

Be a Platypus," by Stephen Jay Gould,

August 1985). Many thought the first

platypus skins brought to Europe were

hoaxes, and for a time there was debate

about whether the animal was reaOy a

mammal. But mammal it is (one of the

world's three species of monotremes, or

egg-laying mammals), and it has now sur-

prised the world again. The platypus does

have a sixth sense: it can detect weak

electric fields. Moreover, it is the first

mammal knovra to have this ability.

In the natural world, electric fields (ar-

eas of electric force present in the space

around an electric charge) are generated

in a number of ways. Thunderstorms, for

example, charge the atmosphere with

strong electric fields. Weaker ones are in-

duced in currents of water as they pass

through the earth's own magnetic field.

As a river flows over its bed, a weak elec-

tric field forms where water and riverbed

meet. Even local variations in the chemi-

cal composition of the water can generate

an electric field. Animals also generate

electricity: when a muscle contracts, an
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oscillating electric field is set up around it.

Being able to sense such fields in living

things could help animals find food for

themselves and avoid becoming food for

others.

To take advantage of electric fields, ani-

mals need electroreceptors, specialized

sensory cells or nerve endings sensitive to

stimulation by weak electric fields. While

air does not transmit electricity well, wa-

ter does, which is why using a hair dryer or

touching a radio dial while in the bathtub

is such a bad idea, and indeed, nearly all

the animals known to have an electric

sense make their homes in wet environ-

ments. (Fortunately for them, the electric

fields they are faced with in nature are

much less powerful than those generated

by man-made appliances.) No reptile or

:t

bird capable of detecting electric fields

has yet been found, but many fishes and

amphibians are equipped with electrore-

ceptors. Some fishes have taken matters a

step further, developing their own electric

organs capable of generating electric dis-

charges strong enough to stun prey and

discourage predators. In all these fishes,

both those able to generate electric

charges and those able only to receive

them, the electrosensory system has devel-

oped from the lateral line, a row of sense

organs found along the side of a fish's

body and typically used to detect pressure

waves in the water. These electrosensitive

receptors are modified hair cells, more

familiar to us as the auditory receptors in

our own ears.

The news that platypuses have an elec-

tric sense came in 1986 from a group (,'

German and Australian researchers worl <

ing in Canberra, who were observing tb

behavior of captive animals. These n

searchers found that hungry platypuse

investigated live batteries placed in thei

pool, both when they were in plain sigl

and when they were hidden behind

brick; the animals ignored dead batterie:'

The platypuses also learned to avoid

transparent obstacle in the pool when a:

electric field was present around it bi

usually bumped into it when the field wa

turned off".

Suspecting that the platypus's electrc

sensitive receptors were in its bill, the Car

berra researchers made recordings o

brain waves while stimulating the bill eled

trically. The results confirmed the bill'L
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Platypuses are adaptable, making their homes along both

slow, muddy streams and swift, clear ones, like this river,

below, in Australia's Kosciusko National Park. Left:

Underwater, its eyes and ears closed, a platypus uses

its bill as a shovel, leaving no stone unturned in its

searchforfreshwater shrimps, worms, and other delicacies.

; Photo Researchers. Ii

isitivity to electricity. They also mea-

ed the electric field generated when a

shwater shrimp flicks its tail and esti-

ited that the platypus's bill was sensi-

e enough to detect a shrimp at a dis-

ice of several centimeters.

At this point, our group, consisting of

chie Mclntyre, Uwe Proske, and my-

f, all from Monash University, and

nsley Iggo, a visitor from Edinburgh,

tered the picture. We wanted to identify

: specific receptors for the platypus's

ictric sense and to learn how they func-

m. The first step was to obtain some
itypuses. Although the species lives in

iny of eastern Australia's rivers and

ces, from the tropical north to the cold

ghlands of Tasmania, it is not an easy

e to keep in captivity, and in spite of

repeated attempts, only one animal has

ever been bred in captivity. So, after ob-

taining a permit to study a few individuals,

we set out to catch the animals ourselves.

Platypuses are thought to be still common
over most of their range, and we soon

found a few likely places, each a small,

slowly flowing, and usually muddy stream

a few hours' drive from our laboratory in

Melbourne. This kind of stream seems to

be a favorite haunt of platypuses, al-

though they also live in lakes and swift,

clear streams. The animals are most active

between dusk and dawn. To catch them,

we set nets in the stream before dark and

then camped on the riverbank overnight,

checking the nets at intervals to see what

we had caught. Often it was only fish, but

sometimes we were lucky, and then we
would retrieve our nets, break camp, and

return to Melbourne with our prize.

From the work of nineteenth-century

German anatomists, and particularly

from the more recent studies of Karl

Andres, also German, we already knew

quite a lot about the anatomy of the

platypus's bill and the detailed structure

of its sensory receptors. Thick nerves, to-

taling nearly a million individual nerve

fibers, run from the bill to the brain. These

transmission lines bring information, by

way of nerve impulses, from the sensory

receptors in the skin. Their very large

number, nearly as many as the number of

optic nerve fibers entering the human eye,

shows what an important sensory organ

the bill must be. For comparison, a human
finger tip contains about 1,000 nerve fi-

bers; the entire skin of a hand has fewer

than 20,000 fibers. The Canberra behav-

ioral experiments had indicated that the

receptors for the electric sense were in the

biU. Surely, we figured, some of these

many nerve fibers, previously thought to

be all touch or temperature sensitive, must

be connected to the electroreceptors.

A simple hand lens reveals the surface

of the bill to be covered with thousands of

small projections and pores. The projec-

tions are the tips of pushrods, structures

unique to monotremes and consisting of a

column of cells extending through, and

attached loosely to, the surrounding epi-

dermis. Sensory nerve fibers run the

length of the pushrod; at its base are two

kinds of organs found in other mammals
as weU and known to be sensitive to touch.

Interesting, but not what we were after.

The bill's pores are the openings of

three kinds of glands that extend nearly a

millimeter below the surface of the skin:

two secrete mucus and a third produces a

thin, serous secretion. One of the mucous

glands had no sensory nerve fibers running
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Theplatypus bill is covered with thousands oftinypores
andprojections, below. Right:A small area ofthe bill

is shown greatly magnified. The projections (A) are sensitive

to touch. Thepores lead to three kinds ofsubcutaneous
glands. One kind (associated with pore type B) has no sensory
nervefibers. The other two (pore types Cand D) are innervated,

but only one (D), shown atfar right opening up at the bill's

surface like a rose, hasproved to be electrosensitive.
Frank Groeneveld

through it, so we ruled it out. But both the

other type of mucous gland and the serous

gland are innervated. In one of these, the

mucous gland, we found some of the

electroreceptors we were looking for.

In all three glands, a duct leads from
the surface pore down to the part of the

gland that produces the secretion. In the

innervated glands, there is a swelling near

the bottom of the duct; into this swelling

run several of the nearly one million nerve

fibers that supply the bill. These fibers

penetrate the outer wall of the gland and
end as fine terminals protruding inward

toward the duct. Experiments that deliv-

ered weak electrical stimuli to the pores on
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the bill surface confirmed our suspicion

that the innervated mucous glands con-

tain electroreceptors. The actual recep-

tors are presumably the fine terminals of

the nerves running into the gland. These
receptors are quite different from the

electroreceptors in fish. Mucus in the duct

provides a good electrical pathway to the

skin surface, and a peculiar plug of cells

(arranged somewhat like the petals of a

rose) in the gland's pore may keep the

mucus from drying out when the platypus

is out of the water. The sensory mucous
glands are distributed over the bill in lon-

gitudinal rows alternating with rows of the

other, noninnervated mucous glands. (The

Karl Hermann Andres

innervated serous glands are scatter i

evenly across; we don't yet know if th(

too, are electrosensitive.)

The receptors are in a constant state

activity. Even when no electric field

present, they discharge impulses contin

ously at a rate of twenty to fifty per S£

ond, ready to detect most any electric fie

a platypus might encounter in the wati

Our experiments showed that the rece

tors reacted to electric fields with ,

strength of only four-thousandths of a vci

per centimeter; the Canberra work hi;

demonstrated even greater sensitivit

with the platypus responding to fields wi

a strength of only two ten-thousandths ol

volt per centimeter or less. A comparab i

field strength would be produced in a riv

250 feet wide if a flashlight battery we)

connected to electrodes at either bank.

In addition to responding to steady ele

trie fields, the receptors could be excite

by fields oscillating up to 300 times pi|

second. They were most sensitive to fieh

oscillating about 100 times per secon

This would be just right for findii

shrimps, which generate an oscillatir

field at about this frequency when the ta

is flicked. The movements of other pre



Si h as fishes, earthworms, and insect lar-

\ , might also generate detectable elec-

t : fields.

Ne feel certain the platypus uses its

e :tric sense in hunting, but many ques-

t is remain. Does the platypus merely

c ect the presence of an electric source

eI then home in on it, or can it also

c ermine direction and distance? When
I lerwater, the platypus moves its head

i i bill from side to side continuously;

I »ht this have something to do with

£ ctroreception or scanning?

While we continue to investigate the

I
typus's remaining secrets, we are also

( ious about the other monotremes: the

« lidnas. There are two species, both en-

t;ly terrestrial: the long-snouted New
(linea echidna and the short-snouted

J istralian echidna. The Australian echid-

I lives in habitats from arid semidesert to

t pica! rain forest; the New Guinea spe-

c s inhabits mostly humid montane for-

i s. Preliminary experiments that we car-

id out with the short-snouted echidna

1 ve led us to believe that it, too, has an

ectric sense. From the work of Karl

/idres, we already knew that the skin of

t ; echidna snout contains sensory struc-

tures similar to, although less elaborate

than, those in the platypus. The inner-

vated mucous glands are present in the tip

of the snout, for example, but not all over

it. Our own physiological experiments

demonstrated that like the platypus bill,

the tip of the echidna's snout is sensitive to

weak electric fields. Not all the recep-

tors are continuously active, and in the

presence of electric fields, echidnas dis-

charge nerve impulses at a lower rate than

does the platypus, but the degree of sensi-

tivity is about the same; that is, the weak-

est field that excites the platypus's recep-

tors stimulates those of the echidna, as

well. The echidna seems to compensate

for its dry terrestrial environment by hav-

ing a perpetually runny nose: the end of its

snout always seems to be moist.

The news that Australian echidnas

have an electric sense was greeted by

some of our colleagues with a degree of

skepticism. We decided to test the ability

of captive animals to recognize and re-

spond to weak electric fields.

The natural diet of echidnas is mainly

ants and termites, although they occasion-

ally eat earthworms, beetles, and moth

and beetle larvae. Using powerful, clawed

forelimbs, echidnas will burrow three feet

into ant nests to reach the inhabitants in-

side, favoring especially the fat-rich virgin
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queens. The snout must also be strong to

break apart pieces of rotten wood in

search of food. Our two captive echidnas

had an easier time of it. We fed them a

mixture of scrambled eggs and lactose-

free milk, which they appeared to relish,

and given the chance, they would eat pro-

digious quantities.

Both of our animals had the endearing,

rather comical rolling gait characteristic

of echidnas, but their personalities were

quite distinct. One was a bit of a slob,

spending most of its time under a mound
of wood shavings in the comer of its enclo-

sure and emerging only at mealtimes to

empty its food bowl rapidly and noisily,

before retiring to the wood shavings again.

The other animal was inquisitive and ap-

peared to take an interest in the comings

and goings around it. It also enjoyed its

food but had better table manners.

To prepare for our experiment, we
trained this second echidna to press a lever

in either of two small troughs with the tip

of its snout; whenever it did, a small door

opened, allowing access to a supply of the

scrambled food mixture. The echidna

caught on quickly. We were soon able to

feed it exclusively in this way, each feed-

ing session consisting of repeated lever-

pressing trials. Sometimes the echidna

seemed to get bored with the game and,

ignoring the levers, tried to open the food

door with its snout. When this happened,

we would give it free access to the food

and continue the training sessions later.

Then we made the game more difficult.

We filled the troughs with water and put

electrodes at either side of them. This

way, we could make the echidna put its

snout into an electric field of known
strength when it pressed a lever to open

the food door. At first the echidna ob-

jected to sticking its nose in water, but it

soon decided that a wet nose was better

than going hungry. We started out gener-

ating electric fields in both troughs, hop-

ing the echidna would now associate elec-

tric fields with food.

Next—for the real experiment—we
put an electric field in one trough at a time

and opened the food door only when the

echidna pressed the lever in the trough

with the field in it. The echidna met this

When its head is out ofwater, the platypus, below,

relies on its eyes and ears. Recent evidence suggests

that one ofits monotreme relatives, the short-snouted

Australian echidna, right, may use its electric sense

on dry land, thanks to a perpetually runny nose.
D. Parer and E, Parer-Cook; AUSCAPE International

challenge, too, and was soon pressing the

right lever significantly more often than

the wrong one. In one trial, it scored

twenty-five correct out of twenty-five.

Seemingly, this echidna could indeed

sense an electric field.

Finally, to estimate the animal's sensi-

tivity to electric fields, we gradually re-

duced the strength of the field in the

troughs. The echidna scored well down to

a field strength of two-thousandths of a

volt per centimeter; below this, it pressed

the wrong lever as often as the right one.

What could echidnas use an electric

sense for? Given their dry surroundings

and hard exoskeleton, ants and termites

are not likely to produce electric fields.

Echidnas also sometimes eat beetle lar-

vae, however, and their behavior when
searching for these soft, underground

grubs suggests that an electric sense may
come in handy then. Echidnas looking for

beetle larvae stick their noses in the

ground from time to time as they move
around, leaving snout-shaped, conical

holes. Perhaps they are feeling for electric

fields set up as grubs move.

An intriguing alternative has been sug-

gested by a colleague, David Morgan. He
proposes that the modem echidna, finding

itself in a drier environment than the one it

evolved in millions of years ago, he

adapted its electroreceptors to the ne

conditions and tumed them into gas detei

tors. The receptors could now be used I

locate hidden concentrations of termite

for example, not by the feeble electri

fields they might generate, but by tl

methane they produce. According to Mo
gan's idea, enzymes on the wet tip of th

snout would catalyze the oxidation (

methane in what would be, in effect,

biological electrochemical cell. The ele(

trical activity resulting from the operatic

of the cell would stimulate the electnl

receptors. Methane-oxidizing enzyme

are known in bacteria, so the idea seen:

feasible, if unconventional.

If further study proves Morgan's ide

correct, then monotremes will have sui

prised us once again. I look forward t

learning about the electrical capabilitie

of the long-snouted echidna. This specie

feeds almost entirely on earthworm;

which generate electric fields as the

move through the moist soil. Whethe

these fields are strong enough to be de

tected by an electric sense, or whether th

New Guinea echidna even has such

sense, is not yet known. But I would lik

very much to take a trip to New Guine;

one day to find out. t
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Tiger Hunt
Rapacious predators, tiger beetles have evolved a remarkable system of
camouflage to avoid becomingprey

by Tom Schultz

On a sunlit stream bank in central Ari-

zona, a tiger beetle dashes across the hot

sand and with its sickle-shaped jaws seizes

a small cricket. The jaws' serrated edges

slash and puncture the victim, while the

beetle uses its other mouthparts to devour

the prey's soft tissue and juices. Resting

momentarily amid the remains of the

cricket, the tiger beetle cleans off its

mouthparts like a warrior wiping blood

from his sword. It immediately begins

searching for its next meal through huge,

hemispherical eyes that scan the beach

horizon for any trace of movement. With
its long, agile legs, it is the fastest runner

among the beetles, and few insects that

come within eyesight will escape.

In its larval form, a tiger beetle is no less

ferocious, although its method of preda-

tion relies more on stealth than speed. The
larva lies in ambush at the top of a narrow,

vertical tunnel that it has dug in the soil.

Its head and the forward part of its thorax

rest flush with the surface, forming a trap-

door to the tunnel's entrance. When an ant

or other small insect passes near it, the

larva springs into action. Sharp mandibles

snap upward to seize the hapless insect.

The larva then drags the prey into the

tunnel for consumption.

Yet even the most fearsome of nature's

predators often become prey themselves,

and tiger beetles are no exception. My
research has focused on how adult tiger

beetles manage to avoid predators. While

observing the beetles in the field, I can't

help but think of them in military terms.

Like the light tanks used in desert war-

fare, tiger beetles are encased in armor

(the rigid exoskeleton and two hardened

forewings that shield their bulk), and yet

they remain fast and maneuverable on

open sand. They are remarkably adept at

detecting threats from several yards

away—as any entomologist, amateur or

otherwise, who has tried to catch them
knows. When attacked, tiger beetles em-
ploy defensive tactics, including chemical

deterrents and evasive maneuvers. Once a

beetle senses that an approaching object is

too large to be potential prey—a whiptail

hzard, for example—it sprints a few yards

away. If it can't shake its pursuer, the

beetle stops and turns to face its adver-
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On apatch ofsand near Santa Cruz, California,

an Oregon tiger beetle devours afly.
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i e colors that blend together toproduce brown camouflage on

ger beetle 's wing cover can be seen at high magnification.

e spots and the red background are composed oftiny

xples that reflect light. The white area, one ofthe beetle's

pes, is covered with similarpits, but they lack melanin

ment and do not reflect color.

/. The predator may strike, but its

irry is already gone; like a Harrier

mp jet," the beetle can take flight in-

itly and usually evade any enemy on

Flying in a zigzag pattern across a

;am, the beetle alights on the opposite

ik and immediately resumes its relent-

patrol on the new beachhead.

10 carry the military analogy further,

;r beetles, like tanks or airplanes on the

und, are particularly vulnerable to at-

k from the air. Because they hunt dur-

i the day and because they prefer ex-

f
ed ground where they can absorb

s light to raise their body temperature

e ugh to permit rapid locomotion and

fl ht, tiger beetles constantly place them-

s 'es in full view of predators. (The ac-

ti 1 time they may be seen moving, how-

t r, is minimized by short, quick dashes

I ween long periods of sitting.) Birds fre-

;ntly sight tiger beetles from a distance

1 attack them on the ground or in flight

.hey attempt to escape. On more than

: occasion, I watched western kingbirds

i 1 black phoebes swoop down from their

I
ches and snap up tiger beetles. Unable

t eact quickly enough, the beetles could

evade these aerial assaults. Robber

f s posed another threat as they waited

( nearby grass stems for insects to fly

I
it. Intercepting the tiger beetles in

I Iflight, the flies used their sharp beaks

t pierce a beetle's soft spot, which is ex-

I
;ed when its wing covers are open. Of-

t the robber flies would follow me
t ough a meadow to snatch any tiger

1 ;tles that my footsteps disturbed and

slit into flight.

Tiger beetles have evolved a variety of

ptective colorations to counter this situ-

i on. Where vegetation is abundant, they

SjHl brilliant metallic colors that may
ifuse or deceive a predator once the

^ack is under way. In the eastern United

ites, for instance, forest tiger beetles are

tunning iridescent green and quite con-

cuous in their preferred sun-dappled

arings, but the second they take flight,

;y disappear completely against the

ibttled background of their green sur-

indings. In arid landscapes, however,

; beetles have evolved a variety of cam-
( flage colors. Like military vehicles, they

PointiUism in

With a palette limited to brilliant me-

tallic colors, how do some tiger beetles

manage to produce the dull earth tones

needed for camouflage? Recently, Gary

Bernard, of Yale University, and I dis-

covered that the beetles display the same

optical illusion that was used by the poin-

tillists, a school of neoimpressionist art-

ists founded by Georges Seurat in the

late 1 800s. In perhaps the most famous

example of this style, Sunday Afternoon

on the Island ofLa Grande Jatte, Seurat

used thousands of tiny brushstrokes of

pure colors to create the colors he

wanted. From a distance, the viewer's

eye mixes the dots together to produce

the desired hues.

The iridescent spots of the tiger beetle

(so small that they cannot be distin-

guished by the naked eye) are similar to

Seurat's brushstrokes. We perceive the

camouflage colors because our eyes are

"averaging" the beetle's brilliant colors.

The brown forewing colors of many cam-

ouflaged tiger beetles, for example, are

made up of metallic blue-green spots

(each composed of about a dozen reflect-

Art and Nature

ing pits) surrounded by a metallic red

field. The eye blends the different colors

together so that we see brown. (Such

blending of colors is apparent in two com-

mon technologies: blue, green, and red

spots are mixed to produce all the colors

on a television screen, and if you exam-

ined the photographs in this magazine

under a magnifying glass, you would find

that the colors are composed of only four

colors—cyan, magenta, yellow, and

black.) The whole range of camouflage

colors displayed by tiger beetles is

achieved with such mixtures. The red-

dish brown color of Canyon de Chelly

beetles is a blend of yellow-green spots on

a red field, and the black in Carrizo

Creek beetles is really a mixture of ma-

genta spots (themselves mixtures of vio-

let and red) against a metallic green field.

The dull appearance of the colors is en-

hanced by the unevenness of the beetles'

forewings. This wafflelike surface scat-

ters much of the reflected light, so that to

the observer's eye the mixed colors a{>-

pear dark and dull—similar to the colors

of the natural background.

Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La Grande Jatte, Georges Seurat (1859-1891).

The task ofapplying countless dots ofoilpaint to the canvas, which measures

roughly seven by tenfeet, occupied the French neoimpressionistfrom 1884 to 1 886.
Helen Birch Barllett Memorial Collection, 1926.224. ® 1990 The An Institute ol Chicago. All rights
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Against mottledsands in Death Valley,

this tiger beetle is well camouflaged.
William E. Ferguson

Cross Section of a Tiger Beetle's Exoskeleton

The colors of a tiger beetle are pro-

duced by the surface of the insect's exo-

skeleton, which under extreme magnifi-

cation resembles a waffle. The hundreds

of thousands of tiny pits are lined with

transparent reflecting layers, less than

three ten-thousandths of an inch thick,

which can only be seen with the aid of an

electron microscope.

The thickness of the layers in any given

pit determines what wavelength of light,

or color, the pit will reflect. Each layer

reflects all the wavelengths of the incom-

ing sunlight, but only the light waves

from a very narrow portion of the spec-

trum produce the colors we see. As the

waves bounce off the multiple reflecting

layers, only one wavelength will emerge

from the pits in phase. The waves that are

in phase reinforce one another; the rest

emerge out of phase, canceling one an-

other out. (This is analogous to what hap)-

pens when two sets of waves traveling

across the surface of the ocean meet: if

the troughs and crests of one set coincide

with those of the other, they enhance

attempt to avoid detection with color pat-

terns that blend in with the natural back-

ground when viewed from above.

Such "cryptic" coloration is a well-

knovm adaptation that has evolved in

many animals subjected to predation.

While it is not remarkable in itself, the

way in which it has evolved among the

tiger beetles is. The beetles achieve the

dull earth tones that they need for camou-

Joe LeMonnier

each other; but if the crests of one wave

train coincide with the troughs of the

other, the net effect is no waves at all

—

they cancel each other out.) Which wave-

length emerges from an individual pit is

determined by the thickness of its layers.

In the diagram above, the thin-layered

pit on the left reflects shorter wave-

lengths of light in phase and therefore

emits blue light, while the thick-layered

pit on the right reflects red light, which

has a longer wavelength. All the colors of

the visible spectrum can be produced by

these subtle variations in the thickness of

the layers.

The dimensions of the reflecting layers

are determined by cells that secrete new

exoskeleton when the beetle molts from a

pupa into an adult. Below the reflectors,

these cells also deposit the black pigment

melanin, which, like the backing of a

mirror, intensifies the color by absorbing

any nonreflected light. The white mark-

ings on the tiger beetle forewings are

areas where the reflectors and melanin

are lacking.

flage with the same brilliant colors that

are common to all tiger beetles; by blend-

ing tiny dots ranging from vivid reds and

greens to iridescent blues and violets, their

armor produces the most subtle hues of

rock and soil with the same optical effect,

known as pointillism, employed by neoim-

pressionist painters.

Recently, my research on tiger beetle

color patterns has focused on two species,

Cicindela oregona and C. tranquebaric

that are common along streams west >

the Rocky Mountains. While survey! r

populations in Arizona and Utah, I n

ticed that in several locations both speci

shared the same stream banks. Althoud

they vary considerably in color throug]

out the Southwest, the two species of tig^

beetles, only distantly related, exhibits!

the same color patterns wherever I four

them together. These color patter,

matched the local background perfect

and concealed the beetles in their respe|

tive habitats.

Throughout much of the West, bo

beetles are usually dull brown and 1

conspicuous on mud or the wet sand

riverbanks. But dull, reddish populatio

of both species occur along a tributary

the Chinle Wash where it exits Canyon (

i

Chelly, in northeastern Arizona. The ca

yon is renowned for its Anasazi ruins ai i

beautiful pink walls of de Chelly san|

stone. Weathering and erosion of the

rocks leave wide point bars of fine, reddi

brown sand along the banks of the Chir
i

Wash. The color displayed on the backs
i

both beetle species closely matches tl

;

background. On the Colorado Piatea

populations of either species exhibit tl

reddish color only where red sandstor

predominate along rivers and streams.

One hundred and fifty miles to t

southwest, the two species also share t

banks of Carrizo Creek in central A
zona. Here the beetles' surroundings a

not uniform in color as they are at Cany(

de Chelly. The coarse sands lining tl

creek banks are either light tan when d

or dark brown where the sand is wet at tl|

water's edge. Bluish black pebbles of b

salt from nearby volcanic fields peppi

the sand bars. To hide themselves am
this varied terrain, both species ha'

evolved shades of dark purple or bluii

black, although a few individuals are dai

brown. At a distance of two yards or mor

these beetles are indistinguishable fro

small basalt pebbles. The white markini

on the beetles' forewings (common amor

most species of tiger beetles) give the cold

pattern an irregular shape, which hel]!

the insects look more like a stone and le

like a beetle.
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iVithin many tiger beetle species, colors

i markings vary greatly among local

)ulations. In the populations that I

died, the variations clearly corre-

mded to different soil types, showing

t the colors were indeed serving as vital

nouflage. After the beetles originally

persed to habitats with different back-

lunds, the subsequent natural selection

' predators picking off the most con-

cuous beetles generation after genera-

n) led to the evolution of different cam-

( Sage patterns in different localities.

But how did tiger beetles evolve their

i'narkable ability to produce this versa-

P; camouflage—the pointillistic blend-

'([ of colors? In his essay "The Panda's

culiar Thumb" {Natural History, No-
tnber 1978), Stephen Jay Gould

I

inted out that the proof of evolution lies

i those adaptations that arise from im-

pbable foundations. The giant panda

! ;ks a true opposable thumb. Long ago,

1 ancestors' five toes evolved into a

larlike paw, and only more recently,

' len the animals began feeding on tasty

Imboo leaves, did one of their wrist

1 nes evolve into an extra digit for grasp-

i'l and stripping the stalks. The example

mains a favorite for showing that the

proof of evolution Ues, not in optimal de-

sign, but in "odd arrangements and funny

solutions . . . paths that a sensible God
would never tread but that a natural pro-

cess, constrained by history, follows per-

force." Charles Darwin first suggested

that in the evolution of any adaptation,

natural selection must work on materials

and structures that already exist. Because

this process is not straightforward, some

adaptations—the camouflage colors of ti-

ger beetles being a prime example—may
seem contrived or even paradoxical.

Consider the black camouflage of tiger

beetles that match slate-lined stream

banks or mimic black basalt pebbles. Mel-

anin in their exoskeleton could have done

the job. Indeed, some species of tiger bee-

tles do use this pigment to appear black.

But the blackness of the Carrizo Creek

populations is structural, produced by the

mixing of various colors from hundreds of

thousands of tiny reflectors on the beetles'

exoskeleton. Why mix spots of magenta

with a field of green to produce the black

camouflage when a simpler alternative

—

melanin—is possible? The Darwinian ex-

planation is that this complex black color-

ation was derived from preexisting struc-

tural colors. The roundabout way in which

this camouflage came about attests to the

evolutionary nature of its origin.

The ultrathin layers that cause each

reflector in the tiger beetle's exoskeleton

to emit a specific color (see facing page)

may have originally evolved to fill some

other purpose (perhaps to add strength to

the beetle's shell), and only with later

modification did the layers produce the

brilliant metallic colors. The camouflage

colors came last; while iridescent struc-

tural colors are conmnon in a variety of

insects, only a very few (tiger beetles,

ground beetles, and metallic wood-boring

beetles) exhibit the pointillistic mixing

that can produce the earth tones appropri-

ate for camouflage. Moreover, in tiger

beetles these color mosaics are confined to

the upper surface; in almost all species,

the lower surface, unseen by predators,

retains a bright metallic appearance.

Through natural selection, a surface of

uniform color gradually became modified

to reflect the mixed colors that produce

camouflage.

Regardless of its origins, the mecha-

nism for producing color in tiger beetles is

remarkably versatile. Most animal colors

are produced by various pigments, mole-

cules that are synthesized by the animal or
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Perched on a stalk ofgrass, a robberfly, below, consumes a

tiger beetle. Thefly caught the beetle in midflight and

stabbed it in the back with its proboscis. The brilliant metallic

sheen ofa greenforest tiger beetle, at right, contrasts

sharply with the dull earth colors ofmany western species.

Raymond A Mendez

acquired from the food that it eats. Gener-

ally, a species must evqlve new biochemi-

cal pathways to produce new colors: green

and red, for instance, are produced by

entirely different pigments in nature. In

contrast, small changes in the structure of

the multilayer reflectors produce a wider

range of colors than any one class of pig-

ments does. In addition to producing bril-

liant, conspicuous colors, virtually any

background hue can be matched with the

appropriate combination of structural col-

ors. The white spots or stripes contribute

to the camouflage by breaking up the out-

line of the beetle or blending with the

structural colors to produce lighter shades

of background-matching colors. In some

tiger beetle species, melanin deposition

has been suppressed throughout most of

the forewing, giving the beetles a white

appearance that conceals them on bright

white sand or salt flats. All these adaptive

color patterns are the result of slight alter-

ations in the genes that control melanin

secretion and the thickness of the multi-

layer reflectors. Tiger beetles adapting to

new habitats need not develop alternative

pigments to blend into their surroundings;

with a palette of iridescent colors and a

neoimpressionist style, these insects can

paint it all. D
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Happily, there is nothing at al

up with the dawn

on what appears at

first as a flight of

fancy. And our spirits soar.

Perhaps we should set you

aright. The lakes in Canada's north,

like the one pictured here, are in

fact water, and not a piece of mis-

placed sky.

Yes, the sun does hang around

for weeks on end— in high season.

No, it's not spilt red, yellow and

orange paint, but rather poppies,

azaleas and lichen blooms.

The rush of falling water, the

ethereal clouds draped halfway up

a granite wall, the trophy lake

trout you just released— all real,

all natural, all right in front of you.

Lunch, 2nd day, still touring the

'back, of our guide's hand.' Some

hand! But feel we're representing

the 'over the hill' club commendably.

The mountains here wear the

forest like a favourite old sweater—

though slightly overdressedfor 80°

weather. All in all, comfortably

sprawling.

And don't be surprised if, in

this land few have seen, you bump

into someone you may have lost

touch with, \ourself.

It's one of those

ineffable feelings you

get when you happen

upon a herd of reindeer

as interested in you as

you are in them. (\bu'll be

pleased to note that great stretches

of this land are protected by parks

that also put the lifelong residents

at ease.)

J
Pic of the day? Zoom lens

eagle circling in search of a

thermal.

Of course, roadside

lodges, fly-m and out

camps go without sa

But our first-class

resorts with hot tui

saunas and second helpings m6

more of your scene.

Nobody up but the moon. Si

on the roof of the world— dazi

a million stars in front ofmy e

For further information on travel to Canada, see page 79



jnnatural about this picture.

T, and the shimmer of purple

: ,reen and pink m the night

. That's the aurora borealis.

I 'e lore will tell you they're

walkers. And it really is

^ a charge. (But comes free,

k)
I
ill not convinced? We're not

lised. So let us leave by telling

I A'hat may be hard to believe is

) to see, wherever your imagi-

I'H may take you.

101/ Fovr. .

.

Canada
The World Next Door



A temporary kitchen and a storage area

stand above the risingfloodwaters of
Peru 's Ucayali River
Mario Hiroka



Floodtime on the Ucayali
In the Amazon Basin, annual inundations are both a curse and a blessing

by Christine Padoch and Miguel Pinedo-Vasquez

The constant background sound of

flowing water and buzzing insects was pe-

riodically broken by a gentle "plop-plop."

We were spending the hot, still afternoon

of March 2, 1986, sitting on the front

poitth of Don Rogelio Manihuari's palm-

thatched farm hut, watching his newly

planted cornfield disappear into the Uca-

yali River. With each louder "plop" an-

other three feet and another row of his

crop fell into the brown waters. Every

half-hour or so Don Rogelio jumped off

the porch and moved a little wooden cross,

which he hoped would hold back the

flood, another yard closer to his threat-

ened house. But the cross failed to contain

the waters. We finished the afternoon by

helping him strip his hut of everything

that could be carried off and used again,

and then abandoned the structure to the

Ucayali.

Tlie flood that year on the second long-

est of Peru's many mighty rivers, and one

of the largest rivers in all the worid, was an

exceptionally high one. But every year the

great swirling waters of eastern Peru and

other parts of the Amazon Basin rise and

totally change the landscape and with it

the lives of riverbank residents. The an-

nual floods are both a blessing and a

scourge to farmers of the area: the source

of the riverbanks' fertility and the cause of

total crop failures.

Don Rogelio did not spend the after-

noon cursing the river's course; instead, he

considered where he might plant the next

cornfield. Although the river had stolen

not only his crop but also his field, it may

have granted him another, more fertile

piece of land elsewhere. He would have to

wait until the waters subsided, in late May
or June, to figure his accounts. Until then,

Don Rogelio and his fellow villagers on the

Ucayali would have to use their knowl-

edge, their wits, and a good deal of work

and patience to survive on the banks of

this changeable river.

Draining the eastern slope of the Andes,

where in some spots rainfall is more than

five times New York City's yeariy aver-

age, the Ucayali aimually dumps about

400 billion cubic yards of water into the

Amazon just above the city of Iquitos.

That discharge, however, varies greatly
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The banks ofan already harvested area

slowly collapse into the river
Mario Hiroka

In Iquitos, a household's medicinals

and condiment herbsfloat on

a raftfor safekeeping
Ctinst ne Padoch

with the seasons. The difference between

the river's high and low levels during the

year is often about thirt;y feet. Suspended

in all that water is an enormous volume of

sediment. This load of material eroded

from the Andes earns for the Ucayali its

designation of a "whitewater" river. Al-

though actually closer to cocoa than to

milk in color, the term differentiates the

sediment-laden Ucayali from the dark,

but clear and nutrient-poor "blackwaters"

that also flow into the Amazon.

Many Amazonians, both past and

present, have made their homes along the

Whitewater rivers. For when floodwaters

subside each year, the silts and sands car-

ried by those waters are left along river-

banks, on islands, and in oxbow lakes.

These newly deposited soils are more fer-

tile than most of the lands above the flood.

To remain in this rich environment, Ama-
zonians have had to learn to turn a poten-

tial catastrophe into a temporary inconve-

nience and ultimately into a boon.

Our afternoon's vigil on the rapidly

eroding levee may suggest erroneously

that Ucayalinos merely watch and wait as

water takes over their land. But the days

of rising waters are very busy ones. Prepa-

rations must be made both to survive the

time of high water and to take advantage

of the rewards a high flood brings. While

we waited to learn the fate of the field and

the hut, in Yahuarango, Don Rogelio's

home village, manioc tubers were being

processed, floors of low-lying houses were

being raised, rafts were being built to

serve as temporary homes for vulnerable

garden plants, and pigs, chickens, cats,

and dogs were being herded together to

become improbable mates in miniature,

dugout arks.

The farmers of Yahuarango are a par-

ticularly vulnerable group. Their settle-

ment stands on a natural levee that floods

only rarely. Their agricultural lands, how-

ever, lie mostly on low, recent deposits and

are apt to be inundated or eroded in heavy

annual floods. Other conmiunities have

given up the promise of higher agricul-

tural production in exchange for the lower

risk of floodless farming. These have

placed their houses, as well as most or all

of their agricultural enterprises, on higher

ground that never floods. But such choices

are not always permanent. Households

and even whole villages of 100 to 200

people change location frequently.

A half-hour's walk away from the ill-

fated cornfield, Doiia Cecilia Panduro,

Rogelio's wife, was busy pulling up the

long, irregularly shaped tubers of manioc,

a staple of the Ucayali diet. This particu-

lar crop of manioc had not yet reached its

maximum size. The rapidly rising waters

were, however, now sure to reach the field

within a day or two. While most varieties

of manioc will keep almost indefinitely in

well-drained soils, even minimal floodi

will cause the tubers to rot rapidly. H<i

vesting all the roots that had formed ev-.

a small starchy tuber, Doiia Cecilia wou;

preserve what she could until the fla

was past. With no refrigeration availab

harvested manioc becomes inedible in t\

days. But floodplain Amazonians have o

veloped an ingenious technique for pi

serving at least part of their food suppi

when faced with a long and devastatin

flood. By peeling, soaking, and mashii

the harvested manioc tubers, they redui

the roots to a starchy mass. This they bu

!

underground, tightly wrapped in multip

layers of bijao leaves, on the soon-to-b

flooded levees. Several months latfi

when the floodwaters have subsided, tl

mashed manioc the farmers uncov'

makes an acceptable/ariMa, a coarse me'

much favored in some parts of the basi
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irhose farmers who invested more in

I

ntains, the other favored staple on the

I ayali, are largely out of luck. The fruits

jinot be harvested or preserved until

iy are at least near ripe, and much is

Jially lost in a high flood. Some farmers

i/ote a portion of their fields to the few

liieties of plantain that are somewhat

I'istant to flooding. But these, like the

I rdy sapucho, are considered to be poor

i quality and not worth the trouble.

\nother rescue mission carried out

I oughout Ucayali villages was the pres-

i'ation of the multiple condiments,

ndicinals, and utilitarian and magical

lints that typically make up a kitchen

!
rden. The residents of Yahuarango, like

t:)st of the people of the great Amazonian
fodplains in Peru, call themselves ri-

I'erios, riverbank dwellers of mixed Eu-

loean and Amazonian heritage. Al-

though rarely acknowledging the heritage

passed from tribal forebears, they main-

tain a great store of ancestral plant knowl-

edge and plant collections. On the eve of

the deluge, in each household, every re-

ceptacle—old cans, the shells of land tor-

toises long ago eaten, broken clay vessels,

and half-rotten carrying baskets—is used

as a container for threatened plants. The
herbs are then placed on rafts or high

platforms out of reach of the rising waters.

The fruit trees that all Ucayalinos tend,

whether in house gardens or in extensive,

mixed orchards away from the village,

face varying fates. Among the hardy sur-

vivors are a few imports, like the bread-

fruit, that have become important in the

feeding of flooded villages. Others, Uke

the aguaje, ungurahui, and huasai palms,

are native floodplain species that flourish

with their feet in the water. Still other

fruit trees that the Yahuaranguinos had

planted were sure to fare poorly. Tempt-

ing fate, some had planted fast-growing,

desirable species, such as papaya, uvilla,

and taperiba, on the levees. Their fruits

would fetch great prices if no high flood

came, but they would not survive any in-

undation. All floodplain farmers take risks

and count on losing a few trees and a few

days of labor to the river. The future man-

agement of those fruit gardens, which we
had been studying for two years, would

include the replanting of some trees and

perhaps some changes in design to include

a less risky collection of species—if indeed

this year's flood left many trees dead.

As we left Yahuarango, bound down-

river to the market city of Iquitos, river-

banks recently three, six, even fifteen feet

above water were now flooded. In low-

lying rice lands all along the riverbank, we
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After the waters have receded, a woman digs

up mashed manioc tubers, wrapped

tightly in leaves, that had been buried to

preserve themfrom theflood.
Chfisline Padocfi

saw men and women clearing land about

to disappear beneath the brown waters.

Some labored in water to their knees, even

their waists, clearing herbaceous growth

in what at first appeared to be a strangely

timed operation. Apparently, all hands

that could be spared from the tasks of

securing present resources were out pre-

paring for the day the flood would leave. A
field, even cursorily cleared now, might

well emerge after the flood a completely

clear, weed-free surface, perfect for plant-

ing rice, plantains, or beans.

While the availability of market food-

stuffs and of temporary wage labor make
cities a magnet for those dislocated by

very high floods, Amazonian cities do not

escape the efl"ect of the flood either. In the

Iquitos riverbank slum of Belen, a rise in

floodwaters is expected every year, and

thus most houses are built on rafts or <

high pilings. Some wealthier residen

build sturdy, two-story houses and ju

expect to abandon the ground floor for

few months each year.

As it gradually became clear that 19^

would rank as a record flood year, secoH'

floor dwellers abandoned even their to

most perches, Iquitos's great market

Belen squeezed into evermore crampe
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Women process manioc tubers hastily

harvested before the rising water

reached them. They must he peeled,

soaked, and mashed before being buried

in the ground.

tiarters as all low-lying areas became
.'amped, and dugout river taxis did an

iprecedented business. Waterbome dis-

ses increased, and at first, rapidly har-

sted agricultural products flooded the

arket; later, papaya disappeared and the

ice of plantains went up sixfold.

As the flood rose to its maximum and

e period of inundation lengthened, we
turned to Yahuarango to see how our

friends had fared. The muddy banks of

the river had all disappeared, their loca-

tions merely suggested by the upper

trunks and branches of trees now deep in

the water. Our boat, powered by a forty-

horsepower outboard motor, usually had

little difficulty negotiating the upriver

trip. The driver now carefully avoided the

central torrent, hugging banks and is-

lands. The greatest danger lay in suddenly

losing power, because of a sheared pin or

whatever, just where a strong current

rushed through the trees. Many an under-

powered boat had been smashed in this

way, its cargo and often its passengers lost.

The river was littered with entire trees

that had not held up to the flood when

banks caved in, with large logs lost from

timber rafts, and with many uprooted ba-

nana stalks testifying to the losses suffered

by Ucayali farmers. The land, vegetation,

and agriculture of the Amazon were being

radically rearranged.

Just above the village of Santa Victoria

de Atuncocha we came upon an arresting

scene. Balanced in a minuscule dugout

and leaning over a small raft tethered to

an inga tree, a woman was apparently

beating something with a canoe paddle.

Almost capsizing in her agitation, the

woman turned toward the sound of our

motor and waved us in. We cut our motor

as we approached the raft, just in time to

hear the last squawks of a chicken as it

sank beneath the water. "Una tremenda

boa!" the woman gasped, pointing toward

the murk. We saw no snake, only the last

of the feathers as the chicken disappeared.

Considering our party possible saviors,

the woman urged the men to dive and

rescue her chicken. Not willing to face an

underwater anaconda for the sake of a

chicken, everyone refused. The raft on

which the hapless chicken had been resi-

dent still contained a considerable menag-

erie: about fifteen chickens, four very

small and thin pigs, three dogs, and a

black-and-white cat with two kittens. A
few muscovy ducks swam five feet away.

Back in the house, however, the woman.

Dona Maria Tangoa, counted up her con-

siderable losses. The anaconda, together

with caimans, had already robbed her of

at least ten chickens and two dogs. A few

chicks, she believed, had fallen off" the raft

and been swallowed by the giant catfish

known as zungaros.

Doiia Maria and her five children, aged

eleven to four, cheered up considerably

when we presented them with a bunch of

plantains cut from the stalks we were

bringing to our friends in Yahuarango.
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These fruits, purchased at an outrageous

price in Iquitos, would be a treat for folks

whose staple for more than a month now
had hetnfarina, breadfruit, and for those

who could afford to buy it, rice.

After several minutes, a canoe ap-

proached, and Dona Maria's husband,

brother, and oldest son came in. Recount-

ing the recent adventure with the chicken

and anaconda, the woman again became
agitated. Her husband calmly asked her to

point out exactly where the snake had

disappeared underwater. Boarding their

canoe, the three men and one woman, with

us tagging behind in our boat, paddled out

to the raft. The two older men dived in the

spot where the woman pointed and mo-
ments later, to gasps from us all, brought

up a writhing mass of coils: an anaconda at

least eight inches in diameter. Upon
reaching the water's surface, the ana-

conda straightened its coils, regurgitated a

feather-covered blob, now unrecognizable

as a chicken, and then shot away. This

prize gained from the anaconda was cause

for joy; what had started out as somewhat

of a tragedy had turned into a gourmet

meal of plantains and chicken.

Yahuarango's soccer field was now a

lake, the path to the schoolhouse was a

slow-flowing river, and the "Bienvenidos a

Yahuarango" sign that we had helped put

up two months ago was apparently now
welcoming fish. Rather than tying up the

boat and hauling all our cargo up a steep

embankment as we were accustomed to

do, we stepped directly from the boat into

Don Rogelio's house. The structure, our

temporary home in Yahuarango, had

tilted perceptibly downriver, as had most

of the hamlet's houses. Don Rogelio had

already braced the leaning timbers with a

few sturdy poles. When we arrived, bo

he and Dona CeciUa were out gatherii

fruits in the flooded forest. Their daught

Cleofe was the only one home, and she w
sweeping around the clutter of baskei

old tins, and agricultural tools usual

stored along the far wall. Cleaning, si

said, was not quite as terrible now as it h<

been when the village first flooded. Thi

it seemed that every ant, beetle, rat, ai

snake in the forest had tried to find refuj

in their house. Life was a constant strugg

against the vermin.

The adults returned just as dusk w;

falling. Their canoe contained several sp

cies of leguminous fruits that we had vei

rarely seen, as well as the more famiU;

aguaje and breadfruit. In the prow wi

the carcass of a majas, one of the larj

and tasty rodents of the area. In this r

gion, where dense human populations ai
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Annual inundations deposit rich silts that

makefloodplains afertile areafor

growing rice.

Mario HIroka

ittled along a very large, productive

ver, fish commonly outweighs meat in

le diet. In some stages of a large flood,

sh may be more available than ever,

"hese are the times of the great mijanos,

lultispecies migrations of fish out of the

lany oxbow lakes through newly opened

hannels and up the Ucayali itself. Meals

hen consist of fish and little more, and

leople only bother with the tastiest spe-

ies. However, when river waters spread

ar into the forest, fish often become hard

find. Meat, on the other hand, is more
vailable. On broad floodplains, animals

lecome marooned on the few patches of

Iry ground they can reach and are easily

)icked off by hunters.

The availability of other forest products

ilso changes. Many native floodplain

rees

—

shimbillos, parinari, charichu-

'los—fruit just as the floodwaters begin to

Farmers clear weeds andgrasses in

anticipation ofthe day theflood

will recede. The weed- andpest-free soil

will beplanted with rice.

rise. This production coincides with the

enhanced mobility of riberehos by canoe.

They now can cross swamps and follow

narrow, log-jammed channels that were

impassable in low water. These favorable

changes, combined with a heightened

need for food and cash, make flood season

boom time for forest fruits in the home
and the market.

Other bulky forest products are also

harvested at the height of the flood.

Leaves oi yarina and shapaja palms, two

species greatly favored for thatch, can be

brought in from isolated swamps that are

little exploited in other seasons; palm

trunks for walls and flooring can more

easily be floated down to the village. The
flood, by forcing Ucayalinos to rest from

agricultural tasks, sets them off" searching

for forest products. Many men and

women are busy at this time with the man-

ufacture and repair of tools, utensils, and

handicrafts for use or sale.

The enforced rest lasts only until the

first patches of agricultural land appear

above water, however. Villagers then rush

to get a fast-growing crop into the still-

moist ground to tide them over until the

earliest varieties of their favored manioc

are ready to harvest in about four months;

plantains take a year to bear fruit. In 1 986

the first crop sowed, in late May, and the

first harvested, in August, was pumpkins;

a few weeks later com came in; and then

at last, at the end of September, some

early, watery manioc tubers were har-

vested in Yahuarango.

A return to the village when the waters

had receded further confirmed that a high

flood is a complex mix of loss and gain.

Farmers were left with riverbank and

levee fields that had been cleared of rats,

fungi, and diseases. Most of the land had

received a new layer of fertile silt, which in

some areas reached two feet in depth, and

a few farmers, including Don Rogelio, our

host, found their mud flat rice fields

nearly doubled in size. On the other hand,

Don Rogelio had lost a good acre or so of

his prime cornfield to erosion of the bank,

his brother-in-law's productive rice flats

had become a sand-covered beach good

only for a meager crop of cowpeas, and

most everyone in the village was still try-

ing to find enough planting material to

fully complete the sowing of plantain and

manioc. Relatives and friends from up-

land villages that had escaped flooding

were being solicited now for plantain and

manioc stalks. Many of these farmers,

however, poorer than the floodplain folk in

normal years, now saw a chance to prosper

and were demanding high prices. The

many Yahuaranguinos who, even after

digging up and processing buried manioc

stores, ran out of staples after the flood

were also at the mercy of their upland

neighbors. And traveling traders and mon-

eylenders, eager to strike deals, persuaded

many to promise a future crop of com or
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Unlikely companions wait out theflood

on raisedplatforms and rafts.

Mario Hiroka

plantains or papayas to urban buyers for

an absurdly low price.

Dofia Maria, who moonlights as a curer,

bemoaned the loss of several of her me-

dicinal plants to the flood. Some of her

most effective species, she claims, were

brought from far away and could not be

easily replaced. The flood took yet a

harsher toll in other villages. In Ventiocho

de Julio, six children died of diarrhea in

the month of May. The normally unclean

water supply grew worse as waters and

refuse mixed and may have been the

cause of illness; the poor food supply

doubtless contributed. Most Ucayalinos,

however, with their resourcefulness, their

knowledge, and their great good humor,

survived and later even prospered.

The story of the flood of 1986 is an

exceptional one because the inundation

was unexpectedly high and long lasting:

approximately six feet higher and two

weeks longer than the average along the

lower Ucayali. More destructive yet are

floods that come very early, wiping out

often heavily mortgaged rice crops well

before they are ripe. Also dangerous are

floods with numerous repiquetes, short-

term rises in water level after floodwaters

initially recede. These can easily and re-

peatedly wash out several acres of newly

planted rice or beans.

The flood of 1986, which had followed

several other high annual inundations, in-

tensified fears raised earlier that extensive

cutting of the forests cloaking the eastern

slopes of the Andes had caused Amazo-

nian floods to become higher, more

abrupt, and less predictable. Although the

suggestion remains plausible and must be

given serious thought, the scientific data

do not exist that could conclusively prove

or disprove the theory. The torrents of the

lower Ucayali result from the combined

flows of the many variable, unmonitored

streams that rise with the fall of many
unmeasured rainstorms. And from 1988

through 1990, Yahuarango has seen mini-

mal flooding. Don Rogelio is again com-

plaining about the plagues of rats and

weeds in his cornfields. He guesses that

his fields can hold out another year or two

without a good drenching. By then a sub-

stantial flood might be a blessing. D

V
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' the Drake Passage near Antarctica, a giant petrelflies low

>er the water, seeking crab andfish larvae that live in the

ean 's nutrient-rich surface layer
de Hoy; Hedgehog House

Where the Sea Meets the Sky
Tie ocean's skin is the richest, most extensive habitat ofall

ly John T. Hardy

Charles Darwin was fascinated by an

(plorer's account of an American black

;ar "swimming for hours with widely

Den mouth, thus catching, like a whale,"

lousands of insects, fish, and crustacean

rvae that cluster near the water's sur-

ice. The bear that captured Darwin's

nagination was exploiting an ecological

che that has only recently been studied:

1 immense, paper-thin habitat that blan-

5ts more than 71 percent of the earth.

Known as the sea surface microlayer, it

a remarkable "skin" that separates bod-

s of water from the surrounding atmo-

)here—the familiar dividing line be-

veen ocean and sky. Within this complex

an of the seas dwell thousands of species

plants, animals, and microbes, all at-

acted there by its special ability to nur-

ire life.

Since 1989, 1 have been working with a

am of marine biologists, chemists, and

ixicologists at the Huxley College of

nvironmental Studies at Western Wash-

igton University investigating the biol-

gy and chemistry of the surface layer. On
lear, relatively calm days, we have sam-

led waters as near as Puget Sound or as

ix away as the North Sea. Our collecting

evice is a barrel-sized, teflon-coated ro-

iling drum towed alongside our research

oat. Organic film from the water's sur-

ice layer adheres to this revolving cylin-

er and is continuously scraped by a

^ueegee into a large glass jar. Several

uarts of the surface layer habitat can be

ollected by this method in just a few

linutes. We also skim the surface with a

pecial plankton net attached to pontoons,

3 collect samples of surface-dwelling

rustaceans, fish eggs, and larvae.

Scientists have known for years that the

bin aquatic surface layer teems with life,

n 1917, a Swedish researcher of freshwa-

;r habitats, Ernst Naumann, coined the

term neuston to describe certain protozo-

ans that use the surface film for support.

His coinage was taken from the Greek

neustos, which means "floating" but re-

fers to many inhabitants of the upper few

inches of oceans and lakes. Since Nau-
mann's time, biologists have discovered

scores of plants and animals, ranging from

tiny bacteria and algae to large jellyfish

and seaweeds, that live, reproduce, or feed

within a few inches of the surface.

Bacteria adhere to the underside of the

surface film, as do some unicellular proto-

zoans that attach themselves with a spe-

cial appendage. Fish eggs are packed with

fat globules, which cause them to float in

contact with the surface. Other organ-

isms, such as snails and some jellyfish and

seaweeds, entrap air bubbles and float on

the film. Sargassum seaweed clusters in

floating mats that nurture many small

creatures, including baby sea turtles.

Along with the protozoans, a dense

blanket of microalgae lives at the surface

layer, attracted by both sunlight and the

concentration of nutrients found there.

Some microalgae actually migrate to the

surface at midday and then descend many
feet during the night.

Capitalizing on this concentration of bi-

ota, many seabirds make their living by

skimming food from the water's surface

(some are even called skimmers). One of

the surface layer's main attractions for

shearwaters, auklets, and petrels is that it

provides an important nursery ground for

numerous fish species: cod, sole, flounder,

hake, menhaden, anchovy, mullet, flying

fish, greenling, saury, rockfish, and hali-

but. The tremendous risk for so many fish

larvae and eggs being so near the surface

appears to be balanced by the abundance

of food found there and perhaps the lack

of predators that live in deeper waters.

The northeast Pacific, the U. S. conti-

nental shelf, and the North Sea are typical

of rich fishery areas where dozens of fish

species produce eggs or larvae that con-

centrate at the sea surface. In Puget

Sound, English sole and sand sole spawn

between January and April, releasing bil-

lions of eggs that float at the surface until

they hatch, generally about a week after

fertilization. Because of the buoyancy of

their large yolk sacs, newly hatched larvae

of these flatfish often float upside down
near the surface.

The ocean's skin is also a vital habitat

for many commercially important shell-

fish at certain stages of their life cycles.

Crab and lobster larvae, for instance, seek

the sunlight of the near-surface, where

they feed on concentrations of minuscule

life forms: the microalgae and protozoans.

In Chesapeake Bay, 99 percent of blue

crab larvae migrate to the surface layer

and spend several days feeding there. Af-

ter increasing in size, the larvae return to

deeper waters, where they feed upon

larger foods.

The extraordinary vitality of the sea's

microlayer depends on special physical

and chemical properties that are very dif-

ferent from those of the waters just below.

The topmost three feet of water contains a

whole series of sublayers, each with its

own distinctive biological and chemical

features. Within the surface layer (upper

few feet), the first two-thousandths of an

inch contains an especially dense con-

centration of minerals, chemicals, proto-

zoans, and microorganisms. The upper

few inches contain a greater density of

larger organisms: fish eggs, fish, larvae,

and crustaceans. Larger, floating jellyfish

and seaweeds may occupy the upper foot.

The surface layer includes many tran-

sients, with plants and animals constantly

migrating up and down.

The surfaces of both fresh and marine
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The ocean 's uppermost layer concentrates nutrients and toxins

alike, below. Pollutants enterfrom sewage, drainage systems,

or the atmosphere and are ingested by skimming birds, top-

feedingfish, and sometimes, by human swimmers.

Right:A whale shark, the world's largestfish, scoops

up tons ofplanktonfrom the surface layer With gill arches

modified to act as a sieve, itfiltersfoodfrom tropical

and subtropical waters.

Joe LeMonnier

waters contain complex mixtures of chem-

icals that are often absent or greatly di-

luted at lower levels. Yet most of these

natural compounds are derived from

deeper-dwelling organisms. The billions of

tiny plants and animals known as plankton

occupy the sunlit photic zone, which may
extend downward as far as 400 feet in the

open ocean. The plankton excrete many
organic compounds, such as amino acids,

proteins, and fatty acids, that serve as

nutrients for bacterial growth. Rising air

bubbles capture these rich materials and

carry them to the surface, where they be-

come concentrated. When plankton die

and disuitegrate, some debris sinks to the

bottom, but tons of cellular particles,

along with oils, fats, and proteins, float to

the surface.

Accumulation of these natural organic

chemicals modifies the physical and opti-

cal properties of the sea surface. Thin or-

ganic films, invisible to the naked eye, are

ubiquitous in lakes, oceans, and rivers.

Where currents converge, these films

merge and thicken; wave action some-

times makes them visible as "surface

slicks." Strong surface tension acts on the

slicks, resulting in a layer of sandwiched

molecules, about as thick as a human hair,

that resists turbulent mixing. This unique

surface layer habitat even extends into the

atmosphere. Just above the surface film,

millions of bursting bubbles contribute to

an aerosol blanket containing dense con-

centrations of both natural chemicals and

man-made pollutants.

Metal ions, common in seawater, bind

to the organic molecules and concentrate

within the surface film, creating an envi-

ronment that is very different from the

subsurface waters. Some metal ions, such

as iron, are necessary and useful to marine

life; others, from human pollution, are poi-

sonous. Such toxins as copper, lead, zinc,

and cadmium, for instance, have been

found in the microlayer in concentrations

of 10 to 100 or more times greater than in

the water below. Pesticides have been

found in concentrations up to millions of

times greater than in the rest of the water.

This complex aquatic surface is surpris-

ingly stable and can hold together despi

buffeting by sixteen-knot winds and foi

foot waves. According to Soviet biolog

Yuri Zaitsev, fish eggs, larvae, and fry ci i

cling tenaciously to the surface layer ev(l

in waves three to six feet high. Generallj

winds strong enough to whip up whiteca
|

and cause surface mixing are not as wid

spread as often imagined, occurring c

less than 5 percent of the earth's surface <•

any given time. Even when disturbed an

mixed, visible surface slicks can re-form i

less than an hour after the strong win«

calm down.

Because of its unique tendency to cc

lect and condense chemicals, this resiliei

surface habitat is increasingly threatene

by a variety of human activities, partici

larly the dumping of industrial wastes ar

widespread atmospheric pollution. Son

nonsoluble pollutants bind to buoyant pa

tides and wind up concentrated within th

surface microlayer. Contaminants thi

fall from a fouled atmosphere collect i

the natural organic films. Like nutme

powder sprinkled on an eggnog, such pa
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cles easily become more concentrated on

le surface than in the waters below.

' We are all familiar with the dramatic

istructiveness of large petroleum spills,

'though most television images are of

iddly otters and birds suifering fouled

a and feathers. However, the less vis-

ile—but much more pervasive—chronic

intamination of the microlayer may
resent an even greater threat to many
lecies. Oil, spreading over the water's

irface at the same time that fish are

ileasing their floating eggs, can devastate

population's reproductive success.

Our research team and a few others

ave been trying to assess this less obvious

anger to animals and plants that depend

fl the microsurface habitat for food and

reproduction. In the more than 200

microlayer samples we have collected

from rivers, estuaries, bays, and oceans

(including Puget Sound, Chesapeake Bay,

the North Sea, and the waters off South-

em California and Florida), there is a

sadly consistent picture: the surface

microlayer is becoming a soup of toxic

metals, organic pollutants, bacteria, pesti-

cide residues, and the byproducts of com-

bustion-derived hydrocarbons from cars,

trucks, airplanes, refuse incinerators, and

power plants. Coastal sewage waste-water

discharges, runoff from municipal and ag-

ricultural drainage systems, and direct in-

dustrial discharges into rivers contribute

to the contamination.

We assess the effects of pollution by

observing the development of healthy fish

eggs placed both in containers attached to

moored buoys and in lab dishes filled with

samples collected from polluted micro-

layers. Using the known data on the

healthy development of fish eggs in clean

water as a baseline, we have repeatedly

observed that larvae hatched in polluted

microlayers either die, develop slowly, or

emerge malformed. We have often seen

this result in some widely scattered loca-

tions throughout the world.

The same physical stability that enables

the microlayer to support so much life also

fosters the persistence of pollutants in

high concentrations. In the presence of

sunlight, some contaminants break down

into even more harmful chemicals, al-
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Fish eggs ofmany species, top,float at the ocean 's surface,

buoyed by their ownfat globules. Larvae ofreef-dwellingfish,

such as tang, center, congregate near the surface tofeed on tiny

plants and animals, as dojuvenile swordfish, bottom.

A glassjellyfish, top, moves through the upper layers ofarc

waters,feeding on the various small organisms known as

plankton, the same microscopic life that nourishes the grea

baleen whales. Bottom: A mixture ofone-celledplankton,

including radiolarians, diatoms, and dinoflagellates, swim
the waters offBermuda.
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, 'lyfish. which as adultsfeed onplankton, are themselvespart

itheplanktonic mix whenyoung. In extreme close-up, Porpita

^ lyfish larvae, top, reveal their variable colors. Newly hatched

, 'imp, such as this diaphanous larvafrom Pacific coast

ters, center, are abundant near the ocean's surface. Theyfeed

rt
diatoms, such as the single-celled algae, bottom,

, 'oredby light passing through their transparent bodies.

Eerily coloredcombjellies, armed with unique lasso cells that

explode and ensnare their microscopic prey, top, are aggressive

predators ofarctic seas. The growth and development of
healthy marinefish eggs, such as thesefrom Australia's Great

Barrier Reef, center, provide a good baselinefor measuring the

effects oftoxic pollutants. Bottom: Another tiny predator ofthe

surface layer, the copepod, is the most numerous animal not

only in theplankton but also in the world.

f Parks; Oxlord Scientific Films Peter Parks; Oxford Scientific Films
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tacked on the open seas, a Portuguese man-of-war is helpless

itfloats partly submerged. Thepredacious snail Janthina

ts about by attaching its bubble raft to the underside ofthe

rfacefilm; it is impervious to thejellyfish 's stinging

itacles, upon which itfeeds. Minute scrapsfrom the meal

ly go to the goose barnacles hitchhiking on the snail's shell.

i; Oxford Scientific Films

though others may disintegrate and dis-

solve harmlessly.

Dense populations of microbiota and

small animals inhabiting the aquatic sur-

face layer form the base of an extensive

food chain. While seabirds and other crea-

tures feast on the microlayer's bounty

from above, many larger organisms from

the deep sea migrate upward to feed at the

surface. A polluted surface microlayer

has the potential to poison much of the

complex marine food web, including fish,

crustaceans, whales, and seabirds.

Destruction of the microlayer may even

alter the exchange of materials .between

the atmosphere and the ocean, thereby

affecting global climate. According to

Robert J. Charlson, an atmospheric chem-

ist at the University of Washington, mi-

croscopic plants (phytoplankton) from the

ocean's upper layers may be part of a

thermostatic system that regulates the

amount of solar energy that warms the

earth. A complex chain begins when the

plankton produce a sulfide gas that carries

particles of sulfur into the atmosphere.

Cloud droplets form around them, and

their density determines how much solar

heat reaches the earth. According to the

theories of Charlson and others, recently

backed up by studies in Australia, these

natural emissions are the world's main

source of the nuclei for cloud condensa-

tion and a major source of sulfur. Where

the layer is polluted, as in the North Sea,

more sulfide gases flow into the atmo-

sphere, producing denser clouds that cool

the air. This in turn may cause a decrease

in phytoplankton and a seesaw warming of

the region.

Studying the sea's remarkable "skin"

has corjirmed our worst suspicions about

the global dimensions of the poisoning of

our oceans. This surface habitat is becom-

ing as endangered as the dwindling home-

lands of the mountain gorilla, but its de-

struction may affect many more life

forms. It is a vast trough for pollutants to

enter into the web of life, a juncture for

understanding the complexities of marine

ecology, a sensitive diagnostic indicator of

environmental problems, and quite possi-

bly the key to a thermostatic system regu-

lating global climates.
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Review

A Passionate World of

Black and White
by Wallace Stegner

Ansel Adams was all his life such a

lover and defender of wilderness that both

a peak and a wilderness area in the Sierra

Nevada were named for him before he

died in 1984. And tens of thousands of

Americans, literally taught to see by

Adams's great nature images, know and

love those images better than they know

and love the nature from which they were

made.

Some, in fact, have humorously com-

plained that no natural scene is as magnifi-

cent as an Ansel Adams photograph of it.

They have a point, but the point should

not be stretched to suggest that Adams
has Isomehow deceived them or has man-

aged to demean the nature he set out to

celebrate. When he dealt with wild nature

of whatever kind—mountains, forests,

deserts, canyons, the sea—Adams was

never anything but celebratory. His im-

ages are so impressive because he put such

passion into them. He conceived the fin-

ished print to be, in Stieglitz's word, an

"equivalent" of what the artist was feeling

when he cUcked the shutter, and he never

lost his conviction that art should be an

enhancement of life. What he felt in the

face of grand nature was respect, wonder,

awe, and that is why he could make a print

of Half Dome or El Capitan, what in other

hands would be a picture of a big rock.

Canyon de Chelly NationalMonument, Arizona, 1942
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something as serene as the throne of Goc

Of all the stunning books that ha\

been made from Ansel Adams's photi

graphs, this is the most stunning. A
though it does not present him at his mo;

various, it presents him at his very bes

The ninety-nine images are all of the wil

nature that was his greatest enthusiasn

any one of them would qualify as an icoi

in the tradition of landscape photograph;

The range is impressive, all the way froi

the magnificence of Mount Denali to tl:

feminine grace of aspen and the lacy fr;

gility of trailside ferns. Several famoi

images—Yosemite Valley, El Capitan-

are presented at four different seasons, i

different lights. The format is large an

generous, to match the subject matte

and the reproduction is impeccable. Som
of the reproduction prints were made h

Ansel Adams himself; those made W
John Sexton at the Ansel Adams studil

can hardly be distinguished, for quality

from those of the master.

Obviously the right people put this booj

together, completing an idea that they an<

Ansel Adams: The American Wilder)

NESS, edited by Andrea G. Stillman.

Bulfinch Press Book/Little Brown am
Company, $100; 146 pp., illus.

Adams had discussed before his death!

The editor, Andrea Stillman, was for sev

eral years Adams's assistant and editoi

William Tumage, who wrote the introduc

tion, was Adams's business manager be

fore he became the energetic president o:

the Wilderness Society. Their familiaritj

with Adams's work and ideas shows no

only in the selection of the images, onlj
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Mount Clarence King,

Kings Canyon National
Park. California, 1925
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about two dozen of which are well known,

but also in the passages from Adams's

books, speeches, and letters that are scat-

tered throughout the book and that tem-

per the grand austerity of the photographs

with flashes of Adams's indignant concern

for the preservation of the earth.

One quality of Adams's art, above all

others, is emphasized in this book. That is

the austerity, the severity almost, with

which he confronts nature. In person he

was one of the most gregarious and socia-

ble of men, full of playfulness, limericks,

wit, and bad puns. But when he looked

through his finder at a scene that im-

pressed him, he shrank himself down to

nothing, he disappeared out of his cre-

ations. In all these ninety-nine images

there is not a human figure, not even for

the usual purpose of establishing the scale.

Somehow the scale is here without any

human figures; somehow, grandeur has

squeezed the human off the edge of the

print. The skies are characteristically ei-

ther dark or luminous with clouds. Not a

single color print is reproduced here

—

Adams's business led him to take many
color photographs, but he much preferred

black and white. His dismissive words for

the color photographers were, "If you

can't make it good, make it red."

In this black-and-white world of his cre-

ation the range is not of color but of light;

and it is notable that even where the con-

trast is starkest, where black looks black

and white looks white, there are always

shadows of form in the whiteness and

glimmers of light in the dark. Mystery is

one of the things he found in nature, and

he managed to photograph it. It is as if he

is lurking just outside the frame, silent and

reverential, contributing the power of his

feeling to the picture without showing

himself. Once I asked him why, since he

was the last great romantic and an avowed

enthusiast for nature, his pictures re-

minded me more of Bach than of Schu-

bert. He said, "Because I like Bach better

than Schubert." But he had to mean not

the Bach of the intricate musical exer-

cises, the partitas and fugues, but ti

great Bach of the Saint Mark and Sai

Matthew Passions.

In life, Adams was an activist, a pro]

gandist. In his art there is not a trace

propaganda. His photographs do not a;

us to join the Sierra Club or the Wilde

ness Society or to follow his own examp

and write letters to the Secretary of tl

Interior. They only present, without coi

ment, the supernal beauty of the worl

And that by itself turns out to be mo
powerfully persuasive than any amount

urgent argument.

Opening The American Wilderness

any page, each one of which is a door

Ansel Adams's humbled and reverenti

world, I feel like taking off my hat at

lowering my voice.

Wallace Stegner, who won the 1972 Puli

zer Prize for his novel Angle of Repo

and the 1977 National Book Award fi

The Spectator-Bird, was Ansel Adams
friendfor more than forty years.

Northern Cascades, Washington, 1958
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Celestial Events

A Race to Leo
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The best evening display of planets in

some time takes place this spring, cul-

minating in mid-June with Venus, Jupiter,

Mars, and a crescent moon close together.

Because the planets are now easy to iden-

tify in the western sky, this is a good time
to become familiar with them so that you
can follow them as they come together

and then separate.

Finding Venus and Jupiter is easy. In

the twilight glow soon after sunset, look

for the two brightest starlike objects in the

western sky. Venus is brighter and lower

than Jupiter this month and in early June.

Mars, the third player in this game of

"planet catch-up," is much dimmer than

at its close approach to the earth last fall,

but at magnitude 1.5 it is still about as

bright as Gemini's nearby Pollux and Cas-
tor, which point to it about midmonth. At
that brightness. Mars is easily recognized

between Venus and Jupiter by its ruddy
color. Of the three planets, Jupiter is more
or less stationary, drifting slowly to the left

toward Leo's Regulus but remaining in

Cancer until late July. Venus and Mars
race to the left through Gemini and Can-
cer by month's end; past Jupiter and into

Leo in June and July.

At the beginning of May, Jupiter is well

above Venus, setting more than two hours

later, and Mars is about halfway between
them. By the end of the month, Venus and
Jupiter are less than an hour apart, and
Mars is still between them. Venus, the

swiftest of the three planets, gains on
Mars, while both close in on Jupiter.

In mid-May, the young crescent moon
moves through Gemini and Cancer, offer-

ing an exceptional view each evening at

twilight. On the 16th, the moon is below

the three planets, with Venus direc

above it. On the 17th, Venus is below c
moon, whose upper horn points to Mil
On the 18th, Jupiter is just above B
moon while Mars and Venus are well s

low. During all this, Gemini's bright tw

Castor and Pollux, add to the splendoi

:

the scene.

Events in the calendar below are gi'

in local time unless otherwise indicate

May 1 : A late-rising moon leaves i

ning skies dark in eariy May, a fine opj

tunity to enjoy the spring stars at tl

best. In the west, winter stars set eai

Among them are the brilliant planets

nus and Jupiter and dimmer Mars.

May 2: The waning gibbous moon iv

just before midnight in Sagittarius a

moves left above the Archer's "teap«

during morning hours.

May 3: The moon is at apogee, its fl

thest orbital point from the earth.

May 5-6: The Eta Aquarid metea
swift, often bright remnants of Hallei

comet, peak on the 5th with about twer

per hour (less for several days before ai

after). Last-quarter moon interferes wi

viewing in the after-midnight hours. Si

urn is up from about 2:00 a.m. until daw
The moon precedes Saturn into the sky i

the 5th and passes the planet before tb

rise on the 6th. Last-quarter moon is

8:46 P.M., EDT, on the 6th.

May 8-12: The waning crescent mo<

rises later each morning among the di

stars of Aquarius and Pisces. Mercury,

greatest westerly elongation, is in best p
sition as a morning planet on the 12t

although close to the horizon.

May 14-1 5: New moon is at 12:36 a.n
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I)T, on the 14th, and perigee moon
! jarest the earth) is at about 1 :00 p.m.,

1)T, onthe 15th.

iMay 16-17: If skies are clear, we
< Duld have a spectacular view of Venus

I d the crescent moon in the evening twi-

I ht both nights, with Jupiter above them.

May 18; The bright planet above the

x)n is Jupiter. Dimmer Mars is just be-

I V them, almost in line with Pollux and

( istor (and about the same brightness),

d Venus is still lower

May 19: After passing Jupiter at 3:00

VI., EDT, while below the horizon, the

x)n is above the planet tonight.

May 20: First-quarter moon, at 3:46

A., EDT, is just under Leo's bright Reg-

as after dark. Look for the "sickle" of

irs outlining the Lion's head; Regulus

arks the bottom of the handle.

May 22-25: The thickening gibbous

oon drifts through Virgo. It is directly

ider the bright star Spica on the 24th.

May 28: Full moon is at 7:37 a.m., EDT.
hen the moon rises tonight, the reddish

ir next to it is Antares in Scorpius.

May 30: The moon is at apogee for the

cond time in May. When it rises shortly

ter 10:30 p.m., EDT, it's at the top of

igittarius' "teapot" of stars. The teapot

ies lying on its handle, spout upward,

ilow the moon. Venus, in the west during

rly evening, is just left of Pollux.

ditor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

me shows the evening stars and con-

ellations for this month and gives the

ites and times for use.

homas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

s of the American Museum.
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This Land

Otter Creek, West Virginia
y Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Originating about 3,050 feet above sea

;vel in the Allegheny Mountains of West

irginia, Otter Creek rushes north for

;ven miles until, at 1,780 feet, it empties

ito the Dry Fork of the Cheat River. On
le way it passes through a basin about

)ur miles wide, flanked by parallel ridges

lat crest at 3,800 feet—Shavers Moun-
lin on the east and McGowan Mountain

1 the west. The basin was extensively

igged between 1890 and 1914 and spo-

idically beginning in 1958, but in 1972

le entire 32-square-mile drainage was set

iide as Monongahela National Forest's

itter Creek Wilderness.

Because of the prior logging, most of

le forested land is second growth, but

lany beautiful sugar maples, American

seches, yellow birches, and wild black

lerries may be found. At higher eleva-

ons, particularly on Shaver and Mc-
towan mountains, hemlocks and red

jruces intermingle with the hardwood

ees. Along Yellow Creek, one of the bab-

lling streams that empties into Otter

ireek, there is a stand of red pine. An-

other tributary of botanical interest is

Moore's Run, whose upper reaches flow

through a sphagnum bog. The bog is a

legacy of the great continental ice sheet

that covered the area about 1 2,000 years

ago and scoured out depressions where

water accumulates. Some of the wetland

plants that have filled these depressions

are the same species that grow far to the

north. Sundews, gentians, yellow bartonia,

white sedge, white beak rush, and skunk

currant are just a few of the species re-

corded in the bog.

One of the animals that lives in the

Otter Creek Wilderness is the West Vir-

ginia northern flying squirrel, a subspecies

confined to the mountains of West Vir-

ginia and adjacent Virginia. A flying

squirrel does not fly but glides, leaping as

much as 1 50 feet from tree to tree without

having to descend to the ground, where it

is vulnerable to such predators as owls and

hawks. The squirrel controls its glide by

maneuvering the winglike flaps of skin

that extend from its wrists to its ankles and

using its broad, flat tail as a rudder. Wild-

lushing north, the waters ofOtter Creek, above,flow into the

^heat River A morel, left, pokes throughfallen tree leaves.

life photographer Tom Ulrich, who has

patiently observed these secretive and

nocturnal animals, notes that before tak-

ing off, the squirrel checks the distance

and elevation of its target with quick head

movements in a triangular motion. Once
in the air, the descending squirrel rapidly

gains speed, but as it approaches the land-

ing tree, it inclines its body upward, result-

ing in a relatively gentle, four-point land-

ing against the trunk.

Northern flying squirrels, which range

across Canada, with extensions into the

Appalachian Mountains and the Sierra

Nevadas, are one of two flying squirrel

species found in North America. They
generally live in coniferous forests or in

forests with a mixture of conifers and

hardwoods, and their diet consists mostly

of lichens and fungi. They are also re-

ported to drink tree sap. The second spe-

cies, the slightly smaller and lighter south-

em flying squirrel, lives primarily in

deciduous hardwood forests from south-

em Maine to Florida and from the eastern

Dakotas to southeastern Texas. Unlike its

northern cousin, it gets most of its nutri-

tion from seeds and nuts.

Because there are some differences

among the northem flying squirrels inhab-

iting the various regions of North Amer-
ica, zoologists recognize twenty-five sub-

species, including that of West Virginia.

Most likely, this diversity arose as a result

of the last ice age, when plant and animal

species in the far north were displaced

south by great glaciers. As the glaciers

retreated, some species, such as the red

spmce and the northem flying squirrel,

were left behind on the tops of the highest

mountains, which became coniferous is-

lands surrounded by lower-elevation hard-

wood forests. Because of their relative iso-

lation, the small populations of northem

flying squirrels left in diff"erent regions

became distinct.

The West Virginia northem flying

squirrel is now so rare that it has been

declared an endangered animal by the

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and is
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Northernflying squirrels survive on a diet oflichens,

fungi, and tree sap; a subspecies inhabits the mountains of
West Virginia and adjacent Virginia.
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Otter Creek

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Monongahela National Forest

USDA Building, Sycamore Street

PO. Box 1548

Elkins, West Virginia 26241

(304)636-1800

subject to all the protection provided I

the Endangered Species Act. Wildlife \

ologist Craig Stihler and his West Vi

ginia colleagues have been studying tl

habitat requirements and life style of tl

subspecies in order to prepare a manag
ment plan that will prevent its extinctio

Despite intensive efforts to capture, exac

ine, tag, and release as many animals <

possible, they have located fewer than IC

specimens.

Most of the squirrels live above 3,3C

feet on cool, moist, north-facing slopes in

transition zone where spruce is intermixE

with several kinds of deciduous han

woods. The squirrels require a forest zot

with mature, widely spaced trees whoj

dense shade restricts the understory veg

tation (the impenetrable tangles of rhod'

dendron that grow beneath younger fore

trees interfere with the ability of the squi
\

rels to glide freely). The natural cavities

older, decaying hardwoods also provic

the nesting sites the squirrels need, at lea

in the cooler seasons. Stihler has observ( i

as many as seven adults and juvenil

sharing the same nest.

One of the complications for those co

cemed with preserving the West Virgin

northern flying squirrel is that the sout

em species, which inhabits hardwood fc

est, sometimes lives in the same are

Even though slightly smaller, the moi

aggressive southern flying squirrels ter

to drive the northern squirrels higher u

the mountain, restricting them to the lin

ited tracts of conifer-dominated forest. 1

addition, researchers have found that th

southern flying squirrels harbor parasit;

roundworms, which are probably tran

mitted from animal to animal by means c

an intermediate host. The southern spi

cies seems to tolerate the parasite well, bi

it may prove harmful if transferred to th

northern flying squirrels. i

"This Land" highlights the biologici

phenomena of the 156 U. S. nationc

forests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Visit

ing Distinguished Professor of Plat

Biology at Southern Illinois University c.

Carbondale.

J



Dinosaurs
For "four Collection

r )saurus, King Tyrant Lizard

Archaeopteryx and Pterodactyl
]unissic Period

Charles R.
Knight

Charles R.

Kni^, the most

celebrated of
artists in the

reanimatum of

fossils, painted

all the carumical

fif^res of

dinosaurs that

fire our fear arid

imagination to

this day.

-Stephen]. CmuUI

WONDERIVL LlFli

Knight's combined gifts—artistic vision,

meticulous scientific procedures and

imaginative technique—created for the

world the work of a true genius. Each of

us owes our perception of dinosaurs and

prehistoric life to the brilliance of

Charles Knight. Known as "The Father

of the Dinosaurs," Knight dedicated his

life to the study and depicrion of the

plants and animals that flourished in

prehistoric rimes.

Working with such distinguished

paleontologists as Henry Fairfield

Osborn, Roy Chapman Andrews and

Edward Drinker Cope, Knight and his

friends experienced the thrill of the

"Golden Age of Expedition." According

to Edwin H. Colbert in his book

Dinosaurs, Mammoths and Cavemen,

"With his skills, Charles Knight opened

our eyes to a former world, much of it

never seen by man."

Now, for the first rime in nearly 50

years, you too can appreciate these

magnificent works by Charles R. Knight.

The estate of the late artist has released

five reproductions of Knight's original

charcoal drawings, from his classic book.

Life Through the Ages. This is the first of

three portfolios to be produced under

the supervision of the American

Museum Of Natural F^istor^'. The prints

measure 16" x 20" including borders,

are on archival paper, and arrive in a

hard-shell portfolio for safekeeping

prior to framing.

TO ORDER ENCLOSE $275.00
(MEMBERS PRICE $247.50)

PLUS $7.50 SHIPPING & HANDLLXG
IN THE COPJTINENT.'U. U.S.

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

Natural History Prints

Central Park West (a 79th St.

New York, New York 10024-9981

TO ORDER Wi CREDIT C.\RD

CALL 1-800-437-0033
Mon-Sat 7am-7pm (EST)

We accept Visa &: Mastercard

Send portfoHo to:

Name
Address

Cit5'_

State. _Zip_



PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
WEATHERSTATION
NOW AFFORDABLE

ENOUGH FOR HOME USE!
The new WeatherPro weather station uses state-ot-

the-art technology to give you full monitoring capa-
bility at an increaibly low price. The WeatherPro
includes a weather computer, remote precision wind
direction vane, wind speed sensor, external temper-
ature probe, mounting hardware and 40' ot cable-all

for only $189!
•WIND SPEED ^i 'WIND GUST
•TEMPERATURE
•WIND DIRECTION

•TEMPERATURE HI/LO

•RAINFALL (OPTIONAL)

•WIND CHILL

•TIME

•AUTO SCAN

YEAR WARRANTY
•14-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DIG ITAR WEATHERPRO
WEATHER STATION: ONLY $189!

ORDER TODAY:1 -800-678-3669, ext.NH
M-F 7AM-5:30 PM Pacific Time

'Automatic-emptving electronic r.iin R.iuce-$49.95
Add $5.00 (or shipping. CA residents adt)

;

^^^!i
1 88 • M/C and VISA

DIGITAR^
3465 DIABLO AVE, HAYWARD, CA 94545

HIGHLIGHTS
OF CHINA AND
THE YANGTZE

RIVER
October 4-26,1991

l)isco\'er the Forbidden City,

the Great \\i\\\. the ar-

che<)l(){5ieal numels of Xian.

the inspiring landseapes of

( kiilin and masnifioent i>or<>es

alons; the a\A'e-inspiring

^'aniitze I\i\;g|||y,J|spiniisp>:.

Chi.Ha's tin.iG:l^^lliMiiiiiiiiiii

.:t^|j|id 4i|}q(|p|||l||||||||
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American
Museum of
Natural

i\s«'ii History

DiscoveryTours
Central FarU West at 79th St.

New York. NY 10024-5192
(S0())462-.S6,S7«(2 12)769-5700

At THE American Museum

Man and Nature Lecture
Life evolved on earth for liundreds of

millions of years before the Cambrian pe-

riod, but until recently, fossils from this

important early period were virtually un-

known. William Schopf, a professor at the

University of California, Los Angeles,

and director of the Center for the Study of

Evolution and the Origin of Life, is a pio-

neer in the new field of Precambrian pa-

leobiology, a multidisciplinary approach

to understanding the earliest and longest

phase of life on earth. Schopf has been

chosen to present the 1991 Mack Lipkin

Man and Nature Lecture at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History. This

public lecture series gives prominent sci-

entists an opportunity to discuss their

work and its implications for humanity.

On Monday, June 10, Schopf will talk

about fossil discoveries from Precambrian

times and how these early organisms in-

fluenced the basic organization of the

present-day biological world. On Tues-

day, June 1 1 , Schopf will discuss his con-

clusion that the widely accepted rules of

evolution do not apply to these early or-

ganisms, which remained virtually un-

changed over billions of years. Both lec-

tures will begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. Advance admission for the

two-evening series costs $20 ($10 for Mu-
seum members) and may be ordered from

the Membership Office, American Mu-
seum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street, New York, NY
10024-5192. Call (212) 769-5606 for fur-

ther information.

Asian/Pacific American Month
Crossing cultures is the theme of May's

Asian/Pacific American Month. A ten-

year exchange of letters between a Cali-

fornia-born Chinese woman and a woman
in Beijing tells of an unusual friendship

that bridged the cultural and geographi-

cal gaps between them. On Sunday, May
19, the Pan Asian Repertory Theatre por-

trays the differences and similarities be-

tween the two ideologically opposite na-

tions represented by these women and

ends with the Tiananmen Square massa-

cre that abruptly terminated this ex-

change. On Saturday, May 25, storyteller

Charlie Chin brings to life the myths, leg-

ends, and folk stories of the people of

China and the Chinese in America. On
Saturday, May 4, an Asian American jazz

group celebrates a musical synthesis

two cultures. Other programs focus (

Asian and American theater in the twent

eth century; oral history of Asian Amer
cans; Asian stereotyping; the growing Fil

pino community in the United State

traditional Korean music and dance; Jaj

anese American artwork from internmer

camps during World War II; Asians i

Flushing, Queens; and a series of shoi

films. Programs are scheduled ever

weekend in May except Mother's Da
weekend. May 1 1 and 12. Call (212) 76<

53 1 5 for times, dates, and places. There

no charge, and seating is on a first-comi

first-served basis.

The Great Attractor
What causes the streaming motio

pulling the Milky Way and the neares

3,000 galaxies toward the constellation <

Centaurus? Alan Dressier, an astronome

with the Observatories of the Carnegie Ii

stitution, will address this question in hi

talk on "The Great Attractor," part of tlj

series "Frontiers in Astronomy and Astr

physics." This lecture will be given at 7:3

P.M. on Thursday, May 2, at the Hayde
Planetarium. Tickets are $4 ($3 for men
bers). For further information, call (2i;

769-5920.

Mapping the Gene
Understanding the genetic blueprint o

organisms has been the lifelong work c

James D. Watson. Nobel laureate, pii

neer codiscoverer of the structure c

DNA, Watson will talk on Thursday, Mai

23, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Auditoriui

about the Human Genome Initiative,

fifteen-year, $3-billion program to mai

the genetic system and identify defectiv

genes that cause disease. Tickets are $1

($7 for members).

A hot-air balloon, piloted by Lorn

Daily, crossed the Continental Divide i:

the winter of 1988. For a firsthand ac

count of her solo flight, join Daily in th

Kaufmann Theater at 7:30 p.m. oi

Wednesday, May 1. Admission to thi

program is $10 ($6 for members). Oi

Sunday, May 5, younger members (age

five to twelve) can learn about whales

These ocean giants will be explained b;

Ozzie ToUefson, assisted by his participa

tory theater production, in the Kaufmani

Theater at 1 1 :30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. Tick

ets are $8 ($5 for members).
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Terrestrial giants will be the subject of

talk in the Main Auditorium by Cynthia

4oss, director of the Amboseli Elephant

lesearch Project, on Wednesday, May
5, at 7:30 p.m. Moss, who has studied

nore than 700 East African elephants,

vill describe the differences in the social

ives of male and female elephants. Ad-

iiission is $15 ($9 for members).

On Friday, May 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the

vaufmann Theater, musician Steve Gorn
nd narrator Richard Lewis will accom-

lany storyteller Nina Jaffee in a program

hat highlights how chants, poems, and

nyths express the beginnings of language

n various cultures. Tickets are $8 ($5 for

nembers).

For the fourth year, the Spanish Dance
iociety returns to the Museum with a ref)-

irtoire of classical, regional, and fla-

nenco dancing on Thursday, May 30, at

':30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium; admis-

ion is $15 ($10 for members).

^Ew York's Waterworks
New York City's water supply system

s one of the world's great engineering

)rojects. How the system developed, its

;eologic features, and its future will be

he subjects of slide-illustrated lectures by

Sidney S. Horenstein, coordinator of the

Museum's Environmental Public Pro-

grams, on May 9 and 16 at 7:00 p.m. Ad-
mission is $20 for both evenings. Starting

at the Museum and ending up in Central

Park, Joseph Dicostanzo, a research assis-

tant on Great Gull Island and a past presi-

dent of the Linnaean Society, will intro-

duce beginning bird watchers to the

techniques of bird identification on Satur-

day, May 1 1 , 10:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. ($40;

limited to twenty-five adults). On Sun-

day, May 5, from 1 1 :00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., a

workshop by Steven Leipertz on the an-

cient craft of marbling will enable stu-

dents to produce ten sheets of their own
marbled paper using various techniques.

The workshop is limited to twenty people

and costs $65. Call (212) 769-5310 for

more information.

These events take place at the American
Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater and
the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more information

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

for"'^
The first ever Official Traveller's

Guide to Canada is available now.

This guide gives you
everything you want to know.

Cities. Tours. Outdoor
adventures. Events. Shfipping.

Major tourist attractions. Plus a

complete listing of the loll-free

telephone numbers to get free

literature on the type ofvacation

you choose.

Just call l-90f>773-2300 for

only ,1i>3. Hear about fabulous

Canadian vacation ideas, plus

receivefree this beautiful travel

book (a $5 value).

Call now to get the

information you need to plan

a great trip to Canada.

Call today.

1-900-773-2300

FREE
35mm FILM
Why free? Because we want to be your
laboratory.. .and you'll never know how good
photographic quality can be unless you
give us a try. Photographic Magazine did.

They rated us as one of the Top 10 Labs in

the U.S. You will, too.

Get PRINTS...or SLIDES...or BOTH
from the same roll of film!

• Vivid, true-to-life color
• Negs for top quality enlargements
• Free replacement film when you use

our low-cost processing.

SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED

Introductory Offer- For 1st Time Users.
Please send me rolls of 5290 film

(ISO 100). I prefer D 24 or Zj 36 exposure

roll(s). Enclosed is $1 per roll for postage/

handling. Limit: 2 rolls per customer.

Name

Address .

City

SSALE
NH5/91

LABORATORIES
2960 Simms Street, Hollywood, FL 33020-1579
Postage /handling charge is (or li )nly Does not inciuOe cJeveiopmg Pn>cess

lefl avaiiabiiny ai other

d processing Prices valid ihrough

79



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave .
Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Coast masks.

Graphics Pueblo pottery. Navajo rugs. Hopi Kachinas.

Sandpaintings. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

(818) 789-2559 Fax: (818) 789-1510

AUDUBON PRINTS—Original bird and animal prints,

$75 and up Catalog $3. Call (202) 484-3334 or write Ed
Kenney, 9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22182

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings,

kachinas Wholesale catalog $2,00. Indian Treasures,

Box 9771-NH, Phoenix. AZ 85068

PREHISTORIC ART on silk screened T-shirts. Free cat-

alog. Glyphware, Dept 22, 10727 5th Avenue North-

west, Seattle, WA 98177

Books/Publications

A TRIBUTE TO SABAKA: THE LEGEND. A collection of

unusual short stones. $14.95 value/$9.95 plus $1.25

s&h: Paradise Publications, PO. Box 173, Sayville, NY
11782

CELTIC SCIENCE FICTION. Intelligent comic books.

SF adventure written by anthropologist: Dangerous
Times. $2.00, $11.50 6-issue subscription. Evolution

Comics, Box 1028-N, NYC 10028

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition. Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion." 1-800-895-9599

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 10001

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and tree manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHQ, 1 1 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

STEPHEN JAY GOULD CALLS Milner's Encyclopedia

of Evolution "the best one-volume compendium that

has ever been assembled." 650 articles covering every

aspect of evolutionary thought—art, movies, legal, po-

litical, scientific questions, biographies of scientists,

Darwiniana. Scholarly and entertaining, with Foreword

by Gould. Special offer: For copy autographed by au-

thor send $45.00 plus tax and $3.00 handling to:

Tremendous Productions. 133 W. 72 Street, #601,
Dept. E, New York. NY 10023

BOOKS ON TAPE
Best Sellers on Cassette

Full-length Readings

\ Brochure

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc.. Dept. NH. 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente. CA
92674-3253(714)492-2976

HieMarl^t
BECOME A PARALEGAL, Work with attorneys Lawyer
instructed home study Free catalogue (800) 362-7070

Dept LF124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care

specialist. Home study Free career literature. (800)

362-7070 Dept CF 124

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS. FELLOWSHIPS Available

Everyone Qualifies! For list/information. Send $1 00.

AFAR, Box 544-M, East Elmhurst, NY 11369

r"iSpcak Spanish "^

I
likeadiplornat!^ !

I Learn on your own with audio-cassette courses used j
I by U.S. State Dept. Programmed for easy learning, i

I
56 languages in all. Comprehensive. Call or write for I

I
frae catalog. 1-800-225-5400 Our 19th year

[

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio

Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

THIS IS OUR 25th YEAR, The Anthropology Film Cen-

ter otters our Ethnographic Film Program. Nine months
of training developed tor those who wish to pursue

careers in ethnographic film, visual anthropology and
studies of culture and environment. Inquiries should be
sent to AFC, RO. Box 493, Santa Fe, NM 87504-0493

(505) 983-4127. Degree programs and summer work-

shops available.

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free

List! Zincvo. Box 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook. ^.00. International, Box
5730-RR, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

BECOME A SEASONAL OR PERMANENT PARK
Ranger this summer. Complete updated publication

$5. "Ranger," Box 331 114, Fort Worth. TX 76163-1 1 14

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, detailed

guidebook explains how. commissions, travel benefits,

send $6.95, SAV Travel, Box 571 -NH, Hicksville, NY
11802

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at

home. Call for information. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV. PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS. $100 per book.

Write Caico Publishing (Dept. C-80). 500 South Broad,

Meriden. CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Envi-

ronmental employment! Free details. MWE0-4R,
2257S Zenobia. Denver. CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities. Box 5730-RR. Lighthouse Point. FL
33074

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England. Australia. New
Zealand. Japan $9.00 each. EISF, 662. Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never

repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $3.00.

Fundsearch, Box 5730-RR, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small bu
ness Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded me
sage: (707) 449-8600 (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major comp
nies. Free brochure, Sobol House, 103 Richardsr

Blvd , Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

HANGING CHAIRS, HAMMOCKS & Fine outdoor fun

ture expertly handcrafted Free Catalog. Twin Oa
Hammocks, Rt. 4, Box 169-NH, Louisa, VA 23093

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhome
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (80

682-7555 Ext C-2605.

Merchandise/Gifts

FREE T-SHIRT with membership! Send $18.95 to g
goldleaf Membership Certificate, Bulletin Subscri

tion, news about collectibles, flamingo stencils, Fn
strawberry-scented T-shirt! (Size M.L.XL). Flaminj

Collector's Society, 56-M North Stanwood Rd.. Colui

bus. OH 43209

Sunday market, Pisac, Peru
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I RN MAGIC SQUARES, amaze your friends, family

J lO Howard Black, 1 100 9tfi St. So, Suite 804, Great

F 3, Ml 59404

f ,NT A TREE, HUG AN ENDANGERED ANIMAL Un-

i al Catalog ($1.00) features thoughtful gifts and

(
jucts licensed by World Wildlife Fund, Rainforest

/ on Project, Cultural Survival, NRDC and many olh-

( Blue Planet Products, Box 213-N, Boston, MA
(23

I ?E GEMS/MINERALS from Madagascar: danburite,

( ididiente. hambergite. phenacite, and many oth-

( Free list. The Carat Patch, 310 Lee Avenue, Col-

I i Station, Texas 77840

I scellaneous

I JFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

1 )s. Send age. interests Free reply. Harmony, Box
I 95NH. Phoenix, AZ 85071

ISIC

:iTING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.
)es, Africa. India, World Music Jazz. Write for free

alog of cassettes and compact discs Music of the

-Id, Dept. N, PO, Box 3667. Chapel Hill, NC 27515-

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc., 331 Mansion SI , West Coxsackie. NY

12192(518)731-2610

10ii40BGA HHH^^H From Geimanv au8 JENA

^^l|m ^^ BRILLIANCE &

aus JENA The world's linesl In

^^^^^^^^H Pono & Roof sponmg opiics Is now

^^^^P^^l Prism available.

^^^^1 ^^1 Binoculars Europllk. Lid
^^^1 ^H Milllary POBox319NH
^^^^1 ^^1 Binoculars Dunmore. PA 18509^^ "^" Riflescopes (717) 347-6049

BINOCULARS , & SPOTTING TELESCOPES by
ausJENA Brilliantly Designed Ultra-High Resolution

Optics. Uparalleled German Optical Craftsmanship.
Free Brochure and Discount Price List Hazleoptics.

757 McNair St., Hazleton, PA 18201 Phone/FAX (717)
455-3759

MICROSCOPES from $150; quality optics, not toys,

free literature: MD Scientific. 4630 N. Harlem Ave.,

Suite 209-A Harwood Heights. IL 60656

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SINCE
1960. Offenng selection advice, 24 hour shipping,

deep discounts on most popular brands of binoculars,

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more Catalogue on
request. Birding. PO Box 4405NC, Halfmoon NY
12065(518)664 2011

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands. Free
brochures Paradise Management. 50 South Beretania
C207. Honolulu, HI 96813

OLD FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &
wildflower tours Write John Gardner, Orangedale.
Nova Scotia, Canada

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses, family

rates. American Plan, Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake.
NY 12864

CHARLESTON'S RESORT ISLANDS: Miles of beach,
championship golf courses, superb tennis facilities,

bike trails, fine dining, exciting shopping, plus historic

Charleston. Free brochures, Kiawah 1-800-845-3911.

Seabrook 1-800-845-2233, Wild Dunes 1-800-346-0606.

Ext. 211.
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LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of 20 sailboats,

sailing instruction, heated pool, tennis Write for folder

Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

Tours/Trips

ACTIVE VACATIONS, Experience the Rockies and
Southwest on our unique 12-22 day camping tours

Budget Travels West, P.O. Box 476, Salida, CO 81201
(719)539-7102

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe, Low cost

camping or deluxe Magnificant animals, haunting

landscapes, stunning photography Exciting options:

track gonllas, climb Kilimanjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapa-

gos! Swim, sail, snorkel and hike Darwin's "Enchanted
Isles " Choice yachts. Rare birds, exotic wildlife Ama-
zon Jungle/Machu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rain

forest and jungles expeditions alive with dazzling birds

and tropical wildlife Trek smoking volcanos White
water rafting Small groups, expert guides Over 300
guaranteed departures. Free Brochures! (800) 525-

6772, Special Interest Tours. 134 W 26 St. (C) NY. NY
10001.

AFFORDABLE AFRICAN ADVENTURES: wildlife/go-

rilla safaris to Tanzania. Kenya. Rwanda. Botswana.
Zambia. Ivladagascar. Namit^ia Wanderlust Adven-
tures, 65 Clarkson. Suite 207. Denver. CO 80218 (303)
777-5846

AFRICA!—Affordable adventures that explore East Af-

rica's wildlife and cultures in depth. Excellent guides
and itineraries. Draw from 20 years' experience. Voy-

agers, Dept. NH-5, Box 915. Ithaca. NY 14851 (607)

257-3091

ALASKA "'-sS'"^
WILDLAND -:- -/r

ADVENTURES

"Why slghtsee Alaska when you can experience Itl"

1-800-334-8730 PO. box 389, GUdwood, AK 99587

AFRICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia. Eastern Zaire. Burundi. Botswana,
Zimbabwe, Kenya Consultants. Box 216. M\. Tremper,
NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALj^SKA/HAWAII—Alaska: off-the-beaten path wilder-

ness adventures. Backroads Hawaii: natural history

trips led by expert guides in July & November. Voyag-
ers. Dept. NE-5, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851 (607) 257-

3091

ALASKA: Small group, tent camping or lodge and hotel

tours. Alaska and Western Canada. Hike. raft, kayak as

you travel. Fifteen itineraries from one to four weeks.
CampAlaska Tours. PO. Box 872247. Wasilla. Alaska

99687 (907) 376-9438

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Ivlaine and Canada. Wil-

derness, wildlife. Guided adventures for novice to ex-

pert. Box 713H, Greenville. ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—SW Rock Art. Mesa Verde,

Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon. Yucatan, Zuni. Ban-
dolier. Santa Fe. New Mexico. Arizona & Ivlexico. 1st

Class. Guided by leading archaeologists. Archaeologi-

cal Conservancy, 415 Orchard Dr.. Santa Fe. NM 87501

(505) 982-3278

ASIA: MALAYSIA, NEPAL. CHINA. PAKISTAN. Japan
. . . Environmental, cultural, bicycle and custom adven-
tures! Asian Pacific Adventures. 826-NH5 South Sierra

Bonita, Los Angeles. CA 90036 (213) 935-3156. (800)
825-1680

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featuhng nature, hiking

and the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays and island resorts in New Zealand's scenic
National Parks and Milford Track; Australia's Outback.
Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara. CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

BRAZIL'S ENVIRONMENTAL EXPEDITIONS—Explore
the Amazon jungle's last frontier Discover wild orchids

in an Atlantic cloud rainforest Witness the Pantanal's

wildlife explosion—where 300 bird species may all

nest together: a fisherman's paradise, where the "big

one " never gets away Brazilian Views, 201 East 66th

Street. New York City 10021-6451 (212) 472-9539

COSTA RICA/BELIZE/VENEZUELA Sale ' Unique, Af-

fordable Nature Adventures From $599 (8d, all in-

cluded) Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant Hill,

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
Baja California - JULY 7-14

Small Groups Led by Whale and Wildlffe Specialists

\(Mfi Oceaii Dc, McKinkyville. CA 95521

80O-548-7S55

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE. Spectacular

flora and fauna Over 250 bird species identified each
tour. Aug 4-14, Dec 21-Jan 1. Superb leaders, semi-

nars. Customized tours available Nature World Ex-

plorations. 1 1442 High Hay NH. Columbia. MD 21044
(301) 730-0877 including weekends.

GALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides. In-depth trips include mainland Ecuador, op-

tional extensions to the Amazon Basin. Write or call

—

Voyagers, Dept NG-5, Box915. Ithaca. NY 14851 (607)
257-3091

GALAPAGOS

than any other Galapagos expedition, 60 trip

dotes. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 3 11 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, 2674 N. 1st St,, #112, San Jose, CA 951 34 (800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST. Inc.. 43 Millstone. Randallstown. MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS 'Sale.' Spectacular Adventures at In-

credible Prices Small Yachts. Private Facilities. Excel-

lent Naturalist. Weekly Departures. Also Hiking. Diving.

Charters. Forum Travel. 91 Gregory Lane. Pleasant Hill.

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• Cross the SAHARA Desert w. Tuaregs; or

overland to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA
• Visit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
Dayak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

ECUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;
Berbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

• View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
RICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
Eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail TVail, Box# 1147/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602)224-5804

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec. 22. $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov. 10. $3,600. Summer tours $2,300. Rates
include airfare from Miami. Small groups on first class

yachts. Catalog. Galapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard

East. Toronto. Canada. M4M 1Y5. Tel: (416) 469-8211

GREECE AND CYPRUS: Participate in an inforrr

congenial learning expenence this summer. Cruise

the Greek islands on a 35m motorsailer. visiting

chaeological sites and museums with an archaeoloc

as your guide Join an archaeological project in s£

fnendly iCyprus—Aphrodite's fair isle—and learn h

to be an archaeologist Free brochure Antichit^. De
NH, Box 156. St Catharines. ON L2R6S4 Canada

SIERRA MADRE TRAIN<
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allend

Tram over Old Spanish Sllv

Route. Colonial Historic toui

Tula Toltec arcfiaeolo|

Monarch butlerlly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-e p.m. cent

Columbus Travel. 6017 Callaghan Rd. • San Antonio, TX 78i

Tram to canyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortaz. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Taratiumara Indians.

GUATEMALA. PERU. BALI—INDONESIA CRA
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-thr

years experience. Small groups. Contact: Gore
Frost. PO. Box 2. Benicia. California 94510 (707) 7

1316

MARINE BIOLOGY SAILING CHARTERS IN HAW/
Tiare Marine Sciences, 19413 10th Ave.. Honolulu,

96816(808)734-1085

MEXICAN HOSPITALITY VISITS with families in color

Morelia. Reefs. Ruins. Rainforests in Belize and Tik

Dr. Lois Kruschwitz. (303) 444-2555, 2190 Blueb
Boulder, CO 80302

FREE SAILING VACATION
We're giving away a deluxe yacht charter for 2 in the U.f

Virgin Islands, Enter to win and receive information

about our unique charter yacht selection service.

Menitt Island, FL 32952

Vacations (soo) 922-4880

RAFT IDAHO'S WILDERNESS RIVERS, 3 to 6 da
Safe, fun & relaxing. Families welcome. Brochure. (

ROW (800) 451-6034 PST

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Americas. "Euro
Africa. Asia. Pacific. 1256 'Classic & Unusi :

Ecoadventures. Hiking. Biking. Cruises—at Incredi 1

Prices Forum Travel. 91 Gregory Lane. Pleasant Hi

California 94523 (415) 671-2900 I

WILD DOLPHIN ENCOUNTERS—for 1991—abo;

the MV/Dream Too. 10 years experience with wild

lantic spotted dolphin. Color brochure available: C

1-800-741-5335 or write: PO. Box 033271. Indialan

FL 32903-0271

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. \i

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone numbeiJ
Stan Katz. PO, Box 524-H. Cranford. NJ 07016, U;

(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings. embroiderii'

Aubusson. Needlepoint. Ohental. European and C
nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please se

color photos with size, condition and phce to Ren;

Halpern Galleries. Inc.. 325 East 79th Street. New Yo

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3-40 per word: 16 word minimum. Display c/ass/feo

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepa

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discoun

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIST|

RY's discretion. Send check/money order payable

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATURAL Mil

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St.. Ne

York. NY 10024. Please include your personal addre

and telephone number, issue preferred, and su

gested category. Deadline— 1st of the month, tv

months prior to cover date (the January issue clos'

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads.

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be se

upon publication
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)UTH^
AJteRIGA

Punta Arena^/v »;

Beagle Channel

Patagonia

Strait of 'JT/'
Magellan

*rffi^RRA DEL FUEGO
Cape Horn

^^
X*

King George Island

Nelson Island

Deception Island

Adelaide Island

Drake Passage

Elephant Island

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

NTARCTICA
LUXURY ADVENTURE CRUISE

January 23 - I^bruary 6, 1992

i'isejaBip^piF-'

k^
and on the most remote and wild continent

on the globe with a team of American
Museum experts and naturalist-guides.

Expert geologists will show us glaciers, icebergs,
toweringmountains and volcanoes. Expert
ornithologists will show us thousands of enchanting
penguins and many other fascinating seabirds.
Expert marine mammalogists will show us elephant
seals, leopard seals and numerous species of
whales.

Experience Antarctica during the height ofthe
Austral summer,when temperatures are mild
and the days are long.

Explore the seventh continent from the comfort of a
fully-stabilized, 5-star luxury yacht, the M.V. Illiria.

There are only 70 passenger cabins with 90 crew
members providing excellent service and cuisine. This
will be the IIUna's twentieth cruise to Antarctica and
the American Museum's fifth; the first four sold out.

Optional extensions to sturming Iguazu Falls and
to Tierra del Fuego are available.

The American Museum offers you the best date, a
luxurious and stabilized cruise vessel with just 120
participants and very competitive prices.

For detailed information write or call the American
Museimi/Discovery Cruise office today: toll-free

outside New York State (800) 462-8687, or (212)
769-5700.

ANTARCTIC PEN^SULA

Please send me detailed information describing

the Museum's Antarctica Cruise

Name (please print)

City

American
Museum of
Natural
Hisloiy

Discovery Cruises

State Zip

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024-5192
(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700



A Matter of Tast

I

A Portable Feast
The West Indian sandwich roti comes directlyfrom East Indianfolkways

by Raymond Sokolov

The flow of immigration into the New
York metropolitan area is bringing the

community at large into contact with peo-

ple of cultures barely known before—-Co-

lombians, Ecuadoreans, Mexicans. And
these are no longer splinter groups but

serious, big, self-sustaining populations

capable of generating enough business to

support their own groceries, shops, and

restaurants.

For the outsider with an interest in gas-

tronomy this is a major boon. The restau-

rants of the newly arrived are aimed at

that group, not at curious gourmets or

even serious gastroethnographers on the

prowl. This means that their clientele

knows what to expect and won't be easily

satisfied with food that falls short of

authenticity. This is why food in China-

town has always prospered and why one of

the two highest-rated dim sum restaurants

in the city is in Flushing, Long Island, the

newest center of fresh Chinese settlement.

My latest brush with this phenomenon

began innocently enough in my own neigh-

borhood, within walking distance of the

American Museum of Sfatural History. I

was buying ingredients for testing some

Indian recipes at a little specialty shop on

Upper Broadway. It was a remarkably

well supplied place, especially for the Up-

per West Side, which is not a center of

Indian life. But why was it here? I won-

dered. Not just for me and other Anglo

hobbyists, dabblers who weren't likely to

buy basmati rice in five-kilo bags or cas-

settes of recorded Indian music.

Then I saw the Scotch bonnet chilies

and I understood. This was a store cater-

ing to West Indians with East Indian an-

cestors: Trinidadians and others with a

similar background who come from other

islands, Jamaica, Barbados, the north of

Martinique, and Guyana. Caribbeans of

East Indian heritage have a culture dis-

tinct from Asian-bom Indians, as any

reader of V. S. Naipaul's Trinidadian fic-

tion or his reportage from India will know.

They may seem to blend invisibly into the

city's larger Indian-Pakistani population,

but only at the crudest level of observa-

tion. In their food, this distinctness from

Indian Indians is very clear

The New World worked its magic on

the East Indians who came to the Carib-

bean as laborers in the nineteenth century

just as it did on other new arrivals. And
they too adapted their traditional foods to

conditions they found in this hemisphere.

The trademark dish invented by Indian

immigrants to the Caribbean is a sort of

curry sandwich called roti. You may have

read about rotis in an exuberant piece by

Daisann McLane in the New York Times

in January.

Roti, she wrote, "is a thoroughly Creole

invention that has no equivalent in India."

This observation succinctly raises the

complex issue of what Creole means. The
term is meaningless if it does not refer to a

New World culture that has evolved

amidst a transplanted Old World popula-

tion. In this sense, the Trinidadian roti is a

perfect creolism, since it has evolved di-

rectly and obviously from Asian Indian

foodways. No one familiar with Indian

food would fail to note the connections or

to conclude that roti had many sources in

the cuisine of the mother country.

The word roti itself is the ordinary

Hindi word for bread. There are a great

many Indian breads made from many
flours: breads that are fried, breads that

are deep-fried, breads that are toasted on

griddles, and breads that are baked on the

walls of tandoori ovens. India has flat

breads and leavened breads and puf

breads; breads that are flaky and breai

that are stuiTed.

Most Indian breads, however, are fl

and made from a very fine whole-whe

flour called aata, or chapati, flour O
supermarket whole-wheat flour is coars

and still has bran specks in it. Indii

American cookbooks normally advi^

sieving U. S. whole-wheat and thinning]

with white flour In any case, the standai

Indian bread one is aiming for with tl

flour is a flat, unleavened circular bre!

cooked on a griddle and caUed chapati

roti. The dough has nothing in it exces

flour and water

The other most prevalent Indian horn

baked bread is the paratha, also a wholi

wheat, unrisen and flattish bread, but

has shortening brushed on it. Then it

folded twice and "baked" on the griddl

The interior fat layers produce a flaj

effect. Plain parathas are trianguy

Some are stuffed, with potatoes for exan

pie, and then fried on a griddle.

So in Trinidad, a pancake bread vei

much resembling a chapati, but griddll

fried like a paratha, retains the standai

Indian name for bread. Why is this ro

different from the rotis of primeval India

Or from those rolled out by the millions i

India every day of the year now?

The difference is that by textbook del

nitions the Trinidadian roti is not quite

chapati and not quite a paratha. Nor, i

least in Ms. McLane's recipe (which fo

lows what she has seen in Trinidad an,

Brooklyn), does this roti use whole-whe£

flour. She calls for "flour," which presun

ably is white flour, and she adds a raisin

agent, baking powder. So the New Worl

roti uses available flour and a moder

chemical substitute in place of the origins
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OF SOUTH AMERICA
(including the Orinoco, Devil's Island and 1000 miles

up the Amazon)

Aboard the 80-Passenger M.S. Polaris

with American Museum lecturers and friends

October 7-21, 1991

American
Muse<
Natun
Histoi

iscovery Cruises

y^jUiUiiiiui

xperience with a team of experts from the American Museum of

Natural History an in-depth exploration of South America's mightiest

rivers—the Orinoco and the Amazon.

Our adventure cruise is led by Museum scientists who share their

knowledge and enthusiasm for the world's richest ecosystem through slide-

illustrated lectures, films and informal talks over cocktails at the end of

each day ashore.

We join these naturalists daily in zodiac landing craft to explore hidden

tributaries in search of sloths, monkeys, caiman, butterflies, exotic birds,

trees and flowers. We also explore traditional villages and markets,

museums and historic landmarks.

This jungle adventure provides great comfort and good fun. Our vessel

accommodates only 80 passengers including the lecturer team, which

assures you of a small group experience aboard ship and ashore. Enjoy fine

cuisine, excellent service, comfortable cabins, and the company of

distinguished experts and interesting participants.

For further information write AMNH/Discovery Cruises, Central Park

West at 79th St, NY, NY 10024, or call (212) 769-5700, or toll-free

outside New York State, (800) 462-8687.



American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Experience the thrill of

exploring the world's

greatest wildlife regions

and archeological sites

with fascinating

lecturers.

HAWAII SOLAR ECLIPSE
July 3- 14, 1991

FAMILY SAFARI TO KENYA
July 21 -August 3,1991

ZAMBIA, ZIMBABWE
AND BOTSWANA

September 12-28, 1991

CHINA AND THE
YANGTZE RIVER

October 4-26, 1991

TREASURES OF
NORTHERN INDIA
January 2-22, 1992

with a Nepal Extension

January 21 -25, 1992

LUXURY TENTING IN

TANZANIA
January 1 - 14, 1992

with an option to see gorillas

of Zaire

January 14-20, 1992

ARCHEOLOGY OF
GUATEMALA

February 8-23, 1992

CLASSIC EAST AFRICA
SAFARI:

Kenya and Tanzania
February 12-28, 1992

WILDLIFE OF COSTA RICA
March 6-21, 1992

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE
YUCATAN PENINSULA
March 15-28, 1992

Write or call:

(212) 769-5700

AMNH/Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

toll-free (800) 462-8687
(212) 769-5700

Roti

(Adapted from Down-Island Caribbean Cookery,

by Virginie F. and George A. Elbert, Simon and Schuster, 1 99 1

)

/ cup all-purpose flour

1 cup whole-wheat flour

'A teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon baking powder

I'A tablespoons butter cut in small

pieces

6 tablespoons dhal (see recipe below)

Oil

1

.

Mix the dry ingredients together in a

mixing bowl. Blend the butter into the

flour mixture with your fingertips until

smooth. Gradually add 1 cup warm
water, stirring in with a spoon. The
dough will be slightly soft. Knead it in

the bowl for 5 minutes, turning, fold-

ing, and punching it.

2. Divide the dough into 6 equal parts

and roll each part into balls between

the palms of your hands. Set aside on a

lightly floured sheet of waxed paper.

Cover with a dampened piece of

cheesecloth or a clean dish towel.

3

.

Cup a ball of dough in the palm of your

hand and open the ball up around the

edges, spreading it but not thinning the

center section too much. Smooth a ta-

blespoon of dhal into the opened area.

Fold the edges of the dough over the

puree, overlapping sections as you

work around the circle, dipping a fin-

ger in water to help seal the folds. Roll

the dough lightly between the palms

your hands to shape the ball.

4. Put the ball on a floured sheet of wi

paper on a pastry board. With yo

fingers, lightly press it into a disk abo

4 inches in diameter. Cover the di

with a second sheet of floured wax p
per and carefully roll out a thin 9-in(

disk. Roll the dough from the cent

without rolling over the edges. If y(

thin the edges too much and t<

quickly, the filling will spurt out. i

you reach the 9-inch size, a certa

amount of filling will ooze out, but ju

scrape it off.

5. While you are rolling out the first ro\

heat a large, heavy frying pan or gri

die on top of the stove until a few dro]

of water sprinkled into the pan wi

bounce. Brush the pan very light

with oil and transfer the roti to the pa

Lightly brush the top of the roti wil

oil and turn it over. Cook on each si(

until browned in small blister

smoothing the top with the back of

tablespoon.

6. Transfer the cooked roti to a papi

towel and repeat the process of forr

ing, rolling, and frying the dough uni

all the dough is used up.

Yield: Six 9-inch pancakes

Dhal

Split-pea puree

'A cup dried yellow split peas

1 2-inch scallion top, thinly sliced

¥4 teaspoon West Indian curry powder
Pepper and salt

1. Rinse peas until water is no longer

cloudy. Cover with water and soak for

two hours.

2. Drain and rinse peas. Pour them into a

small saucepan. Add % cup water,

scallion slices, a pinch of curry powder,

and 2 turns of freshly ground bla(

pepper. Bring to a boil, lower hes

cover, and simmer for 40 minutes, sti

ring occasionally.

3. Uncover, raise heat to medium, ait

continue cooking for 10 minutes, st)

ring with a long-handled spoon (puril

will spatter as it thickens).

4. Remove from heat and press through!

fine sieve. Add remaining curry f)0»

der, pepper, and salt.

Roti Filling

(and final assembly)

/ cup dhal (see recipe above)

V4 pound trimmed, boned, and diced

beef, goat, lamb, pork, or chicken or

Vi pound chopped raw or cooked
shelled shrimp

1 medium potato, sweet potato, or

malanga, peeled and diced

Salt and pepper

Cayenne pepper

1. In a casserole, stir the dhal together

with 2 cups water. Bring to a boil, re-

duce heat, and begin to simmer.

2. Add meat (if using shrimp, add in step

3 where noted). Stir well. Cover and

simmer gently for about 2 hours, unti

meat is tender, adding water if mixturl

sticks to casserole. '

3. Add water if necessary to make
slightly flowing mixture. Add sal

pepper, and cayenne to taste. Add pc

tato (or sweet potato or malanga) an<

simmer for 15 minutes. (Add shrim

next and cook for another 3 minutes.

4. Put a sixth of the filling in the center

each roti. Fold top and bottom edges

roti over filling so that they meet. Thei

fold over the sides until they meel

When this is done, the filling and thi

pancakes should be hot.
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iredients in the fat-flaked, folded

ttatha of Asia. It seems entirely reason-

i\; to me to call this plate-sized, eight- to

icinch bread a neoparatha. Sometimes

t made plain; sometimes it has a stuff"-

I
(as in India). But the Trinidadian rods

1 not complete unless they have been
", led around a curry filling.

use the term curry advisedly. In ortho-

i| Indian cooking, the word curry is a

nomer, an embarrassment we have in-

ited from the British raj. Real Indian

king doesn't have curries, Indian-style

les seasoned with a prepared curry

/der. The spices vary from dish to dish,

ne of these mixtures are sold commer-

ly as one kind of masala or another,

not as curry. Serious cooks make their

1 mixtures.

lut in the New World Indian diaspora,

ry powders are a basic feature of life.

! shop on Upper Broadway, for exam-

'

sells curry powder from the Trinida-

1 curry powder capital of Tunapuna.

ban brand "special Madras curry"

the creation of Hardit Singh, combin-

what he had learned in India and "a

nee of West Indian flavour." The mix-

;, which has been manufactured since

9, contains coriander, cumin, tur-

ic, "mangril," fenugreek, celery, and

fennel. Whatever mangril may be (dried

mango?), this mixture doesn't taste much
difl'erent from other, recognizably Indian

flavor mixtures in Asian Indian dishes.

Basically, then, the roti consists of a

pseudo-Indian bread wrapped around a

goat or chicken stew flavored with an in-

dustrial, Indian-inspired spice mixture

—

not so much original as something you

might expect would be salvaged from tra-

dition and altered to suit local possibilities.

The fundamental novelty of the Trini-

dadian roti is not what might be called,

with misplaced severity, its ersatz ele-

ments, but its architecture. I know of noth-

ing in Indian cooking that involves a whole

disk of bread being folded like an envelope

around a complete main dish. But it is

easy to see how the indentured Indian

laborers who arrived in Trinidad long ago

took to holding their meal inside their

bread, for convenience and portability.

And I would not be surprised if this prac-

tice began in India among poor people

making do outdoors and on the move.

In Trinidad, new ingredients were

added to the fillings. The New World taro

called malanga is one of them, an obvious

analogue for potatoes, but that only brings

a much older process of adaptation to

New World root vegetables full circle.

The potato, so popular in India, came
from Peru to India sometime after the

early sixteenth century, when the Spanish

began sending Andean food products to

Europe and Asia. Another American tu-

ber, the sweet potato, also flourished in

India and is now the basis of an Indian

bread dough, for the puffy fried bread

called poori.

There is even some question as to the

inherent Indianness of Indian breads.

Many of them do resemble flat breads

eaten in Afghanistan, the bridge between

India and the medieval Near East. Also,

Indian breads are served predominantly in

the north of the country; they give way to

rice in the south. And it is in the north that

most of the Islamic Moghul foods are typi-

cal. It is tempting to see a connection, a

gastronomic cousinhood perhaps, be-

tween the flat, pocketed pita breads of the

Middle East, which are so familiar to us as

the pocket for a portable "sandwich" of

falafel, and the folded curry sandwich of

Trinidad.

Today, these movable feasts are meet-

ing on the sidewalks of New York.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.
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Breaking

and

Entering
In the Mojave Desert, a group of

seven honey ants labor to remove the

stamens from a cactus flower, clearing

a path to the rich pool of nectar below.

Each obstructing filament is snipped,

carried to the edge of a petal, and

discarded over the side.

These workers, in the genus

Myrmecocystus, forage among the desert

plants for nectar, which they return to

their underground nests. There, the

workers regurgitate the sweet liquid,

transferring it to ants whose only role in

life is to serve as living storage vessels.

These repletes are recruited from among
the largest workers soon after they emerge

as adults, when their abdomens are still

soft and elastic enough to expand as they

are filled. The abdomen of a fully

engorged replete may expand eight times

in size, becoming a transparent amber

globe about the size of a pea. One
determined entomologist, assisted by

professional gravediggers, found 1 ,500

repletes hanging from the ceilings of

chambers in a nest that extended fifteen

feet down into the Arizona desert soil. By
storing nectar in relatively cool wet

weather, the ants will have a reliable

source of food and water to tap during

the hot dry season.

—

R. A.

Photograph by

William E. Ferguson
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Authors

In 1979, archeologist Richard D.

Hansen (page 8) joined others in exca-

vating El Mirador, a site in Guatemala

that has revolutionized scholars' under-

standing of the Maya Preclassic period.

His research at the nearby center of

Nakbe is adding new surprises to this

chapter of Maya civilization. Hansen is a

staff research associate at the Institute

of Archaeology, University of California

at Los Angeles, and project director of

the Regional Archaeological Investiga-

tion of the North Peten, Guatemala. For

a summary of findings prior to the ex-

cavation of El Mirador, he recommends

reading The Origins ofMaya Civiliza-

tion, edited by Richard E. W. Adams
(Albuquerque: University of New Mex-
ico Press, 1977). For information on El

Mirador, see "El Mirador: An Early

Maya Metropolis Uncovered," by Ray
T. Matheny {National Geographic, Sep-

tember 1987, pp.3 16-39).

Ed Gregory (page 30) is a researcl

entist in the physiology departmei

Australia's Monash University. Hi

terest in unusual sensory systems (

back to his postgraduate days, ali

Monash, when he studied the duck'

for his Ph.D. Currently, his research

tinues to focus on electroreceptio

monotremes, as well as on mamm;
muscle receptors and reflex funct

Since, as he says, "physiologists get

opportunity to do fieldwork," Gre

must often rely on vacations to get

out and about, paddling down the

!

River in Papua New Guinea in a du

canoe, for example, or taking a v

long walk in Uganda's Ruwei

Mountains. For more on monotre

readers can turn to Tom Grant's

Platypus (Sydney: New South V

University Press, 1 984) and a recent

cle, "The Echidna," by Pegg>

Rismiller and Roger S. Seymour, in

entific American (February 1991).
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With net in hand, Tom Schultz (page

) hunts for tiger beetles in the subal-

le meadows of Colorado. He saw his

5t tiger beetle on a college field trip to

ike Michigan's dunes (where the fam-

s ecologist Victor Shelford studied ti-

r beetles and their colors in the early

00s) and became intrigued with the

sects when he startled one into flight

d saw a robber fly grab it. The blended

lors of the tiger beetle reminded him
one of his favorite paintings at the Art

stitute of Chicago, Georges Seurat's

''ternoon on the Island of La Grande

'tte. Schultz attributes his early inter-

t in color to his father, who worked in a

int factory. Currently, Schultz is an

sistant professor of biology at Denison

niversity in Ohio. In addition to work-

g on the evolution of tiger beetle cam-
iflage, he is studying camouflage col-

s in toad bugs and the coloration of

mping spiders. For further reading on

limal camouflage, he recommends
. L. Gregory and E. H. Gombrich's II-

sion in Nature and Art (New York:

harles Scribner's Sons, 1974).
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Authors, Continued

Christine Padoch (page 48) has been

part of an interdisciplinary study of na-

tive fruits of the Peruvian Amazon since

1981. "When we realized that most agri-

cultural production came from the

floodplains," says Padoch, "we turned

our attention to such areas. The floods

and how people adapted to them became

the focus of our research." An associate

scientist at the Institute of Economic

Botany at the New York Botanical Gar-

den, Padoch is now doing research on

traditional forest management in West

Kalimantan, Indonesia. Bom and raised

in a small village along the Ucayali

River in Peru, coauthor Miguel Pinedo-

Vasquez has observed floods, and how

people contend with them, all his life. A
student at the Yale School of Forestry,

Pinedo-Vasquez is also adviser to the

Small Farmer's Federation of Loreto, in

Iquitos, Peru. For further information,

the authors recommend Mario Hiroka's

article "Mestizo Subsistence in Riparian

Amazonia" {National Geographic Re-

search, vol. 1, no. 2, pp. 236-46, 1985).

When in the field, William E. Fergu-

son (page 88) rarely misses the opportu-

nity to photograph interesting insect be-

havior. In addition to the image of the

honey ants that are the subject of this

month's "Natural Moment," two of his

photographs of desert-dwelling tiger

beetles appear in this issue. As an ento-

mologist, Ferguson's fieldwork has taken

him to temperate and tropical areas of

the world, but his focus has been insect

life in North American deserts. Fergu-

son received his undergraduate and

graduate degrees from the University of

California at Berkeley. He is currently a

professor emeritus of entomology at San

Jose State University and is studying a

group of parasitic wasps, known as vel-

vet ants, that thrive in the deserts of the

Southwest. The "Natural Moment"
photograph was taken with a Nikon F
camera, a 55mm Micro-Nikkor lens,

and a hand-held electronic flash.

A few weeks after he read Jacq j

Cousteau's book The Silent World

the age of fourteen, John ("Jack")

Hardy (page 58) donned scuba gear i

began to explore the underwater wc

of his native southern California. Fr

these early firsthand observations

ocean life, Hardy's boyhood intei

eventually led to a doctorate in.mai

botany and aquatic ecology from

University of Washington. For his thi b

he studied a group of tiny, obscure al; t

that live on the water's surface. Fa

nated with this unique habitat, he

since pioneered the study of the s(

topmost layer and how it is aff"ected

pollution. This research has led 1

around the world, from the Pacific

lands to the Mediterranean, the No
Sea, and the Atlantic Ocean. Now an

sociate professor at Huxley Environm

tal College, Western Washington L

versity. Hardy heads a research grcb

examining the eifects of climatic char s

on the marine environment and coni

ues research on the aquatic surf;

microlayer. He is a coauthor (with Phip

W. Basson et al.) of Biotopes of i

Western Arabian GM//(Aramco Depa

ment of Loss Prevention and Envin

mental Affairs, Dhahran, 1977), 1

first comprehensive study of the man
ecology of the Persian Gulf. For furtl

reading on pollution and the sea surfa

he recommends the special issue of t

journal Marine Environmental t

search (vol. 23, no. 4, 1987).
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From the moment you lay eyes on the

new Volvo 940, you'll realize it's like no
Volvo you've ever seen before.

Its elegant lines instantly place it

among the world's most renowned tour-

ing sedans. While its interior surrounds

you with an abundance of luxuries.

From its infinitely adjustable leather

faced seats, to its remarkable climate

control system, virtually every conceiv-

able extra comes standard. Providing

a level of comfort found in few cars in

the world today

On the open road, the 940 is equally as

comfortable. Its finely tuned front and
rear suspension coupled with either

a Uirbocharged or 16-valve engine gives

the 940 an exceptionally smooth ride.

But that's not to say the 940 forsaki

any traditional Volvo valuesjust for th

sake of luxury On the contrary. This c

is every bit a Volvo. Tough, durable, an

above all, built with your safety in mn
And that, in the final analysis, is the

ultimate beauty of the Volvo 940.
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Only in God's country could yw

While Canada's Pacific

^<^8B coast IS still undis-

covered by many of

this world, our native

peoples have been entertaining

visitors for centuries.

The Raven beat his wings, in

perfect rhythm, until he had

formed our world out of nothing

at all And marked the beginning

oflife as We kpow it.

The most revered of spirits

and master of ceremonies, the

Raven embodies what this land is

today. Magic.

For here the supernatural

abides in all that is living.

The mountaintops and salmon

streams. The mighty rainforests.

The towering cedars, clover

meadows and subtle scent of

blossoms. The deer, the bear, the

seal - the creatures that are the

Animal People.

And our link to another realm.

Talking wing With what seemed

to be a small berry in his beak.,

Raven ascended into the thick

black ^ky- 1^'th but a quick flick

of his head he cast out the sun,

unveiling all he had created in a

Wave ofdaylight.

Surely, it's for these very good

reasons so many of our native

peoples, like the Tsimshian, the

Tlingit, the Haida, all chose to

settle here. And still the beating

rhythms of unchanged rituals

pay tribute to every-

thing that made it

a reality.

Now, if all this

stirs the spirit of

adventure in you and your kind,

please, be our guest.

Experience the strength of our

homage in the totem poles that

have long stood the test of tir'.

Or in museums and gal n

thousands of years'

the making.

Vancouver, CaniJ

third largest i ^

centre, staktli

roots with a ai

the size of f"

cities. Architectural designs -'»

Canada Place' - echo its moi'i-

tainous backdrop. While our

many cultures add their own "



eet such interesting souls

;,; on the performing arts.

nd thank heaven for the

ill. Yes, the Whale, the Sea

: and the like still play. But in

I ony with cruise ships, ferries,

i|)ats, seaplanes - and one

i ng symphony.

n Canada's west coast.

: use, when life itself is inspira-

I you never know whom you

t,t meet.

nd from high overhead the

I'n smiles.

Canada
The World Next Door
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Japan, China, Tkiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysian Borneo, Brunei and Singapore
October 28 - November 21, 1991

Enjoy a magnificent
23-day odyssey aboard
the ultra-deluxe, 50 cabin

Renaissance retracing

one of the greatest trade

routes of the Orient.

Fascinating lectures by a
distinguished team of

cultural and natural

history experts prepare

us for our explorations of

ancient Asian cities and
remote, rarely-visited

ports and islands.

Highlights include:

f) Two days in Japan
visiting the sacred

island of Miyajima,

site of the famous
Isukushima Shrine,

and the picturesque

fishing town of Hagi,

known for its old

samurai district.

f) Three days in China:
two at the mouth
of the Yangtze in

Shanghai, one of the

world's most exciting

seaports; and one on
Hainan Island, whose
Five Lord Tfemple memorializes
exiled Chinese poets.
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centuries of

® Three days on Tkiwan visiting its exciting

capital, Tkipei, including the astounding
National Palace Museum (one of the finest

ancient Chinese art collections in the world),

a full-day excursion to the breathtaking Tkroko
Gorges, and one day on Orchid Island (Lan
Yu), famed for its flowers and butterflies.

f) TVo days exploring
one of Asia's most
cosmopolitan centers.

Hong Kong, which
reverts from British

rule to the People's

Republic of China in

just six years.

D An expedition call at

the Spratly Islands, a
remote group of coral

reefs.

D Malaysian Borneo's

main port, Kota
Kinabalu, with £in ex-

cellent national park
with lush tropical rain

forest, rare plants and
flowers.

® Borneo's port of

Kuching, the historic

capital of the legendary

"White Rajah," James
Brooks.

® Cruise up Borneo's

Rajang River to Sibu to

explore Ibein villages in

Sarawak.

f) Minaret-studded, Bandar Seri BegawEin, capital

of the famous Sultanate of Brunei.

D Optional extensions available prior to the

cruise in Kyota Japan, and afterwards in

cosmopolitan Singapore.

Just 50 cabins, all suites are available. So call

the Museum today for further information and
advance reservations:

American
Museum of
Natural

i>ffis'ii* History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or ToU-free (800) 462-8687
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Letters

A Corporate Dinosaur

In "The Dinosaurs of Winter" (April

1991) the full-page illustration at the end

of the article includes a creature that the

caption identifies as Atlascopcosaurus,

but other than this one mention there is

nothing in the article about the animal.

How a dinosaur came by such an un-

usual name is fully as interesting as the

mystery of how the animal became ex-

tinct, because embedded in that multisyl-

labic tongue twister is the name of a large,

well-known manufacturer of pneumatic

and hydraulic machinery for the construc-

tion and mining industry—Atlas Copco.

Is the article's mention of excavation of

dinosaur bones by "jackhammers, big

drills, and explosives" a clue?

Peter Margolin
New York, New York

Thomas Rich replies: The name Atlas-

copcosaurus loadsi Rich and Rich 1989

was given to a hypsilophodont dinosaur

found at Dinosaur Cove and one other site

along the Victorian coast to honor both an

individual and a company. Mr. William

Loads was then the head of Atlas Copco in

the State of Victoria. Beginning in 1984,

when the first tunneling was carried out at

Dinosaur Cove, he provided the required

equipment gratis. He continued to do so in

subsequent years, a time when very little

was recovered.

Since he left Atlas Copco a few years

ago, the organization has continued to

sponsor the work. Thus, when an opportu-

nity came to honor both Loads and his

company for their long-term support for

the project, the opportunity was taken.

The reason no mention of Atlascop-

cosaurus was made in the text and the

reason it is shown almost hidden in the

scrub is that it was identified solely on

dental material. There are limb bones of

hypsilophodonts known from Dinosaur

Cove that are clearly not Leaellynasaura.

Someday, perhaps, a more complete spec-

imen of Atlascopcosaurus will be found

and the association between limbs and

dental material will be firmly established.

The deduction from impressions found

inside the fossil skull of Leaellynasaura

amicagraphica that that creature had?,

ceptional eyesight, essential to succesiil

living in the lengthy night of its antanic

habitat, speaks for very highly tuned s-

tective work by researchers. Whatever le

visual acuity of that hypsilophodont, hn-

ever, 1 beheve it would have been hard it

to see, on the shortest day of the year, le

sun shining "briefly on the southern hi-

zon at noon."

J. Howell Peebles, i,

Tullahoma, Tennere

Yes, the sun would have been on the no*
em horizon.

—

Eds.

Sea Symphony Kudos
As one who has pursued the leviat n

for nearly four decades, I write to saJ e

Natural History for the special seen

"Symphony Beneath the Sea" (Mah
1991).

When I first traveled to the Alasn

Arctic to record the bowhead in 197 I

thought that the bowhead must be a n i-

ter singer because of its huge head, wl h

makes up one-third of its body, and s

need to navigate an ice-racked realm, e

did pick up low utterances as the wh s

migrated northward in 1971 and agai n

1973, but not the fabulous sonic repert' e

that Christopher Clark has obtained c t

the past seven years ("Moving with e

Heard"). Hats off to Clark for his k n

observations and gifted pen.

Just as stunning is John Ford's exu-

sion of the late Michael Bigg's work on e

system of vocal traditions whereby ev y

killer whale pod can be identified ("Fi i-

ily Fugues"). He notes that "some p s

use as few as seven or as many as se\ i-

teen discrete calls." The fact that kir

whale pods are matriarchal offers inter t-

ing comparisons with elephants, which e

also grouped in matriarchies of l(g

lineage.

The conundrum posed by the gloil

lexicon of dialects of the ubiquitous ki r

whale is as challenging as that offered y

the Maya glyphs a generation ago, r

here we have another cerebral specs

staying in touch through elegant signa.

Scott Mc\ If

Princeton, New Jer. v
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For Centuries, Only the Emperor Cowld Enjoy its Delicate Bea\jty

A museum-authorized recreation from Lenox,

The Imperial Bowl of the Ch'ing Emperor

It is a work of such consummate artistry, it was considered

worthy of the Emperor 250 years ago, during the greatest era in

Cfiinese porcelain art. So prized for its exquisite detail and silk-

bright colors, it has never left the royal residence...and can still be
seen today in the collection of The Palace Museum, Peking.

Nov^ Lenox has been chosen to recreate this priceless national

treasure for the very first time for America. The Imperial Bowl of the

Ch'ing Emperor has been reproduced by porcelain experts directly

under the gmdance of Palace Museum curators. To distinguish

this fine reproduction from the original, it will be crafted to a

slightly larger size. The work will be carried out under Lenox
supervision by master porcelain artisans in the Far East.

This is tinieless beauty that reflects a glorious age of artistic

achievement. You will admire the sleek pheasants, ancient

Chinese symbols of good fortune, sought-after subjects in

Chinese art even today And you will love the way the peonies,

traditional flowers of riches and honor, seem to float on the

bowl's pure white porcelain finish. Authenticated by The Palace

Musevmi, each work of art wOl bear the reign mark of the Ch'ing
Dynasty as well as the prized Lenox® trademark.

Some 250 years ago, such a work was created to please only an
Emperor's eyes. Today you can bring the splendor of The Imperia I

Bowl of the Ch'ing Emperor into your home. Acquire it now.
Respond by June 30, 1991. 579953

Please mail by June 30, 1991.

Please enter my reservation for The Imperial Bowl of the

Ch'ing Emperor, an authorized recreation from Lenox, to

be crafted for me in fine porcelain.

I need send no money now I will be billed in five

monthly installments of $19* each.

Name
PLEASE PRINT

Address

.

City_ -State. -Zip-

D Check here if you prefer to have one charge of $95*

appUed to your:

D MasterCfand D VISA D American Express

_Exp..

Signature

.

•Plus $4.25 per bowl for shipping and handling. Sales tax will be billed

if applicable.

Mail to: Lenox Collections

EQ Box 3020, Langhome, Pennsylvania 19093-0620

LENOX. SINCE 188 9.
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The Maya Rediscovered

Paper Route
Were the manufacture and use ofbarkpaper introduced into Mesoamericafrom Asia?

by Paul Tolstoy

Scenes on Maya painted pottery show

scribes at work, confirming that books

were an important part of Maya civiliza-

tion at least 1,400 years ago and suggest-

ing that the status of scribes in Maya
society was high. But the first missionaries

to reach New Spain regarded the native

books as evil and burned all they could

find. Only four Maya and possibly two

central Mexican pre-Columbian manu-

script volumes, or codices, survive (schol-

ars are unsure whether the central Mexi-

can examples date from before or shortly

after the conquest). Occasionally, archeol-

ogists come across remains of other codi-

ces, but they are generally so decayed that

they can be neither read nor restored.

The codices were made of bark paper, a

material diff'erent from true paper, which

was invented in China between 2,500 and

2,000 years ago (according to tradition, by

the court official Ts'ai Lun in a.d. 105).

The Maya and Mexicans used bark paper

not only to write on but also for ceremonial

clothing, banners, fans, bags, and other

items. Thus, it can equally well be termed

bark cloth. But what technically distin-

guishes it from true paper is not the way it

was used. People can write on bark paper

or cloth, as the Maya did, or make clothes

of true paper, as the Chinese did. The
important difference lies in the manner in

which the two are manufactured.

Bark paper or cloth is a layer of inner

bark, or bast, taken from a tree, often of

the fig family. It is widened, thinned, and

made flexible by beating, sometimes in

combination with other techniques, such

as soaking in water. In the end, it retains

much of the original structure of its natu-

rally interconnected fibers and thus re-

mains, essentially, a sheet of bark. True

paper, too, can be made from the inner

bark of trees and in earlier times often

was. But in the process, the bast is boiled

and pounded to a pulp, losing its natural

structure. It is then re-formed into artifi-

cial sheets by being drained and dried on a

screen.

Examination of Maya codices shows

that although their pages were not formed

on a screen, the bark was very thoroughly

worked, its fibers rearranged to a degree

that brought it very close to true paper.

Despite a scarcity of evidence, research

This is the fifth in a series of articles

that explore recent findings and

interpretations concerning the rise and

fall of ancient Maya civilization.

during the past hundred years has given us

some idea of how Maya bark paper was

made in pre-Columbian times, when and

where it first appeared in the region, and

its possible origin. Much of this work con-

cerns papermaking in central Mexico, but

the results apply to the Maya as well.

As early as 1888, German archeologist

Max Uhle published illustrations of cer-

tain stone artifacts from Mexico and the

Maya area, identifying them as tools for

beating out paper from the bark of trees.

His identification was based on their re-

semblance to examples, which he illus-

trated beside them, from the island of

Sulawesi (Indonesia). At the time, schol-

ars had ample evidence of the tools'

present-day use in Asia, where it was re-

corded by ethnographers, but the applica-

tion in the New World was purely inferen-

tial. A breakthrough came in 1900, when
ethnographer Frederick Starr discovered

such tools being used for bark-paper mak-

ing among the Otomi and their neighbors

in northeastern Mexico.

Starr described how the women of the

village of San Pablito made bark paper

and cut out paper effigies for magical and

ceremonial purposes. His report, although

brief, strongly suggested that the Otomi

were making their paper by techniques

i

inherited from their pre-Columbian i

cestors. His findings were later confirri

by others, including the writer-explcl

Victor Wolfgang von Hagen, who in

brought together most of the informai|n

then available in his book The Aztec

Maya Papermakers.

In particular, von Hagen brought

attention of scholars to an account wril|n

in about 1571 by botanist Franci

Hernandez, who had witnessed native

permaking in Tepoztlan, Morelos, sc

fifty years after the conquest. He ;

added his own account of a related pre

dure observed among the Sumu, jui

dwellers of eastern Honduras, at the ol

end of Mesoamerica. Soon after, in IS

Hans Lenz put together what remains

most authoritative study of the techno!

of native Mesoamerican papermak

Lenz, the owner of a Mexican paper r

combined his own numerous and deta

observations in the field with laboral

studies and an exhaustive survey of mi

ums and of the literature.

The "bark beater" that the Otomi

permakers use today is a small, ffatt

quadrangular stone slab with para

grooves on one or both faces. Holding

tool in one hand, they beat the wetted b

on a board. Similar stones are found

Mesoamerican archeological sites,

their shape has long suggested (as it die

Uhle) that they were the heads of comp

ite tools, originally set in hafts of peri

able material, perhaps twigs bent to gb

the stone heads on their edges. This v

indicated, in particular, by the channels

comer notches invariably found on i

stones' narrow sides and whose only o

In this Maya sculpturefrom Copan, a

monkey scribe dressed in a loincloth

holds the tools ofhis trade.
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ceivable function is to receive a handle.

Francisco Hernandez's sixteenth-century

account also describes just such a compos-

ite device, which I have called the racquet

type of bark beater.

Only in 1961, however, did direct evi-

dence of such hafting become available.

In that year, archeologist Richard S.

MacNeish, digging in the dry cave of El

Riego, in the Tehuacan valley of south-

central Mexico, recovered a racquet

beater, dating from about a.d. 700, that

still retained its original handle. It con-

sisted of a long loop of bent wood encasing

a stone head. The two ends of the loop

were drawn together by a ligature of

twisted fiber. Wear marks on the wood,

according to MacNeish, indicate the for-

mer presence of two additional ligatures

and an enclosed end piece at the grip end.

MacNeish's find strikingly resembled

an artifact restoration proposed in the

1920s by Marshall H. Saville, a curator of

Mexican antiquities at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. Inspired by

Uhle's 1888 publication, Saville had

taken as his model a bark beater used in

recent times by the Toradja, a group who
inhabit Sulawesi, and attached a similar

handle to a Mexican specimen from
Mitla, an archeological site in southern

Mexico.

A parallel between Mesoamerican and
Asian artifacts also exists in the case of a

second type of bark beater, a one-piece,

longitudinally grooved club. It is less fre-

quent than, but equally as widespread as,

the racquet type at ancient sites in

Mesoamerica and is the type still used by
the Sumu in Honduras. In Asia, its ar-

cheological distribution overlaps that of

racquet beaters in Sulawesi, the Philip-

pine Islands, Taiwan, and Vietnam. In Su-

lawesi, such beaters, often made of wood,

still serve today in a sequence of beatings,

in which they are used first and racquet

beaters are used later. And club beaters

are well known to ethnographers as the

bark cloth (tapa) beaters of Polynesia.

My own survey of hundreds of speci-

mens of the club and racquet types shows

further correspondences in the construc-

tion of Mesoamerican and Indonesian ex-

amples. On both sides of the Pacific, for

instance, we sometimes find diagonal

grooving and patterned alternations of

deep and shallow grooves on the working

faces of racquet heads. My research also

reveals a pattern of dates for the archeo-

logical examples. In Mesoamerica, the

earliest bark beaters are from the Maya
area and its periphery, particularly the

Pacific coastal plain of Guatemala and El

Salvador, where they appear some 2,500

years ago. Subsequently, they occur

throughout Mesoamerica, seemingly later

as one moves farther westward and east-

ward, away from the Maya regions. The
dating of artifacts from the islands of

Southeast Asia is less secure, but both

forms almost certainly go back several

hundred years earlier than they do in

Mesoamerica. In Taiwan they probably

go back one or two thousand years still

earlier.

The existence of similar artifacts on

both sides of the Pacific Ocean—repre-

senting a technology that appeared 4,000

or 5,000 years ago in Asia and then 2,500

years ago among people in Mexico and

Central America—raises the question of

their connection. Are they the result of

independent invention or of the migratii

of people or ideas—what anthropologii

call diffusion? This problem was first |t

before me in 1950 by the late Gordon;

Ekholm, a curator of Mexican antiquit;

at the American Museum of Natural Pj.

tory, who, like Saville before him, vi

impressed by the near identity of spe-

mens from Mesoamerica and Sulawes

To deal with that question, I set out

compare manufacturing procedures in i

two regions and to understand the stt

(necessary or optional) that are part

these procedures. I have sought to idem

the technical problems solved at each si

and to learn what other possible solutic.

to them exist, both in theory and in actii

Otomi Indians in the village ofSan Pablito, Mexico, pound
bark intopaper. While assembling a grid ofthin strips is a local

development, the use ofgrooved stone beaters and other

features ofpapermaking resemble practices in Asia.
> Dow, Oakland L
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practice worldwide. Only with such a per-

spective can scholars hope to distinguish

those features of a technology that are

determined by recurrent technical con-

straints (and therefore likely to arise re-

peatedly and independently) from those

that recur because their practitioners are

adhering to a previously existing recipe.

Surveying the manufacturing technol-

ogies of bark cloth and early true paper

worldwide, I have identified some 300

variable features in the steps that go into

producing these materials. They include

such elements as the cultivation or care of

trees used for their bark; ways of getting at

the desired bast layer and separating it

from the trunk and the outer bark; soaking

or boiling the bast at some stage of manu-

facture; addition of ash or other sub-

stances to the water in which the bast is

soaked or boiled; beating the bast on a log,

stone, plank, or specially made anvil;

hanging the finished product to dry or

stretching it out on the ground; joining

The Manufacture of

Paper and Bark Cloth:

Common Origins and
Present Practices
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The technologiesfor makingbark cloth andpaperfound in

recent times in certain regions ofAsia, the Pacific, and Middle
America include sharedfeatures that suggest a common origin.

Based on the array offeatures {asidefrom bark beaters)

observed in each region, afamily tree can be constructed that

shows when the ancestor ofeach technology may have branched

off. In the diagram, each color represents a group offeatures

that arose together and then persisted, in varyingproportions,

in later technologies. Mesoamerican practices seem closely

allied to those ofmainland Asia and Indonesia and more
distantly related to those ofPolynesia.
Peggy Conversano

sections by sewing, felting, or gluing; id-

ing other materials such as cotton clh,

gum, or mica flakes; and undertahg

such further treatments as paint
g,

stamping, and fringing.

In addition, I have recorded some U)

uses of the product, such as mats, b

kets, bags, various items of cloth

shrouds, banners, and of course, wri

paper. I have noted incidental socia

ritual practices of the manufactu:

process, such as whether the manuii

turer is traditionally male or fem^

whether off'erings are made as part oft

procedure, and so on. Finally, there

some 100 specific details of the desigi

bark beaters, which may be combino

various ways, and a mass of rele\

botanical and linguistic information, fti

As a result of this research, I h|

reached three principal conclusions. ' |:

first is that, bark beaters aside, |
Toradja of central Sulawesi and the Mi
american communities share waysf

making and using bark cloth that an

numerous and as striking as the simi

ities between the tools they use. They l)fe~

in common techniques and sequence

peeling the bark off trees; separating

bast from the rough outer cortex; sof B-

ing the bast by boiling it with ashes; b t-

ing it on boards, first with a prelimir

beater, then with tools whose grooves e

progressively finer at each step; and u; g

the finished product as writing papei is

festoons used in rituals, and in paymer if

taxes or tribute. Some of the elements le

very rare in the world and are found < jr

in these industries and their close 1
1-

fives. All have functional alternatives, 'd

few, if any, are absolutely determinec

the mere goal of making bark cloth.

The second point is that there is a v i

defined cluster of Southeast Asian ti i-

nologies—including Javanese bark-p£

making, bark-cloth making in central

lawesi, and true papermaking (as p

ticed in Indochina, China, Taiwan, Jaf i

and elsewhere). As a whole, this clustew

technologies is quite homogeneous |d

contrasts clearly with other Southoi

Asian and Indonesian technologies. N! i-

sured against the range of technoloijS

found around the world, Mesoamerijn

procedures also fit within this cluster, 'le

resemblances are especially strong botlp

Asian true papermaking (although the |t

finitive technique of forming sheets of

per in a tray or frame is absent) and

bark-cloth making in central Sulawesi

short, Mesoamerican papermaking qu

fies as a member of one family of Soi

east Asian bark cloth and paper ind

tries. Its direct connection to them wo

be unproblematical were it not for its g

10 Natural History 6/91
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Charles R.
Knight

Archaeopteryx and Pterodactyl
Jurassic Period

1 K known ns Apatosau

Charles R.

Knight, the most

celebrated of

artists in the

rcanimation of

fossils, painted

all the canonical

figures of

dinosaurs that

fire our fear ami

imagination to

this day.

-Stephen J. (,<mld

WoNDEIU-VL Llll

Knight's combined gifts—artistic vision,

meticulous scientific procedures and

imaginative technique—created for the

world the work of a true genius. Each of

us owes our perception of dinosaurs and

prehistoric life to the brilliance of

Charles Knight. Known as "The Father

of the Dinosaurs," Knight dedicated his

life to the study and depiaion of the

plants and animals that flourished in

prehistoric times.

Working with such distinguished

paleontologists as Henry Fairfield

Osborn, Roy Chapman Andrews and

Edward Drinker Cope, Knight and his

friends experienced the thrill of the

"Golden Age of Expedition." According

to Edwin H. Colbert in his book

Dinosaurs, Mammoths and Cavemen,

"With his skills, Charles Knight opened

our eyes to a former world, much of it

never seen by man."

Now, for the first time in nearly 50

years, you too can appreciate these

magnificent works by Charles R. Knight.

The estate of the late artist has released

five reproductions of Knight's original

charcoal drawings, from his classic book.
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graphical location. Incidentally, other

American technologies, notably those of

Amazonia and southern Central America,

are different in most ways and provide no

hint of a common background or history

with Mesoamerican papermaking.

Finally, the shared features and innova-

tions suggest a family tree for these indus-

tries with a history of common inheritance

and local differentiation. In it, Meso-

american paper technology evolves from a

prototype shared with Sulawesi bark cloth

and moves toward the threshold of true

papermaking. Evidence from China sug-

gests that this threshold was crossed some-

time between 2,500 and 2,000 years ago,

possibly in southern China or Indochina.

Mesoamerica, however, acquired a ver-

sion of the technology as it existed just

prior to this event, probably from the area

that includes Indochina, Taiwan, and the

Philippine Islands, where the two beater

forms occur together archeologicallyiy

the time ethnographers reached the aa,

the craft had disappeared, its place tain

by weaving and true papermaking.

All this points to the direct transfeof

technology from Southeast Asia to M.>
america, apparently by a sea voyage t.-

took place about 2,500 years ago. C

trary to what some might expect, Pol\

sian tapa making—perhaps the most e

orate set of procedures ever devised

make bark cloth—does not provide a ci

ible Hnk between the Indonesian ;

Mesoamerican technologies. For

thing, archeology suggests that the oi

fringes of Polynesia (including Ha\\

the Marquesas, and Easter Island,

closest landfalls to the Americas) w

still undiscovered and unoccupied at

time when they might have served as si

ping stones to Mesoamerica. More im[

tant, Polynesian technology itself,

A samplingofclub-shaped bark beaters,from left to

right (approximately one-third actual size): recent

wooden beaterfrom Honduras, stone beatersfrom pTt

Columbian Mexico and Guatemala, Neolithic stone

beatersfrom Vietnam and the Philippines, late ninete^

century wooden beaterfrom eastern Indonesia.

12 Natural History 6/91



igh related to that of island Southeast

,, appears to have branched off earlier

1 Mesoamerican papermaking.

'olynesian tapa making has its own dis-

i tive characteristics, such as the use of

[ollow wood anvil, and lacks many key

( ures that link Java and Sulawesi to

ksoamerica, notably the unique racquet

).ter with a stone head, unknown in the

'i ific east of the Philippines. The east-

\d progress of tapa making appears to

lie been relatively slow, particularly af-

pit reached Fiji, and the technology was

nbably introduced into easternmost

' jTiesia by its first settlers no more than

! )0 years ago.

tudents of Native American civiliza-

I
have been reluctant to face the impli-

; ons of these findings for many reasons.

iome, the difficulties are concrete and

liCtical. How is one to visualize a voyage

I, )0 years ago that was almost impos-

sible for Spaniards in the 1 500s? Why did

it leave ho archeological traces in the in-

tervening islands of the Pacific? Why
should castaways, if such they were, carry

with them and introduce the technology of

papermaking? Why don't we have other

evidence of their arrival?

Plausible answers exist for all these que-

ries. Although we know little about it,

navigation in the China Sea 2,500 years

ago may have been more effective in some

ways than that of the sixteenth-century

Spaniards and Portuguese. There are also

excellent geographical and navigational

reasons why such travel might have left no

traces in the Pacific islands. The winds

and currents of the Pacific Ocean north of

the equator force ships sailing from the

Philippine Islands to Mexico's west coast

to take a route well north of Hawaii, with

no island stopovers (this route was discov-

ered by the Spaniards in 1 565 and, until

1815, was used by the Manila Galleon,

which brought Chinese silks and porcelain

to Acapulco in exchange for silver). As
Thor Heyerdahl, of Kon Tiki fame, noted

many years ago, it is a route as short in

miles as any farther south, although our

flat maps fail to convey this, and because

of the Japanese Current, it is actually

shorter than alternatives in miles of "sur-

face water."

The travelers who brought papermak-

ing to the New World may not have been
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U.S. National Museum Two racquet-type beaters collected early this century

from central Sulawesi (left, less than half-size) compai
with two Mexican examples, a beater (ca. a.d. 700)

from the Tehuacan valley and a pre-Columbian beater

headfrom the state ofOaxaca.

castaways at all, but explorers or delib-

erate settlers. They may even have been

Mesoamerican returnees, strongly moti-

vated to get home after an intentional or

unintentional trip westward to Asia,

which was favored by prevailing winds

and currents. Finally, there is other evi-

dence of transpacific contact, although it

is all controversial. Among this evidence

are certain features of the Mesoamerican

calendar—especially the ordered list of

twenty day names—that David H. Kelley,

of the University of Calgary, believes were

borrowed from Asian sources.

For other skeptics, the issue is primarily

one of methodology Since the 1930s, it

has been unfashionable to use ethno-

graphic data, as I have done, to construct

schemes of cultural relatedness or to infer

past events. The problems that compara-

tive ethnographic studies were designed to

address, however—-those of the history of

prehistoric and preliterate societies—are

still before us. There is a wealth of rele-

vant information contained in ethno-

graphic materials that can be profitably

integrated with our now greatly expanded

archeological knowledge.

Finally, and perhaps most often, the

objections are theoretical. For decades,

archeologists have cultivated a view of

human societies as self-contained, local-

ized systems, whose evolution is largely

determined by needs and causes that are,

if not internal, at least local in origin. In

this vision, there is little room for input

from the outside. Even when grudgingly

recognized, introduced foreign elements

are most often seen as powerless to modify

the strong chains of cause and effect that

connect local environments, local eco

mies, local social and political systei

and even local ideologies.

The best that can be said of such a vi

is that it is shortsighted. It may be di

cult, at this point, to assess the degree

which Asia and Mesoamerica were inde

interconnected in pre-Columbian timesi

our thinking on this matter is to progre

however, we must be prepared to adr

that some contact could have occum

We must also cease to proceed as if «
tact and borrowing are always inheren

negligible as a cause of significant chan|

Only then will we transcend such ai

quarian pursuits as the comparison of
\

permaking or calendars and seriously

!

dress the greater questions: Was Ma
civilization different as a result of conti

with Asia, and if so, how different?
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A Naturalist at Large

And the Cat Shall Lie Down
with the Rat
Garbage heaven is a peaceable kingdom

for two legendary enemies

by James E. Childs

Four cats and three large rats were

feeding side by side from an overturned

trash can in a dimly lit, filthy alley in one

of Baltimore's worst neighborhoods. It

was 1 :00 a.m., and any people out that late

would have heard me muttering disjointed

sentences into a tape recorder or chortling

with joy at discovering a malodorous rat in

one of the traps I had carefully placed

under a rotting mattress or next to a moun-

tain of waste-filled plastic bags.

Because I have made cats and rats the

object of serious study, many people re-

gard me as a trifle touched. Even fellow

biologists look askance at me when I show

slides of my study sites at scientific meet-

ings. Aren't cats pets and rats little more

than city pigeons with fur? What can they

offer in terms of ecological insight?

This is an attitude I understand. I have

not always been an urban ecologist, but

only turned to this environment after my
plans to investigate foraging behavior in

pollen-feeding bats were dashed by lim-

ited funding. At the suggestion of my
Ph.D. adviser, Edwin Gould, I looked into

the possibilities of studying urban cats. To

my astonishment, a perusal of the litera-

ture on their ecology revealed almost noth-

ing. Until relatively recent studies by Jane

Dards, formerly of England's University

of Bradford, and Carol Haspel, of New
York's LaGuardia Community College,

urban cats were forgotten or ignored ani-

mals, in part because of their unglamorous

surroundings.

I began roaming the streets to observe

how free-ranging cats—feral cats and

strays, as well as house cats allowed to

wander freely—make a living in a city.

Because cats are active at night, I was

mostly involved in nocturnal study and

On a Baltimore street, an indifferent cat looks

the other way as a large rat passes by.

James E. Childs

immediately found myself confronting

other common denizen of the city's set

ier places, the brown, or Norway, rat.

interest was piqued when I watched th

mythical enemies feed peacefully fr

.

the same garbage heap, drink from c
puddle, and nonchalantly pass each otr

on well-worn, shared paths. Here was e

potential to study the interactions of i"

species usually cast in a predator-p

struggle. This had the makings of a cla:

.

ecological drama, but with a twist—it ' s

played on grim city streets and stari

little-known actors.

Both cats and rats hold prominent p|

tions in human mythology and history,

guardians of the grain stores, dom(

cated cats were sacred in ancient Eg
Norway and black rats, on the other hj

have been credited with causing more

man deaths as carriers of disease thai

the world's wars and revolutions o

bined. The cat's role in suppressing sti

villains was well worth investigating;)

public health significance added to its e

logical interest.

As the epitome of predator and p(

the pair have been inextricably linked

history and fable. In the eighteenth o

tury, Frederick the Great of Prussia i

quired a levy of cats from conquei

towns to protect his grain stores fromi

dent vermin. In the nineteenth centi

the British Post Office allotted a port*

of its budget to maintaining cats on i

premises to control mice and rats.

The cat's legendary abilities as a i

catcher have not been universally

cepted, however, and only in the last fo

years or so have scientists begun to stu

the relationship between these animals, i

1953, British ecologist Charles Elton -

ported that farm cats would not necess

ily clear a farm of existing rat infestatio

.

but that they could keep buildings fi-
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Ti rat reinfestations once the existing

populations had been eliminated by

le other means, such as poison. Elton's

elusions were only inferential, how-

r. He compared rates of reinfestation

farms with and without cats. In 1957,

legist David E. Davis, of Johns Hop-

s University, found that barnyard cats

Maryland farms delayed the spring

rease in rat numbers (associated with

ewed breeding activity after a winter

) and hastened the population decline

the fall (when reproductive activity

in slowed down). In 1951, another

ins Hopkins scientist, William B. Jack-

, examined cat feces for rat remains

1 concluded that individual urban cats

loved an average of twenty-eight rats

year off the streets—at most, 20 per-

I
it of the number needed to keep rat

i )ulations under control,

fhus, for all the storied fame of cats

ing, eating, and otherwise abusing rats,

' jntists had little to say on the subject;

side of the laboratory, few people had

icribed natural encounters of cats and

1 s, much less the act of predation. I was

ermined to see for myself cat and rat

sractions in the alleys of Baltimore.

First I had to pinpoint places where

li h species existed in large enough num-

li-s to make my observations meaningful,

llisited the Baltimore City Animal Shel-

|! to find out where shelter wardens re-

iived the most dead cats from the

s eets. With what I hoped was a map of

It spots for free-ranging cats, I drove

tough those alleys and streets at all

1 urs of the night counting the cats I saw.

1 )t only tlid the map serve admirably in

l.ding me to locations with large num-

Irs of cats; to my surprise it was equally

i table for predicting where the most rats

're to be found. Only later did I come to

Spreciate how opportunistic both species
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are, living almost exclusively off the

bounty of human refuse.

At night, I used my car as a blind to

watch for interactions between cats and

rats. By parking near street lights, I could

accurately record whatever happened

within about fifty feet. Witnessing cats

killing rats turned out to be remarkably

difficult, and in more than a thousand

hours of watching cats and rats together, I

saw only five kills. I also needed to study

the victims, but capturing them turned

out to be equally trying; cats often took off

with their prey when they saw I was inter-

ested. After prolonged chases on foot, I

recovered only three rats.

Then I realized that a large number of

people in the neighborhood with a soft

spot for the down and out were feeding

free-ranging cats. (Later, in a door-to-door

survey, I found that approximately 16 per-

cent of city residents do.) Because cats

sometimes reward their benefactors with

fresh kills, I enlisted the support of neigh-

borhood cat fanciers who were willing to

collect and save the odd pieces of rat that

showed up on their doorsteps.

I knew that in the process of weaning,

when the litter is about four weeks old,

cats bring prey to the nest to introduce

kittens to solid foods. I located the dens of

several feral cats and added to my collec-

tion of rat samples in this way. Because

many of the victims consisted only of ined-

ible leftovers, such as heads, feet, and

tails, I trapped live rats to establish crite-

ria for sizing and aging my growing collec-

tion of rat parts. I could compare these

trapped rats with those killed by cats.

The results of the data from my prey

collections were unequivocal. Yes, cats

did prey on rats, but exclusively on small

rats that weighed less than seven ounces.

My trapped population of rats from the

same alleys averaged almost fourteen

ounces, and some weighed in at more than

a pound and a half. About one in ten

weighed less than seven ounces, and they

were juveniles, too young to have repro-

duced. Removing a small number of them
would have a minimal impact on rat popu-

lations.

With this information, I decided to ex-

pand my studies of rat ecology to parks in

Baltimore. Although within the city lim-

its, the areas chosen for detailed studies

approximated rural settings because they

were not frequented by people, nor was

refuse available. Perhaps these results

would bear out the traditional view that

cats control rat populations. With fellow

Johns Hopkins researchers Greg Glass

and George Korch, I trapped live rats in

both habitats; then examined, measured,

and tagged them before releasing them

where they had been captured. Later,

when we recaptured marked rats, we com-

puted and compared growth rates.

The results showed that a rat's size at a

given age depends upon where it lives.

Inner-city rats are relative giants; males

and females weigh an average of 40 per-

cent more than, and grow twice as fast as,

their parkland cousins. Rats of identical

weight in inner-city and park areas are of

very different ages because park rats take

a much longer time to reach a given size.

We also calculated rat longevity from re-

captured, tagged animals and found that

life expectancy is nearly identical for rats

from both habitats.

We also discovered something else

when we examined the reproductive

characteristics of rats: sexual maturity de-

pends on size rather than age. Females can

become pregnant once they reach a

weight of about 7 ounces, regardless of

how old they are and whether they live in

alleys or parks. Male rats also showed sex-

ual maturation upon reaching 7 ounces.

This means that park rats reach reproduc-

tive maturity later than those in the

streets. Females weighing between 7 ei

10.5 ounces have litter sizes of eight, wl

;

females weighing between 14 and 1 >

ounces average thirteen young. (The V(^'

largest females, weighing more than i

ounces, produce litters of ten, which in-

cates that reproductive capacity probaV

tapers off with size and age.)

Well-provisioned rats in inner-city lo -

tions with lots of high-energy garbage i;

huge compared with those from park lo^

tions with poorer pickings. As early

1949, Davis raised rats from both urb

and rural environments in his laboratc,

and found that given equal rations, in-

viduals grew at identical rates al

reached comparable adult size,

documenting size variation in natu

populations, we confirmed Davis's sti-

ies, showing that differences depend upi

habitat and not genetic variation.

The suitability of garbage as a fcl

source for urban rats was explored in 1

9

by Martin Schein and Holmes Orgain,

the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene a i

Public Health. This pair collected mi:

than 45,000 pounds of garbage from c

;

In Gustave Dore's 1868 wood engraving, the cat

maintains its legendary role as rat catcher.
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'^sidential block over a five-month period,

ley then sorted the trash into manage-

le samples and established that more

an 30 percent of the material, by weight,

IS potentially edible by rats. City rats

;re then trapped by the investigators and

"ered samples of fifty of the most com-

Dn items found in the garbage. The rats

eferred such garbage food items as

rambled eggs, macaroni and cheese,

oked com kernels, and virtually any of

s raw vegetables to standard laboratory

t chow. The authors concluded that the

lount of edible and available garbage

IS well in excess of the needs of the street

ts. Although the garbage preferences of

'ral cats have not been studied in such a

;orous fashion, recent studies have

'own that cats esteem garbage as a

'urce of food as much as rats do.

So what are the implications for free-

'nging cats and their traditional role as

'

t catchers? If cats kill rats only within a

' nited size range, then a parkland rat that

' Ices six months to reach seven ounces has

:onsiderably greater risk of being eaten

an does an inner-city rat that reaches

is size in three months. In addition, the

iter-growing city rats will begin re-

oducing earlier and produce more

ung over a given life span. Thus, cats are

obably far more effective in controlling

ral rat populations.

We can hypothesize that over the

urse ofhuman history, the role of the cat

controlling rats has changed dramati-

Uy. In the agrarian past, Norway rats

esumably resembled the smaller rural

limals of today, and their populations

)uld have been more readily limited by

t predation. With urban development,

e rat has grown fat off the excesses of

iman refuse and therefore is increas-

gly protected from the influences of pre-

ition. In addition, an energy-rich, con-

intly replenished food supply has

ovided the urban cat with an irresistible

tentative to the hard life of a predator,

ike bears that have become addicted to

irbage in tourist areas of national parks

id forests, inner-city cats have become
;pendent on refuse. Although we regard

le problem of garbage accumulation and

sposal as an environmental dilemma, we
ight also consider, if only in passing, its

feet on a legendary predator-prey rela-

anship.

mies E. Childs is an associate professor

the Department of Immunology and

ifectious Diseases at the Johns Hopkins

niversity School ofHygiene and Public

'ealth, where he studies diseases that

Us, rats, and other animals transmit to

umans.
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or a change of pace:

)ickAnderson and
he Gooperstown Gap
rom
^ands' End.

You know what's fun? Surprising people.

Just when they're expecting another

fastball, float a big lazy change-up over

the plate.

We're talking baseball for good

reason. A year or so ago, somebody at

Lands' End got the feeling that we
needed a surprise in our catalog. Some-

thing fun. Sort of like the

prize in the Crackerjack*

box. Well okay, it wasn't

just somebody. It was
Dick Anderson, our presi-

dent. We'll let him explain

what happened next:

"One day I was out to a game, and right

next to me, there was a cameraman from

NBC. He had a Brooklyn Dodger cap on.

It was the same cap the baDplayers wore

!

He let me look at it, and it was beautifully

made. Lands' End quality."

The cap appealed to Dick for another

reason besides the pure fun of it. "In a

way, a baseball cap is kind of a classic.

And particularly American. Like the

clothing in our catalog."

Dick handed his idea off to our Mer-

chandising Department, and soon these

"new old" caps appeared in our Early

June 1990 catalog, six of them. In a wool

blend. With authentic team logos. And
available in individual sizes-none of that

"one size fits aU" stuff.

The caps were even true to our in-

sistence on value. "We were able to put

them in our catalog for less than you
could buy them for at retail."

Our customers loved these nostalgic

caps-so much so, we sold out. And began
thinking about other surprises for our

catalog.

We'll let you in on one. This year our

Gooperstown Caps woU return, this time

sixteen strong, along with a pip of a

baseball essay by the inimitable George

Plimpton. We don't think you'll want to

miss that major league event

!

If you want a turn at bat, write or call
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This View OF LiF

On the Loss ofa Limpet
A small snail gets a dubious honor and gives

us an important warning

by Stephen Jay Gould

Darwin marveled at the abundance of

giant Galapagos tortoises when he visited

the islands in September 1 835, but he also

noted a marked decline based on ease of

human exploitation for food. (Ships would
often take tortoises away by the hundreds,

stacking them live in the hold to provide

months of fresh meat "on the hoof." The
tortoises were essentially defenseless. As a

single barrier to capture, Darwin noted

that ships usually sent out hunting parties

in pairs, and two men could not lift the

largest animals.) Darwin wrote in the Voy-

age of the Beagle:

It is said that formerly single vessels have
taken away as many as seven hundred of
these animals and that the ship's company
of a frigate some years since brought down
two hundred to the beach in one day.

Although not threatened as a whole, the

species is much depleted today, and sev-

eral distinctive forms, once limited to sin-

gle islands, have disappeared. I saw the

saddest story of this legacy—Lonesome
George, the last individual of the saddle-

backed race from Pinta Island. No mate
has been found for George, although the

island has been scoured. He has been
moved, for safekeeping (and in an appar-

ently vain hope for salvation of his kind),

to a research station on Santa Cruz Island,

where I saw him several years ago. He is

well fed and surely pampered, and he may
live for another century or more; but his

lineage, at least as a pure pedigree, is

already extinct.

Every George must have his Martha.

The last passenger pigeon, also a mateless

vestige of a doomed race, died in the Cin-

cinnati Zoo on September 1, 1914. Mar-
tha's body was taken to the Cincinnati Ice

Company, suspended in a tank of water,

frozen inside a 300-pound block of ice, and
sent for extrication and stuffing to the

Smithsonian Institution, where she resides

today.

The Galapagos tortoises were vulner-

able and restricted in geography; their ex-

treme reduction and partial extinction

merits no special surprise. But how could

the superabundant and widespread pas-

senger pigeon crash and die within a cen-

tury? By some estimates, they were once

the most common bird in America. They
migrated in huge flocks over most of east-

em and central North America. Pioneer

ornithologist Alexander Wilson estimated

one such aggregation as containing more
than two billion birds. One colony in Wis-

consin spread out over 750 square miles.

The famous testimony of Audubon him-

self, made in Ohio just 100 years before

Martha's death, not only locates human
rapacity as the cause of eventual decline

but also depicts the fabulous abundance:

As the time of the arrival of the passenger
pigeons approached, their foes anxiously
prepared to receive them. Some persons
were ready with iron pots containing sul-

phur, others with torches of pine knots;

many had poles, and the rest, guns. . .

.

Everything was ready and all eyes were
fixed on the clear sky that could be

glimpsed amid the tall tree-tops S
denly a general cry burst forth, "Here tl

come!" The noise they made, even thoi

still distant, reminded me of a hard gale

sea, passing through the rigging of a ck
reefed vessel. The birds arrived and pas; li

over me. I felt a current of air that surpri: 1

me. Thousands of the pigeons were S( i

knocked down by the polemen, whilst m :

continued to pour in. The fires were Kght

,

then a magnificent, wonderful, almost te •

fying sight presented itself The pigec

arriving by the thousands, alighted eve

where, one above another, until s(

masses were formed on the branches
around. Here and there the perches g;

way with a crack under the weight, and
to the ground, destroying hundreds of bi

beneath. . . . The scene was one of upr
and confusion. . . . Even the gun repc

:

were seldom heard, and I was made aw;

of the firing only by seeing the shoot

reloading. . .

.

The picking up of the dead and wounc
birds was put off till morning. The pige(

were constantly coming and it was p
midnight before I noticed any decrease

the number of those arriving. The uprc

continued the whole night. . .

.

Towards the approach of day, the no
somewhat subsided. Long before I coi

distinguish them plainly, the pigeons bej

to move off. ... By sunrise all that w
able to fly had disappeared. . . . Eagles i

hawks, accompanied by a crowd of ^

tures, took their place and enjoyed th

share of the spoils. Then the author of

this devastation began to move among t

dead, the dying and the mangled, picki

up the pigeons and piling them in hea

When each man had as many as he cot

possibly dispose of, hogs were let loose

feed on the remainder.
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In 1805, passenger pigeons sold for a

penny a piece in the markets of New York

City. By 1870, the birds were still re-

producing only in the Great Lakes region.

Hunters used the newly invented tele-

graph to inform others about the location

of dwindling populations. Perhaps the last

large wild flock, some 250,000 birds, was

sighted in 1896. A gaggle of hunters,

alerted by telegraph, converged upon

them; fewer than 10,000 birds flew away.

The last wild passenger pigeon was killed

in Ohio in 1900. The few zoo colonies

dwindled, as keepers could never induce

the birds to breed regularly. By 1914, only

Martha remained.

These sad, oft-told tales are canonical

stories of the extinction saga: defenseless

populations composed of individuals that

are easy to find and profitable to kill. Re-

stricted compass on an island is the surest

path to destruction—the dodo or tortoise

model. But even a large, continental range

will not save a vulnerable population—the

passenger pigeon model.

One environment, however, has been

seen as a refuge for at least most kinds of

organisms: the open ocean. Here, or so the

argument goes, geographic ranges are

usually large enough, and ecological

tolerances sufficiently broad, to prevent

rapacious humanity (or any other agent of

extinction) from getting every last one.

Populations may be beaten way back, but

a few survivors will always manage to find

a refugium.

This argument about the oceans is as

old as modem biology itself. In the first

great document of evolutionary theory,

published in 1809, Lamarck tried to deny

extinction altogether (in his theory of cre-

ative response to perceived needs and in-

heritance of characters thus acquired, or-

ganisms should evolve fast enough to

overcome any environmental danger). But

Lamarck did allow an exception for con-

spicuous species on land. Even "Lamarck-

ian" response cannot be quick enough or

extensive enough to overcome the most

powerful and efficient agency of environ-

mental disturbance—human depreda-

tion. Lamarck wrote {Philosophie zoo-

logique, chapter 3):

If there really are lost species, it can doubt-

less only be among the large animals which
live on the dry parts of the earth; where man
exercises absolute sway, and has compassed
the destruction of all the individuals of

some species which he has not wished to

preserve or domesticate.

But small, inconspicuous oceanic species

should be immune from our influence:

Animals living in the waters, especially the

sea waters . . . are protected from the de-

struction of their species by man. Their

multiplication is so rapid and their means of

evading pursuit or traps are so great, that

there is no likelihood of his being able to

destroy the entire species of any of these

animals.

We would downplay Lamarck's opti-

mism about the oceans today. Conspicu-

ous species of large organisms with small

populations are vulnerable—and several

fishes and marine mammals, including

Steller's sea cow, have succumbed. But

Lamarck's distinction and prognostica-

tion have held. The ledgers of death in

historical times do not include marine in-

vertebrates.

Extinction ranks only with Baghdad,

the Civil War, and the decline of Yup-

piedom as an "in" topic for our current

season. We are so used to hearing tales of

destruction, so inured or even numbed at

this point, that we expect almost any spe-

cies, anywhere in the world, to be the next

victim (but don't hold your breath for rats,

cockroaches, and mosquitoes). We have

engraved the notion of fragility upon our

souls.

But step back from all these accounts of

death and think for a moment: have you

ever heard about the extinction of a ma-

rine invertebrate species, even among
widely exploited lobsters, scallops, or

conchs? We may drive a local population

of marine invertebrates to death, but

never an entire species. Many years ago, in

this forum, I told the sad story of

Coenobita diogenes, a large Bermudan

hermit crab, now apparently doomed be-

cause the only shell large enough to hold

its body, the whelk Cittarium pica, was

eaten to destruction on Bermuda. (The

crabs now eke out a tenuous existence

within fossil Cittarium shells eroded from

Bermudan hillsides.) I was deluged with

suggestions for salvation. One man of-

fered to design a plastic Cittarium and to

ship them by the thousands for distribu-

tion on Bermudan beaches. I was touched

by his ingenuity and generosity, but a

much simpler and more effective solution

exists. Cittarium pica is extinct on Ber-

muda, but not elsewhere. This species is

eaten with gusto on most West Indian

islands, and piles of empty shells are

stacked on beaches and roadsides. Any
enterprising savior of Coenobita could

easily fill a boat and bring the real McCoy
back to Bermuda.

In short, Lamarck was right, and his

distinction of sea and land has much to

teach us about the general phenomenon of

species death. By our records and reckon-

ing, no marine invertebrate species has

become extinct during historical times.

(Geological extinctions, of course, occur

at characteristic rates over millions of

years—thus illustrating the immensit;i|

diiference between our time and Cch

time.) Geerat Vermeij, a leading exper n l

oceanic life and its vulnerability, wrotin

1986 that "marine invertebrates are m-

lively immune from extinction." So i-

marck was right—that is, until Febru:/.

The February 1991 issue of the Biok-

cal Bulletin, the technical journal pj.

lished by the Marine Biological Labd-

tory at Woods Hole, contains an article n

the demise of the eelgrass limpet by Jar

T. Carlton and four other authors (incl

ing my good friend Gary Vermeij, \\

must now eat his words or be happy t.t

he wrote the disclaimer "relatively i-

mune from extinction").

Limpets are snails with an unusj

mode of growth. Snail shells are cones 1

1

expand slowly and wind around an axiis

they grow, thus producing the convi-

tional corkscrew of increasing width. 1

1

the limpet cone expands so rapidly ti

the shell never winds around its axis t

more than a fraction of a whorl. Thuii

limpet shell looks Uke a Chinese hat of e

old caricatures. The large open d
clamps tightly down upon a rock or a f( i

source, and this power of adhesion s

made the limpet a symbol of tenacity : i

stubbornness in many languages and i

tures. In England, for example, limfs

are (according to the OED) "officials -

leged to be superfluous but clinging)

their offices."

Lottia alveus, the eelgrass limpet of

;

western Atlantic, once lived in fair ab -

dance from Labrador to Long Isl; i

Sound. Although this geographic ra s

should be broad enough to win the us \

marine immunity from extinction, two -

culiar features placed the eelgrass lira t

in a rare category of vulnerability. First s

its name impUes, the eelgrass limpet li i

and fed only on a single species of pk

,

Zostera marina. {Zostera, a biologil

oddity in its own right, is one of the I

marine genera of angiosperms, or ordini

flowering plants. Most people assume t

all marine plants are algae, but a few

the most typical and "advanced" flow

ing land plants have managed to inv£

the oceans, usually forming beds of "i

grass" in shallow waters.)

L. alveus had a long and narrow shi

just wide enough to fit snugly ovei

Zostera blade. The limpet fed exclusiv

on epithelial cells of the sea grass. The fi

of Ixittia therefore depended upon t

health of Zostera. Moreover, Lottia 1

an unusually narrow range of physiolo

cal tolerance, particularly for changes

salinity. This limpet could not survive a

marked departure from normal oceai

salinity of some thirty-three parts i
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thousand, whereas Zostera spans a much
broader range and can live in brackish

waters of much reduced sahnity.

Both Zostera and Lottia originated in

the Pacific Ocean and invaded the North

Atlantic in late Tertiary times (just before

the ice ages), as many other species did,

through the Bering Strait and along the

Arctic Ocean. Populations of Lottia re-

main in both the eastern and western Pa-

cific, so the entire genus is not lost. (Tax-

onomists are still debating the status of

Lottia. Some regard the three popula-

tions—eastern Pacific, western Pacific,

and extinct Atlantic—as fully separate

species; others as subspecies of a single,

coherent group. In either case, the Atlan-

tic populations were distinct in form and

color and clearly represented some degree

of genetic differentiation.)

Atlantic specimens of Lottia were re-

ported as abundant by all collectors from

first extensive descriptions of the mid-

nineteenth century through the 1920s.

The last living specimens were reported in

1933. From the eariy 1970s through 1990,

the five authors have searched diligently

for L. alveus throughout its former range.

They also looked in fourteen major mu-

seum collections for specimens gathered

during the past fifty years—and found

none that could be verified. They even

searched through several herbarium col-

lections of Zostera, hoping that dried lim-

pet shells might be found on the pressed

sheets. (Museums often preserve refer-

ence collections of plants by flattening

them onto sheets of paper later bound into

books.) Again, no Lx)ttia could be found.

This diligence certainly merits our assent

to their preliminary conclusions that L
alveus is truly extinct in the Atlantic.

But why did Lottia gain the dubious

honor of first marine invertebrate to disap-

pear during historical time? Carlton and

coauthors have also provided a coherent

and satisfying explanation that neatly

combines a specific historical event with

the general biology of Lottia. Between

1920 and 1933, Zostera virtually disap-

peared from both the eastern and western

Atlantic Ocean. This species of sea grass

has suffered numerous declines through-

out its recorded history, but none nearly so

severe as this accidental correlate with

economic depression on adjacent lands.

(No, I will not try to link the collapse of

the stock market with the simultaneous

decimation of marine grasses.) The cause

of this near wipeout has been debated for

years, with disease and environmental

fluctuation as leading contenders. A series

of articles published during the 1980s has

decisively implicated a marine protist, the

slime mold Labyrinthula (a unicelled

creature that aggregates to form tern]-

rary colonies), as chief culprit. Infestatii

by the pathogenic species of Labyrinth
\

leads to the formation of small bla

patches on Zostera leaves. The patcfi

spread, eventually causing death and c

tachment of the entire blade.

This massive die-off of Zostera led i

marked changes in associated ecosysten

including a great reduction in migrate

waterfowl populations and the loss of co

mercial scallop fisheries. But neitf

Zostera nor any of these ecological dept

dents became entirely extinct. Zostera

self thrives in a much wider range

salinities than the pathogen Labyrinthu

can tolerate. All populations of nom
marine salinity were completely c

stroyed, but Zostera can also live in brae

ish water, while Labyrinthula cann^

Thus, relict Zostera populations hunker

down in low salinity refugia, and the sj

cies survived. Other species associat

with Zostera also pulled through, eitf

because they could also tolerate the li

salinities of Zostera refuges or becai

they could live on other resources,

though often with much smaller popu

tions, while Zostera was absent. Wh
Zostera returned after the Labyrinthi

epidemic subsided, these other species

flowered as well.

But consider the cruel fate of poor

alveus. This limpet lacked the flexibiiit

of all other species associated with Z
tera. Lottia could not hunker down w
Zostera in the low-salinity refugia I

cause this limpet could only live in nom
marine waters. And Lottia could i

switch to another host species because

ate only the epithelial cells of Zostt

blades. For Lottia, the total disappe

ance of Zostera in waters of normal sal

ity meant complete destruction. Zoste

returned, but no Lottia remained to gn

the renewed bounty.

The tale of Zostera and Lottia is o«
story among millions in natural histoi

Why choose to tell it in this forum?

'

merit report among a plethora of alterr

tives, stories must either be good enou;

in themselves or illustrative of somethi)

more general and interesting.

To begin with generalities, we migj

ask what the story of Zostera and Lott

can tell us about our chief parochial co

cem with the subject of extinction—

a

thropogenic assault on the biosphere ai

consequent loss of biodiversity. The a

swer, I think, must be "rather little

Lottia was no Galapagos tortoise or pJ

senger pigeon, a creature hounded

death by human hunters. Lottia didi

even fall victim to some unintended cons

quence of human disruption in natui
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, litats. In fact. Homo sapiens probably

. I nothing at all to do with the death of

tia (I doubt that one person in a million

r laid eyes on the creature). Lottia's

inction was an ordinary natural event,

1
kind that, summed through geological

s, produces the basic pattern of life's

ory. Epidemics are as intrinsic as wa-

1 and sunshine in the history of life. They

lu't usually wipe out a species entirely

;
the Labyrinthula epidemic spared

itera). Yet species clearly have dif-

jntial susceptibility to extinction, and

le factors of weakness enhance the pos-

lity of death in epidemics. Natural sc-

ion can only work for reproductive ad-

itages of the moment and cannot

rtly protect a species against unex-

ted vicissitudes of time. Many
;ngths of momentary selection engen-

a potential for later extinction as an

'ntended and detrimental side conse-

! ;nce. So long as Zostera bloomed and

Is stood at normal salinity, intense

I cialization may have aided individual

I n'a. But such narrowly committed

Tis are usually the first to go when

I
isual circumstances wipe out a highly

cific habitat, even temporarily. Marine

cies are relatively immune from extinc-

1 because few have such narrow com-

ments; but Lottia was an exception in

intense specialization—and it paid the

al price.

f Lottia has a message for the an-

opogenic theme, I would only propose a

tus as a symbol. As the first species to

(during historical times) in the one

litat that, from Lamarck to last Febru-

, seemed free of such danger, Lottia

St stand as a warning and an emblem

—

;he Crispus Attucks of a potential wave

he most protected arena if our environ-

ntal assaults worsen. Didn't British

ver laugh at the ragtag rebellion when

tucks and four others died in the Boston

issacre of 1770? As a warning, Lottia

ains the status of a good story in itself,

an emblem, Lottia wins the greatest

lerality of all. Most crises start with

nething small, something virtually be-

ith notice. But whispers soon grow to

irlwinds. Limpets, with their low pro-

:s and large apertures (often serving as

;tion cups for attachment), are meta-

ors for tenaciousness, for hunkering

wn in times of trouble. How appropri-

;, then, as a warning against compla-

icy, that a real version of this symbol

)uld be the first species to die in a realm

supposed invulnerability.

ephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

y, and the history ofscience at Harvard
\iiversity.
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Review

Like Every Place

YovLYQ Never Been
by Stephen Pruett-Jones

In the course of Bruce Beehler's fifteen-

year adventure in New Guinea he had a

hfetime of experiences, and in A Natural-

ist in New Guinea, he writes about them

for a lay audience. More than a chronolog-

ical account of what Beehler did and saw,

the book attempts to convey and explain,

through personal experience, why field bi-

ologists do what they do, why studies of

behavior and ecology are important in un-

derstanding the evolution and diversity of

life, and why New Guinea is so intriguing.

Although a history major in college,

Beehler was a precocious ornithologist

and field biologist. His senior undergradu-

A Naturalist in New Guinea, by Bruce

M. Beehler. University of Texas Press,

$26.95: 256 pp.. illus.

ate thesis, Birdlife of the Adirondack

Park, was published as a book and re-

mains an important regional field guide.

Such early promise was not overlooked,

and Beehler won a Watson Fellowship, a

sort of MacArthur award for undergradu-

ates—to do what you want, anywhere you

want, and see where it takes you. In

Beehler's case it took him to the South

Pacific and New Guinea in 1975, and

once there, he was hooked—as is almost

every biologist who visits the island. A
second book. Upland Birds ofNortheast-

ern New Guinea (Wau Ecology Institute,

1978), quickly followed Beehler's first trip

to New Guinea, and a third, the field

guide Birds of New Guinea, coauthored

by Thane Pratt and Dale Zimmerman
(Princeton University Press, 1986), fol-

lowed his graduate work. Coming so early

in his career, Beehler's contributions to

New Guinea ornithology have set him

apart and put him next in line in the pro-

gression of great naturalists who have

worked in New Guinea in this century:

Ernst Mayr, Stanley Rand, Thomas
Gilliard, and Jared Diamond.

For a trained scientist, the transition

from writing technical papers and books

to writing accounts of personal thoughts

and feelings is a difficult one. Beehler, to

his credit, succeeds as well as anyone who
has attempted this transition, and those

areas where he does not succeed are minor

or simply reflect that there is still much to

be written about the lives of field biolo-

gists. We are still waiting for someone to

tell our story as Garrison Keillor has for

Norwegian bachelor farmers.

The book is exciting because New
Guinea is exciting and because Beehler

had some amazing experiences there. He
describes for us his original research on

more than a dozen species of birds of para-

dise, and he takes us from lowland forests

to high-altitude moss forest and alpine

grasslands, to Irian Jaya (the state of Indo-

nesia comprising the western half of the

island) and several satellite islands. His

was not the average experience of an

American student working in New
Guinea. By his own admission, Beehler

has "all the impatience genes an Ameri-

can can inherit," and this impatience man-

ifested itself in an almost frenetic ap-

proach to his research and travels. When
he heard about a possible new species of

bird on Goodenough Island, he was on a

plane headed there within a matter of

days; when he learned that there was an

accessible population of the pale-billed

sicklebill in Papua New Guinea (the inde-

pendent commonwealth comprising the

eastern half of the island), he organized an

expedition to study it. Realizing that no

one had made careful observations of

Macgregor's bird of paradise, he found a

population in the remote alpine peaks of

the central mountains and the fundin »

do a study on them. Beehler took ad't

tage of any opportunity that provided le

possibility for ornithological discover

The book is also instructive. Besides it

accounts of his own actions, Beehler ;•

scribes the work of other scientists d

includes vignettes on rain forest ecol y

and conservation, the justification for li-

lecting specimens, island biogeograiy,

and the culture of Papua New Gui: i

Beehler writes for a lay audience and ( %

it well; he explains technical terms, i-

structs the reader as to field methods, d

Photographs by Bruce M. Beehler

Subalpineforest on Mount Bangeta
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deciphers complex ecological relation-

ships and evolutionary ideas. Nonetheless,

there are a few inconsistencies in this ap-

proach. Beehler goes so far as to describe

mist nets and to explain that snooker is

different from billiards, while at the same

time using such phrases as "a low level of

outcrossing, to reduce genetic load" with-

out further explanation. The only other

places where his style fails him, where the

prose is rather stiff" and curt, are where he

lapses into what I would call "journal

mode." These criticisms are minor; the

book is easy to read and enjoyable, and

educated and professional audiences will

also get much from it. If I had read this

book as an undergraduate, I would ha

been spellbound by the accounts and t

realization that one person could do i

much in such a short period of time

would have been inspired to run off i

New Guinea to begin my own adventun

My only disappointment in the bo

was what was not included. Living in Nc

Guinea, particularly as a field biolog

working with local people, one has coui

less small but significant and memoral

personal experiences. For example: leai

ing pidgin English and realizing that

say the word birthday you must say t

entire phrase de mama bilong mi i

karim mi—"the day my mother ga

Male bird ofparadise displaying to afemale in the canopy ofa tree



th to me"; talking to a woman in a

• age and having lier giggle hysterically

V en you ask her name; learning that men

i ^apua New Guinea like to put the testi-

c s of opossums in their shirt pocket be-

cise it gives them a "gutpela smeF—
f
)d smell; eating witchety grubs for the

f t time; observing the strength, stamina,

3^1 fortitude of Papua New Guineans,

t h women and men. And talking to an

c man who remembers seeing his first

£ plane or European, while his grandson

s nds by his side with a boom box want-

i to discuss the latest Bruce Lee movie.
' use the phrase of AirNiugini, the na-

hal airline. New Guinea really is like

' 'ery place you've never been." From

t perspective, I would have liked A Nat-

I ilist in New Guinea to contain more of

I se types of personal revelations and an-

1 lotes. Beehler includes some of them

—

ing the rain forest for the first time; the

ill of thinking you have just caught a

V, undescribed species of bird; trying to

ire out the difference between the pid-

English descriptions (here translated)

"distance": "a long way little," "a long

y," and "a long way true." But I wish

;re were more; they make for wonderful

ding and help convey the human side

:he work that biologists do. Every scien-

tist who has worked in New Guinea has

had them, and they are what make being a

naturalist there different from being a nat-

uralist anywhere else.

The book is also as much a historical

record of the biologists who worked in

New Guinea during the 1970s and 1980s

as it is a description about being a natural-

ist there. During his travels, Beehler came
into contact with most of the other biolo-

gists working in New Guinea, and his ac-

counts are an important contribution to

the history of research during this period.

With respect to American students, the

bird of paradise and bowerbird cadre con-

sisted of Thane Pratt, Bruce Beehler, Me-
linda Pruett-Jones, and me. We all worked

on Mount Missim, either concurrently or

in succession.

As Beehler describes it, Papua New
Guinea is changing rapidly and in ways

that make it increasingly more difficult

for students and other workers to attempt

what he did. Social unrest is rampant, and

working in the field is increasingly danger-

ous. When Melinda and I began our work

on Mount Missim in 1980, living in a for-

est camp was perfectly safe and our pre-

ferred accommodation. By 1987, through

experiences it would take a book to de-

scribe, we feared for our safety in the field

and were spending approximately 10 per-

cent of our research budget on security

guards. Although the lure of the moun-

tains and the birds will, I suspect, pull me
back there, one cannot at present consider

long-term research in New Guinea with-

out taking precautions.

If the societal situation improves and

dedicated naturalists are permitted the

opportunity to realize their passion for

New Guinea's flora and fauna, everyone

will benefit—New Guinea's citizens as

well as people everywhere with an interest

in this most fascinating of places. With

more than 70 percent of its forests remain-

ing intact, and not a single species yet

known to have been lost to extinction, Pa-

pua New Guinea still has something—one

might say everything—to conserve and

protect, and the opportunity remains to do

it right. A Naturalist in New Guinea high-

lights why it is so important that the effort

succeeds.

Stephen Pruett-Jones is an assistant pro-

fessor in the Department ofEcology and
Evolution at the University of Chicago.

Together with his wife, Melinda, he

workedfor eight years on birds ofpara-

dise and bowerbirds in Papua New
Guinea.
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The Shrike's Display Advertisini;
For butcherbirds, the message is a grisly medium

by Sarah A. Sloane

In the cool mist of a November dawn in

northern Florida, a bird the size of a robin

jets from a telephone wire and disappears

into the tall grass below. A moment later,

it pops up and lands on a nearby strand of

barbed wire with its prize: a newly

hatched hog-nose snake. With practiced

skill, and its hooked beak, the bird wraps

the serpent around a sharp barb. Within a

few seconds, the snake, still thrashing, is

impaled behind the head.

As the sun rises and the mist clears, a

startling sight, typical of these open

sandhills, meets the eye. For about ten feet

in each direction, twenty-six additional

victims, each neatly skewered on a barb,

attest to the hunting prowess of the small

predator—a loggerhead shrike. The open-

air mortuary includes racerunner lizards,

crickets, grasshoppers, beetles, and even a

leaf. All but one of the animals—a bril-

liant green scarab beetle—are dead, but

only a few have even begun to be de-

voured. This particular shrike, a male I

knew well, had worked fast. Just two days

earlier, I had removed and identified

twenty-eight items from his "larder."

For the next few weeks, I continued to

monitor this male's collection of prey By

catching and impaUng an average of one

item a day, he easily replaced the few that

disappeared. I was struck, however, by the

condition of the small animals that re-

mained. Some were completely dried out,

and others were rotten or teeming with

ants. Why did this bird fail to replace

these apparently no-longer-appetizing

items with fresh prey? The task would

certainly have been within his hunting ca-

pabilities, considering the speed with

which he restocked in the two days after I

stole his entire cache. I began to wonder if

the shrike's array of quarry served as more

than the food storehouse that many have

often assumed it to be.

A native of North America, the logger-

head ranges from Mexico to southern

Canada, while the northern shrike is

found in more northerly reaches of the

continent and is common and widespread

throughout Eurasia, where it is known as

the great gray shrike. Belonging to the

genus Lanius, Latin for "butcher," these

birds, like most others in the family of true
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A great gray shrike picks at a hefty

house sparrow skewered on a thorn.
Roland Mayf
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Shrikes avail themselves ofall kinds

ofprey within their ranges, but when
in season, insectsform a majorportion

oftheir diet. A bull-headed shrike,

endemic to eastern Asia, right,

manipulates an impaled mantis..

Remnants ofa kangaroo rat, below,

danglefrom a loggerhead larder in a

shrub in the American Southwest.

3 C Stierbrootte

shrikes, are characterized by their habit of

impaling or otherwise permanently secur-

ing prey that is occasionally still alive and

kicking. The habit has given rise to such

derogatory, if descriptive, common names
as butcherbird (the United States), Jackie

hangman (South Africa), murdering-bird

(England), and the strangler (Germany
and Israel). The name "shrike," derived

from "shriek," refers not to the cries of the

victims but to the shrike's own unmusical

vocaUzations.

To "impale," a shrike finds a suitable

pointed projection, such as a thorn, or

seeks out the forking branches of vegeta-

tion. Holding the prey in its bill, the bird

executes a series of sweeping movements

and eventually fixes its catch firmly by

piercing it with the thorn or wedging it in

the forking branches. Once the quarry is

secure, the shrike tears it apart and eats it

or simply abandons it, temporarily or per-

manently. Sometimes, uneaten portions of

prey, such as the relatively inedible head

of a bird or the pelvis and tail of a lizard,

remain on their stakes to rot. Individual

shrikes usually have favorite impaling ar-

eas within their territories. These pre-

ferred impaling grounds are often con-

spicuous and contain a variety of items. In

the desert of the American Southwest,

shrikes often make use of the tough spikes

of yuccas. The result looks somewhat like

a Christmas tree hung with grisly treats.

Although related to the songbirds,

shrikes resemble raptors, such as hawks

and falcons, in several ways and are

equipped with some weaponry that allows

them to strike and quickly dispatch

quarry their own size and larger. For ex-

ample, like raptors, shrikes have acute

eyesight, large, heavy heads, hooked bills,

and a notch, or tomial tooth, in the beak.

The last is thought to be a specialization

for killing vertebrates; the tooth helps to

dislocate the prey's neck vertebrae, the

death blow most often dealt to small

mammals and birds. Unlike raptors, how-

ever, shrikes do not have heavy talons.

Opportunists, shrikes will chase and

take small birds on the wing and are quick

and accurate in following them to cover in

tall grass. They swiftly pounce upon sm i

mammals they spot while silently survi

ing the landscape from a high vanta,

Shrikes deftly snatch flying insects, son

times devouring them in the air, and "< •

sting" venomous insects, such as bumb
bees, by rubbing their abdomens agains

;

perch and squeezing out the poison in t

:

manner of African bee-eaters.

In northern Florida, loggerhead shrill

are resident year round. Males and •

males behave alike during the late su

mer and fall, defending their own larj,
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pen territories from one another and

om all intruders. Defense involves driv-

ig away interlopers and singing from

igh vantage points, such as telephone

'ires and the tops of trees. Both the male

nd female impale during this time. Only

1 the early part of the breeding season

ate winter) can the identically plumaged
lales and females be distinguished be-

aviorally. Males expand their territories,

'hile females relinquish theirs and choose

lates, often a neighboring male. Court-

hip is a long process involving chases,

displays, and courtship feeding. The terri-

torial boundaries of a neighboring, court-

ing couple gradually dissolve, and the ter-

ritories coalesce for the nesting season.

For the remainder of the breeding season,

the female does not sing and impales

briefly only to dismember prey. The par-

ents separate and establish adjacent win-

ter territories after the second brood

fledges, and the cycle begins again.

The nest, often hidden in a low oak or

hawthorn, is built of twigs and lined with

grass. The female lays an average of four

speckled eggs and incubates them alone

while the male continues to defend the

territory and to provide the female with

some of her food. When the eggs hatch,

both parents feed the helpless nestlings

until they are ready to leave the nest about

eighteen days later. After fledging, the

awkward young beg from their parents

relentlessly and begin to playfully impale

leaves and bits of grass. Soon they are

hunting for themselves and impaling the

real thing.

While a shrike may perfect its impaling
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technique over time, the habit is an inher-

ited one. Juvenile shrikes raised alone in

captivity will attempt to fix prey on any-

thing available, including their wire cages.

The type of impaling implements at hand

during this critical learning period will

determine a shrike's impaling tendencies

for life. Young shrikes raised in the vicin-

ity of thorns favor impaling on thorns,

while those that become accustomed to

forked sites, for example, clothespins, pre-

fer to wedge their prey. This preference

remains so strong that a bird raised in

captivity and released will return to its

cage and a favored impaling implement

within it to skewer its prey. In this way,

falconers have trained shrikes to kill and

retrieve small birds.

In the 1960s, ornithologist Tom Cade
trained a northern shrike named Green to

hunt from a portable cage and observed

her forays in detail when he released her

near Lake Peters on Alaska's North

Slope:

Green flew free around camp all afternoon.

She caught many bumblebees on the wing,

and I found a decapitated fledgling long-

spur, which she apparently killed when I

was not watching. Again, I was impressed

by how she bided her time and waited for

the best advantage. On one occasion, she

sat on top of a big rock high up on the

alluvial fan. Many small birds—larks. Wa-
ter Pipits (Anthus spinolettd), redpolls

(Acanthis sp.), longspurs, and buntings

—

were excited by her presence and kept flit-

ting about and calling fifteen to twenty

yards away from the rock. When they flew

by fast close to the rock, the shrike showed
not the least inclination to chase; but this

was not the case with a Water Pipit that

came flitting straight toward the rock,

headed up into the wind, so that it was
slowed down. When it was about ten yards

from the rock and still headed straight for

it, the shrike suddenly attacked, and there

was a long, down-wind chase of several hun-

dred yards. The pipit finally escaped by
ringing up over the lake and out-climbing

the shrike. As the shrike turned away from
the pipit, she caught sight of a bumblebee
flying fully 100 feet up in the air and
snatched it in her beak while executing a

beautiful swooping pass.

But why do shrikes impale their prey?

Anthropomorphic explanations popular in

the past attributed the habit to the shrike's

Impaledfor days but left uneaten,

the dried corpse ofa chameleon in

the Negev Desert ofIsrael may catch

the eye ofafemale shrike.
Reuven Yosef

sense of "sport" or an inherent bloodthirst-

iness. Shrikes lack the strong feet and

piercing talons characteristic of classic

birds of prey, and one scientific theory,

first advanced in the mid-l 800s to explain

why shrikes secure their quarry, maintains

that the thorn, barb, or fork takes the

place of grasping talons and helps the

shrike to anchor and then dismember il

victims. Other current explanations n

volve around food storage. Shrikes ma
impale prey for later use in much the sam

way that squirrels bury edibles or acor

woodpeckers hoard nuts in "granary

trees. Such a cache may tide a bird over i

times of hardship and provide nourisl
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Females Seek Males
WITH Ready Cache
by Reuven Yosef

From June 1987 to June 1988, 1 stud-

ied impaling in twelve northern, or great

gray, shrikes in the Negev Desert of Is-

rael, about thirty-five miles south of

Beersheba.

Adult female and juvenile great grays

depart their nesting grounds in the

Negev right after the breeding season

ends, leaving male shrikes alone on their

approximately 150-acre territories for

most of the year. During this time, the

males exhibited a number of curious

behaviors. Like loggerheads, they tended

to impale in conspicuous places, and I

saw Eurasian kestrels and little owls

boldly steal food from shrike caches. The

males would replenish their stocks right

after the raptors left and continue to im-

pale in the same obvious spots. I also

noticed a seasonal trend: during summer,

after the females and juveniles had dis-

persed, I found no more than 15 to 20

items in each cache. But from September

to December, the shrikes added from 90

to 120 items, and stretches of barbed

wire and thorny bushes were festooned

with bodies. At the same time, the

shrikes also included inedible objects,

such as feathers, snails, and pieces of

cloth, in their collections.

Convinced that the males were build-

ing up impressive caches to attract fe-

males, which would start arriving in Jan-

uary, I decided to test the idea. I removed

the caches from some males' territories,

increased the cache size of others by add-

ing a variety of edible items, and simply

monitored the number of prey in a third,

control group. The results were predict-

able. Males with supplemented caches

were seen with females a month earlier

than were the control males; not surpris-

ingly, males stripped of their caches re-

mained bachelors and eventually aban-

doned their territories, disappearing

from the study area completely. These

results suggested that conspicuous lar-

ders did indeed attract females, and the

bigger the larder, the better.

The Negev shrikes nested mainly in

saltbushes and tamarisk trees. The pairs

with augmented caches nested three

times during the season, as compared

with once or twice by control pairs, and

almost doubled the number of offspring

they fledged for that season. Perhaps

early nesting simply gives a female more

time for more broods. But I think that

repeated nesting attempts may also be a

direct result of the extra food in larger

caches. During the courtship, incubation,

and nestling stages, the male feeds his

mate and the young both fresh food and

impaled food from the cache. Since I

added edible items to the caches, the

females on these territories may well

have been better nourished and perhaps

could better afford the physical rigors of

raising three broods. If so, a female's

choice of a male with an impressive lar-

der made good reproductive sense.

My study of the Israeli great gray

shrike is a good example of a kind of

time-dependent puzzle solving. During

summer, the lone male guards his terri-

tory and hunts only for himself. He im-

pales prey only if he succeeds in catching

something within forty minutes of having

eaten—the typical time required to man-

ufacture and eject a pellet composed of

the indigestible parts of the prey. At this

time of year, the male appears to be inter-

ested only in short-term storage. But dur-

ing autumn, he takes pains to enlarge his

cache. Although the male eats from this

cache when the weather is inclement or

when hunting has been poor, he also im-

pales inedible objects during this period,

suggesting conspicuous consumption, or

overkill. Females arrive in midwinter.

During courtship the female almost

never hunts and the male supplies her

with food. She builds the nest almost

completely on her own and incubates and

performs all the nest sanitation duties

until the young fledge. During these

stages, the female impales only when she

needs tp dismember largish animals,

such as snakes, mammals, or other birds.

In mid-June, the female departs. The

male is left to care for the last of the

brood and is usually free of them by mid-

July or the beginning of August. My be-

ing able to observe the full annual cycle

of the desert shrikes paid off, for only

early in the breeding season was it clear

that caches are important displays.

Reuven Yosef is an associate at the

Mitrani Center for Desert Ecology, the

Jacob Blaustein Institutefor Desert Re-

search, and the biology department of
Ben-Gurion University, Sede Soger

Campus, Israel. He is currently a doc-

toral student in zoology at Ohio State

University in Columbus.

ment for females and young during the

nesting period. Female shrikes have been

observed to eat prey impaled earlier by

their mates.

I first became interested in the question

of why shrikes impale while studying

them as a University of Florida under-

graduate. For the loggerheads in my study

site, the classic explanations of anchoring

and caching fell short. My birds rarely

impaled to tear prey apart and did not

return to claim and devour abandoned

prey even when temperatures were unsea-

sonably cold. To further test this hunch, I

carefully monitored all the objects im-

paled on a stretch of barbed wire that

crossed through five shrike territories. I

found that the birds c^id indeed "waste"

food. Nearly half (48 percent) of the items

were impaled whole and then abandoned

untouched. Since I was able to keep close

track of all items on the wire, in many
cases I eventually documented their grad-

ual disintegration and final disappear-

ance. Nothing vanished inexplicably, and

I never once observed any shrikes return-

ing to previously impaled prey. In addi-

tion, although the morsels that the shrikes

in my study site impaled were typical of

what they were catching and eating, they

did not impale hard-to-handle items more
often than easily manipulated ones.

All the kinds and sizes of prey I found

impaled had been easily grasped, killed,

and eaten by shrikes at other times. Crick-

ets were the item I found most frequently

stuck on the barbed wire; surprisingly, I

never saw shrikes in the process of impal-

ing them, but I frequently observed the

birds catching and eating them without

any manipulation at all, other than break-

ing the crusty chitin with the bill. Thus, I

had found some tantalizing evidence that,

at least in northern Florida, loggerhead

shrikes impaled a great deal of prey that

was never going to be eaten. This led me to

ponder other possible explanations for the

remarkable impaling habit.

For several reasons, I suspected that

impaled items were on display. The Une of

skewered corpses was unmistakable evi-

dence of a shrike's presence, and they

were fixed in conspicuous places, often on

naked barbed wire, even when plenty of
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A northern shrikeprepares to dine on

afreshly killed Wilson's warbler that

it has wedged inforked branches.
Tom Mangelsen

cryptic spots were available. Since noth-

ing else in the area impales, might the

shrikes themselves be using impaled prey

as a clear visual signal to other shrikes that

the territory is already occupied by one of

their kind? If impaling is a way of storing

food, why don't the shrikes attempt to

hide their goods, as do jays and squirrels,

to prevent them from becoming a ready

food source for other animals? (I did once

see a northern mockingbird eat a cricket

staked on a wire.)

My study area abounded in brushy

hawthorns that were full of thorns and

moderately leafy, even in winter. But even

when the shrikes used these bushes, they

generally staked their prey on thorns on

the outside of the tree rather than in the

relatively camouflaged interior.

Two other characteristics of shrike lar-

ders, in addition to their uniqueness and

visibility, increased my confidence that

they were used as visual displays. First, I

occasionally found inedible objects im-

paled, including leaves and unpalatable

grasshoppers. And finally, as I discovered

in my inventory of one male's larder, the

shrikes maintained a fairly constant num-

ber of impaled prey in their cache, regard-

less of the prey's condition.

I also witnessed male shrikes in two

types of situations—driving away rivals

and courting females—execute a display

that seemed to mimic impaling: the male

stood bolt upright and then "bowed,"

sweeping his bill along the ground or a

perch. The possibility that this display de-

rived from impaling movements intrigued

me and reinforced my idea that impaling

itself may be a display.

If so, a larder of impaled items may
indicate to a rival shrike that one of its

species has already taken up residence. Or

an extensive stock of hefty prey may sig-

nal an exceptional domain or an excep-

tional male. By such advertising, a good

hunter on a good territory may more easily

attract a female and ward off" male com-

petitors than males with meager larders.

Evidence that impaled items may indeed

attract females comes from a recent, year-

long study of great gray shrikes, con-

ducted by Reuven Yosef in the Negev

Desert of Israel {see page 37).

Impaling probably serves different or

multiple purposes depending on the shrike

species, the region, or even the time of

year. Both male and female loggerheads

in Florida remain on their territories all

year, they may have little need to stockpile

food but a great need to advertise terri-

tory. Farther north, the need to cache food

may be primary. Tom Cade found that

northern shrikes, especially during the

breeding season, fed heavily on the birds

and mammals in their caches. Also, the

size of available prey increases the farther

north one goes, so in higher latitudes, im-

paling may be essential for anchoring

some large catches before they are de-

voured. During the breeding season, only

7 percent of the loggerhead diet is made

up of vertebrates, whereas northern

shrikes dine on these large, hard-to-handle

prey 23 percent of the time.

Did impaling first evolve as a visual

display or as a means of anchoring prey or

caching food for later use, or perhaps as a

combination of all three? Although the

question will never be fully answered, I

find one scenario within the bounds of

possibihty. Laboratory studies have

shown that impaling movements are in-

nate and that shrikes deprived of impaling

implements have a difficult time handling

large prey. The ability to secure quarry

may have allowed an originally insectivo-

rous family of birds that lived mostly in

the Old World tropics to move into colder

areas where birds and manmials abound.

No longer limited to small invertebrate

foods and thus behaviorally suited to the

temperatures of Palearctic regions,

shrikes may have colonized Eurasia and

eventually North America. In these more

northern climes, caching would help sus-

tain the birds when the weather was cold

and food scarce.

Finally, because shrikes are unlikely to

mistake the meaning of a conspicuous

cache—that another shrike is present

—

impaling behavior may be an excellent

example of an "exaptation," a behavior

that arose in one context but now func-

tions in another. Today, throughout much
of the Northern Hemisphere and Africa, a

"trophy rack" of tiny corpses is evidence

that a shrike is at work. D
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A late-instargypsy moth larva
Mitsuhiko Imamori; Nature Production

The Multimillion-

Dollar Gypsy Moth
Question
The tree-destroyingpopulations ofthe caterpillar rise andfall. Why?

by Jack C. Schultz

For the second time in a decade, oak

forests on my farm in central Pennsylva-

nia were as bare this past July as they were

in January, thanks to the dancing poison

moth, as the gypsy moth is known in

China. In parts of Massachusetts, it may
be the ninth or tenth time such devasta-

tion has taken place since 1 869, when Leo-

pold Trouvelot brought gypsy moth larvae

from France to Medford, Massachusetts,

in an ill-fated attempt to breed a better

silkworm.

The gypsy moth caterpillar soon es-

caped from Trouvelot's home, and in

1889, the first major outbreak occurred.

Leafless trees alerted people in the Boston

area to the presence of an intrusive new

resident (by the end of its eight-week life,

the three-inch-long caterpillar is said to be

able to eat more than a square yard of

foliage). The population has since spread

throughout Massachusetts and beyond at

about fifteen miles per year; the insect's

range now extends north into Quebec,

west to Michigan, and south through

Maryland into Virginia. Inadvertent

transport of eggs by humans has estab-

lished isolated gypsy moth populations in

California, Oregon, and Washington, al-

most completing a global circuit from the

insect's native Japan.

Outbreaks occur along an advancing

front, after which the population declines

for a decade or so before another epidemic

occurs. During the intervening years, cat-

erpillars can be so rare as to seem absent

from the forest. But they are there. The
few eggs and larvae that persist in the low-

density years give rise to tens of millions of

caterpillars that strip our forests in out-

break years. This buildup' in numbers is

spectacular; population density can in-

crease three or four orders of magnitude in

only two years. This means that in the

course of two summers, egg numbers can

explode from 100 to as many as one mil-

lion per acre.

What causes these impressive out-

breaks, and why do they usually collapse

after only two to four years? This is a

multimillion-dollar question in terms of

lost recreational business (almost 13 mil-

lion acres were defoliated in 1981 in seven-

teen northeastern states), the death of oak

trees valuable to the furniture industry,

and the cost of control efforts. For exam-

ple, suppressing gypsy moth populations

between 1979 and 1983 cost $24.2 mil-

lion, an entomological battle second only

to the expensive war against the eastern

spruce budworm. Costs and the potential

environmental consequences of applying

pesticides over an ever-widening area sug-

gest why there is ample economic interest

in understanding the causes of gypsy moth

outbreaks and declines.

Moreover, these outbreaks present one

of the great mysteries of biology. Few spe-

cies of forest Lepidoptera (moths and but-

terflies) have outbreaks, and few out-

breaks last more than a couple of years.

Various studies have pointed to vertebrate

predators (cuckoos, starlings, grackles,

mice, skunks), invertebrate predators

(beetles, stinkbugs), and parasitoid insects

(whose larvae develop inside gypsy moth
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Enter the Fungal Factor
by Ann E. Hajek

d

eggs, caterpillars, or pupae) as agents con-

trolling gypsy moth populations. But these

natural enemies cannot regulate the explo-

sive growth of outbreaks.

Just a few years ago, a group of us at

Penn State thought we were close to solv-

ing the mystery of gypsy moth population

dynamics. We realized that host trees

were not passive participants in the drama

of gypsy moth outbreaks but fought back

by releasing defensive chemicals, mainly

phenols, into their foliage. These noxious

substances {see "Tree Tactics," Natural

History, May 1983) stunt caterpillar

growth and the number of eggs the female

moths lay. They also make each egg small-

er, which reduces the growth of the next

year's caterpillars.

Together with researchers Mary Carol

Rossiter and Ian Baldwin, I tried to deter-

mine the connection, if any, between leaf

chemistry and caterpillar population den-

sity. We raised gypsy moth caterpillars on

bag-covered branches of forty-five red

oaks and hired students to defoliate se-

lected trees. Caterpillars feeding on red

oaks that were defoliated more than 50

percent grew to be only two-thirds the size

of those feeding on trees with intact fo-

liage. Since our experimental caterpillars

still had plenty of food, we had to conclude

that their growth was reduced by declin-

ing leaf quality, not quantity. Apparently,

once the trees passed a critical level of

defoliation, they staved off utter ruin by

pouring phenols into their leaves.

Because the number of eggs a female

moth produces is directly related to her

size, and because her size is determined

entirely by her feeding success as a cater-

pillar (adults don't feed), we further con-

cluded that tree defense had to affect

moth fecundity.

Other researchers, meanwhile, demon-

strated that more than a score of trees

have "induced defense" responses, includ-

ing such gypsy moth favorites as aspen,

alder, willow, maple, and apple. With this

news, a reasonable model of the gypsy

moth cycle began to emerge: Defensive

responses by trees reduced the caterpillar

population; but as soon as outbreaks

faded, tree defenses waned. Then female

caterpillars eating phenol-free leaves

42 Natural History 6/91

The blackened bodies of dead gypsy

moth caterpillars covered the gray oak

trunks of a shady Connecticut woodlot. It

was mid-June 1989, and I, along with

other scientists who were closely watch-

ing the buildup of another population cy-

cle, was puzzled. We suspected that the

culprit wasn't the common gypsy moth

wilt virus, because it spreads only at the

height of infestations, after very dense

caterpillar populations have been defoli-

ating trees for at least one year

But caterpillar populations that June

were still sparse. Furthermore, the cadav-

ers were solid and mainly oriented head

downward, whereas caterpillars killed by

the virus are oozy and generally hang

from their midbody with head and abdo-

men dangling.

We dissected these cadavers and, un-

expectedly, found multitudes of fungal

spores. Although a fungus is known to

cause spectacular epizootics among Jap-

anese populations of gypsy moth caterpil-

lars, and efforts have been made by my-

self and others to release the pathogen in

this country, the fungal epizootic in

Connecticut was the first reported in

North America.

News of the discovery spread fast

among the community of entomologists

and foresters that have been battling

gypsy moth defoliations for decades. Cat-

erpillars from all over the Northeast were

sent to our laboratory for dissection, and

to our great surprise, biochemical analy-

sis of enzymes and DNA fragments of

the fungus isolated from cadavers re-

vealed that the pathogen was the same as

that known to cause epizootics in Japa-

nese populations. The fungus Entomo-

phaga (Greek for "insect eater") mai-

maiga was found in samples from six

other northeastern states as well.

But how did it get here? In the early

1900s, researchers at Harvard University

learned of the Japanese fungus and suc-

ceeded in bringing a few infected Japa-

nese caterpillars back to the Harvard-

Botanical Garden. The fungus from

these infected larvae was propagated and

released around Boston in 1 9 1 and 1911

in the hopes of controlling gypsy moth

outbreaks. The experiment failed.

This was the only documented in-

stance of the fungus's being intentionally

introduced into North America before

1985. In 1985 and 1986, 1 was part of a

team introducing it into southwestern

New York and northwestern Virginia.

But by mid-June of 1989, our efforts had

not caused die-offs at our release sites.

Perhaps we are now seeing the legacy

of the 1910-11 introductions, because to

have spread over so large an area, the

fungus must have been established for

some time. Perhaps some previous die-

offs attributed to the virus were actually

caused by this fungal pathogen. (To most

observers, cadavers of gypsy moth cater-

pillars killed by the fungus look very simi-

lar to those killed by the virus.)

In mid-June 1990, the fungus again

caused widespread die-offs, this time in

Entomophaga, magnified by electron

microscopy,formingspores
T. Butt

three more states. As in 1989, May was

rainy, apparently favoring the fungus.

Yet most of the caterpillars became in-

fected in June, which was generally dry.

How much moisture is necessary for the

fungus to cause epizootics?

We are left with more questions than

answers. Are these fungal die-offs rare

events or has the fungus been killing

some gypsy moth larvae all along? And

what factors trigger its ability to infect

the caterpillars?

What we do know is that the organism

lives in northeastern forests and wood-

lots. Given a combination of factors, the

fungus may be able to stop gypsy moth

caterpillars in their tracks.

Ann E. Hajek is a research associate

with the Boyce Thompson Institutefor

Plant Research at Cornell University.
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Afemale gypsy moth. top. lays a mass ofbuff-colored eggs.

which she covers with hairsfrom her body. The size of

the mass, perhaps 500 or more eggs, indicates that a caterpillar

outbreak may be imminent. Bottom: Newly hatched larvae

are buffcolored but turn black within aboutfour hours. If

the weather is rainy or cool, the larvae remain on the

egg mass; otherwise, they are attracted by the sunlight and

move up the tree trunk to be^nfeeding in the leafy canopy.

Id grow bigger and lay more eggs (as

ny as 1,000 eggs when an outbreak

ins, compared with 75 or 100 as the

break tapers off and during low-den-

years). Natural predators and para-

s could not keep up with outbreaks,

reasoned that the rise and fall of tree

enses, together with the impact of nat-

1 enemies, might explain the ups and

ms of the gypsy moth cycle.

Jut which natural enemies were impor-

t and how did tree defenses affect

m? The gypsy moth is subject to a

iety of bacterial, fungal, viral, and mi-

sporidian diseases that could play a

; in its population dynamics (see box),

jerienced insect pathologists assured

that gypsy moth nucleopolyhedrosis

IS, or wilt disease (so named because

A caterpillars hang limply from trees),

> a particularly important killer of the

erpillars in outbreak years. Several

dies have suggested that throughout

world, this viral disease causes out-

ak populations to crash,

iilaterpillars contract wilt disease when

y eat a leaf to which the virus, encased

a protein globule, has attached itself.

e protein coating around the virus dis-

hes in a caterpillar's gut, releasing thou-

ids of viruses, or virions, that after

)ut two weeks multiply enough to fill

entire body cavity. When the caterpil-

dies (its body collapses and becomes an

dng mass), the virions are released to

; outside, encased in a new protein coat-

; synthesized from the caterpillar's tis-

» and ready to be picked up by another

;erpillar.

Such viral epizootics occur only when
;erpillar populations are very dense. In

tbreak years, as much as 99 percent of a

pulation can be infected. When cater-

lars are few and far between, however,

V are likely to encounter the pathogen at

, and many viruses die before finding a

St. (The virus can, however, stay alive

tside a host for at least a year if shielded

)m ultraviolet light. Sometimes, rain

ishes the protein cases containing the

thogen from the leaves onto tree trunks

lere female gypsy moths deposit egg

isses over them, protecting the virus

)m sunlight through the winter. Larvae

mro3bl Ogawa; Nature Production

Robert Noonan
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Late-instar caterpillars, which can grow to be three inches long,

eat voraciously at night and travel down the tree trunk to rest

during the day. The larvae secrete white trails ofsilk that serve

as anchors and allow them tofind their way back up the trees.

II Ogawa; Nature Production

chewing their way out of the egg mass

early the following spring become in-

fected and carry the virus onto the leaves.

There they die, leaving more viral protein

cases for other caterpillars to ingest.)

Because phenols, including tannins, of-

ten act by associating with, and altering

the activity of, proteins, Penn State re-

searchers Bill Yendol, Bill McCarthy, and

Steve Keating and I were curious about

the effects of ingesting the virus and

leaves together. We undertook a series of

studies to determine whether different

leaves have differing effects on the virus's

ability to kill caterpillars. We found that

on tannin-rich oak leaves, the virus was

considerably less effective at killing larvae

than when it was on aspen leaves, which

are lower in phenols. In general, the more

concentrated the phenols (which depends

on the type of tree, soil quality, water

availability) in tree leaves, the less deadly

the virus. We even discovered that in the

laboratory, we could stop the viral infec-

tion altogether by using purified phenolic

compounds like those found in oaks. We
have yet to identify the actual biochemi-

cal mechanisms involved, but we suspect

that when phenols are present, the viral

protein does not readily dissolve inside the

caterpillar's gut, so the deadly virions are

not released. Alternatively, phenols may
interfere with the virus's ability to recog-

nize and infect gypsy moth cells.

So far, we have determined that highly

concentrated phenols in trees reduce the

caterpillar population by limiting the size

of caterpillars and, consequently, the size

of the female's egg cluster. But we also

know that these same chemicals help cat-

erpillars survive by disabling the wilt vi-

rus. Forest stands of red oaks, with their

tannin-rich foliage, may even provide cat-

erpillars with safe havens from disease. In

stands dominated by trees such as aspen,

however, incipient gypsy moth outbreaks

are quickly suppressed by viral epidemics.

Recently we were able to show that

larvae become virtually immune to the

virus as the trees on which they feed re-

spond to increasing defoliation. Tree de-

fenses raise the threshold of caterpillar

vulnerability to disease and also allow

populations to grow denser without be-

coming more susceptible to infection. For

these reasons, the benefits of ingesting

phenols appear to outweigh the costs.

Given the presence of the virus, the trees'

defensive tactic apparently has backfired.

As far as the gypsy moth is concerned,

the disease-related benefits of eating cer-

tain kinds of leaves may have selected for

continued feeding on phenol-rich trees de-

spite their effects on egg production.

Whether phenol-resistant viruses have

evolved remains unknown. I would sus-

pect that if there is a virus resistant to the

leaf phenols, it does better and better as an

outbreak persists (two to three years), and

selection may favor it during this short

period. This resistant virus would displace

its more vulnerable counterpart, the tree's

influence on disease would therefore even-

tually break down, and the virus popula-

tion would shift to the resistant type. This

would explain how a viral infection could

end a caterpillar outbreak even as the

leaves were becoming more and more

toxic to the virus.

Only during the past ten years have

ecologists integrated disease into their

studies of insect populations, probably be-

cause most of us were not trained in micro-

biology or pathology. But the influence of

pathogens on the lives, populations, and

communities of many organisms forces us

to expand our perspective. Plant patholo-

gists tell me how difficult it is to study

plant viruses when phenols are present.

Recent studies have shown that plant phe-

nols are effective agents against polio, her-

pes simplex, hepatitis, and rabies viruses

in humans and in animals.

In nature, this means that disease-host

interactions are frequently mediated by

diet; in the case of gypsy moths, by tree

leaves. We caimot understand these inter-

actions or their outcome without detailed

studies of the mechanisms involved and

the collaboration of scientists with widely

divergent skills. This approach has

brought us a little closer to understanding

aspects of this three-sided interaction be-

tween trees, gypsy moths, and disease, but

we have yet to pinpoint precisely what

happens. In the meantime, outbreaks this

summer may be massive, as war and pesti-

lence in the canopy go on. D
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eling at a speedofup to 1 50,000 miles per hour,

t net or an asteroid colliding with the earth would

a crater more than a hundred miles in diameter.

is artist's rendition ofthe late Cretaceous

\ct, a six-mile-wide comet strikes an ocean.

retaceous Ground Zero
y-five millionyears ago, a large asteroid or comet struck the earth with

istating consequences, but where is the crater?

\lan R. Hildebrand and William V. Boynton

February 1990, while Bill Boynton,

idviser and collaborator, worked on

rejects, I traveled to Haiti's southern

isula to examine a key piece of evi-

e in our search for the scar left by a

jt or an asteroid that struck the earth

le end of the Cretaceous, 65 miUion

5 ago. Leaning into the steep hillside, I

3ed away loose dirt and vegetation

uring the underlying rocks. With help

1 Dave Kring, a colleague at the Uni-

ty of Arizona, I gradually exposed a

1 surface and began collecting sam-

from the various sedimentary layers,

indwiched in the middle of a thick

ence of Ught gray marine limestone of

3eloc Formation (named for a nearby

ian village) is a 1 '/2-foot-thick layer of

nish brown clay. Below this layer are

microscopic fossils of plankton that

1 in the seas at the end of the Creta-

is; above it, the fossils date from the

est Tertiary. The clay bed is like a

cmark inserted between two chapters

le earth's history: one dominated by

t reptiles; the other ruled by mam-
. Although some paleontologists ar-

that the dinosaurs were already in

ine shortly before the end of the Cre-

ous, none have been found in rocks

nger than 65 million years. Mannmals

coexisted with the giant reptiles for

ions of years, but only in the early

iary did they begin to rapidly diver-

filling the void left by the extinction

he dinosaurs. The change in sea life

equally dramatic. In a geologic in-

it, almost three-quarters of all marine

:ies became extinct at the boundary,

dthough I had studied the Creta-

ceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary at sites

from Alberta to Austria and had previ-

ously seen samples from the Haitian

boundary collected by Florentine Maur-

rasse, a geologist at Florida International

University, my excitement grew as I ex-

amined half a dozen outcrops of the clay

layer where the Beloc Formation angled

across the hills. The rocks at each expo-

sure had been altered by the severe weath-

ering typical of the tropics and distorted

by the folding and faulting that compli-

cates much of the Caribbean's geologic

past. One outcrop, however, recorded the

final events of the Cretaceous with re-

markable clarity. With the same care that

a paleontologist gives to preserving a rare

dinosaur bone, I wrapped a thirty-pound

chunk of the fragile clay in a cement-and-

burlap jacket for transport back to the

laboratory at the University of Arizona. I

had taken many samples, but with a piece

of the outcrop, I could show others exactly

what the Haitian layer looked like.

At the very top of the boundary layer

lies a pencil-thick sheet of gray clay. This

layer has been found around the world

wherever a complete sequence of the

boundary strata is preserved. An outcrop

of this clay layer in Italy's Apennines

range, near the town of Gubbio, provided

the first tangible evidence that a comet or

an asteroid might have been responsible

for the mass extinction at the end of the

Cretaceous. In the late 1970s, after re-

turning from a field trip to the area, Wal-

ter Alvarez, a geologist at the University

of California at Berkeley, mentioned the

strange clay to his father, physicist Luis

Alvarez, also at Berkeley.

Luis Alvarez suggested measuring the

amount of iridium in the clay. This novel

approach might reveal whether the clay

had been deposited over a short period or

had accumulated gradually. Iridium is an

extremely rare element in the earth's

outer crust. Early in our planet's evolu-

tion, iridium and the other platinum group

metals, such as palladium and osmium,

migrated downward with metallic iron to

form the earth's core, leaving the mantle

and crust almost devoid of these elements.

What little iridium could be measured in

the clay layer would probably have come
from meteorites, whose high concentra-

tions of the element reflect its abundance

in the material from which the solar sys-

tem formed. Assuming that the rate at

which meteoritic dust settles has not

changed since the Cretaceous, the amount

of iridium in any layer would provide a

rough estimate of how quickly the layer

accumulated. The Berkeley scientists

were surprised to find that their samples

from the boundary near Gubbio contained

thirty times more iridium than could be

explained by even the most gradual accu-

mulation of the clay. Samples of the layer

collected from other parts of the world

showed even higher concentrations of this

rare element.

After puzzling over these extraordinary

results for several weeks, Luis Alvarez

and his colleagues reached a startUng con-

clusion: the iridium might have come

from a single, very large meteorite striking

the earth. They estimated that a comet or

an asteroid about five miles in diameter

would be required to supply the approxi-

mately 200,000 tons of iridium in the
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layer. (We suspect that it was most likely a

comet because comets contain lower con-

centrations of iridium than most asteroids

and can strike the earth at higher speeds,

producing a bigger impact for the same

amount of iridium. We will assume the

impact was caused by a comet, but an

asteroid is still a possibility.) The Berkeley

group also guessed that the impact lofted

enough debris into the atmosphere to com-

pletely block sunlight from the earth, thus

bringing photosynthesis to a halt. In the

cold and dark, the world's ecosystems col-

lapsed, precipitating widespread extinc-

tions on land and in the seas. In the dozen

years since the Alvarez paper was pub-

lished, other researchers have proposed

many more lethal effects of a large im-

pact. Acid rain derived from burning ni-

trogen in the atmosphere, for instance,

may have caused the marine extinctions,

but any number of impact-induced

changes in the environment may have con-

tributed to the demise of any one species.

The Alvarez hypothesis was not entirely

new. As early as 1750, Pierre de Mau-

pertuis, a French scientist, proposed that

comets had occasionally struck the earth,

causing extinctions by altering the atmo-

sphere and oceans. The iridium anomaly

discovered by the Berkeley group, how-

ever, established the first real Unk be-

tween a catastrophic impact and a mass

extinction and touched off a lively and

often heated debate over the significance

of the boundary layer. Some researchers

maintain that the iridium in the clay re-

sulted from a prolonged period of intense

volcanism. Similarly, they argue that the

volcanism could have precipitated the

mass extinction.

But whether or not the impact is di-

rectly responsible for the mass extinction,

we believe that the accumulating evi-

dence for a large impact at the end of the

Cretaceous is overwhelming. In addition

to the iridium (which has been found in

the same thin clay at more than 100 sites

around the world), the other platinum

group elements are present in the same

ratios found in meteorites. The ratioi of

these elements in volcanic dust, however.

are different by a factor of 500. Moreov

minerals in the clay layer, such as shocl

quartz, show features that can be p

duced only by the sudden, high pressui

created by an impact. The most violti

volcanic eruptions have never produc

shock features like those found in so*

boundary layer minerals.

One missing piece of the puzzle, whi

would eUminate the remaining doui

about the impact origin of the clay layer

the crater's whereabouts. The com

would have blasted a hole more than 1

miles in diameter in the earth's crust. B

where is it? Clues to its location are foui

in the boundary layer.

From observations of cometary orbi

we know that the speed of the approachi

comet was enormous—as much

150,000 miles per hour. As the com

ripped through the earth's atmosphere

just a few seconds, its surface becai

white hot. Then, as the comet plowed in

the earth, the impact created tremendo

pressures and temperatures—as much

one million times atmospheric pressu
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^ he moon, bright rays ofejecta blastedfrom the
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several thousand degrees. The vio-

:e of the collision completely vaporized

comet and ten times its mass of target

k: the material sprayed outward from

expanding crater at fifty times the

ed ofsound. The blast, which released a

usand times the energy of the world's

Jear arsenals, punched a broad hole

le twenty-five miles deep in the crust

I mantle. The fireball created by the im-

;t expanded upward, carrying some 400

)ic miles of debris high above the atmo-

lere. (For comparison, the 1980 erup-

1 of Mount St. Helens ejected less than

lird of a cubic mile of ash into the atmo-

lere.) Much of the finer material drifted

;he stratosphere for several months be-

e it eventually settled to the ground,

iting the entire globe with a thin layer of

lium-rich dust, the "fireball" layer.

Directly beneath the fireball layer lies

the "ejecta" layer. This second, distinct

layer is found only at localities in the vicin-

ity of the crater and was deposited by a

different process. Some 5,000 cubic miles

of melted and crushed rock was ejected

outward from the crater, unimpeded by

the atmosphere (which was partly blown

away by the shock of the impact), and fell

back to the ground within a few hours.

Given the size of the impact, the ejecta

blanket should be recognizable more than

3,000 miles from the crater in every direc-

tion. The blanket should be thickest near

ground zero and become thin and patchy

at greater distances.

In 1985, Jan Smit, a geologist at the

Geological Institute of the Free Univer-

sity in the Netherlands, noted the pres-

ence of the separate ejecta layer underly-

ing the thinner fireball layer at several

North American localities and concluded

that the impact probably occurred in this

part of the world. Since then, an ejecta

layer about three-quarters of an inch thick

has been found at many other localities in

the United States, Canada, and the

nearby oceans. The ejecta layer is missing

altogether from boundary sites in Europe,

Asia, Africa, the western Pacific, and

New Zealand.

One look at the K-T boundary in Haiti

and the significance of the site becomes

apparent. Directly beneath the thin gray

clay of the fireball layer lies a pale green-

ish brown clay layer, one and a half to four

feet thick. Now resting high in the moun-

tains, this clay—the ejecta that settled on

the floor of the ancient Caribbean Sea

—

contains some of the largest grains of

shocked quartz yet discovered and in

quantities ten times that of other K-T
sites. In addition, the layer is packed with

rounded grains, called tektites, that are

generally similar in size to BB shot, but

with some examples as large as one-third

of an inch long. As molten rock sprayed

outward from the impact and arced across

the sky, the droplets congealed into glass

with characteristic forms, such as dumb-

bells, teardrops, and elongated spheres.

Generally, the tektites have been altered

from the original glass, but at least three

groups of researchers have found glass

cores in some of the Haitian grains. The

discovery of tektites, which can only come

from an impact, provides further proof

that one occurred at the end of the Creta-

ceous. The most outstanding characteris-

tic of the Haitian ejecta layer, however, is

its thickness; at least twenty-five times

that of any other ejecta layer, it indicates

that the K-T crater is nearby.

Despite considerable efforts to find it,

the crater has eluded geologists for a num-

ber of reasons. On our moon, craters more

than 4 billion years old have changed little

since their formation. Surveys of the other

planets and their moons have revealed

that impact craters are the dominant land-

form on almost all the sohd bodies in the

solar system. Undoubtedly, this was once

true of the earth as well, but because of

powerful forces of erosion and active geol-
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The twin craters ofthe Clearwater Lakes in northern

Quebec are thought to have beenformed about 300 million

years ago by the simultaneous impact oftwo asteroids.
us Geological Survey EROS Data Center. Space Shuttle Mission 61-A. Roll 35, Frame 86

ogy, which continuously change the land-

scape, craters have become temporary

features on our planet. In the 65 million

years since the end of the Cretaceous, a

crater could have been obliterated by ero-

sion, buried beneath miles of sediment, or

deformed beyond recognition by moun-

tain-building processes. Another possible

reason that the K-T crater has not yet

been found is that the comet struck a part

of the ocean floor; since the end of the

Cretaceous, roughly half of the oceanic

crust has been recycled into the mantle, so

there is a reasonaljle chance that the cra-

ter has been destroyed.

Nevertheless, about 1 20 impact craters

have been found on the earth, and a few

additional ones are discovered each year.

Perhaps the most spectacular and easy to

recognize on a map is the Manicouagan

crater in eastern Quebec north of the

Saint Lawrence River. A ring-shaped res-

ervoir more than forty miles across fills

the depression that remains from an im-

pact 210 million years ago. The Popigai

crater in Siberia is more than sixty miles

across and about 40 million years old. The
remnant scars of impacts found in Sud-

bury, Canada, and Vredefort, South Af-

rica, are even larger and more than a bil-

lion years old. Such discoveries show that

impact cratering is an ongoing process and

give us a hint of far more violent collisions

in our planet's early history {see "Birth of

the Moon," Natural History, November
1989). None of the known craters, how-

ever, are the right age and large enough to

be the site of the Cretaceous impact.

Because the fireball layer and the

ejecta layer contain large amounts of rock

from the site where the comet struck, their

composition should give us an idea of

where to concentrate the search—in the

oceans or on land. After several billion

years, various geologic processes have pro-

duced significant diff'erences in the chem-

ical compositions of continental crust, oce-

anic crust, and the mantle; each contains a

characteristic amount of each element,

depending on whether it has been en-

riched or depleted since the planet's for-

mation. Even the isotopes of a single ele-

ment (chemically identical atoms with

different atomic weights) can be found in

diff'ering amounts in the two types of crust

and the mantle.

By the mid-1980s, when we became in-

terested in this problem, several other re-

search groups had already measured the

isotopic and chemical composition of the

target rocks. Although consistent with an

impact in oceanic crust, their results did

not show an exclusively oceanic signature.

An added complication is that the original

material has been almost completely al-

tered at all known K-T sites, raising the

possibility that the original chemical com-

position has changed. We decided to mea-

sure the abundance of the rare-earth ele-

ments. Because their distributions in the

two different kinds of crust are markedly

different, they could help us distinguish

which type of crust was represented in the

K-T boundary layer. Furthermore, our

laboratory was already set up to analyze

these elements with high accuracy. By
1987, we were able to show that the un-

usual rare-earth element pattern of the

boundary layer could be explained by a

mixture of oceanic and continental rock.

Although the oceanic signature was domi-

nant, the mix of continental and oceanic

crust suggested an impact on the edge of

an ocean basin.

Given the geochemical evidence for an

ocean impact, we began combing scien-

tific journals for mention of unusual K-T
boundary deposits that the waves from

such an impact might have left behind.

An impact in the deep ocean would have

created a set of waves three miles high.

Reaching above the clouds, the waves

would travel outward, like ripples on a

pond, at several hundred miles an hour.

The first evidence of the huge waves

produced by the impact began to appear

in the mid-1980s, when Smit first pro-

posed such an origin for a formation that

outcrops along the banks of the Brazos

River, not far from Waco, Texas. Further

investigation of the outcrop revealed an

extraordinary layer: a chaotic mix of rock

fragments (some almost three feet in di-

ameter) lies on an irregular surface eroded

into a late Cretaceous formation. From
the size of the boulders and their jumbled

appearance, we concluded that an enor-

mous wave was indeed responsible for the

deposit—one that is unique in the loo

outcrops, which record 7 million years'

geologic history.

Although the Brazos River site is m
more than 300 miles from the coast,

million years ago it was part of the con

nental shelf, submerged under sevei

hundred feet of water. The scenario ^

envision is that a few hours after the ii

pact, the waves swept landward across t

shelf. And like ocean waves cresting wh
they reach the shallows near shore, t
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ioact waves rose to heights of several

hdred feet as they moved onto the shal-

1
' shelf. Although much of their destruc-

tj energy had dissipated as they spread

d across the oceans, the waves were still

{A'erful enough to tear up the bottom

siliments and transport the debris miles

£oss the shelf.

Similar deposits have been found along

ti; southern margin of North America
vere a shallow sea once reached far in-

lid. In 1984, Ernest Click and Charles

Stone, two government geologists, de-

scribed coarse deposits in Arkansas, up to

sixty-five feet thick and containing blocks

as large as sixteen feet, and suggested

an impact-wave origin for them. These

shallow-water deposits may represent ma-

terial that was dumped by the impact

waves as they swept onto land and back

out again.

In terms of size, the most spectacular

wave deposit yet found stretches from the

western tip of Cuba to the center of the

island. In 1986, Andrzej Pszczolkowski, a

Polish geologist, described a single, mas-

sive bed at the K-T boundary. He attrib-

uted its peculiar nature to massive slides

caused by a large earthquake, but he

noted the possibility that the earthquake

itself might have been triggered by an

impact. Ranging from 20 to 1 ,500 feet in

thickness, the deposit contains blocks of

rock more than 5 feet in diameter lying in

the chaotic heap. Although the boulders

were deposited in a deep trough north of

the Cuban volcanic arc, many of them are

composed of shallow-water sediments. We
believe that large waves from the impact

swept across the lowlands of the ancient

Cuban islands, tearing up boulder-sized

pieces of the terrain and dumping them

into the trough. Millions of years later, the

wave deposits and other accumulated sed-

iments were pushed up onto the northern

coast of Cuba as the Caribbean plate

moved northward. Additional wave depos-

its at the K-T boundary have been found

at other sites in Mexico and the Carib-

bean, as well as one in northern South

America. Similar deposits are not known

from the K-T boundary anywhere else in

the world. This scenario suggests that the

comet landed somewhere between North

and South America.

Closer to the site of the impact, the

waves were so large that they ripped up

ocean bottom sediments and redeposited

them over hundreds of miles. On the

chance that the effects of the waves might

be recorded, we searched the reports of

the Deep Sea Drilling Program, which has

directly sampled sediments and crust

from ocean depths around the globe. Con-

centrating on the sites drilled between

North and South America, in April 1988

we found two that fit the prediction. Both

were in the Colombian Basin in the south-

em Caribbean, and because the waves

could only disturb the bottom sediments

in the vicinity of the impact, we felt cer-

tain that the crater was nearby.

Our search now focused on the Colom-

bian Basin, and new pieces of the puzzle

began to fall rapidly into place. Back in

1987, our search of the literature had

turned up the 1 '/2-foot-thick K-T bound-

ary' layer in Haiti. It was the closest out-
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In this painting, which depicts a scenario differentfrom the

illustration onpage 46, an asteroid strikes the edge of
a continent. The cratered surface ofthe asteroid suggests

theprevalence ofcollisions in the solar system.

crop of the clay layer to the Colombian

Basin, and if we were correct in thinking

that the impact had occurred nearby, it

might be a thick ejecta layer. In June

1989, I visited Maurrasse, who had dis-

covered the Haitian boundary deposits

but thought they were volcanic in origin.

Immediately after looking at his samples,

I knew that they represented impact

ejecta because of the tektites.

We had also begun searching geophysi-

cal surveys of the Caribbean sea floor for

evidence of a crater. Seismic reflection

data can reveal the major features of the

geology hidden beneath the ocean bottom.

Waves generated by small explosions

bounce off" the various geologic forma-

tions and are detected back at the surface.

Computers then translate the signals into

a crude picture of the geology along the

route traversed by the survey ship. Be-

cause much of the Caribbean has been

crisscrossed and mapped by surveys for oil

exploration and scientific purposes, large

areas of the sea floor that reveal no signs of

a large crater could be ruled out.

Soon after we became aware of the

spectacular ejecta deposits in Haiti, we
found our first candidate for the crater.

The roughly circular structure on the floor

of the Colombian Basin, fifty miles from

the South American coast, had been re-

ported by geophysicists Chris Bowland

and Eric Rosencrantz. Revealed by seis-

mic surveys, the structure is buried be-

neath a mile and a half of sediments that

were dumped into the basin, primarily by

Colombia's Magdalena River. With addi-

tional data obtained from Columbia Uni-

versity's Lamont-Doherty Geological Ob-

servatory, we could trace the circular edge

of roughly half of the structure. At 190

miles in diameter, it is twice the size of any

known crater on earth.

A circular shape is a good sign of an

impact crater, but the finding is far from

conclusive. Several large circular features

on our planet's surface (such as one along

the eastern edge of Hudson Bay) have

been suggested as possible K-T boundary

craters, but further investigation has ruled

out an impact origin, and they are not in

the right place to match the evidence. In

the case of the Colombian Basin structure.

however, the few details revealed by the

seismic profiles support its impact origin.

But because only half the structure has

been revealed so far, additional seismic

data are needed to determine whether or

not the structure is indeed circular. If so,

drilling in the basin by the Deep Sea Drill-

ing Program may be warranted to verify

its origin and age.

In 1990 we, together with geophysicist

Glen Penfield and other co-workers, iden-

tified a second candidate for the crater. It

lies on the northern coast of Mexico's Yu-

catan Peninsula, north of the town of Me-
rida. The structure, which we named
Chicxulub for the small village at its cen-

ter, is buried by a half mile of sediments.

Decades earlier, unusual circular mag-

netic and gravitational anomalies were

recognized in the area, but aside from a

suggestion that it might be a crater (in an

abstract by Penfield and Antonio Ca-

margo), nothing was ever published about

it. The structure has escaped proper inves-

tigation because most of the samples from

drilling operations in the area were de-

stroyed in a warehouse fire, and the geo-

physical data were all proprietary, having

been acquired for petroleum exploration.

Geophysical surveys and oil well in-

formation show a circular basin more than

100 miles in diameter, filled with thick

deposits that may be melt rocks and im-

pact breccias, the shattered rocks that line

crater floors. We, together with Dave

Kring, have found shocked quartz and

other evidence confirming the structure's

impact origin. The age of the crater's for-

mation is not precisely known, but the

fossil information available places the cra-

ter within 5 million years of the K-T
boundary. The crater will have to be re-

drilled to get samples to determine its ex-

act age.

Although this crater lies on continental

crust, we would never have found it with-

out using impact wave deposits as our pri-

mary guide. At the time of the impact, the

Yucatan Peninsula was below sea level, a

continental shelf. An impact in the shal-

low sea could have created large waves,

while at the same time providing the conti-

nental material (shocked quartz and feld-

spar) to the boundary layers. The tektite

glass in the Haitian ejecta layer is the n

reliable evidence yet of the type of ci

involved in the K-T impact. The ui

tered glass has an unusual chemical c<

position that is intermediate between c

anic and continental crust—similar

that of the rocks at the Chicxulub era

The isotopic composition of the tektite

also intermediate between the two type

crust. This may be consistent with

Chicxulub site and would explain mos

the previously acquired isotope data.

An impact at the Chicxulub site co

have produced a dramatic clim;

change by a mechanism first suggested

John D. O'Keefe and Tom A. Ahrens

CalTech. They have suggested that

cause limestone stores carbon dioxidf

the form of carbonate minerals, an imp

into a thick formation of the rock wo

have released huge amounts of carbon

oxide into the atmosphere—enough

produce severe greenhouse conditions

tens of thousands of years. Because

Yucatan Peninsula is covered by a t

mile-thick slab of limestone, the. C
xulub impact would represent a wc

case scenario for O'Keefe and Ahre

theory. After the immediate lethal q%
of the impact passed, a long-term dim;

change may have occurred, extending

period of extinctions and killing those i

cies that survived the initial eff"ects.

The evidence suggests that the CI

xulub crater could be the sole K-T bou

ary crater; its size, location, and tai

rock composition are consistent with tc

of the properties of the boundary lay

But whether the Chicxulub crater or

Colombian Basin structure proves to

the K-T crater, the evidence remains t

an enormous meteorite struck the Cai

bean area at the end of the Cretacec

Because the search has narrowed to i

region of the earth, the existence of

K-T crater may soon be confirmed,

solving the decade-long debate over

Alvarez hypothesis. Whether the imp;

is solely responsible for the extinctions i

separate question that will only yield

further scrutiny of the fossil record,

knowing the location and size of the i

pact will give us a clearer picture of i

cataclysmic event.
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Boojum in flower,

Sonora, Mexico
Oavid Burckhalter

A Tree Grows in Baja
The boojum knows how to bide its time

by Robert R. Humphrey

What is a boojum? According to an

undoubted authority, Lewis CanoU, "the

Snark was a Boojum, you see." This isn't

very enlightening, since Carroll failed to

describe a Snark. But we do know that one

so unfortunate as to see a boojum would

"softly and suddenly vanish away," a fate

that befell the intrepid Baker in Carroll's

tale The Hunting of the Snark.

The boojum, long rooted only in litera-

ture, took on a botanical identity one day

in 1922. As recounted in The Forgotten

Peninsula, by the essayist Joseph Wood
Krutch,

An expedition led by Mr. Godfrey Sykes of

the Desert Botanical Laboratory in Tucson
went to study some strange plants found

near Puerto Libertad [on the coast of the

Sea of Cortes] .... The party reached the

area late one afternoon and Mr. Sykes fo-

cused his telescope on the hills where the

plants had been seen. ... He gazed intently

for a few moments and then exclaimed,

"Ho, ho, a boojum, definitely a boojum."

Thus a desert tree became, at least in

the vernacular, the namesake of the myth-

ical boojum. Known scientifically as Idria

columnaris, the boojum has been vari-

ously described as unique (what life form

isn't?), fantastic, grotesque, bizarre, slen-

der and like a candle, beautiful, and ugly.

It may grow to a height of more than

eighty feet and reach an age of 700 or

more years in an area where the average

annual rainfall is only five inches. In that

part of Mexico where the boojum is na-

tive, it has been known as the cirio since

the days of the first Spanish missionaries,

who noted a resemblance between the tall

trees that bore a cluster of yellow flowers

and the slender wax tapers, or cirios, used

in their church services.

The first-known description was by the

historian Francisco Clavijero in 1 789 ( The

History of [Lower] California):

Much more curious is another tree . .

.

which is found frequently from 29° to 31°.

It had not been seen by the missionaries

before the year 1751, because they had not

gone into the interior of that country. Nor
do I believe that it has been known until

now by naturalists. It is so large that it

grows perpendicularly to a height of sev-

enty feet. Its trunk, thick in proportion, is

not woody but soft and succulent like the

branches of the pitajo and the cordon. Its

branches are certain little twigs about a foot

and a half long, covered with small leaves

and protected by a thorn on the end; they do
not extend upward or horizontally, as the

branches of other trees do, but they hang
downward like a beard, from the top to the

bottom of the trunk, and the top produces

some little bunches of flowers, where no

fruit is ever seen.

Krutch's description captures some of

the tree's more striking variations:

What, then, is this astonishing tree like?

The right answer is "like nothing else on

earth," though the commonest description

is "like an upside-down carrot improbably

provided with slender, spiny and usually

leafless branches which seem to be stuck

helter-skelter into the tapering carroty

body." . . . They often branch in an absent-

minded manner toward the upper end, and

sometimes, as though embarrassed by their

inordinate length, curve downward until

the tip touches the earth and thus becomes
what is perhaps the only tree which makes a

twenty-foot-high arch like a gateway into a

wizard's garden.

Many years ago, while at the University

of Minnesota, I studied the anatomy ofthe

boojum tree and its smaller relative the

ocotillo. Some pickled boojum material

from the same stand of trees spotted by

Godfrey Sykes was mine for study. Dur-

ing the course of my research, I came to

know the plants in their native desert habi-

tat, and much later I was able to devote a

full five years to an exploration of their

ecology. Through familiarity, they have

lost their strangeness, but they have

ways retained their fascination. I have

feeling, when walking in a boojum fori

that this primitive-looking tree is still 1

ing to figure out how to grow and just w
configuration to take.

The boojum is found in Baja CaUfor

only in a restricted portion of the per

sula, the most northerly individuals occ

ring near El Rosario, some 200 miles

low the international boundary at Tijua

From there its range extends to the soi

east for some 275 miles to Las 1

Virgenes, a quiescent volcanic mount

near San Ignacio. No fossil or other i

dence exists to indicate the range of

boojum throughout its long history:

Baja California seems to have been

boojum's geologically recent, prin:

home, while the comparatively small

noran colony probably developed w

the light, wind-disseminated seeds, wl

ripen during the late-summer hurric

season, were blown 75 to 100 miles aci

the Gulf of California (Sea of Cort

Although boojums thrive best in both

deep soil of the interior valleys and

shallower soil of the rocky hills of

central peninsular interior, occasional

dividuals and some small colonies of

trees are also found close to the fof

humid, cool Pacific coast. Across the p

insula toward the gulf, where humidit;

low and summer temperatures are aim

unbearably hot, boojums, unless delil

ately transplanted by humans, grow

closer than twelve miles to the coast,

the interior of Baja, where they are m
at home, boojums commonly grow in as

elation with other plants endemic to i

part of the Sonoran Desert, most nota

the elephant tree, datilillo (a treel

yucca), and giant cardon cactus.

Boojums are by far the tallest pla

growing in the Sonoran Desert. But h
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Tom Danlelsen

Oavid Burckhatter

Up to 200years old, a boojum outstrips a

giant cordon cactus in Baja California,

right. Boojums naturally grow upward,

but a loss ofturgor during a prolonged

drought may cause droopingand

theformation ofsuch abnormalities

as an archway, below.

can the slender spire of a tree with a basal

diameter of twenty to twenty-five inches

have survived the countless storms, often

with hurricane-force winds, that must

have buffeted it for six, seven, or even

eight centuries? The tallest-known

boojum towers some eighty-six feet. The
wind sings through its tiny branches, and

the trunk sways gently as it yields to the

desert winds.

A combination of features gives the

boojum its ability to survive against great

odds. Had Clavijero been entirely correct

when he wrote that the trunk of the

boojum was "not woody," none of the sev-

enty- or eighty-foot-tall individuals that

amaze us today would exist. The trees

must store large amounts of water in soft,

succulent tissues during the rainy season,

yet they accomplish this without sacrific-

ing trunk strength. This strength is pro-

vided in great part by the xylem, or con-

ductive tissue, a cylinder of wood near the

outside of the trunk that surrounds and

protects the reservoir of thin-walled, wa-

ter-storing cells within. This woody cylin-

der is not only strong but also flexible; the

tree trunk sways but seldom breaks. The
short, slender boojum branches usually

bear no leaves that might offer resistance

to the wind during the hurricane season.

In Baja California, most of these storms

come in September and October, when
the boojums are leafless after a long, hot,

dry summer. So the wind whistles through

a plant that barely resists its passage and

seems even to welcome its caresses.

The woody cylinder offers little protec-

tion over the years from gnawing desert

animals or woodpeckers. The boojum,

however, has developed another feature

that not only adds to its strength but also

provides a peripheral plate of armor. So
close to the thin outermost epidermis as

almost to be a part of it lies a several

millimeter thick cylinder of essentially im-

pregnable, contiguous groups of stone

cells. Beneath this layer lie the otherwise

vulnerable cambium and phloem, in addi-

tion to the all-important reservoir of pith

cells with their stored water.

While the small and widely dispersed

stone cells found in pears, for example,

may be a bit of a nuisance to a human
(they are the gritty inclusions in the fruit's

juicy flesh), the boojum's contiguous stone

cells provide the tree with an effective

barrier to the teeth of hungry and thirsty

beasts. The boojum probably couldn't sur-

vive without them. Perhaps the stone cells

appeared in a prototype of the boojui

and, as the species evolved and survive

under increasingly arid conditions, tl

cells increased in number and utihty.

Survival of any species is possible on)

through survival of individuals. And the

survive only because of their ability t

endure the vicissitudes encountere
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1 -oughout their life spans. This brings us

1 ck to the boojum, a species that has

! Tiehow persisted and endured for eons,

f d whose ancestors, according to paleo-

Itanist Daniel Axelrod, probably date

1 )m the Permo-Triassic epoch some 200

lillion years ago. The plant's survival, if

t the plant itself, is an apparent para-

Ayoung boojum, about three inches

across, may have eked out its living in a

granite crevicefor about twenty years.

Dav d Burckhalter

dox. In my study of the boojum's life

cycle from germination to final establish-

ment, I found what seemed to be an evolu-

tionary weak link, a real faux pas. Al-

though each mature plant produces no-

one-knows-how-many seeds, these are not

clothed in a hard coat that would protect

them against ever-hungry birds, rodents.

and insects. Sheer numbers, however,

compensate for this apparent vulnerabil-

ity, so although perhaps not the strongest

link in the chain, it would not appear to be

the weakest.

The light, windblovra seeds are pro-

duced—come rain or shine—in seemmgly

infinite numbers and at a time of year

when they would apparently have the best

chance of germinating. The winter rains,

if they come, usually start in November or

December, soon after the seeds ripen in

late October or early November. This,

therefore, would seem to be one of the

stronger links m the boojum chain.

During repeated germination tests, I

found that most mature boojum seeds are

viable. Given adequate moisture and

warmth, they germinate readily and

quickly, desirable traits m a desert plant

whose seeds have no hard coat or other

apparent built-in deterrent against seed

eaters. But I was greatly surprised when

these tests showed a seeming flaw in the

tree's finely tuned adaptations. Although

ahnost all the seeds germinated in about a

week, the seedhngs died if allowed to wilt

even once. Young plants of most species

will recover after wilting, but not young

boojums. In a hot, desert area where five
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or six inches of rain a year is the norm, how

could this seeming liabiHty be part of the

boojum's bag of survival tricks?

Only when the seedling has managed to

survive for some six weeks can it avoid

death by desiccation. By that time, the

stem, about as thick as a lead pencil, has

begun to store water. The soil may now

dry out to a point where the young

boojums lose all of their leaves, but unless

rain fails to fall for months on end, the

trees are not likely to perish.

The boojum's home range is character-

ized by two so-called wet seasons, summer
and winter. Summer rains, however, are

infrequent and brief, and summer tem-

peratures high, guaranteeing rapid dry-

ing. The soil cannot retain enough mois-

ture to permit both germination and six

weeks' continuous growth. Lower winter

temperatures and winter rains, which may
fall intermittently for several days, are

much more likely to provide the continu-

ous soil moisture the boojum seedlings

need to survive.

Even so, maintaining moist soil to a

depth of several inches for at least six

weeks is a tall order in that part of the

Sonoran Desert. Although I found a num-

ber of pencil-thick boojums, during only

one spring in my five-year study did I

come across any that could truly be classi-

fied as seedlings. And by the summer of

that year all of these had vanished. I fi-

nally concluded that only once every fif-

teen or twenty years would sufficient rain

fall and the soil remain moist enough to

permit actual establishment of a new gen-

eration of boojums.

One's first reaction to this kind of occa-

sional and accidental provision for the sur-

vival of a species might be that it just

couldn't have worked down through the

centuries. Yet, obviously, it has, and for

some 200 million years. Why? Perhaps

because the boojum is never in a hurry.

Once every fifteen or twenty years, a few

seedlings survive the first critical weeks,

but even for them growth is a slow process.

Twenty or thirty years may come and go

before their main stems have grown three

or four inches tall. Even after that, years

may go by when the rains are too light to

sustain any new growth. At long last,
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With tiny side branches, a boojum

clothed in leaves, right, exhibits an

unusual growth pattern. Leaves sprou

early winter but turnyellow andfall o
spring, preventing water loss through

evaporation during the summer More
typically, below, hundreds ofspindly

branches sproutfrom a triad ofstems

growingfrom a single root stalk.
Larry Minden. Minden

through sheer persistence and after the

passage of half a century or so, the boojum

may be ten or twelve feet tall and mature

enough to flower and produce seeds. With

six or seven hundred years of life ahead of

it, the boojum can afford to bide its time.

The rains will come or they won't. The

boojum will grow a little or simply wait

until the next year or the next. Withi

without rain, it will always blossom; b!

will poUinate its flowers and produce !

seeds that may—but probably won'

give rise to a new generation of boojui

Hurricanes, earthquakes, seasons,

years will come and go; the boojum stai

and waits for mahana.
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Partners in Camivory
North America's coyotes and badgers have an ancient bond

Text by Kathryn A. Minta and Steven C. Minta

A red-tailed hawk dives overhead, warning us to

keep a proper distance from its nest. Chattering

ground squirrels seem to be everywhere.

Appreciative of all the side attractions, we again

direct our attention downslope to a badger's

radiotelemetry signal and a hunting coyote. Thick

vegetation makes the badger harder to track than the

coyote, but with the aid of telemetry signals we have

been watching this pair hunt ground squirrels for

more than an hour. We refocus our binoculars as the

pair enter a dense squirrel colony. In pursuit of its

quarry, the burrowing badger throws a plume of dirt

into the air, while the alert coyote maneuvers through

the adjacent sagebrush. Suddenly, the coyote

becomes a blur of motion, scrambling and pouncing

on a squirrel bolting from its exit hole several yards

away from the digging badger, which quickly

vanishes below ground, where we assume it is

cornering and capturing a squirrel. (Badgers

customarily eat their prey in the privacy of an

underground burrow.) The satisfied coyote awaits

the badger's return, but after twenty minutes it loses

A badger interrupts

its digging to keep

an eye on its

huntingpartner

Left: Ready to

pounce on afleeing

ground squirrel, the

coyote stays alert.

Right:A crouching

coyote signals

amicable intent; the

badger nonetheless

hisses to keep

the coyote at

a distance.



Photographs by Peggy and Erwin Bauer

patience and trots off. Below ground, the badger is no

doubt cooling offand resting after its meal. The close

association and mutual tolerance displayed by these

two carnivores have abruptly ended, and we can only

anticipate our next chance at observing such a

remarkable partnership.

During our three-year study of North American

badgers in northwestern Wyoming's Jackson Hole,

we often came upon such two-species teams. A
coyote (occasionally two or three) would work with

one badger to capture a hapless Uinta ground

squirrel at its burrow. Our study area was in the

National Elk Refuge, a sagebrush-grassland

community of flats, hollows, and aspen stands, where

coyote and badger populations are very dense as a

result of land management practices and restrictions

on human visitors. Ground squirrels are deep in

hibernation eight months of the year, but they are

fairly active above ground in late spring to early

summer, when new grasses and forbs are abundant.

At this time, too, their population swells, and they

become the chief prey for the two larger animals.

Although rarely witnessed nowadays, the

remarkable relationship between coyote and badger

must be a longstanding one, because it is well

recorded in the language, art, and folklore of western

Native Americans. White Mountain Apache
referred to the two species as cousins that travel

together, and the Navajo portray them as hunting

partners that call each other cousin. A pre-

Columbian pot found in Casas Grandes, in northern

Mexico, pictures the head of a coyote on one side and

a badger on the other. Some Mexican Indians still

refer to the badger as talcoyote, Aztec for "coyote of

the earth." Early explorers and pioneers of the

European invasion also wrote of this curious

partnership, but few field biologists have reported the

phenomenon, perhaps because badgers keep a very

low profile in their current range and coyotes are

wary of humans.

On the Elk Refuge, however, coyotes are easier to

spot; and when we saw a coyote conspicuously

loitering, we often found a hunting badger nearby.

The relationship is an odd partnership: the badger is a



The coyote escapes

with the ground

squirrel that the

badgerflushed out.

digging specialist; the coyote an opportunist. The
omnivorous coyote is constantly on the lookout for

potential food. Any disturbance in the

environment—such as a digging badger—may
attract its attention and provide an opportunity for a

meal. Frequently, sheer curiosity seems to draw the

coyote to the site of the badger activity. For its part,

the badger has extremely acute senses of smell and

hearing that enable it to detect prey through soil. Its

compact and powerful musculature and skeleton are

designed for breaking ground and burrowing. As
soon as it senses a subterranean ground squirrel, the

badger digs down to the burrow, enters it, and comers
its intended victim. Often, however, burrows are

interconnected, with a number of escape routes. The
coyote is good at locating such exits and is as adept at

pouncing, aboveground captures as the badger is at

subterranean ones. A ground squirrel facing a two-

species team is therefore at an extreme disadvantage,

and we have found that coyotes working with badgers

catch more squirrels than they would alone. Badgers

pursue and eat most of their prey underground, so we
have only indirect evidence that they are taking more
prey because of the association. Their tolerance of

coyotes, however, suggests that badgers, too, benefit

from the relationship.

Although badgers sometimes become aggressive if

a coyote comes too close, there are moments when we
understand how some people may be tempted to

anthropomorphize a bit about a friendship between

the species. We have seen hunting partners travel

together over a period of weeks. And we have come
upon coyotes briefly resting near or touching a

badger, sometimes pawing at it. Occasionally, a

badger reciprocated. We have even seen playful

coyotes try to coax badgers into play. In general,

however, badgers are impervious to the exuberant

attentions of these members of the sociable

dog family.

Although we saw badgers and coyotes together

year round, most of their partnerships are forged

during the high season, when ground squirrels are

active and scrambling above ground. Only the

digging badger can capture hibernating ground
squirrels, so when winter comes to the valley, some
fair-weather friendships may cool, and hungry

coyotes might start looking at badgers, especially the

young of the year, as prey.

Animal ecologists Kathryn A. Minta andSteven C.

Minta live in Whitefish, Montana. Kathryn works in

thefield ofenvironmental education;Steven is a

consultant to the Northern Rockies Conservation

Cooperative and to Biota Research and Consulting.
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At the American Museum

Man and Nature Lecture
William Schopf, a professor of earth

and space sciences at the University of

California, Los Angeles, and director of

the Center for the Study of Evolution and
the Origin of Life, will present the 1991

Mack Lipkin Man and Nature Lecture at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory on Monday, June 10, and Tuesday,

June 1 1 . Schopfs topic is fossils from Pre-

cambrian times and the influence of these

early organisms on the basic organization

of the present-day biological world. Both
lectures will begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. Advance admission for the

two-evening series is $20 ($10 for Mu-
seum members) and may be ordered from
the Membership Office, American Mu-
seum of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NY
10024-5192. Call (212) 769-5606 for fur-

ther information.

Identification Day
On Saturday, June 1 , from 1 :00 to 4:30

P.M. in the Hall of Ocean Life, staff scien-

tists will be on hand to identify, analyze,

and classify artifacts and natural objects

(no gemstones, please) for the public. Ex-
perts from New York City's Department
of Environmental Protection will test wa-

ter samples and answer questions about

chlorine, phosphates, pH, turbidity, and
water quality. (Bacteria and lead testing

are not included.) Call (212) 769-5305 for

further details.

Adventures in the Field
Sidney Horenstein, coordinator of the

Museum's environmental programs, will

lead a series of cruises in the New York
area. On Tuesday, June 4, from 6:00 to

9:00 P.M., an evening geology cruise

around Manhattan will survey the origins

of the Palisades and other landscape fea-

tures. Tickets are $25 ($22 for members).
On a three-hour boat tour on Tuesday,

June II, from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m., passen-

gers will learn how the bays and water-

ways of metropolitan New York were
formed and observe the surprisingly abun-
dant bird life. Tickets are $25 ($22 for

members). The Hudson estuary and Up)-

per Bay, Gowanus Bay, the Narrows,
Gravesend Bay, and Rockaway Inlet will

be featured in a day trip on Saturday,

June 22, from 11:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m.

Tickets are $35 ($32 for members). Par-

ticipants in the three cruises should bring

a box meal. All field trips are for adults

only. Call (212) 769-5305 for information.

The Asmat: A Portrait of a People
This month, a series of lectures will ex-

plore many aspects of the culture of the

Asmat, New Guinean hunter-gatherers.

Carving, ceremonial drumming, dancing,

storytelling, art, and social and environ-

mental issues will also be addressed.

Among the speakers will be Carlton

Gajdusek, who received a Nobel Prize in

medicine for isolating the "kuru" virus,

cause of a devastating brain disease that

afflicted New Guinean tribesmen.

Gajdusek will talk about cannibalism and
disease in New Guinea on Monday, June
24, at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater.

For particular events, dates, and times,

please call (212) 769-5315.

A company of nearly sixty performers

from Shimane, an area on the southwest-

ern coast of Honshu, will depict the natu-

ral beauty and myths of the region

through music and dance. The presenta-

tion takes place in the Main Auditorium
at 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday, June 4. Admis-
sion is free.

As part of the Museum's Asian/Pacific

American celebration, aspects of Philip-

pine dance and literature will be t

sented on Saturday and Sunday, Jur

and 2. On the following weekend, Jui

and 9, the music, arts, crafts, and

styles of Hawaii will be featured. B

programs, highlighted by short films,

be held in the Leonhardt People Cei

from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Admission is f

Call (212) 769-5315 for additional

formation.

Free Programs
Latin American music and dance, fi

the traditional to the modern, will be

sented by the group Los Pampas on S

day, June 2, at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. in

Kaufmann Theater.

The Brazilian martial art capoeira,

veloped by African slaves from Ang
was disguised as a dance in order tc

practiced openly. Other traditic

dances from Brazil will be performec

Jelon Vieira's DanceBrazil on Wed
day, June 5, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main A
torium. Call (212) 769-5315 for fun

details.

Each year, Earthwatch, a nonpr

Boston-based organization, sponsors )

field research studies in forty-three a >

A DanceBrazilperformer i

Cylla Von Tjedemann m m
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hoppers, Monteverde, Costa Rica

. Volunteers, as well as scientists, can

i icipate. A slide-illustrated program

I It Earthwatch expeditions will be pre-

: ed on Wednesday, June 12, at 7:00

. in the Kaufmann Theater. Call (212)

(5305 for information.

' iTOGRAPHY Exhibits

he Museum's Department of Ento-

r ogy has compiled a selection of photo-

;i)hs of insects and arachnids from the

; sts of Costa Rica and Panama. This

:: ibit is on display in the Akeley Corri-

\\ through June 2.

'jative North American fishes are re-

rjkably diverse, but because many spe-

ll live in the riffles of streams or in small

)• ies of water, people are unaware of

,li r numbers or their beauty. Of the 7 1

3

1 ive freshwater fishes in North Amer-

c 364 species are now considered en-

i gered, threatened, or of special con-

:in. A broad selection of photographs of

Dan L. Perlfnan

these fishes will be on display from June

14 through September 22 in the Akeley

Corridor.

UFOs: Visitors from the Stars

Few phenomena have sparked the

imagination as much as UFOs. In a pro-

gram premiering Thursday, June 27, the

Hayden Planetarium looks at the UFO
question and tells about actual efforts by

scientists to contact intelligent alien be-

ings. For information about this and other

sky shows, call (212) 769-5920.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater and

the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more information

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

Europe for less.

Explore Europe the flexible way with tax-free

rates that can save you hundreds of dollars off the

cost of a rental car.

For trips of 3 weeks or longer, more North

Americans choose Eurodrive than any other

car leasing plan.

R E N A U L T

EyRODRiyE
The nltcnuUivc to car rental

Call 1-800-221-1052

From Western states, call 1-800-477-7116 ,

Pierced'Eatfiiig's

14K Gold—$150

CharlottesviUe.VA 22901

(actual size)

1-800-284-8376 %

BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how

|

old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction. I

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOK HUNTERS Since

Box 7519-Depi. 75 '958

NORTH BERGEN, NJ 07047 J

FREE
35mm FILM
Why free? Because we want to be your

laboratory...and you'll never know tiow good
photographic quality can be unless you
give us a try. Photographic Magazine did.

They rated us as one of the Top 10 Labs in

the U.S. You will, too.

Get PRINTS...orSLIDES...or BOTH
from the same roll of film!

• Vivid, true-to-life color
• Negs for top quality enlargements
• Free replacement film when you use

our lovi/-cost processing.

SATISFACTION 100% GUARANTEED

Introductory Offer For 1st Time Users.

Please send me rolls of 5290 film

(ISO 100). I prefer C 24 or ^ 36 exposure

roll(s). Enclosed is $1 per roll for postage/

handling. Limit: 2 rolls per customer.

Su^ALE laboratorTes
2960 Simms Street, Hollywood. FL 33020-1579
Poslage/hanfllmg Charge m developing. Process

ECP-2 is'availa"t)le al Dale Laboratories. Limjied availability al oirier

Illy limited lo Iresri tilm and processing. Prices valid ttirougn
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1 202 Lexing-
ton Ave

,
Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads Stage
Fan Club Inquire. Box 39, Florham Park, NJ 07932-
0039

DANCE (vlASKS from Indonesia, $50 -$100, request
photos, McCoy Imports. Liberty, NY 12754

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry— sandpaintings,
kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00 Indian Treasures,
Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Ltd.. PO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Call us toll-free at 1 -800-443 2242 and discuss
your requirements with a trained anthropologist. Pho-
tographs of objects available upon request Visa and
Mastercard accepted

Books/Publications

ENHANCE YOUR UNDERSTANDING of the world
around you through books from all realms of natural

history Write for a free catalog of titles available from
Bookworm By Nature, PO Box 430281 , Dept N, South
Miami, Flonda 33243

GET PAID FOR
READING BOOKS
$50-$100 PER BOOK. CHOOSE SUBJECT

MATTER, NO RESUME REQUIRED.
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE:

CALCO PUBLISHING (Dept. D-57)
500 South Broad St,. Meriden. CT 06450

FREE CATALOG Nature, Natural History, Environ-
ment. Gardening, Country Living Chickadee Books
Box 899, Mexico, NY 13114 1-800-322-3453

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types Publisher with 70-

year tradition Free examination, "Guide to Publica-
tion " 1-800-695-9599

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 5 16 W. 34 St.. New York. N,Y, 1000

1

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOKI Our 45 years expen-
ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline lor free information and evaluation Rivercross
Publishing, Inc

, Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

BOOKS ON TAPE®
Best Sellers on Cassette

Full-length Readings

Call for Free Brochure '

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253(714)492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800) 362-7070
Dept LG124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care
specialist Home study. Free career literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept CG124

TheMarl^t
FREE PARENTS' GUIDE Over 350 private boarding
schools, camps and summer programs in U.S. and
abroad, serving children 8-18 Most visited by pub-
lisher For 288-pg guide and free referrals give child's

age. grade, interests, geographical preference and
entrance date Est 1940 Vincent/Curtis, Rm 216, 224
Clarendon St , Boston, MA 021 16

r"iSpcak Spanish ~^
' like a diplomat!'

Learn on your own with audio-cassette courses used
by U.S. State Dept. Programmed for easy learning,

56 languages in all. Comprehensive. Call or write for

free catalog 1-800-225-5400 Our I9th year

auci^ia-5_aRum___ga^c_T_0643^_^

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/
textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog Call Audio
Language Institute. 1-800-722-6394

TRAVEL CAREERS. Exciting job opportunities Great
Benefits. Home Study Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. TGI 24

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas Stateside, Free
List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!
New Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
5730-RS, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

BECOME A SEASONAL OR PERMANENT PARK
Ranger this summer Complete updated publication

$5 "Ranger, "Box 331 114, Fort Worth. TX 76163-1114

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAYi Assemble products at

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

LAND AN OUTDOOR FEDERAL JOB this summer. Or-

der summer employment guide to outdoor federal

agencies Send $7.95; Summer. Fait, 39 Orlando Court
Chula Vista, CA 91911

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00. International

Opportunities, Box 5730-RS. Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
USA $9.00: Overseas $9,00: England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9.00 each, EISF. 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000 Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449 8600 (LAI)

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd.. Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

HANGING CHAIRS, HAMMOCKS & Fine outdoor furni-

ture expertly handcrafted Free Catalog. Twin Oaks
Hammocks, Rt. 4. Box 169-NH. Louisa, VA 23093

Government Surplus

IS IT TRUE . . JEEPS FOR $44 through the US
Gov"t.? Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext S-6371

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes.
by FBI, IRS. DEA. Available your area now. Call (805
682-7555 Ext C-2605.

Merchandise/Gifts

GOING TO ECLIPSE"? Solar Skreen Lets You Look at

Sun! Free Report Enclosedi $4 75 -^ $1 .00 s/h/Skreen
MCRC, 3 Sandalwood, Clifton Park, NY 12065

"\m OWLS " Bumper Sticker $1 00 1 992 Owl OfJ
$13. Owl merchandise catalog $1 .00 Owl's Nefl
5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755 3

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLE
play specimens, jewelry, books Authenticity]
teed Color catalog $2. Bethany Trading P,'

3726-N, New Haven. CT 06525

MUSIC FOR THE SENSES First volume in up(|
sehes, based on nature, expressed in digitally«
sized music. Cassette only $1 1 .99. Terra lllusionr

Box 6142, Hoboken. NJ 07030

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lastingl
ships Send age, interests Free reply. Harmonl
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Music 1

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE W*
Andes, Africa, India. World Music Jazz Write ftk
catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music*
World, Dept. N, PO. Box 3667. Chapel Hill. NC •«
3667 '

Photo/Optical |

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Experierl
Ultimate in Bhiliance and Clahty! Europtik. LtcB
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-60'i

TSN-2 & TSN-I

«<.

77 mm OBJECTIVE
HIGH OPTICAL QU>
EXCEPTIONAL "

BRIGHTNESS, CLAR
SHARPNESS
FULL RANGE OF
EYEPIECES

For catalog, call (518) 664-2011 orwritiil

BIRDING
BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE, Repainng I o
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U !'a»

collimator Free catalog and our article "Kno> *
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. \ft
Optical Co.. Inc.. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsac |»
12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS & SPOTTING TELESCOPE 111

ausJENA Brilliantly Designed Ultra-High Resli»

Optics Uparalleled German Optical Craftsm!fl|l

Free Brochure and Discount Price List. HazleiB
757 McNair St . Hazleton, PA 18201 Phone (71 ft
4605

I

Real Estate

WHY RETIRE TO FLA"? Over half of North C|j»

retirees came from Florida—learn why! North CW
golf & lake homesites from only $10,900 Freefcfe

ture 1-800-768-7358

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all island:!*

brochures Paradise Management. 50 South Bei.UI'

C207, Honolulu, HI 96813
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IE 'EN secluded lakeside log cottage: fireplace, ca-

many extras, $350 weekly; Santa Claus Lake,

e .le, Maine 04984

)t FASHIONED, secluded farm on Cape Breton Is-

ir offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility, &

(II ower lours Write: Jofin Gardner, Orangedale,

Ic Scolia, Canada

1 ITO RICO: Tranquil oceanfront condos in Luquillo

e El Yunque Ram Forest, hiking, scuba diving, snor-

e 1 fiorseback riding, boating and fishing; $550

,( ly (monthly rates available). (^EG/PICO, 300 E.

St.. NY. NY 10016 (212) 599-0994

C \G0, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH.

;r ieling. swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's

i£ jise Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville,

c go. West Indies (800) 525-6896

|i orts

i( ONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain

j| informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family

a American Plan. Timberlock. Box NH, Indian Lake.

;i ILESTON'S RESORT ISLANDS: Miles of beach,

i ipionship golf courses, superb tennis facilities,

li trails, fine dining, exciting shopping, plus histonc

;i eston. Free brochures. Kiawah 1-800-845-3911,

U rook 1-800-845-2233, Wild Dunes 1-800-346-0606.

^1'::^

.l| <IN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of 20 sailboats,

;;' g instruction, heated pool, tennis. Wnte for folder.

ii ibay Harbor, Maine 04538

ri 's/Trips

U ENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

;. a, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low cost

;i )ing or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

3, /, Fascinating options: track gonllas, climb Kili-

n aro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

11 like Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Choice yachts.

; c wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

/ lu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

ji xpeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

if and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

J
3S. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

il 3s! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

!l 1.(0) NY, NY 10001.

\ ENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

i: :lassic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

r .ing, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free
!• Mge color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box
Hi \IH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

U CA! Affordable adventures that explore East Afri-

y wildlife and cultures in depth. Excellent guides

i itineraries. Draw from 20 years' experience. Voy-

i s, Dept. NH-6, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607)

I 3091

NIQUE DESTINATIONS
ross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Riaregs; or

verland to TDVIBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA

isit Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
layak; Dani of IRIAN JAVA; Jivaros of the

CUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;

*rb«ni of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

'iew wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA

tICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
LAJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;

eastern TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

i^TURTLE TOURS
Uh Quail IVail. Box# II47/NH, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602)224-5804

^IICA Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,
Fjnda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
2 babwe Kenya Consultants. Box 216, Mt Tremper,
M2457 (800) 541-2527

ALLAGASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada Wil-

derness, wildlife Guided adventures for novice to ex-

pert. Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

ARCHAEOLOGY TOURS—SW Rock Art, Mesa Verde,

Canyon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon, Yucatan, Zuni, Ban-

delier, Santa Fe New Mexico, Arizona & Mexico 1st

Class. Guided by leading archaeologists. Archaeologi-

cal Conservancy, 415 Orchard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501

(505) 982-3278

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will soil by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapaqos expedition. 60 trip

brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 31 1-N 63rd St.. Emeryville CA 94608

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-

nic National Parks, and Milford Track; Australia's Out-

back, Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

CHINA BY BICYCLE—small groups, leisurely pace,

authentic view of countryside Also, custom-designed
itineraries. Our 14th year China Passage (800) 488-

0604 fax: (201)837-1378

COSTA RICA/BELIZE/VENEZUELA 'Sale.' Unique, Af-

fordable Nature Adventures. From $599 (8d, all in-

cluded). Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant Hill,

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon largerttian Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Corlez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanisti Silver

Route. Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec arctiaeology.

Monarcti butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800'225'2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callagtian Rd. • San Antonio. TX 76228

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE. Spectacular

flora and fauna. Over 250 bird species identified each

tour. Aug 4-14, Dec 21-Jan 1. Superb leaders, semi-

nars. Customized tours available. Nature World Ex-

plorations, 11442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD 21044

(301) 730-0877 including weekends

EXPERIENCE DINOSAUR DIG PLUS ANASAZI RUINS!

10-day expeditions to Colorado and Utah. Dinosaur

Discovery Expeditions. 1-800-547-0503, 714-493-7440

GALAPAGOS!—Excellent boats, small groups, li-

censed guides. In-depth trips include mainland

Ecuador, optional extensions to the Amazon Basin.

Voyagers, Dept. NG-6, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800)

633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel, 2674 N.I St St., #112, San Jose, CA 95134 (800)

223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS 'Sale.' Spectacular Adventures at In-

credible Prices. Small Yachts, Pnvate Facilities, Excel-

lent Naturalist. Weekly Departures. Also Hiking, Diving,

Charters. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant Hill,

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec. 22, $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov. 10, $3,600. Summer tours $2,300. Rates

include airfare from Miami. Small groups on first class

yachts. Catalog. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard

East, Toronto, Canada, M4M 1Y5. Tel: (416) 469-8211

GUATEMALA, PERU. BALI—INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours— Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-three

years experience. Small groups. Contact: Gordon
Frost, PO. Box 2. Benicia. California 94510 (707) 747-

1316

HAWAII— Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by expert naturalists and photographers Depar-

tures .July and November Voyagers. Dept. NE-6, Box
915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257 .3091

HAWAII 1991 ECLIPSE BOOKLET Informative, maps,
charts: $5/Airmail. maps, books, lours brochure: Ha-

wai'i Geographic, POB1698, Honolulu 96806-1698

(808) 538-3952

INCREDIBLE CRUISES, JUNGLE TREKS, Brazilian Bi-

ologist Guide. Affordable Amazon! #303-8635 Heather

Street, Vancouver, B C ,
Canada V6P 3S6

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, BURMA. Tours,

treks, wildlife safaris, overland adventures Huge
range of trips Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

catalog. Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

AMAZON
Join a University of Miami biologist '

'

on an air conditioned 90 foot Amazon
i

'

riverboat 650 miles on the Amazon River:

9 days , 6 nights S1495 includes all meals,

air from Miami, (add ons available in USA|

tours, entrances and transfers. Isl class

hotel. Open to all ages. Must be able lo walk

'

half mile treks on trails.

PREVIOUS CLIENT REFERENCES INCLUDED

iMRRnrHiiRF Departure dates: Jul. 6. Sept.'"^"°^"'^"^
21 Oct. 27. Nov. 24, Dec. 14

^
INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1800-622-6525

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises Free brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

RAFT IDAHO'S WILDERNESS RIVERS. 3 to 6 days.

Safe, fun & relaxing. Families welcome. Brochure, call

ROW (800) 451-6034 PST

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Americas. Europe.

Africa, Asia, Pacific 1256 'Classic & Unusual'

Ecoadventures, Hiking, Biking, Cruises—at Incredible

Pnces. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant Hills,

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
HLLER WHALES!

Johnstone Straits JUI^ & SEPTEMBER

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
Baja Califontia - JULY 7-14

Small Croups Led by Whale anil WMIife Spemlisis

1696N Ocean Dl, McKinleyyiDe, CA 95521

800-548-7555

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey back

into time where everyday is a different and exiciting

adventure. Free brochure. 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451 -5344

WHOLE AMAZON IN ONE BROCHURE. Every lodge,

cruise and expedition rated according to comfort and
degree of difficulty. Programs available for all interest

and levels of experience. Plan your Amazon adventure

today. Galapagos trips also available. Call 800-242-

5554 for free brochures. CanoAndes Expeditions. 310
Madison Avenue. NYC 10017

WILD DOLPHIN ENCOUNTERS—for 1991—aboard
the MV/Dream Too. 10 years experience with wild At-

lantic spotted dolphin. Color brochure available: Call

1-800-741-5335 or write: PO. Box 033271, Indialantic.

FL 32903-0271

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates Will

pay top dollar Send phnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016. USA
(908)561-4697
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This Land

Cendall Warm Springs, Wyoming
J Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Vhile it ends by rushing turbulently

the Colorado River, the Green River

s 730 miles away among the small al-

; lakes, springs, glaciers, and streams

h in Wyoming's Wind River Range,

er a northwestward descent, the river

(is abruptly and begins its southward

V through a broad valley. Within a few

es, it is fed by the clear waters of Ken-

Warm Springs, which cascade over a

foot-high ledge of white travertine, a

k buih from calcium deposits. Named
an early logger in the region, the

ings are part of the Bridger-Teton Na-

lal Forest.

The springs get both their calcium and

ir warmth from a low limestone ridge

tie 1,000 feet east of where the springs

er the river. As surface water in the

ge circulates down through subterra-

m cracks and fissures, it penetrates

ply enough to be warmed by the rock,

erging from the hillside at 85° F. The

ings consist of three major and several

aller flows that drop into two main

dIs at the foot of the ridge. The water

n continues in a stream, often fanning

t into a series of rills until it pours over

; waterfall into the Green River.

A strong odor of sulfur emanates from

; springs. Fisheries biologist Niles Allen

nns has analyzed the water and found it

10 abundant in other dissolved minerals,

rticularly calcium, magnesium, so-

im, and potassium. At the source along

e limestone ridge, the warm spring wa-

is very high in carbon dioxide but low

dissolved oxygen. As it percolates down-

eam, the water gives off" some of the

rbon dioxide and gains more oxygen

Dm the air.

While this part of Wyoming has severe

inters with recorded temperatures as low
-54°, the water in the Kendall Warm

brings stream never drops below 78°.

)llowing a heavy winter storm, mounds
sparkling snow border the green

he Green River
' Gnass

aquatic vegetation in the stream, while the

water continues to flow. Biologist Galen

Boyer has noted that the warm water en-

tering the Green River keeps it free of ice

for several miles downriver. Judging from

the mink, bobcat, and coyote tracks that

are often found on the streamside mud,

the springs and the stream appear to be a

winter oasis for wildlife.

Kendall Warm Springs and its stream

lie in an open landscape. On the limestone

ridge, only occasional aspen and rounded,

shrubby sagebrush form a canopy above

sparse grasses and a few flowering plants.

Boggy patches of vegetation and occa-

sional willows grow along the stream,

punctuated by yellow monkey flower, sil-

very cinquefoil, and daisy fleabane. Sev-

eral plants grow submerged in the water,

including large mats of sago pondweed,

naiad, and stonewort. Sago pondweed and

naiad are flowering plants that form

small, obscure flowers and minute seeds,

while stoneworts are algae and reproduce

without flowers, sometimes forming egg

and sperm cells and sometimes forming

asexual spores.

Stoneworts lack the complex cellular

structure of leaves, stems, and roots found

in flowering plants but may form exten-

sive colonies several feet across. An easy

way to distinguish stoneworts from simi-

lar-appearing pondweeds and naiads is by

their feel: stoneworts are stiff and rough,

while the others are soft and flaccid. This

is because stoneworts (as their name im-

plies) become heavily calcified. At Ken-

dall Warm Springs, calcium from the

spring water precipitates in a crust of tiny

calcium carbonate crystals over the body

of stoneworts. As the plants die and fall to

the bottom of the stream, their limy resi-

due accumulates, eventually forming lay-

ers of travertine.

Fisheries biologist Binns has also exam-

ined the animal life in and near the warm
water and recorded an assortment of

Kendall Warm Springs

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Bridger-Teton National Forest

340 N. Cache, P O. Box 1888

Jackson, Wyoming 83001

(307) 733-2752
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snails, aquatic beetles, buffalo gnats,

dragonflies, damselflies, caddis flies,

crane flies, and soldier flies. While all

these organisms are apparently common
and widespread, the soldier flies have at-

tracted special interest. Related to, but

smaller than, horseflies, soldier flies are

usually brightly colored and shiny and

possess short, spinelike projections over

part of their body. Fly authority Harold

Oldroyd finds these features unusual in an

organism that does little but rest, mate,

and lay eggs.

The soldier fly's coloration may relate

to the way the insects swarm before mat-

ing, glistening as they flit through the sun-

light. When at rest, the soldier fly crosses

its wings in a scissorlike fashion, covering

the bright markings so that potential pred-

ators will not be alerted to its presence. Its

spinelike projections may also off"er pro-

tection. The larvae of the soldier fly lie

nestled in decaying, moist vegetation

along the stream. Their roughened skin is

also due to the deposition of calcium car-

bonate. Oldroyd postulates that the crust

may protect the delicate larvae from

desiccation during dry spells.

Only one kind of fish swims in these

springs, the Kendall Warm Springs dace,

a 1 '/2-inch-long relative of the minnow.

Recorded no other place in the world, it

has been considered an endangered spe-

cies under federal law since 1973. It is

related to the speckled dace that lives in

the Green River, but the latter species has

never been found in the warm spring wa-

ters. (Nor do the Kendall Warm Springs

dace survive if they enter the Green River,

where they encounter not only different

water temperature and chemistry but also

hungry trout that linger in the vicinity.)

Some biologists have questioned the

distinctiveness of the dace in the springs,

but the special conditions in the spring

waters and their probable isolation from

the Green River for several thousand

years (due to the waterfall at the end of

the stream) have given the fish the oppor-

tunity to develop its own characteristics.

Discovered by forest ranger Harmon
Shannon in 1934, the Kendall Warm
Springs dace was described by fisheries

biologist Eugene R. Kuhn and his col-

league C. L. Hubbs. They called it an odd

little fish unlike those seen from any other

body of water. The females, which out-

number the males four to one, are a mot-

tled dull green, while the males, particu-

larly during the breeding season, are

bright purple. The fish live along the en-

tire length of the stream except in the

uppermost pools, where the level of c<

bon dioxide is too high for them to survi\

The main channel of the stream contai

primarily adult fish, while young of

ages remain under the protective cover

aquatic vegetation in small, shallow poo

Although the number of Kend
Warm Springs dace appears stable todj

the survival of the fish was threaten

until it received adequate protection

der the Endangered Species Act. Grazi

livestock used to wander across and ii

the stream, disturbing the fragile ecos)

tern, until the U. S. Forest Service fenc

off the area. For many years, the war

water stream was also used for bathii

and washing clothes. Since soaps and c

tergents were potentially harmful to t

organisms inhabiting the water, the For<

Service banned all such activities in 191

And until it was forbidden, fisherm

used to take the dace as bait. As a result

these measures, the Kendall Wai

Springs dace is now more secure.

"This Land" highlights the biologic

phenomena of the 156 U. S. natior.

forests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is Vis

ing Distinguished Professor of Pic

Biology at Southern Illinois University

Carbondale.
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The waters ofKendall Warm Springs,

above, cascade into the Green River.
N, Allen Bmnsi Wyoming Game and Fish Department

Ten miles east ofthe springs, the

Green River Lakes, right, reflect

Square Top Mountain.
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SILVER SCALLOP PIN
Nature's design beautifully

aptured hy James Breakell.

Handcast in sterling '35. In

14K gold H50. Add 53.50

handling. Brochure on

request. VISA, MC AMEX

1-800-767-6411

^ ,, ^ , „ ^ ^ 69 Mill St. Dept. NHSC

J.H. Breakell &Co. Newport,Rio284o

THE POKE BOAT'
ITS Pv'EKlTHING r\.\ CWOE ISN'T.

Call toll-free

1-800-

354-

0190.

HOLBROOK'S TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Tours

Australia & New Zealand

Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos & Ecuador
Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cmise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Street • Gainesville, PL 32609

German i
Not just a phrasebook. but a rea/ language coursel

More than 2 1 hours of recorded material make I
this unique self-instructional cassette/book course I
a truly effective way to learn German.

The course consists of a series of cassettes re- I
corded by native German speakers, and accompany-

ing textbook. You'll learn to speak German the I
way you learned English - by listening and repeating. I
It's easy, and takes only 25 minutes a day. Your a
cassette player becomes your "teaching machine" |
You learn where and when you want to. and at

your own pace. I
The course was developed hy the Foreign Senice I

Institute to train U.S. State Department personnel.

In addition, it has been used successfully by thou- I
sands of our mail-order customers. *

Packaged in handsome vinyl binders, the course

is"available in two parts. Order either, or save 10% I
by ordering both:

a Volume I: Basic. 10 cassettes (13 hr.) I
and 647-p. text. $175, ^

D Volume II: Intermediate. 8 cassettes {8 hr )

and 179-p. text. $145 |
(CT residents add sales tax) _

I Phone orders calltoll-free: 1-800-243-1234 | I
To order by mail, clip this ad and send with your

name and address, and a check or money order-or

charge to your credit card {VISA. MasterCard,

AmEx. Diners) by enclosing card number, expira-

tion date, and your signature, |
Try it for 3 weeks at no risk — we promise prompt m

refund if not completely satisfied. We offer courses I
in 56 languages: send for free catalog

auDia-raRum /
' ^Room E630. 96 Broad St . Guilford, CT 0643i.^

Celestial Events

The Sun's Ups and Dowi
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Summer begins on June 21, the longest

day of the year in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. The earliest sunrise, however, is on

June 1 4 and the latest sunset is on June 27.

The reason for this is the uneven rate at

which the sun's position in the sky changes

from day to day.

The tilt of the earth's axis, 23.5 degrees

away from being perpendicular to the

earth's orbit, creates our annual cycle of

seasons. As the earth orbits the sun, the

Northern Hemisphere tilts toward or

away from the sun, so that we experience

summer and winter, respectively.

This also causes the sun's daily path

across the sky to vary from its low at the

beginning of winter to its high at the start

of summer. The higher the sun as it

crosses the sky during the day, the more

time it spends above the horizon. Because

of the tilt and the earth's slightly elliptical

orbit, however, the rate of daily change in

the sun's altitude varies, being greatest

during the equinoxes and least at the sol-

stices. These irregularities make the sun a

less-than-perfect timepiece, and correc-

tions must always be applied to the time a

sundial shows.

The time on our wrists is ultimately

based on an imaginary "mean" sun that

averages the daily changes in the sun's

position. Because of the two major irregu-

larities mentioned, during some part of the

year the real sun rises, reaches noon, and

sets earlier than the mean sun; at other

times the true sun lags behind the mean
sun. This is why the dates of earliest sun-

rise and latest sunset do not coincide with

that of the summer solstice, or longest

day. Similarly, the dates of earliest sunset

and latest sunrise are different from that

of the winter solstice, or shortest day.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

June 1: Venus, Jupiter, and Mars, the

three bright planets, steal the show this

month. They hover in the west for several

hours until after twilight. The brightest is

Venus, which will be the lowest planet in

the first half of the month. Jupiter is sec-

ond brightest and highest but becomes

lowest later in June. Mars, between Ve!

and Jupiter, is the dimmest of the th-

but it is brighter than any star in Can
where the planets are gathering. Toni

the bright stars Pollux and Castor are

rectly right of brilliant Venus.

June 2: The waning gibbous m
passes Saturn in Capricomus. Saturn

the moon rise about midnight and stay

past dawn.

June 5: Last-quarter moon is at 1

A.M., EDT, shortly before it moves

Pisces. The moon appears in the South i

Fish (a faint pentagonal pattern) whel

rises after midnight.

June 6-8: Each morning, the crescil

moon appears below the Square of P( t

sus, easily visible to the moon's left in e

predawn hours.
'

June 9-10: The two stars forming

triangle with the moon at daybreak on \

9th are Aries' Hamal and Sheratan. L

I

for the thinner crescent moon again on ji

10th, with the Pleiades cluster below '

June 1 2: New moon is at 8:06 a.m., i

perigee at 8:00 p.m., EDT. Perigee sp; B
tides tonight and tomorrow are hi|B

than normal. \

June 13: Venus is at greatest elonga'if

(distance) to the east (left) of the i\i

growing in apparent size and shrinkin;iB

phase as it moves closer to the earth on«
way to inferior conjunction with the if

(passing between the earth and the su

Binoculars reveal its present "half mo
shape. Venus is now within five degree

Jupiter and Mars. Watch nightly fr'

now until the 20th to see this exceptic

planetary gathering (joined by the mi

on the 1 5th) change swiftly.

June 14-15: Mars and Jupiter are 1

than two-thirds of a degree apart b

evenings; just over one lunar diameter s

arates them. Jupiter greatly outshi

Mars, and Venus, to their right, outshi

them both. On the 15th we will hav

spectacular view of the planetary gatf

ing, with the crescent moon to the lefl

June 16: The planets are to the right

the moon now, forming a compact tri
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1 During the next week, Venus will get

1 er to Mars as both pull away from

1 iter. Leo's Regulus is the bright star

I re the moon.

line 17: The triangle is tighter tonight.

' us passes north of Jupiter about 7:00

, EDT. The two will be closest in our

||
when they set tonight, about two lunar

j

neters apart.

une 1 8: The planetary triangle is get-

wider and is about to break up.

une 19: First-quarter moon is at 12:19

|,EDT

I

une 20: The waxing gibbous moon
>es under Virgo's bright star Spica.

une 21: Summer begins in the North-

i Hemisphere at 5:19 p.m., EDT, when

j

sun arrives at the summer solstice.

I

une 23: Venus passes Mars at 8:00

., when the two planets are less than a

j

ir diameter apart. They are close on

(i nights in our sky but switch places,

to right. Dazzling Venus greatly out-

les Mars, however, being more than

I times brighter.

une 24: Scorpius' Antares is the red-

1 star near the gibbous moon,

une 26: Look below the rising moon
lich is full at 10:58 p.m., EDT) to see

stars of Sagittarius' "teapot." Less

n a third of the moon slips into the

th's shadow during a penumbral lunar

ipse at full moon. The moon darkens

y slightly and imperceptibly,

(une 27: The moon reaches apogee, its

thest point in orbit from the earth,

fune 28-29: Still a morning "star," Sat-

L is only a month from its opposition

h the sun, when it makes the transition

in evening object. The waning gibbous

on helps locate Saturn on the 28th and
:h, as it moves from the right to the left

the planet.

itor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

lie shows the evening stars and con-

llations for this month and gives the

tes and times for use.

•omas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

! of the American Museum.
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Eating like a Noble Savage
Evenpremodernpeople had conveniencefood

by Raymond Sokolov

In our technologically advanced state of

culture, we first worlders are inclined to

mock food products that owe something to

industrial science. We are also prone to

romanticize simple foods—peasant foods,

ethnic foods—foods that smack of

premodern purity and closeness to the soil.

This yen for the primitive parallels similar

impulses well known since the romantic

era, in which the highly civilized, self-

consciously refined thinkers of the West

glorified the lives of people they took to be

their opposites. They themselves were cor-

rupted by the decadence of advanced civi-

lization; "savages" were noble.

The appeal of this attitude remains

strong for many people today, especially

those discontented with their inherited so-

cieties. In this country, these neoroman-

tics (hereinafter referred to as NRs) have

typically flagellated themselves for the de-

struction of the indigenous Indian cultures

by the advancing wave of white settle-

ment. They tend to see only good in the

pre-Columbian lives of the groups they

insist on lumping together illogically as

Native Americans (this euphemism re-

places the imperialist misnomer Indian

with a term excluding almost all of us bom
here since 1492). And the NRs also see

only evil in the Western culture brought to

these shores.

The coming quincentenary of Colum-

bus's first landfall has already spurred the

NRs into action. They are busy dancing

their tribal dance, so to speak, hoping to

bring down rain on the worldwide parade

of events that will celebrate one of human
history's most important events next year.

In the vanguard of these naysayers is the

writer Kirkpatrick Sale, whose book The

Conquest of Paradise: Christopher Co-

lumbus and the Columbian Legacy

(Knopf, 1990) does its best to blacken the

name of Columbus. Sale's most remark-

able stance, however, is not a revisionist

slur on the legend of 1492, but a radical

enthusiasm for the agriculture practiced

on this continent before the arrival of

horses, advanced plows, European horti-

cultural science, and the ensuing plague of

machines, pesticides, monocropping, and

other evils of modem agriculture.

On a less theoretical scale, nice people

all around us echo the NR disdain for

modem food production when they tum
their noses up at what they find for sale

in supermarkets. I do this myself, most

disdainfully in those aisles that feature

packaged, prepared foods—overpriced,

pumped full of additives, and tasting like

the assembly-line products they are. I am
willing to concede that for many people

the perceived (and often real) convenience

of these foods justifies their cost. And
since I am not an expert in the relevant

sciences, I'm not ready to join the NRs in

condemning all prepared foods as the

work of the Evil One. But I do feel on

strong ground in the area of taste. And I

confidently assert that a great many pack-

aged convenience foods fall short of home-

made versions of the same dish.

Some, however, are fine and dandy.

Some entirely industrial, mass-produced

foods taste very good, and they are the

exact modem equivalent of some of the

world's most ancient and basic food prod-

ucts. I'm thinking of packaged cold break-

fast cereals.

Leaving aside various distracting im-

ponderables, such as the effect of mono-

cropped grains and modem methods of

fertilization and irrigation on the environ-

ment, I want to discuss breakfast cereals

in terms of their preparation after the

grain harvest is in, so as to compare them

with primitive treatments of grain handed

down from prehistory as staples of life.

Take cornflakes. Aren't they the epit-

ome of late-industrial food processing

—

conuneal stabilized in a precooked, flat-

tened form, dehydrated for long keeping

and ready to eat when moistened? But this

is precisely what the Hopis did with hand

labor long before Columbus. Today, well-

brought-up Hopi girls still toast thin

sheets of blue commeal dough on stone

griddles, then roll them up into cylinders

to make traditional/?/'A:/'. This process may
be more picturesque than what goes on in

a cereal factory, and the Hopi product

may be more beautiful than comflai

but the products are basically the sami

find it impossible not to think of them

closely related convenience foods, sensi

exploiting a staple grain.

The world's cuisines preserve dozens

these prepared grain convenience foe

Italian pastas are the best known. Th
also of noodles and grits, hardtack,

breads, the cmsts of old-fashioned p

meant for long storage.

Even these basic traditional con

nience foods are a step removed from

most primitive conditions. They reqi

milled flour, which is within the react

preindustrial, tribal societies, but

compromise? The world olfers us so

delicious and tmly preindustrial, non-1

ropean grain foods. Probably the most i

tique is the cracked-wheat product fr

the Middle East most commonly refer >

to here by its Turkish name, bulgur.

According to Michael Abdalla'-s
i

haustive account in the proceedings of

1989 Oxford Food Symposium, the olc l
reference to bulgur is on an Assyrian cu i

iform tablet of the ninth century B.C., i

discussion of a feast at the court

Ashumasirpal II. Abdalla believes t

the biblical word arisah, usually tra

lated as "dough," refers to bulgur.

Even without accepting these rei

ences as definitive, it seems clear that t

gur is a traditional form of grain storage

Assyrian villages in what is now Iraq, a

that the bulgur tradition goes back

enough, to a time and way of life su

ciently remote from our own world,

satisfy the most dyed-in-the-wool N
Abdalla's description of how Assyrian i

lagers process bulgur even now (or at lei

before their lives were dismpted by t

Mother of Battles) is a Rousseauean id

in Mesopotamian garb.

"Each family prepares 100-200 kg.

recently harvested wheat for this purpoii]

First the grain is carefully cleaned: it

sieved manually, sorted on large rou

trays (every odd grain is removed), rins

in water several times and dried in the si

... In addition to family members, neij-l
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A Matter of Taste

Irs also take part in these activities. The

; jvities last a few weeks and are done in

:; sure time, usually in the afternoons of

ig summer days."

Next the grain is boiled until it is soft-

sd to the point of edibility, called

noke or shleeqa. The shleeqa is then

ead thinly on rooftops or other outdoor

rfaces and dried for one to three days.

jlie grain darkens and contracts and

)ks like wrinkled peas."

The second stage of bulgur preparation

ihelling. The dried grains are sprinkled

! th water to make them flexible. Then

I jy are struck with wooden hammers in a

j

me hole called a gurno, in eff"ect a large

\
Drtar. "During the work, men often want

j
show off" in front of their wives and

I

ike the grain with all their might. The

Ists' daughters prepare meals for their

I

rd-working parents and at leisure time

courage their fathers. This stage of bul-

ir preparation is very colorful and truly

Ikloristic. It is often accompanied by

Ik songs sung by the children."

One such song was recorded in Syria in

1972:

Himma u haye, himma u ha.

Come girls, come ha . .

.

The girls have run and have come!

They gathered around bulgur

in silence.

They rolled up their sleeves

and stood ready.

They looked more beautiful to

the eyes of the boys.

Himmu u haye, strike ha.

After the grain is pounded, it is sun

dried again, to facilitate shelling and to

enhance its nutty taste. Eventually, the

grain is winnowed: cupfuls are poured on

the ground and the wind blows away the

bran. Finally, the grain is cracked in a

quern, a sort of primitive mill consisting of

a stationary stone and a movable stone.

The cracked grain is sieved so as to sepa-

rate it into three grades of fineness.

Bulgur keeps well and can be boiled

much faster (in about ten minutes) than

Raw Kibbe

(Adapted from Lebanese Mountain Cookery,

by Mary Laird Hamady, Godine, 1 987)

About 13 ounces lean lamb
1 cup fine bulgur

'A cup ground onions plus juice

'A teaspoon ground cinnamon
Vs teaspoon allspice

I teaspoon or more salt

'A teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Olive oil

Finely chopped parsley or chopped
scallion or a quartered white onion

1. Be sure to remove all fat and gristle

from lamb. Grind twice through fine

blade of meat grinder. (In Lebanon the

lamb is pounded in a mortar until

pasty; the soaked bulgur is worked well

by hand to soften it and then mixed
with the meat; the two are then well

pounded to make a thick paste.) Mea-
sure; you should have 1 Vi cups.

2. Wash bulgur well in a sieve and
squeeze out water. Rub well with

hands to make it soft. Mix with lamb
and onion. Put mixture through fine

blade of grinder twice.

3. Add seasonings and work well into

meat with hands until mixture is very

pasty.

4. Traditionally, a design is pressed into

the meat using a fork or dull knife.

Form the kibbe into a mound in a shal-

low dish and draw grooves across the

mound in a star shape, passing through

the center point with each stroke.

Make a slight indentation in the center

of the mound and trickle olive oil over

the kibbe. Decorate with parsley, scal-

lion, or segments of the quartered on-

ion separated into single layers. Or
form the kibbe into balls and score

them.

Yield: Vk cups kibbe; 16 to 21

kibbe balls; 6 to 7 servings

rice. It is versatile, goes with a large vari-

ety of foods (meats, vegetables, legumes),

and in Middle Eastern countries, it cer-

tainly quaHfies as a staple. Indeed, its use

is so various and widespread that a com-

plete enumeration of bulgur dishes would

be tedious, not to say impossible.

In our day, bulgur has traveled west-

ward and can be found on shelves in

American supermarkets. Although still an

exotic food, it is nonetheless familiar to

most of us in the summer salad called tab-

bouleh. Habitues of Near Eastern restau-

rants will have encountered it as a compo-

nent of the lamb mixture, raw or baked,

called kibbe, which is the national dish of

Lebanon and Syria.

Oddly, the rise of bulgur in interna-

tional estimation has coincided with a

drop in its stature at home in the Middle

East. According to Abdalla, rice has

greater prestige because it is imported,

and it more and more replaces bulgur as

the starch in meat stuffings for vegetables.

This is exactly the kind of situation that

NRs in our culture view with alarm. For-

tunately, the Middle East does not lack for

NRs of its own. One imagines, not without

a certain malice, Levantine culinary

thought police browbeating cooks to put

the bulgur back in their stuff"ed tomatoes

and sheep intestines, to stop eating what-

ever the local equivalent of Twinkles is

and go back to cakes made of fine bulgur

and groats of raw wheat. Especially, one

hopes, there is great pressure for hand

pounding of kibbe and for the studious

consumption of that historic remnant of

Turkic dining on wind-swept steppes:

tarhana. This is bulgur mixed with yogurt

and left to ferment for several days. The
bulgur disintegrates to a pulp. Molded
into little balls and dried in the sun,

tarhana keeps at home for a year.

Every time I eat Grape-Nuts, I think of

tarhana wistfully, but without wishing I

were a Turkish nomad.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-

tion offood.
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A Tiff over Turf
It may be just a leaf to you, but to male

strawberry poison-dart frogs in the Costa

Rican rain forest, it's part of a breeding

ground worth fighting over. Males

compete fiercely to control both a

territory and a female, sometimes even

destroying her previous brood so that they

can father a new one.

So named because extracts from their

South American relatives are used by

Indians to tip their blowgun darts, poison-

dart frogs are a classic example of the

evolutionary advantages of conspicuous

coloration. One brush with the sickening

poison, coupled with the reinforcing sight

of the frog's bold colors, teaches would-be

predators a memorable lesson.

While some poison-dart frogs live up in

the trees, this small strawberry-colored

species frequents the forest floor. After

the female lays her eggs on dried leaves

(accompanied by a male to fertilize

them), the male repeatedly visits the eggs,

keeping them wet with fluids from his

body until they hatch. After about two

weeks, tadpoles emerge; the female must

then carry them on her back, one or two at

a time, to a nearby little pool of water,

where they mature into adults.

A naturalist of the last century, Thomas

Belt, wrote of a Nicaraguan species: "The

little frog hops about in the daytime,

dressed in a bright livery of red and blue.

He cannot be mistaken for any other and

his flaming vest and blue stockings show

that he does not court conceahnent— I

was convinced he was uneatable so soon as

I made his acquaintance and saw the

happy sense of security with which he

hopped about."—7?. M.

Photograph by

Michael Fogden
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Authors f

Ever since he was a graduate student

at Columbia University in the 1950s,

Paul Tolstoy (page 6) has sought to ac-

count for the striking similarity between

traditional bark-paper making practices

in Mesoamerica and Indonesia. The puz-

zle, first put to him by the late Gordon F.

Ekholm, curator of Mexican antiquities

at the American Museum, has involved

him in a worldwide ethnographic and ar-

cheological survey of the tools, proce-

dures, uses, and customs surrounding

the manufacture of bark cloth and pa-

per. A professor of anthropology at the

University of Montreal, Tolstoy has di-

rected archeological field projects in Ec-

uador and highland Mexico. For further

reading, he recommends The Aztec and

Maya Papermakers, by Victor von Ha-

gen (New York: Hacker Art Books,

1977); Traditional Papermaking and

Paper Cult Figures ofMexico, by Alan

R. Sandstrom and Pamela Effrein Sand-

strom (Norman: University of Okla-

homa Press, 1986); "Barkcloth Produc-

tion in Central Sulawesi," by Lorraine

V. Aragon {^Expedition, vol. 32, no. 1,

1990); and "Trans-Pacific Contacts:

What, Where and When?" by Paul Tol-

stoy (Quarterly Review ofArchaeology,

September-December 1986).

1

For as long as she can remember,

rah A. Sloane (page 32) has been i

ested in the private lives of animals:

"

first subject was my cat. I was seven,

I followed him around all day just to

what he did with his time." More

cently, as an official student of ani

behavior, she has assisted in field stu

of baboons in Kenya and jays in Mex
as well as conducting her own worl

loggerhead shrikes in Florida. Sloi

who expects to receive her doctorate

month from the University of Michij

says she originally intended to st

large ungulates, but "bird projects \

falUng in my lap." She is currently in

tigating the social behavior and ecol

of cooperatively breeding bushtits in

Chiricahua Mountains of southeas

Arizona. A good account of the habil

shrikes can be found in Tom J. Ca
"Ecological and Behavioral Aspect

Predation by the Northern Shrike" (,

ingBird, vol. 6, 1967); for more on bi

use of inanimate objects in displ

readers may consult Gerald Borj

"Sexual Selection in Bowerbirds" (

entific American, June 1986),
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Many of Jack C. Schultz's experi-

;nts with plants, insects, and patho-

ns talce place on his 120-acre farm in

ntral Pennsylvania (page 40). "I can

ilk out my back door," says Schultz,

nd see oaks festooned with bags of cat-

pillars." Schultz is an associate profes-

r of entomology, ecology, and plant

lysiology at Penn State's Pesticide Re-

arch Laboratory, and in addition to

:aterpillar watching" on the farm, he

searches plant-herbivore interactions

Costa Rica's tropical rain forest. He
ppes to expand his studies of

ant-insect-microbe systems to the

»ert, where fifteen years ago he first

jgan working in the field of ecology,

ar additional reading, Schultz recom-

lends Insect Outbreaks, edited by Pe-

ro Barbosa and Jack C. Schultz (New
brk: Academic Press, 1989); The

ypsy Moth, Porthetria Dispar, by Ed-

ard H. Forbush and Charles H.

emald, edited by Frank Egerton (Sa-

!m, NH: Ayer Company Publishers,

978); and The Gypsy Moth: Research

oward Integrated Pest Management,
JSDA Forest Service Technical BuUe-

inno. 1584, 1981.
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Authors, Continued

Alan R. Hildebrand and William V.

Boynton (page 46), of the University of

Arizona, have been on the trail of the

Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) crater since

1984. Hildebrand, shown here examin-

ing a section of the boundary layer in

Austria, is a native of New Brunswick.

He was an exploration geologist in north-

western Canada for six years before

moving to Arizona to pursue a Ph.D. in

planetary science. His research on the

K-T boundary layer has taken him to

more than fifty sites around the world.

Upon completion of his doctorate Hilde-

brand will join the Geological Survey of

Canada, where he plans to continue his

research on the K-T impact and others,

many of which left well-preserved cra-

ters in northern Canada. Boynton is a

professor of planetary sciences, special-

izing in the chemistry of meteorites. Af-

ter reading a paper Hildebrand had writ-

ten on the chemistry of the K-T
boundary, Boynton became interested in

the problem of the crater's location. Lab-

oratory instruments that Boynton devel-

oped for meteorite research allowed

them to analyze the composition of the

layer with great precision. Boynton has

also developed an instrument for the

Mars Observer Mission to be launched

next year. For additional reading, the au-

thors suggest an article by Walter Alva-

rez and Frank Asaro, "An Extraterres-

trial Impact" (Scientific American,

October 1990).

"As one walks through the rain for-

est," says Michael Fogden (page 76),

"one often comes across pairs of pugna-

cious male poison-dart frogs engaged in

boundary disputes. Sometimes they go

at it for an hour or more." Yorkshire-

bom, Fogden earned a doctorate in or-

nithology from Oxford University's Ed-

ward Grey Institute and for years

worked with his wife, Patricia (with

whom he is pictured here), on projects as

far afield as Uganda (warbler migration)

and Mexico's Sonoran Desert (compe-

tition between cattle and wildlife). For

the last dozen years, the Fogdens have

worked in Costa Rica as free-lance writ-

ers and wildlife photographers, con-

centrating on natural history subjects.

The photograph for this month's "Natu-

ral Moment" was taken with a Nikon F3

and a 105mm lens.

.''

PL Vmt^Wl^^ ^

Robert R. Humphrey (page 54) fi

made the acquaintance of the booji

tree as a doctoral student at the Univ

sity of Minnesota in the early 1930s. I

cades later, he renewed and expand

his knowledge of this desert odd!

"When I had the time and opportun

to explore some of the details of i

trees' ecology, from 1967 to 1972, t

became an all-absorbing way of life

me and my wife, Roberta." Humphre
enthusiasm for the boojum extends to

habitat, the strange "Alice-in-Wond

land" splendors of Baja's Sonor

Desert. A professor emeritus in t

School of Renewable Resources at tji

University of Arizona at Tucson, whe

he taught courses in range ecoloi

Humphrey continues to study the flc

of the Southwest. His current projec

include an investigation of the grow

rates of the boojum and a study of vej

tation changes in the Sonoran Dese:

He also continues to explore Baja's "oi

back" as a scientist and as a back-cou

try hiker and camper. Humphrey is tl

author of The Boojum and Its Hon
(Tucson: University of Arizona Pres

1974). To readers interested in dese

plants he recommends Norman C. Ro

erts's Baja California Plant Field Guii

(La JoUa: Natural History Publishir

Co., 1989).
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Mosquitoes Unlimited
The few thousand different insects that we call mosquitoes are a

minor group of small, biting flies. Yet they have had a major

impact on human evolution and history. And they also have their

own intriguing natural history. In recognition of their worldwide

importance (and their annoying ubiquity at this time of year),

Natural History, for the first time, dedicates virtually an entire

issue to one Lopic, mosquitoes.

COVER: Female mosquito engorged with blood. Photograph by Mark Tomalty;
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Introduction
Afemale Anopheles mosquito sucking
bloodfrom human skin
Lannart Nllsson

Mosquitoes
Unltmited
by Lewis T. Nielsen

Is any other group of insects as univer-

sally disliked as mosquitoes? I have often

wondered if any human on our planet has

grown up without suffering at some time

from bites of these annoying insects. Most
of us probably don't even notice the first

few bites, because the saliva of mosquitoes

is not toxic (as is a scorpion's, for in-

stance), but it does contain at least four

active fractions (probably protein mole-

cules) that eventually elicit an allergic re-

sponse. After repeated bites, the victim

becomes sensitized, and only then does the

swelling and itching occur.

Thereafter, even an occasional encoun-

ter with mosquitoes will result in the usual

symptoms. Over a long period of time,

however, one may become desensitized.

After fifty years of exposure during my
research activities, I am now immune. To
maintain my immunity, all I need do is get

a few bites each year.

The origin of mosquitoes is obscure.

They probably evolved in the tropics at

least 200 million years ago. At first, they

probably fed only on fruit juices and the

nectar of flowers. Today, mosquitoes still

need the sugar-rich juice to provide en-

ergy for flight and other activities. Males
rely on nectar for energy throughout their

lifetime because their mouthparts are not

adapted for piercing skin, and females

feed on it before and after they take up the

blood-sucking habit. I have even collected

females taking nectar while their abdo-

mens were distended with eggs or blood.

The blood-sucking habit apparently

evolved with the appearance of warm-
blooded mammals and birds, although a

few mosquito species may have started by

4 Natural History 7/91

feeding on coldblooded vertebrates (as

some continue to do today). Blood con-

tains valuable proteins that greatly in-

crease egg production. When certain arc-

tic Aedes mosquitoes obtain a blood meal,

they will produce about 100 eggs per ovi-

position. If they are deprived of blood and
feed only on nectar, some will still produce

fertile eggs, but the number is reduced to

fewer than ten; in some cases to only one.

Mosquitoes are not a large group com-
pared with, say, some beetle families of

more than 50,000 species. Scientists have
identified only about 3,450 species of mos-
quitoes, with about 1 8 new ones added to

the total each year. Yet because of their

great importance to humans, mosquitoes

have been intensively studied.

Three-fourths of all species live in the

subtropics and tropics, where mosquitoes

originated. Because of the tremendous di-

versity of habitats and warm, moist cli-

mate, parts of the tropics have more than

150 species in a single square mile. Away
from the tropics, the number of species

declines dramatically. The United States

has about 170 species; Canada about 70.

The Arctic has less than a dozen. Yet the

greatest concentration of individuals oc-

curs in the arctic tundra regions.

In the Arctic, thousands of square miles

of tundra pools overlying permafrost pro-

duce hordes of mosquitoes that quite liter-

ally blacken the sky. In one experiment,

Canadian researchers, who uncovered

their torsos, arms, and legs to arctic mos-

quitoes in the interests of science, reported

as many as 9,000 bites per minute. At this

rate, unprotected humans would lose half

of their blood supply in two hours, easily
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enough to cause death. I am not aware of

any documented case of a human death by

such an exsanguination, but young, unpro-

tected domesticated animals have report-

edly been killed by mosquitoes where the

density of the insects is extreme.

As vectors of disease, mosquitoes have

been responsible for more human deaths

than any other animal. Malaria has killed

hundreds of millions of people. About 200

million people are suffering from the dis-

ease now, and some 100 million new cases

occur each year. Probably one million peo-

ple, mostly children, die from malaria an-

nually. Mosquitoes transmit more than

100 viral diseases to humans and other

animals. Of these, dengue and encepha-

litis are major health threats, and yellow

fever still takes severe human tolls in Af-

rica. Each year, filariasis, a nematode
worm infection that is usually not fatal,

infects millions of people in the tropics

and, in severe cases, causes elephantiasis.

Regardless of our best efforts, these dis-

eases will continue to cause illness and

death in many parts of the world.

I have often been asked, "What good

are mosquitoes?" A few things can be said

in their defense. They are a part of the

food chain of many invertebrates and ver-

tebrates and are an especially important

food for some birds and bats. In the Arc-

tic, mosquitoes are the main pollinators of

bog orchids. In my studies, I have col-

lected mosquitoes whose bodies were

dusted with pollen grains traceable to

more than thirty species of flowering

plants. Mosquitoes are probably far more
important as pollinators of wildflowers

than we have realized.

The battles of our seemingly eternal

war against mosquitoes have been particu-

larly hard fought this century, starting

with the successful campaign against mos-

quito-bome malaria and yellow fever

when the United States built the Pant

Canal. Our tactics have included draii

wetlands, screening windows and porC|

and applying massive amounts of pi

cides. More than 1,000 agencies inj

United States and Canada spend nrj

than $ 1 50 million each year on mosqij

controls, including pesticides that are r

lively harmless to the environment w
properly used. The newest weapon is B
biopesticide specifically aimed at n

quito larvae. Bacterial spores in Bti c

tain toxic crystals that damage the lin

of the larval gut and kill the mosq\

before it reaches adulthood.

But mosquitoes have also had their s

cessful tactics and victories. By devel

ing resistance to our chemical weapc

they have returned to many regions. /

often the pesticides have done consi(

able damage to the mosquitoes' nati

predators and to other nontarget org

isms. Some practices of modem hun
society have been a boon to mosquitc

Discarded cans, bottles, and used tires

a few examples of the splendid breed

spots we provide for them. If the prei

tions of global warming in the com
decades are true, we may be creatin

worldwide opportunity for mosquitc

Any expansion of tropical and subtropi

areas will give rise to favorable habil

for many mosquito species, including

ones that are vectors of deadly diseases

the warming is accompanied by increa

precipitation, new hordes of hunj

blood-loving mosquitoes could be

leashed in both the temperate and" s

arctic zones of the world.

After a half century of research w

many dedicated colleagues, I think thi

a good time to review what we know ab

the mosquito. The wide range of arti(
|

on the following pages is a good beginn

for knowing our fascinating enemy.

The Panama Canal, shown here in a 1910 engraving, was completed only when
I yellow-fever-bearing mosquitoes were brought under control.

The Granger Collection
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Biting the

Hand That

Feeds You
Abundant and accessible, human
blood has become
the mosquito's plat du jour

by John D, Edman

Ever wonder how mosquitoes came to

so desire your blood? Their thirst greatly

predates humankind, so why do they need

to pick on us? Is our blood particularly

tasty or nutritious?

Human blood is really quite inferior.

It's low in isoleucine, an amino acid mos-

quitoes must have to build their egg pro-

teins, and they produce significantly more

eggs after gorging on other animals. Does

this put mosquitoes that take our blood at

a disadvantage? That all depends on what

else is on the menu, and because the selec-

tion seems to be steadily decreasing, we
are likely to become the daily special.

So when did this dilemma begin, and

why does our future look so itchy? Blood

feeding arose independently among sev-

eral kinds of insects, as well as mites, ticks,

leeches, and "vampire" bats. Organisms

that drink blood exclusively have come by

this habit via somewhat different paths

than have mosquitoes, which partake only

if they are female and then only to repro-

duce. (Both male and female mosquitoes,

however, have a sweet tooth; plant sugar is

their main fuel for flight and survival.)

We don't know for sure just when cer-

tain primitive flies with mouthparts for

sucking fruit juice or insect hemolymph

first started sipping the more nutritious

"juice" of vertebrates. The fossil record of

the dipterans—mosquitoes and other

flies—is far too frail. Our best guess is

that this behavior originated when reptiles

ruled the planet. Attacks on giant herbi-

vores by predators such as Tyrannosaurus

inflicted open, bleeding wounds, perhaps

setting the stage for the gradual develop-

ment of the blood-feeding life styles of

insects. The smallest mosquitoes now in

existence are thought by many taxono-

mists to be quite primitive, and they still

feed on what were likely their coldblooded

ancestral hosts: reptiles, amphibians, and

lungfish.

Modem mosquitoes seem to have pro-

liferated after the demise of the great rep-

tiles, when large land mammals domi-

nated the landscape some 25 to 50 million

years ago. But this smorgasbord did not

last. The disappearance of the great land

mammals after the most recent glacial

period roughly coincided with the begin-

ning of widespread human migration and

expansion. The relatively sudden loss of

easy prey must have placed unusual selec-

tive pressure on these little flies that had

grown so dependent on going "out for

blood" to reproduce. Smaller land ani-

mals, such as rodents and birds, remained

on the menu, however, and their contin-

ued survival promoted greater feeding on

the array of abundant, smaller hosts.

In contrast to mammoths and giant

Afemale Culex mosquito, the remains ofa blood meal still in her gut, wasfound
in 25- to 40-miIlion-year-oldamberfrom the Dominican Republic. One ofthe earliest-

knownfossil mosquitoes, it may havefed on small mammals and birds.

G. O. Poinar, Jr., University ol California. Berlteley
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sloths, small vertebrates are difiicull

find and more dexterous and detemii

in defending their little tanks of blcl

Many of them even eat insects, includ|

mosquitoes, if they get the chance. Fe|

ing on smaller hosts required refinemi

of host-finding and blood-feeding skills!

variety of stealthy behaviors developed

mosquitoes that feed on highly defensi

animals. Nocturnal attacks enabled so

mosquitoes to avoid the risks of drink

the blood of such uncooperative hosts

wide-awake pecking birds and scratch

rodents. In some cases, this strategy cal

for a sensory system capable of guid

flying mosquitoes to their hosts even

the darkest of nights, a system we s

don't fully comprehend.

While mosquitoes like Culex a

Culiseta evolved in apparent associat

with birds, most other common grou

including two of the largest genera, Aei

and Anopheles, stuck with mamm;
Larval Aedes concentrated on sweep

up the microorganisms and detritus on i

bottom of shallow, temporary watt

Their distant cousins, the Anopheles,

came specialists at filtering the surf;

water in more permanent pools. Th
keeping out of each other's way, b<

groups prospered.

But as larvae continued to diversify a

became specialists at hving in almost

ery conceivable aquatic niche, the rar i

and number of vertebrates available

adults of certain species became e:\\

more restricted. (Although mosquitl

can fly, if they venture too far search

!

for one critical resource, for exam?

blood, they may lose contact with th[

other resources, such as egg-laying site I

In environments where hosts were scar
|

*

some mosquito species evolved the cap.

ity to generate eggs from protein reser

carried over from the larval stage. If for

nate enough to find blood later, the fem;
|

could enlarge her family by laying a si|

ond batch of eggs. In other species, such'

Wyeomyia hving in pitcher plants gro

ing in isolated bogs, the larval niches I

came so limited in area, size, and numb

that blood feeding was essentially ab£

doned. These two options worked only I

species whose larvae live in highly nut

tious water and for those able to greail i

extend the time spent feeding as larv£| i

But biding time in an increasingly host|<

and evaporating envirorunent carries I

own risks. Like the maggots of cadaveij J

most larval mosquitoes are adapted
}

I

quickly exploit a transient resource. ;

The availability of blood for reprodu]

;

tion was, and still is, a powerful selecti'!'>

force on mosquitoes. But it had to be b£! <

anced against the even more critical ne<i j
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for suitable aquatic niches for larval devel-

opment. As a result, mosquitoes became

specialized as larvae, but their adult

blood-feeding patterns remained rela-

tively diverse. While most of these winged

ectoparasites have a primary association

with just one vertebrate class and some,

especially in the tropics, also feed some-

what selectively on groups of similar hosts

within a class (perching birds, grazing

mammals), most mosquitoes display some

degree of attraction to nearly all hosts

found within their flight range. All warm-

blooded animals emit cues, such as carbon

dioxide and heat, that enable mosquitoes

to zero in on them. Other chemicals, like

octenol and lactic acid, which are associ-

ated with animal breath or skin emana-

tions, may further enhance a host's attrac-

tiveness. The basis for known examples of

selective feeding—including differences

in attractiveness to mosquitoes among
people—remains a mystery.

Immunological tests of blood in the

stomachs of wild mosquitoes reveal an im-

pressive variety of hosts. Human blood is

rarely found, except in a few tropical spe-

cies. (Some mosquitoes and vertebrates

rarely come into close contact even

though they occupy the same general hab-

itat.) Although analysis of blood meals

gives us an idea of feeding preferences,

most mosquitoes are flexible and will shift

to new victims when their usual sources of

blood disappear or new ones are intro-

duced. Such once-abundant hosts as

American buffalo have been driven close

to extinction, while domesticated Uve-

stock and exotic introductions added some

new blood to the shrinking pool. It's pretty

risky for mosquitoes to stick their probos-

cis into the veins of only one species. Ever-

expanding populations of humans con-

tinue to cut forests and decimate wildlife.

What's a poor mosquito to do but go for

the naked ape with the second-rate blood?

Historically, only a handful of the more

than 3,000 species of mosquitoes have be-

come hooked on our blood. After all, we
slap them, spray them, repel them, screen

them out of our beds and houses, cover our

skin, and migrate to distant locations. In

North America, we even tax ourselves so

people can be hired to spend their entire

careers destroying the places where mos-

quitoes live, killing their young, and ex-

ploring novel, high-tech ways to keep

them from taking our blood.

Those few mosquito species that have

developed a strong craving for our blood

seem to have done so in just the last few

hundred years. They are primarily Afri-

can species that have come to depend

heavily on humans for their aquatic needs.

Moreover, since most of their ancestral

forest habitat is gone, they must re!,o

human dwellings for cool, dark plac
t

rest. Species that live with us and gr,t

depend on us for their survival are goi;

use us for food as well.

This may be the classic case of "bii

the hand that feeds you," but what d

choices do these mosquitoes have? I (

ban areas, nonhuman mammalian op| (i

are few—mainly dogs and cats. Thej !

urbs offer a greater array of pets, bui «

numbers of larger, human-tolerant i h

animals are dwindling.

In rural areas, livestock represent A
options for mosquitoes. Where wild

1] )

have been largely replaced by don- t

cated ones, mosquitoes generally ex

these less-defensive, human-prov

blood sources. In the tropics, humans

their livestock often live in proximit

the short term, such practices can ser

either attract more mosquitoes intoj

man dwellings, where some may fee

humans, or divert feeding away I

humans toward more accessible hosts

when famine or epidemics of animal

ease strike, domesticated mosquitoes

only humans left to attack. We aln

have some examples of the evolutio

outcome of this kind of selective pres;

Annually, more than one million ir

deaths due to malaria are a byprodu

the African Anopheles mosquito's fee^
association with humans.

Two notorious species

—

Culex c

quefasciatus and Aedes aegypti—an

usual container-breeding mosquitoes iti

have become highly domesticated a il:

unwittingly provided for their li#i

needs. Distributed worldwide in trop 4^

subtropical, and warmer temperattw

gions, their natural water vessels, sue tBi

wet tree holes, have largely been repl ^
by man-made ones, such as tires amjll

cans. Urban filariasis and dengue he ife

rhagic fever have flourished througMti

the tropics as a result of the indoor-re;,!*

and human-feeding behaviors of these l|l

mosquitoes. We believe that one sptii

formerly attacked birds and the othe I

tacked rodents; therefore, they may ei'

have made the switch to our own spe

The future looks ominous for us.

man populations continue to grow anc

come more urbanized. Wild hosts ar,

the decline in the world blood bank. S
species will exploit the ways we use w
and land and cleverly thwart our defer

These are the mosquitoes that are Ukel

prosper in the long term, and unless v

are found to cut off their water and bi

supplies, more bites and more mosqi

borne diseases likely await us. "Beir

good host" could take on a whole

meaning.
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HIS View OF Lii

OfMice and Mosquitoes
How close is the kinship oftwo great phyla, the

vertebrates and the arthropods?

by Stephen Jay Gould

We can all relate to the concept of shar-

ing blood with arthropods—although our

thoughts generally veer toward mosqui-

toes and exploitation, rather than geneal-

ogy and kinship. We usually view the mos-

quito as sole benefactor in such a

transaction, but consider an interesting, if

fictional, variation. In his recent novel,

Jurassic Park (featuring Tyrannosaurus,

a later Cretaceous dinosaur, on the dust

jacket), Michael Crichton resurrects an

entire world of dinosaurs by extracting

their blood from fossilized biting insects

perfectly preserved in amber
How can we even entertain any notion

of kinship, expressed in shared anatomy,

with arthropods? Bugs, spiders, and their

ilk are symbols of maximal difference

from vertebrates. They are small; we are

large. They are creepy; we, at our best, are

elegant. Moving from such visceral aes-

thetics to more technical details, the ana-

tomical designs of insect and vertebrate

seem so divergent. Both, to be sure, are

segmented, bilaterally symmetrical ani-

mals, but such broad and useful features

can easily evolve several times. Consid-

ered in any detail, the fundamental differ-

ences of structure overwhelm any vague

similarity. To cite the most obvious exam-

ple: vertebrates have an internal skeleton;

arthropods wear their hard parts on the

outside and can only grow by molting this

external rind. In some sense, of course, we
are related to arthropods—but by a junc-

tion so far back in the history of life that

all overt signs of common ancestry have

been erased by later divergences. Arthro-

pods are protostomes and vertebrates are

deuterostomes—and the twain last met so

long ago that all anatomical signs of a

shared and distant past should be effaced

by subsequent evolution.

Yet the notion of unity in design be-

tween vertebrates and arthropods (and
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perhaps, by extension, among all animals)

motivated the noblest vision of a man who
should rank with Linnaeus, Cuvier, and

Darwin as a founder and guru of modem
natural history: the early nineteenth cen-

tury French biologist Etienne Geoffrey

Saint-Hilaire. In an earlier essay in this

year's series (February 1991), I discussed

Goethe's attempt to explain the varied

parts of plants as modifications of an ar-

chetypal leaf. Geoffroy, animated by the

same romantic spirit, sought a unifying

principle for animal design—a form so

bursting with potential for modification

that all the varied anatomies of life might

be generated from a single fecund blue-

print. (Romanticism was a cultural move-

ment of great breadth—and Goethe was

both its finest poet and a more than com-

petent exponent of its scientific style. Sci-

ence is a central institution of culture, and

we should not be surprised by the coin-

cidence of archetypal theories of anatomy

with revolutionary politics and Words-

worthian poetry.)

As Goethe had looked to the leaf,

Geoffroy identified the vertebra as arche-

type for the varied forms of animals. He
began "conservatively" by interpreting

the entire vertebrate skeleton (including

skull and limbs) as built from modified

vertebrae. (A vertebra, to Geoffroy, is not

merely the disk of a spine, but an abstract

and complex structure made of a central

disk and several surrounding linear ele-

ments. Thus, an archetypal "vertebra"

bursts with possibilities for modification.

Linear elements might be elaborated to

ribs, jaws, and limbs, while the central

parts can link and expand to construct, for

example, the complex architecture of the

skull.)

Then, in 1820, Geoffroy made his bold

and imperialistic move to win arthropods

for the vertebral archetype. Proclaiming

his motto
—

"there is, philosophic

speaking, only a single animal"—(4
froy identified the external carapacii

arthropods with the internal skeletcij

vertebrates, with each arthropod segiai

as a single vertebra. Geoffroy did a
shrink from the decidedly odd conclu; m
necessarily implied by this comparm
The legs of arthropods, articulating th

the segments, must represent the ril d

vertebrates (attached to central elen ib

of the spine). Insects therefore wal mi

their ribs! Most curiously, if the ig-

mented external skeleton of arthro4

matches the spine of a fish or a hu n

then insects must live inside their m

vertebrae. Geoffroy wrote in 1822: "E n

animal lives outside or inside its verti
3J

column."

Geoffrey's campaign went furthe"

though the final and less happy si cs

stray beyond the concerns of this e ly.

Briefly, and for completion's : :e,

Geoffroy later supported an attemp ay

two younger colleagues to bring moll ks

into the vertebral fold by compari a

squid to a vertebrate bent back upon i ;IJ

so that the base of the spine touche; lie

skull. This fanciful unification fiiJ)

brought down the public wrath of

Geoffroy's illustrious opponent Gec«

Cuvier, who had been fuming in rel; ve

silence for more than a decade. The w

men squared off in 1830 in a serieoi

confrontations at the Academy of -i-

ences in Paris. The aged Goethe, roc i(

for Geoffroy but recognizing Cuv's

intellectual power, wrote two article

»

the debate, which he proclaimed ol

greater ultimate importance than le

revolution of 1830, unfolding at the 1}

same time in the streets of Paris.

Conventional history proclaimed u-

vier the victor, but Toby Appel's rent

book {The Cuvier-Geoffroy Debate, %
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ford University Press, 1987) reinterprets

the debate as an enormously complex and

subtle draw. Geoffrey was surely wrong

about moUusks, but he outlived Cuvier by

a decade, kept plugging along, and en-

listed a host of celebrated friends, includ-

ing Balzac and George Sand, in a largely

successful attempt to triumph by literary

replay. Balzac, for example, dedicated

Pere Goriot to Geoffroy and wrote in the

introduction to La comedie humaine

(1842): "There is only one animal. The

creator has used only a single pattern for

all organized beings." Balzac then identi-

fied this argument as "the glory of

Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, the victor over

Cuvier in this point of higher science, and

whose triumph has been hailed by the last

article written by the great Goethe." Bal-

zac then actively used Geoffroy's central

argument in several novels by holding that

all people are formed under a single hu-

man essence, with individual variation

best explained by environmental differ-

ences.

Balzac and generalities notwithstand-

ing, the vertebral archetype does not

work—certainly not for Geoffroy's exten-

sions to arthropods and moUusks and not

even for prominent parts, notably the skull

and limbs, of the vertebrate skeleton. In

particular, the keystone of Geoffroy's en-

tire system—the supposed homology of

insect and vertebrate skeletons—fell long

ago, bringing the whole edifice down ac-

cording to most biologists. Insects and ver-

tebrates are both bilaterally symmetrical

and composed of repeated parts. But the

comparison fails in detail. Insect segments

(called metameres) are too different, both

in final form and embryological develop-

ment, from the primary segmental struc-

ture of vertebrates—the somitic repe-

tition of the vertebral column and

associated muscles ("somites" are the em-

bryological precursors of vertebral seg-

ments). Somites and metameres represent

fundamentally different styles of seg-

mentation; they are not comparable and

not homologous (derived from a common
ancestor). Geoffroy's vision faded long

ago, and most modem biologists are only

vaguely aware of his argument (if they

ever heard of it, or him, at all). Most

visions, however noble, are insupportable

dreams. What else is new?

Well, pick your favorite metaphor for

resurrection or vindication: phoenix from

the ashes or butterfly from a chrysalis, to

choose one from each relevant phylum.

Geoffroy's argument is roaring back, in a

very different guise but with the spirit of

his vision intact. For this amazing story,

unfolding weekly and forcing this essay

into the very different genre ofjournalism
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(with its guarantee of instant obsoles-

cence), we must thank the enormous

power of a panoply of new techniques gen-

erally described to the public as "genetic

engineering" (in this case, mostly gene

sequencing and manipulation).

Decades of painstaking work have re-

vealed (at least in good outline) the ge-

netic and developmental bases of seg-

mentation in the fruit fly Drosophila, the

canonical insect of experimental research

in genetics and evolution. Genes involved

in specifying the anatomy of segments are

located in two adjacent clusters on the

right arm of the third chromosome. These

clusters, each named for a prominent (and

bizarre) mutation, are called ANT-C (for

antennapedia complex) and BX-C (for

bithorax complex). ANT-C controls seg-

ments at the front of the body: all five

segments of the head and the front two

segments of the thorax (middle part of the

body). BX-C regulates the read end: the

last segment of the thorax and all seg-

ments of the abdomen (or posterior part of

the body). Together, these two complexes

are designated HOM-C (for homeotic

complex). In other insects, including the

flour beetle Tribolium, HOM-C is a sin-

gle complex, not subdivided as in Dro-

sophila. We therefore assume that the

ancestors of Drosophila also possessed a

single array controlling segmentation

along the entire body—and that the sepa-

ration into adjacent ANT-C and BX-C
complexes is a later evolutionary event.

Homeotic mutations form a peculiar

and fascinating class, in which substan-

tially ordinary structures differentiate in

the "wrong" place. For example, anten-

napedia is exactly what it says—a leg

growing where an antenna should be. In a

related mutation, called proboscipedia,

legs develop in place of mouth parts. (In a

particularly delicious example, a kind of

ultimate revenge for a cosmic injustice, a

mosquito version of proboscipedia substi-

tutes legs for the biting apparatus, produc-

ing an ouchless bug.) In the flagship of the

posterior complex, the bithorax mutation

causes the third thoracic segment to de-

velop as another second thoracic. Since

the second thoracic bears the only pair of

wings (flies belong to the order Diptera, or

"two winged"), the bithorax mutant (with

two second thoracic segments) grows an

extra pair of wings—thus effectively

mocking the definition of Diptera by pro-

ducing a fly with the more conventional

insect standard of four wings.

Ifwe knew nothing more, homeotic mu-

tations would still grab us for their weird-

ness. But the ingenious work of many sci-

entists (most notably Ed Lewis and

colleagues at CalTech) has elucidated the

genetic configuration and mode of ai

of the homeotic genes. These genes o

ate in the following unusual and rem

able way: For most genes, spatial posi

on a chromosome bears little relation;

to effect upon the body. A gene invo

in building one part of the body need

lie next to a gene that helps to const

the adjacent body part; rather, the

genes may just as well reside on diffe

chromosomes, widely separated. No
for genes of the homeotic complex-

here, spatial order on the chromos*

provides a map for effect upon the b
The 5A'-C genes, for example, are arra

in a line on the third chromosome
(

may all have arisen by duplication

reduplication of a single ancestral ge

The last in line controls the most poste

body segment, and successively ante

genes regulate more and more frontw

segments of the body.

The BX-C genes operate in seque

during development. The product of

most forward gene accumulates in

third thoracic segment (the most ante

segment regulated by BX-C), and ir

posterior segments as well. The next g

in line turns on in an adjacent poste

segment and in all others behind, am

forth. This action produces a gradien

BX-C product with highest concentra

in the most posterior segment (where

genes turn on) and progressively less p

uct in each anterior segment up to

third thoracic (where only the an

ormost BX-C gene turns on). This jgi

ent then determines the anatomical f

of the segments: the more gene prod

the more posterior the appearance.

With this scheme, we obtain an

gantly simple coordinating explana

for the anatomy of homeotic mut£

One principle encompasses nearly al

fects: proper anatomy arises from ap

priate concentration in a gradient i

maximal expression at the posterior

and progressively less toward the fr'

Therefore, too much gene product sh(

cause posterior structures to move

ward, and too little should make ante

structures move back. If a gene is

active (by turning on earlier than usua

producing more rapidly
—

"overexp

sion" in the jargon), then posterior sti

tures should appear in inappropriately

ward positions. One mutation in BX-C,

example, causes all its genes to turn o:

the same time in all segments—and

segments affected by the complex t

differentiate with the form of

posteriormost eighth abdominal.

On the other hand, if a gene loses ac

ity (by turning on late or not at all or

producing more slowly
—

"inactivation
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the jargon), then anterior structures

should differentiate in an inappropriately

posterior position. The bithorax mutation

discussed above falls into this class. The

gene that should turn on in the third tho-

racic segment fails to do so, and this seg-

ment then differentiates with a more ante-

rior form—as another second thoracic

—

thus giving the fly an additional pair of

wings. (Another inactivation mutation,

called bithoraxoid, yields too little gene

product in the first abdominal. This seg-

ment then differentiates with the more

anterior form of a third thoracic, produc-

ing the bizarre result of an insect with

eight legs instead of the "inviolate" six, for

the third thoracic segment is leg bearing,

and its duplication provides an extra pair.)

This information, slowly and assidu-

ously assembled, was known to biologists

by 1980 or so. Then the explosion and

cascade of new information began, as

techniques for rapid identification and se-

quencing of genes came into use. The first

great discovery occurred during the early

to mid-1980s and, among many other

things, hinted at Geoffrey's vindication by

suggesting a genuine homology between

arthropods and vertebrates. Biologists dis-

covered a short (180 base pair) unit in

many homeotic genes of Drosophila. No
one knew how the transcribed protein

might function (with its 60 amino acids

according to the genetic code of 3 base

pairs per amino acid), but its presence

within homeotic genes led to its designa-

tion as the "homeobox." Its remarkable

similarity from gene to gene (little varia-

tion among the 1 80 base pairs) indicated

an important conservation of function and

also promised to serve as a guide for evolu-

tionary similarity among groups.

Things rapidly became, in Alice's im-

mortal words, "curiouser and curiouser."

Homeoboxes turned up in several verte-

brates—and some were more similar to

corresponding homeoboxes of Drosophila

than to other homeoboxes on different

chromosomes in their own genetic pro-

gram! Perhaps the key to segmentation

had been found—since insects and verte-

brates are both subdivided and both have

homeoboxes. But nothing is ever so sim-

ple. Homeoboxes were soon discovered in

nonsegmented creatures, including yeast.

Their function, we soon realized, must be

more architecturally basic than some-

thing so overt as segmentation. (We have

since learned that homeoboxes code for

DNA-binding protein—that is, protein

that can enter the nucleus, attach to spe-

cific parts of the genetic program, and

regulate the timing and transcription of

other genes. Nothing could be more

architecturally basic than a gene product
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that can regulate the expression of other

genes.)

At that point, sharing the excitement of

my colleagues, I wrote a column in No-

vember 1985 entitled "Geoffroy and the

Homeobox," suggesting that the presence

of homeoboxes in both insects and verte-

brates might validate Geoffrey's vision of

common design. I have to laugh when I

read that column today. It is so pitifully

primitive in the light of only five years'

more work. In 1985, we knew only that

vertebrates also had homeoboxes. We had

no idea how homeoboxes worked. We
didn't even know where they were located

or what they did in vertebrates. We knew

nothing useful about the genetic basis of

segmentation in vertebrates. What a piti-

ful case, a mere glimmer of hope, for

Geoffrey's vision. I acknowledged that

Geoffrey's theory rests on morphology

and architecture—a notion of shared

structure—while we only knew that a 180

base pair unit, of unknown location and

function, existed in both insects and verte-

brates. Not much of an argument.

As a paleontologist, I am used to taking

the long view. I expect new systems to

unfold at a leisurely pace, even if spurred

by single triggers of discovery. In this con-

text, I am absolutely astounded at the gain

of insight in just five years. This essay

shall undoubtedly seem just as dated five

years hence (when I shall probably revisit

the subject anew), but I do want to report

at this way station that Geoffrey's vi-

sion—in my view the noblest and most

integrative of all biological theories—has

new been genuinely affirmed. We have

found structural homology between ar-

thropods and vertebrates.

The discovery of homeoboxes allowed

molecular geneticists to "go fishing" for

vertebrate genes that might be related to

the homeetics of Drosophila—the key to

segmental architecture in insects. Forget

all the folk wisdom about big ones that got

away; this has been one of the finest fish-

ing expeditions in human history. Gen
homologues of homeotic genes in i

sophila have been found in many v«

brates (and almost surely exist in

including the African toad Xeno^

chickens, mice, and humans. (Homo
is the key evolutionary concept of sim

ity due to presence in a common ance

with retention in separate lineages du

subsequent history. The arm bone!

humans, bats, porpoises, and horses

similar by homology, despite later di

gence of function. Thus, when we cl

homology between Drosophila and v(

brates, we are advancing the hard cl

that the common ancestor of both pi

possessed the structure in question.)

In mice, homologues of the Drosop

homeotics are called Hox genes

"homeobox containing"). In a striking

ference from Drosophila, the Hox g(

of mice exist in four linear arrays on

separate chromosomes. The compli

are called, with admirable clarity, Ho
Hox-2, Hox-3, and Hox-4—and they

located on chromosomes 6, 11, 15, an

respectively. By contrast, Drosophila

but one set of homeotics, subdivided

ANT-C and BX-C clusters, and regi

ing anterior and posterior segments

spectively. This difference immedia

suggests an explanation for one of

most puzzling facts about homeotic m
tions: why are they common in insects

so rare in vertebrates? You never si

man walking about with an extra pa;

arms or two sets of eyes or hands instes

ears. Why then, do flies substitute fee

antennae or grow extra pairs of winj

legs? Duplication of genes is a com
evolutionary event. The fourfold r

tition of mouse Hox genes almost su

represents a series of duplications fro

single ancestral Hox series. Drosopi

by contrast, retains but a single se

homeotic genes. With only one copy i

single pair of chromosomes, any domii

mutation (or any recessive mutatioi
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double dose) must be expressed in Dro-

sophila. But in mice, a mutation in one

Hox series will probably be masked by

retention of the normal gene in the other

three sets—and the mutation will not be

expressed in body architecture.

Many of the Hox genes have been lo-

cated, ordered by position on chromo-

somes, and at least partly sequenced.

(Determining the order of base pairs in a

gene is called sequencing in our jargon.)

As an enormously satisfying outcome of

this exercise, we now know that the con-

tent and order of Hox genes match the

structure of homeotic complexes in Dro-

sophila. The figure on page 16 illustrates

the homology—indeed the one-to-one cor-

respondence—between the genes of the

Hox-2 set and the two homeotic com-

plexes of Drosophila. (The first three Dro-

sophila genes

—

AbdB, AbdA, and Ubx—
belong to the BX-C complex, the remain-

ing five to the ANT-C group. The Hox
genes bear confusing names related to the

order of their discovery, rather than their

sequence on the chromosome. Thus, for

example, Hox-2. 1 lies next to Hox-2.6)
The similarities are striking for represen-

tatives of lineages that have been separate

since the dawn of multicellular life (ar-

thropods and chordates are both present

and already distinct in the Cambrian soft-

bodied fauna of the Burgess Shale). The
most posterior of the mouse genes, Hox-

2.5, matches AbdB, the terminal element

of BX-C. As a testimony to the extent of

similarity, Hox-2. 1 matches a gene in

/4A'^r-C called Scr (for a mutation named
"sex combs reduced"). In the terminal

region of the resultant protein transcribed

by these genes, ten of the first thirteen

amino acids are the same in mouse and fly.

All this is stunning, and a whale of an

advance over 1985 and simple knowledge

of homeoboxes in both phyla, but how
does this talk of genetic similarity get us

any closer to Geoffrey's vision of an ana-

tomical unity in design linking arthropods

and vertebrates? How could such unity

possibly be supported if, as we all agree,

the primary segments in the two phyla

—

insect metameres and vertebrate so-

mites—arise by such different embryolog-

ical and anatomical routes?

As so often happens in science and the

rest of life, impasses can only be broken

when we realize that we have been asking

the wrong question or looking at the wrong

object. Somites are not the same as meta-

meres—and Geoffroy was clearly wrong

in his choice of the vertebra as an arche-

type. If we keep trying to compare somites

with metameres, then homology fails and

segmentation is a separate evolutionary

event in the two phyla. But the impasse
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broke in 1989 when several groups of sci-

entists, working on expression of Hox
genes in developing vertebrate embryos,

recognized that we have been looking at

the wrong system of vertebrate segmenta-

tion ever since Geoffroy and before. For

example, A. Graham, N. Papalopulu, and

R. Krumlauf studied the sites of embryo-

logical action of Hox-2 genes in mice

(Cell. vol. 57, 1989, pp. 367-78). U Hox
only regulates the development of somites

and the vertebral column, then Hox genes

should turn on all along the vertebral axis

in conventional order from posterior to

anterior. So they studied the most poste-

rior gene, Hox-2. 5, and located its for-

ward boundary of expression, not far back

along the column (as we might expect for

the most posterior gene), but far up front

at the level of the third prevertebra. The
anterior boundary of expression for all

other Hox genes mapped, not to the verte-

bral column, but in front, within the devel-

oping brain! How can we account for this

strange extension; why should genes that

control segments in Drosophila map for-

ward of the primary segmentation in ver-

tebrates?

The apparent answer to this mystery

lies in a detail of development that seemed

relatively unimportant to most biologists

until 1989, and that few nonembryologists

even knew about. The adult brain of verte-

brates is not segmented, but the posterior

part of the brain develops in embryology

from a prominent series of initial seg-

ments, seven or eight in number, called

rhombomeres. Rhombomeres are quite

different in structure from somites of the

vertebral column; they represent a second

system of vertebrate segmentation, how-

ever transient. Moreover, rhombomeres

are not only a superficial and temporary

feature of developing brain anatomy—for

they coordinate and organize other per-

sisting features. Several of the prominent

series of cranial nerves arise in specific

rhombomeres. The important segme

tion of the gill arches also correlates

rhombomeres in a one-to-one fash

(Gill arches develop in all vertebrate

bryos; fishes retain them throughout

while mammals recycle several elem^

to form parts of the tongue and thrc

The prominence of gill arches in the ol

and most generalized vertebrates,

their continued development in the e

embryology of all modem vertebra

mark this system as a primary featur

vertebrate anatomy, perhaps even n

fundamental, in a temporal or evolut

ary sense, than the possibly later

though now more functionally promim

somitic segmentation of the vertebral

umn.

An elegant potential solution

Geoffroy's problem now leaps forth

most begging for attention: Perhaps

have been making the wrong compar

for centuries. Structural homology (

exist between insect and vertebrate

mentation—but the homologue of in

metameres must be sought in rh

bomeres of the brain, not somites of

vertebral column. Lift thine eyes, oh

thine eyes.

Can such a suggestion be suppo

from the cascading data on Hox g(

and the history of their embryologica!

pression? For without such similarit

detailed construction and genetic b;

the comparison of metamere

rhombomere will come up as empty as

previous likening of metamere and spn

The answer, so far, seems to be a resoi

ing "yes" on several grounds. Cons

three powerful supports from a litera

now burgeoning so rapidly that

month's journals will undoubtedly inc.

just as many new affirmations (or ref i
tions).

I
1 . Hox genes map to the rhomboml|

just as HOM genes map to insect ^
ments. Hox expression in the rhi

Anterior

Posterior

1 Hox-2.

H Hox-2.

1 Hox-2.

1 Hox-2.

Expression o/Hox-2 genes in the rhombomeres ofthe

developingmouse hindbrain. r/ieHox-2.8, Hox-2.7, Hox-2.6,

and Hox-2. 1 are in linear order on the mouse chromosome.
Modified from TINS, vol. 13. no. 8. 1990, p. 338
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bomeres shares all the features of

homeotic complexes in Drosophila. The

fundamental style of operation is identi-

cal: products of posterior Hox genes accu-

mulate in posterior segments; the more

anterior the gene, the more forward on the

body its domain of expression. Since all

genes operate from the back of the body to

their anterior limit of expression, a gradi-

ent is established with maximal accu-

mulation of product at the rear end and

progressively less in a forward direction.

Hox genes of mice also share more de-

tailed similarities with their HOM coun-

terparts in Drosophila. Anterior limits of

expression correspond with rhombomere

boundaries. Most curiously, each Hox
gene in the series skips a rhombomere and

turns on two segments forward of the

last—a well-known pattern in Drosophila

as well. Thus, Hox2.6 extends to the ante-

rior boundary of rhombomere 7, Hox2.7

to rhombomere 5, and Hox2.8 to

rhombomere 3. Could such a highly spe-

cific and peculiar mode of action be sepa-

rately evolved in two phyla? Should we not

seriously consider this rule of "skip a seg-

ment and work to the anterior boundary of

the next in line" as a sign of homology

between the two phyla?

2. Rhombomeres develop as "compart-

ments" just like insect segments. In in-

sects, the progeny of a cell that forms

before the body divides into segments may
end up in several different adult struc-

tures. But a cell that forms after the devel-

opment of segment boundaries never

forms progeny outside the segment of its

origin. We note this independence of

developing segments by referring to each

as a compartment. (I must admit to one

further complexity, not relevant to this

essay but not to he glossed over either.

Embryological segments of insects do not

correspond, one for one, with adult divi-

sions of the body. Rather, the posterior

part of one embryological segment joins

with the anterior half of the next segment

to form an adult division. Thus, the em-

bryological units are technically called

parasegments.)

Few biologists ever considered the idea

that some parts of a developing vertebrate

might also follow this strategy of indepen-

dence by compartment. But S. Fraser, R.

Keynes, and A. Lumsden have identified

vertebrate compartments just where disci-

ples of Geoffroy and rooters for homology

would predict: in the rhombomeres {Na-

ture, vol. 344, 1990, pp. 431-35). Each
rhombomere seems to grow as a compart-

ment. Cells that form before the

rhombomere boundaries may have prog-

eny in several rhombomeres. But the

clones of all cells formed after the

rhombomere boundaries never transgress

into adjacent rhombomeres.

3. Hox mutations of vertebrates follow

the same basic rule as HOM mutations of

Drosophila. Homeotic mutations, as

noted above, are not so spectacular in ver-

tebrates, but they do exist. (William

Bateson, in fact, coined the term homeosis

in 1 894 to identify such changes in mam-
malian ribs and vertebrae.) The literature

on manipulation of Hox genes is just be-

ginning to accumulate for vertebrates, but

preliminary results affirm the cardinal

rule that overexpression makes posterior

structures move forward, while inactiva-

tion causes anterior features to move
backward. In 1989, C. Wright, K. Cho, J.

Hardwicke, R. Collins, and E. De
Robertis reported results of inactivating a

homeotic gene in the toad Xenopus by

injecting antibodies to its transcribed pro-

tein into one-celled embryos {Cell, vol. 59,

pp. 81-93). The resultant tadpole devel-

oped with an extension of hindbrain struc-

tures into posterior regions usually occu-

pied by vertebrae—the expected back-

ward movement of an anterior structure

following inactivation of a homeotic gene.

For the other side of the same coin, M.
Kessel, R. Balling, and R Gruss caused

overexpression of the mouse Hoxl.l gene

by inserting a "promoter sequence" of

chicken DNA into the mouse genome,

thus producing one of those mixed, or

"transgenic," animals that much of the

press loves to hate but that yield such

important consequences in research {Cell,

vol. 61, pp. 301-8). Two results indicate a

forward movement of posterior structures:

(1) the first two vertebrae, the atlas and

axis, became simplified, assuming a

"structure characteristic of more poste-

rior vertebrae"; (2) the last cervical (or

neck) vertebra of one animal developed a

pair of ribs and assumed the form of the

next posterior series of vertebrae—the

thoracics (or rib-bearing chest vertebrae).

I hardly know how to predict the next

breakthrough as we finally move the re-

solve the issue that has been identified,

ever since Aristotle, as the key to an inte-

grated biology—the genetics of embryo-

logical development (or, how can a single

cell of limited structural complexity yield,

with unerring detail in repetition, genera-

tion after generation, something so com-

plex as a fly or a mouse?). Try this for

starters and the next potential horizon.

Reports surfaced just as I was writing this

column that Hox genes may also be in-

volved in the specification of differenti-

ated structures, from arm bones to fingers,

in vertebrate limbs. Limbs form along a

gradient but are not segmented. Perhaps

we have been too limited or parochial in

n

focusing so hard upon segments, or

haps we started with segments beq

division into units makes for easier d
tion and resolution of structures. M
HOM and Hox hold the key to all gn

along gradients—that is, to virtually i

embryology—and not only to segmi

tion. Perhaps we already have a prii

tool of resolution in the concept of

reading positional information (as gi

to what structures they should devek

which places) by recognizing conce

tions of substances in gradients

linear series of HOM and Hox genes

duce. Segmentation may therefore

vide just one example of a more gei

principle, and growth of limbs may su

a second case.

But one mustn't get too dizzy with

sibilities. For now, I am quite happ

note that the anatomical similarity of

tebrate rhombomeres and insect

meres, and the uncanny likeness in

manufacture by homologous HOM
Hox genes, can validate Geoffrey's

and noble vision of a structural unit}«

tween two great phyla. I do not iiji

whether rhombomeres and metamereff
strictly homologous in the most techili

sense—that is, descendants of segnin

already formed in a common ancestitf

the two phyla. Perhaps the commor b
cestor had no segments and the two m b
of division evolved later and separa

No matter. The similarity is still deep

structural, for it evolved under the st

internal constraint of homologous ger

quences inherited from common ai

tors—sequences that can probably

make segments in limited numbers of ft

ticular ways (with odd rules of two

ment jumping, linear order on chr< h

somes, and expression to ant i

boundaries of compartments in gro\ )(

We can argue about this until the t »

come home (with their associated fl i).

The homology of HOM and Hox g« K

and the uncanny anatomical and emt >

logical similarity of rhombomeres i

metameres, already validate Geoffi

vision of structural unity.

Disparate animals may be more de
f

alike than we ever realized. The pathv t

of evolution may be more constraint j

history than we ever knew. I may not n

swatting flies and mosquitoes, but I |l)

feel a certain conceptual wince at the

posed death of genes that, in homoloj

versions, helped to build the brain

coordinates the movement and mal

even the hand that swats the mosquit

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, gf

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harv^

University. i
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Grantsburg Swamp, Illinois
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Four hundred million years ago, a great

sea covered what is now the southeastern

United States, extending inland as far as

southern Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana.

As this ocean retreated, it left behind a

vast area of low terrain pocked by depres-

sions, some of which developed into bald

cypress swamps. Many such swamps re-

main in the southern United States to this

22 Natural History 7/91

day, but those in the north, less extensive

to begin with, have now mostly disap-

peared as a result of the pioneers' attempts

to create agricultural land. In southern

Illinois there are several associated with

the Cache River, an old channel of the

Ohio River. One contains some exception-

ally massive trees and is the focal point of

the new Cypress Creek National Wildlife

Refuge. Another is Grantsburg Swan^
(formerly known as Bell Pond) in ti|i

Shawnee National Forest. 1,

Bisected by Illinois Route 146, GrantiK

burg Swamp and its surroundings an
managed as a 751 -acre ecological area. \i

visitor approaching from the parking ar<i i

passes through a forest of oaks and hickij

ries to the rim of a basin. From there ii

ll



This Land

Bald cypress and tupelo trees, more commonlyfound in the

South, inhabit Illinois's GrantsburgSwamp.

vaded slope strewn with small sandstone

tilders drops quickly to the swamp.

S ring wildflowers that bloom on this for-

e floor include the white trout lily,

cxhman's-breeches, jack-in-the-pulpit,

ai purple wake-robin. Low sandstone

c fs that border the northern side of the

s imp are a favorite roosting and nesting

f ce for black and turkey vultures.

Within the swamp grow bald cypress,

tupelo gum, pumpkin ash, water hickory,

and swamp cottonwood, woody species re-

stricted to wetland habitats and more

commonly found in the southern United

States. The lower-growing plants, includ-

ing blue hydrolea, climbing buckwheat,

pink St.-John's-wort, and swamp milk-

weed, are also typical southern species. At

the inner depths of the swamp is a small

heroruy. Venomous water moccasins, or

cottonmouths, and copperheads are com-

mon and may be found on the rocky

slopes. Although not aggressive if unpro-

voked, these snakes command caution.

From mid-April to the first frost in Oc-

tober, mosquitoes are an ever-present nui-

sance, particularly at dawn, dusk, and on

23



cloudy days. Nevertheless, the aquatic

mosquito larvae and airborne adults play a

useful role in the food chain, providing a

meal for a number of species, including

birds and frogs.

Twelve of the sixty species of mosqui-

toes recorded in Illinois have been found

in Grantsburg Swamp. Three species of

Aedes and three of Psorophora overwin-

ter in the egg stage, the first adults usually

emerging in April. Nearly all of these spe-

cies produce more than one generation

during the summer. The eggs are laid on
moist soil or humus and hatch when the

breeding habitat is flooded by torrential

rains or rising waters. The adult females

(which require a blood meal for the devel-

opment of their eggs) are generally fierce

biters. Most prefer the shade, but one spe-

cies of Psorophora bites voraciously in

bright sunlight.

The other six species of mosquitoes

overwinter in the adult female stage, usu-

ally taking shelter in protected places, in-

cluding homes. Two species of the genus

Culex and one of Culiseta appear late in

April and live in dense clumps of vegeta-

tion, particularly grasses and sedges. They
seldom can be found during the hottest

days of summer but reappear during Sep-
tember and October, until the first signs of

cold weather are detected.

Unlike the other mosquitoes that live in

Grantsburg Swamp, the tree hole mos-
quito, Orthopodomyia signifera, feeds on
birds and does not bite humans. The
adults usually sit in and around the cavi-

ties of trees, which fill up with rainwater

or sap from wounded tissue. They breed in

the tree holes, then lay their eggs at the

swamp's edge.

Anopheles, the mosquito genus that in-

cludes species responsible for transmitting

malaria, has a single, innocuous species in

Grantsburg Swamp. A difference be-

tween this genus and other mosquitoes is

that the larval form does not breathe

through an air tube extending from its

hind end (in most genera, the end of the air

tube clings to the water's surface, and the

larva hangs head downward). Instead,

Anopheles larvae He horizontally just be-

low the water's surface and breathe

Grantsburg Swamp

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Shawnee National Forest

901 S. Commercial Street

Harrisburg, Illinois 62946
(618)253-7114

through an opening on the back of tj

eighth segment. If disturbed, they i

drop to the bottom until danger pass

The last mosquito in GrantsH

Swamp is Coquillettidia perturbans,
\

ally found in patches of cattails. Althc

the larvae of this species have air tu

they are modified into sharp, pier

structures that penetrate the submei
roots and stems of cattails and other I

cular plants, entering the air chambei
the cells. As a result, the larvae do
have to come to the surface of the w;

where they would be exposed to n^

common predators.

"This Land" explores the biological

geological highlights ofthe 156 U. S.

tionalforests. Robert H. Mohlenbra
Visiting Distinguished Professor off
Biology at Southern Illinois Universi)

Carbondale.

A plant-piercing breathing tube anchors a Coquillettidia

perturbans mosquito larva.

L. E. MunsIe'H
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Worlds in Conta

Pandora's Bite
Mosquitoes and disease shaped the European conquest ofthe New World

by Samuel M. Wilson

The Spanish writer Antonio Vasquez de

Espinosa, while traveling in the New
World tropics in the early 1600s, observed

of the environment:

Agreeable as it may be to the sight, seeming

a delightful Paradise, to the feeling it is

painful in equal degree. Besides the great

heat of an excessive intensity, for it is only

about 1° from the Equator, and the fact

that the low-lying country, covered with

groves and woods, keeps any wind from
circulating, there is an infinity of mosqui-

toes of numerous varieties, which normally

keep travelers in torture; during the day
there are gnats and midges which are very

painful and stick fast to one's skin, and
leave bites that inflame; there are others

much tinier which can hardly be made out,

but their bites fester; there are others of a

sort of blue in color which force travelers by
boat during the daytime to stay under can-

vas, unable to enjoy the lovely scenery of

the banks and forests along the great river,

whose crystal clear and smoothly running

waters make a pleasant and harmonious
sound. Then when these pests are sleeping

at night, others rise and set sail; these are

the night mosquitoes which make an annoy-

ing and distressing noise and keep trying to

find some part of the canopy through which
they can bite the person inside [Compen-
dium and Description of the West Indies,

translated by Charles Upson Clark, Smith-

sonian Institution, 1942].

While singing around their victims' ears

and drawing blood from itching wounds,

mosquitoes also spread disease. During

the five centuries since Europeans

launched the age of exploration, mos-

quito-borne plagues have laid low both

conqueror and conquered, altering the

shape of history.

Among the first to offer North Ameri-

can mosquitoes a sample of European

blood was Hernando De Soto. Enriched

by the part he played in looting the Inca

empire of the Andes, he nevertheless was

dissatisfied that his name did not com-

mand the same respect as that of Pizarro

or Cortes, the conquerors of the Inca and
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the Aztec. De Soto thus set his sights on

territory that Europeans had not yet vis-

ited, the southeast of what is today the

United States. In 1539 he landed an army
of more than 600 men near Tampa Bay,

Florida, and set off on an armed reconnais-

sance known as the entrada.

The Spaniards first marched by the

most direct path from Tampa Bay into the

heart of a great swamp, something De
Soto seems to have been better at finding

during his travels than the gold he so des-

perately desired. For sixteenth-century

Spaniards, as for most Europeans of the

era, standing water was equated with dan-

gerous vapors and mosquitoes, both of

which were associated with disease. (Like

Aristotle in the fourth century b.c, Span-

iards believed that mosquitoes were spon-

taneously generated in putrefying waters.)

That people lived in such damp and there-

fore deadly environments in the New
World—in Florida, the Caribbean Is-

lands, Central America, and even in the

Aztec's lake-city of Tenochtitlan—pro-

foundly disturbed the Spaniards.

In three years, De Soto's expedition

traveled more than 3,000 miles through

territories that now make up eleven states,

crossing the Mississippi and going as far

west as Texas. It was an imposing com-

pany that moved slowly, encamping for

many months each winter. When they

crossed the Mississippi, they had to halt

for days while they built barges large

enough to ferry their horses, armor, weap-

ons, and supplies. Throughout their trav-

els, the Spaniards depended to a great

extent on the Indians for food.

In this extraordinary venture, De Soto

and his companions saw native North

American societies that would never again

be witnessed by Europeans. Twenty years

later, when Tristan de Luna retraced some

of his predecessors' steps, the mdigenous

people had already been decimated by

epidemics of Old World diseases that fol-

I

lowed in De Soto's wake. A century

the accounts of De Soto's entrada

considered unbelievable: by that timt

ropeans could not imagine that societi

large and complex as those seen b;

Soto had ever existed in North Amc
As a result of disease, the Indian po

tion in many areas had been reduced

tenth of its preconquest size.

In their turn, De Soto's group

cumbed to New World diseases;

about half of those who landed at Ta

Bay lived to tell of their adventures.

'

died from starvation and Indian at

and diseases—^both those they bro

with them and new ones they encount

There was no gold in the Southeast

De Soto had become a man posse

heading north and doubling back t(

south, then west and back to the eas

the months stretched into years, his

gave up hope of anything but surviv

Then, in May or June of 1 542 (aca

vary as to the exact date), while car

on the banks of the Mississippi, De
felt a fever coming on. As it worsened

the next few days, he realized he wa
ing. No one knows what disease it was

it was probably a New World ma
since he had survived the ones from'

Old World for so long. De Soto wroti

will, "almost in cipher," on a small s

of paper (since the Spaniards had ab

none). He chose his successor, confe

his sins, and died beside the Mississ:

probably in what is now eastern Louisi

Without its leader, the expedition t

to head across Texas but turned \

when they found fewer Indians f

whom they could commandeer f

Their objective by this time was simpl

escape. They built seven small ships

fled down the Mississippi, attacked

stantly by well-organized Indian grou

By then, mosquitoes had fed upon

Soto's men so unrelentingly that the

sects were rarely mentioned in the
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trada's chronicles. But the "Gentleman of

Elvas" who traveled with the company
recorded the mosquitoes' parting shots:

The flesh is directly inflamed from their

sting, as though it had received venom. To-

wards morning the wind lulled, and the sea

went down; but the insects continued none
the less. The sails, which were white, ap-

peared black with them at daylight; while

the men could not pull at the oars without

assistance to drive away the insects. Fear
having passed off" with the danger of the

storm, the people observing the swollen con-

dition of each other's faces, and the marks
of the blows they had given and received to

rid them of the mosquitos, they could but
laugh ["The Narrative of the Expedition of

Hernando De Soto by the Gentleman of

Elvas," in Spanish Explorers in the South-
ern United States, Charles Scribner's Sons,

1907].

The Mississippi River was the dividing

line for the continent, and the title for its

drainage passed several times among Eu-

ropean powers. French missionaries and

traders explored its length and established

trading posts among the Indians of the

valley and the Great Plains to the west. In

part because of De Soto's expedition,

Spain maintained a claim to "Louisi-

ana"—roughly the lands between the

Mississippi River and the Rockies. By the

end of the eighteenth century, however,

Spain's grip had grown weak, and in 1800

Louisiana was ceded to France.

By that time there were new contenders

for the territory, for the European colonies

on the eastern seaboard of North America
had become prosperous and politically in-

dependent. In 1802, Napoleon sent his

brother-in-law Charles Leclerc with an

army of 33,000 men to reinforce France's

claim to New Orleans, the port that con-

trolled the territory, and to put down a

slave insurrection in Haiti on the way. But

29,000 of the 33,000 men in Leclerc's

expedition died of mosquito-borne yellow

fever before they could accomplish either

objective. Haiti remained free as an Afri-

can-American republic, and the Louisiana

Purchase by the United States was ar-

ranged in 1803 as a way to salvage some-

thing from the failed holding action.

Leclerc's expedition was not the first

European colonial power play to be

thwarted by disease. In 1585, Sir Francis

Drake left Plymouth harbor with 29 ships,

1 ,500 seamen, and 800 soldiers; his assign-

ment, to disrupt the flow of wealth from

the New Worid to Spain by capturing

treasure fleets, destroying ports, and
wrecking commercial shipping in the Car-

ibbean. Formerly, Drake had harassed the

Spaniards but had never been a real

threat. The 1585 expedition was meant to

change that, but Drake and his men took

I

on more than food and water when
stopped in the Cape Verde Islands, wei

Africa. "Wee were not many dayej

sea," Drake said, "but there beg{

amoung our people such mortahtie, as

fewe days there were dead above two
three hundred men."

Alfred Crosby, in his 1972 book
Columbian Exchange, suggested thai

disease may have been typhus, but

other prime suspect is mosquito-borne

low fever. Its ten-day gestation pe

would have allowed Drake to get well

to sea before the epidemic set in. Di

records that "until some seven or e

dayes after our coming from St. I

there had not died one man of sicknesi

all the fleete: the sicknesse shewed not

infection wherewith so many
stroken, untill we were departed the

and then seazed our people with extr

hot burning and continual agues"

Francis Drake's West Indian Voy

1585-1586, Hakluyt Society, 1981).

fore they even saw a Spanish ship, Dra

company was already greatly weaker

Similarly, in 1741 English rulers

strategists attempted to change the p(

cal structure of the Americas with

bold stroke. Sensing Spain's weakei

hold on her colonies, they sent Adm,
ward Vernon from Southampton

27,000 men to topple Spain's New W
empire. But Vernon engaged mosqui

and yellow fever instead—possibly in

Canary Islands—^and lost 20,000 of

men to the quick killer the Spanish p£

the black vomit.

How is it that Europeans were

bushed in midocean by Old World

eases? Part of the answer is that Euro

expansion involved not only movemei
and from the New World but also con

with Africa, India, Southeast Asia,

China. As travel and trade increased,

eases that had evolved among relati

isolated human groups were car

throughout most of the world, killing

ropeans, soldiers on warships crossing

Atlantic, Native Americans, and Afric

brought to the New World. The result

what the French historian Emmanuel
Roi Ladurie has called the "unificatio

the globe by disease."

Europe's expansion had opened a F

dora's box of diseases. Among these w

malaria and yellow fever, neither of wl

were present in the New World in
j

Columbian times. Even Africans taker

force to the New World, who brou

some immunity to tropical fevers v

them, suffered great mortality from

unprecedented collection of diseases,

1647 and 1648, when a plantation syst,

using African slave labor was just bei
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I'llished in the Lesser Antilles, 6,000

tfle in Barbados—both Africans and

b peans—died of yellow fever. Saint

i' was also hit, and Guadeloupe had a

liar epidemic in 1649.

''le exploration of new lands, for all the

Elh it brought, did not enhance the

u peans' life expectancy. Staying far

v from the enterprise might have been

iiinost prudent course. Of those on De

i's expedition, the most fortunate con-

i ador may have been Vasco Porcallo

; gueroa, who had the wisdom to with-

• early on.

1 older man who had already accumu-

I a modest fortune in the conquest of

iNew World, Porcallo showed no lack

' termination during the early days of

II ntrada. At one point, against the bet-

I idgment of De Soto, Porcallo set out

I tack and capture the Indian chief

ihigua, who had proved uncoopera-

\t When his small company ran into

•' lems crossing a swamp, Porcallo took

1,' ers into his own hands:

: n experienced soldier, he was aware

1 the most satisfactory means for a cap-

command obedience in difficult situ-

, s is to lead the way himself, even

gh he display rashness in doing so.

. he gave the spurs to his mount, and

mg into the marsh was followed by a

iber of his companions. He had pro-

led only a few steps, however, when his

; fell with him at a spot where both

1 a chance of being drowned In-

all risked the same danger, but that of

[i Porcallo was much greater since he

; oaded with arms and enveloped in mud
n addition had caught one leg beneath

orse in such a way that the animal was

; ning him without affording him an

: rtunity to save himself [Garcilaso de la

1 1, The Florida of the Inca, University

;xas Press, 1988].

3rcallo survived, however. Covered in

I and disgusted with himself, his horse,

. lorida in its as yet unknown entirety,

[• the Indian chief who had lured him

i| such a quagmire, he ordered his men
i|:treat to their former camp without

ij. He made the slow, wet walk back

I e, weighing his options, feeling his

j,
and perhaps foreseeing the difficul-

I that ultimately would defeat De Soto

i| his army. Porcallo remembered his

lit property and the ease and comfort

ivould enjoy at home. All the future

I irs of the conquest, instead, would be

\ those he had just experienced or even

'|Se. Perhaps slapping at a bloodthirsty

)|.quito, he resolved to return to Spain

ii
leave the expedition to younger men.

^nuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

ihe University of Texas at Austin.
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The Case ofthe

Quick-Change Killer
A single-celled organism turns the tables

on itspredators—larval mosquitoes

by Jan O. Washburn and John R. Anderson

Millions of years ago (because the fossil

record for insects is poor, we can't be sure

precisely when), certain ancestral mosqui-

toes abandoned their breeding sites in

ponds and marshes and colonized tree

holes filled with rainwater. While these

colonists successfully escaped many of

their former predators, the evolutionary

shift in habitat was not without its trade-

offs. In the confines of their new, di-

minutive environment, competition for

resources such as food was intense and
remains so today. The voracious mosquito
larvae browse on organic detritus or prey

on microorganisms filtered from the wa-
ter, thereby drastically reducing or even

eliminating the tree hole's populations of

protozoans and other organisms, which
have limited avenues of escape. One mi-

croorganism, however, the protozoan

Lambornella clarki, has evolved a most
unusual and effective strategy for coping

with its potential mosquito predators.

L. clarki is one of a large group of

single-celled microorganisms, known as

ciliates, that propel themselves through

their watery habitats by means of a fringe

of hairlike, waving cilia. L clarki lives in

water-filled tree holes along the west coast

of North America, a niche that also serves

as the primary breeding site of the western

tree hole mosquito, Aedes sierrensis, a

pesky diurnal biter that also transmits dog
heartworm. When tree holes fill with rain-

water, L. clarki first appear in a form

known as a trophont (from the Greek word
for "feed") and have an oral pocket that

may span a third of their body length.

Trophonts aggressively consume organic

particles, bacteria, smaller protozoans,

and even multicellular organisms such as

rotifers. Like other free-swimming proto-

zoans that live in the same habitat, L.

clarki is, in turn, readily consumed by
larvae of the A. sierrensis mosquito. Un-
like these other protozoans, however, L.

clarki is far from defenseless. It can trans-

form itself from a potential prey into a

parasite that actually attacks and infects

its would-be predator. In its counterat-

tack, L. clarki attaches itself to a mos-

quito larva by forming an invasive cyst.

Communities ofmicroorganisms and larvae inhabit water-filled tree holes
Jan O. Washburn

penetrates the larva's cuticle, and em
the insect's body cavity Once inside

clarki multiplies until it completely

the host, ultimately killing it.

We and our colleagues at the Univen
of California at Berkeley discovered

remarkable phenomenon while exploi

the dynamics of water-filled tree holei

the oak forests of the coastal range

California. Endoparasitic forms of

clarki (those that invade mosquito larv

had first been noted by researchers in

1970s. To determine the impact of

clarki on mosquitoes, in 1985 we bej

monitoring tree hole communities ai

the holes flooded with rainwater dm
the late fall and early winter. A. sierret

eggs hatch with the onset of the ra

season, and larval densities may exo

3,000 first instars per Uter. The rain i

triggers the release of microorganis

from dormant cysts, and during the f

few days of rain their numbers soar, rea

ing thousands per milliliter of tree h

water. In tree holes we examined,

phonts of L. clarki appeared appn
mately ten to twenty-five hours after

first accumulation of standing water.

Immediately after hatching, the n
quito larvae start to feed, but at first tl

are too small to ingest larger protozoj

including trophonts of L. clarki. Wit

just a few days, however, the larvae be

molting into larger, second instars capa

of devouring all species of protozoans t

live in tree holes, and we found that n
free-swimming protozoans, including

clarki trophonts, quickly disappea

from tree hole pools supporting la

populations of mosquito larvae. But

about the same time, we noticed thai

clarki began appearing inside the bo(

of mosquito larvae. Larvae die from si

ciliate infections in about three wet

"Attacked" larvae have cysts on their

tides; "invaded" larvae look like non
larvae, except that ciliates are visible

side their bodies. Immatures of other t'

hole insect species, such as flies and t

ties, were not affected by L. clarki

some tree holes, larval mosquitoes w
completely eliminated by L. clarki inf

tions, and in their absence, populations

protozoans bloomed again. In the labc

tory, we found that when we introdu(

mosquito larvae to field-collected t

hole water containing trophonts of

clarki, the trophonts disappeared, a

endoparasitic forms appeared inside

larvae just as they did in nature. In otl

words, L. clarki is a facultative parasi

one that can survive as a free-living ent

but that, under certain conditions, infe

and destroys a host organism. While (

laboratory and field results answei
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some basic questions about this straJ

protozoan, they did not reveal what l;l

gers L. clarki to make this extraordir^

shift to parasitism.

In the fall of 1986, with the helpj

protozoologist Michael Gross, we begaj

"grow" our own L clarki in the lab. S(

we were producing flasks teeming witli

clarki in a medium supporting a variet
j

bacteria and smaller protozoans on wh|

the trophonts fed. With this convenij

supply of ciliates, we repeated earUeri

periments. By removing and examiii|

samples of mosquito larvae from artifi.|

tree holes in careful sequence, we disci

ered that the cysts that signaled the sJi

to parasitism began to appear forty hc|

after the larvae were added to the wa
and that they increased in number
about twenty-four more hours. In twe

more hours we observed parasitic ciliE

inside the body cavities of the larvae.

How did the mosquitoes trigger the
j

tozoans' transformation? For the next

ries of experiments, we set up artifii

tree holes with and without mosquito
i

vae and placed them in controlled envii

mental chambers. After forty-eight hoii

we filtered the water from the tree h(

with larvae, thus removing them, and ti

added trophonts. As a control, we i

added trophonts to the filtered water ft

the tree holes that lacked mosquitoes, i

this way, we hoped to find out if trophc

were responding to the larvae themsel

or to some waterbome substance the

vae produced. Forty-eight hours later,

added newly hatched first-instar larva

the containers with trophonts to see if t

would be attacked by the protozoans,

exposed these test insects, which were

small to consume the trophonts, for c

twenty-four hours and then examii

them for cysts. This exposure period i

long enough to allow L clarki to fc

cysts if they had already turned parasi

but brief enough to prevent the cells fr

converting to parasites in response to 1

test larvae themselves. We found that

clarki exposed to water previously c

taining mosquitoes did encyst on the t

larvae, whereas those exposed to wa
without a "history" of mosquitoes did n

The larvae of A. sierrensis were exci

ing some substance into the water tl

trophonts were using as a cue to transfo

into parasites. Once triggered, this tra

formation was quick and efficient. Inste

of the larvae eating the L. clarki, the p
tozoans had turned the tables and wt

using the larvae as a refuge from preci

tion. And since the parasitic form mu!

plied inside the mosquitoes and ultimatt

killed them, this shift in Ufe styles ai

reduced the population of predators a
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> tly increased the number of L. clarki.

'e were eventually able to observe the

r ess of transformation in the labora-

)) Between eight and sixteen hours af-

;i xposure, many of the trophonts began

3 ,;produce in their usual way, by cellu-

ulivision. What was extraordinary was

h; the trophonts in mosquito-condi-

ic;d water divided in synchrony. (The

orol group in filtered water divided

aiomly.) The daughter cells of trans-

acting trophonts were small, actively

wiming spheres that lacked the promi-

le oral pocket characteristic of tro-

th its. They paused momentarily each

iii they came into contact with a solid

mice, and when isolated with a first-

n«r A. sierrensis, they made repeated

1.: dings" on the larval cuticle, encysted,

tr invaded their host. We called this

46 ly discovered form of L. clarki a

h ont (from the Greek for "hunter").

Aialso found that these theronts were

)l( ;ate parasites, no longer able to sur-

;i( as free-living cells; in the absence of

ai il hosts they quickly died.

I redation is a powerful force of natural

ie|:tion, and L. clarki is not the only

\D U, freshwater organism to have devel-

jjU a physical antipredator response.

it le species of rotifers, for example, will

51' V long spines in the presence of larger,

Di latory rotifers. Similarly, the embryos

)lieveral species of planktonic crusta-

X IS called cladocerans grow large crests

Ml heir head capsules when exposed to

mge larvae. In both cases, a simple

;ii ige in shape may increase the actual

31 erceived size of the prey and help to

ii :r the predators. The same principle

i| lies to behavioral tactics of certain ver-

id ates, an example being the puffer

iijs that swallow water and swell up

»ln threatened. Because of the enor-

ris size difference between trophonts

1) the larvae that prey on them, a change

Is ody size isn't practical for L. clarki. In

a trast, parasitism is an apt solution, and

it ;fficiency is increased by synchronized

ai ihont division, which doubles the num-
bi of attacking theronts.

n unraveling the bizarre life cycles of

t larki and related ciliates, we may have

lx)vered not only a novel strategy for

i\ Aval but also a new and powerful bio-

Ic cal agent for reducing larval popula-

liis of some species of container-breed-

iii, disease-carrying mosquitoes. Conven-

\t:\y, infected adult A. sierrensis mos-

qitoes naturally disperse L. clarki among
b-eding sites. Somehow this peculiar cili-

! causes female mosquitoes to act as

tlugh they were pregnant, except that

iiiead of laying eggs, they deposit cili-

ais. But that's another story in itself. D
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.lie in a

)eathtrap
ese mosquitoes thrive in the

mach ofa carnivorousplant

William Bradshaw and

C|iristina Holzapfel

"he purple pitcher plant is a deathtrap

\\ insects, millipedes, spiders, and even

ill frogs. This carnivorous plant has

low, pitcher-shaped leaves that each

tain a small pool of rainwater, in which

ir victims drown. However, to larvae of

pitcher plant mosquito, Wyeomyia

Ithii, this pitfall trap is a sheltered nurs-

—^an energy-rich, enemy-free habitat,

lach pitcher has a hood studded with

idreds of stiff hairs. Nectaries at the

e of each hood secrete chemicals at-

;tive to insects and other arthropods,

ile the lip on the rim opposite the hood

ves as a convenient landing pad. When
3d from this perch to the fragrant nec-

ies, a potential victim finds no footing

the hood's downward-pointing hairs

i falls into the water. Since it cannot

nb up the pitcher's slick, waxy walls, it

ntually drowns. As it decomposes, the

cass nourishes not only the host plant

also a small community of aquatic

;anisms, including mosquito larvae.

\lthough a fall into the pitcher plant's

)1 means certain death for most insects,

eral creatures besides mosquito larvae

ike it their home. Flesh fly maggots

ig from the water's surface and, like

itures, seek out and feed on dead in-

;ts. When the half-eaten remains sink to

; bottom, midge larvae chew them fur-

;r. Both of these scavengers hasten the

integration of the corpse, creating

jater opportunities for bacteria to feed.

le bacteria, in turn, are eaten by a vari-

I of protozoans. Finally, the mosquito

vae, with their brushlike mouthparts,

;er out the bacteria, protozoans, and

'aidingentrapment, afemalepitcher
mt mosquito hoversjust above the

ol at the mouth ofa carnivorous
tcherplant. Her swollen abdomen
iicates that she is about to deposit an
gon the surface ofthe water

leftover bits of the victim for their dinner.

A mutually beneficial relationship has

evolved between the pitcher plant and its

inhabitants, involving gas and nutrient ex-

change. The leaves release oxygen into the

water as a byproduct of photosynthesis.

The aquatic organisms, on the other hand,

give off carbon dioxide as a byproduct of

their respiration and nitrogen-rich ammo-
nia as a byproduct of their metabolism.

During the afternoon, increased heat and

light accelerate the leaves' oxygen produc-

tion and boost their need for carbon and

nitrogen. This cycle in the leaves meshes

with the increased respiration and metab-

olism of the aquatic community. In fact,

the microhabitat is very rich in oxygen; its

resident midge species is probably de-

scended from swift-stream dwelling an-

cestors, and the pitcher plant mosquito

may be the only mosquito whose larvae

can develop and mature without atmo-

spheric oxygen. While these organisms en-

rich the pitcher with their wastes, the host

plant not only provides oxygen for them to

breathe but also attracts dinner for its

"guests" and cleans up the scraps.

As we often observed during our studies

of mosquitoes in Florida's Appalachicola

National Forest, the female is very choosy

about where she lays her eggs. We ob-

served a female mosquito fly to a cluster

of pitcher plants, hover over one plant,

then head directly into its youngest open

leaf. Next, she flew up and down inside

the pitcher. She dipped her abdomen

three times toward the surface of the

plant's enclosed pool and, each time, with-

out touching the water, deposited a single

white egg. Then she visited two other

plants in the cluster, repeated the same
behavior, and departed, having laid eggs

only in the youngest pitcher of each plant.

A mosquito's timing of her egg laying

must be precise, because the predatory

effectiveness of pitcher plant leaves varies

with their age. For a few days after open-

ing, the leaves remain soft as they expand

and fill out. If trapped, a vigorous insect

could tear its way out. Thus damaged, a

leaf could not repair itself or hold water.

Seven to ten days after opening, the leaves

darken, harden, and begin to attract in-

sects. They are most eflScient predators

from two to four weeks of age, but their

ability to capture prey declines sharply

thereafter; they remain green and photo-

synthesize for about fifteen months.

Thus, the female mosquito's egg-laying

behavior anticipates the future needs of

her offspring. When her larvae hatch and

require increasing quantities of food, the

young leaf she has selected will be captur-

ing the most insects. Natural selection fa-

vors females that deposit their eggs in

these young leaves and rewards the first

group hatching in them. Larvae hatching

later find that resources have been con-

sumed by earlier broods and that the plant

no longer attracts many new prey. Late-

comers become stunted adults; if female,

they live shorter adult lives and produce

fewer offspring. Also, because they can

filter more and larger food particles, the

first to hatch gain a competitive advan-

tage over smaller, younger larvae.

One curious fact about pitcher plant

mosquitoes is that females from only the

southern populations are blood feeders. In

the insect's northern and southern ranges,

females produce and lay their first batch

of eggs without the nutritional boost of a

blood meal from a vertebrate host. But

southern females must bite before they

can produce their second and all subse-

quent broods. We have seen southern fe-

males taking blood not only from our-

selves but also from box turtles. Females

from populations in New Jersey and

northward have never been observed to

bite and may produce repeated batches of

eggs without blood feeding.

Of its tropically distributed genus, only

the pitcher plant mosquito has invaded

and survived northern habitats. Following

the distribution of its host plant, it ranges

from the Gulf of Mexico to Canada, from

Saskatchewan to Labrador. Indeed, the

purple pitcher plant is common in the bogs

of Newfoundland and has been desig-

nated the province's official flower.

Freezing temperatures kill mosquito

larvae, but entomologist G. C. Paterson in

New Brunswick, Canada, has found that

snow can insulate the bogs. During winter,

larvae hibernate and survive within pitch-

ers beneath the blanket of snow, even

when air temperatures above the snow

plummet to -40°. The beginning and end

of hibernation are triggered by the mos-

quito's internal biological clock and the

length of daylight. Progressively shorter

days induce and maintain a state of re-

duced metabolism, while longer days

avert or end it. Larvae rely upon the

length of day to cue hibernation even

when conditions are otherwise favorable

for development. In eastern Massachu-

setts, for instance, temperatures are warm
and food is abundant in mid-August, but

the shortening days halt development and

the larvae enter hibernation, anticipating

the future winter. They do not reinitiate

development until April, when lengthen-

ing days herald the coming of spring.

The life cycle of the pitcher plant mos-

quito has evolved in synchrony with its

host. By selecting only young leaves in

which to deposit their eggs, female mos-

quitoes coordinate their offspring's devel-
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opment with the leaves' life cycle. Pitcher

plant leaves capture resources, remove

waste gases and metabolites, and consti-

tute a predator-free nursery for develop-

ing larvae. In addition, the leaves provide

a haven from extreme winters. Through

the use of a highly accurate biological

clock, the mosquitoes program their sea-

sonal development in concert with the pro-

gressively harsher northern winters. This

mosquito—alone among the 300 most

closely related tropical species—has been

able to invade, and thrive in, a northern,

temperate climate because of the pro-

tected habitat in which it lives: the stom-

ach of a carnivorous plant. D

The Swarms of

Summer
Once upon a time in Florida, clouds of
marsh mosquitoes set long-distance records

by D.Scott Taylor

Perched in the top of a twenty-five-foot-

high mangrove tree overlooking a sixty-

acre salt marsh, Jim Haeger nervously

awaited sunset on an August evening in

1955. This scientist from Florida's Ento-

mological Research Center had waited

much of the summer for the marsh below

him to produce a huge "brood" of the

black salt-marsh mosquito (Aedes taenio-

rhynchus), and now the moment had

come. The estimated 2 billion larvae had

developed throughout the week, and ear-

lier in the day the adults had emerged and

climbed into the reeds and swamp grass

preparatory to their migratory flight. At
precisely fourteen minutes past sunset, as

if cued by an unheard gong, the brood

took flight. Later, Haeger described the

event as follows:

There was a massive movement of ascend-

ing mosquitoes, almost darkening the sky.

The flight just above my head consisted of a

great band of millions of mosquitoes, all

moving in unison, probably 2-4 feet thick

and several hundred feet wide. I would
compare the movement to a huge belt or

tread of a caterpillar tractor moving on

rollers over the tops of the trees, only miss-

ing them by a few inches and dipping down
between. There was a tremendous singing

hum of millions of frenzied wing beats.

Twelve minutes later it was over, and

the air was calm and free of mosquitoes.

Haeger was impressed, and a few days

later so were people living miles away in

the flight path of the brood, when the

females sought their first blood meals.

This spectacle is not often witnessed in

modem Florida, thanks to the efforts of
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mosquitoKX)ntrol districts, which were or-

ganized in 1927 to combat the salt-marsh

mosquito problem. However, the aborigi-

nal inhabitants and early homesteaders

must have been hardy souls to tolerate the

biting swarms. Early Indian tribes may
have moved their villages seasonally when
their smudge fires were unable to keep the

insects at bay. A century ago, Florida resi-

dents commonly kept whisk brooms hang-

ing near their front doors so that people

entering their homes could first brush off"

the clinging mosquitoes.

Over the years, the salt marshes that

originally bordered both coasts of Florida

have been ditched, dredged, and filled, or

diked off and kept flooded (female salt-

marsh mosquitoes must lay their eggs on

damp, unflooded soil). Nevertheless, the

black salt-marsh mosquito remains Flori-

da's main pest species.

This wily creature is hard to keep in

check for two reasons: it is incredibly fe-

cund (10,000 eggs have been counted in

one square foot of marsh sod), and more

importantly, it is a strong flier (while some

species of mosquitoes never venture more

than a few hundred feet). Entomologists

have trapped salt-marsh mosquitoes 110

miles from shore, and shrimp boat crews

have been attacked at an equal distance.

In the 1950s, some entomologists began to

suspect that the species might be truly

migratory, with large populations moving

from one breeding site to another.

Research showed that massing of great

numbers of individuals begins in the larval

stages, when synchrony of egg hatching

and development leads to enormous densi-

ties in the marshes. In their later st

larvae cluster together to form

"rafts" twenty feet or more in dian:

The larvae disperse widely over the ff

surface at night, but at sunrise they aj

gate and "migrate" toward the shore

where the rafts are formed. These (

life-history observations and the mass

dus of the adults from the breeding

stimulated scientists to look further a

insects' flight behavior.

How far and how fast do the swam
adults travel? In 1951, entomologist ^

Provost and a team of twenty-six wor

tried to answer this question in the i

gmeling and exhaustive series of m
release studies of mosquitoes ever ur

taken. Provost marked a total of 6 mi

larvae with a radioactive tracer, ra

them to adults, and released them or

east and west coasts of Florida. Ai



A cloudofmale salt-marsh mosquitoes

hovers over the Delmarva Peninsula.

Seventyyears ago in the southern United

States, before mosquito control efforts

were successful, huge mixed-sex swarms

were common sights.

Robert Noonan

Drying her wings before herfirst

flight, afemale salt-marsh mosquito sits

on the bubbly surface ofthe water Still

trailing a discardedpupa case, she

is particularly vulnerable topredators

at this stage oflife.

Robert Ncwnan
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tounding array of recapture devices

awaited: 103 light traps, 4 large traps on

moving trucks, a mechanically rotating

net, 78 aspirators and sweep nets, 8 box

traps baited with live goats, an airplane

and boat (with nets), and a variety of fixed

"sticky" nets. Within three days, marked

mosquitoes were collected twenty-five

miles from the release point. Out of 3.5

million estimated to have taken wing, 982

were recaptured and identified by Geiger

counter The study also showed that

weather, topography, and the amount of

available food all play a part in determin-

ing the length of the migratory flight.

These experiments were the last of their

kind, and although they did raise other

questions, we now know that the black

salt-marsh mosquito, in its pursuit of

blood and breeding grounds, is a cham-

pion in the arena of mosquito flight. D

Duel

in the Sun
In the oases ofIsrael's Negev
Desert, mosquito larvae

and tadpoles vieforfood

by Leon Blaustein

When I told people that I was an

aquatic ecologist and had come to the

Negev Desert to study mosquitoes, they

thought I was crazy or at least a bit con-

fused. From the rim of Zin Canyon, I

gazed across at sculpted walls of limestone

that were almost barren of vegetation. The
canyon floor and riverbed appeared to be

utterly dry—not a typical mosquito breed-

ing ground.

I first descended to the bottom of the

canyon in June 1988, and the riverbed was

indeed bone dry. I was told, however, that

if I followed the riverbed for five miles, I

would come across an oasis—a freshwater

spring called Bin Akev. After several

hours of enduring the 100° temperature of

the midday sun, the oasis was a particu-

larly welcome sight. The water flows from

crevices in the canyon wall year round and

drops fifty feet into a deep, clear pool. I

found no mosquitoes in this pool and very

few in several smaller pools nearby.

Rainfall, which averages less than four

inches a year in this canyon, occurs almost

exclusively in the winter, so when January

arrived, I set out again for Ein Akev.

Shortly after the rains begin, the water,

unimpeded by soil and vegetation, rushes

down the canyon, flooding the riverbed.

The torrent quickly subsides, leaving tem-

porary pools in the irregularly shaped

rock. These pools might last for a few days

or a few months.

Most aquatic animals in these ephem-

eral pools must race against time to de-

velop from egg to adult. Mosquitoes must

pass through four larval stages, change

into pupae, and then emerge as adults

before they can leave the pools. A hard

rain may wash the insects from the pool. If

they fail to complete the cycle before the

pools dry, the insects perish, providing nu-

trients for the next group of animals when

the pools refill. Despite this disadvantage,

many species of mosquitoes seem to pre

temporary pools because they are rich

nutrients and harbor fewer predators \\

the permanent pools.

In the hundreds of pools left by

floods, I saw amazingly dense populatic

of larvae and pupae of the mosquito Q
seta longiareolata. In a standard-si2

dipper used to count aquatic insects

collected several hundred larvae. (Ma
entomologists consider one larva per d

perful a serious mosquito problem in ha

tats such as rice fields.) The species i

counted for more than 95 percent of t

organisms in the pools. Each larva cove

from an egg raft containing perhaps 2

to 400 eggs. After incubating on the si

face for several days, tiny larvae break c

from the bottom tip of the eggs and enl

the water. The larval period, which

eludes three molts into successively larg
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In Israel's Negev Desert, sporadic

winter rains create small, temporary

pools in the otherwise dry riverbed of
Zin Canyon. In these short-lived homes,

mosquitoes must quickly complete

their development.
Richard T. Nowltz

1 ividuals, takes one to three weeks. The
1 rae then change into pupae and emerge

i adults in two or three days. C. longi-

•olata breed year round in the Negev
l( sert, although the activity slows almost

ia halt during the hot summers.

U was particularly interested in learning

1 ether factors such as predation or com-

Lition with other species might have im-

irtant effects on mosquito populations in

':se isolated pools. During the first half

i the winter, the mosquitoes seemed
f gely unaffected by other species. But in

irly February, the situation changed

(len green toads, Bufo viridis, entered

h pools to mate. Each female deposited

i3ut a thousand eggs encased in a gelati-

sus string. After about five days, the

veloping embryos popped out of the

gs and remained immobile on the out-

le of the strings for a few more days,

until they could swim away as tadpoles.

Like the mosquito larvae, the tadpoles

must metamorphose into adults before the

pools dry.

I observed both mosquito larvae and

tadpoles gnawing away at the bottom, pre-

sumably feeding on algae and other mi-

croscopic food particles. Could these two

taxonomically disparate species—one an

invertebrate, the other a vertebrate—be

competing for the same food?

To test for competition, I conducted a

series of experiments in artificial pools

made from plastic tubs, complete with soil

bottoms and food. In my first experiment,

I followed the effects of newly hatched

mosquito larvae and small tadpoles on

each other. On average, the mosquito lar-

vae raised with tadpoles took four days

longer to reach the pupal stage and were

smaller than those raised in the absence of

tadpoles. Similarly, the tadpoles were

smaller and took longer to metamorphose

when raised in the presence of mosquitoes.

In a second experiment, when I added

extra food to the pools with mosquitoes

and tadpoles, their development was unaf-

fected by each other's presence, indicat-

ing that competition for food did indeed

reduce the growth rates of both species.

The effects of competition can have

dire consequences in nature. By extending

the time that mosquitoes and toads must

spend in the water, competition exposes

them to the hazards of the desert pools.

During the winter, few predators are

found in the pools, but by spring, their

numbers climb. In addition to several spe-

cies of dragonfly nymphs that prey on

mosquito larvae and tadpoles, I observed

backswimmers, large predatory water

bugs, feeding on them. (I have even seen

these aggressive insects kill adult toads.)

And if predators don't get them, there is

always the possibility that they will be

caught in a dwindling pool. The size of the

larvae and tadpoles at the time they meta-

morphose is also important. Small mos-

quito pupae become smaller adults, which

lay fewer eggs. Smaller male toads are less

likely to secure a mate, and smaller fe-

males lay fewer eggs.

In another experiment, I started with

intermediate-sized tadpoles and newly

hatched mosquito larvae. The tadpoles

clearly had the upper hand. Not only did

they outcompete the mosquito larvae for

food but they also preyed upon mosquito

larvae in their early stages. Once the lar-

vae reached a certain size, they became

immune to predation by the tadpoles.

On my stomach, peering down into the

crystal-clear water of a pool, I saw some-

thing peculiar: dozens of mosquito larvae

were clustered around a string of toad

eggs. Could the larvae be preying upon

the immature toads? At first I thought this

unlikely because the hatchlings of other

toad species are known to be unpalatable

to many predators. Furthermore, mos-

quito larvae are generally not predators.

I found that the toad eggs were immune
to predation, but once the developing em-

bryos popped out of the egg string, the

mosquito larvae attacked and completely
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devoured the hatchlings. In laboratory

and field tests, I found that the survival of

toad embryos was greatly reduced in the

presence of mosquito larvae. Only the

hatchlings that escaped the onslaught of

mosquito larvae long enough to develop

into tadpoles had a chance. Once mobile,

they could easily evade the predators.

As midspring approaches, the impor-

tance of the mosquito and toad on each

other diminishes and voracious predators

such as dragonflies and backswimmers

become a greater concern. But for several

months prior to that, the mosquito and the

toad are locked in a fierce struggle for

survival, in which the one with the size

advantage eats the other. D

The
Butterfly

of

Mosquitoes
Only the most alluring

tropical mosquitoes have

much ofa sex life

by Woodbridge A. Foster

and Robin M. Taylor

To the casual observer-victim, all mos-

quitoes are equally offensive. Mosquito

aficionados may admire the colorful and

ornate patterns of microscopic scales that

clothe some of the annoying temperate

species, but to the naked eye, mosquitoes

are far from beautiful. Among the profu-

sion of New World tropical mosquitoes,

however, a few are so eye-catching, sport-

ing bright hues of iridescent blue, violet,

green, silver, and gold, that even people

with little interest in entomology pause to

marvel before smashing them. Their

beauty aside, several of these vivid Cen-

tral and South American species are also

vectors of the yellow fever virus, spreading

the disease among humans and monkeys

in lowland forests.
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In 1975, on a trip to Panama to study

nectar feeding in mosquitoes, a group of

us from Ohio State University found suffi-

cient numbers of one of these elegant spe-

cies, Sabethes cyaneus, for us to observe

their behavior. At the Maje field station of

the Gorgas Memorial Laboratory, we

perched on platforms high above the for-

est floor to catch mosquitoes as they

searched for hosts among the treetops.

Occasionally, S. cyaneus would approach

us. They are iridescent silver and blue and

have a peculiar feature common to many
mosquitoes in the genus: the middle pair

of legs is adorned with greatly elongated

scales, giving them a resemblance to bird

feathers.

Rather than making a direct attack on

their victims, the suicidal approach often

used by many of their kin, S. cyaneus

mosquitoes seemed to float in the air, their

two feathered legs outstretched as they

cautiously approached our faces. They

backed off at the slightest movement or

noise, but if we held still long enough, they

almost invariably landed on our noses,

held their wings outstretched, and en-

gorged themselves with blood. During the

rainy season, we saw females in the forest

canopy, where they may tap the blood of

napping monkeys and other arboreal ani-

mals. In the dry season, however, we

found both sexes nearthe ground, particu-

larly in sunny clearings. Some approached

to feed; others seemed indifferent and

passed by as brilliant flashes of blue in the

shafts of sunlight before disappearing into

the shadows.

The function of the leg ornamentation,

or "paddles," in these and closely related

mosquitoes has long been a puzzle. Be-

cause ornamentation in animals is often

associated with sexual displays, some re-

searchers suspected that the paddles

might be important in mating preliminar-

ies. In most mosquito species, however,

there are no preliminaries. Males congre-

gate in a swarm above a prominent object

or host where females are intercepted.

When a female enters a swarm, the males

quickly recognize her distinctive, lower-

pitched whine. While several males may
seize her, only one will succeed in clasping

her genitalia with his. The couple then

Unlike most mosquitoes, the tropical

species Sabethes cyaneus engages in an

elaborate courtship. In thefirst stage,

pictured here, a male grasps the

wings ofafemale with his brightly

colored, ornamented midlegs.
Woodbridge Foster
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drop away from the rest and remain air-

borne or drift to a landing site, where they

remain until insemination is completed.

Thus, the males' scramble for a mate

seems to be the main selective force at

work in shaping male performance.

The sexual behavior of species with

paddles, however, was completely un-

known. From observations by medical

entomologist Pedro Galindo of a Sabethes

species that lacks paddles, we suspected

that 5'. cyaneus might hunt for resting

females. In 1980, we spotted several males

flying along stems and branches, appar-

ently patrolling in search of females,

which we occasionally saw perched upside

down in the understory vegetation. These

sightings were rare, however, and we

never saw even an attempted mating.

Recently, with Bob Hancock, a gradu-

ate student, we returned to the forest in

Panama to study 5. cyaneus. We found a

light gap in the jungle canopy, created by

a tree fall, where, if we were lucky, we
observed at most fifteen of these mosqui-

toes a day. Some of the females ap-

After gently alighting on apatch of
human skin, afemale S. cyaneus

draws the blood she needs toproduce

a batch ofeggs.
Woodbridge Foster

proached our noses to bite, but most

seemed preoccupied. They patrolled

fallen branches and tree trunks, pausing in

front of small cavities. The females shot a

few of their eggs through the narrow open-

ings, where the mosquito larvae would de-

velop in the water that had collected in-

side. Males, on the other hand, flew along

the lengths of sticks, small branches, and

lianas, where males and females hung by

their forelegs in their normal head-up rest-

ing position. Standing on logs, we were

able to creep up within a couple of feet of

the resting mosquitoes and observe their

sexual encounters. In ten cases, we saw a

patrolling male hover beside a perched

male of female and repeatedly reach to-

ward its folded wings with one of his

midlegs while facing it. In the two success-

ful executions of this maneuver (both with

females), the male grasped the female's

outer wing with one of his extended

midlegs and, using this hold, swung him-

self under the stick and around to face her,

grasping the stick with both forelegs for

support. Unfortunately, these couples

broke up within a few seconds, perhaps

because the females were sexually imma-

ture or already inseminated.

To observe the entire mating process,

we obtained mosquitoes from medical

entomologist Jack Petersen, who had colo-

nized them at the Gorgas laboratory.

With the help of several students, we
raised enough mosquitoes of known age

wand mating status to observe their ma
habits. Instead of locating a mate i\ij^

swarm, as most mosquitoes do, 5. cyat)ii¥

males perform an elaborate courtshi-*f'

the only one known among more tajf

3,000 mosquito species. Bob Hancock
\n

i'

Wee Yee recorded sixty-seven of tl| ('

courtships on videotape to analyze t| ¥
details. I f

After locating and aligning with at «•

male perched on a branch, the male) 'M

tains his hold on her wing with one fi| if

died midleg and waves his other midleh <P

and fro. Then he begins rhythmic! f
swinging his body and free hind legs wl ¥
vibrating his proboscis. The female | ij-

sponds by lowering her abdomen to a ii

tical position where the male can attei

to link his genitalia to hers. If he is umi

cessful, she slowly raises her abdoni I
and he reverts to waving his free micji i

and then to swinging, before making i ^
other attempt. More than half of the r| f
ing pairs we observed never got beyli ^

this fwint, even after several time-consi| »

ing attempts; the rejected males vii f

eventually kicked away by their partn

A successful genital coupling does

guarantee insemination. The male's U
ous link with his mate at this stage is a

]

of tiny rods, each hinged to an arra;

flanges, spines, and hairs. The male

beds these claspers (which are only sin4^
hooks in most male mosquitoes) in lit-

female's genitalia. The female may %'v

kick him away, but if she remains still, ^'

male releases his wing hold and launt itH

into a series of graceful waves of I

paddled midlegs. When he stops wav

he folds his claspers, drawing the femi

genitalia tightly against his own to tr

fer his sperm. The male lowers his pad

to his sides and begins waggling, his a)

men gyrating while the paddles ai*f

nately rise and fall. He then releases 1:

self and flies away. When things go \

the entire mating sequence takes at

four minutes.

We wondered why this particular

:

cies of mosquito had evolved such an e

orate courtship. We suspect that it mi

serve as a way for males to pass muste

females screen suitors for heritable qii

ties, they would be the main selec

force in the evolution of male behav

However, we still had no evidence of t

On the contrary, the waving and waggi

displays occurred when rejection by

female was no longer likely. Yet fully t

thirds of the courtships analyzed resul

in failure, even though we detected

obvious differences between the per

mances of failed or successful males. I

haps the females were making m<

acceptance decisions based on sul
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. itomical, chemical, or acoustic features

rsented during courtship but not evi-

cit to the human observer.

tVe turned our attention to the most

c/ious anatomical feature that might

py a role in mate choice: the paddles. To

c. surprise, males with their paddles re-

r ved (with a wet brush while they were

I ler light anesthesia) appeared to court

f lales as successfully as did normal

nles. After three days of cohabitation

V|h equal numbers of virgin females,

I h normal and paddleless males had in-

Siiinated about 80 percent of their fe-

r: les. This result suggests that the males'

{idles are not used by females to dis-

C; ninate among mating partners. The re-

\i
se treatment, however, produced quite

£, ifferent outcome: normal males cohab-

i, g with paddleless females inseminated

C| y 8 percent of them.

,
'laying on the hunch that males are not

£i
racted to females lacking paddles, we

s^red attempts by patrolling males to

£i;n themselves opposite perching mos-

(| toes. We used a large cage containing a

i( Uure of four equal parts: paddle-intact

£( i paddle-free versions of males and fe-

ll les. Of all attempts at alignment, 219

vre toward paddle-intact females; only

Ij were toward paddle-free females. The

sj ual response of all males toward other

ijles was similar (159 toward normal

I! les, 2 toward paddle-free males),

s ingthening the conclusion that to a pa-

ll lling male, paddles are an important

Ji ture of a potential mate. It also shows

ti t males are not particularly discrimi-

i( ing, something we have often noted in

ti
se investigations. Not uncommonly,

i| les will court other males, going so far

!, attempting to couple.

I

\ny specific function of the paddles in

1] les remains enigmatic. But the occur-

1 ice of these ornaments, a courtship dis-

1 y, and the brilliant blue in both sexes of

i, yaneus is probably related to the spe-

(
s' daytime activity. Nocturnal tropical

vsquitoes that are active in open areas

Ijierally mate in swarms and are drably

(|ored, whereas forest mosquitoes that

1 e during the day may gather only near a

l|it to mate or do not swarm at all and

Ire bold markings and metallic colors. In

(.ylight, a mosquito can use vision rather

lin sound to locate a mate. This altema-

te to swarming is particularly effective

ia complex forest habitat where con-

scuous individuals concentrate in cer-

tn places, such as on vines in clearings.

1, relying on vision to locate mates,

ubethes would be predisposed to evolve

(hanced visual abilities, a more eye-

(tching appearance, and elaborate sex-

il displays. D

How She Gets Your Blood

Once a hungry female mosquito has

found a host, her job is only half done;

before she can begin feeding, she must

locate an adequate supply of blood within

the skin. Since human skin contains only 1

or 2 percent blood by volume, this is not an

easy task. Jose Ribeiro, an entomologist at

the University of Arizona who studies the

mechanics of biting, compares the process

to that of a fisherman repeatedly casting

his line into the water; only by trial and

error does he eventually succeed.

The equipment that the mosquito uses

to pierce skin is composed of six highly

elongated mouthparts called stylets. One

of these is an inverted trough; the rest are

slender plates—two mandibles, two max-

illae, and one to inject saliva—that close

the trough to form a tube. When inserted

into the skin, this flexible tube curves

slightly forward so that the tip can "scan"

for blood about half a millimeter beneath

the surface. The two mandible stylets are

serrated at the tip and saw back and forth

through tissue. As the mosquito probes

the skin, capillaries and the smallest veins

and arteries may be lacerated, forming a

pocket of blood.

Occasionally, the tube will puncture a

tiny vein directly, but more commonly,

the mosquito must damage a number of

smaller vessels to get enough blood to be-

gin feeding. Receptors located within the

tube are extremely sensitive to certain

molecules specific to blood. If a pool of

blood is detected upon withdrawing the

stylets, the mosquito stops all movement

and begins sucking the blood up the tube

with two pumps located in her head. If the

bleeding is slow and the pool of blood

dwindles, she maneuvers her tube toward

the leaking vein and inserts it.

Frequently, the mosquito must thrust

the stylets into the skin and withdraw

them a number of times before a suffi-

cient supply of blood is located. This is

done without fully withdrawing the tube,

so that the mosquito covers a cone-shaped

area in her search. Each thrust into the

skin may take five to ten seconds. If the

mosquito fails to find blood in one spot,

she will move a short distance and start

probing again.

While probing for blood, the mosquito

continuously injects saliva through one

hollow stylet. Proteins in the saliva are

responsible for the unpleasant itching and

swelling that often accompany the mos-

quito's bite. The severity of the allergic

reaction to the proteins varies greatly, de-

pending on the host's previous exposure to

mosquitoes. This often creates the illusion

that mosquitoes have avoided one person

in favor of another The response to mos-

quito bites passes through five stages. If a

person has never been exposed, no reac-

tion will occur After limited exposure, the

victim will experience a delayed reaction

(the intense itching and inflammation

that appear several hours after the bite).

Increased contact with the insects will

also elicit an immediate reaction in one or

two minutes that lasts only an hour With

continual exposure, the more irritating de-

layed reaction disappears, leaving only the

immediate eR"ects. Finally, some people

with prolonged exposure may experience

no symptoms at all.

The mosquito's saliva contains anti-

coagulants that inhibit the clotting of

blood. Because the lacerated capillaries

and larger vessels cannot be repaired, they

bleed freely, shortening the amount of

time the mosquito must spend searching

for an adequate pool of blood. The prob-

ing itself is barely perceivable to the host,

but if the mosquito makes contact with a

sensory neuron in the skin or if an immedi-

ate allergic reaction develops, the host

may respond to the mosquito's presence

and kill it. Finding blood quickly is there-

fore a matter of life and death.

—

R. A.

Anopheles gambiae sucking bloodfrom a humanfinger
Tom Shepherd. Oxford Saehtfic Films
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A Mother

Superior
In the unstable world ofa cacao

husk, it's wise to be

an overprotectiveparent

by L. Philip Lounibos

Once the source of Venezuela's most

profitable export, the cacao tree has been

cultivated for more than 250 years in ag-

ing plantations east of Caracas. During a

walk through the rain forest understory on

the Panaquire plantation, my Venezuelan

colleague Carlos Machado-Allison and I

happened to look inside some discarded

cacao husks. Rainwater trapped in the

decaying husks had turned pungent and

brown.

Our flashlight beam revealed mosquito

larvae suspended in the water or browsing

the inner walls of the fruit, as well as

several female mosquitoes on egg rafts

floating on the water surface. When we
looked again several hours later, the fe-

males were still there holding the egg rafts

between their middle pair of legs (usually

they lay their eggs and fly off). Were they

guarding their eggs for the thirty hours or

so until the larvae hatched?

The green-eyed mosquito Trichoproso-

pon digitatum is common in Neotropical

rain forests. The species thrives where hu-

man activities have multiplied larval habi-

tats—in cut bamboo sections, fruit husks,

calabashes, and especially in the ferment-

ing fluid held by decaying cacao husks.

Even after the rainwater has evaporated

and only a viscous sludge remains in the

husk, growth and metamorphosis con-

tinue as the larvae wriggle through the

ooze and browse on the husk's endocarp

with grasping mandibles.

The plantation manager pointed out

that the husks take two forms that aff"ect

the fate of eggs and larvae. Male cacao

harvesters split the fruit longitudinally

with a machete, producing boat-shaped

husks called botes. Women use hand
knives to section the ripe fruit transversely

and extract the cacao seeds, resulting in

crown-shaped husks, or coronas, that have

deeper cavities than botes do and hold

fluid longer.

To investigate when mosquitoes colo-

nize new husks, Carios and I filled forty-

two freshly cut coronas and botes with
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spring water and set them in discard piles.

Rafts of eggs were laid at dusk and at

dawn, particularly after rain showers that

created moisture in the air and enlarged

the pools within the husks. A significantly

higher proportion of coronas was colo-

nized because they not only held more

water but they also absorbed rather than

reflected the dim, crepuscular light.

Gravid females seem to prefer the darker

cavities for egg laying.

Some years ago, I had discovered that

chemicals from fruit gnawed by monkeys

stimulated African mosquitoes of the ge-

nus Eretmapodites to lay their eggs in the

discarded husks. Now 1 wondered

whether the chocolate aroma of the cacao

husks was attracting females to lay their

eggs. Carlos and I filled some plastic

dishes with fluid from cacao husks and

others with fluid collected from axils of

elephant's ears (a plant that is another

mosquito habitat). A day later, the dishes

of cacao extract contained six times more

egg rafts than the dishes filled with ele-

phant's ear fluid.

Next we wanted to determine how fe-

males know when to stop guarding the

eggs. Do sensory cues alert females to the

hatching of larvae or does an internal

clock estimate the expected incubation

period? To ai^er this question, we

switched brooding females from their own

rafts to others. Given newly laid rafts,

females at the midpoint of their brooding

abandoned the unhatched rafts at about

the time that their own eggs would have

been expected to hatch. When females

that had just begun brooding were given

egg rafts older than their own, they contin-

ued incubating empty eggshells for some

hours after the foster progeny had

hatched. So it seemed that an internal

timer, rather than sensory clues, governed

the length of the brooding period.

This simple form of presocial behavior

has evolved in many insects, but of the

more than 3,000 different mosquito spe-

cies, T. digitatum is the only one in which

egg brooding has been reported. What is

the advantage of brooding and why did it

evolve—so far as we know—only in this

species?

After watching many carnivorous bee-

After laying their egg rafts,female

Trichoprosopon digitatum mosquitoes

hold them with their middlepairoflegs

for about thirty hours until they

hatch. Broodingprotects eggsfrom being

washedaway duringrainstorms.
K.G, Preston-Mafham/Premaphotos Wildlile
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ties and spiders lurking about cacao dis-

card piles, we thought that brooding mos-

quitoes might be protecting their eggs

from predation. Or possibly, brooding

might shelter eggs from desiccation if

they became stranded on the edges of dry-

ing husks. We tested these possibilities by
comparing the fates of newly laid brooded

and unbrooded rafts in fluid-filled, dis-

carded cacao husks. (We transported

brooding females and their egg rafts in

teaspoons to the experimental husks and
frightened some of them into abandoning

their rafts.) We found that both of our

hypotheses were wrong: brooded and
unbrooded rafts survived equally well ex-

cept during rainstorms, when unattended

rafts washed out of husks much more fre-

quently, especially bote husks.

Egg guarding is simply a way of keep-

ing the eggs from being swept away, espe-

cially from more open containers. In artifi-

cial rainstorms created in my laboratory, I

was able to observe the behavior of brood-

ing mosquitoes exposed to this distur-

bance. Holding rafts beneath them, fe-

males skated away from falling raindrops.

Moreover, when necessary, these females

often clung with their forelegs to the husk
walls, thus preventing themselves and
their eggs from being swept away.

Paradoxically, while we usually asso-

ciate mosquito abundance with high rain-

fall, eggs floating in miniature pools in the

wet tropics risk washout and loss from
rainfall. The evolution of brooding behav-

ior in T. digitatum may be one solution to

this danger, enabling these mosquitoes to

exploit the varied container-homes cre-

ated by humans. D

Tales ofa

Mosquito Psychologist
Ifa mosquito has moods, this man has charted them

by Marc J. Klowden

I suppose I would be setting myself up
for ridicule if I dared to call myself a

mosquito psychologist. Mosquitoes can't

really think about what they do and con-

trol how they behave, can they? Conscious
thought is doubtful in an insect with a

brain only slightly larger than the period

after this sentence. And what would mos-
quitoes have to think about, anyway? As
the sharks of the insect world, they relent-

lessly prowl our backyards and bedrooms,
looking for blood wherever they can find

it. But mosquitoes are not always in a
biting mood. And because these insects

are responsible for so much human suffer-

ing, the vagaries of their behavior are

worth figuring out.

Proteins are crucial components in all

biological systems, but compared with

other nutrients, they are relatively scarce

and probably the most difficult to find.

Also, several important amino acids,

which are the building blocks of proteins,

cannot be synthesized by most animals
and must come from foixl in complete
form. All insects need protein, but many
species of mosquitoes don't get sufficient

protein as larvae to carry over into the

adult stage. So if an adult female is to

make eggs, she must go out and find some
protein herself. This is where we, as big

bags of protein that leak nutritious blood

when we're pricked, enter the picture.

Evolving the equipment to tap verte-

brate hosts for protein gave mosquitoes a

niche that is not shared by many other

animals. The female's strawhke mouth-
parts enable her to pierce the skin of verte-

brates and suck up a tiny bit of blood

(about one-millionth of a gallon at a sit-

ting). To keep the blood from coagulating

as it is sucked up, the female first injects

saliva into her victim. Infected mosquitoes

may also inject viruses or other parasites

along with the saliva. The estimated 300
million people in the world infected with

malaria attest to the debilitating conse-

quences of mosquito drooling.

After her eggs mature, the female lays

them in or around water and is then out for

blood once again. Capable of making a

new batch of eggs every two days, a fe-

male mosquito may feed as often as a

dozen times and make as many as a dozen
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batches of eggs during her potential life

span of up to a month.

But having access to a rich source of

protein has its down side. It is risky for a

tiny, fragile insect to approach a host

many times its size and attempt to obtain

an involuntary blood donation. Consider

the outcome if you were to approach an

elephant with a syringe. Thus many spe-

cies of mosquitoes tend to prowl about at

night when their hosts are asleep and un-

able to strike back—a defensive behavior

that would not only upset the reproductive

plans of the mosquito but also threaten her

life.

Once a female has taken a blood meal,

she is probably wise to wait the two days

for her eggs to mature and then lay them
rather than chance being finished off by

an irritable host. This is probably why
most day-biting mosquitoes do not seek a

host after they have recently ingested

blood or if they are still carrying eggs

produced from their last blood meal.

If, out of curiosity, you watch a day-

biting mosquito feed on you, you may no-

tice that her abdomen distends enor-

mously, allowing her to take in as much as

four times her own weight in blood. With

the blood in the gut clearly visible through

the body wall, the insect looks like a tiny

Christmas tree light. As she feeds and the

ingested blood reaches a certain volume,

stretch receptors in the abdomen send a

message to the brain teUing her to stop.

She then withdraws her long, piercing pro-

boscis and, because of the added weight,

clumsily flies off to digest the meal in

peace. This mechanism is all reflexive; if

the nerves that connect these stretch re-

ceptors to the brain are cut experimen-

tally, the mosquito will continue to feed

until she bursts, because she is unable to

determine when she has had enough.

Once she has digested the blood and

excreted the digestion products, the fe-

male's abdomen is no longer distended

and she is after blood again. You may
interrupt her with a swat of your hand and

thereby limit the amount of blood she in-

gests, but unless she has akeady swal-

lowed enough to trigger her stretch recep-

tors, she will continue to aggressively seek

a host. Perhaps the best strategy to use

The mosquito is apotent spirit in

Northwest Coast Indianfolklore.

This contemporary mask, based on

traditional models used by shamans,

was carved by Dempsey Bob, a

Tahltan-Tlingit artist.

Grace Gallery Limited
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against the mosquito buzzing at your ear

during the night is to give up and let her

feed. Otherwise, she'll be back for more.

As the protein in the blood meal is di-

gested, the female uses it to make a batch

of eggs. For the pregnant female, host

seeking is again an unnecessary risk, since

another meal of blood can't be used to

make more eggs until the existing eggs

have been laid. Here's where another

mechanism comes into play.

Normally, sensory receptors on the

mosquito's antennae are excited by the

smell of a host and send this message of

excitation to the brain, activating a

searching pattern that will bring her closer

to a victim. During egg development, how-
ever, a hormone that makes the sensory

receptors less sensitive to these stimuli is

liberated into the mosquito's own blood.

This hormone prevents the egg-bearing

female from even knowing a host is

present.

In laboratory experiments, if the blood

of a mosquito with eggs is transfused into

a mosquito without eggs, the latter will act

as if she has eggs and will not seek a host.

Mosquitoes that have had their ovaries

surgically removed before a blood meal
continue to seek a host after the abdomi-
nal distention has been reduced because
the hormone is not produced in the ab-

sence of egg development.

Once the eggs are laid, this appetite

suppressant is no longer produced, and
with an empty stomach no longer sending

the distention message, host seeking can
resume. Now the risk of approaching a

host makes more biological sense because
the mosquito has more to gain and less to

lose from the interaction.

Dominated by two physiological signals

that prevent her from taking unnecessary

risks, the female does not need a compli-

cated nervous system to make life and
death decisions. These mechanisms prob-

ably evolved because the defensive tactics

of hosts eliminated those mosquitoes that

took too many chances.

But what about mosquitoes that are

night biters? Are they more active during
evening hours because their victims tend
to be less active and also less defensive?

(Mosquitoes that feed on frogs and ro-

dents haven't been studied.) If less intense

selective pressure is exerted by hosts, spe-

cies that feed at night may take more
chances. Sure enough, Anopheles mosqui-
toes, which transmit malaria to humans
and feed mostly at night, are more aggres-

sive than day feeders like Aedes. The
mechanisms that inhibit host seeking after

a blood meal are indeed less developed in

night biters than in day biters.

As a mosquito psychologist, it would be
useless for me to try to treat the mosquito
as a patient. Although she might hum, the

mosquito certainly doesn't know the

words. Her moods and the way she be-

haves are simply the result of internal sig-

nals that trigger genetically programmed
behaviors. n

Epidemic

Proportions
Wild birds, intermittent rains, encephalitis virus, and mosquitoes
make a lethal combination

by Jonathan F. Day

Saint Louis, Missouri, which lent its

name to W. C. Handy's "Saint Louis
Blues" and Charles Lindbergh's Spirit of
Saint Louis, also has a less enviable name-
sake: Saint Louis encephalitis, a deadly
viral disease borne by mosquitoes. In

1933, Saint Louis hosted the first re-

corded epidemic of the illness, which
spread to several other Missouri cities and
eventually reached as far east as Louis-

ville, Kentucky, infecting more than 1,000

people and causing 266 deaths. During
the late summer and fall of 1962, 200
cases and 43 deaths befell the Saint Pe-

tersburg, Florida, area; and the disease

struck Florida again in 1977, killing 8.

One carrier of Saint Louis encephalitis

is a common subtropical mosquito that

ranges widely over the southern United
States, through Mexico and Central
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America to northern South America. Carl

Linnaeus, the great Swedish classifier,

named the genus Culex and entomologist

Frederick Theobald named the species

nigripalpus, literally "a gnat with black

mouthparts." Of the hundreds of species

of Culex worldwide, only a handful are

important disease carriers. Some transmit

Saint Louis encephalitis to humans, while

others infect humans and domestic ani-

mals with other deadly viruses. Like ma-

larial protozoans, the Saint Louis enceph-

alitis virus is able to live and reproduce in

the mosquito, ending up in its salivary

glands. Once transmitted to humans, so-

called dead-end hosts, the virus does not

become sufficiently concentrated in the

blood to infect the next biting mosquito,

which therefore cannot carry the disease

to other people or animals. In contrast,

avian blood concentrates and "amplifies"

the virus.

Culex nigripalpus mosquitoes are in-

discriminate biters whose taste cuts across

phylogenetic boundaries to the blood of

amphibians (frogs), reptiles (snakes and

turtles), birds (a long list, including black-

and yellow-crowned night herons, snowy

egrets, cormorants, cardinals, and mock-

ingbirds), and such mammals as deer,

armadillos, raccoons, and humans. Some
Culex species (including nigripalpus) do

have seasonal favorites, preferring birds in

winter and spring and mammals in sum-

mer and autumn. In southern Florida,

where I have been studying this mosqui-

to's ecology since 1983, mourning doves,

grackles, and blue jays are among the

most commonly bitten avian species (and

thus are often infected with the encepha-

litis virus), partly because they are among
the commonest birds in the area.

Birds are most vulnerable to mosquito

bites and viral infection when they are still

in the nest and have not yet grown a thick

covering of feathers, but mosquitoes also

attack adult birds. At nighttime roosts,

birds are bitten around the bill or eyes or

through the thin feathers of the head.

(Roosting birds will put up with quite a bit

of mosquito abuse before they flutter or

fly and betray their position to possible

predators.) Wading birds are bitten on

their long, exposed legs and around their

Nestlings are easy targetsfor

mosquitoes, which bite exposed

areas around eyes or beak. Here

ayoung arcticsnowy owlet is being

victimized. In Florida, wild birds so

bitten may incubate encephalitis.
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bills. Green herons, stalking fish in shal-

low water, will allow their legs and heads

to be covered by biting mosquitoes rather

than risk losing their own prey.

The size of the annual mosquito popula-

tion depends on rainfall. In southern Flor-

ida, where there are clearly defined wet

and dry periods, the insect produces its

greatest numbers from August through

October, the height of the rainy season.

But not everj' rainy season produces hu-

man encephalitis cases. In fact, epidemic

years are relatively rare, occurring in cy-

cles separated by more than a decade.

Why, with ideally wet conditions and lots

of birds and people to feed on, were the

epidemics spaced so many years apart? A
major clue was that during interepidemic

years, many of the wild birds were not

infected with the virus. Was there a rela-

tionship between human epidemics and

the wide-scale infection of birds?

The Yellow Fever
Panic of 1905

By the beginning of this century, the

French had already spent millions of

francs in an attempt to build the Panama

Canal, but disease-carrying mosquitoes

had defeated their efforts. Their hospitals,

filled with victims of malaria and yellow

fever, were actually centers of infection,

because the beds were routinely set in

pans of water to prevent ants from climb-

ing up the legs. These tins of stagnant

water proved to be ideal nurseries for the

death-bearing mosquitoes.

When the United States took over the

project in 1902, government health offi-

cials announced that the enemy was the

mosquito, but the program of sanitation

and control they promoted barely dented

the vast local mosquito population. A new

yellow fever epidemic broke out in Pan-

ama in 1905. According to one contempo-

rary writer, Frederick J. Haskin, "People,

to emphasize their disbelief in the mos-

quito theory of disease, tore the screens

from their doors and windows, and other-

wise proclaimed their contempt for the

doctors and their doctrines." Workers fled

Panama in an exodus that became known

as the yellow fever panic of 1905.

In response, the U. S. government gave

the medical officers of the Canal Zone

unprecedented powers and funds to en-

force stringent mosquito-control regula-

tions. As a resuh, mosquito populations

declined, the epidemic ended, and the

public belatedly accepted the scientist's

"mosquito theory."

—

R. M.

A Panamanianfumigation gang used ladders, brooms, buckets,

and drainagepipes
Otis Historical Archives. National Museum of Health and Medicine. Armed Forces Institute of Pathology

In collaboration with many other T\w ^

ida researchers, my colleagues and I at :;
')

University of Florida's Medical Enton-- "!

ogy Laboratory began to see a clearer p. -

ture by September 1990: the wild b'!'.**;

population and its infection rate were -•^

rectly related to the outbreak of the lS)i *

encephalitis epidemic in Florida. Infecil: ^

mosquitoes bite susceptible wild birds aV '^

transmit the virus from their saUvi»

glands. The virus then reproduces wilw (

within the birds' bodies. Other, uninfeclli '

mosquitoes then bite these birds, acquji •

some of the virus, and may then pass itii '

to humans or to other nonimmune hire if

Like human patients who manage ij*

survive a bout of Saint Louis encephalic

'

most infected birds develop effective i.i

munological defenses: specific antibodj'

that kill the virus. When a large enou'.

portion of the avian population beconieC

immune, the virus is no longer a threattji

the human population. There appears liiil

be a cycle of about thirteen years, duri:;W

which the virus becomes rare, hits a If M
point, and then builds up again. This I'-f ^

cling is driven primarily by long- a'i'

short-term weather patterns and by avi »«

population dynamics.
'

'

We now suspect that the virus takei' t-'

long time to recover from several gene j^

tions of immune birds. In addition, >

know that many ecological conditic

must occur to foster an epidemic. Fii

weather must be mild and wet during f
i

spring, a relatively rare situation in Fl I

ida. This produces occasional early seas

bumper crops of insects and other invei i

brates, upon which wild birds feed. Si I

abundance can, in turn, produce an i I

mense explosion in the wild bird popu i

tion. This was what we observed in 19

'

and 1990, when mild conditions allow

mosquitoes (and the viruses they carrit

to become sufficiently abundant to brie

the winter's extremely short dry seasoi

Saint Louis encephaUtis never disf

pears entirely. It survives in mosquitc

and wild birds at low levels every ye

probably spending the dry season in t

salivary glands of hibernating female mi

quitoes, which remain underground ur

the beginning of the summer rains. Thei

fore, the length and severity of the d

season is critical to viral survival. Sor

years have long dry seasons, lasting six

seven months, during which many i

fected female mosquitoes die. In 1990,

short, mild dry season lasted from mi

February until mid-May. When the rai

began in late May, a large number

female mosquitoes emerged and began

blood feed on wild birds, thus initiatii

the encephalitis transmission cycle.

In mid-June, there occurred the ra
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^nomenon of perfectly spaced rainfalls,

c tl conditions to intensify blood feeding

a: egg laying by female mosquitoes.

;e she obtains blood, a female Culex

ni ds about five days to digest it and form

a itch of eggs. However, the virus takes

alut two weeks to infect her salivary

gi ids, after which it can be transmitted.

V en there are many pools and puddles

standing water, the females can go

tl )ugh three biting and egg-laying cycles

b 3re the virus becomes infectious.

lut when rain is so infrequent that the

li e temporary pools dry up, gravid fe-

n les carry their eggs until heavy rains re-

fld the sites. If the dry periods last

|( ger than two weeks, infected females

c complete incubation of the virus while

ti y await another rain. During the sum-

n r and autumn of 1990, seven rainfalls

V e punctuated by dry periods of several

V ;ks or more, during which the tempo-

r / pools dried out each time. These cy-

c J of rainfall and drought served to focus

r squito bird biting and egg laying into

c ;rete time periods from July through

J rtember; by mid-July, the virus had

t n amplified and mosquitoes were in-

f ted at such high levels that we knew it

aid only be a short time before a human
e was reported. It turned out to be a 3 1-

ir-old man from the Vero Beach area,

was infected during the third week of

y. By mid-December, 226 other people,

1 iging in age from 5 to 87, were infected

I oughout southern Florida. Eleven died.

Nlowever, our new knowledge of the

I n-bird-mosquito cycle had enabled us

1: iound an early warning to the people of

1 irida. They were bombarded with news-

1
per, radio, and television warnings to

(I ;ck their window screens, stay indoors

s night, and keep carport and garage

1 hts on. As a result, I believe we greatly

1 luced the number ofhuman cases in the

90 Florida epidemic.

And what about 1991? Will there be a

: :ond year of epidemic activity in south-

'3tem Florida? We know there are still

ected mosquitoes around, but there is

' e very important difference this year:

3st of the wild birds were, in effect,

ccinated when they were infected in

'90. They now have lifetime immunity

d will never again be able to amplify the

"US. While I'm not encouraging every-

le to run through Florida swamps in

orts in the evening or to throw away
eir window screens and repellents, it

ems a good bet that—if current condi-

)ns hold—when it rains in the summer of

'91, the mosquito population may soar,

It the Saint Louis encephalitis virus will

; difficult to find along the east coast of

luthem Florida. D

Alfred Russel Wallace's
Malarial "Fit"

Although they had corresponded, Al-

fred Russel Wallace (1823-1913) had no

idea that naturalist Charles Darwin had

already devoted decades to an unpub-

lished work on evolution by natural selec-

tion. Isolated in the rain forests of Malay-

sia in 1858, Wallace independently

achieved the same conceptual break-

through during a bout of malaria, which

he had contracted earlier while exploring

the Amazon. By 1855, he had become

convinced that species evolved "by means

of the ordinary process of reproduction"

and had published a little-noticed paper

marshaling the evidence from geology,

fossils, biological classification, and the

geographical distribution of plants and an-

imals. In The Wonderful Century (1904),

he recalled, "Even then, however, I had no

conception of how or why each new form

had come into existence with all its beauti-

ful adaptations to its special mode of life;

and though the subject was continually

being pondered over, no light came to me
till three years later (February 1858), un-

der somewhat peculiar circumstances.

"I was then living at Temate in the

Moluccas, and was suffering from a

rather severe attack of intermittent fever,

which prostrated me for several hours ev-

ery day during the cold and succeeding

hot fits. During one of these fits, while

again considering the problem of the ori-

gin of species, something led me to think

of Malthas' 'Essay on Population' (which

I had read about ten years before), and the

'positive checks'—war, disease, famine,

accidents, etc.—which he adduced as

keeping all savage populations nearly sta-

tionary. It then occurred to me that these

checks must also act upon animals, and

keep down their numbers; and as they

increase so much faster than man does

... it was clear that these checks in their

case must be far more powerful. . .

.

While vaguely thinking how this would

affect any species, there suddenly flashed

upon me the idea of the survival of the

fittest—that the individuals removed by

these checks must be, on the whole, infe-

rior to those that survived. Then, consider-

ing the variations continually occurring in

every fresh generation of animals or

plants, and the changes of climate, of

food, of enemies always in progress, the

whole method of specific modification be-

came clear to me, and in the two hours of

my fit I had thought out the main points of

the theory. That same evening I sketched

out the draft of a paper; in the two suc-

ceeding evenings, I wrote it out, and sent it

by the next post to Mr. Darwin. I fully

expected it would be as new to him as it

was to myself [but was later] surprised to

find that he had really arrived at the very

same theory as mine long before (in 1 844),

[and] had worked it out in considerable

detail."—jR. M.
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Can Mosquitoes
Transmit AIDS?

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn-

drome (AIDS), the deadly epidemic

caused by the HIV virus, is most often

transmitted by contaminated hypodermic

needles or through sexual contact. Since

mosquitoes feed on human blood and may
attack a series of individuals, the question

arises: Can you get AIDS from a mos-

quito bite?

According to Jonathan F. Day, of the

University of Florida's Medical Entomol-

ogy Laboratory, insects can transmit vi-

ruses in two ways, mechanically and bio-

logically. With mechanical transmission,

infected blood on the insect's mouthparts

might be carried to another host while the

blood is still fresh and the virus still alive.

Infection by this means is possible but

highly unlikely, because mosquitoes sel-

dom have fresh blood on the outside of

their mouthparts. Mechanical transmis-

sion does occur in horses, however, with

equine infectious anemia, a virus closely

related toAIDS and transmitted by horse-

flies. These flies are "pool feeders"; their

bite causes a small puddle of blood to

form, and they immerse their mouthparts,

head, and front legs while lapping it up. If

disturbed, however, they quickly move on

to another horse, where the fresh blood of

the two hosts may mingle. Blood-feeding

mosquitoes are much neater and more

surgical; they insert a tube for drawing

blood, and by the time they are ready for

their next meal, even on a second host

following an interrupted meal, any viruses

from their first meal are safely stored

away in their midgut.

With biological transmission, the path-

ogen must complete a portion of its life

cycle within the carrier, or vector, species.

Protozoans that cause malaria, for in-

stance, go through an extremely complex

cycle inside the mosquito, eventually con-

gregating in the salivary glands, from

which they may infect avian, primate, ro-

dent, or reptilian hosts, depending on the

malaria species. The HIV virus, however,

does not replicate or develop in the mos-

quito; once in the insect's gut, the virus

quickly dies. Repeated studies since 1 986

show that AIDS-infected blood fed to

mosquitoes and other arthropods does not

live to be passed on and that, fortunately,

there is no biological-transmission cycle of

AIDS in blood-feeding arthropods, which

frequently ingest the virus as part of their

blood meal.

—

R. M.

The Mosqukofish's

Checkered Career
Despite ups and downs, this tiny minnow
remains the mosquito's mightiestfoe

About the turn of the century, when

malaria, yellow fever, and other mosquito-

borne diseases were ravaging human
populations in the tropics, U. S. govern-

ment scientists tried using an insect-eating

fish as a natural means of pest control.

Placed in wells or ditches where mosqui-

toes breed, the little gray or olive-colored

fish (known to scientists as Gambusia

affinis) ate every wriggling mosquito

larva it could find. As a result, the drab

North American topminnow, so named
for its habit of feeding near the surface, be-

came world famous as the mosquitof

Originally native to southeastern No
America, the mosquitofish had aires

extended its range from New Jersey to

Caribbean islands and Central Ameri

as well as to the American Southwest.

1905, thousands of them were shipped!

Hawaii as an experiment in mosquito cl

trol. When the fish virtually eliminai

the mosquito population there, the Inll

national Red Cross sponsored their int I

duction into Italy and Spain. With so

further assistance from humans, they s(

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

"What a day! ... I must have spread malaria

across half the country."

"The Far Side" cartoon is reprinted by permission o! Chronicle Features. San Francisco. CA.
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id to most of the wanner regions of

world. Cold-tolerant strains estab-

. d themselves in lUinois, Michigan,

Isida, and Russia. As recently as the

9 Is, they were used effectively to sup-

n ; malaria in Iran and Greece.

It there were problems with the

Kjuitofish. It proved unable to elimi-

a mosquitoes in ponds rich in surface

e tation, where the larvae could hide. In

o;; places, it ignored mosquitoes but

;a)led up everything else in sight, in-

Iting harmless insect larvae and the

wig of desirable commercial and game

(SI In India, the introduced minnow em-

Kassed public health officials by feed-

nion young panchax, a local fish that

il consumed millions of mosquito lar-

ra* Where predatory fish or birds were

^oce, the mosquitofish itself became a

mance by overpopulating new habitats,

(osquitofish are not for all seasons,

;ij2r. When placed in temporary ponds

)ii ditches where mosquitoes breed,

,ti quitofish die out when the water dries

u) while mosquito eggs can outlast a dry

if I and hatch when their breeding sites

ai -eflooded. Other types of larvae-eating

fii are known as annuals because their

E] 1—like those of mosquitoes—can out-

la droughts and "come to life" the fol-

k ng year. In fact, annual fish require

p odic droughts to reproduce and can

tl J outlast mosquitofish, which have to

b »ntinually restocked.

b achieve long-lasting mosquito con-

ti , experts recommend a combination of

li a-eating fish species: annuals, gold-

f]
,
guppies, sticklebacks, mosquitofish,

a others. Still, the best all-around cham-

p 1 remains the mosquitofish because it

tl rates salinity and pollution that would

k most other species and produces up to

1 30 young during its lifetime.

)espite its early successes in Hawaii

a I Central America, the mosquitofish

f out of vogue for thirty years. The com-

f xities of managing introduced species

i arious combinations were troublesome

ai expensive; by 1939, it was easier to

s ay DDT into every lake, ditch, and

{idle that might harbor mosquito lar-

\ ^. A few decades later, however, when
I )T-resistant strains of mosquitoes had

i )lved and new studies showed alarming

1 els of toxic insecticides in the food

din, interest in "natural" methods of

I
it control revived.

By 1965, officials of the World Health

<ganization had resurrected the

Dsquitofish, with all its limitations and

(tnplexities, as the number one scourge

( mosquito larvae. Dumping of insecti-

des was cut back amid renewed efforts

I encourage the fish's propagation. Cur-

rently, two major agents have been added

to the arsenal of biological control: an aer-

obic, spore-forming bacterium and certain

fungi that are toxic to mosquito larvae.

The bacterium has proved effective but is

expensive to use, as it must be continually

reapplied. The fungi also show promise

but have not yet been widely used.

Almost ninety years have passed since

the topminnow Gambusia, the mosquito-

fish, was first spread by humans for mos-

quito control. Although not a panacea, it

has been a consistent scourge of malarial

mosquitoes and now has the added distinc-

tion of being the widest-ranging fresh-

water fish on earth.

—

R. M.

Adaptable

Immigrant
New to the United States, the Asian

tiger mosquito thrives in scrap tires

as its biological clock evolves

by William A. Hawley

Every county in the United States has

them: piles of scrap tires; thousands,

sometimes millions of discarded tires. Un-

likely habitat, perhaps, for an exotic in-

sect, but in North America, tire piles are

the best place to look for Asian tiger mos-

quitoes, which like to breed in water-filled

containers, natural and otherwise. Un-

known in the Western Hemisphere until

six years ago, when a breeding population

was found in Houston, Texas, the mosqui-

toes spread rapidly into the southeastern

United States and the Midwest. Because

they are known to be potent carriers of

disease in Asia, questions about the tiger

mosquito's origin and rapid spread have

had some urgency.

First recognized as a species and given

its scientific name Aedes albopictus in

Calcutta in 1 894, the insect was dubbed

tiger mosquito in 1 935 by entomologists in

China, who wrote vividly of its black-and-

white coloration and avid mammal-biting

habit. Although the species ranges into

Japan and Korea, it is primarily tropical

and most commonly found in rural South-

east Asia and in India, where it breeds in

water-filled bamboo stumps, coconut

husks, tin cans, and other small contain-

ers. Therefore, when 1 learned about the

Houston tiger mosquitoes, I thought it

likely that the insects had somehow been

carried there from Southeast Asia and

that the species would be confined to the

southern states. The cold of winter, I rea-

soned, would keep it from establishing it-

self farther north, because, as a general

rule, most tropical and subtropical mos-

quitoes do not lay eggs capable of over-

wintering.

Many of our native, temperate-zone

mosquitoes survive winter because their

eggs are cold-hardy and because, at some

point in late summer or fall, the shorter

periods of daylight cue them to lay eggs

that, instead of hatching, go into diapause,

a kind of hibernation that postpones

hatching until spring.

In 1966 a Chinese scientist had shown

that at least one population of A.

albopictus, from the mild temperate re-

gion of Shanghai, was photoperiodic

—

when exposed to shortened periods of

light, the females laid diapausing eggs.

Thus, proving that the Houston mosqui-

toes were a tropical strain required dem-

onstrating that they were unable to lay

diapausing eggs. Working at the Univer-

sity of Notre Dame Vector Biology Lab-

oratory, I designed a simple experiment,

done with inexpensive timers, to confirm

my hunch about the tropical origin of the

Houston mosquitoes.

I compared the responses to light in

four strains of mosquitoes—two from

tropical Asia, one from temperate-zone

Japan, and one from Houston. Adults of

each strain were segregated in cylindrical

cages constructed of quart-sized, paper

ice-cream containers covered with net-

ting. One set of four cages was placed in a

light-tight metal can with timers set to

expose the adults to a sixteen-hour period

of light every twenty-four hours. Another

set of cages, with adults from the same

four strains, was exposed to eight-hour

"days." Each of the eight cages contained

an oviposition cup, a small, black con-

tainer lined with filter paper and half-

filled with water. In these oviposition

cups, females pasted their eggs above the

waterline as they do in nature. After allow-

ing time for embryonic development

(mosquito eggs are fertilized by stored

sperm when oviposited), I flooded the

cups to induce hatching. As I had ex-

pected, the eggs laid by the females of the

two tropical strains hatched whether ex-

posed to the summer (sixteen-hour) or fall

(eight-hour) day length. The strain from

Japan proved to be photoperiodic—eggs

laid by the females exposed to long days

hatched, while those laid by the females

exposed to short days went into diapause.
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The surprise came from the Houston

mosquitoes: the females exposed to the

artificially shortened days also laid dia-

pausing eggs. I had to conclude that the

Houston mosquitoes were not tropical. By

the summer of 1986, when this experi-

ment was completed, tiger mosquitoes

had been discovered at several more loca-

tions in North America and also in Brazil.

This prompted graduate student Charles

Pumpuni, laboratory director George

Craig, Jr., and me to test tiger mosquitoes

from all parts of the species' new range.

We found that all U. S. tiger mosquitoes

were photoperiodic but that Brazil's were

not. To back up our growing convictions

about the origin of the North American

mosquitoes, we collaborated with gradu-

ate student Robert Copeland to test the

overwintering ability of the eggs. Both in

the laboratory and in the field, we found

that the eggs of Japanese and North

American strains could withstand freez-

ing, while those from tropical Asia died.

There was no longer any reason to doubt

that tiger mosquitoes had come to the

United States from somewhere in temper-

ate-zone Asia and that they were quite

capable of spreading northward.

Meanwhile, the tiger mosquito was

proving in the wild what we were deducing

in the laboratory. By 1987, A. albopictus

had spread through the South and up into

the Midwest and was found in small num-

bers as far north as Chicago; in some

southern cities, such asHouston and New
Orleans, it escaped the tire dumps and

began to expand its population into other

kinds of containers and natural habitats.

But just how did the tiger mosquito get

here and precisely where did it come

from? In the United States, tires are its

primary habitat. The association is so con-

sistent that the Yellow Pages' listings un-

der "Tire Retreading and Repair" or

"Tire Dealers—Used" often provide the

addresses of businesses with a tire pile out

back and can be used as a guide by the

entomologist looking for populations of

the insects. Strong evidence of why this

might be so (and a more precise indication

of the mosquito's origin) was provided by

U. S. Commerce Department trade statis-

tics, gathered by Paul Reiter, an entomol-

ogist at the Centers for Disease Control in

San Juan, Puerto Rico. Reiter looked at

the statistics for trade in used tires and

found that few are imported into North

America from tropical Asia, where dis-

carded tires are cut up and used for foot-

wear or otherwise recycled. In some parts

of Asia, however, discarded tires—espe-

cially large truck tires—are an important

commodity. And in Japan, it turns out,

retreads are particularly unpopular, so

several million worn tires are sold to re-

treaders in the United States each year,

making that country our major source of

imported Asian tires. With this informa-

tion in hand, we narrowed the origin of

immigrant tiger mosquitoes to Japan

—

where A. albopictus adults are photoperi-

odic and eggs resist freezing.

Knowing the origin of the mosquito

helped us to understand its rapid spread.

Habitat destruction by humans is the root

cause of much extinction; conversely, hab-

itat creation—however accidental—can

result in a species' multiplying to great

abundance. In this case we have created

the habitat by storing discarded tires out-

doors. Several million tires are imported

by the United States each year, but this is

a trifling number beside the quarter-bil-

lion that we discard annually. Altogether,

there are now about three billion dis-

carded tires in this country—three billion

potential breeding sites for A. albopictus.

We not only provide the habitat, we also

provide the transportation. Tires to be re-

treaded are traded and moved by truck

throughout the United States; tires to be

remade into gaskets, washers, and other

rubber parts are also traded and stored

outdoors before being shipped long dis-

tances. Mosquito eggs in a tire in Houston

may hatch 500 miles from where they

were laid.

The question remained as to just how

far north the tiger mosquito could go. I

decided to pinpoint the latitude of the

mosquito's origin by establishing the rela-

tionship between diapause and day length

for populations from Japan. Photoperiodic

organisms go into diapause at a precise

day length, but this day length often varies

systematically with latitude. In the North-

em Hemisphere, winter comes earlier the

farther north one goes. Thus, in the north-

em part of its range, a population might go

into diapause at a day length of fifteen

hours—^which means the animal would

cease reproduction sometime in August,

avoiding killing freezes that usually come

in September at high latitudes. Southem

populations, in contrast, might go into dia-

pause at a day length of thirteen hours, or

sometime in late September. Rather than

waste balmy September weather as an egg

Piles oftires are an ideal habitatfor an

insect—such as the Asian tiger

mosquito—that breeds in water-filled

containers. Shippingand truckingoftires

can transport wholepopulations of

mosquitoes into new regions.
Fred Lombardi: Photo Researchers, Inc.
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in diapause, these southern populations

reproduce until just before the October

freeze. If I could establish the relationship

between diapause day length and latitude

for Japanese populations, I could pinpoint

the origin of their North American de-

scendants.

In 1987, I set about gathering speci-

mens from various parts of Japan. In addi-

tion to making collections myself near To-

kyo and in several locations on the

southern island of Kyushu, I wrote several

of my Japanese colleagues, who kindly

mailed eggs to me. (The eggs of Aedes

mosquitoes resist drying out, so airmail

serves well as a carrier.) The eggs were

hatched and reared in the laboratory, and

groups of mosquitoes from each popula-

tion were exposed to several artificial day

lengths so that I was able to estimate the

photoperiod at which each goes into dia-

pause. Populations from Tokyo, at 35°

north latitude, go into diapause at 14

hours of daylight; those from Okinawa, at

26° north latitude, diapause at 12.5 hours.

Those from intermediate latitudes were

between the two extremes.

At the same time, Charles Pumpuni
and I were busy testing populations from

the United States, which came from as far

south as southern Texas (26° north lati-

tude) and as far north as Chicago (42°

north latitude). Because of its rapid and

recent spread, we were confident that the

mosquito had not been in the United

States long enough to evolve changes in its

photoperiodic response. But we had un-

derestimated the evolutionary capacity of

the organism. To our surprise, we found

that northern U. S. populations went into

diapause at longer day lengths than popu-

lations in our South, although the amount
of overall variation was less than in Japan.

Thus, in only a few years, the mosquito's

biological clock had evolved to track local

climatic conditions. Any doubts about the

mosquito's staying power dissolved in the

face of this observation. The unexpected

discovery also made the mosquito's geo-

graphic origin irrelevant to its ultimate

distribution. (Nonetheless it is interesting

to note that diapause day lengths of most

U.S. mosquitoes cluster between 13.25

and 13.75 hours of light, which places

their probable origin in the large ports of

central Japan—Nagasaki or Kobe.) We
expect, then, that North American A.

albopictus will persist in climates as harsh

as those found at the northern reaches of

its Asian range. In Asia, Beijing marks

that northern extent; this city has a winter

about as severe as Chicago's, so the mos-

quito may well have reached its northern-

most extent.

With the northern expansion so rapid,
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Is THE Tiger Mosquito a Threat to
Health in Our Hemisphere?

As long as it was confined to breeding in

and around tire piles, Aedes albopictus

didn't have much chance to bite humans.

But the tiger mosquito is not a tire-breed-

ing specialist; rather, it is an opportunistic

container-breeding generalist. In some

southern cities, it is now the most common
biting mosquito in residential areas, where

it breeds in small, discarded containers

and tree holes. The same scenario is a

likely one for northern cities, so that con-

tact between the insect and humans will

inevitably intensify, increasing the likeli-

hood of transmission of indigenous North

American viruses. The most likely candi-

date, LaCrosse virus, causes encephalitis

in children and circulates between native

tree-hole breeding mosquitoes and chip-

munks and squirrels. Although it is likely

that the tiger mosquito will eventually bite

infected chipmunks and squirrels, its abil-

ity to sustain long-term transmission of

LaCrosse virus will depend upon its as yet

poorly defined ability to transmit the virus

to its offspring. For unlike most mosquito-

borne viruses, maintenance of LaCrosse

virus in nature depends largely upon

mother-to-offspring transmission by its

mosquito host.

In Asia, A. albopictus has long been

recognized as one of two major carriers of

dengue virus, which causes dengue (or

breakbone) fever in tropical regions

throughout the world. A cousin of the

tiger mosquito, A. aegypti, transmits den-

gue virus to humans in urban areas

throughout the tropics, resulting in much
illness and thousands of deaths annually.

In rural Asia, the most impwrtant carrier

of dengue is A. albopictus, but its impact

on human papulations is not as carefully

documented as for A. aegypti-iTz.nsmA\.e,A

dengue in urban Asia. As the tiger mos-

quito becomes more common in Brazil

and expands its range from the United

States to Mexico and Central America,

where dengue virus is also common, I ex-

pect that it will transmit dengue in rural

areas, but the effect of this additional

transmission on humans will likely remain

unclear, as in rural Asia.

So far, no cases of disease in the West-

em Hemisphere have been attributed to

transmission by A. albopictus. Although

it is unhkely that this will remain true for

long, the long-term impact of this mos-

quito on human health in this hemisphere

will not necessarily be severe.

—

W. A. H.

Aedes albopictus
Leonard £. Munstermann *



1^ has the species' southward spread

^ n so slow? Is it possible that the adapta-

i'l of photoperiodism would prevent its

;( them movement? This is unlikely for

1 1 reasons. First, adaptation of the North

a lerican strain of the mosquito to a sub-

;iDical climate would not require the

jiulation to lose all capacity for dia-

jise. A shift to a shorter diapause day

(gth would be necessary, and this has

i ;ady begun. Even Asian populations as

f south as Taiwan (22° north latitude)

3 partly photoperiodic, and this is the

i le latitude as Cuba,

iecond, I found that when temperate-

ne A. albopictus populations are reared

i
he laboratory under tropical conditions

[
irm temperatures and short, diapause-

i ucing day lengths), the very small pro-

Ij

tion of mosquitoes that fail to diapause

||
1, after several generations of selection,

lj;in to dominate the population, indicat-

i! that under natural conditions, a photo-

I

iodic population might lose its ability

I
diapause as it spreads south. Thus, al-

I )ugh the need to adapt may slow its

ithward spread to some degree, I think

; mosquito will ultimately disperse in

it direction.

Another reason for the mosquito's rela-

ely slow movement to the Caribbean

d Mexico may be that we export rela-

ely few tires to those regions. I think,

)ugh, that given time and trade, the

;ect will eventually make it to the

Mtropics. Indeed, the Brazilian popula-

in may have come either from the

lited States or Japan. Although the Bra-

ian populations are nonphotoperiodic,

e rapidity with which temperate-zone

pulations lose their photoperiodic re-

onse under tropical conditions makes it

issible that even these populations have

mperate-zone ancestors.

The tiger mosquito had its origin in tree

)les in tropical Southeast Asia. Only a

w of the hundred-odd Southeast Asian

osquito species that use this specialized

ibitat have been able to shift their egg-

ying and larval development into hu-

lan-made containers. Humans probably

ansported A. albopictus from the tropics

I temperate Asia, where it showed fur-

ler evolutionary ability by developing a

hotoperiodic response and a cold-hardy

Ig. We have seen the transport of the

imperate race across the Pacific, its

ipid, human-aided spread in the United

tates, and the fine-tuning of its photo-

eriodic response to the climate of its new

ontinent. By watching the photoperiodic

Jorth American A. albopictus change

ito a nonphotoperiodic tropical mos-

uito, we will be witnessing a marvelous

volutionary transformation. D

Malaria's Genetic

Billiards Game
Ofthe threeplayers—mosquito, parasite, and human being—
none has gained a clear advantage

by Ronald L. Nagel

Although we have waged a massive war

against them for more than a century,

mosquitoes, as bearers of the parasite that

produces malaria, still kill people by the

millions around the worid. The mosquito/

malaria combination has long had an-

other, perhaps more profound, impact on

our species, however. It has changed our

very genes as a consequence of the ability

of human populations to develop inborn

resistance to the scourge of malaria.

Humans, in turn, altered the mosquito by

trying to reduce its numbers and distribu-

tion with pesticides, and mosquitoes re-

sisted the onslaught by changing their ge-

netic composition. Finally, the use of

pharmaceuticals to prevent and treat ma-

laria has prompted the plasmodia, the pro-

tozoans that cause malaria, to develop a

resistance to these drugs, changing geneti-

cally in the process. Parts of this three-

sided ecological billiard game have been

going on for many thousands of years;

pesticides and pharmaceuticals entered

the game only in the last half century.

In their short lives, female Anopheles

mosquitoes take one or two blood meals

from a human. If its first meal has been at

the table of a malaria-infected individual,

a mosquito may transmit the disease to the

unwitting provider of its second meal.

Once the parasite is introduced into the

body, it spends some time in the liver, to

get ready to infect the circulating red

cells. These cells are full of the red-

pigmented protein hemoglobin, the main

foodstuff of the plasmodia.

In heavily infected areas of the world,

the risk of dying of malaria begins at birth.

Fortunately, babies have red cells that are

a little different from those of an adult.

Apparently, fetal hemoglobin (or some

other aspect of the fetal red cell) is not to

the liking of the malaria parasite. Hence,

during their first year, children are partly

protected from succumbing to the disease.

Nevertheless, it takes five years for the

body to build immunity to this parasite.

JoeLeMonnier

Q Hemoglobin C

(~) Hemoglobin E

Malaria-resistant traits originally appeared—and are still most common—in

populations living where the disease has been endemicfor millennia. The darkportions

ofthe circles above indicate areas ofhighest genefrequencyfor hemoglobins C and E.
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and during these five years a child is at

serious risk of dying from the disease in

endemic areas.

Malaria's tremendous challenge to hu-

man survival has been met in various ways

by various populations, but all responses

have involved genetic modifications that

make the red cells less appetizing to the

parasite. Once mutations cause modified

red cells to appear in a population exposed

to malaria, children carrying these traits

are more likely to survive to reproductive

age. They, in turn, pass on the genes re-

sponsible for the modified red cells to their

own children, progressively increasing the

proportion of individuals in the population

with the variant cells.

Mutations can make red cells inhospi-

table to the malaria parasite in a variety of

ways: by changing the structure of the

hemoglobin molecule, by reducing the

amount of hemoglobin each cell carries, or

by changing the way the red cell breaks

down sugars. Some populations in Africa

have high frequencies of the sickle cell

gene. (When this gene is inherited from

both parents, the bearer has sickle cell

anemia, but those with only one copy of

the gene are protected from malaria.) An-

other abnormal hemoglobin that serves

this same purpose is hemoglobin C, which

first appeared in West Africa. A decrease

in hemoglobin synthesis (in genetic alter-

ations called thalassemias) is another

form of protection common in Africa and

among Asian and Mediterranean popula-

tions. In Southeast Asia and surrounding

regions, a distinctly different hemoglobin,

hemoglobin E, has emerged as an inborn

form of resistance. Finally, some popula-

tions have evolved an enzyme defect in the

pathway by which the red blood cell

metabolizes glucose into lactic acid. This

enzyme deficiency protects the malaria

patient from death, while giving him a

mild medical condition (hemolytic ane-

mia) under certain conditions.

As we have fought back, mosquitoes,

too, have changed genetically. At the turn

of the century, the world decided to eradi-

cate the Anopheles mosquito, in the proc-

ess hoping to condemn malaria to the

trash heap of biological history. Large-

scale campaigns to dry out marshes—still

Magnifiedmore than 1 2,000 times in

this scanning electron micrograph,

malarialparasites rupture red

blood cells in a culture dish.

Hemoglobin within the cells is the

parasite 'spreferredfoodstuff.
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water being the normal habitat of Anoph-

eles—were carried out in the temperate

zone with great success. Malaria was ram-

pant at the turn of the century in the

suburbs of New York City, for example,

up to the northern portions of Westchester

County. When the swamps and marshes

were filled, the scourge was completely

eradicated in that locale. At that time, too,

campaigns to eliminate mosquito habitats

were successful in the European portions

of the Mediterranean and in Argentina,

Chile, parts of Mexico, and other parts of

the New World.

From the beginning, swamp drainage in

tropical areas was much less successful

than elsewhere because stagnant waters

there tend to be less seasonal and marshes

much more difficult to drain. After World

War II, the applications of DDT gave a

big boost to antimalarial efforts because

the pesticide was an easier method of vec-

tor control. But DDT was not only prohibi-

tively expensive for some Third World

countries; it also proved to be toxic and an

ecological menace, so its use was drasti-

cally reduced in the 1960s and 1970s. An-

other blow to antimalarial efforts was that

the mosquito responded by changing its

genetic makeup and in many instances

became resistant to DDT. The first signs

that malaria was on the rise again came in

the mid 1960s. In India, where the disease

had been largely eliminated, the number
of cases rose by ten times in the early

1970s. As one cycle of interaction has

come full circle, large areas of the world,

mostly in the tropics, have seen a resur-

gence of mosquito-transmitted malaria,

with tragic consequences for children.

With wider use of antimalarial drugs,

the malaria parasite also began to change.

The Peruvian Indians long knew that cin-

chona bark was an antimalarial, but qui-

nine was not widely used until the French

pharmacologists Pelletier and Caventou

isolated and purified the active compo-

nent from its natural source in 1920. This

enormous breakthrough helped the Euro-

pean powers in their colonial expansion in

Asia and Africa. Between the two world

wars, the Germans developed an anti-

malarial drug, pamaquine, and put it to

use during World War II. The great

American effort to find antimalarials suc-

ceeded only at the very end of that war

with the development of chloroquine and,

later on, primaquine (first used during the

Korean conflict).

While chloroquine was at first a great

success in treating and preventing ma-

laria, the parasite did not stand still and

suffer extinction gladly. Populations of

parasites with chloroquine-resistant genes

rapidly arose and again threatened the

lives of millions. (One intriguing report

suggests that chloroquine-resistant para-

sites are more likely to appear in the gut of

a mosquito that has bitten an infected,

chloroquine-taking human.) The early re-

ports of chloroquine resistance came out

of East Africa and Asia. Now the number
of resistant cases is rising in all of Africa

and parts of Central America.

We have won some battles, but because

the interactions among insects, parasites,

and humans are complex, the war to eradi-

cate malaria continues. At this point, its

chances for success are in doubt. Efforts

to find effective drugs and vaccines must

go forward, just to keep us one step ahead

of the mosquitoes and the parasites. D

SWAT
Team
Success

Story
Forty years after aDDT onslaught,

Sardinia remainsfree ofmalaria

by Leonard E. Munstermann

In the seventeenth century, Italians at-

tributed one of their greatest affictions to

breathing the bad air {mal aria) that arose

from swamps, in particular the notorious

Pontine Marshes of the Campagna di

Roma. Knowledge that the disease in

humans was caused by one-celled para-

sites of the genus Plasmodium and spread

by the bite of Anopheles mosquitoes came
much later, but the name malaria stucL

And the disease persists too, despite at-

tempts to combat the parasites and eradi-

cate the mosquitoes that transmit them.

Because the parasites and insects evolve

ways to counteract the effects of new
drugs and insecticides, malaria refuses to

succumb, debiUtating 200 to 300 miUion

of the world's people and accounting for 2

to 3 million deaths annually {see "Weed-

ing Out Malaria," Natural History, Octo-

ber 1989).

Sardinia, a 9,000-square-mile Mediter-
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ranean island midway between Italy and

Tunisia, is one of the few places where a

battle directed against a mosquito that

carried malaria has proved a long-term

success. Before World War II, malaria

was epidemic throughout Sardinia, strik-

ing 40,000 to 70,000 people each year in a

population of a little over a million. Efforts

to control Anopheles labranchiae, the

mosquito responsible for transmitting the

disease in this region, consisted of draining

swamps and reclaiming land to reduce

breeding habitat. This was moderately

successful in some of the lowlands but

impractical in hilly or mountainous areas.

Amid the social disruption of World War
II, malaria cases on the island soared to

75,000 per year.

Probably owing to its strategic military

position, Sardinia was chosen in the post-

war period as a model site for the eradica-

tion of malaria by means of an insecticide

campaign. Some 20,000 workers were

hired to disperse DDT, dig drainage

ditches, remove aquatic vegetation, and

search for and identify mosquito larvae.

More than a half million pounds of DDT
was applied to kill mosquito larvae in their

aquatic habitats and adult mosquitoes

resting in houses and animal quarters. As
a result, the transmission of malaria was

successfully interrupted. In five years

(1946-50), the number of cases dropped

from 75,000 to 44. Anopheles labran-

chiae—which had been the most common
mosquito on the island—had been effec-

tively removed. Since that time, local ma-
laria transmission has been detected or

suspected in only a handful of instances.

During the eradication campaign, one

important change was noted: in place of

the human-feeding A. labranchiae there

appeared another member of the genus,

A. hispaniola, which does not bite humans
(and is not known to transmit malaria to

any animals). This species apparently

avoided contact with the insecticides be-

cause the larvae generally lived among
algal mats and spent much of their time

deeply submerged, while the adults sel-

dom inhabited animal quarters. The phe-

nomenon of "population replacement"

became a part of the folklore of malari-

ology: it was argued that if successful,

long-term control of the transmitting mos-

quitoes was to be achieved, another, simi-

lar but innocuous mosquito species must
fill their niche.

In Sardinia, the hope was that A. his-

paniola would prevent or delay the re-

establishment of significant A. labran-

chiae populations. But by 1 966, workers in

the regional antimalaria commission were
beginning to spot the unwanted mosquito

in many of the zones that had been cleared
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of it. With travelers arriving from malari-

ous areas elsewhere being diagnosed in

Sardinia at a rate of ten to twenty a year,

there was a possibility that the disease

might be reintroduced. To evaluate this

threat, as well as to determine the long-

term impact of the insecticide application

on target and nontarget mosquitoes, in

1979 I joined Annalisa Marchi, of the

University of Cagliari (Sardinia) Medical

School, for a follow-up project. We set out

to search for all mosquito species previ-

ously described from the island, locate

larval habitats, compare the species distri-

butions and habitat preferences, and as-

sess Anopheles densities and distributions.

Guided by 296 geographical survey

maps, we identified and investigated

likely mosquito habitats throughout the

island. Over the eight-year term of our

project, we recorded all kinds of larval

sites—marshes, streams, ponds, flooded

meadows, roadside ditches, drainage ca-

nals, saltwater and freshwater rock pools,

tree holes, cisterns, and watering troughs,

as well as discarded tires, tin cans, oil

drums, and sheet plastic—and packed
samples in coolers for transport to a uni-

versity laboratory. There, with the assis-

tance of a part-time technician, we identi-

fied the larvae and reared them to the

adult stage. This step was necessary, since

larval, pupal, and adult stages are all im-

portant in definitive species identification.

To a much lesser extent, we also trapped

adult mosquitoes. Ultimately, we identi-

fied nearly 60,000 individual mosquitoes.

The important immediate finding was
that the former malaria mosquito was
back in force, although apparently not

nearly as common as during the war years.

More surprising, the so-called replace-

ment species (/I. hispaniola) seemed to

have disappeared. Not until early August
of the seventh year of the project were two

of its larvae finally identified; they were

isolated from a stream that flowed

through a barren, rocky zone in the moun-
tains of the southeast.

We revisited the site in mid-August to

search for more specimens. The blinding

bright sunshine, typical of Sardinian sum-
mers, produced a shimmering heat in ex-

cess of 105° F. Downstream from where
we labored (the stream was appropriately

named the River of Hot Waters), the dry

and sparse hillside brush had been set

afire, and the heat, smoke, and smell com-
bined to create a setting appropriate for

Dante's Inferno. At this site, amid thick

algal mats overlying shallow patches of

water and gravel stones, we collected two

more A. hispaniola larvae, along with

eighty-two A. labranchiae, the species

that was supposedly replaced. Two

months later, in a completely diffi

zone, we discovered several dozen mo
hispaniola larvae at a site that had
sampled at least a half dozen tim(

previous years. While not altogethei

sent, therefore, A. hispaniola is once a

a rare species in Sardinia. Its appear

may be periodic or episodic, possibl

quiring unusually warm or dry wea

conditions.

Overall, the intense DDT prog

seems to have had a minimal long-i

effect on insect control. Altogethei

were able to find twenty-six of the tb

two species that had been previo

documented in Sardinia, and while

distribution of the malaria mosquii

more restricted and densities are

tively low, the species has returned,

tainly the target species was not repL

by another one: the initial phenomt
was probably a temporary effect resul

from the insecticide pressure. While

barrage of DDT interrupted the vie

malaria cycle, the continued absenc

the disease in Sardinia must be trace

other factors.

Among these is the continued reduc

of habitat for mosquito larvae in the y
since 1950. Swamps have been conve

to farmland, rivers turned into conci

lined channels, and natural habitats el

nated by urban expansion. Swarm
summer tourists have exacerbated w
pollution problems, further redut

Anopheles breeding grounds but exp; \

ing the polluted habitat that is prefe a

by Culex pipiens, a common nuisia

mosquito. As a result, this pest is now g

most common mosquito on the islam i

Finally, changes in social behavior 1 e

reduced human exposure, with many (

pie staying in shuttered, air-conditic d

houses to watch television during c

prime hours of mosquito activity. We li

envision a setting where a high concer t

tion of Anopheles combines with an y

ported malaria case to produce a l i

focus of malaria transmission. But »

gional insect-control agencies are awar l

the possibility of such eventualities. Gi a

the changes in land use and life style i

general resurgence of malaria in Sard i

can be prevented. ]

I

The east coast ofSardinia, near Baune

Such rocky shores make up about

two-thirds ofthe island's coastline.

Pools that accumulate along the

shoreline rocks are a nurseryfor

saltwater-tolerant mosquito species.
Leonard E. Munstermann





Major Mosquito-borne Diseases
Disease and Disease Agent Disease Profile Vectors and Transmission Cycle

MALARIA
Protozoans (Plasmodium

falciparum, P. vivax,

P. malariae. P. ovale)

Intermittent high fever, chills,

headache, fatigue, nausea,

vomiting, diarrhea, anemia;

later, spleen enlargement and,

with P. falciparum only, liver

and kidney failure, brain

damage

Worldwide: More than 50

night-biting Anopheles species

Infected mosquito injects malaria

parasite into human bloodstream;

parasite reproduces asexually and

ruptures red blood cells; parasite

completes sexual development in

mosquito that has ingested blood from
infected human

X3.500 CNRI/Science Photo Library

FILARIASIS
Filarial roundworms (Wuchereria

bancrofti, Brugia malayi, B. timori)

--^
X40 Mark Ebertiard/DPD.CDC

Asymptomatic for months or

years; recurrent fever,

transient swelling of limbs,

painful, swollen lymph nodes;

later, grossly swollen limbs

and genitalia (elephantiasis)

Worldwide: Culex quinquefasciatus

(common house mosquito); Asia:

Anopheles. Mansonia. and Aedes

species; Africa: Anopheles gambiae,

A.funestus; Americas: A. darlingi

Infective larvae enter human with

mosquito's bite, mature to adult stage in

human lymph system, and give rise to

microfiliariae that circulate in human
blood; when these are taken up with blood by

a mosquito, they develop to infective stage

DENGUE
Flavivirus DEN

XI 20,000 F.A. Murphy/CID.CDC

High fever, bone and joint

pain (breakbone fever),

intense headache, skin rash,

small hemorrhages just under

skin, nausea, vomiting,

swollen glands, fatigue,

depression; in dengue

hemorrhagic fever, internal

bleeding may lead

to shock

Africa and Americas: Aedes aegypti;

AsL\: A. aegypti, A. polynesiensis,

A. albopictus

Virus passes back and forth between

humans and mosquitoes; because the

virus is short-lived in a human host,

this disease is found only in densely

populated areas

JAPANESE ENCEPHALITIS
Flavivirus JE

Sudden-onset fever, headache,

stiff neck, brain inflammation,

convulsions, coma

ASL\: Culex species;

most widespread is

C. tritaeniorhynchus

(rice field mosquito)

Virus passes back and forth between

mosquitoes and birds; if infective mosquito

bites a pig (or other "amplifying host"), virus

multiplies greatly; mosquitoes biting such

hosts pass infection to humans; no evidence of

human-mosquito-human transmissions

YELLOW FEVER
Flavivirus YF

X120.000 J.D. While/USAMRIID

Sudden-onset fever, headache,

backache, nausea, vomiting,

slowed pulse, reduced urine

production, low white-cell

count; later, bleeding from

nose and mouth, vomiting

blood (black vomit), jaundice,

lesions of liver, kidneys, and

gastrointestinal tract

Africa: Aedes africanus,

A. aegypti, A. bromeliae,

and others; Americas:

Haemagogus species

In rain forests, virus lives and

reproduces in monkeys and is

picked up by forest canopy

mosquitoes that transmit it to humans;

in cities, A. aegypti picks up virus from

infected humans, initiating

human-mosquito-human transmission cycle

Rgures and percentages approximate; maps: ^?WHO. 1989,

Establishing Priorities, vol. 2, Dis

Vector Biology a
- , - - - - — . -- -, -_,._...__, 3— ^, ._,— ,. New Vaccina Di

of Imparlance in Developing Countries, (Washington. DC. National Academy Press, 1986). Consultant: Andrew McClelland University ot California at Davis.



i\ ION, Incidence and Mortality* Comments

No vaccine and no single method of sustained control

Disease resurged in last 25 years after termination of mosquito

eradication campaigns and with protozoan's evolving

resistance to drugs, mosquito's resistance to insecticides, and

human creation of additional mosquito habitats

Nearly 100% infection rate in some populations; a leading

cause of death in developing countries, particularly for

children; rare in temperate areas

Continual reinfection confers short-term immunity;

higher survival rate in persons with sickle cell trait

(P. falciparum only)

Treated with diethylcarbamazine

Worms may live in humans more than 10 years and grow up to

3 inches long

Number of adult worms in human host builds up only by

repeated injections of infective larvae by mosquitoes

Symptoms result from individual immune responses and adult

worms blocking lymph ducts

On the rise in Asian and African cities where poor sanitation

creates mosquito breeding places

It s

)r :r year

No approved vaccine to date

Since termination of mosquito eradication campaigns,

A. aegypti has reappeared worldwide

Recent spread of A. albopictus to Western Hemisphere poses

potential threat

Infection with dengue or related viruses can give some

immunity to yellow fever and vice versa

I morrhagic fever;

3 r year; 3%)

Effective but expensive vaccines are available; pesticides and

changes in irrigation patterns can prevent disease

Fatality rate varies with age of patient: 20% or below in

children and nearly 50% in patients older than 50; survivors

may suffer paralysis and mental impairment

Viral encephalitides in United States include Saint Louis,

western equine, eastern equine, Venezuelan equine,

and LaCrosse

Extremely effective vaccine available since 1937, yet

worldwide incidence is rising; with relaxation of eradication

measures, A. aegypti has returned and invaded new

high-altitude and rural locations

Virus originally confined to Africa; transported to South

America by slave trade; in Africa, disease-resistant monkeys

continuously harbor virus; in the Americas, virus decimates

monkey populations in epizootics about every 25 years

Virus may be able to survive in mosquito egg

Diagrams and maps by Joe LeMonnie



Why God
Put Mosquitoes

on This Earth
Afolklorist goesfishingfor the answer

by Roger L. Welsch

"That's not much of a fish," Lunchbox

said.

We looked at him in amazement
through the circle of light thrown by the

kerosene lamp. The monster catfish we
had just hauled up on the bank weighed at

least twenty pounds and was maybe thirty

inches long. Okay, twelve pounds and

twenty inches, but still easily a U. S. Bu-

reau of Standards lunker.

"Why, once over at Carl Kuhl's pond I

caught a twenty-incher . .
.

," Lunchbox

continued.

"Well, you big dummy, this is a twenty-

incher," sputtered Woodrow.

"Between the eyes?" laughed Lunch-

box.

That's what catfishing is all about, and

it's the real reason I occasionally join

Lunchbox, Woodrow, and Coop George

in running setlines on a summer night.

Catfish are terrific, of course—primeval

beasts that grow enormous while lying

deep in the sandy, clean waters of Nebras-

ka's Middle Loup River. In the pan, cat-

fish are like cod; in the oven, like sole; in

the smokehouse, like salmon.

But the good food is not enough to lure

me out of the comfort ofmy home to catch

those fish, because to get them one has to

spend long, weary hours stumbling over

riverbank trails in the dark and then work

to unsnarl snags in the lines caused by

river-borne brush and branches or pugna-

cious snapping turtles. And there are

punctures from hooks, bums from the lan-

tern, bruises and scrapes from beaver-

made punji sticks, and the unavoidable,

unmistakable aura of stinkbait.

"Fish with my Uncle Ralph's stinkbait

and you'll never bite your fingernails,"

Lunchbox comforted me the first time I

recoiled from his jar of bait. "Or pick your

nose." And everyone recoiled.

On these nocturnal occasions we run

our lines every couple of hours, landing a

catch if we are lucky, repairing damaged
lines, rebaiting hooks, and batting mosqui-

toes. Despite all the growling about such
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drawbacks, there is also plenty of time to

enjoy the moon on the river, to savor the

pleasure of surprising beavers as they

build their dams, and to thrill at the cries

of coyotes.

For me, the real pleasure of these frater-

nal gatherings is the interludes when we
gather at a lean-to, a few yards back from

the river, where we keep a campfire—

welcome in the night chill even of August.

We have a cooler of beer, braunschweiger

and onion sandwiches, plenty of sardines

and well-aged cheeses, garlic crackers

—

you know, the sort of thing up to overrid-

ing Uncle Ralph's stinkbait.

There's a lot more to these male rituals

than good food, lovely nights, and fish,

however. Behind it all I am still a folklor-

ist. For me, such expeditions are research

opportunities. "Sure, I come back from

the river exhausted, bleeding, and smell-

ing bad," I assure my wife, Linda. "But

remember: for me this is research.

Knowledgium oblige," I improvise.

"I once caught a lunker catfish that had

so many fishing lures and hooks and

weights festooned on it—a lot of them
antiques—that I sold him for scrap iron,"

Co-op George offered out of nowhere, tak-

ing a desultory swat at a mosquito con-

ducting a reconnoiter a few inches in front

of his nose.

A moment's silence. Woodrow poked at

the fire. I sliced another onion, inventing

mnemonic devices that might help me
remember George's tall tale tomorrow.

"I once caught a catfish so big," began

Woodrow, "I had to get a tractor to haul

him up on shore. Took him over to the

elevator to get him weighed, but the scale

there wouldn't handle him."

"Braunschweiger sandwich anyone?" I

asked. "Sardines? Limburger? Might help

you through the evening. Mosquitoes hate

Limburger."

"Yeah, I'll have one. Heavy on the on-

ion," said Co-op George. "Hold the mos-

quitoes."

"I took a picture of that fish. Picture

weighed fourteen pounds," tried Wo;
row finally, tired of waiting.

Before anyone could so much as grc

Lunchbox snapped, dousing himself m

bug repellent. "I think that was the sii

mer I caught a catfish and found ins;

that fish a watch my grandfather had 1

in the same pond forty years earUer. fi

that watch was still running."

"Reminds me of the time I accident!

dropped a lighted lantern into the ri

right around here someplace while I \

gigging frogs," said Woodrow, reach

for the repellent. "A couple of weeks la

I was fishing and snagged my line agai

something. So I pulled it in and dame<

it wasn't that lantern, and it was still 11

"Oh come on, Woodrow, that's ridi

bus."

'Tell you what," said Woodrow, wav

away the growing cloud of mosquitoes

his face. "I'll blow out that lantern if \

stop your grandfather's watch."

"Here it comes," I smile to mys

about this time every evening when we
rurming lines. "Fishing stories. Keep '

coming. Now, if I can only remem
them until tomorrow, this could be

Olympic-grade storytelling session t

will thrust me into the Folklorists' Hal

Fame, a recognition long overdue."

"Damned mosquitoes are starting!

come in by the squadron," I huff. "Tl I

radar must have figured out our locatio I

"My grandpa said that the mosquit
i

were so bad at his blacksmith shol

Woodrow offered, "that he hid unde I

big, cast-iron rendering kettle and . . .

|
"Good grief," mumbled Co-op Geoi I

"That's the oldest mosquito story in >i

culation. He got under the kettle, the n *

quitoes stuck their stingers right throi I

the kettle, he clinched them over with (i

hammer, and the mosquitoes flew av
'}

with the kettle." i

"So you heard Grandpa's story befc ^
huh?" said Woodrow. "Did I also tell

3 ^
that when they got the kettle back it vil

so full of holes that they used it foiii

shower bucket?"
j

We told him we'd heard that part of 1 si

story, but he continued anyway: "But 1( 11

face it, that's not the oldest story, li
oldest mosquito story is the one about I li

hunters who are camping and see shado i|

against the canvas of the tent and . .

.

'

"And the guy wakes up and sees t K

giant skeeters outside the tent talking, a 1}

the one says . . .

," added Lunchbox. J

" 'Shall we eat them here or take thfu

with us?' " I continued.
j

"And the other one says, 'Let's eat thf tj

here because ifwe take them back, the I sj

ones will take them away from us,' "a'
eluded Woodrow. ,'
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Tradition at its best: telling stories ev-

eryone already knows. Folklore is not like

the latest joke heard on Letterman's show,

where if you've heard it once, you don't

want to hear it again, it's DOA. Tradi-

tional stories, on the other hand, get better

every time you hear them. Like gossip.

"Dad said they had mosquitoes so big in

the old days they had trouble with them
crossbreeding with the turkeys," said

Woodrow. I'd heard that one before but

laughed anyway, mostly because George
laughed. He may have heard it before or

not. I don't know.

"Finally they started hunting them, and
Dad says that now there's nothing he'd

rather have for Thanksgiving tha,

plump mosquito filled with eight or]

pounds of bread stuffing."
'

"My Uncle Ralph said they had r'

quitoes over on the Dismal River so'

that they used to dry them and use ti

for milking stools," countered of
George.

"Nebraska mosquitoes aren't

keepers compared to Minnesota sk.

ers," said Woodrow, whose people c<i

from Minnesota. "They're the state li

up there, you know. I was fishing on t

Boundary Waters a couple of years »

and a mosquito got so much ofmy blool

got a Father's Day card from him." '

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSOK

Pull out, Betty! Pull out! . . . You've hit an
artery!"

"The Far Side ' cartoon is reprinted by permission ol Chronicle Features. San Francisco, CA.



My nephew was based in Alaska,"

j£ 1 Lunchbox. "He says that up there

tt / have real mosquitoes, not that puny

\ inesota strain of gnat. He told me one

tie they were fueling B-52s and couldn't

fi ire out why the forms out on the run-

v!i said they had fueled twenty-three air-

p les while the records back in the office

s;'l only twelve planes had come through.

1 Tied out they had accidentally refueled

aSuple of vagrant mosquitoes."

'And it's kind of a long story,"

1 ichbox starts—I grasp around me for

n'mory crutches
—

"but it was on a night

vy much like this, on this very river,

vsn I..." He slapped his forehead,

f
stering a splotch of blood above his left

e . "Damned mosquitoes."

'Jeez, Lunchbox, wipe your forehead.

I decorated you but good."

I

tried to renew the previously estab-

Ijied sequence of synapse circuits: "You

\\K fishing here once on a night very

! ich like this and . . .
?" I waved at the

isquito hovering midway between my
^s, adjusting its aiming mechanisms. I

ew some sage and juniper brush on the

;, hoping to generate the smoke that

ves mosquitoes away, as everyone

3WS. Except maybe mosquitoes.

'Yeah, I was ..." Lunchbox waved

away the several skeeters obstructing our

eye contact across the fire's light. "Blast

it." He swatted at his ample forearm.

"You were fishing and . . .
?" The narra-

tive opportunity was fading fast, sputter-

ing and dying in a flurry of swatting,

smoking, dousing, waving, slapping, rub-

bing, scratching, and cursing.

"You know," said Woodrow, bringing

the theater of the folktale down to a semi-

nar of philosophy, "everything is put on

this earth for a purpose, my mother says.

No matter how big or how small, ele-

phants and whales right down to germs

and no-see-ums, everything to its purpose,

turn, turn, turn."

We stared into the fire, either ponder-

ing the weight of Woodrow's thoughts or,

in the case of Co-op George and me, trying

to figure out how folks come up with ideas

like that. Woodrow continued, "But I can-

not for the life of me think of a single thing

a mosquito is good for."

I certainly couldn't, and I didn't sup-

pose anyone else could either. But then

Lunchbox cleared his throat by way of

calling for the seminar's attention and an-

nounced, "I think I know why God put

mosquitoes on this earth."

Now, I've been with Lunchbox in

enough situations to know that his opin-

ions on such matters are worth listening to.

He is not always profound, and he is not

always right, but he is always interesting.

"I think God made mosquitoes so

there'd be no question about the survival

of the basic human unit, the family, that's

what."

The mosquitoes feasted, because for a

moment no one even swatted them. We
just sat there looking at Lunchbox, trying

to put ourselves in his mind and fathom his

logic.

"You see," he explained in response to

our silence, "if it weren't for mosquitoes,

human beings"—actually, he said, "hu-

man beans"
—

"would spend all their lives,

especially on nights like this, running set-

lines, drinking beer, eating sardines, and

smelling bad. But as it is, no doubt about

it, I for one am going home right now to

the bosom of my family. The little woman
will be glad to see me, I'll be glad to get

home, and as far as I'm concerned, these

damned skeeters can just starve to death.

Whatever purpose they are on this earth to

serve, I am not here to provide an all-you-

can-eat-for-nothing buffet for them."

In five minutes we had retrieved our

lines, put out the fire, loaded up our gear,

tossed the fish into the back of Woodrow's

pickup, and were on our way home. D
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A Matter OF Tas'

One Man Bites Back
To an entomophagist, turnabout isfairprey

by Raymond Sokolov

One day last January, I was awakened

by a predawn call from Alan Temes's sec-

retary, announcing that the editor was

summoning me to an emergency meeting

at this magazine's headquarters deep

within the bowels of the American Mu-
seum. I was not taken aback. Over the

years I'd grown accustomed to these con-

vocations at dawn. Temes has his best

ideas in the wee hours and can't wait to act

on them. I shaved quickly and cabbed

eastward in the dark on slick pavement.

The guard looked dubious but, after a

quick call, waved me down a corridor lit

by security spotlights. The sound system

was on and emitted eerie jungle noises.

Temes sat behind a desk covered with

Venus flytraps and half-eaten doughnuts.

"Mosquitoes," he said. "Can you do a

column about mosquitoes? We're devot-

ing the entire July issue to them."

I reminded him that I wrote a food

column. He persisted. So, after the day

had advanced to normal business hours, I

called Gene DeFoliart. He is not only a

professor of entomology at the University

of Wisconsin (Madison) but also the au-

thor of the justly celebrated article "The

Human Use of Insects as Food and as

Animal Feed." More to the point, he is the

editor of the Food Insects Newsletter (De-

partment of Entomology, 545 Russell

Laboratories, University of Wisconsin,

Madison, WI 53706; $5 per year).

Food Insects Newsletter is the sort of

publication that will devote its cover to

bakuti, a Nepalese culinary preparation

of giant honeybee brood (about which

more later). And its editor is the Henry

Luce of entomophagy. He, of all people,

should have files full of mosquito recipes.

Recipes for Buffalo mosquito wings, sad-

dle of mosquito Count Orloff, mosquito

innards a la mode de Caen, mosquito eggs

foo yung.

In fact, the Brillat-Savarin of bugs had

nothing to offer. "Nobody eats mosqui-

toes," he told me. "They just don't have

enough food value."

What to do? I pushed the problem to

the back ofmy desk and left for a vacation

in Mexico. There, instead of my eating

Mosquitoflies, left to right: red tail, mosquito,

midge, emerger, larva, and California
Jackie Beckett, AMNH. Flies tied t^ Thomas O. Mann
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mosquitoes, they ate me. In my gigsiji]

suite in the Meson de Santa Rosa in (»ii

retaro, the beautifully preserved coki^i

city just north of Mexico City, the \'^

stealth bombers buzzed in from the ail

i

yard every night lusting for sangrtiK\

gringo. I had left my repellent at homan
to escape complete exsanguination, mtl,

mention the horrifying sound of these |W

terans from hell, I huddled under sh i|»;

and blankets, fully clothed in the rhii

heat, stifled, sweating, sleepless.

In the hotel at Conca, in a remote d W
of the Sierra Gorda, the room came tbi

an overhead fan, so I kept the wincw

closed. But the romantic dining r^
amid the ruins of the old sugar mill al

abuzz with ravenous killer mosqur %
The best I could do in retaliation w< ^
wolf down dinner and retreat to bed. <

Since Mexico is the world capita d^

entomophagy, however, there was 10

chance to get back at the mosquito's I ^
dom if not the inedible, unswattable r oi

sters themselves. In the lovely Uttle res m
rant attached to the museum of cole »l

art in Tepotzotlan, as a seasonal specia y;

and for the locally impressive sunrf

30,000 pesos ($10), the menu off'ild

escamoles. These are the "eggs" of |d

ants, described by Bernardino de SahaB

in 1565. Actually they are larvae, w:q

and creamy when they are fresh, i

steamed rice in appearance. Teia

Castello Yturbide, in Presencia den

Comida Prehispanica (Banamex, 19),

talks about an escamole stew with did

pieces of nopal cactus. She also mentiis

preparations combining escamoles vh

turkey eggs or plain escamoles toasd

and served with a hot sauce, i

Tepotzotlan, they seemed to have mid

the escamoles with chopped scallion t«

and one of the local spinachlike greis

called quelites.

Very nice, but this wasn't getting ,e



Museum of Natural

iRlEimL
Japan, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysian Borneo, Brunei and Singapore

October 28 - November 21, 1991

;njoy a magnificent

3-day odyssey aboard

be ultra-deluxe, 50 cabin

'lenaissance retracing
' ne of the greatest trade

'outes of the Orient.

ascinating lectures by a

'listinguished team of

ultural and natural

listory experts prepare

IS for our explorations of

jicient Asian cities and
'emote, rarely-visited

')orts and islands.

lighlights include:

>) TXvo days in Japan
visiting the sacred

' island of Miyajima,

site of the famous
Isukushima Shrine,

and the picturesque

fishing town of Hagi,

known for its old

samurai district.

*) Three days in China:

two at the mouth
of the Yangtze in

Shanghai, one of the

world's most exciting

seaports; and one on
Hainan Island, whose
Five Lord Temple memorializes centuries of

exiled Chinese poets.

©Three days on Tkiwan visiting its exciting

capital, Tkipei, including the astounding
National Palace Museum (one of the finest

ancient Chinese art collections in the world),

a full-day excursion to the breathtaking Tkroko

Gorges, and one day on Orchid Island (Lan

Yu), famed for its flowers and butterflies.

f-1

S JAPAN
' "^' Osaka

•) TWo days exploring

one of Asia's most
cosmopolitan centers,

Hong Kong, which
reverts from British

rule to the People's

Republic of China in

just six years.

•) An expedition call at

the Spratly Islands, a

remote group of coral

reefs.

•) Malaysian Borneo's

main port, Kota
KinabEdu, with an ex-

cellent national park
with lush tropical rain

forest, rare plants and
flowers.

•) Borneo's port of

Kuching. the historic

capital of the legendary
"White Rajah," James
Brooks.

f) Cruise up Borneo's

Rajang f^iver to Sibu to

explore Iban villages in

Sarawak.

•) Minaret-studded, Bandar Seri Begawan, capital

of the famous Sultanate of Brunei.

•) Optional extensions available prior to the

cruise in Kyota Japan, and afterwards in

cosmopolitan Singapore.

Just 50 cabins, all suites are available. So call

the Museum today for further information and
advance reservations:

American
Museum of
Natural

i^i'ii History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192
(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or TbU-free (800) 462-8687



closer to fulfilling the mosquito assign-

ment. Meanwhile, another mosquito-re-

lated deadline neared. On my return, it

was time to get the noble canine pet tested

for heartworm. This is a mosquito-bome

plague that kills dogs in a horrible way if

the animal is not dosed and redosed during

all the warm months. Our vet keeps the

grotesque, split heart of a heartworm-

killed hound in a bottle in his office.

At home, I hung a bat house on a tree

hoping to attract bats that would eat mos-

quitoes and keep the place safe for Ilka

the Dog (so called to distinguish her from

a friend known as Ilka the Person). This

pest-animal train of thought led to the

solution of what I had been calling the

Temes conundrum.

The solution was actually a subset of

that old-fashioned idea in protoecological

biology known as the Great Chain of Be-

ing. Bats are not the only mosquito eaters;

other animals that humans consume are

also mosquito eaters. I am aware that Mi-

cronesians relish a soup based on the in-

digenous fruit bat, but according to expen-

sive readership surveys, Natural History

has few Micronesian readers. So its food

columnist would have to find other fish to

fry in his search for mosquito-consuming

fauna.

Fish to fry. Eureka! Trout eat mosqui-

toes; we eat trout. Better still, we use the

trout's dipterophilia against him (or her)

in order to catch him (or her) with the

most entomologically sophisticated ruse in

all of blood sport. I am talking about fly-

fishing, in which various feathers and furs

and other oddments are artfully tied

around a hook and then even more artfully

cast in the way of trout in picturesque

streams.

As it happens, my genial brother-in-law,

Tom Mann, netted by my sister many

Crispy Cajiin Crickets

(Adapted from a recipe in the Food Insects Newsletter. March 1 990)

Tired of the same old snack food? Perk up
your next party with Crispy Cajun Crick-

ets ("pampered" house crickets, Acheta

domesticus, available from Fluker's

Cricket Farm, R O. Box 378, Baton

Rouge, LA 70821, 800-735-8537).

/ cup crickets

I pinch oatmeal

4 ounces butter, melted

Salt

Garlic

Cayenne

1. Put crickets in a clean, airy container

with oatmeal for food. After one day,

discard sick crickets and freeze the

rest.

2. Wash frozen crickets in warm water

and spread on a cookie sheet. Roast in

a 250-degree oven until crunchy.

3. Meanwhile, heat butter with remain-

ing ingredients and sprinkle this sauce

on crickets before serving.

Yield; 1 serving

Mireille Johnston's TYuite Farcie aux Herbes
Trout stuffed with greens, cream, and shallots

and baked with wine, herbs, and cream

(Adapted from The Cuisine ofthe Rose: Classical French

Cookingfrom Burgundy and Lyonnais, Random House, 1982)

For each person:

1 trout, about 8 ounces

I tablespoon chopped sorrel or

spinach

1 tablespoon unsalted butter

4 tablespoons heavy cream
Freshly grated nutmeg
Salt

Freshly ground black pepper

2 tablespoons finely chopped shallots

'A cup dry white wine

I teaspoon mustard
1 teaspoon lemon juice

1 . Open the trout at the back end under-

neath, slicing it all along to clean it,

and clip the backbone at each end with

scissors to free it, so that it can be

pulled out.

2. Place the sorrel or spinach and the

butter in a saucepan and cook over low

heat until softened. Stir in 1 tablespoon

of the cream and the nutmeg.

3. Season the inside of the trout with salt

and pepper and stuff with the sorrel or

spinach mixture. Lay it on its side in a

buttered, ovenproof dish.

4. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees.

5. Spread the chopped shallots on the

trout. Add the wine and heat on the top

of the stove, then cover with a sheet of

waxed paper and bake for 10 minutes

or until the flesh flakes easily.

6. Pour the cooking liquid into a sauce-

pan. Reduce it by half, then add the

remaining cream, mustard, and lemon
juice. Check the seasoning. Place the

trout on a warm serving dish and spoon

the sauce over it.

years ago, is an ardent fly fisherman \||i

ties his own flies and, when not anglinj|(j

various, improbably trout-filled pools^f:

side the District of Columbia, can be lu| (;i

northward to the classic creeks and killi

the mid-Hudson region.

Were there, I asked him excitedly, (

tied to resemble mosquitoes? Of con

Six, to his certain knowledge, rang

from the minute midge to the (relativ<

grandiose California. Eric Leiser's 3

Book of Fly Patterns (Knopf, 1987) a

describes mosquito larva, emerger, r

tailed, and just plain mosquito "flies."

Shortly after the beginning of the tp

season this spring, Tom arrived in Uls

County, New York, with two exemplan

each variety. They did indeed resera

the real thing, enough so to make
wary. They didn't buzz or bite, howe\

which in my view made them an eve

tionary advance over all previous mosq

toes. Off we drove in a light rain t(

stream that flows into the fabled Eso|

Creek (a churning tributary of the Hi

son loved by fisherfolk, Whitewater kay

ers, and others who, in summer, fl

down it on truck iimer tubes around Ph| i

nicia). Tom flung his mosquitoes at )

abundant brown trout with pinpoint ac|
i

racy. The trout rose to the bait, as it w£|i i

chewing away some of their finer feathi^^

But in the end, it was a more conventio !(

fly, a prince nymph (which represents {^

larval stage of a real fly), that hooked IfJ

fish. Tom threw them back, and we wjii

home happy as clams.

This ecologically careful and sport
|

field test in no way invalidated the b£

notion that mosquitoes feed trout, wh
|

feed us. And anyone wishing to line

symbolically with this process will f
j

markets filled with farm-raised trcj

ready to eat.

Should that seem tame, adventuresoi I

eaters can easily make meals from rl

insects without piscicultural intermedij

ies. Those whose antennae twitch at 11

thought of such viands should take a IcJ

at the Food Insects Newsletter (Flit

Which brings me back to bakuti, the N<i

alese giant honeybee brood dish m«i

tioned in FIN for November of last ye
|

Brood is the vernacular term for tj

late-instar larvae, prepupae, and pupae \

honeybees, which turn up in special bro<

combs. Asians relish them as a food. In la

report for FIN on the matter, Michsj

Burgett, a professor of apiculture at Oi|

gon State (Corvallis), describes his fiit

experience with brood in northern Th.j

land, where brood of the giant honeybe i

Apis dorsata F, is wrapped, comb and aj

in a banana leaf and steamed. "Whi|i

tasty," he observes, "it is not particular^
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nlating from a visual sense, and the

E nee of wax required a fair amount of

eing (and spitting)."

I kuti. on the other hand, overcomes

ii )roblem. Nepalese cooks begin with

» rood comb of A. laboriosa, a high-

:i de giant honeybee, placing it whole

i TOven fabric bag. They squeeze the

{ )ver a container in order to extract

I --soluble protein and liquid fats from

1 ; larvae and pupae. "This liquid frac-

m' he reports, basing his method on a

z e passed on to him by a Cornell grad-

t student who had been working in the

i
ilayas, "results in a product that

} ly resembles, in color and texture,

f ;crambled eggs. The odor and flavor

i; ties of bakuti are difficult to assess or

, iociate with foods familiar to Ameri-

1 European palates."

;palese combine meat and vegetables

1 bakuti. Burgett Americanized his

1 3n of the dish, first of all by using the

I i of indigenous A. mellifera L., and

li by blending it, after cooking of the

d, with an equal volume of cream

se. It was the most successful insect

he served in his two courses that

de practical "research" in ento-

liagy. "The overall acceptance rate

bakuti] (defined as those who will at

try it) is ca. 85 percent," he says.

s clear that Burgett can still see the

orous side of entomophagy. This re-

: c attitude is typical of FIN and what

I

It be called the entomophagy commu-

i that it reflects. Mostly entomologists,

ij are quite serious about promoting the

:fits of an insect diet, of showing how

j jrtant a source of protein insects are

I many societies, and of investigating

r nutritional and medical properties of

\. :t fatty acids (similar to those of fish

; poultry in unsaturation, but higher in

; unsaturates) and studying the role of

i esterol in insect metabolism. But their

li insectivorous proclivities add a de-

li
tfuUy bemused, if always earnest, side

:'iis useful publication. How charming

I unexpected that entomologists should

I e been so thoroughly bitten by the gas-

iiomic bug.

\ny foodie will recognize himself in

iLes Gilbert of Renaissance, California,

I FIN reader who writes: "Although I

: new to eating American insects, I ate

; d flying ants [winged termites] in Tan-

I ia at the beginning of the rainy season

I h year, with relish, as well as locusts

. h honey. I look forward to enlarging on

: experience."

' ymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

l interests are the history andprepara-

\n offood.
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THEAL1OSAURUS10TEBAG

This classic black all-cotton canvas

totebag announces support for the

American Museum of Natural History

simply and elegantly in white on the

side poclcet. (12" wide x 11" deep, with

4" gussets)

Please send Allosaurus Totebags

for $23,50 each.

Price includes shipping and handling within the

U.S.A. and Canada.

STATE/ZIP

METHOD OF PAYMENT

Check or money order

MasterCard Visa

Card »
^

—

Exp. date

To order send coupon with payment to Members'

Book Program, American Museum of Natural His-

tory, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York.

Ny' 10024. Or call toll-free 1-800-437-0033 for

credit card orders.

WANTED:
EXPLORERS
AGES 8-14

FACES explores the lives and cultures of

people around the world with exciting

articles, tales, legends, puzzles, and

activities.

Please send checic or money order payable to

FACES, American Museum of Natural His-

tory, Central Park West at 79th Street, New
York, NY 10024. AMNH Members pay just

$18.95 (foreign add $8) for a full year sub-

scription of 9 issues.

IJJJiJili'll

ROLLS
35mm
(An $8.00
Value!)

Get PRINTS...or SLIDES...or BOTH
from the same roll of film!

• Vivid, true-to-life color • Free replacement film

when you use our low-cost processing.

Why free? Because we want to be your

photo lab. ..and seeing is believing. Our
quality? Photographic Magazine rated us as

one of ttie Top 10 Laboratories in the U.S.

Introductory Offer- For 1st Time Users.

Please send 2jplls of 35mm film. (ISO 100 &

400). I prefer U 24 or Zi 36 exposure roll(s).

Enclosed is $2 to cover postage/fiandling.

Limit: 2 rolls per customer, please.

&?ALe laboratories
2960 Simms Street, Hollywood, FL 33020-1579
Posiage/rianOling charge is lor lilm only Does no! include oeveloping Process

CHK-4/ECP-3 IS available at Dale Laboratories LimiieO avaiiatninv ai oiner

laboratories Prices valid ttirougn entire monifi
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The Natural Mometh

Shakedown
Summer visitors to Alaska's interior

are bound to encounter a dominant

form of wildlife: legions of mosquitoes

that hatch in tundra pools and soon set

offon their bloody forays. In a boulder-

strewn valley in Denali National Park

and Preserve, a swarm spotted a most

appealing meal. Not a tough-hided,

hoofed beast or an agile carnivore, but a

soft, blubbery mound ofhoary marmot,

basking motionless in the July sun.

The concerted attack was more than

the most lethargic marmot could bear;

one shake of its coat sent the pests

reeling. Before long they had settled

on a tasty alternative: a nearby

photographer.

—

J. R.

Photograph

byRickMcIntji.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

NTARCTiCA
LUXURY ADVENTURE CRUISE

Januarx 23 - F^ebruary 6, 1992

Land on the most remote and wild continent

on the globe with a team of American
Museum experts and naturalist-guides.

Expert geologists will show us glaciers, icebergs,

toweringmountains and volcanoes. Expert

ornithologists will show us thousands of enchanting
penguins and many other fascinating seabirds.

Expert marine mammalogists will show us elephant
seals, leopard seals and numerous species of
whales.

Experience Antarctica during the height ofthe
Austral summer, when temperatures are mild
and the days are long.

Explore the seventh continent from the comfort of a

fully-stabilized, 5-star luxury yacht, the M. V. Illiria.

There are only 70 passenger cabins with 90 crew
members providing excellent service and cuisine. This

will be the Illiria 's twentieth cruise to Antarctica and
the American Museum's fifth; the first four sold out.

Optional extensions to stunning Iguazu Falls and
to Tierra del Fuego are available.

The American Museum offers you the best date, a

luxurious and stabilized cruise vessel withjust 120

participants and very competitive prices.

For detailed information write or call the American
Museum/Discovery Cruise ofiice today: toU-free

outsideNew York State (800) 462-8687, or (212)
769-5700.

Please send me detailed information describing

the Museum's Antarctica Cruise

Name (please print)

State Zip

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700
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AMERICA

^^^^^^^^^ by Edu'jrd RirciuU

THE NATURAL HISTORY
OF NORTH AMERICA
EDWARD RICCIUTI

North America is featured here

in all its incredible diversity,

from frozen tundra to tropical

wetlands. More than 230 color

photographs and an informa-

tive text provide an encompass-

ing view of the nature and
wildlife of this wonderful land.

9V^"x 121/2 ",224 pages.

$21.95

To order send check or money order

for $21 .95 to Members' Book
Program, American Museum of

Natural History. Central Park West

at 79lh Street, New York, NY 10024.

For credit card orders call toll-free

1-800-437-0033.

At the American Museum

i

Solar Eclipse

The six-minute fifty-eight-second total

solar eclipse on July 11, visible from Ha-
waii to central Brazil, won't be equaled for

another 141 years. The path of totality

just misses the United States, but a partial

eclipse occurs in all of North America ex-

cept the far north and northeast. On July

9, William Gutsch, chairman of, and asso-

ciate astronomer at, the Hayden Planetar-

ium, will talk about the eclipse and offer

tips on the best and safest methods of ob-

servation. The lecture will take place at

7:00 P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater. Ad-
mission is $6 ($3 for members). Call (2 1 2)

769-5606 for ticket availability.

Changing Lives of the Hidatsa
The Hidatsa Indians traditionally

farmed the fertile valley of the Missouri

River and hunted buffalo on the border-

ing plains. But with the arrival of Europe-

ans, Indian society was transformed. Be-

tween 1906 and 1918, Presbyterian

preacher and self-taught ethnologist Gil-

bert Wilson chronicled the lives of three

individuals—Henry Wolf Chief, Buffa

Bird Woman, and Edward Goodbird-

from the Hidatsa reservation communi
of Independence, North Dakota. F
much of this period, Wilson collaborate

with the American Museum's anthropt

ogy department and made significant co

tributions to its collection.

Opening on Friday, July 12, in Galle:

77, "The Way to Independence" presen

artifacts of Hidatsa everyday life and tel

the story of an Indian family that fac(

difficult changes from 1840 to 1920. Tl

exhibition, organized by the Minneso
Historical Society, will continue throuj

Sunday, November 3.

These events take place at the Americi

Museum of Natural History, located i

Central Park West at 79th Street in Ne
York City. The Kaufmann Theater ai

the Leonhardt People Center are locati

in the Charles A. Dana Education Win
The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish a

mission policy. For more informatii

about the Museum, call (212) 769-510

Summersky
watchers will be abh

to see a solar eclipst

on July II. In this

paintingofthe 1937

eclipse, Hayden
Planetarium artist

D. OwenStephens
depicted the

"diamond ring"

spectacle—glitterin

lights that appear

to circle the moon.

Visiblefor only a

few seconds before

totality, the

phenomenon is

causedbypatches

ofsunlight between

lunar mountains

(seep. 82).

AMNH
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Exploring the world with expert lecturers

DISCOVERY CRUISES

VOYAGE OF THE VIKINGS
Scotland to Greenland
August 3-16, 1991

rctic and subarctic ports, remote islands, fjords and archeologi-

:il sites along legendary Viking routes, including the Orkney,

letland and Faroe Islands, Iceland's Heimaey Island, Surtsey

land and Hofn, and Greenland's Prince Christian Sound, God-

jiaab, Frederikshaab, Igaliko, Julianehaab and Sondre

romfjord - aboard the luxurious, 70-cabin llliria.

ISLANDS OF POLYNESIA
Fiji to Tahiti

September 16-29, 1991

pectacular coral reefs, beaches, jungle valleys, coconut groves

id picturesque villages of remote Polynesian islands, including

iji, Tonga, Nine, the Cook Islands, Bora Bora and Tahiti -

ooard the very comfortable, 75-cabin World Discoverer.

JUNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA
October 6-21, 1991

he spectacular Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, flowing through

ense tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys, caiman, but-

;rflies, exotic birds, rare trees and flowers and many other types

f wildlife live in one of the world's richest ecosystems - aboard

le comfortable, 41- cabin Polaris.

ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE
October 15 - November 1, 1991

bruise 11 days and 600 miles up the Nile from Cairo to Aswan

isiting the famous as well as the rarely seen sites, including

.uxor, Abu Simbel, the Pyramids, Abydos, Dendera and more -

board the luxurious, 29-cabin Nile Sovereign.

ORIENTAL ODYSSEY
Japan to Singapore

October 28 - November 21, 1991

ixotic sites and ports of call along one of the world's most

incient trade routes, including Miyajima, Hagi and Ishigaki

sland in Japan, Shanghai and Hainan Island in China, the Sprat-

Islands, Hong Kong, Taiwan's Taipei, Taroko Gorge and

Tainan, Kota Kinabalu and Kuching on Borneo, Brunei's Bandar

Seri Begawan, and Singapore - aboard the ultra-luxurious, 50-

:abin Renaissance.

WINTER CRUISES

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS AND HIGHLAND ECUADOR
January 10-23, 1992

EASTERN CARIBBEAN ABOARD THE SEA CLOUD
January 14-24, 1992

ANTARCTICA
January 23 - February 6, 1992

THE MAYA COAST AND CENTRAL AMERICA
February 5-15, 1992

EXPLORING BAJA
February 2-13, 1992

BALI TO THE BARRIER REEF:
Indonesia, New Guinea and Australia

February 2-19, 1992

MYSTERIES OF MELANESIA:
Papua New Guinea

February 14 - March 2, 1992

ENCHANTED ISLES OF THE INDIAN OCEAN:
Kenya, Zanzibar, Comoros, Madagascar and Seychelles

February 28 - March 15, 1992

DISCOVERY TOURS

In addition to our cruises listed above, the Museum offers

a variety of land programs:

Zambia, Zimbabwe and Botswana

(September 12-28, 1991)

China and the Yangtze River (October 4-26, 1991

)

Luxury Tenting in Tanzania (January 1-14, 1992)

Treasures of Northern India (January 2-22, 1992)

Archeology of Guatemala (February 8-23, 1992)

Kenya and Tanzania (February 12-28, 1992)

Archeology of Mexico (February 25 - March 10)

WildHfe of Costa Rica (March 6-21, 1992)

Archeology of the Yucatan Peninsula

(March 15-28, 1992)

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings. 1 202 Lexing-

ton Ave,, Suite 314, New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, wood, metal,

$150-$350, request ptiotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty,

NY 12754

PREHISTORIC ART on silk screened T-shirts. Free cat-

alog, Glyphware, Dept 22, 10727 5th Avenue North-

west, Seattle, WA 98177

Books/Publications

BUYERS GUIDE! Directory of over 500 companies sell-

ing equipment and clothing for outdoor enthusiasts.
Organized by product categories with descnptions.

$900. Four Season Enterprises. PO. Box 292-NH7,
Mechanicville, NY 12118

BOOKS ON TAPE
Best Sellers on Cassette

Full-length Readings I

Brochure '

FREE CATALOG. Nature, Natural History, Environ-

ment, Gardening, Country Living. Chickadee Books,
Box 899, Mexico, NY 13114 1-800-322-3453

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St., New York, N.Y. 10001

MANUSCRIPTS WANTED, all types. Publisher with 70-

year tradition. Free examination, "Guide to Publica-

tion," 1-800-695-9599

GET PAID FOR
READING BOOKS
$50-$100 PER BOOK. CHOOSE SUBJECT

MATTER. NO RESUME REQUIRED.
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE:

CALCO PUBLISHING (Dept. D-58)
500 South Broad St., Meriden, CT 06450

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHS, 1 1 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800)362-7070
Dept. LH124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care
specialist. Home study. Free career literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. CH124

LEARN VCR REPAIR. Great money-making opportu-
nity. Home Study, Free Career Literature, (800) 362-
7070 Dept, VH124

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US, diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/
textbook- Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

TheMarket
Calvert^^School
HOME STUDY ^B^ COURSES

• teach your child at home
• complete curriculum kindergarten-8

• no experience necessary

• traditional, classical education

• accredited, non-profit program

• advisory teachers available

• all materials included

• French and music courses offered

• send for free information

(301)243-6030 fax (301)366-0674

Dept. NN71 Tuscany Road

Baltimore, Maryland 21210

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook. $3.00. International. Box
5730-RT, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

BECOME A SEASONAL OR PERMANENT PARK
Ranger this summer Complete updated publication

$5. "Ranger," Box 331 114, Fort Worth, TX 76163-1 1 14

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at

home. Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00, International

Opportunities, Box 5730-RT, Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings—All occupations—Western U.S.
Free details .703 S, Broadway #100-NC, Denver.
CO 80209 (303) 988-6707

TEACH HERE—ABROAD; School, college openings
U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9.00 each. EISF. 662, Newton, Massa-
chusetts 02162-0002

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage; (707)449-8600. (LAI)

Furniture

HANGING CHAIRS, HAMMOCKS & Fine outdoor furni-

ture expertly handcrafted. Free Catalog. Twin Oaks
Hammocks. Rt. 4, Box 169-NH, Louisa. VA 23093

Government Surplus

IS IT TRUE . . . JEEPS FOR $44 through the U.S.
Gov't.? Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext. S-6371

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call (805
682-7555 Ext, C-2605.

Merctiandise/Gifts

ADOPT A MOOSEHEAD wall rack, solid pine. House
broken! Send ,50 for particulars; Elf Works, 1060 N,E,

104 St., Miami Shores, FL 33138

"Im OWLS" Bumper Sticker $1 .00. 1 992 Owl Calendar
$13, Owl merchandise catalog $1,00, Owl's Nest, Box
5491NH, Fresno, CA 93755

Miscellaneous

OREGON EXPLORERS MAP, 700+ Natural/Historic/

Geologic features. Send $7,45, Exclusive Maps, 1430
Willamette Suite 369N, Eugene, OR 97401

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA, Make lasting fi,

ships Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony!
82295NH. Phoenix. AZ 85071

i

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WO
Andes. Africa. India, World Music Jazz Wnte foi

catalog of cassettes and compact discs Music c

World. Dept N. PO Box 3667. Chapel Hill, NC 2"

3667

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS; Experienc
Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik, Ltd
Box 319-NH, Dunmore, PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bii

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know
Binoculars. " published in Audubon Magazine. Ivli

Optical Co
.
Inc

. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackii
12192(518)731-2610

EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE Telescope constru
booklet; bearing material. $14.95 (add tax in NY),

ern Technology Press. 40-19 164 Street. Flushinc
11358

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS
1960. Offenng selection advice. 24 hour ship
deep discounts on most popular brands of binoci

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogi
request. Birding, PO. Box 4405NC. Halfmoon
12065(518)664-2011

Rentals

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII—Condominiums all islands,

brochures. Paradise Management, 50 South Bere
C207, Honolulu, HI 96813

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BE.H'
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcW
paradise. Brochure, Charles A, Turpin. CharlottfH
Tobago, West Indies (800) 525-6896 R

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mou
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; f

rates. American Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian I

NY 12864

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife saf3 W
Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low a
camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning phi 3
raphy. Fascinating options; track gorillas, climt^
manjaro, visit Vic Falls Galapagos! Swim, sail, sn {(

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles," Choice ya <

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes, Amazon Juii

Machu Picchu options, Costa Rica! Rainforest anci
gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical

life and smoking volcanos. Small groups, e)«

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free I

chures! (800) 525-6772 Special Interest Tours. Mt
26 St. (C)NY, NY 10001

AMAZON
Joma UniversilyolMiami biologis! ' .-,

.

onanaircondilioned 90 foot Amazon
,

>.

riverboal 650 miles on the Amazon River; ,-..
-->.

9 days , 8 nigtils $1495 includes all meals,
, ^i^ i!^^'^^

air from Miami, (add ons available in USA) < - .

tours, entrances and Iransfers.lst class

hotel. Open to all ages. Must be able lo nalk

halt mile treks on trails.

PREVIOUS CLIENT REFERENCES INCLUDED \.\tA
rf

IN BROCHURE ?fP2^"^fl^les:JuL6.Sept, V ,^
21,0cl. 27, Nov.24,Dec. 14 -<

^

,

.•.-,^---1

INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-80M22-6525

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping
ris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gc'

tracking, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. II

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel,

481 -NH. Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380
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Al CAi Affordable adventures that explore East Afri-

c; wildlife and cultures in depth. Excellent guides

af lineraries Small groups or pnvate safahs. Draw

lt( 20 years' experience. Voyagers, Dept NH-7, Box
9- Ithaca. NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

jNIQUE DESTINATIONS
. nss the SAHARA Desert w. TuareRs; or

criaiid 10 TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPIA

sit Uodaabe Nomads of NIGER; BORNEO'S
jjak: Dani of IRIAN JAVA; .livaros of the

CUADORIAN AMAZON; Dogons of MALI;

erbers of MOROCCO; KALAHARI'S Bushmen

lew wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA
ICA, PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
AJASTHAN and Pushkar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
ivlcrn TURKEY; T DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
46yujin>ail, Bo\# IH7/NH, Carefree. A/, 85,177

(602)224-5804
L

^ ICA: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

F nda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi. Botswana.

I 5abwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

^ 2457(800)541-2527

t ^GASH CANOE TRIPS. Maine and Canada. Wil-

c ess, wildlife. Guided adventures for novice to ex-

( Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

/, :HAE0L0GY tours—SW Rock Art, Mesa Verde,

C yon de Chelly, Chaco Canyon, Yucatan, Zuni, Ban-

( 'J. Santa Fe. New Mexico, Arizona & Mexico. 1st

( :s Guided by leading archaeologists. Archaeologi-

( Conservancy, 415 Orchard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501
('

)
982-3278

I ;TRALIA/NEW ZEALAND: Exceptional itinerary

I standing naturalist leaders. October 15-November
f Dyagers, Dept NAU-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

I

) 257-3091

GALAPAGOS

STRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
sonalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

. I the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safans,

ge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's see-
National Parks, and Milford Track; Australia's Out-
:k. Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

)loration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
5) 687-7282

DSTA RICA? BELIZE? VENEZUELA?" Unique, af-

iable nature adventures. From $599 (8d, all in-

ded). Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
>23 (415) 671-2900

iSTA RICA. Experience spectacular natural history

i birding: Rainforests, cloudforests, mountains and
jans. Expect to see over 200 bird species, monkeys,
ths and other wildlife. Two expert leaders for 15
opie, Aug 4-14 (delightful weather!) Dec 21-Jan 1

,

ril 11-20 "92. University credit available. Custom-
d tours throughout the year. Nature World Explora-
ns, 11442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD 21044 (301)
3-0877

3 FOR DINOSAURS! Join leading paleontologists
ly-September in Western Colorado. Dinosaur Dis-

very Expeditions 1-800-547-0503, (714) 489-8950

\LAPAGOS!—Excellent boats, small groups, li-

nsed guides In-depth natural history and photo tnps
;lude mainland Ecuador, and optional Amazon Basin
tension Voyagers, Dept NG-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
851 (800) 633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel,2674N. 1st St, ,#112, San Jose, CA 95134 (800)
223-3767

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1666 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS—Spectacular adventures at Incredible

Prices. Small yachts, licensed naturalist Weekly De-
partures. Also: hiking, diving, charters Forum Travel,

91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec. 22, $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov. 10, $3,600, Summer tours $2,300 Rates
include airfare from Miami. Small groups on first class

yachts. Catalog. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard

East, Toronto, Canada, M4M 1Y5. Tel: (416) 469-8211

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI—INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-three

years experience. Small groups Contact: Gordon
Frost, PO. Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (707)

747-1316

HAWAII—Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by Mark Collins, one of Hawaii's top naturalists and
photographers. November '91, April '92. Voyagers,

Dept. NE-7, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (607) 257-3091

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
KILLER WHALES!

Johnstone Straits - IVNE & SEPTEMBER

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE
Baja California - JULY 7-14

Small Groups Led by Wlutle and Wildlife Specialists

I696N Ocean Dc, McKinleyville, CA 95521

800-548-7555

INCREDIBLE CRUISES, JUNGLE TREKS, Brazilian Bi-

ologist Guide. Affordable Amazon! #303-8635 Heather
Street, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6P 3S6

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, BURMA, THAILAND: Wildlife,

Archaeology, Culture. 10 Tour Programs from $2070
including Airfare, Accommodations, Meals, Sigtitsee-

ing. Transfers. Guaranteed Monthly Departures. Com-
plimentary Catalogue. Contact Air-India/Tours of Dis-

tinction, 141 East 44th Street, New York, NY 10017 Tel:

1-800-888-8634

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, BURMA: Tours,

treks, wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge
range of trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

catalog. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

ISRAEL: ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG, BEIT SHEAN,
Jordon Valley from $1 299, includes air, room & board at

Kubbutz Ruppin July 22 & August 25, two weeks or

longer, Call/write Volunteers For Israel, 330 W, 42 St,,

NYC 10036(212)643-4848

BOSTON, WHALE WATCH
days -fiom Br.

Hirvcy Ginugc

August on a •^

i) on board .Natujalujt, I'ilrrm, Ijccla

DlrlgoCrulsej $715.00/ StlS.OO

39 Watcraidc Lane

;- aintouCr. 06413

1-800-845-5520

NEW ZEALAND— Explore The Land Time Forgot'
southern ark of ancient forests and unique wildlife

Custom departures Wnte Nature Quest New Zea
land, PO, Box 314, Dunedin Ph, 0064-34739-149

PERU—MACHUPICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure
Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

SCUBA DIVE WITH SCRIPPS AQUARIUM in the Sea of

Cortez, Collect and study marine life for aquarium ex-

hibits November 3-9, 1991 ; $1550, including air (619)
534-8665 or Scnpps Aquarium, 0207, UCSD, La Jolla,

CA 92093-0207

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS ": Amehcas, Europe,
Africa, Asia, Pacific, 1256 "Classic and Unusual"
Ecoadventures, Hiking Biking Forum Travel, 91 Greg-
ory, Pleasantville, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA, Take a journey back
into time where everyday is a different and exiciting

adventure. Free brochure 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451 -5344

WHOLE AMAZON IN ONE BROCHURE, Every lodge,

cruise and expedition rated according to comfort and
degree of difficulty Programs available for all interest

and levels of experience. Plan your Amazon adventure
today Galapagos trips also available. Call 800-242-

5554 for free brochures. CanoAndes Expeditions, 310
Madison Avenue, NYC 10017

kHN;l;yili'iMil;]*i;ML'kH
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon largerttian Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. [Vlountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians.

Tram over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec arctiaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 3.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Cailaghan Rd. • San Anlomo, TX 78228

Produce vendor, Saraguro, Ecuador
Jim Collins

ZIMBABWE—UNSPOILED AND BEAUTIFUL Let us
custom design a safari for you, Jabula Safari Company,
RO. Box 200, Grand Central Station, NY, NY 10163
Phone/Fax (212) 548-1408

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates Will

pay top dollar. Send phnted list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016. USA
(908)561-4697

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3,40 per word: 16 word minimum Display classifiei:! is

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts
All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RY"s discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St,, New
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal address
and telephone number, issue preferred, and sug-

gested category Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov, 1 ), Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.
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An Eclipse to Remember
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The total solar eclipse on July 1 1 is this

year's celestial highlight. Along a thin

strip, extending from the mid-Pacific,

across the island of Hawaii, along south-

em Mexico and Central America to Cen-

tral Brazil, the sun will be completely cov-

ered by the moon. Hawaii and Baja

California are among the best locations to

observe the event. Viewers in the United

States will see only a partial eclipse, which

will produce a slight darkening of the sky

along the California coast and the south-

em border to Texas, but little of the sun

will be covered in the northeast, where the

eclipse's effects will be indiscernible.

The duration of the total eclipse will

vary depending on location, but along the

center of its path it will last as long as six

minutes and fifty-eight seconds. The long-

est totality since June 20, 1955, it will not

be topped for 141 years. Elsewhere, total-

ity will be shorter. In Hawaii, where the

eclipse will occur in the early morning,

totality will last more than four minutes.

In Baja Califomia, another location fa-

vored by good weather, totality will last up

to six minutes fifty seconds.

The path of totality just misses the

United States as it skirts southeast along

the lower rim of Mexico and Central

America, but a partial eclipse occurs in

most of North America except the far

north and northeast. The portion of the

sun covered by the moon is greatest from

Califomia to Texas along the border with

Mexico, where almost 80 percent of the

sun's diameter may be obscured. In the

north and northeast from North Dakota to

New England, and in southem Canada,

less than 20 percent is obscured. The
eclipse begins shortly after 10:00 a.m.,

daylight saving time, along the Pacific

Coast; after 1 :00 p.m. in the central states;

and about 2:30 p.m. in the east. It lasts

from two and a half hours in the west to a

little over an hour in the east.

While a partial eclipse doesn't have the

excitement of a total eclipse, it poses the

same hazard. Looking directly at the sun,

during a partial eclipse or at any other

time, can cause permanent eye damage

very quickly. Without adequate and safe

filters, the progress of the partial eclipse

should be followed only with indirect

viewing methods, such as observing the

image of the sun cast through a pinhole

onto a sheet of paper.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

July 1 : The westem sky is still packed

with planets this month, although June's

gathering of Venus, Mars, and Jupiter has

split up and dropped closer to the sundown

horizon. In early July, brilliant Venus still

dominates the twilight, with bright Jupi-

ter lower dovm and fainter, mddy Mars in

between and next to Venus.

July 2: The moon is up by 1 1 :30 p.m.,

EDT, in Pisces, below Markab and

Scheat, the westem side of Pegasus' Great

Square.

July 4: Last-quarter moon, at 10:50

p.m., EDT, rises about 12:30 a.m. below

Alpheratz and Algenib, the eastem side of

the Square.

July 6: Earth is at aphelion, its most

distant point (94,508,000 miles) from the

sun during the year.

July 9: Venus passes less than a degree

below Leo's bright star Regulus tonight.

July 1 1 : A total solar eclipse occurs in

Hawaii, southem Mexico, and Central

and South America; partial in North and

South America. Perigee moon (nearest

the earth), at 6:00 a.m., EDT, and new

moon, at 3:06 p.m., EDT, cause greater

than usual spring tides.

July 1 3: Jupiter is to the right of the thin

crescent moon; Venus is above and to its

left.

July 14: At dusk. Mars and Regulus are

close to Venus on its right. The crescent

moon passes to their left.

July 15: Mercury passes very close to

Jupiter this moming, less than one-tenth

degree. They will still be close at dusk,

very low in the sky. If Jupiter is visible.

Mercury should be easy to find with

binoculars, just to Jupiter's left.

July 16: Venus is at greatest brilliancy

in the evening sky, but like all our evening
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Celestial Events

Helmut Wimmer

planets this month, it is low in the sky.

July 17-18: The moon is to the right of

Virgo's Spica on the 1 7th; left on the 1 8th

after first quarter at 11:11 a.m., EDT.

July 20-22: On the 20th, the waxing

gibbous moon is in front of Scorpius, the

hook-shaped constellation. The moon

passes close to Scorpius' reddish Antares

on the 21st and passes above Scorpius'

curved tail on the 22d.

July 23: The moon is above the spout of

Sagittarius' teapot-shaped group of stars.

July 24: Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is at 7:00 a.m., EDT. Tonight

the moon is near the teapxDt's handle.

July 26: Full moon, accompanied by a

slight penumbral lunar eclipse, is at 2:14

P.M., EDT. Saturn is nearby to its left.

July 30: Since passing Regulus in early

July, Venus has moved progressively to

the left of the star as it dropped closer to

the evening twilight horizon while getting

closer to the sun.

The summer Sky Map shows the sky for

July, August, and September from 40°

north latitude at the hours given below. To

use the map, hold it vertically in front of

you with south (S) at the bottom and

match the lower half with the stars you see

when you face south. As you face in other

directions, turn the map to bring the cor-

responding compass direction to the bot-

tom. The stars move continuously west-

ward during the night. By morning

(before dawn), those on the western half of

the map will have set, those on the eastern

half will have moved into the west, and

new stars (those of the fall evenings) will

have risen in the east. The map shows the

sky at about 1 :30 A.M. on July 1 ; 1 2:30 A.M.

on July 15; 1 1:30 p.m. on August 1; 10:30

P.M. on August 1 5; 9:30 p.m. on September

1; 8:30 p.m. on September 15; and 7:30

P.M. on September 30. Add one hour for

daylight saving time. The map can be

used for an hour or more before and after

the times given.

Thomas D. Nicholson is director emeri-

tus of the American Museum.
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Painting a Solar Spectacle
Artworks depicting the 1937 eclipse emergefrom the shadows

by Joel Sweimler

In June of 1937, the moon's shadow

traveled 8,000 miles over the surface of

the earth: at sunrise it was near the Solo-

mon Islands in the South Pacific; at sun-

set, over the Andes Mountains. It was the

longest solar eclipse in 1,200 years, at-

tracting scores of scientists, photogra-

phers, journalists, and radio broadcasters

to the best vantage points on the planet.

Various expeditions placed observers on a

mid-Pacific coral island, a steamship near

the equator, and an airplane nearly five

miles above the Pacific Ocean. Among
them was astronomical artist D. Owen
Stephens, who was stationed on a 14,600-

foot Andean mountaintop as part of New
York City's Hayden Planetarium-Grace

Peruvian Eclipse Expedition. Stephens,

who was also an architect and fine arts

instructor at Swarthmore College, Penn-

sylvania, painted six large canvases of the

eclipse, working from sketches made dur-

ing the event and developed as finished

paintings the following day. According to

the expedition's final report, "no one en-

tered into the work or play of the expe-

dition with greater zest and evident enjoy-

ment." Recently, while I was cataloging

the Museum's art holdings, Stephens's

paintings were brought to my attention by

astronomical artist Dermis Davidson.

They had been stored in a closet in the

Planetarium for more than forty years.

In the early part of May 1937, the fif-

teen-member scientific expedition, ac-

companied by tons of equipment, had left

New York City and traveled by steamer to

Lima, Peru, a compromise destination.

Originally, the expedition's leaders had

wanted to observe the eclipse from the

middle of the Pacific Ocean, where it

would be visible for seven full minutes.

But logistical difficulties, and the uncer-

tainty of ocean weather conditions, dic-

tated a second-best vantage point: an An-

dean mountaintop near the coast of Peru,

where the sun would be totally eclipsed for

only three and a half minutes.

The Hayden Planetarium-Grace Peru-

vian Eclipse Expedition (named partly for

Grace Lines, which provided free trans-

portation aboard one of its ocean liners)

was led by Clyde Fisher, curator of the

Hayden Planetarium, and John Miller, a

professor of astronomy at Swarthmore

College and director of its Sproul Obser-

vatory. Its mission was to record the event

using motion-picture and still photogra-

phy (both black-and-white and the newly

developed color film); to measure changes

in light intensities and temperatures; and

to make spectroscopic studies of the sun's

corona. Forty-three-year-old Stephens

was considered a key member of the team;

his recording equipment consiste

brushes, canvases, and oil paints

The importance of an artist amon
scientists and technicians was stresse

F. Trubee Davison, president of the A
ican Museum of Natural History,

letter to backers of the project:

Mr. Stephens will make a valuable i
tribution toward the success of the <||

dition, by virtue of the fact that an dl

can make a truer, more accurate recoif

the actual appearance of an eclipse thatt*

At totality, the sun's corona is visible as immense streamers oflight.
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The Living Museum

ra can make. He can see the extents of

e uter corona that are too faint to be

,| [red by the plate, at the same time that

! ews the inner corona and the promi-

II ;s. The camera cannot. . .

.

'' e dehcate pearl green of the corona,

{I )se pink of the prominences, the purple

; moon—nothing except the eye of an

I and his hand can reproduce this most

!? tiful of sights and most significant of

;f nomical phenomena.

nding at the port of Callao, the expe-

I I made Lima its headquarters. It

[I split into five groups, placed in vari-

locations along the path of the

se's totality. Traveling by train, then

tutomobile, Stephens accompanied

jroup to Cerro de Pasco, an Andean

ntain.

was a difficult challenge for any art-

n eclipse "sits" only once and then for

a few minutes. Working feverishly,

painter must sketch in the corona

e and the flaming prominences, make
subtle color judgments and choices,

get the feel of the whole scene before

)Unding sun bursts out at the end of

totality. Originally an astronomy student

at Swarthmore College, where he studied

with John Miller, the expedition's co-lead-

er, Stephens later switched to art as a full-

time career. After college, he devoted

himself to depicting nighttime skies, as-

tronomical phenomena, and historical

portraits of famous astronomers and their

discoveries.

The expedition arrived in Peru two

weeks before the eclipse in order to set up

and calibrate their equipment. One of the

crew came down with the measles, and

almost everybody had problems adjusting

to the high altitudes—except Stephens,

who quickly became acclimated. He
hiked up to the viewing site daily, choos-

ing various set-up angles and making pre-

liminary sketches of the landscape. For

two nights he worked until dawn, painting

the southern Milky Way and an astronom-

ical phenomenon called the zodiacal light.

When June 8 arrived, Stephens was

ready. While others aimed and adjusted

their telescopes, cameras, and spectro-

scopes, Stephens simply looked up and

lpartly eclipsedjust before sunset, the sinkingsun appears as a crescent.

painted as rapidly as he could. First, he

documented the sky, sun, and foreground

as seen from his Andean peak before total-

ity; then he quickly sketched the diminish-

ing light in the east. As the moon covered

the sun, he made color sketches of the

corona, sky, and prominences, from which

he later created a picture of the totality.

As Stephens worked, CBS radio cor-

respondent William Perry broadcast this

dramatic description of the celestial spec-

tacle from Pira, Peru.

Darkness is really coming on us. It is an
unhealthy and unnatural sort of dark. The
brilliant light of the South Seas, the blues

and greens and yellows of the sun, are now
all as though washed down by dirty color.

Darkness is now really upon us. We see

the diamond ring—that famous circle

around the moon. We see the sun streamers

breaking through the mountains of the

moon. We see for the first time the magnifi-

cence of the corona, which extends in great

streamers away out.

Bats had come out during the 205-sec-

ond period of totality. Perry excitedly re-

ported. In addition to numerous sketches

and studies, Stephens completed six

canvases of the sky before, during, and

after the eclipse. The Junior Astronomy

Club, which had sponsored Stephens's

work, presented the paintings to the Hay-

den Planetarium, where they hung for

many years; reproductions were published

by Life magazine and sold at the 1939

New York World's Fair.

The works were Stephens's last. On the

return trip, he suffered a paralytic stroke

at sea near Panama and was taken to a

hospital in the Canal Zone, where he died.

In Flow of Horizons, published the

year before his death, Stephens wrote of

his desire "to approach a blending of the

best in the sciences with the best in the

arts—to know the universe and then to

love it. Either alone is shallow."

Art historian Joel Sweimler works at the

American Museum under a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts.

During the past year, he has been catalog-

ing the Museum's nonethnographic art-

works and researching its artists.
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A native of Salt Lake City, Lewis T.

Nielsen (page 4) is professor emeritus of

biology at the University of Utah, which

he first entered as an undergraduate in

the late 1 930s and where he has spent his

entire teaching career. Nielsen is cur-

rently studying the ecology and taxon-

omy of mosquitoes in the northern Hol-

arctic, but over the years, his pursuit of

knowledge about these tiny flies has

taken him to such diverse mosquito habi-

tats as Austria, Panama, and Puerto

Rico. His nonentomological activities in-

clude hunting, fishing, and photography,

and he avidly collects recordings of clas-

sical music and jazz.
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University of Oregon biologists

liam Bradshaw and Christina Hob
(page 34) have studied mosquito pc

tions and community ecology for t\

years, especially in eastern North A

ica and western Europe. They p

working with mosquitoes that bre

"container habitats": water-filled

holes and pitcher plants. "As in Mi
on the Orient Express" they say

the principal characters are knowr

can keep track of everyone and pr

outside interference. An indiv

pitcher plant leaf is a near-perfe<

perimental chamber in the field an

be easily transferred to our labori

where we are able to control the eo

within the leaf."

As a graduate student in the early

1960s, John D. Edman (page 8) first be-

came interested in mosquito blood feed-

ing and started an eleven-year research

project on the feeding patterns of more

than thirty species of Florida mosqui-

toes. "It was during this time," he says,

"that I first observed the intense natural

defensive behavior of certain smaller an-

imals and began to investigate host con-

tributions to blood-feeding dynamics."

Now a professor and head of the ento-

mology department at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, Edman con-

tinues to probe the history, and the intri-

cacies, of the relationships between man,

beast, and mosquito. He is currently in

Thailand, working to control Aedes-

spread dengue in rural villages and even

in individual houses.
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an 0. Washburn (page 30) got his

t insect net at the age of five and con-

ies to pursue the creatures, with an

phasis on biological control of mos-

toes. An associate specialist in ento-

logy at the University of California at

keley, Washburn (below, left) has re-

tly worked in Malaysia, documenting

.rva-protozoan interaction much like

one he describes from California,

author John R. Anderson received his

iterate in medical-veterinary ento-

logy and specializes in parasitic in-

ts. His subjects include botflies,

ich plague reindeer in Scandinavia,

I black flies in Canada.

In 1970, while he was still in high

lool in New Jersey, the first Earth

ly and Rachel Carson's book Silent

ri'n^ sparked Leon Blaustein's interest

ecology and methods of eliminating

sts without resorting to pesticides,

lustein (page 38) received a master's

gree in epidemiology from the Univer-

y of California at Berkeley and a

i.D. in ecology from the University of

ilifomia at Davis. He undertook his

idies of desert-dwelling mosquitoes to

im if competition with other species

uld effectively control the insect's

imbers. Currently, Blaustein is a re-

arch fellow at the Mitrani Center for

x)logy, at the Blaustein Institute for

isert Research in Israel's Negev
5sert, where he continues his studies of

sis ecology.
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Discover the many ancient treasures
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of three experts and just 53 partic-
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experts in Egyptian archeology,

Islamic architecture and natural
history. Visit all the major sites such as

Abu Simbel, Luxor, Kamak, Valley of
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Ombo, Esna and Dendera, as weU as

many of the rarely seen sites.
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Jonathan F. Day (page 50) is ai

ciate professor at the University o

ida, stationed at its Medical Entoi

Laboratory at Vero Beach. An ex{

mosquito control and ecology,

studied the relationships between

flies and vertebrate animals an

tween fleas and flying squirrels. A
his experiments have been the e

tion of mosquito flight behavioi

wind tunnel and "the use of se

chickens" to monitor the level

fected mosquitoes in given localit

his spare time, Day raises panots a

otic finches and is a driver for the

River County Volunteer Amb\
Squad.

As a child, L. Philip Loiinibos (page

46) pursued lepidopterans around his

home in northern California, where he

made an extensive collection of moths.

As a graduate student at Harvard, he

wrote his Ph.D. thesis on the cocoon-

spinning behavior of giant silkworm cat-

erpillars. Now an associate professor at

the University of Florida's Medical

Entomology Laboratory, Lounibos says,

"Mosquitoes have dominated my profes-

sional career because of increased re-

search opportunities." Mosquito re-

search has taken him to Kenya, where he

lived for three years, Uganda, Bolivia,

Brazil, Malaysia, and Venezuela. In 1978, as he ended a thret

teaching stint as a Peace Corps Hii

teer in Malaysia, WiUiam A. H
(page 55) knew he wanted to :

there some day. Opting to study

quito ecology as a graduate studit

the University of Oregon was parr

effort to increase his chances of doi

search in Southeast Asia. Ultimai

search for the origins of the tiger

quito brought him back to Malaj

and to Indonesia, Borneo, the I

pines, Thailand, Taiwan, and Japa

ter seven years investigating the p<

tion genetics and ecology of .

mosquitoes at Notre Dame's Vect

ology Laboratory, Hawley moves c

summer to study Anopheles biolc

an entomologist with the U. S. C(

for Disease Control in Atlanta.



, /hile studying mosquito nectar feed-

in Panama, Woodbridge A. Foster

L Robin M. Taylor (page 40) were in-

i led by the curious mating behavior

! rilhantly colored mosquitoes in the

i js Sabethes, which Foster had iirst

juntered in the Peruvian Amazon in

4. After receiving his Ph.D. from the

versity of California at Berkeley,

ter traveled to Ethiopia, where he

»ht and studied insect-borne diseases

three years. More recently, his field-

k has taken him to Central and

th America to study how mosquitoes

ibine nectar feeding with blood

lis to produce the maximum number

ffspring. Currently, Foster is an asso-

e professor of entomology at Ohio

te University. Taylor is a science

ter for the university's General Biol-

Program. Although her degrees are

inghsh, she has always had a strong

;rest in the natural sciences and has

ducted her own studies of spider

ding in Costa Rica and Florida. In ad-

,on to her fieldwork with Foster in

ntral America, she has assisted in

nt ecology studies on Barro Colorado

ind, Panama.
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Seen here admiring an arachnid ac-

quaintance in a mangrove swamp in Be-

lize, D. Scott Taylor (page 36) has been

familiar with salt-marsh mosquitoes

since childhood, when they preyed upon
him on the beaches of east-central Flor-

ida. Although he is an environmental re-

source specialist with the Brevard Mos-
quito Control District (Titusville,

Florida), working to keep down the mos-

quito population, he admits he "secretly

longs for the bygone days of the big

'broods.' " His fascination with mosqui-

toes and their habitats has taken him all

over both coasts of Florida, to the Carib-

bean, and to Belize.

Although he has gained national recog-

nition for his biweekly "Postcards from
Nebraska" segment on CBS television's

Sunday Morning program, Roger L.

Welsch (page 66) remains one of the less

colorful characters in Dannebrog, Ne-
braska (pop. 320). More tales about the

adventures of Lunchbox, Woodrow, and
Co-op George—all guaranteed truer than

factual—can be found in Welsch's most
recent book, // 's Not the End ofthe Earth,
But You Can See Itfrom Here (Ballantine

Books, 1991).

While studying and collecting mos-

quitoes in Europe in 1978, Leonard E.

Munstennanii (page 61) learned about

the post-World War II project to elimi-

nate malaria from Sardinia. With
Annalisa Marchi, of the University of

Cagliari, he conducted a follow-up

study, visiting the island for several

months each year from 1 980 to 1 988. An
associate faculty fellow in the Depart-

ment of Biological Sciences at the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame, Munstermann
has done fieldwork throughout the

worid. His current research includes the

population genetics, genetic mapping,

evolution, and distribution of various

mosquito species.

I
Photographer Rick Mclntyre (i

74) has spent the last few years wint

in Joshua Tree National Monume
southern California and summerii I i

Alaska's Denali National Park and'n ;

serve, where he works for the parlti j

vice. This year, after a brief sojou j

Iceland, he plans to work in GlacieuV i

tional Park in Montana. The marm
i, i

this month's "Natural Moment" is us ;

one of many denizens of Denah that Ic I

Intyre has documented. He is con: ei i

ing a new book for the Universii c

:

Alaska Press, Alaskan Seasons, v, cii i

has a chapter on marmots. Mcli/tt!

snapped the shutter of his Milfci

Maxim just as the beleaguered ream
chose to shake off its mosquito attac ts

"I'd like to understand what n; t

the mosquito tick," says Universii (

Idaho entomologist Marc J. Hon
(page 48). In his Moscow campus 1

where he experiments on fifteen d :

ent mosquito species, Klowden has i

pointed many of the complex physio
j

cal and behavioral processes that a t

this tiny organism to live so successf (

Educated at the University of Illino i

Chicago, Klowden has never stu(

mosquitoes in the field, and now hi <

search confines him exclusively to|

laboratory. But he does encounter ijl

quitoes when he goes jogging and caf

ing in the nearby Idaho wilderness.

Ronald L. Nagel (page 59) is a physi-

cian whose research over the last thirty

years has followed logically from his

early work on hemoglobin and malaria-

selected defects in human red blood

cells. As a hematologist and genetic epi-

demiologist studying malaria and heri-

table red-cell diseases, he has worked ex-

tensively in Africa, and has also d^j
fieldwork in India and Chile. Naifci

whose nonmedical interests are skiH
snorkeling, poetry, and classical m«3*
is currently a professor of medicine m i

head of the hematology division of « ;

Albert Einstein College of MediciniH

the Bronx, New York.
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Fergie

on a rock

—by—
Ann Crump,

painter

The Nikon N6006 is a serious SLR

that almost anyone, anywhere can pick

up anytime and have fun with.

Case in point, one Ann Crump, water-

colorist and oil painter hailing from

Belvedere, California. She's not a pro-

fessional photographer

Yet, using the N6006 and a 28mm

Autofocus Nikkor lens, she and her

three-year-old pug Fergie have created

nothing short of a masterpiece.

Or at least one killer dog picture.

The N6006 is why It focuses auto-

matically in light as dim as a single can-

dle, or you can focus manually

It selects the proper exposure auto-

matically or lets you do it.

You can select from a Spot Meter,

a Center-Weighted Meter, or Nikon's

Matrix Meter, which reacts instantly

when the action is moving fast or the

light changes unexpectedly

Here, the built-in flash brightened the

foreground automatically while letting

the sun shine through in the background.

Fergie, ordinary dog.

Ann Crump, regular

person. Tljev look a
walk with the N6006
cmd some beefclwwies.

An happened.

TheN6006: aulofocus

built-in fill-flash,

interchangeable
Nikkor lenses. Call

J-SOO-NIKON-35
for a free booklet

© 1991 Nikon Inc.

m

Maybe you thought a picture like

that was too difficult.

Well, Ann Crump did it with just

one hand, while holding a dog biscuit

over her head.

Quite a picture in itself

The N6006 is controlled by a con-

venient dial and a simple multi-button

keypad. An LCD readout shows you

what you're doing. Press any two

See the N6006 at aulliorizedNilion Dealer^. v ^
Ju.-it look for this symbol. For more about i^mkool fl
the N6006 and the benefits ofthe exclusive %^r
Nikon /MasterCard, call !-800-NIKON-3S. '~"-

changeable autofocus Nikkor lenses

Nearly seven out of ten professional

who use 35mm use Nikkor lenses.

In other words, the Nikon N6006 i

not a toy It's designed for peoph

with dogs to walk. Kids to chase. A jot

to go to.

And in between, pictures to make

buttons on the keypad and the camera

reverts to totally automatic.

It forgives you, instantly

With Focus Tracking, the N6006 can

even keep moving subjects, such as cars

or bikes, in focus.

Its motor advances the film fast and

rewinds automatically

You can choose from twenty inter-

Well, with the N6006, it's not an):^.

harder to take the kind of pictures j

you've dreamed of instead of jusi
{

plain old pictures.
;

After all, the face above is the work; i

of an ordinary person using an extraor-
\

dinary camera. '

Could it Dossiblv NlnOti. Iv,uuiu u/ycjjic/i/
Wfe take the vrorkft

greatest pictures:
j

be more beautiful? i
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so too does an enduring understanding and respect for the

wonder of it all. Helping students realize a greater awareness
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The Maya Rediscovere

Hard Rock
A mineralogist explores the origins ofMesoamericanjade

by George E. Harlow

When the Spanish conquistadors en-

tered the territory of the declining Maya
civilization in search of gold, they over-

looked what the Maya considered a more
valuable resource, their jade mines. Along

with the Aztecs and other Mesoamerican

groups inhabiting Mexico and Central

America, the Maya were avid users of

jade, sculpting and polishing the rare,

hard, usually green rock into ornaments,

figurines, and other treasured objects. But

the material was new to the sixteenth-

century Europeans, who had yet to appre-

ciate the riches of Asian jade. In some
cases they excitedly mistookjade artifacts

for emeralds.

Photographs by Justin Kerr

This Olmecpectoral ornament, the portrait ofa ruler, was sculpted in gray-green
jade 2,400 to 3,000years ago. The Maya hieroglyphs were added later.

Jade was prized by Mesoamericaiu

far back as 3,500 years ago. Promin

among the earUest craftsmen were the

cient Ohnec of southern Vera Cruz
Tabasco, Mexico, who were unequaled

cutting and poUshing jade rocks. Judg

by the quantity and quality of their

facts made of blue-green rock, the Ohi

apparently preferred that color over

ers. Maya jade artifacts, many of wh
have been unearthed at important

and graves of the Classic period (roug

A.D. 250 to 900), are more often a mott

green and white, while their choice pie

were of an emerald green variety.

The term jade is a fuzzy one, embr
ing a range of different rocks, the m
important of which are jadeite rock,

jadeitite, and nephrite. Of the t'

jadeitite is the only one foimd in Me
america and is considered by lapidai

and connoisseurs to be the finestjade fr

Asia. It is composed principally of \

mineral jadeite, a sodium aluminum s

cate. In pure form this mineral is whi

This is the sixth in a series of articles

that explore recent findings and
interpretations concerning the rise ami'

fall of ancient Maya civilization.

but substitution_ of iron (and less co:

monly, chromium) for a tiny fraction

the aluminum yields a green colorir

Jadeitite is tough (it is difficult to bre

and doesn't fall apart) and dense (hea

for its size).

Nephrite is found in many parts of t;

world—^notably Turkistan, Siberia,

land. New Zealand, and British Colui

bia—but not in Mesoamerica. (Ironical)

the term nephrite derives from the Lat

lapis nephriticus, coined by Europeans

apply to Mesoamerican jade. The Lat

name meant "kidney stone" and orij

nated because some Indians wore ja(

4 Natural History 8/91
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amulets in the belief that the stone could

cure kidney disorders.) Nephrite is not

quite as dense as jadeitite but is the tough-

est known rock, consisting principally of

felted, intergrown, fiberlike crystals of the

minerals tremolite and actinolite. These

minerals are calcium magnesium silicates

with variable amounts of iron substituting

for some of the magnesium, again produc-

ing a green color.

A further complication is that the term

jade is often applied to other green rocks

that the Maya and their neighbors

sculpted, some of which are formed in

close association with jadeitite but none of

which has the same mineralogy or chemi-

cal composition. These include

serpentinite, certain quartz rocks (notably

chrysoprase and fuchsite jasper), and

green albitite (albite rock, a transforma-

tion ofjadeitite). In using the term jade, I

will be referring strictly to jadeitite.

Knowledge of the source or sources of

Mesoamerican jade was lost following the

upheavals of the European conquest and

remained a mystery as late as the 1950s.

Since jade artifacts are distributed widely

in Mexico, Central America, and the Car-

ibbean, for a century or more people have

searched for sources over a large area,

even speculating that the raw material

originated in Asia. Finally, in 1952 a sam-

ple of rock found near the small town of

Manzanal, Guatemala, in the central val-

ley of the Rio Motagua, was identified as

jade. Further investigation revealed a

nine-mile-long zone on the north side of

the valley, paralleling the highway leading

to the Atlantic coast, that was mined for

jade in prehistoric times and can still yield

commercially useful amounts.

Following rediscovery of the Motagua

Valley source, archeologists have tried to

determine whether or not it was the sole

origin of jade for all the scattered Meso-

american artifacts. For example, archeol-

ogist Ron L. Bishop and his associates

Edward Sayer and Lambertus van Zelst

examined more than 300 jade artifacts

using a technique called instrumental neu-

tron activation analysis, in which samples

are bombarded with neutrons and the re-

sultant radioactivity is measured. (The

technique has the advantage of not harm-

ing the artifacts, but the objects remain

radioactive for several months and so

must be kept isolated.)

Using this technique, Bishop and his

colleagues measured the proportions of

ten different elements in each of their arti-

facts and reported in 1983 that about half

the samples did not chemically resemble

raw jade they had collected from the

Motagua Valley. Most of the unmatched

pieces fell into three categories. There

were two varieties of emerald green arti-

facts—what they called "Chichen green"

beads from the sacrificial well at Chichen

Itza and "chrome green" pieces from all

over the Maya area. In addition, there

were blue-green celts and other objects

from Costa Rica (blue-green Olmec mate-

rial was not tested but probably could be

grouped with the Costa Rican samples).

As a result. Bishop and his colleagues con-

cluded that several sources for Meso-

american jade remain to be found.

Having an interest in the mineralogy

and geological origin of jade, I tried to

throw some new light on this question.

Laboratory experiments have shown that

jadeite, the principal component ofjade, is

formed under a combination of conditions

that is unusual in the earth's crust: high

pressure (as encountered at depths of at

least fifteen miles) and relatively low tem-

perature (400° to 700° Fahrenheit, as

compared with a more typical 1300° to

1500° for such depths). Such conditions

occur naturally when plate tectonic colli-

sions push slabs of cold crust relatively

rapidly down beneath an adjacent piece of

crust, the "diving" plate reaching the fif-

teen-mile depth in only one or two million

years. Jadeite is readily formed under

such conditions; the catch is that it rarely

makes it back to the surface without in the

meantime encountering other conditions

(higher temperatures being the most peril-

ous) that transform it into other minerals.

In addition, while a variety of rocks

contain small amounts of jadeite, to qual-

ify as jade, a sample must contain at least

90 percent jadeite. Jade is very rare, and

only a handful of sources are known apt "j

from the Motagua Valley, including loc.
'

ities in northern Burma, Japan, northwe- i

em and south-central USSR, and westei
j

California. When found in place, jade • !

ways turns up as masses or veins witli-j i

serpentinite, a green rock named for i\ I

undulating, layered texture. At sotii

point, the serpentinite apparently plays:

role in concentrating jadeite into jac

Veins of jade range from a few feet to,

hundred feet across, but individual sol

blocks of jade rarely reach ten or twel

feet in diameter.

Most serpentinite does not contain jac'

however. Generally, one has to look t

serpentinite near a large side-slippu

fault, Uke the San Andreas fault. Sm
faults seem to provide, first, a conduit f

watery fluids in the serpentinite to conce

trate jadeite into jade and, second, a rel

tively speedy pathway to bring jade safe

to the surface. A further consideration

that wherever uplift occurs rapidly,

does erosion, which eventually destro

the jade brought to the surface. So o;

must look in fairly young terrain (less thi

100 milhon years old). Finally, jade is al

found with other unusual rocks, furth

indicators of the special geological com

tions. Based on all these clues, we c
anticipate regions in Mesoamerica whe

jade might be found.

The Motagua Valley follows tl

Motagua fault, an active fault that a

pears to be continuous with the Swi

Fracture Zone, which cuts the floor of t

Caribbean Sea and is the boundary b

tween the North American and Can

Joe LeMonnier

Quifof9\{e7(ico

— Side-slipping

Faults

^ Serpentinite

° Jade Source

TJA.CIJ^IC OCEJ^ \
COLOMBIA

Jade isfound near side-slippingfaults, in association with serpentinite and certain

other rocks. Despite the wide distribution ofjade artifacts in Mesoamerica, the

Motagua Valley is the only known sourcefor the raw material.
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Precious Stone of Grace

by Norman Hammond

We know only one ancient Maya word for

jade: tun, or "stone." This was also their

term for a stela (a stone pillar, generally set

up to mark an auspicious event or the end of

a period of time) and for the 360-day period

used in their calendrical calculations. The
Aztecs, however, had several descriptive

words, showing that varieties of jade were

recognized in pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica.

Their common term was chalchihuitl,

which the sixteenth-century ethnographer

Fray Bernardino de Sahagun records as be-

ing green mixed with white and not at all

transparent. As Tatiana Proskouriakoff

noted in her analysis of the thousands of

pendants, rings, and other jade objects from

the Sacred Cenote, or Well, at Chichen

Itza, this description fits the great majority

of Maya jades as well. The Aztecs also

recognized quetzalchalchihuitl, named af-

ter the iridescent, emerald green plumage

of the quetzal bird native to the Maya high-

lands, a variety of jade Sahagun describes

as very green and of the best quality, trans-

lucent and unspotted. A few Maya jades

correspond with this, and even fewer with

quetzalitztli, literally, "quetzal-colored ob-

sidian," which was highly polished, flaw-

less, and of great value. Sahagun calls this

"emerald" (a word he often used for jade).

Other stones were also described by

Sahagun and occur in the Maya area, such

as iztacchakhihuitl (the whitish albites)

and tlilayotic (a dark green-black rock, pos-

sibly a modified basalt), the latter in the

form of small polished axes.

The Maya recognized the differing quali-

ties of jade, reserving the best material for

their most important offerings and highest-

status burials. Even tiny pieces of the emer-

ald greenjade were picked out and used at a

surprisingly early date: some of the 158

Preclassic Maya burials I have excavated at

Cuello, in northern Belize, date from about

2,600 years ago and include, among the

grave goods, small beads of this quetzal-

colored, translucent stone. The Maya also

used several nonjade green rocks in similar

forms of artifacts and sometimes even

alongside jade in mosaics. But at Cuello, for

example, we find that such artifacts usually

accompanied the burials of people of rela-

tively low status. Thus, the Maya appreci-

ated the difference between real jade and

what archeologists call social jade.

The techniques of carving developed over

the centuries, always involving the basic

shaping methods of fracture, sawing and

Natural History 8/91

grinding, and adding designs by grooving,

incising, and drilling. Jade is so hard (6.5 to

7 on the Mohs scale, where a steel knife is 5

and a diamond is 10) that the Maya proba-

bly worked it using jade dust as an abrasive

in conjunction with disposable drills,

wooden saws, and cutters made of cord. A
polished surface was obtained with a fine

abrasive or perhaps with cane or gourd,

fibrous plant materials containing hard opal

piytoliths (microscopic deposits of silica

found in many plant cells).

Early pieces show very fine chiseled inci-

sions, and relief is modeled in gentle curves.

Holes were made using a solid drill, appar-

ently hand held. By the late Classic (a.d.

600), the hollow long bones of birds were

probably used as drills. These seem to have

been driven with a bow, and the jade was

firmly held to give a very narrow perfora-

tion, allowing thiruier slabs of jade to be

worked. Drilling became so reliably easy

that many late jades have a slipshod design

consisting of little except intersecting arcs

and grooves with sharp edges. This may be

the result of workshop rather than individ-

ual production as the demand for jades in-

creased.

Among the earUest-knowTi Maya jades

are pieces of a blue color, the type preferred

in the Olmec area, on the Gulf Coast of

Mexico just west of the Maya homeland.

Some exchange of luxury objects between

the two regions seems likely; for example, a

Cuello burial had a spangle-shaped pendant

nearly identical to one found at the Olmec
site of La Venta. So far no source of blue

jade or any other type ofjade is known apart

from the Motagua Valley in Guatemala. At
least for now, we must accept that the Maya
were the likely suppliers of raw material to

their Olmec neighbors, although both the

western Maya highlands in Guatemala and
the Rio Balsas in southwest Mexico have

yielded tantalizing hints of additional

sources.

Maya jades remained simple in form and

modest m size until about 2,100 years ago,

when 2.5-inch-high effigy heads of deities

began to be made. Two matched sets of

such "bib-head pendants" found at Nohmul
and Cerros, thirty miles apart in northern

Belize, show standardized personalities,

among them, I believe, representations of

the sun god, the maize god, and a god of

darkness, perhaps death. The same three

deities seem to be depicted on the over-

sized jade ear flare from Pomona in coast-

Norman Hammond is a professor of ar-

cheology at Boston University and the au-

thor of Ancient Maya Civilization (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,

1990).

al Belize, which dates to about a.d. ll

Six inches in diameter, the Pomona
is too large to have been worn in a hi

earlobe. It is decorated with two portraits o 5s

the sun god and one each of the maize an( *:

dark gods, together with an early hierc

glyphic text that has been read as referrinj

to the rising of the sun and his passagi

through the heavens to darkness or perhap

allegorically to the accession of a ruler. Thi

meshing of text and image conveys a mes
sage as profound as any recorded on th(

great stelae of the Classic period, whicl

began about a.d. 250.

Classic jades occasionally bore inscrip is

tions, but the bulk of them were just onui'

ments. Such jewelry might be used on ai

epic scale, however: both Pacal, the greai

ruler of Palenque who died in a.d. 683, anc

Ah Cacau, king of Tikal until about 730

were buried with great ropes of matched

and gradedjade beads, and Pacal's face was

covered by a jade mosaic mask with inlaid

eyes of hematite and shell.

Because of its color, jade was a symbol oi

water and young com, the Maya's mosl

vital and valued things next to life itself.

The green of the stone paralleled that of the

growing maize plant, the prime source oi

sustenance for all the native peoples of

Mesoamerica; deep, cool water was green,

as was the reflection in it of vegetation. The

hieroglyph for jade was used as a day name
in the Maya sacred calendar, where it stood

for rain (the corresponding Aztec day name
was "water"). Rain was essential to the

maize crop, and water in streams and reser- i

voirs insured the survival of the Maya com- i^

munities in the long dry season from Janu- ,|

ary through May.
];

Com and water were the staples that J

meant life itself, and the hard, green stone' >\

linked them all. Jade was, according to one 15

contact-period ritual text, "the precious ;

;

stone of grace, the first infinite grace." ^
Many Maya jades had a red pigment

mbbed into their designs, either cinnabar

(mercuric sulphide) or hematite (iron ox-

ide). Red symbolized blood and, therefore,

life. Thus united, the red pigment and the

green stone represented all that was most

dear to the Maya.

!



,an plates of the earth's crust. The
• otagua fauh is the major fault of the

iht kind in the Mesoamerican region,

i hough there are other related faults in

(latemala. Serpentinite is found along

]
rtions of these other faults, but neither

lie nor any of the unusual rocks associ-

^]|;d with it appear to be present.

-

I

One might expect to find jade in Cuba
I Hispaniola, which are located along the

i-an Fracture Zone and other parallel

jlts. In fact, rocks containing grains of

ieite have recently been described from

; Dominican Republic (in Hispaniola),

t so far none are jadelike. The only other

;nificant faults in this part of the world

at have side-slipping motion are in Ven-

uela and Colombia. Again, jadeite-bear-

• ,1 rocks have been found in Venezuela,

lit no jade. Southern Mexico and north-

»!;stem Costa Rica also have some
'

I urces of serpentinite, but these are not

innected with major side-slipping faults

d have yielded no jadeite-bearing rocks

typically associated unusual rocks.

So far, then, the Motagua Valley re-

ains the only apparent source in the re-

on. If so, where might the emerald green

id blue-green jades have come from? To

iswer this question, I have collected hun-

eds of pounds of additional raw samples

This six-inch-wide earflarefrom
Pomona, Belize, wasprobably not meant

tofit anyone's earlobe.

in the Motagua Valley and analyzed

about twenty-five Mesoamerican jade ar-

tifacts in great detail. In 1984 a student

and I surveyed the serpentinites in a

twenty-five-mile section of the north side

of the central Motagua Valley, particu-

larly where cross-cutting streams would

expose the tougher jade. We found some
rocks near La Palmilla, about six miles

east of Manzanal, that resemble some of

the emerald green materials. (Although

we did not find any blue-green rocks, more
recently, a new productive site along the

Motagua Valley has been reported by the

owners of a jade workshop, who are keep-

ing the exact whereabouts secret. I have

not fully analyzed this new material, but

some of it looks similar to the darker blue-

green artifacts from Costa Rica.)

To study Mesoamerican jade artifacts

and rock samples, I chose a technique

called electron microprobe analysis. The
electron microprobe is a specialized elec-

tron microscope that can determine the

composition of even a small speck of a

mineral lying in a polished surface. It can

be safely used on artifacts, provided they

are small enough to fit into the instrument

(no more than about five inches in diame-

ter and two inches thick).

Unlike instrumental neutron activation

analysis, the electron microprobe provides

a look at the individual minerals making

up a rock, not just the bulk composition.

Although mostly jadeite, jade is not a

homogeneous substance but an assem-

blage, or aggregate, of several minerals,

each with its own range of chemical com-

position. In addition to yielding insight

into the geology of jade formation, the

detailed mineralogical information ob-eas 01 pounas oi aaoiiionai raw samples east oi ivianzanai, mai resemoie some or aeiauea mineraiogicai imormauon ot>
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tained with the electron microprobe pro-

vides a better means to distinguish jades

originating from different deposits.

Under the scrutiny of the electron mi-

croprobe, one can sort most jade among
the various known geological sources in

the world. The key minerals for jade from
the primary Motagua Valley source are

jadeite, omphacite, albite, white mica
(two varieties), and titanite. The jade and
many other rocks found with it contain

some or all of these minerals in various

amounts, as well as several other minerals

that are less distinctive but still useful

clues to their origin. In examining Meso-
american artifacts, I found that both the

assortment of minerals they contain and
their chemical compositions show a re-

semblance to Motagua rock samples; they

could not, for example, be confused with

Burmese jade.

I knew that jadeite in which as little as

one percent of the aluminum atoms are

replaced by chromium is a very strong

emerald green. Chromian jadeite rock,

called imperial jade, is well known from
Burma. Analysis of emerald green Meso-
american artifacts of the type Bishop and
his colleagues classified as "chrome
green," however, showed all but one to be
composed principally of chromian ompha-
cite, a mineral that is roughly half jadeite

and half diopside (a calcium magnesium
silicate). Strictly speaking, therefore,

these pieces—as well as the new, similar

samples of rock I found in Motagua Val-

ley—were not jade.

The exception was an emerald green

bead from an Olmec site that proved to be
mostly jadeite and white mica with small

areas of chromian jadeite and other re-

lated minerals. This is the "Chichen
green" kind of emerald green. Although it

only slightly resembles one rock sample
found in Guatemala, the association of

jadeite and white mica and other minerals

As green asyoung corn, thisjade carving represents the head ofthe maize god.
The darker, emeraldgreen streak is chromianjadeite.
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is completely consistent with Mot£ua
Valley rock.

Blue-green jade artifacts condn
slightly iron-enriched jadeite, a ijr

amount of titanite, and albite, all typal

for the range of minerals found in he

Guatemalan rocks. Although even hei

newly discovered Motagua Valley soice
t

does not seem to match the ancient exn-

1

pies exactly for color and mineraly.i

there are no major surprises. The botmj
line is that all the Mesoamerican jade ;li-

)

facts examined so far are consistent vli i

Motagua Valley sources, although \a.i

haps more than the two specific areas i« i

known there.

A single regional source for jade mejg
i

that extensive transport accounts for K i

wide distribution of these artifacts, p i

cheology offers few clues to the socialt i

rangements by which this was acc<»

;

plished. Among the things to be explatd i

are the predominance of blue-green jas i

among Olmec and Costa Rican artifasj i

and of Chichen green at the sacrifi^ji i

well at Chichen Itza. Did each cultie

'

operate its own quarry for hundreds if)

years to get its special variety (suggest g >

they would have had to defend their p f i

ticular source) or did some local entrej v i

neurial extractors supply the needs of e i

various cultures through trade?

The valley is not the most hospita e a

environment, so that in the past, as in e i

present, the major centers of act J i

stoneworking may have been elsewh< j, \

such as in the Guatemalan highlands. 1 s ^

only site of any size is Guaytan Casti i, i

about six miles west of the main knc i ,

jade source. The nearest significant cit ;, i

Kaminaljuyu, in the highlands, and < -

1

pan, across the present border with H - i'

duras, are neither close nor well situatec ) i

control access. If expeditions were mj i i

to the valley from outside, however, ).

long-term residence and access contr i t

may have been required. Conceivably, 1 ;
j

valley was treated as a sacred source, v- i

occupied and undefended, to which va-i

;

ous peoples made pilgrimages to retries i<

stone for back home.

Contrasted with the paucity now fou 1 1

1

in the field, the large quantity of emerjl n
green "jade" (chromian omphacite) a: ',

good green lapidary quality jade found in

artifacts suggests that the source has be
j
i

much depleted or that in their quest a jj

cient peoples searched the valley mu( i
j

more intently Probably both hypothes tl

are true. At every jade prospect, flak(

obsidian from imported stone tools

found in the mounds of jade rubble. Tl

Maya and others must have developed > i

keen eye for green rocks and literally le

no stone unturned.

Jl
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Opus 200
In the anniversary spirit, Natural History once again
indulges its veteran columnist

by Stephen Jay Gould

In my adopted home of Puritan New
England, I have learned that personal in-

dulgence is a vice to be tolerated only at

rare intervals. Combine this stricture with

two further principles and this essay

achieves its rationale: first, that we cele-

brate in hundreds and their easy multiples

(the Columbian quincentenary and the

fiftieth anniversary of DiMaggio's hitting

streak—both about equally important,

and only the latter an unambiguous good);

second, that geologists learn to take the

long view.

This is my 200th essay in "This View of

Life," a series begun in January 1974
(with never an issue missed). If once is an
incident and twice a tradition, I now estab-

Ush an indulgence for even multiples of

100 only. Essays must express the per-

sonal thoughts and prejudices of au-

thors—for this has been the genre's defini-

tion ever since Montaigne. But I have
tried not to abuse the bully pulpit of this

forum to act as a shill for my own profes-

sional research and theorizing. Still, once
in a hundred shouldn't subvert my bonae

fides, so I indulge, as I did once before at

my own centenary.

Essay 100 treated the Bahamian land

snails that usurp the bulk of my time for

empirical research. Opus 200 shall discuss

the theoretical idea most central to my
work—punctuated equilibrium. More-
over, Niles Eldredge and I formulated the

theory of punctuated equilibrium in 1 97 1

,

and I can scarcely resist the double
whammy of 200 essays on the twentieth

anniversary of "punk eke," the affection-

ate nickname used by supporters, while
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detractors have parried with "evolution by
jerks."

Punctuated equilibrium began, as so

much else that later looms large in our

Uves, as a little path that might never have

opened. Paleontology, as the study of life's

history, should be a jewel among the geo-

logical sciences; what subject could be

more fascinating? Yet, until recently, it

languished with an unjust reputation as a

dull exercise in descriptive cataloging. Pa-

leontologists were stereotyped as narrow

specialists in mmd-numbing particulars of

favorite groups, places, and times. Na-
ture, the British professional journal of

science, editorialized about us in 1969:

Scientists in general might be excused for

assuming that most geologists are paleon-
tologists and most paleontologists have
staked out a square mile as their life's work.
A revamping of the geologist's image is

badly needed.

During the 1960s, tumultuous for other

reasons, a group of young paleontologists

(including Eldredge and myself, then in

that blessed stage of ontogeny) worked
hard to reverse this image and to recap-

ture the high reputation merited by more
than 3 billion years of evolution. We felt

that evolutionary theory provided the con-

text for such a revitahzation, and that the

exclusively geological training then so tra-

ditional for paleontologists had fostered a

reputation for dullness by excising the

intellectual heart of the subject and leav-

ing only the descriptive task of identifying

fossils to tell the age of rocks and the

environments of their formation.

We pursued our studies in biology as

well and tried to use the latest concepts

evolutionary theory as a new foun^t:3|3

for interpreting Ufe's history. We caH»5

our study paleobiology and eventuaftil

founded a journal of the same name, inl i,i,

lectually vital (sometimes frenetically (li

and even profitable since its initial year vl

1975. As a prelude, the late Tom SchcfiS

sponsored a symposium at the 1971 me •! ?

ing of the Geological Society of Amer i(ri;

in Washington, D.C.—Models in Paleo •iul

ology (published as a book in 1972). (

i

Tom gathered all the young Turks a 1 !

asked us each to apply a subject of evo • i

tionary theory to the fossil record. He I

signed me "speciation." I rephed tha i

didn't know anything useful djout spec ]»

tion and would rather do "morphology" j<

"rates of change." He told me that he h si

already assigned these topics and thai b«

had better "proceed" (euphemism) wiji

speciation "or get oif the pot." (I lov li

Tom, but he had a peremptory streak.) 1 Ii

I was stuck with speciation. !;

I wracked my brains, and my though «
wandered back to graduate school, s Ij

years earlier, at the American Museum jrt

Natural History (nose to the grindstor '^i

but at least you could read this magazii h
for free each month). Niles Eldredge ai JJ

I, as fellow students, had talked endless j t,

about potential reforms that a proper inti; li

gration of evolutionary theory could brir ! i|

to paleontology. Our most promising ii| J

sight centered upon speciation, the origil i

of new and distinct biological population! t

The prevailing opinion of paleontologisi \

was mired in the deepest bias of Darwin i

world view. Darwin, following Lyell's lea
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in geology, preferred to interpret substan-

tial change as the insensibly gradual, in-

cremental building of adaptation, tiny

piece by tiny piece, generation by genera-

tion. Darwin used a striking metaphor to

express his conviction that results of vast

scale arise from minor inputs summed
over geological immensity; the hero of

evolution is time.

Natural selection is daily and hourly scruti-

nizing, throughout the world, every varia-

tion, even the slightest; rejecting that which
is bad, preserving and adding up all that is

good; silently and insensibly working. . .

.

We see nothing of these slow changes in

progress until the hand of time has marked
the long lapse of ages [Origin of Species,

1859].

Beguiled by this vision, most paleon-

tologists envisioned new species as arising

by the insensibly slow and steady change

of entire populations over long stretches of

time, even by geological standards—a no-

tion known as gradualism. Under this

model, ''the species problem in paleontol-

ogy"—I put the phrase in quotes because

it then resounded through our literature as

a catechism—centered upon the diffi-

culty of stating where ancestral species A
ended and descendant species B began in

such a continuously graded transition (the

problem, so formulated, has no objective

answer, only an arbitrary one).

And yet, while thus stating the issue in

general writings, all paleontologists knew
that the practical world of fossil collecting

rarely imposed such a dilemma. The old-

est truth of paleontology proclaimed that

the vast majority of species appear fully

formed in the fossil record and do not

change substantially during the long pe-

riod of their later existence (average dura-

tions for marine invertebrate species may
be as high as 5 to 10 million years). In

other words, geologically abrupt appear-

ance followed by subsequent stability.

But how could traditional paleontology

live with such a striking discordance be-

tween a theoretical expectation of gradual

transition and the practical knowledge of

stability and geologically abrupt appear-

ance as the recorded history of most spe-

cies? Our colleagues resolved their schizo-

phrenia by taking refuge in a traditional

argument, advanced with special ardor by
Darwin himself—the gross imperfection

of the fossil record. If true history is con-

tinuous and gradational, but only one step

in a thousand is preserved as geological

evidence, then a truly gradual sequence

becomes a series of abrupt transitions.

Darwin staked his whole argument on this

proposition:

The geological record [is] extremely imper-
fect, and will to a large extent explain why

we do not find interminable varieties, con-

necting together all the extinct and existing

forms of life by the finest graduated steps.

He who rejects these views on the nature of

the geological record, will rightly reject my
whole theory [Origin of Species, 1859].

This resolution worked in some logical

sense, but it filled Niles and me with frus-

tration and sadness. We were young, am-
bitious, enthusiastic, and in love with our

subject. We had trained ourselves in evo-

lutionary theory, particularly in the appli-

cation of statistical methods to the mea-

surement of evolutionary change, and we
longed to get our hands dirty with practi-

cal applications. Our colleagues had virtu-

ally defined evolution as gradual change

and had then eviscerated the subject as a

paleontological topic by citing the im-

perfection of the fossil record to explain

why we never (or so very rarely) saw direct

evidence for the process that supposedly

made life's history. This argument did re-

solve a contradiction (theoretical gradual-

ism with overt punctuation), but at a

crushing price for any practicing scientist,

for if evolution meant gradual change, we
could not discern the very phenomenon we
most wished to study.

If this argument were sound, then so be

it. Catch-22 rears its ugly head in many
variations; sometimes you have to admit

the intractable and move on to something

else. But Niles and I realized that our

evolutionary training, then rare for pa-

leontologists, suggested an alternative

reading full of fascination for its theoreti-

cal implications and promising as an hon-

orable exit from the chill that Darwin's

"argument from imperfection" had im-

posed upon evolutionary studies in the fos-

sil record. (Before I forget, let me record

that the ideas came mostly from Niles,

with yours truly acting as a sounding

board and eventual scribe. I coined the

term punctuated equilibrium and wrote

most of our 1972 paper, but Niles is the

proper first author in our pairing of

Eldredge and Gould.)

The idea that we eventually called

punctuated equilibrium had two sources

and one overriding purpose—to provide

an exit from the "disabling rescue" of

Darwin's argument on imperfection. First,

a statement about mode of change: Most
new species do not arise by transformation

of entire ancestral populations but by the

splitting (branching) of a lineage into two

populations. Niles and I had learned the

standard evolutionary version of specia-

tion by branching—a notion popularized

by Ernst Mayr and called by him the

allopatric theory. Allopatric means "in

another place," and the theory argues that

new species may arise when a small popu-

lation becomes isolated at the periphenl

the parental geographic range. Isolatu

can occur by a variety of geological 'd

geographic contingencies—mountains ',

ing, rivers changing course, islands fou

ing. Without geographic isolation, faw

able variants will not accumulate in lo;

populations, for breeding with parer;

forms is a remarkably efficient way to bi

and dilute any change that might otbi

wise become substantial enough to conii

tute a new species. Most peripherally i

lated populations never become ni

species; they die out or rejoin the lar(

parental mass. But as species may have

other common means of origin, even a ti

fraction of isolated populations provi

more than enough "raw material" for t

genesis of evolutionary novelty.

Second, a statement about rate

change. The simple claim that spec

arise by splitting, and not by transfom

tion of entire ancestral populations, d(

not guarantee punctuated equilibriu

Suppose that most splitting events divi

large populations into two units of rougl

equal size, which then change at the a
ventional gradualistic rate. Splitti

events, in this scenario, would yield ti
examples of gradualism—and the case l

punctuated equilibrium would be comp: a
mised, not strengthened. Punctuated eq tl

librium gains its rationale from the idi
i

:

also a standard component of the allop ill

ric speciation theory, that most periph jj;

ally isolated populations are relativ(lj|

small and undergo their characterise

changes at a rate that translates into gi 4
logical time as an instant.

|

For a variety of reasons, small isolat %
populations have unusual potential for A
fective change: for example, favoralit

genes can quickly spread throughout t It

population, while the interaction of n \

dom change (rarely important in lar^

populations) with natural selection pi i

vides another effective pathway for su 1

stantial evolution. Even with these p('

sibilities for accelerated change, tl

formation of a new species from a perip i

erally isolated population would he, gl

cially slow by the usual standard of oi

'

lifetimes. Suppose the process took five '

ten thousand years. We might stand in tl i

midst of this peripheral isolate for all oi I

earthly days and see nothing in the way i f

major change. I

But now we come to the nub of puncti \

ated equilibrium. Five to ten thousand

years may be an eternity in human tuni I

but such an interval represents an earthl
j

instant in almost any geological situiij

tion—a single bedding plane (not a gra( j

ual sequence through meters of strata
"

Moreover, peripheral isolates are small i i
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geographic extent and not located in the

larger area where parents are living, dy-

ing, and contributing their skeletons to the

fossil record.

What then is the expected geological

expression of speciation in a peripherally

isolated population? The answer is, and

must be, punctuated equilibrium. The

speciation event occurs in a geological in-

stant and in a region of limited extent at

some distance from the parental popula-

tion. In other words, punctuated equilib-

rium—and not gradualism—is the ex-

pected geological translation for the

standard account of speciation in evolu-

tionary theory. Species arise in a geologi-

cal moment—the punctuation (slow by

our standards, abrupt by the planet's).

They then persist as large and stable popu-

lations on substantial geological watches,

usually changing little (if at all) and in an

aimless fashion about an unaltered aver-

age—the equilibrium.

Most of our paleontological colleagues

missed this insight because they had not

studied evolutionary theory and either did

not know about allopatric speciation or

had not considered its translation to geo-

logical time. Our evolutionary colleagues

also failed to grasp the implication, pri-

marily because they did not think at geo-

logical scales. But whatever the theoreti-

cal meaning of punctuated equilibrium,

Niles and I were most pleased by its prac-

tical and heuristic value. We had reinter-

preted the fossil record as an accurate

reflection of evolution, rather than an

embarrassment that made reality (read

graduaUsm) invisible by its imperfections.

We gave paleontologists something to do,

a way to get hands dirty. Evolution can be

studied directly; change by the ordinary

route of allopatric speciation is palpable in

geological evidence. Stop apologizing for

natural imperfections and get to work.

I showed our initial article to my father.

He said, "This is terrific; it will really

shake things up." I replied, "Nobody will

read it, and no one will pay any attention."

He was right. He usually was.

Punctuated equilibrium provoked a

major brouhaha, still continuing, but now
in much more productive directions. With

my vicennial perspective, I can identify

both bad and good in the extensive debate.

Three points stand out on the negative

side. First, simple misunderstanding of ba-

sic content was distressingly common,
even among professional evolutionists.

Many colleagues thought that we had

raised the old anti-Darwinian specter of

macromutationism, or truly sudden speci-

ation in a single generation by a large and

incredibly lucky mutation. I do not know
why this happened; I think that all our
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articles and public statements were clear

in separating human from geological ra-

pidity. The theory, after all, is rooted in

this distinction—for punctuated equilib-

rium is the recognition that gradualism on

our mortal measuring rod of three score

years and ten translates to suddenness at

the planet's temporal scale. Many less

than adequate press reports conveyed this

disabling confusion (others were very ac-

curate). Some colleagues probably read

no further. For others, the very word "sud-

den" raised such hackles that anger dis-

placed critical thought, and they never

probed the key distinction.

Second, the theory became an issue

(quite coincidentally) just when creation-

ism reached its acme of thankfully tempo-

rary influence. Creationists, with their

usual skill in the art of phony rhetoric,

cynically distorted punctuated equilib-

rium for their own ends, claiming that we
had virtually thrown in the towel and ad-

mitted that the fossil record contains no

intermediate forms. (Punctuated equilib-

rium, on the other hand, is a different

theory of intermediacy for evolutionary

trends—pushing a ball up an inclined

plane for gradualism, climbing a staircase

for punctuated equilibrium.) Some of our

colleagues, in an all too common and liter-

ally perverse reaction, blamed us for this

mayhem upon our theory. At least we
were able to fight back effectively. Most

of my testimony at the Arkansas creation-

ism trial in 1980 centered upon the

creationists' distortion of punctuated equi-

librium.

Third, and this is harder to say but

cannot be ignored, a few colleagues al-

lowed personal jealousy to cloud their

judgment—for their vitriol simply cannot

be understood as a response to intellectual

issues. Punctuated equilibrium got a good

dollop of publicity—including editorials

in the Times of India and articles in the

Beijing People's Daily. Some colleagues

assumed that we had orchestrated all this

with the help of press agents and largely

for personal glory. Why not consider the

more honorable alternative—that we had

raised interesting and important issues,

and that people (as basically intelligent

entities) responded?

But the good has far outweighed these

frustrations. No scholar can ask for more

than a serious consideration of his ideas,

and no scientist can hope for more than

the conversion of his concepts into fruitful

research (whatever the fate of particular

nuances and centralities). The great joy of

punctuated equilibrium has been its ex-

tension (largely by others) into areas and

implications that we never even concep-

tualized at the inception. I cringe now

.!when I read our original paper of 19

Both sides of the theory have been use 1 j

to our profession.

On stasis (equilibrium). Niles and,( J

with some grammatical (but no intell>.| i

tual) doubt, soon took as the motto f( q

punctuated equiUbrium: "Stasis is dat'i /

We see the world in the light of theorjii li

and ideas; as Peter Medawar said, "Ini- ; I;

cent, unbiased observation is a myth." li. i

greatest pride in punctuated equilibriii ii

lies in its role in turning the basic factf l

paleontology from an unstated embarra- n

ment into a subject of active and burgee- i

ing research. When most of our coUeagu I

defined evolution as gradual change, ts

stability of species counted as no dataA
that is, as absence of evolution. All pale<H

tologists recognized the stability of sj-

cies, but the subject never entered acti

research. At most, the fact of stabil

might be noted in the midst of a ta:

nomic description. Punctuated equil

rium has changed the context. Stasis h
become interesting as a central predictii

of our theory. No one, twenty years aj

would have dreamed of publishing a pap <

about the lack of change in some partic

lar brachiopod during umpteen millii

years in Michigan. But is it not intrir

cally fascinating, in a world of change a 'M

a history of life crafted by evolution, tl .E

species don't alter over such extend ill

stretches of time? Don't we want to km ^
why so many species don't change for ^
long? Stasis is a puzzle, not a negativi '^i

Paleontologists now routinely documt ffl

stasis; many studies are complexly quar il

tative and meticulously elegant. I < ,

proud that punctuated equilibrium serv >l

as the midwife for this fruitful work, i

Moreover, given the invisibility of sta ii

in older paleontological literature, ma Y

students of modem organisms simp it

didn't know about this primary fact of t *

fossil record; they assumed that gradi

change was the norm for most speci

most of the time. Stasis is now general' j

recognized as an intriguing puzzle by ev

lutionists. No definitive resolution is

sight, but geneticists and embryologis:

have offered their counsel, and I am tic

led that our much maligned professici

(dull, descriptive paleontology) has pr

vided such 9. puzzle to kings of the theore'i

ical mountain.

On punctuation. Punctuated equili 1

rium has provided a new context for tl

most important phenomenon of paleontc

ogy—evolutionary trends (larger size w

horses, more complex sutures in ammi

nites, bigger brains in humans). Undc

gradualism, trends arise because natun

selection favors some traits over other

and a genealogical continuum builds thesj
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features further and further along the

path of advantage. Species are arbitrary

segments of the resulting continuum—

a

largely artificial consequence of change.

Punctuated equilibrium cleanly reverses

this perspective. Species are real units,

arising by branching in the first moments
of a long and stable existence. A trend

arises by the differential success of certain

kinds of species. (If large-bodied horses

either arise more frequently or live longer

than small-bodied horses, then a trend to

increased size will permeate the equine

bush.) Speciation is the real cause of

change, not an arbitrary consequence of

artificial division of a continuum. Since

the causes of branching are so different

from those of continuous transformation,

trends must receive a new explanatory ap-

paratus under punctuated equilibrium.

Enough puffery for consequences of the

theory. What about a more basic ques-

tion? Is punctuated equilibrium true? I

suppose I'm the worst person to ask. What
parent would hand his child to the execu-

tioner, whatever the kid's shortcomings?

Nature is a domain of relative frequen-

cies, not absolutes. Niles and I never de-

nied that cases of gradualism would be

found, just as the most ardent Darwinian

selectionist does not claim exclusivity for

his favored mechanism of change, but

only a presence overwhehning enough to

shape the major patterns of life's history.

On this proper ground, I am confident

that punctuated equilibrium does prevail

as the primary molder of pattern in the

fossil record. Others would disagree on the

totality, but all would concur that punctu-

ated equilibrium is a real and important

phenomenon, and that many elegant stud-

ies of its operation have been published in

the past two decades—Cheetham on

bryozoans, Ager on brachiopods, Stanley

and Yang on clams, Williamson on snails,

Prothero and Shubin on horses, to name
just a few. The current "out of Africa"

versus "candelabra" debate on human
evolution represents a claim for speciation

and punctuated equilibrium in our own
origin.

But my greatest pleasure has been the

passage of punctuated equilibrium from a

much debated theory to an ordinary in-

strument of active research. To cite just

one example, a prominent criticism of

punctuated equilibrium has held that the

morphologically stable "entities" docu-

mented in the fossil record might not be

true biological species by the proper defi-

nition of a population reproductively iso-

lated from all others (breeding only

among its members and not with others

—

a criterion of ultimate and permanent evo-

lutionary independence). Perhaps, the

critics say, many of these morphological

"packages" hide several species of virtu-

ally identical body form, but differing in

properties not preserved in the fossil

record (color, behavior, and so on). Such
so-called cryptic species are quite com-
mon in some groups. On the other hand,

some packages might be only parts of

highly variable species, with other geo-

graphically distant populations as portions

of the same unit by proper reproductive

criteria.

The best treatment of this objection

must be sought in studies of living species

with good fossil records—where direct

surveys can be made for correspondence

of a morphological package with a true

biological species, and the origin and his-

tory of the same package can then be

traced in the fossil record and assessed for

punctuated equilibrium. I am delighted to

report that two such pioneering studies

have been published in the past few years,

and both support punctuated equilibrium.

New Zealand biologist B. Michaux did

a morphological and genetic survey of

four species in the snail genus Amalda.
He found no cryptic populations; each

morphologically defined package corre-

sponds perfectly with a biological species.

Three of these species extend back in the

New Zealand fossil record for several mil-

lion years. In an elegant, multivariate

study of morphological pattern, Michaux
demonstrated stasis throughout the

ranges of all species. He concludes (in the

Biological Journal of the Linnaean Soci-

ety of London, vol. 38, 1989):

This study demonstrates that fossil mem-
bers of three biologically distinct species

fall within the range of variation that is

exhibited by extant members of these spe-

cies. The phenotypic trajectory of each spe-

cies is shown to oscillate around the modem
mean through the time period under consid-

eration. This pattern demonstrates oscilla-

tory change in phenotype [our jargon for

overt morphological appearance as con-

trasted with underlying genetics, or geno-

type] within prescribed limits, that is, phe-

notypic stasis.

In a second study {Science, vol. 248,

1990), Jeremy Jackson and Alan Chee-

tham studied eight species in three genera

of bryozoans. These colonial marine or-

ganisms are so highly variable, and sup-

posedly so subject to immediate shaping

by nongenetic forces (temperature,

crowding, and so on), that many biologists

have doubted any correspondence be-

tween morphological pacbige and true

biological species and have even doubted

that morphological packages could be

specified at all. But Jackson and Chee-

tham, in a series of carefully controlled

experiments, first determined that they

fcould find no cryptic species within ai

the packages (coincidence of morphogj.

cal and biological species). They en

grew two generations of the species ; ||
common environment to see if the \m^

phological -distinctions were truly in*',

ited or merely a transient result of gro\)i

in certain places under certain conditi]

Each package checked out as geneticll

distinct and morphologically unique

stable. They conclude:

Our results show that the identity of qui
tatively defined morphospecies of chi

stome bryozoans is both heritable and
ambiguously distinct genetically. . . . T
cheilostome morphospecies appear to

good biological species.

Since Cheetham had presented

most elegant and persuasive of all case

punctuated equilibrium in his studie

the cheilostome bryozoan Metrarabdi

(in Paleobiology. 1986 and 1987), tl

findings increase our confidence in his

suits. Jackson and Cheetham end tl

paper with these words:

The consistency of our results across tl

distantly related cheilostome genera !

gests that previously documented pattt

of morphologic stasis punctuated by r

lively sudden appearances of new morj
species in the cheilostome Metrarabdi
do indeed reflect patterns of evolutioi

the species level. This is consistent with

punctuated equilibrium model.

As ordinary human beings with e|

and arrogances, scientists love to be ri) t

But we would, I think, all say that tc

useful is more important, that is, to
]

pose an idea that gets people excited . i

suggests fruitful strategies for potent

confirmation and disproof. The jury is : t

out on the relative frequency of pum j;

ated equilibrium (twenty years is a si il

case in biology), but utility has alreiM

been proved in the pudding of practic!'

On the subject of things that comei
twenties and then lead on to greater fn^

futaess, I can only quote some lines'

Robert Herrick, with their delicious fi

rhyme:

Give me a kiss, and to that kiss

a score;

Then to that twenty, add

a hundred more:

A thousand to the hundred:

so kiss on.

To make that thousand up

a million.

Now we're getting to proper geologic

scales!

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, gee

ogy. and the history ofscierwe at Harval

University.
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Egghead
Don't try toplay chicken with a hen

by Roger L. Welsch

I am not, strictly speaking, a scientist,

but you don't have to be a scientist to

encounter the fundamental principles of

science in everyday life. Science is, after

all, only a reflection of The Great Rules of

the Universe, and The Great Rules of the

Universe apply to all of us and everything

we do. Well, almost everything. Most of

the time.

When someone asks why I walked away
from a cushy job as an English professor

and moved to a tree farm at the edge, if

not in the middle, of nowhere, I respond

that I wanted my young daughter, Anto-

nia, to grow up on a farm and get an
education on the banks of a river. And I

have always wanted to grow up on a farm
and get an education on the banks of a

river. Well, a couple of weeks ago our

chickens handed me a pedagogical

straight line that begged for a scientific

punch line, and I am not one to pass up an
opportunity like that. Our chickens do
pretty much what one expects chickens to

do—eat bugs, fertilize the lawn, amuse us

with their social shufflings, wake us

that kind of thing. But they also pre

case studies for the sort of educati

sought for Antonia—lessons, for exan
in life, death, male irresponsibility ii

fairs of the heart, eggs in one bai

things like that.

Every day we gather our chickens'

and every few days take them to town
trade them for breakfast at Harri

Cafe. My wife, Linda, gathers most ol

eggs; Antonia gathers some of the eg
gather the eggs from under the little

hen.

We have a couple dozen chickens,

most of them are anonymous, but e\
j

one in this house knows whom we n
when we whisper the dreaded nam!
"The Little Red Hen." One of the thl

we have learned from our chickens-

cially the red hen—is that chickens I

not chicken. Most of our chickens dc 1

understand the meaning of the wordj
|

The red hen is not someone you would

to meet in a dark alley. No one in
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family is very tickled about having to rtei

her in the henhouse. '

Linda has an excuse for not wantintol

confront the red hen: she maintains all

she was terrorized by a killer rooster atet

grandmother's farm when she was a cM
i

To this very day she speaks with ;i

about the big, white rooster that wcj

spring out from behind buildings and fi

machinery, unprovoked, to maim, C£

off, and, if possible, kill innocent child

hke her. As she recalls, her grandn
rooster stood about three feet high at

shoulder and wore a hockey mask. ';

So I suppose Antonia has an excuse

her fear of the red hen too: she has he
Linda's stories.

Here's where the scientific met)

comes in. I do not want my child grow
up terrified of chickens, even thoi

Linda predicts that chicken fear is go
to be less and less of a handicap in Air
ica as we move into the twenty-first c

tury. At any rate, I sat Antonia down
the kitchen table the other day, and
had a little talk about chickens. Or, miS
precisely, about the little red hen. ||

"Why don't you get the eggs from !•«

der the red hen when you're gather r

eggs, Antonia?" I asked.

"She pecks me," said Antonia.

"She pecks everyone, honey. But II

she ever really hurt you?" |<

"Well, no, but ...
"

'

i

"Aren't you about fifty times big)|!|

than the red hen?"

"Yes, Dad." I

"And aren't you about a million tin/

1

smarter?"
|

"Yes, Dad."
]

"Antonia, we own the red hen. We fe (

her and house her. It is part of the dt ; i

that we get her eggs. When she pecks
;

:

our hands, it may startle us, but it does: ' (

hurt more than a little pinch, now, dcij

it?" I patted Antonia's arm reassuringl ri

"Well ..."

"It's simply a matter of estabhshii- (

who is in charge, Antonia. Come on. Le ,i

go get the eggs. I'll show you how to de)i

with the red hen."

See? Scientific method. Replicatio l

demonstration, controlled experiments

tion, all that.

So we grabbed an egg basket and ifitn

to the henhouse. Antonia gathered tl

"easy" eggs, and I applauded her courages

building her up for the impending tes

'

And then we reached the box of the littl I

red hen. We peered in at her; she glare i

out at us. Antonia took a step back an

motioned that this one was up to me. I pi i

my hand at the front edge of the layin
j

box and turned to Antonia. "She's going 1

1

peck, Antonia, but we know she is going t
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-'?ck, so it won't surprise us, will it?"

"No, Dad."

-I moved my hand into the box and

- rned again to Antonia. The little red hen

^
; nged twice at the back of my hand. I

^ dn't flinch. Sure, it smarted a little, but I

- i3t smiled. Peck, peck, peck. "I don't

lint to tease her, Antonia, so I'll just get

e eggs and leave her alone. See, it's

'ally quite a simple operation. From the

- iiy I act, she can tell I'm in charge. She

-
i cks, but that's not exactly life threaten-

;; Ig, right?"

"Right, Dad."

s i Peck, peck.

5M I pushed my hand farther into the

IX—the hen pecked at me twice more. I

dn't flinch. I smiled again at Antonia. I

ntly grasped the two eggs under the hen

.id pulled them out. I took my time to

: amatize for Antonia the point of this life

sson. The red hen hit the back of my
i ind two or three more times with her

. ;ak; I chuckled to prove that these peck-

I gs were nothing to get excited about.

: I Before I put the eggs in the basket, I

jld up my hand to demonstrate to my
I lughter that I hadn't been harmed. Sci-

utific method again. Antonia squealed,

3h, yuk!" I turned my hand and there it

as: the back of my hand was covered

Jith blood. I don't know what kind of

eapon the little red hen had concealed in

jr laying box—a machete, I would guess,

|r maybe a shingling hatchet—but she

ad knocked a hole in the back ofmy hand

Dout the size of a dime, and from the look

I

f things, she had gone for an artery.

"Well, uh, no kidding, Antonia," I sput-

jred. "This is some kind of a fluke be-

lause chickens can't really hurt you.

i ^an't. They're too little."

I "Sure, Dad." I could tell by the way she
' x)ked at my mutilated hand that her egg-

'. athering days were over.

And there it is. That's the trouble with

he scientific method: it doesn't allow for

parental fine-tuning. The past couple of

!lays I have tried to explain to Antonia

iome basic principles of statistics and

)robabilities, variables and controls, but

110. It's clear that I, Captain Science, am
lot going to get anywhere for a long time.

It least not until my hand heals up.

! Now I gather all the eggs all the time.

Except, now and then, from the little red

len. I might just as well leave her alone:

)he doesn't understand the scientific

nethod at all.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch is a resident

ofDannebrog, Nebraska {pop. 320). Pro-

vided something instructive happens to

him each month, he will be contributing a

regular column to Natural History.
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This Land

Rio Cebolla Marsh, New Mexico
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Originating some twenty-five miles

jst of Los Alamos, New Mexico, a clear

ountain stream known as Rio Cebolla

acends to the southwest, passing

rough Seven Springs campground, a se-

uded section of the Santa Fe National

jrest. Four miles beyond the camp-

ound, on its way to merging with the Rio

; las Vacas, the stream flows out of for-

ced terrain into a broad, half-mile basin

1 form an extensive marsh. Mountain

inges loom in every direction—the

;mez Mountains to the east, the San Pe-

ro Mountains to the north, and the Sierra

[acimiento to the west and southwest,

he marsh itself, one of the few wetlands

1 the region, is 7,730 feet above sea level.

'trasses, sedges, and rushes prevail at

Rio Cebolla marsh, left, a wetland

'hat lies 7,730feet above sea level.

Cornplant, above, is a thick-stemmed

mentber ofthe lilyfamily.
Photographs by Jay S. Simon

New Mexico Highway 126 cuts across

the southern end of the marsh, and the

roadway serves to hold back some of the

water. To the north, the marsh water is

knee-deep in places, while south of the

road, mucky soils prevail, with little stand-

ing water. Most of the marsh on either side

of the road consists of herbaceous plants,

with only a scattering of woody species (if

many trees and shrubs grew there, the

area would qualify as a swamp rather than

a marsh). What woody plants there are

—

willows, alders, and viburnums—are all

less than fifteen feet tall.

Some plants with very showy flowers

grow in the northern part of the marsh,

including two species of yellow ground-

sels, a white bittercress of the mustard

faniily, the white prairie mallow, and

golden glow, which in bloom resembles a

sunflower. Among other botanical jewels

is an orchid with small greenish white

flowers. Large tussocks, or clumps, of reed

canarygrass and a sedge (Carex aquatilis)

are prominent where the water is deepest.

Agile visitors may step or hop from tus-

sock to tussock, but the best way to survey

the vegetation is to don a pair of waders

and slosh through the water.

South of the roadway, the mucky soil is

very soft, and it is a good idea to test one's

weight before striding across the area. The

most conspicuous plant by early summer

is a six-foot-tall, thick-stemmed member

of the lily family called com plant. It has

broad, heavily veined leaves, but its green-

ish white flowers are tiny. Blue Missouri

iris contrasts with yellow-flowered cinque-

foil and buttercup. Wide-leaved and nar-

row-leaved cattails are also common.

Visiting the Rio Cebolla marsh in July

1990, I identified seventy-one different

kinds of plants in flower. Other species

had finished blooming or had yet to

bloom, making positive identification of

them diflicult or even technically impos-

sible. In reviewing the plant list, some

interesting points stand out. One is that

nearly half of the species are also found in

Tuttle Marsh, Michigan, a marsh several

hundred miles to the northeast that is

more than 6,000 feet lower in elevation

(see "This Land," June 1989). This find-

ing is consistent with other studies that

indicate that many wetland or aquatic

plants have relatively broad geographical

ranges. This may result, at least partly,

from the dissemination of wetland plant

seeds by waterfowl, which may carry

them on their feet or pass them through

their digestive tract.

A second observation, also typical of

wetland studies throughout the country, is

that 40 percent of the plant Ufe in the Rio

Cebolla marsh consists of sixteen sedge

species, eight grasses, and five rushes. The

prevalence of these types of plants may

also be related to waterfowl, which eat

their fruits and seeds.

The distinctions between sedges,

grasses, and rushes are usually ummpor-

tant to the average person, troublesome to

biologists, and a scientific puzzlement for

many professional botanists. All three

groups of plants generally have long, nar-

row, "grasslike" leaves; all three have tiny,

nonshowy flowers, so that differences are

not readily detected with the naked eye;

and all do best in wet or at least damp

places. They are difl"erent enough, how-

ever, to be classified mto separate fam-

ilies, with the rushes considered to be

more closely related to members of the lily

family than to either sedges or grasses.

Some general characteristics can be

useful clues in distinguishing the three

groups. The stems of sedges are often tri-

angular and ahnost always solid, whereas

the stems of grasses are usually round and

hollow, and the stems of rushes are mostly

round and solid. The leaves of sedges are

normally flat and arranged in three dis-
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Springgrowth begins to overtake

thepreviousyear's cattails, which

havegone to seed.

Rio CeboUa Marsh

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Santa Fe National Forest

1220 S. Francis Drive, Box 1689

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504

(505) 988-6940

COLORADO

SANTA FE 1 NATIONAL

Area of _FOREST /

tinct rows on the stem. The leaves of

grasses are normally flat or curved under

the edges and arranged on two sides of the

stem. Rush leaves may be flat or cylindri-

cal and hollow, and as in grasses, they are

arranged along two sides of the stem.

Three-fourths of the rush family, in-

cluding most species in the United States,

belong to the genus Juncus. The male

parts of the flowers, which produce the

pollen, and the female parts, which pro-

duce the eggs and ultimately the seeds,

are surrounded by six tiny, usually green-

ish or brownish structures that botanists

consider to be equivalent to petals and

sepals. A similar pattern is found in most

members of the Uly family, except that the

MEXICO

100 Miles

TEXAS

petals and sepals are large and cok

forming flowers attractive to pollinijM

insects. Rushes are pollinated by the vkJ

and their small, drab flowers are thenon

no disadvantage. Their fruits (the de|.

oped ovaries and the seeds they con in)

consist of small, dry capsules encinii

many tiny seeds.

Grasses and sedges are also wind ]|||i jj

nated and have similarly drab flo\'

usually greenish or brownish. But

male and female parts are not surroun

by six structures. In grasses, a pair of

structures usually enclose the male

female flower parts, at least for a whilii

sedges, there is only a single accomp

ing structure. The seeds are borne si

and never grouped inside capsules

sedges, the developed ovary provid

thin coat over the seed and can be rut

off", while in grasses, the fruit (callt

grain) consists of a seed fused wit!

surrounding ovary.

The 4,000 species of sedges and 40

rushes found in the world are exploite(

numerous purposes. Leaves and stems

used to make baskets, chair bottoms,

other objects. In Europe, one kind of i

serves as a forage plant for sheep, an

the United States, one sedge, with

misnomer of nutrush, produces small nO

derground tubers, which pigs dig up ii

eat. Papyrus of antiquity was made f ifa

sedge stems that were spUt into thin st Ki

and then pressed together when wet. *t

The world's 10,000 grasses, somofii

which grow in relatively dry habitats, vfi

even more important economically. B i*

boo, a member of the grass family, 4
major raw material in the Far Eti

Wheat, com, oats, barley, rice, rye, r^

ghum, and sugar cane—all domestia i|

grasses—provide staple foods on cajJ

continent. Many other grasses, suclii

timothy, serve as forage for animals, it

bers, paper, oils, adhesives, plastics, a i<

holic beverages, packing materials, insi

»

tion, and thatching are among the m;j)i|

products derived from grasses. '

I

Grasses are preeminent as human fH)

because of the rich supply of starch foifc

in their grains, compared with that geik'

ally found in the seeds of sedges il

rushes. Grasses also excel as forage plaS

for grazing animals, since their leaves ii

stems begin to grow back inunediatfi

after being nibbled, while those of sedji

and rushes will not grow again.

"This Land" explores the biological aji

geological highlights of the 156 U. S. in

tionalforests. Robert H. Mohlenbrockfi

Visiting Distinguished Professor qfPld

Biology at Southern Illinois University^

Carbondale. i.
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In these pockets you could find

several mislaid dollars, some tissues

and a rather linty throat lozenge.

Beneath thcc cus/iinns /it's a comb,

some old pet toys and lots and lots of cha

All of it yours for the taking.

Here the wise investor can find

tax-free' income in a monthly check from
a variety of Nuveen investments.

IF YOU'VE BEEN

looking for some

extra income, there

are a number of

places around the

house you can usually find some. But if

you're looking for a source of income that's

a little more reliable (and possibly more

lucrative), you might want to consider

placing your money in a tax-free invest-

ment from John Nuveen & Company.

Because a Nuveen Unit Trust or Fund

will not only provide you with tax-free in-

come, it will give you that income in a regular

monthly check. Money which you can either

reinvest, or spend any way you like.

And with Nuveen you can be secure

in the knowledge that your funds will

Earn EXTRA INCOME

with these everyday

HOUSEHOLD items.

*Income maybes ubjccl to state and local axes as well as t > the alternative minimum
tax. Capitaigmn . if any. will be subject to capital gains to Kes. Ask about Nuvee State

Trusts, wh chare exempt from state and local income taxes as well.

be placed in invest-

ment grade .tax-free

municipal bonds

that we have care-

fully selected.

So if you've been looking for some

extra money, and would rather find it in

your mailbox than in your furniture

cushions, ask your financial adviser about

the benefits of Nuveen Tax-Free Open-End

Mutual Funds and State and National Unit

Trusts, or call us toll-free at 1-800-255-7398.

For more complete information on

Nuveen Tax-Free Open-End Mutual Funds and

Nuveen State and National Tax-Free Unit

Trusts, including charges and expenses,

request a prospectus. Please read it carefully

before you invest or send money.

muvEEiy
Quality Tax-Free Investments Since 1898.



An eleventh-centurypainting by an anonymous artist depicts

life on the Yellow River, in China's northern highlands.



Lash ofthe Dragon
After millennia ofstruggles to subdue it,

China's mighty Yellow River remains untamed

by Daniel Hillel

In June 1938, the Japanese army was

advancing rapidly westward across north-

em China. Kaifeng, the capital of ancient

China, had been overrun and the railroad

linking Beijing with Hankou, the tempo-

rary capital in the south, was threatened.

Desperate to stop the invaders and buy

time, Chiang Kai-shek turned to the Yel-

low River (Huang He), ordering the de-

struction of the river's dikes to drown the

enemy. On its course across the North

China Plain, the river flows on a ridge of

its own making between levees, so that it

resembles a giant aqueduct. The river's

bed, perched precariously thirty feet or

more above the surrounding country, had

always posed the threat of natural disas-

ter, but now it was to be used as a weapon

of mass destruction.

At a particularly vulnerable point on

the river, forty-five miles west of Kaifeng,

Gen. Shang Chen supervised the mining

of the dikes with dynamite and then

waited for the summer rains. As the invad-

ing army closed in, the general ordered

that the dynamite be detonated. At first,

the breach was only several hundred feet

long, but the force of the rushing water

continued to tear away the embankment,

widening the gap to a quarter mile. As the

water spilled out across the flat plain, the

broad channel that had conveyed it to the

northeast was reduced to a stream. The

unleashed river was now cutting a new

course, seeking a more direct route to the

sea. Following the almost imperceptible

slope of the plain, the flood spread out and

moved toward the southeast along several

paths. The waters overran a tributary of

the Yangtze River (Chang Jiang) and fi-

nally entered the sea more than 400 miles

south of the Yellow River's former outlet.

From a military point of view the ma-

neuver was a success. Part of the invading

army was destroyed and its heavy equip-

ment mired in thick mud. The flooded

area remained an effective barrier

throughout the war, shifting the Japanese

off'ensive to the south. For the farmers

living on the floodplain, however, the

breaching of the dikes greatly magnified

the suffering already caused by the war.

The floodwaters advanced at five miles an

hour across a broad front, inimdating
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some 21,000 square miles. Only treetops

and the eaves of temples and houses were

visible above the muddy water. With no

high ground and with all escape routes cut

off by the rising water, nearly a million

Chinese perished. The crops in this fertile

region were also destroyed, and the land

was smothered beneath a thick blanket of

silt and sand. The change in the river's

course disrupted irrigation over a vast re-

gion, so that countless others suffered

from famine during the following years.

The river continued to run rampant

throughout the war and was not returned

to its old course until 1947.

The river's dikes had been intentionally

breached on several other occasions, for

example, in 1642, toward the end of the

Ming dynasty (1368-1644), when Gen.

Gao Mingheng used the tactic near Kai-

feng in an attempt to suppress a peasant

uprising. Natural floods were common,
however, occurring whenever torrential

summer rains raised the river above its

embankments. Historical records show

that the river has breached its dikes more

than 1,500 times during the last 2,500

years, often with devastating results. The

river has also repeatedly carved a new

course—about once every century. The
scars of no fewer than fifteen ancient riv-

erbeds are still discernible in aerial photo-

graphs. The Yellow River's destructive

power is so great that it has long been

called "China's sorrow." Although the

Chinese have kept the river at bay for the

last few decades, the battle goes on, and

victory seems as elusive as ever.

Nevertheless, the Chinese regard the

Yellow River with reverence. Just as

Egypt's civilization is the "gift of the

Nile," so too Chinese culture arose on the

fertile land created by the Yellow River.

Over time, the river has deposited thick,

rich soils where there once were vast lakes

and marshland, fonning the North China

Plain—the largest delta in the world.

The region's temperate climate is well

suited to agriculture. In the north, how-

ever, the rainfall is sparse and notoriously

variable from one year to the next. Since

ancient times, farmers have overcome this

deficiency by turning to the Yellow River

for irrigation. Major irrigation canals to

divert water from the river were first ( m
structed about 200 b.c. Evidence of Q
ancient hydrauUc works is etched on ^
face of the land, and some of the anc Ml

canals, perhaps 2,000 years old, are sti m
use. The flat terrain and the deep :!;

coupled with the availability of river wsltl

for irrigation, enabled the Chinese n

transform the land into a farming reg il

second to none in extent and producti\,Si

The ability to manage the river ill

prevent floods had long been a criterioiift

good government. The emperor was si

lieved to carry a heavenly mandate <JI

responsibility to control the river, and fk

ure to do so would deprive him of leg4

macy. The task was not easy, however.*

addition to the network of canals, the C4

nese have had to build dikes on top of »

river's natural levees to prevent the ri B

from cresting over its banks and chang:{l

its course entirely. At times, as many an

million workers were conscripted to shoi

up these defenses. When breaches did •!

cur, the workers piled bundles of kaoliap

stalks (a type of sorghum) or rocks into tJi

gap to stem the hemorrhage. i
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\emap at left shows three courses ofthe Yellow River:

^current one; thepath ofthe 1938flood;and the route

• to the river's shift to the north in 1854—one ofthe

hny abandoned channels that cross the North

\ina Plain. A tributary ofthe Yellow River, below, winds

! the shifting sands ofInner Mongolia.

The river, which at times has the consis-

icy of thick lentil soup, owes its unruly

havior and name to the heavy burden of

t it carries to the sea. The Yellow River

the muddiest of the world's major rivers;

churning waters may contain as much
34 percent silt by weight. The two bil-

n tons of sediment it carries each year

e four times the Mississippi's load.

I hen the river finally reaches its estuary,

I
spills its sediment into the Yellow Sea,

I
lich is itself tinted by the pale golden

1
1. While the Mississippi extends its delta

me six miles into the Gulf of Mexico

fcry century, the Yellow River's delta

I n grow by the same amount in just a

w years.

, After coursing through the mountains,

e river emerges onto the flat North

ihina Plain, some 400 miles short of the

I a. At this point, the river becomes slug-

< sh and loses some of its capacity to carry

I irticles in suspension. About a quarter of

e river's silt settles to the riverbed, filling

the channel. As is usual with heavily

It-laden rivers, the Yellow River builds a

i;d above the surrounding plain and flows

iHween the broad levees that form natu-

lUy when high waters deposit silt on the

jinks. Left to run free, the river would

gularly abandon the raised channel and
.itablish a new course, until it, too, rose

x)ve the plain. For more than half a

iiillion years, the river meandered across

prthem China in this fashion, distribut-

ig its load evenly across the plain.

Shoring up the river's natural levees

with more than 700 miles of dikes has

required enormous investments of time

and labor and has proved again and again

to be only a temporary expediency. As silt

is deposited along the bottom of the chan-

nel, the river's capacity to transport water

is diminished. Each year the riverbed rises

by as much as three inches. When the

summer's torrential rains fall on the river's

catchment, the tributaries surge, and as

they converge into the main channel, the

river swells. At this point it may burst

through the confining levees built so la-

boriously by hand, once again inundating

huge tracts of land and causing human
suffering on a colossal scale.

The yellowish silt that makes this river

so ungovernable comes from northern

China's highlands. The river originates on

the border of Tibet, 3,000 miles from the

sea, and on its turbulent and tortuous

course east and north, it winds through the

loess plateau, named for its distinctive yel-

lowish, wind-blown soil. For more than a

million years, strong winds have swept up

dust from the vast deserts of Central Asia

and laid it down in north-central China.

Similar loess deposits are found in other

parts of the world, such as the Great

Plains of the United States, but nowhere

do they reach the thickness that they do in

China. Over the millennia, layers of loess

accumulated, forming a blanket of soil

several hundred feet deep—the deepest

soil in the world.

Loess is remarkably homogeneous and

devoid of stones. Although it contains very

little organic matter, its high mineral con-

tent makes loess very fertile when prop-

erly cultivated. But because it is loosely

packed, loess is extremely vulnerable to

erosion. When a handful of dry loess is

crumbled, it reverts to a fluff'y powder

easily carried by swirling air currents.

When pelted by raindrops or lapped by

running water, the soil appears to dissolve,

forming a muddy suspension. Although

the mean annual precipitation on the pla-

teau is less than eighteen inches, most of it

falls in July and August in violent down-

pours that scour the exposed surface and

wash away the delicate soil, resulting in a

desolate "badlands" terrain of barren

hills, deep gullies, and steep cliff's.

Although the tiny grains of loess are not

cemented by humus, the jagged particles

pack together and interlock, so that verti-

cal walls cut into the soil hold up without

slumping—as long as the material re-

mains dry and undisturbed. The soil sup-

ports sheer cliff's several hundred feet

high, into which people have, since an-

cient times, dug caves for dwelling and

grain storage. When saturated with water,

however, the loess becomes unstable and

may suddenly collapse. Where undercut

by streams, huge chunks of the cliff's crash

down and may temporarily block or divert

an entire river. Where the Yellow River's

tributaries have washed away much of the

loess, only great bluffs remain.

According to legend, the Chinese

learned how to cultivate crops from Houji,

who was bom a son of heaven and became

an official in charge of agriculture on the

banks of the Qishui River in the southern

part of the loess plateau. Records from the

Han period, some 2,000 years ago, reveal

that the area was once wetter and covered

with vegetation, so that agriculture and

livestock flourished. Before the dawn of

civilization, the vegetation growing on the

plateau protected it against rapid erosion.

Prolonged exploitation, however, has com-,

pletely destroyed the natural ecosystem

that once protected the soil. In the 1700s,

the growth of the region's population led

to the widespread cutting of forests and

use of the plow in farming, greatly acceler-
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es built to hold the Yellow River'sfloodwaters, left,

V be thirty or morefeet high. Approaching the Great

ii II in scale, the dikes stretch more than 400 miles

1 7SS the North China Plain. On the muddy banks.

» w, workmen unloadfreightfrom a riverboat.

Overleaf: This scene, painted on silk by an anonymous

artist in the late seventeenth century, shows workers

building a dike against the raging waters ofthe Yellow

River Some drive long wooden piles into the embankment,

while othersplace large bundles ofbranches, along with

basketloads ofearth, on top ofthe barriers.

Mus6e Quimel, Paris

! ig the rate of erosion. (Half of China

1 y have once been forested, compared
' h today's 8 percent.)

>Jevertheless, cultivation of the loess

I
teau continues. The fertile soil and the

t Id climate make it one of China's major

ij Iters of grain production, despite the

irehable and occasionally destructive

i ture of the rainfall. Inadequate rainfall

Is led the farmers of this region to fur-

j;r expand the area under cultivation in

: effort to compensate for the low yield

I their fields. TTiis expansion further de-

1 des the land and accelerates erosion.

In addition to farming the arable land,

; people of the region graze their domes-

I

animals, mainly sheep, on the steepest

iipes. Because the ownership of these

ngelands is often unclear, herders tend

increase the number of animals grazing,

th little regard for the pastures' capac-

' to recover from overgrazing.

Added to these problems is the shortage

fuel for cooking and heating. Because

ey cut down most of the trees on the hills

ng ago, and because they are often too

)or to buy fuels at the market, the re-

gion's farmers have resorted to burning

the inedible portion of their crops, which

in earlier times they had returned to the

land to replenish the soil's fertility.

In recent years, the Chinese have inten-

sified their efforts to moderate and har-

ness the Yellow River at its source. The
government has undertaken massive en-

gineering projects along the upper reaches

of the river, including flood-control dams
that are also used for irrigation and the

generation of hydroelectric power. The
first such attempt ended in disaster. Grad-

ual siltation of reservoirs is a major prob-

lem worldwide, but the reservoir created

by the Sanmenxia Dam (completed in

1960 in the last gorge before the river

enters the plain) was almost completely

filled with silt in four years. Extensive

modifications of the dam, including con-

verting eight turmels housing turbines for

power generation into channels for silt-

laden water to drain through, have tempo-

rarily restored a third of the reservoir's

capacity to hold floodwaters. Another

large dam is planned downstream from

Sanmenxia, and fourteen more dams up-

stream in hopes of controlling the largest

flood, which might be expected to occur

once in a thousand years. Rapid siltation,

however, is likely to Umit the effectiveness

of these efforts. Drains at the base of dams
create a swift current that scours away

some of the accumulating silt, but most of

the load is deposited upstream of the

dams, where the river enters the reservoir,

so that siltation will quickly reduce their

capacity. Large engineering projects,

therefore, may not be the answer to the

river's problems.

With government encouragement, the

farmers themselves have been trying to

reduce runoff and erosion from the up-

lands, a Sisyphean effort that involves cut-

ting terraces into the steep slopes. Most of

the work is done by hand. Each field plot is

leveled, and the edge of each is marked by

a low earthen embankment, about haff a

foot above the plot. This height is consid-

ered sufficient to impound the water dur-

ing heavy rains, promoting infiltration and

minimizing runoff. From time to time,

however, torrential rains scour the em-

bankments of these terraces. Occasion-
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ally, cracks form in the vertical walls be-

tween the step-terraces, causing portions

of hillsides to collapse. So far these terrac-

ing efforts have resulted in only a slight

reduction of the erosion, and the task is a

never-ending, arduous endeavor.

Although the Yellow River has been

controlled within the ever-rising dikes for

several decades, the hazard of inundation

increases as the channel's capacity to

carry water diminishes. Despite the im-

mense effort devoted to their reinforce-

ment, the dikes along the lower course of

the river are now even more vulnerable to

destruction by surging waters. Dike

breaches took place in 1954 and 1958, and

as the channel continues to rise, a cata-

strophic flood may occur at any time. His-

torical records show that peak flow rates

exceeding 106,000 cubic feet per second

have occurred in previous centuries

—

twice the peak flood discharge in 1982,

which was the highest in recent decades.

Because such peak flow rates are likely to

recur sooner or later, the inhabitants of the

plain are living on borrowed time.

As long as the loess plateau remains

largely denuded of its natural vegetation

and heavily cultivated, the accelerated

runoff and erosion will continue to exacer-

bate the problem. Reestablishing a dense

and stable cover of grasses, shrubs, and
trees would protect the slopes of erodible

soil from the torrential rains. But the

farmers of the region cannot be expected

to give up their cropland and pastures

unless they are offered an alternative live-

lihood. With China's population of more
than 1.1 billion growing at 1.4 percent per

year, the problem is growing more intrac-

table with each passing year.

Even in the absence of human distur-

bance, the loess plateau would continue to

erode naturally. The silt would accumu-
late in the lowlands at a slower rate, but

the process is inexorable. The Chinese are

indeed facing an unrelenting force of na-

ture that must be accommodated, since it

cannot be completely tamed. The ancient,

capricious dragon still lurks in the Yellow

River, which continues to wear away the

plateau and then tumbles onto the plain on
its way seaward, as contemptuous as ever

of human efforts to control it. D
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In Shanxi Province, the loose soils ofthe loess plateau are

rapidly beingeaten away by tributaries ofthe Yellow River
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The variegated sea urchin ofthe western Atlantic defends

itselfwith a dense cover ofspines and rows ofsmall, white

pedicellariae, tiny pincers that can inject toxins. The
animal's tubefeet are also visible between the spines.
Laurence Gould; Oxford Scientific Films
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nd Mayhem in the Miocene
A spine-chilling tale ofsea urchin slaughter

by Kenneth J. McNamara

Comparing the exploits of a paleontolo-

gist with those of a detective has become a

cliche. Yet identifying the cause of a fossil

animal's death and who, or what, killed it

is nothing less than "paleocriminology."

Like a forensic scientist, the paleontolo-

gist must set out to identify the cause of

death, look for clues pointing to the perpe-

trator, and then present sufficient evi-

dence to nail the culprit. Although the

ravages of geologic time hide the clues

well, occasionally the modus operandi of

the killer gives it away.

Hoping to learn more about the impor-

tance of predation in directing the course

of evolution, I recently focused ftiy atten-

tion on a case of mass murder involving a

group of organisms that appear ahnost as

impregnable as Fort Knox—the sea ur-

chins. A fearsome array of spines has

helped to protect them for most of their

400 million years of evolutionary history.

Nevertheless, sea urchins are good to eat.

In addition to being consumed by humans
{^see Raymond Sokolov's recipes in

"Hedgehog of the Sea," March 1983), sea

urchins are eaten by a wide variety of

predators, including starfish, snails, crus-

taceans, fish, turtles, birds, sea otters, arc-

tic foxes, and even other sea urchins. In

the Caribbean, at least thirty-four differ-

ent species of fish have been recorded

preying on sea urchins.

The crime scene that I investigated

stretched from the vast desert of the Null-

arbor Plain of Western Australia, east

through the Murray River basin, to the

spectacular cliffs of the Victorian coast-

line. Between 45 and 10 million years ago,

thick layers of sediment were deposited

across the shallow seas of southern Aus-

tralia. The rich fossil deposits contain evi-

dence that many sea urchins were killed

by one particular group of predators.

I focused my attention on a single ur-

chin lineage: three species of extinct heart

urchins in the genus Lovenia. These spe-

cies lived between 25 and 10 million years

ago, during the Miocene. Unlike the typi-

cal spiky, reef-dwelling urchins, heart ur-

chins and a few other groups, including

the familiar sand dollars, have extremely

short but numerous spines. These shorter

spines allow the urchins to burrow into the
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sediment. To live in this environment,

heart urchins have evolved a range of

other specialized characteristics. Their

tube feet, which emerge through rows of

holes in five areas of their hard outer shell,

evolved for specific functions. Some are

used solely for respiration; others for feed-

ing. By secreting a sticky mucus, some

tube feet pick up grains of sand and trans-

port them to the urchin's mouth. Because

the grains are coated with a layer of nutri-

tious microorganisms, an urchin can ob-

tain a large portion of its food from the

sediments. Other tube feet are used just

for sensing the environment. Some minute

spines secrete copious quantities of mu-

cus, which envelops the urchin, enclosing

it within a sticky tent so that the respira-

tory tube feet do not become clogged by

sand.

Although urchins in the genus Lovenia

are typical of shallow-burrowing heart ur-

chins in many respects, they and a fev

other genera of heart urchins are equippe;-

with large defensive spines. These spine!

evolved by ancestral urchins and then los

by early heart urchins, "re-evolved" in thi:

group about 50 miUion years ago.

My quest for the killers of the oldes

species in this Uneage, Lovenia forbesi

first took me to the Murray River in Soutl

Australia. Near the sleepy town o

Maimum, the river winds past striking
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Embedded in Australian Miocene limestone, left, afossil

heart urchin, Lovenia forbesi, shows no signs offoulplay;

the rings on its upper halfwere the attachment pointsfor

large spines. The two holes cut in thefossil urchin below,

however, are evidence ofa deadly snail attack.

Both photographs by Kenneth J. McNamara

ellow limestone cliffs, which it has

arved during the last 10 million years.

Tie rocks are studded with millions of sea

irchin fossils. Fortunately, the limestone

5 relatively soft. Many years of weather-

ag and erosion have loosened the fossils,

that instead of breaking them out of the

ocks with a sledgehammer, one has only

bend down and pick them up. Many
how evidence of the carnage that oc-

;urred here under the sea 20 million years

ago. The urchins look as though they were

professionally assassinated, their shells

pierced by a single neat, bulletlike hole.

These characteristic circular holes, which

have a diameter of two to three millime-

ters, were almost certainly made by ma-

rine snails in the family Cassidae.

Today, these snails feed almost exclu-

sively on urchins. When cassids stalk ur-

chins, their siphons and tentacles protrude

slightly from underneath their shells.

They attack urchins that do not burrow, as

well as heart urchins completely hidden in

the sediment. How cassids locate bur-

rowed urchins remains a mystery, but

they have been observed digging them up,

and when an urchin is brought to the sur-

face, the assault commences. On ap-

proaching the prey, the snail extends both

the siphon and the tentacles, and on con-

tact, it suddenly raises its foot and arches

over its victim before pouncing. Then it

commences its kiss of death. Using a pro-

boscis armed with a radula that bears an

array of cutting teeth, the snail cuts a neat

disk out of the urchin's shell. It may also

secrete acid to hasten this process. The

deadly weapon is then inserted through

the hole into the victim, and the slow

death begins. Although the meal may be

consumed at a leisurely pace, the urchin

must be pinned swiftly, because if it es-

capes, it always "outruns" the snail. (Even

slow urchins can beat the snail's pace.)

Living cassids are up to fifteen inches

long and have a foot that is too tough for a

sea urchin's spines to penetrate. The

spines of the fossil urchins from the Aus-

tralian Miocene, however, helped fend off

their smaller attackers, a fact deduced

from the distribution of holes in L.forbesi.

The upper surface of the urchins' shells
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To avoidpredators, the purple heart urchin, below, can

use its small, hairlike spines to burrow into the bottom

sediments. Despite its long defensive spines, the sea

urchin at right is being devoured by a helmet snail. A
sand dollar,far right, uses hundreds oftiny spines to

cover itselfwith sand and slip below the surface.
Fredrik Ehfenstrom; Oxford Sctentlflc Films

(where the spines were) had fewer holes

than other areas. A number of species of

sea snails collected from the same rocks

are the likely culprits. Living cassids show

a close correlation between the size of

their shell and the holes they cut in their

prey. The small cassids that coexisted

with Lforbesi, such as the thirty-millime-

ter-long Semicassis species, would have

cut holes about two millimeters in diame-

ter, the size found in the fossil urchins. Of
the hundreds of sea urchins that I exam-

ined, almost 30 percent were obviously

killed by cassids. (Of the remainder, some

were probably killed by cassids that pene-

trated the urchins through the mouth or

anus, a method favored by some living

cassids. Other urchins appear to have

been broken before fossilization and may
have been killed by crabs or fish.)

Lforbesi became extinct at the end of

the early Miocene and was replaced by a

species I discovered that awaits formal

classification. This form is common in the

Port Campbell Limestone, which out-

crops from the majestic cliffs along the

western Victorian coast. Only about 20

percent of this species were killed by

cassids. Whereas adults of L. forbesi had

defensive spines on eight of their ten

interambulacral columns (rows of fused

shell plates that lack tube feet), this mid-

dle Miocene species had spines on only six

columns. Where they occurred, the spines

were densely concentrated. These urchins'

undersides were also equipped with more

digging spines than that of Lforbesi. Like

the other spines, these oar-shaped spines

were attached to the shell by ball-and-

socket joints that allowed them to swivel.

The digging spines moved in waves, exca-

vating sand from beneath the urchin.

Within a few minutes, the urchin could

disappear below the surface.

The youngest species in this lineage, L
woodsi, occurs in late Miocene strata

close to Melbourne and continues the

trend seen in the previous species: it has

fewer defensive spines (occurring on only

four columns) but more digging spines.

Cassids killed only about 8 percent of

these urchins. Moreover, healed cuts in

the urchins' shells occur far more fre-

quently than in previous species, suggest-

ing that the cassids were having difficulty

dispatching their prey.

If spines are such an important part of

an urchin's protective armory, why did a

species with fewer defeiisive spines suffer

less predation? A close look at the sedi-

ments occupied by the three species of

urchins provides a clue. The oldest, most

heavily preyed upon species burrowed in

relatively coarse sand. And because such

-

>*•

•:!

\

^TJt.

sediments are always found close to lam i

these urchins must have lived in relative! i

shallow waters. This is also borne out 1

1

the fossil fauna associated with the u
|

chins. The younger species were found i >i

progressively finer-grained sands, indicaJ
ing that they inhabited deeper offshoi

|

environments than their ancestors. i

The modem distribution of cassid,

!

around Australia provides a second cluf {

the species' diversity declines rapidly wit
{

greater water depths, from twenty specie i

between the high-water mark and 300 fee
^

to five species between 900 and 1,200 fee
'

and only one species at depths greate t

than 1 ,500 feet. The absence of the telltal i

holes in urchins from deeper-water envi :

ronments of the Australian late Miocem ;

suggests that, then as now, cassids wen t

largely restricted to shallow waters.

Initially, strong selection pressure ii

:

shallow waters favored urchins with i i

dense covering of defensive spines, bu
j

subsequently, those species with more dig *

ging spines for burrowing into fine
]

grained sediments found in deep waten
j
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5re preferentially selected. (Many dig-

ng spines make the urchin's task of exca-

ting fine-grained sediments possible.)

'ith fewer predators, the need for defen-

/e spines was reduced. Living species of

jvenia also reflect this evolutionary

end: those inhabiting deeper waters have

wer defensive spines than their shallow-

ater counterparts.

In the last 65 million years of sea urchin

'olution, the trend toward deeper-water

wironments has not been limited to

5art urchins. Dave Jablonski, of the Uni-

;rsity of Chicago, and Dave Bottjer, of

le University of Southern California,

ave found a similar pattern in seven of

le thirteen orders of sea urchins that they

icamined. In each case, the shift to off-

lore environments may be an adaptation

) reduce contact with predators.

EarUer trends in sea urchin evolution

lay be explained with similar reasoning.

)ne of the classic examples of evolution in

lie fossil record is provided by the heart

rchin Micraster, a resident of northern

iuropean seas between 90 and 80 million

f^.

years ago, during the Cretaceous period.

The evolutionary changes evident in Mi-

craster fossils show that these urchins

could burrow deeper in the sediments and

thus avoid the principal urchin predators

of the time, fishes and crustaceans. Dur-

ing the Cenozoic, a number of heart ur-

chins continued this trend. Whereas most

heart urchins live in sand, through which

oxygenated waters percolate down to the

buried animals, some species of Schi-

zaster and Brissopsis have adapted to liv-

ing in muddy sediments. For this, they

have to construct a funnel to the surface,

down which water and nutrients flow,

since very little water can penetrate

through fine mud. The only way this fun-

nel can be maintained is by plastering the

walls with mucus, which binds the mud.

Some of these urchins also use this mucus
to bind food, obtained from the nutrient-

rich surface of the sea floor, into spaghetti-

like strands.

With the arrival of the cassids in the

Eocene, 50 million years ago, the heart

urchins were no longer safe in their snug

little burrows, for these snails could also

burrow. This new threat resulted in se-

lection for urchins that could burrow

deeper—out of reach of the cassids'

searching tentacles—or could live in

deeper waters, where few cassid species

lived.

The fink between the evolution of spiny

heart urchins and cassids is strengthened

by the past distribution of the two groups.

The earUest cassids are known from the

late Eocene in the Caribbean region, and

the first urchin to show evidence of cassid

predation is a fossil of this age from Cuba.

In the AustraUan Eocene, only one urchin

genus, Gillechinus, possessed a few small,

defensive spines, and no evidence exists of

cassid predation in urchins of this epoch.

But by the time cassids spread to Austra-

lian waters in the late Oligocene, the first

signs of snail predation are evident. From
that time on, species of spiny heart urchins

multiplied.

The "arms race" between coevolving

predator and prey has also produced some

urchin species that are too large to be

killed by smaller cassids. Many living spe-

cies of Lovenia, such as L. elongata, are

three times longer than the largest of the

Australian Miocene species, reaching al-

most five inches in length. Unfortunately

for the urchins, their increasing size has
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Perched atop a coral, a sea urchin

in the Coral Sea displays afearsome

array ofspines that can be directed

toward an opponent.
AI6X Kerstitch

been matched by the cassids, which now
reach a length of almost ten inches.

And how do we account for the peculiar

shape of the sand dollars? The last major

group of urchins to evolve, the highly suc-

cessful sand dollars appeared Uttle more
than 50 million years ago. Is their appear-

ance due to the chance crossing of some
adaptive threshold into a major new
niche? Or can the evolution of these flat-

tened urchins also be attributed to the

minimization of predation pressure?

The earliest sand dollars were tiny ani-

mals known as fibulariids, which can be

found today lurking between sand grains.

One way to escape predation, apart from

growing bigger, is to become very small.

Hiding is a lot easier, and predators such

as cassids (which feed on only one individ-

ual at a time) will not bother with such

small fry. All sand dollars probably

evolved from the tiny fibulariids, whose

flat shape has proved successful for a

number of reasons. It allowed the sand

dollars to feed in the nutrient-rich layer at

the sediment-water interface while re-

maining buried. It also was an effective

deterrent to predators, judging from the

evidence in the Austrahan Miocene rocks.

Of the hundreds of specimens in the com-

mon genus Monostychia that I examined,

only one has a cassid-cut hole in it. In

addition to being able to hide beneath the

sand, sand dollars may be unpalatable be-

cause of their internal construction, which

consists of a myriad of calcified support-

ing struts. Any cassid that managed to

bore through the outer shell would imme-
diately be faced with these obstacles. The
energy invested in trying to cut through

them was probably not worth the effort.

The never-ending arms race between

urchins and cassids has Unked their evolu-

tionary histories. And both have bene-

fited. A diversity of urchin types has

evolved, inhabiting a wide range of marine

environments. This diversity has itself

driven the evolution of a wide range of

cassids. While the urchin-bearing fossil

deposits of Austraha attest to the extent of

murder and mayhem in the Miocene, they

also provide a vivid insight into the import

tant role that predation plays in directing

the course of evolution. D
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A Bird with the Guts

to Eat Leaves
Bizarre in appearance and diet, the hoatzin may
well be the world's oddest bird

by Alejandro Grajal and Stuart D. Strahl

Tendrils of eariy morning mist rise over

the muddy, slow-moving jungle stream.

Overhead, a trailing V of roseate spoon-

bills wing eastward, their wingbeats hiss-

ing down through the still, humid air to

our forty-foot scaffolding tower. The dawn
chorus of rain forest birds has died away,

leaving behind a pronounced calm. Now
we can clearly hear from our perch atop

the tower the grunts and low honks com-
ing from across the river, where a group of

four hoatzins has just begun to forage.

One of them awkwardly shuffles out along

a thin acacia branch. Hanging perilously

close to the turbid water, the bird reaches

out to snip off the new shoots sprouting at

the tip. Another hoatzin flaps clumsily to

the top of a different tree to feed on the

bright green new leaves that grow there.

Pulling off the soft, three-inch leaves at

their base, the bird works its bill back and
forth to swallow them whole.

Thus begins another day of working

with what may well be the world's most
unusual bird. Bizarre in habits as well as

appearance, hoatzins are one of only a few
species of birds that subsist largely on
leaves. We were perched on our tower

blind primarily to observe them and to

investigate how they managed to live on
this strange diet. Our tower stands in the

middle of a small stream feeding into the

Guarico River, a tributary of the Orinoco
passing through the llanos, or highly sea-

sonal flatlands, of central Venezuela. In

the middle of the rainy season, these

plains are mostly underwater. The flooded

vegetation along the banks of the Guarico
is prime habitat for hoatzins, which gener-

ally live along rivers, streams, oxbow
lakes, and forest swamps of the Amazon
and Orinoco drainages, ranging from the

Guianas and Venezuela throughout Ama-
zonian Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,

and Bolivia. Our study site is on Hato

Masaguaral, a privately owned cattle

ranch dedicated to biological research and
conservation, where extensive forests

serve as a refuge for hoatzins and other

animals surrounded by a sea of human
intervention and local wildlife extinction.

Hoatzins are old denizens of tropical

rain forests, having been around for more
than 20 million years. Their unique body
plan and unusual life history have at-

tracted scientists for centuries. Because of

the small claws on the middle of the wings

of their young, hoatzins were viewed by
nineteenth-century anatomists as a Hving

missing link between the ancient

feathered dinosaur Archaeopteryx and
modem birds. The adults' poor flying abil-

ity and small sternum (the bone for at-

tachment of wing muscles) were long re-

garded as primitive characteristics, and
until quite recently, the family tree of the

hoatzin was a matter of hot debate. New
molecular techniques now classify the spe-

cies as a distant relative of tropical cuck-

oos. The hoatzin's many oddities stem not

from a primitive condition but from its

specializations to a particular way of life.

An understanding of the hoatzin's diet

and digestive strategy explains many of its

seemingly primitive physical characteris-

tics and some of its behavior as well. Over
nine years, the field observations of our

Venezuelan-American study group have

confirmed that while hoatzins eat some
flowers and a few fruits, they are mainly

folivores, or leaf eaters. In central Venezu-

ela, hoatzins can feed on more than fifty

species of plants, but their usual diet is

made up of fewer than a dozen species,

and at our study site, about four or five

plants compose three-quarters of their diet

over the year. Tropical legume trees, such

as acacias, are special favorites, and the

hoatzins search out these delicacies. Hoat-

zins are also selective when choosing the

parts of plants to consume; they pre

young leaves, tender shoots, and bu

which are more nutritious and easier

digest than older leaves. The practice

leaf eating is an unusual one among bi

and has led. to a host of physical and
havioral adaptations among hoatzins.

Plant-eating animals get most of tb

nutrients from the cellulose in plant <

walls, yet vertebrates cannot digest eel

lose directly. They rely on microbes, si

as bacteria, protozoans, and fungi, wh
Uve inside enlarged chambers of their g
to break down cellulose into usable, sim

sugars through fermentation. An inter

fermentation vat requires extra gut cap

ity, a potential problem for small hei

vores, which not only have small digest

tracts but also require more food enei

per pound of body weight than do lai

animals. Thus, few mammals or bii

weighing less than eleven pounds speci

ize in leaf eating. Leaves take up a lot

space, digesting them takes extra tin

and their food value is low. In additii

they often contain noxious or toxic cher

cals (an adaptation meant to protect the

from being eaten). Yet, the one-and

half-pound hoatzin manages to subsist i

just such a diet.

Some herbivores, such as horses, car

their fermentation chamber in their hin

gut, while others, such as deer and kang

roos, ferment their meals in their foregi

a more complex and specialized proce

than hindgut fermentation. While lea

eating birds such as ptarmigan, grous

and ostriches have hindgut fermentatic

chambers, we discovered that hoatzii

have a foregut fermentation vat, the on)

birds known to have such a digestive sy

tem. Hoatzins' digestive tracts are simils

in function to those of cows or sheep, wit

the thick-walled muscular crop and lowe

esophagus taking the place of a cow's n
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ing low in the water, a hoatzin chick about twenty

s old, below, is an able swimmer and consummate diver

en threatened by predators, chicks launch themselves

ofoverhanging nests intojungle streams. When

gerpasses, theyoungclimb back to the nest, gripping

nation with their wing claws and hoisting themselves

\ their necks, left. Functional only in the chicks, wing

\/s wear offor become calloused over in adults.

ihotographs by S. D. Strahl: WCI/New York Zoological Society

n as the primary site of active fer-

ntation of their leafy food. Fermenta-

1 even gives hoatzins a mild odor

embhng fresh cow dung. (Their Guya-

e nickname, "stinkbird," greatly exag-

ates their smell; the odor can he per-

ved only when the bird is a few inches

m one's nose.)

Before we started studying the hoatzin,

were aware of the basic design of its

t. The proventriculus, or actual stom-

1, and the gizzard are tiny. Their pri-

iry function is to secrete gastric juices

It soften and break up the leaves that

! bird has swallowed. But we found that,

:ontrast to these diminutive organs, the

irmous crop and complex esophagus

ike up about three-quarters of the hoat-

I's digestive tract, more than for any

ler bird of its size and roughly similar to

! relative gut capacity of a foregut fer-

inting mammal. The contents of a large

»p and esophagus can account for up to

10 percent of a hoatzin's total body

weight. The more we learned about the

digestive tract of the hoatzin, the more it

resembled that of a mammal with foregut

fermentation.

As we documented the diet and diges-

tive physiology of this "flying cow," we
learned much about its social structure

and ecology. Watching hoatzins can be

boring at times. They are often inactive

for hours on end, a strategy to conserve

energy and allow them enough time to

digest food. The hoatzin's strangely con-

cave sternum has an external callus at its

lower end, which the birds use as a cushion

or kneeling pad to support their heavy

crop when they perch on branches. As
they sit immobile, one can sometimes see

their muscular crop contracting and mix-

ing their leafy food, indicating that all the

action is going on inside. The hoatzin's

huge crop is harbored in a depression in

the sternum, leaving Uttle room for the

attachment of flight muscles. As a conse-

quence, hoatzins are not powerful flyers,

and their landings are often nothing short

of inelegant crashes.

Hoatzins live in cooperative family

groups, consisting of a breeding pair and

their off"spring, which remain with the

family for one or more years as subadult or

adult "helpers" that defend the territory

from predators and assist in the care of the

latest batch of young. Most of the group's

day is spent on shady perches protected

from the hot tropical sun, with occasional

bursts of activity to settle territorial dis-

putes with neighboring hoatzin groups.

The birds feed for about one or two hours

in the morning and at dusk, and some-

times during nights when the moon is full.

Indeed, hoatzins move as little as pos-

sible, and even when resting, they bum far

less energy than an average bird of their

size. Such a low rate of metabolism is

probably their most important energy-sav-
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On the Tract of the Hoatzin

HOATZIN

Pelvis

Upper esophagus

Sternum

Gizzard

Proventriculus

Lower esophagus

Resting pad, or callus

When the hoatzin's digestive tract is

compared with that of a more typical bird,

such as the domestic pigeon, some of its

extreme adaptations are apparent. In most

birds, the proventriculus (true stomach)

and gizzard are the main digestive organs;

while the crop is relatively small, the pro-

ventriculus is large and very glandular, and

the gizzard has powerful muscles that help

grind the food. In the hoatzin, however, the

relatively small proventriculus and gizzard

are relegated to a secondary role. The volu-

minous crop and the lower esophagus have

together become the main digestive organs,

where microbes ferment plant fiber under

constant temperature and acidity. These or-

gans contain several layers of powerful mus-

cles, with folded, ridged interiors lined with

tough, homy tissue. The combined action of

muscle abrasion and fermentation by mi-

crobes, the functional equivalent of a cow's

"cud chewing," effectively breaks down

leaves into small particles that can be more

easily attacked by additional fermenting

bacteria.

To allow the microbes enough time to

break down cellulose and other plant cell-

wall constituents, food must pass very

slowly through the hoatzin's digestive tract.

The crop is divided into two chambers by a

constriction that slows the flow of food into

a posterior, "second stomach." The connec-

tion between the posterior crop and esopha-

gus (or "third stomach") also acts as a filter.

culling out large leaf particles for further

breakdown. This selective action is rein-

forced by the shape of the lower esophagus,

where food passes through curved sacs and

folds in a path resembling the course of a

meandering river. In the pigeon, the lower

esophagus is a simple tube connecting the

crop to the stomach. The entire upper tract

is relatively straight and does not delay the

passage of food.

Hoatzins hold the record among birds for

the longest food passage rate. Retention

times in birds are usually measured in mil

utes, but the captive hoatzins we studie.

retained liquids for about eighteen houi

and solids for twenty-four to forty-eigl|^,i

hours. These retention times are similar

those of sheep and provide ample time fc

bacteria to break down leafy meals.

To find out just how much foregut fe

mentation aff"ected the bird's energy buc

get, we tested hoatzin and cow bacterii

extracts by culturing them in glass tube

and recording their activity over time. W
found that the microbes in the hoatzin

crop fermented fiber as efficiently as di

those from a cow's rumen.

For any herbivore, a crucial advantage o

fermentation is the microbial production o

volatile fatty acids, compounds that can h
readily used by the host as a source of en

ergy. We found that volatile fatty acid

were as concentrated in the hoatzin crop a

they were in the gut fermentation chamber

of cows and other mammals with foregu

fermentation. In fact, volatile fatty acid

are very important for the energy balance o

hoatzins because they alone can supply u]

to 50 percent of the birds' basal energ

requirements, very similar to the energ;

contribution of volatile fatty acids in somi

ruminants, such as white-tailed deer Thus

foregut fermentation in hoatzins represent

several nutritional advantages: microbes de

grade plant fiber, balance the nutrient com

position of the hoatzins' leafy diet, supply a

least half of their basal energy require

ments, and probably help detoxify noxiou:

secondary compounds.

Lower esophagus

Proventriculus

.Gizzard

1

Sternum'

lllLiStratit isbyAlejandroGrajal
\
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Tmbers ofa hoatzinfamilyface into a cooling head windon
', irsturdyperch. Young hoatzins often remain with their

't entsfor ayear or two and help defend andfeed new chicks.

i adaptation. While other arboreal leaf

I ers, such as sloths and koalas, also have

I y low rates of metabolism, their inter-

I body temperature can be quite vari-

i e. Hoatzins, however, being birds,

I intain an internal body temperature of

: )ut 101° F, warmth that is vital to keep

I uperature-sensitive crop bacteria op-

; ting at peak efficiency. On cool early

I imings or after a torrential tropical rain,

I itzins move to the higher tree branches

: 1 adopt a specialized open-wing posture

1 bask, using the sun's rays, rather than

;ir own internal engine, to regulate their

Inperature.

Hoatzins spend quite a bit of energy in

;ial encounters. During the breeding

ison, which coincides with the rainy sea-

1 on the llanos, family groups of two to

jht hoatzins defend small, multipurpose

xitories. All members of the group en-

ge in active defense, performing ritual-

id displays along the territorial borders.

The breeding pair, however, have an ef-

fective way of defining territorial bound-

aries. They engage in ritual copulations,

which differ in form and duration from

reproductive copulations and also serve as

aggressive displays. A series of copula-

tions, aggressive postures, and loud croaks

usually effectively deters neighbors from

infringing on the territory, but when it

fails, an all-out fight may ensue. At the

height of the breeding season, the re-

productive pair may have to define their

borders frequently, sometimes copulating

twenty or more times in a single morning.

This belligerence diminishes during the

dry season, when much of the llanos dries

out completely. During this period, many
of the groups abandon their territories and
congregate near permanent water in

flocks of up to a hundred birds.

Hoatzins lay two or three eggs and incu-

bate them for thirty-two days. Young are

bom naked, but in just a few days they

acquire a coat of black down and become
quite active. The chicks grow relatively

slowly on their vegetarian diet. For their

first three months, hoatzin chicks are fed a

sticky, greenish, predigested mash that

the adults regurgitate from their crops.

Rich in bacteria, the mash helps to inocu-

late the young birds' developing crops

with important fermenting microbes.

Soon after leaving the nest, the young
hoatzins begin to nibble on the same
leaves that the adults feed on, and by the

time they are able to fly, they obtain most

of their food by themselves, following the

adults on foraging trips.

While still in the nest, the chicks use a

variety of strategies to avoid predators.

And in the jungles of the llanos, predators

abound: capuchin monkeys, tayras, and

forest falcons are among the most for-

midable hunters of hoatzin chicks. If

threatened, young hoatzins use their ex-

traordinary wing claws to climb to the
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Lured by tender green buds, a hoatzin stretches out topluck (

meal, below. Although adept at digesting leaves, hoatzins

prefer buds and soft new shoots. Right: Set in a bald, bluepa
ofskin, the hoatzins red eye calls attention to itsface,

thefocus ofits matingand territorial displays.

outer limbs of their nest branch. If danger

persists, they dive into the water below

and, using their wings and feet, swim with

surprising agihty under the surface. If a

predator finds the nest, the young hoatzins

can leave it for good at the tender age of

three days and be brooded by their par-

ents in nearby vegetation. Normally,

young hoatzins leave the nest two to three

weeks after hatching, but another seven

weeks—an unusually long period—pass

before they are able to fly. In the mean-
time, they crawl about in the vegetation

with the help of their wing claws.

The direst threat to hoatzins comes not

from their natural predators but from hu-

man activity. Although they are relatively

common birds in their natural habitat and
throughout their range, habitat destruc-

tion and hunting have taken their toll. At
our study site, thousands of acres of rich,

flooded gallery forests have been con-

verted to rice fields. Some of our hoatzin
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study populations have disappeared as the

surrounding forest was cut. Elsewhere in

South America, the hoatzin seems to be

faring even worse: in Guyana, where it is

the national bird, relentless hunting has

exterminated the species from most of its

former range. Other populations in the

Guianas and Amazonia are subject to in-

tense pressure through habitat destruction

and human interference.

The only nonmammal .with foregut fer-

mentation, the hoatzin has provided us

with a new perspective into the evolution

of this digestive strategy. But we still do
not know why so few bird species are leaf

eaters or just why hoatzins should have to

ferment their food, when some of the

plants in their diet seem to be nutritious

without such processing. Although fer-

mentation makes fiber available as a nu-

trient, microbial metabolism also converts

some energy into unusable compounds,

such as methane and carbon dioxide.

These energy losses can be substantial

a leaf eater the size of a hoatzin, so fore

fermentation must off"er some benefit;

off'set the losses. One possibility is t

besides enhancing the nutritional value

fiber, foregut fermentation allows

crobes to detoxify the noxious chemic

of tropical plants before the food is

sorbed. (Hoatzins, for example, feed

bozu berries, which can numb the mou
of humans rash enough to try eati

them.) In addition, microbes produce

sential vitamins and amino acids that m
otherwise be unavailable in leaves. T
hoatzin's choice of seemingly less-ths

ideal leafy fare has been honed by evo

tion, and any drawbacks of such a diet a

compensated for by the bird's unique ai

often bizarre physiology, morphology, ai

behavior. In the abundance of their fort

home, hoatzins continue to flap and f(

age, carrying their unwieldy fermentatii

vat with them.
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Bringing Up Baby
Two important pieces ofadviceforyoung bottlenose dolphins are,

stick close toyour mother and stay in school

by RandaU S.Wells

The tiny dolphin head popped clear of

the water, providing us with our first unob-

structed view of Hannah's days-old infant.

Until now, Hannah had kept herself be-

tween the newborn and our boat, the R/V
Fandango. Now, apparently satisfied that

we intended no harm, she allowed the curi-

ous infant to approach the boat while she

fished in a nearby cove. Swimming just

below the surface, the calf came to within

a few inches of the two hydrophones sus-

pended from our boat's bow. We heard

faint, quavery whistles—the beginnings of

what would develop into the calfs own
"signature." The whistles were accompa-

nied by tiny bubbles emanating from the

blowhole on the top of the calfs head.

Our private encounter with the calf was

short-lived. We soon heard Hannah's own
clear and loud signature whistle over our

tape recorder's speaker. Surfacing along-

side the calf, she gently used her rostrum,

or beak, to guide the baby away from us,

and then the pair slowly moved away.

Hannah and her son are members of a

population of about 100 bottlenose dol-

phins living year round in the shallow in-

shore waters along the west coast of Flor-

ida, near Sarasota. One of more than

thirty dolphin species worldwide, the

bottlenose is the most common species in

the coastal waters of the southeastern

United States. Bottlenose dolphins are the

familiar performers in most oceanarium

shows, and until the 1970s, most of what

we knew about these animals came from

observations of captives.

Since 1970, Blair Irvine, Michael Scott,

and 1 have made the behavior and ecology

of the resident Sarasota dolphins the focus

of our research efforts. To do so, we moni-

tor the movements and activities of indi-

vidual dolphins over time, using natural

shapes and notch patterns on the dorsal

fins, tags of various kinds, and radiotelem-

etry for identification. We can now recog-

nize more than 1,200 individuals from

Sarasota and nearby waters.

Judging the sex of a dolphin is much
more difficult than merely teUing individ-

uals apart, since it requires examining the

position of genital slits on the underside of

the body. The dolphins rarely present

their undersides for viewing, so we periodi-

cally encircle small schools with a 500-

yard-long net and capture individuals to

take measurements and samples. Over the

years, these brief handlings have enabled

us to determine sex, age, size, weight, re-

productive condition, and health. Family

relationships are determined from genetic

analyses of blood samples. We also record

each dolphin's whistle. We now know the

sexes of 89 and the ages of 86 of the 100

recognizable resident dolphins of the area.

Like most mammalian societies, the

Sarasota dolphin community is built

around mothernDifspring units, nearly

half of the community being composed of

mothers and their most recent offspring.

Mothers and calves are more strongly

bonded than any other class, and they tend

to swim in the largest groups. Since 1975,

we have been recording our observations

of thirty-three Sarasota mothers (some of

which we have known for more than

twenty years) and seventy of their calves.

Some of the calves are now as old as seven-

teen and have borne young themselves.

About six calves are bom in Sarasota each

year; 1988 proved to be exceptionally pro-

ductive, with eleven births.

Female dolphins in this area are re-

productively active for a long time. Am ^
sis of hormones in Sarasota dolphin bk |i^

showed that some females begin to o j<l

late when they are only five years (iiil

Several more years are usually requi Ip

for a female to mature—physiologiajij

and socially—to the point where ovulat i\

can lead to successful fertilization, i;i

plantation, gestation, and birth, althoii id

one precocious female, Saida Beth, gi),

birth when only six.

Reproduction continues through mi>
of the remainder of a female's life. C r i

work, in collaboration with that of A1(J^,

Hohn, of the National Marine Fisher Irf

Service, indicates that "old age" for thi J:

dolphins is about forty to fifty years, w ^^i

females living longer than males. As wiji

most mammals, only a small proportion «

the population reaches old age. Mellil

our oldest female of known age, is n( i

approximately fifty; Granny is abc:i

forty-seven. Both gave birth while in the

'

early to mid-forties. The reproductive pi

)

terns of pilot whales, larger members 3

the same family as the bottlenose, offer j

sharp contrast: after producing a last a fl

while in their thirties, females may live f

'

another twenty years or more.
j
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Ever curious, bottlenose dolphin calves

frequently peek above the water's

surface. However, young calves, like

this oneswimming in the waters off

Sarasota, Florida, seldom strayfar

from their mothers.

1 In the shallow waters near Sarasota,

I Dst calves are bom from May through

I ly, the season when the water is warm-
1 1, with temperatures often above 85° F.

Ills timing is certainly no coincidence:

I Ives are bom with very little insulating

lubber, which may reduce the energy

mands on the pregnant female. (By win-

r, when water temperatures may drop

'Jow 55° F, the resident Sarasota dol-

lins typically have increased the thick-

^ of their blubber layer by 30 percent.)

I Although we know our dolphins rela-

i/ely intimately, the actual birth and first

' w days in the life of a baby dolphin are

i:ceedingly difficult to witness in free-

Inging animals; for this information, we
I ill rely on oceanariums. After a year-

ng gestation, bottlenose dolphins are

)m tail first during a delivery process

'lat typically lasts from less than one to

I'.veral hours. A year ago, at the Brook-

ijld Zoo, I observed a first-time mother,

p'indy, showing the first signs of labor by

"ching and flexing her tail in an exagger-

'ied way while swimming. After forty-five

oinutes, the calfs fluke tip appeared,

wo hours later, the entire calf was out. In

)me cases, a female in the early stages of

delivery "stands on her head," lifting her

tail clear of the water to the level of her

genital sHt and altemately arching her

back and flexing her abdomen.

Once free of its mother, the newborn

swims unaided to the surface for its first

breath. The mother then uses her tail and

her rostrum to guide the calf to a traveling

position just below her dorsal fin. Within

the first day, the calf learns to position

itself close to its mother's side in such a

way that it can "hitch a ride" on pressure

waves created by the mother's movement

through the water. All the calf has to do is

pump its flukes occasionally to maintain

its position.

A newborn is typically about forty-five

inches long, 45 percent of its mother's

length. An average birth weight is 30

pounds, and mothers generally weigh 400

to 600 pounds; this weight relationship is

comparable to that of human babies and

mothers. At birth, infants are darker than

their mothers, with vertical creases and

stripes as reminders of how they were

folded in the womb. These marks are lost

within the first few months of life, as are

small whiskers that line each side of the

upper rostmm. The newborn's flukes and

dorsal fin are curled initially but soon be-

come straight and rigid. In typical mam-
malian fashion, the newbom's head is dis-

proportionately large, and its tail stock,

the region between the dorsal fin and

flukes, is relatively short.

Infants begin nursing within a few

hours of birth, following expulsion of the

placenta. Nursing bouts are brief, each

lasting about five to six seconds on aver-

age, but frequent during the first few

months (about ten to twenty nursing bouts

per hour). The calf obtains a very rich

milk from nipples located in slits on each

side of the mother's genital slit. The milk

is believed to be squirted into the calfs

mouth via a tube formed by the calfs

tongue and the mother's nipple. Typically,

the mother glides along with her belly

tilted toward the calf. After several suck-

ling bouts on one side, the mother may
guide the calf to the other side of her body.

Calves gain about 165 pounds and grow

two feet in length during their first year.

To feed their growing young, mothers

must eat more themselves, going from a

normal level of some ten to twenty pounds

of fish per day up to thirty pounds. In the

Sarasota area, bottlenose dolphins feed on
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a variety of fish, including mullet, sea

trout, and catfish, which may weigh one to

two pounds each.

In some parts of the worid, bottlenose

dolphins hunt cooperatively to contain

schools of small fish while taking turns

passing through the schools to feed. The
Sarasota dolphins are more likely to hunt

solo. One technique we commonly see is

"fish whacking": a dolphin strikes a flee-

ing fish with its flukes and sends it tum-

bling as much as thirty feet through the

air. The dolphin then collects the stunned

fish in a leisurely maimer.

Young dolphins begin to play with, and

ingest, small fish within the first six

months of life, but fish do not become a

significant part of their diet until the

calves are one or two years old. The young
dolphins play "cat and mouse" games
with small fish such as pinfish, catching

them with their teeth, throwing them, and
allowing them to swim ofl" a short distance

before recapturing them and continuing

the game.

Nursing sometimes continues long after

young dolphins have made the switch to

fish. We have found lactating Sarasota

mothers with 4'/2-year-old calves. The rea-

sons for this prolonged lactation are un-

clear but may have to do with maintaining

bonds between a mother and her most
recent calf, as has been suggested for pilot

and sperm whales, which reportedly some-

times have ten-year-old suckling calves.

As with many other mammals, infancy

is a tricky period, success or failure vary-

ing with the age, and probably the experi-

ence, of the mother. Mothers often lose

their first and sometimes their second

calves, and more than half of all calves

bom to Sarasota mothers younger than

fifteen years old die before reaching inde-

pendence. In contrast, older, more experi-

enced mothers successfully rear four out

of five calves. The first year of life is per-

haps the most difficult. Neariy 20 percent

of calves die before their first birthday,

accounting for about 75 percent of all

deaths of dependent calves. But determin-

ing the cause of death from recovered calf

carcasses is usually extremely difficult. In

one instance, Hannah lost a five-month-

old calf to a tiger shark. Studies of captive

calves indicate that pneumonia is a com-
mon contributor to infant death. Victor

Cockcroft and colleagues at the Port Eliz-

abeth Museum recently reported that

nursing firstborn ybung of South African

bottlenose dolphins receive 80 percent of

the PCB and DDT contaminants accumu-
lated in their mothers' bodies. This trans-

fer of toxic contaminants may contribute

to the high rate of firstborn mortality.

Losing an infant appears to be stressf i

for the mother. Numerous reports, boi

from oceanariums and from the wild, d

scribe mothers supporting dead calves

the surface, sometimes for days. Saic

Beth's first calf died within one day

birth. After the death, we found Saic

with ten other dolphins, including thr«(

mother-calf pairs and her own mothe'

Melba, traveling slowly north over
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Bottlenose dolphin mothers and calves

travel together. Such groups may belong

to a larger band, consisting ofseveral

maternal lines and including a mix of
offspring, cousins, siblings, and aunts.
Francois Gohler

agrass meadow in the northern half of

leir home range. While we watched, the

St of the group continued north, but

aida and Melba remained. Saida circled

I a highly agitated manner, lifting her

jad son to the surface, whistling, drop-

ing the calf, then repeating the process

very few minutes. Melba fed nearby. Af-

!r we had watched this behavior for

early an hour and a half, a pair of teen-

age males charged into the area, perhaps

attracted by the whistUng, and chased

Saida. After the chase, Saida made no

more attempts to recover the carcass.

Portions of the Sarasota community's

home range are dolphin nursery areas.

Mothers with young calves tend to raise

them in the fish-rich, shark-free shallow

waters of the northern half of the range,

where human alteration of the habitat is

less pronounced than to the south. The

northern waters average about four to ten

feet in depth. Relatively large expanses of

seagrass meadows still remain, and man-

grove trees line much of the shoreline.

These shallow waters also serve as nursery

areas for fish. The mangrove roots and

submerged blades of turtle grass and eel-

grass protect young fish from predators.

Decomposing mangrove leaves, grasses,
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If You Need Me, Whistle

by Peter Tyack

As far as we know, humans and marine

mammals are the only mammals that mod-

ify what they say in response to what they

hear. The vocal repertoire of most mam-
mals is essentially inherited, and learning

plays little, if any, part in the sounds they

produce—hybrid monkeys make hybrid

calls and even deaf kittens make normal

meows. Dolphins, in contrast, as biologists

and dolphin fans have long known, readily

learn to imitate sounds in captivity. Much
remains unknown, however, about the role

of learning in the development of the whis-

tles that wild dolphins use to communicate

with one another.

From captive animals, researchers dis-

covered decades ago that a dolphin can

whistle on the day it is bom. These early

whistles are quavery and variable. Before it

is a year old, however, each dolphin devel-

ops its own distinctive "signature" whistle,

as recognizable as a leitmotif in a Wagne-

rian opera or the tunes Prokofiev used to

represent the various animals in Peter and
the Wolf. Dolphin whistles rise and fall in

frequency like a tune, but they last only a

second or so, and the frequencies are more
than ten times higher than a dial tone.

Humans must slow down recordings of dol-

phin whistles to hear them weU.

Studying whistle development in the wild

has proved challenging, for dolphins can

whistle underwater without exhaling bub-

bles. This trick comes in handy for them
(allowing them to recycle air between

breaths) but frustrates researchers trying to

tell who's whistling. Eight years ago, I took

up the challenge, hooking up with Randall

Wells's ongoing wild dolphin study near

Sarasota, Florida. Wells's project provides a

natural laboratory in which to study the

vocalizations of wild dolphins. In the coastal

waters off Sarasota, the animals' home
ranges are small; researchers can set out

each day to look for particular animals and

be reasonably sure of finding them. Still,

determining which is the whistling dolphin

in a free-swimming group is seldom pos-

sible, so we temporarily restrain the animals

in a net corral, attach underwater micro-

phones, or hydrophones, to their heads with

suction cups, and record them.

Over the years, our recordings have con-

firmed that, like their captive cousins, wild

dolphins develop signature whistles, and

that the signatures stay the same for more
than a decade. Graduate student Laela

Sayigh has concentrated on whistle ex-

changes between dolphin mothers and their

young calves. When we corral a group with

a mother-calf pair, we keep them together,

holding one of the pair in shallow water

while the other is measured in a rubber raft.

Mothers and their calves usually start ex-

changing whistles as soon as they are out of

each other's sight.

We have analyzed whistles from nearly

forty mother-calf pairs. When Sayigh com-

pared whistles of male and female calves,

she discovered that males shape their whis-

tles to become like those of their mother;

females modify theirs to become distinct

from hers. These gender differences may
reflect differences in the lives male and

female calves will lead. For most of their

lives, females associate primarily with

members of their own matrilineal group. If

several females within a group had similar

whistles, a young calf might have trou

maintaining contact with its mother Mai
in contrast, eventually leave their na

group, so there may be little advantage

developing whistles different from a mo
er's; they may even benefit from soundi

like her Recognition of mother-son re

tionships could limit inbreeding. Also, ad

males form coalitions that compete wi

other males for access to females; havi

similar whistles could help brothers recc

nize one another during interactions witl

and between coalitions.

The duration and loudness of signatu

whistles may vary when a dolphin

alarmed, but the whistles still retain th<

individual distinctiveness. Dolphins usual

produce their own signature whistles, b
they occasionally make different whistli

Some of these appear to be one-shot bun
ofsound, but others are precise imitations

the signature whistles of companions. The
imitation whistles appear to be for the pi

pose of calling one another "by name." Oi

whistle exchange we recorded in 1984 illu

trates how this works. After encircling s

dolphins in the net corral, we put one,

thirty-four-year-old female we call Nick)

in the raft. She whistled constantly, om
every three seconds or so, during her ho
there. Halfway through this hour, Nick

started to imitate the signature whistle

another female in the corral. Granny, wl

was forty years old at the time. Nicklo co

tinned to intersperse her own signatu:

whistle with imitations ofGranny's until si

was released. Nicklo's own 3 '/4-year-old ca

was also in the corral, but Nicklo onj

"called" Granny, perhaps because as tl

and associated organisms form the nutri-

tional base for the food web supporting the

fish, many of which grow up to become
food for the dolphins.

Mothers and calves spend, on average,

nearly five and a half years together (al-

though we have known the period of close

association to last as long as eleven years).

The two swim together continually until

just before the birth of the next calf. Dur-
ing this time, the calf reaches more than

85 percent of its adult body length and
about 55 to 70 percent of its adult weight.

Most calves are raised within bands of

mothers accompanied by their youngest

calves. Mothers in a given band share the

same range within the nursery areas de-
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scribed above. Our field observations, and
genetic tests by Debbie Duffield at Port-

land State University, indicated that a

given band may be composed of several

maternal lines that have associated closely

for several generations.

During the course of a day, however, we
rarely find all the members of a given

band together. Typically, they break up
into smaller schools of two to five pairs

each; throughout the day, different

schools from the same band may meet up
and spend time together. For example,

when we first saw the female A-4 with her

new infant last fall, they were in a seagrass

meadow with six other members of the

Palma Sola Band. Their associates in-

cluded Granny and her newborn, ale

with A-3 and her yearling daughter and

4 with her daughter. Twenty minutes la

this group was joined by three ott

Palma Sola Band members, including N
October, with her yearUng daughter, a

Merrily, Granny's five-year-old daught

The two schools merged and swam slo«

to the south over the shallows. If we hi

followed them long enough, we wou
probably have seen them spUt up aga

into different, smaller groups or mer;

with yet other members of the band.

Within bands, swimming partners a

pear to be determined by reproducti'

state. Mothers with calves of similar aj

tend to swim together, as in the case ofA



St in the group, Granny was the dolphin

t likely to have had experience with this

itening situation and therefore the one

t likely to be able to help or reassure

do. As soon as Nicklo started imitating

Granny responded by synchronizing

Dwn whistle with Nicklo's imitation of

(o other dolphin responded at any time,

;ven Nicklo's calf.

n land as in the sea, mammals are capa-

of recognizing one another, and very

(1 the recognition is based, at least in

, on voice. Slight variations in the vocal

ts of terrestrial animals lead to predict-

differences in the voices of individuals.

5n friends call me on the telephone, I do

need to wait for them to identify them-

3s; as soon as they say hello, I know who

1 water, however, and especially for div-

animals, these involuntary characteris-

of voice are not as reliable. Vocal tracts

gas-filled cavities, and as an animal

s, these gases halve in volume for every

bling of pressure. Since some parts of

ifocal tract are more elastic than others,

iges in volume will lead to changes in

X that, in turn, may alter the sound. If

ihins and other diving animals do indeed

upon individually distinctive calls, and

their vocal tracts to produce them, then

may need to create the calls by leam-

lo modify acoustic features under volun-

control, such as the frequency modula-

of whistles.

»r Tyack is an associate scientist in the

'ogy department of the Woods Hole

anographic Institution.

I
id Granny. Seasonal reproduction re-

I ilts in the production of age cohorts, that

I, individuals of the same age that grow

Ip together. Calves of a given cohort be-

\'.n to develop social relationships with one

liother from the day they are bom. We
jmmonly find two or more young of the

;ar frolicking within a "playpen" formed

y their mothers five to ten yards away.

Safety is most likely a prime advantage

f growing up in a school of mothers and

oung. Danger, in the form of several spe-

ies of large, predatory sharks, lurks in the

eeper waters of the dolphins' home
inge. Mothers and young pass through

lese deeper waters while traveling from

ne nursery area to another. Dolphins

Duringa birth at Chicago's Brookfield

Zoo, afluke appearsfirst. The calftook

two hours to emerge and then swam
unaided to the surfacefor a breath.
Randall S. Wells

probably do not form a significant portion

of the diet of any of the local sharks; never-

theless, more than 22 percent of the dol-

phins we have handled (other than depen-

dent calves) had shark-bite scars. Tiger,

bull, and dusky sharks may be responsible

for most of the attacks.

We have seen only two young calves

with shark-bite wounds. Possibly, shark

attacks simply result in a quick death and

disappearance of the calf. Perhaps, how-

ever, group living is effective protection.

The calf Hannah lost to sharks, for exam-

ple, never had the benefit of group living,

for Hannah does not belong to a band and

seldom swims with other dolphins. Ken

Norris and Tom Dohl, of the University of

California, Santa Cruz, have suggested

that by pooling their senses, schooling dol-

phins (or fish, for that matter) can en-

hance their awareness of their environ-

ment, including predators. With dolphins,

this means not only more eyes (in clear

water) and more ears but also more

echolocating clicks going out in many
more directions than a single animal could

keep track of.

Group living is also an excellent way for

a young dolphin to learn about the intrica-

cies of life within its community. And
there is much to learn: how far its home

range extends, how to find and capture

prey, how to identify and respond to poten-

tial predators, how to recognize other dol-

phins, and who fits where in the dolphin

social hierarchy.

One anecdote suggests that dolphins

may learn at least part of their forty-eight-

square-mile home range within the first

year of life. Merrily, a nine-month-old fe-

male, became entangled in a fishing net

near the northern edge of the Sarasota

community's home range. By the time she

was freed from the net fifteen minutes

later, her mother. Granny, had left. Sev-

eral hours later, Merrily was seen alone in

a bay four miles to the south, in the center

of her mother's core area. By the next day,

she had returned to Granny's side. Given

the number of directions Merrily could

have traveled in, knowledge, not mere

chance, must have been her guide.

In captivity, bottlenose dolphins have

shown themselves to be capable of leam-
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ing to recognize individuals of their own

and other species. In the murky waters

inhabited by many wild bottlenose dol-

phins, acoustic signals may well be more

important than visual ones. Studies by Da-

vid and Melba Caldwell and by Peter

Tyack and Laela Sayigh, of Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution, point to a sys-

tem of whistle communication that is

highly dependent on learning. In addition

to developing its own whistle, each dol-

phin learns to recognize its mother's whis-

tle and those of others in its group. The
reunion of Hannah and her young son de-

scribed at the beginning of this article is

just one situation in which whistling helps

the dolphins identify and find one another.

The dolphins appear to use these whistles

to maintain contact, when socializing,

when meeting other dolphin groups, and

perhaps to coordinate school activities.

For example, whistles are often heard

when groups change direction or activity.

Bottlenose dolphins maintain an inter-

est in their kin for much of their lives. The
birth of a new calf, for example, often

results in visits by older siblings. The first

time we found Ms. Mayhem with her new-

bom son in 1987, she was also accompa-

nied by her fourteen-year-old son, the Kid,

who otherwise rarely interacts with his

mother, and her four-year-old daughter.

Pumpkin, who had recently separated

from her mother. We have observed

babysitting by older sisters, by other band

members, and in one case, by Puka Fin, at

thirty-nine years of age the oldest known-

age male in the community. In the case of

Puka Fin, preUminary genetic findings

suggest he may have been the father of

two of the three youngsters in the group.

On average, male and female calves

tend to remain with their mothers for simi-

lar periods of time and reach similar sizes

by the time of separation, although males

eventually grow significantly larger than

females. The parting of mother and young

may be gradual or abrupt. Daughters

seem to leave somewhat more gradually,

returning to their mother's band more fre-

quently during the period of separation

than do sons. Newly independent dolphins

join roving groups of other youngsters,

ranging in age from about three to thir-

Two calves, below, leap side by side, a

favoritepastime that helps cement tht

social connection.
Randall S. mils

I

teen years. Members of these groups are

responsible for most of the socializing we
see in the wild, including leaps and other

acrobatics, much physical contact, and

both heterosexual and homosexual inter-

actions. The dolphins may be establishing

who is dominant to whom. Males form

long-lasting pair bonds during this period.

These pairs are often composed of males

of similar age that grew up in the same

band. Some males remain together for at

least ten to fifteen years. Members of

these pairs are nearly inseparable. They

often swim side by side, in close syn-

chrony. If a member of a pair is lost, he is

not easily replaced.

As males mature, they travel widely

from one school of females to another,

spending very little time with any particu-

lar female or her offspring. Bottlenose dol-

phins in the Sarasota area apparently do

not develop long-term monogamous rela-

tionships. Duffield's preliminary genetic

analyses indicate that subsequent calves

of a given female may be sired by differ-

ent males. We are now doing chromo-

somal analyses and DNA fingerprinting

in an attempt to identify the fathers. C

we can match fathers up with their

spring, we can better interpret inte

tions between them, but we do not ex)

the test results to change our strong <

elusion that a mother's investment ;

calf greatly exceeds that of the fat

And a mother's involvement with

daughters may never end, since whe

young female has her first baby, she o:

rejoins her mother's band and raises

calf in the company of other females \

calves of similar age.

We hope that some of what we hi
learned about Sarasota's wild dolpli

may be used to benefit dolphins evi><

where. Knowledge of mating systems i|

rearing patterns, for example, should ll

to improved captive-breeding progra J

Increased success in such breeding p ^

grams should, in turn, reduce pressure l

remove individuals from the wild for cl*;

tive display. As our understanding of s

animals improves, our abihty to recognfl

their needs in the face of ever-increasf

human alteration of their habitat shol

also grow. j
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

DISCOVERY CRUISES

ISLANDS OF POLYNESIA
September 16-29, 1991

lUNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA
October 6-21, 1991

spectacular Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, flowing through

iSe tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys, caiman, but-

lies, exotic birds, rare trees and flowers and many other types

vildlife live in one of the world's richest ecosystems - aboard

comfortable, 41- cabin Polaris.

ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE
October 15 - November 1, 1991

ORIENTAL ODYSSEY
Japan to Singapore

October 28 - November 21, 1991

3tic sites and ports of call along one of the world's most

ient trade routes, including Miyajima, Hagi and Ishigaki

ind in Japan, Shanghai and Hainan Island in China, the Sprat-

Islands, Hong Kong, Taiwan's Taipei, Taroko Gorge and

nan, Kota Kinabalu and Kuching on Borneo, Brunei's Bandar

i Begawan, and Singapore - aboard the ultra-luxurious, 50-

)in Renaissance.

SAILING THE CARIBBEAN
ABOARD THE LEGENDARY SEA CLOUD

January 14-24, 1992

''lales, dolphins, seabirds, hummingbirds, parrots, spectacular

I irkeling, volcanoes, bubbling suplphur springs, charming

I onial towns, rain forests, enchanting ruins and much more -

i,3ard the magnificent, 41 -cabin tall ship. Sea Cloud.

ANTARCTICA
January 23 - February 6, 1992

;rra del Fuego and the 700-mile-long Antarctic Peninsula with

mote research stations, awesome icebergs, mountains,

iciers, seals, whales and seabirds, including millions of pen-

ins - aboard the fully-stabilized, 70-cabin Illiria.

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
AND HIGHLAND ECUADOR

January 10-23, 1992

BAJA AND THE GREAT WHALf:S
February 2-13, 1992

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
February 5-15, 1992

Mayan ruins, lush rainforests and jungle rivers, rare birds,

monkeys, secluded white sand beaches and dazzling coral reefs

of Mexico, Belize and Honduras - aboard the comfortable,

41 -cabin Polaris.

BALI TO THE BARRIER REEF:
Indonesia, New Guinea and Australia

February 7-24, 1992

EXPLORING PAPUA NEW GUINEA
February 14 - March 2, 1992

ISLANDS OF THE INDIAN OCEAN:
Seychelles, Madagascar, Comoros, Zanzibar

and Kenya
March 28 - April 12, 1992

DISCOVERY TOURS

In addition to our cruises listed above, the Museum
offers a variety of land programs:

Zambia, Zimbabwe and Botswana

(September 12-28, 1991)

China and the Yangtze River

(October 4-26, 1991)

Luxury Tenting in Tanzania

(January 1-14, 1992)

Archeology of Guatemala (February 8-23, 1992)

Kenya and Tanzania (February 12-28, 1992)

Archeology of Mexico (February 25 - March 10)

Wildlife of Costa Rica (March 14-28, 1992)

Archeology of the Yucatan Peninsula

(March 15-28, 1992)

\merican Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet
available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-
ton Ave., Suite 314. New York, NY 10028

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Ivlads Stage
Fan Club Inquire Box 39, Florfiam Park, NJ 07932-
0039

INDONESIAN tvlASKS, $50-$100, request pfiotos, IVIc-

Coy Imports, Liberty. NY 12754

NAVAJO, ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings.
kactiinas, Wfiolesale catalog $3,00. Indian Treasures
Box 9771 -NH, Pfioenix, AZ 85068

PREHISTORIC ART on silk screened T-stiirts. Free cat-
alog. Glyptiware. Dept. 22. 10727 5tfi Avenue Nortti-

west, Seattle, WA 98177

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East Meets
West", Ltd., RO. Box 103. Pittsford, VT 05763-0103.
Our low overfiead lets us bring you extraordinary na-
tive arts and crafts from around ttie world at low "rural"
prices. Call us toll-free at 1-800-443-2242 and discuss
your requirements with a trained anthropologist. Pho-
tographs of objects available upon request. Visa and
Mastercard accepted.

Books/Publications

ENHANCE YOUR UNDERSTANDING of the world
around you through books from all realms of natural
history. Write for a free catalog of over 1000 titles

available from Bookworm By Nature, P.O. Box 4005
Dept. N. Ft. Lauderdale. Florida 33338 or call (305) 987-
6035

FREE CATALOG. Nature, Natural History, Environ-
ment. Gardening, Country Living. Chickadee Books,
Box 899. Mexico. NY 13114 1-800-322-3453

NON-FICTION PUBLISHER SEEKS NEW TITLES with
natural history themes Send proposal to Schenkman
Books, PO. Box 119, Rochester, VT 05787

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 10001

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press. Dept. NHS, 1 1 West 32 Street,
New York 10001

RECEIVE FREE Magazines just for the asking, over 60
different. List $3., Kedzerski, 15 Hilltop Acres, Dept.
NH, Yonkers, NY 10704

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente. CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Education

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care
specialist. Home study. Free career literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. CJ1 24

LEARN INTERIOR DECORATING. Home study. De-
velop your natural talent. Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. HJ1 24.

MAJOR NEW DISCOVERIES. The Binding Force of the
Universe—from Gluons to Galaxies. Illustrated book
$9.95 -I- $2.00 p&h ($11.95) G/L Industries, 150 W.
Oneida, Preston, ID 83263

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free
List! Zincvo, Box 585. Dearborn. Ml 48120

TheMarKgt
I

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Payi Transportation!
New Employment Handbook. $3.00. International, Box
5730-RV, Lighthouse Point. FL 33074

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext, 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the
U.S. Free details. EOV, PO Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

MAKE A RANGER NATURALIST JOB your career.
Publication $5 Updated. "Ranger," Box 331114, Fort
Wforth,TX 76163-1114

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Envi-
ronmental employment! Free details . . . MWE0-4R
2257S Zenobia. Denver, CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3.00. International
Opportunities, Box 5730-RV, Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

GET PAID FOR
READING BOOKS
$50-$100 PER BOOK. CHOOSE SUBJECT

MATTER. NO RESUME REQUIRED.
FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE:

CALCO PUBLISHING (Dept. 0-57)
500 South Broad St.. Meriden. CT 06450

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings—All occupations—Western U.S.!
Free details ... 703 S. Broadway #100-NC, Denver
CO 80209 (303) 988-6707

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9.00 each. EISF, 662. Newton, Massa-
chusetts 021 62-0002

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-
ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
Includes Mideast! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure.
Multinewspapers. Box DE-208, Dana Point, California,

92629.

Furniture

HANGING CHAIRS, HAMMOCKS & Fine outdoor furni-

ture expertly handcrafted. Free Catalog. Twin Oaks
Hammocks, Rt. 4. Box 169-NH, Louisa. VA 23093

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS. DEA. Available your area now. Call (805)
682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

IS IT TRUE . .
.
JEEPS FOR $44 through the U.S.

Gov't.? Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext. S-6371

Merchandise/Gifts

HELP OUR BLUE Pl^NET Call for your free rainforest
and environmental products catalog with unusual
items to eat, wear and use. 1-800-626-4059

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-
teed. Color catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N. New Haven, CT 06525

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting friend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony, Box
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

OWNAPIiaOFHISl
Hisloric Iclicrs and documents sig,

llie greatest history makers utio e

li\ed. Free Report. HIstorj'-Maki

54.15 N. Emerson Wav. Dept. 21

Indpls.. IN 46226

317 542-9480 Exi. 21

Music

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE V\

Andes, Africa, India, World Music Jazz. Whte
catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Musii
World, Dept. N. PO. Box 3667. Chapel Hill, NC
3667

MUSIC FOR THE SENSES. First volume in up
series, based on nature, expressed in digitally

!

sized music. Cassette only $11.99. NJ resider
7% sales tax Terra Illusions, P.O. Box 6142 Ho
NJ 07030

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing I

lars since 1923, Alignment performed on our U,!
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Knc
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. I

Optical Co
,
Inc

. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsac
12192(518)731-2610

FromGermBny-

;

in BRILLIANC
CLARITYt

aus JENA The world's

Porro & Roof sporting optics

Prlsnr able.

Riflescopes (717) 347-60^

EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE. Telescope consti
booklet, bearing material, $14.95 (add tax in NY
ern Technology Press, 40-19 164 Street, Flushii

11358

Livestock Stall, HongKong
Mark Abraham
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Estate

RETIRE TO FLA? Over half of Nortti Carolina

s came from Florida—learn wfiyl Nortfi Carolina

lake homesites from only $10,900 Free lifera-

-800-768-7358

E: BEACHFRONT HOUSE on Ambergris Caye,

'jres available. Snorkel, dive and fisfi ttie reef.

?32-6242

ftS

E—RUM POINT INN—small beacfifront resort on

aribbean. Spacious, private cabaiias. Library.

I

room featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or

'lus Ivlayan ruins. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve,

Photographic Safaris. Bevier, Placencia, Belize.

)1 -62-201 7 or (504) 465-0769

}/Trips

NTURE CALLING! Outstanding vi/ildlife safaris in

I, Tanzania, Botsv^ana and Zimbabw/e. Low cost

ng or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

Fascinating options; track gorillas, climb Kili-

ro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

ike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts.

wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

J Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

peditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

nd smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

s Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

si (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

(C)NY, NY 10001.

NTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

assic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

ng, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

age color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box

H, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

;A: Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

da, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,

ibwe. Kenya Consultants, Box 216, l^t. Tremper,

!457 (800) 541-2527

GASH CANOE TRIPS, fvlaine and Canada. Wil-

^ss. wildlife. Guided adventures for novice to ex-

Box 713H, Greenville, I^E 04441 (207) 695-3668

CHRISTMAS OR EASTER IN COSTA RICA. Relaxed

pace option. Experience spectacular flora and fauna

with superb birding: Rainforests, cloudforests, moun-

tains, oceans. Very comfortable accommodations.

Two expert leaders for 1 5 people. Dec. 21 -Jan. 1 ,
April

11-20 '92. Customized lours available. Nature World

Explorations, 11442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD
21044 (301) 730-0877 or Fax (301) 964-0951

"COSTA RICA? BELIZE? VENEZUELA?" Unique, af-

fordable nature adventures. From $599 (8d, all in-

cluded). Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523(415)671-2900

DIRE WOLF—Interpretive nature tours of the Finger

Lakes and Adirondacks; 97 Genung Road, Ithaca, NY
14850; (607) 273-6316.

FALKLAND ISLANDS, January 6 to 22. Fly via Chile.

See penguins, sheathbills, steamer ducks, elephant

seals, killer whales all in a Sub-Antarctic landscape.

Land cost $3422.00. Limited to 16 travelers. Optional

Chile extension Jan. 22 to 30. Phone (301 ) 593-2522 or

write World Nature Tours, PO. Box 693a, Silver Spring,

MD 20901.

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

\RCTICA—Affordable at last! Expedition-Cruises

e active, budget conscious, natural history enthu-

and photographer to Antarctic Peninsula and
Antarctic islands. 14 days for under $4000. ANI

rctica; 200-1676 Duranleau St., Vancouver, B.C.

3S5, Canada (604) 683-8033, Fax (604) 683-6892

HAEOLOGY TOURS—SW Rock Art, Mesa Verde,

ran de Chelly, Chaco Canyon, Yucatan, Zuni, Ban-

r, Santa Fe. New Mexico, Arizona & Mexico. 1st

s. Guided by leading archaeologists. Archaeologi-

:onservancy, 415 Orchard Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87501

I
982-3278

TRALIA/NEW ZEALAND; Exceptional itinerary,

itanding naturalist leaders. October 15-November
)yagers, Dept. NAU-8, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851.

) 257-3091

;tralia/new Zealand walkabouts;
onalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

e stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-

vlational Parks, and Milford Track; Australia's Out-

<. Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

oration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

) 687-7282

Tram over Old Sp,inish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Tollec archaeology.
IVIonarch butterfly sani:luary-

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m--6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callaghan Rd. • San Antonio, TX 78228

Train to canyon larger than Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. IVlountain lodges, pine

forests. Tarafiumara Inilians.

NEW ZEALAND— Explore 'The Land Time Forgot',

southern ark of ancient forests and unique wildlife

Custom departures Write Nature Quest New Zea-

land PO. Box314, Dunedin Ph 0064 34739 149

<^ 1 BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
|

WHALES! WHALES!
s^Vj^t UnksH Colmhia OKCAS September

^}m& Oikpagm - SPERM WHAl.hS January

\ ^T'S^'" Baja Califoma - BLUE k GRAY WHALE.S Winter '92

iyW^Si Small Groups Ud by Whule and Wildlife SpecialiUs

g^'-g'-' ;^^ I696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyville, tA 95521

800-548-7555

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS;
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS"; Americas, Europe,

Africa, Asia, Pacific. 1256 "Classic and Unusual"

Ecoadventures, Hiking. Biking. Forum Travel, 91 Greg-

ory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS!—Excellent boats, small groups, li-

censed guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador, and optional Amazon Basin

extension. Voyagers, Dept. NG-8, Box 915, Ithaca, NY
14851 (800) 633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos

Travel, PO. Box 1357, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045.

(800) 969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. 15 days including Espanola,

Genovesa, Fernandina and some seldom visited loca-

tions. Departures Jan 16, March 12, May 14 and Aug
13, 1992. See Colley below for information.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph

Colley. LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS—Spectacular adventures at Incredible

Prices. Small yachts, licensed naturalist. Weekly De-

partures. Also; hiking, diving, charters. Forum Travel,

91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec. 22, $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov. 10, $3,600. Rates include airfare from Mi-

ami. Small groups on first class yachts. Catalog. Ga-

lapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard East, Toronto, Canada,

M4M 1Y5. Tel; (416) 469-8211

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI—INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost. Twenty-three

years experience. Small groups. Contact; Gordon

Frost, PO. Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (707)

747-1316

GUIDED BIRDING TOURS TO NAMIBIA (Oct 91) &
Zimbabwe (Feb 92). See Migrating and Local Species.

African Wildlife & Travel, Box 324, Dobbs Ferry, NY
10522 (212) 308-2607 Fax (212) 838-5604

HAWAII—Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by Mark Collins, one of Hawaii's top naturalists and
photographers. November '91, April '92. Voyagers,

Dept. NE-8, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 . (607) 257-3091

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND, BURMA; Tours,

treks, wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge
range of trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

catalog. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey back

into time where every day is a different and exiciting

adventure. Free brochure 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-5344

TRIBAL TRIPS; Overland/camping/homestays; Bor-

neo—September; Garhwal Himalayas—October; Ca-

pers, Box 2789, Beverly Hills 90213

WHOLE AMAZON IN ONE BROCHURE. Eve'ry lodge,

cruise and expedition rated according to comfort and

degree of difficulty. Plan your Amazon adventure to-

day. Tours to Galapagos, Costa Rica and any other

South American destination also available. Call 800-

242-5554 for free brochure. CanoAndes Expeditions,

310 Madison Avenue. NYC 10017

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by yacht to explore more islands

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 trip

dates. Mochu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 3 11 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

Video

"MADAGASCAR" VIDEO TAPE. Wifllife and native

people. Approx. one half hour. Several lemur species.

Great educational includes continent formation anima-

tion $14.95. Safari Films, Inc. 646 S. Owl Dr., Sarasota,

FL 34236

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. Will

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO. Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, USA
(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroideries,

Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please send

color photos with size, condition and price to Renate

Halpern Galleries, Inc., 325 East 79th Street, New York,

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.40 per word; 1 6 word minimum . Display classified is

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be pcepaid

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to; The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., New
York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquines to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address. Please include your

personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the

month, two months prior to cover date (the January

issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required for

display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page with your

ad will be sent upon publication
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PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
WEATHERSTATION
NOW AFFORDABLE

ENOUGH FOR HOME USE!
The new WeatherPro weather station uses stale-ol-

the-art technology to give you tuil monitoring capa-
bility at an incredibly low price. The WeatherPro
includes a weather computer, remote precision wind
direction vane, wind speed sensor, external temper-
ature probe, mounting hardware and 40' ot cable-all

for only $189!
WIND SPEED tmmHJH "WIND GUST
TEMPERATURE HHWm -WIND CHILL

WIND DIRECTION tJPW .time

TEMPERATURE HI/LO BJJ£LI 'AUTO SCAN
RAINFALL (OPTIONAL!- •1 YEAR WARRANTY

•14-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

DIGITAR WEATHERPRO
WEATHER STATION: ONLY $189!

ORDER TODAY:! -800-678-3669, ext.NH
M-F 7AM-5:30 PM Pacific Time

•Automalic-emplyini' electronic rain RauEe-$49.95
Add $5.00 for shionine. CA residents adcTsales lax.

Fax 1-41 5-71^-9 IBH • M/C and VISA

DIGITAR^
3465 DIABLC5 AVE, HAYWARD, CA 94545

ijjjjmii'i!

ROLLS
35mm
(An $8.00
Value!)

Get PRINTS...or SLIDES...or BOTH
from the same roll of film!

• Vivid, true-to-life color • Free replacement filFn

when you use our low-cost processing.

Why free? Because we want to be your
photo lab. ..and seeing is believing. Our
quality? Photographic Magazine rated us as
one of the Top 10 Laboratories in the U.S.

Introductory Offer- For 1st Time Users.
Please senij 2 rolls of 35mm film. (ISO 100 &
400). I prefer 24 or 36 exposure roll(s).

Encloseid is $2 to cover postage/hantjling.

Limit: 2 rolls per customer, please.

Address .

City

bKALC LABORATORIES
2960 Simms Street, Hollywood, FL 33020-1579
Poslage/handimg charge ie )nly Does noi include developing Process

Prices valid ihtough e

The Moon Illusion
by Thomas D. Nicholson

This month the full moon on the 25th

gives us a chance to see one of nature's

most puzzling illusions, the apparent en-

largement of the moon when it's near the

horizon. Tests show that observers per-

ceive the moon near the horizon to be

about 25 percent larger than when it is

high in the sky. This runs contrary to the

measured size of the moon's disk in the

sky; because of the earth's curvature, the

moon is slightly closer to us when it is

overhead, so its image is actually 1.5 per-

cent larger than when it is near the hori-

zon. The illusion is related to how we per-

ceive size and distance, and it also affects

our perception of the size of the rising and

setting sun and even of constellations near

the horizon.

The Moon Illusion, a recent book

edited by Maurice Hershenson, describes

the numerous theories that have been ad-

vanced since ancient times to explain why
the moon appears to change size depend-

ing on its location in the sky. One explana-

tion is that atmospheric effects alter the

moon's appearance near the horizon.

When the moon (or the sun) is viewed near

the horizon, the intervening atmosphere

refracts its light, causing the disk to ap-

pear somewhat oval or flattened; but its

image is not magnified.

One very old theory is that the moon
appears larger near the horizon because

we are unconsciously comparing it with

nearby, familiar objects, such as houses

and trees. Yet the illusion persists when
we see the moon near a sea horizon with-

out any landscape objects. Another sug-

gestion is that since we tend to perceive

the sky as a curved vault (like the do

over some indoor sports stadiums),

mind regards the horizon as being fan

away; consequently, it "enlarges"

moon when it's thought to be more dist

Research done at Harvard some yii

ago suggests that the mind enlarges

perceived size of anything viewed i

horizontal (or near horizontal) direct

Widely regarded as the main reason

the moon illusion, this would explain >

we see the moon enlarged even whe
rises over the ocean.

Events in the calendar below are gi

in local time unless otherwise indicate

August 1 : Venus, Mars, Mercury,

;

Jupiter gather close to the sun, leav

Saturn as the only planet easily seen

month. Above the horizon most of

night, Saturn rises in the southeast a
dark and is clearly visible amid the (

stars of Capricomus in the moonless si

of early August.

August 2-3: Moonrise is shortly a;

1 1:00 p.ivi., EDT, on the 2d. Last-quai

moon is at 7:25 a.m., EDT, on the 3d.

'

two stars above the rising moon are Hai

and Sheratan, in Aries.
i

August 4: Taurus' Pleiades star clus

is below the rising crescent moon t

morning.

August 5: Still in Taurus, the mcij

rises to the left of the Bull's reddish st i

Aldebaran.
i

^*

August 7: Mercury is stationary amoi^

the stars and begins drifting westwait

(retrograde motion).

August 8: Gemini's bright stars Pollli
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iLESTiAL Events

Castor are left of the very thin lunar

ciicent, which rises about 4:00 a.m. and

Lit perigee (nearest the earth) at 2:00

pi.EDT.

august 9: New moon is at 10:28 p.m.,

EiT.

I August 10-14: These are the best mom-
ii 5 for viewing the Perseid meteor

5l wer, with a maximum of fifty meteors

p hour on the 12th. Because the moon is

j^ . past new, the skies will be dark after

t Inight. Beginning on the 12th, the eve-

tg crescent moon grows as it moves

t Dugh Virgo, approaching the bright

si Spica and passing it on the 14th.

I Vugust 16-17: Scorpius' Antares is the

ti star to the east of the moon, which is at

(it quarter at 1:01 a.m., EDT, on the

lih.

iVugust 19-20: The growing gibbous

I on moves above the "teapot" of Sag-

i rius, reaching apogee (farthest from

I earth) on the 20th at 7:00 p.m.

\ugust 21: Mercury becomes a mom-
il "star" as it passes the sun (inferior

( ijunction).

i \ugust 22: Venus is at inferior conjunc-

|in, moving between the earth and the

s 1 into the morning sky. The waxing gib-

I is moon is to the left of Saturn after

irk.

\ugust 25: Full moon is in Aquarius at

))7a.m., EDT.
August 29-31: The waning gibbous

I )on is in Aries, near Hamal and Sher-

Im, on the 29th and 30th. On the 31st,

Is moon is in Taurus near the Pleiades.

ilitor's Note: The Sky Map in the July

ue shows the evening stars and con-

Uations for this month and gives the

tes and times for use.

tomas D. Nicholson, who retired as di-

ctor ofthe American Museum ofNatu-
l History in 1989, has decided, because

poor health, to end his astronomy col-

nn, which has appeared in Natural His-

ry since January 1964. It has been a

ng, star-filled run, Tom. Thanks.
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The Living Museum

In Their Own Words
By recording the stories ofHidatsa men and women,
Gilbert Wilson openeda window on an Indian world

"I have been in hopes I might be able to

develop a field as an interpreter of Indian

hfe to children," wrote Rev. Gilbert Liv-

ingstone Wilson to Clark Wissler, curator

of anthropology at the American Museum
of Natural History in 1913.

There is so much untouched in these peo-

ple, myth, tale, legend, hero story and tales

of real adventure. My ambition if I could
realize it would be to write material of this

sort for children in a good simple English,

but retaining the Indian view point.

Whether I have ability to do this is another
question.

From 1908 until 1918, Wissler and the

Museum's anthropology department

sponsored Wilson's summer field studies

with the Hidatsa Indians on the Fort

Berthold Reservation, North Dakota. The
result was a collection of almost 300 arti-

facts, an equal number of black-and-white

photographs, and more than twenty-five

meticulously kept notebooks recording

the recollections, myths and stories, and
day-to-day life of the Hidatsa people.

Wilson was bom in Springfield, Ohio, in

1869. As a boy, he read as much as he

could about Indians and collected arrow-

heads around his home. In 1902, with a

B.A. and an M.A. from Wittenberg Col-

lege in Ohio and a B.D. from Princeton

Theological Seminary, Wilson accepted a

parish in Mandan, North Dakota, hoping

to write children's books about American
Indians in addition to performing his min-

isterial duties.

In July 1906, Wilson and his artist

brother, Frederick (who later illustrated

Wilson's books and articles), first visited

the community of Independence on the

Fort Berthold Reservation along the Mis-

souri River. Here Wilson met Buffalo

As avid a picture taker as he was a collector, Gilbert Wilson
sometimes apologized to the Museumfor all thefilm he used.

Here heposes with Goodbird's son and a catfish.
Minnesota Historical Society
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Bird Woman, her brother Henry
Chief, and her son, Edward Goiodl

Buffalo Bird Woman eventually ado|

Wilson, making him a member of

clan. Clans were like extended fami

members helped in raising children an

ceremonial functions. This gave Wi
special access to Hidatsa life. He dis^

ered just how important this was in

summer of 1909, when he brought his

wife to the reservation. When his wife

with him, he had trouble viewing and
chasing objects because she was a w
woman and a stranger.

"The day following discovery of

fact," Wilson wrote Wissler,

I took Goodbird with me a couple of n"

again to get some articles, when he ge
made a suggestion. Not imitating his

ken English, it was, that he had adopted
for his brother, and if I would put him or

honor and let him tell the other Indians i

he was so put, he would bargain for ev

thing just as if for his own family. '<;

In all, Wilson spent thirteen sumn I

with the Hidatsas, eleven of which \n a

under Museum auspices. He was one (

|

succession of explorers, traders, travel i

artists, and observers who had visited t

"people of the willows" since French 1

plorer Pierre Gaultier de Varennes d( i

Verendrye first came upon them in I'J

while looking for the "river of the west,!

water route to the Pacific. Lewis z\

Clark spent the winter of 1804-5 nii

Hidatsa and Mandan villages along \\

upper Missouri River in what is n?

North Dakota. Other visitors included a i

ist George Catlin in 1832, Prince Mai
milian of Wied-Neuwied and Swiss art)

Karl Bodmer the next year, John Jan-j

Audubon in 1843, and U. S. Army si/

geon-philologist Washington Matthei

and pioneer anthropologist Lewis Her;

Morgan in the 1860s.
|

The Hidatsas, these visitors reporte

were settled in earth lodge villages on t:

bluffs and terraced plateaus above t

river, farming the bottomlands along tl*

floodplain and hunting buffalo on tl



Isontookthispicture in 1906 ofBuffalo Bird Woman
( h her son, Edward Goodbird, and husband, Son ofa Star.

Minnesota Historical Society

iiins to the west. Contact with whites

jught guns, new tools and technology,

i d disease. In 1 837 the worst in a series

smallpox epidemics killed most of the

andans and almost half of the Hidatsas

d Arikaras. For the next few years,

I datsa and Mandan survivors left their

Immunities and journeyed up the Mis-

j'he Way to Independence," an exhi-

'tion documenting the everyday life of

ie Hidatsa Indians, is at the American
I useum of Natural History through No-
'mber 3.

uri River, settling an area that came to

i; called Like-a-Fishhook Village in 1 845.

Beginning in 1851, the U.S. govem-
ent made a series of treaties with the

ree tribes in the area—the Hidatsa,

(andan, and Arikara—that established

the Fort Berthold Reservation for them.

Gradually, however, this homeland

shrank from 12.6 million acres in 1851 to

1.2 million acres in 1880. The General

Allotment Act of 1 887, by requiring Indi-

ans to give up communal life and farm

individual 1 60-acre plots, led to the break-

up of Like-a-Fishhook and the creation of

the town of Independence, one of many
new communities on the reservation.

In the first decades of the twentieth

century, the reservation's property was

further reduced as white farmers and set-

tlers purchased or leased land along newly

built railroad lines. A prolonged drought

in the 1930s, followed by flooding of the

Missouri in the 1940s, resulted in a series

of dams. Built in 1954 to protect areas

downriver of the reservation, the Garrison

Dam created Lake Sakakawea, which

submerged Independence, Like-a-Fish-

hook Village, and virtually all the old

Hidatsa sites. The members of the three

tribes moved to the poorer upland areas

and settled in new communities.

Many people have written about the

Hidatsas, but the accounts of Buff"alo Bird

Woman, Wolf Chief, and Goodbird, as

told to Wilson during those thirteen sum-

mers, present vivid, firsthand details of

day-tOKlay Hidatsa life.

"The point of view then that I try to

keep in mind in taking of every account,"

Wilson wrote Wissler in June 1916,

is "how does this particular subject appear

to this particular Indian? Or how did it

appear to him before he was subjected to

white influences?" I want just what he did,

and thought, and said, because half the

value scientifically of what I can recover

from him, is in the proportion and emphasis

he gave, as an Indian, to the various parts of

his subject.

Buffalo Bird Woman was bom in 1839,

two years after the disastrous smallpox

epidemic of 1837, and therefore was able
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to recall something of the founding of

Like-a-Fishhook Village.

The site chosen for the new village was a

place called Like-a-Fishhook Point, a bit of

high benchland that jutted into a bend of
the Missouri. We set out for our new home
in the spring, when I was four years old. I

remember nothing of our march thither

My mothers have told me that not many
horses were then owned by the Hidatsas,

and that robes, pots, axes, bags of corn, and
other stuff were packed on the backs of
women or on travois dragged by dogs.

The march was led by the older chiefs

and medicine men. My grandfather was
one of them. His name was Missouri River
On the pommel of his saddle hung his medi-
cines, or sacred objects, two human skulls

wrapped in a skin. They were believed to be
the skulls of thunder birds; who, before they
died, had changed themselves into Indians.

While the men hunted and protected

the tribe, Buffalo Bird Woman told Wil-

son, women built the earth lodges and

planted the fields.

The earth lodges that the Mandans and
Hidatsas built were dome-shaped houses of

posts and beams, roofed over with willow-

and-grass, and earth; but every family

owned a tepee, or skin tent, for use when
hunting or traveling. Our two tribes

camped in these tents the first summer at

Like-a-Fishhook Point, while they cleared

ground for cornfields. It was in a piece of

bottom land that lay along the river, a little

east of the camp. My mothers had brought
seed com from the Five Villages; and
squash, bean and sunflower seed.

When Wilson met Buffalo Bird

Woman, she was in her late sixties. A
skilled earth lodge architect, she had su-

pervised the construction of seven earth

lodges. Her "lore seemed endless and her

delight at telling it was almost embarrass-

ing," Wilson wrote. "In the sweltering

heat of an August day she has continued

dictation for nine hours, lying down but

never flagging in her account, when too

weary to sit longer in a chair."

Wolf Chief, Buffalo Bird Woman's half

brother, was also eager to recount his

memories. Wolf Chief, who was six years

younger than his sister, provided informa-

tion about his life when he was a young
man. At sixteen, for example, he had
hunted buffalo with a bow and arrow. He
had also joined the Stone Hammer Soci-

ety and followed his grandfather Wolf
Eyes to make war on the Sioux. Wolf
Chiefs account of eagle trapping, re-

corded in 1915, was published as a mono-
graph in 1928 by the American Museum
of Natural History. French anthropologist

Claude Levi-Strauss praised it as "one of

the finest masterpieces in all anthropologi-

cal hterature."

"I was, I think, twenty-four years of age
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when I visited Crow Flies High's band,

living near the mouth of the Yellowstone,

where I lodged with a friend named Two
Bulls," Wolf Chief recalled. "The first

green com of the autumn harvest was be-

ing boiled, so I think it must have been

early in August."

Knowing that in the fall golden eagles

migrated downriver. Wolf Chief dug a pit.

lined it with dry grass, secured a rabbj

bait on the grass frame of the pit «(
and lay in it, weeping and wailing as I

the Hidatsa custom, as he waited fo

eagle to come. When an eagle swocj

down to seize the bait. Wolf Chief sa,

and grabbed its legs.

The eagle had fallen on its breast, '

wings outspread and mouth wide ope;

At theAmerican Museum
The Way to Independence
The Hidatsa Indians were a thriving

people settled in five earth lodge villages

along the upper Missouri River, in what is

now North Dakota, when Lewis and
Clark encountered them during the win-

ter of 1804-5. But it wasn't until Presby-

terian minister Gilbert L. Wilson—dur-

ing the summers from 1906 to 1918

—

recorded the life stories of Buffalo Bird

Woman, Wolf Chief, and Edward Good-
bird that the details of Hidatsa life be-

came generally known.

Organized by the Minnesota Historical

Society, the exhibition "The Way to Inde-

pendence" focuses on the three people

spotlighted by Wilson but also tells the

larger story of Hidatsa history and cul-

ture. This Gallery 77 exhibition runs

through Sunday, November 3.

Inuit Soapstone Sculpture
Eskimo tools, clothing, and especially

sculpture fascinated Europeans who
came to the Arctic, beginning about 200
years ago. Canadian artist James Houston
visited the Inuit of Hudson Bay after

World War II and encouraged them to

produce more artworks reflecting their

way of life. A substantial business today,

Inuit art has won international recogni-

tion. Nine contemporary carvings from
the Harry Goldsmith collection will be ex-

hibited in the 77th Street lobby in front

the entrance to the MoUusks in O
World Hall. Five small, prehistoric ivo

carvings of the Ipiutak people from i

Museum's collection are also include

The works will remain on display throu|

January 1992.

With the Beavers
A young pair of beavers star in Beavei

a new Naturemax film. Gnawing throuj

some 400 trees over the course of a yes

they build a lodge, damming up millio

of gallons of water and creating a pond
several acres. Also featured this summ
will be Grand Canyon: The Hidden S
crets, which explores remote areas of tl

Colorado River chasm. Daily screenin.)

take place every hour on the half hov

from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Tickets ai

$5 for adults ($3 for members) and $2.;

for children ($1.50 for members). Durii

August, a twin bill will be shown at 6:(

and 7:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. R
more information, call (212) 769-5200.

These events take place at the Americi

Museum of Natural History, located <

Central Park West at 79th Street in Ne
York City. The Museum has a pay-wh»
you-wish admission poUcy. For more i

formation about the Museum, call (21:

769-5100.

Fisherman, a soapstone sculpture by Davidee Inqumiak
Jackie Beckett. AMNH



Tiaking a sound like ts-ts-ts-sss, rather

It was not flapping its wings. Firmly

)ing both its legs, crossing them and

i; one end of the same thong I bound the

iis.

'ith my thumb nail I pushed back the

1 my flesh around the quills of the tail

{ lers and began at one side to pluck out

Ijie long plumes. These I made into a

\ uti, or weave. There were twelve of

II ; long feathers. I was very happy at my
1 1. "I will have these feathers for a fan,"

t ught, "and I can use the wings for fans

' when I go courting; or, I can give these

: ers away; I am sure I will receive a

for them."

;vi-Strauss wrote that Wilson "had

1 inspired idea of allowing his infor-

1 is to talk freely, and of respecting the

2 lonious and spontaneous fusion, in

1 stories, of anecdote and meditation,

I ble technological actions and intri-

a liturgical ritual."

Jward Goodbird was the same age as

\ ;on. He knew English from having at-

e ed the mission school at Fort Berthold

i- n the family lived at Like-a-Fishhook

' ige, and he proved to be an excellent

a •prefer because, as Wilson said, "he

r slated so close to the native idiom, and

incapable of mixing Caucasian

li ight in his interpretations." During the

ijmer of 1913, Wilson discovered in

dbird not only a talented interpreter

i also a skilled artist. Wilson wrote

sler that Goodbird was "good-

ired, loyal as steel, generous as he can

nder proper handling, and careful and

irate as I can be myself. His EngUsh is

the best but he is a natural scholar and

\\
ectly trustworthy."

ji 1914, the Council of Women for

j
ne Missions published Goodbird's life

l| y, as told to Wilson, Goodbird the In-

\t His Story. In telling his account,

xlbird filled in the details of the impor-

i move by his family to Independence

ir the government pressured them into

epting individual 160-acre allotments

farming. They left Like-a-Fishhook

age in 1885, when Goodbird was six-

1, packing their possessions in round

Iboats made of skins stretched over wil-

saplings. In their new settlement, the

n built cabins instead of earth lodges,

1 Goodbird hunted for the family.

ven under these new conditions,

odbird wanted to experience the tradi-

is of his elders in seeking visions. "We
lians did not torture ourselves for

usement by any means," Goodbird told

Ison. "A man tortured himself because

thought it was necessary to have the

)tection of the gods if he would lead a

)sperous life, and there was no way to

: an answer from the gods but by tortur-

ing one's self, and praying to the spirits

until one of them answered in a dream or a

vision."

At Independence, Goodbird had his fa-

ther attach rawhide ropes to his breast

with skewers. Tied to a post on an embank-

ment, these ropes supported Goodbird as

he swung over the river.

I did not feel much pain, but I became
greatly wearied from the strain upon my
back and thighs. Toward morning I could

stand it no longer. I drew myself up on the

bank, and went home and to bed; and I slept

so soundly that no dream came from the

spirits.

Goodbird tried again the following

year, but again he failed to have any vi-

sions. "The next year the government for-

bade the Indians to torture themselves

when they fasted. I was rather glad. The
Indian's way is hard,' I thought. The
white man's road is easier!' " Eventually

Goodbird converted to Christianity, and

in 1925 he became the first Indian on the

reservation to be ordained as a Congrega-

tional minister

As time went by, particularly after he

began his association with the American

Museum, Wilson recognized that his in-

terests were those of an ethnographer In

1910 he became a Ph.D. candidate in an-

thropology at the University of Minne-

sota. Wilson's dissertation, "Agriculture

of the Hidatsa Indians: An Indian Inter-

pretation," was based on his conversations

with Buffalo Bird Woman in the summers

of 1913, 1914, and 1915.

"She is a conservative and sighs for the

good old times, yet is aware that the youn-

ger generation of Indians must adopt civi-

lized ways," Wilson wrote in the introduc-

tion to his dissertation. "Ignorant of

EngUsh, she has a quick intelligence and a

memory that is marvelous."

Wilson's was the first doctorate in an-

thropology given by the University of

Minnesota. Anthropology was a new field,

influenced by theories of cultural relativ-

ism developed by Franz Boas, of the

American Museum. Clark Wissler

worked closely with Boas, encouraging

fieldworkers who believed that the best

way to understand changing societies was

to gather detailed data on specific soci-

eties at specific times.

Wilson's work with the Hidatsas was

not without controversy. In 1907 Wilson

bought from Wolf Chief the sacred bun-

dle of Buffalo Bird Woman's grandfather

Missouri River He sold it to George C.

Heye, who was establishing the Heye
Foundation Museum of the American In-

dian in New York. Because the bundle

was clan property and not Wolf Chiefs to

dispose of, controversy over the sale re-

sulted in attempts to have Wilson ex-

cluded from the Fort Berthold Reserva-

tion. But Wissler and others connected

with the American Museum helped re-

establish Wilson on the reservation.

The issue rested until the 1930s when a

devastating drought hit the reservation.

The Hidatsas, believing that the removal

of the sacred bundle had brought on the

drought, petitioned the Bureau of Indian

Affairs in Washington for its return. After

much publicized negotiations, the bundle

was brought back to the Fort Berthold

Reservation in 1938; the drought lifted

the following summer.

Wilson and Wissler never met. After

the summer of 1918, America was at war

Wilson's health deteriorated, and his du-

ties as pastor of a church in Stillwater,

Minnesota, required all his time. From

1921 until 1927, Wilson worked at

Macalester College in Saint Paul, Minne-

sota; after that he was the pastor of a

Presbyterian church in Saint Paul until his

death in 1930 at the age of sixty-one. To-

day Wilson is virtually unknown, his name
unlisted in any directory of anthropolo-

gists. Yet his collection of Hidatsa mate-

rial is notable. In addition to compiling

more than twenty-five volumes of field

reports and editing the autobiographies of

Goodbird and Buffalo Bird Woman, Wil-

son wrote three books for children; a dis-

sertation on Hidatsa agriculture; and

scholarly anthropological papers on the

dog and the horse in Hidatsa culture, ea-

gle trapping, and earth lodge construction

(published posthumously). Museum cura-

tor Bella Weitzner organized and synthe-

sized Wilson's field studies in "Notes on

the Hidatsa Indians Based on Data Re-

corded by the Late Gilbert L. Wilson." In

1979, this was published in the Anthropo-

logical Papers of the American Museum
ofNatural History.

Because of Wilson's vision and persis-

tence, we have a comprehensive picture of

Hidatsa life in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. Wilson's infor-

mants and adoptive family depicted

Hidatsa culture before contact with

whites, as well as how it adapted to the

changing times.

"Is not anthropology properly a study of"

man himself," wrote Wilson,

and is not even the material culture of prim-

itive man chiefly valuable to us as inter-

preting the man himself, his philosophy,

or his soul? Should we not seek to know how
every art, every material complex of his cul-

ture is seen by primitive man himself, how
it is proportioned in his thinking, and

what superstitions and interpretations he

gives to it?

Jenny Lawrence
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A Matter of Taste

Grasping the Nettle
To the botanical democrat, there's no such thing as a weed

by Raymond Sokolov

When I first heard about political cor-

rectness (PC) last year, I knew I was in

trouble again. Apparently, on many cam-
puses around the country, advanced atti-

tudes toward race and culture are deemed
"poUtically correct," while "incorrect" ex-

pressions and opinions are proscribed and
have even resulted in the censure (or

worse) of professors and students trans-

gressing against this new orthodoxy. This

has the effect of limiting pubUc discus-

sion. For example, it would probably be
politically incorrect to say that you
thought Shakespeare was the greatest of

poets. This is a judgment that would con-

tinue centuries of cultural "hegemony" by
white European males, reinforcing the

"marginalization" of Third World and
women writers.

I was at first prepared to shrug off PC
as a campus fad whose worst effect would
be to deprive undergraduates of manda-
tory exposure to Milton and Dryden and
compel them to read Chinua Achebe and
Alice Walker instead. But recently the

doctrine has overflowed the humanities

into natural history. PC acolytes accus-

tomed to demanding "sensitive discourse"

about oppressed human beings now ad-

monish us to pay the same respect to ani-

mals and plants. For example, it is no
longer correct to refer to dogs and cats as

pets. They are animal companions.

In this area, I am proud to say my hands
are clean, since I have never dreamed of

calling our large and fierce dog a pet. (One
wag asked his PC friends if they wanted to

extend this new locution to the "pets" in

Penthouse magazine and call them ani-

mal companion human females. This was
an obviously insensitive crack.)

For me, PC finally hit home the other

day when a normally placid ecologist up-

braided me for calling quack grass

{Agropyron repens) a weed. Weed, he
snorted, is just a mean-spirited human at-

titude toward plants that don't suit us.
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Well, I agreed with what the man said. I

feel very mean spirited toward quack
grass, which invades our vegetable garden

and flower beds with creeping under-

ground rootlets of infuriating tenacity and
vigor. Quack grass does not suit my pur-

pose: growing tomatoes, peas, and beans. I

hate quack grass (aka couch grass, witch

grass, quick grass, twitch grass, dog grass,

Dutch grass, and quelch). I've spent hours

on my knees digging out its speeding rhi-

zomes to protect my garden and let the

plants I have deUberately introduced hold

on to their place in the sun.

Even Pamela Jones, author of the re-

cent Just Weeds: History, Myth and Uses
(Prentice Hall, 1 99 1 ), admits she knows of

no normal use for quack grass in human
diet except as a coffee substitute or a
bread flour in time of famine. It also has a

reputation among herbalists in medicinal

teas. Jones mentions a "decoction" of the

weed (one ounce of the rhizomes sim-

mered for fifteen minutes in a pint of wa-
ter and then drunk in small amounts) as a

spring drink for "purifying the blood."

It will not surprise you to hear that

Jones is politically correct on weeds. "I

would hke to see the word weed abolished

altogether," she writes, "for being one of

the most intolerant, negative words in the

English language."

So for Jones, calling a weed a weed is

not nice, it's botanically abusive, in very

much the same way that caUing a dog a
pet or a human female a chick or an Asian
an Oriental has come to be seen as offen-

sive in some quarters. None of these in-

fractions of current PC usage is, even by
PC standards, on the same level of

unacceptability as full-blown standard

epithets for race or religion, which there is

no need to repeat here. Pet, chick, and
Oriental are not blatantly pejorative to the

point where no polite person would use

them; they merely put you outside the

pale of PC sensitivities.

So, too, with weed. Jones, after all,

it in her title (although ironically)

routinely throughout her text. It is a u
term, because it gives a name to a
gory of plants whose connection is ne;

genetic nor evolutionary but horticult

Weeds are plants we don't want.

Actually, that's not quite good enc

Weeds are plants we don't want but

we get anyway. Well, even that's n

perfect definition, because there is a
of unwanted plants that we do want s(

times, but just not now—or here. T
plants we call volunteers, as in the vc

teer tomatoes that sprout from last yi

seed left behind inadvertently in

year's carrot bed. Could we say, then,

weeds are plants that we don't and n

did want but that we get anyway? S

they are bad plants that happen to
j

people, who then have to weed them i

their gardens or else watch them cl

out the good plants.

Usage in other languages reflects

more or less explicitly. In French

Spanish, weeds are, respectively, n
vaises herbes and malas hierbas,

'

grasses." German expresses another

of the weed concept with Unkr.

"nonplant" (Kraut for "cabbage" is

alectal; the standard, dictionary meani

of the word are "plant" and "hei

whence Krduter for "herbal brandy"

Krdutlehre for "botany").

The PC mentality objects to these pi

terms as it seems to object to all terms

call attention to undesirable characte

tics, imagmed or real, in people or

mals. Just as the deaf have been eup

mized into the hearing impaired, in a

garden, weeds are not weeds but

gentle PC paraphrase has yet b<

thought up, so let's invent one. Homel
plant has an unfortunate edge to it. I

what about guest plant? That should

isfy PC fanatics who object not only to

weed concept but to weeding itself.



de trouble with these extremists is

itheir purity is incompatible with gar-

ng. The most extreme among them

I
ct to the intrusion of human intent on

(environment altogether. They might

jv us to survive on gathering wild

ts (in moderation so as to protect

inical species diversity). Hunting

(Id be out of the question, as would

rly, settled agriculture, which de-

j
Is on such pohtically incorrect ideas as

j
irbing the ground with plows and sow-

j
t with single crops of hybridized (and

efore unnatural) grains, which must

1 be weeded because they are unable to

I
pete without human intrusion and

I
xjrt until they are mature enough to

I
;r that rape called harvest.

j
he PC view of weeding would make

i
1 the most primitive form of horticul-

(
impossible. Seminomads could no

i
;er practice slash-and-bum agriculture

nanioc in the rain forest. For most of

I
until PC enlightenment came along,

ih-and-bum methods carried out by

ill tribal groups exemplified low-im-

I

I

agriculture. Burning the dense natu-

I
vegetation enriches the soil and gives

I lioc a clear field, as it were, to get a

jd start on other plants. Eventually,

lie manioc fields {yucales or conucos or

\gras) have to be weeded like any sub-

|an garden. And after a certain number

iirops, the soil gives out, and the tribe

l/es on to new territory, leaving the rain

jst to reassert itself.

I'erhaps most PC sympathizers would

( make heavy weather over slash-and-

(n manioc culture, especially since an

iick on it would be a direct criticism of

\ oppressed, preliterate way of life

llsatened by first-world development

(V rife in the rain forest environment

Mf on a scale that some people believe

maces the future of the planet as we
:i)w it.

t is also true that slash-and-bum meth-
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EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
Mexico, Belize and Honduras

February 5-15, 1992

Explore the world's second

largest coral reef system, spec-

tacular ancient Mayan sites,

coastal waterways teeming with

wildlife, pristine islands and

much more. A team of

American Museum experts lead

this adventure cruise aboard the

comfortable 41 -cabin Polaris

for an unforgettable look at the

region's many treasures:

Brilliantly colored fishes and coral formations along Belize's

world-famous, 1 80-mile-long coral reef system.

Tulum, Mexico's dramatic ancient

Mayan site, set high on a cliff over-

looking the Caribbean Sea.

Coastal waterways and nature re-

serves with cormorants, pelicans,

magnificent frigatebirds, red-footed

boobies, egrets, ibis, several species

of monkeys and many other animals.

The picturesque Bay Islands of Hon-

duras, known as the "last paradise."

Secluded cays and reefs offering un-

paralleled wildlife viewing and snorkeling.

Optional extensions to explore the great Mayan ceremonial

centers of Tikal and

Chichen Itza are available.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

i-^f'MJi History

Discovery Cruises

Central Parl< West at 79tfi Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New Yorl< State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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EXPLORING
PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

February 14 -

March 2, 1992

Follow in the footsteps of the Museum's
Margaret Mead and explore three ex-

traordinary regions of Papua New
Guinea with just 36 participants and two

American Museum experts in anthropol-

ogy and ornithology. Visit the

mountainous jungle interiors of New
Guinea, home to fabulous birds of

paradise and the remarkable "Wigmen."

Cruise along the renowned Sepik River

aboard the luxurious Melanesian Dis-

coverer to witness first-hand spectacular

"spirit houses" and the prized artwork of

the Sepik River peoples. Discover
breathtaking volcanic islands, coral

atolls and reefs as well as the distinctive

cultures of the Trobriand, Marshall Ben-

nett and D'Entrecasteaux Islands.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of

_ Natural
\>strtM History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

ods have been used in white European
English-speaking agricultural history

since earliest times, leaving the now-obso-

lete term swithen or swidden, meaning
"burned." The word has been revived by
ethnographers, and the practice itself con-

tinues even in some centers of advanced
com farming in this country. In the Third

World, crop burning is an obvious and
frequent alternative to more expensive

and laborious plowing-under of cornstalks

and other postharvest debris. Burning also

offers itself as a quick alternative to brush

clearing and to roadside mowing. This fall,

burning median strips disrupted traffic on
a high-speed highway in central Mexico,

lighting the night sky. More recently,

smoke from burning fields closed a Hon-
duran airport.

For a nonextremist to weigh the costs

and benefits of such wholesale "weeding"
is no easy task. But for most people, weed-

ing does make sense in home gardens if it

isn't done with harmful herbicides or

other poisons. Even Pamela Jones doesn't

object to old-fashioned weeding, 1 1||

manual method. She just thinij ^
shouldn't throw those weeds away o^vn

compost them. Jones insists that almitii

weeds are food.

This is not a silly idea, not enw>i

Some of the plants Jones recommenm
delicious (dandelion greens) and hav|i
been embraced by normative cuisintji

well as by woodsy wild-plant foragsn

the Euell Gibbons ilk. But some of n»
plants are worse than useless. Even p
doesn't ingest poison ivy.

l

;

In between the impossible anc||i

merely wild plants (wild onions, as|

gus, edible mushrooms) that no one
call weeds are the true weeds: planfcL

have literally been left by the waysi^i

the Darwinian process of human cu|$

tion. You can eat the root of Queen Aj^
lace {Daucus carota), but it is just ilt

good as its cousin the cultivated ci|

Jones says it is "pungent, slightly #
and lacking the mellow sweetness ctk

carrot. And much of the time it is eniek

I

Risotto alle Ortiche

(Risotto with nettles)

(Adapted from Anna del Conte's The Italian Pantry, Harper& Row, 1990)

Ms. del Conte observes: The sweet, deli-

cate taste of nettles is just discernible in

this moist, creamy risotto. Pick a large

bag of tender nettle shoots in April or

early May. They will boil down much as

spinach does. Don't forget to wear your
gloves when you pick them and when you
clean and wash them. Cooking removes
their sting. The same recipe can be made
with very young spinach, but don't use the

larger and older spinach, as its taste is too

coarse.

/ pound nettle shoots

Salt

2 shallots or I small onion, veryfinely
chopped

4 tablespoons unsalted butter

4 cups vegetable or light meat stock
I 'A cup Arborio rice

'A cup heavy cream
'A cupfreshly grated Parmesan cheese

1. Wearing work gloves, pick the leaves

and shoots of the nettles and discard

the stalks. Wash in 2 or 3 changes of
water (wearing rubber gloves). Put the
nettles in a saucepan with 1 teaspoon

of salt and boil over high heat until

cooked. You don't need to add any wa-
ter; as with spinach, the water that

comes from the leaves is enough.
When completely wilted and softened,

drain, reserving the liquid. Set aside,

keeping the nettles in a colander set

over the bowl with the nettle water.

2. Saute the shallots or onion in bu
very gently until soft.

3. Bring the stock to a boil, reduce h
and simmer.

4. Squeeze all the liquid out of the net

into the bowl. Chop coarsely and
to the shallots. Saute for a minute,

;

ring constantly, then add the rice

fry it until the edges of the grains

come translucent.

5. Pour a cup of the nettle water into

simmering stock. Then add abou
cup of the Uquid to the rice/nettle n

ture. Mix well. The rice will soon

sorb the liquid. Then add anot

ladleful of liquid, mix it, let o
slowly until absorbed, and continuf,

this manner until the rice is don<

softened but not mushy. The better

rice, the longer it takes to co

Arborio superfino takes at least

minutes from when it is put in the p
(If your stock/water mixture begins

run out, heat the remaining nettle ^

ter separately and round out the co(

ing with it.)

6. Remove the pan from the heat, add 1

cream, the rest of the butter, and h
the cheese. Let it rest for a couple

minutes and then stir vigorously; tl

makes the risotto mantecato (cream;

as any risotto should be. Transfer tc

heated dish and serve at once, passii

the remaining cheese separately.

Yield: 4 servings



s 'lugh to eat." But out of curiosity, one

^; very well try it.

jsre is one truly undesirable weed,

:«rer, that deserves to be eaten by ev-

/, e. It is abundant, easy to find, deli-

n and not difficult to harvest if you

:o what precautions to take. I mean

'^ta dioica, the stinging nettle,

iftttles flourish in the spring in nitro-

:r ch soil, often in middens and other

l:;nriched by hunian use. This is why
: ; nd to see them right at our doorstep,

t their attractive saw-toothed, hairy

-J leaves. The easiest way to identify

a is to touch them. The leaf hairs

I'-nit a burning dose of formic acid.

ii jcnus name derives from the Latin

r uro, "to bum," but urtica was the

I al word for nettle even in classical

r . Catullus consumed it as part of a

sjnent for the flu (£/ me recuravi

it ue et urtica), "I cured myself with

J nd nettle." Pliny recommended it in

t for coughs. And Horace included

:!(i ;s in an ideal vegetarian menu.

] traditional European cuisines, net-

re treated much like spinach. They

ir in soups and stews and with pasta

•£. Holland produces a mild, nettle-

ed cheese. All over Europe, there is

'as) nettle beer. The stalks of older

s yield a flaxlike fiber that can be

n into a cloth resembling linen. As
itly as World War I, nettle cloth was

jor ersatz in Germany,

rge-scale cloth production implies

-scale cultivation. But this no longer

'^ s to be done, and nettles have sunk

I to the status of weeds. They are so

:, ndable and prolific, however, they

li t as well be a crop, at least for people

h are careful to wear gloves as protec-

3 From the sting.

ung leaves and shoots are said to be

s stinging than older plants. I have

II d the sting a highly variable quality,

1 h is why there is disagreement about

n neaning of the old adage: Grasp the

^ e. An entirely rational British friend

' ine insists that if you really grab hold
' lung nettles, they won't sting. Perhaps

I las been lucky. In any case, I believe

I whoever first advised grasping the

i e meant something like what we
» a when we say bite the bullet. Once
3ve touched the nettle and felt the

1 ;, you might as well grasp the plant

! rely and pull it out of the ground.

i r hand will bum even if you just graze

I eaves, but if you grasp the nettle and

i the pain head on, you will get rid of a

I i and get something for dinner.

TO poets have commemorated folk

I iry about nettles in verse. Aaron Hill

; 15-1750) wrote:

Tender-handed stroke a nettle

And it stings you for your pains;

Grasp it like a man of mettle,

And it soft as silk remains.

Similariy, E. R. Bulwer-Lytton in Lu-

cile(\S60y.

The world's a nettle; disturb it,

it stings:

Grasp it firmly, it stings not.

In my experience, it is much safer and

simpler to wear gloves and long sleeves.

Cooking removes the sting.

If any PC purist dislikes the idea of

pulling nettles from their natural home,

there are two things to consider. First,

careful cutting of young leaves, with a

scissors, will encourage the plant to con-

tinue producing more leaves well into the

summer. The intact rhizome will survive

until next year.

Second, nettles of the classic, stinging

variety ((/. dioica) are, like most U. S.

weeds, not natural at all. They are Old

World natives brought in as a byproduct

of colonization. When we weed them, it is

not unfair to say, we are doing our part to

restore the natural ecology of the place.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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Artful Adversaries
The egg ofa Heliconius butterfly

(shown here twenty-seven times its actual

size) hangs from a passionflower vine's

tendril in Costa Rica's Monteverde rain

forest. About half of the seventy

recognized species of Heliconius eat

pollen as well as flower nectar, a nutritious

diet that makes them long-lived (up to six

months) and that allows the females to

produce eggs constantly throughout their

lives. Females of some species lay a single

egg daily, while others lay clusters at

irregular intervals—always on

passionflower vines. The larvae, which

hatch out in about four days, feed

exclusively on these viiies, first consuming

the natal shoot and then feeding

voraciously, until pupation, on the rest

of the plant.

In self-defense, some species of

passionflower vines have evolved modified

petioles, stipules, and leaf nectaries that

Lawrence E. Gilbert

look like bright yellow Heliconius eggs.

These "mimic eggs," above, seem to tell

ovipositing female butterflies that there is

"no vacancy" and fool them into going

elsewhere.

In response to such unwelcoming

hosts, Heliconius butterflies have evolved

exceptionally good eyesight, enabling

females to discriminate shoots ofnew

growth—^which, with luck, have no

previous occupants.

—

J. L.
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Authors
i|

Noticing that gemoiogists commented

on aspects ofjade that were neglected in

the geological literature, George E.

Harlow (page 4) decided it was time for

a thorough mineralogical analysis of

this category of hard, usually green

rocks. The debate over the source of

Mesoamerican jades was brought to his

attention by E. Peter Olds, then a gradu-

ate student at Columbia University,

while the late Gordon Ekholm, a curator

in the American Museum's Department

of Anthropology, provided guidance in

the study of Mesoamerican jade arti-

facts. Harlow is curator of minerals and

gems and chairman of the Departmeij

of Mineral Sciences at the Museum. Hi

is coauthor, with Anna S. Sofianides, (

Gems and Crystalsfrom the America

Museum of Natural History (Ne
York: Simon and Schuster, 1990). F(

additional reading, he recommends Th

Jade Kingdom, by Paul E. Desaute

(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhok

1 985); "Jade: Stone of Heaven," by Pre

Ward (National Geographic, Septen

ber 1987, pp. 282-315); and "Jadeite c

Guatemala: A Contemporary View," b

David Hargett {Gems and Gemolog
Summer 1990, pp. 134-41).

As a child, Stuart D. Strahl (page 48)

first read about hoatzins in Jungle

Peace, William Beebe's 1918 classic on

the wildlife of British Guiana. After

earning his doctorate in biology in 1985,

Strahl went to South America to learn

more about these little-studied birds. He

is currently assistant director and coordi-

nator of Latin American Programs for

Wildlife Conservation International

(WCI), New York Zoological Society, a

position that allows him to focus much of

his work on the conservation of hoatzins.

Coauthor Alejandro Grajal will receive

his doctorate this month from the Uni-

versity of Florida in Gainesville. A Latin

American Program officer for WCL
Grajal is also a wildlife artist. He re-

cently illustrated a children's book, now

in press, on South American birds, spon-

sored by the International Council for

Bird Preservation. Some of the most

evocative writing on hoatzins and tropi-

cal life in general can be found in Wil-

liam Beebe's Jungle Peace (New York:

H. Holt and Company, 1918). The au-

thors also recommend the 1962 Na-
tional Geographic article that fueled

some of their own research, "Thi

Strange Little Worid of the Hoatzin,' i

by J. L. Grimmer (vol. 122, pp

391-401), which describes the life o

these birds in an area where they are nov i

extinct.

When he was ten years old, Kenneth J.

McNamara (page 40) began collecting

fossil urchins from quarries and cliffs in

southern England. In 1976, McNamara
received a Ph.D. from the University of

Cambridge for research on trilobites.

Since 1979, he has been the senior cura-

tor of invertebrate paleontology at the

Western Australian Museum in Perth.

In addition to his research on the effects

of predation on the course of sea urchin

evolution, McNamara is studying the

mythology associated with fossil urchins

and their occurrence in archeological

sites. McNamara shares his passion for

fossil collecting with his three young

children; his daughter, at the age of

three, found the largest and best-pre-

served urchin from the late Eocene lime-

stones of southern Australia—the first

record of a new species. For further read-

ing on the importance of predation in

evolution, McNamara suggests a book

by Geerat Vermeij, Evolution and Es-
\

calation (Princeton: Princeton Univer-j

sity Press, 1987).
\
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Randall S. Wells (page 56) dates his

erest in studying wild dolphins back to

ide school, but he had to bide his time

til high school before he could get to

irk. In 1970, as a senior, he signed on

a volunteer for the Mote Marine Lab

Sarasota, Florida. The rest, as they

y, is history. Wells's involvement with

ilphins includes both a curiosity about

aspects of their biology and ecology

id a commitment to understanding the

ipact of human activities on the

lastal ecosystems they live in. Together

ith his wife, Michelle (a dolphin

ihaviorist), and colleagues, he is cur-

ntly monitoring two bottlenose dol-

lins returned to Tampa Bay from cap-

Aty in 1990. When dragged onto dry

nd. Wells is a behavioral ecologist in

le Department of Conservation Biology

. the Chicago Zoological Society and

1 adjunct assistant professor at the Uni-

irsity of California, Santa Cruz. For

lore on dolphins. Wells suggests The

ottlenose Dolphin, edited by S. Leath-

rwood and R. Reeves (San Diego: Aca-

emic Press, 1990), and a. less technical

nd older, but time-tested, book. The

Vorld of the Bottle-Nosed Dolphin, by

). K. and M. C. Caldwell (Philadelphia:

. B. Lippincott Co., 1972).

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

-(in the wake of the great)-

WHALES
CRUISINC} THE BA.IA PENINSULA FFJ5KUARY 2-1.1, V)')2

Aboard the 39-cabin M.V. Sea Lion with

American Museum Lectures and friends...

Experience with a team of Museum experts the spectacular marine

and desert wilderness of the Baja Peninsula: whales, sea birds, manta

rays, sea lions, tropical fish, enormous cacti, rare plants and flowers.

^C<^B Encounter the great whales

up-close during peak season for

their courting and breeding.

X<^B Explore desert islands inhabited

by blue-footed boobies, magnificent

frigatebirds, ospreys, and thousands

of other sea birds.

Enjoy this comfortable cruise

and land program led by a team of

Museum experts eager to share their

insights and enthusiasm for the

splendid animal and plant life of

the Baja Peninsula.

:^^^^-

PACIFIC OCEAN

Sin Carlos

Bahia Magdali

Cabo San Lucas Goida Banks

For further information write:

American Museum of Natural Histon'

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N\' 10024-5192.

ToU-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700.
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Natural
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Discovery Cruises
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From Daniel Hillel's perspedi

(page 28), the fortunes of a civiliza!)ii

are directly linked to how it manage ,|j

soil and water resources. Hillel reccitd

his Ph.D. from Hebrew University iijt

rael in 1958 and became head of its ei

partment of Plant and Soil Science e 1^

years later. His work in the Middle Isi

has given him a special interest in thej^

ricultural practices of early civilizati

and, in particular, the sustainable usi

irrigation in arid regions. Hillel has (

ducted fieldwork and taught in n:

than twenty countries, as well as m
aged a number of soil conserval

projects. In 1983, on a trip to China <

member of the first delegation of U
soil scientists to visit that country. Hi

studied the erosion problems of the ki

soils, which make the Yellow Riven

difficult to control. Currently a profesi

of plant and soil physics and hydroli

at the University of Massachusetts

Amherst, Hillel has recently written (i

ofthe Earth: Civilization and the Lift

the Soil (New York: The Free Pri

1991), which deals with the uses i

abuses of soil and water resources by

cient and modem societies.

Watching Azteca ants colonize the

hollow stems of Crecopia trees in Costa

Rica's Monteverde rain forest has given

Dan L. Perlman (page 76) some unex-

pected photo opportunities. In this case,

he found a Heliconius butterfly egg on a

passionflower vine tendril within ten feet

of a Crecopia sapling he was observing.

Perlman, a Ph.D. candidate in organis-

mic and evolutionary biology at Harvard

University, has done most of his field-

work in Costa Rica, where he hopes

continue to study—and photograph

insect-plant interactions. He captui

this month's "Natural Moment" usin

Nikon FM2, a 55mm Nikkor lens, a tf

extender, extension tubes, and electro

flash. His future, he hopes, will inch

teaching, writing, research, and a mij i

picture taking and science. "Photog ]

phy," says Perlman, "is a wonderful 1

1

for teaching people about biology."
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Thomas D. Nicholson
1922-1991

Perhaps the best way to review an ency-

clopedia is to turn to the subjects you

know and judge the whole work from

them. This is probably the only way we
can look at the multifaceted life of

Thomas D. Nicholson, director emeritus

of the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, who died of cancer at his WoodcUff

Lake, New Jersey, home in July.

From 1969 until his retirement in 1989,

Dr. Nicholson was director of the Ameri-

can Museum. Previously he had been dep-

uty director of the Museum and director

of the American Museum-Hayden Plane-

tarium, where he first joined the Museum
as a lecturer and astronomer in 1954. He
was in the merchant marine during World

War II and then taught navigation and

astronomy at the U. S. Merchant Marine

Academy for nine years. He taught as-

tronomy at the U. S. Military Academy,

West Point, and at Hunter College. Nich-

olson also broadcast weather reports for

WNBC (New York) radio and television

for eight years.

While he was at the helm, Nicholson

steered the Museum through the hai)

ofopening six major exhibition halls, ri

ing from such diverse themes as gi

minerals, and meteorites to the pe<]

and cultures of Asia, the Pacific,
i

South America. He directed the presti

tion of many spectacular special i\

bitions, including "Pompeii AD 79"
i

the controversial "Ancestors: Four i

Hon Years of Humanity."

During his administration, the Musi
completed a new wing for the fossil vi|

brate collections, remodeled and i

panded the Education Department i

the Library, and increased storage s]:

and faciUties for many scientific de)i

ments. He also led the installation t

giant-screen Naturemax Theater, a w
restaurant, and expanded shops. In si t,

the influence of T. D. N.—through is

drive, his organizational skills, his finai al

acumen, and his concern with detai-

touched virtually every nook of the lai st

natural history museum in the world.

But for this magazine, Tom will be ig

remembered for one thing he did ar -

more importantly—for one thing he di 'l

do. From 1964 until last July's issue, ' :ii

was our monthly guide to the heavei in

the "Celestial Events" column. For le

editors, working on the column requ a

an odd switch in roles. How, for exan :.

do you tell the top boss that he can v e

about the stars from Earth, or he can i :e

his readers somewhere way out in the i-

verse and look down through the star o

Earth, but he cannot do both in the s; e

paragraph. He accepted our edi g

thankfully, even cheerfully.

The important thing Tom didn't o

arises from his other relationship to e

magazine. As the chief executive of e

Museum, he supported us, defended i

occasionally criticized us, but never

dered us to remove or add any edito 1

material. Tom's graciousness toward s

magazine while he was in the seatf

power was a great gift to us. By allow?

us editorial freedom, he made an ine-

mable contribution to whatever good qi

ities Natural History has had for the pt

two decades.

—

A. P. T.
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This View OF Life

Unenchanted Evening
The South Pacific, scene ofso many romances, has its tragedies, too

by Stephen Jay Gould

Tahiti is the stereotype, virtually the

synonym, of enchantment in our legends.

Nurse Forbush from Little Rock might

have been a charmer (especially when
played by Mary Martin), but the South

Sea locale made a strong contribution to

"some enchanted evening." (And Ezio

Pinza, that greatest of operatic Don
Giovannis, slumming on Broadway, didn't

hurt the scene either.)

Some aspects of the legend need correc-

tion. Point Venus, for example, still the

landing spot for many tourists, is not

named for the beauty of Tahiti's women,
but for astronomy and Captain Cook, who
set up his instruments there to measure

the transit of the planet Venus across the

disk of the sun in 1769. Charles Darwin
himself was beguiled both by the name
and the place when he arrived on the Bea-

gle in November 1835:

Tahiti, an island which must for ever re-

main as classical to the voyager in the

South Sea, was in view. . . . We landed to

enjoy all the delights of the first impressions

produced by a new country, and that coun-

try the charming Tahiti. A crowd of men,
women and children, was collected on the

memorable point Venus, ready to receive us
with laughing, merry faces.

Darwin, however, broke ranks with

male convention in expressing a lack of

enthusiasm for Tahiti's women: "I was

much disappointed in the personal ap-

pearance of the women; they are far infe-

rior in every respect to the men." He ob-

jected most of all to the current fad in

coiffure:

An unbecoming fashion in one respect is

now almost universal: it is the cutting of

hair, or rather shaving it, from the upper
part of the head, in a circular form, so as to

leave only an outer ring of hair. The mis-

sionaries have tried to persuade the people
to change this habit: but it is the fashion,

and that is sufficient answer at Tahiti as

well as at Paris.

Darwin's heterodox judgment had not

been widely shared. Captain Bligh, who

4 Natural History 9/91

got such a bum rap from Charles Laugh-

ton, may not win any medals for grasping

human psychology, but he was a great

seaman, and no more dictatorial than the

normal run of British shipmasters. The
celebrated mutiny on his Bounty owed as

much to Fletcher Christian's longing for

Tahiti and the women he left behind as to

any of BUgh's shipboard policies.

Tahiti may be beautiful, but the title for

"picture paradise" has usually been

awarded—and rightly so in my judgment

(for I have just returned from my first visit

to French Polynesia)—to the neighboring

island of Moorea. Located just twelve

miles northwest of Tahiti, Moorea is an

extinct volcano, with a soaring crater rim,

deeply dissected by later erosion into jag-

ged peaks and draperies. Seen from Ta-

hiti, especially when enshrouded by its

usual entourage of seemingly personal

clouds, Moorea becomes a most fitting

symbol of beauty combined with mystery.

One day on Tahiti, Charles Darwin scaled

a local peak and received his dose of Mo-
orea's spell:

From the point which I attained, there was
a good view of the distant island and Eimeo
[the old name for Moorea]. ... On the

lofty and broken pinnacles, white massive
clouds were piled up, which formed an is-

land in the blue sky, as Eimeo itself did in

the blue ocean.

This impression of beauty and mystery

has certainly persisted. Oscar Hammer-
stein II used Moorea as his model for Bali

Ha'i, the off-limits paradise of delight in

South Pacific:

*Bali Ha'i will whisper

On the wind of the sea:

"Here am I, your special Island

Come to me, come to me!"

Who could resist these enticements, es-

pecially for a few francs and a forty-

'Ball Ha'i." by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammersteln II. Copyright
© 1949 by Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammersteln II. Copyrlgnt re-
newed. WILLIAMSON MUSIC owner ol publication and allied rights
throughout the world. International copyright secured. Used by permis-
sion. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

minute ferry ride? So my son Ethan a |

visited Moorea on our recent trip,

were not disappointed. Unfortunately,l|

lure of BaK Ha'i has attracted ok
guests, some not so harmless. This essi i

a story of genocide in paradise, a prev |

able wholesale slaughter, just compli

in one generation. You do not know
tale only because it pitted snail agab

snail, rather than man against man. Bu g

not breathe a sigh of relief for moral v

culpation of our species. Snails ki

snails, but humans imported the ager

death—consciously and for decent mc[t

but with tragic and easily avoidable

perception.

Oceanic islands are our great nat

laboratories of evolution, the source c

many ideas about organic change, an

so many classical examples from firn

on the Galapagos to flies on Hawaii,

combination of geographic isolation

difficult access, with frequent absenc

predators or competitors, provides ej

sive possibilities for creatures that mar

to reach these bounteous havens. (On

Galapagos, for example, finches radi;

into a series of ecological roles usu

filled by several families of birds on a
nents. Some species eat seeds of van

sizes, others act like woodpeckers, and

species uses cactus needles to pry insi

out of crevices. Darwin was bamboo;

during his celebrated visit and classi

these birds into several groups. He c

cottoned on to the true tale and

cance when a professional omitholo

surveyed his collection in London and i

ognized the anatomical signature

finches beneath all the diversity.)

Land snails provide some of our fii

and most intensely studied example

and for obvious reasons. Few manageh

make the long and fortuitous ocean v i

age (by such odd means of transportp

natural rafts, mud on birds' feet, or hu

canes if the distances are not too grei

The lucky immigrants often find an o] I

world divided into numerous separ
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pieces (the islands of a chain), each avail-

able for colonization and each the even-

tual source of an evolutionary radiation.

Moreover, with their legendary lack of

range and their hermaphroditic nature,

small founding populations of snails (right

down to the absolute minimum of one) can
readily become the source of isolated colo-

nies and, eventually, new species. One rat

on an island is a transient memory (unless

she is a pregnant female); one snail, any
snail, may be the progenitor of a vast and
changing population.

The high islands of the Pacific are the

most promising places of all, for they com-
bine maximal isolation with ecological di-

versity (the full range from seashore to

volcanic mountaintop). Many of these is-

lands are formed by single and fairly sym-
metrical volcanoes. The volcano sides are

often dissected into a series of radiating

valleys from crater rim to sea. Since most
land snails prefer moisture, they often Uve
on the valley floors, but not on the inter-

vening ridges. This common geography
adds yet another ingredient to the evolu-

tionary caldron—a source of isolation

within islands—as each valley becomes its

own separate pocket. On the most diverse

of oceanic islands, almost every valley

may house a separate species of a particu-

larly prolific snail.

The great radiations of Pacific island

land snails are a glory of evolution and a

source ofjoy and knowledge to those of us

who have followed Darwin's footsteps into

a profession. (I must confess to some jeal-

ousy here, for I have devoted my career to

the less diverse land snails of low Atlantic

islands—to Poecilozonites in Bermuda,
and Cerion in the Bahamas.) Darwin's
own Galapagos house a classic example:

more than sixty endemic species of the

family BulimuUdae. Even more famous
(to cognoscenti, for I do not expect a gen-

eral murmur of recognition here) are two
great radiations on more isolated central

Pacific islands—the several hundred spe-

cies of AchataneUidae in the Hawaiian
Islands, and the hundred or so species of

the genus Partula on Tahiti, Moorea, and
their far-flung neighbors.

These high-island Pacific snails occupy
an honored place in the history of evolu-

tionary thought as foci for one of our great

and extended debates. No animals
seemed better suited for resolving a major
issue about causes of organic change: the

role of environment in evolution. In par-

ticular, do organisms change their form to

fit altered conditions? And if so, does envi-

ronment work its influence directly by La-
marckian inheritance of characters ac-

quired during life? Or does form map
environment via the indirect process of

6 Natural History 9/91

Japan, he had, as a young man ijihij

parents' parish, amassed an enormoi^U'

C D
A diagramfrom Crampton'sfirst
monograph shows the dimensions

measuredon each Partula shell.

Darwinian adaptation by natural selection

of the most fit in a random spectrum of

variation?

Against these two different versions of

adaptation—Lamarckian and Darwin-
ian—other evolutionists asserted that

form would not match environment in any
clear way. The grossly maladapted will

die, of course, but if variation arises only

rarely and in definite directions, and if

most alternatives are well enough suited to

local environments, then adaptation will

not shape the diff"erences among popula-

tions. "Internal causes" (direction of rare

mutations), rather than external shaping

(by natural selection), will then predomi-
nate in the production of evolutionary

change.

What better test of these issues than the

high-island Pacific snails? For if every val-

ley housed a diff"erent population, think of

the natural experiment thus provided.

Many valleys would have nearly identical

environments but be colonized by only

distantly related snails. If adaptation

ruled and chmate shaped evolution in pre-

dictable ways, then the diff'erent snails of

these separate but similar valleys should

evolve strong likenesses as adaptations to

common conditions. But if "internal fac-

tors" predominated, then no correlation of

form and environment should be found
among populations.

John T Gulick (1832-1923), son of an
American missionary who worked in Ha-
waii, fired the first important salvos in a
series of works published between 1872
and 1905. Although Gulick spent most of

his adult life as a missionary in China and

lection of Hawaiian achatinelhds. Gjck
came down strongly for internal faL
and against control by natural selection!

any other form of environmental

ence. He could find no correlatioi

tween the forms of shells and the

environments of their valleys. Places,

apparently identical vegetation, moisj

and temperature might harbor she
maximally different form.

Gulick, who so strongly opposed i ijij

primarily for reUgious reasons) the d ^
nant determinism of the late ninete |i

century, triumphantly concluded tha

unpredictability of snail shells coul

fully generalized to an overall defen
contingency in history, including hu
free will:

If my contention [that different forms
in identical environments] is in accord
the facts, the assumption which we (

meet that change in the organism is i H
trolled in all its details by change irj

environment, and that, therefore hu|i

progress is ruled by an external fate, is

tainly contrary to fact [from Gulick's
ous 1905 treatise. Evolution, Racial
Habitudinal].

When I first quoted this Une int

Ph.D. thesis of 1969, 1 did so with deri j

(and as a firm adaptationist). TwH
years later, I am not so sure that Gij
was wrong in his unplication. I still

«

that his personal religious motive ha i

place in science, but people often n i

correct answers for wrong or illogical i

sons. The contingency of history (botl ]

life in general and for the culture a

Homo sapiens) and human free wil i

the factual rather than theological se

!

are conjoined concepts, and no better j

dence can be provided than the "exj i

mental" production of markedly difl"e o

solutions in identical environments.

In any case, Gulick's conclusions d i

a storm of protest from Darwinians. \

fred Russel Wallace, most committed
strict adaptationists, retorted (and I

without justice) that Gulick's suppose!

"identical environments" might only sc

so to humans, but would appear markej

difi"erent to snails

It is an error to assume that what seem t(

identical conditions are really identical

such small and delicate organisms as th

land molluscs of whose needs ... we aw
profoundly ignorant. The exact proportii

of the various species of plants, the ni;

bers of each kind of insect or of bird,

peculiarities of more or less exposure
sunshine or to wind at certain epochs, a

other slight differences which to us are '

solutely immaterial and unrecognizal
may be of the highest significance to thi
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humble creatures, and be quite sufficient to

require some slight adjustments of size,

form, or color, which natural selection will

bring about.

In 1906, after reading Gulick's mono-
graph, Henry Edward Crampton decided

to enter the fray and to devote the remain-

ing fifty years of his career to an immense
study of Partula on Tahiti, Moorea, and
surrounding islands. Crampton (1875-

1956) had done excellent work in experi-

mental embryology and studies of natural

selection. This earlier effort led to a slight

preference for adaptation, but Crampton
maintained an open mind and was pre-

pared to support Gulick's internal factors

against Wallace's shaping by environment

should the evidence warrant. Crampton
made twelve expeditions to the Pacific

and published three magnificent mono-

graphs—probably the finest work ever

done on the evolution of land snails—col-

lectively entitled Studies on the Varia-

tion, Distribution, and Evolution of the

Genus Partula (Tahiti in 1917, other is-

lands in 1925, and Moorea in 1932).

In short, and to summarize a half cen-

tury of effort in a sentence, Crampton
came down firmly on Gulick's side. He
could find no evidence that the forms and
colors of Partula could be predicted from
surrounding environments. Identical cli-

matic conditions seemed to evoke differ-

ent solutions time after time.

Crampton interpreted the differences

between snails in adjacent valleys as re-

sults of three major causes—isolation,

mutation ("congenital factors" in his ter-

minology), and adaptation by natural se-

lection—with only a minor role for Dar-

One ofthe platesfrom Crampton 's works illustrates a range of
patterns, sizes, andforms of Partula land snails.
AMNH
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win's favorite mechanism. He viewe'

first factor, isolation, as a disposinjp

condition rather than an actual causej

graphic separation produces nothir

rectly but establishes an indepeil

population in which new features

spread. He saw the third factor, n£)

selection, as primarily negative. One*
features arise by some other mecha
natural selection may eliminate tht

they prove unworkable, but the sour

creative change must lie elsew

Crampton, who was one of the first A
ican biologists to recognize the in

tance of Mendel's work, located,

source of creativity in his second facti

mutation, or "internally genera

change by congenital factors. In any
ronment, hundreds of- possible anato

might work—and the form and col

this particular population in that sp«

valley are fortuitous consequences o

largely nonadaptive mutations that ^i

pened to arise and spread in an isolap!

population.

The resultant pattern of differe

among valleys is largely nonadaptive

ery local race must avoid eliminatio

natural selection (and is fit in this neg:

sense), but its particular features n
sent only one in a myriad of worl

possibilities, and any particular soh

arises by the happenstance of mutatu
an isolated population, not by nature

lection. Crampton contrasted the gr<

importance of mutation over selectic

writing about Partula on Tahiti:

The role of the environment is to sei

limits to the habitable areas or to I

about the elimination of individuals w
qualities are otherwise determined, th;

by congential factors.

How can we assess the importano'

Crampton's work on the eve of the sixv

anniversary of his last great monograp
Partula from Moorea ( 1 932)? I am bi;

to be sure, for snail men (I am one) re
Crampton as a kind of patron saint, b

rank Crampton's Partula studies am
the most important in the history of ev

tionary biology for three major reas

First, he was probably right in his cen

claim about the nonadaptive nature

most small-scale differences in form
color among snails of adjacent valli

Evolutionary biology went througl

phase of strong belief in strict ada]

tionism in the generation just follow

Crampton, and his works did suffer a ti

porary eclipse. But his three great mc
graphs are winning new respect and att

tion in our current, more plurali;

climate of opinion.

Second, Crampton must gain our hi
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est admiration, verging on appropriate

awe, for the sheer dedication and effort of

his immense labors. I spent only a day in a

rented car on Moorea and scarcely ven-

tured out of the shade or off the paths, but

I still nearly passed out from sunstroke.

Crampton spent months on twelve sepa-

rate expeditions, all in an age of ships and

horses (not to mention shank's mare),

rather than airplanes and rent-a-cars. In

the charming understatement of conven-

tional "objective" scientific prose,

Crampton wrote but one small comment

on working conditions in his monograph:

Field-work in such a region of Polynesia

presents difficulties that are common to

most tropical areas. . . . Steamship lines

ply between only the principal ports, from

which excursions to neighboring islands

must be made by cutter, whaleboat, or ca-

noe. ... At times it is possible to procure

horses. Almost without exception, however,

the exploration of a valley can be accom-

plished only on foot, owing to the steep

declivities to be traversed, the deep streams

to be forded, and the absence of any trails

whatsoever in the thick forest and under-

growth of the areas inhabited by Partulae.

But Crampton also recorded the coun-

tervailing pleasures that keep us all going:

The experiences incidental to the active life

necessitated by such work were many, var-

ied, and interesting; but the present mono-

graph is not the place for a description of

the beautiful islands or of their delightful

inhabitants. Suffice to say that the days and

nights of arduous and sometimes dangerous

effort included hours of keen enjoyment,

for the island of Tahiti, especially, is of

matchless beauty, while the chiefs and their

families offered abundant hospitalities

which it was a privilege to enjoy at the time

as it is now a pleasure to acknowledge them.

Moreover, Crampton's labor only be-

gan with collecting. He spent years mea-

suring his snails (some 80,000 for the Ta-

hiti monograph, and a whopping 116,000

for the Moorea work) and calculating sta-

tistics—all of which, incredibly (even for

his day), he did personally and by hand!

(No computers, no hand-held calculators;

when Crampton speaks of "calculating

machines," he means those old mechani-

cal jobbies that performed division by

successive subtraction and clanked away

for minutes to perform simple operations.)

Again, he wrote in understatement:

The author is personally responsible for ev-

ery direct measurement and for every detail

of classification; hence the personal coef-

ficient is uniform throughout the entire re-

search. ... In computing the standard de-

viations fractions were carried out to eight

decimal places. . . . The length of time re-

quired for such quantitative analysis can be

estimated only by those who themselves

have engaged in such work. . . . These fig-

ures, together with a single line of text, lajj/*

be all that represents two to eight wee d *

mathematical drudgery. . . . Yet the nj I

ployment of such methods is justified iim I

final results.

Third, and most important, ultirtti<

judgment must reside in a criteriod;

utility. All good science is accumulan

no one can get everything right the ri

time. If Crampton's monographs vit

only monuments to past effort and icu i.

they might still be admired, but onl»

items of human paleontology. They ar|i
i

fact, precious mines for continuing i| <

sion and extension. I know this in the n )

personal way, for 1 have used Crampti i

tables, the product of his years of "mfr

ematical drudgery," in at least three oItj ii

technical papers.

To put this crucial point in another id j

stronger way: Crampton spent fifty y b \

documenting the current geographic * i

tribution and variation of Partula ona-

1

hiti, Moorea, and nearby islands. '
work has great and permanent value iL

frozen snapshot, but Crampton's half'

tury should be but a transient momei
the future history of Partula. Crami

devoted his lifetime of effort in orde

establish a base line for future wi

Partula would evolve rapidly in the fu

as it had in the recent past,

Crampton's base line would be a way

tion of inestimable value. No sciei

could view such dedication in any O'

light. Future changes have much n

value than current impressions.

And Crampton's plan paid off—or

seemed at first. Three of the world's fi I

biologists of land snails took up the st

of Partula in the next generation, builc

explicitly on Crampton's work: Br

Clarke of the University of Nottingh ^
Jim Murray of the University of Virgi i^

and Mike Johnson of the Universitjft

Western Australia. They have publis iil

numerous papers, in varying combinati i|

of authorship, from the mid-1960s to-

present day. Working primarily on ev<

one's favorite island of Moorea, they h 9^

made important revisions to Cramptc?

conclusions and have added great sop!«

tication in mathematical procedures (r»

computerized) and genetical methods t<

available to Crampton. In 1980, Mur rt

and Clarke ended an important paper t\

"The Genus Partula on Moorea: Spec*

tion in Progress" {Proceedings of .^

Royal Society of London, vol. 211, |^

83-1 17) with these words:

Although we cannot yet reconstruct exaCi

the evolutionary history of the Moore M

taxa, they have already revealed in excH

tional detail the pattern of interactions li

tween incipient species, and have presenllj

10 Natural History 9/91
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some fascinating paradoxes. They offer

both a museum and a laboratory of specia-

tion.

Add snails to Bums's litany about the

best-laid schemes of mice and men. Great

expectations die quickly on the bonfires of

human vanity. We are but a decade from

these brave words of 1980, but Moorea is

no longer a laboratory for studying active

speciation in Partula. It has become a

mausoleum.

Think of all the metaphors you know for

little things made worse by attempted so-

lutions that cascade to even greater prob-

lems—for you need this apparatus to

grasp the extirpation of Partula on Mo-

orea. Think of Pandora's box. Think of the

folk song about an old woman who swal-

lowed a fly. (She then swallowed a spider

to catch the i!y, a bird to catch the spider,

a cat to catch the bird . . . and up the size

range of the animal kingdom. Each

successive verse gets longer as singers run

through the full range of ingestions; but

the last is stunningly brief: "There was an

old lady who swallowed a horse. She died,

of course.")

Partula, which feeds only upon dead

vegetation, primarily ingesting the fungi

growing on decaying leaves, poses no

threat whatever to agriculture. Its only,

and slight, impact upon the native econ-

omy is entirely positive—as women string

the shells to make leis for the tourist trade.

But animals introduced to isolated islands

often play havoc both with native organ-

isms and with agriculture: witness the rab-

bits of Australia and, to cite the most

dangerous creature of all, the humans who
wiped out so many species of moas on

New Zealand. An introduced snail began

the sad chain of destruction on Moorea.

In sharp contrast with the benign

Partula, African tree snails of the genus

Achatina are, in almost all cases, unmiti-

gated disasters. First of all, in almost all

cases, they are gigantic (as snails go); sec-

ond, they are voracious herbivores of liv-

ing plants, including many agriculturally

important species. With their clear record

of destruction on island after island, I am
amazed that people will still introduce

them purposefully. (They are brought in

for food, for I'm told that they are succu-

lent, and you do get a lot of meat per

creature.) Achatina was first imported to

the Pacific in 1803 by the governor of

Reunion, who brought them from Mada-

gascar so that a lady friend could continue

to enjoy snail soup. They escaped from his

garden and devastated the island. By

1847, they had reached India. In the

1930s, they began to spread to South Pa-

cific islands, usually by purposeful intro-

duction for food.

Achatina fulica reached Tahiti in 1967

and soon spread to neighboring islands. By

the mid-1970s, the infestation had be-

come particularly serious on Moorea. The

snails even invaded human dwellings; one

report tells of a farmer who removed two

wheelbarrow-loads of Achatina from the

walls of his house. Admittedly, something

had to be done. But quefaire? as they say

in this very French land.

The attempted solution, like the horse

ingested to catch the fly, created greater

havoc than the original problem. Biologi-

cal control is a good idea in principle

—

better a natural predator than a chemical

poison. But predators, particularly when

introduced from alien places and ecosys-

tems, may engender greater problems

than the creature that inspired their intro-

duction. How can you know that the new

predator will eat only your problem ani-

mal? Suppose it prefers other creatures

that are benign or useful? Suppose, in par-

ticular, that it attacks the endemic species

that are often so vukerable (for lack of

evolved defenses in the absence of native

predators)?

Given all these problems, one might

think that biological control would be at-

tempted only with the utmost caution.

But, speaking of folk songs and citing a

more recent composition than the old lady

and the fly, "When will they ever learn?"

In my personal pantheon of animals to

hate and fear, no creature ranks higher

than Euglandina, the "killer," or "canni-

bal," snail of Florida. (I am, of course,

speaking only of effect, not moral cul-

pability—a quite meaningless notion

when applied to land moUusks. All disas-

ters perpetrated by Euglandina are re-

sults of human introduction.) Euglandina

eats other snails—^with utmost efficiency

and voraciousness. It senses slime trails,

locks into them, and follows the path to a

quarry then quickly devoured.

Euglandina has therefore developed a

worldwide reputation as a potential agent

of biological control for other snails. Yet,

despite a few equivocal successes, most

attempts have failed, often with disastrous

and unintended side effects, as Euglan-

dina leaves the intended enemy alone and

turns its attention to a harmless victim.

Forgive my prejudices, but I know what

Euglandina can do in the most personal

way (biologists can get quite emotional

about the subjects of their own research).

I spent the first big chunk of my career,

including my Ph.D. dissertation, working

on a remarkable Bermudian land snail

named Poecilozonites. (This Darwin's

finch among moUusks is the only large

land snail that reached Bermuda. It radi-

ated into a score of species in a great range

of sizes and shapes. The fossil reco jj'

particularly rich, but at least three spiies,

survived and were thriving in Bemdil

when I began my research in 1963.)liiti

Euglandina had been introduced in .5Ei

to control Otala, an imported edible ai

that escaped from a garden and spac

throughout the island as an agricullra.

pest (same story as Achatina and Pank I

on Moorea). I don't think that Euglann \

has even dented Otala, but it devastai: i

the native Poecilozonites, which I use it i

find by the thousands throughout thi» {

land. When I returned in 1973, to lo.» j

some populations for a student ho: i

wanted to investigate their genetic i: [

could not find a single animal alive. {.\t' >.

year, I located one species, the smaa >'

and most cryptic, but the large if

cilozonites bermudensis, major subje(|| ii

my research, is probably extinct.) ThiH 'S

feel the pain of Jim Murray, Biin •%

Clarke, and Mike Johnson. They had jb. «

lished papers on Moorean Partula s » ii

the mid-1960s. They never expected it M

their last pair of articles would be a w; d «

Despite easily available knowledge rf v

its failures and devastations elsewh e, s

Euglandina was introduced to Moore m »

March 16, 1977, with the official adx J

and approval of the Service de I'Econc ie a

Rurale and the Division de Rechei le t

Agronomique. Euglandina ignored Ai h i

tina and began a bhtzkrieg aga K s

Partula—^more thorough, rapid, and !• ?

cient than anything that Hitler's an s i

ever accomplihed. When my coUeaj s !

wrote their first article about this disa i i

in 1 984 ("The Extinction of Endemic ! > i

cies by a Program of Biological Conti " i

Pacific Science, vol. 38, pp. 97-1 ),
>.

Euglandina had abeady wiped out on i i

the seven Partula species on Moorea i i

was spreading at a rate of nearly a mile r 3

year. Moorea is about seven miles ac: 8 i

at the widest, and you quickly run ou f (

island at that rate. My colleagues m e I

the grim prediction that Partula woulc*

completely gone by 1986.

One hates to be right about certK

things. In 1988, Jim, Bryan, and M|
published another note with a brief i

final title: "The Extinction of Partula

Moorea" {Pacific Science, vol. 42,

150-53). Partula is gone. My coUeagi

managed to collect six of the seven spec

before the end, and they have establisl

captive breeding programs in zoos a!

biological research stations in several

:

tions. Perhaps, one day, Partula can

,

reintroduced into Moorea. But Euglt

dina must be eliminated first, and no c

knows how this can be done. Deep gral

whether physical or emotional, are hard

extirpate—as Mary Martin discoveredif

12 Natural History 9/91
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her unsuccessful attempt to wash that

man right out of her hair. Hope remains in

Pandora's box, but how do you reenclose

the bad guys?

Moorea may be the Bali Ha'i of our

dreams, but life for Partula has become
an unenchanted evening. Now night has

fallen.

The story would be sad enough if only

Moorea (and Bermuda) had been devas-

tated. But Euglandina is spreading just as

rapidly on larger, adjacent Tahiti, and

Partula now survives in only two valleys.

The even more diverse Achatinella is gone

(or nearly so) on Oahu, largely for the

same reason, although the spread of Ho-
nolulu hasn't helped either. More than

half the species of bulimulids are extinct

in the Galapagos.

It is so hard for an evolutionary biolo-

gist to write about extinctions caused by
human stupidity. Emotions well up and
extinguish rationality and writing. What
can be said that hasn't been stated be-

fore—with great eloquence and little ef-

fect? Even the good arguments have be-

come chches—as corny as Kansas in

August, as normal as blueberry pie.

Let me then float an unconventional

plea—the inverse of the usual argument.

Inverses often have a salutary effect in

reopening pathways of thought. An under-

graduate friend during my year in Eng-
land, a brilliant debater, had to argue the

affirmative in that tired old cliche of a

subject: "This house beheves that the

monarchy should be eUminated." Instead

of trotting out the usual points about the

queen's expense account and the negative

symbol of royalty in a democratic age, my
friend claimed that the monarchy should

be eliminated because it is unfair to mon-
archs and their families. All possibiUty of

a normal private life evaporates. You
can't have a date, drink a beer, or, God
forbid, even fart in public without a head-

line in next day's scandal sheet.

The extinction of Partula is unfair to

Partula. This is the conventional argu-

ment, and I do not challenge its primacy.

But we need a humanistic ecology as well,

both for the practical reason that people

will always touch people more than snails

do or can, and for the moral reason that

humans are legitimately the measure of

all ethical questions—for these are our

issues, not nature's.

So I say, let us grieve for Henry Edward
Crampton when we consider Partula on

Moorea—for Euglandina and human stu-

pidity have destroyed his lifetime's dedi-

cation. Crampton visited the Pacific a

dozen times, when transportation was no

aerial picnic. He tramped up and down
the valleys, over the dangerous precipices.

in intense tropical heat. He spent mi

and months measuring snails and t

up columns of figures sans compur-
the worst sort of scientific drudgerHi
published three great monograph
Partula.

The work is of great and permj
value in itself. But Crampton did not

-ilgi

for personal glory or to document thifri?

zen evolutionary moment of his own
ies. He labored all his life to establ

base line for future evolutionary \j

Partula was a natural evolutionary lali

tory, and Crampton toiled so that oij

could move the work forward and
tinue to learn about evolution by trsj

the future history of Partula. Wh
more noble than a man's intellectual i

cation—a lifetime of perseveri*.

through the Scylla and Charybdis c

field biology: occasional danger and
longed tedium? Crampton's work is

undone, even mocked. Grieve for his|

and lofty purpose.

Yet I also appreciate that we ca

win this battle to save species and env

ments without forging an emotional I

between ourselves and nature as well-

we will not fight to save what we dciA

love (but only appreciate in some absiil

sense). So let them all continue- to

films, the books, the television progr i^ii

the zoos, the Uttle half acre of ecoloj ii

preserve m any conmiunity, the prir rji

school lessons, the museum demon Ji

tions, even (although you will never ift

me there) the 6:00 a.m. bird walks, -i

Let them continue and expand bee ri

we must have visceral contact in ord t^

love. We really must make room foi s

ture in our hearts. Consider one last in

;

of Ezio Pinza as Emil de Becque in 5i fi

Pacific and accept the traditional ch£ i

terization of nature as female (if such

vention offends you, then make na»
male and fall "in love with a wondtii

guy"). The words may be banal (H

Pinza was only extolling Mary Ma'h
while I speak of all nature), but the eq

tional setting is incomparable and still i

bring tears to any unjaded eye. Thini

this greatest of bassos as he soars up to I

tonic of his chord:

*Once you have found her,

never let her go.

Once you have found her,

NEVER LET HER GO!

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, gt\

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvi

University.
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Worlds in Conta(

White Legends, Lost Tribes
Both Native Americans andEuropeans wondered. "Haven't we met someplace before?'

by Samuel M. Wilson

4

In the last years of his reign, the Aztec

emperor Montezuma received this omen:

Certain Fishermen near the Lake of Mex-
ico took a monstrous Fowl, of extraordinary

Make and Bigness; and accounting it valu-

able for its Novelty, presented the same to

the King. Its Deformity was horrible; and
on the Head of it was a shining Plate like a
Looking-Glass, from which the Sun re-

flected a sort of dim and melancholy Light.

Montezuma observed it, and drawing
nearer to take a better View, saw within it a
Representation of the Night, amidst whose
Obscurity were seen some Parts of the
Heaven covered with Stars, and so dis-

tinctly represented, that he turned his Eyes
to the sun, as one doubtful of the Day: And
upon fixing his Eyes the second Time on

The Aztecs thought Cortes might be their

god Quetzalcoatl, depicted in the Codex
Borbonicus devouringa man.
Glraudon/Art Resource. New York
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that seeming Glass, he spy'd, instead of

Night, what gave him greater Astonish-

ment; for there appeared to his Sight an
Army of Men, that came from the East,

making a terrible Slaughter of his Subjects.

He assembled the Magicians and Priests to

consult about this Prodigy, and the Bird

stood immoveable, till many of them had
tried the same Experiment; but then it got
away, and vanish'd in their Presence, leav-

ing them another Presage in its astonishing

Flight [The History of the Conquest of
Mexico by the Spaniards, by Antonio de
Solis y Rivandeneyra].

When Cortes and his smaU army of

Spaniards set about conquering Mexico,

the relevance of this powerful omen sud-

denly appeared obvious. Initially, how-

ever, Montezuma thought Cortes to be the

earthly manifestation of the god Quetzal-

coatl, returning to Mexico. According to

legend, Quetzalcoatl had gone by sea to

join the Sun god, leaving word he would

return; all Montezuma's predecessors had
expected him. It seemed impossible that

Cortes could be anyone else.

Montezuma sent emissaries from
Tenochtitlan, the Aztec capital, to meet
Cortes, bearing the clothes and adorn-

ments Quetzalcoatlwould need: "Our god
and our lord, be very welcomed, for we,

your servants and vassals, have been wait-

ing for you a very long time. Your vassal

and lieutenant of your kingdom, Monte-
zuma, has sent us to greet and receive you.

He says that our lord and god should be

very welcome, and here we bring all the

precious adornments that you used among
us as our king and god."

Forewarned, Cortes played along in or-

der to gain an advantage over the Aztecs.

Their confidence in his identity steadily

eroded, however. As Cortes drew closer to

Tenochtitlan, attracting allies from the In-

dian groups opposed to Aztec rule, Monte-

zuma's advisers warned against letting

such a dangerous person into the capital.

When Cortes arrived at the temple

Quetzalcoatl, for what some still belie\

would be the resumption of the god's n
he showed himself to be an enemy of l

ancient god.

In a sense, Montezuma had known i

conquering strangers all his life. Tl

bore a remarkable resemblance to some

the extraordinary creatures that inhabiiBj

the Aztecs' elaborate legends and myt

The critical narratives, and their corr^

interpretations, became apparent

events unfolded.

Similar premonitions of the coming
white strangers are noted in nearly

chronicles of encounters between pec i

of the New World and the Old. Tl

'

constitute a special class of folklore,

cause those who recorded them a

starred in them. They are premonitii

recorded after the fact, which makes
curate prediction seem easy. But the s

ries cannot be discounted as postcont

inventions; they are deeply woven into i

fabric of Native American folk traditio (

with modified versions of the same stor I

found in groups thousands of miles apa

Stories of bearded men in clothes, or

people who might in a postconquest li§'

fit the description of Europeans, were t( I

in the eastern woodlands and on the plai

of North America. In the Southwest, t

Hopi ritual calendar counted off the ye;

before the predicted return of Panaha, t

lost white brother. Among the Taino

Hispaniola, the first New World inhab

ants encountered by Columbus, sacr

songs recounted their history and the e

ploits of their ancestors. They include

love tales, heroic epics, stories of the o

gins of the Taino, and predictions of the

demise.

One Taino song, which was set down 1

Pietro Martire d'Anghera, stated th

"magnacochios [clothed men] shall di

embark in the island, armed with swori
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and with one stroke cut a man in two, and

our descendants shall bend beneath their

yoke." Francisco Lopez de Gomara re-

corded another version of the same song:

"Before many years passed some men
would come with long beards and clothing

all over their bodies; they would trample

the ancient gods of the land and forbid the

traditional rites, and they would spill the

blood of the Taino's offspring and make
them slaves."

The rulers of the Inca empire had also

experienced visions of the arrival of

clothed and bearded men. One Inca ruler

of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth

centuries called himself Viracocha, after

the god he saw in his revelation. He had a

temple built to commemorate his dream
and, dressing himself as a model of the

person in his vision, had a statue carved to

represent it. According to Garcilaso de la

Vega,

The image was of a man of good height with

a beard more than a span in length: he wore
a long loose garment like a tunic or cassock,

reaching to his feet. He held a strange ani-

mal of unknown shape with claws like a
lion's and with a chain round its neck and
the end of it in the statue's hand.

As with Cortes and Montezuma, the

identification of the Spaniards with

Viracocha's vision played to the Europe-

ans' advantage:

As the prince said that it had a beard, un-
like the Indians who are usually without
hair on the face, and that it was dressed

from head to foot while the Indians are clad
differently and their dress does not go be-

low the knees, the word Viracocha was duly
applied to the first Spaniards who entered
Peru, who were seen to be bearded and
dressed from head to foot. Because they
regarded the Spaniards as the children of
their god, they respected them so much that

they worshiped them and scarcely de-

fended themselves against them.

While the Native Americans inter-

preted the arrival of the Europeans as

confirmation of their legends and omens,

the Europeans saw these same traditions

as containing a true reflection of events.

The ubiquitous legends of white men were

taken as evidence of earlier contacts with

the Old Worid, or of Old Worid prophets

visiting the New Worid. Rarely, if ever,

were they seen for what they were: peo-

ple's attempts to make sense of inexpli-

cable events by looking to and reinterpret-

ing some aspects of their historical or

mythic past.

Just as the Native Americans sought to

comprehend the foreign intruders, the Eu-
ropeans searched their own histories and
legends for accounts of groups fitting the

description of the New World people, so

that they could better understand them.
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Columbus, who clung until his death to

the belief that he had found a shorter

route to the East Indies, simply called the

Native Americans "Indians," a misnomer
that persists to this day.

In the early 1 500s, most Europeans had

little acquaintance with the Far East and

sought explanations closer to home. Clas-

sical scholars provided some intriguing

possibihties. A story of a Carthaginian

voyage to a large and fertile island across

the Atlantic, attributed to a work by Aris-

totle {Mirabilibus aut Seculationibus),

seemed to many to account for the peo-

pling of the New Worid. Others, such as

Pietro Martire d'Anghera, took their cue

from the Bible, suggesting that a fleet sent

westward by Solomon had probably vis-

ited Hispaniola.

Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdez

introduced an opportune legalistic twist

(in an arena of competing European
claims over rights to exploit the New
Worid) when he wrote that the people of

the New World might be of Spanish de-

scent. He cited the highly questionable

chronicler Berosus, who said that Hes-

pero, the twelfth King of Spain (whose

rule was said to have begun about 1658

B.C.), had sent a fleet westward. Accord-

ing to Oviedo, they planted a Spanish flag,

preceding any other European claim by

three millennia.

For Europeans of the time, Atlantis

—

the vast mid-Atlantic continent whose ad-

vanced civilization and catastrophic de-

struction were described by Plato—was a

semimythical, semihistorical place. Many
writers speculated that some of Atlantis's

population had escaped to the west as it

sank beneath the waves. Perhaps the first

to suggest this was Francisco Lopez de

Gomara, secretary to, and champion of,

Cortes, who despised and vilified New
World Indians and in his writings kept

their origins as far offshore as possible.

Others, probably independently, came to

the same conclusion.

In general, the prime candidates in the

sixteenth-century search for the origins of

the New Worid peoples were the histori-

cal or mythical loose ends in the Western

tradition: explorers who had not returned,

protagonists of classical works who had
dropped from sight, and so on, were all

suspects. The ten lost tribes of Israel also

fit into this category, although explana-

tions invoking them as the source of New
World populations did not really gain

popularity until the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries. Columbus thought His-

paniola may have been the island of Ophir
mentioned in I Kings, while Diego de

Landa, in his Account of the Affairs of
Yucatan, noted that

I

some of the old people of Yucatan clairjifl.'

have heard from their ancestors that {is

land was settled by people from the (^
whom god had liberated by cutting twtle

paths for them through the sea. If this wie!

true, it must be that all the inhabitants

the Indies are descended from the Jew;

Nevertheless, despite this tendenc>i

search for ready-made explanations, so

early writers came fairly close to the v;

that modem scholars hold, that N
Worid peoples came from northeast A
Amerigo Vespucci, in a 1506 letter, cc

pared the Indians to people from east

Asia: "They have broad faces, so that tb

appearance may be that of the Tartan'

Portuguese trader named Antonio Ga
had spent time in the Orient on the Pot

guese island of Temate in the Moluc
and there heard a claim that Chinese s

ors had discovered the New Worid.

observed that both the Chinese and I

five Americans had similar "fashions z

customs" and that they both had "sn:

eies [and] flat noses." Another Poi

guese, Pero de Magalhes, also saw simij

ities in facial structure between the Ir

ans of Brazil and the Chinese.

The complex realities of the similaril

and differences between human groups

the New and Old Worlds, so long se

rated, defied simple interpretation. Bai

lome de las Casas, who had extensive ft

hand experience with Native Amerit

cultures in several regions, cautior

against making claims about the origin-

New World peoples on the basis of a 1

coincidences. For example, he argi

against regarding the isolateid practice %
circumcision among Yucatecan Indi;Bi

as evidence of a Jewish origin. Las Casi
|^

detailed descriptions and analyses of I

live American cultures spoke against si

facile assertions. And as a result of wl

must have been the first New Worid

cheological excavation, carried out in r

early 1500s, Las Casas recognized 1

great antiquity of the New Worid peop

I have seen in these mines of Cibao | i

Hispaniola], one or two yards deep in 1

virgin earth, in the plains at the foot of soi

hills, burned wood and ashes as if a few dt

past a fire had been made there. And for t

same reason we have to conclude that

other times the river came near there, a

in such a place they made a fire, and aft'

wards the river moved farther away. S
accumulated there, as the rains brought
down from the hills, and covered the sr

And because this could not happen exce

by the passage of many years and mc
ancient time, there is therefore a stro:

argument that the people of these islan

and the mainland are very ancient,

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropoloi

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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A Far Plateau
Afew ancient cypress trees bear witness to a once-green Sahara

by Rob Nicholson

A tree species may persist through mil-

Hons of years, surviving periodic floods

and infernos, droughts, cycles of insects

and disease, even the shifting of climatic

zones. But should it encounter campesinos

with chain saws or refugees needing fuel,

its move from forest to folklore can be

measured in a few decades. Were plants

able to devise their own conscious survival

strategy they might, in these days of rage,

seize on one simple rule: go where the

humans aren't. But with economics driv-

ing human migration as much as famine

and pestilence, and ecotourism punching

into the most remote areas, even the far-

thest reaches of the planet are not immune

from the eff"ects of humans.

One remarkable species of tree is only

found high atop an arid plateau in the

center of the Sahara Desert and, despite

its long geologic history, has been known

to botanists for less than 100 years. What
most amazes me is that it is a conifer, one

of the true cypresses. The thirteen species

of this genus, Cupressus, grow in varied,

far-flung habitats of the Northern Hemi-

sphere. The Monterey cypress {Cupressus

macrocarpa), for example, can be found

near sea level on northern California's

Monterey Peninsula, while the giant cy-

press (C. gigantea), a tree attaining an

eighteen-foot girth, grows at 10,000 feet in

Tibet. Cypresses have been part of the

world's flora for more than 50 million

years, but they now occupy only remnants

of their vast former range.

My acquaintance with the Sahara cy-

press began ten years ago, when I was

studying relict populations of fir trees in

the mountains of Morocco. As out of place

as these African firs seemed, references

alluding to cypresses in the central Sahara

seemed even more outlandish. They were

the ultimate disjunction, a tiny population
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A Sahara cypress grows in the dry stream bedofTamrit in Algeria.

Photographs by Rob Nicholson
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growing in an impossible climate ((

miles from their nearest relations.
i

I decided to see them for myself. Bef <

visiting the site, now within an Algeri

national park, I wrote to authorities i

permits to collect herbarium specimji

and seed for propagation. The trees W(

described as having huge boles and wi

estimated to be more than 2,500 years cl

If their rings were distinct enough, o]

samples might supply some extrem]

telling weather data about the central I

hara for the past two and a half milleni^

The Sahara cypress has been known
i

centuries, having been used by Tuai

tribespeople for utensils and light a
struction. In his classic 1860 book

I

desert lore, The Great Sahara, the Briti

ornithologist H. B. Tristam gave the fi|

inkling of the existence of this coniferi

Western science: "To judge from ti

woodwork of the saddles and the handi

of weapons which I obtained from Toi

reg, manufactured in the Dj. Hogj
[Hoggar mountains], there is also a sj

cies of hard resinous wood, probably alii

to the junipers."

Four years later, the French exploi

Henri Duveyier contributed more
formation about this mysterious tree, n

ing that the timber was used for constn

tion in the villages of Ghat (now in Lib)

and Djanet (Algeria). He recorded tl

the villagers called the tree tarout, t

name still in use today, but again, he c

not actually see the trees themselves. >
until 1924 did any European make t

trek to the plateau and collect herbarii

specimens. The commander of the Fren

fort at Djanet, a Captain Duprez,

A Neolithic rockpainting on the Tassili

plateau depicts African herders.



. finding to Rene Maire, a professor of

iny at the University of Algiers:

r le course of one of my rounds by camel

lie Tassili des Ajjers ... I discovered one

i in a small Oued [dry stream bed] called

";ierit a tree with foliage and habit too

irsual for the area not to attract my atten-

jf. This conifer, for I have assigned it to

h group without question, was not an iso-

a^'d specimen, since in continuing my in-

( igations in the same Oued I discovered

I
;ond, and then the dead trunk of a third.

II mination of Captain Duprez's speci-

r IS led botanists to conclude that he had

( id a new species, and the tree was

;i iequently named Cupressus duprezi-

ij in his honor.

I
ince its description, the plant has been

i subject of sporadic surveys and re-

» ch, but it still remains rare in cultiva-

ii . With so few trees left in the wild, any

a ection and propagation of documented

n1 material could help to insure this

i)i;ies' survival should it lose its last ref-

u on the Sahara plateau.

I Jpon arriving in Algiers, the capital of

' eria, I proceeded to the headquarters

)i he national park service. Here I was

I jn permission to collect the grand sum

3i ieventy-five cones, twenty herbarium

n :imens, and four wood samples—cer-

t; Jy not as much as I had hoped for, but

I ;n my bulldozer French, I was in a poor

pj ition to argue.

iVs Algeria is attempting to develop

t' rism as a "second industry" after oil, it

t upgraded the airport at Djanet, at the

f t of the 6,000-foot-high plateau of the

IsiU N'Ajer, to accommodate small

ill ,, hoping to draw the adventurous to

this remote plateau. My flight over the

Sahara to Djanet was like no other I've

experienced. With no roads or buildings

by which to judge scale, and with the

absence of the familiar colors of life, blue

and green, it was like flying over a thou-

sand miles of abstract expressionism done

in buff" brown, orange, silver, and black.

An oasis village, Djanet is most memo-

rable to me for its thousands of beautiful

date palms and stark vernacular architec-

ture. From Djanet, my two guides and I

drove to the foot of the plateau in a Toyota

Land Cruiser, the new ship of the desert.

At the base camp, the national park ser-

vice had planted a half-dozen cypress

trees. These were only three feet or so high

and shaded by reed mats, but they were

growing and a welcome token of life on a

scorched rock pile. The plateau is inacces-

sible to vehicles, so with donkeys carrying

our water and our supplies, we began the

eight-mile trek upward. The trail wound

through a canyon of large black and tan-

nish rocks. Towering, mesalike formations

gave the terrain the feel and appearance

of the American Southwest, but the scen-

ery lacked the spectacular colors of Zion

National Park or the Grand Canyon. Af-

ter a half-hour climb, our party reached a

level stretch. In the soft, orangish sand

grew a small grove of stunted acacia trees,

barren of all leaves yet still alive. One
guide, Ahmed, told me that no rain had
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A n in the area for six years, so the

c :tance of these spindly skeletons to

:; out was understandable. A nice find

« a lone specimen of a rare species of

ube tree (Ziziphus spini-christi). It

le within its spiny branches three green,

il ;-sized fruits. Ahmed collected them

'he botanical garden at Algiers and,

ifirently having read my contract,

t ily refused my request for one.

uring the next leg of the climb, we

,p ted a party of about twenty black Af-

i([is and a few Tuareg guides. I had

X 1 told by park officials that some Tua-

€ did a brisk business smuggling refu-

;( , from Mali over the plateau and into

'^ jz.. On the other side, they were sup-

)1 1 with false papers and spirited north

£ /ork in the oil fields. They present a

t problem to the park managers, as

I ' have been stripping branches from

i few remaining cypress trees to build

i , to ward off the chill Saharan nights,

he final climb brought us through a

ii; ow gorge bounded by sheer cliffs of

bi ;e rock. Here the wind erosion was

;; erne, making the rock look hke a sedi-

(r itary shale. Spires of steely gray rock

r( a hundred feet high, looking like a

i.i d's oversized sand castle,

iter two hours of steady climbing, we
ved at the top of the plateau, about

K) feet higher than Djanet. The view

ad was daunting, a plain of polished

;k pebbles stretching toward the hori-

, its shiny void interrupted only by the

i ty stripe of a tan footpath. It was a

li ucinatory trek through a lunar train-

i] ground with only the crystalline blue

5 and an occasional sprig of grass to

n lind us that we weren't aloft. An unfor-

ti ate reminder of earthly behavior was

L litter that lined this ancient trade

r- te. But how a broken piece of a televi-

>i 1 set had found its way there I couldn't

jligine.

Vfter seven miles, we approached Oued
nrit, and Ahmed gestured toward the

izon declaring, "Voila, tarout nombre
;" (the park has numbered all 160

»). I squinted for a full ten seconds

ore I could pick out the tree's dusty

i y foliage from the surrounding rocks.

Tamrit is a camping area of longstand-

:|
use, possibly dating back thousands of

>irs. Today it is frequented by a fair

:mber of European tourists, drawn to the

: teau for its spectacular scenery and the

i nning Neolithic cave paintings that dot

:; walls of caves and overhangs. Tree

timber One was the centerpiece of

Imrit, a magnificent cypress growing

: t of packed sand and gravel. It stood

;3ut thirty-six feet high and was about

enty feet around at the base. The crown

was a dense round ball supported by a

network of massive branches. Of the

thirty cypresses I was to see, this was by

far the most impressive and beautiful,

marred only by the cache of equipment

stored in its limbs by the guides. Climbing

within its branches, I reflected that for

thousands of years desert travelers had sat

in its shadow, had slept and cooked and

told stories—as we would that night.

The next day I collected a number of

cones beneath the tree. (The seeds ex-

tracted from these cones were later germi-

nated in the greenhouses of the Arnold

Arboretum in Boston. Cuttings taken

from these few initial seedlings were suc-

cessfully rooted after treatment with root-

ing hormones, and now hundreds of

cloned plants are being distributed to tree

nurseries and botanic gardens worldwide.)

The following days were spent examining

trees in two stands some fifteen miles

apart. Only about 1 50 trees are known to

grow in an area of about 100 square miles,

so I felt fortunate that I managed to see

the 30 trees that I did. In addition to

measuring and photographing each tree, I

took general notes on its structure,

fruiting, and health. The cypresses were

almost all mature or in decline, with an

average circumference of thirteen feet

and average height of thirty-five feet. A
number of Methuselahs had massive boles

more than twenty feet around at the base.
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'

which would seem to confirm the reii|
<*

of their great age. Ahmed assured men i''*

were growing on the plateau avaii: ^
prophet. A number of trees showed rti f^

breakage on lower branches and (
^^

most likely used for refugees' campji i"'

Others had highly weathered saw scai m','

the main trunk, confirming reports of) i

''

bering decades ago. t
'

Although the trees produce v\ t^

seeds, chances are negUgible that! p
ground there will ever hold enough l**

face water to encourage and sustain ft'

mination. New generations rarely th ^
although a few younger trees with t;i

**

circumferences of eighteen inches

eking out a living, I saw no seedlinjl

sapUngs. I

The mature cypresses, however, an

in a state of stasis but are still growin

few photos of the trees exist in c

French and Algerian journals, and c

by accident I photographed the same

from precisely the same spot. When
photos are compared, the flux in a ti

crown is easily apparent.

A majority of the cypresses grow ir

beds of occasional streams, or wadis

ceiving the benefits of the highly spor

flash floods that result from the

cloudburst. Roots of trees are know

penetrate as far down as 100 feet, an

the case of desert roots to a depth o

most 200 feet. Thus, rather than b

superbly drought tolerant, the Sahan

press may actually be an indicator spf

giving clues to reserves of subterrai

water.

Belying the sterile look of the Ian

fair amount of wildlife lives among

rocks. The white-crowned black whea

is a striking bird with a jet black 1:

setting off its white tail, belly, and si

cap. My guides jokingly called them i

lahs, referring to their ayatoUaesque hi

piece. In the bright buff" colors of

desert, this songbird eludes predatory

cons by camouflaging itself in the blac

cUifside shadows.

During a midday siesta, I was lyin;

the sun on a rock ledge when an Algei

skink skittered by, its head inflamed

red coloration, a sign of mating. As

camp-follower flies had become botl

some, I piled my bumoose onto my f

and let them drone on. A common b

swallow, probably in migration,

sporadically swooping and plucking thi

out of the sky, once coming so low ail

rustle the cloth on my face. On our mal
between cypress groves, we scared ujl

hare, and Ahmed related that jackals, ll

top of the Tassili food chain, could alsoli

found on the plateau.

The low point of the expedition 1
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I al when I attempted to get core sam-

J af the trees. The coring tool is a long,

^ hollow metal pipe that has a

pened tip and corkscrew threads at

jnd and a perpendicular handle at the

r. The pipe is screwed into the tree

cuts a thin dowel of wood within its

id J cylinder. This rod is then secured

IS e the pipe and extracted from the

«l the resultant hole is then plugged.

-liied flat, the wooden rod gives a good

^;]i mentation of tree-ring width, from

lih, I hoped, weather data could be

t'lpolated.

;hose to begin samphng on a standing

Ell tree. The wood was extremely hard,

^11 1 strained to screw the metal rod into

ii trunk. Suddenly the metal snapped

« I the excess torque, my hand jerked

3:iard, and I was cut by the jagged

i4 il protruding from the tree. My guides

a led a string of the choicest American

n inities as I wrapped my bloody hand.

)rtunately, I had brought a small

a Isaw, and we were able to saw a few

Ii ; from a fallen branch of this same

n After three cuts the blade was dulled

3) selessness, but I had a ten-inch-wide

SJ ofwood that revealed many hundreds

fi ngs. I later sent this sample to Gordon
Sjiby, of the Tree Ring Laboratory at

Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty

Geological Observatory. After analyzing

the sample, he and his colleagues con-

cluded that the number of rings was mis-

leading and that current technologies

could not reliably decipher the climatic

data stored within the wood. But Jacoby

also believes that the Sahara cypress is

probably the only tree within this crucial,

drought-prone central Saharan region

that holds potential for future dcndro-

chronological studies with computer-

based methods, now being developed, for

analyzing wood samples. Of prime con-

cern, then, is the collection of such sam-

ples, particularly from dead trunks, before

they become embers floating into the Sa-

hara night.

We do know, however, from pollen de-

posits, that as recently as 5,000 years ago,

the western Sahara was sufficiently moist

to have harbored Mediterranean scrub

and dry woodlands. At higher altitudes, a

temperate flora that probably included ce-

dar, fir, oak, and juniper grew, as it does

now, in coastal mountains of Algeria and

Morocco. A climatic deterioration 3,000

to 4,000 years ago (possibly aided by

humans and livestock) began the cycle of

desertification that continues today. The
most vivid evidence of this recent climatic

change was left behind by the long-de-

parted tribespeople of the Tassili plateau.

Within its caves and under its overhang-

ing rocks are thousands of cave paintings

depicting a vanished world of hunting and

herding. Images of wild animals—hippos,

giraffes, hyenas, and camels—are easily

recognizable on the rock surfaces, while

other paintings show bow-and-arrow-

wielding huntsmen pursuing antelope and

herders tending to their cattle. The sheer

beauty and poetic quality of the finest

drawings merely add to their poignancy

and offer a quiet warning that climate is a

fickle beast.

The Sahara cypress is among the last

vestiges of the late Sahara forest. These

trees sit like a tribe of elders waiting pa-

tiently in their final camp for the inev-

itable end. In their geologic lifetime they

have crossed vast seas, marched across

hundreds of miles of arid lands, and

weathered the severest tests nature could

muster. Their strength is sapped, they pro-

duce no heirs, they mark the years with

microscopic rings. Out of place, out of

time, quite possibly out of luck. '

Rob Nicholson studies rare and endan-

gered plants at Harvard University's Ar-

nold Arboretum.
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Nature's Infinite Boo

World ofthe Living Dead
Does the loss ofJavanese bird species herald global extinctions?

by Jared Diamond

By the time my jumbo jet landed at the

Indonesian capital of Jakarta, I was ex-

hausted from thirty-five sleepless hours in

planes and airports. But this was my first

visit to Asia, and I was determined to stay

awake during the one-hour drive to the

Javan mountain city of Bogor. It proved

well worth the extra exhaustion.

None of the pictures so familiar from

TV and books had prepared me for Java's

overwhehnmg firsthand impact: its

sounds and smells, its neatly laid-out rice

fields, the small children leading big water

buffaloes, and the crowds of people pour-

ing over the highway. Nor had anything

that I had read about the risk of an im-

pending extinction crisis prepared me for

the stark face of its progress on Java.

I was looking forward, on that drive to

Bogor, to my first sights of Java's birds, as

well as of its people. In its fauna and flora,

Java belongs with tropical Southeast Asia

to the Oriental Region, one of the world's

six great biogeographical divisions. That

region is characterized by famous groups

of birds and mammals that I had never

seen because they are absent from the rest

of the world. Bird watching from a car in

the United States is often quite good, and

I hoped for the same as my car headed out

of the Jakarta airport.

In fact, the drive to Bogor was one of

the greatest shocks of my ornithological

career. During an hour spent amid beauti-

ful countryside, I saw only one bird of any

species! Java, supposedly home to hun-

dreds of resident bird species, appeared to

be an ornithological desert more barren

than the coastal desert of Peru.

On reaching Bogor I was met by John

MacKinnon, a zoologist and the director

of the Indonesian program of the World

Wildlife Fund, which had asked me to

help design a national park system for

Indonesian New Guinea. John explained

that Java's countryside is notorious for its

lack of birds, a result of heavy insecticide

use and the Javan practice of pursuing any

bird in sight with slingshots. However,

John kindly took me for two days to

Cibodas National Park, where in gor-

geous, tall rain forest I finally saw some of

the Oriental Region's unique creatures

—

macaques and leaf-eating monkeys,

minivets and spider hunters, and mixed

flocks of babblers and laughing thrushes.

Even Cibodas, though, left me puzzled.

A 1949 book on its birds had listed 191

species, of which John and I saw only the

ridiculously low total of 28. Despite being

with an experienced zoologist, I had even

missed halJF of the species considered the

most common ones of Cibodas only a half

century ago. I could understand John's

explanation for the loss of Javan country-

side birds, but was a different disaster

befalling birds in Javan national parks? Or
was there a more banal reason; had we
somehow picked a bad day for bird watch-

ing? Or was there a purely local problem

with Cibodas's bird populations?

Those questions couldn't be answered

without systematic reviews of the status of

all bird species over the whole of Java. As
of my first visit to the island in 1979, such

reviews hadn't been carried out for Java or

for most other parts of the world. But such

reviews are indispensable for assessing

whether a worldwide extinction crisis is

really impending. In the absence of the

firm knowledge that reviews could pro-

vide, public schizophrenia now prevails

over the risk of widespread extinctions.

It's as if two groups of people, sitting in the

same room, were to undergo experiences

so different that they couldn't believe they

were sharing the room. For that reason,

John MacKinnon's just-published book on

Javan birds seems to me so important: it

goes a long way toward explaining why
people can have wildly divergent percep-

tions in the extinction debate.

Many conservation biologists quote i

tistics so depressing that we don't wanP
hear them anymore. If we believe theC
sandras, a juggernaut of destructiorji

gaining speed. With species now dis|

pearing at a rate of about 500 per day, 1

of the world's species will be extinct oi

the verge of extinction by the end of

next century. Mass extinction isn't a

ture risk but an event abeady well un

way. The current extinction wave '

eclipse in extent the best-known extinct

wave of the past, the one that ended

Cretaceous era and carried off the di

saurs. Such a biological holocaust thr(

ens the survival of human civilization

surely as would a nuclear holocaust-

say the Cassandras.

On the other hand, most people d(

even stop to consider the risk of a bioli

cal holocaust, and many of those who

consider the claims of conservation bii

gists to be nonsense. Had we been alive

million years ago when, as many sclent

now believe, a cometary impact ended

Cretaceous era, we would have seen

evidence of that mass extinction

around us. No such evidence surrounds

today, say the critics. With a few w
publicized exceptions, the species that

saw a few years ago are the ones that

can see at the same place this year. E\

the Red Data Books, the most detaiJ

tabulations of extinct and endangered Sj

cies, published by conservation biologis

claim that barely one percent of 1

world's bird species have gone extinct

recent centuries from all causes co

bined. The skeptics aren't just economi

and developers but biologists themselv

Most of the latter are pursuing business

usual, doing their own research and un

volved in conservation biology. Wh
most of the very people who should kn(

best are skeptical, why should anyone el

find hysterical fears convincing?
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One of those many skeptics, a colleague

who is an outstanding scientist, explained

his views to me recently. In condensed

form, his reasoning goes as follows: "I see

claims about modem extinctions quoted

all the time. But I don't see the tallyings of

extinctions, the hard-nosed, on-the-ground

research on which those claims are sup-

posed to be based. And I'm skeptical of

projecting those claimed extinction rates a

hundred years, or even ten years, into the

future. Many conservation biologists

make their living from hysterical projec-

tions. The projections help them attract

resources to support research in their

fields, such as botany or taxonomy. While

I'm not saying that they're being inten-

tionally misleading, the unconscious po-

tential for conflict of interest is obvious.

I've had terrifying discussions with con-

servation biologists who are committed to

finding a particular answer and who say

frankly that if their data didn't support

that answer, they'd bury the data. Like all

of us, they exaggerate claims to get atten-

tion. It's unfortunate because it makes

political conservatives react by going to

the opposite extreme and pooh-poohing

any evidence for extinctions."

This is a well-reasoned, knowledgeable

objection shared by many other people.

Let's take my friend's advice and see

where the hard data exist and where

they're missing. The contrast proves sur-

prising and informative.

Although the two sides to the debate

disagree about most other things, one

thing about which there is little disagree-

ment is the number of North American

and European bird species that have be-

come extinct since a.d. 1600. The Red
Data Book for birds lists five extinct

North American bird species: the great

auk, passenger pigeon, spectacled cormo-

rant, Carolina parakeet, and Labrador

duck. Humans certainly exterminated the

first three of these species by overhunting

and the parakeet by a combination of

overhunting and habitat destruction,

while no one knows why the Labrador

duck died out. All five species vanished in

the wild during the nineteenth century,

although the last parakeet survived in the

Cincinnati Zoo until it died on February

21, 1918. Since 1918 there has been only

one other North American bird species

that may have suffered extinction, Bach-

man's warbler, last definitely observed in

1981. However, there's at least a faint

possibility that some individuals remain.

Apart from Bachman's warbler, the status

of every North American bird species is

certain. Not even any developer denies

that the passenger pigeon is extinct, nor

does any conservation biologist deny that

the rare and declining black-capped v|

still exists.

Why can we be so sure about the e;i

number of North American bird exi

tions? Simply because many hundredj

thousands of fanatical bird watchers t.*

oughly comb North America for bip

preferably rare or endangered ones. W|

an especially rare bird is spotted, t|

phone hot fines spread the news,
ji

birders converge in cars and planes fi(

all over the United States to see it. A
result, practically every one of Nq
America's approximately 650 breed

bird species is observed every year|

some birder ("ticked off^' by a "twitch,

in birder's jargon). Thus, there's no do|i

that less than one percent of North Am^
ca's breeding bird species (five or sa !|

cies, depending on whether one incluj

Bachman's warbler) have become exti(

since 1 600. Europe's breeding bird spei|

have fared even better, with only a siri

species (the great auk) having becomei

tinct in modem times.
|

In addition, probably no additicj

North American bird species will becc|

extinct during this last decade of the t\»||

tieth century. Yes, there are declining i

endangered species—the California c^

dor and the whooping crane are the U
known and perhaps the rarest. But f

know their status very well: whoofi

cranes are counted every year, while I

surviving California condors are indij

ually named or numbered. These :{e

other endangered North American 1 kv

species are all the subject of intense si lA

tiny and expensive protection efforts. I pj

ring some freak accident, they will stil ^
with us in the year 2000.

i

But can we extend to the rest of q
world these indisputable conclusi|4

based on North America and Europe, c

«

tinents with strong environmental ]H

grams and large armies of bird watcht 31

And can we extend these conclusions ol

the tropics, where most of the world's s'|><

cies live? Tropical rain forests, in parti (ji

lar, cover only 6 percent of the worlw

land area but harbor more than half of 8;

species. Consequently, Java's birds pti

vide a much more typical test case thanaJ

those of North America. ^
Recall that Java is a large island lyl

just south of the equator. Its varied hz^

tats range from tropical rain forest all

swamps to dry monsoon forest and gra^

land and include mountains up to 12,Cll

feet high. It supjx3rts a rich avifauna, co-?!

prising about 350 breeding land and fre:«

water bird species. What is their curr<ll

status?
I

^

That conservationists' bible, the intji

national Red Data Book for birds, 15)
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le through two editions: the first pub-

ed in 1971 after eight years of work;

second in 1979 after five years of

k. The second edition listed only five

Ian bird species as endangered and

nhe as extinct. But the goal behind the

fiData Book was to identify species for

v^ich there was conclusive evidence that

t'y were extinct or threatened. The bur-

d"! of proof was not on documenting con-

ti jed existence. If positive evidence for a

5 cies' continued existence was merely

If Idng, that in itself in no way supported

[linct status; it merely relegated the spe-

c; to uncertain status.

n North America and Europe this dis-

ti:tion between "known to be extinct"

i\ "not known to be in existence" is aca-

cnic. Birders track down the status of

f ry species every year, especially those

!<risk of becoming extinct. Any species

|l t continues to escape the twitchers and

|i s is "not known to be in existence" is

f lost surely extinct. Java and the rest of

I
world, however, lack the hordes of

ii;er birders and the armual Christmas

ii ints. At the time that the second Red
I ta Book was published, there had been

' systematic attempt to assess the status

I all Javan birds. Instead, some people

ih experience of Javan birds merely
I warded names of species that for one

' ison or another had drawn their atten-

I n and that they considered to be endan-

' ed. The Red Data Book compiler then

ight further information about those

rticular species and thereby narrowed

wn the list.

However, the Red Data Books at-

cted growing criticism. The years of

lay devoted to attempting to make the

"ormation as accurate as possible meant

It the information was out of date be-

e the time of publication. Therefore, in

88 the International Council for Bird

eservation, the same organization that

d published the Red Data Books for

rds, pubhshed a new effort entitled

rds to Watch. Its goal was to evaluate

ndidate species more rapidly and thus

oduce more up-to-date information, at

e cost of less-thorough reviews of each

se. Endangered species were divided

to two categories: those considered

hreatened" (defined as "at risk of global

;tinction"), and those considered "near-

reatened" (a list defined as consisting

;hiefly of genuine borderline cases, al-

ough to some extent it accommodates
lecies we are satisfied are not at risk but

hich were strongly promoted as such by

:rtain contacts or published sources").

The magnitude of the task precluded

'aluating the status of all of the world's

;arly 10,000 bird species. Instead, lists of
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candidate species were again drawn up

and mailed to hundreds of people for com-

ments. Only six months were available to

evaluate the enormous area, containing

thousands of bird species, that ranges

from India, China, and Southeast Asia

through Indonesia and the Philippines to

Australia, New Zealand, and all the is-

lands of the Pacific. The compilers con-

cluded that 15 of Java's 350 breeding bird

species should be listed as threatened and

10 as near-threatened (but none as ex-

tinct). This still constitutes a small frac-

tion of Javan birds, although more than

the five species listed in the 1979 Red
Data Book.

Ironically, in the same year in which

Birds to Watch appeared, John Mac-

Kiimon's far more detailed evaluation of

the status of every Javan bird species was

published, as part of his illustrated Field

Guide to the Birds ofJava and Bali. Java

does have some resident bird watchers

whose fanaticism rivals that of their coun-

terparts in the United States, and much
more information was available to John

from surveys carried out by experts fim

the Worid Wildlife Fund and the U. .'s

Food and Agricultural Organizatm.

Each year Java also attracts many natal

history tours, led by ornithologists d

consisting of zealous bird watchers e;

to tick off as many Javan birds—

e

cially rare species—as possible.

From all these sources, John discov(

that of the bird species formerly knowi

Java, fifteen lack any recent records a1

For example, the Javan lapwing—a I

unmistakable, boldly plumaged plove

open country—has not been obseret

since about 1940. Its disappearanci ii

hardly surprising, since the gns)

marshes where it formerly lived are to

farmland, and since any large bird in J'i

becomes a target for slingshots and ii

rifles. In addition to these fifteen specs

John discovered that eighty-eight oi:i

species are now extremely rare or Icil

For example, there are only one or «

recent Javan records for the chestnut-rf

lied partridge, Javan scops owl, an ;

dozen other species. The violet cuclo

The milky stork: threatened in Java and throughout its range
M.P. Kahl; Photo Researctiers, Inc.



vadori's nightjar, and eleven other spe-

|. are now known to exist in Java only at

^f^ngle locality.

Jaturally, an individual of a species not

) srved for fifty years might still turn up.

:(us, one can argue over whether all fif-

~0 of the species not reported recently

1 already extinct. Nevertheless, even if

•,tiy still exist, any species that has es-

;. ed the eyes of Java's twitchers for so

ei or that has been observed only once

3i wice recently or that is now confined to

1 ngle locality has poor chances of re-

? I ding its population numbers in the

; of Java's growing human population

1 habitat destruction. Like the Shaker

jimunities now reduced to a few celi-

te old women and admitting no new

r ,Tibers, the extinction of most of these

1 ' Javan species (1 5 missing ones plus 88

; remely rare or local ones) seems only a

r tter of time. Thus, of Java's 350 breed-

; bird species, nearly 30 percent are

[
bably doomed. They constitute a sepa-

[ I world of the living dead.

I t's still reasonable to ask. So what?

1 10 cares? Are these 103 species

iistinctive "rubbish birds" whose loss

aid be a matter of no economic, aes-

tic, or intellectual concern? Perhaps

t could be said of some of them, but not

many others. The latter include eight

cies of fruit pigeons that, by dispersing

ds, are among Java's most important

ural agents for planting trees. They

3 include one of the world's most spec-

ular birds, the green peacock, as well as

; lovely milky stork and the green mag-

. They include in addition one of the

rld's tiniest songbirds, the pygmy tit,

ich challenges our understanding of

w small a warmblooded animal can be

d still retain body heat.

One can also object that John Mac-
nnon's analysis asks whether a species is

•eatened only in Java; might the same
jcies still be thriving elsewhere? Per-

ps in some cases, but not many. To

gin with, nine of the species (including

; Javan lapwing, pygmy tit, and Javan

wk eagle) are confined to Java, so that

; end of the Javan population means the

d of the species. Twenty-four of the

tier species extend beyond Java but only

immediately adjacent tropical areas

ali, the Philippines, the Malay Penin-

la, Sumatra, and Borneo), whose surviv-

l natural habitats are being destroyed as

pidly as those of Java. Of the others that

tend beyond Java, many are repre-

nted on Java by markedly distinct sub-

ecies confined to that island.

The reasons for these declines in Javan

rd populations are obvious to anyone

10 has visited Java. All the reasons stem
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ultimately from Java's enormous and rap-

idly growing human population of more

than 100 million people, packed into an

area smaller than Iowa. To accommodate

and feed these people, 90 percent of Java's

natural habitats—including 98 percent of

its biologically richest habitat, the lowland

rain forest—have already been cleared.

The 10 percent of natural habitats that

survive are mainly in mountain areas un-

suitable for human settlement. Javan agri-

culture applies insecticides and pesticides

on a massive scale. Even in surviving natu-

ral habitats, Javans kill birds for fun, hunt

them for food, or capture them in large

numbers for expoil to other countries as

pets and in even vaster numbers to keep as

household pets in Java.

Java is not unusual in the degree of

threat to its birds. In fact, its problems are

shared with other tropical Third World

countries. Yes, Java has a high and grow-

ing human population density, but many
other countries are growing at such rates

that their populations will catch up to Ja-

va's present density within a few decades.

On the positive side, conservation in Java

has big advantages lacking in numerous

other tropical countries: very fertile soil,

abundant rainfall, and no degraded arid

landscapes; few or no problems associated

with introduced pest species, such as those

that have been the ruin of Hawaii; and a

major effort under way to develop nature

reserves. Bird populations in tropical

countries lacking Java's advantages are

likely to be in worse shape.

In one other respect, Java, before the

publication of John MacKinnon's book,

was like most of the world except for

North America and Europe. Its lack of

systematic, up-to-date information about

the status of all bird species resulted in the

gross underestimation of the number of

extinct or threatened species by the Red
Data Books. Those books carefully evalu-

ate the status of the species that they con-

sider, but these species are (outside of

North America and Europe) just a small

fraction of species—the ones whose status

happened to catch someone's attention.

More and more studies illustrate the resul-

tant underestimation of extinction, not

only for the birds of most tropical coun-

tries besides Java but also for species other

than birds in North America and Europe.

Of 266 freshwater fish previously identi-

fied in Malaysia's forest rivers, a recent

four-year search was able to find only 122

species still alive. Dozens of plant species

confined to Ecuador's Centinela Ridge

disappeared recently when that ridge was

logged, but we would not have even known

of their former existence except for the

coincidence that botanist Alwyn Gentry

had explored the ridge and discovere'ind

named those plant species just befoi|thf

loggers moved in.
j ,

Thus, the main reason for our cutejl

schizophrenia about the impendinj|eii

tinction crisis seems to me simple, f^nr

American and European birds-jtlu

world's best-monitored species, anc|tt(

ones most familiar to Americans amBu

ropeans—have actually suffered fe k
cent extinctions. But most of the v/qi\

species live in the tropics, where th* >

no systematic annual monitoring. Rm
systematic reevaluations of the stat |jd

several tropical faunas and floras bt

that many animals and plants hav4i

ready slipped into extinction or suw
only as members of the hving dead, i,

Why are tropical species so much nn

vulnerable than temperate species? E t
gists point out at least four contribia

factors;

First, tropical areas harbor far p
species than do equivalent temperat

eas, but each tropical species is r

sented on the average by far fewer im n
uals. That is, far more tropical

temperate species are rare even unde

ural conditions.

Second, because most tropical sptie

produce fewer young each year the Id

temperate species, they are more viiei

able to hunting and slower to recover |Dr

temporary setbacks. For example, trc je

birds typically lay only two or three to

rear oijy one clutch per year, and aba |o

that clutch at the slightest sign of da te

while temperate birds typically lay fc \i.

six eggs, may rear two clutches per

and defend those clutches tenacious

Third, tropical species tend to be

sedentary, confined to smaller geogr kh

cal ranges, and more prone to exten lu

tion if a small piece of habitat is destn Ik

Just think of all those bird speciesin

subspecies confined to Java, whte

Iowa, with its larger area, has no ui^u

bird species or subspecies.

Finally, tropical species also tend
\
b

confined to a narrow range of habit

Only a few U. S. bird species (notabl th

ivory-billed woodpecker and spotted |wi

are confined to primary forest; most '| i

birds have survived in young secon^r

forest while virtually all the virgin f je

of the eastern United States was t>.n

logged. But many species of tropical ai

forest do not live in secondary forest tn

will be doomed by extensive logging

I don't want to leave the impresoi

though, that only birds are threate«

Other animals and plants are threat*

for essentially the same reasons that
1|

are. Nor do I consider the threat to

perate species negligible.



Jndoubtedly, tropical species are more

;;atened, and temperate bird extinc-

s have been few to date. But there will

.;ly be more temperate extinctions in

~: future—if only because so many tem-

iiite bird species are just summer visi-

-": to high latitudes and spend at least

;, of each year in the tropics, in habitats

;.' are now being destroyed. Both in the

ted States and in Britain, there has

1 much recent discussion about popu-

;
: jn crashes of bird species that winter in

i tropics. For example, whether or not

I hman's warbler is actually extinct or

|I survives as a few individuals, the con-

i;ion of its Cuban wintering grounds to

43.T plantations must have contributed

I ts disappearance.

tastly, what about the common view

;|!l the impending extinction wave is an

toppable juggernaut, driven by selfish-

>, wealthy businesses, and the needs of

lidreds of millions of undernourished

:^
pie? We often turn off when we hear

ut extinction because it seems so de-

5sing and hopeless.

n fact, the situation is not in the least

dess. Yes, many species already be-

l to the living dead, but most can be

ed by taking action now. All countries

lend heavily on biological resources for

i, construction, or export earnings,

ice the needs of billions of people de-

nd rather than oppose conservation,

ny countries have begun to appreciate

I stark fact. For example, Indonesia's

emment has been implementing a

nprehensive conservation program,

^for are we helpless as individuals. Pre-

;ly because conservation biology is so

lerfunded, small contributions can

ke a big difference. Small contribu-

is adding up to a thousand dollars will

id a project on one more species of

langered monkey or a survey of one

re nature reserve in Indonesian New
inea. Whether your interest is ducks,

n forests, trout, or whales, you can se-

t among dozens of effective conserva-

n organizations with widely differing

erests. Political pressure by the average

son has often been highly effective:

t consider what is happening to com-
Tcial whaling, killing of seals and big

s for fur coats, and logging of Pacific

)rthwest old-growth forests, to mention
t a few cases. All it will take to stem the

linction wave is a competing wave of

mey and political activity, on a scale

:hin reach of groups of average citizens.

red Diamond, a professor in the physi-

>gy department of UCLA Medical
hool, Los Angeles, is working on con-

yation biology in Indonesia.
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the Mountain Empire.

Virginia's Moun-

tain Qnpire stretches

down the Skyline

Drive, through the

Cumberland Gap, along the Blue

Ridge Parkway and into the valleys below. And

on page 22 of our new full-color, 144-page travel

guide, you'll enter the gateway to it all, Roanoke,

home of the unique museums of the Center in the

Square. Enter the empire: call for your free

copy today. Or just write Virginia Division of

Tourism, Dept. T861, Richmond, VA 23219.

For your free travel guide, call 1-800-248-4833.
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"Dinosaurs are so popular that we often

neglect the even more fascinating reptiles

of tfieir time tfiat evolved in the most

unreptilian fiobitots of sea and air.

AA:Gowan .. .tells tfieirwonderful stoiy better

than ever before—and fie doesn't neglect

tfie more conventional dinosaurs either."

—Stephen Jay Gould
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foreign
language?

With Audio-Forum's

intermediate and advanced materials,

it's easy to maintain and sharpen your

foreign-language skills.

Besides intermediate and advanced

audio-cassette courses - most developed

for the U.S. State Department - we offer

foreign-language mystery dramas,
dialogs recorded in Paris, games,
music, and many other helpful mate-

rials. And if you want to leam a new
language, we have beginning courses

for adults and for children.

We offer introductory and advanced

materials in most of the world's
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Moonlighting members ofa Nepalese

army band escort a bridal couple

to thegroom 's house.
Thomas L. Kelly



And the Band Played On
Nepal transforms a brassy tradition

by Robert M. Boonzajer Flaes

"You must try and get them drunk,"

the long-time Western resident of Kath-

mandu chuckled, "otherwise it isn't half

as fun. At times we get them to drink loads

of chang and then play the national an-

them. It's ever so funny, you know. For a

birthday party or an evening with friends

in the garden—^just send out a boy, and in

half an hour's time he'll get you one of

these brass bands from—well, from wher-

ever they get them."

As part of a research project on folk

brass bands outside the Western world, I

have spent many hours listening to such

sometimes offensive comments, whether

they concerned musicians in the former

British and Dutch colonies; Greek and

Serbian Gypsy bands; or New World mes-

tizo and West African ensembles. All

these countries and cultures have a colo-

nial, religious, or military heritage that at

some point led to the formation of a civil-

ian form of the brass band—a musical

hybrid in which the powerful sound and

rigid formaUty of the Western brass band

blended with indigenous tunes, customs,

instruments, and rituals.

This type of music has become so popu-

lar at a local level that one simply does not

get married in India, drafted in Serbia, or

buried in Quezon City without the local

version of the brass band performing the

appropriate music. But little about these

bands reaches the outside world. It took

my colleagues and me two years to com-

pile even the most basic survey of the

places where such bands exist. Initially we
had nothing more to go on than travelers'

diaries, chance snapshots, shrewd conjec-

tures, my mother's holiday trips, and des-

perate phone calls to retired missionaries.

In Western Europe, the civilian variety

of the miUtary brass band (which itself is

derived from the Turkish war bands of the

early seventeenth century) dates back to

the second half of the eighteenth century,

and in the United States, to the first half

of the nineteenth century. In most other

parts of the world, however, brass bands

were not even introduced until the colonial

expansion of the late nineteenth century.

They arrived as thunderous proof of West-

em military superiority; before long the

brass instruments also served various mis-
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Adapted to local musical tastes, civilian

brass bands have become an essential

ingredient ofcommunity occasions

throughout the world. Musicians

accompany thefuneral ofan Akan leader

in Ghana, below; a harvest celebration in

Oaxaca, Mexico, right; and a wedding in

Romania, bottom right.

sionary orders as a device to attract and

convert the heathen.

The brass instruments blasted away at

existing folk music, which Westerners

generally considered religiously or mor-

ally suspect or, at any rate, culturally infe-

rior. The adaptation of the brass band to

indigenous musical forms or its blending

with traditional instruments was frowned

upon, and in many cases forbidden. Musi-

cians being what they are, however, re-

strictions of this sort were untenable in the

long run. Whether for fun or profit, at

some point a musician attuned to local

tastes would start to use these powerful

and nearly indestructible instruments to

play music that an audience was prepared

to listen to, dance to, and perhaps most

important, pay for.

Hymns and Western classics were sel-

dom among the hits of the new repertory

(with the possible exceptions of the "Beer

Barrel Polka" and "Colonel Bogey on Pa-

rade," each of which has become a winner

and a standard all over the world). In-

stead, the uniform military and religious

musical idiom gave way in just one or two

generations to a number of dissimilar, but

locally popular, original music forms.

In general terms, this was the genesis of

the civilian brass band in the non-Western

world, whether it is called a band party,

marriage band, bamboo orchestra, brass

band, or given no name at all. All these
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forms also share a common social role,

having become an indispensable part of

important social events, such as weddings,

funerals, circumcisions, and coming-of-

age celebrations. They even have a com-

mon denominator in terms of social stand-

ing: while the music accompanies im-

portant life and death occasions, nowhere

is this importance reflected in a particu-

larly high social standing for the people

who produce it.

In the West, amateur brass bands

(whose efforts stand for homey good cheer

and not much more) may attract partici-

pants of any social rank. But outside the

Western world, a voluntary brass band is a

luxury that few cultures can afford. This

music usually has a commercial basis, and

once commercialized it is typically played

by the local variety of the underdog or

outcast: Gypsies in Serbia or Macedonia,

day laborers in the Philippines and Bo-

livia, Muslims in Hindu India, and Damai
and Kasai in the kingdom of Nepal.

In the world system of civilian brass

bands, Nepal is a newcomer. While com-

mercial marriage bands (often manned by

Nepalese who had served as sepoys in the

British Indian army) sprang into existence

in India before the 1920s, private brass

bands did not start enlivening the ordinary

Nepalese wedding until 1950. Prior to

that, brass band music was the exclusive

prerogative of the Nepalese royalty and

aristocrats in the capital, Kathmail

This situation was easily maintained,!

cause until 1951 the country was n

almost as a private affair by one si

family—the Ranas, as they titled th

selves—who had seized power in 1!

relegating the king to a figurehead.

Ranas would not allow private band

exist and simply forbade private ow
ship of the instruments. Brass band mi

in Nepal was strictly confined to st

court, and military occasions, and to

vate Rana affairs—which amountec

the same thing anyway.

The earliest documents mentioning i

itary band music in Nepal date to

army reorganization under the fam

Nepalese statesman Bhimsen Thapa

the 1 830s. Most of the instruments nan

are varieties of the reed and drum rat

than brass. These were probably sin:
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fife-and-drum type bands, unable to play

orchestrated compositions.

When Jang Bahadur founded the Rana

dynasty in 1846, an officially endorsed

cordiality developed in Nepal's relations

with the British, the de facto rulers of

neighboring India. Nepalese Gurkha regi-

ments helped put down the Indian mutiny

of 1857 (the Gurkhas remain among the

elite troops of the British army to this

day), and Nepal always sided with Britain

in wartime and peace; indeed, many Brit-

ish Indian regiments consisted of Nepa-

lese. Although Nepal never became a

British colony in a formal sense, it could

be considered part of the empire cultur-

ally—like a trusted family friend.

Jang Bahadur's first state visit abroad

took him to England in 1850, where he

was received with all the pomp and splen-

dor he undoubtedly felt entitled to. He
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must have been impressed by the style and

class of the British military bands playing

in his honor, because he ordered a com-

plete orchestra set of Highland bagpipes

and some brass instruments. Since both

the instruments and the appropriate mu-
sic were unfamiliar to the Nepalese, a

British military musician was invited to

become the first Nepalese general band-

master. He was Sir Sardin (or Sardin Sa-

hib, as he is known in Nepalese history),

who served the Ranas for more than ten

years in this capacity.

Brass band musicians were initially

drawn from one particular caste group,

the untouchable Damai—the tailors

—

who had for generations also been the per-

formers in traditional panche baja (five

instrument) wedding and festival bands,

consisting of a simple oboe, cymbals, and

various drums. The Damai would play this

music for religious and state ceremonies

as part of their caste obligations and for

weddings on a contract basis. This was not

a wholly illogical combination of activi-

ties; Nepalese traditionally bought new
clothes only once a year, for the Dashain

harvest festival lasting ten days in Octo-

ber, and panche baja gigs during the sub-

sequent marriage season in winter and

early spring nicely took up the slack in the

tailoring trade.

For fear of ritual pollution and caste

contamination, the Damai were not al-

lowed to live in army barracks, which

probably suited them well because it al-

lowed them to continue their tailoring and

panche baja music profession alongside

their army obligations. After the turn of

the century, the Damai were gradually

supplemented by the Kasai butchers, a

mixed Hindu-Buddhist caste group from

the ritually polluted and socially low-rank-

ing Newar ethnic minority. And so for

years the social aspect of military band

music in Nepal remained very simple and

therefore very stable. The music itself was

so high socially that it was out of the reach

of commoners, but it was produced by

caste groups so low that ordinary citizens

would not touch them for fear of pollution.

For all their sympathy with the British,

the Ranas were staunch supporters of tra-

ditional Nepalese isolationist policy,

which resulted both in an eflfective brake

on economic and social development and

in keeping the country closed to Western

influence. There were no trains, no roads,

no secular schooling to speak of, no indus-

trial development, no independent news-

papers, no foreigners infecting the Nepa-

lese with dangerous political ideas. But

privately the Ranas were intrigued by any-

thing new and Western, especially British.

Their fascination explains why photogra-

phy, pianos, a cinema hall, modem guns,

and upmarket sports cars were all part of

Rana life—even though for want of a road

the cars had to be disassembled ancfai

ried by porters all the way over the nn
tains to Kathmandu valley, where jwi

were put together again and driven ; Inn

the few miles of negotiable road ar m
the capital.

And this is how Western-style mi Ir

bands and even dance music boom :i!

Nepal. No expense was spared in boc si;

their development: there were not p
seven official brass or bagpipe bands pii

nected with the seven Nepalese batta on

but also a number of more intimate ib(

private ensembles, including an ail

woman dance band in Bir Shams br'i

time as prime minister, just before th

turn of the century, and two private or

cert bands under his successor, Chadn

Shamsher. By 1900 the Nepalese bid

were modem, up-to-date ensembles, ]^y

ing on lovely bandstands and perform:?;

national anthem (composed by a D.iia

musician) that is still in use today.

The bands were trained by renovlB

bandmasters and music trainers, ahjy

foreigners, since the Damai and Y,u

musicians were considered incapabllio

such lofty positions and, by caste

were refused the necessary officer's

anyway. After Sardin Sahib retired,!

musicians got their training from the lit

ish instmctor known as Gayee, his In4i

colleague Mohammed Khan, their Itr

jabi successors Narayan and Bh;j
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; Royal NepalArmy Band, left,

forms in dress whitesfor thefestival

wing the god Jndra. A photograph

mahout 1900, below, shows the

HBahadurBand ofNepal, one of

army bands. Until the 1950s, brass

\d music was performedfor the

efit ofthe rulers and on official

asions; civilians were not even

mitted to own the instruments.

ngh, and finally from the renowned Af-

lani A. M. Pathan. From this stable and

nple situation evolved the present vari-

y of Nepalese marriage bands, a trans-

rmation all the more interesting to trace

xause one of the main instigators of the

•ocess is still alive.

Captain Bandmaster Kale Nepali was

3m in the last century as Sunam, first son

a Damai tailor-cum-army piccolo

layer who made ends meet performing

le traditional panche baja music. De-

arting from the path of his father and

randfather before him, Sunam did not

ecome a tailor, and he positively detested

•aditional music. Like many young Nep-

lese at the turn of the century, he enlisted

[ 1 the British Indian army, where his mu-

(ical talents won him two years at the

pimous Kneller Hall military music

chool in Middlesex, England, under Ma-

jor Bandmaster McKew. He was trained

as a clarinet player, served in World War I

in the British Indian army, returned to

Nepal after the war, and got a job as a

musician with the Nepalese army

In short, Sunam led a Damai military

musician's life, but his prospects for a mil-

itary career were restricted by his Damai

background. His final rank in the army

was naike nagarchi—naike being a posi-

tion just above sergeant and nagarchi

meaning that he was an official spokes-

man for the Damai and a mediator in their

disputes. It was the highest rank then

available to a Damai, and it was his job to

train and later conduct the brass and

woodwind sections in various army

bands—always under a foreign bandmas-

ter, of course.

By the twenties and thirties, commer-

cial marriage brass bands had become a

fashionable thing in India. At that time

the players were invariably drawn from

the ranks of military and ex-mihtary musi-

cians, and thus many Damai got to play in

these bands in India and to know and play

the popular European and Indian tunes of

the time. By contrast, the Nepalese still

got married with their panche baja bands,

since brass bands were out of bounds for

commoners.

In 1945, Sunam (now nicknamed

Kale
—"Black"—because of his dark

complexion) managed to get the then rul-

ing Padma Shamsher's permission to es-

tablish a music school. In view of the tradi-

tional Rana hostility to any form of

education for commoners, let alone for the

untouchable Damai, this was a major

breakthrough. Kale's position as a well-

estabHshed military musician, as well as

the naike nagarchi, added weight to his
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arguments that Nepal should keep up

with the times and that his students would

probably make good mihtary musicians.

In reality. Kale had been teaching pri-

vately since 1939, but strictly speaking, it

was an illegal occupation.

Kale left the army, sold his house to

raise money, traveled to Calcutta, where

he bought a second-hand set of brass in-

struments, and returned to Kathmandu.

Kale's music school (no more than a set of

instruments in his wife's house to start

with) later acquired a building and

quickly became a rallying point where

young Damai would mingle with estab-

lished military musicians looking for a

side job. From this semiclandestine set-

ting, the first Damai ventures in commer-

cial marriage music sprang, just after

World War II.

Under the provisions of the new school.

only Damai were allowed to play the in-

struments, and they were to refrain from

playing in public, "in order not to raise

objections from the people." The Ranas

were losing control of the country, how-

ever, and probably had more important

things to worry about than a bunch of

Damai playing at a marriage or street

party. These first marriage bands had no

names and consisted of no more than a

loose circle of military and civiUan players

around an established musician who

served as the band leader. Kale himself

never played in the bands he helped bring

into being but served as a rallying point,

organizer, and teacher. Many others, in a

similar way, contributed to the genesis of

the Nepalese marriage band, but Kale is

the only surviving Damai musician of his

generation.

After the Ranas finally lost their power
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Bandmaster Krishna Das, left, looks out

from the window ofhis home. Below: His

little boy takes part as the band gets

ready toplay at a wedding. Bottom left:

The venerable Captain Bandmaster Kale

Nepali helped organize and instruct the

musicians whoformed Nepal'sfirst

commercial brass bands.
Photographs by Tom Laird

the king in 1951 (an event known in

epal as the return of democracy), Kale

turned to the army. Kale's son Dilba-

idur was promoted to general bandmas-

of the Nepalese army bands, and

ale's career reached its zenith in 1953,

hen he was appointed bandmaster of the

jwly created PoUce Band. This not only

eant jobs for many of his pupils but also

imed him his ultimate title and made
im change his (too obviously Damai)
ame: in Captain Bandmaster Kale Ne-

ili there is not a trace left of the Damai
oy Sunam.

The return of democracy allowed real

ands with real names to spring into exis-

mce, and in a few years at least four

ands, still remembered today, had estab-

shed themselves: the Narayan Band, the

ansewa Band, the Jai Nepal Band, and

le Modem Orchestra Band. Three of

these bands consisted largely of Kale's

relatives, in-laws, and pupils. Typically,

the heritage flowed from tailors and

panche baja players to army musicians,

with individuals finally emerging as pri-

vate musicians in the brass business and

sometimes leaving brass and finding more

respectable musical employment in an or-

chestra or as a radio musician.

In terms of music, the bands followed

the time-honored tracks of their col-

leagues all over the world by combining a

small part of the Western heritage with

locally popular songs and dances. In Ne-

pal this included the Indian tunes with

which many musicians had firsthand ex-

perience. Occasionally, Nepalese drums

were added to the brass band, but this was

an exception rather than the rule, as most

brass players considered traditional music

to be something from the backwoods.

Even though today a good wedding will

provide both traditional and brass band

music, there is no mingling of the musi-

cians or their music.

The early bands drew extensively upon

military musicians, who still lived outside

the barracks and thus could easily supple-

ment their income whenever off" duty.

This situation might have lasted longer

were it not for an army reorganization in

1956 that required that the Damai and

Kasai army musicians should henceforth

live in the army barracks. As part of the

program to abolish official caste segrega-

tion by 1963, this change was beneficial in

the long run, but it meant that these musi-

cians could not play in marriage bands.

As a result, many Damai left the army

and went into commercial music more or

less full time. Music had become business,

and army pay was very low—a good musi-

cian could earn a month's army wages in

just two commercial gigs. Thus, a trans-

formation that might have taken a genera-

tion (as it did in many other countries)

took only a decade in Nepal.

During the forty years since their incep-

tion, folk brass bands have become an

established part of Nepalese music. Al-

though estimates vary and some musi-

cians work in a number of bands, I calcu-

late that there are now about sixty

separate bands in Kathmandu, and per-

haps five in various other towns. The vast

majority of musicians are Damai; only a

few are from a Kasai background.

To the Kasai, brass band music is a

much newer phenomenon—even in the

army they were invariably employed as

drummers, which meant that they had to

learn how to play the other instruments on

their own. All Kasai players that 1 worked

with complained about what they consid-

ered to be a discriminatory practice, and

for many this was the main reason they

left the army. Finally, there are a few

musicians of Indian Muslim origin, but
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A wedding band in Kathmandu: to keep

expenses within bounds, wedding bands
are limited by law to a maximum of
eleven musicians.

they are dependent contract players and
none of them have a band of their own.

In contrast to India, where one finds

marriage bands consisting of forty or more
players, the number of musicians in a

Nepalese band is invariably eleven. This is

the legal limit, one of a number of effec-

tive ways of restraining wedding costs (for

the same reason, the number of wedding

guests is limited to fifty-one). The Nepa-
lese wedding season, which follows the

Hindu calendar, varies shghtly from year

to year, but it never lasts more than four

months, spread over winter and spring. In

this marriage season, some days are par-

ticularly auspicious, and during that time

the bands make most of their money.

Apart from weddings, there is hardly

any work, so on average a band will per-

form no more than thirty to forty times per

year. Although an average musician will

earn from one wedding roughly what an
unskilled worker takes home in three days,

few musicians can live from their music
alone. Practically all have second jobs

—

including tailoring for the Damai and
butchering for the Kasai—^and I would
guess that music is the main source of

income for no more than a third.

Despite the official abolition of the

caste system, many Nepalese will still not

drink from a tap used by Damai or eat

their food or shake hands with them. The
bands are never invited inside when they

perform the wedding music, and if they

are offered food or drink, it is separately

from the guests. For the few Kasai who in

recent years have managed to start up in

the band business, life is harder still.

Whereas Damai are traditionally consid-

ered an untouchable but resourceful lot,

Kasai are judged filthy, quarrelsome, and
prone to vulgar language.

I found none of these negative stereo-

types to be true, and most band musicians

I met were friendly, outgoing, and

—

maybe most important of all—dedicated

and competent musicians. The lingering

heritage of the caste system does offer one
advantage, however: the bands need not

fear competition. No one from another

caste would ever so much as pick up the

instruments that have become so strongly

associated with untouchables. D
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You do not survive here unless you adapt.

That is the way of the desert.

By the time the sun is high above the rimrocks
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Dim Forest, Bright Chimps
In the rainforest ofIvory Coast, chimpanzees

meet the challenge oflife by hunting cooperatively

and using crude tools

by Christophe Boesch and Hedwige Boesch-Achermann

Tai National Park, Ivory Coast, De-

cember 3, 1985. Drumming, barking, and

screaming, chimps rush through the un-

dergrowth, little more than black shad-

ows. Their goal is to join a group of other

chimps noisily clustering around Brutus,

the dominant male of this seventy-mem-

ber chimpanzee community. For a few

moments, Brutus, proud and self-confi-

dent, stands fairly still, holding a shocked,

barely moving red colobus monkey in his

hand. Then he begins to move through the

group, followed closely by his favorite fe-

males and most of the adult males. He
seems to savor this moment of uncon-

tested superiority, the culmination of a

hunt high up in the canopy. But the vic-

tory is not his alone. Cooperation is essen-

tial to capturing one of these monkeys,

and Brutus will break apart and share this

highly prized dehcacy with most of the

main participants of the hunt and with the

females. Recipients of large portions will,

in turn, share more or less generously with

their offspring, relatives, and friends.

In 1979, we began a long-term study of

the previously unknown chimpanzees of

TaT National Park, 1,600 square miles of

tropical rain forest in the Republic of the

Ivory Coast (Cote d'lvoire). Early on,

we were most interested in the chimps'

use of natural hammers—branches and

stones—^to crack open the five species of

hard-shelled nuts that are abundant here.

A sea otter lying on its back, cracking an

abalone shell with a rock, is a familiar

picture, but no primate had ever before

been observed in the wild using stones as

hammers. East Africa's savanna chimps,

studied for decades by Jane Goodall in

Gombe, Tanzania, use twigs to extract

ants and termites from their nests or

honey from a bees' nest, but they have

never been seen using hammerstones.

As our work progressed, we were sur-

prised by the many ways in which the life

of the Tai forest chimpanzees differs from
that of their savanna counterparts, and as

evidence accumulated, differences in how
the two populations hunt proved the most
intriguing. Jane Goodall had found that

chimpanzees hunt monkeys, antelope,

and wild pigs, findings confirmed by Japa-

nese biologist Toshida Nishida, who con-
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An adult male chimpanzee searchesforparasites

andparticles ofdirt in thefur ofan older male as three

subadult males groom nearby.
Photographs by Chrlstophe Boesch
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ducted a long-term study 120 miles south

of Gombe, in the Mahale Mountains. So

we were not surprised to discover that the

TaT chimps eat meat. What intrigued us

was the degree to which they hunt cooper-

atively. In 1953 Raymond Dart proposed

that group hunting and cooperation were

key ingredients in the evolution of Homo
sapiens. The argument has been modified

considerably since Dart first put it for-

ward, and group hunting has also been

observed in some social carnivores (lions

and African wild dogs, for instance), and

even some birds of prey. Nevertheless,

many anthropologists still hold that hunt-

ing cooperatively and sharing food played

a central role in the drama that enabled
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early hominids, some 1.8 million years

ago, to develop the social systems that are

so typically human.

We hoped that what we learned about

the behavior of forest chimpanzees would

shed new light on prevailing theories of

human evolution. Before we could even

begin, however, we had to habituate a

community of chimps to our presence.

Five long years passed before we were

able to move with them on their daily trips

through the forest, of which "our" group

appeared to claim some twelve square

miles. Chimpanzees are alert and shy ani-

mals, and the limited field of view in the

rain forest—about sixty-five feet at best

—

made finding them more difficult. We

had to rely on sound, mostly their '

calizations and drumming on trees. Mai

often drum regularly while movi

through the forest: pant-hooting, th

draw near a big buttress tree; then, at f

speed they fly over the buttress, hitting

repeatedly with their hands and feet. Su
drumming may resound more than hall

mile in the forest. In the beginning, o

ignorance about how they moved and w
was drumming led to failure more oft

than not, but eventually we learned th

the dominant males drummed during ti

day to let other group members know tl

direction of travel. On some days, ho'

ever, intermittent drumming about dav

was the only signal for the whole day.



e were out of earshot at the time, we
ere often reduced to guessing.

During these difficult early days, one

;ature of the chimps' routine proved to be

ur salvation: nut cracking is a noisy busi-

ess. So noisy, in fact, that in the early

ays of French colonial rule, one officer

pparently even proposed the theory that

ome unknown tribe was forging iron in

he impenetrable and dangerous jungle.

Guided by the sounds made by the

:himps as they cracked open nuts, which

hey often did for hours at a time, we were

jradually able to get within sixty feet of

he animals. We still seldom saw the

;himps themselves (they fled if we came
00 close), but even so, the evidence left

As one male leansforward tofeed on a dead monkey he has

caught, left, his younger brothergrooms him and waits his turn

toeat. Below: Holdingout his hand, oneadult "asks"for a

bone; turning the monkey tibia toward the outstretched hand,

the other shows his willingness to share.
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after a session of nut cracking taught us a

great deal about what types of nuts they

were eating, what sorts of hanuner and

anvil tools they were using, and—thanks

to the very distinctive noise a nut makes

when it finally splits open—how many hits

were needed to crack a nut and how many
nuts could be opened per minute.

After some months, we began catching

ghmpses of the chimpanzees before they

fled, and after a little more time, we were

able to draw close enough to watch them

at work. The chimps gather nuts from the

ground. Some nuts are tougher to crack

than others. Nuts of the Panda oleosa tree

are the most demanding, harder than any

of the foods processed by present-day

hunter-gatherers and breaking open only

when a force of 3,500 pounds is applied.

The stone hammers used by the TaT

chimps range from stones of ten ounces to

granite blocks of four to forty-five pounds.

Stones of any size, however, are a rarity in

the forest and are seldom conveniently

placed near a nut-bearing tree. By observ-

ing closely, and in some cases imitating

the way the chimps handle hammer-

stones, we learned that they have an im-

pressive abihty to find just the right tool

for the job at hand. Tai chimps could

remember the positions of many of the

stones scattered, often out of sight, around

a panda tree. Without having to run

around rechecking the stones, they would

select one of appropriate size that was

closest to the tree. These mental abilities

in spatial representation compare with

some of those of nine-year-old humans.

To extract the four kernels from inside

a panda nut, a chimp must use a hammer
with extreme precision. Time and time

again, we have been impressed to see a

chimpanzee raise a twenty-pound stone

above its head, strike a nut with ten or

more powerful blows, and then, using the

same hammer, switch to delicate Uttle

taps from a height of only four inches. To

finish the job, the chimps often break off a

small piece of twig and use it to extract the

last tiny fragments of kernel from the

shell. Intriguingly, females crack panda

nuts more often than males, a gender dif-

ference in tool use that seems to be more

pronounced in the forest chimps than in

their savanna counterparts.

After five years of fieldwork, we were

finally able to follow the chimpanzees at

close range, and gradually, we gained in-

sights into their way of hunting. One
morning, for example, we followed a

group of six male chimps on a three-hour

patrol that had taken them into foreign

territory to the north. (Our study group is

one of five chimpanzee groups more or

less evenly distributed in the Tai' forest.)

As always during these approximately
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monthly incursions, which seem to be for

the purpose of territorial defense, the

chimps were totally silent, cleariy on edge
and on the lookout for trouble. Once the

patrol was over, however, and they were
back within their own borders, the chimps
shifted their attention to hunting. They
were after monkeys, the most abundant

mammals in the forest. Traveling in large,

multispecies groups, some of the forest's

ten species of monkeys are more apt than

others to wind up as a meal for the chimps.

The relatively sluggish and large (almost

thirty pounds) red colobus monkeys are

the chimps' usual fare. (Antelope also Uve

in the forest, but in our ten years at TaT, we
have never seen a chimp catch, or even

pursue, one. In contrast, Gombe chimps at

times do come across fawns, and when
they do, they seize the opportunity—and
the fawn.)

The six males moved on silently,

peering up into the vegetation and stop-

ping from time to time to listen for the

sound of monkeys. None fed or groomed;

all focused on the hunt. We followed one
old male, Falstaff, closely, for he tolerates

us completely and is one of the keenest

and most experienced hunters. Even from
the rear, Falstaff set the pace; whenever
he stopped, the others paused to wait for

him. After thirty minutes, we heard the

unmistakable noises of monkeys jumping
from branch to branch. Silently, the

chimps turned in the direction of the

sounds, scanning the canopy. Just then, a

diana monkey spotted them and gave an
alarm call. Dianas are very alert and fast;

they are also about half the weight of

colobus monkeys. The chimps quickly

gave up and continued their search for

easier, meatier prey.

Shortly after, we heard the characteris-

tic cough of a red colobus monkey. Sud-
denly Rousseau and Macho, two twenty-

year-olds, burst into action, running

toward the cough. Falstaff seemed sur-

prised by their precipitousness, but after a

moment's hesitation, he also ran. Now the

hunting barks of the chimps mixed with

the sharp alarm calls of the monkeys. Hur-
rying behind Falstaff, we saw him climb
up a conveniently situated tree. His posi-

tion, combined with those of Schubert and

Ulysse, two mature chimps in their prime,

effectively blocked off three of the mon-
keys' possible escape routes. But in an-

other tree, nowhere near any escape route

and thus useless, waited the last of the

hunters. Kendo, eighteen years old and
the least experienced of the group. The
monkeys, taking advantage of FalstafFs

delay and Kendo's error, escaped.

The six males moved on and within five

minutes picked up the sounds of another

group of red colobus. This time, the

chimps approached cautiously, nobody
hurrying. They screened the canopy in-

tently to locate the monkeys, which were
still unaware of the approaching danger.

Macho and Schubert chose two adjacent

trees, both full of monkeys, and started

climbing very quietly, taldng care not to

move any branches. Meanwhile, the other

four chimps blocked off anticipated es-

cape routes. When Schubert was halfway

up, the monkeys finally detected the two
chimps. As we watched the colobus mon-
keys take off in literal panic, the appropri-

ateness of the chimpanzees' scientific

name

—

Pan—came to mind: with a cer-

tain stretch of the imagination, the fleeing

monkeys could be shepherds and shep-

herdesses frightened at the sudden ap-

pearance ofPan, the wild Greek god of the

woods, shepherds, and their flocks.

Taking off in the expected direction,

the monkeys were trailed by Macho and
Schubert. The chimps let go with loud

hunting barks. Trying to escape, two
colobus monkeys jumped into smaller

trees lower in the canopy. With this, Rous-

seau and Kendo, who had been watching

from the ground, sped up into the trees

and tried to grab them. Only a third of the

weight of the chimps, however, the mon-
keys managed to make it to the next tree

along branches too small for their pursu-

ers. But Falstaff had anticipated this

move and was waiting for them. In the

following confusion, Falstaff seized a juve-

nile and killed it with a bite to the neck. As
the chimps met in a rush on the ground,

Falstaff began to eat, sharing with Schu-

bert and Rousseau. A juvenile colobus

does not provide much meat, however,

and this time, not all the chimps got a

share. Frustrated individuals soon started

off on another hunt, and relative c£

returned fairly quickly: this sort of hi

by a small band of chimps acting on th

own at the edge of their territory, does

generate the kind of high excitement tl

prevails when more members of the co

munity are involved.

So far we have observed some 200 m(

key hunts and have concluded that si

cess requires a minimum of three mc
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i idultfemale uses a wooden club to crack open

I nutsfrom the coule tree. She will share

f e with her three-year-old daughter

ted hunters acting cooperatively. Alone

i in pairs, chimps succeed less than 15

jircent of the time, but when three or four

i;t as a group, more than half the hunts

(suit in a Idll. The chimps seem well

ivare of the odds; 92 percent of all the

ints we observed were group affairs,

i Gombe chimps also hunt red colobus

(lonkeys, but the percentage of group

unts is much lower: only 36 percent. In

addition, we learned from Jane Goodall

that even when Gombe chimps do hunt in

groups, their strategies are different.

When Tai chimps arrive under a group of

monkeys, the hunters scatter, often si-

lently, usually out of sight of one another

but each aware of the others' positions. As

the hunt progresses, they gradually close

in, encircling the quarry. Such move-

ments require that each chimp coordinate

his movements with those of the other

hunters, as well as with those of the prey,

at all times.

Coordinated hunts account for 63 per-

cent of all those observed at Tai but only 7

percent of those at Gombe. Jane Goodall

says that in a Gombe group hunt, the

chimpanzees typically travel together un-

til they arrive at a tree with monkeys.

Then, as the chimps begin climbing
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nearby trees, they scatter as each pursues

a different target. Goodall gained the im-

pression that Gombe chimps boost their

success by hunting independently but

simultaneously, thereby disorganizing

their prey; our impression is that the Tai

chimps owe their success to being orga-

nized themselves.

Just why the Gombe and Tai chimps

have developed such different hunting

strategies is difficult to explain, and we

plan to spend some time at Gombe in the

hope of finding out. In the meantime, the

mere existence of differences is interest-

ing enough and may perhaps force

changes in our understanding of human
evolution. Most currently accepted theo-

ries propose that some three million years

ago, a dramatic cUmate change in Africa

east of the Rift Valley turned dense forest

into open, drier habitat. Adapting to the

difficuhies of life under these new condi-

tions, our ancestors supposedly evolved

into cooperative hunters and began shar-

ing food they caught. Supporters of this

idea point out that plant and animal re-

mains indicative of dry, open environ-

ments have been found at all early homi-

nid excavation sites in Tanzania, Kenya,

South Africa, and Ethiopia. That the

large majority of apes in Africa today live

west of the Rift Valley appears to many
anthropologists to lend further support to

the idea that a change in environment

caused the common ancestor of apes and

humans to evolve along a different Une

from those remaining in the forest.

Our observations, however, suggest

quite another line of thought. Life in

dense, dim forest may require more so-

phisticated behavior than is commonly as-

sumed: compared with their savanna rela-

tives, Tai chimps show greater complexity

in both hunting and tool use. Tai chimps

use tools in nineteen different ways and

have six different ways of making them,

compared with sixteen uses and three

methods of manufacture at Gombe.
Anthropologist colleagues of mine have

told me that the discovery that some chim-

panzees are accomplished users of ham-

merstones forces them to look with a fresh

eye at stone tools turned up at excavation

sites. The important role played by female
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TaT chimps in tool use also raises the pos-

sibility that in the course of human evolu-

tion, women may have been decisive in the

development of many of the sophisticated

manipulative skills characteristic of our

species, Tai mothers also appear to pass on

their skills by actively teaching their off-

spring. We have observed mothers provid-

ing their young with hammers and then

stepping in to help when the inexperi-

enced youngsters encounter difficulty.

This help may include carefully showing

how to position the nut or hold the ham-

mer properly. Such behavior has never

been observed at Gombe.
Similarly, food sharing, for a long time

said to be unique to humans, seems more

general in forest than in savanna chimpan-

zees. Tai chimp mothers share with their

young up to 60 percent of the nuts they

open, at least until the latter become suffi-

ciently adept, generally at about six years

old. They also share other foods acquired

with tools, including honey, ants, and bone

marrow. Gombe mothers share such foods

much less often, even with their infants.

TaT chimps also share meat more fre-

quently than do their Gombe relatives,

sometimes dividing a chunk up and giving

portions away, sometimes simply allowing

beggars to grab pieces.

Any comparison between chimpanzees

and our hominid ancestors can only be

suggestive, not definitive. But our studies

lead us to believe that the process of homi-

nization may have begun independently of

the drying of the environment. Savanna

life could even have delayed the process;

many anthropologists have been struck by

how slowly hominid-associated remains,

such as the hand ax, changed after their

first appearance in the Olduvai age.

Will we have the time to discover more

about the hunting strategies or other, per-

haps as yet undiscovered abilities of these

forest chimpanzees? Africa's tropical rain

forests, and their inhabitants, are threat-

ened with extinction by extensive logging,

largely to provide the Western world with

tropical timber and such products as cof-

fee, cocoa, and rubber. Ivory Coast has

lost 90 percent of its original forest, and

less than 5 percent of the remainder can

be considered pristine. The climate has

A youngfemale, below,feeds next to i

puddle. The chimps carry somefruitsl

water, repeatedly dipping them betwee^

chews to soften the pulp. Right: HelpU

herselfto thefood her mother has

gathered, afive-year-oldfemale learn

to recognize ripefruit.

changed dramatically. The harmattai

cold, dry wind from the Sahara previoi

unknown in the forest, has now sw

through the TaT forest every year si

1986. Rainfall has diminished; all the

ulets in our study region are now dry

several months of the year.

In addition, the chimpanzee, bioli

cally very close to humans, is in dem<

for research on AIDS and hepatitis v

cines. Captive-bred chimps are availal

but they cost about twenty times m
than wild-caught animals. Chimps tai

from the wild for these purposes are ger

ally young, their mothers having been si

during capture. For every chimp arriv

at its sad destination, nine others may w

have died in the forest or on the way. Sij

priorities—cheap coffee and cocoa a

chimpanzees—do not do the economies

Third World countries any good in 1

long run, and they bring suffering a

death to innocent victims in the fore

Our hope is that Brutus, Falstaff, a

their families will survive, and that we a

others will have the opportunity to lea

about them well into the future. But the

is no denying that modem times wc

against them and us.
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Grilled Norwegian salmon on a lattice of green beans.

:, &J. Gallo Winery. Modesto. CA.



It's time for a change to Gallo.



The Fighting CapercailUes
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A nineteenth-centurypainter

captured the birds—and
the imagination—ofhis country

by Torsten Stjernberg, Anto Leikola,

and Juhani Lokki

Certainly the best-known and most popular

painting in Finland is The Fighting

Capercaillies, by Ferdinand von Wright. This

picture, painted in 1 886 and now hanging in

the national art museum, the Ateneum Art

Gallery, in Helsinki, can be found all over

Finland in innumerable reproductions and

copies that appear on rugs, porcelain dishes,

and glassware. In a sense, its position as a

national symbol can be compared to that of

Grant Wood's American Gothic, recognized

by almost everyone in the United States. But

while Wood's intended symbolism is manifest

in his painting, and those Americans who see it

understand that it is a picture of themselves,

there is no such symbolism in the von Wright

work. It simply depicts a scene deep in a

Finnish forest: two male capercaillies are

fighting fiercely over a female that stands

among the trees, nearly hidden but

nevertheless discernible to viewers. It is early

morning, and some mist rises above a small bog

and a lake, characteristic elements of the

forests of Finland's central and eastern

provinces.

How can one explain the popularity of a

nineteenth-century bird painting by an artist

whose name was—and is—nearly

unpronounceable for Finnish country people?

Perhaps the Finns recognized in von Wright
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something of their own affinity for the natural

world, an attitude that is still strong in their

country, in spite of all the fruits ofmodem
culture and technology.

Ferdinand von Wright had very little formal

training as an artist. His father was a retired

officer of Scottish descent, who at the time of

Ferdinand's birth, in 1 822, had spent many
years convalescing from wounds received in

the war of 1 808 between Russia and Sweden.

In that war, Finland, which had been an

integral part of the Swedish kingdom, was
occupied by the Russians and subsequently

The Fighting Cocks

became an autonomous grand duchy in the

framework of the Russian empire.

Major von Wright's modest estate,

Haminalahti (or Haminanlaks in Swedish) was
located in eastern Finland, near the town of

Kuopio, some 300 miles northeast of Helsinki.

There was practically no art Ufe in Kuopio, and
Ferdinand's only teachers in drawing and
painting were his brothers: Magnus, who was
seventeen years his senior, and Wilhelm, some
twelve years older. By the late 1 820s, Magnus
and Wilhelm were already well-knovra bird
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The Great Owl Strikes the Hare
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Magpies around a Dead Grouse
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illustrators in Sweden, where a wealthy

nobleman, Count Nils Bonde, financed their

Svenska Foglar, a collection of lithographs

that, in technical perfection and artistic

quality, are comparable to those of John James

Audubon and John Gould. Audubon was

twenty years older than Magnus von Wright,

but they published their first works neariy

simultaneously, and certainly without knowing

about each other. In general, the von Wright

brothers were not appreciably influenced by

contemporary bird illustration, since they had

few opportunities to acquaint themselves with

it. They worked from nature, and much like

Audubon, to obtain fresh material they usually

shot the specimens they painted.

Although Ferdinand spent six years

studying art in Stockholm and later studied

animal painting in Germany, most of his life

was spent at Haminalahti, where he Uved and

painted until his death in 1906. His work

became enormously popular in Finland, and he

often received orders for paintings, sometimes

for birds precisely defined by the buyer:

mallards, capercaillies, black grouses,

ptarmigans, titmice, bullfinches, waxwings,

snow buntings, and other popular species.

Although he did not always retain his masterly

touch, especially when poor health forced him

to stay in bed and paint in a horizontal position,

he nevertheless turned out portraits,

landscapes, and still lifes. But it is in the bird

life of the Finnish fields and forests that he

truly excelled. His works, accurate in the

smallest details, are full of atmosphere, humor,

and drama.

Of the three brothers, Magnus is known as a

painter and an ornithologist; he became an art

teacher at Helsinki University and published

the first detailed handbook of Finnish birds.

Wilhelm became an illustrator whose excellent

works are only now emerging from the archives

of the Swedish Academy of Sciences. But it

was Ferdinand, the youngest, who with brush

and palette captured the soul of the northern

natural world on his canvases, and for this he

earned the lasting gratitude of the Finnish

people. D
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During the chilly breedingseason in the

Grand Teton mountains, a male
sagebrush cricket, attempting to attract

receptivefemales, chirps on thepine

forestfloor. He may singfor hours, even

on snowy nights that would silence

most other insects.
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5ex for a Song (Dinner Included)
When sagebrush crickets mate,

the male is consumed by more than passion

Text by Scott K. Sakaluk • Photographs by David H. Funk

From a ridge overiooking the Snake

River we could see the Grand Teton

mountains, resplendent in the moonlight.

The turbulent waters churned below, and

just beyond us the ridge sloped gently

down to an open meadow, carpeted with

sagebrush and the occasional lodgepole

pine and serviceberry. On that cold night

in early May, the stillness of the meadow
was broken only by a cacophony of high-

pitched buzzing—the unmistakable mat-

ing song of the male sagebrush cricket.

The breeding season had begun in earnest.

Over the past several years, I and two

colleagues from the University of Toronto

have been coming back to this same spot

in Grand Teton National Park to study the

mating behavior of the sagebrush cricket,

a heavy, inch-long insect with a cryptic

coloration reminiscent of army fatigues.

The sagebrush is not a "true" cricket at

all. Rather, it is a member of an ancient

orthopteran family, the Haglidae, an an-

cestor of modem crickets and katydids.

Today, this living fossil is found only in the

mountains of Wyoming and Colorado.

The male cricket chorus can be heard

every evening of the three-week mating

period in May. Shortly after sunset, males

emerge from the soil litter, climb up into

the sagebrush, and start rubbing their

leathery forewings together in song. Snow-

storms are not uncommon in these moun-

tains in early May, but even in snow and

ice, the males keep on singing as if they

believe the phrase "the show must go on."

(The species holds the record for the low-

est temperature at which an acoustic in-

sect has been observed singing—23° F.)

When collected on such icy nights, males

actually feel cold to the touch.

In other crickets, the male's song at-

tracts sexually receptive females, and we

assume that this is the case for the sage-

brush cricket as well. So far, however,

we've failed to attract females to male

calls broadcast through stereo speakers.

Whether they respond to the calls of males

or use some other means, females locate

and approach prospective partners.

Matings go on in sagebrush and on the

ground until about midnight, when males

stop singing.

Cricket mating involves the transfer of
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As a pair ofsagebrush crickets mate,

thefemalefeeds on the male's

hind wings. Many insect males tempt

females with gifts offood, but in this

species, thefood is the male 's own body.

a package of sperm from the male to the

female. The package, called a spermato-

phore, is an oblong, sperm-filled ball con-

nected to a thin tube. The female chmbs
onto the male's back, piggyback style, and

the male inserts the free end of the tube

into the genital opening of the female. The
spermatophore, which hangs outside of

the female's body after mating, drains into

her body automatically.

The female doesn't make it easy for the

male to transfer his sperm. She keeps dis-

mounting and trying to leave, forcing the

male to stop, coax her back, then start

again. This on-again, off-again process can

go on for several hours before the transfer

is complete.

The male has an abdominal pinching

organ to hold the female in place, but

usually it's not enough. The female needs

an incentive to stay mounted. As is com-

mon practice among insects, the male

plies his mate with gifts of food. Only in

this case, the food is his own body. The
male sagebrush cricket allows the female

to feed on his hind wings and, when the

wound begins to bleed, to drink his blood.

While she's eating, he transfers the sper-

matophore.

We wondered what happened to a male

after this bloody ordeal. Did he ever mate

again? To find out, my colleagues Glenn

Morris and Andy Snedden and I marked

all the males in a field and recaptured

them on several successive nights. We
knew which virgin males had mated by

checking their wings for wounds and

which nonvirgin males had mated a sec-

ond time by comparing the degree of

wounding from night to night. Virgin

males, we found, were much more likely

to mate than were males that had already

gone through the ordeal. We also moni-

tored the singing of virgin and nonvirgin

crickets over time. Our results showed

that virgin males outsang nonvirgins.

Courtship and mating take a lot out of a

male cricket, and after one go-round, it

seems, males are too exhausted to sing

long enough to compete successfully for

females. Perhaps males must "go for

broke" during the first mating because

their chances of Uving long enough to se-

cure another female are small. Males have

good reason to doubt their longevity.

Sagebrush crickets share their habitat

with a voracious and abundant predator

—

the field mouse. These small rodents are

agile climbers (they would have no diffi-

culty in scampering about in sagebrush),

and anecdotal evidence suggests that they

find sagebrush crickets to be a special
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After eating the male 's hind wings as he

impregnates her, the hungryfemale

cricket also consumes her mate's leathery

forewings, leavinghim badly wounded.
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The decorated cricket, a tropical cousin

ofthe sagebrush cricket, has evolved

its own variation on cannibalistic

courtship. Females are tempted to mate

by theprospect ofeating a large, gummy
collar, known as the spermatophylax,

which surrounds the sperm-containing

ampulla. Here a male (on bottom)

inserts the spermatophore.
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delicacy. The early breeding season of the

sagebrush cricket may have evolved as a

means to escape the brunt of mouse preda-

tion, since the cricket's mating season is

finished long before the mouse population

reaches its peak. Male crickets also may
be at greater risk from mice than are fe-

males. Compared with females, males are

extremely skittish and, when approached

in the field, invariably cease calling long

before they can be seen by a curious field-

worker. Moreover, if the bush in which a

male is perched is disturbed, the male

drops to the ground, where he remains in a

trancelike state for several minutes. When
touched, he flips over on his back, waves

his legs, and squawks (I have also been

surprised, more than once, by the force of

a male's bite). Females don't tend to do

any of these things, even when seriously

provoked. Such behavioral differences be-

tween males and females might have

arisen if field mice locate male crickets by

their calls. Being mute, females wouldn't

face the same risk of predation and conse-

quently wouldn't need as many anti-

predator tactics as males.

But our study of the evolution of court-

ship feeding in sagebrush crickets has

been frustrated by the rarity of observed

copulations in the field and the species'

lackadaisical mating behavior in the lab-

oratory. A more cooperative subject for

close study is the decorated cricket.

Unlike its mountain cousin, the deco-

rated cricket prefers hot climates. It is

found throughout the tropics and subtrop-

ics and seems to be fond of human com-

pany. In Florida and Arizona, where I

studied this species, it lives mainly in cities

and suburbs. Males excavate their bur-

rows in the fine gravel that fills the narrow

spaces separating courtyard stones or in-

habit the numerous crevices in curbs and

sidewalks. Occasionally, they call from

under garbage bins, fallen leaves and

candy wrappers, or from storm sewers.

Such environs can pose special problems

for a field biologist, as I discovered late

one night while peering into the burrow of

a calling male with my headlamp. I looked

up to discover a curious policeman stand-

ing over me. He appeared more amused

than concerned when I hastily explained

my seemingly odd behavior.

The decorated cricket is a beige, me-

dium-sized cricket adorned with brown

markings that lend it its common name.

Like other members of its family, it is

nocturnal, and males sing throughout the

night to attract sexually receptive fe-

males. Males are far more sedentary than

females and spend about 95 perceih

their time within the safe confines of le

burrows. And for good reason: their il

attract the attention of hungry Meditur

nean house geckos, another species i

has adapted quite well to urban sett |

The geckos are not the least bit dissu; (

by their inability to get to the protef

male crickets. They simply perch b>J
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Afemale decorated cricket begins to curl

her abdomenforward to remove the

gummy collarfrom the ampulla.

Although she prefers the collar, she

sometimes consumes the entire structure

andfertilizationfails.

igsters and intercept female crickets

swering the calls of males.

A female decorated cricket that suc-

ssfuUy runs the gantlet of potential

edators in order to mate is rewarded by

e male with a rich meal. As with other

ickets, copulation involves the transfer

the spermatophore from the male to the

male. But in the case of the decorated

cricket, the bulbous, sperm-filled part of

the spermatophore, the ampulla, is sur-

rounded by a large gummy part, called the

spermatophylax. Immediately after mat-

ing, the female removes the spermato-

phylax from the ampulla with her mouth

and eats it. She then moves on to the

second course—the ampulla itself. If she

eats the ampulla before the sperm has

passed into her body, however, insemina-

tion fails and, from the male's perspective,

the mating was a waste. Since it takes

about fifty minutes for the ampulla to be

emptied, a spermatophylax must be large

enough to take about fifty minutes to eat. I

have found that males normally provide

the female with just enough "food" to

make sure she doesn't get to the ampulla
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Afemale decorated cricket, below,

reachesfor the spermatophylax with

her mouthparts. The ampulla is still

inserted in her genital opening, but

her attention isfocused entirely on

feeding. Right: thefemaleprepares

to dine on the spermatophylax.

. . <^ ^•

until the sperm has drained into her body.

If the female eats the ampulla before it

has completely drained, there may not be

enough of the male's sperm to fertilize all

her eggs. Therefore, the male must trans-

fer as much sperm as possible not only to

fertilize all the eggs but also to make sure

he competes successfully with the fe-

male's other mates.

Like many other female insects, female

crickets possess a special organ, the sper-

matheca, where the sperm from all the

males is stored until the eggs are laid.

Only at this point does fertilization take

place. The success of a male's sperm in

fertiUzing the promiscuous female's eggs

depends on the relative abundance of his

sperm in the spermatheca. Although one

mating usually is enough to fertilize all her

eggs, the female mates many times, prob-

ably because she gets a free meal with

every copulation. From the male's point of

view, this is fertilization by lottery, with

sperm the tickets and eggs the prizes. The

more tickets a male holds, the better his

chances of winning a prize.

Given this scenario, females are in con-

trol of reproduction in that they choose the

fathers of their offspring, and they seem to

choose the males that offer the biggest

meal. Thus, providing enough food is cru-
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cial to the reproductive success of a male

decorated cricket and, consequently, to

his success in the evolutionary sense. Yet

random collection of males from the field

always includes individuals that produce

small food gifts and others that make far

larger ones. What accounts for the differ-

ences? I raised male crickets with Robert

Smith, an entomologist at the University

of Arizona, and found that fathers that

made large spermatophylaxes relative to

their size had sons that also made large

ones. The size of the food gift would ap-

pear to be the result of genetics rather

than environment.

Why do males of some cricket species

feed their mates at such great cost to

themselves while males of other, related

species reproduce successfully with only a

little wooing? If we suppose that courtship

feeding is a behavioral solution to a par-

ticular environmental problem, then by

comparing a number of cricket species, we

should be able to identify a specific eco-

logical factor unique to food-giving spe-

cies. Such an approach requires detailed

knowledge of the natural history of many
cricket species. Unfortunately, we have

only begun to decipher the rich diversity

of mating systems that exist in these

benevolent songsters. D
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Kaintuck Hollow,

Missouri
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

When early nineteenth century pio-

neers from Kentucky and adjacent south-

eastern states made their way into the

Ozark Mountains of southern Missouri,

the densely forested valleys sometimes re-

minded them of their prior homesteads in

the Appalachians. One group of these set-

tlers, mesmerized by the clear-flowing,

spring-fed waters of a stream that ran

through hills teeming with wild turkeys

and other game, called their new home
Kaintuck Hollow, because it looked so

much like the land they had left. Most

traces of these early inhabitants are gone,

except for a few weathered tombstones,

but the natural features and the name
persist, now as part of the Mark Twain

National Forest.

Beneath hills covered by shagbark hick-

ories and white, black, northern red, and

scarlet oaks, a tributary of Mill Creek runs

northwest through Kaintuck Hollow. The
springs that feed it are often nearly

choked with watercress, while the stream

itself is lined with ninebark, witch hazel,

and CaroUna willow. A marsh at the

northern end of the valley provides suit-

able habitat for small alder, buttonbush,

cattails, the purple-flowered joe-pye weed,

and other wetland plants. An attraction in

the middle of the hollow is a land bridge,

the result of a natural tunnel eroded

through the dolomite bedrock. The tunnel

is 175 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 10 feet

high at its larger end, narrowing to 20 feet

wide and 6 feet high.

West of the stream, trails maintained

by the Forest Service wind through the

upland forest and past rocky slopes that

support a remarkable array of lichens.

A 175-foot-longtunnelpasses beneath

Kaintuck Hollow 's natural land bridge.

Lichens consist of an alga and a fungus

growing together, each deriving benefits

from the other. The alga, which contains

the green pigment chlorophyll, is able to

carry out photosynthesis, producing nutri-

ents that the fungus needs but is unable to

manufacture. To absorb the nutrients, the

fungus penetrates the algal cells but does

not seem to harm them. For its part, the

fungus provides firm attachment to a

rock, wood, or soil surface and protects the

alga from desiccation, mechanical injury,

and perhaps heat and cold.

The complex makeup of Uchens is evi-

dent only under a microscope (the Swed-

ish doctor Eric Acharius, in 1803, was

apparently the first person to describe

their structure). The fungal part consists

of colorless cells strung together end to

end in threadlike strands. The algal por-

tion, consisting of single or clumped cells,

is green or blue-green and is either sur-

rounded by the strands or sandwiched be-

tween layers of them. Lichen authority

Mason Hale notes that two diff"erent kinds

of algae may be present in some lichens. A
lichen species is named for its fungus. In

nature, the fungus never seems to be with-

out its algal associate, although the alga

may be found alone. Laboratory studies

show that the fungus also can live sepa-

rately, taking on a diiferent form.

Lichens usually propagate vegetatively:

the reproductive bodies are often nothing

more than clumps of a few algal cells

enclosed in a few strands of fungus, which

ultimately erupt through, or break away

from, the surface of the Uchen, essentially

forming a clone of the original plant. The

fungal component may also reproduce

sexually, however. The British soldier li-

chen, for example, takes its name from the

red reproductive bodies that tip the ends

of some of the lichen branches. These tips

release spores that develop into new fungi.
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or sometimes the tips themselves break

away to form new plants.

There are perhaps 20,000 lichens of

four types. Crustose Uchens consist of a

thin crust on rocks or on the bark of trees.

They are often etched into the surface on

which they grow. Some live in Antarctica,

farther south than any other plants. Foli-

ose lichens also usually lie flat on rocks or

tree twigs or bark, but they are attached

by means of special structures known as

rhizoids. Fruticose Uchens, whose bodies

are upright and branched, resemble \%

iature shrubs. These grow not onlyji

rocks and trees but also directly on soil

does the fourth type, leprose UchI
which look like powders. |
Many lichens, particularly crus*

ones, grow from the center outward, la

circular pattern. The rate of growth is ' ty

slow, usually between 1/200 and 1/4 iih

per year. Some individual plants ma; le

several thousand years old (one in Sv i-

ish Lapland was estimated to be 9,iO

A variety oflichens—plants made up ofafungus and an alga-

flourish in Kaintuck Hollow.
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\ rs old!). Accordingly, lichens may be

I d to provide a minimum age for the

s face on which they are growing, a

r her complex science ioiown as li-

c :nometry.

lichens grow in dry areas, moist rain

I ;sts, wetlands, and even in fresh or salt

\ ter. As a group they tolerate a remark-

i e range of temperatures, from as low as

30° F to as high as 168°. Often the first

1 anisms to establish themselves on

I shly exposed surfaces, including bare

I k, lichens play an important ecological

I s. Those living on rock secrete acidic

I
)stances that gradually break down the

k into soil particles, enabling other spe-

s of plants to gain a foothold.
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Celestial Events

Eleven Lost Days
byGaUS.Cleere

On September 23 at 8:48 a.m., EDT,
the earth will reach the point in its race

around the sun that is midway between

the places it occupies at the summer and

winter solstices. It is the autumnal equi-

nox, and winter is now closing in.

Astronomers have divided the dome of

the sky into an exquisite celestial coordi-

nate system resembling a finely wrought

wire bird cage or the lines of longitude and

latitude on a map. When the sun is at the

point in its path across the sky where two

particular coordinates intersect, the sea-

sons change. The equinoxes and solstices

are both a time and a location in the sky.

Our ancestors—the common folk, that

is—knew none of this. Yet they still knew

when the seasons began and ended by a

long and consistent history of observing

the sun along the horizon. On the equi-

noxes (spring and fall), the sun rose and

set precisely in the east and west. On the

date of the summer solstice, it rose at its

most northeastern point along the horizon.

On the date of the winter solstice, it rose at

its most southeastern point. Each date was

a cause of great celebration, but perhaps

none more so than the September equi-

nox: crops were in, the long, lazy days of

summer were ending, and it was time to

look toward the harsh days of winter.

Of course, most of us today rarely cele-

brate the autumnal equinox or bother to

note the place where the sun rises and sets

from year to year, month to month, or day

to day. We move too frequently for such a

set of fixed points to mean anything to us,

or we don't get up early enough to notice,

or our neighbor's town house mars the

view, or we just don't care. But no matter,

after the 23d the sun begins its journey

south of due east on our horizon.

The calendar year is supposed to be the

same length as the cycle of the seasons,

but it never was and never will be. After

all, the calendar is an integral number of

days, while the cycle ofseasons is 365 days
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plus five hours, forty-eight minutes, and

about forty-five seconds. That's why Ju-

lius Caesar, back in 46 B.C., created the

Julian calendar with its leap year every

fourth year to correct the problem, and

things got a little better. On average, the

Julian calendar year was 365 days and six

hours long. This was still roughly eleven

minutes longer than the cycle of the sea-

sons. Over the centuries, this discrepancy

accumulated, so the calendar was ten days

out of step with the seasons by the six-

teenth century. In 1582 Pope Gregory

XIII instituted another calendar reform,

making the centennial years that were not

divisible by 400 not leap years. We call

this the Gregorian calendar.

The English (and many other Protes-

tant countries) found the Gregorian calen-

der unacceptable. Queen Elizabeth I was

on the English throne, and if she conceded

to Rome, what would that make her? Of
course, there were also a variety of other

scientific and social concerns that delayed

acceptance of Gregory's calendar in many
countries. England and her colonies did

not adopt it for another 200 years or so.

By the mid-eighteenth century, the old

Julian calendar had gotten eleven days out

of step with the seasons. Something had to

be done, so the learned men in the English

scientific community convinced the king

to chop eleven days from September, and

he did. The colonies followed suit. The
dates September 3 to September 13,

1752, never existed in colonial America

and merry old England. Think of it—in

England and her colonies, no one was

bom, no one died, no events of any kind,

great or small, are listed for those dates.

Today the seasons' dates are computed

by Her Majesty's Nautical Almanac Of-

fice at the Royal Greenwich Observatory

in England and the Nautical Almanac
Office of the U. S. Naval Observatory in

Washington, D.C. These two organiza-

tions calculate the start of the seasons by

determining the dates of the equini

and solstices. They are also, by the

still watching the calendar slowly slip

of joint. Despite Pope Gregory's calei

reform, each year is still about twe

seven seconds too long. In a few thous

years or so we'll be in trouble again, bi

least we'll be off by only a single day

Ah, well. We Uve in an imperfect wc

The Planets in September

Mercury is generally a rather elii

planet, difficult for most city dweller

observe. This month, however, two br

objects serve as pointers to this pla

which is named for the fleet-footed go
merchants and thieves. In the predi

hours of early September, look for N
cury on the low east-southeast hori

near the bright planet Jupiter and the

Regulus in the constellation Leo.

Venus is a beauty, but only from a

tance. Cloaked in veils of sulfuric acid

with surface temperatures that wc

melt lead, she is a thoroughly unplea;

lady. But by the end of the month, Ve

bedazzles us in the eastern predawn si

at a brilliant -4.6 magnitude. ('

brightest star in the sky, Sirius, is m
than seventeen times fainter.) Look

|

Venus flirting vidth Jupiter and Regi

high in the southeast before sunrise,

the 5th, she makes a pass at the handso^

crescent moon, which dallies for just a (kB

before moving quickly toward the eff

and the planets Mercury and Jupiter. I)

Mars is not visible this month. The H
planet is too close to the sun for us to |1

for the rest of the year. I

'

Jupiter is in Leo. On the morning of i!»

10th, look for this gas giant low in the efc

relative to Mercury, Venus, and RegulL

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune rise k

fore sunset and hover between Caprics

nus and the teapot-shaped Sagittarib

Each of them crosses our due-south iiM

ridian at a respectable hour just after sil



t nd dives off the edge of our world just

I midnight. This month, scan the area

le west (right) of Saturn with binocu-

to locate the fuzzy, blue-green worlds

(eptune and Uranus, and do the same

le 17th, using the fat gibbous moon as

arker. Neptune celebrates a birthday

;orts) this month, having been discov-

1 145 years ago on the 23d.

luto is near the western horizon, but

is not the time to make any attempt to

this wallflower, even if your telescope

i measure 200nmi or larger. The news

'luto is this: Could this oddball planet

straggler that got lost on its way to the

t Cloud—becoming planet rather

1 comet? To answer this question,

onomer Alan Stem, of the University

llolorado, asks more questions. "Why
I lid this thing the size of Texas form out

: all those gas giants? And why does it

1 on its side—more like a chicken on a

than a planet? In some primordial

e, did this icy planet get trapped, like a

I St in a tar pit, in a gravitational lock

I

I

the planet Neptune?"

Tie Moon is at last quarter on the 1st,

\i on the 8th, at first quarter on the

> h, and full on the 23d. The full moon

; jest to the autumnal equinox is tradi-

[iially called the harvest moon. The Al-

ii iquin Indians also called it by this

Ine,

and the Hopi called it the feasting

on, but other tribes had quite different

nes for September's full moon. To the

leyenne it was the cool moon. The

kota Sioux called it the moon of the

ick calves, and the Nez Perce called it

spawning salmon moon. To the Taos it

Is the yellow leaf moon; to the Paiute,

I: moon without a name.

I

[il S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

\iy and is a founding member of the

fernational Dark Sky Association, an

f^anization dedicated to preserving the

lies for astronomy.

Profits from the "Doonesbury Dinosaur" products

in ttiis program ore being donated to Friends of

Museum Par1< for the restoration of the patV.

grounds at the American IVIuseum of Natural

History.
yjgit^ ^rife^ coil

American Museum of Natural History

Museum Shop

79th Street at Central Pari< West

New Yort<, NY 10024 / 212-769-5150

HOLBROOKS TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Tours

Australia & New Zealand

Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos & Ecuador

Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Street • Gainesville. FL 32609

J THE
AMAZON

TROPICAL FORESTS

Ecological touR in the Brazilian

Pand Ecuadorian wilderness conducted

scientific specialists in flora and fauna

Ecotour Expeditions, 800-688-1822

P.O. Box 1066, Cambridge, MA 02238

For Back Relief
and Total Relaxation

Our recliner is

like no other chair

-^ in the world!

_J Adjustable from
upright to a

fully horizontal

position.

Office Model Available

I2«>.r.1>^C<s<TAir FREE color catalog
DaCKjaVei 1-800-251-2225 or writ-

It's Really

Wonder/illBmg
a Sponsor.

HB|Hl«r:».'^H

Mr.DomldE.Naugle,

retired U.S. Army

Chte/Worront

Officer, Sponsor of

Jobanne Kim (Korea)
^

'rom my military experience I've

seen firsthand how Amerasian

children are treated. When I

received the Pearl S. Buck

Foundation brochure my heart

went out to the children pictured.

I feel good sponsoring Johanne Kim

because I know through my support

he'll receive a good education and

have a better chance in life.

Sponsorship is such a great

joy. The letters and photos I

receive from Johanne's mother

bring us closer together—I'm a

part of his life and he's a part

of mine. By being a sponsor,

I'm doing my bit for mankind.

"

The Pearls. Buck

Foundation, Inc.

P 0. Box 181, Oept. N. Pertasie, PA 18944-0181

(800)220-BUCK
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
NJ Exploring the world with expert lecturers V—.

DISCOVERY CRUISES

JUNGLE RIVERS OF SOUTH AMERICA
October 6-21, 1991

The SfKCtacular Orinoco and Amazon Rivers, flowing through

dense tropical jungles where sloths, monkeys, caiman, but-

tertlies. exotic birds, rare trees and tlowers and many other types

of wildlife live in one of the world's richest ecosystems - aboard

the comfortable, 4 1 - cabin Polaris.

ANCIENT EGYPT AND THE NILE
October 15 - November 1, 1991

Cruise 600 miles up the Nile from Cairo to Aswan visiting

Luxor, Abu Simbel, the pyramids of Giza, Abydos, Dendera,

Edfu, Kom Ombo, Beni Hassan and more - aboard the luxurious,

29-cabin yacht, Nile Sovereign.

ORIENTAL ODYSSEY
Japan to Singapore

October 28 - November 21, 1991

Exotic ports of call along one of the world's most ancient trade

routes, including Miyajima, Hagi and Ishigaki in Japan, Shan-

ghai and Hainan in China, the Spratly Islands, Hong Kong,

Taiwan's Taipei, Taroko Gorge and Tainan, Kota Kinabalu and

Kuching on Borneo, Brunei's Bandar Seri Begawan, and Sin-

gapore - aboard the ultra-luxurious, 50-cabin Renaissance.

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
AND HIGHLAND ECUADOR

January 10-23, 1992

Tortoises, turtles, marine and land iguanas, sea lions, a mag-

nificent array of birdlife, and dramatic volcanic landscapes on

these remote islands - aboard the luxurious, 20-cabin Isabela II

- as well as the ancient city of Quito in Ecuador.

SAILING THE CARIBBEAN
ABOARD THE LEGENDARY SEA CLOUD

January 14-24, 1992

Whales, dolphins, seabirds, hummingbirds, parrots, spectacular

snorkeling, volcanoes, bubbling sulphur springs, charming

colonial towns, rainforests, enchanting ruins and much more -

aboard the magnificent, 41 -cabin tall ship. Sea Cloud.

ANTARCTICA
January 23 - February 6, 1992

Tierra del Fuego and the 700-mile-long Antarctic Peninsula

research stations, awesome icebergs, mountains, glaciers, s

whales and seabirds, including millions of penguins - aboar(

fully-stabilized and luxurious, 70-cabin Illiria.

BAJA AND THE GREAT WHALES
February 2-13, 1992

Desert landscapes and dramatic coastlines with unusual pi

seabirds, seals and whales, including grey whales during

peak of their breeding season - aboard the comfortable, 37-c

Sea Lion.

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
February 5-15, 1992

Mayan ruins, lush rainforests and jungle rivers, rare b:l

monkeys, secluded white sand beaches and dazzling coral rf

of Mexico, Belize and Honduras - aboard the comfortci

41 -cabin Polaris.

BALI TO THE BARRIER REEF:
Indonesia, New Guinea and Australia

February 7-24, 1992

Arts and architecture of Indonesian islands, including lit

Sumba, Savu, Alor, Nila and the Asmat area of Irian Jayai

New Guinea, as well as exciting Hong Kong and the inc \t

parable Great Barrier Reef of Australia - aboard the luxuri' k

44-cabin Aurora. I

i'

EXPLORING PAPUA NEW GUINEA j

February 14 - March 2, 1992 |

Papua New Guinea, the "last unknown", a world of uni

wildlife (such as birds of paradise), ancient ceremonies

traditional arts of the Southern Highlands, the Sepik River

the Trobriand, Marshall and d'Entrecasteaux Islands - abdi

the luxurious, 20-cabin Melanesian Discoverer.

American Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5



\T THEAmerican Museum

(argaret Mead Film Festival
' Out of more than 450 submissions, 46

hnographic documentaries have been

,iosen for the fifteenth annual Margaret

(eadFilm Festival. Thirty-four films are

emieres. The program will begin on

[onday, September 23, and run through

hursday, September 26. Screenings be-

n at 6:30 p.m., followed by short discus-

ons with many of the filmmakers.

The festival opens with Talking Bro-

ert, a film about the changing lives of the

orres Strait islanders. Other films are

fr. Mike Is on the Mountain, a Sherpa

srspective on Himalayan mountain

limbing by Europeans; Two GirU Go
lunting, depicting the wedding prepara-

ons of two brides from southwestern

thiopia; Miss Saareema, a portrait of

stonia's 1931 beauty queen; and Truck

driver's Ballad, in which retired Russians

jminisce about their lives in Siberia.

The box office opens at 5:00 p.m. Tick-

ts are $7 per evening ($6 for members),

nd seating is on a first-come, first-served

asis. For a complete schedule, call (212)

69-5305.

)o It Yourself
Learn the basic techniques of Japanese

irush painting; complete a West African

latik; adapt ancient Japanese family

rests, or kamon, to patchwork quilts; Cre-

te an African mask from a calabash

lowl; or construct a traditional African

oundboard, or mbira. Fall workshops of-

Japanese dancers in Butoh: Body on
:he Edge of Crisis, afilm at the

Margaret Mead Film Festival.

fer a wide variety of unusual participa-

tory opportunities for adults, teen-agers,

and youngsters.

Fees range from $10 to $30. The sched-

ule begins September 14 and runs on Sat-

urdays and Sundays through October 20.

Early registration is recommended, as

workshops fill quickly. For further in-

formation, call (212) 769-5315.

Special for Senior Citizens

Senior citizens are entitled to discounts

on many Museum programs this month.

Reduced prices are available for admis-

sion to the Hayden Planetarium and the

Naturemax Theater, and a 10 percent dis-

count is offered at the American Museum
Restaurant and gift shops. A special pack-

age tour and reduced-rate membership

are also available. For information, call

(212) 769-5677.

Planetary Weather
The Voyager missions to Jupiter, Sat-

urn, Uranus, and Neptune revealed that

these planets have atmospheres thousands

of miles deep. The dynamics of weather in

so much atmosphere—rain, wind, light-

ning, snow—are titanic compared with

those in Earth's atmosphere.

Andrew IngersoU, a professor of plane-

tary science at the California Institute of

Technology and one of the main investiga-

tors on the Voyager Project team, will

give an illustrated talk on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 24, about planetary weather. The
lecture, part of the "Frontiers in Astron-

omy and Astrophysics" series, will take

place in the Hayden Planetarium's Sky

Theater. Tickets are $6 ($5 for members).

For information about this and daily Plan-

etarium happenings, call (212) 769-5900.

Telling Tales
Storyteller Laura Simms returns to the

Museum on Thursday, September 12. Ac-

companied by Steven Gom's music, she

will narrate ancient myths and tell true-

life tales about women. The program will

be held at 7:00 p.m. in the Hall of Ocean

Life and costs $10 ($7 for members). For

ticket availability, call (212) 769-5606.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann Theater and

the Leonhardt People Center are located

in the Charles A. Dana Education Wing.

The Museum has a pay-what-you-wish ad-

mission policy. For more information

about the Museum, call (212) 769-5100.

A Child Needs

YomEelp.

be you?

This child is one of

Toany who need help.

(Glenn Catoron,

Philippinesj

lou can change one child's life by

becoming a Pearl S. Buck sponsor.

Through pictures, letters, reports

and contact with the child's family

counselor you will see the worthwhile

results. Make a world of difference

in a child's life . . . and in yours!

Mail the coupon today.

O^o>«>iti^*^'

The Pearl S. Buck Foundation, Inc.

P.O. Box 181, Dept. N, Perkasie, PA 18944-0181

(800)220-BUCK

Yes, I want to sponsor a needy child.

Enclosed is D $24 for the first month.

Check one: D Boy D Girl D Either

Check one: D Korea D Philippines D Taiwan

D Thailand D Vietnam D Greatest Need

n Instead of sponsoring I'll help with a gift

of!

Name

Address

Citv

State Zip

Phone ( )

D Check

Card No.

D MC D Visa

Exp. Date /

Slanature

All gifts U.S. lax-deductible. Annua] report av^lable on request
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Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave
,
Suite 314. New York, NY 10028

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads Stage
Fan Club. Inquire. Box 39, Florfiam Park, NJ 07932-

0039

JEFFERSON'S MAIvlMOTH MOLAR. Ttiis excellent

specimen weighs 6 lbs. Carefully reproduced and
hand cast in cold bronze Only $79,95 + $3.50 P&H,
IL residents add 6% tax. Missouh Creek Studio. Rt. 1.

Box 10. Clayton. IL 62324

NAVAJO. ZUNI—OLD PAWN jewelry—sandpaintings.
kachinas. Wholesale catalog $3.00. Indian Treasures.

Box 9771 -NH, Phoenix, AZ 85068

UNIQUE ENDANGERED SPECIES. Note cards—set 1

different animals, reproduced from handcarved block
pnnts. $6.95 ppd. Meyer Art Originals. 10991-55N San
Jose Blvd.. Suite 149, Jacksonville, FL 32223

Books/Publications

BOOKS ABOUT ANTS WANTED. Interested in all

styles, i.e , scientific, popular, children etc and in all

languages. Offers to; H. Thomas, Zeppelinstr. 31 . CH-
8057 Zurich. Switzerland

Bargain Books
Save up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, imports, I
remainders. Choose from up to 8,000 titles including |
600-1.500 new arrivals each monthi Nature, Cooking, '

I
Gardening, History, Art, Fk:tlon. Science—something for I
everyone. Fast shipment, mon- rnrr OATAI np

I
eyback guarantee. Write for: rKtC LAIALUU I

I Hamilton Box15-741,FallsVillageCT06031

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nature Lovers. Identification guides, reference works,

studies and more on animals, plants, marine life, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.

Most $3.95 to $10.00. Write Dover Publications, Dept.

A285. 31 E 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and tree manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHU, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

RECEIVE FREE Magazines just for the asking, over 60
different. List $3., Kedzerski, 15 Hilltop Acres, Dept.

NH, Yonkers, NY 10704

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success. Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc., Dept. NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press, 516 W. 34 St., New York, N.Y. 10001

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

Education

BECOME A PARALEGAL. Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study. Free catalogue. (800) 362-7070
Dept. LK124

BECOME A VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care
specialist. Home study. Free Career Literature. (800)
362-7070 Dept. CK124

HieMarlKt
DINOSAUR, ANIMAL,
SEALIFE and SCIENCE

Toys, Games and Replicas for all ages.

CQCC 32 Page, Color

rilCC Educational Catalog
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-283-4457

or 305-474-4467 or wnte;

BOYD DESIGNS—
T, Suite 335, 7027 West Broward Blvd.

^^^ Plantation, FL 33317

REPEAT EXPERIMENTS: LEARN HOW AND WHY Wa-
ter Witching works and Understand Chemistry, Elec-

tricity, Magnetism (Illustrated book) $9 95 -t- $2.00 p&h
($11.95) G/L Industnes, 150 W Oneida. Preston, ID

83263

SPEAK SPANISH. FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as U.S. diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

textbook. Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio
Language Institute, 1-800-722-6394

TRAVEL AGENT/Cruise Director/Tour Operator Ca-
reers. Home study. Free Career Literature. (800) 362-

7070 Dept TK124

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1000 daily! Overseas. Stateside. Free

List! ZINCVO, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook. j5.00. International, Box
5730-RW, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957. Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.

Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-

181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MAKE A RANGER NATURALIST JOB your career.

Publication $5. Updated. "Ranger." Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Envi-

ronmental employment! Free details . . . MWEO-4R,
2257S Zenobia, Denver. CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Wforldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00, International

Opportunities, Box 5730-RW, Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings—All occupations—Western U.S.

Free details ... 703 S. Broadway #100-NC, Denver.
CO 80209 (303) 988-6707

TEACH HERE—ABROAD: School, college openings
U.S.A. $9.00; Overseas $9.00; England, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan $9.00 each. EISF, 662. Newton, t^assa-

chusetts 02162-0002

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never
repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $3.(K).

Fundsearch, Box 5730-RW, Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707) 449-8600. (L>\1

)

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES.
Includes Mideast! Sampler: 3/$2.98. Free Brochure.

Multinewspapers, Box DE-209, Dana Point, California,

92629

Government Surplus

IS IT TRUE . . . JEEPS FOR $44 through the

U.S.Gov't.? Call for Facts! (504) 649-5745 Ext. S-6371

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers, motorhc
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call

682-7555 Ext. C-2605.

Merchandise/Gifts

HELP OUR BLUE PUNET Call for your free rainfi

and environmental products catalog with uni

items to eat. wear and use. 1-800-626-4059

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES.!
play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity gul
teed Color catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, PO.r
3726-N. New Haven. CT 06525

w Fabulous Wooden
fir' Jigsaw Puzzlej

Breathtakingly beautiful, delightfully devii

filled with special shapes and surprises! Cu
hand, on commission, and personalized just

you. Exceptional gifts! $120 and up^
Send for free literature-^^"^"

Lucretia's Pieces (802) 436-3006
l RFD#1, BOX501-NH3, Windsor, VT 05089

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting fn

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony,
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Music
1

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
des, Africa, India, World Music Jazz. Write for

catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music o

World, Dept. N, PO. Box 3667. Chapel Hill. NO 27

3667

MUSIC FOR THE SENSES. First volume in upcoiljJ

series, based on nature, expressed in digitally syi ar

sized music. Cassette only $11.99. NJ residents T
7% sales tax Terra Illusions. P.O. Box 6142. Hobc|
NJ 07030

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bir

)

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.

collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mi lib

Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackit Ui
12192(518)731-2610 V'

EXPLORE THE UNIVERSE. Telescope construijll*

booklet; bearing material. $14.95 (add tax in NY). I fe
em Technology Press, 40-19 164 Street, Flushing.iMi

11358

OPTICS HEADQUARTERS FOR BIRDERS SI

1960. Offering selection advice, 24 hour shipf

deep discounts on most popular brands of binocu

scopes, tripods, camera adapters, more. Catalogu
request. Birding, PO. Box 4405NC. Halfmoon
12065(518)664-2011

Real Estate

WHY RETIRE TO FLA? Over half of North Car(

retirees came from Florida—learn why! North Cart

golf & lake homesites from only $10,900. Free lit

ture. 1-800-768-7358

Rentals

BVI. VIRGIN GORDA. Four bedroom house, higl"

landscaped acre. 2 baths, huge deck. Magnifi(

views. Mitsubishi Montero. Five minutes from

spoiled beaches. $1 .200/week/season—$1 ,C

week/off season. (412) 242-3185

TOBAGO. RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEA
Snorkeling. swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watch
paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin. Charlottev

Tobago. West Indies (800) 525-6896
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iorts

IZE—RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resort on

Caribbean. Spacious private cabanas. Library, Dm-

oom featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or Dive

Mayan ruins, Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds,

oqraphic Safaris, Bevier, Placencia, Belize, 011-

62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

ING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

V on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation,

uia St Vincent Grenadines, Secluded beach,

tennis excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 19251 A,

ieapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

irs/Trips

'ENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

ya Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe, Low cost

ping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

IV Fascinating options; track gorillas, climb Kili-

ijaro visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

hike Danwin's "Enchanted Isles." Choice yachts.

lie wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

.hu Picchu options. Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

ies Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

resi (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

;t. (C)NY, NY10001.

AMAZON
oin a Universityle.g-Princeton Oliio Stale

inlv. ol CliicagOjUiilv. of Miami) biologist

n an air conditioned 90 ft. Amazon

ve;boal 650 miles on the Amazon Hiver.

days, 8 nigtils. $1495 includes all

leals, air from Miami, tours,entrances

Ide trips, and translers. Open to all ages.

lust be able to walk tiall mile treks on jungle

lalls. PBEVIOUS CLIENT REFERENCES IN ,^^
IflOCHURE Monkeys, parrots, rainforests, V,,

)ct 19, Nov. 23, Dec. 14. Jan. 4. Feb. 15,MaM4,Apr. M
^

^/ENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

;king, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

paqe color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box

i-NH Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

RICA- Personalized safaris. Kenya, Tanzania,

anda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,

nbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper,

12457(800)541-2527

AFRICO
Tented Safaris to

-^- SdJr-'^'

^/A/TA/TA/TAATt
^

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors. Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-

nic National Parks, and Milford Track; Australia's Out-

back Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

BORNEO BALI, KOMODO ISLAND—Orangutans, Ko-

modo Dragons, Balinese Culture. In-depth natural his-

tory and photographgic trips. Voyagers, Dept. NB-9,

Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI—INDONESIA CRAFT
Tours—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art

collector/photographer Gordon Frost, Twenty-three

years experience Small groups. Contact Gordon

Frost. PO, Box 2-NH, Benicia, California 94510 (707)

747-1316

HAWAII— Explore the Hawaii most tourists never see.

Led by Mark Collins, one of Hawaii's top naturalist and

photographers. November '91
,
Apnl '92, plus ornithol-

ogy trips Voyagers, Dept. NE-9, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851 (800)633-0299

10 Years of

Quality
' Natural History
' Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana,

I P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

I

I

RlCAi See one of the greatest wildlife spectacles on

rth—the great Serengeti during wildebeest calving

ason in February. Also year-round scheduled depar-

res and private safaris to East and Southern Africa at

ordable prices. Free catalog. Voyagers. Dept. NH-9.

915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

HCMAGOSl—
10 Years of GEO First Class Yacht

Quality Ex?EDmoNS S'"."".^
Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

-I^O^N ^^<ll^«: ^<*\

CARIBBEAN RAINFOREST Hiking vacations, tropical

birdwatch, snorkeling—unspoiled, unknown island—

mountians, freshwater lakes, waterfalls. 365 rivers.

Earth Tours Ltd.. (212) 675-6515, 93 Bedford St., NYC
10014

GALAPAGOS!—Excellent boats, small groups, li-

censed guides. In-depth natural history and photo trips

include mainland Ecuador, and optional Amazon Basin

extension. Voyagers, Dept. NG-9, Box 915, Ithaca, NY

14851 (800) 633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp.

"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos

Travel P.O. Box 1357, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045.

(800)969-9014.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS 15 days including Espanola,

Genovesa, Fernandina and some seldom visited loca-

tions Departures Jan 16, March 12, May 14 and Aug

13, 1992. See Colley below for information.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph

Colley LAST, Inc., 43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD
21133(301)922-3116

SIERRA MADRE TRAINS
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

GALAPAGOS

. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 31 1 -N 63rc) St., Emeryville CA 94608

NTARCTICA—Affordable at last! Expedition-Cruises

T the active, budget conscious, natural history enthu-

ast and photographer to Antarctic Peninsula and

jb-Antarctic islands, 14 days for under $4000, ANI

intarctica: 200-1676 Duranleau St,, Vancouver. B,C.

6H 3S5. Canada (604) 683-8033, Fax (604) 683-6892

Train over Old Spanisti Silver

Route. Colonial Historic tours.

Tula Toltec archaeology.

,„,_^,^ Monarch hulterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1 "800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 601 7 Callaghan Rd. • San Anionio. TX 76226

Train to canyon larger ttian G rand

Canyon continuing to Sea ol

Cortoz. Mountain lodges, pine

forests, Tarahumara Indians

r:^ I BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS

WHALES! WHALES!
Brilish Columbia - ORCAS - September

Colapagas - SPERM WHALES January

Bajd California - BLUE 4 GRAY WHALES Winter '92

Small Croups Led by Whale and Wildlife Specialists

1696N Ocean Dr., McKinleyrille, CA 95521

800-548-7555

iziEiiimia
IN DEPTH VISITS TO 7 ISLANDS

PENGUINS -RARE BIRDS

ELEPHANT SEALS
Jan. 5-23. 1992 • Land coat J2995.

Fly via Chile • Resen/e by Oct. 25

WORLD NATURE Box 693, Silver Sprlna,

TOURS MD 20918 301-593-2522

INDIA NEPAL, TIBET, THAILAND. BURf^A; Tours,

treks ' wildlife safans, overland adventures Huge

range of trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color

catalog. Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS;
Tours treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure Hi-

malayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec. 22, $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov. 10, $3,600. Rates include airfare from Mi-

ami Small groups on first class yachts. Catalog. Ga-

lapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard East. Toronto, Canada,

M4M 1Y5. Tel; (416)469-8211

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey back

into time where every day is a different and exiciting

adventure. Free brochure. 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-5344

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Expeditionary Cruises. Flying Safaris.

Overland Adventures

MELANESIAN TOURIST SERVICES

r brochure 1 18001 776-0370

i BlvO . 0305. W LA.. CA 9002b

Video

"MADAGASCAR" VIDEO TAPE. Wildlife and native

people. Approx. one half hour. Several Lemur species.

Great educational includes original continent forma-

tion animation. $14.95. "India, Land of the Tiger". Wild-

life of India original half hour video. $14.95. Both videos

$25. Safari Films, Inc., 646 South Owl Dr.. Sarasota. FL

•34236

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates. Will

pav top dollar. Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz, PO. Box 524-H, Cranford. NJ 07016, USA
(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroidenes,

Aubusson Needlepoint. Oriental. European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls. Please send

color photos with size, condition and price to Renate

Halpern Galleries, Inc. , 325 East 79th Street, New York,

NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 40 per word; 1 6 word minimum. D/sp/ayc/ass/fied is

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-

RY'S discretion. Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL HIS-

TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St,, New

York NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address. Please include your

personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the

month, two months prior to cover date (the January

issue closes Nov.1). Camera-ready art is required for

display ads. A tearsheet or copy of the page with your

ad will be sent upon publication.
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Review

A Lofty View ofFarmlands
!

by John E. Carter

American agriculture is an impressive

enterprise. It produces food not only for

the people of this country but also for a

substantial portion of the worid's popula-

tion. Ours is a country bom of agriculture.

It began as a nation of yeomen, nurtured

by visionaries like Thomas Jefferson, who
saw the relationship between people and
the land as sacred. The twentieth century

has seen a steady decline in the numbers
of those involved in tilling the soil; it has

I

also seen a dramatic increase in the pro-

ductivity of those who remain.

In the cities we marvel at what man
hath wrought. Works of stone and steel

and glass, highways and roads, services

and enterprises. Truly wondrous things.

But they are small when compared with

the transformations that agriculture has

made on the vast and diverse lands that

make up these United States of America.

The persistent scratchings of half a mil-

lennium have taken a once-wild land a

for good or ill, tamed it. In a grand
chitecture, farmers and ranchers have
forced a human design on the face of

land. Ironically, a design so large tha

cannot be seen within the scope of

naked eye. It is the problem of the flea

the back of an elephant. The only way
see what you have is to get above it a

look down. And that is exactly what p
tographer Georg Gerster did.

In Amber Waves of Grain: Americ
Farmlandsfrom Above, Gerster uses pi

tography to do what photography d(

best. He takes the unimaginably lar

things visible only to the eye of God, a

reduces them to a human scale, to a \

ume that will fit comfortably on your 1

He takes immovable objects, vast tracts

land—a Maryland melon patch and

Amber Waves of Grain: Americ
Farmlands from Above, photograj

by Georg Gerster, text by Jo;

Diamanti. Harper Weldon Owen, $50.

256 pp., illus.

California almond orchard—and plat

them alongside one another, as thoughi

were able to take a neat tuck in the

tion's geographical broadcloth and dr

side by side things that are thousands

miles apart. He juxtaposes the seasons

that one can see the plodding flow of tin

from planting to harvest, occur in t

blink of an eye. A pure act of pho
graphic alchemy.

When I first opened the book I did wl
I always do with a book of photographs

ignored the text and allowed myself tl

luxury of discovering what the pictui

alone could say. I was struck with t

monumental geometry that has been e

graved on the land.

Some photographs reveal rigid circl(

squares, and straight lines; precise ai

indifferent to the forms of the land und<

neath them. Others disclose the shape

Contoured terracesprovide afootholdft
wheat in north-central Oklahoma.
Photographs by Georg Gerster
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Deva is a network of friends and
neighbors who handcraft a unique col-

lection of natural fiberwear for women
and men. Styles run the gamut from

drawstring pants and shorts to casual

jackets, skirts and sleepwear. Full col-

our, recycled paper catalogue. $1.00

By Appointnunt to

Hui Maje.ity the Ki/ifl of Sweden

4. Gevalia Kaffe. From elegant gold-

trimmed porcelain coffee sets to exotic

blends of gourmet coffees from around

the world, this catalog offers a delightful

assortment of thoughtful gifts and coffee

accessories from Sweden's Gevalia

Kaffe Import Service. Free 48-page cata-

log.

VICTOR
EMANUEL
NATURE
TOURS

7. Victor Emanuel Nature Tours, Inc.

More than 125 birding and natural-his-

tory tours worldwide, designed to show
you an impressive variety of birds and
other wildlife far from the madding
crowd. Our leaders are expert field or-

nithologists, many highly renowned in

their areas of specialization. Call 1-800-

328-VENT for our tour guide. FREE.

GEVALIA KAFFE

2. Exclusively Santa Fe, a catalogue of

quality authentic hand made crafts from

New Mexico and Mexico. Bring South-

west style to your home by ordering the

Exclusively Santa Fe catalogue for $2.00.

Use reply card.

5. Vaulted ceilings, dramatic entries,

expansive decks and award-winning ar-

chitecture. Explore it all in the spectacu-

lar new 240-page Lindal Planbook. Page

after full-color page of exquisite new
homes. One hundred and one floor

plans, 596 photographs, unique plan-

ning grids, and more. $1 5.00. Video also

available for $19.95.

CARPE
DIEM

^1

WIRELESS

8. Translated from the Latin, carpe diem
means "seize the day." An upbeat shirt

from Wireless, the catalog with fun,

hard-to-find gifts. Sweatshirts, T-shirts,

watches, vintage radio shows, videos,

memorabilia, cassettes and compact
discs, books—everything for your gift

list. $1 .00

3. THE LAST ELEPHANTS
OF MALI

Join a project to help the last biologically

viable population of North African ele-

phants. Request our FREE 44 page
newspaper of tax deductible projects

around the world. Foundation For Field

Research. 619-445-9264

SIGNALS

6. The Wall Chart of World History takes

you through 6,000 years of human his-

tory. Signals catalog offers a unique col-

lection of educational toys and games,

videos, books, cassettes, sweatshirts, T-

shirts, and jewelry. Many products re-

lated to Public Television. $1.00

Check the catalogs you want to the left of each listing.

Enclose a check or money order (made payable to The

Catalog Collection), including $1 .00 handling charge.

Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery. (Your order will be filled by

the advertisers.)

Offer expires December 13, 1991.
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n 3. Foundation for Field Research,

FREE
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DS. Lindal Cedar Homes, planbook $15.00,

D video $19.95
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Riverton. NJ 08077
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American Museum
of Natural History

EXPLORING
PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

February 14 -

March 2,* 1992

Follow in the footsteps of the Museum's

Margaret Mead and explore three ex-

traordinary regions of Papua New
Guinea with just 36 participants and two

American Museum experts in anthropol-

ogy and ornithology. Visit the

mountainous jungle interiors of New
Guinea, home to fabulous birds of

paradise and the remarkable "Wigmen."

Cruise along the renowned Sepik River

aboard the luxurious Melanesian Dis-

coverer to witness first-hand spectacular

"spirit houses" and the prized artwork of

the Sepik River peoples. Discover

breathtaking volcanic islands, coral

atolls and reefs as well as the distinctive

cultures of the Trobriand, Marshall Ben-

nett and D'Entrecasteaux Islands.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

[-wr^H History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687

the earth beneath, with gentle arcs and

undulations that match the rhythms of the

soil. The patterns can be symmetrical or

asymmetrical, balanced or clumsy, but

they are always intentional. It is easy to

become lost in the bedazzling array of

shapes, forms, colors, and textures. That

experience alone would amply justify a

book of this nature. But Amber Waves of
Grain is more than an assemblage of pic-

tures of American agriculture. It is an

essay about American agriculture.

Gerster's photographs are married to a

text by Joyce Diamanti, who focuses the

photographs into a didactic system that

provides the viewer with a historical and

technological perspective from which to

understand the photographs' very com-

plex allegory. Her introduction, "A Beau-

tiful, Bountiful Land," is a handsome

Truckloads ofrejected, "nonstandard"

tomatoes and squashes decompose near

Homestead, Florida.

study of the evolution of the Amer
agrarian complex. Its economy is imp

sive. In but ten pages she spans more t

400 years of technology, philosophy,
j

lie policy, and events to provide a his

cal foundation that is useful to the no

and instructive to the expert. Thir,

short essays, lean yet rich, introduce e

section of photographs.

These shorter essays deserve fur

comment. Only about 5 percent of

American population is involved

farming and ranching. And of that 5

cent involved in the work of the land,

would find themselves familiar with a

agriculture's permutations. The wl

farmer, for example, would hardly

abreast of the issues facing cranberry

ducers. Diamanti's essays provide not c

a factual basis from which to underst

the forces that shape the countryside

also the philosophical vantage from wt

to appreciate them.

Take the essay "Earth, Air, Fire, ^|

ter—And the Hand of Man." Without;



idlin preachments common to essays

;cology, she summarizes the causes

effects, the actions and reactions that

tjaten the productivity of the planet,

-''n, with reserved optimism she con-

1 les: "Man versus nature can only be a

3 ig battle; we are part of nature—to

1. would be to doom ourselves. But if we

iior our bonds with nature, as future

[(isrations of farmers plant their crops,

V ther last year be good or bad, they will

)i hie to look forward to harvest, as farm-

;i always have, with the hope that this

'I r will be better."

inally, each photograph is accompa-

I i by an extensive caption that locates

1 picture geographically and explains

; cisely the forces that shape the visual

i> ns. Thus, this work wends its way from

t general to the specific with words and

1;ures, each capable of standing alone,

carefully crafted together into a syn-

istic whole. The story of American ag-

ilture is monumental, and this book is

thy of the subject. Garrison Keillor,

America's best-known apologist for rural

life, wrote the book's brief forward. He
ends with a benediction:

In Georg Gerster's photographs, we're ly-

ing on our backs in the clouds, looking down
at the land, a radically difTerent view than

from the tractor seal or the Interstate. In

these pictures, we're already floating. On
our backs in the clouds, we see constella-

tions of rock, mythical topography, ancient

shores, some shapes chosen and made by us,

others providential, and the fragile shapes

of farms, so earnest, naked, so eloquent of

the hopes and labors of men and women.
We look down to bless them.

John E. Carter is curator ofphotographs

at the Nebraska State Historical Society

and has published widely on the history

ofphotography and the photography of
the American West. He is the author of
Solomon D. Butcher: Photographing the

American Dream and coauthor of the

forthcoming photographic history of the

Wounded Knee massacre. Eye Witness at

Wounded Knee.

•Beautiful hard-painted Turtle, in solid porcelaiiP
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Chesterfield's
#569 - 200 Wcbt 3rd Street, Sumai WA 98295-8000

CLASSIC T-SHIRTS!
Beethoven, Confucius, Da Vinci, Jung, J.FK.

Mozart, Stiakespeare, Ctiestiire Cat, Twain,

Darwin, Van Gogti, Gandtii, Nietzsctie, Poe,

Ttioreau, Austen, Stierlock Holmes, ottiers

T-Sliirl: Iwtiite) $12,75, 4/$46,

Sweatshirt: (wtiite or grey) $23, 2/$44

Sijes: S, M, L, XL Sliip: $2,75 per order.

Illustrated brocliure: $1.00

MC/VISA 617-787-1176
Historical Products. Box 220 N4 Cambridge, Mfl 02238

Make Your Own
"Antiques!"
Select from many museum repro-

duction furniture pieces, available <[

in easy-to-buUd, money saving

kits, or completely finished! No
woodworking .skills necessary. Send

for 32 page color catalogue.

Cohasseit "Colon]ais7~38r09~Ship~St~
Cohasset, MA 02025 ^„—T, TT" ">
r^^rr^n, ( Our ?3rd. \ Bar! ,

YES! Enclosed is $3. ^ _--
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A Matter of Taste ^

Broken Kernels:

An International Saga
Cooksfrom Bucharest to Beijing have adaptedcom to their own culinary idioms

by Raymond Sokolov

I bought a plastic bag of morocho

quebrado at La Gran Habana Camiceria

and had no idea what to do with it. La
Gran Habana, in Jackson Heights,

Queens, just a short cab ride, but worlds

away, from LaGuardia Airport, is proba-

bly the most cosmopolitan market of its

size in the world. It attempts to cater to

the amazingly diverse Hispanic popula-

tion of the surrounding neighborhood,

which is a center for new immigrants from

Asia as well as Hispanic America. This

Uttle store does not carry Asian foodstuffs,

but that still leaves it all of South Amer-
ica, Central America, and the Spanish-

speaking Caribbean. The profusion is

overwhelming. Even for the man at the

cash register.

I asked him what he suggested I do with

morocho quebrado, and he shrugged.

Surely it was unreasonable to expect one

shopkeeper to know what to do with all the

foods of the hemisphere.

I took another look at the plastic bag. It

identified its contents as cracked white

com. No recipes, no cooking directions. I

looked up morocho in various special

Spanish dictionaries and in various cook-

books, including one from Bolivia and an-

other from Peru. No luck. I was unable to

find an Ecuadorean cookbook, but I did

locate an Ecuadorean who remembered

morocho from his boyhood in Guayaquil.

The kernels were boiled, he said, and then

combined with raisins and sugar to make a

kind of "rice" pudding.

Here, then, was a fine example of the

human culinary imagination at work. At
some point in the early days of Spanish

colonization of what is now Ecuador,

someone from Spain took a look at dried,

cracked com and wondered what to do

with this unfamihar ingredient. It must

have reminded him or her of unobtainable

rice. The next step was rice pudding (and

probably other dishes derived from the

Spanish rice repertory). But of course it

wasn't rice pudding; it was a new dish

built on the idea of rice pudding but cru-

cially changed by the substitution of a new

ingredient.

As I have argued before, this is the

main way that new dishes have been cre-

ated. A cook carrying one system of cuU-

nary syntax in her/his head is forced to

apply that system to new ingredients in a

situation where familiar foods are scarce,

during a famine or far from home. In this

way, new dishes result.

There are other ways that cuisines de-

velop, too. A dish—quiche or spaghetti

—

is borrowed whole cloth from a foreign

country and eventually naturalized but

without entirely losing its exotic flavor. Or
a cooking process from elsewhere gets ap-

plied to local foods: Deep-fat frying comes

to the New World from Europe and Af-

rica and forms the basis of Creole cooking

(including its northem offshoot in the an-

tebellum South). But substitution through

analogy—metaphorical cookery—is the

main route of culinary evolution. Whole-

sale borrowing of new dishes has been a

relative rarity until modem times. Cook-

ing methods have been essentially univer-

sal since the dawn of history, but encoun-

ters with new ingredients have been

occurring steadily almost everywhere for

centuries. And cooks have been working

these novelties into their repertoires so

smoothly that it takes an effort of histori-

cal imagination to see them for the inter-

lopers they once were.

Com is an ideal case in point. There is

no doubt that com originated somew!

in Mexico or Central America as a hyl

ized cultivar of a primordial wild gi

Com as we know it did not reach the

World until after Columbus. In Sf

countries, it did not take hold as a st£

In others, maize grew so well that pop

tions swelled and prospered.

But my purpose now is not to ren

you of maize's place in geopoHtical his

but to show how local cooks adapted

their own foodways.

In Asia, com is mostly a minor 1

grain even now, but it has establishe

self in many cultures. The Philippines

an inevitable target, since that arch

ago was administered for centuries b>

Spanish viceroy of Mexico, and

could be easily transported from

pulco to Manila on the galleons that n

larly plied the Pacific to maintain

Spanish empire's commerce with Ch
But, in fact, rice remained the staple in

Philippines, except in Cebu, where a
adopted com but treated its kemels

rice, grinding them into a ricelike sh

and then steaming them. Filipinos h

also added com kemels to their des

vocabulary, using them, as they do o1

vegetables and fmits, as texture con

nents of sweet drinks and rice dessert

Similarly, Thai cooks make an

cream from coconut milk and com ken

and serve it topped with another Amii-

can vegetable, roasted peanuts.
|

In China, cornstarch has become ul |-

uitous, as have dwarf com and com-h

soup, but the most Chinese adaptatior

com I know about is xiao wotoujn

steamed com bread. In her new and i-

haustive China Food: A Traveler's Gu<i

to the Best Restaurants, DumplingStai
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hcOVERY TOURS

I na and the Yangtze River

October 4-26, 1991

jg, Xi'an, Guilin, Hong Kong

six-day cruise on the Yangtze

( through the gorges.

, <ury Tenting in Tanzania

. January 1-14, 1992

geti and Lake Manyara Nation-

ks, Ngorongoro Crater, plus an

1 to see gorillas in Zaire.

Tcheology of Guatemala
February 8-23, 1992

ic Mayan sites, including Tikal,

1 and Quirigua and picturesque

lAtitlan.

I

I
Kenya and Tanzania

February 12-28, 1992
jseli. Lake Manyara, Serengeti

nal Parks, Masai Mara Game

•ve and Ngorongoro Crater.

ural History of Costa Rica

February 14-28, 1992

lio Carrillo, Cahuita, Santa Rosa

Corcovado National Parks and

lonteverde Cloud Reserve.

Archeology of Mexico

•ruary 25 - March 10, 1992

chtitlan, Teotihuacan, El Tajin,

lula, Cacaxtla, Mitla, Monte

n and the cities of Puebla and

archeology of the Yucatan

and Chiapas
March 15-28, 1992

ancient Mayan sites of Uxmal,

im, Palenque and equinox at

hen Itza.

further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

ntral Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

2) 769-5700 in New York State

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

American Museum of Natural History

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
Mexico, Belize and Honduras

February 5-15. 1992

Explore the world's second

largest coral reef system, spec-

tacular ancient Mayan sites,

coastal waterways teeming with

wildlife, pristine islands and

much more. A team of

American Museum experts lead

this adventure cruise aboard the

comfortable 41 -cabin Polaris

for an unforgettable look at the

region's many treasures:

Brilliantly colored fishes and coral formations along Belize's

world-famous, 1 80-mile-long coral reef system.

Tulum, Mexico's dramatic ancient

Mayan site, set high on a cliff over-

looking the Caribbean Sea.

Coastal waterways and nature re-

serves with cormorants, pelicans,

magnificent frigatebirds, red-footed

boobies, egrets, ibis, several species

of monkeys and many other animals.

The picturesque Bay Islands of Hon-

duras, known as the "last paradise."

Secluded cays and reefs offering un-

paralleled wildlife viewing and snorkeling.

Optional extensions to explore the great Mayan ceremonial

centers of Tikal and

Chichen Itza are available.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

[^wrBM History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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THEALIOSAURUSIOTEBAG

This classic black all-cotton canvas
totebag announces support for the

American Museum of Natural History

simply and elegantly in white on the

side pocket. (12" wide x 11" deep, with
4" gussets)

Please send Allosaurus Tbtebags
for $23.50 each.

Price Includes shipping and liandling within the

U.S.A. and Canada.
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METHOD OF PAYMENT
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To order send coupon with payment to Members'
Book Program. American Museum of Natural His-
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credit card orders.

Teahouses and Markets in China

(Harper Perennial, 1991), Nina Simonds
explains that the chefs of the dowager

empress invented these com breads in

memory of a com bread given to the em-
press when she was in flight for her life in

1900. Today, they can be found in Beijing,

capital of Chinese steamed breads and

buns, in the Fang Shan Restaurant, a di-

rect off"shoot of the imperial kitchen.

India, which has been the most welcom-

ing of Asian countries to foreign foods,

embraced com with a will. Today, it is a

major grain on the subcontinent, con-

sumed in the form of finely milled com
flour mostly by humans. Especially in the

Punjab, Julie Sahni reports, one comes
upon com griddle cakes and com-and-

wheat flatbreads (chapatis). In other

words, com has fitted into the normal

world of Indian skillet-toasted and fried

breads. And when com kernels are dried

and cracked, they fit into another Indian

culinary slot, the one normally reserved

for lentils and other pulses lumped to-

gether as dal.

Com also appears as an Indian street

food: com on the cob, roasted over char-

coal like many other Indian street foods

and then further Indianized with salt, red

and black pepper, and lime juice. Perhaps

the most original use of com in India oc-

curs among Gujarati cooks, who, accord-

ing to Veena Shroff" and Vanmala Desai's

100 Easy-to-Make Gujarati Dishes

(Tarang Paperbacks, Sahibabad, Uttar

Pradesh, 1979), make a curry that in-

cludes com on the cob.

Com has also entered the lives of re-

mote tribal cultures on the Indonesian is-

land of Timor. Among the Ema, writes

Brigitte Clamagirand in Asie du Sud-Est
et Monde Insulindien (1978), com is the

basis of the diet and the object of a com-

plex set of rituals. It is often eaten in

combination with rice, and the same Ema
word is applied to rice and com cookery.

That the two grains are viewed as almost

interchangeable is a strong sign that com
is a late-coming, but completely assimi-

lated, rice surrogate. In much the same
way, the neighboring Bunaq (I follow

Claudine Friedberg's account m the same
essay collection) have basically replaced

rice (as well as millet and sorghum) with

com, although rice has remained the

Bunaq's ritual and prestige food. Com is

pounded in the same mortar used to hull

rice, and when it is boiled, it receives the

same Bunaq name as cooked rice

—

a—
the general term for nourishment.

Com has also become a staple in West
Africa. Before Columbus, the staple Afri-

can grain was millet and the other main
starch source was the tme yam, served

most often as a porridge or mush. Tcj

cassava and maize round out the
'

African starch diet, and they are ;

often boiled to resemble millet or

mush. The Africanization is so comj

that one even finds a fermented com
porridge completely analogous to a

mented millet porridge.

In Europe, maize did not penetratt

northem countries except as a special

famine food. I have seen com on the

for sale in the market square in Kra
And I have seen French cabbies, anc

film director Jean-Luc Godard, smo
cigarettes rolled in yellow com-fibei

pers (papier mdis). But you have to

sack the cookbooks of Poland or Frant

find any recipes for com.

Basically, com found a real place or

European table only around the Med
ranean. The mayor of Nice, Jac*

Medecin, has three com dishes in his

book. Cuisine Niqoise—boiled, gr

(unshucked) on the cob and served

warm olive oil, and marinated in an

tique mixture, typical of Provence,

includes bay leaf, thyme, garlic, w
vrine, and sultanas. Naturalized as

sounds, com still carries its aUen on

Ecuadorean-Lithuanian Corn/
Kasha/Barley

I 14-ounce package Ecuadore
broken, dried white corn (moroc

quebrado), about 3 cups
1 egg yolk

6 cups chicken stock or water

1 onion, peeled and chopped
1 tablespoon oil

Salt

I tablespoon dried wild mushroi-

powder

1. Stir together the com kernels and t

egg yolk in a heavy skillet over n

dium heat. Continue stirring ur

the kernels are coated with the y<

and slightly darker in color. Set asic

2. Bring the chicken stock or water t<,

boil in a 3- or 4-quart saucepa

Meanwhile, saute the onion in the

until translucent. When the wat

boils, stir in the onion along with t

com kernels. Return the water to

boil, reduce heat to low, cover, ai

simmer until all the liquid is a

sorbed. This took me about 50 mi
utes. Start peeking after a half-hot

then begin to stir regularly every fe

minutes or so. When the liquid is i

most absorbed, season to taste wi'

salt and stir in the mushroom powde
3. Serve hot. The kernels will be slight

chewy. If you want softer kernel

start with 7 cups of liquid or add i

extra cup of boiling liquid at the em

Yield: 8 servings
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/ 1 it in its dialect name, lou gran turc,

" rkish grain."

he most complete transplantation of

•c^i into European cuisine happened in

Jiiania and in northern Italy. In both

Vons, commeal mush (polenta in Italy

u' mamaliga in Romania) became the

,t lie, replacing bread and pasta, wheat

)i iucts eaten nearby. Both Romanians

11 Itahans have developed minicuisines

c commeal mush, especially in its

;( gealed form, which can be sliced or

It Fed and served with other foods.

here are dozens and dozens of classic

;( ibinations of polenta with other foods,

1 as the vocabulary of pasta combina-

i s is ahnost infinite. I believe that this

3 illel situation is not accidental, but

n resents an assimilation of the late-ar-

fi' ng polenta to a pan-Italian method of

; king based on the model of pasta. One
ii ; much the same thing in rice-growing

p ts of Italy, where, in risottos, rice can

b nixed with almost anything.

lut polenta has inspired the greatest

n tiber of recorded dishes. Luigi Cama-
: 1 and Vincenza Buonassisi published

a ;ntire book on polenta in 1 974 (// Libro

c la Polenta). TTiey give recipes for po-

I ta with salt cod, polenta with wood-

c ks, polenta desserts. And on and on.

^0 wonder the Italian American food

writer Edward Giobbi was disappointed

not to find the same ingenuity applied to

commeal mush in this country. In his new
book. Pleasures of the Good Earth

(KnopO, he writes: "It's always amazed
me that southerners in the United States

have never done more with their commeal
mush, other than frying it; they aren't

creative about adding vegetables and

aromatics to give it flavor and texture or

combining it with fish, fowl or meats and

letting the juices mingle."

Giobbi has hit on something interesting,

but I don't think that the reason our com-

centered southem cuisine keeps its myriad

commeal preparations (grits, hush pup-

pies, com bread, spoon bread, johnny-

cake) mostly pure of other foods is lack of

creativity. I think it happened that way
because southerners weren't Italian and

didn't naturally fall into making mock
pasta with commeal mush. For them, the

analogy was with bread, which, in the An-

glo-Saxon culture that formed their gas-

tronomic syntax, was normally served as a

companion to a meal, not all mixed up

with other foods as a proper dish.

This is all speculation, of course, but I

can at least say that I have acted on my
theory of culinary evolution through met-

aphorical adaptation. After puzzling over

my bag of Ecuadorean cracked com ker-

nels, I decided to cook them in some way
that was analogous to a dish from my own
heritage. This would, of course, be some-

thing out of Eastern Europe. I stared hard

at those white fragments and thought they

looked fairly close to the buckwheat

groats known as kasha.

So I cooked morocho in the style of

kasha, first mixing it with an egg yolk until

all the grains were coated, then toasting

them in a dry skillet so that they would

cook separately and not lump. Next, I

simmered them in twice their volume of

water, covered, until they were soft and all

the water had been absorbed. This took

nearly fifty minutes, much longer than

kasha. But the result was similar, a mush.

This Ecuadorean kasha also reminded

me of another northem European grain

—

barley. And since the dish I made was

relatively tasteless, I thought I would go a

step further and treat it as barley is treated

in Eastem Europe. I sprinkled on some
wild mushroom powder, poured in some
chicken stock, sliced some black bread,

and sat back thinking I was probably the

first person in years to add a new dish to

the cuisine of Lithuania.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-
tion offood.
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Rounded

with a Sleep

"The best way to find a silky anteater in the wUd," according

to G. G. Montgomery, an expert in such matters, "is to look up

into clumps of small-diameter lianas . . . for something that

resembles a golden tennis ball." The smallest of the four species

of anteaters that inhabit the New World tropics, the squirrel-

sized silky anteater spends its days asleep in a self-contained coil.

Tucked snugly into a tree fork, the silky saves heat energy and at

the same time avoids becoming a light meal for suchjungle

predators as harpy eagles.

At nightfall, this silky anteater in Tambopata Reservem Peru

lazily unfurled itself and flexed its prodigious tongue before

beginning a few hours of foraging. Unlike its terrestnal relative

the giant anteater, which is able to bulldoze termite colonies, the

arboreal silky anteater relies on precision rather than brawn and

feeds almost exclusively on tree-dwelling ants. Wrapping its

hind feet and prehensile tail around a branch, the silky anteater

deftly slits a twig or vine with its front claws, inserts its tongue,

and draws the quarry from inside the stalk. Montgomery, who

studied anteaters in Panama, estunated that an adult silky can

consume up to 5,000 ants in a night's feeding.—/. R.

Photographs by Giinter Ziesler
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"Colonial brass bands," says Robert

M. Boonzajer Flaes (page 38), "helped

convert millions of natives into useful

soldiers and faithful Christians; now the

natives are striking back—musically."

Researching and filming the civilian

brass band traditions that have arisen

around the world has become a long-

term project for Boonzajer Flaes, who is

the founder of the Center for Visual An-

thropology at the University of Amster-

dam. Here he is shovm (at right) talking

with musicians in Ghana. Boonzajer

Flaes, who wrote his doctorate on worker

self-management in Yugoslavia, has cre-

ated films on various subjects; among
them are Gypsy brass music in Serbia,

the polka among Chicanos in Texas,

homeless people in Amsterdam, and the

music of Buddhist lamas in Ladakh. For

further reading he recommends "Brass

Bands: Tradition, Change, and the Mass
Media in Indian Wedding Music," by

G. D. Booth {Ethnomusicology, vol. 34,

1990, pp. 245-62); In Township To-

night: South Africa's Black City Music

and Theatre, by D. Coplan (Lxjndon:

Longman, 1985); and Music and Dance

of Indians and Mestizos in an Andean
Valley of Peru, by E. den Otter (Delft:

Eburon, 1985).

Self-described "displaced Canadian"

Scott K. Sakaluk (page 66) never antici-

pated that his career would hinge on the

sex lives of insects. He had wanted to be-

come an avian ecologist, but at college

his ornithological mentor steered him to

a colleague who was researching the

mating behavior of crickets. Sakaluk,

who gained his doctorate in zoology from
the University of Toronto in 1986,

claims, "Crickets have been a source of

good luck to me ever since." Now an as-

sistant professor in the Department of

Biological Sciences at Illinois State Uni-

versity, Sakaluk has also studied breed-

ing populations of laughing gulls on an

island off Tobago and recorded the calls

of bats on Barro Colorado Island in P;

ama, but he continues to pursue his

vorite crickets in Florida, Arizona, a

the mountains of Wyoming. He is ci

rently trying to determine how fem;

sagebrush crickets locate their mat
and why males guard females after mi

ing. For further reading on what he ca

the "vast array of cricket mating s]

tems and sexual tactics," Sakaluk re

ommends Orthopteran Mating Sy

terns: Sexual Competition in a Diver

Group of Insects, edited by Darryl

Gwynne and Glenn K. Morris (Bouldt

Westview Press, 1982), and "Of Crick

Song and Sex," by William H. Ca(

{Natural History, January 1978).
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In a life as low-key as that of a silky

anteater, even waking up can be a small

drama. Photographer Giinter Ziesler

(page 92) managed to capture the stir-

ring moment by staking out the tree

where he had noticed the sleeping ant-

eater and then waiting until it was com-

pletely dark. Widely traveled, Ziesler,

who spent an entire year photographing

wildlife in Kenya in 1981, shot this

month's "Natural Moment" in Tambo-

pata Reserve in Peru. His most recent

books, with text by Angelika Hofer, are

S'udamerika (Vercelli, Italy: White

Star, 1991. Also Stuttgart: Umschau
Verlag, 1991) and Urwaldpfade {Jungle

Trails) (Munich: Ars edition), which in-

cludes his photographs of the silky ant-

eater and is to be published in the fall of

this year.

Giristophe Boesch (page 50) got his

first taste of fieldwork in 1973 while

helping Dian Fossey complete a census

of the mountain gorillas living in the

Zairian parts of the Virunga volcano

range. In 1976, while still a student

working on his Ph.D., he made his first

visit to the nut-cracking chimps of Ivory

Coast with his wife, Hedwige Boesch-

Achermann, who was a technician in mo-

lecular biology at the time. The difficult

conditions of their first rainy season in

the field—including a tent that barely

pretended to resist rain and clothes and

papers that quickly grew green—didn't

dampen their enthusiasm, and three

years later they were back for the start of

a study that has no end in sight. Sft

1986, Boesch, an assistant professcii

the Department of Evolutionary Biol'

at the University of Basel's InstitulB

Zoology, has also been involved ||
conservation of the chimps' habitat

forest, joining forces with World V
life Fund International and the Ivc

authorities. The authors recomn

Jane Goodall's The Chimpanzees

Gombe (Cambridge: Belknap Pres

Harvard University, 1986), a revie'

her thirty years of research; and Prir;

Social Systems, by Robin Dunbar (1

York: Cornell University Press, 1981

look at primate behavior as unders

in the light of modem theories.

f

Gathered around a display of their

newly published book, Taiteilijaveljek-

set von Wright {The Artist Brothers von

Wright), are the authors, from left to

right, Torsten Stjernberg, Ante Leikola,

and Juhani Lokki (page 60). The event,

which took place in Helsinki in 1986,

was the culmination of their project to

document the works of three Finnish

natural history artists, Magnus, Wil-

helm, and Ferdinand von Wright—pop-

ular within their own country but virtu-

ally unknown in the rest of the world.

Torsten Stjernberg is keeper of the verte-

brate division at the Finnish Museum of

Natural History and a lecturer of zool-

ogy at the University of Helsinki. His

current research concerns threatened

birds and mammals, as well as archipel-

ago and seabird ecology. Anto Leikola, a

professor of the history of science at the

University of Helsinki, is at present re-

searching science in Finland during the

Enlightenment. Juhani Lokki, director

of the Academic Bookstore, is an author

of several field guides to birds and served

as a vice president of the Finnish Or-

nithological Society.
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How nuclear energy benefits

a typical family of four.
Every year, the ospreys return to their

wildlife preserve around the nuclear elec-

tric plant near Waterford, Connecticut,

where nesting platforms have been built

for them by the local utility.

It's one more example of how peace-

fully nuclear energy coexists with the

environment. Because America's HI
operating nuclear plants don't burn

anything to generate electricity, they

don't pollute the air. They don't produce

any greenhouse gases, either.

To help satisfy the nation's growing

need for electricity without sacrificing

the quality of our environment, we need

more nuclear plants. For your family,

and others as well.

If you'd like more information, write

to the U.S. Council for Energy

Awareness, P.O. Box 66080, Dept. OSll,

Washington, D.C. 20035.

Nuclear energy means cleaner air.
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Nuclear

Slinky

—by—
Jane Connors,

waitress

Pick up a Nikon N6006 and strange

things can inappen.

By pressing a button you can make a

Ferris wheel look like a Slinky.

Ask Jane Connors, waitress in u

Greenwich Village restaurant, fumble-

fingers with a camera.

One night at an amusement park, after

winning a few stuffed alligators and

plucking at a beehive of cotton candy,

Jane pointed her Nikon N6006 at a Ferris

wheel spinning in motion, held her

breath, crossed her fingers, then told her

boyfriend to duck. Then she shot.

Bang. Art.

Was it luck?

Nope.

Divine intervention?

No. Again.

The camera?

You guessed it.

The Nikon N6006 is the serious SLR

camera that's easy to experiment with and

have fun.

It focuses automatically or manually in

Jane Comwrs: waitress

by trade, amaiewpliotog-

rapherbyfitii, turneda

Ferris wheel into a Slinky

with a Nikon N6006.

Weird, huh?

The N6006: built-in

fill-flash, autofocus.

interchangeable
Nikkor lenses. Call

1-800-NIKON-35
for a free booklet.

linky is a regis

light as dim as a single candle. It selects

the proper exposure automatically, or lets

you do it. There's a Spot Meter, a Center-

Weighted Meter, and a Matrix Meter, an

exclusive system that reacts instantly

when light conditions change unexpect-

edly, as in the case of fast-moving action

In the case of "Nuclear Slinky" Jane

used a feature called Slow Curtain Flash-

Sync, a fancy name for a simple function

See theN6006alaulhorizedNikon Dealers.
Just look for this symbol. For more about g^..

the N6006 and the benefits ofthe e.xclusive v_
NikonMasierCard.calU-S00-NIKON-S5.

seven out of ten professional photogra-

phers who shoot with 35mm cameras.

To make operating easy, almost all the

functions on the N6006 are controlled by

a convenient dial next to your thumb, and

a simple multi-button keypad.

An LCD readout clearly shows you

exactly what you're doing.

that automatically fires the camera's

built-in flash even when you're making a

time exposure.

It turns neon into nuclear, in other

words.

Jane shot with a 28-70mm autofocus

zoom lens. You can choose from nearly

twenty interchangeable autofocus Nikkor

lenses, the same Nikon lenses used by

Or exactly what the camera's doing.

We won't get into semantics.

It has a built-in motor that advances the

film fast and rewinds automatically.

It even selects the correct film speed.

So what do you do?

You aim.

And shoot.

Weird, isn't it?

Nikon
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Letters -H

Mosquitoes: Pros and Cons
I usually look forward to reading sev-

eral articles in the magazine, but July's

"mosquito" issue held very little of inter-

est for me. Even Gould's column was bor-

ing. (The magazine was not a complete

waste, however; I rolled it up and swatted

several mosquitoes.) What went wrong?

Shannon D. Stone
Charlottesville, Virginia

Just now, at 2:30 a.m., I finished read-

ing your July issue. When I picked it up
and turned first (as I always do) to Ste-

phen Jay Gould's "This View of Life," I

thought to read only the one article to-

night. Later, as I thought of the astound-

ing and wonderful concept of a shared

anatomy between insects and humans, as

told by Gould in his always inimitable

way, I almost unconsciously turned an-

other page.

Soon I was caught up by the Grants-

burg Swamp. And so on through the mag-
azine to the last page, then back to the

front to catch the mosquito stories I had

missed. It was an exciting experience.

This is a particularly memorable edition

of Natural History.

Mrs. Martin Loucks
Neodesha, Kansas

Regarding Gary Larson's mosquito car-

toon: It is not the male that feeds on blood

and spreads malaria but the female, a fact

that is pointed out several times in your

excellent issue.

Martin Weiss

New York Hall ofScience

Corona, New York

In his 1989 book. Prehistory ofthe Far
Side, Gary Larson wrote: "I really heard it

when this 'mosquito' cartoon came out.

Numerous readers wrote to remind me
that the female does the biting, not the

male. I knew that. (Of course, it's per-

fectly acceptable that these creatures

wear clothes, live in houses, speak English,

and so on.)"

—

Eds.

The mosquito issue really looks beauti-

ful, but a couple of our entomologists were

quick to point out that the photograph on

page 5 is not, as the caption suggesel

Anopheles—members of that genus hi

palps as long as their proboscis.

William A. Haw
Centerfor Infectious Disei

Atlanta, Geoi

Glacial Correction
In the May 1991 "This Land" feati

Robert H. Mohlenbrock suggests l

Moore's Run, a tributary of Otter Cn
in West Virginia, flows through a bog 1

"is a legacy of the great continental

sheet that covered the area about \2:

years ago and scoured out depress!

where water accumulates." Indeed,

real bogs often develop in glacially ero

depressions; however, this section of

Allegheny Mountains has never been

ciated. The maximum extent of the

Cenozoic glaciations lies approxima

125 miles north of the Otter Creek \

demess area. Bogs can develop for reas

other than glacial erosion. Neverthel

the bog most likely does date from the

glacial or early postglacial period.

Bryon Middleka
Plymouth, New Hampsi

The Hardest Whalebone
In "Some Vertebrate Ears: In Air .

...in Water" (March 1991), the 1

states that the auditory bulla is "the h£

est material in the cetacean body." A
dentist, I'd been taught that tooth enai

is the hardest substance in animals w

teeth.

Michael A. Bar
Branford, Connecti

2 Natural History 10/91

Tooth enamel is the hardest materia. It*

the cetacean body, according to Jam! Hi

Mead, curator of marine mammals at 1 8 i

National Museum of Natural History «}B

Washington, D.C.

But scientists look at density as well

hardness when considering the strength

a substance. The auditory bulla, or e

bone, is one of the densest bones in ce

ceans, says John Heyning, an assistant <

rator of mammals at the Natural Histc

Museum of Los Angeles County. In ci

tain beaked whales, however, the rostrui

or snout, is actually denser.

—

Eds.
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Trickster Treats
What do Bugs Bunny and Brer Rabbit have in common?

by Samuel M. Wilson

In the tall mountains and forests of the

Northwest, before the Whites came, and

even before the advent of the Real Peo-

ple—the Nee Mee Poo, or Nez Perce

—

Coyote lived there. The Nez Perce of

Idaho and the northern Rockies tell how

their very existence is owed to the clever-

ness of Coyote, the legendary trickster of

Native American folk tradition:

Long before there were any people on the

earth, a huge monster came down from the

North, eating every animal he could find.

He ate all the animals, from the smallest to

the largest, from mice to mountain lions, all

except Coyote, the trickster. Coyote could

not find any of his friends, and this made

Puck mocks humanity in Shakespeare's

A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Aftiiur Hackham; Folger Shakespeare Library
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him mad. So he crossed the Snake River

and climbed the highest mountain. He tied

himself to its peak with a stout rope and
challenged the monster to try to eat him.

The monster tried to suck Coyote from his

perch, but the rope was too strong. Suspect-

ing that Coyote was more clever than he,

the monster befriended Coyote and asked

him to come stay with him.

One day Coyote asked the monster if he

could go into his stomach and visit all the

animals the monster had eaten, and the

monster agreed. Once inside. Coyote told

his friends to get ready to escape. He took

out his fire starter and built a huge fire in

the belly of the monster. Then he took his

knife and cut out the monster's heart. All

the animals escaped.

In honor of the defeat of the monster.

Coyote said that he would create a new
animal. He cut the monster into pieces and
flung them in all directions; where each

piece landed—on the plains, along the riv-

ers, and on the mountains of North Amer-
ica—a tribe of Indians sprang up. When he

had finished. Coyote's friend Fox observed

that no tribe was born on the spot where

Coyote had killed the monster. Coyote was
sad because of this omission, but he had no

more monster parts. Then he had an idea.

He washed the monster's blood from his

hands and let the drops fall on the ground.

Coyote said, "Here on this ground I make
the Nez Perce. They will be few in number,
but they will be strong and pure." And this

is how the human beings came to be. [Re-

told from "Coyote Makes Human Beings,"

in Giving Birth to Thunder, Sleeping with

His Daughter, by Barry Holstun Lopez
(Kansas City: Sheed Andrews and Mc-
Meel, 1977).]

Trickster tales are the most widespread

form of Native American folk tale. The
trickster most often is the coyote or rabbit,

but sometimes he is a spider, as among the

Oglala Dakota. Whatever he is called, his

name has only a little to do with his char-

acter, which is an amalgam of the charac-

teristics of his animal namesake, humans,

and supernatural beings.

The trickster tale is not just a Native

American phenomenon: it is found in folk-

lore or mythology throughout the world.

In Greek mythology, Prometheus and his

brother Epimetheus possess both Bi
trickster's cunning and his foolishnes;i(

does Hermes. In Polynesia, Maui t

trickster makes rope of his sister's ha|

lasso and slow down Ra, the sun. t

spider Ananse is the trickster among S

Ashanti of Africa: an enormous clas|(

their trickster tales is simply ca

anansesem, or "spider stories," regarcji

of whether Ananse appears in th|

Among the Azande people of central
\

rica the trickster is a spider as well: Tu ji

an animal so clever he can make a web|

of himself. But anthropologist E. E. \

ans-Pritchard, in his classic Zaruie Tr\

ster, speaks of the complexities
|

contradictions in the trickster's chara(j

calling Ture

a monster of depravity: liar, cheat, lee

)

murderer; vain greedy, treacherous,

grateful, a poltroon, a braggart. This utt

selfish person is everything against w
Azande warn their children most stror

|

Yet he is the hero of their stories, and it

their children that his exploits are rel;

and he is presented, with very little mor;

ing—if as a rogue, as an engaging one.

there is another side to his character, wj

even to us is appealing: his whims
fooling, recklessness, impetuosity, puci

irresponsibility, his childish desire to si

how clever he is . . . and his flouting of

ery convention. In spite of his nefan

conduct he is never really malicious. Ind,

he has an endearing innocence.

Like most myths and folk tales,

trickster tales encode varying values i

ideas, and some of these are specific

particular cultures. Yet the same ther

are played out in strikingly similar w
throughout the world because the tri

ster tales deal with issues of universal

man experience—family interactic

competition, struggles against author

love, and death. The many sides to

trickster's personality make him es

cially useful to the storyteller: some ta

emphasize the trickster's spiritual s:

and others his material side; some his r

as creator and some as mean-spirited



Those who knew him called him Doc.

And while some ofus devote our passions to our

careers or ourhomes or cars, George "Doc" Sutton devoted

his passion to birds.

His friends were the neglected and the endangered.

His adversaries, carelessness and ignorance.

Through his teaching

and research, through his

writing and painting, and

through his vision, he

created awareness ofbirds

as precious environmental

barometers.

And that awareness

created change: the bald

eagle, only 10 years ago

battling extinction, is now
increasing in number in

the United States. And the

efforts for eagles and otherbirds continue.

Phillips Petroleum is privileged to keep the spirit

ofDoc alive with an ongoing commitment to the George

Miksch Sutton Avian Research Center

PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY®

For more injormatkm, contact the George Miksch Sutton Avian Research Center, Inc. , P.O. Box 2007, Banlesnlle, Oklahoma /4005.
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stroyer. The psychologist Carl Jung saw in

the trickster a primordial figure who tran-

scends humankind's conceptual bound-

aries between gods and mortals; who
moves freely between the worlds of gods

and humans and plays tricks on both.

Many stories capture the trickster as

the primal comedian, able to step outside

of a situation (or a culture) and point out

its ridiculousness. The trickster is incar-

nated in Shakespeare's Puck of A Mid-
summer Night's Dream and in cartoons

("Twicky wabbit" is what Elmer Fudd

calls Bugs Bunny, a classic trickster if ever

there was one). Bart Simpson's constant

challenge to authority qualifies him for

the trickster role.

Trickster tales often serve to entertain

and instruct children, teaching them how
to behave and how the world works. In

Native American stories, as elsewhere,

the trickster is often the underdog, never

the most powerful or beautiful animal.

The trickster is the one who through clev-

erness defeats more powerful forces, using

their very superiority, arrogance, or vanity

as a weapon against them. The story of

Possum's tail warns against such hubris,

as in this version, which combines ele-

ments of similar stories told throughout

eastern North America:

Possum was proud of his long, bushy tail; he

took great pleasure in combing it out every

day, and especially in waving it in front of

Coyote (whose own tail was scraggly and
flea-bitten). When the Animal People came
together for council and a big dance. Pos-

sum demanded a special seat so that every-

one could see his beautiful tail. Coyote
agreed to this, and told Possum that he

would even send Cricket over to comb out

his tail before the dance.

Before sending him to help Possum
primp. Coyote had a talk with Cricket (who
was the best barber among the Animal Peo-

ple). Cricket went and spent hours brushing

out Possum's tail, and when he was done he
carefully wrapped the tail in a red thread

and said, "Possum, this string will keep all

the hairs in place until the dance. When you
get to the council and it's time to dance then

you can take the string off."

Possum went to the lodge where the

dance was held and took his place of honor

in the middle of the Animal People. When
the drummers began, Possum removed the

thread and began to dance in the middle of

the lodge. "See my beautiful tail," he said,

as everyone began to snicker. He said, "See
how fine the fur is," while Coyote nearly

wept trying to contain himself. "See how it

sweeps the ground," he said, as all the Ani-

mal People roared in laughter. Finally Pos-

sum looked around at his naked, scaly tail.

He rolled onto his back and grinned, as he

does to this day when he's caught by sur-

prise.

While trickster tales may warn against

vanity, greed, and excessive cleverness,

they are also highly entertaining, w
helps to account for their wide distribi

and longevity. The similarities in tricl

stories drawn from African American

Native American folk tales are appa

in the following examples. The first

tures one of the most famous tricki

known to contemporary America

Brer Rabbit, whose roots lie in West i

can folk tale traditions. In "How Bro

Fox Was Too Smart," as in many trie!

tales. Brer Rabbit uses Fox's conce

bring him down:

Walking with Fox one day, they saw a t

that Brer Fox did not recognize. When
asked what it was. Rabbit said, "If I'm

mistaken, the poor creature who made
track is Cousin Wildcat, no more am
less." "How big is he, Brer Rabbit,"

asked. "He's about your size." Then 1

Rabbit acted like he was talking to him
"Tut, tut, tut! It's funny that I should o
across Cousin Wildcat in this part of

world. Many's the time I saw my G
daddy kick and cuff Cousin Wildcat

much so that I felt sorry for him. If

want any fun. Brer Fox, now's the tim

get it." Brer Fox, who fancied himse

fighter, was interested; he asked Brer F

bit how he was going to have fun with

Wildcat. "It's easy enough. Just go ta^

ole Cousin Wildcat and slam him aroi

. . . Just hit him a good one, and if he I

to run away, I'll catch him for you."

The climax of the story is predict;

enough, with Rabbit coaxing Fox intc

unwise battle:

In short order. Fox was lying on the gro

in pieces crying, "I'm ruined. Brer Rat

I'm ruined! Run get the doctor, I'm tot

ruined!" Brer Rabbit headed home
when he got out of sight, he bent over

Once again,fast-thinking Brer Rabbit

outsmarts bigBrer B'ar.

Arthur Burdette Frost; Houghton Mifflin Company
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Bugs Bunny

follows a long

tradition.

shook his hands hke a cat does when she

gets water on her feet, and he laughed and
laughed until he was nearly sick from
laughing. [Retold from Nights with Uncle

Remus, by Joel Chandler Harris, 1881.]

In a similar confrontation, the two great

tricksters of North America—Coyote and

Rabbit—attempt to outsmart each other:

One day Coyote came upon Rabbit, who
was making a strong leather sack. He
asked, "What is that sack for. Rabbit?"

Rabbit replied, "A hailstorm is coming, and
I'm making this sack to protect myself."

"Rabbit," said Coyote, "give me this sack

and make yourself another one, so that we
can both be safe." Coyote climbed into the

sack and Rabbit hung him in a tree. Mak-
ing sounds like a violent storm, Rabbit
pelted the sack with rocks. When Coyote
stuck his head out and saw that the hail-

storm was only Rabbit throwing rocks, he

was very angry. He chased Rabbit, who had
gone to a field where crops were growing.

Rabbit's curiosity was aroused by a stick

figure in the field covered with sticky gum.
When Rabbit touched it, his finger became
stuck, and the more he tried to work himself

free, the more stuck he became. Finally

Coyote arrived, still angry. "Rabbit, before

I kill you, tell me what you are doing stuck

to that pole." Thinking fast. Rabbit replied,

"The person whose crops these are wants

me to share a feast with him, but I don't

want to do it. He says that after I've been
stuck to this pole for a while, I'll be hungry
enough to share his great meal." So Coyote
pulled Rabbit loose and stuck himself to the

pole. When the angry farmer returned.

Coyote paid the price.

Now Coyote was so angry he was biting

his tongue and walking into rocks. When he

found Rabbit again he said, "Now I am
going to kill you before you can say another

word." Rabbit was sitting in front of a bee-

hive, and he gestured for Coyote to be

quiet. "Be quiet. Coyote, I am teaching

these small children, and afterwards t

will repay me with a meal." Coyote coul

see into the hive, and did not recognize ii

what it was. But he thought that he cc

finally outsmart Rabbit. "Let me teach

children for a while. Rabbit, while you r

By the way, how will they know when
time to serve up your meal?" Rabbit
plied, "When it is dinner time you must
the hive with this club until they come
You must hit it very hard, because the)

not hear very well." Coyote lectured to

humming hive for a long while. He tolc

what a great warrior he was and of the gi

battles he had fought. Finally he begar

get hungry. He looked around to make s

that Rabbit was out of sight, and then ti

the club and hit the hive so hard tha

broke in two.

In these two tales both Rabbit and C
ote (or Fox) are tricksters, and in turn tl

show their mixture of artful finesse

bumbling stupidity. They beat their he;

together and produce entertaining stoi

that have been successful for ages. Bui

doing so they transmit basic truths ab

the human condition.

In the Winnebago stories of the tri

ster called Hare, the ambiguous hero

cides to help out the human beings i

makes all the animals defenseless agai

them. But when he returns to the lodge

his grandmother (who in this cycle of s

ries represents the earth herself), he fii

that although he has cleverly achie\

what he wanted, outsmarting each of

animals in turn, the result does more ha

than good:

Hare thought to himself, "Now the peo
|

will live peacefully and forever." But
old woman, his grandmother, said, "Gra
son, your talk makes me sad. How can
people live forever, as you do? Earthma!

did not make them thus. All things hava
have an end. You yourself in your traw

around the country must have seen trr

fallen to the ground. That is their end; tl

is their death. Everything will have an ei;

I also will have an end as I am created it

way." Then Hare looked in her directi

and some of her back caved in just as 1

earth does sometimes. That was what
saw. And he saw people cave in with t

earth. "Grandson, thus it is," said the c

woman, "I have been created small and
all the people live forever they would so

fill up the earth. There would then be mcl
suffering than there is now, for some peofi
would always be in want of food if th K

multiplied greatly. That is why everythi;

has an end." Then Hare thought for a loi

time. "A good thing I had obtained for i

people, but my grandmother has spoili

it." So he felt sad, took his blanket, cover(

himself with it, lay down in the corner ai

wept. [Retold from the Winnebago Ha
cycle in The Trickster, by Paul Radin (Lo

don: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1956).]

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropolo^

at the University of Texas.
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Science Lite

Brandon Bleck, Pirate
Only the real crooks don 't need Halloween

by Roger L. Welsch

It's October, and the only anonymous

Americans left are street crooks. In fact, I

think street crooks are street crooks be-

cause they have figured out how to be

anonymous. I live in Dannebrog, Ne-

braska, population 320, and I can't get

away with anything because everyone

knows me. Everyone in town recognizes

my car, my children, even my dog. In

Baltimore, I could get away with almost

anything because no one in Baltimore

knows me, but in Dannebrog? Nothing.

Here I'm accused of doing things I can't

do. It's like that in a small town.

I have no reason to be anonymous (I am
not a crook), but now and then anonymity

would be convenient, even comforting.

But these days there isn't an option. I

make a business call, and the lady answer-

ing the telephone says, "Yes, Miz Toory is

in. May I tell her who is calling?"

Whom is she trying to kid? We know

this strategy. The translation reads, "Miz
Toory wants to know if you are someone

she should bother with." I'd rather be

anonymous in this situation, so I some-

times say, "Just tell her it's the IRS." Or
"I'm calling from the White House." Or
"It's the IRS, calling from the White

House."

At meetings I attend these days—lun-

cheons, conventions, cocktail gatherings,

funerals—right inside the door is a table

where someone with a felt pen makes a

name tag on which they spell my name
wrong: "Hi! I'm ROGUER WELCSH
and I'm from DANNENBERG! Have a

nice day!" The misspellings are a pleasant

point of departure for conversation, but

again, I would just as soon make my own

introductions. Or remain anonymous. On
all my sports coats, the left lapel is worn

thin where I have peeled off thousands of

name tags.

Even worse was the time last month

when I went just a touch over the speed

limit and a state trooper asked to see my
license. He looked at it, and just when I

expected him to address me as "Roger,"
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he called me "Mario Andretti." I would

have preferred anonymity that time too.

I looked at his name on the badge on his

chest and for a moment considered calling

him "Clarence" or, maybe more humor-

ously, "The Tefminator," but with what I

now recognize as well-advised modera-

tion, I addressed him instead as "Yes,

Mister Officer Adams, sir."

And how about all these warnings the

government now requires on a wide range

of products? (I know this doesn't have

anything to do with anonymity, but I'm

getting to the point, no kidding.) Have you
looked at new ladders recently? They are

plastered with warning tags: "Don't stand

above this step," "Don't use this ladder if

you weigh more than 150 pounds (!),"

"Make sure this ladder is sitting on con-

crete at least three inches thick and abso-

lutely level," "Think about using some-

thing other than this ladder," that sort of

thing. Edmund Hillary and Tenzing

Norgay faced fewer threats when they

climbed Everest.

So what does all this have to do with

October? Halloween, that's what. Specifi-

cally, little kids and Halloween.

Remember what life was like when you

were a child? Everyone in the neighbor-

hood knew every kid by name, reputation,

and parentage. Talk about a loss of ano-

nymity! I once had a study in an upstairs

room of a suburban house; my window

looked out over a yard and trees and an

alley. I was working one day when I saw

Brandon Bleck, a run-of-the-mill kid,

strolling along the alley. He was carrying a

stick, and as he walked along, he banged

on fences, doing what he could to rile the

dogs. Dogs barked and growled up the

alley a block or so behind Brandon, and

dogs were arrayed at backyard gates a

couple of hundred feet in front of him,

waiting to be riled. I quietly opened my
study window and yelled out, "Hey, Bran-

don! You cut that out right now or I'm

going to tell your dad!"

My wife says my voice is in the same

class as that of whoever it is who
God in Charlton Heston movies, so I antij

ipated that Brandon would stop dead

his tracks, look around him in terror f<|

the source of the disembodied voi

maybe yell something like "I'm sorry, I':

really sorry!" and then run down the alld

chastened and improved by my instru

tions. Like Charlton Heston.

But Brandon didn't even look up. h
moved down the alley a little quicker-'

but not a lot—to the next block, fro

where I soon again heard the rattle of h

stick against fences and the warm r

sponse of dogs. Brandon expected to 1

caught. As a little kid, he assumed that

dark voice would thunder at him from tl

sky, would know his name, would disa

prove of what generations of children

alleys (including me) had done befoi

him, and would threaten to rat on hii

That's what life is like for a little kid.

When you're a little kid, everyone

bigger than you—and always will be. Y
will never ever be bigger than your me;

big brother Eddie. When you're eigh

years old, he'll be eighty-three, probab

still bigger, and by every indication, st

mean. As a child, you never get to <

anything, and explanations for all the i

strictions are hopelessly arcane.

"Be careful or you'll poke out Eddie'

eye," for example. Good grief, that's pr

cisely what you had in mind! Adults argi

about health warnings now required (

beer cans, cigarette packages, and cau

flower. When you're a little kid, ever

thing carries dire threats: "Eat your boik

carrots or you'll get no dessert," the B'

Guys say. Unless you like carrots. The

they say, "Don't eat too many boiled ca

rots or there'll be no dessert."

A child's life is one of crushing oppre

sion, and the more your parents love yoii

the worse the oppression. Take it from m^

My parents loved me. My childhood wi

hell. I never got to do anything.

Scientific folklorists say that the moi

oppressed a society is, the more it needs



' fety valve," an approved time, place,

1 1 process through which pressures can

: relieved; an opportunity to loosen

—

:efly—the restrictive bonds that hold

i ly the rest of the year.

-or kids, that's Halloween.

This is the one day of the year Brandon

1 ;ck or his brother Justin or maybe by

V his son Jason can be anonymous. He

s to put on weird clothes, conceal his

ntity behind a mask, threaten grown-

il 3, stay out after dark, demand candy,

. too much, and invade alien porches. If

andon's parents are typical, they'll try

talk him out of weird clothes and a

isk, dab some yellow paint on his face,

)usse his hair, and tell him he's Bart

upson. They'll take him to his grand-

nther's house at four in the afternoon

1 d explain that it's dangerous to be out

\ ;er dark. They'll warn him that if he eats

) much, he'll throw up.

I Of course he'll throw up! That's the

I int—eating too much and throwing up.

I
.emember how you felt last year the day

I ter Saint Patrick's Day?)

i Yes, I know: Halloween used to be a

I ligious holiday, and it smacks of voodoo

iid witchcraft, black magic and Satan-

n, necrophilia and sugar frenzies. For-

:t all that. Halloween is the one last

; lance we have to defuse the most vola-

e, righteously indignant minority we

ive—our children.

Come October 31, if he's still making

le rounds, I'll recognize the Bleck kid

hen he shows up at my door. (I know my
3g will.) But I'll pretend he really is a

irate. I hope his father lets him stay out

ntil his sack is full, and that he gets lots of

hocolate bars and only a couple of apples,

hope he eats it all that night and throws

p. I hope he soaps one of Old Man Tay-

,)r's windows. It's all Brandon Bleck

as—this one night out of 365. And it's

ot much to ask.

•olklorist Roger L Welsch lives in

)annebrog, Nebraska.
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HIS View OF LiF

The Moral State of Tahiti-

and ofDarwin
How do wejudge the racial attitudes ofan eminent Victorian?

by Stephen Jay Gould

I don't want to float a sour note during

our woridwide Mozartian orgy for the bi-

centennial of his death (December 5,

1791), but let's face it, the compositions

he wrote at age four and five are not en-

during masterpieces, however sweet. We
even have a word—^juvenilia—for such

"literary or artistic works produced in the

author's youth" {Oxford English Diction-

ary). The term has always borne a deroga-

tory tinge; artists certainly hope for sub-

stantial ontogenetic improvement! John

Donne, in the second recorded use of the

word (1633), entitled his early works:

"luuenilia: or certaine paradoxes and

problemes."

I shouldn't place myself in such august

company, but I do feel the need to confess.

My first work was a poem about dino-

saurs, written at age eight. I cringe to

remember its first verse:

Once there was a Triceratops

With his horns he gave big bops

He gave them to an allosaur

Who went away without a roar.

(I cringe even more to recall its eventual

disposition. I sent the poem to my boyhood

hero, Ned Colbert, curator of dinosaurs at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. Fifteen years later, when I was tak-

ing his course as a graduate student, Col-

bert happened to clean out his old files,

found the poem, and gleefully shared it

with all my classmates one afternoon.)

Now, a trivia question on the same
theme: what was Charles Darwin's first

published work? A speculation on evolu-

tion? Perhaps a narrative of scientific dis-

covery on the Beagle? No, this greatest

and most revolutionary of all biologists,

this inverter of the established order, pub-

lished his first work in the South African

Christian Recorder for 1 836—a joint arti-

cle with Beagle skipper Robert FitzRoy

on "The Moral State of Tahiti." (The

standard catalog of Darwin's publications

lists one prior item—a booklet of Beagle

letters addressed to Professor Henslow

and printed by the Cambridge Philosophi-

cal Society in 1 835. But this pamphlet was

issued only for private distriljution among
members—the equivalent of an informal

modem photocopying. "The Moral State

of Tahiti" represents Darwin's first public

appearance in print, and biographers

record it as his first publication—even

though the article is mostly FitzRoy's,

with long excerpts from Darwin's diaries

patched in and properly acknowledged.)

The great Russian explorer Otto von

Kotzebue had poured fuel on an old and

worldwide dispute by arguing that Chris-

tian missionaries had perpetrated far

more harm than good in destroying native

cultures (and often cynically fronting for

colonial power) under the guise of "im-

provement." FitzRoy and Darwin wrote

their article to attack Kotzebue and to

defend the good work of English mission-

aries in Tahiti and New Zealand.

The two shipmates began by noting

with sortow the strong antimissionary sen-

timents that they had encountered when
the Beagle called at Capetown:

A very short stay at the Cape of Good Hope
is sufficient to convince even a passing

stranger, that a strong feeling against the

Missionaries in South Africa is there very

prevalent. From what cause a feeling so

much to be lamented has arisen, is probably

well known to residents at the Cape. We can
only notice the fact: and feel sorrow.

Following a general defense of mission-

ary activity, FitzRoy and Darwin move to

specific cases of their own prior observa-

tion, particularly to the improved "moral

state" of Tahiti:

Quitting opinions ... it may be desirable to

see what has been doing at Otaheite (now
called Tahiti) and at New Zealand, towards

reclaiming the "barbarians." . . . The Bea-

gle passed a part of last November
Otaheite or Tahiti. A more orderly, qui(

inoffensive community I have not seen

any other part of the world. Every one of t

Tahitians appeared anxious to oblige, ai

naturally good tempered and cheerfi

They showed great respect for, and a th(

ough good will towards, the missionarii

. . . and most deserving of such a feeling d

those persons appear to be.

FitzRoy and Darwin were, obvious

attentive to a possible counterargument-

that the Tahitians have always been

decent, and that missionary activity hi

been irrelevant to their gooid qualities 1

European taste. The article is largely ;

argument against this interpretation and

defense for direct and substantial "u

provement" by missionaries. Darwin,

particular, presents two arguments, bo «
quoted directly from his journals. Fir

Tahitian Christianity seems deep and ge

uine, not "for show" and only in the pre

ence of missionaries. Darwin cites an in(

dent from his travels with native Tahitia:

into the island's interior, far from scrutin

(This incident must have impressed Da'

win powerfully, for he recited it in sever

letters to family members and included i

account in his Voyage of the Beagle): '

Before we laid ourselves down to sleep, tl

elder Tahitian fell on his knees, and r

peated a long prayer. He seemed to pray i

a christian should, with fitting reverence 1

his God, without ostentatious piety, or fe£

of ridicule. At daylight, after their mornin
prayer, my companions prepared an exce

lent breakfast of bananas and fish. Neithe

of them would taste food without saying

short grace. Those travellers, who hint the

a Tahitian prays only when the eyes of th

missionaries are fixed on him, might hav i

profited by similar evidence.

Second, and more important, Tahitia: i

good qualities were directly created o 5

substantially fostered by missionary activ

)

ity. They were a dubious lot, Darwin as (
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serts, before Western civilization arrived.

On the whole, it is my opinion that the state

of morality and religion in Tahiti is highly

creditable. . . . Human sacrifices,—the

bloodiest of warfare,—parricide,—and in-

fanticide,—the power of an idolatrous

priesthood,—and a system of profligacy un-

paralleled in the annals of the world,—have

been abolished,—and dishonesty, licen-

tiousness, and intemperance have been

greatly reduced, by the introduction of

Christianity.

(On the subject of sexual freedom in

women, so long an issue and legend for all

Tahitian travelers from Captain Cook to

Fletcher Christian, FitzRoy remarked: "I

would scarcely venture to give a general

opinion, after only so short an acquaint-

ance; but I may say that I witnessed no

improprieties." Nonetheless, FitzRoy did

admit that "human nature in Tahiti can-

not be supposed superior to erring human
nature in other parts of the world." Dar-

win then added a very keen observation on

hypocrisy in Western male travelers who

do not sufficiently credit missionaries as a

result of their private frustration on this

issue: "I do believe that, disappointed in

not finding the field of licentiousness so

open as formerly, and as was expected,

they will not give credit to a morality

which they do not wish to practise.")

Many arguments float back and forth

throughout this interesting article, but the

dominant theme can surely be summa-

rized in a single word: paternalism. We
know what is good for the primitives—and

thank God they are responding and im-

proving on Tahiti by becoming more Eu-

ropean in their customs and actions.

Praise the missionaries for this exemplary

work. One comment, again by FitzRoy,

captures this theme with special discom-

fort (to modem eyes) for its patronizing

approach, even to royalty:

The Queen, and a large party, passed some
hours on board the Beagle. Their behavior

was extremely correct, and their manners
were inoffensive. Judging from former ac-

counts, and what we witnessed, I should

think that they are improving yearly.

Thus, we may return to my opening

issue—the theme of juveniUa. Shall we
rank "The Moral State of Tahiti," Dar-

win's very first article, in the category of

severe later embarrassments? Did Darwin

greatly revise his views on non-Western

peoples and civilizations and come to re-

gard his early paternalism as a folly of

youthful inexperience? Much traditional

commentary in the hagiographical mode
would so have it, and isolated quotations

can be cited from here and there to sup-

port such an interpretation (for Darwin

was a complex man who wrestled with

deep issues, sometimes in contradictory

ways, throughout his life).

But I would advance the opposite claim

as a generality. I don't think Darwin ever

substantially revised his anthropological

views. His basic attitude remained:

"They" are inferior but redeemable. His

mode of argument changed in later life.

He would no longer have framed his opin-

ions in terms of traditional Christianity

and missionary work. He would have tem-

pered his strongest paternalistic enthusi-

asm with a growing understanding (cyni-

cism would be too strong a word) of the

foibles of human nature in all cultures,

including his own. (We see the first fruits

of such wisdom in his comment, cited pre-

viously, on why sexually frustrated travel-

ers fail to credit the Tahitian missionar-

ies.) But his basic belief in a hierarchy of

cultural advance, with white Europeans

on top and natives of different colors on

the bottom, did not change.

Turning to the major work of his matu-

rity, The Descent ofMan (1871), Darwin

writes in summary:

The races differ also in constitution, in

acclimatisation, and in liability to certain

diseases. Their mental characteristics are

likewise very distinct; chiefly as it would

appear in their emotional, but partly in

their intellectual faculties. Every one who
has had the opportunity of comparison,

must have been struck with the contrast

between the taciturn, even morose, aborigi-

nes of S. America and the lighthearted,

talkative negroes.

The most striking passage occurs in a

diff'erent context. Darwin is arguing that

discontinuities in nature do not speak

against evolution, because most interme-

diate forms are now extinct. Just think, he

tells us, how much greater the gap be-

tween apes and humans will become when

both the highest apes and the lowest peo-

ple are exterminated:

At some future period, not very distant as

measured by centuries, the civilized races

of man will almost certainly exterminate

and replace throughout the world the sav-

age races. At the same time the anthro-

pomorphous apes . . . will no doubt be ex-

terminated. The break will then be

rendered wider, for it will intervene be-

tween man in a more civilized state, as we
may hope, than the Caucasian, and some
ape as low as a baboon, instead of as at

present between the negro or Australian

and the gorilla.

The common (and false) impression of

Darwin's egalitarianism arises largely

from selective quotation. Darwin was

strongly attracted to certain peoples often

despised by Europeans, and some later

writers have falsely extrapolated to a pre-

sumed general attitude. On the Beagle

voyage, for example, he commented ab(t

African blacks enslaved in Brazil:

It is impossible to see a negro and not f|

kindly towards him; such cheerful, opu
honest expressions and such fine muscu)

bodies; I never saw any of the diminutj

Portuguese with their murderous co\

tenances, without almost wishing for Bra

to follow the example of Hayti.

But toward other peoples, particuk

the Fuegians of southernmost Sou

America, Darwin felt contempt: "I 1

lieve if the world was searched, no low

grade of man could be found."

Elaborating later in his voyage. Dam
writes:

Their red skins filthy and greasy, their hi

entangled, their voices discordant, thj

gesticulation violent and without dignil

Viewing such men, one can hardly mal
oneself believe that they are fellow cnl

tures placed in the same world. ... It i:|

common subject of conjecture, what plil

sure in life some of the less gifted animi
can enjoy? How much more reasonablyp

may be asked with respect to these mer't

On the subject of sexual differences, t(4

often a surrogate for racial attitudes, Dilii

win writes in The Descent of Man (ap
with direct analogy to cultural variatioj^i

It is generally admitted that with womjw
the powers of intuition, of rapid percepti( (p

and perhaps of imitation, are more stronj w
marked than in man; but some, at least, Uc

these faculties are characteristic of tB
lower races, and therefore of a past a

lower state of civilization. The chief distil9
tion in the intellectual powers of the t M
sexes is shown by man attaining to a higl

j

eminence, in whatever he takes up, thj

woman can attain—whether requiring de i

thought, reason, or imagination, or mer
j

the use of the senses and hands.

Darwin attributes these differences

the evolutionary struggle that males mi 1

pursue for success in mating: "These va
ji

ii

ous faculties will thus have been contw

ually put to the test, and selected dun
manhood." In a remarkable passage,

'

then expresses thanks that evolutiona

innovations of either sex tend to pass,

inheritance, to both sexes, lest the dispj

ity between men and women grow ev

greater by virtue of exclusively ma

accomplishment;

It is, indeed, fortunate that the law of ti

equal transmission of characters to bo

sexes has commonly prevailed througho

the whole class of mammals; otherwise it

probable that man would have become
superior in mental endowment to woman,
the peacock is in ornamental plumage
the peahen.

Shall we then simply label Darwin as
1

racist and sexist all the way from youthf I

folly to mature reflection? Such a stii

14 Natural History 10/91
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necked and uncharitable attitude will get

us nowhere if we wish to understand and

seek enlightenment from our past. In-

stead, I will plead for Darwin on two

grounds: one general; the other personal.

The general argument is obvious and

easy to make. How can we castigate some-

one for reflecting a standard attitude of

his age, however much we may legiti-

mately deplore that attitude today? Belief

in racial and sexual inequality was un-

questioned among upper-class Victorian

males—probably about as controversial

as the Pythagorean theorem. Darwin did

construct a diff'erent rationale for a shared

certainty, and for this we may exact some
judgment. But I see no purpose in strong

criticism for a largely passive acceptance

of common wisdom. Let us rather analyze

why such potent and evil nonsense then

passed for certain knowledge.

If I choose to impose individual blame

for all past social ills, there will be no one

left to like in some of the most fascinating

periods of our history. For example, if I

place every Victorian anti-Semite beyond
the pale of my attention, my compass of

available music and literature will be piti-

fully small. Although I hold no shred of

sympathy for active persecutors, I cannot

excoriate individuals who acquiesced pas-

sively in a standard societal judgment.

Rail instead against the judgment and try

to understand what motivates men of de-

cent will.

The personal argument is more difficult

and requires substantial biographical

knowledge. Attitudes are one thing, ac-

tions another—and by their fruits ye shall

know them. What did Darwin do with his

racial attitudes, and how do his actions

stack up against the moves of his contem-

poraries? By this proper criterion, Darwin
merits our high admiration.

Darwin was a meliorist in the paternal-

istic tradition, not a believer in biologi-

cally fixed and ineradicable inequality.

Either attitude can lead to ugly state-

ments about despised peoples, but practi-

cal consequences are so different. The me-
liorist may wish to eliminate cultural

practices and may be vicious and uncom-
promising in his lack of sympathy for dif-

ferences, but he does view "savages"

(Darwin's word) as "primitive" by social

circumstances and biologically capable of

improvement (read Westernization). But

the determinist regards "primitive" cul-

ture as a reflection of unalterable biologi-

cal inferiority—and what social policy

must then follow in an era of colonial ex-

pansion: elimination, slavery, permanent
domination?

Even for his most despised Fuegians,

Darwin understood the small intrinsic dif-

ference between them in their nakedness

and him in his regalia. He attributed their

limits to a harsh surrounding climate and

hoped, in his usual paternalistic way, for

their eventual improvement. He wrote in

his Beagle diary for February 24, 1834:

Their country is a broken mass of wild

rocks, lofty hills and useless forests, and
these are viewed through mists and endless

storms. . . . How little can the higher pow-
ers of the mind come into play: what is there

for imagination to paint, for reason to com-
pare, for judgment to decide upon? To
knock a limpet from the rock does not even
require cunning, that lowest power of the

mind Although essentially the same
creature, how little must the mind of one of
these beings resemble that of an educated
man. What a scale of improvement is com-
prehended between the faculties of a Fue-
gian savage and a Sir Isaac Newton!

Darwin's final line on the Fuegians (in

the Voyage ofthe Beagle) uses an interest-

ing and revealing phrase in summary: "I

believe, in this extreme part of South

America, man exists in a lower state of

improvement than in any other part of the

worid." You may cringe at the paternal-

ism, but "lower state of improvement"

does at least stake a claim for potential

brotherhood. And Darwin did recognize

the beam in his own shipmates' eyes m
writing of their own irrationalisms:

Each [Fuegian] family or tribe has a wizard
or conjuring doctor. . . . [Yet] I do not

think that our Fuegians were much more
superstitious than some of the sailors; for an
old quartermaster firmly believed that the

successive heavy gales, which we encoun-
tered off Cape Horn, were caused by our
having the Fuegians on board.

I must note a precious irony and briefly

summarize a bizarre and wonderful story.

Were it not for paternalism, the Beagle

might never have sailed, and Darwin
would probably have lost his date with

history. Regret paternalism, laugh at it,

cringe mightily, but grant its most salu-

tary, if indirect, benefit for Darwin. Cap-
tain FitzRoy had made a previous voyage

to Tierra del Fuego. There he "acquired,"

through ransom and purchase, four Fue-

gians. He then brought them to England

for a harebrained experiment in the "im-

provement" of "savages." They arrived in

October 1 830 and remained until the Bea-

gle set sail again in December 1831.

One of the four soon died of smallpox,

but the others lived at Walthamstow and
received instruction in English manners,

language, and religion. They attracted

widespread attention, including an official

summons for a visit with King William IV.

FitzRoy, fiercely committed to his pa-

ternalistic experiment, planned the next

Beagle voyage primarily to return the

three Fuegians, along with an English n- 4

sionary and a large cargo of totally ina.
1

gruous and useless goods (including

trays and sets of fine china) donated, wi,

the world's best will and deepest naiVe;

by women of the parish. There FitzRi

planned to establish a mission to begin t

great task of improvement for the eartl

most lowly creatures.

FitzRoy would have chartered a boat

his own expense to return York Minst

Jemmy Button, and Fuegia Basket to thi

homes. But the Admiralty, pressured

FitzRoy's powerful relatives, finally 01

fitted the Beagle and sent FitzRoy for

again, this time accompanied by Darw
Darwin liked the Fuegians, and his lo

contact in close quarters helped to cc

vince him that all people share a comm
biology, whatever their cultural dispari

Late in life, he recalled (in The Descent

Man, 1871):

The American aborigines, Negroes and E
ropeans differ as much from each other

mind as any three races that can be name
yet I was incessantly struck, whilst livi

with the Fuegians on board the "Beagh
with the many little traits of charact
showing how similar their minds were 1

ours.

FitzRoy's noble experiment ended

predictable disaster. They docked ne

Jemmy Button's home, built huts for

mission station, planted European vegei

bles, and landed Mr. Matthews, avatar

Christ among the heathen, along with t

three Fuegians. Matthews lasted abc

two weeks. His china smashed, his vegc

bles trampled, FitzRoy ordered him ba

to the Beagle and eventually left him
New Zealand with his missionary brotb

FitzRoy returned a year and a mon
later. He met Jemmy Button, who tc

him that York and Fuegia had robbed hi

of all his clothes and tools and left 1

canoe for their own nearby regie

Jemmy, meanwhile, had "reverted" coi

pletely to his former mode of life, i

though he remembered some English, e

pressed much gratitude to FitzRoy, ai

asked the captain to take some presents

his special friends
—

"a bow and quiv

full of arrows to the schoolmaster of Ws
thamstow . . . and two spear-heads mac
expressly for Mr. Danvin." In a remar
able example of stiff" upper lip in the fa«

of adversity, FitzRoy put the best possib

spin upon a personal disaster. He wrote

Perhaps a ship-wrecked seaman may hen (

after receive help and kind treatment froil

Jemmy Button's children; prompted,
they can hardly fail to be, by the traditior

j

they will have heard of men of other land i(

and by an idea, however faint, of their dut
\

to God as well as their neighbor.
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ERE SO SURE GEVALIA KAFFE WILL BECOME
YOUR SWEDISH OBSESSION, THIS ELEGANT
GIFT IS YOURS JUST FOR TRYING IT

Over a century ago, in the port

ofGavle, Sweden, Victor The-

odor Engwall started a company

that led to a most demanding

search. It became a quest that

would span generations of Eng-

walls. Even today they continue

their obsession to achieve a cof-

fee blend that comes

as close to perfec-

tion as possible.

Today, we invite

you to share the

Engwall obsession,

.-TSgyw"" starting with a gift:

the European-style Automatic-

Drip Coffeemaker. It's an ideal

way to enjoy the full, rich flavor

of Gevalia® Kaffe quickly, sim-

ply and at its finest.

The Engwall family would

have wanted nothing less. For

they spent years tirelessly roast-

ing and blending and tasting

and testing the finest beans from

the world's great coffee

plantations.

This grand achievement was

rewarded with Gevalia's appointment as coffee

purveyor to the Swedish Royal Court-

an honor we still hold today.

MAKE GEVALIA
YOUR OBSESSION.

Gevalia Kaffe is not sold in stores in the

U.S. But now you can enjoy it in your home
or office through the Gevalia Kaffe Import

Service.

You may order Gevalia whole bean

or ground. And if you prefer de-

caffeinated, prepare for a pleasant

surprise.

Gevalia naturally decaffei

nated coffee is made
using a patented pro

cess, with the same

ingredients found m
sparkling water. So

caffeine is removed

naturally while

the magnificent

flavor of Gevalia

remains intact.

YOUR GIFT;

THE EUROPEAN-STYLE
COFFEEMAKER
(RETAM.VAI.IJfi5W.95)

With your Trial Shipment of

Gevalia Kaffe you will receive

the high-quality automatic drip

coffeemaker shown. It's our way

of ensuring that you enjoy

Gevalia at its best.

The coffeemaker makes up

to four cups at a time, and has a

European-style filter cone to

ensure full flavor even when
making a single cup.

The retail value of this

coffeemaker is $39.95. But it is

yours as our gift with your Trial

Shipment (one

pound) of deli-

cious Gevalia Kaffe,

'

with the simple

understanding

that if after trying it you want

more, you will get further ship-

ments through our Import Ser-

vice. That's how sure we are

that one taste will make
For freshness, each batch of Gevalia is Gevalia your Swedish obsession,

vacuum-sealed in half-pound pouches of To order, simply complete and return

golden foil-whether you order Traditional the coupon or, for credit card orders, call

or Decaffeinated. toll free. 1-800-678-2687.
Complete and mail this coupon to: —

GEVALIA KAFFE IMPORT SERVICE, RO. BOX 11424, DES MOINES, lA 50336r
n YES, I would like to try one pound ofGevalia Kaffe for $10. 00, including shipping and handling, and
receive with it the European-style Automatic Drip Coffeemaker (retail value $39. 95 ) as a free gift.

Send me Gevalia Kaffe-two Vz pound packages of the type(s) 1 indicated below, with the understanding

that if after trying it I want more, I will get further shipments through the Gevalia Kaffe Import Service.

Check One: A D Traditional Roast Regular

B n Traditional Roast Decaffeinated

C n Vi lb. Traditional Roast Regular, Vi lb. Decaf.

Charge my: n MASTERCARD DVISA D AMERICAN EXPRESS D DISCOVER CARD

Check One: 1 D Whole Bean
2 D Ground

Card Number:

n My check is enclosed, payable to Gevalia Kaffe for $10.00.

CODE: 04-156273

Please sign here_

Exp. Date-

HOW THIS SERVICE WORKSrI. You musHind Gevalia Kaffe pleasing to your taste or you may send a postcard within 10 days after you receive your introductory supply lelNng us tocancel, and we wi!^
The Automatic Drip Coffeemaker IS yours to keep in any case. 2. Otherwise about one month alter you receive your introductory package, you will receive your first standard shiprnent containing four packages. {l/2ib. each
the lype(s) you have indicated. Your standard shipment ol 4 packages will ba sent to you thereafter once every 6 weeks 3. You win be billed only $4.25 for each package of regular Gevalia Kaffe and S4-75 for each package of
Decaffeinated, A shipping and handling charge will be added. 4. You agree to pay as soon as you receive each shipment. For those using credit cards, subsequent shipments will also be convenienlty billed to your card.
5. The above prices areguaranteed not to rise thorough JanuarySI, 1992, 6. You maychangethe quantities and type of Gevaliayou want at any time, or cancel the arrangement and receive no furthershipments simply by notifying

p per household. 6. Offer i n only to residents of Continental U.S. , Alaska and H



Speak their language and close the deal.

Think and Talk" by Berlitz makes it sim-
ple to speak the buyer's language over-
seas and in America's growing Hispanic
market.

Learn progressively, just like you
learned English

Interact with native speakers on the tapes

Acquire a working vocabulary of over
1000 words

Practice wherever you are, at your own
pace, even with your family

Pay in 6 easy installments of $27,08
each, with money-back guarantee

Think and Talk by Berlitz, $155 each plus
$7.48 shipping and insured delivery.

To order, call us toll-free at

1-800-392-3500 oept 5i78
Or by fax to Berlitz

1-609-461-2443 Dept 5178
or write to us.

Bertltz Publications, Inc., Dept517g. P.O Box 506,

900 Chester Avenue, Delran, NJ 08075

Get TV reception you never had before, with. .

.

Antenna Multiplier
only »2925*
*But read this adfor an even better deal!

You won't need it ifyou are connected to a cable system, but
if you are not you will now get TV reception that you

could never enjoy before. Inside its unprepossessing hous-
ing, the Antenna Multiplier" hides a small technical miracle
—an array of electronic components that literally multi-
plies the reception power of your TV. The Antenna Multi-
plier™ stabilizes your TV picture, eliminates "ghosts" and
static, and brings in stations that were until now only visible
as flickers and annoying shadows. In most areas you will be
able to eliminate any outdoor antenna completely making your-
self independent ofbad weather interference and atmospheric disturbances The Multiplier
needs no outside power-it gets its "juice" right through yourTV set . You place the Multiplier'
on the television set itself, lay it on a nearby table, or hang it on the wall. And, of course you
can bid yourmessy and ineffective rabbit ears, loop, rod, or dish antennas good-bye A n'tenna

A^'if^Vf
"1"'" "°* '"^' enhance your TV reception manifold, it also vastly improves

AM/i-M radio reception and brings in new stations on multiband and shortwave receiversWe are the exclusive importers of theAntennaMultiplief in the United Statesand can therefore
bnng you this outstandingTV accessory for just $29.95. But we have an even better deal- Buy
two for $59.90, and we'll send you a third one, with our compliments—absolutely FREE'
Unleash the full power of your television with Antenna Multiplier"; Order it today <

T/ic An-
tenna Muiti-

-ilier sivnificaullif

imsis UHF, VHT
Television and AM, FM,

& Shortwave radio reception.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER

TOLL FREE (800) 882-3050

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please give order #1429A981. If you prefer, maU
checl^ or card authorization and expiration. We
need daytime ptione number for all orders and is-

suing bank for charge orders. Add shipping/in-
surance: $5.95 for one, $6.95 for three. Add sales
tax forCA delivery. You have 30 day return and one
year warranty. We do not refund shippingcharges.

For quantity orders (100+ ), call Ernest Gerard,
our Wholesale/Premium Manager at (415)
543-6570 or write him at the address below.

liaMills
'ol $<i*v f-'i^^^^-ci^cc

139 Townsend Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

But the strongest argument for a(in

ing Darwin lies not in the relatively ben.

cent character of his belief, but in
i

chosen form of action upon these con\

tions. We cannot use a modem politi

classification (Bork versus Marshall on
firmative action) as termini of an old sp
trum. Thurgood Marshall's perspecti

did not exist for the policy makers of D
win's day. All were racists by our prese

day standards. On that spectrum, th(

whom we now judge most harshly urg

that inferiority be used as an excuse i

dispossession and slavery, while th(

whom we most admire in retrospect urg

a moral principle of equal rights a
nonexploitation, whatever the biologic

status of people.

Darwin held this second, most adr
rable position with the two America
best regarded by later history: Thorn
Jefferson and Darwin's soul mate (I

they share the same birth date) Abraha
Lincoln. Jefferson, although express!

himself tentatively, wrote: "I advance
therefore, as a suspicion only, that t

blacks ... are inferior to the whites in t

endowment both of body and of mine
But he wished no policy of forced soc

inequality to flow from this suspicic

"Whatever be their degree of talents, it

no measure of their rights." As for Li

coin, many sources have collected 1

chiUing (and frequent) statements abo

black inferiority Yet, he is national he

numero uno for his separation of biolo;

cal assessment from judgments abo

moral issues and social policies.

Darwin, t(X), was a fervent and acti

abolitionist. Some of the most moving p;

sages ever written against the slave tra^

occur in the last chapter of the Voyage
the Beagle. Darwin's ship, after calling

Tahiti, New Zealand, Australia, ai

South Africa (where FitzRoy and Darw
submitted their bit of juvenilia to a loc

paper), stopped for a last visit in Braz
before setting a straight course to En
land. Darwin wrote:

On the 19th of August we finally left tl

shores of Brazil. I thank God I shall nev(

again visit a slave country. . . . Near Rio c

Janeiro I lived opposite to an old lady, wh
kept screws to crush the fingers of her f

male slaves. I have stayed in a house whei
a young household mulatto, daily an
hourly, was reviled, beaten, and persecute
enough to break the spirit of the lowei

animal. I have seen a little boy, six or seve

years old, struck thrice with a horse-whi
(before I could interfere) on his naked heac

for having handed me a glass of water nc

quite clean I was present when a kinc

hearted man was on the point of separatin

forever the men, women, and little childre

of a large number of families who had Ion

lived together.
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)arwin then moves from description to

{iitation and plea for action:

ill not even allude to the many heart-

i
ening atrocities which I authentically

I
rd of;—nor would I have mentioned the

il ve revolting details, had I not met with

( ;ral people so blinded by the constitu-

i|ial gaiety of the negro as to speak of

|,ery as a tolerable evil.

iuting the standard argument for

jievolent treatment with a telUng anal-

)• from his own land, Darwin continues:

s argued that self-interest will prevent

; essive cruelty; as if self-interest pro-

ved our domestic animals, which are far

I' likely than degraded slaves to stir up

;i rage of their savage masters.

Although I have reviewed them a hun-

: d times, I still cannot read Darwin's

: sing lines without experiencing a spinal

If/er for the power of his prose—and

t hout feeling great pride in having an

jUectual hero with such admirable hu-

n qualities as well (the two don't mesh

y often):

ose who look tenderly at the slave owner

1 with a cold heart at the slave, never

m to put themselves into the position of

latter; what a cheerless prospect, with

even a hope of change! Picture to your-

f the chance, ever hanging over you, of

ir wife and your little children—those

objects which nature urges even the slave to

call his own—being torn from you and sold

like beasts to the first bidder! And these

deeds are done and palliated by men, who
profess to love their neighbors as them-

selves, who believe in God, and pray that his

Will be done on earth! It makes one's blood

boil, yet heart tremble, to think that we

Englishmen and our American descen-

dants, with their boastful cry of liberty,

have been and are so guilty.

Thus, if we must convene a court more

than 1 50 years after the event—a foolish

notion in any case, although we seem

driven to such anachronism—I think that

Darwin will pass through the pearly gates,

with perhaps a short stay in purgatory to

think about paternalism. What then is the

antidote to paternalism and its modem
versions of insufficient appreciation for

human differences (combined with too

easy an equation of one's own particular

and largely accidental way with universal

righteousness)? What else but the direct

and sympathetic study of cultural diver-

sity—the world's most fascinating subject

in any case, whatever its virtues in moral

education. This is the genuine theme be-

hind our valuable modem movement for

pluralism in the study of literature and

history—for knowing the works and cul-

tures of minorities and despised groups

rendered invisible by traditional scholar-

ship.

I don't deny that occasional abuses

have been perpetrated by people who are

overly zealous in this good cause; what

else is new? But the attempt by even more

zealous conservatives to distort and cari-

cature this movement as a leftist fascism

of "political correctness" ranks as a cyni-

cal smoke screen spread to cover a power

struggle for control of the curriculum.

Yes, Shakespeare foremost and forever

(Darwin too). But also teach about the

excellence of Pygmy bushcraft and Fue-

gian survival in the world's harshest cli-

mate. Dignity and inspiration come in

many guises. Would anyone choose the

tinhom patriotism of George Armstrong

Custer over the eloquence of Chief Joseph

in defeat?

Finally, think about one more Darwin-

ian line—perhaps the greatest—from the

passages on slavery in the Voyage of the

Beagle. We leam about diversity in order

to understand, not simply to accept: "If

the misery of our poor be caused not by

laws of nature, but by our institutions,

great is our sin."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.

Inch for inch, ounce for ounce,

the purest form of optical perfection you can pull out of a pocket!

Pow/erful and versatile with all the

quality features of Leica's full size

binoculars less the size and w/eight.

Just 3% X 2/2 X V/s" folded

-

under 8 oz. Available in 8 x 20 and

10 X 25 power, in shockproof armoring

or black leather. Lifetime warranty and

3 year No-Fault Passport Protection.

Btca-
The freedom to see

P.0DUSOA,

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

FOR INFORMATION, COLOR BROCHURES OR DEALER NAME, CALL (800) 222-0118; IN NJ (201) 767-7500.
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Nature's Infinite Boo

The Saltshaker's Curse
Physiological adaptations that helped American blacks survive slavery

may now bepredisposing their descendants to hypertension

by Jared Diamond

On the walls of the main corridor at

UCLA Medical School hang thirty-seven

photographs that tell a moving story. They

are the portraits of each graduating class,

from the year that the school opened

(Class of 1955) to the latest crop (Class of

1991). Throughout the 1950s, and early

1960s the portraits are overwhelmingly of

young white men, diluted by only a few

white women and Asian men. The first

black student graduated in 1961, an event

not repeated for several more years. When
I came to UCLA in 1966, 1 found myself

lecturing to seventy-six students, of whom
seventy-four were white. Thereafter the

numbers of blacks, Hispanics, and Asians

exploded, until the most recent photos

show the number of white medical stu-

dents declining toward a minority.

In these changes of racial composition,

there is of course nothing unique about

UCLA Medical School. While the shifts

in its student body mirror those taking

place, at varying rates, in other profes-

sional groups throughout American soci-

ety, we still have a long way to go before

professional groups truly mirror society

itself. But ethnic diversity among physi-

cians is especially important because of

the dangers inherent in a profession com-

posed of white practitioners for whom
white biology is the norm.

Different ethnic groups face different

health problems, for reasons of genes as

well as of life style. Familiar examples

include the prevalence of skin cancer and

cystic fibrosis in whites, stomach cancer

and stroke in Japanese, and diabetes in

Hispanics and Pacific islanders. Each

year, when I teach a seminar course in

ethnically varying disease patterns, these

by-now-familiar textbook facts assume a

gripping reality, as my various students

choose to discuss some disease that affects

themselves or their relatives. To read

about the molecular biology of sickle-cell

anemia is one thing. It's quite another

thing when one of my students, a black

man homozygous for the sickle-cell gene,

describes the pain of his own sickling at-

tacks and how they have affected his life.

Sickle-cell anemia is a case in which the

evolutionary origins of medically impor-

tant genetic differences among peoples

are well understood. (It evolved only in

malarial regions because it confers resis-

tance against malaria.) But in many other

cases the evolutionary origins are not

nearly so transparent. Why is it, for exam-

ple, that only some human populations

have a high frequency of the Tay-Sachs

gene or of diabetes? In several of my col-

umns I've discussed this evolutionary

problem in connection with smallpox and

hereditary tyrosinemia, as well as malaria

(June 1988, February 1989, February

1 990). This column will ask why hyperten-

sion (high blood pressure) should be the

leading killer of American blacks.

Compared with American whites of the

same age and sex, American blacks have,

on the average, higher blood pressure,

double the risk of developing hyperten-

sion, and nearly ten times the risk of dying

of it. By age fifty, nearly half of U. S.

black men are hypertensive. For a given

age and blood pressure, hypertension

more often causes heart disease and espe-

cially kidney failure and strokes in U. S.

blacks than whites. Because the frequency

of kidney disease in U. S. blacks is eight-

een times that in whites, blacks account

for about two-thirds of U. S. patients with

hypertensive kidney failure, even though

they make up only about one-tenth of the

population. Around the world, only Japa-

i

nese exceed U. S. blacks in their risk

dying from stroke. Yet it was not ui

1932 that the average difference in bk

pressure between U. S. blacks and whi

was clearly demonstrated, thereby exp

ing a major health problem outside i

norms of white medicine.

What is it about American blacks tl

makes them disproportionately likely

develop hypertension and then to die of

consequences? While this question is

course especially "interesting" to bl

readers, it also concerns all America

because other ethnic groups in the Unii

States are not so far behind blacks in th

risk of hypertension. If Natural HisU

readers are a cross section of the Unii

States, then about one-quarter of you n -j

have high blood pressure, and more tl: I

half of you will die of a heart attack -i

stroke to which high blood pressure p )

disposes. Thus, we all have valid reasc 'i

for being interested in hypertension. j

First, some background on what the 'I

numbers mean when your doctor inflate i^

rubber cuff about your arm, listens, ( !

flates the cuff, and finally pronouncai

"Your blood pressure is 120 over 80." TM
cuff device is called a sphygmomanoi'^

eter, and it measures the pressure in yofi

artery in units of millimeters of mercu )\

(that's the height to which your bloili

pressure would force up a column of mtjj

cury in case, God forbid, your artery wejl

suddenly connected to a vertical mercu i»

column). Naturally, your blood pressu*

varies with each stroke of your heart, j;

the first and second numbers refer, respejl

tively, to the peak pressure at each hean

beat (systolic pressure) and to the mir!

mum pressure between beats (diastol I

pressure). Blood pressure varies somi

what with position, activity, and anxieij
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Now enjoy brilliant college
lectures in your home or car
Ith audio and video recordings by SuperStar Teachers'"— professors most admired by America's students.

Produced in cooperation with THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION Resident Associate Program.

new venture, The Teaching Company, is

, k. searching America's leading colleges and

1 iversities for SuperStar Teachers'"— profes-

i s whose lecture courses are rated highest by

I ' students themselves in independent course

I duation guidebooks — and recording their
'

tui'es for a wider audience.

In cooperation vnth The Smithsonian Insti-

ion Resident Associate Program, top-rated

ifessors thus identified are being brought to
' ishington, D.C., where their famous lecture

I irses are delivered before rapt audiences and

: orded in audio and video.

Each taped lecture series is a condensed

:ht-lecture version of the professor's one-

nester course in the subject.

Audience reactions at the taping sessions

re been ecstatic. Written evaluations included

' Timents like, "I didn't want it to end!" and

I

ad me on the edge ofmy seat!"

When The Wall Street Journal takes note

J

what a company is doing, that's news! And
,
it's what happened in an April, 1991 issue,

len The Journal ran a long story about us

aded, "Tapes Take Top Teachers into Homes."

Here are the first courses now available for

joyment in your living room or car, or with

i-phones while exercising, commuting, or tak-

i' \ our daily walk.

(E LIFE OF THE MIND: AN INTRODUCTION
.

t PSYCHOLOGY. Richard Gerrig, Ph.D., Asso-
ite Professor of Psychology, Yale University.

I le of Yale University's most dynamic and popular

I

ichers uses enthusiasm, wit, and provocative ex-
iples to teach you how psychology governs the way
live and how the mechanisms oi^ the human brain

Ip shape that psychology. "The man is incredible..."

Yale University Student Evaluations.
lurse No. RP-1639. Audio or Video.

)WER OVER PEOPLE: CLASSIC AND MODERN
)LITICAL THEORY. Dennis Dalton, Ph.D., Prof.
Political Science, Barnard College /Columbia
liversity. The impact on the world of Plato, Aristo-

, Machiavelli, Rousseau, Marx, Freud, Hitler, Gand-
The Columbia-Barnard Course Guide said about Pro-
isor Dalton's lectures: "It's a good idea to arrive
e-halfhour early to get a seat. We're not joking."
Jurse No. AI-I448. Audio or Video.

OD AND MAN: A COMPARISON OF WORLD
ELIGIONS. Robert Oden, Ph.D., Headmaster,
otchkiss School; formerly Professor and Chair,
epartment of Religion, Dartmouth College.
hen Dr. Oden taught this subject at Dartmouth, his
urse was invariably held at 8:00 A.M. in the dead of
e New Hampshire winter — and was always full!

surse No. RP-1616. Audio or Video.

OMEDY, TRAGEDY, HISTORY: THE LIVE
RAMA AND VITAL TRUTH OF WILLLUM
lAKESPEARE. Peter Saccio, Ph.D., Willard
rofessor ofDrama and Oratory, Dartmouth Col-
ge. As an accomplished actor as well as teacher, Pro-
ssor Saccio has the rare ability to act out Shake-
eare's lines with power and authority.. .and then to
obe beneath the dazzling brilliance for the meanings
:en hidden to us by three centuries of changes in lan-
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level, so the measurement is usually made

while you are resting fiat on your back.

Under those conditions, 1 20 over 80 is an

average reading for Americans.

There is no magic cutoff between nor-

mal blood pressure and high blood pres-

sure. Instead, the higher your blood pres-

sure, the more likely you are to die of a

heart attack, stroke, kidney failure, or rup-

tured aorta. Usually, a pressure reading

higher than 140 over 90 is arbitrarily de-

fined as constituting hypertension, but

some people with lower readings will die

of a stroke at age fifty, while others with

higher readings will die in a car accident

in good health at age ninety.

Why do some of us have much higher

blood pressure than others? In about 5

percent of hypertensive patients there is

an identifiable single cause, such as hor-

monal imbalance or use of oral contracep-

tives. In 95 percent of such cases, though,

there is no such obvious cause. The clini-

cal euphemism for our ignorance in such

cases is "essential hypertension."

Nowadays, we know that there is a big

genetic component in essential hyperten-

sion, although the particular genes in-

volved have not yet been identified.

Among people living in the same house-

hold, the correlation coefficient for blood

pressure is 0.63 between identical twins,

who share all of their genes. (A correlation

coefficient of 1.00 would mean that the

twins share identical blood pressures as

well and would suggest that pressure is

determined entirely by genes and not at all

by environment.) Fraternal twins or ordi-

nary siblings or a parent and child, who

share half their genes and whose blood

pressure would therefore show a correla-

tion coefficient of 0.5 if purely determined

genetically, actually have a coefficient of

about 0.25. Finally, adopted siblings or a

parent and adopted child, who have no

direct genetic connection, have a correla-

tion coefficient of only 0.05. Despite the

shared household environment, their

blood pressures are barely more similar

than those of two people pulled randomly

off the street. In agreement with this evi-

dence for genetic factors underlying blood

pressure itself, your risk of actually devel-

oping hypertensive disease increases from

4 percent to 20 percent to 35 percent if,

respectively, none or one or both of your

parents were hypertensive.

But these same facts suggest that envi-

ronmental factors also contribute to high

blood pressure, since identical twins have

similar but not identical blood pressures.

Many environmental or life style factors

contributing to the risk of hypertension

have been identified by epidemiological

studies that compare hypertension's fi i

quency in groups of people living und'

different conditions. Such contributii

factors include obesity, high intake of s<

or alcohol or saturated fats, and low a
cium intake. The proof of this approach

that hypertensive patients who modi'

their life styles so as to minimize the'

putative factors often succeed in reducii

their blood pressure. Patients are esp

cially advised to reduce salt intake ai

stress, reduce intake of cholesterol ai

saturated fats and alcohol, lose weight, c:

out smoking, and exercise regularly.

Here are some examples of the epid

miological studies pointing to these rii

factors. Around the world, comparisoi

within and between populations show th,

both blood pressure and the frequency >

hypertension increase hand in hand wii

salt intake. At the one extreme, Brazil

Yanomamo Indians have the world's loi

est-known salt consumption (somewh;

above 10 milligrams per day!), lowest a

erage blood pressure (95 over 61!), ar

lowest incidence of hypertension (i

cases!). At the opposite extreme, docto'

regard Japan as the "land of apoplexi

because of the high frequency of fat

strokes (Japan's leading cause of deat

five times more frequent than in tl

United States), linked with high bloc
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isure and notoriously salty food.

hin Japan itself these factors reach

. ,r extremes in Akita Prefecture, fam-

for its tasty rice, which Akita farmers

fl or with salt, wash down with salty miso

s< p, and alternate with salt pickles be-

ti en meals. Of 300 Akita adults studied,

n one consumed less than five grams of

SI daily, the average consumption was

t' nty-seven grams, and the most salt-

1( ng individual consumed an incredible

s y-one grams—enough to devour the

c tents of the usual twenty-six-ounce su-

p market salt container in a mere twelve

d 's. The average blood pressure in Akita

t age fifty is 151 over 93, making hyper-

1 sion (pressure higher than 1 40 over 90)

t norm. Not surprisingly, Akita's fre-

c ;ncy of death by stroke is more than

c ible even the Japanese average, and in

sie Akita villages 99 percent of the

fSulation dies before age seventy.

iVhy salt intake often (in about 60 per-

[ It of hypertensive patients) leads to

I ,h blood pressure is not fully under-

i od. One possible interpretation is that

it intake triggers thirst, leading to an

i rease in blood volume. In response, the

I irt increases its output and blood pres-

e rises, causing the kidneys to filter

ire salt and water under that increased

;ssure. The result is a new steady state,

which salt and water excretion again

uals intake, but more salt and water are

j

ired in the body and blood pressure is

' sed.

At this point, let's contrast hypertension

th a simple genetic disease like Tay-

chs disease. Tay-Sachs is due to a de-

:t in a single gene; every Tay-Sachs pa-

nt has a defect in that same gene,

'erybody in whom that gene is defective

certain to die of Tay-Sachs, regardless

their life style or environment. In con-

ist, hypertension involves several differ-

it genes whose molecular products re-

ain to be identified. Because there are

any causes of raised blood pressure, dif-

rent hypertensive patients may owe

eir condition to different gene combina-

3ns. Furthermore, whether someone ge-

;tically predisposed to hypertension ac-

lally develops symptoms depends a lot on

fe style. Thus, hypertension is not one of

lose uncommon, homogeneous, and in-

Uectually elegant diseases that geneti-

sts prefer to study. Instead, like diabetes

id ulcers, hypertension is a shared set of

'mptoms produced by heterogeneous

luses, all involving an interaction be-

veen environmental agents and a suscep-

ble genetic background.

Since U. S. blacks and whites differ on

le average in the conditions under which

ley live, could those differences account

for excess hypertension in U. S. blacks?

Salt intake, the dietary factor that one

thinks of first, turns out on the average not

to differ between U. S. blacks and whites.

Blacks do consume less potassium and cal-

cium, do experience more stress associ-

ated with more difficult socioeconomic

conditions, have much less access to medi-

cal care, and are therefore much less likely

to be diagnosed or treated until it is too

late. Those factors surely contribute to the

frequency and severity of hypertension in

blacks.

However, those factors don't seem to be

the whole explanation: hypertensive

blacks aren't merely like severely hyper-

tensive whites. Instead, physiological dif-

ferences seem to contribute as well. On
consuming salt, blacks retain it on average

far longer before excreting it into the

urine, and they experience a greater ri:;e in

blood pressure on a high-salt diet. Hyper-

tension is more likely to be "salt-sensitive"

in blacks than in whites, meaning that

blood pressure is more likely to rise and

fall with rises and falls in dietary salt in-

take. By the same token, black hyperten-

sion is more likely to be treated success-

fully by drugs that cause the kidneys to

excrete salt (the so-called thiazide

diuretics) and less likely to respond to

those drugs that reduce heart rate and

cardiac output (so-called beta blockers,

such as propanolol). These facts suggest
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that there are some qualitative differ

between the causes of black and %
hypertension, with black hypertelj

more likely to involve how the kicfa^,

handle salt. '

•*

Physicians often refer to this postultt

feature as a "defect": for example,

neys of blacks have a genetic defe'

excreting sodium." As an evolutional'

ologist, though, I hear warning bells
j!

off inside me whenever a seemingly tf

ful trait that occurs frequently in ai

and large human population is dismk^'

as a "defect." Given enough generat;

genes that greatly impede survival ar'

tremely unlikely to spread, unless thei'

effect is to increase survival and reprcj

tive success. Human medicine has

nished the best examples of seemingl

fective genes being propelled to

frequency by counterbalancing ben

For example, sickle-cell hemoglobin

tects far more people against malaria

it kills of anemia, while the Tay-S

gene may have protected far more

against tuberculosis than it killed of

rological disease. Thus, to understand

U. S. blacks now are prone to die I

result of their kidneys' retaining sah

need to ask under what conditions pe

might have benefited from kidneys

;

at retaining salt.

That question is hard to unders'

from the perspective of modem We;

society, where saltshakers are on e

dining table, salt (sodium chloridt

cheap, and our bodies' main proble

getting rid of it. But imagine what

world used to be like before saltshe

became ubiquitous. Most plants coili|

very little sodium, yet animals requir^
dium at high concentrations in all Ifil

extracellular fluids. As a result, cami\ Id

readily obtain their needed sodium by kfr

ing herbivores, but herbivores themst lo

face big problems in acquiring thaitJ-

dium. That's why the animals that k

sees coming to salt licks are deer and a\

lope, not lions and tigers. Similarly, &!

human hunter-gatherers obtained enol

salt from the meat that they ate. But w

we began to take up farming ten thous!

years ago, we either had to evolve kidil

superefficient at conserving salt or learl

extract salt at great effort or trade for I

great expense. '

Examples of these various soluti

abound. I already mentioned Brazil's

nomamo Indians, whose staple food is II

sodium bananas and who excrete on \

average only 10 milligrams of salt dail;^

barely one-thousandth the salt excreltt

of the typical American. A single Big Al

hamburger analyzed by Consumer .'j*

ports contained 1.5 grams (1,500 mia
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.£ s) of salt, representing many weeks

itake for a Yanomamo. The New

t ea highlanders with whom I work,

K vhose diet consists up to 90 percent of

V odium sweet potatoes, told me of the

fas to which they went to make salt a

IV decades ago, before Europeans

r( ght it as trade goods. They gathered

as of certain plant species, burned

It 1, scraped up the ash, percolated wa-

s [irough it to dissolve the solids, and

II y evaporated the water to obtain

Pjl amounts of bitter salt.

lus, salt has been in very short supply

irnuch of recent human evolutionary

is ry. Those of us with efficient kidneys

3 to retain salt even on a low-sodium

i< were better able to survive our inev-

a ; episodes of sodium loss (of which

K nn a moment). Those kidneys proved

I,; a detriment only when salt became

)i|nely available, leading to excessive

I. retention and hypertension with its

i! consequences. That's why blood

r! iure and the frequency of hyperten-

( have shot up recently in so many

c ilations around the world as they have

ij e the transition from being self-suffi-

ii t subsistence farmers to members of

i :ash economy and patrons of super-

ij Icets.

liis evolutionary argument has been

c, inced by historian-epidemiologist

'I
mas Wilson and others to explain the

i,ent prevalence of hypertension in

i ;rican blacks in particular. Many
y|t African blacks, from whom most

k| 5rican blacks originated via the slave

r, e, must have faced the chronic prob-

i, of losing salt through sweating in their

II environment. Yet in West Africa, ex-

( . on the coast and certain inland areas,

i was traditionally as scarce for African

i ners as it has been for Yanomamo and

\v Guinea farmers. (Ironically, those

\ icans who sold other Africans as slaves

i; n took payment in salt traded from the

iiiara.) By this argument, the genetic

ijis for hypertension in U. S. blacks was

i,ady widespread in many of their West

'jican ancestors. It required only the

i|quity of saltshakers in twentieth-cen-

1,/ America for that genetic basis to ex-

)ss itself as hypertension. This argu-

int also predicts that as Africa's life

lie becomes increasingly Westernized,

ii )ertension could become as prevalent in

t St Africa as it now is among U. S.

icks. In this view, American blacks

(.uld be no different from the many Poly-

p.ian, Melanesian, Kenyan, Zulu, and

cier populations that have recently de-

yoped high blood pressure under a West-

tiized life style.

But there's an intriguing extension to
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this hypothesis, proposed by Wilson and

physician Clarence Grim, collaborators at

the Hypertension Research Center of

Drew University in Los Angeles. They
suggest a scenario in which New World

blacks may now be at more risk for hyper-

tension than their African ancestors. That

scenario involves very recent selection for

superefficient kidneys, driven by massive

mortality of black slaves from salt loss.

Grim and Wilson's argument goes as

follows. Black slavery in the Americas be-

gan about 1517, with the first imports of

slaves from West Africa, and did not end

until Brazil freed its slaves barely a cen-

tury ago in 1 888. In the course of the slave

trade an estimated 12 million Africans

were brought to the Americas. But those

imports were winnowed by deaths at

many stages, from an even larger number
of captives and exports.

First, slaves captured by raids in the

interior of West Africa were chained to-

gether, loaded with heavy burdens, and

marched for one or two months, with little

food and water, to the coast. About 25

percent of the captives died en route.

While awaiting purchase by slave traders,

the survivors were held on the coast in hot,

crowded buildings called barracoons,

where about 12 percent of them died. The
traders went up and down the coast buy-

ing and loading slaves for a few weeks or

months until a ship's cargo was full (5

percent more died). The dreaded Middle

Passage across the Atlantic killed 10 per-

cent of the slaves, chained together in a

hot, crowded, unventilated hold without

sanitation. (Picture to yourself the result

of those toilet "arrangements.") Of those

who lived to land in the New World, 5

percent died while awaiting sale, and 12

percent died while being marched or

shipped from the sale yard to the planta-

tion. Finally, of those who survived, be-

tween 10 and 40 percent died during the

first three years of plantation life, in a

process euphemistically called seasoning.

At that stage, about 70 percent of the

slaves initially captured were dead, leav-

ing 30 percent as seasoned survivors.

Even the end of seasoning, however,

was not the end of excessive mortality.

About half of slave infants died within a

year of birth because of the poor nutrition

and heavy workload of their mothers. In

plantation terminology, slave women were
viewed as either "breeding units" or

"work units," with a built-in conflict be-

tween those uses: "Those Negroes breed

the best, whose labour is least," as an

eighteenth-century observer put it. As a

result, many New World slave popula-

tions depended on continuing slave im-
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ports and couldn't maintain their own
numbers because death rates exceeded

birth rates. Since buying new slaves cost

less than rearing slave children for twenty

years until they were adults, slave owners

lacked economic incentive to change this

state of affairs.

Recall that Darwin discussed natural

selection and survival of the fittest with

respect to animals. Since many more ani-

mals die than survive to produce off-

spring, each generation becomes enriched

in the genes of those of the preceding

generation that were among the survivors.

It should now be clear that slavery repre-

sented a tragedy of uimatural selection in

humans on a gigantic scale. From examin-

ing accounts of slave mortality. Grim and

Wilson argue that death was indeed selec-

tive: much of it was related to unbalanced

salt loss, which quickly brings on collapse.

We think immediately of salt loss by
sweating under hot conditions: while

slaves were working, marching, or con-

fined in unventilated barracoons or ships'

holds. More body salt may have been

spilled with vomiting from seasickness.

But the biggest salt loss at every stage was
from diarrhea due to crowding and lack of

sanitation—ideal conditions for the

spread of gastrointestinal infections. Chol-

era and other bacterial diarrheas kill us by
causing sudden massive loss of salt and
water. (Picture your most recent bout of

turista, multiplied to a diarrheal fluid out-

put of twenty quarts in one day, and you'll

understand why.) All contemporary ac-

counts of slave ships and plantation life

emphasized diarrhea, or "fluxes" in eight-

eenth-century terminology, as one of the

leading killers of slaves.

Grim and Wilson reason, then, that

slavery suddenly selected for supereffi-

cient kidneys surpassing the efficient kid-

neys already selected by thousands of

years of West African history. Only those

slaves who were best able to retain salt

could survive the periodic risk of high salt

loss to which they were exposed. Salt

supersavers would have had the further

advantage of building up, under normal

conditions, more of a salt reserve in their

body fluids and bones, thereby enabling

them to survive longer or more frequent

bouts of diarrhea. Those superkidneys be-

came a disadvantage only when modem
medicine began to reduce diarrhea's le-

thal impact, thereby transforming a bless-

ing into a curse.

Thus, we have two possible evolution-

ary explanations for salt retention by New
World blacks. One involves slow selection

by conditions operating in Africa for mil-

lennia; the other, rapid recent selection by

«
slave conditions within the past few (i(

ries. The result in either case would
New World blacks more susceptibli

whites to hypertension, but the secoi'

planation would, in addition, make
more susceptible than African blacl|

present, we don't know the relative

tance of these two explanations. G
Wilson's provocative hypothesis is

to stimulate medical and physiol(

comparisons of American blacks wii

rican blacks and thereby to help rel

the question.

While this piece has focused oi

medical problem in one human
tion, it has several larger morals,

course, is that our differing genetic

tages predispose us to different dise|

depending on the part of the worid v|

our ancestors Uved. Another is tha

genetic differences reflect not onljl

cient conditions in different parts o

world but also recent episodes of mj

tion and mortahty. A well-establishe

ample is the decrease in frequency o

sickle-cell hemoglobin gene

blacks compared with African black:

cause selection for resistance to mala

now unimportant in the United Si

The example of black hypertension

Grim and Wilson discuss opens the dc ^t<

considering other possible selective ef cte

of the slave experience. They note ui

occasional periods of starvation nih
have selected slaves for supereffittt

sugar metabolism, leading under mc in

conditions to a propensity for diabeti it

Finally, consider a still more univ HJi

moral. Almost all people alive today U>

under very different conditions from \ M
under which every human lived 1( 01

years ago. It's remarkable that ouiiM

genetic heritage now permits us to sa nf

at all under such different circumstai b

But our heritage still catches up with

of us, who will die of life style relB

diseases such as cancer, heart atli

stroke, and diabetes. The risk factor (l

these diseases are the strange new a J

tions prevailing in modem Western

ety. One of the hardest challenges
||

modem medicine will be to identify ft
f

which among all those strange new
|

tures of diet, life style, and environn

are the ones getting us into trouble,

each of us, the answers will depend on

particular genes, hence on our ancci

Only with such individually tailored

vice can we hope to reap the benefit

modem Uving while still housed in bo

designed for hfe before saltshakers.

Jared Diamond is a professor ofphys

ogy at UCLA Medical School.
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At the American Museum

Chiefly Feasts

The Pacific Coast Indians of British

Columbia have for generations validated

and advanced their social status through

lavish feasts and the exchange of elabo-

rate material goods. The American Mu-
seum, in collaboration with Native Amer-
icans, will present "Chiefly Feasts: The
Enduring Kwakiutl Potlatch," running

from October 18 through February 23,

1992, in Gallery 3. The exhibition will fo-

cus on the potlatch ceremony and arti-

facts associated with it.

In a two-day symposium on the week-

end of October 19 and 20, sixteen speak-

ers, some of them Native Americans, will

discuss various aspects of Northwest
Coast art. Films and lectures, music and
dance performances, carving demonstra-
tions, and special children's programs will

also be presented throughout the four-

month duration of "Chiefly Feasts." Re-
lated articles appear in this issue of Natu-
ral History on pages 42 and 50. For a

detailed schedule of events, call (212)
769-5305.

Year of Tibet

From Friday, October 4, through Fri-

day, November 8, forty-five dolls repre-

senting traditional Tibetan characters

—

merchants, masked dancers, monks, sol-

diers, and government officials—will be
on display in the Hall of Birds of the

World. Four artisan-monks will demon-
strate the process of creating these eight-

een-inch dolls, crafting fifteen new figures

during their Museum visit.

A two-day film program will present

classics, such as Lost Horizon and The
Horse Thief, and ten other archival, docu-

mentary, and feature films. The program
is free with admission to the Museum and
takes place on Saturday and Sunday, Oc-
tober 12 and 13, from 11:00 a.m. to 4:30

P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater.

Austrian mountaineer Heinrich Harrer
will talk about his life in the court of the

Dalai Lama and his many years in Tibet

on Thursday, October 1 7, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Tickets are $15. A
selection of his Tibetan photographs will

be exhibited in the Akeley Corridor.

Ritual dances from the "Vajrakilaya,"

an ancient Buddhist tantra, will be per-

formed for the first time outside Tibet on
Wednesday, October 16, at 8:00 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Admission is $20.

For more information about the Ti-

betan programs, call (212) 769-5305.

Fall Lecture Series

Topics in this year's Fall Lecture Series

range from the decline of life on earth, to

be discussed by three Museum curators

—
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Judith Winston, Melanie Stiassny, and
Ross MacPhee—to the natural history of

parrots, a three-part series by Rosemarie
Gnam of the Museum's Department of

Ornithology.

David Watts, director of the Karisoke
Research Center, will talk about his work
with mountain gorillas in Rwanda. Renee
Askins, researcher and director of the

Wolf Fund, will lecture on wolf ecology

and behavior, as well as reintroduction

projects. Carolyn Gilman, guest curator

for "The Way to Independence" exhi-

bition, will talk about the changing lives

of a Hidatsa Indian family.

To receive a brochure and to inquire

about ticket availability for the Fall 1991

Lecture Series call (212) 769-5305.

Members' Programs
How sailors of antiquity crossed vast

stretches of ocean has preoccupied mod-
ern-day explorers. Norman Baker, the

navigator, radioman, and second-in-com-

mand of Thor Heyerdahl's third expe-

dition, will give a slide-illustrated account
of the voyage of the Tigris. Launched in

the Tigris River, the boat sailed from
Mesopotamia through the Persian Gulf to

the Indus Valley and finally through the

Red Sea, proving the link between the an-

cient civilizations of Sumeria, the Indus
Valley, and Egypt. The program will take

place in the Kaufmann Theater on
Wednesday, October 23, at 7:00 p.m.

Tickets are $10 ($7 for members).
In Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife Sanctu-

ary, covering about 1,000 square miles of

Thailand, zoologist Alan Rabinowitz has
studied and tracked civets, leopards,

Indochinese tigers, and other wild cats.

He will talk about the status of cats in

Thailand, as well as around the world, on
Wednesday, October 30, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Tickets are $10 ($5
for Museum members and members of

Wildlife Conservation International).

Founder of an academy of Mideastern
and North African dance, Carolina Varga
Dinicu will demonstrate the origins and
history of Mideastern Oriental dance.

Her workshop will be held on Friday, Oc-
tober 4, at 7:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann The-
ater. Tickets are $8 ($4 for members).

For children, naturalist Andrew Sim-
mons and his live menagerie of predators

will be at the Museum on Sunday, Octo-
ber 6, at 1 1 :30 a.m. and 1 :30 p.m. The pro-

gram costs $8 ($4 for members). Story-

teller Laura Simms will off"er an evening

of tales for adults on Friday, October 25,

at 7:00 p.m. and a daytime program for

children on Saturday, October 26, at

11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. The perfor-

mances will take place in the Kaufmann

Theater. Adult tickets are $10 ($'

members); children's tickets are $j

for members).

For information and ticket availal

for members' programs, call (212)
5606.

Caribbean Month
Afro-Cuban jazz percussionist D

Ponce will perform on Thursday, Oct
3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Auditor
"Routes of Rhythm," a film series

rated by Harry Belafonte, traces the.

ney of Afro-Cuban music from its Afi

and Spanish roots (Part 1) through its

tural blending in the Caribbean (Pa
to its worldwide popularity (Part 3).

films will be shown at 7:00 p.m. on Fri

October 4, Thursday, October 10,

Friday, October 18, in the Linder
'

ater. To further celebrate CaribI

Month, lectures and demonstrations

be held each weekend in October at

Leonhardt People Center. Contact (

769-5315 for more information or f

flier with further details about these

programs.

Under the Stars
Two concerts of gamelan music f

Indonesia will take place in the Plani

ium's Sky Theater, on Wednesday, C
ber 2, at 8:00 p.m. and Wednesday, C
ber 16, at 7:30 p.m. As part of the s

photographs from Indonesia will be

jected onto the domed ceiling of the

Theater. Tickets are $12 ($10 for n-

bers).

Astronomers now have satellite:

space that pick up and chart X-rays,

ing us vivid new pictures of stars and _
axies deep within the universe. D.ill

Helfand, chairman of the Departmer d

Astronomy at Columbia University, ]

present an illustrated talk, "X-Ray I i

on the Universe," on Monday, Octcs

21. Part of the Frontiers in Astron('j

and Astrophysics series, this lecture J

take place in the Planetarium's Sky li

ater at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $6 ($5 i

members).

For additional information about tt

and other Planetarium programs,

(212)769-5900.

These events take place at the Amerii

Museum of Natural History, located

Central Park West at 79th Street in N
York City. The Kaufmann and Lin

theaters and the Leonhardt People Cer
are located in the Charles A. Dana Edu
tion Wing. The Museum has a pay-wh
you-wish admission policy. For more
formation about the Museum, call (2

769-5100.
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J.M.W. Turner, The Lake, Petworth
Sunset, Fighting Bucks, ca. 1828
Tate Gallery. London/Art Resource. New York
Photograph by John Webb

Lords

ofthe Lek
England'sfallow deer bucks create

a common groundfor attracting does

by Tim Clutton-Brock
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While he was staying with the tl

Lord Egremont at Petworth Park in f

sex in the autumn of 1828, the Eng
landscape artist J. M. W. Turner pain

a remarkable picture of the view from
great house. It depicts the gentle sunli

of early autumn seeping away to the W'

em horizon, gilding the park's circles

century-old trees. In the center of

painting, two fallow deer bucks are fig

ing, while other males look on. To tl

right and left, herds of females are disti

uted across the park, grazing peacefu

Besides being the first, it is a beautifi

detailed illustration of a mating syst

known to zoologists as lekking.

The Swedish word lek refers to a froj

lake used as an arena for sports and a

letic contests. Zoologists have adopted 1

term to describe another kind of natu

arena: an animal's traditional mating ai

where males hold small territories that i

visited by females ready to mate. Once



t lek, most females select the same part-

li s; thus, only one or two males do most

c the mating on a single day.

iLekking was first discovered in birds,

si ;h as the sage grouse, black grouse, ruff,

j(i some tropical manakins, although it

i 5 also evolved among such widely dispa-

II e groups as Hawaiian fruit flies and

Immerheaded bats. Although rare

iliong large mammals, lek mating sys-

tns have been found among the Uganda

lb and several other African antelopes.

! One hundred and fifty-seven years after

limer painted his picture, I visited the

':tworth estate for the first time. As a

ologist, my purpose was to investigate

:e mating system of the park's 900 fallow

;er. Originally introduced into Europe

om Asia Minor by the Romans, the spe-

les, known scientifically as Dama dama,

as ranged in woodlands and parklands

IT almost two millennia. It had been re-

orted that the Petworth deer had an un-

usual breeding system resembling a lek. In

addition, lekking in a Danish population of

fallow deer had recently been reported by

French biologist C. R. Schaal.

Most male mammals establish exclu-

sive access to individual fertile females,

collect harems of several females, or in

some cases, defend extensive territories

where females regularly feed. The breed-

ing system of the Petworth fallow deer was

reported to be quite different: the largest

males defended tiny territories, often no

more than thirty feet across, which were

clustered in one part of the park and vis-

ited by receptive females. These reports

—

and Turner's painting—strongly sug-

gested to me that Petworth's fallow deer

were using leks.

To my mind, lekking is the most puz-

zling of all mammalian mating systems.

Why do males defend tiny, clustered terri-

tories instead of seeking out estrous fe-

males or defending permanent harems?

Do females really mate exclusively on the

lek? and if so, why? And is it plausible, as

has been suggested for birds, that females

use leks to select male partners with the

highest level of evolutionary fitness?

To determine what was actually going

on at Petworth, I and a small team of

observers, including zoologists David

Green, Mariko Hiraiwa-Hasegawa, and

Tony Robertson, first set about learning to

recognize the mature bucks. Unlike most

other deer, fallow bucks have webbed, or

palmated, antlers, edged with a large

number of small, irregular points. By

drawing outlines of the bucks' heads, we

could record their unique "antlerprints"

and use them to identify individuals.

By early October, many mature bucks

are already defending territories under

oak trees, which they mark by scraping

and urinating on the ground. At the height

of the mast, or nutting, season, a big oak

will drop up to 10,000 acorns a day, many
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of which are avidly eaten by does that

gather under the trees. We wondered,
were female social groups just congregat-

ing wherever food was distributed in their

habitat? The defense of territories under
oak trees by mature bucks appeared to

support this interpretation. If so, perhaps
real leks did not exist and males merely
defended local resources that attracted

groups of females.

As an experiment, on three successive

evenings we spread acorn-sized food pel-

lets under ornamental oaks that did not

produce acorns. As we expected, groups of

feeding does quickly collected under these

trees, and mature males established terri-

tories there. Meanwhile, on what was (ac-

cording to park keepers) the traditional

lek, all was quiet. A few old and somewhat
ragged males intermittently defended
boundaries in the vicinity, but does rarely

visited the area, and there was little com-
petition for territories.
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Stelan Meyers; Okapla/Photo Researchers

Fallow deer bucks, left,fight to determine dominance on the

periphery ofthe lek, or mating ground. Once established on his

own small territory there, an adult male, bottom left, spends

hours "groaning" to attractfemales to his harem. The "chin-

up" display, below, which is not well understood, is often given

by territorial males when a rival approaches.
Stefan Meyers: Okapla/Photo Researchers

^ October wore on, I became increas-

i ly convinced that fallow deer did not

the lek system at all. Some of the

gest bucks were defending feeding ter-

iries under oak trees, and it seemed

sonable to expect that most of the mat-

would occur there. At the end of the

rd week of October, my skepticism was

ifirmed when the first brief, clumsy

tings took place under one of the most

jxiuctive oak trees.

The next day, I awoke to find that the

tire situation had changed overnight,

n of the largest males had vacated their

;ding grounds and were now defending

lall, discontinuous territories based

Dund clumps of rushes on the traditional

e of the lek. Small harem groups of does

xxl or lay on these territories, busily

fended by the territorial bucks. Just

tside and between these well-defined

tches milled a restless mass of young

ales, ready to dash into the territory of

any buck whose attention was diverted or

to chase any doe that strayed beyond a

territorial boundary. Meanwhile, the suc-

cessful bucks groaned repeatedly, raising

a chorus of low, guttural, bullfroglike mat-

ing calls.

As I watched, a courtship sequence be-

gan on one of the small territories. The

defending buck nosed the rump of a dark

doe that had ventured onto his turf. She

started to run, and he chased her briefly

around his plot. When he stopped and

groaned repeatedly, the doe licked her

rump, stared at him, and finally allowed

him an awkward mounting. Over the next

few minutes, he attempted to mate a

dozen times, finally achieving a successful

coupling and ejaculation. Afterward, the

doe, standing in a strained posture, uri-

nated copiously, and then lay down in a

clump of rushes. Ten minutes later, she

rose, stretched, and then ran out of the

buck's territory. A neighboring buck

quickly herded her onto his own patch, but

the moment his attention was distracted

she ran off the lek altogether and began to

graze, gradually moving back to one of the

female herds feeding among the oak trees.

To my surprise, when she left the lek, none

of the younger males tried to molest her.

During the rest of the day, we counted

nine more mating sequences on the lek, all

of them similar to the first. The next day

there were ten, and two days later, thirty.

Each sequence was roughly similar. Does

moved to the lek alone or in small groups,

often chased by young males. They would

spend about a day on the lek, moving

between the territories of different bucks

once or twice an hour. Subsequently, they

entered full estrus and began to be

mounted by the buck whose territory they

were in. Eventually, they stood still while

he completed copulation. Less than 6 per-

cent of the does mated a second time

—

never with the same buck—before drift-

ing back to the female herds grazing out-

side the lek. As soon as they had copu-

lated, the behavior of does changed and

they were no longer a source of intense

interest to males. To my amazement, vir-

tually no matings occurred on the feeding

territories under the oak trees, now de-

fended by younger or smaller bucks. Over

the next two weeks we saw 212 matings on

the lek but only 1 4 on feeding territories or

in other areas of the park.

Off the lek, bucks commonly held the

same patch of ground for more than a

month, throughout October and early No-

vember. While on the lek, the bucks typi-

cally defended their areas for a much

shorter period—in the case of the most

successful bucks this was often less than a

week. During their period of tenure, the

most successful animals mated with as
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A territorial buck, below, mounts an estrous doe.

Right: On the edge ofthe lek, a buck tries to herd his

wandering does together, while alertyoung males watch

for any opportunity to cut them out ofthe harem.
Pholograpfis by Tim Clutton-Bi

many as twelve does per day or up to thirty

in three days. Observations with image

intensifiers showed that mating continued

throughout the night, and the number of

matings may have doubled while we slept.

What we saw confirmed that the fallow

deer at Petworth do indeed mate almost

exclusively on the lek, and that a small

proportion of males are responsible for

most of the matings. But why has this

system evolved?

One explanation offered for the lek-

breeding systems of other species is that

females gather in particular areas to find

food, and males defend these "hot spots"

to insure a regular supply of females. At

Petworth, however, females do little feed-

ing on the lek, and nothing indicates that

the grazing there is superior to that in

other parts of the park. When we scat-

tered food pellets on the lek itself, we
found this had no effect on the distribu-

tion of does, although it soon attracted a

circle of hungry young bucks.

Another possibility is that mating on

the lek enables females to choose geneti-

cally superior mating partners. One ver-

sion of this theory argues that preferred

males are generally healthier, stronger,

and more vigorous, carrying a higher pro-

portion of "good genes" to bequeath to

their descendants. Another argument

maintains that the selection of good genes
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is not crucial; females may benefit from

mating with attractive partners because

attractiveness itself is perpetuated. The

sons of attractive males will resemble their

fathers and will become the preferred

mating partners in the next generation.

Both theories, however, indicate that

females should consistently prefer to mate

with particular partners. Among species

that use leks, some males are dramatically

more successful at mating than others,

and fallow deer are no exception. On any

given day, one male may perform three-

quarters of all matings. Since bucks sel-

dom mate for more than four or five days

during the entire rutting season, the most

successful individual is responsible for as

much as 12 to 18 percent of the year's

total matings. We found that bucks that

achieved such a high rate were usually

larger than average, more successful in

territorial fights with other bucks, and

called and groaned more than their rivals.

In the eighteenth century, Charles Dar-

win's grandfather Erasmus first inter-

preted the high mating success of "fitter"

bucks as evidence of female choice. How-
ever, there are other plausible explana-

tions. For instance, in some species, the

better fighters (stronger, healthier, larger

individuals) may mate more frequently

because they are able to fend off rivals,

overriding selection by females. Where
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males defend territories, as in fallow

larger, stronger males may win acce

prefened territories, thus generatii

correlation between male size and mi

success that does not depend on fei

preferences for particular males. Za

gist Andrew Balmford has shown

among Uganda kob, whose males de

tiny, clustered territories like those of

low deer, females prefer to mate on

ticular territories and will return to

same territory even if its resident male!

been replaced by another

The only way we could attempt to

whether females were choosing spe

males rather than the territories they

cupied was to remove males from tl

patches and see if they were equally

cessful on other territories. To do \<

during the rut of 1 988 we waited until

lek was established and we could as

the relative mating success of diffet

bucks. We then pinned 32-square-
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s €ts of black polyethylene in the centers

he territories to reduce their attractive-

if s as mating places. Although the bucks

t itinued to defend territories with black

s «ts on them, the does refused to settle

tiTC, and mating immediately fell to

i 0. After a day or so, the bucks moved
J ay and started to defend new territories

f 3ut 600 feet from the original area. Sev-

ti l1 bucks that had held central territories

( the old lek shifted to more peripheral

»es on the new one, but their relative

1 iting success closely matched their per-

Imances on the original sites. This ex-

iriment showed that females were more
:.erested in the bucks than in the position

« their territories.

I Detailed observation of the movements
; does on the lek showed that they copied

(le another. Does entering the lek dis-

;ayed a strong preference for joining the

rgest harems, usually heading directly

r those bucks that already had the most

does. Those moving between territories

usually gravitated toward a bigger harem

than the one they came from. And when a

buck began to mate with a doe, others

rushed over to join his harem.

However, evidence that females prefer

particular mating partners does not neces-

sarily indicate that they gain genetic bene-

fits from mate choice or that they visit leks

for this reason. In many bird species,

where fathers help to care for their off-

spring, females choose males that are able

to contribute more than average parental

care, thereby increasing the number of

young that they can rear. In lek-breeding

mammals, males do not assist in rearing

their offspring, so this explanation cannot

apply. However, there may be other direct

benefits that females can gain by mating

with particular males.

In ungulates, females in estrus are often

harassed by young males. Simultaneous

courtship by multiple, inexperienced

^^^^'
:'^ M

males may endanger them. Yearling fal-

low bucks carry the equivalent of two six-

inch nails sticking out of their heads, and

females go to considerable lengths to

avoid them. All lek-breeding ungulates

live in large herds of unstable member-

ship. In these, males may be unable to

establish dominance hierarchies that

could protect estrous females from harass-

ment. Females in estrus may be attracted

to the lek because they are safest there.

Even though young males gather near the

larger harems, chasing out does when the

defending buck's attention is diverted, fe-

males on the lek can avoid prolonged

chases by running onto a neighboring ter-

ritory. Also, does are less likely to be ha-

rassed in larger harems and may prefer to

join them for this reason.

To test the possibility that estrous fe-

males were moving to the lek to avoid

harassment, we needed to compare rates

of sexual harassment on and off the lek.
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A mature buck defends a large harem of

anestrous does under an oak tree.

Since females in estrus are rarely seen off

the lek, we gently herded them outside its

boundaries just before copulation would

have occurred. The results were striking.

On the lek, estrous does were chased be-

tween territories by young bucks about

three times per hour. Off the lek, does

were harassed more than twice as often.

They commonly attracted a retinue of

young bucks that pursued them for sev-

eral hundred yards until they entered a

mature buck's territory or reentered the

safety of the lek. In some cases, a dis-

tressed doe finally gave in and mated with

one of the persistent yearlings—a behav-

ior we had never previously seen.

Bucks may benefit from defending

clustered territories because females pre-

fer to mate there. However, there is an-

other reason why defending clustered ter-

ritories instead of evenly spaced, isolated

ones may be an advantage. Even the most

successful bucks have their territories to-

tally emptied of does about once an hour

as a result of intrusions by young bucks.

On the lek, bucks that lose their harems as

a result of such intrusions regain some

does within a few minutes as other harems

are disrupted in their turn. Harassment by

young bucks seldom causes does to leave

the lek altogether, and bucks that hold

territories there share in a revolving pool

of does that move continually among their

harems. Bucks that hold isolated territo-

ries do not suffer such high rates of intru-

sion by young males. But when their har-

ems are disrupted, their does are chased

far away and the bucks are seldom able to

reestablish a harem on the same day.

It has taken us five seasons of intensive

work to reach even this preliminary under-

standing of what is going on at Petworth.

Yet most of the elements of the fallow

deer's mating system are clearly illus-

trated in Turner's picture: the large herds

of grazing does; the solitary females mov-

ing among males; the big bucks fighting

for central territories on the lek; and the

surrounding fringe of smaller, nonterri-

torial bucks. I often wonder just how
much Turner understood about Pet-

worth's fallow deer. The observations he

rendered in oil remain startlingly accurate

to a scientist's eye. D
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Color photographs by Jeff Jacobson

At a September ! 990potlatch hosted by Robert Joseph,

his nephew Cecil Dawson, below, wearing red cedar

bark regalia, performs the hamatsa, in which an initiate is

possessed by a cannibal spirit, during thefirst and most important

dance ofthe potlatch cycle. Right: Chief Willie speaks

at the American Museum in 1 990.
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Masks ofthe Ancestor:
Kwakiutl dancers re-create a legendary adventure

by Aldona Jonaitis and Peter Macnair

Mocked by his father for laziness,

Siwidi (Paddled-To) was sitting despon-

dently beside a large lake, when mysteri-

ously he was engulfed by an octopus and

dragged down to the magnificent house of

the Undersea Chief. This benefactor sent

the young man, accompanied by killer

whales, on a series of visits to the tribes

beneath the sea, where he encountered

various creatures. Four years later (al-

though to him it seemed just four days),

Siwidi returned to the Undersea Chief,

who bestowed on him his wonderful house

and gave him great spiritual power and

new names, including Born-to-Be-Head-

of-the-World.

Then Siwidi floated up, house and all,

to the vicinity of his home village among

the Kwakiutl people of the Northwest

Coast. There he appeared to his family in

different guises before finally becoming a

man again, a great leader whose physical

and intellectual powers surpassed those of

other mortals. Siwidi also brought with

him the right to perform a masquerade of

his adventures, along with the necessary

paraphernalia. This he did at a great pot-

latch attended by people from all the

Kwakiutl communities, who were im-

pressed by his chiefly rank and power.

Now the privilege of presenting the

dance about this legendary hero and his

undersea adventures is claimed by just a

few Kwakiutl belonging to a small number

of related families. Prominent among

these is Tom Willie, an eighty-year-old

chief of the village of Hopetown, located

on an island near the mainland. Tom Wil-

lie confirms his claim by presenting the

masked dance at potlatches that com-

memorate an important life event for one

of his relatives.

In 1985 Chief Willie presented the

dance at the raising of a totem pole

erected in the village as a memorial for the

late chief Fred Williams. In the audience

was one of the authors—Peter Macnair

—

whose close association with the Kwakiutl

during the past twenty-five years has en-

abled him to attend numerous such

events. When he was later asked by the

Campbell River Museum on Vancouver

Island to help with the planning of a new

exhibit of Kwakiutl culture, Macnair

thought a display of the type of masks

used at this dance would have,a great

impact. And so, by formal arrangement

with Chief Willie, in 1989 a set of two

dozen masks was commissioned from con-

temporary Kwakiutl artists.

Macnair invited some twenty accom-

plished artists, including Tony Hunt, Cal-

vin Hunt, and Richard Hunt, to prepare

masks representing characters in the an-

cient, magical story. The results were

gratifying, as the artists were highly moti-

vated, knowing their creations would be

worn in the community. By the terms of

the agreement, the Campbell River Mu-
seum may display the new masks, but

The special exhibition "Chiefly Feasts:

The Enduring Kwakiutl Potlatch" will

premiere at the American Museum of

Natural History on October 18 and run

through February 23, 1992. The

Wewanagila Dance Company of Hope-

town Village will perform the masquerade

of Siwidi's adventures in the Undersea

Kingdom on November 29, December 1

,

and December 6.

Chief Willie retains the right to use them

for traditional purposes. To date they have

appeared at four potlatches; the presence

of so many masks, many of them unfamil-

iar, has delighted Kwakiutl both young

and old.

One of these potlatches was hosted by

Chief Willie's wife, Elsie Williams, and

her relative Robert Joseph. The event

lasted three days and was attended by

about 200 guests; some had traveled more

than 300 miles for the occasion. For the
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In the Siwidi dance cycle, more than two dozen sea

creatures are called, one by one, onto the dancefloor by

Sea Eagle, below. The masked and costumedperformer
approaches the entranceway whistling andpeeping to announce

each successive dancer. Right: Peter Macnair examines a

whale-bullhead mask, part ofthe Siwidi groupfound
at the American Museum.



dance of the undersea creatures, Chief

Willie and other chiefs sang songs intro-

ducing each character and explaining

something about its role in the myth. As

they sang, a succession of masked dancers

performed, beginning with Sea Eagle and

his assistant, Sea Raven. The two called

forth the other masks, which entered one

at a time.

One was the mask of the Bullhead,

which opened to reveal the face of Siwidi

inside. Its transformation enacted an epi-

sode in the myth when Siwidi returns as a

fish and is caught by his brother. Taken

back to the mortal world, he then reveals

his identity. As the dance progressed, the

dancers who had completed their roles

remained on the dance floor, so that at the

end all the masks were on display. Then

the dancers exited and reappeared with-

out their masks.

Meanwhile, in preparation for the

"Chiefly Feasts" exhibition, researchers

at the American Museum were sorting

through the hundreds of Kwakiutl arti-

facts collected at the turn of the century

by Museum anthropologist Franz Boas,

with the help of George Hunt, an Indian

guide and Kwakiutl expert. Boas was

among the many anthropologists who con-

sidered it their mission to document tradi-

tional cultures before they vanished or

were transformed by Western contact. Al-

though at the time the Kwakiutl were re-

sisting a Canadian law prohibiting the pot-

latch. Boas predicted that the custom

would eventually become extinct.

The Kwakiutl treasures stored at the

Museum included many masks and deco-

rated feast bowls related to the potlatch.
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Host Robert Joseph 's daughter Shelley, below, holds her infant

daughter, Stephanie, prior to theformal naming ofthe child.

Right: Dancers await their turn to enter the ceremonial house

for the Siwidi dance. Wearing an octopus mask, theperformer

on the left will circle thefire in the dance house, imitating

the movements ofan octopus under water.

>4

Among the masks were a number depict-

ing sea creatures, including a whale, dog-

fish, bullhead, otter, and raven of the sea.

Most of these pieces had apparently been

left untouched for decades and were not

even stored together. But when, in 1989,

Macnair was called in as a consultant, he

suspected they might have been used in

earlier dramatizations of the Siwidi story.

Careful examination of Hunt's numerous

notes and published texts confirmed that

he had, over a period of time, sought out

various masks all relating to this one im-

portant legend. As a result, the themati-

cally interrelated carvings became one of

the highlights of the exhibition.

During preparation of the exhibition, an

effort was made to inform the Kwakiutl of

the Museum's plans and to benefit from

their advice. Visits were paid to the resi-

dents of Kingcome, Alert Bay, Fort Ru-

pert, Gilford Island, and Hopetown so

that they could see and comment on pho-

tographs of the artifacts. To carry this

process a step further, in May 1990 a

delegation of elders was invited to New
York City to review the proposed selection

of objects and the wording of the related

captions. The visitors provided informa-

tion about the meaning and use of the

various pieces, linking the nineteenth-cen-

tury artworks to their present ceremonial

practices.

Among those who gathered in the an-

thropology department's large, fourth-

floor storeroom at the Museum was Chief

Tom Willie. When the tum-of-the-century

masks associated with the legend of Siwidi

were placed before him, he proudly re-

cited his inherited version of the story in

Kwakwala, the Kwakiutl language. For a

brief time the fluorescent-lit, linoleum-

floored space lined with gray metal cabi-

nets was transformed into a Kwakiutl "big

house," the great community building

where dances are performed.

Reflecting later on the experience of

seeing the masks at the Museum, Chief

Willie spoke with mixed emotion: "At first

it made me sad to see all the masks that

must have been sold or traded away before

my time, and I wished my old people were

still alive so that I could talk to them about

the masks. But then I took pride remem-

bering they had told me that every mask

in the original set was made by a diff"erent

carver. The masks represent the great

achievements of many of our people." D
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what Are The Long-terr|

Effects Of

Instant Gratification?

IRONICALLY, human nature

is often the greatest deterrent to

making an intelUgent decision.

But who can blame us? We're

only human. And living for today

has its rewards.

Except in the area of investing

Where a certain discipline, under

standing and patience can

be quite rewarding

Take Aesop's

famous hare and

tortoise for instance.

As you recall,

it was the im-

patient hare

who looked so when racmg the elusive hare.

promising at first. Yet, it was tl

dogged determination and sing

mindedness of the tortoise thd

triumphed in the end.

One can easily make the san?

observation about an investmeil

At first glance, it may appejfi;

to be quite attractive. But will it 1:^1

as attractive when ycp|

need it in the yea Is

to come?

Such a questio]

can mudd]|

the min^

and haunt on^

during peac-!

the tortoise never lost sight of his goal. lUi mOmentJ



But perhaps we can provide a

,)rd or two of optimism.

You see; with nearly one hundred

-irs experience behind us, we know

ittle something about investing.

And we'll be the first to tell you,

sre are no shortcuts. Only pitfalls

avoid.

To succeed, it takes hard work,

iligence, and a kind of wisdom

at can only come from years of

perience.

Our experience is with munic-

al bonds.

In fact, each and every year we

[ view billions of dollars worth of

onds. And only after a painstaking

rocess of research do we finally in-

sist in a select few (including some

I those municipal bonds that other

ivestment companies have over-

j)oked)

.

1 All of which are tax-free! Which

leans you keep more of the money

you earn. (Something that adds up

quite nicely over the years.)

So if you're thinking about

making an investment, we suggest

you resist the temptation to do any-

thing instantly.

Other than ask your financial

adviser or personal banker about

Nuveen tax-free investments (for

current and future income)

.

Or you can call us toll-free at

1-800-524-6500 for a free booklet.

In the end, you may find the long

term effects most gratifying.

For more complete information on

Nuveen tax-free open end mutual funds

or unit trusts including charges and ex-

penses, call for a prospectus. Read it care-

fully before you invest or send money.

^Income may be subject to state and local taxes. Capital gams,

if any, will be subject to capital gains tax.

I\IUVEEI\I
Specialists In Tax-free Investments

Since 1898.



Underground

Potlatch
How the Kwakiutl kept thefaith

by Douglas Cole

During Christmastide 1921 Dan Cran-

mer, a Nimkish Kwakiutl from Alert Bay

on the coast of British Columbia, hosted a

five-day ceremony of dances and gift giv-

ing. Part of his accumulated wealth con-

sisted of property and family prerogatives

his wife's family had transferred to him as

part of the traditional "repurchase" of the

bride. Now the 300 or so assembled guests

witnessed Cranmer's giving away of all

the property he had received, as well as

more from his own and his family's re-

sources.

Among the first items given away were

twenty-four canoes, pool tables for two

chiefs, four gasoline boats, and another

pool table. Blankets, gaslights, violins and

guitars, kitchen utensils and sewing ma-

chines, gramophones, bedsteads and bu-

reaus, and 300 oak trunks followed.

Dresses, shawls, and bracelets were given

to women; sweaters and shirts to young

people. Change was thrown up for the

children to collect. On the fifth and last

day of the ceremony came hundreds of

sacks of flour, each worth three dollars.

This was Cranmer's famous potlatch, one

of the largest ever recorded among his

people.

Dan Cranmer's potlatch became fam-

ous not only because of the volume of the

gifts that changed hands over those De-

cember days but also because it brought

criminal charges against fifty-one of those

who attended. Twenty-two went to prison

for two months, and the rest were given

suspended sentences on the condition that

they "voluntarily surrender" their dance

masks, ceremonial whistles, plaques of

beaten copper, and other potlatch para-

phernalia. The potlatch, the ceremony

that Cranmer celebrated with his relatives

and friends, was illegal under Canada's

Indian Act of 1885.

The potlatch had been a custom wide-

spread among the Indians of the North-

west Coast, from Alaska to Oregon (the

word derives from the Nootka patshatl;

the Kwakiutl term was PIEsa'). It was the

ceremony in which one person bestowed

traditional names, ranks, and privileges

upon another, a public event that gave the

transfer general validation. The occasions

included the naming of a child, marriage

and the redemption of a bridal payment,

and death (when a relative would assume

the name and position of the deceased).

The distribution of property was meant as

payment to the guests, who served as wit-

nesses and, in turn, had their own status

confirmed by their presence and the size

of the gifts they received.

Much like the ball that marks a debu-

tante's coming out into society or the bar

mitzvah that heralds a Jewish boy's eleva-

tion to manhood, the potlatch celebrated a

change of rank or status with dancing,

feasting, and gifts. Like many other soci-

eties, those of the Northwest Coast associ-

ated prestige with wealth, and the

potlatcher gained prestige according to

the liberality of his giving. A true chief

"always died poor" because he had

potlatched his wealth, but he died rich in

the rank and honor that he had accumu-

lated for himself through giving and that

he would pass on to his family, heirs, and

descendants.

This social system, based on the distri-

bution of wealth, was alien to European

society and everywhere came under at-

tack by missionaries and government offi-

cials. The accumulation of goods mei

for giving away seemed to them to
]

duce indigence and thriftlessness, "ha

inconsistent with all progress." "It is

possible," wrote an early commenta
"that the Indian can acquire property

can become industrious with any good

suit, while under the influence of this i

nia." It was, agreed a leading legislator,

"insane exuberance of generosity." Si

reasoning led the Canadian govemmen

!

ban the ceremony. |J

At the same time, legislators also o^

lawed what they called tamananawas, "^

cret society rituals that included cerenS
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Harlan I Smith. AMNH

Stacks ofHudson's Bay Company

blankets, left, await distribution to guests

atacircaI897Kwakiutlpollatch.

Photographed in 1894, Kwakiutl chief

Wakgas ofKoskimo. below, holds a

' 'copper, " a shield-shaped plaque of

beaten copper Because coppers were

obtained through ritual exchange, they

were invested with immense value.

S. National Museum

il cannibalism. These rituals were

I acticed along portions of the coast. Most

I table was the hamatsa of the Kwakiutl,

I which an initiate possessed by a canni-

1 spirit devoured human flesh (or pre-

nded to) until the powerful forces within

m were tamed. Such practices actually

.pressed repugnance at inhuman behav-

!r but were acted out in a way that horri-

);d white Canadian society.

I Passing laws in Ottawa was easy, al-

lough even there skeptical lawmakers

iamed of the difficulty of enforcement in

iritish Columbia. Prospects of preventing

le potlatch were not very favorable, since

Indians living in the province were widely

scattered in areas remote from police,

magistrates, and the few agents appointed

to supervise them. In the first attempt at

enforcement, Indian resistance forced a

hasty retreat; in the second, the case was

thrown out of court when an unsympa-

thetic judge insisted on a clear definition

of what was outlawed. Most white resi-

dents opposed enforcement, seeing little

harm in the ceremony and wishing no un-

necessary provocation to threaten the gen-

erally friendly relations with the Indians.

Nevertheless, under the influence of

missionaries, most of the province's Indi-

ans gradually began to give up the pot-

latch or modify it to accommodate Euro-

pean ways. This was not true of the

Kwakiutl, however Among these people,

who lived along the inland coast of Van-

couver Island and the adjacent mainland,

the potlatch went on, perhaps even in-

creased in the decades after the passage of

the antipotlatch law. Their "incorrigibil-

ity" probably had something to do with

the hazy gradation of rank within

Kwakiutl society and the ability to obtain

new rank through marriage, even multiple

marriages, and the attendant potlatches.

A defiant attitude toward the white man's

law m^y have contributed. For whatever

reasons, the Kwakiutl stood out as inveter-

ate potlatchers. As Indian agent William

HaUiday reported in 1912, "There is no

decrease in the number of potlatches held

nor is its influence apparently less."

The federal government in Ottawa, in

the person of the civil servant responsible

for Indian affairs. Deputy Superintendent

General D. C. Scott, decided to enforce

the law. According to the 1911 census,

Indians made up only 5 percent of the

province's population. Railways or steam-

ships penetrated almost all the coastal

channels and rivers, and gasoline boats

were available to most police detachments

and agents. Reduced in numbers, loyal

and law abiding (if sometimes law avoid-



ing), and often intimidated by the power
and paternalism of white authority, Brit-

ish Columbia's native population was not

something to be feared. Indians, although

they might resist passively, were impo-
tent. Initially, local judges and jurors re-

fused to convict or impose sentences, but

soon a number of prison terms were given

to potlatchers. The first convictions were
in 1919; the first prison terms in 1920.

Others followed the next year, culminat-

ing in the mass trials of the Cranmer pot-

latch participants in February and April

of 1922. Swift and thorough, the prosecu-

tions seemed to have worked, and agent

Halliday declared the potlatch dead.

The Kwakiutl were loath to see so sud-

den an end to a ceremony they regarded as

"one of our oldest and best customs." "We
don't see any fault in it," they wrote; it was
"a good thing for us all." They sent a

delegation to Ottawa, hired lawyers, peti-

tioned the government, and sought the

support of their local member of Parlia-

ment. Most of all they asked for an impar-

tial investigation. Convinced that nothing

was wrong with their ceremony, they were
confident that a commission, perhaps just

"a good straight man," would conclude
that the whole law was an unjust mistake.

But petitions, lavt^ers, and appeals had no
effect on Deputy Superintendent General
Scott, who was convinced that the pot-

latch stood in the way of Indian progress

and hampered their assimilation into Ca-
nadian civilization. Unable to secure even
an investigation, the Kwakiutl fell back
upon their own resourcefulness.

Within a few years the Indians estab-

lished a pattern of evasion. They did not

hold potlatches openly at Alert Bay, the

home ground of agents and police, but

transferred them to distant or inaccessible

villages. The most notable was Gwayi at

Kingcome Inlet, a village located two
miles up a shallow, snag-ridden river that

froze over in winter. It was sixty miles

away from Alert Bay, and the only regular

route to it was by steamer from Vancouver
and then by gas boat upriver. Surprise was
impossible: Gwayi was so situated that

any approach, day or night, could be seen.

The village's security was irksome to

agents. They proposed to break it by dis-
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guise, by stationing a policeman there,

even by using seaplanes, but all such pro-

posals proved impractical or too expen-
sive. The Gwayi fortress remained un-

breached.

Other villages, isolated in winter, were
also used. In the early 1930s, frequent

potlatches were held at Village Island,

only fifteen miles from Alert Bay, with

fishing boats carrying the goods from
Alert Bay. Tumour Island, Fort Rupert,

and Cape Mudge were also scenes of clan-

destine potlatches. "If there is nobody to

watch," reported anthropologist Franz
Boas, "they do whatever they like."

While such uncompromising potlatches

increased after 1927, some Indians sought

a means to potlatch more conveniently

and closer to home. When Jane Nowell
married Arthur Shaughnessy, the groom's

payment was given privately, with only

the chiefs present. A church wedding was
followed by a feast and dance "in the

white man's way," but Charlie Nowell,

the bride's father, announced that every-

one could go to the movies free on Satur-

day night, and he bought candy, cakes,

and fruit to distribute there. Later, when
one of the young couple's daughters died,

men were sent around the village with

$300 to give away.

House-to-house visits satisfied obliga-

tions but took away much of the potlatch's

significance. Songs and dances, vital com-
ponents of the ceremony, could not be
presented on a doorstep. So the Indians,

with the advice of Vancouver lawyer

W R. Vaughan, invented the "disjointed

potlatch." Separating the ceremonies

from the gift giving, the Kwakiutl
thwarted the Indian Act's specification

that the giving-away must form part of an
Indian ceremony. Authorities had great

difficulty proving that gifts given on one
day formed part of a dance held six

months before.

The first disjointed potlatch that came
to the attention of the Department of In-

dian Affairs was at Village Island, where

1 ,500 sacks of flour were given away but

no dance or ceremony took place. On a

second occasion, at Kalokwis village,

Henry Speck held a large dance with all

the old ceremony but gave nothing

A turn-of-the-century Kwakiutldana
mask representing an eagle, below, opt

to reveal a humanface, right. To effect

the transformation, theperformerpul
a string to snap the mask open at the

proper dramatic moment.
Both photographs courtesy c

wSk

away—yet he recorded all his gue
names in a book and assured them
would give things away in six moni
Agent Halliday saw a dance at Fort 1

pert but had no evidence "that even a I

cent piece had been given away." 1

flour distributions were particularly i

fating. The man who delivered \,t

sacks to Village Island left them with

remark, "Here is some flour I h:

brought to help you over the hard wint<

And when Charlie Nowell landed f

sacks at Fort Rupert, he brazenly t

police that it was nothing more than
'

act of Christian charity for the benefit

poor people."

There were other expedients. Fea

blended into Christmas dinners, and p
latch gifts were wrapped as hohc

presents. In Alert Bay in December 19.

Moses Alfred simply tagged each iti

within a great heap of goods with I

name of the person for whom it was
tended and walked away. Such evasic

depended upon the solidarity of t

Kwakiutl. No one turned witness; the £

thorities could obtain no evidence. "I

erywhere," wrote a police constable,

find myself up against a stone wall."

1934 an official reported, "We are abc

as far away from doing anything real

effective toward the suppression of t

potlatch system as we were when actio

against the Indians were started yea

ago." By the 1930s it was the Indi;

agent, not his wards, who felt frustratt

and thwarted. "My position in relation

the Potlatch is becoming intolerable

wrote the Kwakiutl agent in 1936.
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[fThat year the Department of Indian

Fairs put forward an amendment aimed

circumventing Kwakiutl strategies. It

^mld have allowed agents or police to

I ize any property deemed excessive for

Indian's needs. The proposal ran into

' ijections from the House of Commons,
' lere members strongly opposed it on the

' ounds that it was unreasonable, unjust,

'id un-British. The amendment was with-

I awn, and the department resigned itself

I leaving the matter to the influence of

' lurch, school, and the "good sense of the

idians themselves." The potlatch had, in

l.ct, begun to fall on hard times. Chris-

lanity was taking stronger root among the

i.wakiutl, and young people were losing

iterest in long rituals and arranged mar-

ages. Resources were also becoming lim-

ed: as early as the 1920s the Indians

iffered from competition with white Ca-

adian and Japanese Canadian fishing

oats, and then the whole economy was

evastated by the depression of the 1 930s.

Although better times returned in the

940s, the potlatch remained in decline.

Members of the younger generation were

more concerned with issues of contempo-

rary social justice: obtaining equaUty in

pensions, veterans' benefits, and child al-

lowances; more hospitals and better

health care; the right to vote; better educa-

tion; and an end to federal taxes on fishery

earnings outside the reserves. In the hear-

ings leading up to the 1951 revision of the

Indian Act, the issue of the potlatch went

unnoticed. Even the proposals submitted

by the Native Brotherhood, led by the

high-ranking Kwakiutl Bill Scow, made

no mention of the prohibition.

The revised Indian Act, reflecting the

parliamentary committee's recommenda-

tion that it be purged of its many "anach-

ronisms, anomalies, contradictions and di-

vergences," simply discarded the antipot-

latch provision. A new consciousness of

their heritage and rights soon arose among

all Northwest Coast Indians. Within the

Kwakiutl and other Indian communities

there was a renaissance of artistic work, a

resurgence of potlatching, and an increase

in political activity, which was centered

on the issues of land and self-government.

The potlatch of the 1 990s is part of that

renewed pride and identity. While it dif-

fers in some ways from ceremonies of the

nineteenth century, the occasions do not

depart significantly from tradition. The

same phases of the life cycle—birth, nam-

ing, puberty, marriage, death—are

marked by feasts, dances, and gifts to wit-

nesses. The same regard for rank and de-

scent, the same concern for recognition of

guests according to station, and the same

spirit of free and unconcerned generosity

prevail.

The antipotlatch law, and particularly

the prosecutions and imprisonments of the

1920s, remain indelible in the memory of

the Kwakiutl, symbols of persecution of

their identity and way of life. But at least

the masks and coppers that they had to

surrender have now been returned to Alert

Bay and Cape Mudge and placed in

Kwakiutl museums and cultural centers,

where they serve as visible evidence of the

continuity of a people and of their ceremo-

nial and artistic traditions.
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Coming ofAge in the Ituri
i oung girl's rite ofpassage is not complete without a colorful bark cloth

David S. Wilkie and Gilda A. Morelli

)ver the screams and giggles of chil-

playing, and the pitiful yipping of a

probably caught stealing some food,

steady percussion of an ivory mallet on

ig anvil resounds through the forest.

komoko is hard at work, pounding a

1 strip of fig tree bark into a supple

the of clothing. As he stops to stretch

back, his wife, Aluta, comes over and

ids him their toddler Chabo. With the

ngster settled contentedly in his fa-

;j
r's lap, Aluta can stoke the fires over

, ich strings of catfish are slowly drying

; I is free to join the other women who are

ving on a fishing trip. Calling over her

lulder as she departs, Aluta reminds

)komoko to prepare, for the evening

al, the last of the bananas that she

lught with her to the camp.

[t's the middle of February and

)komoko's family and relatives are

nped near the Angileepee River in the

iri rain forest of northeastern Zaire.

ey are Efe Pygmies, and like their an-

itors, they live by hunting, trading,

thering, and fishing. For much of the

ar they live within a mile of the villages

their farming neighbors, the Lese. At

;se times, Aluta obtains the bulk of her

mily's food by working in Lese fields in

change for such cultivated crops as ba-

nas and cassava. But now, during the

'o-month dry season, Mokomoko and his

mily have moved their camp deep into

e forest in search of the small rivers that

eld a wealth of fish.

As the waters of the Angileepee recede,

arshy pools form along the oxbow bends

this meandering river. In these backwa-

rs, the women and girls will spend most
' the day fishing. Among tree roots, be-

:ath fallen branches, and under the river-

ank lurk catfish, carp, and small crabs.

nmersed in the muddy gruel, Aluta

arches for them with her hands. As
)mething brushes against her forearm.

she lunges, grabs, and is rewarded with a

nasty gash in her thumb as the catfish

avoids capture by lashing out with its pec-

toral spines. Not all catfish escape as

deftly. For the next hour, Aluta adds fish

after fish to her basket. When the wom-

en's catch rate begins to decline, Aluta's

aunt suggests they take a break before

moving to the next pond.

Laughing and joking, the women and

girls rise out of the mire and head back to

the river to rinse off the mud and green

algae that cling to their bodies. Aluta teas-

ingly tells one of the younger girls that she

is clearly turning into a woman and no

doubt will soon be running off with one or

another of the eligible men in the area.

To'kuta takes the gibe good-heartedly and

mocks her tormentor for still nursing

N'dolu, who is now three. Aluta replies,

"I've tried to wean him, but he refuses, so

I guess he's not ready." Everyone laughs.

Sitting near the riverbank on an impro-

vised mat of large Marantaceae leaves,

Aluta cuts tobacco into shreds, tamps it

into a tar-blackened clay pipe, and inserts

the stem into the three-foot-long, hollowed

midrib of a banana leaf. Knocking an em-

ber from a smoldering piece of firewood,

she places it over the tobacco and, after

drawing heavily, shudders from the quan-

tity and potency of the smoke that she

inhales. Hacking, she passes the pipe to

the other women, and the resting site

quickly grows hazy with tobacco smoke,

which percolates slowly into the tree can-

opy above.

To'kuta wraps some fish in leaves,

places them on the coals to cook, and then

joins the other girls, who are getting more

and more animated as they chatter about

the upcoming ceremonial dance, or ima,

to celebrate the coming of age of Safarani

and Teema. Will it be this full moon?

Who'll be there? How will we paint our-

selves? Will the WaZungu ("white per-

son," in this case, the authors) give us

some perfumed soap? Soon everyone is

talking about the dance. This will be the

first ima in the area for many years, and

everyone is excited. Aluta starts a refrain

about the last ima, To'kuta adds synco-

pated hand claps, and the rest join their

voices in a complex, weaving roundelay

that embellishes the buzz of cicadas and

the babble of the river. The song's tempo

and mode change as each woman gets the

chance to add her own verse. No matter

how often or abruptly the meter shifts, the

chorus never stumbles. These remarkable

women are part of an impromptu choir

that has no need of a conductor.

As the song peters out, Aluta checks the

roasting fish. Trying not to bum her fin-

gers, she unwraps the charred leaf parcels,

and the steamy aroma of baked fish pro-

vokes a few hungry stomachs to growl in

anticipation. The fish is moist and deli-

cious, and in a matter of minutes, some

well-cleaned bones are all that remain.

Apparently reluctant to get back to fish-

ing, the women spend a few more minutes

chatting and smoking before setting off

again to the water.

It is late in the day when the women get

back to camp with baskets more than half

full with fish, crabs, and mushrooms, the

latter gathered on the trip home. By this

time Mokomoko has nearly finished

pounding the bark into cloth. Probably in

his midfifties, Mokomoko is one of the few

Efe men in this area acknowledged for his

skill in making bark cloth. He had been

planning on making a bark cloth for sev-

eral days but had not come across a suit-

able isele, a fig tree, until yesterday. On
the way back from an unusually success-

ful hunt, where not one, but two Gabon

duikers had been captured, Mokomoko

cast his eyes upward, looking for the

isele's characteristic leaves. The bark

from a variety of trees can be used to make
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Wading in the backwaters ofa river, below, Efe women
catchfish with their hands and stash them in wicker

baskets. Right: In afield near her village, a Lese woman
gathers the succulentyoung leaves ofa cassava plant,
which she willpoundand boil with rawpalm oil to make a
dish called sombt. The Lese, who are sedentaryfarmers,
are tradingpartners with the more mobile Efeforagers.

cloth, but Mokomoko believes that isele,

although more difficult to work with, is

the most durable and carries dyes the best.

Just as he was about to give up and try

again the next day, there, wrapped around
a sixty-foot tree, was an isele of the right

size. As the most suitable branches were
about thirty feet from the ground,

Mokomoko spent a few minutes deciding

how best to reach them. A small machete
tucked in his belt, Mokomoko climbed
upward, grasping vines and the strangler

fig itself for support. Using his machete,
he carved two rings around a branch,

about three feet apart, then connected
them with a single perpendicular gash.

With the edge of the blade, he carefully

prized up the bark and peeled away the

rectangular section he had excised. After
cutting off two similar-sized pieces, he
backtracked to the ground, rolled the bark
into a tube, secured it with a cord impro-
vised from the stem of a forest herb, and
quickly set off to catch up with the rest of

the men heading back to camp.
Bark cloth, once the most important

form of clothing for the inhabitants of the

Ituri, has now been largely supplanted by
used Western clothes or imported cotton

cloth. A few men still prefer to wear bark
cloth when out foraging in the forest, and
both the Efe and the neighboring Lese don
these traditional clothes for dances and
coming-of-age ceremonies.
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Although Mokomoko actually makes
the bark into cloth, it is Aluta, with her

artist's eye and imagination, who trans-

forms the beige, fibrous "canvas" into a

painted and patterned bark cloth. The
complexity and intricacy of Aluta's de-

signs depend largely on the function of the

finished cloth. If it is for a man to use, to

preserve his more precious Western
clothes while hunting, then the whole
cloth is often just dyed black by being

dunked in particularly unctuous swamp
mud for a few days. If the cloth is to

accompany a giri through the ceremony
that welcomes her into the worid of

women, then Aluta will lavish all her skills

and attention on its decoration. It is these

ima bark cloths that epitomize Efe art.

Only the ephemeral art of face and body
painting can compete for this accolade.

The two cloths that Mokomoko has

pounded flat, rinsed clean with water from
the river, and spread out on top of his hut
to dry are for his granddaughter's ima.

Mokomoko and Aluta began caring for

Safarani after her father (Mokomoko's
son by his first wife) was killed three years

ago when he fell out of a tree while raiding

a beehive for honey. Her mother died in

labor when Safarani was a toddler. She is

now about fifteen years old, and since her

breasts began to develop, she has been
ensconced in a Lese hut with Teema, the

daughter of the village chief, Ondikomvu.

i

Teema, like her friend, is also approach!

womanhood. Mokomoko and Ondikom
have been trading partners since th

were young men; thus, when Ondikom
proposed to celebrate his daughter's coi

ing of age with an ima, it was not surpr

ing that Safarani would be involved tot

Holding an ima is expensive. The gii

must be fed and cared for during tl

months that elapse between the time thi

enter the ima hut and the time they a

considered to have reached womanhoo
More importantly, food and drink must
prepared for the whole community, whi(

congregates for the dance and feast thi

accompanies the giris' ceremonial releas

No Efe and few Lese can afford an elab

rate ima independently, which maki

i



ema's and Safarani's a rare, as well as

i important, social event.

!
It's dark now, and the camp begins to

I ttle down for the night. A couple of dogs

tuabble over some fish bits thrown onto

le midden, but Aluta quiets them with a

;ll-hurled stick. Walking back to her

le, she stops at her son Baranga's hut and

) ks him if he would find some of the fruit

I.lied tato for her tomorrow, as she must

Hint Safarani's bark cloths before the

•ince. The clear juice of the tato stains

dn and bark cloth black. Baranga says

lat he remembers seeing a fruiting tato

hen he was out hunting yesterday and

ill go and pick some early next morning.

Juta thanks him and returns to her hut to

;t out the sleeping mats for her family.

Mokomoko moves the fire into the hut

and, with the aid of a folded leaf, wafts it

to life again. Aluta, glad for the warmth,

smiles contentedly as N'dolu snuggles to

her breast and nurses himself to sleep. Her

husband, not satisfied with the fire, re-

arranges the logs, then tosses a particu-

larly smoky section out into the dark,

where it spirals red before dashing to the

ground in a scatter of glowing embers.

Misjudging dawn by about an hour, the

camp cockerel rends the night's relative

calm. Not that it seems to matter, as the

camp will not rouse itself for a while.

When the sun is finally high enough to

pierce through the wall of trees into camp,

Aluta gets up and calls to her daughter-in-

law to pack up the dried catfish for their

trip back to the road. Aluta plans to go

back to Ondikomvu's village to trade the

catfish for some bananas or cassava and to

ask the chiefs second wife, Undetobo, to

lend her a piece of ndo heartwood used to

make the red dye that so characterizes Efe

bark-cloth painting. Ndo is not found in

this part of the forest and must be brought

from the traditional homelands of the Efe

west of here. Both the Efe and Lese were

forcibly resettled in the 1940s when the

Belgians used their labor to build the

roads that now traverse the forest.

Hoisting the basket onto her back,

Aluta adjusts the bark tumpline across her

forehead and follows the three other

women heading down the trail that leads

first to the river U'Komba and then to the
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road. It will take nearly eight hours to

reach Ondikomvu's village, so the women
must move at a brisk pace. The trip to the

road is punctuated by several tobacco

breaks and one brief scare when men's

voices are heard along the trail. "Who can

they be?" whispers Aluta, as the women
wait cautiously at the edge of the trail. As
the men approach, one of the women rec-

ognizes the voices of Ondikomvu's sons

Zetina and Batinanza. The brothers are

apparently on their way to check the leg-

hold snares they set last week, hoping to

trap an antelope or two to augment the

food supply for the upcoming ima. After

the men pass, the women step back onto

the trail and continue on their way.

About two miles before the women
reach the village, the vegetation along the

edges of the trail becomes much more
dense, and the tall, primary-forest trees

that so effectively filter the sun's glare are

replaced by smaller, second-growth spe-

cies. During the Belgian colonial period

this area of forest was cleared for cotton

cultivation but was abandoned soon after

independence in 1960. Most of the Ituri is

old-growth forest, but the roadsides are

bordered by large patches of regrowth for-

est, where old plantations were deserted

and where farmers must let their fields go
fallow before recultivation.

Leaving the relative cool of the forest,

Aluta and the other women follow the trail

into Ondikomvu's new field. Heat from
the scalding equatorial sun shimmers
ahead of them as they search for a route

through the tangle of felled timber that

Ondikomvu hopes will be dry enough to

bum before the onset of rains in March.
Walking along a particularly large log

that leads down toward the spring used as

a water source, Aluta finally reaches the

edge of the village. She dumps her basket

inside the nearest cooking shelter and sits

down to talk with Ondikomvu's wives

Melika and Undetobo. While the women
talk about how good the fishing is,

Ondikomvu sits alone in his shelter grind-

ing a potent mixture of local tobacco, hot

red pepper, and salt into snuff. After sniff-

ing a pinch held between his thumb and
forefinger, which makes his eyes water,

he bends over and scrapes the rest into
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\l ft, top, oneman cuts bark offa tree he hasfelled,

j? another, center and bottom, pounds bark into cloth,

bid ivory-tusk mallet has grown darkfrom beingstored

\;smoky roofofa hut. Below: Using red dye made

the heartwood ofthe ndo tree, a womanfills in

lis she has already drawn in black on a bark cloth.

^rapfis by Richard Wfangham; Anthro-Pholo

'. squirrel-skin pouch on the ground.

While Melika fetches some water for

r husband, Undetobo asks Aluta not to

ce the ndo back with her to camp, as she

o wants to use it to paint a cloth for her

ughter Teema. Aluta agrees and, using

3ear-shaped knife, starts to plane a fine

ist from the red-hued plank. Pleased

th the good handful of dye that has

cumulated, she raps the wood with the

life a couple of times to knock off the last

the red powder before wrapping it se-

irely in a leaf bag. For the rest of the

ening, both women roll dried palm-leaf

)idermis into cord that they will weave

to belts, breast bands, and feathery arm

raps for their girls to wear at the ima.

Next morning, once the dew has dried,

Aluta and the other women leave the vil-

lage with baskets stacked high with gar-

den produce. Aluta grumbles to the other

Efe women that Undetobo expected more

in trade than she thought fair. She says

that Undetobo had complained about how

the catfish she had been given the previ-

ous night were small and bony and de-

manded that Aluta make a bark cloth for

Teema in exchange for the bananas and

cassava. While the Efe women murmur in

assent, back in the village Undetobo's co-

wife complains that, as usual, Aluta left

with more heads of bananas than the few

catfish she had brought were worth.

Walking through last year's banana

field, which by now has already been in-

vaded by numerous weeds, shrubs, and

rapidly growing trees, Aluta notices a

patch of binjali, an herb, growing close to

the trail. As the roots of binjali produce a

wonderfully vibrant yellow dye, Aluta

stops to see if it is mature enough to bother

collecting. Digging with a woman's small

machete, Aluta clears the soil away from

the roots. In a few minutes, she has ex-

tracted a small stack of wrinkled roots

that look somewhat like carrots. These are

carefully wrapped in leaves before being

tucked into her basket. During the long

hours back to camp, Aluta daydreams,

now and again, about how she will deco-

rate Safarani's and Teema's bark cloths.

While Aluta was off at the village,

Baranga had found five egg-sized tato

fruits. Borrowing another woman's knife.
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Aluta cuts the fruit in half, then carefully

squeezes and scrapes the juicy pulp into a

bowl-shaped piece of a broken clay cook-

ing pot. With the metal point of an arrow,

she prizes off several small chunks of char-

coal from a smoldering log and grinds

them against the side of the bowl, forming

a black slurry with the tato juice.

Aluta places the larger of the two bark

cloths across her lap, dips a palm-wood

"quill" into the dye, and begins to lay a

series of thickish black lines on the fabric.

As her work progresses, the lines link up
into a regular pattern of nested diamonds.

Although also composed of parallel lines,

the shapes on the second piece are irregu-

lar and have cleverly positioned anomalies

that attract and lead the eye. As soon as

both cloths are outlined in black, Aluta

places them aside to dry. Swirling the tato

slurry that remains at the bottom of the

bowl, Aluta calls her niece to come and

have her face painted. With a new, much
thinner palm splinter, she draws a fine line

down Keniteefo's forehead and along the

ridge of her nose. The designs Aluta paints

on Keniteefo's face are more intricate and
varied than those on the two bark cloths.

Maybe the fabric's coarse texture pre-

cludes the more delicate designs of body
painting. While Aluta continues to work

on her niece, Maratsi, a young girl, splays

a segment of palm into a four-pronged pen

and, after dipping it into the dye, daubs a

speckled necklace across her chest. Soon
it seems that half the people in the camp

are painting themselves or one anothi

Aluta gets up to stretch her legs, folds

leaf into a cone, and dips some drinku

water from a large aluminum pot stored

her hut. Tossing the disposable cup on

the ground, she hauls the bark cloths c

the roof to test if they are dry. Happy wii

the results, she settles back among the la

of the face painters and begins to mix tl

red wood powder and a little palm oil ini

a loose paste. While Aluta works on tt

dye, her sister Okalese sits beside her an

empties the binjali from the basket. Aft<

scraping the outer skin from the yellowis

roots, she places them in a small woode
mortar and pounds them into pulp, addin

some water now and again to loosen th

consistency. Using her fingers as a palett
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Many ofthem shivering in the early morning cool, young

girls, left, wait their turn to be bathed in the river,

signifying the start ofthe ima celebration. Below:

Decorationsfor the ima dance can be as simple and

flamboyant as strategically tied leaves. White clay or

a dusting ofborrowed talcumpowder add to the effect.

Richard Wrangham; Anthro-Phdto

ife, Aluta spreads the dyes onto the

tlined cloth. Once in a while Okalese

ins over her sister's work and suggests

lere to paint next.

By the end of the day, Aluta's mastery

her craft shows in the beautifully col-

ed and patterned bark cloths now ready

r the ima. For the next few nights, the

rls in the camp watch as the moon grows

er more round, knowing that soon it will

; time to return to the road to prepare for

le ceremony and feast.

It's still several hours before dawn, but

ndikomvu's village is anything but quiet.

Jl the huts are abuzz with friends and

ilatives chatting, exchanging news, and

jssiping. The big, new meeting hut, hast-

y erected over the last two days, is alive



Safarani and Teema are carried to the

village center, where they will be thefocus

ofseveral days offestivities.
David S. Wilkie and Giida A Morelli
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with the sound of dancing, drumming,

singing, and clapping. Safarani and

Teema have been awake all night, learn-

ing the traditional ima dance steps from

the older women of the village. In a few

minutes they will be spirited from the hut

and carried down to the river to be washed

alongside all the younger girls. Undetobo

has been keeping a precious block of soap

for the occasion. She proudly hands it to

Aluta, who briefly dunks Safarani in the

water, then lathers her hair and skin. In

the predawn chill, many of the giris shiver

as they wait their turn with the soap. After

the last one is washed, Teema is lifted out

of the water and carried back to the hut

with Safarani. Aluta and Undetobo hurry

ahead of the procession. Inside the hut,

Aluta checks the bark cloths, the belts,

and the arm straps that have been made

for Safarani and Teema. Undetobo un-

corks a bottle of palm oil, with which she

anoints the girls.

The sun rises higher above the horizon,

and the excitement mounts as the crowd

waits outside for the girls to appear.

Ondikomvu gives Undetobo a hat of

strawUke material that he has just deco-

rated with the crimson tail feathers of a

gray parrot. Teema gleefully places it on

her head. At last, the door opens and

Teema and Safarani, carried aloft in

chairs, soar among the crowd. The eyes of

all the young men are focused on the two

young women, whose bodies gleam pro-

vocatively in the sun. The mood of cele-

bration is infectious; soon everyone is sing-

ing and dancing with the procession as it

winds toward the center of the village.

For the next three days, the village vi-

brates with the nearly constant clamor of

the festival. Teema and Safarani are the

focus of more attention than they have

ever had, and both are making the most of

it. But as the supplies of food and palm

wine dwindle, so eventually does the en-

ergy of the dancers, who will probably

disperse on the morning of the fourth day.

Sitting at the edge of a cooking shelter,

having a quiet smoke with Undetobo,

Aluta smiles as she watches Teema and

Safarani and wonders when she and her

husband will next have occasion to make

and paint bark cloths for an ima. O
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It's time for a change to Gallo.



Grilled scallops withjulienne zucchini and carrots.

© E. &J. Gallo Winery. Modesto, C\.



Why Jellyfish Stick Together
Caribbean thimblejellies travel in the same circles

by Ron Larson

I am lying on the "ceiling of the bay," as

naturalist William Beebe called it. Below

me is a turquoise blue, aqueous world

filled with thousands of living brown

"thimbles." They gyrate and orbit and

seem to pulse rapidly. When I reach down
and touch one, it shoots hundreds of mi-

croscopic projectiles into my skin, which

tingles from their injected toxin.

I have come to this Belize barrier reef to

witness the swarming of the jellyfish

Linuche unguiculata, known throughout

the Caribbean as the sea thimble. A small,

bell-shaped invertebrate, it is about the

size of a quarter in diameter, one-half that

in height, and conspicuously dappled with

chocolate brown markings—concentra-

tions of symbiotic algae. Unlike many
other jellyfish, thimbles do not sport

scores of stinging tentacles, yards in

length. Instead, they have only eight

threadlike tentacles about one-eighth of

an inch long. Their nematocysts, or sting-

ing cells, which release microscopic poison

darts when touched, are sprinkled over the

exterior of the bell and the tentacles.

Unlike the sting of the Portuguese man-
of-war, which is immediately and in-

tensely painful to humans, the thimble's

sting does not produce an immediate

burning sensation. There may be a mild

tingling, and many people feel little or

nothing for several days. However, while

some individuals are immune to afteref-

fects, others later develop red welts that

itch and bum. Fortunately, I never suffer

from thimble attacks.

In 1920 William Beebe described thim-

ble jellyfish swarms in his book Beneath

Tropic Seas. He first saw them off the

coast of Haiti on an Easter Sunday:

For two full miles of our course the sea was
filled with vibrating thimbles—^jellyfish of
exactly the size and shape of these homely
articles, close to the surface, fairly bumping
against the ceiling of the bay. Sometimes
they were swimming a foot apart, and again
for hundreds of yards they were pressed
against one another. ... In a square foot of

surface I counted seventy-four ... I

dipped up a hundred in a single scoop of the

net. ... A pailful of water contained three
solid quarts.

About 100 years earlier, when traveler-
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The Caribbean

A mature thimblejellyfish, shown about eighty times its actual

size, appears mottledbecause itspouches arefilled with dark,

symbiotic algae. Thousands ofnematocysts, orstingingcells,

dot the bell's surface, while tiny tentaclesprotrude at the bottom.
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Swarms ofthimblejellyfish swim

upward, always staying near the sea 's

surface. A diver moving through them

risks dozens ofitchy, burning stings.

writer Orlando Roberts sailed along the

Caribbean coast of Nicaragua, he de-

scribed the sea as being covered with

thimble-shaped "blubber fish" and ob-

served that they formed the principal food

of the local green turtles. Later, American

biologist Walter Fewkes described pass-

ing through aggregations of the little thim-

bles at the Dry Tortugas, west of Key
West, Florida, "reaching as far as the eye

could follow."

Although I have come across many
such anecdotal accounts, as far as I know

no one before me had actually studied

these thimble jellyfish swarms, which ap-

pear in tropical oceans for only a few

months each year. As an avid cnidar-

iophile, or lover of the phylum that in-

cludes sea fans, anemones, hydras, corals,

and jellyfishes, I have pursued related or-

ganisms, for the past twenty years, from

the Arctic to the Antarctic. Somehow, the

little thimbles had eluded me, but my
curiosity about accounts of their dense

concentrations eventually made me seek

them out.

I saw my first thimbles in a dusty bottle

of Formalin on a dimly lit shelf in the

Smithsonian Institution. Of course, the

pale, lifeless blobs bore little resemblance

to the animated, pulsating bells described

by Beebe and others. Later, in Puerto

Rico, a fellow graduate student brought in

a pailful of thimble larvae. Known as

ephyrae, these tiny, flattened jellyfish lar-

vae resembled brown wheels; looking at

them under a microscope, I saw that their

color came from hundreds of tiny spheri-

cal zooxanthellae—symbiotic, one-celled

algae that also live in coral animals and

many other tropical cnidarians.

It was not until many years later, when I

was investigating jellyfish at the Smithso-

nian's Carrie Bow Cay Marine Labora-

tory on the barrier reef in Belize, that I

finally saw a full-fledged swarm of thim-

bles. At first, it looked like an oil slick: a

glossy, dark brown ribbon winding hun-

dreds of yards through a choppy, milky

blue sea. Navigating toward the swarm in

my inflatable boat, I could see that the

water was peppered with small objects.

Exactly as Beebe had described, each

square foot contained nearly 100 thim-

bles, each swimming to its own beat, yet

somehow staying with the swarm. Over

the next several years, I would spend

spring vacation on the tiny coral island of

Carrie Bow Cay, trying to understand the

origins and dynamics of thimble jellyfish

swarms.

In general, the jellyfish that most of us

are familiar with are adult males and fe-

males, known as medusae—the sexual

stage of a life cycle that begins with two

larval stages. First, the fertilized egg de-

velops into a microscopic creature that is

propelled by its cilia and eventually at-

taches to a surface near the sea floor.

There it transforms into a polyp that will

produce many wheellike ephyrae, about

1/25 of an inch across; like a perennial

plant, it will continue to produce them

each spring. These ephyrae rise to the

sea's surface, where they drift with the

currents among the plankton, eventually

growing and transforming into the famil-

iar medusae with their writhing tentacles,

named for Medusa, the mythological Gor-

gon whose tresses had been turned into

snakes.

The polyp of the thimble jellyfish was

undetected until University of Puerto

Rico student Edgardo Ortiz-Corps, along

with my former professor Chuck Cu s
and his wife, Bert, published a pap Iht

1987 describing its complete life hisqs

Unlike the polyps of many related it

tures, the thimble's polyp lives in a 1 *
shaped chitinous tube about a quart i#

an inch long; it resembles the fossil t )•

of an ancient Cambrian group of inv »

brates that may well be its ancesffc

From dredged samples, these uniti

tube-dwelling polyps were raised in a IB-

oratory aquarium, where they prodtt

ephyrae, which matured into adults. "Ik

Adult thimbles begin to grow and li

ture in early spring, and for the next ttl

to four months, masses of them i
among the coral reefs and sea grass Ha

swimming at the surface, where their ;

»

biotic algae can be exposed to sunlitt

Pat Kremer, a jellyfish specialist atM

University of Southern California, ha*

tablished that these algae, which are 4
ticularly numerous in thimble jellyB

produce much of the energy require(5y

the thimble, even though it also feed'jr

zooplankton (microscopic animals). ABi

about two months, the nearly matt

thimbles are dime-sized and their cho

late brown swarms are conspicuous.

Thimbles are not the only jellyfish al
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The Caribbean

Thimblejellyfish aggregate in swarms when Langmuir

currents herd thousands ofindividuals into long, parallel

formations called windrows. Fairly uniform spacing between

these blind organisms is maintained by their circularswimming

pattern. (The diagram is not to scale: windrows may be more

than 300feet longand up to 10feet wide, while individual

thimbles are about the size ofa quarter)

gi ;ate. Throngs of other species are

tei wept into eddies or tides. Thimbles,

er, are almost always seen in dense

;s no matter how still the water. Af-

;nding hundreds of hours combing

allow inshore waters along the Be-

ef, I found only a few strays and

I

were usually located near a large

»ation. Furthermore, whenever I

1 plankton nets near the barrier reef,

dly collected any isolated thimbles.

jw do such weak swimmers remain

( iters for up to five months? Surely

ind winds should disperse them. To

r this question, I studied the swarms

how their shapes and sizes varied

different conditions.

;r a three-year period, during which

lied twenty swarms, I found that

patterns seemed to account for varia-

('
in both shape and density of the

gations. During calms, thimble jelly-

ere most often seen in poorly defined

It es where their density was low (ap-

ra nately one per square yard). How-

ire ivhen winds were moderate, they ap-

sji d in formations, known as windrows,

10 than 300 feet long, which were

» times so dense that individuals often

)i led one another—the situation de-

:il :d by Beebe and others.

' ndrows—long formations of floating

b; ts shaped by winds and currents

—

n 'ell known to sailors and oceanogra-

h ; and are common in both oceans and

ill . In 1927, American physicist Irving

,a ;muir noted during a transatlantic

n e that sargassum weed tended to ac-

u ilate in windrows. He further noted

bi when the wind changed direction.

In ; long lines reoriented themselves par-

lli to the wind. Later, he experimentally

eirmined that wind blowing over open

a r produced counter-rotating horizon-

alddies and that flotsam (floating sea-

«ils, debris, plankton, and even oil

il;i) accumulated in convergences

rtre adjacent eddies forced the water

Ic n. These Langmuir currents rotate in

)F)site directions; in between them,

vlre the water "sinks," passive accu-

n:ations of floating objects are "cor-

a ;d." While Langmuir currents seem to

Klependent on wind speed, water strati-

Individual thimble jellyfish swim in

clockwise circles, moving upward,

while simultaneously rotating

counterclockwise. Water sinks

between the eddies, but the thimble's

movements keep it near the surface.

Langmuir Currents

(counter-rotating eddies)

fication, and depth, precisely how these

interact to form the familiar patterns is

still unknown. However, their effects are

unmistakable. In the Caribbean, where

northeast trade winds are strong, an air-

plane passenger can easily spot the long,

parallel brown lines of sargassum or even

of thimbles from a great distance.

I had noticed early in my studies that

thimble windrows are usually associated

with floating objects such as algae, sea

grass blades, and discarded plastic debris.

What I didn't know was how the thimbles

accumulate in the windrows since they do

not float. It seemed plausible that upward

swimming by thimbles in convergence

zones could be largely responsible for the

aggregations and might play a major role

in shaping the swarms. I was indeed able

to observe some thimbles swimming up-

ward, but they also swam in other direc-

tions, mostly horizontally.

However, I found that the swarms

stayed together even during windless peri-

ods (although they were less dense). Off

Belize in spring, the wind is calm about 10

percent of the time, and the trade winds

there may not blow for several days in a

row. If the Langmuir currents were solely

responsible for thimble aggregations, then

during calm periods thimbles would cer-

tainly swim or drift apart.

I wondered if these jellyfish swarms

had characteristic patterns of swimming

that could be keeping them together.

Other, more complex invertebrates, such

as squid and shrimp, can school like fish.

Was it possible that "primitive" jellyfish,

with brains the size of pinheads and lack-

ing eyes, could actively school, too? Per-

haps thimbles use a simple, stereotyped

swimming pattern that functions to main-

tain uniform distances between individ-

uals in a swarm. To answer this question, I

observed their movements closely as they

swam in the sea and made videotapes of

them in a small pool.

While snorkeling among a swarm near

Carrie Bow Cay, I discovered that thim-

bles do have a characteristic swimming

pattern: they move clockwise in circles

about three feet in diameter or less. This

simple repetitive movement helps stabi-

lize the swarm; once gathered by currents,

they are less likely to veer off in all direc-

tions and disperse. (My captive thimbles

were less cooperative in the pool, with

many swimming to the bottom, but they

also swam in clockwise paths.) Strangely,

upon closer examination in an aquarium, I
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The Caribbean

Lacking eyes and extended tentacles,

a thimblejellyfish viewedfrom
below, right, reveals its symmetrical,

hollow umbrella shape. Below: An
arrow crab, one ofthe thimble'sfew
known predators, grabs a meal.

found that individuals spun counterclocic-

wise like propellers, even as they swam in

their clockwise circles.

I now had good reason to believe that

thimble jellyfish swarms were the result of

more than just wind and water acting

upon passive organisms. But what advan-

tage would they gain from actively swarm-
ing? Animals usually aggregate in order to

escape predators, to feed, to reproduce, or

to make social contact. When fishes and
some shrimps school, they gain from the

safety of numbers: predators find it more
difficult to single out individuals for at-

tack. Schooling, however, calls for highly

coordinated group movements in which
distances between individuals remain con-

stant, an impossible feat for the thimble

jellyfish's relatively simple nervous and
locomotor systems.

But clusters of thimbles probably would
attract predators. In the very recent past,

before they were decimated during the

last fifty years, marine turtles probably

followed thimble swarms for miles and
gorged on them. In addition to turtles and
a few species of fish, the arrow crab is

known to prey upon thimbles, which it

catches when swarms come near man-
grove roots. What possible advantages

could have accounted for the evolution of

swarming during eons of vulnerability to

predation?

Better opportunities for obtaining food

may be one, since the thimbles probably

find greater densities of their own prey

swept into Langmuir-caused windrows,

where many planktonic animals become
concentrated. On the other hand, because
thimbles derive much of their food from
their resident algae, increased prey densi-

ties may not have been sufficient to offset

the dangers of swarming.

I believe a major reason that thimble

jellyfish swarm is to enhance their

chances of reproductive success. Unlike
terrestrial animals, most marine creatures

simply release their gametes into the sea,

subjecting them to dilution and dispersal.

Without some means of focusing on their

targets, the sperm die in the open ocean
without ever contacting unfertilized eggs.

By concentrating their population within a

limited area, thimble jellyfish can vastly

improve their fertilization rates.

Some invertebrates overcome the prob-

lem of sperm dilution by assembling only

when they are ready to reproduce. For
example, many marine worms come to the

surface and spawn in phase with the

moon. At Carrie Bow, large numbers of

bioluminescent worms swim out of the

reef just after dark, in response to a lunar

cycle. At the surface, they burst open,

releasing glowing clouds of gametes. Al-

though the life of the individual animal
ends, it has greatly increased its chances

of leaving off"spring. Similarly, corals and
other relatively immobile invertebrates

along the Great Barrier Reef of Australia

also spawn synchronously, using lunar and
temperature cues.

Thimble jellyfish have evolved their

own strategy to avert sperm dilution. Ma-
ture thimbles spawn daily for a month or

more and must therefore remain quite

near one another for effective reproduc-

tion. By aggregating throughout their en-

tire adult lives of about four to five

months, using Langmuir currents to help

keep them together, and swimming in

tight little circles, the sightless, virtually

brainless thimble jellyfish have managed
to survive through the ages. D
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The Maya Rediscovere
The Coribbecin

America's Ancient Mariners
The Maya displayed aflairfor seagoing trade

by Anthony P Andrews

The first Maya the Spaniards encoun-

tered, during Columbus's fourth voyage in

1 502, were a group of merchants near the

Bay Islands, off the coast of Honduras:

There arrived a canoe full of Indians, as

long as a galley and eight feet wide. It was
loaded with merchandise from the west,

almost certainly from the land of Yucatan.
. . . There was in the middle of the canoe a
shelter of palm matting. . . . Inside and un-
der this were their women and children,

possessions and merchandise, so that nei-

ther rain nor sea water could wet anything.

. . . There were in the canoe up to twenty-
five men. . . . They had in it much clothing

of the kind they weave of cotton in this land,

such as cloth woven with many designs and
colors . .

. ; knives of flint, swords of very
strong wood . . . and foodstuffs of the coun-
try [Bartolome de las Casas, Historia de las

Indias]

.

At the time the Europeans arrived,

coastal seafaring with paddled canoes was
widespread throughout the Americas,

from the Northwest Coast, with its sea-

mammal hunts and war expeditions, to the

Caribbean islands, where the ancestors of

the Taino and Carib Indians had easily

traversed the 1,700-mile-long archipelago

in large oceangoing canoes and their de-

scendants had continued a vigorous

interisland trade into the contact period.

The Inca had large rafts of balsa wood,

probably equipped with sails, that

reached as far as the Galapagos. But the

civilization most involved in extensive sea-

going trade was that of the Maya.
Historical accounts report that the

Maya carved large dugout canoes, from
mahogany and other hardwoods, capable

of carrying forty or fifty people. Most
Maya seafarers hugged the coast, using

landmarks, shrines, and lookout towers as

navigational aids. These were particularly

important in the Caribbean, with its

treacherous shoreline reefs. Still, some
navigators ventured out into the open sea

to reach such offshore islands as Contoy,

Mujeres, Cozumel, the Belize cays, and
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the Bay Islands. Archeological research

shows that the Maya settled Cozumel and
several of the Belize cays at least 2,000

years ago; by the late Classic period (a.d.

600-900), they were traveling out to

Tumeffe Island, some eighteen miles off

the Belize mainland.

As Maya civilization developed, many
seaside villages evolved into bustling

towns and trading ports. Some served as

outposts of large inland communities,

which sought access to marine resources

and to the trading vessels that plied the

coasts. Others flourished owing to their

location along major trade routes and be-

came major commercial enclaves in their

own right. One of the earliest and most
prominent of these was the large town of

Cerros, on Chetumal Bay in northern Be-

lize, which dates from the late Preclassic

(300 B.c.-A.D. 300).

Sitting at the mouth of the New and
Hondo rivers, Cerros connected the

coastal trade networks of the Caribbean
with inland communities of the southern

Maya lowlands. From these two rivers,

overland trade could reach large centers

in northern Guatemala, such as El Mira-

This is the seventh in a series of articles

that explore recent findings and
interpretations concerning the rise and
fall of ancient Maya civilization.

dor, Rio Azul, and Tikal. Other prominent
early coastal communities appeared

around the shores of the Laguna de

Terminos, on the southern Campeche
coast, along the salt beds of the northern

coast of Yucatan, and on the shores and
islands of the Caribbean coast of Quin-

tana Roo and Belize. The Pacific coast of

Chiapas and Guatemala also saw the

emergence of several town-size communi-
ties, all actively involved in the exploita-

tion of coastal resources and trade.

Many Maya ports consisted of natural

harbors on islands, such as Mujeres and

(
Cozumel, and in the reef-protected bi

rocky inlets, and large lagoons of the C
ibbean coast. The Maya also construe

port facilities at several locations. The
land of Cerritos, off the northern coasi'

the Yucatan Peninsula, is ringed by

ruins of docks and piers, while on its soi

shore a sea wall more than 1,000 feet k

encloses an artificial harbor that once

fered refuge to large numbers of cane

The remains of a small administrative c

post and the residences of what were pr

ably elite coastal traders have also bt

discovered. An artificial canal conne

the large inland lakeside port of Muyil

Chunyaxche, in Quintana Roo, to anotl

lagoon that was linked to the sea throin

estuarine canals and lagoons.

The resources of the sea were a criti
I

component in the emergence of M£|
civilization, offering a broad array of r

(

rine and estuarine fish and shellfish, t

ties, crocodiles, birds, manatees, and se;

Shells provided raw material for tools a

jewelry, and shark teeth and stingi

spines played an important role in Ma
rituals. The great salt flats of the northf

Yucatan Peninsula and the saline es,

aries of the Pacific provided salt, whi

the Maya began to collect more th

2,300 years ago.

From eariy on, the coastal folk trad

their food resources with communities

the nearby interior in exchange for ag

cultural produce and other products. Sa

shells, shark teeth, and stingray spin

traveled farther, to inland communiti

hundreds of miles from the coast. For e

ample, shells from both the Pacific ai

Caribbean have been recovered in ritu

caches at Tikal. Salt was in demand
meet the daily nutritional requirements i

a predominantly agricultural populatic

subsisting on a low-sodium diet (a modei

Maya farmer consumes about thre

tenths of an ounce of salt per day). Sa

was also used as a preservative for curir

fish and meat, as a form of currency, ar
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cations for adults that offer much more than

conventional tours. First class accommoda-
tions and comfortably paced itineraries in 1

5

countries on 6 continents. Contact

TravelLeam, RO. Box 315 N, Lakeville, PA
18438; 717-226-9114.

21. Virginia. For lovers of beaches, moun-
tains and history, write for a FREE, full

color vacation planning guidebook. Virginia

is for Lovers.

22. Wings of the World Travel. Angkor Wat
Adventure—Come and join us for our ex-

traordinary adventure to Cambodia, Laos

and Vietnam. We depart monthly ex Seattle

and we have done this adventure for the last

4 years. We guarantee 2 days at Angkor with

16 sites and time to explore, observe, reflect

and photograph the incredible.
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BRAZO AMAZING

AMAZON
UNIQUE WILDLIFE

AND

NATURAL SPLENDORS

AWAIT YOU.

mi

j^^i
Journey into the world's largest rain for-

est on an unforgettable cruise up tlie mighty

Amazon.

Experience the delight of sleeping outside

on deck in a hammock... as you sail on a spe-

cially designed river boat. As you breathe the

fragrant air of this magical region, keep in mind

that its vast forests replenish half the earth's

oxygen and its river basin is the source of one

fifth of this planet's supply of fresh water! No

wonder then, that over 2,000 species of fish and

some 10,000 kinds of orchids flourish here.

So pack your camera and love of adven-

ture and choose from a variety of programs or,

create your very own independent tour. Either

way, you're in for the adventure of a lifetime.

To find out more... much more, send in

the coupon below or call your travel agent

j-i 70 C5

ex =:

00^3
§22^
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in a variety of medicinal and ritual prac-

tices. Thousands of tons were shipped

each year from the salt beds of the north-

em Yucatan Peninsula to communities
throughout the lowlands, and from the

Pacific estuaries to localities in the high-

lands.

The maritime trade network girded the

coastline from Mexico to Panama and
reached inland through every navigable

river. Two major river systems flowed

down from the Guatemalan highlands: the

Usumacinta, which entered the Gulf of

Mexico, and the Motagua, which was a

major conduit to the Caribbean. None of

the rivers pouring out of the highlands into

the Pacific were navigable, restricting

boat travel inland. Nonetheless, most of

the Pacific coast from Oaxaca to Guate-
mala could be negotiated by inner water-

ways that weaved through linked estuary

systems, avoiding the pounding surf of the

open ocean.

Much of the Maya trade involved ex-

change of lowland and highland resoun

Salt, cotton, cacao (chocolate), spi(

feathers, and jaguar pelts were tra(

from tropical lowland regions to the hi

lands of Guatemala and Mexico in

change for obsidian, basalt, jade, i

other highland products. Mineral tn

analyses of artifacts have enabled arche

ogists to pinpoint the source of seve

goods and reconstruct the volume and
rection of their trade through time. I

example, individual blades, knives, arrc

heads, and ritual artifacts manufactur

from obsidian, or volcanic glass, can

matched with specific volcanic outcrc

in the highlands.

Communities in the Maya lowlands ii

ported vast quantities of obsidian from t

highlands, which reached them overiai

and down rivers and flowed into

coastal trade networks of the Gulf ai

Caribbean. At intervals along the coa;

the obsidian passed through key tradii

junctures, where it was diverted inland

!
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-a'shipped farther. Two such junctures

e Wild Cane Cay and Moho Cay on

leehze coast, where archeologists have

jiil large quantities of obsidian blades

ni prepared cores from which blades

ojl be struck. Much of this obsidian

d led to the northern Yucatan Penin-

ul some 500 miles from its origin. Some

ar from even more distant sources in

> highlands of central Mexico, more

QOO miles away.

ter A.D. 800, as many of the great

1 cities of the southern lowlands went

decline, newly emerging cities in the

, lern lowlands forged new trading ties

J, ntral Mexico and Central America.

\i he capital of Chichen Itza, in the

K lem Yucatan Peninsula, archeolo-

ji have recovered large quantities of

a and ceramics from the Guatemalan

ii lands, turquoise from northern Mex-

c and gold from Costa Rica and Pan-

II . Many of these goods arrived by sea

r 1 the Gulf of Mexico and the Carib-

01] 1 through the major trading port at

d itos, sixty miles away. Recent excava-

tii i at this small island, which I under-

( with several Mexican colleagues,

,1 ; yielded all these types of trade goods,

c ell as central Mexican and Guatema-

\i obsidian. The excavations showed that

C ritos was controlled by the capital,

A ;h also controlled the nearby salt beds,

tl largest in Middle America.

Il trading expedition departing from

I'hern Yucatan might have included

; ;ral canoes loaded with salt, cotton,

h' ey, spices, and slaves (some of the

5| es were themselves traded, while oth-

i. were kept as bearers and paddlers). It

w, ild proceed south along the Caribbean

c st to trading enclaves in Chetumal

Ij, farther along the Belize coast, or

k/ond. At each stop, goods and slaves

I aid be exchanged for a variety of arti-

6 s, such as cacao (which also served as a

f m of currency), obsidian cores for mak-

i blades, basalt metates (grinding

• nes), jade artifacts, and occasionally

i
d or copper objects from farther south

i Central America. Traders moving

:ith along the gulf coast would carry

i lilar goods and return with obsidian and

I salt from the highlands of Mexico and

Uatemala and fine paste ceramics and

ijCao from Guatemala and Tabasco.

I

As trading flourished during the Post-

iissic period (900-1520), cities through-

I

I

Mesoamerica were drawn into an in-

easingly "international" world, with

ods and ideas flowing freely over very

rge distances. We know from historic

records that much of the long-distance

trade of the Maya at the time of the con-

quest was controlled by wealthy nobles.

Marriage ties were forged between the

elites of widely separated cities, and long-

distance merchants took on added respon-

sibilities, acting as couriers, diplomats,

and spies. Artisans and artists also trav-

eled extensively: Postclassic Mexican

sculpture and mural paintings have been

found at Chichen Itza and at the coastal

cities of Tulum-Tancah and Santa Rita on

the Caribbean coast. Aztec traders

reached the Gulf of Mexico and down the

Pacific coast to Guatemala, and possibly

as far as Panama.

Shortly after the Spanish conquest, the

Maya coastal trade system collapsed. The

Spaniards took over the northern Yucatan

salt and cotton cloth industries, as well as

many of the cacao groves and gold mines

to the south. The demand for many tradi-

tional trade goods declined, as metal tools

supplanted those of obsidian and flint,

Spanish ceramics gradually replaced na-

tive wares, and cacao was slowly phased

out as a form of currency. Moreover, the

disappearance of the Maya rulers and

priests undermined the demand for elite

goods such as jade, turquoise, and gold.

While small-scale coastal trade, mostly of

foodstuff's, cacao, and salt, continued into

colonial times, the large networks of the

past faded from memory. D

GET WEIGHT OFF AND KEEP IT OFF
FOR GOOD WITH NORDICTRACK...
America's most efficient, total-body workout.

Diets Alone Don't Work.
When you eat less, your body automati-

cally adjusts its metabolism to a lower level;

attempting to maintain a set point between

your food intake and activity level. You do

lose some weight, but you feel tired,

grumpy and hungry. As the body strives to

regain its "normal" balance, you give in to

the urge to splurge—and gain it all back.

Discouraged, you begin the cycle again.

The Secret To Lasting Weight Loss.

It's simple. Eat sensible, nutritious,

well-balanced meals. Don't starve. Exercise

on NordicTrack 20 minutes each day.

That's it. The highly efficient aerobics of

NordicTrack's total-body workout raises

your body's metabolism, making it possible

for you to get weight off and keep it off for

good. NordicTrack burns off calories while

toning and firming.

NordicTrack: "The World's

Best Aerobic Exerciser."
'

Fitness experts agree that cross-country

skiing is the worid's best aerobic exercise.

And NordicTrack's patented design

duplicates the smooth, rhythmic, total-body

action of cross-country skiing to give you

the world's best aerobic workout. Better

than walking, running or most other in

home exercisers. 'With NordicTrack you'll

work more muscle groups and burn more
calories in less time than with an exercise

bike, ordinary rower, treadmill or stairclim-

ber. Up to 1,100 calories per hour,

according to fitness experts.

Easy To Use;

Just 20 Minutes A Day.
NordicTracking is as easy as walking

and swinging your arms. As you ski and

pole" against independent upper- and

lower-body resistance, your body begins to

replace fat tissue with muscle ti.ssue which

further increases calorie consumption.

Your metabolism is raised during the

workout and the calorie burning effects

continue even two hours after you're
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This Land
The Cciribbecin

Epiphytes of

El Yunque, Puerto Rico
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

This year the United States Forest Ser-

vice is commemorating the 100th anniver-

sary of the birth of the national forest

system, for on March 30, 1891, President

Benjamin Harrison created the Yellow-

stone Timber Land Reserve, later divided

into the Shoshone and Teton national for-

ests. Today there are 1 56 national forests,

spread over forty-three states and Puerto

Rico. Their 275,000 square miles include

nearly every North American forest type,

as well as prairies, savannas, bogs, sandy
beaches that front both the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans, and even a tidal estuary.

But only one, the Caribbean National For-

est in eastern Puerto Rico, contains a

tropical rain forest. El Yunque. And al-

though it became a U. S. national forest in

1903, the Caribbean National Forest re-

gion was actually set aside as a preserve by
the Spanish Crown well before, in 1860.

El Yunque rain forest occupies about

forty-seven square miles in the rugged
Luquillo Mountains, noted for their lush

plant life and fast-flowing streams. Rain
falls nearly every day, particularly on the

highest mountains. At the lowest elevation

is the lower montane rain forest, a dense
growth of tabanucos and other 100-foot-

tall trees. Above this is the upper montane
rain forest, dominated by huge palo Colo-

rado trees. On the steepest slopes is the

palm forest, consisting almost exclusively

of sierra palm trees. Finally, on the sum-
mits of the highest mountains, enshrouded
by mist and clouds, is the elfin forest,

where stunted trees grow in dense, nearly

impenetrable stands {see "This Land,"
February and December 1987).

Because the trees in the rain forest grow
so thickly, permitting little sunlight to

reach the forest floor, ferns and flowering

plants are usually unable to survive be-

neath them. Instead, some of these plants

find refuge in the upper canopy, closer to
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the source of light, where they live as

epiphytes—plants that grow on other

plants while producing their own food by
photosynthesis. Epiphytes are a diverse

category that also includes various algae,

lichens, liverworts, and mosses, plants that

lack speciaUzed vascular tissues. But of

the neariy 250,000 kinds of vascular

plants in the world, roughly one in ten are

epiphytes, including both ferns and flow-

ering plants. Only one large group of vas-

cular plants, the gymnosperms (cone-

bearing plants), are not represented

among the epiphytes.

Epiphytic ferns and flowering plants

grow most vigorously in the tropics, where
rain, spray from waterfalls, or dew pro-

vides continuous moisture (only one, the

resurrection fern, is commonly found in

temperate North America). They differ

from vines and lianas, which remain
rooted in the soil as they climb trees. They
also diifer from parasites, such as dodder
and mistletoe, which penetrate the host to

obtain needed water and nutrients. The
only burdens an epiphyte places on its host

are competition for sunlight and possibly

mechanical stress (in some tropical coun-
tries, epiphytes are routinely weeded off"

their hosts in parks and gardens to keep
tree branches from breaking).

Some epiphytic ferns and flowering

plants cannot live without a host plant in

nature; others are able to live either on
hosts or in the soil. The bark of a prospec-

tive host tree plays a major role in deter-

mining whether epiphytes will use the tree

as a perch. Rough, spongy bark that re-

tains water provides the spores of ferns

and seeds of flowering plants a better

opportunity to germinate and survive.

Smooth bark, on the other hand, dries out

quickly and discourages germination.

Some trees even produce chemicals that

keep the bark free of epiphytes.



.#*•.V

Ray Pfortner Peter Arnold, Inc.

Pineapplelike bromeliads, above,

are among the most conspicuous

epiphyticplants in Puerto Rico's

rainforest, but many other epiphytes

blanket the trunks ofpalms,far left.

Left: El Yunque is the highestpeak

in the Luquillo mountain range.
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Since epiphytic ferns and flowering

plants do not have roots in the soil, they

are always in danger of desiccation, espe-

cially when exposed to the tropical sun. To
counter this, in some epiphytes the sto-

mata—the tiny openings in the leaves

—

open only in the evening to admit the car-

bon dioxide needed for photosynthesis.

The carbon dioxide is stored chemically

and then used in the daytime. This same
metabolic trick is found in certain desert

plants.

Three major groups of vascular plants

—ferns, orchids, and bromeliads—in-

clude epiphytes. Many epiphytic ferns,

such as the bird's-nest fern, form a nest of

broad leaves clustered together on a very

short, unrecognizable stem. Dead leaves

and other organic material fall into the

nest and decompose, while hundreds of

roots grow from the stem into the accumu-
lated organic matter The mass of humus
and fern roots acts as a sponge that soaks

up and stores rainwater The rotting mate-

rial also provides nutrients. In some epi-

phytic ferns that do not form leaf nests,

the leaves curl up and become almost brit-

tle during a prolonged drought, only to

revive quickly when moisture once again

becomes available. As its name suggests,

El Yunque

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Caribbean National Forest

Call Box 25000

Rio Pedras, Puerto Rico 00928-2500

(809) 7534335

A coqui, afrogspecies native to Puerto Rico, crouches in a bromeliad.
Thomas R, Fletcher

the resurrection fern has this capability.

Most orchids that live in the tropics are

epiphytes, in contrast to temperate or-

chids, which are all terrestrial. Epiphytic

orchids have water-storing tissues in their

succulent leaves or bulbous stems, while

their aerial roots are surrounded by a

spongy tissue of dead cells that not only

absorbs and retains water but also helps

prevent the living cells from losing water

to the atmosphere. When drought be-

comes severe, a cell layer at the base of

each leaf allows most orchids to shed their

leaves to prevent further water loss. Both
the water storage tissues and the root tips

contain chlorophyll, enhancing the or-

chid's ability to carry out photosynthesis.

A third major group of epiphytes are

bromeliads, or members of the pineapple

family. The aerial roots of epiphytic

bromeliads do not absorb water; they

merely secure the plant to its host. The

San Juan Caribbean

National

Forest (191j
3'

PUER'T'O RIGO

leaves, with expanded bases, are arrail

in a dense, circular cluster, reminiscei

the nest of fern leaves but called a ti

The tank collects rainwater and fa

organic matter. Special scales or 1

that cover all or part of each leaf sur

take up water and nutrients from the

for distribution throughout the plant

Epiphytic bromeliads are particu

abundant in the elfin forests on the hij

peaks of the Caribbean National Foi

Among them are the shiny red guzmj
and the showy vriesia, species freqwj

imported by florists in the north to t£
j

their temperate clients.

"This Land" explores the biological \

geological highlights of the 156 U. S
tionalforests. Robert H. Mohlenbro
Visiting Distinguished Professor ofI
Biology at Southern Illinois Universi.

Carbondale.

ii

El Yunque ij^ ^\
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see gorillas in Zaire.

heology of Guatemala
ebruary 8-23, 1992

Mayan sites, including Tikal,

ind Quirigua and picturesque

tlan.

Cenya and Tanzania

ebruary 12-28, 1992

bieli. Lake Manyara, Serengeti

ic'il Parks, Masai Mara Game

e ; and Ngorongoro Crater.

iiral History of Costa Rica

I

ebruary 14-28, 1992
luji Carrillo, Cahuita, Santa Rosa

j t)rcovado National Parks and

-Ifl nteverde Cloud Reserve.

I
archeology of Mexico

ilJuary 25 -March 10, 1992
idititlan, Teotihuacan, El Tajin,

o'la, Cacaxtla, Mitla, Monte

)a and the cities of Puebla and

e^ ivaca.

4 :heoiogy of the Yucatan
and Chiapas

March 15-28, 1992
e icient Mayan sites of Uxmal,

\\} , Palenque and the equinox at

i(^;nltza.

ench Caves and Castles

May 3-18, 1992
storic caves (including the

al Lascaux I), medieval castles

lateaus of the Dordogne.

r irther information contact:

American
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Natural

>ti»am History

Discovery Tours

etral Park West at 79th Street

!
New York, NY 10024

11) 769-5700 in New York State

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

American Museum of Natural History

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
Mexico, Belize and Honduras

February 5-15, 1992

Explore the world's second

largest coral reef system, spec-

tacular ancient Mayan sites,

coastal waterways teeming with

wildlife, pristine islands and

much more. A team of

American Museum experts lead

this adventure cruise aboard the

comfortable 41 -cabin Polaris

for an unforgettable look at the

region's many treasures:

Brilliantly colored fishes and coral formations along Belize's

world-famous, 180-mile-long coral reef system.

Tulum, Mexico's dramatic ancient

Mayan site, set high on a cliff over-

looking the Caribbean Sea.

Coastal waterways and nature re-

serves with cormorants, pelicans,

magnificent frigatebirds, red-footed

boobies, egrets, ibis, several species

of monkeys and many other animals.

The picturesque Bay Islands of Hon-
duras, known as the "last paradise."

Secluded cays and reefs offering un-

paralleled wildlife viewing and snorkeling.

Optional extensions to explore the great Mayan ceremonial

centers of Tikal and

Chichen Itza are available.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

\^sirmm History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79tli Street

NewYorl<, NY 10024-5192

(21 2) 769-5700 in New Yorl< State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687



A Matter OF Tas
The Coribbeon

Miami's Caribbean Boom
The city's luxury restaurants are successfully

exploiting Hispanic and African traditions

by Raymond Sokolov

At the corner of Seventeenth Street and

Seventeenth Avenue in Miami is a laun-

dromat called Los Tios, Spanish for "the

uncles." I did not go there to wash my
clothes, but to sample the unselfconscious

and utterly authentic food at the little

Cuban snack bar that operates next door

under the same name and roof.

Real, unvarnished Cuban food is not

diificult to find in Miami, but increasingly

it has to be sorted out from other local

variations, both plain and fancy, on Latino

cooking. In recent years, Spanish speakers

from other regions of the Caribbean, in-

cluding the Caribbean littoral of Central

America and northern South America,

have followed in the footsteps of the many
thousands of refugees from Cuba who
have been transforming Miami into a His-

panic haven since the rise of Fidel Castro

in 1959.

One can no longer assume that restau-

rants and markets with Spanish menus

and signs are Cuban. Even on Eighth

Street, where the Cuban preponderance

has been so complete for so long that ev-

eryone in Miami calls the street by its

Spanish name, Calle Ocho, there are Nic-

araguan restaurants. At the edge of posh

Coral Gables, I stumbled upon a Costa

Rican lunch counter, and all over Greater

Miami, as you have no doubt read several

times before, there is a sudden outbreak of

nouvelle cuisine Caribbean restaurants

causing a sensation with glamorized ver-

sions of traditional Hispanic food.

The food heritage now being so success-

fully exploited by these luxury restaurants

has been available in more humble, but

radically more authentic, settings for a

quarter-century in Miami. So while I was

only too glad to taste the chic innovations

concocted by chefs such as Michael

Wayne Carr-Turnbough of Cafe Tu Tu

Tango in the suburb of Coconut Grove

{Brandade de morue [the traditional

French salt cod puree] with johnnycakes,

boniato [the elegant white sweet potato],

and plantain chips) or Allen Susser of

Chef Allen's in North Miami Beach (plan-

tain timbale with wild mushrooms), I did

wish there was some solid middle ground

between this sophisticated new world and

Miami's modest, inward-looking, tradi-

tional Cuban restaurants.

Victor's Cafe, the well-known New
York establishment, has a Miami branch

Yuca Con Mojo

(As served at Yuca Restaurant, Coral

Gables, Florida)

2 pounds manioc (sold as yuca in His-

panic markets), peeled and cut into

1 '/4-inch pieces

1 small onion, peeled and thinly sliced

'/4 cup olive oil

8 cloves garlic, peeled and minced

Juice of8 bitter oranges (sold in His-

panic markets as naranjas agrias),

about 2 cups, or substitute I cup

orangejuice plus 'A cup each oflime

and lemon juice

1 tablespoon chopped parsley leaves

1 tablespoon chopped fresh oregano

leaves

Salt and pepper

1

.

Cover manioc pieces in cold water to

cover. Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and

simmer until tender, about 20 minutes.

2. Meanwhile, heat olive oil in a skillet.

Add onion and saute until translucent.

Add garlic, juice(s), herbs, salt, and

pepper. Set aside.

3. Drain manioc and return to pot. Stir in

onion mixture and cook with manioc

over low heat for 12 minutes. Serve

with pork chops or pork roast.

Yield: 6 servings

i

that does occupy this position, but fo

most part, the Miami Caribbean 1

struck me as an interesting mishmasl

ated mostly by outsiders for outsi

This is not necessarily a bad thing, but[

often a recipe for cross-cultural ind

tion, when the clever gastronomic v

tions on tradition misfire because thi

taurant's guests know so little abou

traditions being so wittily alluded to

This is, in the most delicious way

case at the best and best-known of the

Miami restaurants, Yuca. The presi*

counts of Yuca almost invariably stui^

over the place's name. It is the Sp{i|(

word for that South American root i |ki

table also known as manioc, cas:a|:

Manihot esculenta, and in one of its iK

cessed forms, tapioca. New Yorkers in

emerge from their apartments in a wa nf

state and drug free should long ago ttp

tripped over this staple of tropical gas p|

omy in their comer supermarkets, whi t|

is sold as yuca to millions of avid {i

consumers. But in almost every one o

articles that ushered in the Miami b(l

yuca was referred to as if it were sif

remote and terribly exotic subsU^

known only to its adepts and only as yaj

a name that seemed to link it to the yil|

plant, the entirely unrelated agave, or *
tury plant, whose bloom is the state flcB

of New Mexico.

The snowbird epicures have be IB

printing the Miami chefs recipes witlil

bothering to explain to readers that n i*

ioc/yuca is tricky to work with becauiit

turns to glue in a food processor and st 'S

to your hands when you try to mold it o

croquettes. Adding further to the coi i-

sion, the restaurant Yuca makes a li e

joke about its name. The owners like to II

people it means "young urban Cun
Americans." This has worked its way i c
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Bali to the Barrier Reef

Indonesia, New Guinea and Australia

February 7 - 24, 1992

^\ iscover one of the most culturally and naturally diverse regions

V of the world this winter on a special land and cruise program.

3 will explore rarely-visited islands of Indonesia, including the

jstern half of the island of New Guinea, and the remote northern
' ast of Australia ending at the fabulous Great Barrier Reef. Join

'
1 exceptional team of American Museum and guest experts in art,

story, geology and marine biology aboard the luxurious 44-cabin

nvra for an exciting adventure that will include:

The rice-terraced island of Bali, world renowned for its serene

!auty and strong artistic traditions in dance, music, painting and

,
ulpture

I Sumba, Savu, Alor and Nila, remote and beautiful Indonesian

i
lands with exciting cultural traditions including distinctive tex-

lles, crafts and ceremonial performances.

'
I The Agats region of Irian Jaya, the western half of the island

'
;' New Guinea, known for its fascinating Melanesian architecture

*id crafts of the Asmat people

I Australia's beautiful Lizard Island, reef-fringed home to 3-foot

^anas, and lovely Thursday Island in the Tbrres Strait.

I

I

The incomparable Great Barrier Reef, teeming with an extraor-

;
inary array of colorful marine fishes and coral.

I An optional pre-cruise excursion to exciting Jogjakarta and the

imous Borobudur temple of Java, an optional post-cruise exten-

Mon to the Highlands of Papua New Guinea and independent
xtensions in Australia are available

•"or further information, contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

;212) 769-5700 in New York State or

Ibll-free (800) 462-8687

Sumba

AUSTRALIA



Send (or FREE dolphins paster and catalog.
I4l Blackberry Inn H Weaverville, NC Z8787

Back Relief& Relaxation

^^}Ji Scandinavian styling for our

world famous recliner.

Adjusts from vertical to

horizontal position.

Elegant

wood frame

in 4 finishes.

RarkSavpr ^^^'^ ^^ P^se catalogDctCKJdVer 1.800-251-2225 or write
33 Jeffrey Avenue. Depl. HD91, Hollislon, MA 01746

AMAZON
Univ ot ChlcagOjUmv ol Miami) biologist

on an air conditioned 90 ft Amazon ^\othi
nverboateso miles on the Amazon River ¥-»
9days,8 nigtits $1495 includes all ^Kf
meals, air from Miami, tours,entrances d^ '

side trips and transfers Open to all ages V \
Must be able to walk half mile treks on lungle 'C^
trails PREVIOUS CLIENT REFERENCES IN n

BROCHURE Monkeys parrots rainforests, ^
Oct 19 Nov 23 Dec 14 Jan 4 Feb 15 Mar 14 Apr 25

mmmmimBNEYs i-m^^^n

CLOTHES THAT MAKE
A DIFFERENCE.
Look and feel great in beautiful hajid-crafted dolhing

made by underprivileged and bandicapped

women and men in India, for

catalog call 708-!2M0ll 01 w

MARKETPLACE:
HANDWORK OF INDIA
1461 Aihland Ave, Evamton. IL 60201

MEN'SWIDE SHOES

=w.
EE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13
Extra width for men who need
it, in excellent variety, ^ --

styling and quality. .-''^ /'
Available only •

'• '
. -^

through our
FREE
CATALOG.
Send for it!

THE WIDEST SELECTION OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept.72G Hingham, MA 02043

SKULbDUGGEpLY

fBOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the bool(— we'll
find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: BOOK HUNTERS smce

Box 7519-Dept. 75 1958
NORTH BERGEN, NJ 07047

CLASSIC T-SHIRTS!
Beeltioven. Conlycius, Da Vinci, Jung J FK
Mozart, Shakespeare, Cheshire Cat, Twain
Darwin, Van Gogh, Gandhi, Nietzsche, Poe,
Thoreau, Austen, Sherlock Holmes, others
T-shirt: (white) $12 75, 4/S46,
Sweatsliirl: (white or grey) S23 2/S44
Sizes: S, M, L, XL Stiip: S2 75 per order
lllusfraled broctiure: SI 00
MC/VISA 617-787-1176
Historical Products. Box 220 N5 Cambriilge, IVIA 02238

BAY
DISCOVER THE BEST OF ALASKA
Including Glacier Bay National Park is a MUST on any Alaska
trip— or it's an ideal Mini-Vacation destination on its own
Scenery, Wildlife, Whales and Glaciers; Deluxe Accom-
modations, Glacier Cruises, Kayaking, and more.

/n USA S Canada
for Brochures. Call 1-800-451-59521

, ALASKA'S

(^fe^Glacier Bay
ViV TOURS AND CRUISES

Orwrite: 520 Pike SI, Suite 1610, Depl. 4122, Seallle, WA 98101

The Caribbean

print as "young upwardly mobile C'

Americans," which might sound ir

ingly like yuppie to the well-fixed VJ

Cubans who obviously do know what
means and get all the allusions to the ti

tional Cuban food that the ingenious

vations of Yuca's chef, Douglas RJ

guez, rest on.

Even without having had much ex

ence with the cuisine it plays off, outs]

do, nevertheless, enjoy Yuca's food

cause it is not a feat of prestidigiti

effected with tropical American ing

ents. I believe that what makes the r

successful for naYve as well as sop)

cated palates is its basic cultural ii

rity—not the addition of caviar to

cakes based on a puree of the taro ci

malanga.

Yuca's ownership is partly Cuban,
many of the dishes are actually cl

Cuban dishes, from the black bean soi

the mixed meat and tuber stew aji

Another traditional offering is plat

stuffed with tasajo, "beef jerky."

This air-dried meat is a pre-Colum
delicacy still popular throughout

America. It is a far cry from the leat

stuff sold in Anglo convenience stori

thin strips for a snack, nor does it n
resemble its mainstream U. S. coi

chipped beef. Before going to lunc

Yuca, I bought a thick chunk of

guayan tasajo at a Cuban market-de

tessen-juice bar called El Palacio d(

Jugos, "the juice palace." And then,

ing my second breakfast at Los Tic

unwittingly prepared for the Yuca j

Xz.mltasajo appetizer by eating a pure

boniato studded with chunks of tasoj

Eating in Los Tios is a far cry from

young/urban/Cuban experience of lu

at Yuca. The diners at Los Tios sp

Spanish and they stand up—there an
seats, except in the laundromat. So
faithful gather in a crowded little are;

front of the counter/kitchen, and if t

are like me, they listen hard in orde;

make out the conversation around the

As I stood there masticating my h
ato relleno de tasajo, a cab pulled up
the driver came in, looked at the star

white spheres on the counter, clearly

beled as/u/u, and asked: "What is tha

"Yuca."

"I'm a Puerto Rican. We do someth

like that with plantain and pork, mofon
I had to come here from New York to

this."

Now this, I thought, was multic

turalism in action. A New York Pue

82 Natural History 10/91



tn was learning about a separate

id of Latino-Caribbean cooking in

mi. From my perspective, the differ-

;
between /u/« and mofongo is small.

1 are survivals of slave adaptations of

itional West African yam dishes to

ibbean conditions. Even today /m/u is

mmonplace of West African diet. The

i is African and so is mofongo. But

her the manioc nor the plantain base

hese very similar dishes would have

1 available before 1500 in Africa,

iding meat to tuber starch was and is,

ever, the basic West African meal,

as rice plus some nonstarch food is the

c Chinese food. But the similarity be-

en /w/w and mofongo is much less in-

sting to the adept than their differ-

e. I suspect (and Africanists should

w if I am right) that the two words

le out of different African languages

cultures, but the important thing is

t the dishes developed into sharply de-

d entities on two large Caribbean is-

is in regular contact since the early

eenth century.

n contemporary West Africa, fufu is

generic term for a mashed tuber; it has

n extended to include not only yams

also the other tubers brought in long

I from this hemisphere. But over here, a

-chy ball of fried and pounded half-ripe

ntain studded with pork cracklings is

fongo, and it is the property of Puerto

;ans and Dominicans. Fufu (or foo-foo)

more widespread and general appella-

1 that, in practice, has a more glutinous

ture. This comes naturally with boiled

nioc. It can also be achieved with

led green plantain (plaintains are not

)ers, but what might be called tuber

TOgates).

I did not attempt to explain this to the

;w York Puerto Rican driver. Instead, I

into a ball of yuca fufu and tried to

agine myself in the driver's gustatory

iverse. It was a very different dish from

; mofongo that I had eaten in Puerto

CO and, as I was to discover at Yuca, not

all like boniato stuffed with jerky,

eariy, all these tuber-plus-meat dishes

.d a family resemblance, but once you

gan to consider them seriously, they

;re as different as, say, omelette aux

les herbes is from a Denver sandwich or

frittata.

That I should see this was far less inter-

ting than that the cabbie saw it, in a

ore powerful way than I ever could,

'here he was, a young urban Puerto Rican

|merican, a yupra, getting a broader

';nse of his Caribbean roots, in Miami,

here he could earn a living wage driving

Snfused Anglo foodies from their hotels

') an elegant meal at Yuca.

HARBOUR ISLAND, BAHAMAS

COPAL SAMDS
HOTEL

V^9"K. .«t. J'

One of the Bahamas' premier oul island

resorts. Thirty-three rooms centered at

the famous 3 mile pink beach PLUS 14

acres extending to the center of historic

300-year-old Dunmore Town, the original

capital of the Bahamas. EVERYTHING but

golf. Air conditioned during summer.

Closed Labor Day thru Nov. 14th. Res:

U.S. & Canada 800-468-2799, direct

809-333-2350. Write; Coral Sands Hotel,

7, Mailing Services, P.O. Box 691615, Or-

lando, PL 32869,

Bald Eagles..

.

...hand painted in solid porcelain

. Sel of three in attractive wooden box

. Unconditionally guaranteed.

. Please send check or money order to:

Chesterfield's
#569H-200 West 3rd Street, Sumas, WA 98295

MANATEE
JEWELRY

by Mat!

' sterling Pendant - $36.

Sterling Earrings - $39.

e_.»i,i c.t Dri,-.. ten 617McKnlgmNW.
Special Set Price - $60. AibuquerqueTNM 87102

Free Catalog 1-800-447-0101

ULAPAGOS COSTARICA NEPAL & T.la.Lfl^U MFNYft
^

NATURAL HISTORY
PROGRAMS

IN 15 COUNTRIES
ON 6 CONTINENTS

TraveLearn®
P.O. Box 31 5N • Lakeville, PA 18438

717-226-9114

American Museum
of Natural History

EXPLORINC;
PAPUA NEW
GUINEA

February 13 -

March 1, 1992

Follow in the footsteps of the Museum's

Margaret Mead and explore three ex-

traordinary regions of Papua New

Guinea with just 36 participants and two

American Museum experts in anthropol-

ogy and ornithology. Visit the

mountainous jungle interiors of New

Guinea, home to fabulous birds of

paradise and the remarkable "Wigmen."

Cruise along the renowned Sepik River

aboard the luxurious Melanesian Dis-

coverer to witness first-hand spectacular

"spirit houses" and the prized artwork of

the Sepik River peoples. Discover

breathtaking volcanic islands, coral

atolls and reefs as well as the distinctive

cultures of the Trobriand, Marshall Ben-

nett and D'Entrecasteaux Islands.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

„J^^I» History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

or Toll-free (800) 462-8687



American museum of natural History

(in the wake of the grmF)

WHALES

Aboard the 39-cabin M.V Sea Lion with
American Museum Lectures and friends...

X-i-^ Experience with a team of Museum experts the spectacular marine
and desert wilderness of the Baja Peninsula: whales, sea birds, raanta
rays, sea lions, tropical fish, enormous cacti, rare plants and flowers.

X-^ Encounter the great whales
up-close during peak season for

their courting and breeding.

X-^ Explore desert islands inhabited
by blue-footed boobies, magnificent
fi-igatebirds, ospreys, and thousands
of other sea birds.

X-€3 Enjoy this comfortable cruise

and land program led by a team of
Museum experts eager to share their

insights and enthusiasm for the
splendid animal and plant life of
the Baja Peninsula.

\
'Co

%

PACIFIC OCEAN

San Carlos

Bahia iMagdalena

Cabo San Lucas "-"""^a Banks

For further information write:

American Museum of Natural History
Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, NY 10024-5192.

ToU-free (800) 462-8687 or
in New York State ( 212 ) 769-5700.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises

Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free .

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings 1 202 i

ton Ave
,
Suite 314, New York. NY 10028

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from IVIad!
Fan Club, Inquire, Box 39. Florfiam Park NJ
0039

CASH FOR YOUR CRAFTS, 350+ Buyers inter
$7 to Cash", 15 Hilltop Acres-H, Yonkers, NY

CHINESE STONE RUBBINGS-Affordable Ml
Quality Free Brochure Write C F A C PO Bo
Jim Thorpe, PA 18229-3478

INDONESIAN MASKS, $50-$100, request photo
Coy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

OIL PAINTINGS on linen canvas from your favoni
lographs Free brochure on request Art Studic
PC Box 27134. Denver, Colorado 80227

PREHISTORIC ART on silk screened T shirts Fre
alog Glyphware, Dept 22, 10727 5th Avenue
west. Seattle, WA 98177

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM "East
West", Ltd

,
PO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763

Our low overhead lets us bnng you extraordina
tive arts and crafts from around the world at low

'

prices Photos of art objects available upon rei

Think of us for unusual holiday gifts Gift certif
available in any amount For any purchase of 3

receive a free 1992 Indian Arts and Crafts Cak
Call our toll-free number, 1-800-443-2242 and di
your requirements with a trained anthropologist
will help expand your gift ideas. Visa and Maste
accepted

Books/Publications

DISCOVER DARWINIAN EVOLUTIONARY ASP
of Love Helpful in clinical treatment of Love prol:
Finding Love in a Cold World by Sheldon Cholsti
230 pp $14 95 ppd (ISBN 09311 7401 5) at Books
or Beau Rivage Press, 7 E 14th St, (Suite 1112)'
10003(212)989-1625

Bargain Books
Saw up to 80% on publishers' overstocks, irr^

I
remainders. Choose from up to 8.000 titles incli

600-1,500 new arrivals each monthi Nature. Coo,
I Gardening, History, Art, Fiction. Science—somethin

everyone. Fast shipment, rrwn- rnrr niiTiii

I
eyback guarantee. Write for: rnCt uAIAL

I Hamilton Box15-741.FallsVillageCT06l

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Bool
Nature Lovers, Identification guides, reference w
studies and more on animals, plants, manne life, I

more plus posters and postcards on nature sub)
Most $3,95 to $10 00 Wnte Dover Publications I

A285, 31 E, 2nd Street, Mineola, NY 11501

RECEIVE FREE Magazines just for the asking, ow
different List $3 , Kedzerski, 15 Hilltop Acres [

NH, Yonkers. NY 10704

WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years e>
ence will help you to success Send Manuscrij
outline for free information and evaluation Riverc
Publishing, Inc, Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street
York, NY 10022

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisfier seeks manusc
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scfio-
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcoi
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W
Vantage Press. 5 lew, 34 St.. New York. N Y U

*
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: RDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

-5-e Book Service. Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
'j 3253(714)492-2976

-li ation

C VIE A REAL ESTATE APPRAISER, $100,000 plus

, lal Home Study. Earn professional designation,

"^lerature (800) 362-7070 Dept. RL124

Financial Real Estate

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from foundations! Never

repay! 401 sources/application instructions, $3.00

Fundsearcti, Box 5730-RX, Ligfithouse Point. FL 33074

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-

sage: (707) 449-8600. (LAI)

DINOSAUR, ANIMAL,
SEALIFE and SCIENCE

Toys, Games and Replicas for all ages.

r-nrr 32 Page, Color

rntt Educational Catalog

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-283-4457

or 305-474-4457 or write:

BOYD DESIGNS
Suite 335, 7027 West Broward Blvd.

Planlallon, FL 33317

Government Surplus

'me a VETERINARY ASSISTANT/Animal care

i ilisl Home study Free Career Literature (800)

-;-)70Dept. CL124

< SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
- diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

"( lok Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog. Call Audio

|iiage Institute, 1-800-722-6394

E A PARALEGAL!
I xr. FREE BOOKLET: 800-223-4542,

iloyment Opportunities

3BS- To $1 ,000 daily! Overseas. Stateside Free

Jincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

RALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

Employment Handbook, $3.00. International, Box
RX, Ligtitfiouse Point, FL 33074

3ME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER next summer,
ited publication $5. "Ranger," Box 331114, Fort

n.TX 76163-1 114

( WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products

me. Call for information. (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

iRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monttily bulle-

: sts environmental job openings ttiroughout tfie

s Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA

PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book,

j name, address to Caico Publisfiing (Dept. C-

, 500 Soutti Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

iJNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Al-

I to aquatic employment! MWEO-4R. 2257S Zeno-
ij Denver, CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

^

liRSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldvi/ide Direc-

J
and complete information—$300 International

hortunities. Box 5730-RX, Ligfittiouse Point, FL
174

;KY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
rent openings—All occupations—Western U S.

3 details .703 S. Broadway #100-NC, Denver.
: 80209 (303) 988-6707

1

KCH HERE—ABROAD: Scfiool, college openings
A $9 00: Overseas $9 00: England, Australia, New

^iland, Japan $9 00 each EISF, 662, Nevi/ton, Massa-
'isetts 02162-0002

IS IT TRUE . . . JEEPS FOR $44 through the

U.S. Gov't.? Call for Facts (504) 649-5745 Ext. S-6371

Merchandise/Gifts

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBLES. Dis-

play specimens, jewelry, books. Authenticity guaran-

teed. Color catalog $2. Bethany Sciences, P.O. Box
3726-N, New Haven, CT 06525

NATURE JEWELRY CATALOG, moderate price, hand-

engraved in 10K and sterling. Colorado Gold. Dept. N.

Box 3190, Highmar Station, Boulder, CO 80307

3-D PUBLICATIONS! Posters, books, and View-Master

reels in a wide variety of subjects. Fascinating wall

decor, extraordinary gifts, and superb teaching aids!

For our Fall 1991 Catalog, please send $1.00 (refund-

able with order) to: Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461 ,
Phoe-

nix. AZ 85064

TIME CAPSULE KIT. Launch a message into the future.

Wouldn't a description of life a century ago be fascinat-

ing? Surely your future children a hundred years hence
will feel the same way. Kit includes dual cannisters with

acid-free paper, ink. pen & sealant. $22.95® plus $3
shipping/handling. Call 1-800-235-6646, ext. 515 for

brochure/to order. MC/VISA welcome.

Miscellaneous

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting fhend-

ships. Send age, interests. Free reply. Harmony. Box
82295NH, Phoenix. AZ 85071

THE REGIONAL CITIZENS' ADVISORY COUNCIL
(RCAC) Request for Proposal— Ecological Monitoring.

RCAC is a non-profit independent regional citizens'

advisory group formed after the Exxon Valdez oil spill

as part of Alyeska Pipeline Service Company's new
spill prevention and response plan for Prince William

Sound. RFPNo. SAC 91-1: Ecological Monitoring. Pro-

posals are sought from qualified specialists to identify

present and potential future impacts on the eco-

systems of Phnce William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska

as a consequence of oil transportation. The proposed
monitohng program will identify potential indicators of

impacts in order to enable RCAC to develop mitigation

measures. Deadline: Dec. 15. 1991. The complete RFP
is available upon request. Please contact: Daphne Jen-

kins or Andrea Archer. Regional Citizens' Advisory

Council. 601 West 5th Avenue #500. Anchorage. AK
99501 (907) 277-7222 Fax (907) 277-4523

Music

MUSIC FOR THE SENSES. First volume in upcoming
series, based on nature, expressed in digitally synthe-

sized music. Cassette only $1 1 .99. NJ residents add
7% sales tax Terra Illusions. P.O. Box 6142. Hoboken.
NJ 07030

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Expehence the

Ultimate in Brilliance and Clanty! Europtik. Ltd.. P.O.

Box 319-NH. Dunmore. PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repaihng binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars. " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co.. Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

WHY RETIRE TO FLA'' Over hall of North Carolina

retirees came from Florida—learn why! North Carolina

golf & lake homesites from only $10,900 Free litera-

ture. 1-800 768-7358

Rentals

APARTMENT. La Cruz de Huanacastle. Nayarit, Mex-
ico in La Bahia de las Banderas. No phones, no mail

delivery 15 meters from harbor, ocean view, a/c. Mes-
sage Phone 011-52-322-80060. Box 354-B, Puerto

Vallarta, Jalisco, Mexico

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small beachfront resort on
the Canbbean Spacious phvate cabanas Library Din-

ing room featunng tropical taste treats Snorkel or Dive

Plus Mayan ruins, Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds.

Photographic Safaris. Bevier, Placencia. Belize. 011-

501-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

SPRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

away on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation.

Bequia. St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,

pool, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Box 19251 A.

Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safans in

Kenya. Tanzania. Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low cost

camping or deluxe Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

raphy. Fascinating options: track gonllas, climb Kili-

manjaro, visit Vic Falls Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

and hike Darwin s "Enchanted Isles " Choice yachts.

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes Amazon Jungle/

Machu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

life and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

guides Over 300 guaranteed departures Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours. 134 W.

26 St. (C)NY, NY 10001

1 BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
WHALES! WHALES!

British Columbia ORCAS - Seplnnber

Galapagos - SPERM WHALES - Januaiy

Baja California - BLUE k GRAY WHALES - Wmtn '92

Small Groups Led by Whale and Wildlife Specialists

1696N Oceao Dr., McKinleyyille, CA 95521

800-548-7555

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ns. classic lodge safans. Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking. London/Nairobi overland. Egypt, more Free

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel. Box
481-NH. Greenwich. CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

ADVENTURE WITH THE PACIFIC GRAY WHALES in

Baja. Join museum naturalists on a 9-day sea voyage
(105' boat) departing March 11. 1992 Land on four

islands, see elephant seals, spend 3 days in San
Ignacio Lagoon among the gentle giants. Cabrillo Ma-
rine Museum, 3720 Stephen White. San Pedro. CA
90731 (213)548-7563

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality exTIdTtons Kenya Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana,

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

I/TA/TA/TA/TA/T

I

AFRICA! Expenence the wonderful wildlife spectacle of

the Serengeti dunng wildebeest calving season next

February Plus year-round natural history, photo work-

shops, and private safans to east and southern Africa

at affordable pnces. Free catalog Voyagers. Dept. NH-
10. Box 915. Ithaca. NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

85
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AMAZON 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
Rivers Remote jungle lodges in Brasil, Ecuador, Peru

or Venezuela Call tor free information/brochures

Terra. 7015 Nansen St
,
Forest Hills, NY 1 1375 (718)

520-1845

DISCOVER BAJA
MEXICO

Whale-Walctiing • Sea Kayaking
• Scuba Diving
• Mountain Biking

Ba|a Expeditions, Inc. ^'" Brochure

2625 Garnet Avenue. San Diego. California 92109
619-581-3311 in CA 800-843-6967 outside CA

ANTARCTICA—Affordable at last! Expedition-Cruises

for the active, budget conscious, natural history enthu-

siast and photographer to Antarctic Peninsula and
sub-Antarctic islands 14 days for under $4000. ANI
Antarctica: 200-1676 Duranleau St , Vancouver. BC
V6H 3S5. Canada (604) 683-8033. Fax (604) 683-6892

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS
Personalized tour programs featuring nature, hiking

and the outdoors En|oy hiking and camping safans.

lodge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-

nic National Parks, and Miltord Track: Australia s Out-

back, Tropical North and Great Barner Reef Pacific

Exploration Co. . Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara. CA 931 30
(805) 687-7282

BORNEO. BALI. KOMODO ISLAND—Orangutans. Ko-

modo Dragons. Balinese Culture In-depth natural his-

tory and photographgic tnps Voyagers. Dept NB-10,
Box 915. Ithaca. NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

CARIBBEAN RAINFOREST Hiking vacations, tropical

birdw/atch. snorkeling—unspoiled, unknown island

—

mountains, freshwater lakes, waterfalls, 365 nvers

Earth Tours Ltd., (212) 675-6515. 93 Bedford St., NYC
10014

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
, Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Rjaregs; or overland

to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBU, ETHIOPIA
. Visit pygmies of tKe CAR; BORNEO'S Dayak;

Dani oflRUNJAYA; Jivaros of the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; Dogonsof MALI; Berbeisof

MOROCCO; Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER
, View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
• RAJASTHAN and Pu*kar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKEY arch, cruise; T. DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail Trail, Box #1147, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 224-5804

COSTA RICA. A NATURALIST'S DREAIVI December
21 -January. 1. Apnl 11-20 '92 Explore spectacular

rainforests, cloudforests. mountains, lush Pacific

beaches Unsurpassed vanety of wildlife (850 bird spe-
cies!) and plants, Relaxed- Bgce^ option, glonous
weather Accommrfdatfonfe inoGSa^luxury villas over-

looking Pacific Two expert leaders, 15 participants.

Nature World Explorations, 11442 High Hay NH, Co-
lumbia, I^D 21044 (301) 730-0877

"COSTA RICA'' BELIZE'' VENEZUELA? " Unique, af-

fordable nature adventures. From $599 (8d. all in-

cluded). Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523(510)671-2900

/N/Do/ves/A
LAOS

Oc'Ltic f A.cl\ -crJCt-i vtT^

Superior Group/
Independent Travel

COSTA RICA The best programs by the most experi-

enced operators Wildlife, birdwatching, Whitewater
rafting, wonderful beaches Call for free information/

brochures Terra, 70-15 Nansen St .
Forest Hills. NY

11375(718)520-1845

GALAPAGOS! Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides In-depth natural history and photo tnps includ-

ing mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin ex-

tension Voyagers. Dept NG-10. Box 915. Ithaca. NY
14851 (800)633-0299

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/

wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp.
how to' guidebook ($16 50 postpaid) Galapagos

Travel, PO Box 1220, San Juan Bautista, CA 95045
(800)969-9014

AMAZON
Join a University(e,9..Prince1on,Ohio State

Univ. of ChicagOjUniv. of Miami) biotogisi

on an air conditioned 90 ft. Amazon
riverboat 650 miles onttie Amazon River, i—tvttkv
9 days, 8 nlgtits. $1495 includes ail ,M\ ,'

^'

meals, air from Miami, tours.enlrances

side trips, and transfers. Open to all ages.

Must be able to walk tialt mile treks on iunqlB

trails, PREVIOUS CLIENT REFERENCES IN

BROCHURE Monkeys, parrots, rainhrests.

Oct. 19, Nov- 23, Dec. 14. Jan. 4. Feb. 15.Mar.14,

mEfmrmfiMmmYs i-mm^s
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. 15 days including Espanola.

Genovesa. Fernandina and some seldom visited loca-

tions Departures Jan 16. March 12. May 14 and Aug
13. 1992. See Colley below for information.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1785 including air Ec-

uador/Peru options and archeological tours, Joseph
Colley LAST. Inc

.
43 Millstone. Randallstown. MD

21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS—Spectacular adventures at Incredible

Prices. Small yachts, licensed naturalist. Weekly De-
partures Also: hiking, diving, charters Forum Travel.

91 Gregory. Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS XMAS cruise Dec, 22. $2,581. 14 night

cruise Nov 10. $3,600 Rates include airfare from Mi-

ami. Small groups on first class yachts Catalog Ga-
lapagos Holidays. 745 Gerrard East. Toronto. Canada,
M4M 1Y5. Tel: (416) 469-8211

GUATEMALA. PERU. BALI-INDONESIA CRAFT Tours
—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art collec-

tor/photographer Gordon Frost Twenty-three years
experience Small groups Contact: Gordon Frost. PO
Box 2-NH. Benicia. California 94510 (707) 747-1316

INDIA. NEPAL, TIBET. CHINA. THAILAND. Tours, treks,

wildlife safans. overland adventures Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates Free 40 page color catalog-

Himalayan Travel. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers

naturalist will sail by yacht to l,,,

than any other Galapagos expedition. 60 tri

dates. Machu Picchu option. Free brochure.

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

1 311 -N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

MANU NATURE TOURS/MANU LODGE Only Lodge in

protected Amazon wilderness of Manu (See 17 June
'91 Time) Departs from Cusco first and third Sunday
each month Bird (1000 species), monkey (13 species)

and giant otter watching with expert guides Mountain
biking, river rafting. Canopy climbing Extensions to

Machu Picchu and Paracas Manne Reserve Fax Oil

51 84 234793; phone 01 1 51 84 224384: or write Av Sol

582. Cusco. Peru If lines jammed Fax US (215) 923-

5535

ICAJAPAGOS
10 Years of GEO '''™ ^'^ ^

Quality nxpEDiTioNS Cruises with
]

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

^»cl^K ^it^< ^<t\-

PERU—MACHU PICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAG
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure
malayan Travel. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich. CT
(800) 225-2380

'^

SOUTH AMERICA Galapagos, trekking in the An
Patagonia overland. Amazon Conventional or rer

destinations Come with the specialists Call for

information/brochures Terra. 70-15 Nansen Sl.Fo
Hills. NY 11375(718)520-1845

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS ": Americas, Eun
Afnca. Asia. Pacific, 1256 "Classic and Unus
Ecoadventures. Hiking Biking Forum Travel. 91 G
ory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA Take a journey t

into time where every day is a different and exci

adventure Free brochure 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451-5

TRAVEL GUIDE—Central Europe one month
mum. 1-2 persons/trip, your or |Oint itinerary. Aus
Germany, France GER/USA, Box 99, Portland,

14769

TRIBAL TRIPS, Overlanding, camping, homestaysi
cember/March: Cameroon or Morocco. Capers, I

2789, Beverly Hills, 90213

VENEZUELAN ECOADVENTURES— Visit the Ami
jungle, the Orinoco river, "La Gran Sabana"
majestic tepuys (Gods' houses) and other fascins i

places. Free brochure Grand Tour Internatic

ness Travel Corp. (718) 446-0600

SIERRA MADRE TRAIN
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Alter

Tram over Old Spanish £

Route. Colonial Historic ti

Tula Toltec arcti

tAonarcli butterfly sanctua

Brochure 1 -800-225-2829 M-f 9 a.m.-6 p.m. ce

Columbus Travel, 601 7 Callaghan Rd. • San Antonio. TX 7

Train to canyon largerthan Grand
Canyon continuing to Sea of

Cortez. Mountain lodges, pine

forests. Tarahumara Indians.

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, coin and stamp estates,

pay top dollar. Send pnnted list with phone numbi
Stan Katz. PO, Box 524-H. Cranford, NJ 07016, I

(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroider
Aubusson. Needlepoint, Oriental, European and
nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls Please s

color photos With size, condition and price to Ret

Halpern Gallenes. Inc
.
325 East 79th Street. New Y

NY 10021 Phone (212) 988-9316

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.40 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classilleM

$375 per inch All advertisements must be prepj
Rales are not structured for agency or cash discoul

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISl
RY s discretion Send check/money order payabll
NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATURAL Ir

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St , ^«,
York. NY 10024 Direct any wntten inquiries to Eill

O'Keefe at the above address Please include >!
personal address and telephone number, issue |- -

ferred. and suggested category Deadline— 1st of 3

month, two months prior to cover date (the Jam/ ,

issue closes Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required r
j

display ads A tearsheet or copy of the page with yr

ad will be sent upon publication. \4\
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"This thoufthUul hook ficscrvcs

10 be pondered iind chciishcil liv iill.

"

—I'lihlishcrs Weekly

irother Eagle; Sister SI

.*>,..toii.,l.j SUSAN .lEI'FISRS

BROTHER EAGLE,
SISTER SKY: A Message
from Chief Seattle
Paintings by SUSAN JEl'TERS

"How can you buy the sky? How can

you own the rain and the wind?" So

began the remarkable speech of the

great American Indian Chief Seattle

over a century ago. Susan Jeffers, in

adapting Chief Seattle's words and

creating extraordinary paintings to

complement them, reinforces the

central belief of Native Americans,

that the earth and every creature on

it is sacred. All ages. 9 'fa" x 12", 28

full-color paintings, 32 pages *200

Lisl$14.95 MBP$13.45

SOFT AIVIMAL BOOKS
These five cuddly toys are also

books with little stories about each

animal. The set includes a snow

leopard, an orangutan, a giant

panda, an African elephant, and a

grizzly bear. S'fa" tall, made in

England *201 Suggested $50.00

MBP $38.50

<; o I; i; <: ^

CHIEFLY FEASTS
The Enduring KwaliiuU I'ollaUh
I'ldltedhyAI.DONA.IONAITIS

The KwakiutI pollatch is a complex ceremonial during which the host larnlly

communicates its status by displaying inherited privileges (;mbridicd In

l<]v isliK (li I orated artworks and danc(« as well as by making elegant

s|i( ( (Ik s (l( l.iiling those privileges, Th(r guests an^ treated to sumplucjus

cuisine and recc^lvc gifts as payment

lor having witnessed these displays.

T he Ameritan Museum's Aldona

Jonaitis IS one of the world's fore-

most authorities on Northwest

Co.isi Indian art. Includes color

pliiilogiaphsof niori' Ihan 100

.iililadslrom

the Museum's

collection plus

ovei 80

lllstOMI.ll

photographs.

9'-<ki" X IO-Vb",

300 pages

*204

List $60.00

MBP $54.00

CHIEFLY FEASTS 1992
Wall Calendar
12"xl2" *205

[,ist $10.95 MBP $9.85

LAPIS LAZLLI
SPIDER EARRIIVGS
Over 1 .000 years ago

drawings were made in

the earth near Nazca

on the south coast of

Peru that are so large

they can be properly

seen only from the air.

The Nazca lines include

the drawing of a spider

which inspired these

earrings— handmade of

sterling silver and lapis lazuli

*202 Suggested $45.00 MBP $36.00

LAPIS LAZULI BRACELET
An elegant bracelet handmade of lapis lazuli and sterling silver to be worn

with or without the earrings. *203 Suggested S70 00 MBP $63.00
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THE MI\ERS CANARY
A Paleontologist

Lnravels the \Iysteries

of Extinction
Ml.KS KLDRKDGK

The p\Unction of species is a fact of

life for paleonloloKJsts. but e\en

scinilisls :is know li'ilt;c:il)li' ,111(1

respected as Xmeiicdii Museum

Curator Miles Eldredge become

concerned wlien ilie songbirds lliat

should populate our backyards

diminish noticeably in a few short

years. In THE MI^ERS CANARY—
named for the birds that once

alerted coal miners to odorless,

poisonous gases—Eldredge brings

his considerable expertise to bear

on the search for a general theory of

extinction: What causes it?

S'fc" x8'/ii>". 256 pages *220

IJSIS20.00 MBP $18.00

Bl LLV FOR
BROXTOSAIRIS
Reflections in \atural

History
STKPHKNJV^ (;()ll,l)

Stephen Jay Could has raised the art of

scientific essay to new heights. Here he

presents his fifth and finest collection,

thirty five pieces, the best of six years

of writing from his column "This Mew
of Life" in Natural History magazine.

480 pages "206 i.isl S22,9ri MBP $20.65

NORTHWEST COAST PEI\DA!NT/PIMS
These delicate and

delightful sterling

silver pendant/pm

are meticulouslv

handcarved by

Northwest Coast

native Jeffrey Pat

Please specify

HUMMINGBIRD
"207 or

KILLER WHAI E

*23l.

Photographed

actual

size.

Suggested

S70 each

MBP
$63.00

each

TUROIOISE
LETTER

^^^ OPENER
Inlaid by hand

in Santa Ee with

genuine turquoise and

bands of let. the back of

this striking opener is

eastern birch and the

blade is high grade

stainless steel. "208

Suggested $39.95

MBP $33.95

THE BUTTERFLY
MARIA M. Ml'DD

Illustrations by

WENDY SMITH-GRiSWOLD

THE BEE
BETH B. NORDEN
Illustrations by

BIRUTA AKERBERGS HANSEN

Featuring an enormous center pop-up, each of these unique volumes consists

of two books of seven pages each—one bound into each cover—that are

peppered with additional pop-ups. anatomical cutaways, and photographs

taken through electron microscopes. Together the words and pictures

present Ihe fasciiialing life cycle of Till'', UhlE "209 and THE BUTTERFLY

*2 10—how Ihey de\eloi), fly. nest. male, and pollinate. Ages 7 and up.

i'fa" X 12" List $12.95 each MBP $1 1.65 each

"1 love this book, a rare example i

excellence in union. Pholographsl

and text are united into a commoj

\ ision of life's history and

evolution."—Stephen Ja\ Gould

FOSSILS: The Evolutioi

and Extinction of Speci
NILES ELDREDGE

A fascinating exploration of the

history of life on earth by one of t

leading paleontologists of our tin"

Niles Eldredge. Curator of the

Department of Invertebrates at tl

American Museum, examines wh,

the fossilized remains of earth's

ancient flora and fauna reveal ab

mass extinction and the origin of

species, and comes up w ith a revi

tionary new theory that augment

Darwin's. More than 250 differer

fossil specimens are illustrated ii

1 60 luminous color photographs

11" X 10". 240 pages »211

List $60.00 MBP $54.00

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOI

ABOUT DINOSAURS
MARK NORELL

Find out the real truth about wha

scientists know of dinosaurs and

how they lived over 65 million

years ago. American Museum

curator and paleontologist

Mark Norell takes you inside

the exciting world of dinosaur

study. Ages 10 and up. 5V \ B'l

96 pages *212 List $12.95

MBP $11.65

TOORDFR BV PHOME 1-800-437-0033
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GREEN
BOOK

V FIRST GREEN BOOK
Life-Size Guide
Caring for our
ivironment
ildren learn about environmental

ues through activities that

lude how to create a wild life

rden and how to make simple

its to measure air pollution. Step-

step photographs and simple,

iy to follow instructions.

,es7-10 10" X 13", 48 pages

13 ListS12.00 MBP$9.95

THE ILLUSTRATED
EMCYCLOPEDIA
OF BIRDS
The Definitive Reference

to Birds of the World
CHRISTOPHER M.PERRINS.

Consullant-in-Chief

Unique in scope and range of cover-

age, this authoritative book is not

only a delight to look at with more

than 1 ,300 original color drawings,

it is also a comprehensive and up-to-

date encyclopedia including illustra-

tions and descriptions of 1 ,200 bird

species. A checklist of all the

world's 9,300 species is provided

for reference. Produced in associa-

tion with the International Council

for Bird Preservation.

9" X 11%", 420 pages *215

List $50,00 MBPS43.00

ALDLBOIV'S BIRDS OF
AMERICA TINY FOLIO
ROGER TORY PETERSON and

VIRGINIA MARIE PETERSON

Now in a most accessible format, all

435 of Audubon's brilliant hand-

colored engravings are reproduced

with the illuminating commentary of

one of America's best-known orni-

thologists, Softcover. 917 illustra-

tions, 482 in full color,

4" X 41/2", 712 pages *216

List SI 0.95 MBP$9.85

ENDAfVGERED SPECIES
CHARVl
BRACELEI
Charming sterling

sliver bracelet

features a moun-

tain gorilla, a

humpback whale, a

black rhinoceros, a

giant panda, a

royal bengal tiger,

an Asian elephant

and a golden lion

tamarin monkey.

, A portion of- the

j proceeds will go to

support efforts to

-:?v preserve these and
'

\ other endangered
^'"'

species. *217

JS-^^ Suggested

j»
•" ^ $45.00

MBP
$39.00

CARL AKELEY
Africa's Collector,

Africa's Savior
PENELOPE BODRYSANDERS

The beauty and danger of Kast

Africa at the turn of the century

spring to life in this compelling

biography of Carl Akcley, the leg-

endary inventor, gifted artist, and

intrepid adventurer, 6" x-9'/j".

298 pages *230 List $19.95

MBP$17.95

>^^

"Lovely, luminous illustrations . . . work a kind of magic . . .
gently blurring

the edges of reality as dark old-growth trees emerge unthreateningly from

the little boy's carpel."—The New York Times

THE SALAMANDER
ROOM
ANNE MAZER
Illustrated by STEVE JOHNSON

Richly imagined and wondrously

rendered in glowing, woodsy hues,

here is a gentle introduction to

ecology, cloaked in fantasy to

appeal to every child who has

wished for an unsuitable pet. Ages

4-8, 10" X 91/4", 32 pages *218

List $13.95 MBP $12.53

ONE EARTH
T-SHIRT
Hand embroi-

dered in Guate-

mala on 100%
cotton this stun-

ning shirt is "one

size fits all"

adults. *219

List $35.00

MBP $30.00
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CHILD'S
GLOW-l[\-THE-DARK

BAROSALRUS T-SHIRT
Back by popular demand, our all-

cotton dinosaur T-shirt. This year,

the bones that giow-in-the-dark are

those of the Mu.seum's very own

Barosaurus. I'lease specify size.

S|6-8|,M|I0-I2|. I.|M-16| *221

Suswslcil $ 1 2.00 MBP $9.95

PAIVTHER DREAM
A story of the African

Rainforest
BOB VVRIR and WRNDY WKIR

In this adventure story, young

readers venture into the African

rainforest with the boy lx)kuli. Lush

paintings accurately picture the

forest's spectacular beauty, and the

original music and rainforest sounds

on the accompanying cassette

enhance the experience. Bob Weir of

the Grateful Dead and his sister

Wendy who illustrated this book

have long been active in rainforest

preservation and will donate the

proceeds from its sales to reforesta-

tion in Africa. Ages 5- 10.

8'/j" \ II ",-40 pages '222

l.islSI9,9r) MBP$I7.95

"A magical work filled with scier

beauty, and deep emotions that

seems destined to become a das
of natural history."—Bos/on Glc

[VAVAJO BRACELET
Krom the Southwest, a handmade sterling silver bracelet with a pair of

hearts framing a rich oxblood coral. *224 SuKsestod $120,00 MBP $108.00

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF EV0L11TI0I\
Humanity's Search
for Its Origins
RICHARD MII.NKR

A landmark, popularly written

reference work on every facet of the

most basic, enduring and debated

question in the history of knowl-

edge: Where did we come from? The

more than 500 wide-ranging entries

in Milner's encyclopedia cover every

aspect of evolutionary thought from

Peking Man to "Planet of the Apes ".

81/2" xir, 512 pages *223

List $45.00 MBP $40.50

ANIMAL
TWISTS
A feathered frog?

\ seal with

lentacles? Create

all manner of

strange and

wonderful crea-

tures with this

pair of exquisitely

painted maple

wood blocks from Italy.

2'fe" tall "225

Suggested $19.95 MBP $15.50

The Year
OF THE

TURTLE

THE YEAR OF
THE TURTLE
A Natural History
DAVID M. CARROLL

Experience the flow of the seasoi

along wild waterways and gain a

intense appreciation and inlimal

knowledge of the familiar yet myii
rious creatures that shared the

| i

earth with the dinosaurs. Illus-
\f

trated, 8" x8", 176 pages *227l
List $22.95 MBP $20.65 1

TEN LITTLE RABBITS

DINOSAURS AND
PREHISTORIC ANIMAIi
The Art of

Charles R. Knight
1992 Wall Calendar
Paintings by the first and greatesi

paleontological artist are certain

thrill every dinosaur lover—both

young and old. 10" x 14' *228
List $9.95 MBP $8.95

TEN LITTLE RABBITS
VIRGINIA GROSSMAN Illustrated by SYLVIA LONG
Weaving, fishing, and storytelling are all part of this spirited book that

celebrates Native American life w liilc leaching children to count to ten. Each

number introduces a facet of tradiiiiuial \aii\e American culture, such as

Pueblo Corn dances and Navajo weaving, and the simple, rhyming text is

enhanced by a brief afterword on Native American customs. Ages 2-6.

fl^VV xB^Vj", 32 pages *226 List$12.95 MBP$1I.65

TO ORDER BY PHONE 1-800-437-0033



Celestial Events

liailing Through a Comet's Path
jGaUS.Cleere

n the wee hours of October 20 to 22,

e celestial diamonds will fly through

night sky, reminding us of the famous

let that visited us in the winter of

5-86. In the hours after midnight on

h nights, the earth will glide headlong

I ) the orbital path of Halley's comet and

encounter small pieces of the comet's

;leus, treating us to a show of anywhere

n ten to seventy "falling stars" per

ir. This is the Orionid meteor shower,

ned for the constellation Orion—the

[
ce in the sky where the shower appears

i ;manate.

vieteors, or falling stars, can have many
; lins, but meteor showers are often bits

1 x)mets left behind in the elliptical orbit

I; omet makes around the sun. When the

th, in its own orbit around the sun,

;ounters this path, these small grains

m up in our atmosphere or, if they are

ge enough, fall to the ground, where

ly can be found as meteorites.

First recorded by the Chinese in a.d.

5, the Orionid meteor shower will peak

3 hours before midnight on the 21st for

)se in the eastern time zone. The best

le to observe the shower from any loca-

n, however, is just after local midnight,

len your location on earth is heading

ectly into the meteor swarm. The moon
up for most of the night and may ob-

' lire some of the show, but the perform-

ce by some of the debris from Halley's

met deserves our attention.

ALLOWEEN
' In the last days of October, the earth

aches a place in its orbit around the sun

at is nearly midway between autumnal

[uinox and the winter solstice. Because

ey neatly sliced the year into four man-
;eable quarters, ancient Europeans

died the equinoxes and solstices the

iarter days. Those four days that fell

itween these dates they called the cross-

Liarter days.

The sun in the last days of October can

s seen rising approximately halfway

own along the southeastern horizon to-

ard the place at which it will rise at the

dead of winter, reaching the cross-quarter

day known to the Celts as Samhain. This

was believed to be not only the start of

winter but also a day of particular signifi-

cance—a crack in time. The ancient feast

of the dead was held, when the deceased

could revisit the living and all sorts of

supernatural spirits were thought to roam

about. The strange and peculiar customs

that we follow on Halloween are rooted in

the observance of this astronomical land-

mark, which is thousands of years old.

The Christian church, however, came
along during the Middle Ages and made a

few changes. Samhain became All Souls'

or All Saints Day, and the eve before the

latter, being a former pagan feast day, was

regarded as particularly unlucky and be-

deviled. The old customs and beliefs per-

sisted; witches and tabby cats flew about

on broomsticks, fairies swarmed forth,

fires were lit to ward off" evil spirits, and

mummers begged from door to door for

money and sweet cakes in exchange for

prayers for the dead. Of course, we have

all but forgotten the astronomy.

The Planets in October
Mercury slips behind the sun (as seen

from our perspective on Earth) on the 3d,

reaching superior conjunction and passing

from the morning to the evening sky. It

will not be seen again until November.

Venus is magnificent, as usual, as Octo-

ber's morning star, passing just below the

constellation Leo. Look for Venus' bril-

liance some 3'/2 hours before sunup on

your eastern horizon. On the 4th a hand-

some sliver of a moon passes close by the

planet; on the 7th Venus passes under the

star Regulus; and by the 16th, it is joined

by fellow planet Jupiter.

Mars remains too close to the sun for us

to observe in October.

Jupiter performs a lovely celestial

dance with Venus (the brighter of the two)

in predawn October skies. Both are seen

not far from the kingly star Regulus in

Leo. On the 4th and 5th, the crescent

moon joins them all.

Saturn can be seen due south, about

thirty degrees above the horizon about an

hour after sundown. This golden-colored

planet is easily visible just east (left) of the

teapot-shaped constellation Sagittarius.

Watch this ringed beauty glide across the

skies all evening, setting in the southwest

about midnight.

Uranus and Neptune reside near each

other and are never seen very far apart this

year. They remain buried among the stars

of Sagittarius. On the 14th, the moon pays

them a visit.

Pluto rises and sets with the sun this

month, on the borders of the constellations

Libra and Serpens, where it has been for

quite some time.

The moon is full on the 23d and is called

the hunter's moon by the Algonquin Indi-

ans, the moon of the changing seasons by

the Sioux, and the moon when the water

freezes by the Cheyenne. New moon oc-

curs on the 7th, first quarter on the 1 5th,

and last quarter on the 30th. On the morn-

ing of the 4th, the thin, waning crescent

moon is in Leo, where the bright star Reg-

ulus will be flanked by brilliant Venus on

its right and Jupiter on its left.

RS. October 27th is the last Sunday in

the month, so those observing daylight

saving time should set their clocks back an

hour at 2:00 a.m. In 1784, Benjamin

Franklin was the first to recommend the

practice of adjusting the clocks during the

summer to make the most of dayhght

hours. The idea did not catch on until

World War I, however, when the govern-

ment finally adopted daylight saving time

(DST) in order to conserve fuel and aid in

the war effort. DST was dropped in 1919

and then reinstated during World War II.

In 1966, the Uniform Time Act was

passed to minimize the local variations in

the use of daylight saving time that per-

sisted after World War II.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preserving the

skies for astronomy.
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Tim Qutton-Brock (page 34) has had

a longstanding interest in the evolution

of mammalian mating systems and has

done field studies in Tanzania, Kenya,

Uganda, Zambia, Brazil, and Scotland.

He first became interested in the fallow

deer of his native England in 1984, when

he learned that a herd at the Petworth

Park estate mated on a lek. Since then,

he and his field team have spent five sea-

sons there observing and analyzing the

deer's social behavior. Clutton-Brock,

who has earned two doctorates from the

University of Cambridge, joined its De-

partment of Zoology in 1 98 1 , where he is

a reader in animal ecology and also runs

the Large Animal Research Group.

Among his current projects are studies

of isolated populations of ungulates on

Scottish islands: Soay sheep on Saint

Kilda and red deer on Rhum. Recently,

Clutton-Brock was honored by the

American Journal of Mammalogy for

outstanding contributions to his field.

His hobbies, he writes, with tongue in

cheek, are "watching tropical fish and

catching temperate ones," as well as

"parental care in theory and practice."

For further reading on leks he recom-

mends "Leks and Mate Choice," by

J. W. Bradbury and R. Gibson, in Mate
Choice, edited by F Bateson (New
York: Cambridge University Press,

1983); and "Mate Choice on Leks," by

A. P Balmford {Trends in Evolution

and Ecology, vol. 6, pp. 87-92).

xsa^sxass^K^^iCT^- .«£^

^^B ^
^^rtrT^

U

EL*
i

Vice-president for Public Prograi

the American Museum, Aldona Joi

(page 42) is the curator of the Muse
current exhibition on the Kwakiut

latch. A specialist in Northwest (

Indian art, she wrote her doctora

sertation on the art of the Tlingit a

currently working on a book abou

whalers' washing shrine, a Nuu
nulth (Nootka) building in the ^

urn's collections. Coauthor Peter lit!

nair, an expert on Kwakiutl culturt sai

curator at the Royal British Colufci

Museum in Victoria. He served as jibi

cial curatorial consultant to the N

urn's potlatch exhibition. For addil

reading, the authors recommend C
Feasts: The Enduring Kwakiutl tih<

latch, edited by Aldona Jonaitis i oii

York/Seattle: American Museui ',i\

Natural History and Universit '(ji

Washington Press, 1991), Fromi

Land of the Totem Poles: The ^ I

west Coast Indian Art Collection c\

American Museum ofNatural Hit i

by Aldona Jonaitis (New York/Se 1

American Museum of Natural Hif

and University of Washington I

1988), and The Legacy: Contit

Traditions of Canadian Nortl

Coast Indian Art, by Peter Mac

Alan L. Hoover, and Kevin Neary

toria: British Columbia Provincial

seum, 1980).
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\ professor of history at Simon Fraser

ijiiversity in British Columbia, Douglas

( le (page 50) became interested in the

akiutl potlatch while working on his

\± Captured Heritage: The Scramble

I Northwest Coast Artifacts, a history

] museum collections. Subsequently he

^luthored, with Ira Chaikin, An Iron

ind upon the People: The Law

''fiinst the Potlatch on the Northwest

\mst. (These books were published by

(i University of Washington Press, Se-

;le, in 1985 and 1990, respectively.)

or additional reading, he recommends

Make My Name Good: A Reexami-

ation of the Southern Kwakiutl Pot-

itch, by Phillip Drucker and Robert F.

leizer (Berkeley: University of Califor-

lia Press, 1967); The Struggle for Sur-

'ival: Indian Cultures and the Protes-

ant Ethic in British Columbia, by

-orrest E. La Violette (Toronto: Univer-

ity of Toronto Press, 1973); and Aborig-

nal Peoples and Politics: The Indian

land Question in British Columbia,

1849-1989. by Paul Tennant (Vancou-

ver: University of British Columbia

Press, 1990).

During their last field trip to the Ituri

rain forest in 1988-89, David S. Wilkie

and GUda A. Moreili (page 54) had the

good fortune to participate (along with

their graduate students Paula Ivey and

Bryan Curran), in a coming of age cele-

bration for several Efe and Lese girls.

Part of the preparations for the ritual in-

volved the making of elaborate bark

cloths, which, along with body painting,

is the main artistic medium of the Efe.

David S. Wilkie is a socioecological con-

sultant and adjunct professor in the De-

partment of Psychology at Boston Col-

lege; Gilda A. Moreili is an assistant

professor of psychology at the same col-

lege. Both are part of the multidisciplin-

ary study of the Efe that has been under

way for the past ten years. Their gradu-

ate students Paula Ivey and Bryan Cur-

ran are both Ph.D. candidates in the De-

partment of Anthropology at the Univer-

sity of New Mexico in Albuquerque. For

more about the Pygmies of the Ituri rain

forest, the authors recommend People of

the Tropical Rain Forest, edited by J. S.

Denslow and C. Padoch (Los Angeles:

University of California Press, 1988).
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Raymond Sokolov (pictured at his re-

cent fiftieth birthday party with a

friend) has been our witty and well-trav-

eled food columnist since 1974. This

month's "A Matter of Taste" (page 80)

is his 200th column. A native Detroiter

who studied the classics at Harvard and

Oxford, he found his calling as a writer

and as an analyst of cultural foodways in

the late sixties. Before he began writing

for us, he had been the food and restau-

rant critic for the New York Times

(1971-74) and had held various posi-

4ML -

M^r^m' (^

m^PR^.J
^M^^B 1 ^^Ji

tions with Time and Cue. Sokolov's m
book. Fading Feast, based on his hA
ral History columns, spotlighted thjiJ li!

ened and disappearing American f(is,i^

(Interest in these dishes revived shily

'

after. "I like to think I saved them hjt
*i

says.) Now editor of the Wall 5^
JournaPs Leisure and Arts sec^:'

Sokolov continues to travel and vijUii

His latest book is Why We Eat Wha^
^

Eat: How the Discovery ofthe Amcd^A
Changed the Way Everyone oni

Planet Eats (Summit Books, 1991)i]

Having grown up in the Yucatan, fre-

quenting coasts once plied by Maya
traders, Anthony P. Andrews (page 72)

began to focus in college on the history

and coastal archeology of Maya seafar-

ing. He is now professor of anthropology

and chairman of the Division of Social

Sciences at New College of the Univer-

sity of South Florida. For additional

reading he recommends Coastal Maya
Trade, edited by Heather McKillop and

Paul Healey, Occasional Papers in An-

thropology, no. 8 (Peterborough, On-

tario: Trent University, 1989); "The

Rise of a Maya Merchant Class," by

Jeremy Sabloff and William Rathje

{Scientific American, October 1975, pp.

72-82); and "Isla Cerritos: An Itza

Trading Port on the North Coast of Yu-

catan," by Anthony R Andrews et al.

{National Geographic Research, vol. 4,

no. 2, Spring 1988, pp. 196-207).

Ron Larson (page 66) first became in-

terested in thimble jellyfish when he saw

a few preserved specimens at the Smith-

sonian Institution. A student of the me-

dusae for more than twenty years, he re-

ceived his doctorate in marine biology in

1985 from the University of Victoria in

Canada. In 1988, Larson took part in ex-

peditions to the Arctic and Antarctic,

where he studied both jellyfish and cor-

als. He has also worked in the Atlantic,

Caribbean, and North Pacific and has

collected deep-sea medusae from sub-

mersibles at depths of up to 3,000 feet.

Currently a wildlife biologist at the U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service in Brunswick,

Georgia, Larson is completing a book on

the natural history of Florida's swamps.

For further reading on jellyfish and their

kin, he recommends Open Sea: Its Natu-

ral History, by Alister Hardy (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1971), and Ani-

mals Without Backbones, by Ralph

Buchsbaum (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1948).

After waiting patiently for two

and two nights, David Scharf (pagi 2> i

captured a tobacco budworm emei (it

)

from its egg—the subject of this mo n

!

"Natural Moment." Most images i^ i

tained with scanning electron m •(> i

scopes (S.E.M.) require that the sul a i

be dead and coated with an ultn id i

layer of gold or carbon to "reflect' be i

electrons beamed at it. In the mid-H k i

however, Scharf pioneered a techn a i

that allows live, untreated specimeito

i

be imaged with the high-powered m (> :

scope. He enjoys exploring the n i

small, particularly insects. One ::ii!

photographic project revealed the fri

tents of dust balls—showing that sy i

are mostly spider web and contain ry

few dust mites. He has also used his it

ents to make some of the first videos

the powerful microscopes, such as oil

the Saint Louis Zoo that gives visitcl

tour of the outside of the honeyb|

body. Scharf currently runs his own
]

tography and microscopy lab in Los I

geles and is working on a number of I

S.E.M. techniques, including a sysj

for "colorizing" the videos he shoot i
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.EXTERN

Columbus's First Contact
In "White Legends, Lost Tribes" (Sep-

tember 1991), Samuel M. Wilson states

that the first inhabitants of the New
World encountered by Columbus were

the Taino of Hispaniola.

For accuracy's sake, I must point out

that Columbus reached the island of

Guanahani on October 12, 1492. Upon
landing there, he asked the natives

whether there were any larger islands and

was told that there was a larger island to

the south, leading to the discovery of

Cuba on October 27. On December 5, he

landed on Hispaniola. The first encounter

with people of this continent was therefore

in Guanahani, not in Hispaniola.

Jose M. Machado
Union City, New Jersey

Samuel Wilson replies:

Mr. Machado is right. Columbus and

Co. first reached land in the middle of the

Bahamas on the island called Guanahani

by its inhabitants. Whether Guanahani is

San Salvador (Watling Island), Samana
Cay, or any of the more than a dozen other

possibilities spanning the 600-mile-long

Bahamian archipelago is hotly debated

and very hard to pin down 500 years later.

Eating Insects

Raymond Sokolov's article ("One Man
Bites Back," July 1991) on the joy of

entomophagy (eating insects) evoked

splendid memories of a termite kedgeree

in northern Botswana and caused me to

dream of someday savoring grilled honey

pot ants and witchetty grubs in Australia.

Nevertheless, fellow and potential insecti-

vores should be cautioned that some in-

sects are distasteful, emetic, or even poi-

sonous.

In 1977, while browsing the biology li-

brary at the University of California at

Berkeley, I spotted the 1896 edition of the

Journal of the Trinidad Field Natural-

ist's Club, which quoted from a contem-

porary study in a French zoological jour-

nal: "Professor Felix Plateau . . . gives the

results of his experiments to ascertain

whether the Magpie moth is, as has often

been stated, an example of what is termed

'warning colour.' This daring Professor ac-

tually himself ate a number of caterpillars

and found that the flavour was very pleas-

ant, reminding him of almonds. It would

indeed be well if all the examples of 'w.^

ing colouration' were subjected to as ct
ful examination."

I suspect that the almond flavor c;ie 1

from a cyanide derivative (HCN), a ij.

son produced by some moths and alsci- =

miliar to buff"s of detective mysteries, k >

"daring" Professor Plateau was fortunsj i

indeed. Were he a small insectivori( |

bird, a likely predator of caterpillars, id ,

might have found the meal breathtakj, )

Some insects are nutritious, some e i

tasty, but some are hazardous to oii i

health and palate.

Raymond B. Hi j( !

Seattle, Washingni

Viva "Celestial Events"! ,

I was dismayed to see in the Auj 1

1

issue that Thomas Nicholson would o i

longer be doing "Celestial Events." / i I

now with the September issue, I am 11 i

more dismayed to read that he has di . i

Let me explain. My parents subscri 1

1

to Nature Magazine during the 1920s j

the winter of 1926 I suddenly fell in 1 c

with the monthly star maps. In the hf t

of Chicago I could scarcely see the si (;

through the grimy sky. Procyon was y

first star that I identified; only the f k

magnitude stars were visible. Being a
|

of intense enthusiams, I could hardly v

for summer, when we went to a cottag

Wisconsin. My folks gave me a 4X G
lean field glass. I particularly remem
learning to locate Libra. And I learned

Arabic names of all the stars; they f
sessed a magic for me.

That summer we visited the Yerkes (

servatory. The telescope, of course, v

the ultimate in marvels. Edwin Frost p

sonally showed us the pride of the obser

tory, a mechanical calculator that coi

do long division! It clanked and rang b«

as it worked.

A few years later I made my own te

scope using a spectacle lens from

friend's grandmother; its focal length w

three feet. I spent long evenings at t

eyepiece, mapping the moon, plotti

double stars, scrutinizing Saturn's rin

and even the icecap of Mars. What wi

the mosquitoes, the smell of citronella w

forever evoke the thrill of star watchin;

Well, I turned into a chemist, and I

still working at the University of Califc

nia, Santa Barbara, although I'm old

2 Natural History 11/91
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than anybody. Riding my bicycle home on

a clear night, since we have dark skies here

at the edge of the land, I often pause to

scan the constellations. They are old

friends. And I still like those star maps in

Natural History, which look much the

way they did sixty-five years ago. That's

what your magazine (or its predecessor)

did for me: it enriched my life immeasur-

ably; and I still turn first to the "Celestial

Events" column.

Paul T.Gilbert
Santa Barbara, California

Pre-Alvarez Impact

In "Cretaceous Ground Zero," by Alan

R. Hildebrand and William V. Boynton

(June 1991), two important points went

unmentioned. The first is that in 1978, two

years before the K-T crater search was

even initiated by the work of Alvarez et

al., I identified the Yucatan feature as a

probable impact at or near the K-T
boundary in a report entitled "Preliminary

Geophysical Interpretation Report—Pro-

greso Area," written for Petroleos

Mexicanos, the Mexican National Oil

Company. In 1981, at the Society of Ex-

ploration Geophysicists Annual Meeting

in Los Angeles, Antonio Camargo and I

illustrated, located, and modeled the fea-

ture quite thoroughly in a series of slides

accompanying our paper. We concluded

our 1981 presentation with the words,

"We would like to note the proximity of

this feature in time to the hypothetical

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary event re-

sponsible for the emplacement of iridium-

enriched clays on a global scale and invite

investigation of this feature in the light of

the meteorite impact-climatic alteration

hypothesis for the late Cretaceous extinc-

tions." While I am grateful that this fur-

ther study has arisen, albeit a decade late,

it is erroneous to imply, as the authors do,

that this feature was "identified" in 1990

as a result of their impact wave studies.

They state, "Although this crater lies on

continental crust, we would never have

found it without using impact wave depos-

its as our primary guide." This is mislead-

ing, since I had identified the feature more

than ten years earlier on the basis of geo-

physical anomalies.

The second critical point glossed over is

that the high-sensitivity aeromagnetic

data obtained in 1978, not "decades ear-

lier" as the article states, led to the identi-

fication of this feature. Only these data

reveal the extraordinarily symmetrical

structure that convinced me in 1978 that

this was not a volcanic feature.

Glen T. Penheld
Carson Services, Inc.

Perkasie, Pennsylvania

Alan Hildebrand replies:

Our work on the boundary deposit ,nj

Haiti and elsewhere, as described in "(j

taceous Ground Zero," led me to searc n4|

the Caribbean region for the impact d.:)-

ter. We are certainly not the first to s|-)

gest that the large crater lies buried on e'lii

Yucatan Peninsula; the early suggestiis iii

have an intriguing history.

Oil exploration in the 1950s y t

Petroleos Mexicanos in the area of e i

crater resulted in the discovery of the igx J

ous rocks and the semicircular gra\j! i;

anomaly. In 1968, exploration geophi-jii

cist Robert Baltosser reviewed the dw \

and suggested that the unusual ignoj

rocks and gravity anomaly could reps .

sent a large, buried impact crater. He \t
|

unable to follow up on his verbal suggi..
i

tion because of the proprietary nature fi i

the data. In 1978, Glen Penfield \»

supervising an airborne magnetic sun^i

in the area for Petroleos Mexicanos ab

wondered if the extraordinary circurf

magnetic field anomaly he saw might ir •4^

cate a buried impact crater. He also foi ife

that the gravity anomaly coincided p-

fectly with the magnetic anomaly. In

confidential report to the oil compa]

Penfield independently suggested that

structure might be a crater with an i

near the Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-1

boundary. Thus, both suggestions P'

ceded the evidence published by the Al

rez group at Berkeley in 1980 linking i \

K-T mass extinction to a comet or i

asteroid impact.

At the time of writing our article, I v i

unaware that Penfield had suggested i

his 1981 presentation that the impact c

ter might be the K-T boundary crater (i

Sky and Telescope, March 1982,
]

249-50). Unfortunately, Penfield a

Camargo never gained permission to pi

lish any of the proprietary data and w<.

unable to locate rock samples to search i

definitive evidence of an impact. If eitl

of these things had happened, the debt,

over the significance of the K-T bounda

might not have lasted a decade.

After backtracking from the clues

the boundary layers and impact wave c

posits, my colleagues at the University

Arizona and I became certain that tl

Caribbean region was the site of the ii

pact, and we learned of the suggested Y
catan crater. Together with Penfield ai

Camargo, we were able to locate two se

of samples from both inside and outsio

the crater. Study of these confirmed i

impact origin. Happily, other eviden<

keeps piling up that this is the K-T crate

but its precise age remains unknown, i

that drilling will be needed to eliminate a

uncertainty.
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The Maya Rediscover

The Owl, Shield, and Flint Blade
In A.D. 378, the Maya learned the art ofconquest

by Linda Scheie

War was already a part of Maya life at

the beginning of their written history,

some 2,000 years ago. Archeologists find

the aftermath of war and captive taking in

the dismembered or decapitated remains

of sacrificial victims buried under floors of

public buildings and in stone images and

inscriptions that refer to such practices

(when the names of the victims indicate

their origin, they are invariably from rival

settlements). We don't know if the early

Maya went to war mainly to acquire terri-

tory, take booty, control conquered groups

for labor, take captives for sacrifice in

sanctification rituals, or a combination of

these. But the first war of which there is a

readable record—fought some 1,600

years ago between Tikal and Uaxactun,

two kingdoms in the center of Peten, the

northern region of Guatemala—laid a

pattern for those that followed.

The seeds of this war were apparently

sown centuries earlier, when the Maya in

this lowland region first built pyramids

and formal public buildings in their towns.

As archeologist Richard Hansen has re-

ported, large public architecture, com-

plete with the symbolism of political

power, appeared at the site of Nakbe be-

tween 2,600 and 2,300 years ago {Natural

History, May 1991). As it developed in

the following two centuries, this symbol-

ism came to include depictions of severed

heads, apparently referring to the decapi-

tation sacrifice that became so prominent

in later Maya ritual. Images of kings have

also been found from these early times,

although by and large the rulers remain

anonymous because so far we have found

no readable texts.

El Mirador emerged as the largest of

the cities in the region, while farther to the

south, the towns of Uaxactun and Tikal,

settled some 2,500 years ago, also grew in

population and size, adding large public

structures that displayed the same imag-

ery of royal power. Depictions of early

rulers of these two kingdoms show them

standing with bound captives, indicating

they were never peaceful neighbors. For

reasons not yet understood, many of these

cities failed during the second half of the

first century a.d. El Mirador never came
back, but the upheavals that created di-

saster for some kingdoms provided o||

tunities for others. Tikal and Ua
came through this period unscathedl

ing less than twelve miles apart, howl

they did not have the buffer of a no nl

land between them and could not co|

as equals for long.

Peter Mathews, of the Universitj

Calgary, was the first scholar to dj

evidence of their great conflict. In a s
(]

This is the eighth in a series ofartitMi

that explore recent findings and h
interpretations concerning the rise a

fall of ancient Maya civilization.

Warriors on a Maya vase: the man at right wields a javelin and a spear-thrower.
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of early inscriptions, he noticed that

Stela 5 at Uaxactun and Stela 31 at

'

recorded the same date and action

Tikal ahaw, or "holy lord." Mathew i

duced that these texts recorded an in

tant interaction between the two to

that Tikal was the dominant partner, i

that one of two poUtical events was i

hkely involved—an aUiance by man
|

or a conquest. Based on the imagt

eluded on Uaxactiin Stela 5, my colle<.

David Freidel and I narrowed it dow

the second alternative.

The stela is a stone monument ere',

at the base of a stairway of a remod

temple. The text on the back of the s

records the date of the commemon
event, 8.17.1.4.12 11 Eb 15 Mac, or Js

ary 16, a.d. 378, and names Smok
Frog, a lord of Tikal, as the protagoi

The front of the stela shows Smoking-F

holding an obsidian-edged club am

spear-thrower (or throwing stick, usee

launch spears or darts with great impel

and wearing a uniform that in later mo
ments epitomizes a war of conquest.

in defeat could Uaxactun have accorde

lord of a rival city such recognition

Stela 31 at Tikal, erected fifty ye

later, provides no pictorial representat

of the conquest, but the inscription repe
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the same date, actor, and event. It also

registers that the reigning king of Tikal at

the time was Great-Jaguar-Paw, and that

he celebrated the victory by an act of

bloodletting from his genitals. From other

inscriptions, we now know that Great-Jag-

uar-Paw was one of the most celebrated of

Tikal's early rulers and that Smoking-

Frog was his brother and, very probably,

his war chief.

Later events confirm this was a war of

conquest. A year after his victory, Smok-

ing-Frog succeeded his brother, but he

ruled not from Tikal but from Uaxactun.

His empire now included both cities, and

it was under his authority that his nephew,

the son of Great-Jaguar-Paw, was in-

stalled as the new lord of Tikal. The ab-

sorption of Uaxactun into the hegemony

of Tikal is reflected in various inscriptions

at both sites and in the archeological

record. Archeologist Juan Pedro Laporte,

for example, points out that the architec-

tural style of the conquered city began

emulating Tikal soon after the victory.

The temple behind Stela 5 was remod-

eled as a victory monument, a constant

reminder in Uaxactun of the new order. A
grisly one, too. Archeologist Ledyard A.

Smith reported finding five skeletons en-

tombed within: an adult female with an

unborn fetus, a second adult female, a

child, and an infant. These were probably

the wives and children of the defeated

king, killed to end forever the royal line at

Uaxactiin. The defeated king himself had

probably been stripped of his finery,

bound, and carried back to Tikal to be

tortured and sacrificed in public rituals. A
recent study by Laporte concludes that

the burial chamber was dug into the exist-

ing temple at Uaxactun, with the affected

floor and step repaired after the bodies

were entombed. Afterward the whole tem-

ple was encapsulated by new construction,

and the victory stela was erected at the

base of the stairway.

The war apparently took place at a time

when the Maya of central Peten were in-

tensifying their contacts with the huge

city of Teotihuacan, in the central valley

of Mexico far to the west. The nature of

Bearing his club and spear-thrower, the

victorious Smoking-Frogdominates

Stela 5 in the defeated city ofUaxactun.

the interactions between these two cul-

tural areas is still a matter of debate, but

the archeological record shows that the

highland people of Teotihuacan used low-

land products, such as cotton, tropical

bird feathers, and shell, while the Maya
used highland products, such as obsidian,

jade, and other minerals. Many of these

exotic products were considered essential

to the rituals that controlled the super-

natural world, and access to them deter-

mined who could conduct public rites to

demonstrate such control, as well as who
could claim and exercise elite status. The

trade network that moved these and sij.;!

lar exotic commodities was intensifyirai
|

just the time of this war, so the corci
(

was as likely to have been over the weH
this trade promised as it was overs i

control of territory.

Contact with Teotihuacan may 1« n

contributed not only to the motive forai

war but also to the means by which it li i

fought. I and others now believe that

this war, the spear-thrower, used in '

fare by the Teotihuacanos, was adoiJ

for the first time as a weapon in the Mlj

lowlands. Formerly, Maya kings

nobles used short-shafted spears

forced them into close-range comd
where the taking of captives was ni;-

important than killing foes. The javej j

propelled by spear-throwers, instead, f <
i

long-distance weapons that can be thri^'

j

by masses of warriors, causing grej
i

casualties. Although probably used i (

hunting, spear-throwers apparently S I

not figure in Maya politics until Smokj- e

Frog led Tikal's forces against Uaxac l :

This conclusion is supported in brd i

outline by the weapons that turn uiii i

Maya sites. Before this time, they cor a i

mainly of large, laurel-leaf-shaped poi i, i

suitable for thrusting spears, and tan d :

"daggers." The smaller points appropr e :

for projectile weapons—such as jave s
]

flung with spear-throwers—become w » I

spread later. But the main evidence for ^
change is the prominence of new image ||

subsequent depictions of conquest.

Victors are portrayed using a com] i

of symbols that seem to have been

rowed from Teotihuacan. These incl I

the goggle-eyed war deity called Tlalo(
|

the later Aztecs, a trapeze-and-bar ! i

(the Mexican "year" sign), a fuU-boc i

jaguar suit, a spherical (balloonlike) he

dress, a war serpent made in a moi!

pattern, owls of omen, spear-throwers r

javelins, and square, flexible shields,

lowing the Tikal-Uaxactun war, the Mi

everywhere adopted this symboUsm i-

the ritual complex that went with it

represent conquest warfare for the resi

their history.

Most visibly, the Maya adopted the

Theflint-shield emblem that symbolizes war {bottom center) appears amid warriors decorating a Maya vase.
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otihuacan symbol for war—a round shield

combined with crossed javelins and a ram-

pant owl (a creature associated with

prophecy and fortunetelling). To reflect

their weaponry of choice, the Maya
quickly modified this emblem to a flint

blade, owl, and shield. This emblem em-
bodied their word for war, tok'-pakal,

"flint-shield" (the later Aztecs called war

arrow-shield). The flint-shield was carried

into battle in the form of a great banner to

bring the power of the Other World into

combat. For the Maya, war was a sacred

activity fought with the power of the su-

pernatural as well as the strength of the

human arm. The alliance with the Other

World enabled warriors to conquer not

only their enemy's living royal clan but

also their apotheosized ancestors.

The ancient Maya, as did their descen-

dants in their battles against the invading

Spaniards, went to war transformed into

their nahwals, spiritual companions who
were believed to share human souls. War-

rior costumes evoked many diff"erent su-

pernatural animals and creatures, suijag]

a jaguar, a bird, or a skeletal god of d'H,,

But the most important deity the ^',;^_

warriors invoked in warfare was Wm^
Within thirty years of the Tikal-Uaxa,(|i

war, they began timing their battlt(Kl

coincide with important stations of V^ i)

(its maximum elongations, when iti (|

pears farthest from the sun, and certa* %
its risings, especially its first appear/ a

as the evening star), and by the appai ^
standstills, or stationary points, of Ju]! ^
and Saturn in their orbits, especially < i

ing periods of double or triple conjj 14

tions, when the two planets crossed ii n

other's positions two or three times wi| 14

a matter of months. Maya writing i «

ployed a "star-shell" verb for these wai 1;

call them "star wars." '

So important was the victory

Uaxactiln that it became the most

brated event of the early history of l|

and the focus of memorials and poli)

strategies for centuries to follow. Stoi

Sky, Great-Jaguar-Paw's grandson, ft



- jmed the seat of the kingship of the

c irged empire to Tikai, celebrated the

\ tory as the pivotal event of his ancestral

b;ory. He commemorated the war in

V ting and images, for the first time ex-

p ;itly joining the Tlaloc war symbolism

v'h the critical positions of Venus in its

c le and with a long triple conjunction of

J liter and Saturn. Stormy-Sky was the

r'jr responsible for erecting Stela 31 at

if al and is depicted on it.

';:onquest warfare, especially battles

t't resulted in territorial dominance and

t'lty taking, were represented by this

Tioc-Venus symbolic complex for the

r' : of Maya history. Tikal itself fell to this

k' d of attack in the sixth century when

('racol, a kingdom to the southeast,

t ned the tables and defeated the king-

(f n that first waged this kind of warfare.

r ;er on, a distant descendant of Great-

J;uar-Paw (known to scholars as Ruler

/' revived Tikal from its defeat and took

3' enemy king captive. The sacrifice of

t defeated king took place on the thir-

t. nth-katun (260th year) anniversary of

ritual in which Stormy-Sky had cele-

ted Tikal's victory over Uaxactun.

rhe prominence of battle and sacrifice

he public history commissioned by the

lya nobility suggest that much of it was

hly ritualized—timed by astronomical

;nts, fought between noble or high-

iked warriors who spent their lives

ining and practicing the craft, and de-

fied to secure sacrificial victims for the

at pageants that punctuated Maya life.

t war was also fought to establish politi-

and economic control over rivals, to

Tier the wealth of booty, and to control

or both by moving the losers and at-

cting surplus population from the no

.n's land between kingdoms (such im-

gration may have been crucial to retain-

;
political clout, since research by an-

opologist Rebecca Storey suggests that

; death rate in all these cities exceeded

:ir birthrate).

The consequences of losing these kinds

wars could be long-term and substan-

1, and the danger of attack apparently

1 to the formation of large coalitions of

1 igdoms. Such alliances fought each

ler throughout the sixth, seventh, and

;hth centuries. One such coalition, com-

I

sed of Caracol, Site Q (an unidentified

2, possibly Calakmul), and Dos Pilas,

acked and defeated Tikal at least twice

nre after the first Caracol victory. These

liances were reinforced by judicious

) irriages, so that many of the great rul-

i I families, such as those of Caracol and

1 te Q, became interrelated. These formal

: d informal alliances were not perma-

nt or secure, however, for former ene-

mies became allies and former allies

changed, sides and attacked each other.

Each kingdom's prosperity depended

on the formation and maintenance of alli-

ances among its own lineages and with

those of allied kingdoms. As populations

grew during the late Classic period and

kingdoms expanded into the no man's

land between them, wars were sometimes

fought within kingdoms against petty

nobles trying to break away from the

larger kingdoms.

Toward the end of the Classic period, in

the eighth and ninth centuries, warfare

may have become so chronic and disrup-

tive that the social networks and agricul-

tural systems that had given the Maya of

the southern lowlands civilized life in the

first place could not survive intact. But the

collapse of the cities in that region did not

end the importance of the Tlaloc-Venus

war complex. The so-called Toltecs of

Chichen Itza are Maya warriors dressed

in the uniform of this same war complex.

In this phase of Maya history, centered

in the northern lowlands, the flint-shield

emblem was transformed once again to

resemble more closely its original Teoti-

huacan form. The flint-shield of the Clas-

sic period became a round sun disk, with

an ancestral warrior armed with spear-

thrower and javelins emerging from an

otherworldly portal to join his descendants

in their fight to create an empire. D
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This View of Life

1

Fall in the House ofUssher
Howfoolish was the archbishop's precise datefor creation?

by Stephen Jay Gould

I am uncomfortable enough in a stand-

ard four-in-hand tie; pity the poor seven-

teenth-century businessmen and divines,

so often depicted in their constraining

neck ruffs. The formidable gentleman in

the accompanying engraving commands
the Latin title Jacobus Usserius, Archi-

episcopus Armachanus, Totius Hibemiae

Primas, or James Ussher, Archbishop of

Armagh, and Primate of All Ireland. He is

known to us today almost entirely in ridi-

cule—as the man who fixed the time of

creation at 4004 B.C., and even had the

audacity to name the date and hour: Octo-

ber 23 at midday.

Let me begin with a personal gloss on

the caption to this engraving, for my mis-

reading embodies, in microcosm, the en-

tire theme of this essay. I confess that I

have always been greatly amused by the

term primate, used in its ecclesiastical

sense as "an archbishop . . . holding the

first place among the bishops of a prov-

ince." My merriment must be shared by

all zoologists, for primates, to us, are mon-

keys and apes—members of the order Pri-

mates. Thus, when I see a man described

as a "primate," I can't help thinking of a

big gorilla. (Humans, of course, are also

members of the order Primates, but zoolo-

gists, in using the term, almost always

refer to nearly 200 other species of the

group—that is, to lemurs, monkeys, and

apes.)

But this amusement is silly, parochial,

and misguided. The term comes from the

Latin primas, meaning "chief or "first."

In the mideighteenth century, Linnaeus

introduced the word to zoology as a des-

ignation for the "highest" order of

mammals—the group including humans.

But the ecclesiastical usage has an equally

obvious claim to proper etymology and

12 Natural History 11/91
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substantial precedence in usage (the Ox-

ford English Dictionary traces this mean-

ing to 1205). Thus, we zoologists are the

usurpers, not the guardians of a standard.

(I wonder if preachers laugh when they

see the term in a zoological book and think

of a baboon running about in a neck ruff.)

In any case, the archbishop of Armagh is

titular head, hence primate, of the Anglo-

Irish church, just as the archbishop of

Canterbury is primate of all England.

This little tale mimics the forthcoming

essay in miniature for two reasons:

1 . 1 shall be defending Ussher's chronol-

ogy as an honorable effort for its time and

arguing that our usual ridicule only

records a lamentable small-mindedness

based on mistaken use of present criteria

to judge a distant and different past—just

as our current amusement in picturing a

primate of the church as a garbed ape

inverts the history of usage, for the zoolog-

ical definition is derivative, and the eccle-

siastical primary.

2. The mental picture of a prelate as a

garbed ape reinforces the worst parochi-

alism that scientists often invoke in inter-

preting their history—the notion that

progress in knowledge arises from victory

in battle between science and religion,

with religion defined as unthinking alle-

giance to dogma and obedience to author-

ity, and science as objective searching for

truth.
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James Ussher (1581-'1656) 1;

through the most turbulent of En.isl

centuries. He was bom in the mid;

Elizabeth's reign and died under C^\i

well (who gave him a state funerciiiji

Westminster Abbey, despite Ussher'siijii>

alist sentiments and his previous supiii

for the executed Charles I). As a pi^*

cious scholar with a special aptitudtjlif

languages, Ussher entered Trinity A^
lege, Dublin, at its founding in 1 594, vj| it

he was only thirteen years old. He | f«J

ordained a priest in 1601 and becarji p

professor at Trinity (1607) and then

chancellor on two occasions in 1614

1617. With his appointment as A|

bishop of Armagh in 1625, he bec|i*

head (or primate) of the Anglo-li t

church—a tough row to hoe in this \ t

eminently Catholic land ("Romish'j |i

"papist" as Ussher always said inj
^

standard deprecations of his day). Us|| i

was vehement and unrelenting in his l

bal assaults on Roman Catholicism!

wasn't too keen on Jews and other "(

dels" either, but the issue rarely came

)

,
His 1626 "Judgement of the Arch-I(

ops and Bishops of Ireland" begins.!

example:

The religion of the papists is superstit

and idolatrous; their faith and doct

erroneous and heretical; their ch

. . . apostatical; to give them therefore ^IJi

eration, or to consent that they may fi

exercise their religion ... is a grievous J i

One may cringe at the words (ani

one can take Ussher as a model of to

tion), but he was, in fact, regarded

force for moderation and compromise

time of fierce invective (read Mill

anti-Catholic pamphlets sometime if

want to get a feel for the rhetoric of t

troubled years). Despite his opini

Ussher continued to espouse debate,

cussion, and negotiation. He preache

Catholics and delighted in meeting t

champions in formal disputations,

own words were harsh, but he believe,

triumph by force of argument, not by 1

ishment, fines, imprisonment, and exi

tions. In fact, even the hagiographica

ographies, written soon after Ussh

death, criticize him for lack of enthusi;

in the daily politics of ecclesiastical aff

and for general unwillingness to carry

policies of intolerance. He was a schi

by temperament and, at best, a desull

administrator. He was in England at

outbreak of the civil war in 1 642 and m
returned again to Ireland. He spent n

of his last decade engaged in study ;

publication—including, in 1650

source of his current infamy: Anm
veteris testamenti, a prima mundi ori^

deducti, "Annals of the Old Testam(

14 Natural History 1 1/91



iuced from the first origin of the

vdd."

Ussher became the symbol of ancient

£ji benighted authoritarianism for a rea-

s I quite beyond his own intention. Start-

i' about fifty years after his death, most

e lions of the "authorized," or King

Jines, translation of the Bible began to

( Ty his chronology in the thin column of

flotations and cross-references usually

|i ced between the two columns of text on

:£i:h page. (The Gideon Society persisted

i! )lacing this edition in nearly every hotel

rim in America until about fifteen years

8); they now use a more modem transla-

tn and have omitted the column of an-

iiations, including the chronology.)

•'iere, emblazoned on the first page of

(i nesis, stands the telltale date: 4004 b.c.

1 sher's chronology therefore acquired

f almost canonical status in English Bi-

1 s—hence his current infamy as a sym-

1 of fundamentalism.

I

fo this day, one can scarcely find a

ti tbook in introductory geology that does

:i take a swipe at Ussher's date as the

a ;ning comment in an obligatory page or

l! ) on older concepts of the earth's age

( fore radioactive dating allowed us to

j|
it right). Other worthies are praised for

* )d tries in a scientific spirit (even if their

ages are way off), but Ussher is excoriated

for biblical idolatry and just plain foolish-

ness. How could anyone look at a hill, a

lake, or a rock pile and not know that the

earth must be ancient?

One text discusses Ussher under the

heading "Rule of Authority" and later

proposals under "Advent of the Scientific

Method." We learn—although the state-

ment is absolute nonsense—that Ussher's

"date of 4004 b.c. came to be venerated as

much as the sacred text itself." Another

text places Ussher under "Early Specula-

tion" and later writers under "Scientific

Approach." These authors tell us that

Ussher's date of 4004 B.C. "thus was incor-

porated into the dogma of the Christian

Church" (an odd comment, given the tra-

dition of Catholics, and of many Protes-

tants as well, for allegorical interpretation

of the "days" of Genesis). They continue:

"For more than a century thereafter it was

considered heretical to assume more than

6,000 years for the formation of the

earth."

Even the verbs used to describe Ussh-

er's efforts reek with disdain. In one text,

Ussher "pronounced" his date; in a sec-

ond, he "decreed" it; in a third, he "an-

nounced with great certainty that ... the

world had been created in the year 4004

B.C. on the 26th of October at nine o'clock

in the morning!" (Ussher actually said Oc-

tober 23 at noon—but I found three texts

with the same error of October 26 at nine,

so they must be copying from each other.)

This third text then continues: "Ussher's

judgment of the age of the earth was gos-

pel for fully 200 years."

Many statements drip with satire. Yet

another textbook—and this makes six, so I

am not merely taking potshots at rare silli-

ness—regards Ussher's work as a direct

"reaction against the scientific explora-

tions of the Renaissance." We then hear

about "the pronouncement by Arch-

bishop Ussher of Ireland in 1664 that the

Earth was created at 9:00 a.m., October

26, 4004 B.C. (presumably Greenwich

mean time!)" Well, Ussher was then eight

years dead, and his date for the earth's

origin is again misreported. (I'll pass on

the feeble joke about Greenwich time, ex-

cept to say that Ussher used the Julian

calendar and that such issues hardly arose

in an age before rapid travel made the

times of diff'erent places a matter of im-

portance.)

Needless to say, in combating the illib-

erality of this textbook tradition, I will not

defend the substance of Ussher's conclu-

sion—for one claim of the standard cri-
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tique is undeniably justified: a 6,000-year-

old earth did make a scientific geology

impossible because any attempt to cram
the empirical record of miles of strata and
life's elaborate fossil history into such a

moment requires a belief in miracles as

causal agents.

Fair enough, but what sense can be

made of blaming one age for impeding a

much later system that worked by entirely

different principles? To accuse Ussher of

delaying the establishment of an empiri-

cal geology is much like blaming dino-

saurs for holding back the later success of

mammals. The proper criterion must be

worthiness by honorable standards of

one's own time. By this correct judgment,

Ussher wins our respect just as dinosaurs

now seem admirable and interesting in

their own right (and not as imperfect har-

bingers of superior mammals in the inex-

orable progress of life). Models of inev-

itable progress, whether for the panorama
of life or the history of ideas, are the ene-

my of sympathetic understanding, for

they excoriate the past merely for being

old (and therefore both primitive and be-

nighted).

Of course Ussher could hardly have

been more wrong about 4004 B.C., but his

work was both honorable and interest-

ing—therefore instructive for us today

—

for at least four reasons.

I. The excoriating textbook tradition

depicts Ussher as a single misguided dose

of darkness and dogma thrown into an

otherwise more enlightened pot of knowl-

edge—as if he alone, representing the

church in an explicit rearguard action

against science and scholarship, raised

this issue to recapture lost ground. No
idea about the state of chronological

thinking in the seventeenth century could

be more false.

Ussher represented the best of scholar-

ship in his time. He was part of a substan-

tial research tradition, a large community
of intellectuals working toward a common
goal under an accepted methodology

—

Ussher's shared "house" if you will par-

don my irresistible title pun. Today we
rightly reject a cardinal premise of that

methodology—belief in biblical iner-

rancy—and we recognize that this false

assumption allowed such a great error in

estimating the age of the earth. But what
intellectual phenomenon can be older, or

more oft repeated, than the story of a large

research program that impaled itself upon
a false central assumption accepted by all

practitioners? Do we regard all people

who worked within such traditions as dis-

honorable fools? What of the scientists

who assumed that continents were stable,

that the hereditary material was protein.

or that all other galaxies lay within the

Milky Way? These false and abandoned

efforts were pursued with passion by bril-

liant and honorable scientists. How many
current efforts, now commanding millions

of research dollars and the full attention of

many of our best scientists, will later be

exposed as full failures based on false

premises?

The textbook writers do not know that

attempts to establish a full chronology for

all human history (not only to date the

creation as a starting point) represented

a major effort in seventeenth-century

thought. These studies did not slavishly

use the Bible, but tried to coordinate the

records of all peoples. Moreover, the as-

sumption of biblical inerrancy doesn't

give you an immediate and dogmatic an-

swer—for many alternative readings and

texts of the Bible exist, and you must

struggle to a basis for choice among them.

As a primary example, different datings

for key events are given in the Septuagint

(or Greek Bible, first translated by the

Jewish community of Egypt in the third to

second centuries B.C. and still used by the

Eastern churches) and in the standard He-
brew Bible favored by the Western

churches.

Moreover, within assumptions of the

methodology, this research tradition had

considerable success. Even the extreme

values were not very discordant—ranging

from a minimum, for the creation of the

earth, of 3761 b.c. in the Jewish calendar

(still in use) to a maximum of just over

5500 B.C. for the Septuagint. Most calcu-

lators had reached a figure very close to

Ussher's 4004. The Venerable Bede had
estimated 3952 b.c. several centuries be-

fore, while J. J. Scaliger, the greatest

scholar of the generation just before

Ussher, had placed creation at 3950 b.c.

Thus, Ussher's 4004 was neither idiosyn-

cratic nor at all unusual; it was, in fact, a

fairly conventional estimate developed

within a large and active community of

scholars. The textbook tradition of Ussh-

er's unique benightedness arises from ig-

norance of this world, for only Ussher's

name survived in the marginal annota-

tions of modem Bibles.

2. The textbook detractors assume that

Ussher's effort involved little more than

adding up ages and dates given directly in

the Old Testament—thus implying that

his work was only an accountant's act of

simple, thoughtless piety. Another text-

book—we are now up to seven—states

that Ussher's 4004 was "a date recon-

structed from adding up the ages of peo-

ple named in the lineages of the scrip-

ture." But even a cursory look at the Bible

clearly shows that no such easy solution is

available, even under the assumpticffifi

inerrancy. You can add the early ti^,!

from creation up to the reign of %:
mon—for the requisite information is ro-i

vided by an unbroken male lineage ip.j

plying the key datum of father's age a hei

birth of a first son. But this easy rite"

cannot be carried forward into the sevilf

hundred years of the kingdom, from S|^

mon's reign to the destruction of the 1^<
pie and the Babylonian captivity-i*

here we are only given the lengths ofL
for kings, and several frustrating amb
ities (including overlaps or co-regenci(

a king and his successor) were widelj

knowledged but not easily resolved,

nally, how can you use the Old Testan

to reach the crucial birthday of Christ

thus connect the older narrative to

present? For the Old Testament stop

the period of Ezra and Nehemiah,
fifth century B.C. in Ussher's chronok

James Barr explains the problems

complexities in an excellent article, "\

the World Was Created in 4004
Archbishop Ussher and Biblical Chro
ogy," {Bulletin of the John Rylands \

versity Library ofManchester, vol. 67,

575-608). He divides the chronolog

enterprise into three periods, each \

characteristic problems, as mentic

above. You can add up during the

period (creation to Solomon), but wl

text do you use? The ages in the Sep »
gint* are substantially longer and l^i

more than 1,000 years to the date of eo

ation. Ussher solved this dilemma by u
ing the Hebrew Bible and ignoring m
alternatives.

In the second period, you really hav idia

struggle to establish a coherent time lei

through the period of the kings. You f ibi

and shift, try to correlate the dates gi n
for the two kingdoms of Israel and Ju( i, 1

then attempt to link in the few ages gi w
for events other than beginnings and e Ifi

of reigns. The result, with luck and adj <sA

ment, is a coherent network of mutu ik.

supporting times. '
I

For the third period of more than '^
years from Ezra and Nehemiah to m
birth of Jesus you cannot use the Bibli 11

*The name Septuagint derives from A

legend that seventy-two translators (closl<

the Latin septuaginta, or "seventy")- li

from each of the twelve tribes of IsraH
worked in separate rooms and made tlu

own translations. When they compali

their results, all were identical. If the

guistic mishmash seems odd—Jews tnl

lating the Hebrew Bible into Greek I

Egypt—remember that Alexander
Great conquered Egypt and establish

the Ptolemies as a Greek ruling family '
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I
all—for no information exists. Ussher

all other chronologists therefore trieito ''•

link a known event in the period of kgs >!

with a datable episode in another i,*

tare—and then to use the timetableiof ''

other peoples until another lateral fjii
>

could be made back into the New Te* '

ment. Ussher proceeded by correlaji''

the death of the Chaldean king Nflu- '

chadnezzar II with the thirty-seventh ya »

of the exile of Jehoiachin (as stated il

<

Kings 25:27). (Nebuchadnezzar wasBf*

course, prominent in Jewish history jjini

conquering Jerusalem in 586 b.c. and it
>

porting its prominent citizens—the 'jk-i'

called Babylonian captivity.) Us^

'

could then calculate through the C)il^i

dean and the subsequent Persian recoW'

eventually reaching the period of Ron*'
rule and the birth of Jesus.

[

3. But where did Ussher get OctojA

23, 4004? Surely, neither the Bible p
any other source gives a specific de>i

even if you can estimate the year. Was 'fr*

date, at least, a bow to dogma, even if ib:^

rest of the chronology has more schoh^?

roots?
j

No, not dogma, but a different stylipfe'

interpretive argument—one based bj;

symbol and eschatology rather than p.:

listed chronology. (You cannot label -p^

style as dogma, iif only because each p(»1

became a subject of lively disagreem

and fierce debate among scholars,

resolution was ever obtained, so

church obviously imposed no answer

cathedra.) ;;

First of all, the date 4004 rests comf t-i|

ably with the most important of chrc »i

logical metaphors—the common ai-

parison of the six days of God's creat

with 6,000 years for the earth's poten

duration: "But, beloved, be not ignoran'il

this one thing, that one day is with

Lord as a thousand years, and a thousjHi

years as one day" (2 Peter 3:8). Under 1 jsl'

widely accepted scheme, the earth \k
created 4,000 years before the birth .ml

Christ and could endure as much as 2,Cp|1

years thereafter (a proposition soon to sji

tested empirically and, we all hoUi

roundly disproved!).
]

,

'

But why 4004 and not an even 4Cp|i

B.C.? By Ussher's time, chronologists hiUl

established an error in the B.C. to A

transition, for Herod died in 4 B.C.—anc

he truly talked to the Magi, feared t

star, and ordered the slaying of the im

cents, then Jesus could not have been be

after 4 b.c (an oxymoronic statement, b

acceptable as a testimony to increasi

knowledge).

Thus, if Jesus was bom in 4 b.c, i

chatological tradition should fix the de

of creation at 4004 B.C., without any ne

1 8 Natural History 11/91



Dr complex, sequential calculation of ge-

: ^alogies. This situation must inspire a

Listy suspicion that Ussher "knew" the

scessity of 4004 b.c. right from the start

: id then jiggered the figures around to

lake everything come out right. Barr, of

;;3urse, considers this possibility seriously

Uut rejects it for two reasons. First, Ussh-

ij-'s chronology extends out to several vol-

umes and 2,000 pages of text and seems

nrefuUy done, without substantial special

; leading. Second, the death of Herod in 4

I c. doesn't establish the birth of Jesus in

iiie same year. Herod became king of Ju-

lea (Roman puppet would be more accu-

yite) in 37 b.c.—and Jesus might have

iisen bom at other times in this thirty-

riu-ee-year interval. Moreover, other tradi-

tions argued that the 4,000 years would

I

in from creation to Christ's crucifixion,

j; ot to his birth—thus extending the pos-

1 biUties to a.d. 33. By these flexibilities,

breation could have been anywhere be-

1 veen 4037 b.c. (4,000 years to the begin-

! ing of Herod's reign) and 3967 b.c.

il 1,000 years to the Crucifixion). Four

lousand four is in the right range, but

srtainly not ordained by symbolic tradi-

on. You still have to calculate.

But what about October 23? Here,

1 hronology cannot help. Many scholars,

from the Venerable Bede to the great

astronomer Johannes Kepler, argued for

spring as an appropriate season for birth

and the chosen time of Babylonian, Chal-

dean, and other ancient chronologies. Oth-

ers, including Jerome, Josephus, and

Ussher, favored fall, largely because the

Jewish year began then, and Hebrew

scriptures formed the basis of chronology.

Now an additional problem must be

faced. The Jewish chronology is based on

lunar months and therefore very hard to

correlate with a standard solar calendar.

Ussher, recognizing no basis for a firm

calibration, therefore decided to establish

creation as the first Sunday following the

autumnal equinox. (Sunday was an obvi-

ous choice, for God created in six days and

rested on the seventh, and the Jewish Sab-

bath comes on Saturday.)

But if creation occurred near the au-

tumnal equinox, why October 23, more

than a month from the current date? For

this final piece of the puzzle, we need only

recognize that Ussher was still using the

old Julian (Roman) calendar. The Julian

system was very similar to our own, but for

one apparently tiny diff'erence—it did not

suppress leap years at the century bound-

aries. (Not everyone knows that our

present system—which keeps more accu-

rate time than the Julian—omits leap

years at all century transitions not divis-

ible by 400. Thus, 1700, 1800, and 1900

were not leap years, but 1600 was and

2000 will be.) This difference seems tiny,

but errors accumulate over millennia. By

1 582, the discrepancy had become suffi-

ciently serious that Pope Gregory XIII

proclaimed a reform and established the

system that we still live by—called, in his

honor, the Gregorian calendar. He
dropped the ten days that had accumu-

lated from the "extra" leap years at cen-

tury boundaries in the Julian system (this

was done by the clever device of allowing

Friday, October 15, to follow Thursday,

October 4, in 1582).

We now enter the religious tensions of

the time. Recall Ussher's fulminations

against popery, an attitude shared by his

Anglican brethren in charge. The Grego-

rian reform smelled like a Romish plot,

and Ussher's contemporaries would be

damned if they would accept it. (England

and the American colonies finally suc-

cumbed to rationality and instituted the

Gregorian reform in 1752. This delay, by

the way, is responsible for the ambiguity

in George Washington's birth, sometimes

given as February 1 1 and sometimes as

February 22, 1732. He was bom under the

tbe
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Julian calendar, and eleven days, raisr'

than ten, had to be dropped by this Isfj

time.) In any case, if the Julian disc p. i

ancy accounted for ten extra days in le^

1,600 or so years between its instituffl!!

and the Gregorian reform, Ussher x^<\

ized that the disparity would amountQ'!

just over thirty days for the additicai

time from 4004 b.c.—thus fixing the

ation at October 23, rather than abj|

two-thirds through September, as by
i

present calendar.

One final point. Why high noon on I

day of creation? The inception of GenJ
reads:

In the beginning God created the hea» i

and the earth. And the earth was with] «

form, and void; and darkness was upon i ii

face of the deep. And the spirit of (I

moved upon the face of the waters. H ^

God said, Let there be light. ...
'

Now you cannot have days witbi i

alternations of light and dariaiess, i (

Ussher began chronology with the i| ]

ation of light, which he fixed, for no gi qn

reason, at high noon. He wrote, "In i4'i

primi diei medio creata est lux" (In tl li

middle of the first day, light was creat()ii

But what about the phrases in GeniCi

that precede the creation of light? HerS:

an old exegetical problem: does the titti

give an epitome of the whole process hi ijii

or does it say that God made matter >fi

fore creating light? Ussher accepted e>i

latter reading and argued that a creal ok

of matter "without form and void" t Icll

place during the night before the creaf m
of light. Thus, a precreation, a slippinj if]i

material into place, occurred on the ni to:

of October 22—yielding several "ten: rti

rary hours" (Ussher's words) before ell

overt creation of light on October 23. I

4. Ussher's chronology is a work wit »,i

the generous and liberal tradition of »!

manistic scholarship, not a restrictive d tj

ument written to impose authority.

Barr notes, Ussher's Annates present

chronology for all human history (me-f

ing Western history, for he knew no ot I

well enough), from the creation—and 31

must remember that humans were mi!

five days thereafter, so earthly history <

essentially, human history—to the fall

Jerusalem in a.d. 70. Barr writes:

It is a great mistake, therefore, to suppij

that Ussher was simply concerned wi

working out the date of creation: this can I

supposed only by those who have ne'l

looked into its pages. . . . The Annates ;

an attempt at a comprehensive chronolc

cal synthesis of all known historical kno"

edge, biblical and classical. ... Of its v

ume only perhaps one sixth or less is biblii

material.

Socrates told us to know ourselves, a I

20 Natural History 11/91



I datum can be more important for hu-

anism than an accurate chronology serv-

.g as a framework for the epic of our

iltures, our strivings, our failures, and

ir hopes.

The figure of Ussher that begins this

tide comes from the only work of his

at I own—a comprehensive catechism

epared for children and their families,

^ititled A body of divinity: or, the sum
id substance of Christian religion.

atechisms may simplify, but they have

I

e virtue of laying basic belief right on

e line, without the hemming and hedg-

g so intrinsic to academic texts.

I was delighted by Ussher's defense of

s chronology in this catechism—simple

[
jrds that illustrate the basic humanism

his enterprise. How do we know about

eation, he asks—and responds: "Not

Jy by the plain and manifold testimonies

Holy Scripture, but also by light of
' ason well directed." His main quarrel,

; note, is not with other timings of the
' iman epic, but with Aristotle's ahistori-

'

.1 notion of eternity. "What say you then
' Aristotle, accounted of so many the

jince of Philosophers; who laboreth to

ove that the world is eternal." Ussher

'iswers his own question by defending

od's majesty against a mere unmoved
over of eternal matter, for Aristotle

' poileth God of the glory of his Creation,
'

It also assigneth him to no higher office

an is the moving of the spheres, where-

ito he bindeth him more like to a servant

;
an a lord."

' I close with a final plea for judging

I ;ople by their own criteria, not by later

andards that they couldn't possibly

' low or assess. We castigate Ussher for

laking the creation so short—a mere six

lys, where we reckon billions for evolu-

an. But Ussher fears that six days might

•em too long in the opinion of his contem-
' Draries, for why should God, who could

3 all in an instant, so spread out his work?

Why was he creating so long, seeing he

5uld have perfected all the creatures at

' ice and in a moment?" Ussher gives a list

'f answers, but one caught my attention

oth for its charm and for its incisive state-

lent about the need for sequential order

1 teaching—as good a rationale as one

Duld ever devise for working out a chro-

lology in the first place! "To teach us the

etter to understand their workmanship;

'ven as a man which will teach a child in

le frame of a letter, will first teach him
ne line of the letter, and not the whole

litter together."

I
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Worlds in Contac

Pilgrims' Paradox
Thanksgiving is in the eye ofthe beholder

by Samuel M. Wilson

December 22 will mark 1 10 years since

Mark Twain addressed the Sons of New-
England in Philadelphia. "I rise to pro-

test," he began. "I have kept still for years,

but really I think there is no sufficient

justification for this sort of thing. What do

you want to celebrate those people for?

—

those ancestors of yours, of 1620—the

Mayflower tribe, I mean." Mixing social

critique with humor. Twain alluded to the

Pilgrims' prejudices: "Your ancestors

—

yes, they were a hard lot; but, neverthe-

less, they gave us religious hberty to wor-

ship as they required us to worship, and
poUtical liberty to vote as the Church re-

quired." Portraying himself, as he often

did, as a composite of the whole human
race, "an infinitely shaded and exquisite

mongrel," he asked, "Where are my an-

cestors? Whom shall I celebrate? Where
shall I find the raw material? My first

American ancestor . . . was an Indian; an

early Indian; your ancestors skinned him
alive, and I am an orphan" {New York

Times, December 26, 1881).

Thanksgiving is a holiday built around a

story: The Pilgrims, fleeing religious per-

secution, sailed from England to the New
World aboard the Mayflower. They
stepped ashore on Plymouth Rock and
began a new colony. In unfamiUar terri-

tory, they came near starvation, but the

Indian Squanto appeared and taught

them to plant com and make their living

from the land. Led by William Bradford

and Miles Standish, they survived these

difficult early days, and when they

brought in the first rich harvest, they set

aside a day to give thanks to God for their

good fortune. The chief Massasoit and

22 Natural History 11/91

their other Native American neighbors

came bringing deer and wild turkeys, and

together the Indians and the Pilgrims cele-

brated the first Thanksgiving.

The vague history (more myth, really)

of the first Thanksgiving presents a sce-

nario of the encounter of New World and

Old World people that existed for only a

moment, if it existed at all. It involves one

of the least typical, and least successful,

groups of European colonizers of the

North American continent. Yet Thanks-

giving is an important celebration

throughout the United States, and like

most things central to American culture,

it is compUcated and multilayered.

The historical trail of the first Thanks-

giving begins (and practically ends) with a

quotation from a letter by Edward Wins-

low written on December 11, 1621:

Our harvest being gotten in, our Governour
[William Bradford] sent foure men on fowl-

ing, that so we might after a more speciall

manner rejoyce together, after we had gath-

ered the fruit of our labours; they foure in

one day killed as much fowle, as with a little

helpe beside, served the Company almost a
week, at which time amongst other Rec-
reations, we exercised our Armes, many of

the Indians coming amongst us, and
amongst the rest their greatest King
Massasoyt, with some nintie men, whom for

three dayes we entertained and feasted, and
they went out and killed five Deere, which
they brought to the Plantation and be-

stowed on our Governour, and upon the

Captaine [Miles Standish], and others.

And although it be not alwayes so plentifull,

as it was at this time with us, yet by the

goodnesse of God, we are so farre from
want, that we often with you partakes of our
plentie. We have found the Indians very

faithfull in their Covenant of Peace with
very loving and readie to pleasure us: f«
often goe to them, and they come to ; :

some of us have bin fiftie myles by Land i i

the Country with them [A Relation '
\

Journall of the Beginning and Proceedit r <

of the English Plantation Settled at }
moth in New England].

Even less is revealed in Bradford's ^>\

Plimoth Plantation. He does not menti i rt

Massasoit's three-day visit or express a ' 3

special sense of thanksgiving. In his no i

from about September 1621, he simj'

says that "besides waterfowl there wa;

great store of wild turkeys, of which tb

took many, besides venison, etc. Besic

they had about a peck a meal a week t(

person, or now since harvest, Indian cc

to that proportion."

The origin of Thanksgiving as a i

tional holiday is even more ambiguous.

The Fast and Thanksgiving Days ofN
England (IS95), W DeLoss Love recor

696 New England observances of days

thanksgivmg in the seventeenth centui

alone and laments the inadequacy of 1

1

archives. The dates fall nearly witho

pattern, on any day in any month. In 1 87

the Reverend I. N. Tarbox looked for tl

:

origin of the holiday in his article "0

New England Thanksgiving, Historical

Considered" {The New Englandi

March 1879). He concluded:

The lesson to be learned from the surv(

thus made is, that Thanksgiving as we no

have it, is the slow growth of many years,

did not come into the full strength of i

existence in New England until after tl

close of the seventeenth century. For moi

than eighty years after the Pilgrims lande

at Plymouth it was more or less miscell

I
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neous in its order, and its times, and in
i <ili

character. ' ('«,

Tarbox thought that the hoUday hi ,g

deeper Judeo-Christian roots, which : .j

found in the Old Testament Feast of Te- a
emacles

—
"the feast of the harvest, t; ,t,i

first fruits of thy labours, which thou hi |
sown in the field; and the feast of in-gat- lii

ering, which is in the end of the year wh^' o

thou has gathered." The Bible instructe .
;j

"Ye shall rejoice before the Lord yo; ti

God seven days." j

George Washington declared Februa ,((

19, 1795, to be a national Thanksgivin iji

day, celebrating the suppression of tl^ i <;

Whiskey Rebellion. He had proclaimea -j

one earlier to mark the ratification of tk
^

Constitution, but both of these were on, ; .j

time events. John Adams favored a mo . a

permanent holiday on May 9. Thomas Je . -,

ferson objected to the whole undertakin|,,
.;

setting days of fasting and prayer was,* .i

religious matter, he argued, not the bui|
, ^

ness of government. Many other Thank, |i,

givings were proclaimed to observe a vai, /<{

ety of military victories, but no reguli.^

national holiday was set. Throughout tl ij.,

early nineteenth century, a federal polic uj

evolved of leaving the matter to the inc ,aj

vidual states. ,[.

Finally, after the battle of Gettysburg

Lincoln moved to proclaim a national d£ \^

of Thanksgiving. Initially the holiday wi

set for August 6, but Sara Joseph Hal

editor of Godey's Lady's Book, and Seer

tary of State William Seward persuade

Lincoln to change the date to encompa

the harvest festival traditions of mar

New England states. Lincoln proclaim& .:

"I do, therefore, invite my fellow citizei

in every part of the United States . . . i

set apart and observe the last Thursday (

November next as a day of thanksgivin

and praise to our beneficent Father wb

dwelleth in the heavens." Lincoln w£

building bridges and seeking to emphasiz

common traditions in "every part" of

nation splintered by war. Thanksgivinj'

an ambiguous, multi-purpose holiday, wa

ideal for this purpose.

So the Pilgrims had little to do with th

institutionalization of the present nations

holiday. And perhaps properly so. As cole

nists the Pilgrims were about the leas

successful on record if a colony's success i

measured by growth. The people of Ply

mouth Colony were ultimately attractet

to other, more dynamic centers, leavinj

their settlement and church, in Bradford';'

words, "like an ancient mother grown old (

and forsaken of her children."

Kenneth Davies, in The North Atlantk \

World in the Seventeenth Century (Uni .

versity of Minnesota Press, 1974), de..
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,ibes the Pilgrims' colonial enterprise

: ntly, calling them, "a settlement of ex-

and drop-outs who entered a planta-

11 covenant to walk in the same way.

fzy had no royal charter, no authorizing

a from a parent colony, no proprietorial

5' nsor, and no mercantile backing. They

re squatters." Even Thoreau, in his

(oe Cod, apologizes for the Pilgrims: "It

r' St be confessed that the Pilgrims pos-

s sed but few of the qualities of the mod-

e'
pioneer. They were not the ancestors

c :he American backwoodsmen."

'Vnd yet, the first Thanksgiving became

t*
centerpiece of the national holiday.

I'haps this is because the story of the

]• grims could be molded into a variety of

|-ms, embellished and retold in order to

i' ke different points or emphasize differ-

f values or principles.

Daniel Webster saw the Pilgrims as the

i' nders of a new and democratic political

(• ler based on religious principles. In his

i'iress on Forefathers' Day in 1820, he

(' atively rewrote the speech delivered on

I
Pilgrims' landing: "If God prosper us,

'
shall here begin a work which shall last

f ages. We shall plant here a new soci-

/ , in the principles of the fullest liberty,

^ 1 the purest religion; ... the temples of

; true God shall rise, where now ascends

i ; smoke of idolatrous sacrifice" {A Dis-

'

irse, Delivered at Plymouth, December

\.1820).

hn the political interpretation of the

*iry, the Pilgrims represent the seed of

'mocracy in the New Worid. In this

•' w, the Mayflower Compact—a modest

i d impromptu statement at best—is pre-

'ited as the model and inspiration for

'er democratic charters, including the

'lited States Constitution. It was actu-

y a short and rather vague document

it no modem lawyer would touch. It

' mprised only five sentences, the essence

which is that

/e] in the presence of God and one of

other, covenant, and combine our selves

gether into a civill body politike, for our

tter ordering and preservation, and fur-

erance of the ends aforesaid; and by
• rtue hereof to enact, constitute, and

ime such just and equall Lawes, Ordi-

nces, acts, constitutions, offices from

ne to time, as shall be thought most meet

id convenient for the general! good of the

Dlony: unto which we promise all due sub-

ission and obedience [A Relation . . . of

e English Plantation Setled at Plimoth

New England].

The story of the Pilgrims has also been

ripted as an epic romance, an early

merican version of Arthurian legend,

enry Wadsworth Longfellow's The
'

ourtship of Miles Standish (1858) and

• ine G. Austin's Standish of Standish
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(1889) develop the romantic theme. In her

preface, Austin sets the tone for her heroic

tale, which bears almost no relation to the

recorded history of the Plymouth Colony:

"I offer this story of Myles Standish, The-

Sword, the hero, who not for gain, not

from necessity, not even from religious

zeal, but purely in the knightly fervor of

his blood, forsook home, and heritage, and

glory, and ambition, to accompany that

helpless band of exiles, and to be the

Great-Heart of their Pilgrimage to the

City that they sought."

Austin's is a melodramatic love story

featuring Standish, John Alden, and Pris-

cilla Moline. The Indians appear only

briefly, announced by "The fiend is upon

us!" and figuring as devious villains that

Standish must overcome.

The story of the first Thanksgiving is

also a parable about Indian-white rela-

tions. The late Lynn Ceci, an archeologist

and ethnohistorian of the Northeast, in a

fascinating article entitled "Squanto and

the Pilgrims" (Society. May-June 1990;

her article prompted this essay) gently

debunks the story that Squanto, the In-

dian guide and interpreter, taught the Pil-

grims to fertilize their com with fish (a

practice that she found to be of European

origin). Ceci proceeds to unravel large sec-

tions of the fabric of the first Thanksgiv-

ing story.

In particular, Ceci reveals Squanto to

be a much more complex and interesting

person than the "noble savage" often por-

trayed. The simplistic view of Squanto,

like that of many Indians in European-

American folk tales, was of a person with

no history. He helped the Pilgrims be-

cause of his friendly nature. For example,

in Wilma Pitchford Hays's story for chil-

dren "Paying for Indian Com" {Jack and
Jill, 1958), "Squanto had leamed a little

English from fishermen whose ships had
stopped in the New World."

In fact, Squanto had been kidnapped

from Cape Cod and sold into slavery in

Spain in 1614, six years before the Pil-

grims sailed. He may have returned to

Cape Cod a year later with Capt. John

Smith (if "Tantum" on Smith's manifest

is Squanto), but in any case, he eventually

made his way to England, where he lived

with the treasurer of the Newfoundland
Company. He then accompanied Capt.

John Mason to Newfoundland in 1617

(listed as "Tasquantum") and returned to

England with Capt. Thomas Dermer in

1618. Finally returning to New England

with Dermer, he left the ship to rejoin his

people, the Patuxet. Finding that none re-

mained (all had been taken as slaves or

had died of European diseases), he stayed

with the Pilgrims as guide and interpreter.

According to Bradford, Squanto

sought his own ends and played hisv

game, . . . putting the Indians in feaiu

drawing gifts from them to enrich hint

making them believe he could stir up

against whom he would, and make \\

for whom he would. Yea, he maded
Indians] believe [the English] kepli

plague buried in the ground, and could
it amongst whom they would, whiclj

much to terrify the Indians and made li

depend more on him, and seek more to|

than to Massasoit.

In 1622, again according to Brad)

"Squanto fell sick of an Indian fi

bleeding much at the nose (which thj

dians take for a symptom of death)
I

within a few days died there."

Ceci describes Squanto as an

enterprising survivor and culture-br!

who facilitated the meshing of dispj

cultures on a new frontier. More ini

tantly, the invented Squanto masks
more threatening and numerous Indiai

the frontier period who, objecting to

usurpation and invasion of their lands

tacked and killed settlers—a more acci

representation but a history too uncom
able for popular American consumptic

:

Twenty-two years ago in these psf

historical archeologist James Deetzli

scribed the Pilgrims as more medi|i

than modem, "a culture as different i{i

that of Americans today as are many \

tures ofmodem Africa or Latin Amer rt

("The Reality of the Pilgrim Fathe.l

Natural History, November 1969). iji

feast of Thanksgiving celebrated d

month is a phenomenon of our time, (

theirs, a morality tale dealing with va i

central to modem American culture-

1

ligious freedom, self-reliance, politica i

dependence, and racial harmony.
^

At the end of his speech a century
j

Mark Twain teased Philadelphia's soc!

of the Sons of New-England for mal)

heroes of their Puritan ancestors:

Hear me, I beseech you; get up an aucj

and sell Plymouth Rock! The pilgrims v I

a simple and ignorant race; they never
|

seen any good rocks before, or at least
|

that were not watched, and so they v(

excusable for hopping ashore in frantic i

light and clapping an iron fence around i

one. . . . Disband these societies, hotbed I

vice, of moral decay; perpetuators of an()

tral superstition. Here on this board I I

water. I see milk. I see the wild and deaj

lemonade. These are but steps upon 1

downward path. Next we shall see tea, U
chocolate, then coffee—hotel coffee. A I

more years—all too few, I fear—mark
)

words, we shall have cider! Gentlemi
pause ere it be too late.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropoid

at the University of Texas at Austin. '
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Hope and Glory
Don't knock the humble horoscope

by Roger L. Welsch

Great. It's November and my birthday

is in November. But you probably know
that already. If you are at all perceptive,

you've already noticed that I'm a Scor-

pio—mercurial, sensitive, caring, curious,

adventurous, well liked, hungry.

We live on a Nebraska farm under

some very active airplanes. I suspect that's

because at any given time there are more
people flying over Nebraska than there

are in it. And most Nebraskans prefer it

that way. The consequence of all that air

traffic, however, is that I can never get a

straight shot at a horoscope reading, be-

cause whatever is transcending my sign,

however Saturn is conjuncting with Aries,

whatever sign Jupiter happens to be inter-

secting, more often than not an airplane

contrail is transecting the whole mess.

Yes, I'm talking astrology here, one of

the most abused systems of general en-

couragement we have these days. Horo-

scopes are always encouraging. My horo-

scope never says, "Later today there's a

good chance you're going to die, you
broody Scorp" or "Expect a subpoena to-

day, you mercurial boob." My horoscopes

always say nice things. "A good day to

renew old friendships and take a chance
on a financial risk" or "With any luck,

today is the day your wildest dream may
come true," with only now and then a hint

of the darker side of life: "Be cautious

about a possible romantic connection with

a Pisces." (Come to think of it, maybe
that's one of the most encouraging read-

ings I've had recently.)

Nancy Reagan used an astrologer to

determine the president's schedule, and
right away everyone got indignant. I think

that with the job of president being as

tough as it is, any sort of cheer we can

throw that way is worth the inconvenience

to the pilot of Air Force One. "Today is a

good day to consider stemming nuclear

proliferation, but use some caution in af-

fairs of the economy" or "Be nice to a

Democratic senator today, and he or she

may be nice to you tomorrow." That sort

of encouragement can't hurt.

Fortune cookies aren't exactly astrol-

ogy, but they haven't helped the situation.

Fortune cookie fortunes have declined in

quality and courage, even within my own
decades of chopsticking. I distinctly re-

member fortune cookies that warned

against specific enemies and promised

precise rewards ("Wash your car this af-

ternoon and a pretty girl named Bemice
will smile at you"), while today there are

only bland vagaries ("Be nice and work
hard and good fortune will be yours").

Back in the good ol' days of no-holds-

barred fortune cookies, I was dining in a

Chinese restaurant with an attractive

young woman—catch me sometime with-

out my wife, Linda, and I'll tell you who
she was—and my fortune cookie said,

"Tonight is the night for love and ro-

mance," which struck me as pretty spe-

cific, considering the circumstances. I

tucked the little slip of paper with the

optimistic fortune into my billfold and for-

got about it (and, as a matter of fact, its

accuracy or inaccuracy) and discovered it

only four or five years later. My son gave

me a new wallet for Christmas and I was
cleaning out the old one. I noticed that

years before I had tucked the promising

fortune cookie paper into the plastic sleeve

in which I also carried my faculty identifi-

cation card. The card I showed once a

month to the young woman who handed

out our salary checks.

So, as I came to realize, once a month I

smiled at this young woman, said my
name, asked for my check, and flashed

her a slip of paper saying, "Tonight is the

night for love and romance." You cannot

imagine how many indignant looks my
discovery explained.

Maybe it's Chinese restaurants rather

than fortune cookies that have given the

public the wrong idea about mystical de-

vices. I haven't had much luck in gem]

in Chinese restaurants. We frequent a

rific one called Yen Ching, where at e

diner's place there is a paper place i

with a system for figuring out which (

nese sign you fall under and what t

means for your life.

I have my doubts about whether thii

a good idea, because the Chinese Au

have charming and romantic signs '{

Libra, Pisces, and Virgo. No, dependl

on which year you were bom, in China
;|

are a horse, rat, pig, or any of several oti

creatures you'd just as soon not thj

about right before supper. If it had
been for some great moo shu pork, find]

out that I am a rat probably would h i

taken the edge ofl" supper for me.

As it turned out, however, that was

least of my problems, because my w J
Linda, calculated that she is a horsiB

probably could have smoothed that c n
by conjuring up visions of Black Bea y8

and other spirited, slim, and magnific %
steeds, but the clincher was that our pi ^
mats told us that rats and horses are I

compatible signs, which has put consic

»

able strain on our ten-year marriage,!

you can imagine.

My sense is that the most indignj

protestors against astrology don't e'l

read their horoscopes. That's the oj

thing I can think of that would generJ

such negativism. Here's a horoscope I ;i|

last year in a little pulp book that sumr
rized the upcoming year for me:

Scorpio: this is your year! Brace yourself

some of the recognition you have deserv

but which is, as you know, long overd

The clouds that afflicted your life and da
ened your cosmic lamp will blow away a

members of the opposite sex will suddei

discover the fire that burns within you. T
would be a good year to work extra hs

because someone out there is watching y
and only needs a little more evidence befc

catapulting you high into the celestial or

for which you were meant. This year lo
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-ward to unexpected financial gain. Your

, ilcing voice and one-of-a-kind personality
' mbine to open new doors for you in busi-

'

ss. Good fortune is at last yours. Smile,

orp-blaster! The world will never be the

That particular horoscope was pro-

:ted by a mystic named Ruth de la

' itralo, which should suggest to anyone

I th any sense at all that this woman was

( im to the task of casting horoscopes, and

J
yone in town will tell you, de la Astralo

I uldn't possibly have been that accurate

I thout somehow knowing me and my
: rma perfectly. I mean, really: "striking

t
lice," "one-of-a-kind personality," "long

I erdue," "bums within you!" This

Dman knows me as if she were my sister,

I I had a sister, although we have never

I
et. Absolutely uncanny!

Scoff if you will, but I decided to test

IS. de la Astralo's predictions: I kept

• ick of what happened to me last year.

ae results were astonishing. Last year

I
is the year I made it to the next to final

I age of the Ptxblishers' Clearing House

: /eepstakes (the level at which the enve-

;pes carrying announcements of your

egression through the selection system

1 ) longer come by bulk mail). I got the

nance to write this column in Natural

I'istory this May, close enough to last

i;ar to fulfill the "celestial orbit for which

j
] was meant" clause. At a farm auction I

,ot a nearly new log chain for three dol-

rs—a fraction of its value and a response

I my striking voice—an unexpected fi-

incial gain if I ever saw one. And I didn't

,reak my foot until the last day of the

,;ar, close enough to this year that I think

iF it as "good fortune" for last year.

You wanted evidence, scoffer? There it

'
. And of all places, in the pages of Natu-

'il History magazine!

olklorist Roger L Welsch lives in Dan-

ebrog, Nebraska.
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Post Office Bay, Florida
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

"These are the crown jewels of the

pineland wet savannas in North Amer-
ica," remarked Steve Orzeli as he, Edwin

Bridges, and I drove through the Florida

Panhandle southwest of Tallahassee, ob-

serving large expanses of grassland that

intruded like fingers into the forests of

longleaf pines. Orzeli and Bridges, a pair

of dedicated Florida botanists, had been

studying the ecology and plant diversity of

these wet savannas and were eager to in-

troduce me to the different types found in

a part of the Apalachicola National Forest

known as Post Office Bay.

The savannas and their surroundings

appear nearly flat, but there are slight

differences in elevation that enable dis-

tinct plant communities to develop. At the
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higher and drier end of the spectrum is a

forest dominated by longleaf pines, with a

dense, often impenetrable undergrowth of

saw palmettos. As the elevation drops ever

so slightly (the gradient is seldom more

than 6 feet over a distance of 600 feet), the

pines suddenly drop out and the wet sa-

vanna begins, dominated by grasses and

sedges growing in saturated or mucky
soils. Deeper into the savanna more sur-

face water accumulates; when it reaches a

depth of perhaps eight to twelve inches,

the savanna ends and a swampy zone of

two- to three-foot-tall, water-tolerant

shrubs appears.

Where the standing water is between

one to three feet deep are stands of ascend-

ing pond cypresses, known as cypress

domes. The border of a cypress dome co

sists of two species of St.-John's-worts, si'

foot-tall shrubs with needlelike leave

One of these, which grows in slight

deeper water than the other, has an inc

thick layer of tightly compressed, paper

reddish bark that protects the shrub froi

fire. A shrubby black gum that is four

nowhere else sometimes grows in the c;

press dome.

Although wire grass, a very narrov

leaved grass, dominates all the savann

areas, there are actually two types of w(

savannas. Botanist Andre Clewell note

this some years ago, calling them th

Verbesina Phase Savanna and the Plee

Phase Savanna, based on the characterii

tic flower that grows in each.



This Land

Water-tolerant shrubs grow near the edge ofone

ofPost Office Bay 's Pleea Phase savannas.
Todd Berlolaet

The Verbesina Phase Savanna occupies

)ils topped by as much as eight inches of

ay. The surface consists of a hardpan, or

ardened layer, that is nearly imperme-

ole to water. Water stands on the hard-

an throughout the wetter seasons of the

;ar, mixing with the clay to form a black,

icky muck. The verbesina, or crown-

eard, which gives this savanna its name,

unique to the Florida Panhandle. Its

umerous round heads of yellow, tubular

owers grow at the tips of three-foot-long

ranches. Carnivorous plants also prosper

ere—sundews (a tiny one with yellow

owers and one that grows up to ten

iches tall with inch-wide purple flowers);

:ie tall yellow pitcher plant and the lower-

rowing red pitcher plant; and two kinds

of butterworts, plants that entrap insects

in their leaves. Other common plants are

two kinds of lady's hatpins, with their soli-

tary white flowering heads perched atop

needlelike stems, and a diversity of sedges

known as beaked rushes and nut rushes.

Rarities found in the verbesina savanna

include the grass-leaved black-eyed Su-

san, which has maroon flower heads; a

large, blue-flowered skullcap of the mint

family; and a foot-tall sunflower whose

only leaves are crowded at the base of the

plant. The round-toothed milkwort is a

plant whose seeds are produced from un-

derground flowers: one advantage of this

form of reproduction is that the flowers

and seeds are safe from fire.

In the Pleea Phase Savanna the soil is a

sandy loam instead of clay. Although wa-

ter from the adjacent longleaf pine forests

continually drains through the sand, the

water table is high: if one presses a foot

down hard, water will gurgle up a few

inches away. Pleea, or rush featherling, is

always common here. A member of the

lily family, it has small white flowers and

its leaves resemble those of an iris. Species

associated with it include pitcher plants,

sundews, and bladderworts. Also carnivo-

rous, bladderworts have small bladders;

attached to an intricate stem system be-

low the water, these bladders can suck in

microscopic insects.

The wet savannas of Post Office Bay

are not a stable community. Their health

and vigor often depend on the amount of
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Sunrise pierces the longleafpines.
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rainfall received during the year. Penes' . i

of drought lower the water table, with Ij 1

1

result that some species fail to flower r 1 1:

even to come up. Fires are also essentiaJDi (

i

the savanna ecology. The savannas in /*i i

alachicola National Forest are now deli- 4

1

erately burned every three to five yea,
j

:

usually in April after plant growth hii.

resumed. The fires are often set to inclusf i

,

the adjacent longleaf pine forests and ijUg

allowed to spread across the savaim,tt„

burning out naturally in the deeper watv||;;

In the longleaf pine forests, fire kno<sj(a

back the dense growth of saw palmett-Mj)

During the first year following a bu,;j

wire grass takes over beneath the pin 4^
forming a continuous, light green cov.ii''

Eventually the saw palmettos regain thrfi

prominence in the understory. J

April fires burn well in the wet savi-j.

nas, despite the seepage water overlyi'ti

the clay and saturating the sandy loa.r'

Fire kills such woody plants as titi ali

inkberry, which otherwise tend to displf

more fragile species. An April bum co

presses the flowering season, with spec i(

that normally bloom in April and M
delaying their flowering until summer a I;

autumn, joining the species that norma

bloom then. With more than 100 spec

;

of plants bursting into flower, these an

provide a profusion of color. Wire gra i

the dominant species of the wet savann \

blooms vigorously following a burn, t

otherwise may not.

As it bums toward the deeper waters

a cypress dome, the fire begins to die

The shrubby St.-John's-worts, with thi|'

thick layers of bark, remain unharmt

but the cypresses on the periphery will

singed and their growth will be retard

for a while. The cypress trees in the cenir

of the dome usually remain unscathe

The resultant layered eff"ect—with S;

foot St.-John's-worts; stunted, ten-
j

twelve-foot cypresses; and forty- to fiflj

foot cypresses—gives the cypress dome
j

rounded shape.

"This Land" explores the biological ai

geological highlights of the 156 U. S. n

tionalforests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Visiting Distinguished Professor ofPla

Biology at Southern Illinois University .^

Carbondale.
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An alert long-tailed weasel momentarily pauses during its

afternoon rodent hunt near the edge ofLoon Lake, Wyoming.
Michael S- Quinton

Weasel Roulette
Lifefor thesefierce, pint-sizepredators is a

deadly serious game ofrisk and reward

by Carolyn M. King

One fine day in 1953, a Mr. C. Barrow

was taking a stroll along a lakeshore in the

English countryside when he noticed a

large moorhen flying overhead. Its flight

was labored and awkward, and there

seemed to be something brown hanging

around its neck. To his astonishment, Bar-

row saw that the something was a weasel,

its jaws buried in the bird's chest and all

four sets of claws clinging to the feathers.

Eventually, the desperate bird dived into

deep water, taking the weasel with it.

Some years later, another British ob-

server named Anderson witnessed a buz-

zard, or European hawk, swoop down,

pick up a weasel from the ground, and

then fly off" to its usual feeding perch. But

within seconds the buzzard's smooth

flight turned into an ungainly struggle,

and it eventually fell to the ground. Ander-

son ran to where it fell, and there was the

buzzard lying dead on the ground, its un-

derparts bloody, and the weasel still grip-

ping its breast with meshed teeth.

These two eyewitness accounts were

published in natural history journals;

there is also a documented case of an eagle

that survived a similar encounter—but

thereafter carried a weasel's bleached

skull with clenched jaws fixed to its neck.

These three weasels took their chances

when they could, but two of them lost the

gamble. Their stories illustrate the two

most important facts about weasels; they

are small in body size, rarely exceeding

twelve ounces in weight and sixteen inches

in length, yet they are also fierce carni-

vores with a confidence and audacity out

of all proportion to their stature. Nearly

all the curious facts about these intriguing

little animals can be traced back to the

contradictions between the risks and re-

wards of being a small hunter and to the

unpredictable way that chance aff'ects the

balance between them.

For example, weasels are small enough

to be mistaken for prey by foxes, cats,

hawks, and owls, which means that they

are always at risk of attack, but they are

also fully capable of holding their own
against these much more powerful assail-

ants. On the other hand, the weasels' small

size gives them, alone among all warm-

blooded predators, the ability to follow

rodents down their burrows and into their

nests. This is a huge advantage, well worth

the risk of the hunter becoming the

hunted. Rodents have no defense against a

predator that can seek them out in their

last refuges and clean out whole litters of

nestlings, by day or by night. By contrast,

larger predators can catch only those ro-

dents that venture out from under thick

cover.

There are three kinds of weasels in the

Northern Hemisphere, although most

places have only two. They are the long-

tailed weasel (Mustelafrenata); the short-

tailed weasel, also called the ermine or

stoat (M. erminea); and the least, or com-

mon, weasel (A/, nivalis). All weasels pre-

fer to hunt small mammals, especially

voles and lemmings, but these are uru-eli-

able prey, and in some years they virtually

disappear {see "The Lemming Phenome-

non," by Lennart Hansson, Natural His-

tory, December 1989). So when hungry,

weasels will tackle prey much larger than

themselves. Of course they are careful

when they can be because the danger is

real for a weasel that miscalculates; an

enraged doe rabbit with young to protect

is a truly formidable adversary to a stoat,

and so is a hefty lemming to a least weasel.

In 1987 Canadian naturalist Alton S.

Harestad observed a long-tailed weasel

being mobbed by two ground squirrels

when it attempted to attack a third. The
weasel fled. Zoologist Durward Allen

once placed cottontail rabbits in enclo-
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sures with long-tailed weasels: four times a

weasel killed a rabbit, and four times a

rabbit killed a weasel.

Just as a zebra can injure a lion, so too a

vole can injure a weasel; as a result, wea-

sels have become good at sizing up their

chances, recognizing whether or not the

odds favor them, and quick to react either

way. Normally, they attack only when

opportunity offers them an edge, espe-

cially when they are not particularly

hungry. But, as one experienced observer

of weasels puts it, when the chips are down

and the choice is to take a chance or

starve, they will bet their lives on success

in the hunt.

Nature tends to be unsympathetic to

animals that take too many chances, so

the question is, how can weasels survive if

being a small predator is such a dangerous

business? The answer seems to be that

being small brings rewards that outweigh

the risks. Small size increases a weasel's

opportunity to find a meal faster than it

increases its risks of becoming one.

A hunter small enough to enter a rodent

burrow must still be strong enough to at-

tack and kill. Weasels make up in length

what they lack in height; their backs are

long, thin, and solid with muscle and they

use them somewhat as constrictor snakes

do, wrapping themselves around a catch

to hold it down. Fortunately, weasels do

not have to sacrifice muscular strength for

size. Going down the range of body sizes

from larger to smaller species, weight de-

creases faster than strength. No lion can

run with a carcass of even half its own
weight, but a weasel can bound off with a

rabbit twice as heavy as itself, which

would be as if a terrier were to carry off a

sheep. Associated with this seemingly dis-

proportionate strength is the self-confi-

dence and pugnacity for which weasels

are famous. Most larger animals, even

trained hunting dogs, faced with a spit-

ting, shrieking bundle of teeth and claws

will, quite rightly, choose to go home.

The immediate ancestors of the weasels

appeared toward the end of the Tertiary

period, when the newly evolved grasses

were replacing forests over vast areas of

the North Temperate Zone. These grassy

expanses were becoming populated with

the early kinds of voles and lemmings,

which offered a huge new food supply to

any predator that could catch them. Al-

though the thick grass was an effective

curtain that protected the small rodents

from most raptors and larger carnivores,

the early weasels could easily track them

along their runways and tunnels among
the matted roots. At that time, apparently,

rodents were abundant and other small

carnivores few; I have suggested that the

weasels took the opportunity to become

specialists at tunnel hunting. Better still,

they soon discovered that they never had

to go to the trouble of building their own
dens, since a rodent's grassy nest makes an

ideal, ready-made residence. Weasels ha-

bitually inspect all likely looking nests,

and if the owner is at home, it is likely to be

asked to stay for dinner. In cold weather,

weasels improve the nest's insulation by

lining it with fur from kills.

When glacial climates began to grip it<i

northern regions with frigid winds jJ|*!

paralyzing frosts, the weasels were p in

ready equipped to make the most of th ^ 15

new conditions. They could continue J ^
hunt rodents and to raise litters of tbji

'i

own in fur-lined grass nurseries, snug
f

irj

der the insulating blanket of snow. Dur { j
;

interglacial periods, such as the presH it;i

one, the weasels' habitat thawed out eU (jt

became repopulated with warmn V;

weather prey, such as cottontail rablS iii

and water birds. Along with them cai 4,

larger predators, but weasels, ever the f (

portunists, continued to hunt whatell ^^

they could catch while trying to keep i tg

of harm's way themselves. ^

When set upon by a fox or cat, a weaJ i^

(like its cousins, the skunks) can unle<il itj

its "stink bomb"—a powerful dischail «
from musk glands under the tail—II h
that would not deflect the intentions ol k
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' It-diving hawk with Uttle sense of smell,

isasels therefore usually avoid bare

ijund and patrol under the hedges

'ound a field rather than venture out

der open sky. In winter, however, life is

cidedly riskier for a weasel. Cover is

I arse, and too many maneuvers for safe-

I s sake may cut into precious hunting

I ne. Under these conditions, a weasel will

t metimes opt for the chance that a raptor

11 miss its strike.

A series of elegant experiments pub-

ihed in 1982 by zoologist Roger Powell,

I en at the University of Chicago, demon-

iated how the black tail tips of the two

ger weasel species function to deflect

edators. Both the long-tailed and the

'ort-tailed weasels change to white win-

•r coats in the northern parts of their

Inge. A white weasel racing across a

!owy field, although camouflaged, is still

5ible to a sharp-eyed hawk, but the most

A short-tailed weaselpeers out ofa stone wall, left, afavorite

habitat. Such wallsprovide cover, shelter, corridors between

hunting areas, and handy, rodent-infested larders.

Below: Whenpursuing itsprey in the snow, the weasel

is itselfhunted by owls and hawks, despite its white

camouflage. Raptors are sometimesfooled into a misdirected

strike by the weasel's black tail tip.

'^'

obvious feature on which the raptor can

focus is that bobbing black tail tip.

Powell's experiments with red-tailed

hawks and dummy white weasels showed

that the hawk usually dived for the black

tip, but the thin tail slipped out of its

grasp. Only when the experimental

dummy had a black spot in the middle of

its body could the hawk catch it nearly

every time. However, the smallest weasels

lack the black tips, probably because their

tails are too short to hold the black tip far

enough from the body, out of talon's

reach.

Still, hawks and owls do catch weasels

occasionally, and in some years they seem

to catch a lot of them, according to some

studies of the least weasel. Is it possible

that they catch enough to make a real

impact on weasel numbers? I think not,

because the normal annual mortality rate

of least weasels is about 75 to 85 percent a

year anyway. When voles, the least wea-

sels' primary prey, are declining, most of

the weasels will starve to death; their

chances of encountering a famine are

much higher than their chances of being

caught by a raptor.

Small size carries other, less obvious

dangers for weasels, especially in the

colder parts of their ranges. The weasel

^

^m^

way of life is normally conducted in the

fast lane; almost everything a weasel does,

from a routine cruise around its territory

to a concentrated search for a meal or a

mate, is done in high gear. A weasel's

normal pulse and respiration rate sound

frenetic by human standards. I once put

my ear to the chest of an anesthetized

weasel to try to count the heartbeats, but it

proved impossible: the heart was purring

like a little sewing machine. Russian

physiologists have measured the pulses of

resting stoats at about 400 to 500 beats per

minute. An enormous amount of food is

needed to fuel a weasel's activities and to

keep it warm, which means that weasels

have huge appetites. They are also par-

ticularly sensitive to cold weather because

their long, thin bodies have a relatively

large surface area from which heat es-

capes. Unlike many chunkier small mam-
mals, they cannot curl up into a ball to

retain heat when asleep; nor can they insu-

late themselves with thick fur or fat,

which would prevent them from entering

rodent turmels. Other animals can escape

cold weather by hibernating, but not wea-

sels. Because of their racing metabolism,

weasels must eat frequently or die. Thus,

the failure to find enough prey for the day

is a real and constant danger for all wea-
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Roger Tidman; NHP

A short-tailed weasel moves easily through the narrow tunnel

ofa dead log, below. This studio photograph illustrates the

tunnel-hunting adaptation ofthe species. At right, afemale

short-tailed weasel bounds through the grass, moving one of
heryoungsters to a new hidingplace.

•««»?

sels {see "Stop-and-Go Stoats," by Mikael

Sandell, Natural History. June 1988).

The only time when life is relatively

easy for weasels is when there is a popula-

tion explosion of small rodents. In north-

em lands this happens about every three

to four years. Few individual weasels live

that long, so the odds are much less than

fifty-fifty that any given individual will

meet a good year during its lifetime. Re-

production is a huge extra cost added to an

already expensive life style, so female

weasels need a steady supply of prey in

order to breed successfully. They breed in

most years, but if prey is short, few of their

young survive to independence. During a

rodent peak year, however, males can fer-

tilize many mates, females can rear large

litters, and many of the young survive. In

such years, weasels seize the opportunity

to produce as many offspring as possible.

The breeding cycles of the larger and

smaller weasels are very different, but the

result is the same. Either way, their trump

card is their small size compared with

other carnivores.

Of course, being small is a relative mat-

ter. Within the weasels as a group, local

races vary enormously in average body

measurements, and there is even more

variation between individuals. The three
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Northern Hemisphere species grade in

size from large (Mustelafrenata) through

medium (M. erminea) to small (M.

nivalis). Within each species the males

are always larger than the females, and

both the males and the females of all three

species vary in body size across the map.

These variations suggest that the point of

balance between the risks and rewards of

being small is not constant but depends on

local conditions.

The differences in size between the

larger and smaller weasels are associated

with slight differences in their diets. The
smaller weasels concentrate almost exclu-

sively on small rodents, songbirds, and

even insects, while the larger weasels take

these plus rabbits, squirrels, and game-

birds. The smaller and larger weasels

probably cannot avoid competing for the

same prey, especially for small rodents,

the favorite fare of all weasels. When
there is a plentiful supply of different-

sized prey, competition does not matter

because weasels of any size can still get

enough; but when one kind of prey be-

comes scarce, the result can be very differ-

ent for larger and smaller weasels, de-

pending on which size of prey is gone. For

the larger weasels, a shortage of rabbits is

a disaster that the smaller weasels may

hardly notice; conversely, a shortag(

voles decimates the smaller weasels, w
the larger ones get by on other prey. ; t

Two large-scale, unplanned field »
periments involving the two British itt

cies of weasels illustrate the point. DuiA
the 1880s, hundreds of stoats and of B
much smaller common weasel were tn^i

ported from Britain to New Zealand 1|i

the hope that they would help control

imported European rabbits, which w
overrunning crops and pastures,

stoats thrived on the rabbits, but sil

New Zealand has no voles, the comn'

weasels became (and remain) scarce. Cj

versely, when the myxomatosis rabbit

rus invaded Britain in 1953 and wiped

99 percent of the rabbits, stoats pra

cally disappeared, while common wea;

became much more abundant. Both s

cies are constantly vulnerable to the risl

radical changes in prey resources; wh



the two gets the benefit is decided by

ii turn of the wheel, over which, like

man gamblers, neither has any control.

: Among the larger kinds of weasels liv-

1 1 in temperate climates, the same con-

iists can be observed between the two

I )ces, even though they live together and

lint the same prey. Females concentrate

small rodents, especially while rearing

ung (infant weasels literally cut their

lath on rodents), while the males regu-

rly take rabbits as well. For the smaller

jasels, such as those northern popula-

ims that live for much of the year under

low, rabbits are not an option; even the

ales generally have to stick to rodents,

i Although all weasels are fierce and bold

inters, they must also avoid danger as

,
r as possible, so it makes sense for small-

I weasels to specialize on smaller prey,

nd, equally clearly, the weasel body plan

;orks well in a great range of sizes. The

interesting question is, does natural selec-

tion adapt the body sizes of weasels to the

size of the prey available or does it adapt

their diet to the size they are?

After studying the diets of European

stoats, zoologist Sam Erlinge concluded

that regional variation in the size of stoats

is directly related to the size of the prey

available. In the northern parts of their

range, such as Scandinavia, stoats are rel-

atively small and go for smaller prey on

average than do the larger, southern vari-

eties, such as those found in France. Is

that a general rule? If it is, it should be

possible to predict the average size of

stoats of European stock living on prey

resources different from those in Europe.

The transplanted stoats of New Zea-

land are an interesting test case because

the prey available to them is on average

much larger than that hunted by their

European brethren. Very small mammals

are scarce (no voles and only introduced

house mice), while larger ones are rela-

tively coimnon (roof rats, Norway rats,

rabbits, hares, and AustraUan brush-tailed

possums). If prey size dictates weasel size,

then New Zealand stoats should be larger

than those in Europe.

In fact, the stoats are becoming larger,

even though they have lived in New Zea-

land for only about a century. There is also

substantial local variation in size within

New Zealand, and that, too, seems to be

related to the local prey size. But we still

do not know whether the slight increase in

the average size of New Zealand stoats is

genetic or whether the near-universal rela-

tionship between body size and diet in

stoats is causal or consequential.

An alternative suggestion is that be-

cause weasels are so vulnerable to the

cold, the size that best balances the risks

and rewards of being small might be infiu-
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Havingjust captured a long-tailed

weasel, a great horned owl prepares to

feast atop its perch.
Alan and Sandy Carey

enced by the local climate or, at least, by

energy equations in which ambient tem-

perature is a crucial variable. In the brutal

winters of the far north, all weasels have to

be small enough to live and hunt under the

snow, but in wanner climates (including

most of New Zealand) there is less need to

avoid exposure to the cold and more larger

prey to hunt, so larger size is favored. The

largest weasels in Europe are found in

France, Italy, and Britain; in New Zea-

land, nearer the equator than Britain, one

of the two British species has become

larger still. But the whole answer to the

riddle is still unknown.

Body size is one of the most important

facts of life for any mammal; it deter-

mines what the animal can eat, where it

can sleep, which are its enemies, and how

much it costs to keep warm. The best size

to be, determined by the sum of all these

considerations, need not be the same at all

times and places. Individual animals have

to take a chance on getting the equations

right for the time and place in which they

live. Weasels are among the animals that

most vividly illustrate these complicated

calculations and the costs of getting them

wrong. Long may they continue to work

on their sums and puzzle us with their

answers. D
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In Vermont, afemale short-tailed weasel in summer coat tears

into a ruffed grouse she has killed. Although large birds

are not their usualprey, weasels may take the risk ofattacking

them ifthe opportunity arises.
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Major Mitchell cockatoos share a perch

in a eucalypt tree in Western Australia.

Close physical contact and mutual

preening are typical ofn^atedpairs.
Gr.ieme Chaprr



A Confusion ofCockatoos
Changing habitats make strange bred-fellows

by Ian Rowley

We are lucky in Western Australia

—

although some farmers may think differ-

ently—in that six species of cockatoos

commonly roam the region's wheat fields.

Often three or four different species, in

separate flocks of more than 100 birds

each, can be seen foraging on the same

crop stubble. Starting in the 1 970s, I spent

several years studying the galah, or rose-

breasted cockatoo, which immigrated to

the wheat belt from drier inland areas and

became an agricultural pest. Then I went

on to study less abundant cockatoos native

to the area and named after the early

explorer Major Mitchell, who, like me,

was intrigued by these colorful extroverts.

My study area near Yandegin, at the

northeastern boundary of the wheat belt,

encompassed about 170 square miles. To

recognize individual birds, my colleagues

and I needed to catch and mark the cocka-

toos. Ornithologists usually accomplish

this by attaching colored bands to their

subjects' legs, but because these parrots

have particularly short legs that are hid-

den most of the time by body feathers, we

equipped them instead with wing tags

—

colored aluminum circles bearing a con-

trasting pair of engraved numbers or let-

ters. We fastened these on the wings care-

fully so as not to hurt the birds and so that

we could easily read the combination of

letters or numbers from 100 yards away.

Once we had recognizable individuals,

we found their nests, observed their court-

ship and mating, and then monitored the

progress of their nesting attempts. When
the second generation was old enough, we

placed wing tags on them and followed the

entire family when it left the nest hollow

and joined others foraging in large flocks

on the harvested wheat fields.

After studying the Major Mitchells

—

also known as pink or Leadbeater's cocka-

toos—for a year or two, my colleagues and

I were puzzled by repeated sightings of

one or two galahs feeding with the Majors.

Even though other galahs were available

for them to associate with—thousands

were feeding in flocks nearby—these ga-

lahs moved over the paddocks with the

Major Mitchells as they searched for food

within a few yards of them.

Other strange associations gradually
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Aflock ofimmature Major Mitchells

resting in a eucalypl, below, includes a

single cross-fostered galah (middle

right}. Galahs, right,forage on

wheat stubble in winter Flocks tend

to be larger in winter than in summer,

whenfood is abundant.

became apparent. After one nesting sea-

son, in two of our fifteen tagged pairs of

Major Mitchells, the female died, and

much to our surprise, each of the surviving

males was seen to be keeping company
with a female galah throughout the next

winter. The galahs involved, although nor-

mal in plumage and general appearance,

sometimes called like Major Mitchells

and even flew like them.

The next season, two perfectly normal

pairs of Major Mitchells raised clutches

that each contained three Major Mitchell

nestlings and one galah nestling. We first

thought that the odd chicks were hybrids.

But no: as the young galahs grew up they

showed no signs of being anything other

than true galahs, except that they seemed

to think that they were Major Mitchells.

After several years of watching, we
were able to piece together a likely sce-

nario to account for the galahs' confused

and confusing behavior. The history of the

land itself offered a clue. Until about

1900, the vast area that is now known as

the wheat belt of Western Australia was

largely a heathland with occasional

patches of tall eucalypts. Such habitat
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was not at all to the liking of short-legged,

strong-flying galahs, which thrived in the

more open shrublands of the semiarid

country farther inland, feeding on seeds

they usually gathered from the ground.

The land that was to become the wheat

belt was the natural home of Major

Mitchells, larger birds with strong bills

that enabled them to cope with a wide

variety of seeds and nuts produced by the

native vegetation. Early in this century,

wheat farming spread rapidly. As fertiliz-

ers, railways, and big tractors became

available, the heathland was easily

cleared. The resultant farmland appealed

to galahs, which moved in and prospered.

While not colonial nesters, galahs are so-

ciable birds and readily tolerate other

pairs nesting within thirty feet, so the scat-

tered patches of woodland left among the

wheat fields easily supported the expand-

ing galah population.

Major Mitchells are by no means so

tolerant of their own kind during the

breeding season. I have never found two

pairs nesting closer than a mile apart.

Each residual patch of woodland, there-

fore, can hold only one pair of Majors.

^'
.>'*'.".
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This conspicuous spacing, and the bii '^

popularity as pets, led to the plunder ay

their nests for the pet trade. The law n

forbids the harvesting of wild nestlin.

but for many pairs of Majors, the 1

came too late. They shrank back to i

outer edge of the wheat belt where tl

could still find plenty of trees and plentji

other pairs so that once nesting had be I

completed, the local population coil

form feeding flocks of more than 1 00 in?

viduals. These flocks are vital social ai

nas where young Major Mitchells gr

up, meet their future mates, and fine

replacement should their otherwise li

long mate die. Our study area supported

flock of 100 to 1 50 Majors, which, in tu

served as an integral part of the soc

milieu for some twenty nesting pairs.

Today, the search for more wheatla

5
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jntinues, and timbered areas become

;arcer every year. Replacement trees are

;w, and most seedlings are eaten or tram-

led by rabbits and sheep. Competition

)r old hollow trees in which to nest be-

ames more and more severe, and the Ma-
)rs retreat farther. This, then, was the

ackground to the scenes that we were

'itnessing at Yandegin. Following the

learing of native vegetation, two species

f cockatoo had been brought into intense

ompetition for the increasingly scarce

"ee hollows.

Both galahs and Major Mitchells are

pring breeders in southern Australia, but

hey differ in some aspects of their nesting

lehavior. Galahs tend to return to their

.est hollow every evening and to roost

learby throughout the year, whereas Ma-
ors only revisit their nest hollow shortly

before they intend to lay. Although we
cannot describe precisely the events that

led to galahs behaving as Majors, our ob-

servations from 1978 through 1983 sug-

gest the following sequence.

During the austral winter, a pair of ga-

lahs, looking for a new nest hollow, find a

suitable piece of real estate and begin the

lengthy business of settling in. (They are

one of the few parrots that line their nests

with freshly plucked leaves, and this takes

time.) By mid-August, the galahs are

nearly ready to lay, when back come the

pair of Major-Mitchells that have nested

in the hollow for years, maybe for genera-

tions. Possession may be nine points of the

law, but when the contender is 20 percent

bigger and has a bill like wire cutters and

muscles to match, the battle is apt to be

one-sided. The Majors always win.

Galahs lay eggs every other day, com-

pleting a four- or five-egg clutch over ten

days and starting to incubate only toward

the end of that time. The dispute over

ownership of the nest hollow goes on for

several days, during which time the fe-

male galah may lay an egg. Major Mitch-

ells and galahs both lay ovoid white eggs

of much the same size, so they look very

alike, particularly when five feet down a

hollow. Eggs can also be buried in the

loose leaves at the edge of the nest bowl

and reemerge only later as the brooding

bird rearranges the clutch.

Major Mitchells also lay their eggs at

two-day intervals, leaving the hollow

largely unattended in the interim. We
therefore envisaged two pairs, each of a

different species of cockatoo, thinking

that they owned a particular hollow and.
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over the early days of ownership confusion

and egg laying, both contributing to a

mixed clutch. "War" between the two spe-

cies may continue for several days until

the Majors begin to incubate in earnest,

whereupon the galahs simply give up.

Both Major parents continue to alternate

incubation bouts, little realizing that they

may be raising a "changeling."

After three weeks, the first egg hatches

and the others follow within a few days of

one another. The galah egg has just as

good a start as the rightful eggs. I have

spent many hours watching the behavior

of parent and young cockatoos via a glass-

backed nest box in an aviary. The galahs

are by far more demanding and noisy as

nestlings than are the Major Mitchells. I

never watched a mixed brood in compe-

tition, but I am quite sure that a Major

Mitchell parent faced with a galah chick

would never refuse this "superstimulus."

And so the young galah grows up with his

foster siblings in the dark confines of the

nest hollow, fed and cared for by its unwit-

ting Major "parents."

Compared with birds of the same size

reared in open, more exposed nests, cocka-

too nestlings are in no hurry to leave the

safety of the nest hollow. Only after seven

weeks of nest life is the galah ready to

fledge. This is another factor that contrib-

utes to a fosterling's success, for the Ma-
jors take approximately a week longer to

reach fledging. In practice, this means

that the galah fosterling leaves the hollow

before its siblings and hangs around the

nest tree, ambushing its Major Mitchell

foster parents as they arrive to feed the

less precocious young Majors still occupy-

ing the nest hollow.

I watched at one of these nests for many
hours and was fascinated by the complete

disregard that a fosterling showed for any

passing "real galahs." These adult galahs,

irresistibly drawn to the conspicuously

helpless fledgling galah waiting to be fed,

appeared nonplussed when they were ig-

nored or even rebuffed by the young bird.

Although the visiting galahs called and

displayed to the fosterling, the young bird

remained unmoved. This apparent oblivi-

ousness to their own species suggests that

fledgling galah chicks have no innate abil-
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As vast areas ofsouthwestern Austrah

were convertedfrom heathland to whe>

farms, galahs extended their range by

some 54,000 square miles. Major
Mitchell cockatoos, native to the regie,

have retreated northward.

Graphic Chart and Map Co.. Inc- In-

sets adapted from de Rebeira, Birds

ol EucalypI Forests I

ity to recognize their own species as such.

From intensive studies, we know that

nestling galahs learn to recognize their

parents (normal wild galahs) during the

last ten days or so of nest life. Not surpris-

ingly, fosterlings learned to recognize the

birds providing them with food and to

respond to them as parents, even though

they were a different species and had dif-

ferent calls. At fledging, fosterlings used

distinctly galah vocalizations—the "beg-

ging," "being fed," and "distant contact"

calls—that must be innate.

Once a fosterling and its Major siblings

had fledged, the family remained together

for several weeks; the parents caring for

all the young by feeding and preening

them and keeping alert for predators. To

keep the family together, the adults used

Major Mitchell contact and alarm calls; to

survive, the fosterling had to learn these

calls in addition to its innate repertoire of

"galahese."

After the young had been out of the nest

for some six weeks, they began to feed for

themselves, and a crucial difference be-

tween the socioecology of galahs and Ma-
jor Mitchells came into play. Galah fam-

ilies fledge into aggregations that I have

4

GALy^l
(Western Su

termed "creches," because they resenJin

communal nurseries with the young fijut

many nests parked in one patch of wcW>!

land while the parents forage. Aftei^^

week or two the juveniles leave the crei^

and accompany their parents to the foi|ii

ing grounds. In time they form juvel(p|[

flocks, which become increasingly molejl

although the young are still tended)^

parents that may commute as mucluta

eight miles each evening to roost ivtA

their nest hollow, thus reinforcing t i|'j

ownership. The juveniles do not comn
but roost near the feeding site. Sb

Galahs drink at a rock hole Water is at apremium m Western Australia

I



ven weeks after the offspring fledge, the

* lah parents desert them.

' Major Mitchell parents behave quite

[ferently; they tend their offspring well

I ;o the autumn, moving as a family to

(n the local flock during the summer.

i sterlings, therefore, received prolonged

I rental attention from the Major Mitch-

I s and were not exposed to the galah

sches or juvenile flocks where they

ight have learned to behave like galahs.

! ley grew up learning to call and behave

I :e Major Mitchells.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of this

picture of biological confusion was shown

by the way the fosterlings flew. Galahs are

very fast, strong fliers, diving and wheel-

ing with what can only be described as

obvious enjoyment and great skill. Major

Mitchells are much slower and more re-

luctant to fly long distances. One is like a

fighter plane; the other, a transport. The
fosterlings instinctively flew as galahs, but

in so doing, they sometimes outstripped

their foster family and had to circle back

and adopt their slower wingbeat rate in

order to maintain company.

Most cockatoos do not breed until they

are more than two years old, and I have

often been tempted to think of immature

birds as representing a third sex, for dur-

ing their first two years they appear to

associate equally readily with males or

females of their species and to have no

hang-ups over sex, territories, or nest hol-

lows. The fosterlings seemed to integrate

happily into the apparently sexless envi-

ronment of the local foraging flock.

Two of our wing-tagged fosterlings (AB
and NO) came from nests about three

miles apart. So far as we know, they first

met each other when they were three

months old and their families were feed-

'rest raised in alarm, afemale Major Mitchellpauses near muddy but potable water.
aeme Chapman

ing in the same area. In the two years that

followed, they were frequently seen feed-

ing in the same flock, where, although

they appeared to be shunned by most Ma-
jors, they made little effort to associate

with each other. Only once was AB seen

being preened by NO and only once by a

Major Mitchell. This suggests generally

poor social integration, since both species

usually enjoy mutual preening and engage

in it frequently.

In addition to learning to fly and to call

like Major Mitchells, these fosterlings, as

they matured, learned to feed on a wide

variety of foods usually ignored by pre-

dominantly ground-feeding galahs. I

watched one excavate wood-boring larvae

in acacias alongside Major Mitchells. I

don't know how successful this bird was,

but typical galahs have never been seen to

attempt this form of feeding.

We followed our two cross-fostered ga-

lahs for as long as we could. NO was last

seen in 1 98 1 , and AB in 1 984. We thought

that these males might eventually find

mates, but although they formed associa-

tions with Major Mitchells, neither suc-

ceeded in breeding. The three cases of

socializing between a known breeding

male Major and a galah all involved fe-

male galahs; no mating was observed. We
cannot be certain of the origin of these

particular galahs, but we strongly suspect

that they were also products of earlier

mixed clutches.

We can now understand how the behav-

ioral barriers that usually prohibit cross-

species matings between galahs and Ma-
jor Mitchells could be overcome. Hybrids

could result if a confused fosterling that

thinks it is another species—and behaves

like that species—breeds with a member
of that species. I do not beheve that a case

of Majors raised by galahs, and growing

up thinking they were galahs or taking

'galah mates, is likely to arise: nestling

Majors do not beg as loudly and persis-

tently as galahs and would probably starve

in the nest. Nor do such mixed clutches

seem viable between other species, for ex-

ample galahs and corellas, another species

of Australian parrot. The fortuitous com-

bination of a shorter nestling period and

louder, aggressive begging allows a mis-
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Three Major Mitchells and a wild galah-Major Mitchell

hybrid {secondfrom right) perform a high-wire act. below.

In the late 1 970s. the hybrid was an integral member
ofaflock ofsome thirty Major Mitchells that came once

a day to drinkfresh water at the Eyre Bird Observatory in

Western Australia. An adult galah, right, lands at its nest hole.

Tree hollows are dwindling but vital nest sitesfor both

galahs and Major Mitchells.
Graeme Chapman

placed galah egg to hatch and the chick to

thrive in the nest of Majors.

The genetic integrity of two species in

the wild is often maintained simply be-

cause the two live in different habitats and
rarely meet. If, however, the two species

live side by side, they usually develop "iso-

lating mechanisms," physiological or be-

havioral traits that make cross-mating dif-

ficult or impossible in the wild. Hybrids,

therefore, rarely occur and indeed hybrids

between two true species are likely to be

infertile. But environment is sometimes so

altered by humans—as has happened in

Western Australia—that two species that

have previously been separated come into

contact and cross. This can result in a

hybrid zone that may persist for years. In

most such cases one species ultimately

swamps the other or the two species man-

age to evolve such effective isolating

mechanisms that crossing becomes rare or

ceases altogether. The galahs and Majors

brought into contact and competition by

the wholesale alteration of large parts of

Western Australia, however, seem to be

maintaining their genetic integrity despite

the confusion of galah fosterlings. Hy-
bridization in the wild between the two

species is, so far, a rare event; we heard of

only one case in six years.

Our studies of this unusual interplay of

species has shed light on one way in which

hybridization may arise. An understand-

ing of the processes involved in the field

may be helpful to those charged with the

management of endangered animals, in

which dilution of gene stock through

crossbreeding could further undermine a

species" chances for survival. D

\
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Extinctfor 200.000 years.

Gigantopithecus is resurrected

in a modern mock-up.

The Ape That Was
Asianfossils reveal humanity's giant cousin

by Russell L. Ciochon

For thousands of years, Chinese phar-

macists have used fossils—which they call

dragon teeth and dragon bones—as in-

gredients in potions intended to cure ail-

ments ranging from backache to sexual

impotence. The fossil-rich caves of south-

em China have been, and still are, sedu-

lously mined by farmers, who sell these

medicinal treasures to apothecaries in the

cities. In just such a pharmacy, in Hong
Kong in 1935, the German paleoanthro-

pologist Ralph von Koenigswald came
across a large fossil primate molar that did

not belong to any known species. Over the

next four years he searched further in

Hong Kong and Guangzhou (Canton) and

found three more of the oversize teeth,

thereby establishing the existence of an

extinct ape, the largest primate ever to

roam the earth. He named the genus Gi-

gantopithecus, meaning "gigantic ape,"

and the species blacki, in honor of his late

friend and colleague Davidson Black.

At the time of the discovery, during the

1930s, von Koenigswald was working pri-

marily in Java, unearthing fossils of hu-

man ancestors and their relatives. China's

unique fossil shops had already played a

major role in tracking down Homo
erectus. which lived in Asia between

about one million and 300,000 years ago.

Homo, erectus remains were first un-

earthed in Java in the 1890s, but pursuit

of the source of dragon bones subse-

quently led to a system of fossil-filled crev-

ices and caverns near the town of

Zhoukoudian (Choukoutien), thirty miles

from Beijing. There, in 1929, a team of

Chinese and Western scientists discov-

ered the first of a series of Homo erectus

skulls that became world famous as "Pe-

king man."

The original fossils of Peking man dis-

appeared during the confusion of World

War II—fortunately, after they were de-

scribed and cast by anatomist Franz

Weidenreich. The war also caught up with

von Koenigswald, who was taken prisoner

by the Japanese in Java. His precious col-

lection of Gigantopithecus teeth—at that

point, the only known specimens of the

fossil ape—spent the war years in a milk

bottle buried in a friend's backyard on the

island.

Meanwhile, however, Weidenreich,

who had retreated from Beijing to the

American Museum of Natural History in

New York, set about studying plaster

casts of the four teeth. Because of the

unusually large size of a few of the Homo
erectus specimens from Java, Weiden-

reich came up with the notion that there

had been a period of gigantism in human
evolution, and that modem humans were

the diminutive descendants of these gi-

ants. In Apes. Giants, and Man. published

in 1946, he argued that the Gigantopithe-

cus teeth were humanlike, and that von

Koenigswald had been mistaken in consid-

ering the animal an ape rather than a

member of the human family tree.

During von Koenigswald's wartime in-

temment, Weidenreich's views became
widely accepted. To end the controversy

that arose, more complete specimens of

Gigantopithecus had to be found, a task

only the Chinese could undertake, for the

country was closed to Westem scientists.

In the 1950s, with the establishment in

Beijing of what is now the Institute of

Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthro-

pology, Chinese paleontologists began to

search for the source of the Gigantopithe-

cus fossils. Two veterans of the Peking

man expedition, Pei Wenzhong and Jia

Lanpo, headed a team that visited the

warehouses that supplied all the apothe-

cary shops in China with dragon bones

and dragon teeth. They found vast quanti-

ties of fossils in Nanning, the capital of

Guangxi Province. From there, they di-

vided into two teams: one, led by Pei,

headed north; the other, led by Jia, we
south.

Jia's paleontological detective wo
took him to southemmost Guangxi,

karstic, or eroded limestone, region

great rock towers riddled with caves,

the town of Daxin, which the local peop

said was the source of all the fossils, tb

were directed to an old woman who had,

her house, a bamboo tray full of fossi

One of them was a Gigantopithecus tooi

She pointed out a very tall rock towi

described by Jia as "a hundred mete

straight up—almost falling over, it was

steep." The mouth of a cave was clean

visible behind a screen of bmsh.

Although it was four in the aftemoi

and raining hard when they arrived, J

,

says, "We were young, and couldn't

restrained. We climbed straight up to th

cave." That very day, Jia himself founc ,

Gigantopithecus tooth embedded in

hard, reddish matrix, the first time thai

paleontologist had discovered a fossil

Gigantopithecus in a geological contex

Meanwhile, Pei was making a more n^

mentous discovery to the north. Word h;

reached the scientists of a giant jawbo;

discovered by an old fanner in 1956 at

cave site called Liucheng. When Pei sa

the fossil, he was able to identify it at oa

as the jawbone of Gigantopithecus. t

cause it had all but three of its teeth st

attached. On a second visit, in 1957, Pe

team discovered the first Gigantopithec

jawbone in place, in a very hard depos

resembling red clay. Another was exc

vated in 1958. One of the jawbones wi

extraordinarily large; presumably, it b

longed to an adult male, while the othi

two were thought to be from an adu

female and a juvenile.

In addition to the jawbones. Pel's groi

discovered nearly a thousand Gigantop

thecus teeth and numerous other mamm:
lian specimens, including some unusu;
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dwarf varieties. Among them was a short-

muzzled panda half the size of the living

giant panda. Chinese scientists have re-

cently suggested that this dwarf species

was a direct ancestor of the modem one.

The next development came in 1965

with the discovery of twelve Gigantopi-

ihecus teeth at Warning, a few hours'

drive north of Nanning. These teeth were

significantly larger than their counter-

parts from Liucheng, and the other ani-

mal fossils found with them suggested

that the site was considerably younger

(current estimates are that Liucheng is

one million years old and that Wuming is

between 300,000 and 400,000 years old).

This suggested, first, that Gigantopithe-

cus was around as a species for a consider-

able period, and second, that it may have

become larger as the species evolved. This

is a trend seen in other large mammals
that evolved during the Pleistocene epoch,

1.8 million to 12,000 years ago.

A striking confirmation of both points

was the discovery three years later that a

smaller, earlier form of the giant ape had

once inhabited northern India. In 1968, a

farmer came forward with three pieces of

a jawbone he had found twenty-four years

before, when he was a boy of twelve work-

ing in his father's field. The specimen was

identified by primatologist Elwyn Simons

as belonging to a distinct species, Giganto-

pithecus giganteus, about half the size of

Gigantopithecus blacki. The new species

was not only smaller but also more an-

cient, coming from sediments that have

been dated (by paleomagnetic reversals)

to about 6.3 million years ago.

The discovery of the jaws resolved, at

least for most scientists, any doubts that

the creature was apelike and not, as

Weidenreich had argued, humanlike.

Based on the fossils, Gigantopithecus is

now placed among the Asian apes, a de-

scendant, along with the orangutan, of the

earlier ape ancestor Sivapitheciis, best

known from an 8-million-year-old skull

discovered in Pakistan. Its size and ape

affiliation suggest Gigantopithecus was a

ground-dwelling, fist-walking creature.

While more teeth of the extinct ape

have been found, no other bones have

turned up. Based only on the jaws and

Gigantopithecus blacki

Fossil Sites

Pleistocene Coastline

Present Distribution of
the Giant Panda

Present Distribution of
tlie Orangutan

Beijing
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teeth, however, an attempt can be made to

reconstruct both the animal and its way of

life. The jaws are deep (top to bottom) and

very thick. The molars are low-crowned

and flat, with very thick enamel caps suit-

able for heavy grinding. The premolars

are broad and flat and resemble molars.

The canine teeth are not sharp and

pointed but shaped more like what one

would expect premolars to look like, while

the incisors are small, peglike, and closely

packed. The canines and incisors together

form a specialized cutting tool, most simi-

lar to what is found in some present-day

tree sloths and in the extinct giant ground

sloth. The features of the teeth, combined

with the massive, robust jaws, lead to the

inevitable conclusion that the animal was

adapted to the consumption of tough, fi-

brous foods by cutting, crushing, and

grinding them.

As a rule, large herbivores subsist i

diets of coarse leaves and grasses, whit

are low in nutritional value but typical

available in very large quantities. (Lari

animals succeed with this regime part

because their metabolic requirements a

relatively low, in terms of energy require i

per unit of body mass.) One suggestion

that Gigantopithecus, or at least the larg

species in China, was adapted, like tl

giant panda, to a diet of bamboo, the giai

grass abundant in the region. The jaws

Gigantopithecus and the giant panda,

set side by side with the jawbones of, sa

the gorilla and the grizzly bear, appeji

thicker, deeper, and more massive. The;

diff'erences reflect the specialized diet

the panda (and, by inference, of Giganti

pithecus) compared with the much moi

general diet of the gorilla and grizzly.

A further similarity between Giganti
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'holographed at the American Museum in the 1940s, German

aleoanthropologists Ralph von Koenigswald and Franz

Veidenreich, below, left and right, pose with the skulls ofapes,

lomo erectus, and modern humans. Thefirst scientist to

iscover teeth o/Gigantopithecus, von Koenigswald correctly

bserved that they belonged to an ape, while Weidenreich

rguedfor their humanlike characteristics.

lotographs courtesy of AMNH

ithecus and the giant panda is a high

icidence of tooth cavities. Wu Rukang,

1 an encyclopedic survey of the Giganto-

ithecus teeth in China, found cavities

resent in 1 1 percent of them—an unusu-

lly high rate for an ape, but more or less

quivalent to the rate of dental cavities in

he fossil remains of the giant panda. An-

ther Chinese researcher, Zhang Yinyun,

as reported a high incidence of hypopla-

ia—pitting in the tooth enamel that indi-

ates periods of arrested development.

'hese may be a result of disease or food

hortage. While no certain conclusion

nay be drawn, we do know that bamboo is

ubject to periodic die-offs, which produce

cod shortages that threaten the survival

if the giant panda.

A more direct line of evidence that

;ould be pursued regarding the diet of Gi-

lantopithecus was pointed out to me by

Bob Thompson, a graduate student in

New World archeology, who attended one

of my lectures about the extinct ape. He
suggested we might look at the teeth for

adhering phytoliths, microscopic pieces of

silica found in many plants. The existence

of phytoliths has been known since the

early nineteenth century, and scientists

had already successfully looked for them

on stone tools, to which they apparently

bond physically by the combined action of

friction and moisture. But it was the first

time, as far as I knew, that anyone had

suggested looking for them on fossil teeth.

Four teeth were borrowed for study

from the British Museum (Natural His-

tory) and the Senckenberg Natural His-

tory Museum in Frankfurt: an upper inci-

sor, lower canine, lower premolar, and

lower molar. After the teeth were cleaned,

to insure that what we found was defi-

nitely part of the fossils, they were exam-

ined under a scaiming electron micro-

scope at the University of Iowa by

Smithsonian paleoecologist Dolores

Pipemo. At least thirty phytoliths were

found on the teeth, most of them on the

molar. We also detected tiny scratches

apparently left by phytoliths, which are

harder than tooth enamel. In one case, we

found a phytolith sitting astride the end of

the track it had plowed into the tooth

—

like a sled stopped in its path in the snow.

More than half of the phytoUths we

observed were long and needlelike and

could be attributed to the vegetative part

of grasses, possibly bamboo. The rest were

conical or hat shaped, attributable to the

fruits and seeds of dicotyledons. Pipemo

tentatively identified them as fruits from a

tree of the family Moraceae, quite possi-

bly durian or jackfruit, both of which are
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A cave near the top ofthe rounded

limestone tower at Liucheng, China,

above, hasyielded three Gigantopithecus

jawbones and nearly a thousand teeth.

The largest ofthejaws, along with some

ofthe teeth, are compared at right with

modern human remains.
Photographs by Kenneth Garrett
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At a Chinesepharmacy in Bangkok, the

author (center) and archeologist John

Olsen (right) search among the medicinal

"dragon teeth "for interestingfossils.

ixjmmon throughout tropical Southeast

\sia. This proved that Gigantopithecus

bad a varied diet, although we still suspect

that bamboo was its staple food.

What other conclusions can be drawn

about the extinct ape? An outstanding

characteristic of giant herbivores is their

extreme slowness. They have no particular

need of speed: their size and thick skins

protect them from predators, and of

course their feeding habits require no

more of them than that they move from

place to place as they systematically de-

nude the landscape of vegetation. Further-

more, they are usually stuffed full of

bulky food to digest, which tends to pro-

duce inertia. Gigantopithecus probably

followed this pattern.

Finally, the adult males of the giant ape

were much larger than the females. Aus-

tralian anatomist Charles Oxnard statisti-

cally analyzed 735 teeth of Gigantopithe-

cus that were complete enough to be

measured accurately. He found that they

divided neatly into two size groups of

equal number, which he interpreted to

represent the males and females in the

population. The contrast was greater than

that seen in any living primate species,

including the gorilla and the orangutan,

two species in which the male is substan-

tially bigger than the female. In Giganto-

pithecus, the difference in tooth size be-

tween the sexes may represent strong

competition among males for mates—

a

clue to the species' social behavior.

To gain a more complete image of what

the giant ape looked like, we sought the

help of Bill Munns, who creates highly

realistic, life-size models of existing en-

dangered primates—gorillas, orangutans,

and the Chinese golden monkey—for zoos

and educational institutions. Based on the

jaws and teeth, and using the proportions

of the skulls of existing great apes, we
estimated that the average male Giganto-

pithecus had a skull that measured eight-

een inches from the bottom of the jaw to

the highest point of the sagittal crest (a

male gorilla, for comparison, has a skull

ten inches high).

The next step was to project a hypo-

thetical skeleton from the hypothetical

skull. For this purpose Munns used as ref-

erences two of the largest terrestrial pri-

mates known: one modem, the gorilla, and

one from the fossil record, the extinct gi-

ant baboon Theropithecus oswaldi. In

determining the size of Gigantopithecus,

we felt it necessary to scale the body back

a bit, so as not to be influenced too much
by the giant ape's extraordinarily deep

and thickened mandible. Nevertheless,

given that the average male silverback

gorilla is about six feet tall (standing

erect) and weighs in at 400 pounds,

Munns calculated that the average Gigan-

topithecus male was more than ten feet

tall and weighed as much as 1,200

pounds—comparable to a large male po-

lar bear.

One intriguing question is what contact

our remote ancestor. Homo erectus, may
have had with the giant ape. That the two

coexisted for some time in the same region

is supported by direct evidence. In 1965,

Vietnamese paleontologists discovered

the remains of both creatures at Tham
Khuyen, a cave site in Lang Son Province,

near the Chinese border. Chinese exca-

vators followed suit, excavating Giganto-

pithecus and Homo erectus side by side in
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3/PrioIo Researchers

lubei Province in 1970 and more re-

ntly, in 1987, in Sichuan Province.

I
Gigantopithecus was native to southern

sia, while Homo originated in Africa

J lOut 1 .6 million years ago and migrated

istward, finally arriving in what is now

Dutheast Asia about one million years

;o. The opportunity to explore this nexus

tracted archeologist John Olsen and me
1 Vietnam. One reason we did not choose

1 go to China was that all the promising

tes had been reserved by Chinese

ileoanthropologists, and we doubted we
ould find a new site in a region that had

xn so thoroughly mined. In contrast,

ietnam had no history of exploiting fos-

l-rich caves for dragon bones. And so in

inuary 1989 we found ourselves probing

lur caves at the base of a karst tower near

le hamlet of Lang Trang, about 100

dies southwest of Hanoi, as part of a joint

merican-Vietnamese expedition.

The caves had seemed promising in our

reliminary survey the previous May, and

; we began work, even local children

rought us fossil mammal teeth (although

e tried to discourage them), which they

trieved from an underground stream by

[ueezing through a crevice in the cave we
illed Lang Trang L Meanwhile, we be-

m cutting out blocks of breccia, the sedi-

lent typical of caves, which is gradually

)rmed by material washed or otherwise

ansported into a cave and cemented with

mestone dissolved from the cave walls

nd ceiling.

The fourth day of our dig, Friday the

lirteenth, turned out to be a lucky one:

ithin the main deposit I found a lens-

laped vein of dark, sandy sediment that

'as unusually rich in fossils. The material

ad probably washed into the cave from

le nearby Ma River, which in ancient

mes meandered right alongside the karst

)wer. Perhaps a violent monsoon had
aused the river to overflow its banks and

cod the cave. After the waters receded,

he slow process of breccia formation be-

an again, sealing the sandy lens within

.ang Trang L
We immediately set to work cutting out

lunks of the sandy deposit, revealing a

mall chamber that we surmised was the

ource of all the fossils the children had

been bringing us. Our finds included bark-

ing deer, a musk deer the size of a big dog;

sambar, a large deer with three-pointed

antlers; wild boar; and giant panda. A
huge, ridged molar, weighing several

pounds and belonging to Stegodon, an ex-

tinct relative of the elephant, assured us

that we were dealing with a Pleistocene

site that might also contain Homo erectus

and Gigantopithecus. One softball-sized

sample of this deposit was later analyzed

at the University of Iowa, revealing that it

also contained some small teeth and frag-

mentary limb bones of a diverse micro-

fauna, including rodents, reptiles, fishes,

and riverine sponges. These fossil frag-

ments were about the same size as the

coarse sand particles they were mixed

with.

Then, on January 18, 1989, Nguyen
Van Hao made a key discovery: in the

floor of the fourth cave he found a premo-

lar of Homo. Since it was an isolated

tooth, we found it difficult—impossible,

really—to identify the species. Since then,

four additional teeth of Homo have been

recovered from caves I, II, and IV. Subse-

quently, a boar tooth from cave I has been

dated (by a method called electron-spin

resonance) to about 480,000 years ago.

Given this preliminary date, the speci-

mens should be assigned to Homo erectus.

The discovery helps fill the gap between

Zhoukoudian, in northern China, and

Java, more than 3,000 miles to the south.

We now have a fairly complete picture

of the Pleistocene environment of Lang
Trang. The jungle vegetation would have

been more lush, but not startlingly differ-

ent. The fauna, however, would have been

striking, with huge beasts of all kinds

dominating the landscape. Carnivores

such as the tiger and leopard were much
more common then and competed for

food with species, such as the Asiatic

black bear, that have entirely disappeared

from Vietnam. And they all competed

with the wolf and the Asiatic wild dog in

preying on the dozens of bovid and cervid

species (cowlike and deerlike mammals).

Also present were the rhinoceros and ele-

phant (both now rare) and the stegodon, as

well as the orangutan and tapir, both now
extinct in Vietnam. The giant panda, also

Munching on bamboo, a giant panda,

opposite page, survives on a diet that

may resemble that o/Gigantopithecus.

A photomicrograph, below, shows a

silicafragment bonded to a tooth of
thefossil ape. Its shape indicates it

camefrom grass, possibly bamboo.

Color enhancing isolates the silicified

mass ofplant cells and. within it, the

impression ofa single cell.

Dolores Piperno and Russell L, Ciochon

^SaSfflSS'

Bill Munns stands next to his model ofa

Gigantopithecus male, a quadrupedal,

Jist-walking creature that also could have

stood erect, as bears do.
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Sippingon a communal drink, below, To

and Muongvillagers in Vietnam welcon

the author's team to the site ofLang
Trang. Bamboo leaves, right,frame the

scientists excavating the cemented

deposits in Lang Trang Cave IV.
Photographs by Kenneth Garrett

now vanished, chomped its way through

the bamboo stands. Taken in this context,

Gigantopithecus was no freakish mon-

strosity, but simply the primate example

of a Pleistocene phenomenon.

Primates make up 13 percent of the

total fauna in our collection. At least five

genera are accounted for: two types of

macaque monkey, orangutan, langur

monkey, gibbon, and Homo. So far we
have been disappointed only by the ab-

sence of Gigantopithecus.

Sometime near the end of the middle

Pleistocene, perhaps 200,000 years ago,

Gigantopithecus became extinct. The ani-

mal had flourished for at least six million

years, quite a respectable figure, but it

went the way of a great many genera of

every shape and size. At about the same
time, the giant panda disappeared from

much of its original territory, notably pen-

insular Southeast Asia, until it now sur-

vives only in the cold upland regions of

Sichuan Province. The best guess as to

what caused the panda's extinction in

Southeast Asia is human hunting: even

now the animal is hunted for food and for

pelts, despite the best efforts of the Chi-

nese government to discourage the prac-

tice. Similarly, human hunting may have

led to the demise of Gigantopithecus.

Environmental change may also have

been a contributing factor, just as the

bamboo die-off in China in the 1970s

nearly wiped out the remaining popula-

tion of giant pandas, with fewer than a

thousand estimated to have survived. Or
by eating the tender bamboo shoots and

exploiting the plant for other purposes,

including toolmaking, humans may have

outcompeted the giant ape for this critical

resource. The competition from both

humans and the giant panda may ha'

been too much.

Gigantopithecus is gone. Or is it? F(

lowing the publicity about our research

Vietnam, I have received several lette

from veterans who say that they can

face to face with huge, hairy apes in tl

Southeast Asian jungle when they wei

posted in Vietnam. And of all the theorii

advanced to provide a zoological identii

for Bigfoot, the Abominable Snowma
and other elusive creatures, perhaps tl

most popular is that they are none othi

than Gigantopithecus, still alive in reli

populations (relict populations of Neai

derthal man run a close second). Whi
these contemporary reports are probabl

false, we can contemplate the time whe

our remote ancestors did encounter tli

giant of all apes in the tropical forests (

Southeast Asia. 1
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The Arizona Revisited
Divers explore the legacy ofPearl Harbor

by Daniel J. Lenihan

A June day finds us once again diving

around the battleship USS Arizona,

whose sunken remains He in Pearl Harbor.

Larry Nordby surfaces beside me clasp-

ing his large plexiglass slate; a piece of

mylar taped to it is covered with scribbled

notations from his dive. "Navy's here," he

announces. I look toward the boat ramp

where a small landing craft full of

"mudzoos" is tying up to the dock of the

memorial building that straddles the

wreck. Mudzoos are navy divers assigned

to the Mobile Diving and Salvage Unit

(MDSU) based at Pearl Harbor. We have

a symbiotic relationship with these men,

whose primary mission is as far from sci-

ence and historic preservation as ours is

from ship husbandry and underwater con-

struction. Our allegiance instead is to the

Submerged Cultural Resources Unit,

whose bureaucratic title refers to a group

of diving archeologists, artists, and rang-

ers employed by the National Park Ser-

vice to promote preservation of historic

shipwrecks and other underwater archeo-

logical sites.

This unit was formed in 1980, when the

agency leadership decided to establish a

mobile team that could help park manag-

ers "maintain responsible stewardship"

over such sites. Coincidentally, I had just

completed a large project in the South-

west, researching prehistoric sites flooded

by reservoirs, and had pulled together in

Santa Fe an efi"ective team of park service

diving archeologists. Unlikely as it seems,

I found myself the first chief of a team of

professional research divers based in the

arid mountains of New Mexico.

In 1 983 we began to survey the Arizona

and subsequently the one other vessel still

lying at the bottom of Pearl Harbor, the

Utah, a battleship that had been con-

verted for use as a training ship. Over the

years we have found that our skills are

complementary with those of the Navy.

They have boats, heavy equipment, youth,

brawn, and large numbers; we know ship-

wrecks. As older, more experienced

divers—^the "park rangers," they call us

—

we have a kind of underwater street savvy

that the Navy personnel respect.

No diver who works on these ships is

unaffected by them for long, particularly

.n^'^
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Jerry L. Livingston; Arizona Memorial Museum Association

Visitors to the USS Arizona Memorial, below, observe the

sunken remains ofthe battleship. Stripped ofmuch ofits

superstructure duringsalvage operations, the hull ofthe

Arizona (drawing) lies partly submerged in silt. The bow,

at left, was damaged by the explosion oftheforward

magazine, probably touched offby a Japanese bomb.



A diver, below, examines cables on the Arizona 5 deck.

Amid red sponges, right,feather-duster worms
extend their appendages tofilterfoodfrom the water

that washes over the wreck.
Photographs by Ed Robinson

Navy divers. They are aware that there

were new faces on the Arizona and Utah

fifty years ago, when the Japanese war-

planes caught a major portion of the Pa-

cific Fleet at port. Those men had worn

the same uniforms and entertained many
of the same hopes and aspirations as their

modem counterparts. They are part of the

silt now, on the other side of the steel

bulkheads.

As we clamber up onto the dock with

our equipment, the Navy is raising its dive

flags to warn boats thjit there are divers in

the water. A red and white "diver down"

flag and a blue and white "alpha" flag (a

similar international sign) are soon flap-

ping toward the southwest from the boat

dock. From the mast on the memorial, the

same colors appear in a more familiar

form: Old Glory, the wind keeping her

parallel to the others.

On that Sunday morning in 1941, the

flags were just being raised on many of the

ships when the men standing at attention

were distracted by what they took to be

some show-off" fiyboys buzzing the fleet

below the altitude permitted by regula-

tions. Even when the first bombs tore into

the ships, there was still a sense of there

having been some sort of accident. Not
until the Rising Suns started to become
visible on the planes did the full realiza-

tion take hold.

Moments before. Flight Commander

Mitsuo Fuchida had led, with what must

have been great relief and satisfaction, a

complete surprise attack. Many things

could have gone wrong; some did. A flo-

tilla of five midget subs had been de-

ployed in the early hours of the morning,

and some had been spotted by U. S. patrol

planes and ships. The destroyer Ward had

even attacked and sunk one of those midg-

ets more than an hour and fifteen minutes

before the planes made their first strike.

Why this incident didn't tip off" the Pacific

Command to the impending attack is still

not clearly understood. There was also the

Opana radar station on the north shore of

Oahu, which picked up the first wave of

attacking planes. When the operators re-

ported to their superiors what their then-

developmental radar technology had de-

tected, they were told to disregard the

contact because a flight of B-17s was ex-

pected from California at that time.

The strange series of events that pre-

served the element of surprise seemed so

unlikely to some historians that they de-

veloped a "revisionist" theory of the at-

tack. Advocates of this point of view main-

tain that President Roosevelt knew the

attack was about to take place but let

events take their course so that the nation

would be outraged and fully united in its

response. In any event, Mitsuo Fuchida

knew as he glanced down from his rear

seat in the cockpit of his command plane

that he had been dealt a winning hand i 1
the most serious of games. |
On today's dive I guide Dave M(i|

Campbell, MDSU's headman, and Ott'|

Orzech, the commanding officer of Ip

U. S. Naval Reserve detachment, on a

swim-over of the site so they can assess th

;

problems their divers must face. Plasti

cized copies of maps trail from my glove'

hand as I lead Dave and Otto on a surfac

"

swim toward the bow, where we will begi

:

our dive. I no longer need the maps, bu

they will help orient my partners. Nav
master divers I have previously taken o i

such tours of the ship have admitted the'

had not a clue as to their location at an

;

particular point during the dive, although

'

they could help identify certain feature i

unfamiliar to archeologists.

We descend at the "bullnose," near th
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ery stem, or prow, of the ship. Looking up
rem a depth of about twenty feet, I notice

tiat the two holes for mooring lines do

x)k like the flaring nostrils of a bull. The
irizona is narrow at the bow, and even in

oor visibility, one has the sense of looking

it the front of a large ship.

Biofouling, marine organisms mixed

nth products of corrosion, covers the Ari-

ona like a thick scab. Archeologists tend

3 see the substance as "the crud that

overs the wreck"; to a biologist, though, it

> a rich organic community that reveals

nuch about environmental changes over

ime in the harbor. The hawsepipes,

hrough which the chains for the four

luge anchors used to descend, are heavily

arpeted with sponges and other colorful

ife forms, but they are not so clogged that

unlight can't make its way through the

>l

hawseholes on the deck. Rays of light

from the midmoming sun pierce through

the gloom from the starboard set of pipes.

Soon we pass a team led by Scott Hen-

derson, a Navy civilian biologist. They are

intently collecting a bulk sample of bio-

fouling from the hull; one diver is chipping

away with a geologic pick while another

holds a makeshift funnel over a canvas

bag. Later they will separate the critters in

the sample into types and sizes and tabu-

late their relative numbers. The activity

has produced a cloud of silt in the area of

major blast damage, where the thick

metal plates are ripped and crumpled.

One million pounds of explosives in the

forward magazine were detonated by a

Japanese bomb, blowing out the lower

decks and peeling back part of the for-

ward hull; at least, that is our best guess.

%t>

There are eyewitness accounts from

men who stood on the stem of the Vestal, a

ship moored outboard of the Arizona on

the .morning of the attack. They swear

that a torpedo traveled directly under

them and struck the deeper-draft battle-

ship, causing the massive explosion. One
survivor visited me in Santa Fe to ada-

mantly make this point after he learned of

our conviction that a bomb caused the

major damage. These men tell the truth as

they saw it, but the material record, the

archeology, doesn't confirm what they

say. There simply is no torpedo entry hole

where.they say it should be. Possibly one

exists below the silt line, but in that case

we would expect to see "washboarding" (a

rippled effect) above the silt or some other

sign that the hull was compromised; noth-

ing is there. This interplay of words from
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A school ofsurgeonfish, below, swim near the Arizona 's

bow. Anemones and sponges, right, arepart ofthe colorful

biological community that cloaks the ship.

documents, people's memories, and physi-

cal evidence of a site constitutes historical

archeology, its answers and puzzles.

Grasping the remains of the gunwale

with a gloved hand, I propel myself up and

over the ship's side and head aft, angling

toward the center line of the ship. The
cavernous barrels of the fourteen-inch

guns in the number one (forward) turret

start to take shape in the murk ahead of

me. Before the first dives in our 1983

survey, park service and Navy officials in

charge of the site thought this turret had

been removed along with the others dur-

ing World War II salvage operations.

Other items of interest were found in our

first dives, such as live ordnance for the

five-inch guns lying right under the busi-

est part of the memorial.

I see the dim shape of the fourteen-inch

guns because I expect them, but my Navy
guests concentrate on watching me to

keep from becoming separated—we are

now swimming in a featureless void be-

tween the blast damage and the turret. I

distract them with a few hand signals so

they will not look up until they are close

enough to get the full visual impact. By
the time they look ahead to monitor their

slow forward progress, the guns are star-

ing them straight in the face. The effect on

them is electric.

They have gone from a prone swim-

ming position to bolt upright, their lights

now shining at the gun muzzles, which

seem incongruously large in the cloudy

water. These encrusted steel tubes were

once capable of heaving a 1,500-pound

projectile about twenty miles. Only battle-

ships had guns like these, and although

their importance in naval warfare was

soon to be overshadowed by the aircraft

carriers, they were still the pride of the

world's navies in 1941.

The knowledge that the majority of the

battleships in the Pacific Fleet "slept with

the fishes" after only a few hours of fight-

ing, with more than 2,400 Navy and other

military and civilian personnel killed, had

a galvanizing effect on the American pub-

lic. That the Pearl Harbor attack was

flawed, because it probably emphasized

the wrong targets and was terminated too

quickly, is easier to understand from a

Photographs by Ed Robinson

historical perspective. But in 1941, after

news of the full damage leaked out—nine-

teen ships sunk or put out of action—the

attack seemed devastating.

I shine my light down the barrel of the

gun farthest to the right from our perspec-

tive, actually the port gun, and spy my
friend the puffer. What was once the most

inhospitable environment in the world for

any living thing is now a deluxe condo. We
swim over the muzzles and head toward

the "breeches," the place in the turret

from which the gun tubes emerge.

We descend over the turret onto the

port side of the ship and stare into an open

hatchway with an awning frame still in

place. Because we consider the Arizona a

tomb, we do not enter these interior spaces

out of respect, but there is always a mor-

bid urge to push through and see the re-

mains of the carnage only a few feet below

us. Of the 1,177 crewmen who died in the

attack, the bodies of only a few hundred

were retrieved. (The Utah is also a tomb,

containing fifty-three of the fifty-eight

crewmen who were aboard.)

Nearby, the teak decking is exposed

where certain species of fish have cleared

an area in the silt in which they may de-

posit their eggs. Wood rarely lasts in a

warm saltwater environment like this be-

cause of the insatiable appetites of tere-

dos, or marine boring worms, but the har-

bor silt has helped preserve the wood by

creating an anaerobic environment. T
fish are inadvertent vandals.

As we pass over the middle of the sh

just in front of the memorial, a crowd

spectators watches over the rail. We enl

the remains of the ship's galley, whe

there are coffee cups and forks used by t

crew in 1941, intermingled with the mc

em detritus from millions of visitors w
have been to the memorial over the yea

camera lenses, sunglasses, and ha

brushes accidentally dropped and hi

dreds of coins purposely thrown on t

ship, despite the park service request tl

this not be done. For years, the memor
staff has removed these coins from t

vessel, mainly because they can corro

the metal they are resting on, accelerati

deterioration. The site managers

amusing stories about their attempts

get the U. S. Treasury to accept the ba

of thousands of semicorroded coins.

When we began our dives, I was pi

zled over something else we occasional

found amid these other offerings and k

items: photographs, often of young kids

the very old. I believe now that I know t

reason they are here: they are mement

from the living to the dead. These are ti

photographs of the siblings, children, ai

grandchildren of the men who lie here,

way of sharing the joys and sorrows

their unknown offspring. An ima;

flashes through my mind of the blai
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Thepuffer is a commonfish inhabiting the wreck.
Ed Robinson

vi '
^.HIMi.^iir^saB^

stone wall in Washington, D.C., on which

more than 50,000 names are inscribed.

Men and women wearing the park service

uniform stand silently by each day as flow-

ers and photographs accumulate at that

stark memorial to sons of the generation

entombed in the Arizona. I wonder how
many of the men on this ship never saw

their sons, who, in turn, never saw . .

.

We move on.

In many places on the Arizona the port-

holes remain intact. When cleared of a

carpet of sponges and other organisms, the

glass reveals blackout covers tightly

closed from the inside—evidence of the

state of readiness the ships were supposed

to observe as the clouds of war gathered to

the west. In a few places, air remains in

the spaces between the glass and the

cover, air dating from 1941.

Aft of the memorial, the barbette for

the number three turret emerges from the

water, the largest single visible feature at

the wreck site. Like a huge, cylindrical

well casing, the barbette was the support

structure for one of the turrets holding a

triple set of fourteen-inch guns. As we
swim out from the shadow of the memo-
rial and approach the barbette, we run

into another of our research teams, taking

measurements of electric conductivity po-

tential at selected points on the hull. They
are using a device called a bathycor-

rometer, an instrument shaped like a ga-

rage-variety electric drill, which gives a

digital readout when pressed against bare

metal. By graphing these numbers in the

laboratory, we can estimate the likelihood

of corrosion at various points on the hull.

Immediately behind this group is an-

other team of three, working with measur-

ing tapes and slates under Larry Nordby's

direction. There is momentary confusion

over the unexpected traffic jam in the

turbid water, but within a minute the

groups have sorted themselves out and

continue on their respective missions.

I hold my twosome still until the water

stirred up by the passage of so many fins

begins to clear. We continue to a point on

the deck next to the barbette, where they

will see a unique sight. I point to a small

globule of shiny black material moving

out from the edging of a hatchway on the

deck. It spins slowly, like a lazy liquid

marble, as it rises gently to the surface.

Dave is mesmerized by these oil droplets

as they move past his face mask. He pokes

one with his finger; it merely breaks into

two droplets, but both now spin more er-

ratically as they continue upward.

Years after it sank to the harbor bot-

tom, the Arizona's fuel bunkers are still

leaking. When the droplets hit the air a

few feet above us, they lose form, becom-

ing part of a slick that bobs on the waves

under the gaze of the onlookers standing

in the memorial. The slick seems dispro-

portionately large compared with the

black drops that created it. There is a

sense that the Arizona, which is easy to

anthropomorphize anyway, is still bleed-

ing slightly from one of its wounds.

Moving aft, I pass by the slightly sub-

merged number four barbette, also

stripped of its rotating turret. Entering the

barbette from the shallow waters covering

the deck is comparable to diving into a

thirty-foot-deep well. I take people here

only if we are on a specific working mis-

sion. This is where the funeral urns of

recently deceased survivors of the original

attack are laid to rest by Navy divers in

modem-day ceremonies; it is the one place

where human remains may be subject ti

inadvertent disturbance by our activities

On Oahu in December 1941, deatl

came not like a thief in the night but liki

an eagle screaming from the sky. The Jap

anese American press in Honolulu had, ii

fact, earlier characterized Japanese flier

as "our angry young eagles" when the;

achieved victories in Java and China

Partly in reaction to such apparent signs o

ambiguous allegiance, many Japanesi

Americans who were loyal to the Unitec

States from the beginning of World Wa
II suff'ered the indignities of intemmen

and persecution. The attackers them

selves saw the war in racial terms. Reac

tion to real and perceived racial slights b;

Americans regarding immigration quota

fueled the war fever in Japan and contrib

uted to the sense of destiny and self-sacri

fice that made the Japanese formidabli

soldiers, and sometimes cruel and dehu

manizing in their treatment of enemies.

Reaching the stem of the ship, I shov

Dave and Otto the hole where the base o

the crane used for hauUng aboard the re

connaissance planes had been. Even bat

tleships were serving as mini-aircraft car

riers in those days; the seaplane spotter

mounted on catapults were a curious addi

tion to the sleek profile of the huge wai

ships. As the advantage of air reconnais

sance became more prized during thos'

years of rapidly evolving military tactics

even some submarines were equipped

with a watertight hangar for an airplane

Dave mns his finger over the scallope-

metal edges of the hole; neither he nc

Otto, experienced salvage officers, nee

an archeologist to tell them this is the wor

of cutting torches and not the ragged teai

associated with blast damage. The:

predecessors in the Navy and civilian sa

Former memorial superintendent Gary

Cummins inspects afourteen-inch gun.
Larry Murphy; National Park Service
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For over two hundred years, the

Kwakiutl Indians of Vancouver Island

have continued

the tradition

of the potlatch.
POTLATCHES, elaborate and flamboyant

celebrations which commemorate
significant events in the life of a family,

are occasions of opulent hospitality and

luscious cuisine. They are also

reinforcements of the host family's

status. Spectacular works of art,

including stunning masks and lavishly

decorated dishes and bowls used for

feasting as well as expensive gifts for

distribution to guests, are created for

these affairs as displays of wealth.

ALDONA JONAITIS, one of the world's

foremost experts on Northwest Coast

Indian Art, has assembled a team of

noted experts who, through thoughtful

essays, reconstruct a participant's view

of a nineteenth century potlatch, trace

the history of the potlatch from its early

flourishing years through its outlawing in

1885 to the repeal of the anti-potlatch

law in 1951, describe a contemporary

potlatch, and tell about the remarkable

George Hunt who collected the

magnificent objects of Kwakiutl art for

the American Museum at the turn of the

century.

Over 100 color photographs feature

the magnificent collection of Kwakiutl art

assembled in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries.

More than 80 nineteenth century

duotone photographs of Kwakiutl villages

and potlatch ceremonies place the

regalia in context.
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vage community accomplished a feat af-

ter the bombing of Pearl Harbor almost as

dramatic, and easily as portentous, as the

attack itself. Within several frenzied

months, they raised and sent back into

action the majority of ships considered

total losses on December 7.

Among the fatal flaws of the Pearl Har-

bor attack, besides missing the aircraft

carriers (which were at sea) and the avia-

tion fuel depots, was neglecting the ship

repair facilities in favor of the more imme-

diate gratification of seeing battleships in

flames. Hardly six months passed before

the reconstituted Pacific Fleet delivered a

blow at Midway that eliminated any seri-

ous chance that the Japanese Imperial

Navy would launch another major offen-

sive. Most of the Japanese aircraft carriers

and their crews, the backbone of the at-

tack on Pearl Harbor, took their turn on

the seabed in 14,000 feet of water, far

beyond any hope of salvage.

We are now at the fantail, the very

stem, where the Arizona narrows mark-

edly and again becomes identifiable as a

ship, even in the low visibility. The flag-

staff" hole is empty now, as the flag

—

spattered with oil, water, and blood—was

removed by two Arizona survivors in the

aftermath of the attack. The orange buoy

bobbing on the surface here is only a few

feet from our heads.

I let the regulator fall from my mouth

and breathe in the fresh air as the waters

part around me. There is the odor of fuel

oil mixed with sea salt and, as I run my
fingers over the mask strap on the back of

my head, a slightly viscous feeling to my
hair. The long, translucent rainbow of oil

trails toward the entrance of Pearl Har-

bor, pushed gently by the prevailing north-

easterly winds.

I part company with Dave and Otto and

swim on the surface back under the me-

morial to a place where the twisted steel is

only a few feet underwater. This is my
favorite place to take a break during work-

ing dives on the Arizona. Standing on the

tips of my fins in chest-deep water and

leaning against the jagged remains of a

bulkhead that used to be part of the ship's

galley, I can hear voices in the memorial

through the slap of the waves. There are

times when I feel that the voices from

below may be louder than the ones from

above. I can imagine 1,177 young me'

joking, flexing their muscles, feeling m
mortal at 8:00 a.m. on a sunny Hawaiiai

morning. Ten minutes later they would b'

consumed in an inferno, transformed ir

stantly into the stuff" of history.

The latest visitors have trailed in fron

the tour boat and are orienting themselve

to the spectacle of rusted metal thai

stretches below them. From my vantagt

point in the shadow of the white, archinj

memorial, I can observe them as the;

stroll along a promenade over my head

but I myself am visible from only a fe\

points of the walkway. A child lookini

through the railing at knee height spies m'

and tries to convince his mother that ;

man's head is sticking out of the tangle o

wreckage in the water beneath them. Sh
knows better and, never glancing in m;

direction, explains me away as she ha

other figments of her son's overactiv

imagination.

Yellow and purple leis have been tosso

onto the ship by a group of Japanese. Thi

flowers float by me, carried in the curreni

their brilliant colors only slightly subdue

by the eff"ects of the oily water. C

Afork lies amid debris in the ship 's galley.
Larry Murphy; National Park Service
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A VIEWERS' GUIDE

Sunday, Nov. 24-Wednesday, Nov. 27, 1991; 8 p.m.-IO p.m. (et) on PBS

Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, 1991; 10 a.m.-6 p.m. (et) on PBS

(Check local listings)

Land of the Eagle is an eiglnt-part television

series tlnot celebrates the magnificent natu-
ral tiistory of North America. A unique part
of the series' story involves the encounter
betv^/een Native Americans, who sought to
live in harmony v\/ith the land, and early
European settlers, who sought to tame it

and exploit its riches.

Hosted and narrated by George Page,

Land of the Eagle provides a rich look a1

wildlife of this continent from East to V

beginning at Chesapeake Bay and
Appalachians, then to the great fores
Canada, south to Florida's rich wetia
across the Great Plains, into the maje
Rockies, down to the desert Southvv
north to Alaska, and finally to the gol
coast of California.

PROGRAM ONE
The Great Encounter
Sunday, November 24 at 8 p.m. and Thursday, Novembe
(Thanksgiving Day) at 10 a.m. (et; checl< local listings) on

Before Columbus' first expedition, the native

pie who inhabited North America had been

cessfully hunting and farming across

continent, living with deep respect for wildlifi

The Great Encounter illustrates, however,
Europeans who first settled here thought differ*

Their eyes held visions of unlimited profit and
term prosperity from the wealth of natural resoi

available in this, the "new world."
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DGRAMTWO
jnfronfing the Wilderness
I Jay, November 24 at 9 p.m. and Thursday, November 28

n nksgiving Day) at 1 1 a.m. (et; ctieck local listings) on PBS.

rench traders, venturing north in search of a trade

route to the Orient, found the St. Lawrence River

instead — and more opportunities for profit.

,\ trous pelts of beaver provided more than enough

n miration for ambitious traders, but European-

n jced smallpox decimated their Native American
i< ners and time brought confrontation with British

I Is.

in balance with the climate. Giant cacti, gila monsters,

rattlesnakes, and scorpions are a few of the unique
species that call the Sonora desert home.

PROGRAM SEVEN

The First and Last Frontier
Wednesday, November 27 at 8 p.tv/i. and Thursday, November
28 (Thanksgiving Day) at 4 p.r^. (et; check local listings) on PBS.

The First and Last Frontier highlights Alaska's spec-

tacular wildlife and its current conflicts over oil

and other exploitable resources which threaten

its pristine wilderness.

1 )GRAM THREE

; nquering the Swamps
t day, November 25 at 8 p.m. and Thursday, November 28

!l nksgiving Day) at 12 noon (et; check local listings) on PBS.

^^onqueritig the Swamps moves south, to Horida,

where wild rumors of "El Dorado" — The City

* ^ of Gold — enticed Spanish conquistadors to

] 'stigate. They found mangrove forests, magnifi-

6 birds like the great egret and pelican, and "el lig-

I s," (alligators). The program captures these

z "lidable reptiles tenderly caring for their babies.

1 iGRAM FOUR
\ ross the Sea of Grass
1 day, November 25 at 9 p.m.and Thursday, November 28

1 nksgiving Day) at 1 p.m. (et; check local listings) on PBS.

cross the Sea of Grass moves into the heart of

i i the continent. Explorers Meriwether Lewis
\ and William Clark were awed by the endless

( zon of the prairie. There they found prairie dogs,

1 zly bear, and buffalo, all living on the treeless

J and plains.

IGRAM FIVE

the Shining Mountains
day, November 26 at 8 p.m. end Thursday, November 28
nksgiving Day) at 2 p.m. (et; check local listings) on PBS.

he taming of North America moved further

westward. As they pushed on, pioneers met an
awesome sight — the Rocky Mountains — a

e obstacle to westward expansion. Into the Shining

intains examines the Rockies' rich and varied ter-

, from golden meadows to the frozen peaks. For
ve peoples here, these mountains were places of

^erful spirits.

>GRAM SIX

ng on the Edge
day, November 26 at 9 p.m. and Thursday, November 28
nksgiving Day) at 3 p.m. (et; check local listings) on PBS.

iving on the Edge chronicles early and contempo-
rary settlements in the American southwest,
where sizzling sun and the lack of water chal-

;e all that live there. The plants and wildlife live

PROGRAM EIGHT

Searching For Paradise
Wednesday, November 27 at 9 p.m. and Thursday, November
28 (Thanksgiving Day) at 5 p.m. (et; check local listings) on PBS.

Searching For Paradise is both an historic and con-

temporary look at the land along the Pacific

Ocean that came to be known as California, after

a mythic queen called "Caliphia."

Land of the Eagle, a "Nature" special presentation, is a production of

Thirteen/WNET in New York, in association with BBC Bristol. "Nature" is

funded by underwriting grants from American Gas Association

(A.G.A.); Siemens Corporation, a higt^-technology and electrical engi-

neering company; and Canon, U.S.A., Inc. A companion book to Land

OF THE Eagle, by Robert McCracken Peck, is available at bookstores

from Summit Books. The series may be purchased by Time-Life Video

and Television by calling 1-800-334-9933. BBC Executive Producer,

Peter Crawford; Co-production series producer. Linda Romano;
Executive Editor for "Nature," George Page; Executive Producer for

"Nature," David Heeley.



Reviews

Something New Out ofAfrica
by Peter J. Jarman

Richard Estes's book, The Behavior
Guide to African Mammals, fuels an an-

cient and continuing European fascina-

tion with Africa and its wildlife, and it

does so in a way that is novel and success-

ful. Almost 2,000 years ago, Pliny the El-

der, in his Historia Naturalis, reported a

saying among the Greeks: "Africa always

offers something new." Pliny himself

brought together all that was then known
about African mammals. Until well into

the Renaissance, the classical writers were
Europe's only source of knowledge about

the large mammals of Africa. As Euro-

The Behavior Guide to African
Mammals: Including Hoofed Mam-
mals, Carnivores, Primates, by Rich-

ard Despard Estes. University of Califor-

nia Press, $75.00; 611 pp., illus.

pean explorers, beginning in the fifteenth

century, penetrated the African hinter-

land, they rediscovered the animals re-

ported by Pliny and other classical writers.

With nineteenth-century colonization

of Africa, Europeans behaved like landed

gentry, sequestering the right to hunt
"game" and often punishing the indige-

nous people for hunting the same animals

for food. In the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, sport hunters tra-

versed the continent, shooting hundreds of

animals and deliberately seeking out un-

explored and unhunted country in the

hope of shooting the best trophies. Afri-

ca's mammalian fauna, still so largely in-

tact, diverse, and dramatic, supported the

European and American growth of public

museums and zoos. From these grew our
knowledge about the kinds of mammals
Africa contained and how those animals

lived. Children remembered the elephant

or lion or giraffe or zebra they had seen at

the zoo. Visitors to natural history muse-
ums held those mammals poised forever in

their dream of Africa.

Those who had the money, leisure, and
means to travel turned to the real Africa to

re-create those dreams. There were two
kinds of visitors: biologists, drawn to the

opportunities for research offered by the

diversity and sheer abundance of African

mammals, and tourists, who wished to ex-

perience the excitement or aesthetic de-

lights of the wildlife. Tourism and science

have now joined forces in the struggle to

conserve wildlife and set aside parks.

Through books, film, and television, the

public of the Western world—potential

tourists every one—now realize that there

is more to seeing an animal than merely
identifying it. They expect that the animal
will do something interesting, describable,

and exphcable.

Estes's book has grown out of this back-

An adultfemale baboon and ajuvenilegroom an adult male.

ground. He records in the preface that as

child he was inspired by Carl Akelej

dioramas of African "big game" at tl

American Museum of Natural Histoi

He made it to Africa as a research biol

gist and later became a tour lead(

Watching tourists in Ngorongoro Crat
ticking off animals' names on their chec
lists but ignoring the animals' behavior, 1

resolved in 1967 to write a field guide

help tourists understand what the anima
were doing.

However, Estes also wanted his book
serve as a reference work for behavior

scientists. Colleagues, he acknowledge
have questioned whether the same bo(

can serve both readerships and both pu

poses. Estes robustly retorts that it ca
and in many ways The Behavior Guide
African Mammals does succeed,

though it requires a 600-page, two-poun

$75 volume to do so. This is not a chea
lightweight pocket guide.

Nor is the writing light. It is loaded wi

special terms (which take on added mea
ings if itahcized) and written in a stri

and repetitive format. Tourists will ha'

to work to get full use of the book. Th(

must read the introductory "Guide to tl

Guide" chapter simply to learn how to u!

the book. They must learn their w£
around it, and then they must learn

interpret descriptions of Ijehavior.

Although the book does not conta

photographs, Daniel Otte's numeroi
drawings help greatly. They illustrate

huge range of postures, actions, and activ

ties, which have been chosen as being e

ther characteristic of one species or typ

cal of many. They come in a pleasin

variety of styles (silhouette, sparse outlin<

ink wash, pencil shaded), and most ai

admirably clear. Many of the penc
sketches are full of action and atmc

sphere; for example, a springbok pronkin

(yes, that's the sort of technical term yo
have to look up in the glossary, where
says: "See stotting"), or a pair of bat-eare

foxes "stressed by the presence of the ot
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American Museum of Natural History

Trans-Siberia
Soviet Far East to Moscow by Luxury Private Train

June 9-26, 1992

The legendary Trans-Siberia, the world's longest rail line, was the Czar's main hnk

between the Far East and Europe across the vast Russian Empire. With a team of fas-

cinating lecturers, come aboard the Russia, a luxury train exclusively chartered for 12

days by the AMNH. The Russia boasts three fine restaurants, each featuring a different

type of authentic regional cuisine. Public spaces and each private cabin are exception-

ally comfortable due, in part, because the Trans-Siberia is a wide gauge railroad

affording extra space.

This historic journey features dramatic scenery and plenty of time to explore an-

cient cities, traditional Russian villages and areas of great natural beauty. You will

explore the Russian Republic's entire length at a time "when histoiy is in the making."

Join us! Highlights include:

Ulan Bator, Mongolia, founded in 1639 as the residence of the Mongolian Dalai Lama.

Magnificent Lake Baikal, the deepest and most biologically diverse lake in the world.

Landscapes of rugged snow-capped mountains, vast Siberian forests and barren steppes.

Moscow, an ancient city with such architectural wonders as St. Basil's Cathedral and the extraordinary cathedrals

and palaces of the world-renowned Kremlin.

Sakhalin Island, a mountainous, forested island off the Pacific coast of Siberia.

Vladivostok, the newly-reopened site of the Soviet Union's main Pacific naval fleet.

Khabarovsk, a picturesque city across the Amur River from the northern plains of China.

Novosibirsk, founded as a settlement for railroad workers and now a city of colorful markets and historic

monuments.

Numerous tiny, remote, Siberian towns built along the railroad.

Optional extension to St. Petersburg (Leningrad) available.

For more information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5 192

ToU-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700



amsKO!
SEE MORE
WILDLIFE CLOSE-UP!
Natural History Cruises on tlie Back-Country Vessel.

WILDERNESS EXPLORER, lor actively exploring the

best scenery, tidewater glaciers and wildlife areas

of Alaska s famous Inside Passage: Glacier Bay Na-

tional Park & Admiralty Island National Monument.

\for Brochures. Call 1"800'451'5952
|

, AJJVSKA'S

Glacier Bay
TOURS AND CRUISES

Orwiile:520PikeSt, Suite 1610, Depl -1123, Seattle WA 98101

LIVE TRACTOI

$116.00 + $4.00 Shipping
Working
Replica of

ones used years ago in Lumber Camps and Threshing Runs.

Comes complete with Brass Boilers. Copper Steam Pipes, Steel

Fire Box. Cylinders, Pistons and Whistle that actually blows,

made of brass. Uses water and bums solid fuel. Takes 3 lo 5

minutes to raise steam, then will go 1/3 ofa mile, self-propelled.

Develops l/15hp, 3000rpm. 10" long. 7" high. 5" wide, weight

4-l/2lbs. Made in England, A real work of an, gleaming and
beautiful. $116.00 + $4.00 shipping. Order Toll Free 1-800-

821-5157 or by mail. FAST delivery via ITS

""^1 DutchGuard, Dept. NHl H^
P.O. Box 411687 Kansas City, MO 64141

DOLPHIN ^,»

PENDANT c

I4K Gold—$225
I8"chain is included v

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Vern Wayne Pond
VISA/MC/AMEX 609 E. Market St, #103
1-800-284-8376 Charlottesville, VA 22901

server's vehicle." Sadly, the computer-

drawn maps are less clear, and some spe-

cies' distributions are hard to discern.

Estes has not tried to cover all species

within the "hoofed mammals, carnivores,

primates" of the title. Instead, he has se-

lected those that are "most commonly
seen in Africa's wildlife parks and re-

serves." In fact, the selection leans

strongly toward the larger species of sa-

vanna and plains, which no doubt reflects

where tourists currently go. Estes has evi-

dently drawn upon his own years of experi-

ence of what one is likely to see. Forest and

desert species receive less attention.

Among the carnivores, the behavior of

many of the viverrids (the genets, civets,

and mongooses) is described. Tourists do

want to know about the mongooses they

see by day and the genets and civets

around their lodges and campsites at

night. Most field identification guides

have hitherto overlooked these active and

endlessly delightful smaller mammals.
The African wildcat and black-footed cat

are also described, although neither is

"commonly seen."

Of the scores of primate species in Af-

rica, only two bush babies, four monkeys,

and two apes receive detailed treatment.

Perhaps few tourists are shown the many
other monkeys, but scientists must be dis-

appointed by the small selection. How-
ever, good general sections on the order of

Primates and its families do much to com-

pensate for that.

Hoofed mammals are well covered, and

the text that deals with them is lively and

readable. Estes himself has researched the

behavior of several species of antelopes.

"Sexually excited bulls," he writes, de-

scribing firsthand the wildebeest in rut,

"call at twice the normal tempo and may
become so worked up that they literally

froth at the mouth." Massed herds in the

rut make "a continuous humming and

croaking like a chorus of giant frogs."

Estes examines each antelope species

and compares habitat, food, size, body

shape, coloring, degree of difference be-

tween male and female, and tendency to

live alone or in groups. He demonstrates

that in solitary species, males and females

tend to look alike, and individuals tend to

be smaller, to live in dense habitat, and to

have rounded backs, concealing coloring,

and short horns. Here Estes comes closest

to showing his readers why particular

forms of behavior suit each species' way of

life.

Could the guide offer more help in

where and when to look for behavior? I

have spent memorable hours at water

holes watching elephants playing, wres-

tling, even submerging, only to surface

underneath another, startled member
the herd. At dusk, when elephant cow
calves, and attendant bulls usually drink,

have even witnessed courtship. It wou
be an easy and useful tip to suggest wati

holes at dusk as the best place to wat(

elephant behavior.

From my own observations of impalas,

know that males most often roar, disph

with other males, and spar if they are

bachelor herds. Impalas in southern, bi

not eastern, Africa breed in a short, ii

tense rut, when so much of the excitin

behavior between males or between malt

and females can best be seen. Dawn an

dusk are the times males will fight. Whs
are the "best" times or places for seein

behavior? A table of the kinds of behavic

to look for each month in different parts (

Africa would have been a boon.

In one sense, scientists and some di;

ceming tourists may find the book disaj

pointing. The idea for the book arose mor

than twenty years ago, and the approac

reflects that era to some degree. While th

guide identifies and names an animal

behavior, there is no attempt to explai

why such behavior exists. Take stottinj

for example. This is the dramatic, stif

legged, high-jumping gait of gazelles th£

have detected a predator such as a wil

dog. Stotting is illustrated and mentione

several times as "expressing excitement,

as "an alerting or warning signal," and a

having "an important antipredator fum

tion." But stotting makes gazelles ver

conspicuous. So why do they do it? R(.

search addressing just this question hi

shown that the gazelles that can stott fas

est and longest are least likely to be killec

Far from being an altruistic expenditur

ofenergy to warn others, stotting may be

way for a gazelle to show a predator that

is too fit to be worth chasing {see "Why D
Tommies Stott?" by Tim Caro, Nature

History, September 1988).

E. O. Wilson writes in the foreword: "I

you know an animal's behavior well, yo

know its essence." I would substitute "ue

derstand" for "know." This book certainl;

gives unparalleled access to knowledge c

the behavior of Africa's large mammals;

question whether it as readily brings un

derstanding within the reach of all read

ers. Nevertheless, it is a book that Pliny

the first great organizer and documente

of scientific facts, with his carefully ac

knowledged and referenced sources

would have loved. And the idea of a be

havior guide is an excellent one—some

thing new out of Africa, indeed.

Peter J. Jarman is head of the School o,

Natural Resources at the University oj

New England in New South Wales.
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Dinosaurs
For Your Collectioo...

isaurus'-' • Jurassic Period

m" X 22"

illy known as Apati

Archaeopteryx & Pterodactyl

Jurassic Period • Size 1 7'/" x 22"

Charles R. Knight
(1874-1953)

"Charles R. Knight was the great artist of
prehistoric life. So excellent and so domi-

nant were his works that he virtually

constructed our view ( both for laypeo-

ple and professionals) of the appearances

of dinosaurs and other ancient creatures.

His images had as much influence as the

words ofany scientist.

The wonderful, large-scale drawings of

Life Through the Aces made the

drama of ancient life palpable, and

helped to make dincjsaurs an icon of

popular culture. It is a great pleasure to

have these drawings available once again

in such an impeccable edition.

"

-Stephen]. Gould
Harvard UNivERsm

Now for the first time in nearly 50

years, you can acquire these magnificent

works by Charles R. Knight for your

collection, or as a gift for a friend. The
estate of the late artist has released these

five reproductions of original charcoal

drawings from Knight's classic book.

Life Through the Ages.

This is the first of three series to be pro-

duced under the supervision of the

American Museum of Natural History.

The prints measure 16" x 20" and are

reproduced on archival paper. They can

now be purchased individually matted,

or all five unmatted prints can be pur-

chased in a hard-shell portfolio.

ORDER FORM
To order by credit card call:

1-800-437-0033

Mon.-Sat. 7a.m. -7p.m. (EST)

We accept Mastercard and Visa.

NATURAL HISTORY PRINTS
CENTRAL PARK WEST @
79TH STREET, NEW YORK,
NEW YORK 10024-9981

Please send:

MATTED PRINTS:

Tyrannosaurus Styracosaurus

Brontosaurus Mosasaurus

Archaeopteryx &c Pterodactyl

I enclose $50.00 for each matted print

indicated above.

PORTFOLIOS: (Special Gift Price)

Portfolios(s) (a $175.00 ea.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING INCLUDED.

SEND PRINTS/PORTFOLIOS TO:

Name

Address

City

State Zip

_LLgi_



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 1202 Lexing-

ton Ave ,
Suite 314. New York, NY 10028

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $150-$350, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ALL NEW CROSS-STITCH DESIGNS from Mads Stage
Fan Club Inquire Box 39, Florham Park, NJ 07932-

0039

ECUADORIAN JEWELRY, wooden and woolen handi

crafts SASE for pnce list. Inti, Box 335, Leeds, AL
35094

FREE CATALOG AFRICAN ANIMAL PAINTINGS.
George M. Proul, 419 46th St West, Bradenton, FL

34209 Ph (813)746-9286

OPPORTUNITY to own rare New Guinea Artifacts

Genuine masks, carvings, lewelry Limited supply

Free catalog Crossroads, 2476 Bolsover, Suite 464-C,

Houston, TX 77005

QUALITY ETHNOGRAPHIC ART FROM 'East Meets
West", Ltd ,

RO Box 103, Pittsford, VT 05763-0103
Our low overhead lets us bring you extraordinary na-

tive arts and crafts from around the world at low "rural"

prices Photos of art objects available upon request.

Think of us for unusual holiday gifts Gift certificates

available in any amount. For any purchase of $50.00

receive a free 1992 Indian Arts and Crafts Calendar
Call our toll-free number, 1-800-443-2242 and discuss

your requirements with a trained anthropologist, who
will help expand your gift ideas Visa and Mastercard

accepted.

Books/Publications

BOOKS ON AFRICA, SAFARIS, TRAVEL GEAR. Rafiki

Books, 45 Rawson Ave., Dept. NH, Camden, ME 04843
(207) 236-4244

Bargain Books
I Save up to 30% on publishers' overstocks. Imports, I

remainders. Choose from up to 8.000 titles including I
600-1,500 new arrivals each monlhl Nature. Cooking,

Gardening, History, Art, Fiction, Science—somethingfor I
everyone. Fast shipment, mon- rnrr PATAI HP m

I
eybacK guarantee. Write for: rnLL UMIHLUU |

I Hamilton Box15-741,FallsVillageCT06031 J
DISCOVER DARWINIAN EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS
of Love Helpful in clinical treatment of Love problems
Finding Love in a Cold World by Sheldon Cholst, M.D.

230 pp $14 95ppd (ISBN 0931 174015) at Bookstores
or Beau Rivage Press, 7 E 14th St (Suite 1112), NYC
10003(212)989-1625

FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG of over 250 Books for

Nature Lovers Identification guides, reference works,

studies and more on animals, plants, marine lite, birds,

more plus posters and postcards on nature subjects.

Most $3.95 to $10,00. Write Dover Publications, Dept,

A285, 31 E. 2nd Street. Mineola, NY 11501

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts
of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly
and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.
Send for free, illustrated 32-page brochure W.82
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York. N.Y. 10001

OLD MAPS Museum facsimiles of colonial and 19th

century American maps 145-item catalog. $2.00 His-

toric Urban Plans, Box 276. Ithaca. NY 14851

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHW, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

Th^Marl^t
WELL PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline lor free information and evaluation. Rivercross

Publishing, Inc , Dept NH, 127 East 59th Street, New
York, NY 10022

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-Sfate Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92674-3253 (714) 492-2976

BECOME A PARALEGAL, Work with attorneys. Lawyer
instructed home study Free catalogue (800) 362-7070

Dept LM124

Make a career out of
your love of animals!
Home study prepares you for great jobs

in animal care, veterinary assistance . .

.

helps you give your own pet top care. too.

School of Animal Science Dept.Clvl 1 24

2245 Perimeter Park • Atlanta, GA 30341

FREE BOOKLET: 800-223-4542Ai
DINOSAUR, ANIMAL,
SEALIFE and SCIENCE

Toys, Games and Replicas for all ages.

rncc 32 Page, Color
rnCC Educational Catalog
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-283-4457

or 305-474-4457 or write:

BOYD DESIGNS
Suite 335. 7027 West Broward Blvd.

Plantation, FL 33317

SPEAK SPANISH, FRENCH OR ANY OF 59 Languages
as US diplomats do using same self-study cassettes/

textbook Nearly 50% savings! Free catalog Call Audio

Language Institute. 1-800-722-6394

Employment Opportunities

A1 JOBS. To $1,000 daily! Overseas, Stateside, Free

List! Zincvo, Box 585, Dearborn, Ml 48120

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook, $3,00. International, Box
5730-RY, Lighthouse Point, FL 33074

BECOME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER next summer
Updated publication $5. "Ranger," Box 331114, Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT'pAY! Assemble products

at home Call for information (504) 641-8003 Ext. 6371

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 4957, Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept. C-

181), 500 South Broad, Meriden, CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS. Al-

pine to aquatic employment! MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver, CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities, Box 5730-RY, Lighthouse Point. FL
33074

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Current openings— All occupations—Western US
Free details

, 703 S Broadway #100-NC, Denver,

CO 80209 (303) 988-6707

Financial

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage (707)449-8600 (LAI)

Government Surplus
if

IS IT TRUE
,

JEEPS
US Govt.? Toll Free 1-80(

FOR $44 through
-467-8585 Ext S-6371

Merchandise/Gifts

Changing
T-Rex
Shirt
Three color design! Tyrannosaurus Rex in

charging profile. Sizes S,M,L,XL. Tee...S17.00.

Swreatshlrt...$26.00. FREE T-REX POSTER each order!

Check/MO to: Hill Design. 5939 N. 1 0Stti Ct. Omatia, NE 61

CALIFORNIA POEMS Wonderful collection of poi

about California Great Christmas present. $10. J

Buchman, 4103 Camellia Ave . Studio City. CA 91

FINE QUALITY HOLIDAY GIFTS Leather Pass
Case: Rich, burgundy leather Features solid bi

plate imprinted with US Seal and initials (spec

$21.95. Child's Backpack: 14"xl4y2" sturdy can
Personalized Red or navy Specify first name
color, $1 1 95 Digital Pedometer Accurately measi
walking/jogging distance Light, compact, $14
Golfer's Gift Set Solid brass green repair tool and
marker. Engraved. (Specify initials), $9 95 Add $3

!

to total order Hundreds of delightful, unusual gifts

stocking-stuffers Color catalog $1 (Refundable '|

order). Send check or MO to: Family Tree Merchanc
637 Wyckoff Ave.. Suite 274. Wyckoff. NJ 07481

f
ill

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBl
Unique gift idea. Authenticity guaranteed. Color c

log $2. Bethany Sciences. Box 3726-N, New Haven
06525

NATURE JEWELRY CATALOG, moderate price, hi

engraved in 10K and sterling. Colorado Gold, Dep
Box 3190, Highmar Station, Boulder, CO 80307

Miscellaneous

LEARN SELF-MOTIVATION and become joyous

Walt Browne's Self-Awareness Association. 8123

1

48th Street, Tulsa, OK 74145 (918) 665-7773

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting fri.
|

ships. Send age, interests Free reply Harmony,
82295NH, Phoenix, AZ 85071

Music

ABOUT MUSIC. Music lovers are talking about this

'

different catalog of audio and video cassettes

won t find anywhere else. For your free copy w
Audio-Forum, Dept. 754, Guilford. CT 06437

EXCITING MUSIC FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
des, Africa, India, World Music Jazz Write for

catalog of cassettes and compact discs. Music of

World, Dept. N, PO. Box 3667, Chapel Hill, NC 271

3667

Photo/Optical

10x40BGA

H
^HHHH From Germany- aus JEN

ijtallU m BRILLIA^CE &^B CLARITVt

aus JENA The world's finest

Porro & Roof sporting optics is no

Prism available

Binoculars Europtik. Ltd

l»tilitarv POBox319NH
Binoculars Dunmore. PA 185C

Riflescopcs (717) 347-5049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repaihng bino

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. N.

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Y

Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine, MirE

Optical Co , Inc ,331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie.

12192(518)731-2610
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TSN-2 & TSN-4

%:
77 mm OBJECTIVE LENS
HIGH OPTICAL QUALITY
EXCEPTIONAL
BRIGHTNESS, CLARITY &
SHARPNESS
FULL RANGE OF
EYEPIECES

]
For catalog, call (518) 664-2011 or write to:

IRDING

al Estate

JNDANT WILDLIFE: Deer, Bear, Grouse, Ducks.

war, Mink, Trout stream, 427 acres in Minnesota

3 country. New eartti stieltered two bedroom house.

3) 573-3921

OCATING A WORTHWHILE FORESTLAND invest-

nt finding" a property for sale is ttie simplest part

tie process Let us be your advocate for acquisition

uperior forested properties For sample prospectus

itact: Appalactiian Investments, Buyer Brokerage,

Box 206, Weston, WV 26452 Fax (413) 625-8365

lY RETIRE TO FLA? Over tialf of Nortti Carolina

rees came from Florida—learn why! North Carolina

f & lake homesites from only $10,900. Free litera-

;. 1-800-768-7358

ntals

BAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH,
xkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watcher's

adise Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville,

)ago. West Indies (800) 525-6896

isorts

LIZE—RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resort on
: Caribbean, Spacious private cabarias. Library. Din-

room featuring tropical taste treats. Snorkel or Dive

iS Mayan ruins. Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds.

Dtographic Safahs. Bevier, Placencia, Belize. 011-

1-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

RING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

ay on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation,

quia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Secluded beach,
ol, tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility. Box 1 9251 A,

nneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

lurs/Trips

AMAZON
Join a University(e g ,Princeion.Ohio State

Univ. ot ChicagOjUniv of Miami) biologist

on an air conditioned 90 ft Amazon
riverboat 650 miles on the Amazon River

9 days, 8 nights $1595 includes all

meals, air from Miami tours entrances

side trips, and transfers Open to all ages

mdHBn pmm-ms

ADVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe Low cost

camping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

raphy Fascinating options track gorillas, climb Kili-

manjaro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

and hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Ctnoice yachts

Exotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

Machu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

gle expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

life and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

guides. Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-

chures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W.

26 St. (C)NY, NY 10001

ADVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

ris, classic lodge safaris, Kilimanjaro climbs, gorilla

tracking, London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

24 page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box
481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

MN:l:lili'iMiJ:]41iMliy
Copper Canyon / San Miguel Allende

Train to canyon larger ttian Grand

Canyon continuing to Sea ol

Corlez. IMountain lodges, pine

forests, Taratiumara Indians.

Train over Old Spanish Silver

Route Colonial Historic tours

Tula Tottec arcfiaeology.

Monarch butterfly sanctuary.

Brochure 1-800-225-2829 M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m. central

Columbus Travel, 6017 Callagtian Rd • San Anionio, TX 78228

ADVENTURE WITH THE PACIFIC GRAY WHAI ES in

Baja. Join museum naturalists rjn a 9-day sea voyage
(105' boat) departing March 11, 1992 Land on four

islands, see elephant seals, spend 3 days in San
Ignacio Lagoon among the gentle giants Cabrillo Ma-
nne Museum, 3720 Stephen White, San Pedro, CA
90731 (213)548-7563

AFRICA! Experience the wonderful wildlife spectacle of

the Serengeti during wildebeest calving season next

February Plus year-round natural history, photo work-

shops, and pnvate safans to east and southern Afnca

at affordable prices. Free catalog Voyagers, Dept. NH-
11, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

AFRICA: Personalized safaris Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi. Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt. Tremper.

NY 12457(800)541-2527

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge,

Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class

fishing. Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safans. 1-800-

544-2261 , HC01 Box 21 8, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/

Video

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most highly regarded natural history tours in

Alaska. The trips feature small group experiences com-
bining safe and fun outdoor adventunng with the secu-

rity of professional tour guides. Travelers are taken

beyond the ordinary activities of conventional bus
tours and cruises Visit Denali National Park, Kenai

National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai Fjords National Park

along with other destinations Over fifty departures.

Operating since 1977. For a 20-page color brochure

write: Alaska Wildland Adventures, Box 389-HN,

Girdwood, AK 99587, or call (800) 334-8730

Selling grainforpigeons, Istanbul
Bedrich Grunzweig



JlieMarl^t
AMAZON, General and specialty expeditions led by
autlior/guides Milly Sangama and Paul Beaver, Ph D

,

1824 N W 102nd Way, Gainesville, FL 32606

LAOS Superior Cro
Independent Tr;

6i?Ltic r- A.tJ-»cnrn I'es

FREE Catalog FREE Catalog

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featunng nature, hiking

and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safans,

lodge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-

nic National Parks, and Milford Track; Australia's Out-
back, Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef, Pacific

Exploration Co ,
Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130

(805) 687-7282

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

S"^'''^;^. EXPEDITIONS Kenya Tanzania,
Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

I/TA/TA/TA/TA/Tl

BORNEO, BALI, KOMODO ISLAND Orangutans, Ko-

modo Dragons. Balinese Culture. In-depth natural his-

tory and photographgic trips. Voyagers, Dept, NB-1 1

,

Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851 (800) 633-0299

CARIBBEAN RAINFOREST Hiking vacations, tropical

birdwatch, snorkeling—discover Domenica's pure
mountains, freshwater lakes, waterfalls. 365 rivers.

Earth Tours Ltd., (212) 675-6515, 93 Bedford St., NYC
10014

^CA[APACO$
10 Years of GEO '^''^' ^'^ '^^'^^

Quality expeditions Cruises with

Natural History Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-5041 Guides.

?.0. Box 3656-C9, Sonora, CA 95370

\^t.t&<. ^^(.\^< Oti]

"COSTA RICA? BELIZE'' VENEZUELA?" Unique, af-

fordable nature adventures. From $599 (8d, all in-

cluded). Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA
94523(510)671-2900

GALAPAGOSI Excellent boats, small groups, licensed

guides In-depth natural history and photo trips includ-

ing mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin ex-

tension Voyagers, Dept NG-11, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851 (800)633-0299

50% Off Hotel Rates!
Your Best Travel Bargain
Join Que.st and iO"'o rates are ea.sy to get!

Call for FREE information

1-800-782-9450
3^ 1 (,.«

>S' AM - 5 PM PST - .-l.^/or lwI. 74 7

GALAPAGOS. Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops Also the essential 250 pp.
"how to" guidebook ($16.50 postpaid). Galapagos
Travel. PO. Box 1220. San Juan Bautisia, CA 95045.

(800)969-9014

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS, 15 days including Espanola,
Genovesa, Fernandina and some seldom visited loca-

tions. Departures Jan 16, (vlarch 12, May 14 and Aug
13, 1992, See Colley below for information.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS From $1785 including air, Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours. Joseph
Colley LAST. Inc

,
43 Millstone, Randallstown, MD

21133(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS— Spectacular adventures at Incredible

Prices Small yachts, licensed naturalist Weekly De-
partures Also: hiking, diving, charters Forum Travel,

91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
, Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'niaregs; or overland

to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETHIOPU
> Visit pygmies or llie CAR; BORNEO'S Dayak;

Dani of IRIANJAYA;Jivaros of the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; Dogonsof MALI; Berbers of

MOROCCO; Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER
, View wUdlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTA RICA,

PATACONU, GALAPAGOS, BOTSWANA
. RAJASTHAN and Pu*kar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKEY arch, cruise; T. DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
944S Quail Trail, Box #1147, Carefree, AZ 85377

(602) 224-5804

GUATEMALA, PERU, BALI-INDONESIA CRAFT Tours
—Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art collec-

tor/photographer Gordon Frost Twenty-three years
expehence. Small groups. Contact: Gordon Frost. P O.

Box 2-NH. Benicia, California 94510 (707) 747-1316

HOME EXCHANGE: Join domestic and international

members for short and long-term travel. Invented City:

(800) 788-6774, (415) 673-0347 (CA)

ALASKA-GALAPAGOS
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA • BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Specialists

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Oceao Dr., McKinleyville, CA 95521

800-548-7555

INDIA, NEPAL, TIBET, CHINA, THAILAND. Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog.

Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH. Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California.

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography. Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April Pacific Queen/
Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228: (619) 224-4965

PERU—MACHUPICCHU—AMAZON—GALAPAGOS:
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi-

malayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

ALASKA
Birds " Bears • Marine Mammals • Tidepools

Pristine coastal wildentess, glaciei^, nesting eagles, rookeries, lishing. The

world's best known photographers come to our deluxe lodge. Master chef,

fresh seafood, winner of Harper's '81 and '89 Hideaway of the Year, 20

years of operation. Professional guides/naturalists, )ll950/person/5 days.

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge
Box 956 NH. Homer, AK 99603 (907) 235-8910

(RE)DISCOVER THE NEW WORLD! Galapagos. Costa
Rica wildlife, trekking in the Andes, Patagonia over-

land, Amazon cruises & lodges Fixed departures and
costumized itineraries. Conventional or remote des-
tinations. Come with the specialists! Terra Adventures,
70-15 Nansen St., Forest Hills, NY 11375 (718) 520-

1845

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS ": Americas, Eurw
Africa. Asia. Pacific 1256 "Classic and UnusS
Ecoadventures, Hiking Biking Forum Travel. 91 q\u

ory, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (510) 671-2900

WHALES: BAJAMEXIQ
.\n\rN ri'Ri- v.^t amdn.s sini i-: iv

Jt JT Jt ^ JT Jt Jl
BAJA-EXPEDITIONS
2625 Gjrnci Avenue. San Diceo. CA 9210'J

( jllli.rciirlrcttulor brochure 16191 5S1 ilW ,ir Trill Kr

1-800-843-6967

SPERM WHALES AND AMAZON PARROTS, Join u:

Dominica "the Nature Island " for a relaxing nat

history vacation this winter. Expert guides, si

groups, and wonderful warm sunshine. Free broch
Seafarers Expeditions, Dept. NH1 1 . P.O. Box 691 . r
gor, ME 04402-0123 (207) 942-7942

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA, Take a journey b
into time where every day is a different and exci

adventure. Free brochure. 1-800-trails-5(305)451-5

Video

"MADAGASCAR" VIDEO TAPE. Wildlife and na
people, Approx, one half hour. Several Lemur spec
Great educational includes original continent for

tion animation $14 95 "India, Landof the Tiger", V
life of India onginal half hour video $1 4,95, Both Vid

$25. Safan Films. Inc.. 646 South Owl Dr., Sarasota
34236

1906 EARTHQUAKE VIDEO AND BOOK. Send for

descriptive leaflet, New Quake Research, P.O. Box
0250, San Francisco, CA 94121

Wanted

FRANKLIN MINT SETS, com and stamp estates,

pay top dollar. Send printed list with phone numbe
Stan Katz, PO Box 524-H, Cranford, NJ 07016, I.

(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings, embroider
Aubusson, Needlepoint, Oriental, European and
nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls, Please s \\
color photos with size, condition and pnce to Rei >'j

Halpern Galleries. Inc., 325 East 79th Street, New Y A
NY 10021. Phone (212) 988-9316

Workshops

/—X TOUCH OF SUCCESS ;

\ PHOTO WORKSHOPS!

r^ toward publishing your work. Aliska.i

Olynipic Rainforatt. Africa, SW Indian Country. Indiana's
|

Cataract Vallay, Evtrgladat. Okafanokaa, Othan.

Bill Thomas' Touch of Succass Saminais,

Lowall, FL32663 Ph. I904I867-0463.

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3.40 per word; 1 6 word minimum. Display classiSe

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepi

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discoui

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS'

RY's discretion. Send check/money order payable

NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL h

TORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St., N

York, NY 10024. Direct any written inquiries to Eil(

O'Keefe at the above address. Please include y
personal address and telephone number, issue f

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of

month, two months prior to cover date (the Janu
issue closes Nov 1), Camera-ready art is required

display ads A tearsheet or copy of the page with y
ad will be sent upon publication.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
Exploring the world with expert lecturers

DISCOVERY CRUISES

ANTARCTICA
January 23 - February 6, 1992

erra del Fuego and the 7U0-mile-long Antarctic Penin-

Ma with research stations, awesome icebergs, mountains,

'aciers, seals, whales and seabirds, including millions of

'•nguins - aboard the fully-stabilized and luxurious, 70-

.[hin IIIilia.

i

BAJA AND THE GREAT WHALES
February 1-12, 1992

jesert landscapes and dramatic coastlines with unusual

I

ants, seabirds, seals and whales, including grey whales

Mring the peak of their breeding season - aboard the

)mfortable, 37-cabin Sea Lion.

i

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
February 5-15, 1992

[ayan ruins, lush rainforests and jungle rivers, rare birds,

onkeys, secluded white sand beaches and dazzling coral

efs of Mexico, Belize and Honduras - aboard the com-

irtable, 41 -cabin Polaris.

BALI TO THE BARRIER REEF:
Indonesia, New Guinea and Australia

February 7-24, 1992

rts and architecture of Indonesian islands, including

ali, Sumba, Savu, Alor, Nila and the Asmat area of Irian

lya on New Guinea, as well as exciting Hong Kong and

le incomparable Great Barrier Reef of Australia - aboard

le luxurious, 44-cabin Aurora.

EXPLORING PAPUA NEW GUINEA
February 13 - March 1, 1992

Papua New Guinea, the "last unknown", a world of unique

wildlife (such as birds of paradise), ancient ceremonies

and traditional arts of the Southern Highlands, the Sepik

River and the Trobriand and d'Entrecasteaux Islands -

aboard the luxurious, 20-cabin Melanesian Discoverer.

>^

ANCIENT CAPITALS OF THE ORIENT
China, South Korea and Japan

June 2-17, 1992

Art and architecture of historic cities, including Beijing,

China, Seoul, Yosu and Kyongju in South Korea and

Matsue, Hagi, Miyajima and Kyoto in Japan, as well as the

Inland Sea, Ise Shima National Park and glorious land-

scapes - aboard the luxurious, 44-cabin Aurora.

TRANS-SIBERIA
Siberia to Moscow by Private Train^

June 8-25, 1992

Sakhalin Island, Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Birobidzhan,

Ulan Ude, Ulan Bator in Mongolia, magnificent Lake

Baikal, Irkutsk, Novosibirsk, Omsk, Moscow, small fron-

tier towns, the Siberian taiga and snow-capped mountains

along the famous Trans-Siberian Railway, aboard the

luxurious, 54-cabin Russia.

\merican Museum of Natural History/Discovery Cruises and Tours

Lentral Park West at 79th Street/ New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687 or (212) 769-5700

Monday through Friday, 9-5



AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

DISCOVERY TOURS

Luxury Tenting in Tanzania

January 1-14, 1992

Serengeti and Lake Manyara Nation-

al Parks, Ngorongoro Crater, plus an

option to see gorillas in Zaire.

Archeology of Guatemala
February 8-23, 1992

Classic Mayan sites, including Tikal,

Copan and Quirigua and picturesque

Lake Atitlan.

Kenya and Tanzania
February 12-28, 1992

Amboseli, Lake Manyara. Serengeti

National Parks, Masai Mara Game
Reserve and Ngorongoro Crater.

Natural History of Costa Rica

February 14-28, 1992

Braulio Carrillo, Cahuita, Santa Rosa

and Corcovado National Parks and

the Monteverde Cloud Reserve.

Archeology of Mexico
February 25 - March 10, 1992

Tenochtitlan, Teotihuacan, El Tajin,

Cholula, Cacaxtla, Mitla, Monte

Alban and the cities of Puebla and

Cuemavaca.

Archeology of the Yucatan
and Chiapas

March 15-28, 1992

The ancient Mayan sites of Uxmal,

Tulum, Palenque and the equinox at

Chichen Itza.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

^^'R History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024

(212) 769-5700 in New York State

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

!elestial Events
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Hello from Planet Eari
by Gail S. Cleere

In the fourth century B.C., the Greek

philosopher Metrodorus wrote, "To con-

sider the Earth as the only world with life

in all of space is as absurd as to believe

that in an entire field sown with grain only

one plant will grow." We celebrate this

kind of cosmic thinking on November
16—the anniversary of the Arecibo radio

message.

Seventeen years ago, the people of the

planet Earth beamed up a three-minute

radio message about themselves to Ml 3, a

particularly rich cluster of stars in the

constellation Hercules, some 25,000 light-

years away (down near the northwestern

horizon after sunset in November). This

was done on the theory that a concentra-

tion of some 300,000 stars would increase

the chances that our signal might be de-

tected by other intelligent life. Our species

has been around for a few hundred thou-

sand years—latecomers on a cosmic scale.

We took our time getting fire sorted out;

inventing the wheel, the printing press, the

electric can opener; and finally finding the

means by which we might converse with

our cosmic neighbors. Perhaps there's

someone else out there who's been in the

business a bit longer.

The November 1974 experiment, using

the huge Arecibo radiotelescope in Puerto

Rico as a transmitter, was one of the

earth's first purposeful messages to outer

space. We sent information about the so-

lar system we live in, about the population

of the world at the time, and about the

atomic elements we're made of. One wit

suggested we might have sent the World

Series scores instead.

But sending a quick message to outer

space and spending time listening for such

messages are viewed quite differently. In

1975, when NASA proposed a search for

extraterrestrial intelligence, the program

was laughed out of the halls of Congress.

Senator William Proxmire, in one of his

best lines, argued: "It's hard enough to

find intelligent life right here in Washing-

ton!" Others agreed, claiming that hu-

mankind "represented the only intellig(

species ever to exist in our galaxy."

But scientists argued that we had I

technology already in place to do I

searching, that it didn't cost huge sums

money, and that if we never tried,

would never succeed. Senator Proxm
eventually came around. Today, seve

programs around the world are tuned ir

the great beyond. NASA is most heav

involved, with perhaps the best-kno

program, SETI (Search for Extra Ten
trial Intelligence). Harvard runs

META receiver (for Megachannel Ex
Terrestrial Assay), which covers six

four times as many charmels as its prei

cesser. Project Sentinel. In 1992, on

500th anniversary of Columbus's landi

in America, a dedicated group of scL

tists at NASA will begin a ten-year seai

for signs of extraterrestrial intelligence

ing a radio spectrum analyzer that \

tune in to 10 million radio channels sinii

taneously.

Even if we don't continue to send <

messages, the earth remains quite

"noisy" little planet, electronically spa

ing, so there's always a chance of our

ing detected by others. The Air Fore

Ballistic Missile Early Warning Syst(

and the Navy's Space Surveillance S

tem are quite powerful—probably c

cemible tens of light-years away. As p
neer radio astronomer Frank Drake put

"Peace on Earth is the biggest threat

others' hearing us." And as you know,

haven't yet learned to abide with one <

other peaceably as a species.

Definitely finding that intelligent I

exists elsewhere in our universe would

perhaps the greatest event in all of hum
history. Humankind's view of itself wou

change irrevocably and forever. So, hap;

anniversary Arecibo message—fly on si

cessfuUy.

The Planets in November
Mercury gradually becomes visible

midmonth, but just barely. Look for tl



ifiet low in the southwest just after sun-

not far from the star Antares in the

'stellation Scorpius, above which Mer-

ly passes on the 1 1th.

"enus rises nearly four hours before the

I all month and is some forty degrees

(ve the horizon by sunrise (forty-five

I
rees is halfway up to the zenith). Ve-

Iis
a whopping -4.3 magnitude this

nth, just slightly dimmer than it was in

ober. There's no need to worry about

itting
it, however. It will be the

»htest object in the predawn skies, ex-

t for the moon when it's visible.

»Iars is in conjunction with the sun this

I

nth, which means that the planet is

|l;ctly opposite the sun. Forget about

|. "bloodstained, murderous god of

r" (according to Homer) until early

I I year, when the warlord moves far

I ugh away from the solar glare for us to

i! , initially in the morning sky.

i upiter left us in July, sHpping behind

: sun as seen from the earth. This

' nth, however, Jupiter rises high enough

even city dwellers to see it in predawn

i tern skies. The giant planet is in Leo,

i ng with Venus.

>atiim is about one-third the way up the

i them sky aftef sundown. Because of

f earth's rotation, Saturn can be seen

:fting slowly to the west until mid-

; ning, when this golden, ringed beauty

f ts the heavenly stage for the evening.

Jranus and Neptune are just west of

?:um and above the handle of Sagittar-

ii' "teapot," dipping under the western

1 izon about 8:00 p.m., EST. If you've a

r'nd to hunt for these two, scan the

s' es—with an appropriate star map and a

[I r of binoculars—to the southwest just

^)ve the horizon.

Pluto is too close to the sun to be seen,

e;n with the biggest telescopes.

The Moon is full on the 21st. It was

c led the beaver or snow moon in colonial

J nerica, the moon of falling leaves by the

5)ux, and the moon when the bucks lose

t ;ir horns by the Oto. New moon occurs

on the 6th, first quarter on the 14th, and

last quarter on the 28th. On the evening of

the 12th, look for Saturn a mere two de-

grees below the waxing crescent moon.

The Leonid meteor shower will peak on

the evening of November 17-18, but this

shower of "shooting stars" is one of the

year's most unpredictable. In some years

it has failed to show up at all. In 1933, the

shower was described as "a child's spar-

kler held against the sky." In 1966, the

Leonid shower burst over the central and

western United States in the greatest me-

teoric display in recorded history, reach-

ing an estimated rate of up to 150,000

meteors per hour for a period of forty

minutes. The name, by the way, is derived

from the point in the sky where the shower

appears to emanate—the constellation

Leo. This year's shower will be best in the

hours after midnight and after moonset

(about 3:00 a.m.).

The Leonids are the stuff of Comet

Tempel-Tuttle, first seen by Ernest

Tempel in France in December 1865 and

independently discovered by Horace E

Tuttle in downtown Washington, D.C., in

January 1866. The comet has a period of

thirty-three years and was last seen in

1966. When Comet Tempel-Tuttle is in

the earth's vicinity, the Leonid shower

seems to get intense, literally, so mark the

year 1999 on your calendars. Tuttle was a

curious little man—a Navy paymaster at

the time and an inveterate comet hunter

whose astronomy logbooks are filled with

the amusing scribblings of a determined

sky watcher. Tuttle frequently signed his

name in the shapes of small comets. In his

logbook in 1 859, Tuttle wrote: "Notice!! A
comet is wanted immediately. Apply to

H. E Tuttle, E S. He must have a Tail."

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preserving the

skies for astronomy.

CROES
GELTAIDD

A Celtic Cross pendant
'dimply executed in silver or

gold.

Shov;n full size.

No. 2270 Celtic Cross
Sterling silver S38.00
r^^ ' sterling chain)

14 kt. gold S300,00
fchain not included)

Add $3.50 for handling.

Check. M/C. Visa or Amex,
Send for our unique catalog.

ithe

inquiries telephone

^ David Morgaa\
11812 Northcreek Pky. N., Suite 103, Bothell. WA 93011

Greek-Style

Dolphin Bracelet

by Mali

Sterling Bracelet - $36.

iKnIghtN.W., Albuqu

Free Catalog 1-800-447-0101

Hand Sculpted ^^^
and signed in Sterling

with Onyx $37.00

Citaln Extra

$3.00 Handling.

VISA/MC /AMEX

1-800-776-3887

NATURE'S^NG

883 Cooper Landing #125

Clierry Hill, NJ 08002

EGRET
COURTSHIP
A Graceful

Sterling Pendant

14K Gold—$460
20" chain is included

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Pond
..etSt,#103
/ille, VA 22901

Call 1-800-347-6902 for free Pogo
]
newsletter with great gift ideas.

I Books, art, t-shirts & more.
! Entertainment Art Company, 400

I
Main St, #31 2N, Stamford, CT 06901
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NATURAL HISTORY
OF COSTA RICA

February 14-28, 1992

Discover lowland jungles,

high altitude forests and
towering volcanoes within

Costa Rica's remarkable

park system. Explore witlT an

expert naturalist such diverse

::
.eregioasv a s Gah u i t a , Santa

|i|||^i^||i;ggi|:;Ovad() Nation-

iilli|r|iaiiiffi

American
Museum of
Natural

„ History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

In New York (212) 769-5700

At the American Museum

ARCHEOLOGY OF
MEXICO

Feb. 25 - March 10, 1992

Veracruz and Zapotec sites of

central Mexico. Explore

Tenochtitlan, Teotihuacan, EI

Tajin, Xochicalco, Mitla,

Monte Alban, Cholula and

Cacaxtla w||iiiiiii|pliii||
Mesoa.meri|p|(jii^^^
enjoy the colon itlf- city 'ij

American
Museum of
Natural

lyarBif History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 769-5700 in New York

Chiefly Feasts

The potlatch ceremony of the North-
west Coast Indians is the focus of

"Chiefly Feasts: The Enduring Kwakiutl

Potlatch," an exhibition now at the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History's Gal-

lery 3 through Sunday, February 23. In

conjunction with the exhibition, the Mu-
seum's Education Department is offering

a number of programs.

In the Land of the War Canoes (1914)
and Box of Treasures (1983) are among
the films that will be presented on Satur-

day, November 9. The films are free and
will be shown in the Linder Theater from
11:00 A.ivi. to4:30p.ivi.

Kwakiutl artist Kevin Cranmer will

carve ceremonial masks and explain how
they are used in Kwakiutl society. Cran-
mer will do his carving in the Northwest
Coast Indian Hall from Friday, Novem-
ber 29, through Saturday, December 7,

between 10:15 a.ivi. and 5:00 p.m.

The Wewanagila Dance Company will

reenact the legend of the hero Born-to-Be-

Head-of-the-World, as well as other sto-

ries of sea monsters, whales, eagles, sea ot-

ters, and Raven-of-the-Sea. Tickets are

$15 ($13.50 for members). Performances

will begin on Friday, November 29, and
run through Friday, December 6, in the

Kaufmann Theater. For information

about times and ticket availability, call

(212) 769-5305.

Native American Month
Ceremonial drumming and contempo-

rary jazz, bone/antler carving and com
husk doll making, storytelling and dance
will be among the presentations of Native

American traditions during November
and December Topics of lectures will in-

clude wolves in Native American lore,

ecology and the Iroquois tradition, con-

temporary Tlingit potlatch. Plains Indian

clothing and quilts, and contemporary is-

sues on the Navajo reservation. Short

films will be shown each weekend as well.

Programs are free and will take place in

the Leonhardt People Center through De-

cember 1 5. For a complete schedule, call

(212)769-5182.

Homes Apart
A man journeys to find a lost sister in

North Korea. In Homes Apart: Korea,

filmmakers J. T. Takagi and Christine

Choy portray a country in which 10 mil-

lion families have been uprooted and scat-

tered since the Korean War almost forty

years ago. This documentary will be pre-

sented on Friday, November 1, at 7:(

p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater Admissi(

is free and seating is on a first-come, fin

served basis. For information, call (21

769-5315.

Wilderness America
Since the Wilderness Act was pass(

by Congress twenty-five years ago, near

91 million acres in the United States ha

come under its protection. A collection

approximately fifty photographs showii

some of the rich biota of these preserv

will be on display in the Akeley Corrid

from Friday, November 29, through Su
day, January 19, 1992. This exhibition

sponsored by the Wilderness Society at

the Timberland Company.

Human Beginnings
Recent fossil discoveries have yieldi

nearly complete skeletons of early ma
Alan Walker, professor of cell biology ai

anatomy at the Johns Hopkins School

Medicine, and Meave Leakey, head of tl

Division of Paleontology of the Nation

Museums of Kenya, will discuss th<

work at Kenya's Turkana Basin. This pi

gram will take place on Thursday, N
vember 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Audit

rium. Tickets are $20 ($ 1 2 for member
For information, call (212) 769-5606.

Telescope Technology
Hal McAllister, of Georgia State U:

versity, will talk about telescopes that w
allow us to see 100 times more cleai

SuperiorNational Forest, Minnesota
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I n before and will pave the way for ob-

s eateries on the moon. "Revolutionizing

, ronomy from the Mountains to the

I ierts," part of the Frontiers in Astron-

c y and Astrophysics Lecture Series, will

t e place in the Planetarium Sky The-

; r on Monday, November 18, at 7:30

} Tickets are $6 ($5 for members).

Jerard Rancourt Tsonakwa, an Abe-

r ;i Indian, will relate ancient legends

i ut the night sky on Saturday, Novem-
[ 16. at 10:30 and 11:45 a.m. in the Sky
1 jater. Tickets are $8 for adults ($6 for

r mbers) and $6 for children ($4 for

I. mbers). Call (212) 769-5900 for ticket

liability and information on other

netarium programs.

3TLIGHT Tours
tluseum visitors may now take free

cial-interest tours on subjects ranging

m meteorites to dinosaurs. Highlight

rs of the Museum's collections still

ve daily from the first-floor informa-

1 desk, beginning at 10:15 a.m. For de-

s, call (212) 769-5566.

5se events take place at the American
iseum of Natural History, located on

ntral Park West at 79th Street in New
•k City. The Kaufmann and Linder

aters and the Leonhardt People Center

located in the Charles A. Dana Educa-
1 Wing. The Museum has a pay-what-

i-wish admission policy. For more in-

mation about the Museum, call (212)
J-5100.

Craig and Nadine Blacklock

American Mu.seum of Natural History

EXPLORING THE MAYA COAST
Mexico, Belize and Honduras

February 5-15, 1992

Explore the world's second
largest coral reef system, spec-

tacular ancient Mayan sites,

coastal waterways teeming with

wildlife, pristine islands and
much more. A team of

American Museum experts lead

this adventure cruise aboard the

comfortable 41 -cabin Polaris

for an unforgettable look at the

region's many treasures:

Brilliantly colored fishes and coral formations along Belize's

world-famous, 180-mile-long coral reef system.

Tulum, Mexico's dramatic ancient

Mayan site, set high on a cliff over-

looking the Caribbean Sea.

Coastal waterways and nature re-

serves with cormorants, pelicans,

magnificent frigatebirds, red-footed

boobies, egrets, ibis, several species

of monkeys and many other animals.

The picturesque Bay Islands of Hon-
duras, known as the "last paradise."

Secluded cays and reefs offering un-

paralleled wildlife viewing and snorkeling.

Optional extensions to explore the great Mayan ceremonial

centers of Tikal and
Chichen Itza are available.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

i'«22>-MH History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79tfi Street

New York, NY 10024-5192

(21 2) 769-5700 in New York State or

Toll-free (800) 462-8687
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A Matter of Taste

The Universal

Penitential Fish
A staple in northern Europe since medieval times, cooked cod

found a second home in the Catholic Mediterranean

by Raymond Sokolov

We hear a lot about the information

revolution, and I suppose it affects even

people who still write with pens or type-

writers and never run a spreadsheet or dial

up a database. I'm writing this on a com-

puter, and the convenience that word

processing offers for revision—no more

crunched pieces of paper or illegible pal-

impsests covered with corrections and

emendations—has improved the quality

of my life even if it hasn't noticeably im-

proved the end product. Even better is the

computer's ability to search almost instan-

taneously across a very large collection of

articles and records for a single word or

phrase.

For example, if I want to see everything

I've written for this magazine since 1987

on pomegranates, the computer will whiz

unerringly to each of those locations in

thousands of words of text. This may seem

like a trivial capability, but think what it

would mean for any kind of research if a

major library put its entire collection "on

line." Not long ago this would have been

unthinkable because of machine limita-

tions in memory and speed of retrieval,

but those limitations have all but evapo-

rated. And the necessity to hire human
beings to keystroke every page in the Li-

brary of Congress has also been elimi-

nated, to a major degree, by advances in

electronic scanners, machines that absorb

normal text into electronic memories so

that a computer can read them.

For anyone interested in food and cook-

ing, this development is of high interest.

As things stand now, if I want to inform

myself about the way human beings all

over the world across recorded time have

dealt with a particular ingredient, I have

to make a calculated guess about which

books to look at, and I have to be careful

about the amount of time I can spend on

the project. I am also limited by my ability

to get my hands on the books I want in a

way consistent with writing on a fresh sub-

ject every month. Even if I were able to

spend large amounts of time reading at a

major cookbook collection like that at the

New York Public Library, I would still

never be able to do a full-press search.

But when that library goes on line, I'll

be able to tap into the entire corpus of

written discussion—in virtually any book

there is—from my desk at home, dialing

the hbrary's global database and search-

ing for lemon or caraway or duke de

leche. As things stand now, I depend al-

most exclusively on an old-fashioned pri-

vate library of food books shelved in my
home. When the monthly obligation to

this magazine becomes ineluctable, I get

Dried cod

on my ladder, pull down a few doze

books that strike me as promising, and fl

through them, trolling for gold.

This month, I've actually been trollii

for fish. As we approach the holiday se

son, fish becomes holiday food for mai

Catholics. In the supermarket in Ne
Paltz, New York, that I frequent, tl

meat counter fills up with a special pelag

menagerie just before Christmas Eve-

eels, octopus—to round out the tradition

meal of seven fish or thirteen, some prin

number seems essential. (I intend to foe

on this tradition exclusively in the futui

perhaps next year, and look forward to ai

information from readers, since standa

sources ignore it, as far as I can tell.)

In Rome and Naples, the tradition

the Christmas vigil dictates big, fat, t

prepossessing eels, capitoni, caught

Ortebello and stewed with herbs. And
many places, baccala (salt cod) is obli|

tory. There seems to be no doubt th

these fish meals preserve the idea of pe:

tential food best known from Friday ai

Lenten "meager" meals, at which the
]

ous, until quite recently, abstained fro

meat and substituted fish. In Michig;,

and Ohio during the Depression, Catb

lies were permitted to count muskrat

fish for Lent and on Fridays, an indi

gence, so to speak, that has left behind

vestigial regional taste for that anim

around Toledo and Detroit's downriv

communities. (I have also seen muskrj

euphemized as marsh rabbits, for sale

historically Catholic Maryland.)

Cod is the most universal of the penite

tial fishes. In the same family as haddot

(Gadidae), Gadus morhua L. is amoi

the most influential of the food fisht

From medieval times, at least, its abu

dance in north European saU waters mac

cod a crucial source of nutrition local
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American Museum of Natural History

ANCIENT CAPITALS OF THE ORIENT
China, South Korea and Japan

June 2-17, 1992

:.:>Aiia3uiilUm

Ibba Ise

Osaka

PACIFIC
OCEAN

Come discover the ex-

quisite art and architecture

and dramatic natural

beauty of the Orient. Cruis-

ing aboard the luxurious,

44-cabin Aurora, explore

ancient cities and towns

and stunning national

parks in China, South

Korea and Japan with a

team of American

Museum and guest ex-

perts. Among our many

highlights are:

Three days exploring the extraordinary sites of Beijing, China and its environs, including the Forbidden City, the

Ming Tombs and the Great Wall.

Seoul, South Korea's magnificent capital and site of the 14th-century Kyongbok Palace and lotus pond, the

Changdok Palace and its Secret Garden, and the superb National Museum.

Yosu, along South Korea's spectacular southern coast, where General Yi defeated the Japanese in the 16th century

with his famous "turtle ships." Also visit the Chinnamgwan Pavilion and lovely Odong-do Island.

Kyongju, South Korea, one of the world's great historic sites, with its

wonderful National Museum and excavated temples, palaces, shrines and

tombs built between 57 B.C. and 935 A.D.

Matsue, Japan's enchanting city of willow-hned canals and historic houses.

Explore Daisen Oki National Park and the Izumo Taisha shrine, Japan's

oldest Shinto shrine.

Hagi, a picturesque Japanese town famous for its fine porcelains and

beautifully-preserved historic Samurai district.

Japan's colorful Itsukushima Shrine, which appears to float on the water

during high tide, on the beautiful island of Miyajima.

The world-famous Inland Sea of Japan, with picturesque fishing villages

and hundreds of pine-clad islets.

Two days in Kyoto, an architectural treasure trove with hundreds of temples

and shrines symbolizing the beauty and grace of ancient Japan.

Ise Shima National Park, where the two most venerated Shinto shrines are

located, and Mikimoto Kikichi's pearl culture farm on Pearl Island.

For further information contact:

American
Museum of
Natural

i>ffis'i« History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79tli SL

New York, NY 10024-5192

Toll-free (800) 462-8687

or in NYS (212) 769-5700



ARCHEOLOGY OF
THE YUCATAN AND
CHIAPAS, MEXICO

(Equinox at Chicheii Itza)

March 15-28, 1992

Experience the equinox at

Chichen Itza, when tiie set-

ting sun casts a shadow of the

"feathered serpent" descend-

ing tiie steps of the giant

pyramid. Join an expert in

Maya culture and explore the

magnificent ceremonial
,;;

centers of Uxmal. Palenqueii

;iuid::Ti|kini. Ejijo}' :|]^e<5;|M

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212)769-5700

TAHIT
THE REAL SOUTH SEAJ^

A PLACE LESS - ':k|

TRAVELED

Discover the isles ot Holvnesian m\lh())uLi\-

the Tuamotu atolls Societj Islands and the

remote Marquesas Let us show \ou

vshat captnated the hearts ol Gauguin

Mii-hener and Captain Cook.

Call Toll Free: 800-828-6877 - or Write Today

I Want to Discover the "Real South Seas"

Please send my tree Tahiti Vacation Planner.

Please send my Tahiti Video. Enclosed is a check for $6.95

to cover postage and handling.

iJl Ted CookTours usm* isMILLION
^d Islands in the SUA consUmcr PKOTccndH

760 West 16th Street, Suite L, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Co-sponsored by the Tahiti Tourist Board

and an important commodity in an an-

cient commerce with the south. After Co-

lumbus, the even greater abundance of

cod in the western North Atlantic, espe-

cially off Newfoundland, may have been a

major impetus to settlement on what be-

came the eastern coasts of Canada and the

United States.

Cod can get quite large, up to almost

ninety pounds; we call small ones scrod. In

any size, it is a fine fish eaten fresh and

cooked in all the usual ways. In the days

before refrigeration, Norwegians and

Britons, and no doubt other cod-eating

peoples, kept cod fresh for market in spe-

cial boxes. There is a debate about the

benefit of this.

Some fishermen and other fanatics say

that cod is better when it isn't absolutely

fresh. Alan Davidson, the leading ich-

thyophage of all time, describes in North

Atlantic Seafood (Viking, 1980) how he

watched a Norwegian scientist as he took

a live eight-pound cod from a tank in a

Bergen market, had it cleaned and bled,

let it rest for an hour, and then cut it into

y4-inch steaks. He let the steaks stand un-

der cold running water for a few more

hours, then set them in boiling salt water

(3 percent saline, Uke the sea). Once the

water returned to the boil, he removed the

pot from the heat and left the steaks to

cook for five or six minutes. They emerged
"snow-white, tender and delicious." The
professor served them with "floury"

boiled potatoes and melted butter, noth-

ing else, except a bit of lettuce afterward,

so as not to obscure the fish's subtle flavor.

He told Davidson he would have prefenj

cooking the cod in whey if he'd had a

since then it would have been even whi^

and firmer.

Aficionados of fresh cod also batten

the roe, the cheeks, and the tongues (ret

the throat muscles), which Davidson s;

are baked in white sauce in Bergen;

Iceland, where you should ask for them

gellur, they are poached, either fresh

salted.

Fresh cod, for reasons of technologi

history, is a north European dish. Dav

son, in his minidatabase of recipes, c

centrales on delicacies of Scandina

(Danish fruit soup with cod) and BritJ

France, the southernmost source, conti

utes cabillaud aux fines herbes.

France is actually the transition pc

between fresh cod and preserved cod. 1

language shows it. Cabillaud is fresh c

morue is salt cod, and merluche is dr

cod, or stockfish. In the south of Fran

the salt and dried versions predomin

and form a totally assimilated north'

presence in local cuisines. The innun:

able recipes testify to the longevity of

preserved cod trade with the north. Sp
iards, ItaUans, and Portuguese all t(

preserved (especially salt) cod to he

with perhaps even greater enthusia

than the French. Even though they 1

fresh fish from their own shores, religi'

obligations compelled them to eat

much fish in the course of the year ths

healthy supplement of long-keeping (

from the teeming schools of the north

'

necessary. And the colonizing Medite;

Old-fashioned Salt Cod Cakes

(Slightly adapted from Jasper White 's Cookingfrom New England,

Harper and Row, 1989)

/ pound boneless salt cod, soaked
overnight

2 pounds russet or Maine potatoes,

peeled and cut in half
Vi small onion, finely chopped ('A cup)

tablespoons unsalted butter

teaspoon Coleman's dry mustard
Worcestershire sauce

3 egg yolks

Black pepper

Flourfor dusting

'A pound slab bacon cut in strips, 'A- to

Vs-inch thick

Parsley

Lemon wedges

1

.

Remove the cod from soaking liquid,

place in a flat pot, and cover with cold

water. Bring to a simmer. Simmer for

five minutes and remove. Drain well.

Break cod into flakes and keep warm.
2. Boil the potatoes in salted water until

done (about 30 minutes). Drain tha

oughly in a colander. It is important fi

the potatoes to be as dry as possibl

Cook the onion in the butter until lim

3. Puree or mash the potatoes while sti

warm. Add the melted butter and o

ion, flaked fish, dry mustard, and a fe'

dashes of Worcestershire sauce. Ac
the egg and egg yolks. Mix thorough'

with a fork. Season with pepper. For;

into small cakes and chill in the refri.

erator. This may all be done as much i

4 hours in advance.

4. When ready to serve, dust the fis

cakes with flour. Pan fry the bacc

until browned but not too crisp; r

move from pan and keep warm. In tl

same pan, fry the fish cakes in tl

bacon fat, about 2 minutes on eac

side. Serve with the small slices of bi

con, parsley, and lemon wedges.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings
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"an countries spread this easily trans-

Srtable protein source to their outposts in

'

e Caribbean, South America, Asia, and

frica.

'

Today, the Spanish Caribbean is a rich

urce of recipes for bacalao. Bacalhau is

staple of Brazilian cooking and also

'ms up in Macao. In this country, salt

'id did not last as a major food, probably

;cause new immigrants from England

;ren't used to it and could get by without

Codfish balls, however, survive as a

gional oddity in New England. In our

Eidwest, die-hard sons and daughters of

:andinavia have made a special form of

ied cod the emblem of their ethnicity.

itefisk is cod processed with lye. It has a

rang odor and a memorable flavor, shall

'i say. Plain air-dried cod, or stockfish

Italian estocafisso), has fared well out-

ie its home base in Scandinavia.
' Stockfish, hard as wood, is the epony-
' ous ingredient in the most typical dish of

'

ice, estocaficada. In his classic Cuisine

^'Nice (Penguin, 1991), Jacques Mede-
' n recommends that stockfish be soaked

' r eight days before it gets cooked in the

'ew it gives its name to. By legend, an

ipatient old fisherman in the area used

pulverize it with a hammer on a rock.

' fter cooking it with garlic, oil, and chil-

's, he would then smear it on bread,

trong stuff.

Most of the dried cod cooked around

le world is salt cod. You can often find it

' American supermarkets, but many peo-

' e avoid cooking it, because they think it

'ill be aggressively salty or they don't

ant to bother with the preliminary soak-

' g that's necessary to purge most of the

ih and rehydrate the fish and make it

onderful.

The intricate method of soaking cod,

hich Madame Saint-Ange prescribed in

sr bible of French bourgeois cuisine,

' )unds like a nightmare of rinsings and

I

ireful treatment. I've found that just

^
utting the stuff in a couple of changes of

:M water to soak for twelve hours or so

ill do the job. And then you have a sort of

assport to a database of recipes from all

iver, from the rich, oily puree called

\randade (from an old French verb mean-

ig to agitate, because of the hand mixing

ecessary before food processors) to the

elicate fritters you get on the beach in

uerto Rico. Unless you absolutely won't

ry at home, these bacalaitos are now a

nap to make. There is a commercial mix

n the market. Just add water and drop in

ot fat. No soaking at all.

laymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ial interests are the history andprepara-

ion offood.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

(in the wake of the great)-

WHALES
GRUISIN(i THE BAJA PENINSULA FEP.RUARY 2~-^^ V)')2

Aboard the 39-cabin M.V. Sea Lion with

American Museum Lectures and friends...

Experience with a team of Museum experts the spectacular marine

and desert wilderness of the Baja Peninsula: whales, sea birds, manta

rays, sea lions, tropical fish, enormous cacti, rare plants and flowers.

'>0t Encounter the great whales

up-close during peak season for

their courting and breeding.

>#• Explore desert islands inhabited

by blue-footed boobies, magnificent

frigatebirds, ospreys, and thousands

of other sea birds.

Enjoy this comfortable cruise

and land program led by a team of

Museum experts eager to share their

insights and enthusiasm for the

splendid animal and plant life of

the Baja Peninsula.

i^^HHvi^ yyi\ >

Hitm^
PACIFIC OCEAN

Cabo San Lucas Goria f

For further information write;

American Museum of Natural History

Discovery Cruises

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024-5192.

ToU-free (800) 462-8687 or

in New York State (212) 769-5700.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Cruises
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A Hard Act to Follow
Classical mythology tells of a "king of

the serpents" known as the basilisk (from

the Greek basileus, "king"), endowed

with a crownlike crest on its head. This

magical creature was described by the

Roman naturalist Pliny: "He does not

creep on the ground, like other serpents,

but advances lofty and upright. He kills

the shrubs, not only by contact, but by

breathing on them, and splits the rocks,

such power of evil is there in him."

When several species of crested lizards

that can run bipedally were discovered in

South America in the eighteenth century,

zoologists named the genus Basiliscus,

after the fabulous royal reptile. Travelers,

amazed by the basilisk's ability to run on

water, nicknamed it the Jesus Christ

lizard.

Omnivores that feed on small animals

and plants, basilisks live in the tropical

rain forests of southern Mexico, Central

America, and northern South America.

These two-foot-long lizards, with their

specially adapted feet, are able to run

across streams and ponds at such high

speeds that they barely break the surface

film—an act no predator (except birds)

can follow.

Basilisks have special membranes that

are normally curled around their toes

when they travel on land. However, these

flaps of skin unfurl on water and act like

snowshoes to retard sinking. Since the

lizards move rapidly, producing a close-up

like this one is difficult, if not impossible,

in the wild, so naturalist-photographer

Stephen Dalton set up an artificial pond

about twelve feet long in his studio in

Sussex, England. When it sprinted across

the water's surface, the basilisk broke a

beam of light, tripped a photoelectric

shutter, and took its own picture.

—

R. M.

Photograph by

Stephen Dalton

.
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Send Ear FREE dolphins poster and catalog.

I4i Blackberry Inn H 'Mbaverville, NC Z8787

HOLBROOK'S TRAVELWORLD
Amazon Cruises & Land Tours

Australia & New Zealand
Africa's Wildlife, Kenya & Tanzania

Botswana Zimbabwe • Belize

Costa Rica Birding, River Rafting,

small groups & individual travel

Chile & Easter Island • Galapagos & Ecuador

Galapagos & Cuzco • Machu Picchu

Patagonia & Iguassu Falls

Unique Deluxe Renaissance Cruise for

130 passengers to remote areas

Information 904-377-7111 • Reservations 800-451-7111

HOLBROOK TRAVEL, INC.
We Offer You The World

3540 N.W. 13 Su-eet • Gainesville. FL 32609

Pierced Earrings $24.00 Pendant $37.00
Solid Silver 98 5"i

GALAXI TRADING I -800-736-7614

Authors

Bom in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1926,

Ian Rowley (page 44) moved to Austra-

lia in 1949 and has spent much of his

time since then studying the fauna of his

adopted country. After earning a degree

in agriculture from Melbourne Univer-

sity, he joined the Wildlife Survey Sec-

tion of the Commonwealth Scientific

and Industrial Research Organization

and recently retired as a senior principal

research scientist of that organization.

In addition to his long-term work with

galahs and Major Mitchell cockatoos,

Rowley conducted field research for sev-

enteen years on Australian fairy wrens

and plans to publish a book about th

group of birds. His work with gene;

tions of color-banded birds stems fro

his interest in "how animals interact wil

each other as individuals." Birds,

adds, "happen to be easy to see." Mo
information on the avifauna of Austral

can be found in Rowley's books Bi,

Life (Sydney: ColUns, 1975) anl

Behavioural Ecology of Galahs (Syi

ney: Surrey, Beattey, 1991). The class!

compendium of parrots, including cocl

atoos, is Joseph M. Forshaw's Parrots i

the World, 3d rev. ed. (Londoi

Blandford Press, 1989).

Freezing the movements of an animal

that can run across the surface of water

presents no difficulties for Stephen Dal-

ton (page 92), who photographed this

month's "Natural Moment." A native of

England, Dalton works in rural Sussex,

where he lives with his wife and four

children. He uses an old bam for studio

setups and also goes out into the sur-

rounding countryside to create portraits

of the living communities found in the

lakes and woods. Dalton's work has been

honored with the Hood Medal of the

Royal Photographic Society, the Nikon

Award, the Farrand Award, and the S

Peter Kent Conservation Book Prize ft

his volume At Water's Edge [1989). Th

latest of his many books of wildlife phi

tography is Vanishing Paradise: Th

Tropical Rain Forest (New York: Cei

tury Hutchinson, 1990). For the shot c

the mnning basilisk, he used a Hasse

blad with a 150mm lens, set at a shutte

speed of 1 /500 of a second. When the li;

ard broke a photoelectric beam, it trij

gered not only the shutter but also elei

tronic strobes, which illuminated it fc

1/10,000 of a second.
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Fleshing out Gigantopithecus, the

rgest primate that ever roamed the

rth, is an obsession with paleoanthro-

)logist Russell L. Ciochon (page 54),

ho will lead a second expedition to

ietnam's Lang Trang caves this Febru-

y in hopes of finding new fossils of the

eature. Ciochon (shown here, at right,

ith Chinese paleoanthropologist Xie

uangmao) and archeologist John

Isen have also been invited to pursue

le search with Chinese scientists at ex-

ivations in Sichuan Province. An asso-

ate professor of anthropology at the

diversity of Iowa, Ciochon has previ-

jsly reported for Natural History on

irly fossil primates in Burma (October

985) and on the ruins of Angkor, Cam-
odia's ancient capital (January 1990).

le is currently collaborating with John

leagle on The Human Evolution

ourcebook, to be published by Prentice

[all in 1992. For further reading about

le "ape that was," he recommends

Geomorphology to Paleoecology: Gi-

antopithecus Reappraised," by Tim D.

V'hite {Journal of Human Evolution,

ol. 4, May 1975, pp. 231-33), and

)ther Origins: The Searchfor the Giant

\pe in Human Prehistory, by Russell

Ciochon, John Olsen, and Jamie James

New York: Bantam Books, 1990; Lon-

on: Gollancz, 1991). Ciochon will lec-

ure on Gigantopithecus at the Ameri-

an Museum on January 30, 1992.
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Carolyn M. King (page 34) was

brought up on a farm in Kent, England,

and first became interested in weasels

(which she fondly calls "hair-trigger

mousetraps with teeth") in 1967 as a

graduate student at Oxford. The univer-

sity owned a wooded estate, and King de-

cided its weasels held "instant appeal"

as the subject of her thesis. It took sev-

eral years of determination and persis-

tence to finally penetrate the weasel's

world, winning her a doctorate in animal

ecology in 1971. Shortly thereafter, she

moved to New Zealand, where she con-

tinued her research and in 1983 was ap-

pointed scientific editor at the Royal So-

ciety of New Zealand. In addition to her

forty scientific papers on weasels and

stoats, she is the author of Immigrant

Killers (Auckland; Oxford University

Press, 1984) and The Natural History

of Weasels and Stoats (London: Chris-

topher Helm, 1989). Recently, she

edited the Handbook of New Zealand

Mammals (Auckland: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 1 990). King lives in Havelock

North, Hawke's Bay, with her husband

and fourteen-year-old son; her main in-

terest outside natural history is contem-

porary theology. For further reading on

weasels, she recommends Sleek and

Savage, by Delphine Haley (Seattle: Pa-

cific Search Press, 1975), and "The

Graceful and Rapacious Weasel," by E.

Raymond Hall {Natural History, No-

vember 1974).

Now recognized as a major topic of

Maya inscriptions, conquest warfare is

one of the many facets of that civiliza-

tion studied by Linda Scheie (page 6).

The pivotal conflict between Tikal and

Uaxactun was first brought to her atten-

tion by archeologist Peter Mathews.

Scheie is John D. Murchison Professor

of Art at the University of Texas, Austin.

Among her publications are The Blood

of Kings: Dynasty and Ritual in Maya
Art, coauthored with Mary Ellen Miller

(Fort Worth: Kimbell Art Museum, and

New York: William Morrow and Co.,

1986), and A Forest of Kings: The Un-

told Story of the Ancient Maya, coau-

thored with David Freidel (New York:

William Morrow and Co., 1990). For ad-

ditional reading she also recommends

The Maya, by Michael D. Coe (London:

Thames and Hudson, 1987).

When first asked to look over the

sunken battleship Arizona, Daniel J.

Lenihan (page 64) was taken with the

challenge of mapping something in

murky water that was three times the

size of the Statue of Liberty. Based in

Santa Fe, Lenihan is chief of the Na-

tional Park Service's team of underwa-

ter archeologists, known as the Sub-

merged Cultural Resources Unit. As
part of continued research in Pearl Har-

bor, he hopes to locate the Japanese

midget submarine that was sunk before

the air raid began. Recently, he also

completed a survey of various ships that

were sunk at Bikini during the atom

bomb tests of 1946, including the

Nagato, the flagship of the Japanese

Navy during the attack on Pearl Harbor.

For additional reading, he suggests the

following publications (all available

from the USS Arizona Memorial Mu-
seum Association, 1 Arizona Memorial

Place, Honolulu, Hawaii 96818): At

Dawn We Slept, by Gordon W. Prange

(New York: Penguin Books, 1982), East

Wind Rain, by Stan B. Cohen (Mis-

soula: Pictorial Histories Publishing

Company, 1981), Hawaii Under the

Rising Sun, by John J. Stephen (Hono-

lulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1984),

and Submerged Cultural Resources

Study: USS Arizona Memorial and

Pearl Harbor National Landmark,

edited by Daniel J. Lenihan (Santa Fe:

U. S. Department of the Interior, 1989).
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Nature's Infinite Booi

Pearl Harbor and the

Emperor's Physiologist^
Our ability tofeel comfortable in hot climates depends

on where we spent thefirstfewyears ofchildhood

by Jared Diamond

Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor fifty

years ago illustrates dramatically, in the

political sphere, how conditions during a

brief but critical time span can launch

irreversible developments. Two hours of

bombing forged an American determina-

tion for war that several previous years of

distant events had not produced. If our

fleet had been placed on top alert as soon

as our radar and the destroyer SS Ward
had detected the oncoming attack, our

battleships might have suffered much less

damage. In that case they might have

thwarted Japan's invasion of the Philip-

pines and Indonesia, and the Pacific war

would have ended quickly. If, on the other

hand, the Japanese attackers had de-

stroyed our aircraft carriers, docks, and

fuel tanks, along with our battleships, we
would have been unable to defend New
Guinea or Guadalcanal. Japan's position

might then have proved impregnable, de-

spite our much greater industrial output.

Thus, the Pearl Harbor attack virtually

insured that there would be a Pacific war,

that it would be a long one, and that Japan

would ultimately lose it.

Biologists, too, have come to appreciate

that exposure to certain stimuli during a

sensitive time span may create irreversible

effects. Critical-period programming, as it

is termed in biology, forms an intriguing

middle ground between two better-known

extremes: irreversible genetic program-

ming of our bodies and repeated, revers-

ible programming throughout life. This

month's fiftieth anniversary of the attack

on Pearl Harbor provides a good occasion

for consideration of critical-period pro-

gramming, because Imperial Japa

physiologists contributed decisive insigl

to that field of science during the course

'

Japan's overseas expansion leading

Pearl Harbor.

The example that I'll discuss involve

phenomenon familiar to all of us fn

experience: our individually varying tol

ance of heat and cold. If you observe yc

friends on a cold winter day, you'll not

that some are shivering, while others, sii

larly dressed, appear comfortable. Si

differences between husband and wife

notorious for provoking "battles of

bedroom" over how hot to set the then

Stat or whether to open the windows,

summer you can see how people diffei i

their tolerance of heat. Among a grouf

your friends, some will be wilting, wf

others are comfortable; some will

drenched in sweat, while others

scarcely sweating at all.

These individual differences began

impress Japanese physiologists in i

early twentieth century. Until Comr
dore Perry "opened" Japan in 1853, i

Japanese, a remarkably homogenei

people, were confined to the modest rar

'

of climate in their home islands. W
Japan's acquisition of tropical Taiw;

(1895), the tropical Marianas and Ca
line Islands (1914), and cold Manchu
(from 1905 onward), the Japanese

came exposed to a much wider range

climates and peoples. Japanese civil)

study of climatic physiology was p

neered by Yas Kuno, a great physiolog

who did research at the Medical Colle^

of Manchuria from 191 1 to 1935 and th

2 Natural History 12/91
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worked in Japan itself. Japanese opportu-

nities and motivation for study peaked af-

ter Pearl Harbor; as millions of Japanese

went overseas to hot or cold battlegrounds,

Japanese military research groups did ex-

tensive studies of soldiers, prisoners, and

civilians. While this wartime burst of re-

search collapsed cataclysmically within a

few years, Japan's academic tradition of

climatic physiology resumed after the

war. Some of the resultant knowledge

helps us to understand racial differences

in human physiology, but much of it

proves applicable to all humans; it just

happens that the subjects being studied

were predominantly Japanese.

Especially illuminating was the re-

search of Kuno and his students and col-

leagues on how our ability to sweat adapts

to hot climates. As background, recall

that we humans, perhaps because of our

sparse body hair, are much better en-

dowed with sweat glands than are most

other mammals. These glands serve sev-

eral functions. Glands on our palms and

soles keep those surfaces moist, thereby

improving our grip and our sense of touch.

Glands in our armpits broadcast odors as

sexual signals after we reach puberty.

Many mammals broadcast such odors

from the area around the genitalia and

anus, which are positioned at the same

height above the ground as a quadruped's

nose. One may speculate that when hu-

man upright posture raised our nose high

above our genitals, secretion of advertis-

ing odors shifted to the armpits so as to be

close to nose height. Japanese physiolo-

gists reported that the capacity for armpit

sweating correlates racially with the pro-

fusion of armpit hair: ample in Russians,

reduced in Japanese, and least in Chinese.

Apart from the glands in our palms,

soles, and armpits, sweat glands distrib-

uted over the rest of our body serve to keep

us cool by the same principle employed in

refrigerators: evaporation of a liquid

(Freon in refrigerators, water in our sweat

glands) carries away heat. For example,

evaporation of a pint of sweat lowers the

body temperature of a 140-pound person

by about 10° F In the course of an eight-

hour work shift, Japanese factory workers

in the summer lost up to twenty-four

pounds by sweating, while soldiers doing

heavy work in the tropics sweated at a rate

of up to one gallon per hour. They thereby

maintained a constant body temperature,

despite the heat influx from the surround-

ing air plus the heat produced by their

own hard-working bodies.

When I visited Finland many years ago,

the human body's capacity to cool itself by

sweating was illustrated for me by a vivid

demonstration that Finns loved to inflict

on visitors. I was taken into a sauna, whi

is really nothing more than a heated, i

room with a bucket of water and a ladle

the floor. My friends raised the tempe

ture to 260° F (nearly 50° F above b(

ing). They professed to love those con

tions—I found them bearable, thou

uncomfortable—but we all sweated p
fusely and thereby maintained body te

perature and survived. To prove that i

thermometer wasn't lying, my friei

cracked an egg on the floor. The e

quickly cooked, because it lacked sw(

glands. When more people entered t

sauna and it began to feel crowded, son

one shouted, "Enemman Idyly!" (mc

steam) and threw a ladleful of water oi

the floor. The room quickly became I

mid, preventing our sweat from evi

orating. As our temperatures rose, the li

hardy souls (including me) staggered c

of the room, leaving the toughest fanat;

to enjoy the sauna by themselves.

If you leave a cold climate for a tropi(

vacation, you can satisfy yourself tl

your capacity to sweat adapts to the m
conditions over the course of a few days

weeks. For a given test exposure to he

people who have acclimatized themseh

to the heat produce more sweat and bej

to sweat sooner than those who have i

had that time. As one example, expe

enced workers in hot mines produce alx

three times as much sweat per work sb

as do beginning miners. The earlier on

of sweating is due to greater excitability

the brain's nerve centers controUi

sweating, while the higher sweat rate

volves adaptation by our sweat glar

themselves. Still another physiological

;

aptation to hot weather is vasodilatatii

or dilated blood vessels, which increa

blood flow through the skin and permits

to radiate more heat by that route,

these adaptations reverse themseh

shortly after a return from a warm tc

cold climate.

In addition to these reversible

sponses, Japanese physiologists also i

ticed seemingly fixed differences betwe

tropical natives and temperate-zone vi

tors to the tropics. You too can convin

yourself of those differences by comp;

ing yourself with the natives, even at t

end of a long vacation that you've spent

the tropics. In moderately hot weath

natives remain dry, while we visitors swe

profusely, so that our skin and clothes a

constantly drenched. During my fiel

work in hot Indonesia, I am always si

prised when my Indonesian colleagues i

main comfortable in their long troust

and shirts, while I'm shirtless and in shoi

but still dripping wet. A few years befc

Pearl Harbor, Japanese physiologis
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quantified this familiar experience by

comparing responses of Philippine natives

and Japanese settlers in the Philippines.

Subjects from each group were tested

with one leg immersed in a tub of hot

water. When the water temperature was

1
14° F, the sweat responses of Japanese

and native Philippine subjects were simi-

lar. But when the water temperature was

lowered to between 1 1
0° F and 1 1

2° F,

Philippine subjects showed no sweat re-

flex, although the Japanese subjects

sweated as profusely as before.

In eff'ect, tropical natives are more tol-

erant of heat than are some temperate-

zone visitors and require a stronger stimu-

lus before they need to begin sweating.

This may sound paradoxical, since 1 just

explained that newly arrived visitors also

require a stronger stimulus than do heat-

acclimatized visitors. The resolution of

this paradox probably involves other ad-

aptations of tropical natives for reducing

heat influx or tolerating heat loads and

thereby not having to live drenched in

sweat.

Measurement of sweat's salt concentra-

tion revealed a further advantage of tropi-

cal natives. While all the cooling power of

sweat arises from its water content, sweat

also has to contain salt, because our sweat

glands have no mechanism for secreting

water itself. Instead, in the first stage of

sweating, the glands secrete salt, which

pulls water along by osmosis; in the second

stage, the glands resorb some of the se-

creted salt. Salt resorption is much more

complete in Taiwanese, Thais, and Filipi-

nos than in Japanese—perhaps because

tropical natives produce more of the adre-

nal hormone aldosterone, which regulates

salt resorption. That adaptation is a big

plus for them because it minimizes the

risk of collapsing from salt loss during

profuse sweating.

While tropical natives are harder to pro-

voke into sweating, they can sweat more

profusely when conditions demand it. It

turns out that this is simply because they

have a greater number of functional sweat

glands. To count the number of glands,

cover a small area of your skin with col-

ored oil, then provoke yourself into vigor-

ous sweating (for example, by drinking a

big cup of hot tea). The mouth of the pore

where each gland opens onto the skin's

surface can then be located under a micro-

scope by the gleaming white sweat droplet

pushed up under the oil. Mapping out

your functional glands in this way, you'll

find yourself able to spot the same glands

at the same location from day to day.

Extrapolating from a small area of skin to

the whole body surface, Japanese physi-

ologists calculated the following average

values for total number of functional

sweat glands per person: 1.4 million for

the Ainu people of cold Hokkaido Island;

1.9 million for Russians; 2.1 million for

Japanese; but 2.4 to 2.8 million for the

peoples of tropical Thailand, Taiwan, and

the Philippines. Hence, a major reason

that tropical natives can remain comfort-

able under hot conditions is that they have

more functional sweat glands and can cool

down faster.

It's tempting to assume that the differ-

ences in sweat gland numbers between

Japanese and tropical peoples are genetic

and arose through natural selection. One
can easily imagine how, in the tropics,

people born with the most sweat glands

would be less prone to heat stroke, would

feel less wiped-out much of the time, and

so would have more energy to rear babies

and pass on their genes. In accord with

this view of genetic determination of

sweat gland numbers, Japanese immi-

grants who have lived in the tropics as

adults for decades still have fewer func-

tional sweat glands than do tropical na-

tives.

But a beautiful set of observations by

Japanese physiologists exploded this ap-

pealing interpretation. Especially during

the years between the world wars, there

was much flow of emigrants and re-immi-

grants between the Japanese homeland

and the Asian and Pacific tropics. Japa-

nese settlers emigrated to the tropics at

various ages, gave birth to children in the

tropics, and some of those children re-

turned to Japan at various ages. The
physiologists found that the number of

functional sweat glands in tropical-bom

Japanese rivaled the high numbers in

tropical natives! Conversely, Japan-bom

Japanese who emigrated to the tropics as

children and remained there for decades

retained the low sweat gland count of life-

long residents of Japan. Evidently, our

number of functional sweat glands is not

immutably fixed by our genes but is in-

stead fixed by the climatic conditions that

we experience very early in life.

The explanation for this remarkable re-

sult emerged from heroic studies carried

out by the physiologists Korehiro Ogata

and Aikoh Kawahata in the years just

before Pearl Harbor. Ogata sat for an

hour in a hot chamber at 11 3° F until his

sweat was flowing profusely onto the floor.

He then used a microscope to measure the

number of functional sweat glands in a

small area of his skin (by counting the

gleaming sweat droplets under the colored

oil). Finally, he cut off" that piece of his

skin, fixed it for histological examination,

and counted up the actual number of

sweat glands. He found that the actual

number of glands exceeded the number
functional ones producing sweat drople!

That is, many of his sweat glands nev

saw action, even though they were iden

cal in appearance to the functional glanc

Other studies had shown that swe

glands begin to form in the human fetus

about the fourth or fifth month of gest

tion. At about seven months of gestatio

the glands can already be stimulated in

secreting by injecting a suitable dm
However, infants cannot yet sweat in r

sponse to heat (as opposed to drug inje

tions) on the day of their birth. Instead,

takes from two to eighteen days for mo
babies to start to develop a sweat refle

Kawahata therefore exposed Japanese b

bies and adults of various ages to he;

counted the number of functional swe

glands in 60 to 100 areas of skin distri

uted over the whole body, and added i

each person's total number of function

sweat glands. That number gradually i

creased up to the age of two or three yea

and then remained constant throuj

adulthood.

Putting these and other studies 1

gether, we arrive at the following formul

tion. All of us are bom with roughly t

same actual number of sweat glands, no

of which respond to heat at birth. Th

response depends on nerve reflex(

through which a center in the brain i

ceives sensory information about heat ai

then uses that information to send c

signals on motor nerves controlling t

sweat glands. Those reflex arcs becor

functional through use resulting from i

perience of hot conditions—but only di

ing the first few years of life. The hoti

the conditions under which we grow i

the greater the number of our sv/t

glands that get programmed to functi(

By age two or three, the programming

as complete as it ever will be. If we gn

up in a hot climate, most of our glan

become activated, and for the rest of o

lives we'll be able to stay comfortable

hot weather by sweating profusely. If ^

grow up in a cold climate, our body so

decides that that's what it will be like un

we die, and barely more than half o

glands become programmed.

In the jargon of modem biology, swe

gland function is fixed irreversibly by cr

ical-period programming—that is, by co

ditions prevailing at a certain critical a^

usually early in life. Well-known exampl

of this phenomenon abound in the field

animal behavior. For example, the gre

ethologist Konrad Lorenz got goslings

follow him around as if he were tht

mother, because goslings are bom with

mental program telling them to follow tl

large moving object that they see within
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hort critical period after they hatch. Nor-

lally that object is their mother, but gos-

ngs can become programmed to follow

lonrad Lorenz or another large moving

bject if it appears first.

Critical-period programming has been

ientified for many other human traits

esides sweat gland function. Neurophysi-

logical examples include our ability to

;e and speak. People born with a mechan-

:al impediment to sight that can be cor-

seted surgically cannot learn to interpret

le normal range of visual information if

le correction is postponed until after a

irtain point in childhood. Again, people

eprived of the opportunity to learn lan-

uage in childhood—like the famous wolf

oy of Aveyron—do not master language

exposed to it late. Those of us who do

:am to speak generally acquire much bet-

;r pronunciation in a language that we
;am as young children than in a language

lat we first study as adults. Evidently,

ur neural pathways for handling visual or

nguistic information become pro-

rammed early. A corresponding behav-

)ral example is the molding of our sexual

reference: as children we form uncon-

;ious search images, modeled on the peo-

le we then see around us, that will influ-

(ice which potential sex partners are most

[tractive to us as adults.

Thus, our bodies respond to our environ-

lent or life style with several possible

^vels of flexibility. Most flexible are body

;atures that we can change any number
F times as adults—such as our muscle

rength, which waxes and wanes with ex-

rcise. Least flexible are genetically fixed

j

ttributes, such as eye color, which we not

ttly cannot change ourselves but also pass

n unchanged to our off"spring. For such

iherited traits, a rut from which we can

ever swerve is selected for us at the mo-

lent of conception.

Critical-period programming offers an

itermediate level of flexibility. We end

p in a rut, yet that rut isn't selected for us

I

ntil after conception. Hence our rut can

j

e matched to current conditions around

I

s—unlike the case for an inherited trait,

I'hich is matched only to average condi-

jons faced by our ancestors over many
jenerations of natural selection. If we
jiove later in life to a diff"erent environ-

iient, we ourselves can't change. But at

jiast our children will be as well

i

dapted—in pronunciation, sweating abil-

ity, and some other respects—as children

/hose ancestors have resided there for

nany generations.

!ared Diamond studies physiology and
volutionary biology at UCLA Medical
school and works in the hot tropics.
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This View of Lifi

The Smoking Gun ofEugenics
Should we—can we—take a kindly view toward a hero'sfaults?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Do Baptist preachers cause public

drunkenness? I raise this unlikely inquiry

because an old and famous tabulation

clearly shows a strong positive correlation

between the number of preachers and the

frequency of arrests for inebriation during

the second half of the nineteenth century

in America.

You don't a need Ph.D. in logic to spot

the fallacy in my first sentence. Correla-

tion is not causality. The undeniable asso-

ciation of preachers and drunks might

mean that hellfire inspires imbibing, but it

could also, and more reasonably, suggest

that a rise in public drinking promotes the

hiring of more preachers. As another pos-

sibility—almost surely correct in this par-

ticular case—preaching and drinking

may have no causal relationship, and their

simultaneous increase may only reflect a

common link to a third, truly determining

factor. The steady rise of the American

population during the late nineteenth cen-

tury promoted an increase in thousands of

phenomena linked to total numbers but

otherwise unrelated—arrests for drinking

and hiring of clergy, for example. This tale

has long served as the standard textbook

example for illustrating the diff'erence be-

tween correlation and causality.

But good principles can also be used to

buttress bad arguments. I have often

stated in this forum that only great think-

ers are allowed to fail greatly—meaning

that their errors, although large in scope

and import, are invariably rich and in-

structive rather than petty and merely

embarrassing. This essay treats the two

greatest errors of the twentieth-century

patron saint in my profession of evolution-

ary biology.

Most general readers may not know the

name of Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher

(1890-1962), for he wrote nothing for

nonprofessional consumption, and the

highly mathematical character of his

technical work bars access to many full-

time naturalists as well. But no scientist is

more important as a founder of modem
evolutionary theory, particularly for his

successful integration of Mendelian ge-

netics with Darwinian natural selection.

Fisher's 1930 book, TheGenetical Theory

of Natural Selection, is the keystone for

the architecture of modem Darwinism.

Fisher built with mathematics, and most

biologists will say (although I would dis-

agree in important respects) that the field

he founded—population genetics—is the

centerpiece of evolutionary theory. Fisher

was also one of the world's most distin-

guished statisticians; he invented a tech-

nique called the analysis of variance

—

now about as central to statistics as the

alphabet is to orthography. In short,

Fisher is the Babe Ruth of statistics and

evolutionary theory.

But the Babe also stmck out a lot, and

Fisher made some major-league errors.

Most of my colleagues know about the two

key mistakes that I will analyze in this

essay, but they just aren't discussed in

poUte, professional company. One is dis-

missed as an inconsequential foible of

Fisher's old age, while the other is by-

passed in silence, although it occupies

more than one-third of Fisher's most im-

portant 1930 book.

During the last half dozen years of his

life, Fisher spent considerable time and

several publications trying to debunk the

idea that smoking causes lung cancer. Sir

Ronald, who enjoyed his pipe, did not

deny that a real correlation between smok-

ing and lung cancer had been found. But

following the textbook paradigm of

preachers and drunkards, he disputed the

claim that causation ran directly from

smoke to cancer. He presented the tv

other logical possibilities, just as the tex

always do for Baptists and boozers. Fin

cancer might cause smoking rather th;

vice versa. This inherently implausib

version seems hard to defend, even as

;

abstract argument for the sake of conje

ture, but Fisher found a way.

As a smoker, Fisher extolled the soot

ing effects of tobacco. He also recognize

that cancers take years to develop and th

future sufferers live for several years ir

"precancerous state." He supposed th

lungs might be chemically irritated dun

this precancerous phase, and that peep

so afflicted might increase smoking )

psychological relief from an unrecogniz

physical ailment. A bit strained, but r

illogical. Fisher wrote in 1958:

Is it possible, then, that lung cancer— tt

is to say the pre-cancerous condition whi

must exist and is known to exist for years

those who are going to show overt lu

cancer—is one of the causes of smoki

cigarettes? I don't think it can be excludt

. . . The pre-cancerous condition is one

volving a certain amount of slight chroi I

inflammation. ... A slight cause of irrij

tion—a slight disappointment, an unt I

pected delay, some sort of mild rebuff,

frustration—is commonly accompanied
pulling out a cigarette, and getting a lit

compensation for life's minor ills in th

way. And so anyone suffering from chror

inflammation in part of the body (som

thing that does not give rise to conscio

pain) is not unlikely to be associated wi

smoking more frequently, or smoki

rather than not smoking. ... To take t

poor chap's cigarettes away from hi

would be rather like taking away his whi

stick from a blind man.

But Fisher recognized that the secoi

alternative explanation for the correlate

of smoking and lung cancer—the associ

tion of both, independently, with a tru
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causal third factor—held much greater

plausibility and promise. And Fisher had

no doubt about the most likely common
factor—genetic predisposition. He wrote:

"For my part, I think it is more likely that

a common cause supplies the explanation.

. . . The obvious common cause to think of

is the genotype." In other words, genes

that make people more susceptible to lung

cancer might also lead to behaviors and

personalities that encourage smoking.

Again, the argument is undeniably logi-

cal; genes may have multiple effects, both

physical and behavioral. To choose an ob-

vious example, several forms of mental

retardation have no causal relationship

with correlated physical features: short

stature does not produce retardation (or

vice versa) in people with Down's syn-

drome.

With the hindsight of an additional

twenty-five years, we may say conclu-

sively that Fisher was wrong, and trag-

ically so. Smoking is a direct and potent

cause of lung cancer—the reason for hun-

dreds of thousands of premature deaths in

America each year. Yet I cannot fault

Fisher on the logic of his argument: cor-

relation is not causality, and the bare fact

of correlation does permit the three causal

scenarios that Fisher detailed. If Fisher

had presented his objections to the indict-

ment of smoking only as a cautionary

claim in the absence of conclusive data,

then we could not blame him today. (One

cannot always be right in our complex

world; no dishonor attends an incorrect

choice among plausible outcomes drawn

from a properly constructed argument.)

But in Fisher's case, we have reason to

question his motives and his objectivity

—

and some judgment for his incorrect con-

clusion may therefore be exacted.

Fisher did present his case with the con-

ventional rhetoric of science. He claimed

to be both objective in his weighing of

evidence and agnostic about the outcome.

He maintained that he had raised the is-

sue only in a proper scientific spirit of

caution and love of truth. Fisher made
three explicit arguments for special and

scrupulous care in treating such a socially

charged issue, a potential matter of life

and death.

1 . Millions of people enjoy smoking. We
dare not poison the source of their plea-

sure without conclusive evidence. Fisher

pleaded for the psychic health of ordinary

smokers in the elitist language of an Ox-

bridge don (Fisher was the Balfour Profes-

sor of Genetics at Cambridge and, at the

end of his career, president of Gonville

and Caius College):

After all, a large number of the smokers of

the world are not very clever, perhaps not

very strong-minded. The habit is an insid-

ious one, difficult to break, and conse-

quently in many, many cases there would
be implanted what a psychologist might
recognize as a grave conflict. . . . Before

one interferes with the peace of mind and
habits of others, it seems to me that the

S-T^Sn'^a/

"He couldn't care less about being surefooted.

'

scientific evidence—the exact weight

the evidence free from emotion—should
;

rather carefully examined.

Writing more forcefully in a letter i

the British Medical Journal (July
,

1957), Fisher compared the claims
"

antismoking forces with the classic case"

hysteria mongering: "Surely the 'yellc

peril' of modem times is not the mild a

soothing weed but the organized creati

of states of frantic alarm."

2. If we make a strident claim for smc

ing as a cause of cancer, and if we th

turn out to be wrong, the entire enterpr:

of statistics will be discredited. In a fi-

ther letter to the British Medical Jourr'

(August 3, 1957), Fisher pleaded for ce

tion as a protection for science:

Statistics has gained a place of modest u •

fulness in medical research. It can desei;

and retain this only by complete imparti-

ity. ... I do not relish the prospect of 1

1

science being now discredited by a ca

strophic and conspicuous howler.

3. In situations of uncertainty, we ne

more research above all. Premature c(

elusions stifle further investigation. In ;

:

another letter, this time to Nature, Bi

ain's leading journal for professional scii •

tists, Fisher wrote (August 30, 195:

"Considerable propaganda is now bei;

developed to convince the public that c •

arette smoking is dangerous." In his let

of August 1 957, Fisher had already spe •

fied the perils of such a campaign: "Exc •

sive coiifidence that the solution has •

ready been found is the main obstacle i

the way of more penetrating research.

Fisher's last point backfired strongly i

him—an ironic illustration of its po\

and truth. Fisher supported his suspic i

that smoking does not cause cancer w i

two poorly documented sets of data-

.

curious claim that people who inhale sh

less cancer, for the same amount of sm
ing, than those who do not inhale; am

.

puzzling contention that lung cancer:

increasing faster in men than in wom

,

whereas smoking has risen more rapidlj

;

women. The inhaling data were drai

from a very poorly constructed questii •

naire. Most respondents may not e\i

have known the meaning of the word •

hale and may have checked "no" in si

pie confusion. Later information showi

strongly positive correlation of cane

with inhaling, when all other factors ;

'•

held constant. As for men versus womi

Fisher's argument was sound, but the d;

were wrong. The ever-accelerating in

dence of lung cancer in women now rai

among the strongest points of evidence

a causal connection.

The basis for a negative judgment
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Fisher in this sorry incident emerges not

from the logic of his argument (which was

sound, although his conclusion, based on

inadequate data, was wrong) or from his

proper words of caution, but from a clear

inference that he did not live by his own

stated strictures. Evidently, Fisher did not

approach the issue of smoking and cancer

with the open mind that he championed as

so necessary for any good science. He
maintained an obvious preference for de-

nying that smoking causes cancer—even

though he states, again and again, that the

raw data of an admitted correlation offer

no preference for any of the three poten-

tial interpretations. Two aspects of his

writing give the game away. First, his lan-

guage. Just consider the sample quoted

above. He calls for argument "free from

emotion" and for "complete impartial-

ity." Yet the claim that smoking might

cause cancer is labeled as "propaganda,"

probably a "catastrophic and conspicuous

howler," and a "frantic alarm" acting as

the " 'yellow peril' of modem times."

Second, his treatment of limited data

then available. Fisher accepted, virtually

without question or criticism, the inade-

quate but exculpatory data, previously

cited, on inhaling and incidence in men
versus women—even though both sets

would soon be discredited. Fisher then

showcased some even more dubious data

supposedly consonant with his favored

view that both cancer and smoking arise

independently from a common genetic

predisposition. Two studies compared the

smoking behaviors of identical and frater-

nal twin pairs. Smoking preferences were

more often shared by identical than by

fraternal twins. Since identicals form

from one egg and therefore share the same

genetic program, while fratemals develop

from two eggs and are no closer geneti-

cally than any other pair of siblings, Fisher

concluded that the greater similarity of

identicals must indicate a strong genetic

basis for smoking preferences.

But this inference is both potentially

wrong and largely irrelevant to Fisher's

argument. First of all, the greater smoki;

similarity of identicals could, at most, •

dicate a genetic predisposition in attitucj

toward the weed; such data say nothingt

all about genetic bases for cancer or abci

correlation of the two potential predis]-

sitions. Moreover, Fisher's data do u

even prove his basic assertion of gene;

predisposition for smoking. Fisher's i-

planation does represent one potential -

terpretation of the data, but anotlr:

clearly exists, and he hardly considers

.

Identical twins look alike and are f-.

quently raised to emphasize the eerie sir-

larity; they are often dressed alike, learn)

act as surrogates one for the other, and)

on. Perhaps this greater similarity in ra-

ing leads to a stronger likelihood for sir-

lar smoking habits.

In any case, Fisher should have cons-

ered all these possibilities if he were tn

pursuing this issue with an open mind. \

must conclude, rather, that he entered t:

fray with a clear preference, even a n-

sion—the debunking of smoking as-

cause, and a championing of joint gene

predisposition as an alternative expla

tion. We must therefore probe deeper a i

ask why Fisher had such an overwhelm!

:

preference. Two factors stand out: one i
•

mediate and practical; the other, loi-

standing and theoretical.

The immediate reason is easy to st:

and hard to gainsay. In 1956, Fisher •

came the paid scientific consultant for :

Tobacco Manufacturers' Standing Cc •

mittee. Fisher took great umbrage at i <

implication that his objectivity might

!

compromised thereby, arguing that i

wouldn't sell his soul for the pittance tl
•

paid him. Higher powers must judge •

tangled commitments wrought by si

;

employment; I will only observe that ;

generally, and with good reason, requ

!

institutional impartiality as a prerequii

for genuine objectivity of mind.

The longstanding reason is more inl

esting intellectually and permits us i

work back toward Fisher's first great •

ror, thereby revealing an important c

tinuity in his life and career. Fisher wa

strong, lifelong supporter of eugenics, i

proposition that human life and cultr

could be bettered by implementing stra •

gies for genetic improvement by select :,

breeding—either encouraging childbe-

ing by those judged genetically more ;

(positive eugenics) or preventing proc-

ation by the supposedly unfit (negat:j

eugenics). I must emphasize at the st:

that I do not single out Fisher for a

special opprobrium on this score. T

great majority of geneticists advocat

some form of eugenics, at least until Hit

showed so graphically how a ruthless p
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gram of negative eugenics might operate.

Moreover, Fisher's idiosyncratic version

was relatively benign pohtically and

largely in the positive mode. Eugenics was

a big and motley movement, including its

fascists to be sure, but also its idealistic

socialists and committed democrats.

Fisher's strong and lifelong preference

for genetic explanations of behavior, the

foundation of his eugenic sympathies,

surely predisposed him to the argument

that both smoking and cancer might be

linked to genetic variation among people.

The same preference for genetic explana-

tions inspired his much more extensive

and encompassing first great error—his

general theory of racial decline (and pos-

sible eugenic salvation), as presented in

his magnum opus of 1930, The Genetical

Theory of Natural Selection.

Just as most of my colleagues ignore

Fisher's late and embarrassing work on

smoking, they also pay little or no atten-

tion to the eugenic chapters of our profes-

sion's bible. Evolutionists may not know
much about Fisher's campaign to exoner-

ate the tobacco industry, but how can they

bypass several chapters of a crucial vol-

ume present in every professional's li-

brary? One leading book on the history of

population genetics says this and no more

about Fisher's eugenic chapters: "In the

concluding five chapters he extended his

genetical ideas to human populations."

We don't like to admit flaws in our

saints. Perhaps my colleagues are embar-

rassed that a truly great work, the abstract

and theoretical foundation of our field,

should include a practical view of society

that most of us find both fatally flawed

and politically unacceptable. Perhaps we
tend to view the eugenic chapters as an

unfortunate and discardable appendage to

a great work of very dilTerent character.

But such dismissal cannot be defended.

The eugenic chapters are no ending frill;

they represent more than one-third of the

book. Moreover, Fisher explicitly insists

that these chapters follow directly from

his general theory and cannot be sepa-

rated from his more abstract conclusions.

He states that he only gathered these

chapters together for convenience and

that he might, instead, have scattered the

eugenic material throughout the book.

Fisher writes: "The deductions respecting

man are strictly inseparable from the

more general chapters."

A single, if complex, argument runs

through the five eugenic chapters: ad-

vanced civilizations destroy themselves by

"the social promotion of the relatively in-

fertile," that is, people who rise into the

ruling classes (the "better people" so nec-

essary to successful government) ten

alas, to have fewer children for reasons

relative genetic infertility, not mere (ai

reversible) social choice. The upp

classes therefore deplete themselves, ai

society eventually weakens and crumble

If this assertion seems implausible a p
ori, then follow Fisher's rationale throu;

six steps. Again, as with smoking, the £

gument is impeccably logical, in the m
row, technical sense of following from i

premises, but entirely wrong, almost no

sensical, based on the fallacy of those k(

premises.

1

.

All great civilizations cycle from ii

tial prosperity to eventual decline and fa

Although conquest may terminate a d

pleted race, the cause of decline is intern

and intrinsic. The major reason for ul

mate failure must lie with a predictab

weakening of the elite classes. Can tf

decline be stemmed and stability wi

greatness imparted? Fisher writes: "Tl

fact of the decline of past civilizations

the most patent in history. . . . The imm
diate cause of decay must be the dege

eration or depletion of the ruling classes

2. Fisher now notes, but misinteipre

the well-documented relationship b

tween family size and social status in mo
em Western nations. Poorer families ha

more children, while the elite are re)
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yely infertile because they marry later,

!ive fewer children after marriage, and

imtain a higher percentage of individuals

ho remain bachelors or spinsters. This

jlative infertility of the upper classes

ads to their depletion and, eventually, to

decline of civilization by failure of the

]Ost able to replenish themselves. Fisher

-ites: "The birth rate is much higher in

iC poorer than in the more prosperous

iisses, and this difference has been in-

casing in recent generations."

Interestingly, and on this basis, Fisher

jects the two most common alternative

planations for racial decay advanced by

genicists of his time. He denies, first,

,at the upper classes alone are being viti-

|;d by dangerous inbreeding. The de-

. ne in fertility is gradual and pervasive

; rough the social hierarchy, not confined

( the ruling elite. Fisher writes:

le deficiency in procreation is not espe-

'

illy characteristic of titled families or of

1 5 higher intellects, but is a graded quality

i tending by a regular declivity from the

J 5 to the bottom of the social scale.

,

Secondly, Fisher also rejected the com-

, m argument with the most unfortunate

,3ral and political consequences—that

]
perior civilizations decay by racial mix-

i
re with inferior groups. Fisher's rejec-

n arises directly from his general evolu-

I nary views—and this link supplies the

st proof that Fisher's eugenic chapters

; integrally connected with his theoreti-

I work in evolution, and that the two

rts of his book cannot be separated, with

p theory exalted and the eugenics ig-

!
red in embarrassment. The book's cen-

piece is a proposition now known as

jher's fundamental theorem of natural

ection
—

"the rate of increase in fitness

any organism at any time is equal to its

netic variance in fitness at that time."

roughly, the rate of evolution by natu-

selection is directly proportional to the

lount of usable genetic variation main-

ned in a population. Or even more

aghly, genetic variation is a good thing

you want to accelerate the rate of evolu-

m. Therefore, since eugenic betterment

quires effective evolution, anything that

osts the amount of usable variation

ould be strongly desirable in Fisher's

;w. Racial mixing represents a powerful

ly to increase variation, and Fisher had

acknowledge its potential benefits.

isher, following a common prejudice of

i time, did not deny the general superior-

of some races. Thus, race mixture

ight lower the average quality of a peo-

;. Nonetheless, the range of variation

3uld increase, even while the mean de-

ned, and natural selection could pro-

duce improvement by favoring rare indi-

viduals on the extended upper end.)

3. One might think that the elite have

fewer children for purely social reasons

(greater access to contraception, post-

ponement of childbearing for work or edu-

cation, more access to types of leisure bet-

ter enjoyed without large families), but in

fact, the cause of the correlation is largely

genetic and the elite are less fertile for

constitutional reasons.

This statement is the centerpiece of

Fisher's eugenics. He argues that the low

fertility of modern elites is a pernicious

and recent development, not a permanent

state of all societies. In "primitive" social

organizations, rulers generally have more

children. (Fisher discreetly bypasses the

major reasons for this former positive cor-

relation—concubinage and multiple mar-

riage by males in power—largely, I sus-

pect, because he rejects such practices

morally and so much wishes to think well

of elites in any age!) Fisher writes: "The

normal destiny of accumulated wealth

was to provide for a numerous posterity."

But "advanced" civilization has re-

versed this old and biologically healthy

correlation. The elite now have fewer chil-

dren, primarily for reasons of relative ge-

netic infertility. How did the tragic rever-

sal occur? Fisher argues that tendencies

for social promotion of the less fertile pre-

dictably arise in advanced civilizations,
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thus flooding the upper classes with the

source of their eventual depletion. But

how could such a tendency originate?

4. People who rise from the lower to the

upper classes (in a democracy that allows

such mobility) do so by virtue of genetic

superiority and the advantages thus con-

ferred via intelligence and business acu-

men. But, unfortunately, these people also

tend to be less fertile. Fisher's argument

here exactly follows the form of his later

claim for smoking. High ability does not

cause infertility, nor does infertility pro-

duce brilliance. Rather, the correlation of

high ability and infertility originates be-

cause both traits are independently linked

to a pernicious circumstance that arises

only in advanced civilizations. You have

to possess strong, genetically based ability

in order to rise at all. But if you also come
from a large family (and therefore inherit

a propensity for high fertility), your

chances of rising are diminished because

your family will be poorer (more mouths

to feed, all other things being equal) and

you will have less access to education. But

if you have the same high ability and also

come from a small family (with heritable

low fertility), you gain a better chance to

rise. By this noncausal conelation of abil-

ity and infertility, the chief reason for de-

clining civilization emerges: the social pro-

motion of the relatively infertile.

The situation breeds tragedy all around.

The lower classes decline by loss of their

most able members; the upper classes sink

by the infertility of these upwardly mobile

people. Society goes down the tubes.

Fisher, at least, attempted to do his per-

sonal bit to stem the tide by raising a bevy

of kids.

5. Fisher now faced a problem in the

logic of his argument. If the upper classes

are so infertile, shouldn't rising immi-

grants from lower levels help to replenish

the dearth even if they are less fertile than

their compatriots remaining at the bot-

tom? Fisher, following a curious argument

first advanced by Francis Galton, argued

that men who rise by ability tend to marry

particulariy infertile upper-class women,

thus diluting their own capacity for child-

bearing. Such men, knowing their advan-

tages and being clever enough to exploit

them, tend to marry heiresses should the

opportunity arise (for they so desperately

need a financial leg up in order to use their

considerable abilities). Now an heiress

tends to be particularly infertile because

she is so often the only child in a family.

Fisher laments: "This puts in the same

class the children of comparatively infer-

tile parents and the men of ability, and

their intermarriage has the result of unit-

ing sterility and ability."

When you dissect this preciously ab-

' " p ^ /^
X;^^

surd argument for its hidden assumptiom]

sexist and otherwise, you get some sense

Fisher's own background and social b"
ases. You realize how illusory must be th

notion of absolute impartiality—of obed

ence only to the logic of argument and th

dictates of empirical data. Only men d

the rising from lower classes. Infertility i

the burden and fault of women. In othe

words, men advance and women then pu

the whole family line down.

6. Fisher summarized the baneful e

feet of the genetically based inverse co

relation of childbearing and social statu:

Whenever, then, the socially lower occup;

tions are the more fertile, we must face

paradox that the biologically successfi

members of our society are to be foun

principally among its social failures, an

equally that classes of persons who are pro

perous and socially successful are, on th

whole, the biological failures, the unfit i

the struggle for existence, doomed more i

less speedily, according to their social di

tinction, to be eradicated from the huma
stock.

If the social promotion of infertility is tl

cause of this destructive inverse correl.

tion, then our only hope for reversal ar

salvation lies in legislated policies aime

at social promotion of the more fertil

Fisher advocated some form of paymen .

for childbearing, so that lower-class pe

:

pie of both ability and fertility would 1

able to rise—as I said at the outset,

relatively benign form of eugenics.

I need hardly detail the numerous fal

assumptions that derail Fisher's compli

argument. I only note that they represe

exactly the same mistake—uncritical a

ceptance of genetic conjectures—that i

validated his later case for smoking. Wl
should we assume that people who ri

socially do so, in large part, by genet

endowment? And even if this argument

valid, why assume that the well-knov

negative correlation of childbearing ai

social status results from differential g

netic fertility, especially when so mai

excellent and obviously nongenetic e

planations cry out for attention (althouj

Fisher mentions them only in quick dei

sion), including, as mentioned befor

longer years of schooling, delayed ma

riage, and greater access to contraceptic

and abortion. The first genetic conjectu

(a biological basis for social promotio

seems less implausible, although quite u

proved; but the second conjecture (a g

netic basis for fewer children in the upp

classes) seems wildly improbable and evt

borders on the absurd. Yet Fisher's ca:

absolutely requires that both genetic co

jectures be valid, for if we rise genetical

but then have fewer children only for s s
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ial reasons, then his argument falls apart,

ince no "social promotion of infertility"

rauld exist.

We may take a kindly view of Fisher's

ugenics and say that his genetic conjec-

ures did no harm, for try as he might—in

iress and before Parliament—Fisher's

ecommendations made no practical

eadway. But false genetic hypotheses of

uman behaviors and statuses are politi-

ally potent. They represent an ultimate

/eapon for social conservatives who wish

3 "blame the victim" for any correctable

ocial ill or inequity. Are workplaces

3xic? Screen workers and fire those with

enetic predispositions to react badly. Is

dequate access available to members of

linority races? Argue that they are infe-

lor by nature and therefore already oc-

upy an appropriate number of slots. The

enetic fallacy is generic—and applicable

Imost anywhere for the common and la-

lentable social aim of preserving an un-

lir status quo.

We may excuse Fisher's eugenics as

datively harmless, but we cannot be so

anguine about his campaign against a

ausal link between cancer and smoking.

oan Fisher Box wrote a fine biography of

er father, marred only by an understand-

jbly hagiographical approach. She de-

^ icts Fisher's smoking campaign as rous-

.ig good fun for her father, a kind of

armless little game enjoyed by a gadfly

gainst powerful interests. But her last

,
aragraph on this topic is chilling, unin-

;
mtionally so I suspect:

In 1958 Fisher was brought into discussion

. f the evidence in the United States in con-

, ection with legal suits expected to be
rought to trial against tobacco manufac-

^

irers for personal damage caused by their

roducts. Early in 1960 he visited the

Jnited States at the invitation of a legal

' rm representing an American tobacco
I ompany, whose case was brought to trial in

I
ipril that year. Other suits were either not

. rought or were unsuccessful, and the legal

ressure on tobacco companies was relieved

Dr a time.

I

And that, friends, translates into many,

(lany deaths—as pressure to quit and to

.estrict advertising diminished. Fisher

nay have been only the tiniest cog in a

ixeat machine rolled out by the tobacco

industry, but he did contribute. Charles

.amb once wrote a humorous couplet:

For thy sake. Tobacco, I

Would do anything but die.

Bad and biased arguments can have

erious, even deadly, consequences.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

>gy, and the history ofscience at Harvard
Jniversity.
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Buffalo Beats, Ohio
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

In 1935, botanist Edward N. Transeau

described patches of prairie found east of

the Great Plains, in Michigan, Illinois,

Indiana, and Ohio. He believed these iso-

lated patches were remnants of what had

once been an arm of prairieland, which he

called the prairie peninsula. One of the

easternmost of these patches, called Buf-

falo Beats, lies near Athens in southeast-

em Ohio, on land now part of Wayne

National Forest. It is named for the Amer-

ican bison, which may well have grazed

there when it roamed this part of Ohio.

I visited Buffalo Beats one warm May
afternoon in the company of forest ranger

Joe Newcomb and botanist Marilyn Ortt

of the Ohio Heritage Program, an organi-

zation that assists the Forest Service in

managing the prairie. After a short but

steep climb through a dense forest of

black, scariet, and white oaks, we reached

the top of a ridge where the forest ended

abruptly and a half acre of prairie vegeta-

tion was exposed to sunlight. The clearing

was pink with hairy phlox in full bloom,

punctuated by an occasional splash of or-

ange from false dandelions, yellow from

cinquefoils, and gold from golden alexan-

ders. Leaves of many other species were

evident, some just beginning to unfold:

blazing-star, yellow gentian, rattlesnake-

master, stiff goldenrod, whoried rosin-

weed, and the dominant grasses (big blue-

stem and Indian grass) would be flowering

vigorously by autumn.

Lifelong residents of the area recall that

this forest opening existed during their

childhood, and several botanists have

traced its condition for more than half a

century. Howard Wistendahl described

Buffalo Beats in 1962, when it covered

about two acres. To help explain the pres-

ence of prairie plants in the heart of the

predominantly oak forest, Wistendahl ex-

amined the soil. He noted that the dense

forest, with its oaks and an understory of

maple-leaved viburnum, grew on a light-

colored, shaly soil, while the prairie had

developed on a layer of dark red clay that

was deposited several inches deep over the

shaly soil. The clay held more water, pro-

vided more nutrients, and was less acidic

than the adjacent forest soil.

The clay was deepest at the center of

the prairie and thinned out at its border.

Wistendahl defined three zones of vegeta-

tion. The prairie, devoid of all trees, occu-

pied the deeper red clay. A forest with an

understory of mixed forest and prairie spe-

cies grew where only a thin layer of red

clay covered the shaly soil. Beyond this

"transition zone" was the regular forest.

Two decades after Wistendahl's work,

Dennis Hardin restudied Buffalo Beats

and discovered that the forest had en-

croached so much that only about a half

acre of reasonably intact prairie re-

mained. Even there, woodland trees,

shrubs, and herbaceous plants were invad-

ing. Two prairie species, the whoried ros-

inweed and the milk spurge, had become

more common, and several others, includ-

ing the hairy sunflower, continued 1

flourish in the transition zone. But ran

prairie herbs had become still rarer, an

big bluestem, the dominant prairie gras

had decreased from 50 percent of th

cover to only 16 percent.

To halt the advance of the forest. Ha
din recommended a management pla;

which the Forest Service and the Oh
Heritage Program are now implementin

In eariy spring of 1986, fifty trees with

diameter of six inches or more were a
down within the prairie and remove

along with some woody plants in the trai

sition zone. One huge branch of an o:

tree that extended halfway across the pr; I

rie was also pruned because the shade

'

cast encouraged the growth of forest sf

cies. These steps aided the growth of sor

prairie plants during the spring and sui

mer but also brought an unwelcome infl

of poison ivy, which, along with woo

seedUngs and stump sprouts, is now bei

weeded out periodically by hand.

The halfacre ofprairie known as Buffalo Beats, above, lies in

the heart ofan oakforest. Opposite: A hairy sunflower
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Despite the increased exposure to sun-

light following the tree cutting, many prai-

rie plants in Buffalo Beats still did not

flower or set seeds. As a further experi-

ment, during the spring of 1987 the south-

em half of the prairie was burned. This

triggered rattlesnake-masters, yellow gen-

tians, hairy sunflowers, and stiff golden-

rods to bloom profusely that summer and

autumn, and they have continued to do so

in the years since. The management team

is reluctant to bum the entire prairie, how-

ever, for fear of destroying the insect

population. Entomologists have found

that Buffalo Beats is a haven for insects,

including some very uncommon ones. Two
species unique to the area seem to depend

completely on the subulate phlox that

grows there.

The questions of the origin and age of

Buffalo Beats have intrigued botanists for

years. In 1942 ecologist Paul Sears sug-

gested that the warming trend that ended

the last Ice Age some 12,000 years ago

may have eventually rendered the climate

in the eastern United States hotter and

drier than it is today, allowing the develop-

ment of Transeau's "prairie peninsula."

But how can we tell whether Buffalo Beats

is a remnant of this ancient prairie or a

more recent colonization by prairie plants

of an artificial forest clearing?

A recently developed technique has

helped resolve this question. Plants take

Buffalo Beats

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Wayne-Hoosier National Forests

8 1 1 Constitution Avenue

Bedford, Indiana 47421

(812)275-5987

An oilpump remains near h\ hiii QuakirSiait has

relinquished its mineral rights in a move to save this prairie.

up silicon from the soil and eventual

deposit it in their leaves as granules

silicon dioxide known as opaline phyt

liths. These microscopic phytoliths, whic

differ in shape among groups and specii

of plants, may persist in the soil for

much as 13,000 years. Forest soil scie

tists P J. Kalisz and S. E. Boettcher toe

soil samples in and around Buffalo Bea

and discovered that the phytoliths four

in the prairie soil were almost exclusive

from nonwoody, prairie-type specie

while those in the transition zone we
from a mixture of prairie and fore

plants, and those in the forest soil wei

almost exclusively produced by tree

They concluded that the prairie had occ

pied the ridgetop for at least 1 3,000 yea

and probably once extended over what

now called the transition zone.

The existence of a virgin patch of pn
rie in this region is remarkable, conside

ing that all other tillable tracts have

least been tried for agriculture. Marilj

Ortt has studied the ownership of the lar

as far back as the records go and four

that except for an inconsequential thre

day period, the land has belonged to al

sentee owners who were not around i

farm this small parcel. Recently, in a fir

gesture of conservation, the Quaker Stai

Corporation, which owns the miner;

rights beneath Buffalo Beats, gave up i

claim in an agreement signed with th

Forest Service. As a result, there is n

newed hope that the tiny prairie will t

preserved for future generations.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, professor emet

itus ofplant biology at Southern Illino,

University, Carbondale, explores the bit

logical and geological highlights of th

156 U. S. national forests.
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Worlds in Contact

Saint George and John Canoe
The Caribbean is haunted by the ghosts ofChristmaspast

by Samuel M. Wilson

The village of Gingerland is strung out

along a couple of roads on the small Carib-

bean island of Nevis. The main route

around the island passes through the vil-

lage, another heads down to the sea, and a

third turns inland toward the island's

3,000-foot-tall volcanic cone. The domi-

nant buildings are two stone churches;

near the village center, a bridge crosses a

ravine, filled with breadfruit and papaya

trees, and small shops line the road. Some
inhabitants of Gingerland's large ceme-

tery lived and died when Nevis was the

center of Britain's New World empire and

the North American colonies were but the

troublesome and unprofitable periphery.

A few hundred people, more or less, live in

the village, depending on where you draw

its boundaries. But at Christmas, people

from all over Nevis and the surrounding

islands come here to see the masquerade.

The "captain"—an older man well

known in the community—leads a dozen

or so costumed male dancers through the

village. These men wear colorful shirts

and trousers, or sometimes skirts, on

which small mirrors and bells have been

sewn. Trailing ribbons decorated with

more flashing mirrors and tinkling bells,

they dance to the rhythm of two drums (a

deep kettledrum and a deeper bass) and a

simple wood or tin fife.

Other groups of dancers wear far more
elaborate costumes, with crowns of pea-

cock feathers and striking gowns. Still oth-

ers are dressed in parodies of European

clothes of another era and masks of wire

mesh painted a startling pink. Some ath-

letic dancers wear minimal costumes and

carry bows and arrows; as they dance

wildly, the most adept throw tomahawks

into the air and catch them without look-

ing. The devilish protagonist of the is-

land's popular "bull play" may appear,

dressed in a red suit and fierce mask with

bull's horns attached.

At first the music sounds like a'military
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A reveler, costumed as a lionfish, dances in aNew Year's

"Junkanoo"parade inNassau, Bahamas.
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march, but the fife has an exaggerate

and somewhat satirical air. The mus
shifts, and the dancers glide into a stylize

waltz; as the beat accelerates, men ar

women dance a hot mmba, very close i

each other but not touching. At eac

change the music stops abioiptly, freezir

the dancers in their steps. Here is the ca

of Nevis's historical drama over the la:

five centuries—people whose ancesto

were from Africa, Europe, and the Ne
World itself The masquerade featun

them all, and the music and dance te

stories of the ways they interacted.

Because of the holiday season, Decen
ber is the time of year when stories of tb

past seem to have special impoilance. 1

North America, as elsewhere, to celebrai

Christmas, trees are forced through livin

room doors and loaded down with an ai

thropologist's dream of symbolic om;

ments—birds, donkeys, candles, star

and sleighs with fat, bearded gentlemen i

strange red suits. Mistletoe is hung an

rings of ornamented foliage are placed c

doors. To celebrate Hanukkah, the cai

dies of the menorah are lighted one by or

and the dreidel is spun. All these thinj

demand the recitation of stories that ai

count for them, although sometimes tl

traditions that give meaning to the cu

toms are nearly lost from everyone's men
ory. (Who was King Wenceslaus, anywaj

And what's a dreidel?)

In the Caribbean, traditions are diffe

ent from island to island, and Gingerland

masquerade is just one of many obse

vances. In 1 774, Edward Long describe

a Jamaican masquerade featuring an ir

portant character called John Canoe:

In the towns, during Christmas holiday

they have several tall robust fellows dresst

up in grotesque habits, and a pair of o
horns on their head, sprouting from the tc

of a horrid sort of visor, or mask, whic

about the mouth is rendered very terrif

with large boar-tusks. The masquerade
carrying a woddin sword in his hand,

followed with a numerous crowd of drunke
women, who refresh him frequently with

cup of aniseed-water, whilst he dances :

every door, bellowing out John Connii! wit

great vehemence [The History of Ji

maica].

Who is John Canoe? Edward Lon

thought he represented John Conny, a ce

ebrated African king involved with th

Prussians in the slave trade ("Conny" is

corruption of the German Konig, c

"king"). In 1816, however, "Monk" Lew
described John Canoe in less fearsom

terms, "dressed in a striped doublet, an

bearing upon his head a kind of pasti

board house-boat, filled with puppet;

representing, some sailors, other soldier:

others again slaves at work on a plant:
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ion, &c" {Journal of a West India Pro-

metor). Perhaps the dancer and his head-

)iece represented the slave trade itself,

vith soldiers and sailors taking Africans

nto bondage. Some speculate instead that

he character of John Canoe was modeled

ifter Noah, who saved humankind from

he Old Testament deluge.

Another amateur historian, I. M.
ielisario, writing in 1837, says that the

lame John Canoe is a corruption of the

-rench gens inconnus (unknown folks)

md refers to the movement of French

peakers from Haiti to Jamaica in 1795.

>ome elements from Haiti did indeed en-

er the festivities after that time. One
uch, important to the John Canoe cele-

)rations in the nineteenth and early twen-

ieth centuries, was the parade of "set-

;irls," groups of young women who
Iressed in elaborate formal gowns, "pin

or pin alike, and carried umbrellas or

larasols of the same color and size, held

iver their nice showy, well-put-on toques"

Tom Cringle's Log, 1836).

There is an older John Canoe, however.

n Jamaica Talk (1961), linguist Frederic

;;assidy argues that the name is what is

mportant, and that the boat (like many
: )arts of the performance) was added later.

n the West African language Ewe, which
' 5 spoken today in Nigeria and is related to

several West Coast languages, dzhon

means a sorcerer or magician and kunu

means something terrible that can cause

death. The combined form, dzhon'ko-nu,

means a powerful and dangerous shaman.

In Jamaica and elsewhere in the Carib-

bean, and in most of the rest of the African

American New World, such a person is

now generally called an Obeah-man.

John Canoe was one of many West Af-

rican contributions to Jamaican culture.

To cite just one other example, the most

popular Jamaican folk tales are stories of

Anancy, the trickster spider; they deal

with the same plots and themes as the

stories of West Africa's anansesem (spi-

der stories), sometimes mirroring them

nearly word for word. The similarities are

remarkable, considering that the ances-

tors of those now living in Africa and the

New World parted company in Thomas
Jefferson's time or before.

Jamaican stories and performances re-

work African themes and weave them to-

gether with elements of Judeo-Christian,

Native American, and even classical tra-

ditions. "Monk" Lewis, in his journal for

1815, records a John Canoe celebration in

which the figures on parade included Bri-

tannia carrying a trident and the coat of

arms of Great Britain (portrayed by a

horribly embarrassed young woman), the

king and queen. Admiral Lord Nelson,

and British mummers. The Yoruba god

Ogun, patron of smiths and metalworking,

may appear in the form of (or sometimes

alongside) Saint George, Saint James, or

Saint John. Others who have proved popu-

lar over the years include Nanny and

Cudjoe, revered leaders of Jamaican ma-

roons (blacks who escaped slavery and set

up free communities in the mountains), as

well as General Jackson, who brutally put

down a rebellion in 1865.

So who is John Canoe—an African

king in league with Prussians, a biblical

Noah, a leader of Haitian "unknown
folk," a West African Obeah-man, or

some other, unidentified personality? The
only answer that is accurate and faithful

to John Canoe's complicated origins is

that he is a Jamaican. The Jamaican tradi-

tion of John Canoe combines all the

contributing sources.

Such fusions are found in all Caribbean

holiday pageants. Recent Christmas plays

on Nevis have featured, among many oth-

ers, David and Goliath, Saint George and

the dragon, Mussolini and Haile Selassie,

Ferdinand and Isabella, Moses and the

children of Israel, mummies, and a multi-

faceted character named the Black Prince

of Palestine.
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n Nassau, elaborately costumed

roups competeforprizes.

hem (or maybe vice versa). Now the

Christmas dances themselves are becom-

ig less popular: Gingerland's Christmas

ime has declined greatly in the last gen-

ration. In Christmas Sports in St. Kitts-

kvis (1984), Kittitian-bom Frank Mills

ays, "The overwhelming majority of

littitians and Nevisians under thirty

ears of age have never heard of half the

ifferent kinds of sports mentioned, and

ave witnessed even fewer. And there are

lany nationals over fifty who can add

erhaps another dozen [to the eight I have

escribed]."

John Canoe too is becoming a forgotten

gure. Even in the early 1 800s, the John

;;anoe dance in Jamaica was coming un-

er pressure to change. The Reverend R.

(ickell, an abolitionist, said that "most of

hose who had become Christians were

shamed to join in it" {The West Indies As

"hey Are; or A Real Picture of Slavery,

825). This adds weight to the interpreta-

ion that, at least in part, John Canoe

oiced a people's resistance to an inhu-

nane system and signaled their allegiance

an African past at a time of the year

/hen they were able to express themselves

aost freely. The powerful and disturbing

ohn Canoe became less important at

.bout the time of the abolition of slavery

n the British colonies in 1834. Once the

;enterpiece of the celebration, he became

he headliner for an increasingly diverse

)erformance, then a member of the cast,

ind eventually a character whose story

ew can remember in any detail.

In 1951 there was an attempt to revive

he John Canoe dance with all its charac-

ers, and again dissension was voiced. One
etter to the editor of Jamaica's Daily

jleaner said that "Juncunoo" was ob-

jcene, and "many people were taken to

x)urt for dancing horse-head, it was so

mlgar." We need not lament the passing

jf this tradition, however. More than

ikely, the spirit of John Canoe—woven in

lew ways into the constantly changing

West Indian traditions—has been so

transformed that despite his presence we
no longer recognize him.

Samuel M. Wilson teaches anthropology

at the University of Texas at Austin.
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On the way to greenerfeedinggrounds, a seasonally

migrating herd o/Diplodocus moves through a

landscape sparsely vegetated with cycads. _—
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Life Styles ofthe Huge and Famous
The giant sauropods led superlative lives

by Peter Dodson

Sauropods, as paleontologist Walter

Coombs observed, were beasts the size of

whales, on legs of elephants, with tails of

lizards, necks of giraffes, heads of horses,

and nostrils of tapirs. In any description of

these beasts, superlatives abound. Sauro-

pods had the smallest brains relative to

body weight of any group of dinosaurs, yet

they were among the most successful of all

dinosaurs. The first sauropods appeared in

the Early Jurassic, almost 200 million

years ago. They reached the peak of their

worldwide diversity in the Late Jurassic,

about 150 million years ago, and a few

persisted to the dying moments of the

Late Cretaceous, 66 million years ago. So

far, their remains have been found on ev-

ery continent except Antarctica. There

were more genera of sauropods than of

any other major group of dinosaurs. (A

genus comprises a group of closely related

species.) About ninety genera of sauro-

pods have been named, but fewer than

fifty are probably valid. Few sauropods

are known from essentially complete re-

mains, and skulls are especially rare. This

is a problem of taphonomy, or burial:

these animals were so large that, most

likely, the tail, head, and feet rotted away

before the whole carcass was buried.

Complete burial could easily have taken

several years.

Indeed, sheer size is the most remark-

able characteristic of the sauropods. Even

a small sauropod was thirty feet long and

weighed six or more tons. And the big-

gest? We're still trying to figure that one

out. The largest, almost complete Diplod-

ocus skeleton found so far is about ninety

feet long. Very incomplete remains dis-

covered by "Dinosaur Jim" Jensen, of

Brigham Young University, in the famous

Dry Mesa Quarry in western Colorado in

the 1970s suggest that the tallest sauropod

was Ultrasaurus, perhaps some 55 feet

high, and the longest was Supersaurus,

which may have stretched 125 feet from

nose to tip of tail. A recent contender for

top honors, at a possible 140 feet, is Seis-

mosaurus, discovered in 1985 in New
Mexico and currently under excavation

by Utah paleontologist David Gillette.

Typical sauropods ranged in weight from

ten to thirty tons. Barosaurus was a

heavily built sauropod, although perhaps

only eighty feet long.

How did these giants live? What they

lacked in brains, they made up in brawn.

Gigantism was obviously part of their for-

mula for success. But did they become too

big for their own good? Could they sup-

port their bulk on land or did they languish

in swamps, submerged up to their chins in

water? What did they eat and how many
hours a day did they spend eating it? Were

they warmblooded? How did they repro-

duce? And how long did they live? Think-

ing about questions like these puts flesh on

the bones and brings our heroes to life.

Sauropods were long thought to have

been too large to move about freely on

land and to have required water to help

support their bodies. In 1971, after study-

ing the anatomical structure of the crea-

tures' limbs, feet, and rib cages, Robert

Bakker, a paleontologist in Boulder, Colo-

rado, made a strong case that sauropods

were thoroughly adept, elephantlike ter-

restrial animals, not short-limbed, banel-

chested, aquatic beasts.

Bakker and I decided to examine the

colorful outcrops of the Upper Jurassic

Morrison Formation in Utah, Colorado,

and Wyoming, where the remains of the

ancient behemoths have been found in

abundance. Along with our colleagues

Kay Behrensmeyer, now of the Smithso-

nian Institution, and John Mcintosh, of

Wesleyan University, we discovered that

the sauropod fossils were by no means

confined to rocks that indicated the pres-

ence of ancient swamps or lakes. At the

Cleveland-Lloyd Quarry in central Utah

and again at Sheep Creek in southern Wy-
oming, we found that skeletons had come
from limy pond deposits. At the beautiful

tilting bas-relief of Dinosaur National

Monument in Utah (where the American

Museum's Barosaurus came from, as well

as three other kinds of sauropods and five

other kinds of dinosaurs) and in the pictur-

esque cliffs of Garden Park near Canon
City, Colorado, the ancient bones are

closely associated with river channels that

flowed across the Jurassic landscape. But

bright red and maroon sediments near

Canon City, near Fruita, Colorado, and at

Como Bluff, Wyoming, all attest to dry sa-

vannalike conditions. We concluded ths

sauropods roamed across a broad spec

trum of environments, going essentiall

where they pleased.

Furthermore, to our surprise, we foun

plant remains to be very uncommoi
While large quantities of plant foddt

were required to fuel sauropod bellies, li

tie evidence of this verdure remained, ha'

ing been oxidized to dust during the witl

ering dry seasons. The bright hues of th

Morrison sediments and the scarcity c

plant remains contrast strongly with th

pale colors and abundant plant remains i

the Late Cretaceous beds of Alberta an

Montana, where I have worked for th

past ten years. During the Late Cret;

ceous, the lush lowland plains were awas

with water. Seventy million years earlie

during the Late Jurassic, climates of wes

em North America were dry and strong!

seasonal. Sauropods may have wandere

long distances following the rains :

search of fresh salad.

But how much salad did a sauropc

require? This depends on many things, bi

especially on body size and metabol

rate. A convenient size unit is elepha:

size, roughly five tons. The smallest Mc
rison sauropod, Haplocanthosauru

weighed about one and a half elephai

units. Slender Diplodocus weighed two (

three elephant units, stocky Camarasai

rus six elephant units, and bulky Barosai

rus and Apatosaurus as much as eigl

elephants. The giants weighed in at ten i

twenty elephants. Relative to their hu^,

bodies, most sauropods had small head

more or less the size of horse or girafi

heads. Also, the teeth, although robu:

and often heavily worn, particularly in th

camarasaurids, are simple in structure.

How could a beast this big, with a rel;

tively small head, have gathered enoug

food in a day to keep alive, much les

thrive? Basically, the jaws and teeth wei

used simply to rake in foliage, which ma
have been reduced to small particle siz

internally in a gizzard. Sauropods ma
have also swallowed stones for grindin

plants, but proof has been maddeningl

difficult to come by. The West is almo;

paved with polished, egg-sized, sometime

brightly colored stones, which are con
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The Six Sauropod Families

Millions of years ago
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Approximate datesfor some
representative genera ofsauropods are

given. Based on studies oftheirshared

anatomical characteristics, sauropods

are divided into at leastfifty genera,

which belong to sixfamilies.

Sauropod silhouettes adapted from D. Norman's Thalllustreled

Encyclopedia ol Dinosaurs (Crescent Gool<s, 1985) and D. Lamben's
^FiefdGufdetoDynosaurs (Avon. 1983).

VULCANODONTIDS

Remains of vulcanodontids have been

found in rocics of Early Jurassic age in

Zimbabwe and India, and .some sauropods

from Europe and China may also have

belonged to this family. In size,

vulcanodontids ranged from the diminutive

twenty-foot-long Vulcanodon to the sixty-

foot-long Barapasaurus. Much about this

family remains unknown. We do know that

they had distinctive spoon-shaped teeth

covered with coarse projections,

or denticles, that

are unknown among
other kinds of sauropods. /^^^>>>.

Cetiosaurids

Of moderate size, these sauropods ranged

from forty to sixty feet in length. Most lived

in the Middle and Late Jurassic, and fossils

have been found on all continents except

Antarctica. Cetiosaurid necks were not

greatly elongated, and their front legs were

just a little shorter than their hind legs. The

CYimQSt Shunosaurus, the best preserved

of all cetiosaurs, was equipped with a tail

club. The only cetiosaur skull known

belonged to Shunosaurus. It is long,

with many spoon-shaped

teeth; the nostrils,

situated near the eyes,

pointed sideways.

BRACmOSAURIDS

Late Jurassic Brachiosaurus is the only

thoroughly known member of this family.

One of the heaviest of all dinosaurs,

Brachiosaurus is famed for its long front

legs and elevated shoulder region, which

gave its back a sloping, giraffelike

appearance. Its large nostrils sat in a bulge

above the eyes. Its relative Ultrasaurus was

large even for a brachiosaurid; it had an

estimated vertical reach of fifty-five feet.

Camarasaurids

The most famous representative of this

family is Camarasaurus from North

America. Camarasaurus was a stocky

sauropod, and neither its neck nor tail

reached spectacular lengths. The neck

vertebrae had large hollow spaces for

lightness, and the neural spines above these

vertebrae were split in two to allow for the

passage of a strong ligament to help support

the head. The skull was short, high, and

lightly built, and the teeth wcrespwin-

shaped. Also known from Europe and Asia,

camarasaurids first appeared in the Middle

Jurassic, in thehcyday of sauropods, but

one member of this family, Opislhr/-

coelicaudia from Mongolia, if correctly

identified, lived in the 1 ,ate Cretaceous,

near the very end of the age of dinosaurs.

DiPLODOCIDS

This family includes the familiar giants

Diplodocus and Apatosaurus, as well as

Barosaurus. Most of these sauropods had

extremely long necks and tails. Diplodocus

was rather slender in build and reached a

length of about ninety feet. The recently

discovered sauropod record holders,

Supersaurus and Seismosaurus, we're

members of this family and stretched to

estimated lengths of 1 25 and 140 feet,

respectively. Barosaurus had a longer neck

than Apatosaurus, but the record neck was

that of the Chinese Mamenchisaurus. At

thirty-five feet long, its neck measured half

the total length of its body. The diplodocid

skulls known so far are long and low, with

slender, peglike teeth that jut from the front

of the mouth only. The nostrils were

situated at the top of the skull, above the

eyes. The last diplodocid appears to have

been the Mongolian Nemegtosaurus from

the Late Cretaceous.

Titanosaurids

The most complete titanosaurid,

Alamosaurus, with just one-quarter of its

bones found, is also the only member of the

family found in the United States. The best

titanosaurid hunting grounds to date are in

South America and India, where fragments

of skeletons, many of Cretaceous age, have

been excavated. Many members of this

family were rather small; Magyarosaurus

from Romania was a dwarf at only about

thirty feet long. The Argentinean

Saltasaurus, the

only known
armored

sauropod, had

a coat of bony

scutes on its back.



Camarasaurus stride across a mud flat as a Camptosaurus herd passes in the

distance. This painting is based on a trackwayfound in Colorado.

monly identified as "stomach stones"

—

even when dinosaur bones haven't been

found within a hundred miles of them.

Rarely are such stones found with sauro-

pod skeletons.

Unlike mammals, sauropods did not

waste time chewing. After being proc-

essed in the stomach, food was slowly di-

gested in the intestine. Barosaurus may
have had six tons of fermenting plant ma-

terial in its huge gut at any given time.

Elephants in the wild ingest about 375

pounds of fodder over a twelve-hour day.

For sauropods the setting sun may not

necessarily have curtailed feeding. The
need to consume many hundreds of

pounds of greenery a day may have made
sleep a luxury. We have learned from

studies of mammals that large animals are

generally unselective feeders. Everything

goes down the hatch: scratchy leaves,

woody twigs, and chewy bark, as well as

tender shoots and fleshy fruits. In the Ju-

rassic, flowering plants did not exist.

Available plants included cycads, cycade-

oids, conifers, ginkgoes, horsetails, and es-

pecially ferns. Prairies of ferns were essen-

tial features of middle Mesozoic land-

scapes, and ferns probably constituted a

major component of sauropod diets.

Did sauropods also feed at the treetops,

beyond the reach of other beasts? How-
ever appealing this image may be, it

presents several problems. Brachiosaurus

was built like a giraff'e and may have fed

like one. But most sauropods were built

quite differently. At the base of the neck,

a sauropod's vertebral spines, unlike those

of a giraff'e, were weak and low and did not

provide leverage for the muscles required

to elevate and maintain the head in a high

position. Furthermore, the blood pressure

required to pump blood up to the brain,

thirty or more feet in the air, would have

placed extraordinary demands on the

heart (see opposite page) and would seem-

ingly have placed the animals at severe

risk of a stroke, an aneurysm, or some

other circulatory disaster. If sauropods fed

with the neck extended just a little above

heart level, say from ground level up to

fifteen feet, the blood pressure required

would have been far more reasonable. The
long neck may simply have served as a

feeding boom for a stationary mountain of

flesh. They could have lifted their heads

with occasional graceful sweeps, blackout

being prevented by using the carotid si-

nuses near the brain as reservoirs for

blood. Sauropods were certainly capable

of rearing up, or procreation would have

ceased. But such a posture probably did

not play a role in daily feeding activities.

Fossil footprints, sometimes arrayed in

vast trackways consisting of hundreds or

thousands of prints, attest to the herding

behavior of sauropods. Fine examples of

these have been found in Arkansas, Texas,

and Colorado. Some of these have been

studied by James Farlow, of Indiana Uni-

versity/Purdue University at Fort Wayne,

and by Martin Lockley, of the University

of Denver. The Davenport Ranch site in

Texas is particularly informative. Here a

few young individuals (with feet twelve

inches across) were led by older individ-

uals twice as large.

Their long legs would have made sauro-

pods excellent walkers. Because the same

kinds of sauropods are found over and

over again from New Mexico to Montana,

and because the Late Jurassic climate was

strongly seasonal with long dry periods,

believe that sauropods migrated widely o

an annual cycle to follow the pattern c

rainfall and plant regeneration.

Were sauropods warmblooded? Thei

temperatures were both high and almos

constant. Climates of the Jurassic wer

warm, and sauropod body temperature

responded only very slowly, on a tim

scale of several weeks, to external terr

perature changes. But did they have hig

metabolic rates? This is the crux of th

problem of understanding sauropod bio

ogy. Arguments about dinosaur metabc

lism are usually based on the physiology c

tiny ectothermic lizards or endothermi

mice. At large body size, however, th

familiar differences begin to disappea

Unlike some of the smaller dinosaurs, th

sauropods may not fit comfortably int

warmblooded or coldblooded categories

Biologists James Spotila, Frank Pali

dino, and Michael O'Connor discovere

that the largest living sea turtle, the leatl

erback, has a metabolic rate nicely intei;

mediate between those of typical reptile

and typical mammals. This metaboli

strategy, which they called gigantc

thermy, permits leatherbacks an activ

life style. They migrate long distances e'

ery year and maintain warm body ten

peratures even in arctic waters. Yet the

also enjoy the benefits of reptilian energ

conservation. I joined these researchers c

the Costa Rican beaches to observe 75(

pound turtles drag themselves ashore I

deposit their precious eggs under velve

moonless tropical skies. Then we retumc

to our computers at Drexel University

Philadelphia to apply leatherback met

bolic rates to sauropods. Our computi

simulations suggest that a thirty-ton, i

three-quarters grown, Barosaurus with

high mammalian-level metabolic ra

would have been at severe risk of fat.

overheating. As Warren Porter, of tf

University of Wisconsin, put it, an end'

thermic sauropod in full sunlight at noc

would have suffered meltdown. With

leatherback metabolic rate, only max
mum blood flow to the skin would ha\

maintained the body temperature in a sal

range. Our model and those of othei

working independently suggest that only

reptilian metabolic rate off"ered a sal

physiological strategy for large sauropod

especially those living in warm, dry cl

mates. The large size of sauropods is pro)

ably in itself an indication of low met;

bolic rate, life in the slow lane.

Were these giants long-lived? In gei

eral, longevity correlates positively wit

body size: large animals live longer tha

smaller ones, but coldblooded ones liv

longer than warmblooded ones of th
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H Sauropods and Gravity
by Harvey B. Lillywhite

Gravity is a pervasive force in the envi-

r\ ronment and has dramatically shaped the

•' evolution of plants and animals. For ani-

mals, life on land required muscular and

skeletal adaptations to allow movement and

mobility. Then, as some land animals

evolved large body size and adopted an
' erect posture, cardiovascular specializa-

I tions were needed to help them withstand

the weight of blood in long vertical vessels.

Perhaps nowhere in the history of life were

these challenges greater than among the

gigantic, long-necked sauropods.

The long-held view of sauropods as lum-

bering, aquatic swamp dwellers has been

questioned on physiological grounds. In

1951, Kenneth Kermack pointed out that

breathing would have been difficult or im-

possible for a sauropod up to its head in

water, because pressure on the neck and

chest, far under the water's surface, would

not have allowed the creature to expand its

lungs to inhale. Nonetheless, sauropods con-

tinued to be pictured almost completely

submerged.

In the 1970s, Robert Bakker, following

an idea first proposed by Elmer Riggs as

early as 1904, reexamined sauropod anat-

omy and came up with a new vision of the

creatures as enormous, girafTelike tree

I
browsers, more gracile and agile than the

• sluggish giants popular in earlier depictions.

, In spite of their size, sauropods were con-

I
ceivably well adapted for fully terrestrial

I

locomotion and erect posture, although am-

,
phibious habits were perhaps equally likely,

, with wading sauropods sometimes using

water for support. What remains unclear is

whether sauropods on land held their head
' and neck erect or carried them lower, at the

level of the body, as in the depiction of

1 Mamenchisaurus mother and young below.

The farther away the head is from the

heart, the more force must be exerted to

1 pump blood up to it. An upright Baro-

saurus stood as tall as thirty-eight feet and

,
had a neck length of some twenty-five feet.

j
Consequently, in a Barosaurus with its

1
head held high, the heart had to work

against a gravitational pressure of about

590mm of mercury (Hg). In order for the

heart to eject blood into the arteries of the

neck, its pressure must exceed that of the

blood pushing against the opposite side of

the outflow valve. Moreover, some addi-

tional pressure would have been needed to

overcome the resistance of smaller vessels

within the head for blood flow to meet the

requirements of brain and facial tissues.

Therefore, hearts of Barosaurus must have

generated pressures at least six times

greater than those of humans and three to

four times greater than those of giraffes. (In

a standing human the average arterial blood

pressure is 95mm Hg at heart level.)

An animal contending with such high

blood pressure would have needed strong

arteries and greatly thickened heart muscle.

Giraffes, for example, have the highest

blood pressure measured in living verte-

brates; compared with humans, they have

relatively muscular arteries and thick-

walled, enlarged hearts. Using a model that

took into account heart wall stress and

blood pressures, zoologist Roger Seymour
estimated the heart size of large, erect sau-

ropods to have been more than 1 .6 metric

tons, or eight times heavier than that of a

similar-sized whale having a comparable

internal heart volume. This may be an over-

estimate, however, because the structure of

reptilian hearts allows a smaller wall thick-

ness for a given stress than does a mamma-
lian heart. Nonetheless, in most large dino-

saurs, the ribs around the heart are long,

suggesting that the cardiac compartment

was indeed capacious.

If we look at living snakes, we see that

arboreal or climbing species have evolved

both high arterial blood pressure and heart

positions that are closer to the head than in

nonclimbing species. Proximity of the heart

to the head presumably insures that blood

flow to the head is adequate, regardless of

body posture, and minimizes the height to

which blood must be pumped when the

snake's head is up. The anatomy of sauro-

pods, however, did not allow anterior or
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The longest-necked sauropod Mamenchisaurus iro'isi'; amudflat.

vertical migration of the heart into the neck.

Therefore, natural selection for elongation

of the neck must have outweighed the car-

diovascular di-sadvantagcs, unless it pre-

ceded terrestrial habits.

Because pressure increases with depth in

any continuous fluid system, such as that in

arteries, pressure in the legs of Barosaurus

must have been greater than at heart level

and could conceivably have reached 900 to

1,000mm Hg in the lower legs and feet.

Such tremendous pressures pose serious

dangers of tissue swelling due to excessive

leakage of fluid from capillaries. Capillary

pressures in the legs of Barosaurus were

probably adjusted by muscular constriction

of smaller arteries, which reduces down-

stream pressures. (Similar adjustments

must have been required to regulate blood

pressure in the brain whenever the head

was lowered, for example, when the animal

was drinking.) In giraffes, swelling is

counteracted by the tight leg skin, which

acts somewhat like support hose to raise

pressures in underlying tissue fluids sur-

rounding the capillaries and small vessels.

The expansion of arteries can be partly

counteracted by thickened, muscular walls.

Other mechanisms that regulated the level

of plasma proteins, rates of lymph flow, and

placement of valves in veins might also have

helped prevent swelling in the pillarlike legs

of sauropods.

Finally, terrestrial sauropods would have

required complex lungs, similar to those of

living active reptiles or perhaps mammals.
In all vertebrates studied so far, lung func-

tion depends on blood flow that is at uni-

formly low pressures (relative to the pres-

sures in other parts of the animal).

Sauropods, then, most likely had hearts ca-

pable of producing large differences in

blood pressure between the lungs and other

circuits of the body. This would have re-

quired either extreme modification of the

resistance to blood flow somewhere be-

tween the heart and lungs or the evolution

of a four-chambered heart as in crocodiles,

birds, and mammals.
Perhaps no analogy with living animals

will ever give us a true picture of exactly

what was involved in such a monumental
blood-delivery system as that of Barosaurus

and its long-necked relatives. Nonetheless,

paleophysiology can add to our understand-

ing of the variety of animal designs possible,

as well as evoke a richer picture of how the

mammoth dinosaurs might have lived.

Harvey B. Lillywhite, a professor of zool-

ogy at the University ofFlorida at Gaines-

ville, studies the physiology ofsnakes and
other long-bodied animals.
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Two Allosaurus pursue ayoung ultrasaur

buffered by the pillarlike legs ofadults.

Sauropods, like elephants, may have

traveled with the vulnerableyoung in the

middle ofthe herd.
© 1988 John GufC

same size. If sauropods had mammalian
levels of metabolism, they probably grew

quickly to maturity and had life spans of

fifty to one hundred years at most. If they

had reptilian metabolic rates, life spans

would conceivably have been measured in

centuries. Arthur Dunham, of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, and his colleagues

argued against warmbloodedness, but

they believe that all dinosaurs were re-

productively mature by the age of twenty

at the latest, otherwise survival rates of the

young would have to have been impossibly

high to maintain the population.

Did Barosaurus lay eggs? As far as we
know, all dinosaurs laid eggs. But we
really don't know very much. Eggs and

nests have been found in association with

very few kinds of dinosaurs. The largest

dinosaur eggs known, from southern

France, have the volume of two-liter soda

bottles and have been attributed to a small

sauropod, Hypselosaurus. We have abso-

lutely no direct evidence yet of the size of

the eggs of the great sauropods. Eggs of

the extinct elephant bird from Madagas-
car have five times the volume of the sup-

posed Hypselosaurus eggs, so presumably

no physiological reason prevented the

development of even larger dinosaur eggs.

I view sauropods as somewhat stately,

slow-moving titans. Others will disagree.

Far from the pinnacle of dinosaur success,

they were, I believe, archaic herbivores.

Their large sizes, small heads, simple

teeth, and tiny brains served them well for

millions of years. But in the Cretaceous,

more progressive, large-headed, larger-

brained dinosaure appeared, and vegeta-

tion changed. The moist lowlands of the

Late Cretaceous, some 70 million years

ago, had fast-growing, weedy, flowering

plants and deciduous trees of small stat-

ure. In the drier habitats of the Jurassic

where the sauropods thrived, the domi-

nant plants grew more slowly. The teeth of

Cretaceous duck-billed and homed dino-

saurs were far more complex than those of

sauropods and processed the food of the

new flowering plants far more efficiently

than sauropods ever could. The old giants

retreated to southern continents, where

the newcomers did not flourish. Nonethe-

less, some kinds of sauropods straggled on

to the close of the age of dinosaurs. Skele-

tons such as the Museum's towering

Barosaurus give testimony to one of na-

ture's grandest extravagances. D
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Barosaurus on Central Park West
Old bones, shrewd deals, and engineering/eats

result in a new display at the American Museum

by Mark Norell, with Lowell W. Dingus and Eugene S. Gaffney

The time is about 1 50 million years ago;

the place, a sparsely forested plain in an

area that will one day become the arid

mountains and deserts of western North

America. A female Barosaurus, one of

the largest animals ever to have walked

the earth, and her offspring are peacefully

feeding on plants. Suddenly, their forag-

ing is cut short by the appearance of a

hungry carnivore, Allosaurus. The lone

hunter knows better than to attack the

sixty-ton mother; pivoting, it rushes in-

stead at the terrified baby. The young

quarry attempts to hide behind its mother,

dodging both her lashing tail and the Allo-

saurus's deadly teeth and claws. In a final

effort to protect her young, the Baro-

saurus rears up to a height of some fifty

feet to fend off the attacker with her pow-

erful forelegs or crush it under the weight

of her immense body.

What is the sequel to this Jurassic

drama? Maybe the giant Barosaurus

mother is lucky and repels or kills the

predator. Or perhaps the agile Allosaurus

rips into the baby and proceeds to devour

it as the mother flees in panic.

The effort to imagine dinosaurs as liv-

ing organisms, facing challenges similar to

those that confront animals today, was the

inspiration for the new exhibit in the Theo-

dore Roosevelt Memorial Hall, or Ro-

tunda, of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History in New York. A mother Baro-

saurus towers above the Rotunda's floor,

protecting her young from a predator. The

dramatic and controversial pose gives

viewers an idea of the dynamism that can

reside in fossil relics. The effect produced

by the most modem fabrication and fossil-

mounting methods heightens both the ro-

mantic history and the grandeur of the

fossils.

The story of how the Barosaurus came
to the American Museum starts almost a

hundred years ago. Much of the Muse-

um's huge collection of dinosaur remains

was assembled in the late 1800s and early

1900s, during what has been called the

golden age of dinosaur exploration. When
a mother lode of fossils began to emerge in

the American West, the Museum and

other natural history institutions in North

America, competing openly to acquire ex-

tensive collections and discover new spe-

cies, began a "bone rush."

Under the direction of Henry Fairfield

Osbom, the first chairman of the Muse-

um's Department of Vertebrate Paleon-

tology, veteran bone hunters Walter

Granger, Bamum Brown, and William

Diller Matthew sent tons of fossils to New
York. During the golden age, so much
material was excavated that many speci-

mens collected as long as a century ago

still have not been thoroughly studied,

prepared, or placed on public exhibition.

Huge bones, some of them in their original

wooden shipping cases, remain stored in

the Museum's labyrinthine basement.

The dinosaurs in the Rotunda mount

were found in the Morrison Formation, a

fossil-rich rock unit stretching from New
Mexico to Montana. This formation has

yielded many remains of sauropods—the

huge quadrupedal plant eaters, including

Barosaurus and its relatives, that lived

mainly in the Jurassic period, some 213 to

144 million years ago. Barosaurus is one

of the rarest of all North American dino-

saur fossils, and the adult and young on

display are the only publicly exhibited

specimens of these dinosaurs. The recon-

structed adult, which is unusually com-

plete for any dinosaur specimen known

—

80 percent of the material is original—is

also the most complete specimen of a

Barosaurus ever collected.

The adult was unearthed between 1912

and 1914 in what is now Dinosaur Na-

tional Monument in Utah. It might have

ended up as spare parts divided among
three different institutions if not for the

foresight and perseverance of Bamum
Brown, the American Museum's foremost

dinosaur collector.

About 1 9 1 9, the heyday of collecting at

this Utah site was drawing to a close when

the principal excavator. Earl Douglass, of

Pittsburgh's Camegie Museum, discov-

ered two remarkably weU preserved sauro-

pod skeletons. One of the skeletons went to

the Smithsonian Institution, the other to

the University of Utah. Later, when the

University of Utah needed parts of a

Diplodocus for a display, it traded a sec-

tion of the Barosaurus tail to the Camegie

Museum for neck parts. The neck eventu-
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Sauropod bones are embedded in rocks ofthe Morrison Formation in Dinosaur

National Monument, Utah. A vast rock unit, the Morrison Formation is

especially rich in sauropodfossils, many ofwhich have not yet been excavated.



Fossil Horse Trading
The following confidential memo-
randum from the archives of the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory provides details on some of the

exchanges that brought the widely

dispersed Barosaurus skeleton to the

American Museum:

Report on Barosaurvs

Supplementing my report of July

26, 1929. I again visited Salt Lake

City in December and secured the

following agreement from Dr. [Fred-

erick J.] Pack who has authority from

the President and Trustees of the Uni-

versity to act in their behalf in this

negotiation.

Value of specimen agreed upon

$5000. Terms $2,500 in cash, balance

in trade.

Specimens desired by University of

Utah: a three-toed horse skeleton (we

can supply a composite skeleton), and

other mammal material to make up

difference. American Museum to

box, ship and pay transportation

charges on Barosaurus.

This agreement I consider fair with

full value coming to the American

Museum providing we can secure the

remainder of this skeleton.

The part of this Barosaurus skele-

ton in the National Museum consists

of the last ten cervical vertebrae with

ribs; three anterior dorsals; left scapu-

la and humerus. It has cost $3,400 to

clean and restore it (Laboratory

records).

[Charies W.] Gilmore (confiden-

tially) favors an exchange and desires

a free mountable skeleton of Gorgo-

saurus. Dr. [Alexander] Wetmore

does not favor disposal of this Baro-

saurus neck (from conversation re-

ported by Gilmore).

American Museum can offer the

following specimen in exchange:

Gorgosaurus No. 5434. Skull and

jaws, all cervicals, and dorsal verte-

brae, all ribs, forelimbs, one femur.

Sacrum, hind limbs, except one fe-

mur, will be cast.

Cost of preparing and casting hind

limbs and part of tail $4, 1 23. To finish

tail and sacrum $450.—total cost

$4,573. (Cost taken from Laboratory

time sheets and exclusive of collecting

and transportation charges).

The caudal series of this skeleton

nine or ten vertebrae in the Carnegie

Museum are preserved in two blocks,

348/A and 349/B according to their

quarry charts.

So far no negotiations have been un-

dertaken to secure this part of the spec-

imen.

A.M.N.H.
Dec. 31, 1929

Bom collectorBarnum Brown and his wife, Lilian, atHowe Quarry in 1934

ally proved to belong not to a Diplodoc

but to a Barosaurus.

As a result, the bones of the rare Bai^

saurus were dispersed to three differe

institutions. Barnum Brown, recogniz

the skeleton's importance, came up with

plan to unite the bones in New York, evJ

though the American Museum owna

none of the material and had not eva

participated in its excavation and preparl

tion. In 1 929, Brown negotiated with tlj

three institutions in an effort to conso

date the specimen in New York. AccorJ

ing to some of his original correspondenc

the deal called for a combination of fos^

trades and cash payments between tlj

American Museum, the Carnegie,

University of Utah, and the Smithsonia

In the end, Brown's bargaining helped tlj

American Museum acquire the bones f(|

far less than it would have cost to coUe

them in the field.

The Roosevelt Rotunda mount reflecj

the legacy of many early paleontologisi

and the efforts of contemporary scientisi

and fossil preparators. During our lunch«|

here at the American Museum, Gen

Gaffney, Lowell Dingus, and I—menl

bers of the Department of Vertebrate Pi]

leontology—developed the idea of moun

ing a sauropod on its hind legs. The firl

drawings were blurry sketches made cl

damp napkins. In the beginning, none (I

us really beUeved that our wishful speculi|

tion would eventually lead to the

construction in the Rotunda.

After developing a preliminary desigi'

we got to work. All the original bone i

stored in the collection for sixty years, ha

to be cleaned and repaired. Many of the

glue joints had cracked, and some of tl

pieces were scattered. Only about a fifi

of the skeleton was missing, but each (

these pieces, including the skull, sever;

limb bones, and part of the tail, had to h

modeled to complete the skeleton.

The replacement parts were modeled i

Toronto, Canada, by Research Castin

International, an organization that spc

cializes in fabricating and mounting dine

saur casts. Under the direction of Pete

May, the technicians at Research Castin

sculpted each individual missing bone i

clay, basing the shapes on the remains o

more completely known close relatives c

Barosaurus, in particular, its contempc

rary Diplodocus. According to John S

Mcintosh of Wesleyan University, thi

premier scholar of sauropod relationships

this better-known Jurassic sauropod si

closely resembles Barosaurus that man;

partial skeletons and isolated bones lonj

considered by paleontologists to be th(

remains of the rather common Diplodo

cus may actually belong to Barosaurus.
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'^he Museum 's adult Barosaurus wasfabricated bone by bone by

he technicians ofResearch Casting International in Toronto, Canada.

\iolds ofeach bone were cast, top, and then mounted, below.
notographs by Paul von Baich

The weight of the original Barosaurus

bones—a single vertebra weighs up to 200

pounds—would have made mounting the

actual fossils impossible without thick

structural supports. In addition, the pose

of the adult Barosaurus in its rearing

stance of fifty feet above the Rotunda

floor demanded the lightest of materials.

So, after the modelers had sculpted the

missing elements, they made a duplicate

of the Barosaurus bones by coating them
with latex, which, when cured, formed a

rubber mold. These molds were cast with

polyurethane foam to provide sturdy but

light replicas of the original fossils, Those

that would stand near the ground were

cast in higher-density and more durable

materials, while those higher up were

made of lighter substances. The weight of

the neck vertebrae seems to have been a

functional consideration even for the liv-

ing Barosaurus. The sauropod solution

was the development of large pleurocoels,

or air spaces, in the vertebrae, which light-

ened the bones without compromising

strength. The extreme complexity of these

vertebrae made them the most difficult

part of the skeleton to mold and cast.

The construction of the juvenile sauro-

pod presented its own problems. The only

material in our collection consisted of

some neck vertebrae and a crushed skull

collected at Howe Quarry in north-central

Wyoming. Discovered and excavated by

Bamum Brown, Howe Quarry was one of

the richest accumulations of dinosaur re-

mains ever found. Unfortunately, most of

the material found was disarticulated, ly-

ing in a large jumble of bones, so deter-

mining what bones belonged to what ani-

mal was problematic.

Because the juvenile Barosaurus is so

fragmentary, most of the body needed to

be sculpted in clay and then cast. Bone

shapes and proportions were determined

from more complete skeletons of closely

related species. However, juvenile and

baby animals are not just miniature

adults; many of the differences that distin-

guish an adult Barosaurus from an adult

Diplodocus may not be apparent in the

young. In the process of growth, bones

change not only in size but also in shape

and in relation to other bones in the skele-

ton, much as puppies' bodies grow at a

relatively faster rate than their paws.

Structural transformations, such as the

appearance of antlers in adult deer, may
also arise at various points. To reconstruct

the skeleton of the young Barosaurus, we
have attempted to use what httle informa-

tion we have concerning the body propor-

tions and anatomical structure of these

animals.

The third animal in the grouping, the
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After sections ofthe bodies ofthe dinosaurs were mounted, technicians,

engineers, andpaleontologists moved their shop to an empty parking lot topieci

together the entire skeletons. The darting A\\os3.ums, below, was eventually

balanced by steel strungfrom one ankle. Afew vital vertebrae still missing, the

adult Barosaurus rears next to a cherry picker, right.
Photographs by Paul von Baich

sprinting Allosaurus, was the easiest to

fabricate. Thanks to the discovery of a

remarkable deposit, the Cleveland-Lloyd

Quarry in central Utah, almost every

bone in the skeleton is known. During the

thirty years that it has been excavated by

Jim Madsen, of the University of Utah,

the quarry has produced the remains of

scores of Allosaurus individuals of differ-

ent size classes. Some paleontologists sus-

pect that this Allosaurus graveyard is a

remnant of a particularly dangerous river

crossing or quicksand deposit that en-

trapped the agile carnivores.

Mounting the Allosaurus in its dy-

namic running posture was a more diffi-

cult task. Special steel, chosen in consulta-

tion with a structural engineer, was

needed to create the armature, or sup-

ports. The steel at the ankle of the Allo-

saurus had to be strong so as to support

the animal at an extreme angle from only

a single point. The armature along the

spine and the tail needed to be light but

rigid. The finished product is an almost

invisible framework strong enough to sup-

port fifty pounds hung from the tip of the

tail with no deflection.

Finally, we had to choose what kind of

base to mount the animals on. Because we
do not know exactly what kind of terrain

this battle may have been played out on

150 million years ago, we opted for a

purely aesthetic choice. What better than

a replica of actual fossil-producing rocks?

During the summer of 1991, Gene
Gaffney and Peter May located a likely

site, a small hillock in the Paleocene

TuUock Formation in eastern Montana.

Moving a fragile clay section of land this

size would have been a monumental ef-

fort, so a thin layer of latex rubber was

sprayed over the terrain to form a large

sheet mold. The mold was then sent to the

shop of Research Casting International in

Toronto, where it was cast and painted.

This exact replica of a small piece of the

Montana prairie now forms the base of the

New York exhibit.

Probably the most controversial aspect

of our mount is the pose of the dinosaurs

themselves. Was Barosaurus capable of

standing on its hind legs? Would it ha'

protected its young in this fashion? Ai

would the Allosaurus have launched sue

an attack? Although much has been wr
ten recently about the behavior and c

pabilities of these Mesozoic giants, litt

actual evidence regarding their behavii

and physical limitations can be dete

mined from the bones themselves. Whi
issues such as the diet, color, physiolog

and behavior of various dinosaurs hoi

great appeal, any pronouncements on tl

habits of animals that went extinct moi

than 66 million years ago are highly speci

lative. Rigorous scientific tests of mar

current theories are not possible within th

context of the available evidence—tf

fossils. So, while scenes like ours ma
seem spectacular and seductive, bewan

They represent only one of the many po

sible scenarios that may have occurre

1 50 million years ago. Because they hav

long vanished from the earth, leaving n

close living relatives that we can observ

in the wild, the giant sauropods will alwa>

retain much of their mystery. [
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This Bug's for \bu
by Steven N. Austad and Randy Thornhill

Photographs by Mark W. Moffett

Their bad reputation notwithstanding,

female spiders rarely attack and devour

their mates. Even in the case of the

infamous black widow, if a male courts at

the proper time and approaches the

female with the proper caution, he will

survive the encounter. The females of the

species Pisaura mirabilis, however, do

like to snack while they mate and will

consider only a suitor bearing a large

nuptial gift—in the form of a fat, juicy

insect. The courtship ritual of this

common European nursery web spider is

unique among the 30,000 or so known

species of spiders. Upon reaching

maturity the males virtually cease eating.

They turn solely to courtship, and instead

of devouring the insects that they ambush,

they carefully wrap the prey, clasp the

silk-enshrouded corpses in their jaws, and

set off in search of mates.

Once a male locates a female, he

approaches her cautiously and tilts

backward to present the prey held in his

jaws. At the same time, he raises and

vibrates his pedipalps (two short, leglike

appendages on either side of his jaw,

which contain special sperm storage sacs).

The female passes her own pedipalps over

the insect, as if measuring its size with

calipers. She will summarily reject males

bearing very small nuptial gifts and

simply walk away. Ifthe gift is acceptably

large, the female bites into it and begins

feeding, but she may walk away to eat it

elsewhere, dragging the hapless male

beneath her.

Once she is occupied with her meal, the

male gingerly releases his grip on the prey

and swivels underneath the female to

insert a pedipalp into one of two openings

in her abdomen. After mating for about

an hour, he swivels back to his original

Grasping a katydid in hisjaws,

a male nursery web spiderprepares

to wrap his catch.
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The spider belowfinishes wrapping his

prey with thick bands ofsilkfrom his

spinnerets. Right: Carrying the nuptial

gift beneath him, the male (right)

approaches afemale. They tap with

theirfirst two pairs oflegs to verify

each other's identity.

position, briefly bites the prey, then pivots

in the opjxjsite direction to fertilize the

female's second genital opening with his

other pedipalp—a process that takes

another hour. The male bites into the prey

one last time—an act that often

precipitates a furious struggle for its

possession. If he succeeds in wresting it

from the female, he may rewrap it and use

it again.

The quality and quantity of silk that the

male produces are pivotal to the outcome

of these sexual encounters. A nuptial gift

can be made larger and more enticing if

wound in many layers of silk; even a

smallish insect becomes acceptable if

suitably wrapped. This is not quite the

deception that it appears, however, for

spider silk is high in protein, and females

consume the wrapping as eagerly as they

do the gift. Furthermore, the silk is costly

for the fasting male to produce because it

uses up precious calories.

The silk serves another important

function: during copulation, the male's

only hold on the nuptial gift is a tether of

silk attached to his spinnerets. Because a

female will often try to make off"with the

gift before the male has completed

transferring his sperm or sometimes

without mating at all, the strength of the

silk line is vital in holding on to the

insect—and his mate. Even very large

prey are substantially wrapped to protect

against theft by larcenous females.

By mating only with those males that

can provide large insects and that can

prevent her from stealing them, the

female insures that her offspring will

share the genes of males with beneficial

attributes. But the female benefits from

the nuptial gift in several other ways. Its
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The male (left) holds his vibrating

pedipalps high while thefemale bites

into the wrapped insect, using her

pedipalps to assess its size.
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inside it, and guards it with her life. This

care is essential; when we removed some

females from their guard duty, spiders of

other species quickly moved in and

devoured the young.

Parasitic ichneumonid wasps are

another threat. They can pierce the

spider's egg sac and place a single egg of

their own inside. The egg quickly hatches!

and the wasp larva eats all the spider eggs|

before pupating, leaving the unknowing

female spider fiercely guarding a young

wasp. The rate of this parasitism rises

from zero to more than 40 percent of the

egg sacs as the summer progresses.

Mating early in the season is therefore

vital. But so are a few good meals. Well-

fed females tend to produce eggs earlier

and the eggs develop several weeks faster

reducing the likelihood that the clutch wi

fall prey to wasps.D

size undoubtedly has a bearing on how
many eggs she can lay. (We have found

that P. mirabilis fed one housefly per day

produce nearly twice as many eggs as

those given one fly every three days.) And
since the nuptial gift is one of the last

meals a female will have, its size also

determines whether she will survive long

enough to protect her offspring until they

molt and disperse to hunt on their own.

After laying her eggs, she will not eat

again. The single batch of eggs is her

lifetime reproductive effort, and her

devotion to protecting the egg sac is

total—leaving no time for hunting. For

several weeks, she carries the egg sac in

herjaws and immures herself within a

silken cocoon, leaving only to warm her

eggs in the sun. Then shortly before the

spiderlings emerge, she constructs a

tentlike nursery web, suspends the egg sac

Using the shiny, bean-shapedsac

at the end ofonepedipalp, the male

transfers his sperm to thefemale,

who is busyfeastingon theprey.

Afemale carries an eggsac in her

jawsfor about three weeks before

buildinga nursery web.
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Great blue herons brave a winter storm
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THE
COLD
FACTS

WINTER
by James C. Halfpenny

Photographs by Michael S. Quinton



For animals spending the winter in and around

Yellowstone, calorie counting is a matter

oflife and death



Yellowstone 's mice and voles protect

themselvesfrom the cold by living

in tunnels under the snowpack, but

occasionally they may visit aboveground

shelters, such as this marsh wren's

nest, right. Thanks to their big size

and bulk, moose, below, canproduce

more heat than they need to keep warm,

even on breezy winter days.

It
was the winter of 1 978, the coldest on

record in North America. One night

in January, temperatures at my camp
on the Lewis River in Yellowstone Na-

tional Park fell to -54° F, the tenth night

in a row the thermometer had dropped

below the —40° F mark, and saucer-sized

hoarfrost crystals hned the river's edge.

The next morning, as I welcomed the

first rays of sunlight, a coyote pranced into

view, paused, Ustened, and then pounced,

sticking its nose beneath the snow in pur-

suit of a vole. About half a mile away, an

elk plowed through the chest-deep snow,

browsing on lodgepole pine needles. An
increasing sensation of cold in my toes

reminded me to wiggle them as a protec-

tion against frostbite, for at such low tem-

peratures, energy—in the form of heat

—

is quickly drawn out of the body.

Energy, or perhaps more accurately,

coping with the lack of it, is the key to

winter survival. Winter itself is the result

of a loss of energy: as the earth moves

around the sun, the tilt of its axis causes

the Northern Hemisphere to slant away
from the sun during the winter months.

Every sunbeam of incoming radiation

must cover a larger area in winter, which

results in a significant reduction in the

amount of energy (measured in Calories,

or Cal) per given unit of area. Each day in
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A coyote, left,feeds on a dead elk.

Omnivorous scavengers, coyotes make
carrion a bigpart oftheir diet in winter,

but they also dive through snow after

rodents and race along hard snow crust in

pursuit oflargerprey. Below: To rest,

coyotes curl up in soft snow, preferably

where there is protectionfrom the wind.

December, for example, every square inch

of the Yellowstone area receives an aver-

age of 4.080 Cal of solar radiation, while

energy lost from the earth's surface aver-

ages 4. 11 8 Cal per square inch, producing

a net loss of 0.038 Cal. (In June, by con-

trast, every square inch receives 1 .850 Cal

more than it loses.)

The most obvious and striking results of

Yellowstone's winter energy deficit are

the polar air masses that pour in from the

north and the snow that often covers the

region for six months or more. For the

animals of Yellowstone, the margin for

survival in the long winter is often narrow,

and a few calories may be the difference

between death and sprawling in the green

grass of spring. Since 1970, I've studied

the progression of winter in the Greater

Yellowstone Ecosystem, watching those

animals that make it and those that don't.

(The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem in-

cludes Grand Teton and Yellowstone na-

tional parks and all the national forests

surrounding them.)

Faced with dramatic energy loss each

fall, animals generally resort to one of

"three basic strategies: they may migrate,

;hibemate, or face the cold and snow head-

pn. Those that leave for the south, such as

jwhite pelicans and most of the region's

Igreat blue herons, do so by about October.

The great blues are gone for only a few

months, some returning by February to

look for nests. Other animals migrate to

lower elevations. By November, great

herds of elk—often single-file processions

led by an old cow—wend their way down

from summer meadows in search of a win-

ter range where only a thin blanket of

snow covers the grass from the summer
growing season. Many creatures—such as

reptiles, jumping mice, marmots, and

bears—hibernate, disappearing usually

until spring.

Those animals that remain active must

contend with what may be the coldest,

harshest winter conditions in the contigu-

ous United States. The Yellowstone pla-

teau is perched high in the central Rocky

Mountains and surrounded by lofty moun-

tain peaks. Official U. S. Weather Bureau

records for Montana and Wyoming list

record lows of -70° and -63° F, respec-

tively. Unofficially, temperatures on the

landlocked plateau drop much lower, and

cold snaps often last for weeks. Snowfalls,

which begin in September, add up to an

average of 600 inches per winter and may
last into June.

Preparations for winter are critical.

Many species store food. I have watched

nonhibemating pikas (rock "rabbits" of

the alpine boulder fields) and pocket go-

phers making bushelbasket-sized caches

of greens and roots, respectively. The pi-

kas store their hay above ground in boul-

der fields; gophers cache their supplies

below ground and in the snowpack. Many
animals add body fat: black bears put on

as much as four inches of fat prior to

hibernation. Other types of physical

changes are also common. Following coy-

ote tracks, I can tell when additional hair

begins to grow on the animals' feet, to

reduce heat loss via conduction to winter

snows. All species molt to their thicker

winter coats; even chickadees add more

feathers. Some change color: weasels, for

example, molt to white, becoming winter

ermines.

The timing of color change is crucial.

Normally, the snowshoe hare's internal

clock coincides with the coming of snow,

and its white phase hides it from all but

the sharpest eyes. But when snow has been

late in coming, I have seen the white hares

sharply outlined against brown autumn
vegetation, sitting ducks for raptors.

The snow, or nivean, environment pro-

vides two dramatically different situations

for active, wintering wildlife: above and

below the snowpack. Like all of the re-

gion's large mammals, moose must make

a go of it above. To estimate the energy

budgets of these 900-pound animals, War-

ren Porter of the University of Wisconsin,

physician Roy Ozanne, graduate student

Steve Beaupre, and I measured solar radi-

ation, temperature, and wind speeds in

different environmental settings. Next we

calculated how much energy a moose

would lose or gain in various situations.

(The most familiar form of energy loss is

heat transfer.) The computer model we

came up with led us to conclude that even

on a breezy winter afternoon, a moose

produces more heat than it needs to keep

warm. Indeed, during the warmest part of

a winter day, we often find moose on

shaded, north-facing slopes trying not to

overheat. On the same day, elk, with a

smaller body mass and less insulation,

bask in the sun on south-facing slopes.

At night, the energy budget of a moose

does go into the "red." Being out in an

open meadow on a calm night at 23° F is

energetically expensive, costing the moose
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A snowshoe hare may enhance the

camouflage effect ofits white winterfur

by sitting absolutely still. Ifnecessary,

however, it will dash away across the

snow, springing on its outsize hindfeet.

about 4.55 Cal of energy per hour—the

equivalent of 1 .6 Snickers bars per hour.

By moving at night from the open meadow

into the coniferous forest, where radiant

energy from the trees and lower wind

speed help keep it warm, the moose can

cut its heat loss by more than one-third.

When the cover of the forest is not

enough to stave off the cold, some large

mammals take advantage of Yellow-

stone's abundant sources of geothermal

energy. Through steam fumaroles, mud
pots, and geysers, heat from the interior of

the earth reaches the surface. Elk and

bison often wallow on the snow-free

ground created by thermal activity and

bask in steam from hot pools or geysers.

Saunas may help take the edge off the

cold sometimes, but life during the winter

for Yellowstone's herbivores is always a

race with starvation. Calories stored as fat

during the summer must last all winter,

when little food is available and what is

found by pawing through the snow is of

low quality Carbohydrate- and protein-

rich grasses from the summer transport

their nutrients below ground in the winter,

leaving behind only the dried, hard cellu-

lose stalk for elk to feed on. As Norm
Bishop, the research interpreter for Yel-

lowstone National Park, says, "It's as if

your annual budget of food consisted of a

box of cereal. During the summer you

fatten up by eating all the cereal; during

the winter all that is left to eat is the box."

Moose and elk face other problems dur-

ing the winter. They themselves are a

source of food not only for predators but

also for parasites. Winter ticks feast on

them. Skiing on backcountry trails in

March, I often find moose beds stained

red with blood from engorged ticks

smashed when a moose rolled over. Large

tufts of hair lying in the bed attest to the

irritation caused by tick activity. Elk must

deal with mange mites. These small rela-

tives of spiders feed on the skin surface

and cause hair loss, mostly in mature

bulls. Massive amounts of hair may fall

out, leaving nearly bald elk without their

insulating fur coat. Weakened by anemia

and the loss of blood and hair, many

moose and elk simply do not have the

energy reserves to survive.

Predators and scavengers benefit from

the misfortunes of others. An old bull elk

has few fat reserves left after maintaining

a harem for breeding during the fall. Too

weak to plow through the snow, he may

slowly starve to death, or a mountain lion,

a grizzly bear, or coyotes may come along

to speed things up. Coyotes in Yellow-

stone often hunt in packs. I once watched

three coyotes kill an elk calf while its

mother tried to protect it. One coyot

would attack, drawing the attention of th

mother, which would chase it off, while

second coyote would rush in and bite th

calf. Eventually the calf died and w£

dragged off by the coyotes. As a pad

coyotes can protect their food from sue

formidable adversaries as mountain lion:

Even for coyotes, though, getting alon

in winter is not an easy trick. During th

winter, a coyote must often travel ion

distances to find food, whether carrion c

some small mammal holed up beneath th

snow. The coyote's demise can be th

snow surface. Unlike the moose, whic

can use its great bulk and long legs to pic
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As streamsfreeze over,fish become

prizes worthfightingfor This bald

eagle has a cutthroat troutfirmly in its

grasp, but the hungry raven cannot

oass up the possibility, however

remote, ofafish dinner.

hrough snow up to three feet deep, the

oyote must learn to negotiate the differ-

nt types of snow. Coyotes detect surface

hanges in the snow through their feet.

Tacking them on skis, I can tell from

heir footprints that they walk carefully on

oft snow (trying to avoid sinking in too

leep), trot on medium snow (but lightly,

avoid breaking through thin crusts),

ind lope on hard snow crusts. Coyotes

I'ften follow wind-packed courses on the

reward side of exposed sagebrush, avoid-

ng careless steps to the side where the

now is soft. When the crust is hard

nough, they can sometimes travel fast

nough to outrun prey.

Patches of snow too soft for traveling

may make a good bed, the coyote curling

up to be gently covered by a blanket of

blowing snow. The coyote's tactile sensi-

tivity also enables it to know when it is safe

to dive headfirst into the snow after a vole

and when the snow is too hard.

Following the trail of a coyote can be an

interesting lesson in energy conservation

and, sometimes, humility. One winter

night, as I sat gazing across the frozen

expanse of Yellowstone Lake, a coyote

loped into view on the lake ice. I squeaked

like a mouse, and from a half mile out the

coyote turned and approached me. Per-

haps 100 feet away, it realized something

was not right, turned, and trotted off in the

direction of my camp. Returning to camp,

I discovered my pots gone from beside my
tent. In the moonlight, 1 located coyote

tracks and followed them a quarter mile

onto the ice. There were the pots in a pile.

As I cooked breakfast the next morn-

ing, the full intent of the coyote's prank

became apparent. A strong, acrid odor

signaled the melting of coyote urine in my
oatmeal pot. The coyote had scent marked

my pots, telling me that this was its terri-

tory and that it didn't appreciate my trick.

Traveling through Yellowstone, I have

noted two animals that seem to thrive on

winter: river otters and dippers. As much
of a cliche as it may seem, for otters,

wintertime is playtime. Riverbanks near

their dens are covered with slides, and I

have watched them repeatedly climb

banks seemingly just for the pleasure of

sliding right back down. Where thermal

activity along the shore of Yellowstone

Lake opens up pools, otters will toboggan

on the flat ice surface to open water a mile

away.

Dippers, or water ouzels, are short-

tailed, dark gray birds that live along

stream edges year round. Even at —40° F,

they wade into rushing streams and, while

completely submerged, search for aquatic

insects and small fish. At first the idea of

these little birds engaging in polar-bear-

club dips at subfreezing temperatures

bothered me. Wouldn't these dips be ener-

getically costly? Shouldn't a wet bird lose

heat rapidly? When the air temperature is

-40° F however, the water is actually

seventy-two degrees warmer than the air.

Back at the surface, water is quickly shed

from the feathers before it can freeze,

thanks to a large waterproofing preen, or

oil, gland.

As long as open water can be found,

neither otters nor dippers seem to suffer

from the food shortages that confront

other Yellowstone inhabitants. Fish and

aquatic insects are always abundant and

probably slower moving—thus easier to

catch—because of the colder water tem-

peratures. During very cold winters, when
the upper reaches of Yellowstone's

streams freeze, both otters and dippers

move to open water downstream.
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Below the snow there is a diflFerent

world. Snow is a remarkable material, pro-

viding insulation and support for winter

housing. For the small mammals of this

subnivean realm, however, the timing of

the first snowfall each autumn is critical.

If cold polar fronts arrive before a protec-

tive mantle of snow is on the ground,

plants and animals freeze. In years of late

snowfalls, many of the tagged mice in our

study plots die. But once the iirst eight to

ten inches of snow have built up, the daily

fluctuations in air temperature do not

reach beneath the snowpack, and tem-

peratures below the snow remain fairly

constant, within a few degrees of freezing.

With a snowpack deep enough to pro-

vide thermal stability, mice and voles re-

duce the number of daily trips to the snow

surface. Often, I will go for days without

seeing a single track. Instead, the anima

create a labyrinth of snow tunnels

which they travel around looking for drie

grass, seeds, and the occasional insec

The tunnels provide a relatively warm h

ven from the cold at the surface: our c£

culations suggest that on a calm, 23°

night, a mouse would lose 3.7 times mo:

energy per minute on the snow surfa<

than it would in its tunnel.
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Both river otters, left, and dippers, below,

seem to thrive during winter in

Yellowstone, as long as open water—
and thefish and insects that live

in it—can befound.

The tunnels are dark most of the winter,

IS accumulated snow more than three feet

ieep filters out all of the sun's rays. At the

;nd of dark tunnels, mice construct grass

lests where many huddle for warmth. The
iggressive behavior typical of these small

rodents during the summer quickly breaks

iown during the cold winter, when I have
jven found two different species of mice
.ogether in the same nest. Cuddled in their

nests, mice wait out the worst winter

weather.

Early naturalists noted tunnel en-

trances at the surface of the snow, espe-

cially as spring approached. They postu-

lated that tunnels provided an outlet for

the high concentrations of carbon dioxide

that build up beneath the snowpack and

also allowed the animals to emerge period-

ically to check for signs of spring. Because

of the carbon dioxide theory, these tunnels

became known as ventilator shafts.

I, too, observed ventilator shafts, but

with some differences. In the Yellowstone

area, shafts appeared mainly in January

and February and especially after clear

nights with very cold, subzero tempera-

tures. By tracking, we discovered that, for

unknown reasons, mice and voles not only

venture above the snowpack on cold

nights but also travel up to a quarter mile

in open meadows. Following mouse trails

and digging out the shafts, we found that

most shafts descended only an inch or two

beneath the surface and then leveled off

and went about three inches horizontally

before returning to the surface. In cross

section, a shaft formed a roughly horse-

shoe-shaped tunnel. At the bottom of each

tunnel were often three or four pieces of

scat, indicating that the animals had

rested there for a few minutes.

We hypothesized that because of its

large surface area in proportion to its

small body, a mouse traveling in open

meadows radiates a large percentage of its

body heat to the clear night sky. When the

mouse begins to get dangerously cold, it

quickly burrows into the snow, which, al-

though cold, radiates some energy to the

mouse. In its warming hut, the mouse re-

gains enough energy to resume its trip. On
a particularly cold night, a mouse might

dig several warming huts before success-

fully crossing a meadow.

Steve Beaupre, Roy Ozanne, and I

tested the hypothesis by implanting a ra-

dio-transmitting thermometer into a deer

mouse. At 3:00 a.m. on one January morn-

ing with the temperature about -30° F,

we released the mouse back onto the snow.

It began jumping swiftly across the snow

surface. After a few minutes, our radio

signal indicated that its internal body tem-

perature (normally about 99° F) was drop-

ping. The mouse quickly dug a warming

hut, where it waited with the tip of its tail

still visible. Twenty minutes later, re-

warmed, it was again ready to venture out.

We observed this behavior three times;

each time the mouse's internal tempera-

ture dropped by as much as twenty de-

grees before returning to normal.

Other tunnels that go up to the surface
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Opportunistic hunters ofthe waterways,

minks catch everythingfrom crayfish to

muskrats and ducks. Large prey, such as

this mallard, may be carried back to one

ofthe mink 's dens and eaten later.

do exist. Researchers have recently

documented the long-postulated pockets

of carbon dioxide beneath the snow, per-

haps caused by decomposing plant mate-

rial. The new evidence supports the notion

that some tunnels may serve as ventilator

shafts. Such tunnels, however, have defi-

nite disadvantages: given an opening, long

and lean members of the weasel family

can also navigate the labyrinth.

Ermines perhaps take advantage of

these passages most frequently. But mar-

tens, normally considered to be surface

and tree predators, may also use the tun-

nels. In 1 986, Christie Shultz and I discov-

ered the tracks of a marten leading from

lodgepole pines to a small, frozen, snow-

covered pond. Marten tracks around the

edge of the pond led to thirty-eight holes.

After excavating many yards of snow, we

located muskrat tunnels around the pond.

We also discovered partly eaten remains

of five muskrats, indicating that the mar-

ten had had a successful hunt.

One April, perched on my pack on a

frozen stream bed, I watched a blue heron

fly to its nest. Suddenly, I heard familiar

creaking, rumbling, and cracking sounds.

Jumping to my feet, I grabbed my pack

and skied up the bank just in time to watch

the stream channel turn sky blue and the

snow and ice become saturated with wa-

ter. Within minutes, the ice began to

break up and flow downstream.

Watching spring return to Yellowstone

is still thrilling, even after all these years.

With every passing day, more and more

energy pours back into Yellowstone. On
south-facing slopes, where the snow has

already melted, cow elk, round with soon-

to-be-bom calves, feed. Soon sow grizzlies

will emerge with their young, bom during

the long winter's sleep. The calls of pikas

signal their return to the surface, and mar-

mot tracks tell of their awakening from

hibemation. If a heavy late snow doesn't

catch them off" guard, all these animals

—

newboms and survivors—can look for-

ward to several months of a gentler, lusher

Yellowstone. Many will soon be dedicat-

ing their energies to courtship, mating,

and rearing young. As for me, my energy

will be spent counting the weeks until the

next winter season. D
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Science Lite

How to Bear Gifts
/ toldyou I needed black socks

by Roger L. Welsch

I knew that I had been accepted into

the Omaha Indian community the eve-

ning I was with some Omaha friends and

the topic of conversation was why white

people smell funny. (The conclusion was

that stinky stuff" gets stuck in all those

body hairs.) On such occasions I learn a

lot about Omaha culture, but more impor-

tantly, I learn about my own white, main-

stream, lower-middle-class culture. The

Omahas never ask me for explanations of

why my people do the things they do, and

I'm glad they don't, because I don't have

many answers.

The Omahas talk about white people's

preoccupation with time and money, in-

ability to sense even the most obvious

workings of the gods, difficulty in con-

ducting meaningful conversations (even

within their own families), and lack of

understanding about . . . well, about al-

most everything. They aren't angry or bit-

ter or cynical or mocking; they just can't

figure white people out.

About this time of year, the Omahas
talk a lot about the mainstream's system

of giving, especially the custom of "ex-

changing" gifts. Actually, they don't so

much talk about it as shake their heads in

incomprehension over the calculated reci-

procity involved. The Omahas give gifts

and conduct trade, but they never confuse

the two. If an Omaha gives a gift worth

thirty dollars or so (a blanket, for exam-

ple), the recipient has to be careful not to

give that person something worth thirty

dollars anytime soon. Otherwise he risks

giving the impression of turning the gift

into a purchase.

The amount of time that must be al-

lowed to pass is a subjective determination

but depends roughly on the value of the

gift—maybe three or four months for a

blanket. A fifty-dollar saddle requires

longer to fade from community memory,

perhaps a half year. A cow takes forevei

Since gift giving is an important part ol

Omaha culture—the means by which om
acquires prestige and status within th(

community—mental computing and ac

counting consume a lot of Omaha triba

energy.

The mainstream's concentration is th(

opposite: "Last year was the third year ii

a row your cheapskate cousin in De;

Moines didn't send us a card, and this yea:

she is off the list!" Imagine being a part o

a society in which you avoid equity whil(

living in the midst of a culture that insist

on it!

Or consider the common mainstrean

family practice of "deciding what we'l

spend this year": "Okay, this Christma

we'll give Mom and Dad gifts worth ni

more than $25, brothers and sisters item

worth no more than $ 1 5, nieces and nepb

ews $5.50, aunts and uncles $17.76, pet

$3.36, except goldfish, for which gifts wil

not exceed $2, not including sales tax." (Ii

a pre-Christmas family briefing—fresh,

suspect, from an Indian gathering

—

once rashly suggested that we give what

ever gifts we considered appropriate. I'n

no longer a part of that family.)

As if that were not enough, the Omaha;

consider it more blessed to give than re

ceive. (Lord only knows where they go

that idea.) And that includes giving wha

has already been given, perhaps th<

source of the idiom "Indian given'

Among the Omahas, food is a particularij

respectful gift, so once, when I wanted tc

do something nice for an Omaha friend, 1

put together a big basket of fresh fruit

sausages, cheese, lots of yummies. I gave

the basket to my friend at a public gather

ing of the Omaha Indian community.

We mainstreamers consider wealth anc

acquisition to be important, so we make

wealth and acquisition public—big cars.



swimming pools, sillc suits, nose bobs,

right out there where everyone can see

them. Because the Omahas consider giv-

ing to be important, they make it public.

Gifts are given at powwows, prayer meet-

ings, hand games, gourd dances, wherever

there's a crowd. And they are announced

by a crier, who loudly proclaims and com-

pliments their value and importance.

So I gave my friend the basket of food

through the crier, who announced the gift

amid a hubbub of approval. My friend

came forward with tears in his eyes and

accepted my gift. He embraced me and

called me "cousin." But before I even had

time to turn from the crier and return to

my seat, my friend stepped to someone

else in the room—someone I scarcely

knew—and gave her the basket I had put

such effort into. Well, great. My gift ap-

parently meant no more to my friend than

an extra set of shoelaces.

Later I found out that the standard

monologue in our society
—

"Oh, my good-

ness, what a wonderful rhinestone aspirin

locket! I've been wanting one for so long!

I'm going to wear this to church tomorrow

... no, I won't! I'm going to save this for

special occasions like meeting the queen;

and I'll call my lawyer next week to be

sure that when I die it goes to my oldest

granddaughter for her dowry"—is a mys-

tery within a culture where giving, not

having, is important. The Omaha formula

in the same situation would be, "This is

such a wonderful gift, I would be proud to

give it away myself. In fact, I think I will.

Here and now." I have seen gifts so impor-

tant that they were given away three times

on the same occasion.

It gets worse—or better, depending on

how willing you are to pursue Omaha
logic. When I was given my Omaha name
in 1 967, 1 knew it was proper for me to put

together a feast and give gifts, so I asked
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an old friend, "How much food should I

prepare? How many gifts should I bring?"

I knew there would be four or five hun-

dred people at the gathering, so I was

prepared for a jolt, but not quite for the

one I got.

My friend said, "This is an important

occasion for you."

"About the most important thing that

has ever happened to me," I responded.

"Then spend everything you have."

"Uh, everything I have?"

"Everything."

I spent quite a bit, but Indian name or

not, I didn't spend everything I had.

There's still a lot of German blood in these

veins.

Even before the Omaha Tribe

wrenched my understanding of gift-giving

protocol, my mother gave me reason to

wonder. Every year in mid-September she

asks for a list of what my wife, daughter,

and I want for Christmas. We give her the

list and then she gets us something else.

"Mom," I say annually, staring with

bewilderment at a package of a dozen of

those undershirts with little, thin straps

that go over your shoulders and which I

never wear, "I told you I needed black

socks."

"I won't buy you any more black

socks."

"But I need black socks."

"Christmas isn't a time for giving things

we need."

"Then why did you give me undershirt!

with little, thin shoulder straps? I don''

wear undershirts with little, thin shouldei

straps."

"See? It's not something you need, am
at Christmas you're not supposed to giv(

things people need."

Part of the problem with the Americai

system of gift giving may lie within th(

nature of our gifts. My son gives mt

presents he thinks will improve my mind

which is nice, but I can't help wondering

why he thinks my mind needs improve

ment. I don't know where my wife gets he:

ideas for gifts. It's as if she's never met me
Last year she gave me a pair of boxing

gloves. In all fairness, she maintains she is

equally mystified by the fruit-drying over

I gave her.

I blamed the fruit-drying oven error or

a high-pressure salesman. Charles Kuraltl

as usual, says it best: "We call gift shops

gift shops because they sell things we'c

never buy for ourselves."

No one can recall how it started, but mj
father and I have a good arrangement foi

Christmas gifts: we exchange screwdriv

ers. Family legend has it that the screw

driver tradition started when I was a littk

boy and about all I could think of by waj

of a Christmas gift for Dad, and all I coulc

afford, was a screwdriver. Every year ;

screwdriver. When I became an adult

Dad returned the favor, and that's wha

we do every year now.

"Elaine and I were among thefirst people

to come out against releasingfluorocarbons

into the atmosphere.

"
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Dad's gift is my favorite. I know it's a

iscrewdriver but I never know what kind,

and there are lots of kinds of screwdrivers.

Besides, not a year passes during which I

don't lose my Christmas screwdriver from

Dad, so I am always in need of another, no

matter what kind it is. (On the other hand.

Dad never loses anything—so his base-

ment is full of screwdrivers.)

The situation gets even more confusing

if we turn our analysis of gift giving to

children. The reality is that in the case of

children, like that of the Omahas, the pro-

tocol of giving operates within another

logic. Everyone sees the truth annually

and comments on it: the boxes the gifts

come in seem to be more fun for the chil-

dren than the gifts. Why? Because the

boxes are more fun than the gifts that

come in them.

Even more fun than the gifts that come

in the boxes or the boxes they come in are

the gifts the other kid gets and the boxes

they come in. (This insight has a much
broader application than Christmas gifts

and will eventually make someone rich.

Market toys as "The Other Kid's Toys"

and the money will roll in, trust me.)

Far be it from me, however, to point out

the faults of the world without offering a

clear plan for fixing them. All we have to

do is mix everything together—Indian

ideas, kid stuff, mothers' problems with

buying socks, screwdrivers—and every-

thing will work out fine.

Here's what I propose:

1

.

This year give your friends and relatives

things they don't want or need—pref-

erably things they already have and like

or that you already have and like.

2. Ignore your family's agreement about

spending limits.

3. Give presents to the wrong people and

invite them to make exchanges on the

spot, which means everyone will get two

presents instead of one and will wind up

with something they like. (I don't know

how Linda feels about boxing gloves,

but I sure could use the fruit-drying

oven.)

4. Tell each recipient of a gift out loud,

and publicly, how you arrived at your

decision. If you can't imagine why you

are giving what you're giving, it's a bad

idea anyway. Maybe once your friends

and family hear your explanation,

they'll like your gifts.

5. Above all, put presents in interesting

boxes. That'll make everyone happy.

Me, I'm giving everyone indoor mush-

room gardens this year. Don't ask me why.

Folklorist Roger L. Welsch lives in

Dannebrog, Nebraska.
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At the American Museum

Origami Holiday Tree
This season's Origami Holiday Tree

will be on display in the Roosevelt Memo-
rial Hall of the American Museum from

November 25 through January I.

To add a flush of Christmas red to the

nineteen-foot tree, hundreds of paper

strawberries will hang among the thou-

sand or so origami representations of ani-

mals, ranging from antelopes to zebras,

apatosauruses to dimetrodons, grasshop-

pers to honeybees, angelfish to sharks.

More than 2,000 silver stars, cantilevered

from the branches on wires, provide the

tree with a glittering halo.

An annual tradition since 1972, the

Museum's tree was the first of its kind on

public display. Its decorations are an all-

volunteer effort, and teachers will be on

hand to show visitors how to fold their own
origami ornaments.

KWANZAA
Three days of programs will mark the

Museum's celebration of Kwanzaa, Swa-

hili for "first fruits of the harvest." Dur-

ing the week of December 26 to January

1 , each day of this African American holi-

day is dedicated to one of seven principles:

umoja (unity), kujichagulia (self-deter-

mination), ujima (collective work and

responsibility), ujaama (economic co-

operation), nia (purpose), kuumba (cre-

ativity), and imani (faith).

On Friday, December 27, the Museum
will host an African marketplace in the

Hall of Ocean Life from 1 1 :00 a.m. to

6:00 P.M. Vendors will sell books, textiles,

jewelry, foods, and Kwanzaa crafts; cul-

tural activities will also be featured. The-

atrical presentations and participatory

workshops will take place on Saturday

and Sunday, December 28 and 29.

These programs are made possible by a

gift to the Museum from the Samuel and

May Rudin Foundation and by contribu-

tions from the New York Urban Coali-

tion. For information or for a flier detail-

ing these free events, call (212) 769-5315.

Birds IN Art, 1991

Sixty works, chosen from more than

1 ,000 entries, feature the best contempo-

rary painting, printmaking, and sculpture

depicting birds by artists worldwide. In

this year's show, sculptor Larry Barth of

Stahlstown, Pennsylvania, has been cho-

sen Master Wildlife Artist, an honor that

in past years has been given to Roger Tory

Peterson, Don Richard Eckelberry, Peter

Scott, Guy Coheleach, and Lars Jonsson.

Organized annually since 1976 by the

Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum in

Wausau, Wisconsin, the exhibition opens

this year on Friday, December 6, and runs

through Sunday, March I, 1992, in Gal-

lery 77.

Members' Programs
In 1934, Roger Tory Peterson pub-

lished The Field Guide to Birds, begin-

ning a long and distinguished career as an

author and artist. Peterson will reflect on

his experiences discovering and studying

birds all over the world on Wednesday,

December 4, at 8:00 p.m. in the Main Au-

The Pink Slipper, by John Felsing. is one ofsixty worksfeatured
in the "Birds in Art" exhibition.

ditorium. Tickets are $12 ($8 for mem-
bers). Call (2 1 2) 769-5606 for ticket avail-

ability.

Folk artist Richie Havens will make a

special appearance at the Museum on

Thursday, December 19, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Since his first al-

bum in 1967 and his performance at the

1969 Woodstock Festival, Havens, whose

most recent album is Now, has contrib-

uted regularly to the music world. Tickets

are $20 ($12 for members). Call (212)

769-5606 for ticket availability.

Native American Celebration
Dance programs, lectures, and dem-

onstrations of mask carving will be pre-

sented in conjunction with the special ex-

hibition "Chiefly Feasts: The Enduring

Kwakiutl Potlatch," which will run

through February 23, 1992. For addi-

tional information call (212) 769-5305.

The Leonhardt People Center cele-

brates Native American culture with free

weekend programs this month. On Satur-

day and Sunday, December 14 and 15,

Tchin, a Blackfoot and Narragansett In-

dian, will talk on "Growing up Native

American"; Cherokee Jeff" Kalin will

demonstrate precontact stone tool tech-

nology; and Snowflower and Star, Black-

foot and Narragansett Indians, will tell

stories through dance.

The People Center will be closed on De-

cember 21 and 22. For a full schedule of

events, call (212) 769-5182.

Christmas at the Planetarium
Was it a star, a comet, or a meteor that

led the Wise Men to Bethlehem? Scien-

tists, theologians, and historians have all

contributed to the search for answers. Be-

ginning Wednesday, November 27, visi-

tors to the Planetarium can travel back

nearly 2,000 years in time to explore the

skies of the first Christmas.

On Monday and Tuesday, December
16 and 17, in the Sky Theater, the Plane-

tarium's annual holiday concert will fea-

ture the Ensemble for Early Music, which

will play selections from the Middle Ages.

Performances start at 7:30 p.m., and tick-

ets are $15 ($12 for members). For more
information, call (212) 769-5900.

These events take place at the American

Museum of Natural History, located on

Central Park West at 79th Street in New
York City. The Kaufmann and Linder

theaters and the Leonhardt People Center

are located in the Charles A. Dana Educa-

tion Wing. The Museum has a pay-what-

you-wish admission policy. For more in-

formation about the Museum, call (212)

769-5100.
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Reviews

Luck ofthe Draw
by Neil H. Landman

Why do some species survive and per-

sist for tens of millions of years while oth-

ers disappear? What is the secret of spe-

cies longevity? Do some biological traits

favor survival and others invite extinction?

Geologist Peter Ward has been at work all

over the world investigating these ques-

tions among fossils both living and dead.

On Methuselah's Trail is an apt title for

this quest. Methuselah, the grandfather of

Noah, was a biblical patriarch who was

believed to have lived 969 years. Indeed,

the survival of very ancient organisms to

the present, so-called living fossils, reveals

a persistence of mythical proportions.

Equally impressive is the evolutionary

drama of life on earth in which these living

fossils play a role.

Some living fossils—such as the horse-

tail plant from the Carboniferous period

or the inarticulate brachiopod Lingula

from the Cambrian period—are species

that have remained unchanged for tens or

even hundreds of millions of years. Others

such as the coelacanth, a fish from the

Comoro Islands in the Indian Ocean, be-

long to new genera and species not recog-

nizable in the fossil record but are the sole

survivors of ancient lineages.

An important dimension to Ward's un-

folding fossil trail is the subject of mass

extinctions, the large perturbations in the

history of life when as much as 50 percent

Fossils ofan ammonite and nautiloid

from the beach at Lyme Regis, England

of all life on earth disappeared. Two of the

most important extinctions occurred at

the end of the Permian (250 million years

ago) and at the end of the Cretaceous (66

million years ago). They define the three

major subdivisions in the history of life:

the Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic

eras. Still very much under debate, how-

ever, are the causes and consequences of

these extinctions.

We follow Ward around the globe as he

studies the record of extinctions and

searches out living fossils. Along the way,

we learn about general themes in the his-

tory of life, for example, the first appear-

ance of multicellular animals and the rise

of land plants. With Ward we dive into

Puget Sound after brachiopods, which are

On Methuselah's Trail: Living Fos-

sils AND THE Great Extinctions, by Pe-

ter Douglas Ward. W. H. Freeman and

Company, $18.95; 212 pp., illus.

rare today but were common in the Paleo-

zoic. We trek into the Great Valley of

California to uncover fossil ammonites;

then we continue on to Zumaya, Spain, to

investigate the record—preserved in a se-

quence of maroon-colored rock layers—of

the extinction that ended the Mesozoic

era. We observe horseshoe crabs along the

shoreline in Woods Hole, Massachusetts,

and we end up in Paris at the Museum of

Paleontology examining fossil collections

assembled more than a century ago.

These peregrinations are as much fun

as they are informative. Floating in the

crystal clear waters of Palau in the west-

em Pacific, Ward watches from above as

nautiluses, surviving members of a group

of shelled cephalopods, descend into

deeper water.

They hang for a moment, still tightly closed

in their shells, and then cautiously extend

tentacles outward, testing the water. . .

.

They extend fully and expel jets of wate

from their funnels. In a rush, they sho<

downward, then descend in huge slow sp

rals . . . until they become small white cres

cents against the blackness below.

Or standing in a remote spot in the nortl

eastern comer of Washington State, sui

rounded by rocks deposited before the ac

vent of life. Ward helps us imagine th

Precambrian world, more than a half bi

lion years ago.

The greatest wonder . . . would have bea
the first glimpse of the moon, at that tim

perhaps twice as close to the earth as it i

today. It appears as a giant planet rising

blinding white with its reflected sunlight

and moving across the sky much mon
quickly than it does today. I feel the lani

beneath my feet tremble slightly with tbi

sway of a small earthquake, for minor tren

ors shake the earth as the passing moo
stretches grasping gravitational fingers int

the earth's crust.

Woven throughout many of these ao

ventures is the question of the causes ant

consequences of the extinction that endet

the Cretaceous period closing the Meso
zoic era. This extinction wiped out dine

saurs on the land and various animals ii

the sea—notably microscopic planktor

and certain shelled cephalopods. Wha
caused it? Possibly a lowering of sea leve

over several million years (resulting in ;

reduction in habitable hving area for ma
rine creatures and a worldwide harsheninj

of climate) or a meteor colliding with th(

earth, which may have left a telltale laye

of iridium (an element generally absen

from the earth's surface but common ii

meteors) embedded in rocks formed a

that time. This collision would have gener

ated a massive cloud of dust in the atmo i

sphere, worldwide fires, total darkness foi

several months, and acidification of th(

surface waters of the world's oceans.

Whatever the exact nature of the envi
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ronmental deterioration or collapse, some
species survived and others disappeared.

The consequences were enormous, and

the history of whole groups of organisms

was irrevocably changed.

Ward devotes one-quarter of his book to

a group of animals known as the externally

shelled cephalopods in order to best illus-

trate the events at the end of the Creta-

ceous. This group represents Ward's ma-
jor research interest and my own. The
externally shelled cephalopods consisted

of the ammonites and the nautilids and are

especially instructive because they pro-

vide an example of differential survival

within the same class. While the nautilids

were more primitive, both groups were

characterized by external shells subdi-

vided into air chambers that provided the

buoyancy necessary to counterbalance the

weight of the growing shell. Today

nautilids are represented by the modem
nautiluses. Ammonites no longer exist, al-

though they may have shared many fea-

tures with living squids and cuttlefish.

The ammonites first appeared about

400 million years ago. Ward describes

their evolution as a progressive trend to-

ward improved shell design to avoid fish

predation, culminating in the appearance

of the last ammonites, "the swiftest swim-

mers" or "forms that lived in the mid-

water regions, relatively safe from the

predators . . . below . . . and above." How-
ever, "near the end of their long reign,"

Ward writes,

the ammonites experimented with other

shell shapes [other than flat spirals] under
the selective pressure brought to bear by
the merciless predators. But the extrava-

gant diversity of form is a mark of despera-

tion.

I would disagree slightly here and argue

that the pattern of ammonite evolution

was, in actuality, much more complex,

resembling a lush bush rather than a sin-

gle stem growing in one direction. Some
ammonite branches were characterized

by numerous species, each of which lived

for a short time, whereas others, like the

Lytoceratina, had fewer but longer-lived

species. Many of the last ammonites on

earth belonged to this branch and were not

the evolutionary end products of a pro-

gressive trend. What's more, the appear-

ance of nonspiral ammonite shell shapes

was not limited to the close of the Creta-

ceous, as Ward suggests, but happened

several times in the history of the group.

The causes of ammonite evolution were

also complex. Predation and the avoid-

ance of predators were important factors,

as Ward emphasizes, but so too were

changes in sea level, which limited the

area of shallow shelf inhabited by many

ammonites. Competition with fish ar

other marine organisms, as well as per

odic episodes of low oxygen levels in (i

world's oceans, also affected ammonii
diversity In sum, I would claim th;

ammonite evolution was both comple

and multicausal and did not show a um
form progression over time.

Like the ammonites, the nautilids als

originated approximately 400 millio

years ago but belong to an older, larg{

group, known as the nautiloids, that dat(

back to the Cambrian period. Ti
nautilids were characterized by few gei

era and species and never achieved th

taxonomic diversity of the ammonites. A
a member of this primitive group, today

nautilus is commonly referred to as a "Ua

ing fossil," but all the extant species ai

probably less than 5 million years ok

They live at depths of up to 2,000 feet i

the Pacific and Indian oceans and swii

just above the bottom, scavenging fo

food. Populations of some species migrat

upward to the surface to feed, but only a

night, presumably to avoid predators

According to Ward, this avoidance o

predators is indicative of the course g

ammonite and nautihd history and ex

plains the reduction in ammonite diversit;

toward the end of the Cretaceous. "As thi

new predators appeared on the scene dui

ing the Cretaceous Period," Ward writes

the shallow water nautiluses and ammc
nites had to adapt or die. At first they tri&

to adapt: they built sturdier shells repletl*

with spires and tubercles. But even the spir *

iest shells were being broken. There wa s

only one escape for the ones that still livec

the same strategy used by the nautilus tc

day: they retreated to the deep, where th

eternal blackness can thwart the search c

the hungriest visually oriented predatoi

But the deep exacts its own price: slo\

growth, litde food. It's a draconian solutior

and it put the chambered cephalopods in

no-win situation.

This scenario probably requires somi

revision. For example, despite a "no-wii

situation," the deep-sea niche of the nauti
,

lus has not compromised its survival. Thi

nautilus is broadly distributed throughou

the South Pacific, ranging from Australia

in the west to Fiji in the east, a distance oi

several thousand miles. Some scientist;

even believe that the nautilus is currentl}

undergoing an explosion of new species.

What's more, the habitat of today's

nautilus is very different from that ot

many extinct nautilids. During the Late

Cretaceous and well into the Cenozoic era

that followed, for example, many nautilids

continued to live in shallow waters in spite

of the presence of shell-eating predators.

On the other side of the coin, many
ammonites lived in deep water for most of
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e Mesozoic. They didn't all retreat there

St at the end of the Cretaceous. Clearly,

number of factors, and not just those

nerciless predators," must have contrib-

ed to the evolution of ammonites and

leir decrease in diversity toward the close

the Cretaceous.

Arguments of causation aside, however,

:)w do the numbers of ammonites and

lutilids compare at the end of the Meso-

)ic'? The fossil record reveals that at that

me there were about a dozen ammonite

:nera worldwide with at least as many
lecies, whereas there were at most seven

lutilid genera.

And now the $10,000 question: Why
id the less diverse nautilids survive and

le more diverse ammonites disappear in

le events that ended the Cretaceous pe-

od (see "Not to Be or to Be?" Natural

listory, August 1984)? There are at least

Wo possible explanations, one broadly

cological and the other more specifically

ased. The first explanation rests on the

iferred ecological differences between

ne two groups. (Ward would disagree,

rguing that the two groups were "alike in

lorphology and probably ecology.")

lowever, the nautilids, with their simple

hells (like those of modem nautiluses),

i /ere probably ecological generalists, tol-

erant of a variety of environmental condi-

tions and foods. With more diverse shapes

and feeding apparatuses, ammonites may
have been specialists, relying on particular

food sources and living in narrowly pre-

scribed environments. Faced with deterio-

rating or catastrophic conditions at the

end of the Cretaceous, the generalists sur-

vived while the specialists perished.

The second explanation, on which

Ward and I agree, is based on a well-

documented event at the end of the Creta-

ceous, the near annihilation of the calcare-

ous marine plankton. These were tiny

microorganisms that lived in the upper

surface layers of the world's oceans.

(Their destruction was, fortunately, not

complete and they are still very much with

us today.) How does this explain the dif-

ferential survival of the nautilids versus

the ammonites? The answer may lie in the

different life histories of the two groups.

An ammonite began life at a very small

size; it hatched at less than 1/25 of an

inch. Equipped with a buoyancy chamber,

the tiny ammonite may have floated in the

surface layers of plankton until it grew

large enough to swim nearer the bottom or

in midwaters, as its parents did.

A nautilid, on the other hand, hatched

at more than ten times the size of an

ammonite. A newly hatched nautilid

probably began swimming immediately

and followed a mode of life similar to that

of the adults. Like suspension-feeding bi-

valves and many other plankton-eating an-

imals, the ammonites were inextricably

caught up in the collapse of the marine

plankton, whereas the nautilids escaped.

That the newly hatched young of

ammonites may have spent some time in

the plankton probably served this group

perfectly well throughout its long evolu-

tionary history. In particular, planktonic

dispersal helped insure the widespread

distribution of individuals within a popu-

lation. However, in the environmental

events that ended the Cretaceous, this fea-

ture of the ammonite life cycle became a

liability.

Is there a message in all of this? Perhaps

it is a reminder. Generally, we are inclined

to believe that a species' survival depends

on gaining the competitive edge. How-
ever, if this second explanation is correct,

it is evident, as Ward also concludes at the

end of his book, that luck, too, has a place.

An associate curator in the Department of
Invertebrates at the American Museum,
Neil H. Landman specializes in the study

offossil cephalopods.
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AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

New Employment Handbook. $3 00 International. Box
5730-RZ. Lighthouse Point. FL 33074

BECOME A FEDERAL PARK RANGER next summer.
Updated publication $5 "Ranger." Box 331114. Fort

Worth, TX 76163-1114

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental pb openings throughout the
U.S. Free details: EOV, PO, Box 4957. Areata, CA
95521

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS! $100 per book.
Send name, address to Caico Publishing (Dept
C-181), 500 South Broad. Meriden. CT 06450

MOUNTAIN WEST ENVIRONMENTAL OPTIONS, Al-

pine to aquatic employment! MWE0-4R, 2257S Zeno-
bia, Denver. CO 80219 1-303-936-0270

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00 International

Opportunities, Box 5730-RZ, Lighthouse Point, FL
33074

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERi—
Current openings, all occupations—Western US,

—

Free details, 311 NO 14th, Glenwood Spnngs. CO
81601 (303)945-8991

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your small busi-

ness. Grants/loans to $500,000. Free recorded mes-
sage: (707)449 8600. (LAI)

Gourmet Interests

CUSHMAN'S Honeybells® shipped w/n 24 hrs. of pick-

ing, 10 lbs (16-18), $13,95 divrd. Reg, $23 95 Sweeter/
juicier than oranges. Avail Jan only. Order S21QB by
1/15/92, Limit 1 (800) 776-7575, Cushman's, PO. Box
24711, W Palm Beach. FL 33416-4711

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6,00/lb, 5 lb, minimum, UPS
prepaid 25 lbs $5, 50/lb, Gift packaging information on
request Floura Wild Rice. Box 44C, Blackduck, MN
56630 or Call (218) 835-6667

Government Surplus

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes,
by FBI. IRS, DEA, Available your area now Call (805)
682-7555 Ext, C-2605

Merchandise/Gifts

GEMSTONES FROM MADAGASCAR Free pricelists

The Carat Patch. 310 Lee Avenue, College Station. TX
77840

METEORITES—RARE SPACE COLLECTIBL
Unique gift idea. Authenticity guaranteed Color o
log $2 Bethany Sciences. Box 3726-N. New Haven,
06525

NATURE JEWELRY CATALOG, moderate pnce, ha
engraved in lOK and sterling Colorado Gold. Dept
Box 3190. Highmar Station. Boulder, CO 80307

SHIPWRECK TREASURES OF MEL FISHERS Nue.
Senora de Atocha Free catalog available of treas

jewelry Resort Graphics. 447 Carson Avenue. Atlai

City. NJ 08401 Call 1-800-621-2440

3-D PUBLICATIONS! Posters, books, and View-Mas
reels in a wide variety of subjects Fascinating \

decor, extraordinary gifts, and superb teaching a
For our Fall 1991 Catalog, please send $1,00 (refu

able with order) lo: Cygnus Graphic, Box 32461
Phoenix, AZ 85064

TIME CAPSULE KIT Launch a message into the futi

Wouldn't a description of life a century ago be fascir

ing? Surely your future children a hundred years her
will feel the same way. Kit includes dual cannisters v

acid-free paper, ink. pen & sealant $22 95® plus
shipping/handling Call 1-800-235-6646. extn 515
brochure/to order MC/VISA welcome

Miscellaneous

LIQUIDATING LARGE COLLECTION World Inset

Books Rarities Inquiries welcome. Parker, 1621 F

moni. South Bend, IN 46628

PENFRIENDS—ENGLAND—USA. Make lasting frie

ships. Send age. interests. Free reply Harmony. E

82295NH. Phoenix. AZ 85071

Music

VIBRANT BAROQUE— Beautiful chamber music
Bach, Handel, and Leclair performed on the vit

phone, with piano and violin. CD only. $14 indue
S&H. Vibrant Baroque. 714 Ninth Ave.. Suite 526. N
York. NY 10019 NY Res. add 8'A% sales tax.

Photo/Optical

aus JENA (GERMANY) BINOCULARS: Expenence
Ultimate in Brilliance and Clarity! Europtik. Ltd., R
Box 319-NH. Dunmore. PA 18512 (717) 347-6049

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng bino
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. Ni

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Y'

Binoculars. " published in Audubon Magazine. Mira
Optical Co.. Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie,
12192(518)731-2610

MICROSCOPES from $150: quality optics, ace
sories, literature: MD Scientific. 4630 N, Harlem Av
Suite 209-A, Harwood Heights. IL 60656

Real Estate

COSTA RICA. 55 acres bordering National Park expi
sion, houses, good water & anchorage, private beai
virgin jungle, $149,000, (503) 690-7750

WHY RETIRE TO FLA? Over half of North Caroli

retirees came from Florida—learn why! North Caroli

golf & lake homesites from only $10,900. Free lite

ture. 1-800-768-7358

Resorts

BELIZE—PELICAN BEACH RESORT—Family-ri

Beachfront resort in Southern Belize. Comfortal
rooms overlooking Caribbean: Homecooked mea
Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve: Manatees: Birdwatchir

Snorkeling and Island Cottage Rental, Rath. Box 1

Dangriga. Belize Tel: 01 1-501-5-22044 Fax: 01 1-501

22570
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ELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small beachfront resort on

16 Caribbean Spacious private cabanas Library Din

g room featuring tropical taste treats Snorkel or Dive

lus Mayan rums, Cockscomb Jaguar Reserve, Birds

riotographic Safans Bevier, Placencia, Belize 011-

31-62-2017 or (504) 465-0769

OSTA RICA TROPICAL PARADISE, Deluxe accom-
lodations bordenng Corcavado National Park expan-

'on, private beach, snorkeling, virgin jungle, birding,

i03) 690-7750

PRING ON BEQUIA: Distinctive ten room hillside hide-

way on beautiful 200 year old Caribbean plantation

equia, St Vincent Grenadines Secluded beach,

ool tennis, excellent cuisine, tranquility Box 19251 A,

linneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202

ours/Trips

1
,DVENTURE CALLING! Outstanding wildlife safaris in

enya, Tanzania, Botswana and Zimbabwe. Low cost

amping or deluxe. Teeming wildlife, stunning photog-

aphy Fascinating options: track gorillas, climb Kili-

, ian|aro, visit Vic Falls. Galapagos! Swim, sail, snorkel

nd hike Darwin's "Enchanted Isles " Choice yachts

xotic wildlife, haunting landscapes. Amazon Jungle/

ilachu Picchu options Costa Rica! Rainforest and jun-

,
lie expeditions alive with dazzling birds, tropical wild-

'fe and smoking volcanos. Small groups, expert

luides Over 300 guaranteed departures. Free Bro-
" :hures! (800) 525-6772. Special Interest Tours, 134 W
'

'6 St. (C) NY, NY 10001.

\DVENTURES IN AFRICA! Economical camping safa-

] is. classic lodge safans, Kilimanjaro climbs, gonlla
' racking. London/Nairobi overland, Egypt, more. Free

''A page color brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box
181 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

AFRICA
10 Years of GEO Tented Safaris to

Quality
c xiTniTioNS Kenya, Tanzania,

Natural History Rwanda &
Trips Worldwide. aoo 351-S041 Botswana.

P.O. Box 3656-C9, Sonera, CA 95370

^/A/TA/TA/TA/Th

ADVENTURE WITH THE PACIFIC GRAY WHALES in

Baja. Join museum naturalists on a 9-day sea voyage
(105' boat) departing March 11, 1992 Land on four

islands, see elephant seals, spend 3 days in San
Ignacio Lagoon among the gentle giants. Cabrillo Ma-
rine Museum. 3720 Stephen White, San Pedro, CA
90731 (213) 548-7563

AMAZON
Join a University biologist on an alr-cond

90 toot Amazon fjverboat 650 miies on the

Amazon River, 8 days, 7 nights. $1495*

includes meals, air from Miami (Airfare from

other cities is available), tours, entrance fees

side trips, transrers,1 st class hotel, and more >

Previous Client References in Brochure
Parrots, pink dolphins, monkeys, natives

Cusco and Machu Picchu extension available

Dec.2d, Jan.4, Feb.22, March 21, April 11

',F I

$̂1495
INTERNATIONAL JOURNEYS 1-800-622-6525

AFRICA! Experience the wonderful wildlife spectacle of

the Serengeti during wildebeest calving season next

February- Plus year-round natural history, photo work-

shops, and private safaris to east and southern Africa

at affordable prices. Free catalog. Voyagers, Dept. NH-
12, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851. (800) 633-0299.

AFRICA: Personalized safans, Kenya, Tanzania,

Rwanda, Ethiopia, Eastern Zaire, Burundi, Botswana,
Zimbabwe Kenya Consultants, Box 216, Mt, Tremper.
NY 12457(800)724-1221

ALASKA

Kachemak Bay Wilderness Ix>dge
lidx Kh Nil. liiOTcr, AK W60.1 (W7) 235-8yi0

ALASKA: Adventure travel and deluxe fishing lodge
Alaska's premier small group safaris and world class

fishing Great Alaska Fish Camp and Safans, 1-800-

544-2261 , HC01 Box 218, Sterling, AK 99672 Brochure/
Video

mmimmmim

All Aboard Yoiht Charters

ises <L^
• Whales, brown bears, eagles ^ ^'iw-

•HistoricclassiclOS'yacht O'lMnWlC

ALASKAN'S FAVORITE GETAWAY: Harmony Point

Wilderness Lodge Natural history tours on the ocean,
in the rainforest, and in the alpine Guided activities

include Sea Kayaking, Mtn. Biking, Hiking, Inter-Tidal

Walks, and Boat Tours. Private cabins, handcrafted

lodge, log sauna, and excellent fresh local seafood
RO. Box 110, Seldovia, AK 99663 (907) 234-7858

Spice shop, Seattle, Washington
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VVhalhs: BajaMexico
Ain h N I IHh \AC A riONs SINC 1 1174

JT Jt Jt ^ JT JT JT
BAJA-EXPEDITIONS

2ft2S Ganifl Avenue, Sjn Dicgi

jll f.ir our free- color brochure 1619| 51

1 800 843 6967

ALASKA WILDLAND ADVENTURES operates some of

the most higtily regarded natural history tours in

Alaska The trips feature small group experiences com-
bining safe and fun outdoor adventuring with the secu-
rity of professional tour guides Travelers are taken
beyond the ordinary activities of conventional bus
tours and cruises Visit Denali National Park. Kenai
National Wildlife Refuge, Kenai F|ords National Park
along with other destinations Over fifty departures
Operating since 1977 For a 20-page color brochure
write: Alaska Wildland Adventures. Box 389-HN.
Girdwood. AK 99587. or call (800) 334-8730

AfvtAZON 4-day cruises along the Amazon or Negro
Rivers Remote jungle lodges in Brazil. Ecuador. Peru.

Bolivia or Venezuela Call for free information/bro-

chures Terra Adventures. 70-15 Nansen St . Forest
Hills. NY 11375, (718)520-1845

ARCTIC WATERWAYS, INC offers an Arctic Adven-
ture for all ages in good health Expenence the Arctic

wilderness on a relaxed nver float tnp Beautiful flora,

fauna and the midnight suni AW. Inc
. Box 137. Sta.B.

Buffalo. NY 14207. "Our 17th Year in the Far Northl"

^

.

-. '

'--=^
ALASKA-GALAPAGOS^
•BAJA CALIFORNIA-
AUSTRALIA - BELIZE

Small groups led by Whale and

Wildlife Journey Speciatisis

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
1696N Ocean Dr., IMcKiiileyyille, CA 95521

800-548-7555

AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND WALKABOUTS:
Personalized tour programs featuhng nature, hiking
and the outdoors Enjoy hiking and camping safaris,

lodge stays, and island resorts in New Zealand's sce-
nic National Parks, and (Vlilford Track; Australia's Out-
back. Tropical North and Great Barrier Reef. Pacific

Exploration Co.. Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara. CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

BROOKS RANGE—Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
Small groups in remote wilderness unfolding the
unique natural history of the high arctic. Photography.
Adventure. Peace of mind. Custom and scheduled
backpack and river trips. Write: Wilderness Alaska,
POB 83044 NH. Fairbanks. AK 99708

COSTA RICA, The best programs by the most experi-
enced operators Wildlife, birdwatching. Whitewater
rafting, wonderful beaches. Call for free information/
brochures. Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nansen St.. Forest
Hills. NY 11375 (718)520-1845.

EXPLORING THE ARTS OF BALI AND JAVA—Featur-
ing private dance performances, masked drama,
shadow puppet theatre, gamelan orchestra, painting,

textiles and temple ceremony. Art Trek. Box 807-NH1 2.

Bolinas, CA 94924 (800) 786-1830.

GALAPAGOS
Dther adventurers and ou"

"-lil by yacht fo explore rr

ler Galapagos expeditie

Inca Floats 415-420-1550

131 1-N 63rd St., Emeryville CA 94608

GALAPAGOS AND RAINFOREST guide book. New,
Free. Galapagos Holidays, 745 Gerrard St East, To-
ronto IVl4lv1 1Y5. Phone (416) 469-8211. Fax (416) 463-
5131,

JlieMarl^t
GALAPAGOSI Excellent boats, small groups, licensed
guides In-depth natural history and photo trips includ-

ing mainland Ecuador and optional Amazon Basin ex-

tensions. Voyagers. Dept NG 12. Box 915. Ithaca. NY
14851 (800)633-0299

GALAPAGOS Free info on-your-own Discovery Tours/
wildlife & photo workshops. Also the essential 250 pp
"how to" guidebook ($16 50 postpaid), Galapagos
Travel. PO Box 1220, San Juan Bautista. CA 95045
(800)969-9014

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS 15 days including Espanola,
Genovesa. Fernandina and some seldom visited loca
tions. Departures Jan 16. fvlarch 12. Ivlay 14 and Aug
13. 1992. See Colley below for information.

COPPER CANYON
SIERRA MADRE RAIL EXCURSIONS

MONARCH BVJTfERFLY
WINTER HABITAT TREKS

1-800-843-1060 10AM-6PM CENTRAL
COLUMBUS TRAVEL, 6017 CALLAGHAN RD. SAN ATJTONIO. TX 78228

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. From $1785 including air. Ec-
uador/Peru options and archeological tours Joseph
Colley, LAST. Inc.. 43 Ivlillstone. Randallstown. IvID

21133(301)922-3116

GUATEIvlALA. PERU. BALI-INDONESIA CRAFT Tours
— Explore key cultural arts centers with folk art collec-

tor/photographer Gordon Frost Twenty-three years
experience. Small groups. Contact: Gordon Frost. PO
Box 2-NH, Benicia. California 94510 (707) 747-1316

HIKE/SNOWSHOE/SKI OREGONS ANCIENT Forests
Ecologist. transportation, cabin, geothermal springs,
meals AF Hikes. Box 13585. Salem 93709 (503) 370
8944

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
, Cross the SAHARA Desert w. 'Riaregs; or overland

to TIMBUKTU, NAMIBIA, ETmOPIA
. Visit pygmies of the CAR; BORNEO'S Dayaii;

Dani of IRIAN JAYA; Jivaros of the ECUADORIAN
AMAZON; DogonsofMALI; Berbersof

MOROCCO; Wodaabe Nomads of NIGER
, View wildlife in Brazil's PANTANAL, COSTARICA,
PATAGONIA, GALAPAGOS, BOTS'WANA

• RAJASTHAN and Pu<iikar; KASHMIR; LADAKH;
TURKEY arch, cruise; T. DEL FUEGO on horseback

^TURTLE TOURS
9446 Quail Trail, Box #1147, Carefree, AZ 85377

((i02) 224-5804

INDIA. NEPAL. TIBET. CHINA. THAILAND Tours, treks,

wildlife safaris, overland adventures. Huge range of

trips. Affordable rates. Free 40 page color catalog
Himalayan Travel. Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Ivlexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography. Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April Pacific Queen/
Fishermans Landing. 2838 Garrison Street. San
Diego, CA 92106 (619) 726-2228: (619) 224-4965

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS. 36 years
experience. Perry Ivlason Safans. Box 1643. Darien. CT
06820(203)838-1345

PERU—MACHUPICCHU—AIVIAZON—GALAPAGOS
Tours, treks, expeditions, cruises. Free brochure. Hi

malayan Travel. Box 481 -NH. Greenwich. CT 06836
(800) 225-2380

SOUTH AfvlERICA. Galapagos, trekking in the Andes
Patagonia overland, Amazon Conventional or remott
destinations Come with the specialistsi Call for fret

information/brochures Terra Adventures, 70-15 Nan
sen St

.
Forest Hills, NY 11375 (718) 520-1845

LA05

pre'cX 1-800-397-5917 PR

Superior Croup/

independent Travfl

THE JUNGLES OF COSTA RICA. Take a journey bacl-

into time where every day is a different and exciting

adventure Free brochure 1 -800-trails-5 (305) 451 5344

iGARHS}
10 Years of GEO '^''^' '-''*' ^^*'
Quality EXPEDITIONS Cruises with
Natural l-listory Naturalist

Trips Worldwide. 800 351-S041 Guides.
P,0. Box 3656-C9, Sonera, CA 95370

{^l«»>: ^<.\^t< ^e!i\

TRIBAL TRIPS. Overlanding. camping, homestays.
Spring: Garhwal Himalayas: Land $4,950. Capers. Bo>
2789. Beverly Hills 90213

Video

K

"IvIADAGASCAR" VIDEO TAPE Wildlife and native
people. Approx one half hour Several Lemur species. "'

Great educational includes original continent forma- i

tion animation, $14 95, "India. Land of the Tiger" Wild-

life of India original half hour video $1 4.95. Both videos
$25 Safan Films. Inc. 646 South Owl Dr.. Sarasota. FL
34236

1906 EARTHQUAKE VIDEO AND BOOK. Send for free

descriptive leaflet. New Quake Research. PO Box
21-0250. San Francisco. CA 94121

Wanted

FRANKLIN IVIINT SETS, coin and stamp estates Will

pay top dollar Send printed list with phone number to

Stan Katz. PO Box 524-H. Cranford. NJ 07016. USA
(908)561-4697

OLD TAPESTRIES, textiles, weavings. embroideries.
Aubusson. Needlepoint. Oriental. European and Chi-

nese rugs. Paisley & Kashmir Shawls, Please send
color photos with size, condition and price to Renate
Halpern Galleries. Inc.. 325 East 79th Street. New York.

NY 10021 Phone (212) 988-9316

PASSENGER LISTS—Queen Elizabeth II. July. 1969
Crucible Publications. PO. Box 20111. NYC 10023
Phone (212) 247-3767

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$3 40 per word: 16 word minimum. Display classified is

$375 per inch. All advertisements must be prepaid.
Rates are not structured for agency or cash discounts.
All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HISTO-
RYs discretion Send check/money order payable to

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Ivlarket. NATURAL HIS-
TORY fvlagazine. Central Park West at 79th St.. New
York. NY 10024 Direct any written inquihes to Eileen

O'Keefe at the above address. Please include your
personal address and telephone number, issue pre-

ferred, and suggested category. Deadline— 1st of the
month, two months prior to cover date (the January
issue closes Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for

display ads A tearsheet or copy of the page with your
ad will be sent upon publication.
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Celestial Events

Solar Celebration
oy Gail S. Cleere

On December 22, at 3:54 a.m., EST, the

;un takes its lowest, southernmost path

icross the sky. It rises and sets at its far-

;hest points south of due east and west,

rhe winter solstice, meaning the "sun

stands still," is so named because the sun

appears to linger in this position before

moving north again. The earth's axis at

the winter solstice tilts directly away fropi

the sun, so that the Northern Hemisphere

receives a minimum of sunlight. While the

sun shines directly down on the Tropic of

Capricorn in the Southern Hemisphere,

the Northern Hemisphere gets only the

weak, low-angle rays and the shortest day

of the year.

Rarely do people poke their heads out

of their windows and note the sun's posi-

tion at sunrise or sunset and remark on its

particular significance. But the winter sol-

stice is different: it marks the end of the

sun's southward creep in the heavens, and

the days now start to lengthen. This day

became the basis for a number of early

celebrations and festivities, such as the

Yule Girth festival of the Goths and Sax-

ons, whose custom on the winter solstice

was to kindle great outdoor fires to urge on

the sun. Today, Christians still celebrate

with light at this time of year. They bum
yule logs and decorate evergreen trees and

windows with Christmas lights.

The Christmas story tells of a mysteri-

ous star in the east—a line that has con-

founded astronomers for millennia. As-

suming Matthew was not simply weaving

a beautiful tale, the wise men who claimed

to have seen this star would not have been

simple desert nomads easily awed by the

night sky phenomena but serious sky

watchers—the astronomers and scholars

of the day Certainly, what they saw

would not have been ordinary; it may have

been a conjunction of bright planets, a

nova, or a comet (as portrayed by the

Florentine painter Giotto in his painting

Adoration ofthe Magi). Of course, all this

speculation is moot if Matthew's story is

considered miraculous.

This time of year is also the middle of

the ancient Greek Halcyon days. In Greek

mythology. King Ceyx of Thessaly and his

wife Halcyone were changed by the gods

into kingfishers, birds that were thought to

breed about the time of the winter solstice,

building their nests upon the sea in a pe-

riod-of extended calm and peace.

That the winter solstice, the ancient

Greek Halcyon days, and the Christian

Christmas come together so neatly at this

time of year is somehow comforting.

Happy holidays, and enjoy the view.

The Planets in December

Mercury moves around the sun at a fast

clip; it reaches inferior conjunction (be-

tween the earth and the sun) on the 8th

and its greatest distance west of the sun on

the 27th. During the latter half of the

month, you'll be able to spot Mercury in

the morning twilight low in the southeast,

left of the ruddy star Antares.

Venus is brilliant in December at -4.2

magnitude, rising more than three hours

before the sun all month. At sunrise, the

planet is some thirty degrees above the

southeastern horizon. On the 2d, the wan-

ing crescent moon and Venus form an

attractive triangle with the star Spica.

Mars slides into the constellation

Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer, whose

lowermost part reaches down into the zo-

diac between Scorpius and Sagittarius. At

month's end, just before sunup, you might

spot the planet low in the southeast be-

neath Mercury if you have an unob-

structed horizon. Mars and Mercury form

a triangle with the ruddy star Antares.

Jupiter and Saturn are fine sights in

December. Brilliant Jupiter, below the

main stars of Leo, rises about midnight as

December begins and some two hours ear-

lier by New Year's Eve. The next planet in

the solar system, Saturn, is still visible

from about two and a half to- four hours

after sunset as a lone bright "star" in the

southwest. Both Jupiter and Saturn—the

former with its flanking satellites and

cloud belts and the latter with its famous

rings—are fine sights in that newly ac-

quired Christmas telescope.

The Moon is new at 10:56 p.m., EST, on

December 5th; at first quarter at 4:32

A.M., EST, on the 14th; full at 5:23 a.m.,

EST, on the 21st; and at last quarter at

8:55 p.m., est, on the 27th. A partial

eclipse takes place on the 21st; a sliver will

be missing from the moon's bottom edge

as it dips into the earth's umbra (dark

shadow) between 5:00 and 6:06 a.m., EST.

For about a half-hour before and after

those times, the moon's lower portion

(which will appear at lower left because of

the moon's position in the northwest) will

be in the earth's penumbra (partial shad-

ow) and will appear somewhat smudgy.

The Geminid meteors, which could be

the most spectacular shower of "shooting

stars" of the year, peak on the night of

December 13. These meteors (approxi-

mately fifty per hour) are possibly rem-

nants of an extinct comet, whose core is

now the asteroid Phaethon. The shower

will be best in the hours after midnight

when the moon sets.

Gail S. Cleere writes on popular astron-

omy and is a founding member of the

International Dark Sky Association, an

organization dedicated to preserving the

skies for astronomy.
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A Matter of Taste

Report from Oxford
From thepopularity ofMcDonald's hamburgers
to thepre-Turkish origins ofNear Easternfood,

this year's internationalfood symposium analyzed it all

by Raymond Sokolov

I returned to the courtyard of Saint

Antony's College for the 12th Oxford

Food Symposium with the cozy feelings

one gets from going back home. This con-

clave of scholars, cooks, restaurateurs,

and just fins bees, gathering under the

banner of food history, had long provided

me with a sense of community and fellow-

ship, and I was looking forward to the

renewal of friendships after a two-year

gap. In particular, I was glad to see Alan
Davidson, a founder of the symposium, in

full regalia after a serious coronary epi-

sode. This distinguished gastrotaxonomist

of fish was at Saint Antony's not only to

preside over two days of lectures and dis-

cussions revolving around the general

topic of public eating; he was also in proud

possession of his latest book.

Fruit: A Connoisseur's Guide and
Cookbook is in the same gorgeous format

as Davidson's earlier Seafood, with Char-

lotte Knox's stunning paintings standing

opposite Davidson's meticulously precise

little essays. The rigor he previously ap-

plied to fish he now has lavished on the

identification and chronicling of fruits,

from the homely apple to the onomato-

poeic chupa-chupa.

The correct identification of foodstuffs,

even relatively common ones, is not at all a

simple business, given the immense vari-

ety of things we eat and their continuing

evolution in the hands of human produc-

ers. In Oxford, I myself misidentified the

main constituent of a dish at the buffet

lunch on the first day of the symposium.

As usual, British attendees had each

provided what we used to call covered

dishes back in the Midwest. Tables were

arrayed with homemade examples of far-

flung human culinary ingenuity, many of
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them containing strange ingredients. So I

did not sense anything amiss when I took a

slice of something labeled in a Spencerian

hand as pate de pie.

It was delicious, and I did not hesitate

to compliment its maker, Alice Wooledge

Salmon, on her magpie pate. I had never

eaten magpie before, I said. Thrush, yes

—

in 1970, in a juniper-flavored black pate

de grives at Restaurant Troisgros in

Roanne, France—but never magpie.

Salmon seemed not to understand. I

repeated myself. At this point, Alicia Rios

from Madrid intervened, having over-

heard us, and asked what a magpie was.

Salmon and I described the collecting,

hoarding habits of Pica pica, the epony-

mous thieving magpie of Rossini's comic

opera La Gazza Ladra. Rios nodded and

said that in Spanish it was called urraca,

but that she had never eaten one. Was
there any of the pate left?

Nothing but the label remained. I had

misread /o/e for pie, so it was only a liver

pate after all, if a very fine one.

I was embarrassed but took comfort

when even Davidson found himself at a

taxonomic loss that evening, at a dinner

with a Scottish theme. He was unable to

identify a marine decapod somewhat like

a langoustine but not quite.

"Not quite" is what a practical gastro-

taxonomist says when he is about to spring

into action. I am certain that Davidson is

even now flipping pages in his shellfish

sources, and it will not surprise me if he

contributes a learned note on the matter,

with animadversions on related sub-

lobsters, in Petits Propos Culinaires, the

periodical he edits with such flair.

It will be a concrete, if unanticipated,

result of this symposium's agenda, since

the question of the shellfish's identit>

arose as a direct consequence of public

dining (as did my own risible encountei

with the "magpie" pate). For the most

part, however, the symposium unfolded in

a series of planned sessions in which pa
pers on public eating were delivered and

discussed.

This very broad subject takes in both

formal dining out, at restaurants and ban-

quets, as well as street food. The proceed-

ings began with a brief history of the res-

taurant in France by Paul Levy of The

Observer, who had in fact discovered the

actual location of the first Parisian restau-

rant, with some of its decor intact.

The group then split up into smallei

working sessions and explored a bewilder-

ing diversity of special topics. Two papers

worked up the evidence on dining out in

ancient Greece and Rome. Charles Perry

produced texts about food in the souks of

ninth-century Baghdad. This was the

Middle East before the arrival of the

Turks made its food like the food we know,

today from the region. Perry's documents

show that the principal dishes, judhabah
and lauzinaj, do not resemble the shish

kebab and baklava we would find today in

Baghdad. Instead, judhabah was meat

baked in a clay oven (like the tandoor of

India) and then chopped fine, but the key

feature of the dish was the sweet pudding

cooked under the meat and used to catch

its drippings. Lauzinaj, Perry showed, is

the ancestor of Near Eastern shredded

wheat pastries, with a filling of almond

paste. Given the relative antiquity of the

Near Eastern cuisine we know today, this

re-creation of truly ancient souk food from

before the Turks was a remarkable picture

of a buried culture whose influence per-
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sists from Istanbul to Delhi, like a faded

subtext in a palimpsest.

Similarly, the food of the Aztecs main-

tains an occult presence in modem Mexi-

can food. Sophie Coe analyzed accounts

of two great banquets of the sixteenth

century: one, a feast prepared in 1 520 for

Montezuma, the Aztec emperor, as he

stood on the threshold of catastrophe; the

other, an opulent celebration among the

occupying Spanish conquerors.

Doreen Fernandez, an emissary from
another former Spanish colony, barely

managed to get out of Manila, because yet

another eruption of Mount Pinatubo

closed the airport. She did make it on

time, however, and discoursed on the

amazingly diverse street food of the Phil-

ippines, showing how such oddments as

embryo ducks and cheese ice cream fit

into the very relaxed and communal life of

her country.

Judith Kirkendall performed a parallel

task for the street food of Hawaii's multi-

cultural society, introducing most sympo-
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siasts for the first time to a concoctk
known as loco moco, which was "invente

in 1949 by the proprietors of the Linco!

Grill in Hilo as an after-school snack,

consists of a scoop or two of steamed whi
rice topped by a grilled hamburger patt

then a fried egg is added and the who
covered with a generous dollop of thic

meat gravy."

The hamburger is, of course, the publ
food par excellence and, as such, was di

cussed in several papers. The worldwid

popularity of fast food offered several o
casions for genteel xenophobia and eve

an angry outburst by an American e)

patriate fed up, as it were, with snide r(

marks about the cultural imperialism

McDonald's.

The popularity of American ban
burger chains around the world is a con
plicated phenomenon, with differei

causes in each culture where it happen
In the Soviet Union, the reason seem
clear: McDonald's promised consumei
efficient, cheerful, and predictable sei

vice. And after reading Robert A. Leoi

ard and Wendy J. Saliba's paper o:

"Food, Drink and Swahili Public Space,

it was easy to imagine a triumph for M«
Donald's classless, gender-blind system o

public dining in the stratified and rule

bound society of Kenya's Indian Ocea)

coast. Except for little children, no oni

eats while walking in the street. Aristq

crats never eat in restaurants but do n
fresh themselves in a guarded way froi

the elevated entrance porches of thei

stone houses. An intricate code, de

phered by Leonard and Saliba, controls i

spectrum of related nuances.

Africans, or people of African descent

played an important if mostly forgotteT

part in the mvention of one of Philadei

phia's traditional dishes, pepper pot. Wil

liam Woys Weaver gathered in a wealth o

evidence to show that the soup we nov

think of as a relatively mild tripe sou]

began as a fiery street food brought fron

the West Indies by blacks.

Philadelphia, it turns out, had a signifi

cant black population and an importan

regular commerce with the Caribbeai

even in colonial days; and pepper pot, onc(

a diverse and thriving minicuisine built or

this early link with West African tradi

tions, is a survival of that time. Weavei

also shows that the tripe we now think ol

as essential to the soup was probably a

substitute for the turtle meat West Indi-

ans couldn't find in the north. That's wh>
in eighteenth-century recipes that Weaver
cites, the tripe in pepper pot was cooked

with spinach to turn it turtle green.

Such infiltrations of the apparently sov-

ereign and imperialist Anglo-Saxon mas-

thei

dec]
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Alan Davidson's Marmalade

(Slightly adapted from Fruit: A Connoisseur's

Guide arid Cookbook, Simon and Schuster, 1 99
1

)

Ax. Davidson writes:

This began life as my grandmother's

ecipe, then became that of my parents

who were both marmalade-makers), and

las been progressively simplified by me in

n effort to minimize the time I have to

pend on making 75 pounds annually.

!"hings I have cut out are: steeping the cut

ruit overnight; fiddling around with the

)ips in a muslin bag; preheating anything

sugar, jars, what have you); putting

vaxed paper discs or melted paraffin wax

m top of the marmalade before sealing it.

Yet I cling to cutting by hand.

Airing my views about marmalade, and

n particular the apparent foolishness of

ncorporating Scotch whisky in it, led to

m interesting discovery. A scientist at

Cambridge University wrote to point out

hat, while whisky might interfere with

he true flavor of marmalade, anyone who
dispenses with the interior seal would do

Afell to float a teaspoon of alcohol (which

;ould be brandy or vodka) on top of it

Defore applying the outer seal. This will

jtop mold from forming at the interface

between the marmalade and the small

amount of air trapped above it.

Seville oranges {bitter or bigarade

oranges, sold in U. S. Hispanic mar-

kets as naranjas agriasj

I lemon
Sugar (for amount, see below)

1 . Wash the oranges and the lemon. Re-

move the little rosettes at the stem end

and clean out any foreign matter. Chop

f;r cuisine by lustier foods and dishes from

xotic places continue today. The interlop-

ig foods have usually been brought to

ew places by expatriates who grew up

ating them. But in Australia, according

the Sydney journalist who calls herself

;;herry Ripe after a popular local confec-

ion, Asian dishes and ingredients are the

age in mainstream restaurants. Non-

vhite Asians have not immigrated to Aus-

ralia in major numbers, and in any case

hey are not the main source of this Asian

ood vogue. "I would contend," Ripe

vrites, "that this acceptance of Asian fla-

ws as 'every day' is due in large part to

)verseas travel by the peripatetic post-war

)aby-boom generation. . . . Such travel

;xposed Australians to Asian foods other

han Chinese, and developed a culinary

iteracy which was not discarded on the

etum home."

Before my own return home, I took a

inal stroll in the courtyard of Saint

\ntony's and noticed a large tree laden

the fruits (unpeeled) by hand or ma-
chine, but not too finely.

2. Put chopped fruit (including peel) in a

large pan with water to cover and to

spare (see note). Bring to a boil and

cook, uncovered, for 20 to 30 minutes

or until reduced by a third.

3. Measure the result and return to heat.

For every 575 milliliters (if your mea-

suring cup isn't graduated metri-

cally—most glass ones are today

—

then figure that I'A U. S. cups is the

closest practical equivalent), add 1

pound sugar, gradually, stirring until

dissolved. Return to boil and continue

cooking until a small amount of the

mixture sets readily in a room-tem-

perature saucer or until a candy ther-

mometer reads 222° F. Remove from

heat immediately and let stand for 5 to

10 minutes.

4. Stir, then ladle into clean jars. Fill

them very nearly full. Insure that the

top surface is level—no chunks of peel
i

sticking up. Float a little alcohol, such

as brandy, over the top if you wish.

5. Seal by whatever means you prefer—

I

just use screw-top jars and screw the

tops on tight once the marmalade has

cooled to just warm.

Note: As Davidson points out, the precise

quantity of water is not crucial, since the

final boiling of the marmalade will reduce

the mixture to the correct balance of wa-

ter and sugar, the sign of this being either

a temperature reading of 222° F or the

capacity of the mixture to set.

with fruit, little buff spheres apparently

splitting open at the bud end. They were

medlars, those ancient European fruits

now mostly forgotten because they can't

be eaten out of hand even when they're

fully ripe. Only after they've been left to

soften, to blet, do they acquire the rich

taste and soft texture I once enjoyed long

ago from fruit off a tree in Jane Grigson's

Wiltshire garden. Grigson, another sym-

posium friend, is gone now, but with her in

mind, I pocketed four of the Saint An-

tony's medlars and sneaked them past

U. S. customs. They are bletting now in

my kitchen, and I aim to plant their seeds.

Years from now, perhaps there will be

descendants of that Saint Antony's tree in

New York State, bearing fruit that I will

eat with friends, a link with last fall's sym-

posium in substance and in spirit.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.
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Authors

An associate curator of vertebrate pa-

leontology at the American Museum
Mark Norell (page 36) has seen his anc

his colleagues' lunchtime sketches of a

Barosaurus in action materialize intt

the monumental reconstruction now ir

the Museum's Theodore Roosevelt Me
morial Hall. Norell, who earned his doo

torate in zoology from Yale in 1988, is i

reptile specialist. His main interests an

the comparative anatomy of recent anc

fossil crocodiles and the reptile fauna ol

Mongolia. To study the latter, he spent

the last two summers on Museum expe-

ditions to the Gobi Desert. He has alsc

done fieldwork in West Africa, the Chil-

ean Andes, and Cuba. Norell's interest

Peter Dodson (page 30), who never

outgrew his childhood interest in dino-

saurs, earned his doctorate in geology

from Yale University in 1974. Since

then, he has taught at the University of

Pennsylvania and is now an associate

professor in the departments of geology

and of animal biology at the School of

Veterinary Medicine. He is also a re-

search associate at the Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences in Philadelphia. Dodson

has done fieldwork in some of the richest

bone beds in North America, including

fossil sites in Wyoming, Montana, and

southern Alberta. He is currently using
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SCREECH OWLS

1 things old encompasses more than fos-

ils—in his spare time he collects an-

ques. For further reading he suggests

Tories for Barnum Brown Adventures

f a Dinosaur Hunter, by Roland T.

tird, edited by V. Theodore Schreiber

Fort Worth: Texas Christian University

•ress, 1985), which gives an account of

he excavation at Howe Quarry that pro-

uced the juvenile Barosaurus on dis-

ilay at the American Museum, and Di-

losaurs Past and Present, vols. 1 and 2,

dited by Sylvia J. Czerkas and Everett

". Olson (Los Angeles: Natural History

vluseum of Los Angeles County in asso-

iation with University of Washington

'ress, 1987).

computer technology to study the varied

skull "architecture" of the homed dino-

saurs but retains an interest in sauro-

pods: "to understand sauropod biology is

to understand the problems of the biol-

ogy of size." A resident of Philadelphia,

Dodson, who is active in community af-

fairs, finds that "life in a large city is not

only possible but enjoyable." He recom-

mends David Norman's The Illustrated

Encyclopedia ofDinosaurs (New York:

Crescent Books, 1985) and Dale Rus-

sell's An Odyssey in Time: The Dino-

saurs ofNorth America (Toronto: Uni-

versity of Toronto Press, 1989).
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Steven N. Austad (page 44) trains a

Venezuelan pig in his spare time—an

avocation he acquired after receiving a

degree in Enghsh literature from the

University of California, Los Angeles.

His karate instructor had two pet lions,

and when a movie director wanted to use

them in a film, Austad, below, was en-

listed to help handle the cats. From this

start, Austad spent three years in Holly-

wood training lions, tigers, and other

large animals for the movie industry.

This prompted him to return to school to

study biology, and he earned his Ph.D.

from Purdue University in 1 98 1 . Austad
is now an associate professor at Harvard

mm''

in the Department of Organismic and
Evolutionary Biology. His interest in Eu-

ropean nursery web spiders goes back to

research for his Ph.D. He teamed up
with Randy Thomhill, above, to study

the spiders because of Thomhill's exten-

sive knowledge of similar nuptial gift

giving in insects. Thomhill received his

Ph.D. from the University of Michigan
and has devoted most of his career to

studying insect mating behavior. He is

currently a professor of biology at the

University of New Mexico and has re-

cently traveled to Japan to pursue his in-

terest in scorpion flies. Like Austad,

Thomhill's interests range from arthro-

pods to large mammals. For further

reading on the mating habits of spiders,

the authors recommend Rainer Foelix's

book Biology of Spiders (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1982).

David P. Maitland (page 80) ran into

the Australian bulldog ant in 1983, when
he started fieldwork in Australia for his

Ph.D. "After my first painful encounter

with such a large, formidable ant (their

sting is worse than their bite), I had in

mind to take a portrait along the lines of

the one featured. But I had to wait four

years before I found myself in the right

place at the right time. Photographing

them can be dangerous, as they crawl up
your trouser leg while you're trying to

concentrate on a subject." Maitland,

pictured here with his daughter, Laura,

is an associate professor of physiology at

the Medical School of the University of

Witwatersrand in South Africa. When
he's in the field, studying air breathing in

crabs, he takes close-ups of insects and
other small creatures. He photographed

this ferocious ant using an Olympus
OM4 camera with a 38mm lens on ex-

tension tubes and a ring flash.

James C. Halfpenny's two great love

are winter ecology and tracking, whici

fortunately can be readily combined ii

the Yellowstone area, where he has spen

the last twenty winters. A research asso'

ciate at both the University of Coloradi

Museum and the Institute of Arctic anc

Alpine Research in Boulder, Halfpenny

(page 50) also teaches winter ecology a

the Teton Science School in Kelly, Wyo
ming. He uses his tracking skills to stud)

endangered mammals during the winter

Much of his work has been on wolver

ines, lions, and Canada lynxes, in an ef

fort to determine their status, often in as

yet undisturbed areas. Tracking has alsc

taken him to Tanzania and the Tibetan-

Qinghai plateau. Currently, he is doing a

comparative tracking study of North

America's three species of bears. Half
penny is author of A Field Guide ic

Mammal Tracking in North America
(Boulder: Johnson Books, 1987) and, to-

gether with Roy Douglas Ozanne, ol

Winter: An Ecological Handbook
(Boulder: Johnson Books, 1989). Other

books about winter include the just pub-

lished second edition of Peter Mar-

chand's nicely written Life in the Cold.

An Introduction to Winter Ecology

(Hanover: University Press ofNew Eng-

land, 1991) and Donald W. Stoke's A"
Guide to Nature in Winter (Boston: Lit- ^
tie. Brown and Co., 1976).
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4

FOOD
(See "Matter of Taste")

FORESTS
Defoliation of, gypsy moth and, June, p. 40

Fossil, near North Pole, Jan., p. 56

Maple, sugar, Feb., p. 4

(See also 'This Land")

FOSSILS
(See "Paleontology")

Frogs: hearing in. Mar., p. 57; meadow tree, can-

nibalism and, Feb., p. 46; poison dart, June, p.

76; Tungara, Mar., p. 4

Fungal pathogen and gypsy moth, June, p. 42

Geoffroy Saint Hilaire, Etienne, insect and verte-

brate homology and, July, p. 12

GEOLOGY
Asteroids, impact of, Jime, p. 46

Comets, impact of. June. p. 46

Hood basalts, Apr., p. 50

Fossil forests near North Pole, Jan., p. 56

Thermal springs, June, p. 68

Vslcanoes, geophysics of, Apr., p. 50

Yellow River, China, Aug., p. 28

Gift giving, Dec, p. 62

Gigantopithecus, Nov., p. 54

Global warming, measurement of, using under-

water sound. Mar., p. 76

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, leaf as archetype

theory and, Feb., p. 16

Grasses, rushes, and sedges, Aug., p. 24

Guide, behavior, African mammals (review),

Nov., p. 76

Halloween, Oct., p. 10

Hearing in vertebrates. Mar., p. 57 (See also

"Symphony Beneath the Sea")

Hemlock, eastern. Mar., p. 78

Hidatsa Indians and Gilbert Wilson, Aug., p. 68

Hieroglyphs, Maya (review). Mar., p. 82

HISTORY
Aztec (See "Aztec")

Columbus, Christopher, Taino Indians and.

Mar., p. 14

Fire (review), Apr., p. 82

Inca (See "Inca")



Maya (review). Mar., p. 82; (See also "Maya

Rediscovered")

Mosquitoes and disease in the New World,

July, p. 26

Nature study, 19th Century, American (re-

view), Feb., p. 64

Pearl Harbor and USS Arizona, Nov., p. 64

Of Science (See "This View of Life")

Thanksgiving, origin of, Nov., p. 22

Hoatzin, leaf eating behavior, Aug., p. 48

Hypertension, evolution of, Oct., p. 20

Hypsilophodonts. Apr, p. 32

Hyraxes, middens of, Feb., p. 24

Ice Age, ongoing influence of. May, p. 16

niinois, Grantsburg Swamp, July, p. 22

INCA
Mountain sanctuaries and mummies: Argen-

tina, Apr. p. 62; Chile, Apr., p. 66

Mythology, Sept., p. 16

Taxes, Apr., p. 22

INDIANS
(See "Native Americans")

INSECTS AND ARACHNIDS
Ants; Australian buUdog, Dec, p. 80; honey.

May, p. 88

Beetle, tiger. May, p. 38

Biting behavior, mosquitoes, July, p. 43, p. 48

Budworm, tobacco, Oct., p. 92

Crickets, sagebrush, Sept., p. 66

Food, as, July, p. 70

Genes, homologous, July, p. 12

Gypsy moth; forest defoliation and, June, p.

40; fungal pathogen and, June, p. 42

Heliconius butterfly and passionflower vine,

Aug.. p. 76

Mosquitoes (See "Mosquitoes")

Spider, European nursery web, Dec., p. 44

Wasp, ichneumon. Mar., p. 98

(See also "Mosquitoes Unlimited")

Inuit hunters, USSR, Jan., p. 30

INVERTEBRATES
Bryozoans, Apr., p. 40

Brittle stars and octopuses, Feb., p. 30

Cephalopods, extinction of (review), Dec., p.

68

Jellyfish, thimble, swarming of, Oct., p. 66

Limpet, eelgrass, extinction of, June, p. 22

Marine invertebrates, extinction of, June, p. 22

Sea urchins, Aug., p. 40

Snails, Pacific island land, Sept., p. 4

Sponge, tube, reproduction in, Feb., p. 84

(See also "Insects and Arachnids")

Israel, Negev Desert, mosquitoes and, July, p. 38

Jade, Maya, Aug., p. 4, p. 8

Java, bird extinction in, Sept., p. 30

Jellyfish, thimble, swarming of, Oct., p. 66

Jumbo the elephant. Mar., p. 22

Jupiter, Venus, and Mars, May. p. 72

Kentucky, Rock Creek Gorge, Mar., p. 78

Kwakiutl; masks, Oct., p. 42; poliatch, Oct., p. 50

Language; Creole and pidgin. May, p. 22; evolu-

tion of. May, p. 22; Maya and Zapotec, Apr, p.

26

Lava and flood basalts, Apr., p. 50

Lek mating system, fallow deer and, Oct., p. 34

Lichens, Sept., p. 74

Limpet, eelgrass, extinction of, June, p. 22

Lion, Apr, p. 92

Living fossils (review), Dec., p. 68

LIVING MUSEUM
Stephens, D. Owen, astronomical artist, July, p.

82

Wilson, GUbert, Hidatsa Indians and, Aug., p.

68

Lizard, basUisk, Nov., p. 92

Malaria, mosquitoes and, July, p. 53, p. 59, p. 61,

p. 64

MAMMALS
African, guide to behavior (review), Nov., p. 76

Anteater, sUky, Sept., p. 92

Ape, giant extinct, Nov., p. 54

Badgers and coyotes, June, p. 60

Bear, grizzly, Jan., p 84

Cats and rats, June, p. 16

Chimpanzees, Sept., p. 50

Coyotes and badgers, June, p. 60

Deer, fallow, lek mating system and, Oct., p. 34

Dolphin, bottlenose, Aug., p. 56, p. 60

Echidna, May, p. 30

Elephant, Jumbo the. Mar., p. 22

Hyraxes, middens of, Feb., p. 24

Lion, Apr., p. 92

Marine mammals, communication in (See

"Symphony Beneath the Sea")

Marmosets, buffy headed, Jan., p. 38

Marmot, hoary, July, p. 74

Pack rats, middens of, Feb., p. 24

Platypus, May, p. 30

Rats; pack, middens of, Feb., p. 24; cats and,

June, p. 16

Seals; antarctic, communication in. Mar., p. 46;

Hawaiian monk, hearing in. Mar., p. 55; In-

uit hunting of, Jan., p. 30

Serval, Feb., p. 52

Squirrels; northern flying. May., p. 74; red,

sugar maples and. Feb., p. 4

Vertebrates, hearing in. Mar., p. 57

Walruses; Inuit hunting of, Jan., p. 30; singing

in. Mar., p. 60

Weasels, Nov.. p. 34

Whales; beluga. Mar., p. 63; bowhead. Mar., p.

38; humpback, songs. Mar., p. 45; Inuit

hunting of, Jan., p. 30; killer. Mar., p. 68;

sound production in. Mar., p. 42; sperm.

Mar., p. 64

Maple, sugar, red squimels and, Feb., p. 4

Marine mammals (See "Mammals")

Marmosets, buffy headed, Jan., p. 38

Marmot, hoary, July, p. 74

Mars, Jupiter, and Venus, May, p. 72

Masks, Kwakiutl, Oct., p. 42

MA'n ER OF TASTE
Bulgar as convenience fofxl, June, p. 74

Caribbean food in Miami, Oct., p. 80

C(xl, Nov., p. 88

Com, Sept., p. 88

Food symposium, Dec., p. 76

Insects as fcxxl, July, p. 70

Microwave cooking, Mar., p. 92

Milk dishes, Apr., p. 88

Nettles, Aug., p. 72

Roti, West Indian sandwich. May, p. 84

Truffles as food; Jan., p. 80; Feb., p. 80

Maya hieroglyphs (review). Mar., p. 82

MAYA REDLSCOVERED
Agriculture, Feb., p. 10

Archeology, history of, Jan., p. 6

Calendar and writing, Apr, p. 26

Jade, Aug., p. 4, p. 8

Nakbe, excavation of. May, p. 8

Papermaking, Asian influence on. June. p. 6

Sea trade, Oct., p. 72

Warfare, Nov., p. 6

Meteor shower, Orionid, Oct., p. 91

Mexico, Aztec: mythology, Sept., p. 16; taxes,

Apr, p. 22

Miami, Caribbean food in, Oct, p. 80

Microwave cooking. Mar., p. 92

Middens, pack rat, Feb., p. 24

Migration, marsh warbler, Apr., p. 6

Milk dishes. Apr., p. 88

Missouri, Kaintuck Hollow, Sept., p. 74

MoUusks (See "Invertebrates")

Moon: lunar eclipse, Jan., p. 70; size of, Aug., p.

66

MOSQUITOES
Biting behavior, July p. 43, p. 48

Conn-ol, July, p. 54, p. 61

Egg brooding, July, p. 46

Diapause and. July. p. 55

Disease and; July. p. 4, p. 64; AIDS, July, p. 54;

dengue fever, July, p. 58, p. 64; equine infec-

tious anemia, July, p. 54; encephalitis, p. 50,

p. 58, p. 64; filariasis, July, p. 64; major

mosquito borne diseases, July. p. 64; ma-

laria July. p. 53. p. 59. p. 61. p. 64; New
World, in. July. p. 26; Yellow fever. July. p.

52, p. 64

Distribution of. July, p. 4

Evolution of; July. p. 4, p. 8

Feeding behavior, July p. 40

Food, as, July, p. 70

Grantsburg Swamp, Illinois, July, p. 22

Homologous genes in insects and vertebrates,

July, p. 12

Humorous stories of, July, p. 66

Larvae: compete with tadpoles for food, July,



p. 38; pitcher plant and, July, p. 34; proto-

zoan parasites of, July, p. 30

Malaria and; July. p. 53, p. 59, p. 61, p. 64

Marmot, hoary, and, July, p. 74

Mating behavior. July, p. 40

Mosquito-eating fish and, July, p. 54

Negev Desert, Israel, July, p. 38

Salt marsh, July, p. 36

Tiger, July, p. 55, p. 58

Tropical, July, p. 40

Western tree hole, July, p. 30

Mosquitofish, July, p. 54; and cannibalism, Feb.,

p. 46

Moth, gypsy: forest defoUation and, June, p. 40;

fungal pathogen and, June, p. 42

Mummies, Inca, mountain sanctuaries and: Ar-

gentina, Apr, p. 62; Chile, Apr., p. 66

Music, brass bands, Nepal, Sept., p. 38

Mythology: Aztec and Inca, Sept., p. 16;

Kwakiutl. Oct., p. 42

NATIVE AMERICANS
HidaLsa Indians. Aug., p. 68

Kwakiutl podatch: Oct.. p. 50; masks, Oct., p.

42

Tai'no Indians and Christopher Columbus.

Mar., p. 14

Thanksgiving and, Nov., p. 22

Trickster tales, Oct., p. 4

{See also "Aztec"; "Inca"; "Maya")

NATURAL MOMENT
Ant: Australian buUdog, Dec., p. 80; honey,

May, p. 88

Anteater, silky, Sept., p. 92

Bear, grizzly. Jan., p. 84

Budworm, tobacco, Oct., p. 92

Frogs, poison dart, June, p. 76

Heliconius butterfly and passionflower vine,

Aug., p. 76

Lion and Masai flies, Apr., p. 92

Lizard, basilisk, Nov., p. 92

Marmot, hoary, July, p. 74

Sponge, tube, Feb., p. 84

Wasp, ichneumon. Mar. p. 98

NATURALIST AT LARGE
Cats and rats, urban, garbage and, June, p. 16

Squirrel, red, Feb., p. 4

Natural selection, theory of, pigeons and, Apr., p.

12

Nature study, American history of (review), Feb.,

p. 64

NATURE'S INFINITE BOOK
Birds, Javanese, extinction of, Sept., p. 30

Hypertension, evolution of, Oct., p. 20

Language, evolution of. May, p. 22

Pack rats, middens of, Feb., p. 24

Sweat glands, Dec., p. 2

Nautilids (review), Dec., p. 68

Nepal: brass bands, Sept., p. 38; Sherpas and tour-

ism, Feb., p. 38

Nettles as food, Aug., p. 72

New Guinea, birds of (review), June, p. 28

New Mexico, Rio CeboUa Marsh, Aug., p. 24

Nicholson, Thomas D., obituary of, Sept., p. 2

Nova Scotda, Cape Breton Highlands, Apr., p. 74

Ocean: sea surface microlayer. May. p. 58; tem-

perature, measurement of. Mar., p. 76

Octopuses and brittle stars, Feb., p. 30

Ohio, Buffalo Beats, Dec, p. 18

Orionid meteor shower, Oct., p. 91

Owen, Richard, archetypal vertebrates and. Jan.,

p. 22

Pack rats, middens of, Feb., p. 24

PALEONTOLOGY
Allosaums. American Museum ofNatural His-

tory reconstruction of, Dec, p. 36

Barosaums: biomechanics of. Dec. p. 33; clas-

sification of Dec, p. 3 1 ; Natural history of,

Dec, p. 30; reconstruction of Dec, p. 36;

skeleton of, Dec, p. 38

Cephalopods (review), Dec, p. 68

Dinosaurs: Allosaums, Dec, p. 36;

Barosaums. Dec, p. 30, p. 3 1 . p. 33, p. 36, p.

38; Hypsilophodonts, Apr., p. 32;

Sauropods, Dec, p. 30, p. 31, p. 33, p. 36

Fossil: forests, arctic, Jan., p. 56; pack rat

middens, Feb., p. 24

Gigantopithecus and China, Nov., p. 54

Hypsilophodonts, Apr., p. 32

Polydactyly in tetrapods, Jan., p. 22

Punctuated equilibrium, Aug.. p. 12

Sauropods: biomechanics of Dec, p. 33; clas-

sification of. Dec, p. 3 1 ; natural history of,

Dec, p. 30; reconstruction of, Dec, p. 36

Sea urchins, fossils of, Aug., p. 40

Papermaking, Asian and Mesoamerican, June, p.

6

Parasites: plasmodia, July, p. 59; of mosquito lar-

vae, July p. 30

Parasitoidism in wasps. Mar., p. 98

Parrots, Australian, Nov., p. 44

Passionflower vine and Heliconius butterfly,

Aug., p. 76

Pearl Harbor: Japanese physiology and, Dec, p. 2;

USS Arizona and, Nov., p. 64;

Penguin, AdeUe, Jan., p. 46

Peru, Ucayali River, flooding of, agriculture and.

May, p. 48

Petra and fossil animal middens, Feb., p. 24

Phenols and tree defenses, gypsy moths and, June,

p. 40

PHOTOGRAPHY
Adams, Ansel (review). May, p. 66

Farmland, American (review), Sept.. p. 84

Pigeons, natural selection and, Apr., p. 12

Pitcher plants and mosquitoes, July, p. 34

Plants (See "Botany")

Platypus, electric sense in. May, p. 30

Pleiades, Mar., p. 20

Pollution, ocean. May, p. 58

Polydactyly in tetrapods, Jan., p. 22

Polymorphism, biU size in birds, Jan., p. 14

Potlatch. Kwakiuti. Oct.. p. 42, p. 50

Prairie, Ohio, Dec, p. 18

Protozoans, Lambomella clarki (parasite of mos-

quito larvae), July, p. 30

Puerto Rico, El Yunque, Oct., p. 76

Punctuated equilibrium, Aug., p. 12

Pygmies, Efe, Zaire, Oct., p. 54

Rats: pack, middens of, Feb., p. 24; cats and. June,

p. 16

RECIPES
Aab Gosht (Lamb with milk), Apr, p. 90

Alan Davidson's Marmalade, Dec. p. 79

Braciole di Maiale al Latte (Pork chops

cooked in milk). Apr., p. 90

Crispy Cajun Crickets. July, p. 72

Dhal (Split-pea puree). May, p. 86

Ecuadorean-Lithuanian Com/Kasha/Barley,

Sept., p. 90

Masala Vangi (Eggplant slices smothered with

coconut-spice paste). Mar., p. 96

Mireille Johnston's Tmite Faivie aitx Herbes

(Trout stuffed with greens, cream, and shal-

lots and baked with wine, herbs, and cream),

July, p. 72

Old-Fashioned Salt Cod Cakes, Nov., p. 90

Pouldrde de Bresse Tmffee Cuite a la Vapeur

(Steamed Traffled Chicken), Feb., p. 82

Raw Kibbe. June. p. 75

Risotto alle Oitiche (Risotto with nettles),

Aug., p. 74

Roti, May. p. 86

Rati Filling, May, p. 86

Scrambled Eggs with Truffles, Jan., p. 83

Yuca Con Mojo, Oct.. p. 80

RELIGION
(See "Ritual and Religion")

REPTILES AND AMPHIBLyVS
Frogs: hearing in. Mar., p. 57; meadow tree,

cannibalism and, Feb.. p. 46; poison-dart,

June, p. 76; Tungara, Mar., p. 4

Lizard, basilisk, Nov.. p. 92

Toad tadpoles and mosquito larvae, July, p. 38

REVIEWS
Amber Waves ofGrain: America 's Fannlands

from Above. Sept., p. 84

AnselAdams: TlieAmerican Wilderness, May,

p. 66

Behavior Guide to African Mammals. The: In-

cluding HoofedMammals. Carnivores, Pri-

mates, Nov., p. 76

Burning Bush: A Fire History of Australia,

Apr., p. 82

Forest of Kings. A: Tlw Untold Story of the

Ancient Maya, Mar., p. 82

My Tibet, Jan., p. 64

Nomads of Western Tibet: Tlie Sun-ival of a



Way ofLife, Jan., p. 64

Naturalist in New Guinea, A, June, p. 28

Nature Fakers. The: Wildlife, Scienceand Senti-

ment, Feb., p.64

On Methuselah s Trail: Living Fo.ssils and the

Great Extinctions, Dec., p. 68

RITUAL AND RELIGION
Christmas pageants, Caribbean, Dec. p. 22

iMummies, Inca, mountain sanctuaries and,: Ar-

gentina, Apr., p. 62.; Chile, Apr. p. 66

Potlatch, Kwalciutl, Oct., p. 42, p. 50

Rite of passage, Efe Pygmy and, Oct., p. 54

Ussher, James, date of creation and, Nov., p. 12

Roosevelt, Theodore, 19th century naUire writing

and (review), Feb., p. 64

Roti, May, p. 84

Sahara, relict cypress and, Sept., p. 22

Salt and hypertension, Oct., p. 20

Sardinia, malaria in, July, p. 61

Sauropods: biomechanics of, Dec, p. 33: classifi-

cation of, Dec, p. 3 1 ; natural history of, Dec, p.

30; reconstruction of, Dec, p. 36

SCIENCE LITE
.Astrology, Nov., p. 28

Chickens, Aug., p. 20

Christmas gifts, Dec, p. 62

Halloween, Oct., p. 10

Mosquitoes, July, p. 66

Seals: antarctic, communication in, Mar., p. 46;

Hawaiian monk, hearing in. Mar., p. 55; Inuit

hunting of, Jan., p. 30

Sea surface microlayer. May, p. 58

Sea urchins, evolution of, Aug., p. 40

Seedcracker, black-beUied. Jan.. p. 14

Serval, Feb., p. 52

Sherpas and tourism, Nepal, Feb., p. 38

Shrikes: June, p. 32, p. 37

Sickle ceU gene and malaria, July, p. 59

SKY MAP
Winter, Jan., p. 70

Spring, Apr., p. 80

Summer, July, p. 80

Snails, Pacific island land, Sept., p. 4

Solstice, winter. Dec. p. 75

Sonoran Desert, plants of, Feb., p. 72

SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA
Inca: mummies, Argentina, Apr, p. 62; mum-

mies, Chile, Apr., p. 66; mythology, Sept., p.

16; taxes, Apr, p. 22

Maya: hieroglyphs (review). Mar., p. 82; {See

also "Maya Rediscovered")

Ucayali River, Pern, flooding of. May, p. 48

Spider, European nursery web, mating habits of,

Dec, p. 44

Sponge, tube, reproduction in, Feb., p. 84

Springs, Kendall Warm, June, p. 68

Squirrels: northern flying, May, p. 74; red, sugar

maples and, Feb., p. 4

Stars (See "Celestial Events"; "Astronomy")

Stephens, D. Owen, asU^onomical artist, July, p. 82

Sun: June, p. 72; eclip.ses of, Jan., p. 70, July, p. 80;

1937 eclipse, paintings of, July, p. 82; sun dogs

and solar halos, Feb., p. 70; winter solstice,

Dec, p. 75

Swamp (See "Wetlands")

Sweat glands, Dec, p. 2

Swordtail fish. Mar., p. 4

SYMPHONY BENEATH THE SEA
Ocean temperatures as measured by underwa-

ter sound. Mar., p. 76

Seals: antarctic, vocalization of. Mar., p. 46;

Hawaiian monk, hearing in. Mar., p. 55

Vertebrates, hearing in. Mar., p. 57

Walrus, singing in. Mar., p. 60

Whales: beluga. Mar., p. 63; bowhead. Mar., p.

38; humpback, songs of. Mar., p. 45; killer.

Mar., p. 68; sound production in, Mar., p. 42;

sperm. Mar., p. 64

Tahitians and Charles Darwin, Oct., p. 12

Taino Indians and Christopher Columbus. Mar., p.

14

Tetrapods, Polydactyly in, Jan., p. 22

Thanksgiving, origin of,.Nov., p. 22

Thermal springs, June, p. 68

THIS LAND
Buffalo Beats, Ohio, Dec, p. 18

Cape Breton Highlands, Nova Scotia, Apr, p.

74

Desert Vista, Arizona, Feb., p. 72

El Yunque, Puerto Rico, Oct., p. 76

Grantsburg Swamp, Elinois, July, p. 22

Kaintuck Hollow, Missouri, Sept., p. 74

Kendall Wann Springs, Wyoming, June, p. 68

Otter Creek, West Virginia, May, p. 74

Post Office Bay, Florida, Nov., p. 30

Rio CeboUa Marsh, New Mexico, Aug., p. 24

Rock Creek Gorge, Kentucky, Mar., p. 78

Sidney Spit, British Columbia, Jan., p. 74

THIS VIEW OF LIFE
Darwin, Charles, racial attitudes of. Oct., p. 12

Female choice, evolution and. Mar., p. 4

Fisher, Ronald Aylmer, smoking and eugenics

and, Dec, p. 8

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, leaf-as-arche-

type theory and, Feb., p. 16

Homologous genes in insects and vertebrates,

July, p. 12

Ice Age. May, p. 16

Limpet eelgrass. extinction of. June. p. 22

Pigeons, natural selection and, Apr., p. 1

2

Polydactyly in tetrapods, Jan., p. 22

Punctuated equilibrium, Aug., p. 12

Snails, Pacific island land, extinction of, Sept.,

p. 4

Ussher, James, date of creation and, Nov., p. 12

Tibet (review), Jan., p. 64

Tools, chimpanzees and, Sept., p. 50

Trees: boojum, June, p. 54; defenses against gypsy

moths, June., p. 40; Eastern hemlcx;k. Mar., p.

78; Sahara cypress, Sept, p. 22; sugar maples,

Feb., p. 4; (See also "Botany"; "Forests"; 'This

Land")

Trickster tales. Native American, Oct., p. 4

Truffles as f«)d: Jan., p. 80; Feb., p. 80

Ucayali River, Peru. Ilfxxling of. May, p. 48

Ussher, James, date of creation and, .Nov., p. 12

U.S. NATIONAL FORESTS AND PARKS
Yellowstone National Park, Dec p. 50

(.See also 'This Land")

U.S. Naval Observatory, Apr, p. 78

USS Arizona and Pearl Harbor, Nov., p. 64

USSR, Inuit hunters in, Jan., p. .30

Venus, Jupiter, and Mars, May, p. 72

Vertebrates and homologous genes, July, p. 12

Vietnam, extinct ape in, Nov., p. 54

Volcanoes, geophysics of, Apr, p. 50

Von Wright Ferdinand, Finni.sh bird artist. Sept,

p. 60

Wallace, Alfred Russel, July, p. 53

Walruses: Inuit hunting of, Jan., p. 30; singing in.

Mar., p. 60

Warbler, marsh, migration of, Apr., p. 6

Wasp, ichneumon. Mar., p. 98 -

Weasels, Nov., p. 34

West Virginia, Otter Creek, May, p. 74

WETLANDS
Florida: Nov., p. 30; mosquitoes in, July, p. 36

Illinois, mosquitoes in, July, p. 22

New Mexico. Aug.. p. 24

WHALES
Beluga, communication in, Mar., p. 63

Bowhead, communication in. Mar., p. 38

Humpback, songs of. Mar., p. 45

Inuit hunting of, Jan., p. 30

Killer, Mar., p. 68

Sound production in. Mar., p. 42

Sperm, sound production in. Mar., p. 64

Whitman, Charles Otis, evolutionary theory and,

Apr., p. 12

Wilson, Gilbert Hidatsa Indians and, Aug., p. 68

WORLDS IN CONTACT
Aztec and Inca mythology. Sept. p. 16

Qiristmas pageants, Caribbean, Dec. p. 22

Mosquitoes and disease. July. p. 26

Taino Indians and Christopher Columbus,

Mar., p. 14

Taxes, Inca and Aztec, Apr., p. 22

Thanksgiving, origin of. Nov., p. 22

World War n. Pearl Harbor attacL Nov., p. 64

Writing, Maya and Zapotec, Apr., p. 26

Wyoming, Kendall Warm Springs, June, p. 68

Yellow fever and mosquitoes: July, p. 64; panic in

1905, July, p. 52

Yellow River, flooding and erosion, Aug., p. 28

Yellowstone National Park, winter in. Dec, p. 50

Zaire. Efe Pygmies. Oct. p. 54

Zapotec, calendar and writing, Apr., p. 26
















